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Welcome Message
Welcome to the 2015 International Meeting on Fully Three-Dimensional Image 
Reconstruction in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine which is being held at the Hyatt 
Regency Newport Hotel and Spa on Goat Island in Newport, Rhode Island.

This is the 13th in a series of meetings that have served as one of the major forums for 
presentation of new results in the field of 3D reconstruction, primarily with applications in 
x-ray computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT). 

Over the life-time of the meeting the focus has shifted to reflect recent developments in 
the field. Many of the major developments in fully 3D PET and SPECT imaging were first 
presented at Fully3D, as were key results in analytical reconstruction methods in cone-
beam x-ray CT. A broad range of topics are represented at the current meeting these 
range from presentation of exciting new finding in x-ray CT, PET, and SPECT to Spectral 
CT, Image Quality Assessment, High Performance Computing, and Reconstruction for 
Novel Geometries, Security and Industrial Applications. On Monday night before dinner 
we invite you to attend a talk on Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to Interventional 
Imaging which will be presented by Ajay Wakhloo, MD, PhD and Matthew Gounis, PhD of 
the Department of Radiology at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. We are 
sure you will all find this discussion of how the work you are doing is being applied to save 
lives interesting and motivating. This year we are also starting each day with an invited 
keynote talk by an expert in four different areas. Monday the talk will be by Kyle Myers, 
PhD, of the FDA on assessment of image quality. Tuesday it will be by Jeffrey Fessler, 
PhD, of the University of Michigan on iterative reconstruction in CT. On Wednesday Klaus 
Mueller, PhD, of Stony Brook University will talk to us on the latest in high-performance 
computing as applied to reconstruction. Finally, on Thursday Michel Defrise, PhD, will talk 
on reconstruction in PET and TOF PET. The social events during the week include a night 
out in Newport on Tuesday, and a New England Clambake Dinner Wednesday night.

Fully3D has always been an independent meeting and we have continued the tradition. 
We are therefore particularly grateful to our sponsors (listed on the next page) for their 
valuable financial support. In this regard we would like to thank Richard Leahy and 
Fully3D 2013 for passing on starting funding to us. We would also like to express our 
appreciation to the Scientific Committee for their prompt reviews of the large number of 
papers submitted to the meeting and to the members of the Organizing Committee for 
their invaluable help. We would especially like to thank Cliff Lindsay, PhD, who served as 
web-master, and organized the efforts of the volunteers who are assisting at the meeting. 
Finally, our deepest thanks goes to Denise Leary Director of Continuing Medical Education 
at the University of Massachusetts Medical School who really handled business end of the 
meeting, and her staff especially Cheryl Fitzgerald who oversaw the abstract submission 
site and served as accountant for all their tremendous efforts in making this meeting a 
reality.

Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus Mueller 
Conference Chairs 
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Activites

Downtown Newport

Open Daily
The city of Newport is located in Newport County, Rhode Island, at the southern tip of 
Aquidneck Island, and is bounded by Middletown to the north and three bodies of water: 
Narragansett Bay to the west; Sakonnet River to the east; and Rhode Island Sound to the 
south. Home to spectacular coastal scenery, awe-inspiring architecture, a thriving waterfront 
downtown, and welcoming hospitality, Newport is considered by many to be a shining gem 
in the coastal crown of New England. For those whose hearts lie in architecture, design, and 
history, Newport offers tours of opulent mansions, interesting museums, and a number of 
walking tours that reveal the Colonial and Gilded Age charm of the city.

Newport has become a great destination for shopping. During the Summer it is extremely 
popular because in the Downtown area there are so many stores and they are all within 
walking distance of each other. It is a great way to spend a day, park the car in any of the 
nearby parking lots and walk around as long as the weather is good!

http://www.discovernewport.org/

Map of Newport

Newport Mansions
The Preservation Society of Newport County, Rhode Island’s largest cultural organization, 
preserves and protects the best of Newport County’s architectural heritage. Its 11 historic 
properties and landscapes - seven of which are National Historic Landmarks - trace America’s 
architectural and social development from the Colonial era through the Gilded Age.

Group and individual tours available.

http://www.newportmansions.org/

Golfing

Newport National Golf Club
Named the #1 course in Rhode Island with public access by GolfWeek, the fast and firm 
Orchard Course at Newport National Golf Club features nearly 200 acres of breathtaking 
panoramas, including The Sakonnet Passage, Atlantic Ocean, and Narragansett Bay.

Green Valley Country Club

The Green Valley Country Club is an 18 hole championship course, located in picturesque 
Portsmouth, RI. Known as Newport area’s finest semi-private country club, it is open to the 
public. Located in Portsmouth, RI - 7 miles from the hotel

Montaup Country Club
Close to historic Newport, Montaup Country Club is an 18-hole semi-private course. Our 
signature hole, the Par 5 16th, overlooks scenic Mt. Hope Bay and Bridge. A fairly open, flat 
course with tricky winds results in a good test of shot-making ability. Montaup Country Club 
is open year round for the diehard golf enthusiast and is located in Portsmouth, RI. Located in 
Portsmouth, RI - 13 miles from the hotel

Jamestown Golf Course
Jamestown Golf Course is a 9 hole Public golf course located in Rhode Island – Minutes from 
Newport, RI – come and play this inviting Links inspired course located within Narragansett 
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CT 2 
Moderators: Xiaochuan Pan and Charlie Byrne

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Joint Cone-beam Reconstruction and Geometry Estimation for Mobile C-arms. 
Caleb Rottman, Jacob Hinkle, Ross Whitaker, Arvidas Cheryauka, and Sarang 
Joshi. Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute, University of Utah 

2. Investigation of a “zoomCT” architecture for cardiac CT imaging. Jed Pack,  
Ge Wang, Jiao Wang, Bruno De Man, Jeffrey Carr. GE Global Research 

3. Multiple-component object representation and iterative reconstruction for X-ray 
coherent scattering imaging of the breast. Bahaa Ghammraoui, Andreu Badal, 
and Lucretiu Popescu. US Food and Drug Administration 

4. Automated Anatomy Segmentation of Statistical Iterative Reconstructed CBCT. 
Lyndon Hibbard, and Yaqi Chen. Elekta 

5. Intensity-Based Iterative Reconstruction for Differential Phase-Contrast Imaging 
with Reconstruction Parameter Estimation. Bernhard Brendel, Thomas Koehler, 
Maximilian von Teuffenbach, Andreas Fehringer, Peter B. Noel, and Franz  Pfeiffer.  
Philips Research 

6. Presentation of Plans for CT Meeting 2016

7. Presentation of Plans for Fully 3D 2017

**CLOSE SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS FuLLy 3D 2015**

Bay. Rolling fairways and generous driving areas make for a relaxing round, but the well-
manicured greens will test your ability to read greens and putt at every hole. The golf course 
was first established in 1901 and the subtle history is evident throughout the open, wind-
blown layout. Located in Jamestown, RI - 5 miles from the hotel

Sailing & Beaches

Sailing
Newport is known by boaters worldwide for its deep harbor, blue waters, majestic scenery, 
and bustling wharfs. Learn the ropes at Newport Sailing School, then launch from Fort Adams, 
Kings Park / Wellington Avenue, or Poplar Street / Washington Street. If you would rather take 
a tour let the folks at Gansett Cruises give you a narrated harbor tour of beautiful Newport. 
Another exciting way to experience Newport from the water is sailing on a legendary 12 
Meter Racing Yacht. The expert staff at 12 Meter Charters will take care of you for a family trip 
or large social event.

Beaches
Sachuest Beach is a public coastline, just a few minutes away in Middletown, RI. It’s perfect 
for swimming, sunbathing, or exploring the trails of Sachuest Point National Wildlife Refuge. 
Easton’s Beach is also lovely. It is just a short drive and has enough activities, like a carousel, 
beach store, and snack shack, for a fun filled day at the beach.

Vineyards
Newport Vineyards and Winery (4.5 miles) has been in action since 1977. Greenvale Vineyards 
(6.8 miles) is a 19th century Victorian farm in Portsmouth, and Sakonnet Vineyards (22 miles) is 
located in scenic Little Compton, RI.

909 E Main Rd, Middletown, RI 02842 
(401) 848-5161 
www.newportvineyards.com

Store Hours 
Open 7 Days A Week, Year Round 
Mon - Sat 10am to 6pm  
Sunday Noon to 6pm 
Winter hours open until 5pm

Winery Tours
Tours Daily at 1 & 3 pm.
Saturday Hourly 11am-4pm. 
Groups of 10 or more, please call for an appointment.
For additional information: (401) 848-5161

Shuttle Bus From Downtown Newport
Call the Coyote Shuttle for transportation availability to the winery: 401-846-7090

Tennis Hall of Fame
Designated by the International Tennis Federation as the official Hall of Fame, The 
International Tennis Hall of Fame Museum showcases the history as well as many important 
artifacts of the game. Only 235 players, contributors, and administrators have been chosen for 
induction by a distinguished panel of 125 voters that represent all facets of the game from all 
around the world. While you’re visiting, don’t forget to bring your racquet so you can play on 
the same grass courts where many of the greatest champions have played.

8



THURSDAY, JUne 4PRogRAm

Th26. Implementation of an Open Data Format for CT Projection Data. Baiyu Chen, 
Xinhui Duan, Zhicong Yu, Shuai Leng, Lifeng Yu, and Cynthia McCollough. 
Mayo Clinic  

Th27. Torsional Heart Motion in Cone-beam Computed Tomography Reconstruction. 
Mathias Unberath, Oliver Taubmann, Katrin Mentl, Andreas Maier, Rebecca 
Fahrig, Joachim Hornegger, and Stephan Achenbach. Friedrich-Alexander 
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Th28. MAP-Based Sinogram Denoising for Spectral CT Imaging Using a Joint Prior. 
Debashish Pal. GE Healthcare

Th29. Dual energy CT images restoration via dictionary learning and spectral 
gradient modeling. Dong Zeng, Jianhua Ma, Zhaoying Bian, Hua Zhang, 
Shanzhou Niu, and Jing Huang. Southern Medical University

Th30. Sparse-view Cerebral Perfusion CT Reconstruction via Total Generalized 
Variation and Spectral Patch-based Low-rank Penalty. Shanzhou Niu, Jing 
Huang, Zhaoying Bian, Shanli Zhang, Wufan Chen, and Jianhua Ma. Southern 
Medical University

Th31. Joint Sparsity and Fidelity Regularization for Segmentation-drived CT Image 
Preprocessing. Feng Liu and Huibin Li. Xi’an Jiaotong University

Th32. Resolution Improvement of Digital Radiography Image Based on a Modified 
ROF Deblurring Model. Qian Wang, Yining Zhu, and Hongwei Li. CT 
Laboratory, School of Mathematics, Capital Normal University

Th33. Wedge beam geometry – a possible approach of realization and potential for 
scatter reduction. Oleg Tischenko and Christoph Hoeschen. HMGU - German 
Research Center for Environmental Health. 

Th34. Analytic Reconstruction Algorithm for Triple-source CT with Horizontal Data 
Truncation. Ming Chen and  Hengyong Yu. University of Massachusetts Lowell

Th35. Investigation of 3D DSA Image Reconstruction from Single-Plane and Bi-Plane 
Data. Dan Xia, Xiao Han, Satoru Oishi, Tetsu Satow, Hiromichi Yokoyama, 
Masanobu Yamada, Emil Sidky, and Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Th36. Dual Grid Approach for Iterative Reconstruction in Extreme Interior 
Tomography. William Thompson. Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy

Th37. Design and optimization of X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometry with polychromatic 
sources. Li Zhang, Ran Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Xiaolei Jiang, and 
Wei Li. Tsinghua University

Th38. Modeling and reconstruction for dual-view selective plane illumination 
microscopy. Patrick La Riviere, Corey Smith, Abhishek Kumar, Daniel  
Colon-Ramos, Yicong Wu, and Hari Shroff. University of Chicago

International Tennis Hall of Fame & Museum
194 Bellevue Avenue 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 
Main Phone: 401-849-3990 
Toll Free: 1-800-457-1144 
Newport Casino Indoor Racquet Club: 401-849-4777 
Newport Casino Lawn Tennis Club: 401-846-0642 
Campbell’s Hall of Fame Tennis Championships: 401-849-6053 or 866-914-FAME 
http://www.tennisfame.com

Newport Grand Casino
Newport Grand Slots is located at the base of the Newport Bridge and has over 1,000 of 
today’s most popular slots including virtual blackjack and video poker.

150 Admiral Kalbfus Road, Newport, RI 02840 
401-849-5000 
FREE admission & parking 
Smoking & Non-smoking areas

Hours: 
Sunday-Thursday 10am-1am, 
Weekends and Holidays 10am-2am 
http://newportgrand.com/

Boston

One of the oldest cities in the United States, Boston was founded on the Shawmut Peninsula 
in 1630 by Puritan colonists from England. It was the scene of several key events of the 
American Revolution, such as the Boston Massacre, the Boston Tea Party, the Battle of Bunker 
Hill and the Siege of Boston. Upon American independence from Great Britain, the city 
continued to be an important port and manufacturing hub, as well as a center for education 
and culture. Through land reclamation and municipal annexation, Boston has expanded 
beyond the original peninsula. Its rich history helps attract many tourists, with Faneuil Hall 
alone attracting over 20 million visitors. Boston’s many “firsts” include the United States’ first 
public school (1635), and first subway system (1897).

Explore the city where the new and the old are in constant conversation, where cobbled-stone 
streets meet glass-enclosed shopping galleries, where The Freedom Trail landmarks stand 
beside cutting edge restaurants and renowned performance theatres brush shoulders with 
trendy nightclubs.

Uncover Boston’s past while enjoying its distinctively modern edge, enjoy the old masters and 
the brew masters, pedal-powered swan boat rides or high speed catamaran whale watches. 
Shop artisanal markets or chic boutiques. While the afternoon away at a sidewalk cafés or 
dine from the popular food mobiles found throughout the city. Enjoy star-studded concerts 
and concerts under the stars. Take a walking tour or blaze a trail of your own. Stroll the lively 
waterfront or cruise the historic harbor.

http://www.bostonusa.com/
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Th14. A Model of Regularization Parameter Selection in Low-dose X-ray CT 
Reconstruction Based on Dictionary Learning. Cheng Zhang, Jian Zheng, 
Ming Li, Yanfei Lu, Jiali You, and Yihui Guan. Suzhou Institute of Biomedical 
Engineering and Technology (SIBET) of Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
Suzhou, China

Th15. Numerical Investigation of the Convergence-Rate of the Chambolle-Pock 
Algorithm for CT Reconstruction. Dufan Wu,  
Emil Sidky, Li Zhang, and Xiaochuan Pan. Tsinghua University

Th16. Compressed Sensing based Statistical Interior Tomography with Feature 
Refinement. Yunwan Zhang, Jianbo Liu, Zhanli Hu, Hairong Zheng, and 
Dong Liang,. Lauterbur Research Center for Biomedical Imaging, Institute 
of Biomedical and Health Engineering, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced 
Technology,China

Th17. Projection onto Convex Sets for Constrained Iterative Image Reconstruction. 
Li Liu, Yongxin Han, and  Mingwu Jin. Tianjin University

Th18. Dual energy CT image iterative reconstruction using an average image 
induced edge-preserving prior. Dong Zeng, Jianhua Ma, Jing Huang, 
Zhaoying Bian, Hua Zhang, and Shanzhou Niu. Southern Medical University

Th19. Statistical iterative reconstruction for ultra high-resolution x-ray tomography 
from undersampled data. Sebastian Allner, Andreas Fehringer, Astrid 
Velroyen, Franz Pfeiffer, and Peter B Noël. Department of Physics and Institute 
of Medical Engineering, Technische Universität München, Garching, Germany

Th20. An iterative algorithm for region-of-interest reconstruction with cone-beam 
acquisitions on a generic source trajectory. Tasadduk Chowdhury, Anando 
Sen, and Robert Azencott. University of Houston

Th21. An Optimal relaxation of the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique for CT 
Imaging. Sebastian Bannasch, Robert Frysch, Richard Bismark, Gerald 
Warnecke, Georg Rose. Institute of Medical Engineering, University of 
Magdeburg, Germany 

Th22. A Modified BPF Algorithm for ROI-volume Reconstruction from Helical Cone-
beam Data Containing Truncation. Han Yu, Li Lei, Xi Xiaoqi, Yan Bin, and Hu 
Guoen. National Digital Switching System Engineering and Technological 
Research Center

Th23. Bayesian image reconstruction for low-dose X-ray CT: a comparison study 
of sinogram- and image-domain implementations. Hao Zhang. Stony Brook 
University

Th24. A geometric calibration method for digital x-ray tomosynthesis. Liang Li, Yao 
Yang, and Zhiqiang Chen. Tsinghua University

Th25. Using Edge-Preserving Algorithm for Significantly Improved  
Image-Domain Material Decomposition in Dual Energy CT. Wei Zhao and Lei 
Xing. Huazhong University of Science and Technology

SuNDAy MAy 31
4-8pm Registration

MONDAy JuNe 1
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00-8:20am Welcome by Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus 
Mueller; 

Grand Ballroom A&B

8:20-10:00am Keynote Talk on Image Quality Assessment  
by Kyle Myers, and Assessment of Image Quality 1 
Orals

10:00-10:30am Break 
Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Assessment of Image Quality 2 Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster Session 1 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm Iterative Reconstruction 1 Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

6:00-6:30pm Appetizers  
Ballroom Foyer

6:30-7:30pm Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to 
Interventional Imaging, Ajay Wakhloo and Matthew 
Gounis 
Grand Ballroom A&B

7:30-10:00pm Conference Dinner 
Rose Island I+II
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Poster Session 3 
Moderators: Brian Hutton and Xuanqin Mou

1:30-3:30pm 

Th1. Modeling Pose Measurement Uncertainty During Image Reconstruction for 
Awake Animal PET. John Gillam. Brain and Mind Research Institute

Th2. Modulating Time-Activity Curves for Different Compartments in List-Mode Data. 
Yusheng Li, Margaret Daube-Witherspoon, Joel Karp, Suleman Surti, Samuel 
Matej, and Scott Metzler. University of Pennsylvania

Th3. Investigation of Convex Priors in List Mode TOF PET Reconstruction with the 
Entropic Mirror Descent Algorithm. Sean Rose, Emil Sidky, Chien-Min Kao, and 
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Th4. Evaluation of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for PET reconstruction. Thomas 
Dey and Pedro Rodrigues. Oncology Solutions, Philips Research Europe

Th5. Study of a novel-geometry PET scanner. Kuang Gong. BME of UC DAVIS

Th6. Withdrawn 

Th7. OpenCL-Accelerated Motion Corrected Reconstruction of Cardiac-gated SPECT 
Using DCAMM. Francesc Massanes and Jovan Brankov. Illinois Institute of 
Technology

Th8. Introducing Polar Map Defined Defects into Normal Cardiac Perfusion SPECT 
Slices using 3D Respiratory and Rigid-Body Motion Projection. P. Hendrik 
Pretorius, Michael A. King, Karen Johnson, Yongyi Yang, and Miles Wernick. 
UMass Med School

Th9. Fully 3D thyroid imaging with mini gamma cameras. José Gardiazabal, Jakob 
Vogel, Philipp Matthies, Matthias Wieczorek, Benjamin Frisch, Nassir Navab, 
Sibylle Ziegler, and Tobias Lasser. Technische Universität München

Th10. Reconstruction of Brain SPECT Data from an Ultra-Short  
Cone-Beam Collimator Paired with a Fan-Beam Collimator.  
Stephen Moore, Morgan Cervo, Marie Foley Kijewski, Charles Mauceri, Mi-Ae 
Park, and Laura Horky. Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

TH11. Micro-SPECT imaging in the presence of an X-ray CT contrast agent: Effects of 
attenuation and scatter and effectiveness of corrections. Sanghyeb Lee, Jens 
Gregor, Jonathan Wall, and  
Dustin Osborne. University of Tennessee

Th12. A New Channel Design of Channelized Hotelling Observer and Internal Noise 
Optimization to Match Human Observer. Minah  
Han and Jongduk Baek. Yonsei University

Th13. Preliminary Investigation of Noise Properties in TV-constrained and TV-
penalized CT Image Reconstruction. Adrian Sanchez, Emil Sidky, and  
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Program monday, June 1

Welcome  
by Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus Mueller

8:00-8:20am 

  

Image Quality Assessment 1 
Moderators: Stephen Glick and Michael King

8:20-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Kyle Myers on Image Quality Assessment

1. Adaptive Feature Selection for Model Observers: Reducing Reliance on Prior 
Knowledge for Task-based Assessment. Howard Gifford, Anando Sen, and Robert 
Azencott. University of Houston 

2. Incorporating prior information in a no-gold-standard technique to assess 
quantitative SPECT reconstruction methods. Abhinav Jha, and Eric C Frey.  
Johns Hopkins University 

3. Impact of statistical weights and edge preserving regularization on image 
quality in iterative CT reconstruction. Katharina Hahn, Harald Schöndube, Karl 
Stierstorfer, Frederic Noo. Siemens AG, Healthcare

 

Assessment of Image Quality 2 
Moderators: Kyle Myers and Howard Gifford

10:30-12:10pm 

1. Task-Based Optimization of Source-Detector Orbits in Interventional Cone-beam 
CT. J. Webster Stayman, Grace Gang, and Jeffery W. Siewerdsen. Johns Hopkins 
University 

2. Clinically Relevant Task-based Assessment for Digital Breast Tomosynthesis using 
an Adaptive Visual-search Model Observer. Mini Das, Zhihua Liang, and Howard 
Gifford. University of Houston 

3. Optimization of 3D SPECT-MPI Reconstruction Using a Machine Learning Polar-
Map Model Observer for Detection and Localization of Perfusion Defects. M 
Felipe Parages, J Michael O’Connor, P Hendrik Pretorius, and Jovan G  Brankov. 
Illinois Institute of Technology 

4. Collimator optimization and collimator-detector response compensation in 
myocardial perfusion SPECT. Michael Ghaly, Jonathan M Links, and Eric C Frey. 
Johns Hopkins University
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PET and SPECT Reconstruction 2 
Moderators:  Jinyi Qi and Magdalena Rafecas

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Michel Defrise on Reconstruction of PET  
and TOF PET

1.  An Iterative Method for Eliminating Artifacts from Multiplexed Data in Pinhole 
SPECT. Stephen Moore, Morgan Cervo, José Manuel Udias, Joaquin L. Herraiz, 
and Scott Metzler. Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School 

2.  Analytic TOF reconstruction algorithm within DIRECT data partitioning framework. 
Samuel Matej, Margaret Daube-Witherspoon, and Joel Karp. University of 
Pennsylvania 

3.  Non-rigid 4D Respiratory and Cardiac Motion Correction on Projection Data 
before Image Reconstruction for Cardiac PET. Tao Feng, and Benjamin Tsui. Johns 
Hopkins University 

4.  Electron Density Reconstruction from Scattered Coincidences for Attenuation 
Correction in Positron Emission Tomography. Geng Zhang, Hongyan Sun, and 
Stephen Pistorius. University of Manitoba

 

Patient Motion 
Moderators: Johan Nuyts and Nicole Maas

10:30-12:10pm 

1.  Keeping the Pace: Heart Rate Informed 3-D Motion Detection for Adaptive 
Temporal Smoothing. Oliver Taubmann, Günter Lauritsch, Andreas, Maier, 
Rebecca Fahrig, and Joachim Hornegger. Pattern Recognition Lab, Department of 
Computer Science, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg 

2.  Fully Automatic Head Motion Correction for Interventional C-arm Systems using 
Fiducial Markers. Kerstin Müller, Martin Berger, Jang-Hwan Choi, Sanjit Datta, 
Sonja Gehrisch, Teri  Moore, Michael P. Marks, Andreas K. Maier, Rebecca Fahrig. 
Stanford University 

3.  Motion adaptive sparsity prior for low-dose dynamic CT myocardial perfusion 
imaging. Zhaoying Bian, Changfei Gong, Dong Zeng,  Shanzhou Niu, Hua Zhang, 
Zhang Zhang, and  Jianhua Ma. Southern Medical University

4. Feasibility of Correcting for realistic head motion in helical CT. Jung-Ha Kim, Tao 
Sun, Johan Nuyts, Zdenka Kuncic, and Roger Fulton. The University of Sydney, 
Sydney, Australia 

 

Monday, June 1PrograM

Assessment of Image Quality 1 
Moderators: Jeffery Fessler and Ge Wang

1:30-3:30pm 

Mo1. List-Mode Reconstruction from Raw Detector Signals:  
An Embedded Detection Model for Monolithic Crystals.  
Jorge Cabello, Magdalena Rafecas, John E. Gillam,  
and Josep F.  Oliver. Technische Universitat Munchen

Mo2. Evaluation of a local respiratory motion correction (LRMC) in  
PET/CT imaging for oncology and cardiology applications.  Frederic Lamare, 
Philippe Fernandez, and Dimitris Visvikis.  
Univ. Bordeaux, INCIA, CNRS UMR 5287

Mo3. Marker-less Motion Detection for Multiple Frame Acquisition PET Brain 
Imaging. Clifford Lindsay, Joyeeta M. Mukherjee, Patrick Olivier, and Michael 
A. King. UMass Med School

Mo4. Optimization-Based Simultaneous Determination of Emission Activity and 
Photon Attenuation in PET. Xiaochuan Pan, Buxin Chen, Zheng Zhang, Sean 
Rose, and Emil Sidky. The University  
of Chicago

Mo5. Multi-threaded image reconstruction of 3D PET sinogram data with STIR. Kris 
Thielemans, Vesna Cuplov, and Benjamin Thomas. University College London

Mo6. Fully Bayesian Image Estimation Software for List-Mode PET Data. Joaquin L 
Herraiz and Arkadiusz Sitek. Madrid-MIT M+Vision

Mo7. Attenuation estimation from time-of-flight PET histo-images using consistency 
equations. Yusheng Li, Michel Defrise, Scott Metzler, and Samuel Matej. 
University of Pennsylvania

Mo8. Towards Continuous-to-Continuous 3D Imaging in the Real World. Luca 
Caucci, Harrison Barrett, Zhonglin Liu, Abhinav Jha, and Lars Furenlid. 
Department of Medical Imaging, University of Arizona

Mo9.  Analytical Modeling of Collimator Response for a Compact Stationary Parallel-
hole SPECT System. Lara Pato, Stefaan Vandenberghe, Pedro Luis Esquinas, 
and Roel Van Holen.  
MEDISIP, Ghent University

Mo10. Correction of Hysteretic Respiratory Motion in SPECT Myocardial Perfusion 
Imaging. Paul Dasari, Arda Könik, P. Hendrik Pretorius, Karen Johnson, W. Paul 
Segars, and Michael A. King. University  
of Maryland

Mo11. Reduced Angle Acquisition in I-123 DaTscan Imaging using Multi-pinhole 
(MPH) and Fan-beam Collimators on a Dual-headed SPECT system. Joyeeta 
Mitra Mukherjee, Joyoni Dey, and Michael King,  UMass Medical School

Mo12. A Visual-Search Model Observer for Multitarget SPECT Image. Kheya 
Banerjee, Anando Sen, and Howard C. Gifford, University  
of Houston
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ThuRSDAy JuNe 4
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast 

Rose Island I+II

8:00-10:00am PET and SPECT Reconstruction 2 Orals

Invited Keynote Talk on Reconstruction of PET and TOF 
PET by Michel Defrise

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Patient Motion Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster session 3 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm CT 2 Orals

Presentation of Plans for Fully 3D 2017

Close F3D2015

Grand Ballroom A&B

7:00-9:00pm Conference Dinner 
Rose Island I+II

Program monday, June 1

Mo13. Accounting for anatomical noise in tumor localization tasks with visual-search 
and channelized Hotelling observers. Anando Sen  
and Howard C. Gifford. University of Houston

Mo14. Iterative CT Reconstruction with Regularization Parameter Tuned  
by Blind Image Quality Assessment. Ti Bai, Xuanqin Mou,  
Wufeng Xue, Hao Yan, and Steve Jiang. Xi’an Jiaotong University

Mo15. Projection and backprojection method based on piecewise linear signal 
model for tomographic imaging. Yoonmi Hong, Gyehyun Kim, Jaesung Lee, 
Jaechool Lee, and Haekyung Jung. Samsung Electronics

Mo16. Iterative CT Image Reconstruction using 3D Dictionary Learning. Kai Mei, 
Alexander Valentinitsch, Felix Kopp, Peter Noël, Andreas Fehringer, Franz 
Pfeiffer, Jan Bauer, and Ernst Rummeny.  
Technische Universität München

Mo17. Comparison of Resolution and Noise Properties of Rebinning Techniques for 
Fan-Beam Reconstruction. Sathish Ramani,  
Jed Pack, Bruno De Man. GE Global Research

Mo18. Distributed Block-Separable Ordered Subsets for Helical X-ray CT Image 
Reconstruction. Donghwan  Kim and Jeffrey Fessler. University of Michigan

Mo19. Metal artifact correction for liquid CT scan with a parameterized image and 
a spectrum projection model. Xin Jin, Liang Li, Le Shen, Qingping Huang, 
Zhiqiang Chen, Yinong Liu, and Li Zhang. Department of Engineering Physics, 
Tsinghua University

Mo20. 2D Singular Value Decomposition based Interior Tomography.  
Rui Liu, Hengyong Yu, Lu He, and Yan Luo. Wake Forest University Health 
Sciences

Mo21. Reducing short-scan artifacts in 3D axial cone-beam CT with extra views. Jang 
Hwan Cho, Jeffrey Fessler, Debashish Pal, and  
Jean-Baptiste Thibault. Endra Inc 

Mo22. Early stopping vs. a Bayesian framework of regularization applied to the 
analytical model-based statistical reconstruction approach. Robert Cierniak 
and Anna Lorent. Czestochowa University of Technology 

Mo23. Accurately approximating algebraic tomographic reconstruction by filtered 
backprojection. Daniel Pelt and Kees Joost Batenburg. CWI, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands

Mo24. An FDK-type reconstruction algorithm for a CT system with  
real-time calibrated geometry. Hongkai Yang, Kejun Kang, and  Yuxiang Xing. 
Tsinghua University

Mo25. A distributed SIRT implementation for the ASTRA Toolbox. Willem Jan 
Palenstijn, Jeroen Bédorf, and Joost Batenburg.  
CWI, Amsterdam, Netherlands
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NOTES WEDNESDAy, JuNE 3Monday, June 1PrograM

Mo26. Improving iterative 4D CBCT through the use of motion information. Cyril 
Mory and Simon Rit. iMagX project, ICTEAM Institut & Université de Lyon, 
CREATIS ; CNRS UMR5220 ; Inserm U1044 ; INSA-Lyon ; Université Lyon 1 ; 
Centre Léon Bérard, Fra

Mo27. Fully 3D variance reconstruction for circular cone beam CT. Dirk Schaefer, 
Peter van de Haar, and Michael Grass. Philips Research

Mo28. Motion Correction of Skull and Breathing Motion with Motion Artefact Metric 
(MAM) Optimization. Herbert Bruder, Christopher Rohkohl, Karl Stierstorfer, 
Michael Knott, and Thomas Flohr. Siemens HealthCare

Mo29. Affine deformation correction in cone beam Computed Tomography. 
Nieuwenhov, De Beenhouwer Jan Vincent,  
Luc Van Hoorebeke, Thomas De Schryver, and Jan Sijbers. University of 
Antwerp

Mo30. Low-dose Cerebral Perfusion CT Image Restoration using Sparse and Low-
rank Matrix Decomposition. Shanzhou Niu, Shanli Zhang, Jing Huang, 
Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, Gaohang Yu, Zhengrong Liang, Jianhua Ma, and 
Wufan Chen. Southern Medical University

Mo31. Poseless CBCT on Surgical C-arm. Lance McBride and Arvi Cheryauka. GE 
Healthcare-Surgery

Mo32. Low-dose Dynamic Cerebral Perfusion CT Imaging via Coupled Dictionary 
Learning. Zhaoying Bian, Jing Huang, Jianhua Ma, Shanli Zhang, Shanzhou 
Niu, and Dong Zeng. Southern Medical University

Mo33. Spectral PICCS Reconstruction for Photon-Counting CT. Zhicong Yu, Shuai 
Leng, Zhoubo Li, Erik Ritman, and Cynthia McCollough. Mayo Clinic

Mo34. A Novel Filtered Backprojection-Based Algorithm for Sparse View CT Image 
Reconstruction. Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca Fahrig. 
Stanford University

Mo35. A Method for Synthesizing Panoramic Image from Cone-beam CT projection. 
Ji Zhao,  Zhiqiang Chen, Li Zhang, and Xin Jin. Tsinghua University

Mo36. Extended View Cone-Beam Reconstruction With A Movable Gantry. Andrei 
Bronnikov. Bronnikov Algorithms

Mo37. A Highly Adaptable X-ray Imaging System Simulator. Serge Soloviev. Reveal 
Imaging, Leidos

Mo38. Photon Count Rate Optimization in CZT based Coded Aperture X-ray 
Diffraction Imaging Applications. Joel Greenberg, Kris Iniewski, and David 
Brady. Duke University

Mo39. A 3-D Scattering Model for Orientation-dependent X-ray  
Dark-field Imaging. Shiyang Hu, Christian Riess, Andreas Maier, Joachim 
Hornegger, Florian Bayer, Thomas Weber, and Gisela Anton. FAU Erlangen
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Wednesday, June 3Program

Spectral Computed Tomography 
Moderators: Web Stayman and Emil Sidky

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Impact of Spectral Separation in Dual-Energy CT with Anti-Correlated Statistical 
Reconstruction. Kevin Brown, Stanislav Zabic, and Gilad Shechter. Philips 
Healthcare 

2. Basis-Image Reconstruction Directly from Limited-Angle Data Sets in Spectral 
CT. Buxin Chen, Zheng Zhang, Emil Sidky, Erik Pearson, Charles Pelizzari, and 
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago 

3. Third Material Separation in Spectral CT with Basis Decomposition. Fredrik 
Grönberg, Hans Bornefalk, and Mats Persson. KTH Royal Institute of Technology  

4. One-step inversion of sparse-view spectral CT data by constrained maximization 
of a transmission-Poisson likelihood model. Rina Foygel Barber, Emil Sidky, Taly 
Gilat-Schmidt, and Xiaochuan Pan. University of Chicago

5. Tensor based Dictionary Learning for Spectral CT Reconstruction. Yanbo Zhang, 
Xuanqin Mou, Hengyong Yu, Ge Wang, and Qiong Xu. Xi’an Jiaotong University 

6. An ADMM algorithm for joint dual energy CT iterative reconstruction. Yan Liu, and 
Zhou Yu. Toshiba Medical Research Institute USA

Program monday, June 1

Iterative Reconstruction 1 
Moderators: Frederic Noo and Ken Sauer

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Frequency-Split Iterative Tomographic Reconstruction in Targeted Region-of-
Interest. Lin Fu, Jed Pack, and Bruno De Man. GE Global Research

2. Fast Variance Prediction for Iteratively Reconstructed CT with Arbitrary 
Geometries. Stephen Schmitt, Stephen, and Jeffrey Fessler. University of Michigan

3. Iterative shading correction for cone-beam CT. Tianye Niu, Pengwei Wu, Jun 
Dang, Tingyu Mao, Yanan Huo, and Xiaonan Sun. Sir Run Shaw Hospital, Zhejiang 
University School of Medicine 

4. Generalized Penalized Weighted Least-Squares Reconstruction for Deblurred Flat-
Panel CBCT. Steven Tilley, Jeffrey Siewerdsen,  
and J. Webster Stayman. Johns Hopkins University 

5. A Hierarchical Multi-Scale Based Reconstruction Method for Tomosynthesis. 
Bernhard Claus, and David Langan. GE Global Research Center

6. When do the iterative reconstruction methods become worth  
the effort? Sophia Bethany Coban,  Philip Withers, Bill Lionheart,  
and Sam McDonald. The University of Manchester 

 

Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to 
Interventional Imaging 
Ajay Wakhloo and Matthew Gounis  
Moderators: Michael King and Stephen Glick

6:30-7:30pm

UMass_Bklt Sig #9 - Low Folio - Front
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Program Wednesday, June 3

We30. Projection-based Material Decomposition by Machine Learning using Image-
based Features for Computed Tomography. Yanye Lu, Jan Geret, Mathias 
Unberath, Michael Manhar, Qiushi Ren, Rebecca Fahrig, Joachim Hornegger, 
and Andreas Maier. Pattern Recognition Lab, Department of Computer 
Science, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nurember

We31. Multi-Resolution Penalized Weighted Least-Squares Reconstruction for 
Quantitative Cone-Beam CT Imaging of Bone Morphology. Qian Cao,  
Wojciech Zbijewski, John Yorkston, Jeffrey Siewerdsen, and Webster Stayman. 
Johns Hopkins University

We32.  A General Projection Weight for Feldkamp-Type Cone-Beam Image 
Reconstruction from Arbitrary CT Scan Trajectories. Michael Knaup, Jan Kuntz, 
Stefan Sawall, and Marc Kachelrieß. German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

We33.  Fast Scatter Artifacts Correction for Cone-Beam CT without System 
Modification and Repeat Scan. Wei Zhao. Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology

We34.  A Study of Volume Integration Models for Iterative Cone-Beam Computed 
Tomography. Sungsoo Ha. Stony Brook University

We35.  Geometric Adjustment of X-ray Tomosynthesis. Tobias Grulich, Wolfgang 
Holub, Ulf Hassler, André Aichert, and Andreas Fraunhofer Maier. 
Development Center X-ray Technology EZRT 

We36.  Many-view under-sampling dual-energy low-dose diagnostic CT scan. 
Seungryong Cho,; Taewon Lee, Jiseoc Lee, Kyoung-Yong Lee, and  Do-Il Kim. 
KAIST

We37.  Cycle Time Reduction in Process Integrated Computed Tomography using 
Compressed Sensing. Tobias Schoen, Florian Römer, Marcus Grossmann, 
Steven Oeckl, Roland Gruber, Alexander Jung, and Giovanni Del Galdo. 
Fraunhofer IIS

We38.  X-ray grating-based dark-field tomography with artifact reduction. Xiaolei 
Jiang, Li Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Shengping Wang, Weijun Peng, 
and Wei Li. Tsinghua University

We39.  A Data-Driven Framework to Optimize External Marker Positioning for Internal 
Motion Tracking. Joyita Dutta, Georges El Fakhri, and Quanzheng Li. Harvard 
Medical School / Massachusetts General Hospital

We40  Total Variation Regularization for X-Ray Tensor Tomography.  
Matthias Wieczorek, Jakob Vogel, Andreas Weinmann, Christoph Jud, 
Florian Schaff, Martin Storath, Franz Pfeiffer, Maximilian Baust, and Tobias 
Lasser. Computer Aided Medical Procedures (CAMP), Technische Universität 
München, Germany

NOTES MONDAy, JuNE 1
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Wednesday, June 3Program

We14. Optimal Selection for Regularization Parameter in Iterative CT Reconstruction 
Based on the Property of Natural Image Statistics. Xuanqin Mou; Ti Bai, Xi 
Chen, Hengyong Yu, Qingsong Yang, and Ge Wang. Xi’an Jiaotong University

We15. Regularized SART-type of Methods in CT. Daxin Shi. Toshiba Medical Research 
Institute USA

We16. CT Iterative Reconstruction Based Gradient Domain Dictionary Learning. 
Zhanli Hu, Yunwan Zhang, Giegen Liu, Na Zhang, Peter Z.Wu, Hairong Zheng, 
and Dong Liang. SIAT

We17. Robust artefact reduction in tomography using Student’s t data fitting. 
Bleichrodt, Folkert; Tristan van Leeuwen and K. Joost Batenburg. Centrum 
Wiskunde & Informatica

We18. Multiresolution Approach to Acceleration of Iterative Image Reconstruction 
for X-Ray Imaging for Security Applications. Soysal Degirmenci, Joseph 
A.O’Sullivan, and David G.Politte, Washington University in St. Louis

We19. Ratio of Multi-Channel Representation (rMCR) Based Spectral CT 
Reconstruction. Yanbo Zhang, Xuanqin Mou, Hengyong Yu, and Ge Wang. 
Xi’an Jiaotong University

We20. Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction with a Gaussian Mixture MRF Prior for 
X-Ray CT. Ruoqiao Zhang, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Charles 
Bouman, and Ken Sauer. Purdue University

We21. Initial Condition for Fast Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction of Truncated 
Projection Data. Dong Hye Ye, Charles Bouman, Somesh Srivastava, 
Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, and Ken Sauer. Purdue University

We22. Consistency of Fanbeam Projections Along an Arc of a Circle. Rolf Clackdoyle, 
Michel Defrise, Laurent Desbat, and Johan Nuyts. Laboratoire Hubert Curien

We23. Efficient Fourier Extrapolation-based Image Reconstruction for Linear Scan 
CT. Hanming Zhang. National Digital Switching System Engineering and 
Technological Research Center

We24. Ultra-fast Semi-analytic Iterative Reconstruction Framework for 3D Low-Dose 
CT. Eunhee Kang, Kyungsang Kim, and Jong Chul Ye. KAIST

We25. Fan-Beam Short-Scan FBP Algorithm Is Not Exact. Larry Zeng. Weber State 
University

We26. Beam Hardening Correction for Flat-Panel Computed Tomography devices. , 
Fabian-Alexander Schlicht and Holger Kunze. Hamburg University of Applied 
Sciences

We27. A novel scatter correction method for Cone Beam CT. Kun Zhou. Peking 
University

We28. Adapted sampling for 3D X-ray computed tomography. Anthony Cazasnoves, 
Fanny Buyens, and Sylvie Sevestre. CEA, LIST

We29. Data-driven Rigid Motion Correction for Helical CT. Tao Sun, Jung-Ha Kim, 
Fulton Roger, and Nuyts Johan. KU Leuven

TueSDAy JuNe 2
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00- 
10:00am

Invited Keynote Talk on Iterative recon CT  
and MRI by Jeff Fessler

Iterative Reconstruction Orals 2

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm CT Orals 1 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm PET and SPECT  
Reconstruction 1 Orals

Grand Ballroom A&B

3:30-4:00pm Break– Grand Ballroom Foyer

4:00pm Evening Free
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Program Wednesday, June 3

Poster Session 2 
Moderators: Georges El Fakhri and Hengyong Yu

1:30-3:30pm 

We1. MR–consistent Simultaneous Reconstruction of Attenuation and Activity for 
non–TOF PET/MR: a Simulation Study. Thorsten Heußer, Christopher M Rank, 
Thomas Beyer, and Marc Kachelrieß. German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

We2. 4D PET image reconstruction algorithm integrating temporal regularization for 
improved Patlak parameters estimations in oncology. Thibaut Merlin, Frédéric 
Lamare, and Dimitris Visvikis. INSERM, UMR1101, LaTIM

We3. Preliminary Investigation of PET Image Reconstruction from Reduced Data 
by Constrained-TV-Minimization. Zhen Zhang, Jinghan Ye, Buxin Chen; Amy 
Perkins, A. Trindade, P. Rodrigue, Chien-Min Kao, Emil Sidky, and Xiaochuan 
Pan. The University  
of Chicago

We4. TOF ML-ACF Reconstruction of Dynamic Data. Vladimir Panin. Siemens 
Healthcare. 

We5. Effect of Time-of-Flight Information to Fill Lost-Frequency in Incomplete 
PET Geometry. Hideaki Tashima and Taiga Yamaya. National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences

We6. Direct Estimation of Voxelwise Neurotransmitter Response Maps From 
Dynamic PET Data. Georgios Angelis, John Gillam, William Ryder, and Steven 
Meikle. The University of Sydney

We7. ML estimation of the scatter scaling in TOF PET. Koen Salvo, Vladimir Panin, 
Harold Rothfuss, and Michel Defrise. Vrije Universiteit Brussel

We8. Non-Uniform Acquisition Intervals in Dynamic SPECT Imaging. Yunlong Zan, 
Grant Gullberg, and Qiu Huang. Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory

We9. Post-Processing of Cardiac Gated SPECT with 4D Non-Local Means Filter. 
Chao Song, Yongyi Yang, Wenyuan Qi, Miles Wernick, P. Hendrik Pretorius, 
and Michael King. Illinois Institute of Technology

We10. High Performance Fully 3D and 4D Image Reconstruction in SPECT Using a 
Big Data Analytic Tool Running on a Supercomputer. Sihih-Ying Clare Huang. 
University of California San Francisco

We11. PINHOLE SPECT IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING A DENSE SYSTEM 
MATRIX. Jingyan Xu. Johns Hopkins University

We12. Improvement of Variance in TOF-PET using Iterative Image Reconstruction. 
Mengdie Wang, Guangshu Hu, Georges EI Fakhri, Hui Zhang, and Quanzheng 
Li. Tsinghua University/ Massachusetts General Hospital

We13. WITHDRAWN

Tuesday, June 2Program

Breakfast 
Rose Island I + II

6:30-8:30am

Iterative Reconstruction 2 
Moderators: Charlie Byrne and Hengyong Yu

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Jeffrey Fessler on Iterative Reconstruction in  
CT and MRI 

1. Improve Path Seeking Accuracy for Iterative Reconstruction Using the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker Condition. Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca 
Fahrig. Department of Radiology, Stanford University 

2. Reconstruction of Difference using Prior Images and a Penalized-Likelihood 
Framework. Amir Pourmorteza, Hao Dang, Jeffrey Siewerdsen, and J. Webster 
Stayman. Johns Hopkins University 

3. Adaptive Regularization for Uniform Noise Covariance in Iterative 3D CT. Ken 
Sauer, Zhiqiqn Chang, Ruoqiao Zhang, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Lin Fu, Debashish 
Pal, and Charles Bouman. University of Notre Dame 

4. Relaxed Linearized Algorithms for Faster X-Ray CT Image Reconstruction. Hung 
Nien, Jeffrey A. Fessler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Computed Tomography 1 
Moderators: Mark Kachelrieß and Mini Das

10:30-12:10pm 

1. Dynamic Contrast Estimation and Compensation in Computed Tomography.  
Brian Nett, Jed Pack, and Cyril Riddell. Ge Healthcare 

2. Low-dose Cerebral Perfusion CT Image Restoration via Low-Rank and Sparse Prior. 
Shanzhou Niu, Shanli Zhang, Jing Huang, Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, Gaohang 
Yu, Wufan Chen, Zhengrong Liang, and Jianhua Ma. Southern Medical University 

3. Combined Metal Artifact Reduction and Determination of Metallic Composition 
for On-Board CBCT. Qiong Xu, Xuanqin Mou, Lei Xing, Yong Yang, and Michael 
Sano. Xi’an Jiaotong University 

4. 4D DSA Iterative Reconstruction. Juergen Endres,  Sebastian Schafer, Christopher 
Rohkohl, Kevin Royalty, Andreas Maier, Markus Kowarschik, and  Joachim 
Hornegger. Pattern Recognition Lab, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-
Nürnberg 
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Wednesday, June 3Program

High Performance Computing 
Moderators Jens Gregor and Webster Stayman

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Klaus Mueller on High Performance Computing

1. GPU-Based 4D Cone-Beam CT Reconstruction by Meshing Method. Zichun 
Zhong, Xuejun Gu, Weihua Mao, Xiaohu Guo and Jing Wang. UT Southwestern 
Medical Center at Dallas and University of Texas at Dallas

2. Multi-GPU SART for Arbitrary Imaging Trajectories. Marc Käseberg, Steffen Melnik, 
Karl Wessel and Erwin Keeve. Fraunhofer IPK and Charité Universitätsmedizin 
Berlin

3. Fast GPU-Driven Model-Based X-Ray CT Image Reconstruction via Alternating 
Dual Updates. Madison G. McGaffin and Jeffrey A. Fessler. University of Michigan. 

4. An Algorithm to Compute Independent Sets of Voxels for Parallelization of ICD-
based Statistical Iterative Reconstruction. Sungsoo Ha and Klaus Mueller. Stony 
Brook University and SUNY Korea.

 

Novel Geometry, Security, and Industrial 
Applications, and Other Modalities Oral 
Moderators: Marc Kachelrieß and Benjamin Tsui

10:30-12:10pm 

1. X-ray Tensor Tomography Reconstruction. Jakob Vogel, Matthias Wieczorek, 
Christoph Jud, Florian Schaff,  Franz Pfeiffer, and Tobias Lasser. Technische 
Universität München 

2. List-mode proton CT reconstruction using their most likely paths via the finite 
Hilbert transform of the derivative of the backprojection. Simon Rit, Rolf 
Clackdoyle, Jan Hoskovec, and Jean Michel Létang. CREATIS / CLB

3. SPECT Algorithm Envisions DC-Less MRI. Larry Zeng. Weber State University 

4. Reconstruction of electron density from time resolved in-plane Compton 
backscatter measurements. Nick Calvert, Marta Betcke, Edward Morton, and 
Robert Speller. University College London 

Program Tuesday, June 2

PET and SPECT Reconstruction 1 
Moderators Richard Carson and Stephen Moore

1:30-3:30pm 

1. Consistency equation for TOF-PET histo-images: derivation and applications. 
Michel Defrise, Samuel Matej, and Yusheng Li. Vrije Universiteit Brussel 

2. Direct Joint Motion Estimation/Image Reconstruction in Attenuation-Corrected 
Gated PET/CT Using a Single CT. Alexandre Bousse, Ottavia Bertolli, David 
Atkinson, Simon Arridge, Sébastien Ourselin, Brian Hutton, and Kris Thielemans. 
University College London 

3. A hybrid kinetic model/B-spline algorithm for direct parametric reconstruction 
from cardiac list mode PET. Mary Germino, Albert Sinusas, Chi Liu, and Richard 
Carson. Yale University 

4. Detector modeling in PET list-mode reconstruction: comparison between pre-
calculated and on-the-fly computed system matrix. Awen Autret, Julien Bert, 
Dimitris Visvikis, Matthieu Moreau, Thomas Carlier, and Olivier Strauss.  
LaTIM - INSERM UMR 1101

5. Penalized Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction of Ultrahigh Resolution PET with 
Depth of Interaction. Kyungsang Kim, Joyita Dutta, Andrew Groll, Ling-Jian 
Meng, Georges El Fakhri, and Quanzheng Li. Massachusetts General Hospital  
and Harvard Medical School

6. Reconstruction of Multiple-Pinhole MicroSPECT Data Using Origin Ensembles. 
Morgan Cervo, Arkadiusz Sitek, Scott D. Metzler, and Stephen C. Moore.  
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
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WeDNeSDAy JuNe 3
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00-10:00am High Performance Computing Orals

Invited Keynote Talk on High Performance Computing 
by Klaus Mueller

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Novel Geometry, Security & Industrial,  
and Other Modalities Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster session 2 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm Spectral Computed Tomography Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

7:00-9:00pm Conference Dinner 
Waterfront Pavillion

NOTES TuESDAy, JuNE 2
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WeDNeSDAy JuNe 3
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00-10:00am High Performance Computing Orals

Invited Keynote Talk on High Performance Computing 
by Klaus Mueller

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Novel Geometry, Security & Industrial,  
and Other Modalities Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster session 2 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm Spectral Computed Tomography Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

7:00-9:00pm Conference Dinner 
Waterfront Pavillion

NOTES TuESDAy, JuNE 2
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Wednesday, June 3Program

High Performance Computing 
Moderators Jens Gregor and Webster Stayman

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Klaus Mueller on High Performance Computing

1. GPU-Based 4D Cone-Beam CT Reconstruction by Meshing Method. Zichun 
Zhong, Xuejun Gu, Weihua Mao, Xiaohu Guo and Jing Wang. UT Southwestern 
Medical Center at Dallas and University of Texas at Dallas

2. Multi-GPU SART for Arbitrary Imaging Trajectories. Marc Käseberg, Steffen Melnik, 
Karl Wessel and Erwin Keeve. Fraunhofer IPK and Charité Universitätsmedizin 
Berlin

3. Fast GPU-Driven Model-Based X-Ray CT Image Reconstruction via Alternating 
Dual Updates. Madison G. McGaffin and Jeffrey A. Fessler. University of Michigan. 

4. An Algorithm to Compute Independent Sets of Voxels for Parallelization of ICD-
based Statistical Iterative Reconstruction. Sungsoo Ha and Klaus Mueller. Stony 
Brook University and SUNY Korea.

 

Novel Geometry, Security, and Industrial 
Applications, and Other Modalities Oral 
Moderators: Marc Kachelrieß and Benjamin Tsui

10:30-12:10pm 

1. X-ray Tensor Tomography Reconstruction. Jakob Vogel, Matthias Wieczorek, 
Christoph Jud, Florian Schaff,  Franz Pfeiffer, and Tobias Lasser. Technische 
Universität München 

2. List-mode proton CT reconstruction using their most likely paths via the finite 
Hilbert transform of the derivative of the backprojection. Simon Rit, Rolf 
Clackdoyle, Jan Hoskovec, and Jean Michel Létang. CREATIS / CLB

3. SPECT Algorithm Envisions DC-Less MRI. Larry Zeng. Weber State University 

4. Reconstruction of electron density from time resolved in-plane Compton 
backscatter measurements. Nick Calvert, Marta Betcke, Edward Morton, and 
Robert Speller. University College London 

Program Tuesday, June 2

PET and SPECT Reconstruction 1 
Moderators Richard Carson and Stephen Moore

1:30-3:30pm 

1. Consistency equation for TOF-PET histo-images: derivation and applications. 
Michel Defrise, Samuel Matej, and Yusheng Li. Vrije Universiteit Brussel 

2. Direct Joint Motion Estimation/Image Reconstruction in Attenuation-Corrected 
Gated PET/CT Using a Single CT. Alexandre Bousse, Ottavia Bertolli, David 
Atkinson, Simon Arridge, Sébastien Ourselin, Brian Hutton, and Kris Thielemans. 
University College London 

3. A hybrid kinetic model/B-spline algorithm for direct parametric reconstruction 
from cardiac list mode PET. Mary Germino, Albert Sinusas, Chi Liu, and Richard 
Carson. Yale University 

4. Detector modeling in PET list-mode reconstruction: comparison between pre-
calculated and on-the-fly computed system matrix. Awen Autret, Julien Bert, 
Dimitris Visvikis, Matthieu Moreau, Thomas Carlier, and Olivier Strauss.  
LaTIM - INSERM UMR 1101

5. Penalized Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction of Ultrahigh Resolution PET with 
Depth of Interaction. Kyungsang Kim, Joyita Dutta, Andrew Groll, Ling-Jian 
Meng, Georges El Fakhri, and Quanzheng Li. Massachusetts General Hospital  
and Harvard Medical School

6. Reconstruction of Multiple-Pinhole MicroSPECT Data Using Origin Ensembles. 
Morgan Cervo, Arkadiusz Sitek, Scott D. Metzler, and Stephen C. Moore.  
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
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Program Wednesday, June 3

Poster Session 2 
Moderators: Georges El Fakhri and Hengyong Yu

1:30-3:30pm 

We1. MR–consistent Simultaneous Reconstruction of Attenuation and Activity for 
non–TOF PET/MR: a Simulation Study. Thorsten Heußer, Christopher M Rank, 
Thomas Beyer, and Marc Kachelrieß. German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

We2. 4D PET image reconstruction algorithm integrating temporal regularization for 
improved Patlak parameters estimations in oncology. Thibaut Merlin, Frédéric 
Lamare, and Dimitris Visvikis. INSERM, UMR1101, LaTIM

We3. Preliminary Investigation of PET Image Reconstruction from Reduced Data 
by Constrained-TV-Minimization. Zhen Zhang, Jinghan Ye, Buxin Chen; Amy 
Perkins, A. Trindade, P. Rodrigue, Chien-Min Kao, Emil Sidky, and Xiaochuan 
Pan. The University  
of Chicago

We4. TOF ML-ACF Reconstruction of Dynamic Data. Vladimir Panin. Siemens 
Healthcare. 

We5. Effect of Time-of-Flight Information to Fill Lost-Frequency in Incomplete 
PET Geometry. Hideaki Tashima and Taiga Yamaya. National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences

We6. Direct Estimation of Voxelwise Neurotransmitter Response Maps From 
Dynamic PET Data. Georgios Angelis, John Gillam, William Ryder, and Steven 
Meikle. The University of Sydney

We7. ML estimation of the scatter scaling in TOF PET. Koen Salvo, Vladimir Panin, 
Harold Rothfuss, and Michel Defrise. Vrije Universiteit Brussel

We8. Non-Uniform Acquisition Intervals in Dynamic SPECT Imaging. Yunlong Zan, 
Grant Gullberg, and Qiu Huang. Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory

We9. Post-Processing of Cardiac Gated SPECT with 4D Non-Local Means Filter. 
Chao Song, Yongyi Yang, Wenyuan Qi, Miles Wernick, P. Hendrik Pretorius, 
and Michael King. Illinois Institute of Technology

We10. High Performance Fully 3D and 4D Image Reconstruction in SPECT Using a 
Big Data Analytic Tool Running on a Supercomputer. Sihih-Ying Clare Huang. 
University of California San Francisco

We11. PINHOLE SPECT IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING A DENSE SYSTEM 
MATRIX. Jingyan Xu. Johns Hopkins University

We12. Improvement of Variance in TOF-PET using Iterative Image Reconstruction. 
Mengdie Wang, Guangshu Hu, Georges EI Fakhri, Hui Zhang, and Quanzheng 
Li. Tsinghua University/ Massachusetts General Hospital

We13. WITHDRAWN

Tuesday, June 2Program

Breakfast 
Rose Island I + II

6:30-8:30am

Iterative Reconstruction 2 
Moderators: Charlie Byrne and Hengyong Yu

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Jeffrey Fessler on Iterative Reconstruction in  
CT and MRI 

1. Improve Path Seeking Accuracy for Iterative Reconstruction Using the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker Condition. Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca 
Fahrig. Department of Radiology, Stanford University 

2. Reconstruction of Difference using Prior Images and a Penalized-Likelihood 
Framework. Amir Pourmorteza, Hao Dang, Jeffrey Siewerdsen, and J. Webster 
Stayman. Johns Hopkins University 

3. Adaptive Regularization for Uniform Noise Covariance in Iterative 3D CT. Ken 
Sauer, Zhiqiqn Chang, Ruoqiao Zhang, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Lin Fu, Debashish 
Pal, and Charles Bouman. University of Notre Dame 

4. Relaxed Linearized Algorithms for Faster X-Ray CT Image Reconstruction. Hung 
Nien, Jeffrey A. Fessler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Computed Tomography 1 
Moderators: Mark Kachelrieß and Mini Das

10:30-12:10pm 

1. Dynamic Contrast Estimation and Compensation in Computed Tomography.  
Brian Nett, Jed Pack, and Cyril Riddell. Ge Healthcare 

2. Low-dose Cerebral Perfusion CT Image Restoration via Low-Rank and Sparse Prior. 
Shanzhou Niu, Shanli Zhang, Jing Huang, Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, Gaohang 
Yu, Wufan Chen, Zhengrong Liang, and Jianhua Ma. Southern Medical University 

3. Combined Metal Artifact Reduction and Determination of Metallic Composition 
for On-Board CBCT. Qiong Xu, Xuanqin Mou, Lei Xing, Yong Yang, and Michael 
Sano. Xi’an Jiaotong University 

4. 4D DSA Iterative Reconstruction. Juergen Endres,  Sebastian Schafer, Christopher 
Rohkohl, Kevin Royalty, Andreas Maier, Markus Kowarschik, and  Joachim 
Hornegger. Pattern Recognition Lab, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-
Nürnberg 
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Wednesday, June 3Program

We14. Optimal Selection for Regularization Parameter in Iterative CT Reconstruction 
Based on the Property of Natural Image Statistics. Xuanqin Mou; Ti Bai, Xi 
Chen, Hengyong Yu, Qingsong Yang, and Ge Wang. Xi’an Jiaotong University

We15. Regularized SART-type of Methods in CT. Daxin Shi. Toshiba Medical Research 
Institute USA

We16. CT Iterative Reconstruction Based Gradient Domain Dictionary Learning. 
Zhanli Hu, Yunwan Zhang, Giegen Liu, Na Zhang, Peter Z.Wu, Hairong Zheng, 
and Dong Liang. SIAT

We17. Robust artefact reduction in tomography using Student’s t data fitting. 
Bleichrodt, Folkert; Tristan van Leeuwen and K. Joost Batenburg. Centrum 
Wiskunde & Informatica

We18. Multiresolution Approach to Acceleration of Iterative Image Reconstruction 
for X-Ray Imaging for Security Applications. Soysal Degirmenci, Joseph 
A.O’Sullivan, and David G.Politte, Washington University in St. Louis

We19. Ratio of Multi-Channel Representation (rMCR) Based Spectral CT 
Reconstruction. Yanbo Zhang, Xuanqin Mou, Hengyong Yu, and Ge Wang. 
Xi’an Jiaotong University

We20. Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction with a Gaussian Mixture MRF Prior for 
X-Ray CT. Ruoqiao Zhang, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Charles 
Bouman, and Ken Sauer. Purdue University

We21. Initial Condition for Fast Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction of Truncated 
Projection Data. Dong Hye Ye, Charles Bouman, Somesh Srivastava, 
Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, and Ken Sauer. Purdue University

We22. Consistency of Fanbeam Projections Along an Arc of a Circle. Rolf Clackdoyle, 
Michel Defrise, Laurent Desbat, and Johan Nuyts. Laboratoire Hubert Curien

We23. Efficient Fourier Extrapolation-based Image Reconstruction for Linear Scan 
CT. Hanming Zhang. National Digital Switching System Engineering and 
Technological Research Center

We24. Ultra-fast Semi-analytic Iterative Reconstruction Framework for 3D Low-Dose 
CT. Eunhee Kang, Kyungsang Kim, and Jong Chul Ye. KAIST

We25. Fan-Beam Short-Scan FBP Algorithm Is Not Exact. Larry Zeng. Weber State 
University

We26. Beam Hardening Correction for Flat-Panel Computed Tomography devices. , 
Fabian-Alexander Schlicht and Holger Kunze. Hamburg University of Applied 
Sciences

We27. A novel scatter correction method for Cone Beam CT. Kun Zhou. Peking 
University

We28. Adapted sampling for 3D X-ray computed tomography. Anthony Cazasnoves, 
Fanny Buyens, and Sylvie Sevestre. CEA, LIST

We29. Data-driven Rigid Motion Correction for Helical CT. Tao Sun, Jung-Ha Kim, 
Fulton Roger, and Nuyts Johan. KU Leuven

TueSDAy JuNe 2
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00- 
10:00am

Invited Keynote Talk on Iterative recon CT  
and MRI by Jeff Fessler

Iterative Reconstruction Orals 2

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm CT Orals 1 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm PET and SPECT  
Reconstruction 1 Orals

Grand Ballroom A&B

3:30-4:00pm Break– Grand Ballroom Foyer

4:00pm Evening Free
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Program Wednesday, June 3

We30. Projection-based Material Decomposition by Machine Learning using Image-
based Features for Computed Tomography. Yanye Lu, Jan Geret, Mathias 
Unberath, Michael Manhar, Qiushi Ren, Rebecca Fahrig, Joachim Hornegger, 
and Andreas Maier. Pattern Recognition Lab, Department of Computer 
Science, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nurember

We31. Multi-Resolution Penalized Weighted Least-Squares Reconstruction for 
Quantitative Cone-Beam CT Imaging of Bone Morphology. Qian Cao,  
Wojciech Zbijewski, John Yorkston, Jeffrey Siewerdsen, and Webster Stayman. 
Johns Hopkins University

We32.  A General Projection Weight for Feldkamp-Type Cone-Beam Image 
Reconstruction from Arbitrary CT Scan Trajectories. Michael Knaup, Jan Kuntz, 
Stefan Sawall, and Marc Kachelrieß. German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

We33.  Fast Scatter Artifacts Correction for Cone-Beam CT without System 
Modification and Repeat Scan. Wei Zhao. Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology

We34.  A Study of Volume Integration Models for Iterative Cone-Beam Computed 
Tomography. Sungsoo Ha. Stony Brook University

We35.  Geometric Adjustment of X-ray Tomosynthesis. Tobias Grulich, Wolfgang 
Holub, Ulf Hassler, André Aichert, and Andreas Fraunhofer Maier. 
Development Center X-ray Technology EZRT 

We36.  Many-view under-sampling dual-energy low-dose diagnostic CT scan. 
Seungryong Cho,; Taewon Lee, Jiseoc Lee, Kyoung-Yong Lee, and  Do-Il Kim. 
KAIST

We37.  Cycle Time Reduction in Process Integrated Computed Tomography using 
Compressed Sensing. Tobias Schoen, Florian Römer, Marcus Grossmann, 
Steven Oeckl, Roland Gruber, Alexander Jung, and Giovanni Del Galdo. 
Fraunhofer IIS

We38.  X-ray grating-based dark-field tomography with artifact reduction. Xiaolei 
Jiang, Li Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Shengping Wang, Weijun Peng, 
and Wei Li. Tsinghua University

We39.  A Data-Driven Framework to Optimize External Marker Positioning for Internal 
Motion Tracking. Joyita Dutta, Georges El Fakhri, and Quanzheng Li. Harvard 
Medical School / Massachusetts General Hospital

We40  Total Variation Regularization for X-Ray Tensor Tomography.  
Matthias Wieczorek, Jakob Vogel, Andreas Weinmann, Christoph Jud, 
Florian Schaff, Martin Storath, Franz Pfeiffer, Maximilian Baust, and Tobias 
Lasser. Computer Aided Medical Procedures (CAMP), Technische Universität 
München, Germany

NOTES MONDAy, JuNE 1
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Wednesday, June 3Program

Spectral Computed Tomography 
Moderators: Web Stayman and Emil Sidky

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Impact of Spectral Separation in Dual-Energy CT with Anti-Correlated Statistical 
Reconstruction. Kevin Brown, Stanislav Zabic, and Gilad Shechter. Philips 
Healthcare 

2. Basis-Image Reconstruction Directly from Limited-Angle Data Sets in Spectral 
CT. Buxin Chen, Zheng Zhang, Emil Sidky, Erik Pearson, Charles Pelizzari, and 
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago 

3. Third Material Separation in Spectral CT with Basis Decomposition. Fredrik 
Grönberg, Hans Bornefalk, and Mats Persson. KTH Royal Institute of Technology  

4. One-step inversion of sparse-view spectral CT data by constrained maximization 
of a transmission-Poisson likelihood model. Rina Foygel Barber, Emil Sidky, Taly 
Gilat-Schmidt, and Xiaochuan Pan. University of Chicago

5. Tensor based Dictionary Learning for Spectral CT Reconstruction. Yanbo Zhang, 
Xuanqin Mou, Hengyong Yu, Ge Wang, and Qiong Xu. Xi’an Jiaotong University 

6. An ADMM algorithm for joint dual energy CT iterative reconstruction. Yan Liu, and 
Zhou Yu. Toshiba Medical Research Institute USA

Program monday, June 1

Iterative Reconstruction 1 
Moderators: Frederic Noo and Ken Sauer

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Frequency-Split Iterative Tomographic Reconstruction in Targeted Region-of-
Interest. Lin Fu, Jed Pack, and Bruno De Man. GE Global Research

2. Fast Variance Prediction for Iteratively Reconstructed CT with Arbitrary 
Geometries. Stephen Schmitt, Stephen, and Jeffrey Fessler. University of Michigan

3. Iterative shading correction for cone-beam CT. Tianye Niu, Pengwei Wu, Jun 
Dang, Tingyu Mao, Yanan Huo, and Xiaonan Sun. Sir Run Shaw Hospital, Zhejiang 
University School of Medicine 

4. Generalized Penalized Weighted Least-Squares Reconstruction for Deblurred Flat-
Panel CBCT. Steven Tilley, Jeffrey Siewerdsen,  
and J. Webster Stayman. Johns Hopkins University 

5. A Hierarchical Multi-Scale Based Reconstruction Method for Tomosynthesis. 
Bernhard Claus, and David Langan. GE Global Research Center

6. When do the iterative reconstruction methods become worth  
the effort? Sophia Bethany Coban,  Philip Withers, Bill Lionheart,  
and Sam McDonald. The University of Manchester 

 

Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to 
Interventional Imaging 
Ajay Wakhloo and Matthew Gounis  
Moderators: Michael King and Stephen Glick

6:30-7:30pm
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NOTES WEDNESDAy, JuNE 3Monday, June 1PrograM

Mo26. Improving iterative 4D CBCT through the use of motion information. Cyril 
Mory and Simon Rit. iMagX project, ICTEAM Institut & Université de Lyon, 
CREATIS ; CNRS UMR5220 ; Inserm U1044 ; INSA-Lyon ; Université Lyon 1 ; 
Centre Léon Bérard, Fra

Mo27. Fully 3D variance reconstruction for circular cone beam CT. Dirk Schaefer, 
Peter van de Haar, and Michael Grass. Philips Research

Mo28. Motion Correction of Skull and Breathing Motion with Motion Artefact Metric 
(MAM) Optimization. Herbert Bruder, Christopher Rohkohl, Karl Stierstorfer, 
Michael Knott, and Thomas Flohr. Siemens HealthCare

Mo29. Affine deformation correction in cone beam Computed Tomography. 
Nieuwenhov, De Beenhouwer Jan Vincent,  
Luc Van Hoorebeke, Thomas De Schryver, and Jan Sijbers. University of 
Antwerp

Mo30. Low-dose Cerebral Perfusion CT Image Restoration using Sparse and Low-
rank Matrix Decomposition. Shanzhou Niu, Shanli Zhang, Jing Huang, 
Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, Gaohang Yu, Zhengrong Liang, Jianhua Ma, and 
Wufan Chen. Southern Medical University

Mo31. Poseless CBCT on Surgical C-arm. Lance McBride and Arvi Cheryauka. GE 
Healthcare-Surgery

Mo32. Low-dose Dynamic Cerebral Perfusion CT Imaging via Coupled Dictionary 
Learning. Zhaoying Bian, Jing Huang, Jianhua Ma, Shanli Zhang, Shanzhou 
Niu, and Dong Zeng. Southern Medical University

Mo33. Spectral PICCS Reconstruction for Photon-Counting CT. Zhicong Yu, Shuai 
Leng, Zhoubo Li, Erik Ritman, and Cynthia McCollough. Mayo Clinic

Mo34. A Novel Filtered Backprojection-Based Algorithm for Sparse View CT Image 
Reconstruction. Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca Fahrig. 
Stanford University

Mo35. A Method for Synthesizing Panoramic Image from Cone-beam CT projection. 
Ji Zhao,  Zhiqiang Chen, Li Zhang, and Xin Jin. Tsinghua University

Mo36. Extended View Cone-Beam Reconstruction With A Movable Gantry. Andrei 
Bronnikov. Bronnikov Algorithms

Mo37. A Highly Adaptable X-ray Imaging System Simulator. Serge Soloviev. Reveal 
Imaging, Leidos

Mo38. Photon Count Rate Optimization in CZT based Coded Aperture X-ray 
Diffraction Imaging Applications. Joel Greenberg, Kris Iniewski, and David 
Brady. Duke University

Mo39. A 3-D Scattering Model for Orientation-dependent X-ray  
Dark-field Imaging. Shiyang Hu, Christian Riess, Andreas Maier, Joachim 
Hornegger, Florian Bayer, Thomas Weber, and Gisela Anton. FAU Erlangen
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ThuRSDAy JuNe 4
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast 

Rose Island I+II

8:00-10:00am PET and SPECT Reconstruction 2 Orals

Invited Keynote Talk on Reconstruction of PET and TOF 
PET by Michel Defrise

Grand Ballroom A&B

10:00-10:30am Break 
Grand Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Patient Motion Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster session 3 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm CT 2 Orals

Presentation of Plans for Fully 3D 2017

Close F3D2015

Grand Ballroom A&B

7:00-9:00pm Conference Dinner 
Rose Island I+II

Program monday, June 1

Mo13. Accounting for anatomical noise in tumor localization tasks with visual-search 
and channelized Hotelling observers. Anando Sen  
and Howard C. Gifford. University of Houston

Mo14. Iterative CT Reconstruction with Regularization Parameter Tuned  
by Blind Image Quality Assessment. Ti Bai, Xuanqin Mou,  
Wufeng Xue, Hao Yan, and Steve Jiang. Xi’an Jiaotong University

Mo15. Projection and backprojection method based on piecewise linear signal 
model for tomographic imaging. Yoonmi Hong, Gyehyun Kim, Jaesung Lee, 
Jaechool Lee, and Haekyung Jung. Samsung Electronics

Mo16. Iterative CT Image Reconstruction using 3D Dictionary Learning. Kai Mei, 
Alexander Valentinitsch, Felix Kopp, Peter Noël, Andreas Fehringer, Franz 
Pfeiffer, Jan Bauer, and Ernst Rummeny.  
Technische Universität München

Mo17. Comparison of Resolution and Noise Properties of Rebinning Techniques for 
Fan-Beam Reconstruction. Sathish Ramani,  
Jed Pack, Bruno De Man. GE Global Research

Mo18. Distributed Block-Separable Ordered Subsets for Helical X-ray CT Image 
Reconstruction. Donghwan  Kim and Jeffrey Fessler. University of Michigan

Mo19. Metal artifact correction for liquid CT scan with a parameterized image and 
a spectrum projection model. Xin Jin, Liang Li, Le Shen, Qingping Huang, 
Zhiqiang Chen, Yinong Liu, and Li Zhang. Department of Engineering Physics, 
Tsinghua University

Mo20. 2D Singular Value Decomposition based Interior Tomography.  
Rui Liu, Hengyong Yu, Lu He, and Yan Luo. Wake Forest University Health 
Sciences

Mo21. Reducing short-scan artifacts in 3D axial cone-beam CT with extra views. Jang 
Hwan Cho, Jeffrey Fessler, Debashish Pal, and  
Jean-Baptiste Thibault. Endra Inc 

Mo22. Early stopping vs. a Bayesian framework of regularization applied to the 
analytical model-based statistical reconstruction approach. Robert Cierniak 
and Anna Lorent. Czestochowa University of Technology 

Mo23. Accurately approximating algebraic tomographic reconstruction by filtered 
backprojection. Daniel Pelt and Kees Joost Batenburg. CWI, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands

Mo24. An FDK-type reconstruction algorithm for a CT system with  
real-time calibrated geometry. Hongkai Yang, Kejun Kang, and  Yuxiang Xing. 
Tsinghua University

Mo25. A distributed SIRT implementation for the ASTRA Toolbox. Willem Jan 
Palenstijn, Jeroen Bédorf, and Joost Batenburg.  
CWI, Amsterdam, Netherlands
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Program THUrSDaY, JUne 4

PET and SPECT Reconstruction 2 
Moderators:  Jinyi Qi and Magdalena Rafecas

8:00-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Michel Defrise on Reconstruction of PET  
and TOF PET

1.  An Iterative Method for Eliminating Artifacts from Multiplexed Data in Pinhole 
SPECT. Stephen Moore, Morgan Cervo, José Manuel Udias, Joaquin L. Herraiz, 
and Scott Metzler. Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School 

2.  Analytic TOF reconstruction algorithm within DIRECT data partitioning framework. 
Samuel Matej, Margaret Daube-Witherspoon, and Joel Karp. University of 
Pennsylvania 

3.  Non-rigid 4D Respiratory and Cardiac Motion Correction on Projection Data 
before Image Reconstruction for Cardiac PET. Tao Feng, and Benjamin Tsui. Johns 
Hopkins University 

4.  Electron Density Reconstruction from Scattered Coincidences for Attenuation 
Correction in Positron Emission Tomography. Geng Zhang, Hongyan Sun, and 
Stephen Pistorius. University of Manitoba

 

Patient Motion 
Moderators: Johan Nuyts and Nicole Maas

10:30-12:10pm 

1.  Keeping the Pace: Heart Rate Informed 3-D Motion Detection for Adaptive 
Temporal Smoothing. Oliver Taubmann, Günter Lauritsch, Andreas, Maier, 
Rebecca Fahrig, and Joachim Hornegger. Pattern Recognition Lab, Department of 
Computer Science, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg 

2.  Fully Automatic Head Motion Correction for Interventional C-arm Systems using 
Fiducial Markers. Kerstin Müller, Martin Berger, Jang-Hwan Choi, Sanjit Datta, 
Sonja Gehrisch, Teri  Moore, Michael P. Marks, Andreas K. Maier, Rebecca Fahrig. 
Stanford University 

3.  Motion adaptive sparsity prior for low-dose dynamic CT myocardial perfusion 
imaging. Zhaoying Bian, Changfei Gong, Dong Zeng,  Shanzhou Niu, Hua Zhang, 
Zhang Zhang, and  Jianhua Ma. Southern Medical University

4. Feasibility of Correcting for realistic head motion in helical CT. Jung-Ha Kim, Tao 
Sun, Johan Nuyts, Zdenka Kuncic, and Roger Fulton. The University of Sydney, 
Sydney, Australia 

 

Monday, June 1PrograM

Assessment of Image Quality 1 
Moderators: Jeffery Fessler and Ge Wang

1:30-3:30pm 

Mo1. List-Mode Reconstruction from Raw Detector Signals:  
An Embedded Detection Model for Monolithic Crystals.  
Jorge Cabello, Magdalena Rafecas, John E. Gillam,  
and Josep F.  Oliver. Technische Universitat Munchen

Mo2. Evaluation of a local respiratory motion correction (LRMC) in  
PET/CT imaging for oncology and cardiology applications.  Frederic Lamare, 
Philippe Fernandez, and Dimitris Visvikis.  
Univ. Bordeaux, INCIA, CNRS UMR 5287

Mo3. Marker-less Motion Detection for Multiple Frame Acquisition PET Brain 
Imaging. Clifford Lindsay, Joyeeta M. Mukherjee, Patrick Olivier, and Michael 
A. King. UMass Med School

Mo4. Optimization-Based Simultaneous Determination of Emission Activity and 
Photon Attenuation in PET. Xiaochuan Pan, Buxin Chen, Zheng Zhang, Sean 
Rose, and Emil Sidky. The University  
of Chicago

Mo5. Multi-threaded image reconstruction of 3D PET sinogram data with STIR. Kris 
Thielemans, Vesna Cuplov, and Benjamin Thomas. University College London

Mo6. Fully Bayesian Image Estimation Software for List-Mode PET Data. Joaquin L 
Herraiz and Arkadiusz Sitek. Madrid-MIT M+Vision

Mo7. Attenuation estimation from time-of-flight PET histo-images using consistency 
equations. Yusheng Li, Michel Defrise, Scott Metzler, and Samuel Matej. 
University of Pennsylvania

Mo8. Towards Continuous-to-Continuous 3D Imaging in the Real World. Luca 
Caucci, Harrison Barrett, Zhonglin Liu, Abhinav Jha, and Lars Furenlid. 
Department of Medical Imaging, University of Arizona

Mo9.  Analytical Modeling of Collimator Response for a Compact Stationary Parallel-
hole SPECT System. Lara Pato, Stefaan Vandenberghe, Pedro Luis Esquinas, 
and Roel Van Holen.  
MEDISIP, Ghent University

Mo10. Correction of Hysteretic Respiratory Motion in SPECT Myocardial Perfusion 
Imaging. Paul Dasari, Arda Könik, P. Hendrik Pretorius, Karen Johnson, W. Paul 
Segars, and Michael A. King. University  
of Maryland

Mo11. Reduced Angle Acquisition in I-123 DaTscan Imaging using Multi-pinhole 
(MPH) and Fan-beam Collimators on a Dual-headed SPECT system. Joyeeta 
Mitra Mukherjee, Joyoni Dey, and Michael King,  UMass Medical School

Mo12. A Visual-Search Model Observer for Multitarget SPECT Image. Kheya 
Banerjee, Anando Sen, and Howard C. Gifford, University  
of Houston
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THURSDAY, JUne 4PRogRAm

Poster Session 3 
Moderators: Brian Hutton and Xuanqin Mou

1:30-3:30pm 

Th1. Modeling Pose Measurement Uncertainty During Image Reconstruction for 
Awake Animal PET. John Gillam. Brain and Mind Research Institute

Th2. Modulating Time-Activity Curves for Different Compartments in List-Mode Data. 
Yusheng Li, Margaret Daube-Witherspoon, Joel Karp, Suleman Surti, Samuel 
Matej, and Scott Metzler. University of Pennsylvania

Th3. Investigation of Convex Priors in List Mode TOF PET Reconstruction with the 
Entropic Mirror Descent Algorithm. Sean Rose, Emil Sidky, Chien-Min Kao, and 
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Th4. Evaluation of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for PET reconstruction. Thomas 
Dey and Pedro Rodrigues. Oncology Solutions, Philips Research Europe

Th5. Study of a novel-geometry PET scanner. Kuang Gong. BME of UC DAVIS

Th6. Withdrawn 

Th7. OpenCL-Accelerated Motion Corrected Reconstruction of Cardiac-gated SPECT 
Using DCAMM. Francesc Massanes and Jovan Brankov. Illinois Institute of 
Technology

Th8. Introducing Polar Map Defined Defects into Normal Cardiac Perfusion SPECT 
Slices using 3D Respiratory and Rigid-Body Motion Projection. P. Hendrik 
Pretorius, Michael A. King, Karen Johnson, Yongyi Yang, and Miles Wernick. 
UMass Med School

Th9. Fully 3D thyroid imaging with mini gamma cameras. José Gardiazabal, Jakob 
Vogel, Philipp Matthies, Matthias Wieczorek, Benjamin Frisch, Nassir Navab, 
Sibylle Ziegler, and Tobias Lasser. Technische Universität München

Th10. Reconstruction of Brain SPECT Data from an Ultra-Short  
Cone-Beam Collimator Paired with a Fan-Beam Collimator.  
Stephen Moore, Morgan Cervo, Marie Foley Kijewski, Charles Mauceri, Mi-Ae 
Park, and Laura Horky. Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

TH11. Micro-SPECT imaging in the presence of an X-ray CT contrast agent: Effects of 
attenuation and scatter and effectiveness of corrections. Sanghyeb Lee, Jens 
Gregor, Jonathan Wall, and  
Dustin Osborne. University of Tennessee

Th12. A New Channel Design of Channelized Hotelling Observer and Internal Noise 
Optimization to Match Human Observer. Minah  
Han and Jongduk Baek. Yonsei University

Th13. Preliminary Investigation of Noise Properties in TV-constrained and TV-
penalized CT Image Reconstruction. Adrian Sanchez, Emil Sidky, and  
Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Program monday, June 1

Welcome  
by Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus Mueller

8:00-8:20am 

  

Image Quality Assessment 1 
Moderators: Stephen Glick and Michael King

8:20-10:00am 

Keynote Talk by Kyle Myers on Image Quality Assessment

1. Adaptive Feature Selection for Model Observers: Reducing Reliance on Prior 
Knowledge for Task-based Assessment. Howard Gifford, Anando Sen, and Robert 
Azencott. University of Houston 

2. Incorporating prior information in a no-gold-standard technique to assess 
quantitative SPECT reconstruction methods. Abhinav Jha, and Eric C Frey.  
Johns Hopkins University 

3. Impact of statistical weights and edge preserving regularization on image 
quality in iterative CT reconstruction. Katharina Hahn, Harald Schöndube, Karl 
Stierstorfer, Frederic Noo. Siemens AG, Healthcare

 

Assessment of Image Quality 2 
Moderators: Kyle Myers and Howard Gifford

10:30-12:10pm 

1. Task-Based Optimization of Source-Detector Orbits in Interventional Cone-beam 
CT. J. Webster Stayman, Grace Gang, and Jeffery W. Siewerdsen. Johns Hopkins 
University 

2. Clinically Relevant Task-based Assessment for Digital Breast Tomosynthesis using 
an Adaptive Visual-search Model Observer. Mini Das, Zhihua Liang, and Howard 
Gifford. University of Houston 

3. Optimization of 3D SPECT-MPI Reconstruction Using a Machine Learning Polar-
Map Model Observer for Detection and Localization of Perfusion Defects. M 
Felipe Parages, J Michael O’Connor, P Hendrik Pretorius, and Jovan G  Brankov. 
Illinois Institute of Technology 

4. Collimator optimization and collimator-detector response compensation in 
myocardial perfusion SPECT. Michael Ghaly, Jonathan M Links, and Eric C Frey. 
Johns Hopkins University
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Program THUrSDaY, JUne 4

Th14. A Model of Regularization Parameter Selection in Low-dose X-ray CT 
Reconstruction Based on Dictionary Learning. Cheng Zhang, Jian Zheng, 
Ming Li, Yanfei Lu, Jiali You, and Yihui Guan. Suzhou Institute of Biomedical 
Engineering and Technology (SIBET) of Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
Suzhou, China

Th15. Numerical Investigation of the Convergence-Rate of the Chambolle-Pock 
Algorithm for CT Reconstruction. Dufan Wu,  
Emil Sidky, Li Zhang, and Xiaochuan Pan. Tsinghua University

Th16. Compressed Sensing based Statistical Interior Tomography with Feature 
Refinement. Yunwan Zhang, Jianbo Liu, Zhanli Hu, Hairong Zheng, and 
Dong Liang,. Lauterbur Research Center for Biomedical Imaging, Institute 
of Biomedical and Health Engineering, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced 
Technology,China

Th17. Projection onto Convex Sets for Constrained Iterative Image Reconstruction. 
Li Liu, Yongxin Han, and  Mingwu Jin. Tianjin University

Th18. Dual energy CT image iterative reconstruction using an average image 
induced edge-preserving prior. Dong Zeng, Jianhua Ma, Jing Huang, 
Zhaoying Bian, Hua Zhang, and Shanzhou Niu. Southern Medical University

Th19. Statistical iterative reconstruction for ultra high-resolution x-ray tomography 
from undersampled data. Sebastian Allner, Andreas Fehringer, Astrid 
Velroyen, Franz Pfeiffer, and Peter B Noël. Department of Physics and Institute 
of Medical Engineering, Technische Universität München, Garching, Germany

Th20. An iterative algorithm for region-of-interest reconstruction with cone-beam 
acquisitions on a generic source trajectory. Tasadduk Chowdhury, Anando 
Sen, and Robert Azencott. University of Houston

Th21. An Optimal relaxation of the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique for CT 
Imaging. Sebastian Bannasch, Robert Frysch, Richard Bismark, Gerald 
Warnecke, Georg Rose. Institute of Medical Engineering, University of 
Magdeburg, Germany 

Th22. A Modified BPF Algorithm for ROI-volume Reconstruction from Helical Cone-
beam Data Containing Truncation. Han Yu, Li Lei, Xi Xiaoqi, Yan Bin, and Hu 
Guoen. National Digital Switching System Engineering and Technological 
Research Center

Th23. Bayesian image reconstruction for low-dose X-ray CT: a comparison study 
of sinogram- and image-domain implementations. Hao Zhang. Stony Brook 
University

Th24. A geometric calibration method for digital x-ray tomosynthesis. Liang Li, Yao 
Yang, and Zhiqiang Chen. Tsinghua University

Th25. Using Edge-Preserving Algorithm for Significantly Improved  
Image-Domain Material Decomposition in Dual Energy CT. Wei Zhao and Lei 
Xing. Huazhong University of Science and Technology

SuNDAy MAy 31
4-8pm Registration

MONDAy JuNe 1
6:30-8:30am Conference Breakfast and Registration  

Rose Island I+II

8:00-8:20am Welcome by Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus 
Mueller; 

Grand Ballroom A&B

8:20-10:00am Keynote Talk on Image Quality Assessment  
by Kyle Myers, and Assessment of Image Quality 1 
Orals

10:00-10:30am Break 
Ballroom Foyer

10:30-12:10pm Assessment of Image Quality 2 Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

12:10-1:30pm Conference Lunch 
Rose Island I+II

1:30-3:30pm Poster Session 1 
Brenton Hall

3:30-4:00pm Break 
Ballroom Foyer

4:00-6:00pm Iterative Reconstruction 1 Orals 
Grand Ballroom A&B

6:00-6:30pm Appetizers  
Ballroom Foyer

6:30-7:30pm Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to 
Interventional Imaging, Ajay Wakhloo and Matthew 
Gounis 
Grand Ballroom A&B

7:30-10:00pm Conference Dinner 
Rose Island I+II
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Th26. Implementation of an Open Data Format for CT Projection Data. Baiyu Chen, 
Xinhui Duan, Zhicong Yu, Shuai Leng, Lifeng Yu, and Cynthia McCollough. 
Mayo Clinic  

Th27. Torsional Heart Motion in Cone-beam Computed Tomography Reconstruction. 
Mathias Unberath, Oliver Taubmann, Katrin Mentl, Andreas Maier, Rebecca 
Fahrig, Joachim Hornegger, and Stephan Achenbach. Friedrich-Alexander 
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Th28. MAP-Based Sinogram Denoising for Spectral CT Imaging Using a Joint Prior. 
Debashish Pal. GE Healthcare

Th29. Dual energy CT images restoration via dictionary learning and spectral 
gradient modeling. Dong Zeng, Jianhua Ma, Zhaoying Bian, Hua Zhang, 
Shanzhou Niu, and Jing Huang. Southern Medical University

Th30. Sparse-view Cerebral Perfusion CT Reconstruction via Total Generalized 
Variation and Spectral Patch-based Low-rank Penalty. Shanzhou Niu, Jing 
Huang, Zhaoying Bian, Shanli Zhang, Wufan Chen, and Jianhua Ma. Southern 
Medical University

Th31. Joint Sparsity and Fidelity Regularization for Segmentation-drived CT Image 
Preprocessing. Feng Liu and Huibin Li. Xi’an Jiaotong University

Th32. Resolution Improvement of Digital Radiography Image Based on a Modified 
ROF Deblurring Model. Qian Wang, Yining Zhu, and Hongwei Li. CT 
Laboratory, School of Mathematics, Capital Normal University

Th33. Wedge beam geometry – a possible approach of realization and potential for 
scatter reduction. Oleg Tischenko and Christoph Hoeschen. HMGU - German 
Research Center for Environmental Health. 

Th34. Analytic Reconstruction Algorithm for Triple-source CT with Horizontal Data 
Truncation. Ming Chen and  Hengyong Yu. University of Massachusetts Lowell

Th35. Investigation of 3D DSA Image Reconstruction from Single-Plane and Bi-Plane 
Data. Dan Xia, Xiao Han, Satoru Oishi, Tetsu Satow, Hiromichi Yokoyama, 
Masanobu Yamada, Emil Sidky, and Xiaochuan Pan. The University of Chicago

Th36. Dual Grid Approach for Iterative Reconstruction in Extreme Interior 
Tomography. William Thompson. Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy

Th37. Design and optimization of X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometry with polychromatic 
sources. Li Zhang, Ran Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Xiaolei Jiang, and 
Wei Li. Tsinghua University

Th38. Modeling and reconstruction for dual-view selective plane illumination 
microscopy. Patrick La Riviere, Corey Smith, Abhishek Kumar, Daniel  
Colon-Ramos, Yicong Wu, and Hari Shroff. University of Chicago

International Tennis Hall of Fame & Museum
194 Bellevue Avenue 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 
Main Phone: 401-849-3990 
Toll Free: 1-800-457-1144 
Newport Casino Indoor Racquet Club: 401-849-4777 
Newport Casino Lawn Tennis Club: 401-846-0642 
Campbell’s Hall of Fame Tennis Championships: 401-849-6053 or 866-914-FAME 
http://www.tennisfame.com

Newport Grand Casino
Newport Grand Slots is located at the base of the Newport Bridge and has over 1,000 of 
today’s most popular slots including virtual blackjack and video poker.

150 Admiral Kalbfus Road, Newport, RI 02840 
401-849-5000 
FREE admission & parking 
Smoking & Non-smoking areas

Hours: 
Sunday-Thursday 10am-1am, 
Weekends and Holidays 10am-2am 
http://newportgrand.com/

Boston

One of the oldest cities in the United States, Boston was founded on the Shawmut Peninsula 
in 1630 by Puritan colonists from England. It was the scene of several key events of the 
American Revolution, such as the Boston Massacre, the Boston Tea Party, the Battle of Bunker 
Hill and the Siege of Boston. Upon American independence from Great Britain, the city 
continued to be an important port and manufacturing hub, as well as a center for education 
and culture. Through land reclamation and municipal annexation, Boston has expanded 
beyond the original peninsula. Its rich history helps attract many tourists, with Faneuil Hall 
alone attracting over 20 million visitors. Boston’s many “firsts” include the United States’ first 
public school (1635), and first subway system (1897).

Explore the city where the new and the old are in constant conversation, where cobbled-stone 
streets meet glass-enclosed shopping galleries, where The Freedom Trail landmarks stand 
beside cutting edge restaurants and renowned performance theatres brush shoulders with 
trendy nightclubs.

Uncover Boston’s past while enjoying its distinctively modern edge, enjoy the old masters and 
the brew masters, pedal-powered swan boat rides or high speed catamaran whale watches. 
Shop artisanal markets or chic boutiques. While the afternoon away at a sidewalk cafés or 
dine from the popular food mobiles found throughout the city. Enjoy star-studded concerts 
and concerts under the stars. Take a walking tour or blaze a trail of your own. Stroll the lively 
waterfront or cruise the historic harbor.

http://www.bostonusa.com/
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CT 2 
Moderators: Xiaochuan Pan and Charlie Byrne

4:00-6:00pm 

1. Joint Cone-beam Reconstruction and Geometry Estimation for Mobile C-arms. 
Caleb Rottman, Jacob Hinkle, Ross Whitaker, Arvidas Cheryauka, and Sarang 
Joshi. Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute, University of Utah 

2. Investigation of a “zoomCT” architecture for cardiac CT imaging. Jed Pack,  
Ge Wang, Jiao Wang, Bruno De Man, Jeffrey Carr. GE Global Research 

3. Multiple-component object representation and iterative reconstruction for X-ray 
coherent scattering imaging of the breast. Bahaa Ghammraoui, Andreu Badal, 
and Lucretiu Popescu. US Food and Drug Administration 

4. Automated Anatomy Segmentation of Statistical Iterative Reconstructed CBCT. 
Lyndon Hibbard, and Yaqi Chen. Elekta 

5. Intensity-Based Iterative Reconstruction for Differential Phase-Contrast Imaging 
with Reconstruction Parameter Estimation. Bernhard Brendel, Thomas Koehler, 
Maximilian von Teuffenbach, Andreas Fehringer, Peter B. Noel, and Franz  Pfeiffer.  
Philips Research 

6. Presentation of Plans for CT Meeting 2016

7. Presentation of Plans for Fully 3D 2017

**CLOSE SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS FuLLy 3D 2015**

Bay. Rolling fairways and generous driving areas make for a relaxing round, but the well-
manicured greens will test your ability to read greens and putt at every hole. The golf course 
was first established in 1901 and the subtle history is evident throughout the open, wind-
blown layout. Located in Jamestown, RI - 5 miles from the hotel

Sailing & Beaches

Sailing
Newport is known by boaters worldwide for its deep harbor, blue waters, majestic scenery, 
and bustling wharfs. Learn the ropes at Newport Sailing School, then launch from Fort Adams, 
Kings Park / Wellington Avenue, or Poplar Street / Washington Street. If you would rather take 
a tour let the folks at Gansett Cruises give you a narrated harbor tour of beautiful Newport. 
Another exciting way to experience Newport from the water is sailing on a legendary 12 
Meter Racing Yacht. The expert staff at 12 Meter Charters will take care of you for a family trip 
or large social event.

Beaches
Sachuest Beach is a public coastline, just a few minutes away in Middletown, RI. It’s perfect 
for swimming, sunbathing, or exploring the trails of Sachuest Point National Wildlife Refuge. 
Easton’s Beach is also lovely. It is just a short drive and has enough activities, like a carousel, 
beach store, and snack shack, for a fun filled day at the beach.

Vineyards
Newport Vineyards and Winery (4.5 miles) has been in action since 1977. Greenvale Vineyards 
(6.8 miles) is a 19th century Victorian farm in Portsmouth, and Sakonnet Vineyards (22 miles) is 
located in scenic Little Compton, RI.

909 E Main Rd, Middletown, RI 02842 
(401) 848-5161 
www.newportvineyards.com

Store Hours 
Open 7 Days A Week, Year Round 
Mon - Sat 10am to 6pm  
Sunday Noon to 6pm 
Winter hours open until 5pm

Winery Tours
Tours Daily at 1 & 3 pm.
Saturday Hourly 11am-4pm. 
Groups of 10 or more, please call for an appointment.
For additional information: (401) 848-5161

Shuttle Bus From Downtown Newport
Call the Coyote Shuttle for transportation availability to the winery: 401-846-7090

Tennis Hall of Fame
Designated by the International Tennis Federation as the official Hall of Fame, The 
International Tennis Hall of Fame Museum showcases the history as well as many important 
artifacts of the game. Only 235 players, contributors, and administrators have been chosen for 
induction by a distinguished panel of 125 voters that represent all facets of the game from all 
around the world. While you’re visiting, don’t forget to bring your racquet so you can play on 
the same grass courts where many of the greatest champions have played.
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Activites

Downtown Newport

Open Daily
The city of Newport is located in Newport County, Rhode Island, at the southern tip of 
Aquidneck Island, and is bounded by Middletown to the north and three bodies of water: 
Narragansett Bay to the west; Sakonnet River to the east; and Rhode Island Sound to the 
south. Home to spectacular coastal scenery, awe-inspiring architecture, a thriving waterfront 
downtown, and welcoming hospitality, Newport is considered by many to be a shining gem 
in the coastal crown of New England. For those whose hearts lie in architecture, design, and 
history, Newport offers tours of opulent mansions, interesting museums, and a number of 
walking tours that reveal the Colonial and Gilded Age charm of the city.

Newport has become a great destination for shopping. During the Summer it is extremely 
popular because in the Downtown area there are so many stores and they are all within 
walking distance of each other. It is a great way to spend a day, park the car in any of the 
nearby parking lots and walk around as long as the weather is good!

http://www.discovernewport.org/

Map of Newport

Newport Mansions
The Preservation Society of Newport County, Rhode Island’s largest cultural organization, 
preserves and protects the best of Newport County’s architectural heritage. Its 11 historic 
properties and landscapes - seven of which are National Historic Landmarks - trace America’s 
architectural and social development from the Colonial era through the Gilded Age.

Group and individual tours available.

http://www.newportmansions.org/

Golfing

Newport National Golf Club
Named the #1 course in Rhode Island with public access by GolfWeek, the fast and firm 
Orchard Course at Newport National Golf Club features nearly 200 acres of breathtaking 
panoramas, including The Sakonnet Passage, Atlantic Ocean, and Narragansett Bay.

Green Valley Country Club

The Green Valley Country Club is an 18 hole championship course, located in picturesque 
Portsmouth, RI. Known as Newport area’s finest semi-private country club, it is open to the 
public. Located in Portsmouth, RI - 7 miles from the hotel

Montaup Country Club
Close to historic Newport, Montaup Country Club is an 18-hole semi-private course. Our 
signature hole, the Par 5 16th, overlooks scenic Mt. Hope Bay and Bridge. A fairly open, flat 
course with tricky winds results in a good test of shot-making ability. Montaup Country Club 
is open year round for the diehard golf enthusiast and is located in Portsmouth, RI. Located in 
Portsmouth, RI - 13 miles from the hotel

Jamestown Golf Course
Jamestown Golf Course is a 9 hole Public golf course located in Rhode Island – Minutes from 
Newport, RI – come and play this inviting Links inspired course located within Narragansett 
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Welcome Message
Welcome to the 2015 International Meeting on Fully Three-Dimensional Image 
Reconstruction in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine which is being held at the Hyatt 
Regency Newport Hotel and Spa on Goat Island in Newport, Rhode Island.

This is the 13th in a series of meetings that have served as one of the major forums for 
presentation of new results in the field of 3D reconstruction, primarily with applications in 
x-ray computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT). 

Over the life-time of the meeting the focus has shifted to reflect recent developments in 
the field. Many of the major developments in fully 3D PET and SPECT imaging were first 
presented at Fully3D, as were key results in analytical reconstruction methods in cone-
beam x-ray CT. A broad range of topics are represented at the current meeting these 
range from presentation of exciting new finding in x-ray CT, PET, and SPECT to Spectral 
CT, Image Quality Assessment, High Performance Computing, and Reconstruction for 
Novel Geometries, Security and Industrial Applications. On Monday night before dinner 
we invite you to attend a talk on Clinical Application of 3D Reconstruction to Interventional 
Imaging which will be presented by Ajay Wakhloo, MD, PhD and Matthew Gounis, PhD of 
the Department of Radiology at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. We are 
sure you will all find this discussion of how the work you are doing is being applied to save 
lives interesting and motivating. This year we are also starting each day with an invited 
keynote talk by an expert in four different areas. Monday the talk will be by Kyle Myers, 
PhD, of the FDA on assessment of image quality. Tuesday it will be by Jeffrey Fessler, 
PhD, of the University of Michigan on iterative reconstruction in CT. On Wednesday Klaus 
Mueller, PhD, of Stony Brook University will talk to us on the latest in high-performance 
computing as applied to reconstruction. Finally, on Thursday Michel Defrise, PhD, will talk 
on reconstruction in PET and TOF PET. The social events during the week include a night 
out in Newport on Tuesday, and a New England Clambake Dinner Wednesday night.

Fully3D has always been an independent meeting and we have continued the tradition. 
We are therefore particularly grateful to our sponsors (listed on the next page) for their 
valuable financial support. In this regard we would like to thank Richard Leahy and 
Fully3D 2013 for passing on starting funding to us. We would also like to express our 
appreciation to the Scientific Committee for their prompt reviews of the large number of 
papers submitted to the meeting and to the members of the Organizing Committee for 
their invaluable help. We would especially like to thank Cliff Lindsay, PhD, who served as 
web-master, and organized the efforts of the volunteers who are assisting at the meeting. 
Finally, our deepest thanks goes to Denise Leary Director of Continuing Medical Education 
at the University of Massachusetts Medical School who really handled business end of the 
meeting, and her staff especially Cheryl Fitzgerald who oversaw the abstract submission 
site and served as accountant for all their tremendous efforts in making this meeting a 
reality.

Michael King, Stephen Glick, and Klaus Mueller 
Conference Chairs 
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Adaptive Feature Selection for Model Observers:
Reducing Reliance on Prior Knowledge for

Task-based Assessment
Howard C. Gifford, Anando Sen and Robert Azencott

Abstract—Mathematical model observers that are applica-
ble for clinically realistic tasks are of particular interest for
task-based assessments. We propose an efficient search-capable
model observer that can operate without explicit background
knowledge. In place of existing scanning-observer frameworks
that invoke background subtraction, the model generates adap-
tive binary discriminants from feature data containing implicit
background information. Initial validation of the model against
human-observer data from a PET localization ROC (LROC)
study is presented.

Index Terms—Positron emission tomography (PET), model ob-
servers, human observers, tomographic reconstruction, observer
performance evaluation, technology assessment, localization ROC
(LROC), visual search, feature extraction, lesion detection

I. I NTRODUCTION

Mathematical model observers are being extensively devel-
oped and used for assessing medical imaging system per-
formance in the context of lesion detection. Of particular
interest are model observers that can be applied for clini-
cally realistic tasks. Hotelling-type observers (including the
channelized Hotelling (CH) observer and several types of
nonprewhitening (NPW) models), are popular as ideal and
human-model observers, but the prior statistical knowledge
required of these models can severely constrain task realism.

Tasks involving lesion search provide an important ex-
ample. Model observers should account for both quantum
and anatomical noise in an image, but the problem of ad-
dressing anatomical noise with a search-capable Hotelling
model remains an open problem. Previous studies with scan-
ning observers, including our work with channelized NPW
(CNPW) models [1, 2], have followed background-known-
exactly (BKE) or approximate-BKE formats or effectively
treated the background as homogeneous [3, 4]. (With BKE
studies, the prior information is in the form of the mean
lesion-absent images.) For location-known tasks, the effects of
anatomical noise have been modeled through a background-
known-statistically (BKS) paradigm [5], but BKS studies
could be computationally prohibitive for search tasks. More-
over, it is not clear that the ensemble effects measured by the
BKS paradigm effectively capture the image-specific impact
that anatomical structure has on observer search performance.

This work was supported by the National Institute for Biomedical Imaging
and Bioengineering (NIBIB) under grant number R01-EB12070. The contents
are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent
the official views of the NIBIB.

The authors are with the University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA.
Corresponding author: H.C. Gifford, E-mail: hgifford@uh.edu

Two-stage visual-search (VS) observers [6, 7] offer an
alternative approach to handling anatomical noise. An initial
search phase extracts candidate locations from the test image.
This search is driven by morphological features drawn from
the known lesion profiles. A subsequent analysis phase then
makes the decision about the most suspicious site(s). In
previous work, we tested several VS observers that employed
a single target feature for the search and a CNPW discriminant
for the analysis. Among our findings was that the search
process can implicitly account for anatomical noise. The
search also renders the VS observer less sensitive to deviations
from the BKE assumption compared to the CNPW observer
alone [7]. However, CNPW-based VS observers have not been
reliable predictors of human performance if all background
information is withheld.

To overcome this reliance on background knowledge, we
have developed an extended VS model that replaces the CNPW
discriminant with linear discriminants derived from multiple
image features. For this work, knowledge of the lesion profiles
was still assumed, but explicit background knowledge was not.
The discriminants can be formed as Hotelling models or via
some machine-learning tool such as a support-vector machine.
We consider only the former in this paper. A key element of
the process is adaptive feature selection based on observer
training performance. We first recount some previous results
from existing CNPW and CNPW-based VS observers based on
comparisons against human observers in a localization ROC
(LROC) study wiith simulated whole-body PET images. We
then describe the adaptive VS observer and compare its LROC
performances with the human data.

II. M ETHODS

A. PET simulation

The imaging simulation and human-observer data for this
work have been described and analyzed in a number of
previous publications (e.g., [2, 8]). A distribution of FDG-18
was defined within a mathematical torso phantom. Multiple
phantom realizations were created by the random placement
of one-cm spherical lesions within the liver, lung and soft-
tissue regions. The center of a given lesion could be no closer
than one cm from the outer surface of the organ and from other
lesions. Noise-free PET imaging data were generated using an
analytical projector that accounted for attenuation, randoms
and scatter. Poisson noise was then added to the data prior
to 3D reconstruction with an attenuation-weighted OSEM
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reconstruction algorithm. The algorithm made use of iteration
and postsmoothing parameters that had been preoptimized in
human-observer studies [9]. Voxel sizes were 2.4 mm in the
transverse plane and 5 mm in the axial direction.

For our observer study, single-slice images in transverse,
sagittal and coronal format were extracted from the recon-
struction volumes. Organ-specific thresholding of the images
was applied to ensure efficient use of the greyscale display.
Figure 1 shows example test images. Each extracted slice
contained at most one lesion.

Fig. 1. Example PET study images. The top row (a—c) shows a case with
a lesion in the right lung in the coronal, sagittal, and transverse views. The
coronal image (d) has been thresholded for a tissue lesion, while (e) and (f)
are noisy and noise-free images of a case with a liver lesion.

B. The detection-localization task

For our detection-localization task, the observer must select
one of J + 1 hypotheses, which reflect the belief that a test
imagef is either normal (i.e., lesion-absent) or abnormal with
a lesion centered at one ofJ locations in a region of interest
(ROI). These hypotheses are denoted as

H0 : f = b+ n (1)

Hj : f = b+ sj + n (j = 1, . . . , J), (2)

whereb denotes the mean normal background corresponding
to f , n is zero-mean stochastic noise, andsj is the recon-
structed lesion at thejth location.H0 represents the normal
hypothesis. In this study, the reconstructed lesion profile is
treated as approximately shift-invariant. Note also that the
ROI contains contiguous sets of voxels, so that the lesion
size exceeds the minimum separation between locations. In
practice, an observer’s localization was scored as correct if it
lay within a fixed threshold distance from the actual lesion
location.

A variation on the detection task performed by the model
observers relates to whether or not the observer was made
aware of the one-cm lesion positioning restriction described
above. (The human observers in our study were aware of
this.) We letΩ represent the full bounded region for a given
organ. Given knowledge of the one-cm margin, the search ROI
becomes the reduced regionΩR.

C. The LROC study

Our study assessed lesion detectability in a given organ as a
function of display format. An observer read 208 test images
per format, evenly split between normal and abnormal cases.
Each case was represented in all three formats. For a given

image, the observer knew which organ to search. The number
of abnormal images per organ varied, with 21 for the liver,
32 for the lungs, and 51 for the tissue. Sets of 84 training
images per format were also equally divided between normal
and abnormal cases.

Two imaging scientists participated as observers in this
study. The display greyscale of the monitor was fixed and
a discrete six-point scale was used for the rating data. The
images for each format were read in two sessions, with a
test set of 104 images immediately preceded by a training
set of 42 images. The reading order of the test sets and of
the images within a given set varied with observer. For this
work performances are reported in terms of the fraction (Fc)
of lesions correctly localized. A threshold radius of 15 mm
was used to score the localizations. Uncertainties in these
performances were determined by using the estimatedFc

values in a plug-in method assuming binomial statistics.
More details on the LROC study procedures for the VS

model observer are described in Sec. II-D3.

D. Model observers

1) Scanning CNPW observer: The confidence ratingλ and
localizationr obtained fromf by our search-capable model
observers are specified by the max and arg max, respectively,
of a scalar perception measurementzj made at each suspicious
locationj. If Ω is expressed as the set of pixel indices in the
observer’s search region, then

r = argmax
j∈Ω

zj (3)

λ = max
j∈Ω

zj . (4)

For a scanning CNPW observer, the perception measure-
ment is given by

zj = w
t
j [f − b] , (5)

where

wj = Uj [Uj ]
t
s̄j (6)

is thejth observer template. In Eq. 6,s̄j represents the mean
lesion profile shifted to thejth location. The columns of
matrix Uj contain the similarly shifted responses from a set
of C spatial frequency channels. A set of three difference-
of-Gaussian (DOG) channels was used for this work. As
the CNPW template is shift-invariant, the observer can be
efficiently applied through the functional 2D cross-correlation

z = w ⋆ ⋆ [f − b] , (7)

where the template subscript has been dropped and vectorz

contains the perception measurements.
With the BKE assumption and the use of the restricted

ROI ΩR, the CNPW observer achieved linear correlation
coefficients as high as 0.91 with the human observers [2],
although there was some dependence on channel type. When
Ω was used as the ROI, the coefficient fell to 0.77 [8]. Using
Ω and ignoring the background subtraction in Eq. 5 resulted
in a correlation coefficient of -0.52 [8].
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2) CNPW-based VS observers: A basic VS observer is
constructed by adding a candidate search process as a front end
to the CNPW observer. In one approach, the test image itself
is segmented into blobs [10]. The focal point for a given blob,
defined as the maximum-intensity pixel, represents a candidate
location if the focal point lies within the ROI. Figure 2 shows
a test-image example and the segmentation result (at top right
in the figure). The set of candidate locations is then analyzed
with the CNPW discriminant.

Fig. 2. Top left: test imagef with liver lesion; Top right: segmentation
and liver ROI masking off ; Bottom left and right: segmentation and liver
masking of MF and GMF images, respectively. The segmented images have
been magnified for clarity. The dark regions represent the blob supports.

According to [8], the measured correlation coefficient be-
tween this VS observer and the human observers was 0.92
when the former used the BKE assumption withΩ and 0.93
usingΩR with the BKE assumption.

One variation on this VS observer is to instead segment
the image obtained as the cross-correlation (or matched filter
[MF]) s̄ ⋆ ⋆f . Other options include carrying out the matched
filter with the gradients (see [6] for application to x-ray
breast imaging) or Laplacians of bothf and s̄, what we
respectively refer to as the gradient MF (GMF) and Laplacian
MF (LMF). (The bottom two images in Fig. 2 are the MF
and GMF segmentations for the test image.) These various
cross-correlations, coupled with the segmentation, provide
morphologic feature extraction for the observer. In this context,
images such as̄s and∇s are feature templates.

3) An adaptive VS observer: Four features were considered
for the candidate analysis in this study: the MF, GMF, LMF,
and the CNPW templatew. The latter presents a band-pass
version of the lesion. The feature extraction is performed
without background subtraction. All 15 possible combinations
of these “analysis” features—including single features and all
four together—were evaluated in the observer training.

Candidate locations were first determined by applying a
watershed algorithm to either the MF or GMF. (At this point,
there is no restriction on the search and analysis features being
the same or different.) Results with the MF are discussed
herein. The search feature values and the values from each
analysis feature are used to create separate distributions. In
some of our studies, the model observer was constrained by

a perception thresholdpt such that focal points with a search
feature statistic< pt were treated as undetectable and thus
excluded from the set of candidates [11].

Given a particular choice oft features to conduct the anal-
ysis, a binary Hotelling discriminant is determined from the
training images. The mean values for each feature, conditional
on whether the candidate location actually has a lesion, are
obtained from the extracted values. Thet-element vectorsµ0

and µ1 contain the lesion-absent and lesion-present feature
means, respectively. Conditionalt× t covariance matricesK0

andK1 may also be computed. Thet-term Hotelling (or PW)
discriminant is then given by

hvs = [K0 +K1]
−1

δµ, (8)

whereδµ = µ1 − µ0. The covariance matrices may also be
weighted to reflect the relatively small numbers of abnormal
locations in the training data. An NPW discriminant omits the
covariances. We also note that the training can be performed
using the localizations of the human observers in place of the
actual lesion status of the various candidate locations, although
the latter approach based on the true status is more flexible.

The discriminants for all the feature combinations are
applied separately to the training images. The combinations
which produce the highest training performance (Fc) are
deemed “maximizing.” The observer’s performance with the
test images is then determined by averaging the testingFc

values computed with the maximizing discriminants.

E. Model-observer study procedures

The images in the LROC study were divided into nine sets,
representing the possible combinations of the three organs
(liver, lung and soft tissue) and three display formats (the
coronal, sagittal, and transverse views). The model observer
was trained and tested separately on each of these sets (so
that the maximizing feature combinations were set-specific).
Comparisons with the human observers thus involved nine
values ofFc. The model observer was applied in two studies
without background knowledge, one using the ROIΩ and the
other using the reduced regionΩR. In a third study, the model
was applied withΩR and background knowledge.

III. R ESULTS

Uncertainties in the model-observer performances from the
nine image sets ranged from 0.06 to 0.10, depending on organ.
The standard deviations from the human data ranged from
0.04 to 0.07. The scatter plots in Fig. 3 present comparisons
of the human and VS observer performances when the model
observer usedΩ as the ROI. The dotted diagonal line in each
plot indicates equal performances and the linear correlation
coefficientr is shown in the upper left-hand corner. Plots 3(a-
b) shows the results with the PW and NPW discriminants,
while plots 3(c-d) shows the results with these discriminants
when a perception threshold of one standard deviation was
applied to the MF search statistic. These plots suggest that
the NPW discriminant may be sufficient for the given analysis
features and that placing perceptual limits on the search
process may be an important for human-observer models.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 3. Scatter plots comparing VS and average human performances (Fc)
when the model observer used ROIΩ. a) The VS observer with NPW
discriminant; b) The VS observer with PW discriminant; c) Same as (a) but
with perception threshold of one standard deviation; d) Same as (b) but with
perception threshold.

Much the same indications are apparent from Fig. 4, for
which the model observer was applied with the reduced ROI
ΩR. The correlation analysis will be extended to account for
image-by-image correlations between the observers in time for
the conference.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4. Scatter plots comparing VS and average human performances when
the former used ROIΩR. a) VS observer with NPW discriminant; b) VS
observer with PW discriminant; c) Same as (a) but with perception threshold
of one standard deviation; d) Same as (b) but with perception threshold.

Finally, the consistency of the adaptive observer under
different levels of prior knowledge for this PET task is demon-
strated in Figure 5. For this plot, the model observer used the
reduced ROI while incorporating background subtraction into
the calculation of the CNPW analysis feature statistic (see
Eq. 5). Under these same circumstances, both the scanning
CNPW and CNPW-based VS observers also agreed well with

the human observers.

Fig. 5. Scatter plot comparing VS and average human performanceswhen
the model observer used the reduced ROI and also calculated the CNPW
feature values with background subtraction. The observer applied the NPW
discriminant with perception threshold.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An efficient search-capable model observer that operates
without explicit background knowledge has been proposed.
In place of a scanning-observer framework that invokes back-
ground subtraction, the model applies binary Hotelling dis-
criminants from feature data containing implicit background
information. Ongoing studies are investigating expanded sets
of target-independent search and analysis features for PET and
other imaging modalities.
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Abstract—There is a need for objective evaluation methods
to assess systems and methods being developed for quantitative
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging
when the true value of the quantitative parameter is not known,
as is the case in patient studies. We have developed a no-
gold-standard technique for assessing reconstruction methods for
SPECT when the end task is estimating the activity concentration
within a known volume of interest (VOI). The technique posits
a linear relationship between the true and estimated mean
activity concentrations and estimates the parameters of this
linear relationship from the measured mean activity concen-
trations using a maximum-likelihood (ML) method. We have
demonstrated the performance of this technique in ranking
reconstruction methods for quantitative SPECT using realistic
simulation studies. However, to rank the methods accurately,
the technique requires a large number of patient studies, which
are often not available. In this regard, prior information about
a subset of the parameters of the linear relationship can be
obtained from experimental phantom studies. To incorporate
this information, we pose the no-gold-standard method as a
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation problem. We devise
statistical models for the prior information about the parameters
and include these models in the MAP-estimation framework. A
study of the performance of the proposed MAP-based no-gold-
standard method with simulation studies demonstrated its ability
to yield accurate rankings, as quantified using the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficent, with even a small number of patient
studies. The method also consistently outperformed the ML-
based no-gold-standard technique.
Keywords: No-gold-standard methods, quantitative SPECT,

Objective evaluation of reconstruction methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Quantitative single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) is emerging as an important tool for clinical studies
and biomedical research [1], [2]. In quantitative SPECT, the
end task is estimating a certain functional or anatomical
parameter about the object of interest from a SPECT image,
such as quantifying the mean activity concentration within a
certain volume of interest (VOI) from a patient image. Many
imaging systems and methods are being designed to provide
accurate quantitative SPECT imaging. There is a need for
objective methods to optimize and evaluate these systems and
algorithms on the basis of their performance in the task of
estimating the parameter of interest accurately and precisely.
Such objective evaluation is greatly simplified when we know
the true value of the parameter, but this is rarely the case

in patient studies. For this reason, animal, physical phantom
and simulation studies have become an important tool in this
optimization and evaluation process. However, it is desirable to
validate these results using clinical studies and human images
where the true value, which serves as a gold standard, is known
imperfectly or not at all. Thus, in order to objectively compare
these systems and algorithms, there is a need for evaluation
methods that can be implemented in the absence of a gold
standard.

We have developed a no-gold-standard approach to rank
quantitative SPECT reconstruction methods when the end task
is quantifying the mean activity concentration within a VOI
[3]. The technique we have proposed extends on the basic
framework that was initially proposed in Hoppin et al. [4] and
further developed in Jha et al. [5]. The technique assumes
a linear relationship between the estimated and true mean
activity concentration values. It then used maximum-likelihood
(ML) methods to estimate the parameters describing the linear
relationship using the measured mean activity concentrations
from the different reconstruction methods. We conducted
several realistic simulation studies that demonstrated that the
proposed no-gold-standard technique is able to successfully
rank a set of reconstruction methods for quantitative SPECT
[6].

An issue with the proposed technique is the requirement of
a large number of patient studies to evaluate the reconstruction
methods accurately. The validation studies that we conducted
used the mean activity concentrations measured from up to200
different VOIs, although we were able to reduce the number
of patient studies requirement to25 by using multiple organ
VOIs from each patient. A similar issue has been observed
with the previously developed no-gold-standard methods. For
example, the evaluation of cardiac-ejection-fraction estimation
algorithms using the no-gold-standard technique proposed in
Hoppin et al. [4] used data from 85 patients [7]. Likewise,
the simulation study for evaluating segmentation algorithms in
DWMRI used images from up to 70 different simulated patient
studies [5]. Often, such a large number of patient studies are
not available. This requirement is a major obstacle in the wider
clinical application of the no-gold-standard methods. A major
endeavor of our research is to reduce this requirement.

A possible technique to reduce this requirement is by
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incorporating prior information about the no-gold-standard
parameters.In this regard, one could conduct physical phantom
studies where the true value of the quantitative parameter
is known. These experiments can yield information about a
subset of the linear-relationship parameters. However, incorpo-
rating this information requires modifying the basic no-gold-
standard method. In this paper, our objective was to develop
methods to incorporate this prior information. We then studied
whether incorporating this prior information led to improved
performance, especially when the number of patient studies is
small.

II. THEORY

We consider the case whereP patients are imaged using a
SPECT imaging system. The patient images are reconstructed
using K different reconstruction methods, and the mean ac-
tivity concentration in the VOI is estimated. Our objective is
to develop a no-gold-standard technique to evaluate theseK
reconstruction algorithms.

We assume that there is a linear relationship between the
true and estimated activity values, consisting of both determin-
istic and random components. The linear relationship consists
of a slope, intercept, and a zero-mean normally distributed
noise term. We have confirmed this assumption of a linear
relationship using realistic simulation studies for quantitative
SPECT reconstruction methods with the aid of measures such
as the Akiki information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian infor-
mation criterion (BIC) [3]. Thus, denoting the true activity
value for thepth patient byap, the estimated activity value
for this patient using thekth reconstruction algorithm bŷak

p,
and the slope, intercept and standard deviation of the noise
term byuk,vk,andσk, respectively, we write this model as

âk
p = ukap + vk + N (0, σk), (1)

where N (0, σk) denotes a zero-mean normally distributed
random variable with standard deviationσk. We next assume
that the true distribution has been sampled from some prior
distribution. Based on empirical studies and in order to accom-
modate a wide variety of prior distributions, we choose this
distribution to be a four-parameter beta distribution, parameter-
ized by the vectorΩ. Note that we do not know the values of
{uk, vk, σk}, k = 1, 2 . . . K or Ω. For simplicity of notation,
let us denote the set of all the observed data, i.e. the set
{âk

p}, k = {1, 2 . . . ,K}, p = {1, 2 . . . P} by the vectorÂ and
the set of linear model parameters{uk, vk, σk}, k = 1, 2 . . . K
by the vectorΘ. We can derive that

pr(Â|Θ,Ω} =
∫

dappr(ap|Ω)
K
∏

k=1

1
√

2πσ2

k

exp

[

−(ak
p − ap − vk)2

2σ2

k

]

. (2)

The originalno-gold-standard method we previously proposed
[3] uses a maximum-likelihood (ML) approach to estimate
the values of those unknown parameters that maximize the
probability of all the observed data, i.e.

{Θ,Ω}ML = argmaxΘ,Ωpr(Â|Θ,Ω}. (3)

We observe that, in this procedure, we need to estimate a
large number of parameters from a limited-sized data set. For
example, if we are comparing three methods, we would have
to estimate13 parameters. Consequently, the estimated activity
concentrationâk

p for many true values ofap are required
to perform this estimation task accurately. Further, to find
a solution to this ML estimation problem, the optimization
routine has to search over a large-dimensional space. There is
a high degree of possibility that the solution could be trapped
in a local extrema, thus yielding an inaccurate estimate.

One way to overcome these issues is to incorporate some
prior information about the parametersΘ or Ω. This will help
to regularize the ML estimation procedure. In this regard, we
note that in a phantom-based experimental study, the true value
of the underlying quantitative parameter is often known or can
be measured using alternative techniques. Let us consider two
such phantom-based experiments, where the true values of the
mean activity concentration within a VOI were determined
to beγ1 andγ2, respectively. Since these are phantom-based
experiments, we could design the phantom to have to have
a large value of mean activity concentration in the VOI and
acquire the data long enough, so that we obtain a large number
of photon counts. In this case, the measurement noise can be
much reduced in comparison to patient studies. Let us denote
the estimated values for the mean activity concentrationsγ1

and γ2 after using thekth reconstruction method bŷγk
1 and

γ̂k
2 , respectively. Then, using the assumption of linearity as in

Eq. (1), we can write

γ̂k
i = ukγi + vk + N (0, ς), i = 1, 2 (4)

whereς is the standard deviation of the reduced measurement
noise in these experiments. From the estimatesγ̂k

i and using
Eq. (4) an estimate ofuk, denoted bŷuk is given by

ûk =
γ̂k
2 − γ̂k

1

γ1 − γ2

. (5)

Sinceûk is the difference of two normally distributed random
variables, we can derive that̂uk will be normally distributed
with mean uk and standard deviation

√
2ς/|γ1 − γ2| [8].

Similarly, we can compute an estimate ofvk, denoted bŷvk,
using Eq. (4), as follows:

v̂k =
γ̂k
2γ1 − γ̂k

1γ2

γ1 − γ2

. (6)

The randomvariable v̂k is again the difference of two nor-
mally distributed random variables and thus will also be
normally distributed with meanvk and standard deviation

ς
|γ1−γ2|

√

γ2
2

+ γ2
1
.

We repeatthese phantom studiesN times with the true value
of activity concentration asγ1 andγ2 so that we can measure
ς precisely to the extent that we can assume it as a known
value. Further, we compute the sample means ofûk and v̂k

from the multiple phantom experiments, which we denote by
¯̂uk and¯̂vk, respectively. In that case, it can be shown that when
we do not have any prior information aboutuk, the posterior
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distributions ofuk and vk are alsonormally distributed such
that [9]

pr(uk|ûk, ς) = N
(

¯̂uk,

√

2

N

ς

|γ1 − γ2|

)

. (7a)

pr(vk|v̂k, ς) = N
(

¯̂vk,
ς

N |γ1 − γ2|
√

γ2
2

+ γ2
1

)

. (7b)

Thus, fromthese phantom-based experiments, we can obtain
a prior probability distribution for the variablesuk andvk.

To incorporate this prior information, we estimate the
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) solution of the no-gold-standard
parameters. This estimate is given by

{Θ,Ω}MAP = argmaxΘ,Ω pr(Θ,Ω|Â). (8)

Applying Bayes theorem yields

pr(Θ,Ω|Â) =
pr(Â|Θ,Ω)pr(Θ,Ω)

pr(Â)
. (9)

Substituting this expression in Eq. (8) and recognizing that
the denominator in the above equation is just a normalization
term, we obtain

{Θ,Ω}MAP = argmaxΘ,Ω pr(Â|Θ,Ω)pr(Θ,Ω). (10)

The prior information obtained from the phantom experiments
is accounted for by recognizing the independence of the no-
gold-standard parameters and thus rewriting the expression for
the prior distributionpr(Θ,Ω) as

pr(Θ,Ω) =

K
∏

k=1

pr(uk)pr(vk)pr(σk)pr(Ω). (11)

The expressions forpr(uk) and pr(vk) are obtained from
the phantom study (Eq. (7)). Also, the expression for the
likelihood of the data, i.e.pr(Â|Θ,Ω) is obtained from Eq. (2).
We thus obtain a MAP estimate of the no-gold-standard
parameters. We denote the estimates of the slope, intercept
and standard deviation of noise terms byûMAP,k, v̂MAP,k and
σ̂MAP,k, respectively.

We use the parameters obtained from the no-gold-standard
technique to compute two figures of merit: Noise-to-slope ratio
σ̂MAP,k/âMAP,k, which represents the precision of the algo-
rithm when the slope and intercepts are treated as calibration
factors and corrected for, and the scaled ensemble mean square
error (EMSEsc), which is defined as

EMSEsc =
v̂2

MAP,k + σ̂2

MAP,k

û2

MAP,k

. (12)

EMSEsc represents the ensemble mean square error (EMSE)
with the algorithm when the slope obtained from the no-gold-
standard method is treated as a calibration factor and used
to correct the data. This metric measures both the bias and
variance of the reconstruction algorithm.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Simulation studies were conducted to study the performance
of the proposed no-gold-standard technique and compare it
with the ML-based no-gold-standard technique. We generated
the true mean activity concentration value within the VOI
for a certain number of patient studies by sampling a beta
distribution. The estimated mean activity concentrations for
three assumed reconstruction methods were obtained using
Eq. (1) with different values for the slope, intercept, and the
noise standard deviation parameters. We refer to the mean
activity concentration within a particular VOI estimated using
a particular reconstruction method as an individual measure-
ment from a clinical study, or more simply, an individual
measurement. These estimated values were input to the ML
and MAP-based no-gold-standard techniques. From the esti-
mated figures of merit, the rankings of the three methods were
obtained. The correlation of the obtained and true rankings of
the three methods was quantified by computing the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient between the true and estimated
rankings. This process was repeated for100 noise realizations,
where each noise realization corresponded to obtaining the
mean activity concentration estimates using the three recon-
struction methods for the same set of underlying true mean
activity concentration values. This experiment was repeated
for different numbers of patient studies, or equivalently, with
different number of individual measurements.

The correlation coefficients of the rankings with the two
figures of merit as a function of the number of true values are
shown in Fig. 1a and 1b. We first observed that the proposed
MAP-based technique was able to successfully rank the three
methods accurately for even smaller numbers of individual
measurements. For example, in the experiments with the MAP-
based method, just40 individual measurements yielded rank-
ings with the mean Spearman’s ranking correlation coefficient
equal to0.99 ± 0.05 and 0.99 ± 0.07, using noise-to-slope
ratio andEMSEsc as the figures of merit, respectively. This
implies that the proposed technique did not correctly predict
the rankings for only one out of100 noise realizations. This
result is noteworthy since multiple individual measurements of
mean activity concentrations can be obtained from the same
patient by considering multiple organ VOIs. For example, in
our previous study, we obtained8 individual measurements
from each patient study [6]. Thus, this result indicates that
the number of patient studies requirement could be reduced
significantly.

Additionally, the MAP-based method clearly performed
better than the ML method when the number of individual
measurements, i.e., the number of patient studies, was small.
As the number of patient studies increased, the performance
of the MAP and ML-based method improved, but the MAP-
method consistently outperformed the ML-based method.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a MAP-based no-gold-standard method
to evaluate reconstruction methods for quantitative SPECT
imaging when the task is estimating the activity concentration
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Fig. 1: Therank correlation coefficient between the true and
estimated rankings plotted as a function of the number of
individual measurements for the ML and MAP-based no-gold-
standard techniques. The error bars denote the 95% confidence
intervals. The rankings were determined using (a) The noise-
to-slope ratio and (b)EMSEsc parameters.

in a VOI. The method incorporates prior information about
the estimated no-gold-standard parameter values. We also
proposed a technique to obtain this prior information from
phantom-based experimental studies. Preliminary results indi-
cate that, for small numbers of patient studies, the proposed
MAP-based method ranked the methods more accurately than
the ML-based no-gold-standard technique. We are currently
studying the efficacy of this technique for assessing specific
quantitative SPECT reconstruction methods. By reducing the
required number of patient studies, the proposed MAP-based
no-gold-standard method can enable wider clinical application
of objective evaluation in the absence of ground truth with
clinical data. The proposed MAP-based framework can also
be used to incorporate any other available prior information
about the no-gold-standard parameters. Further, the method
can be extended to objectively evaluate quantitative SPECT
systems and algorithms for other quantitative tasks such as
VOI segmentation and histogram estimation.
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Impact of statistical weights and edge preserving regularization on image

quality in iterative CT reconstruction

K. Hahn, H. Schöndube, K. Stierstorfer, F. Noo

Abstract—The utilization of statistical iterative reconstruction
algorithms in X-ray computed tomography may offer significant

gains in terms of image quality at equal dose, and thereby allow
either dose reduction or improved diagnostic. Typically, such
algorithms require the specification of a number of parameters.
Unfortunately, the literature is currently fairly poor in terms
of understanding how these parameters affect image quality,
particularly for a task-based assessment. To better drive the
development of iterative statistical CT reconstruction, a better
understanding is needed. In this work, we conducted a model
observer study to evaluate the impact of an edge-preserving pa-
rameter under four different data acquisition settings using noisy
reconstructions of the FORBILD head phantom. The Hotelling
observer was applied to a signal-known-exactly/background-
known-exactly binary discrimination task, without and with
insertion of internal noise, which reflects fluctuations in the
way a human observer rates images. We find that, even in fan-
beam tomography, edge-preserving regularization can provide a
sizeable gain in terms of performance when internal noise is
present. In our setting, a gain of 0.03 in the AUC value could be
achieved; a 30% change in exposure is required to create such a
gain with an FBP reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last five years, the number of publications on

advanced statistical iterative reconstruction methods for X-

ray computed tomography (CT) has been steadily increas-

ing. Statistical iterative reconstruction may offer significant

gains in terms of image quality at equal dose, and thereby

allow reduction in X-ray dose [1]–[5]. Most reconstruction

algorithms are based on the penalized weighted least-square

model [6], [7]. In this formalism, the improvement in image

quality is sought through the joint use of statistical weights that

are applied in the data fidelity term and an edge-preserving

prior that constrains the reconstruction. Parameters involved

in the definition of the prior affect the outcome as well as

the prescribed balance between the prior and data fidelity.

Currently, the literature is fairly poor when it comes to fully

understanding the impact of these parameters on image quality,

particularly in terms of task-based assessment, which is the

key endpoint [8]. Understanding this impact is needed both at

an early stage, using experiments with phantoms, to carefully

drive the research effort, as well as at a later stage, to verify

the impact of adopted solutions on radiology practice [8].

In this paper, we considered a variation in the edge-

preserving parameter within the regularization function and

investigated the influence on image quality together while
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care. F. Noo is with the Department of Radiology, University of Utah, Salt
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using or not statistical weights and tube current modulation.

This study was focused on task-based assessment using the

Hotelling observer applied to an ensemble of reconstructions

of the FORBILD head phantom.

II. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

A. Problem formulation

Let x be the vector of unknown image pixel values and let g
be the vector grouping the CT measurements. We investigated

a reconstruction process that defines the desired image as

x∗ = argmin
{

Φ(x, g) = Φ1(x, g) + β Φ2(x)
}

. (1)

The first term, Φ1(x, g), is the data fidelity term. It includes the

measurement statistics and the geometry of the data acquisition

process. The second term, Φ2(x), is a non-linear regularization

term that aims at mitigating noise and artifacts. The balance

between data fidelity and regularization is controlled by pa-

rameter β > 0.

In our study, Φ1 was defined using the weighted least-square

model:

Φ1(x, g) =
∥

∥

∥
W−1/2(Ax− g)

∥

∥

∥

2

, (2)

where A is a matrix that models the link between x and the

CT measurements, and W is a matrix that includes statis-

tical weights. Regularization was defined using a constraint

between pixels that are immediate neighbors of each other.

Specifically, the following choice was made

Φ2(x) =
1

2

∑

j

∑

i

ωijψ(xi − xj) , (3)

where ωij is a positive geometry-based scalar. We set ωij = 1
for horizontal and vertical neighbor pixels, ωij = 1/

√
2 for

diagonal neighbor pixels, and ωij = 0 otherwise. The Fair

potential function was used to define ψ(t), i.e.,

ψ(t) = δ · [|t/δ| − log (1 + |t/δ|)] (4)

was chosen where edge-preserving is defined through param-

eter δ. Given our expression for Φ1(x, g) and Φ2(x), the

objective function, Φ(x, g), is strictly convex and thus x∗ is

uniquely defined.

B. Iterative reconstruction technique

The iterative coordinate descent (ICD) method [9]–[12] was

used to find the solution to (1). Thus, the objective function

was sequentially minimized, considering one pixel value at a

time. The ICD method was applied with a positivity constraint

on the pixels and is known to converge. Although ICD is
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focal spot size 0.12 cm × 0.09 cm
anode angle β 7◦

source trajectory radius R 57 cm
source to detector distance (D) 104 cm
number of detector elements 672
angular detector width (∆γ) 0.001316 radians
number of projections per turn 2320
incoming number of photons, Nin, per ray 100,000

TABLE I
DATA SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

poorly parallelizable, it converges much faster than projection-

based methods and suited, for this reason, our goals best, as

we aimed to minimize bias due to early stopping of iterations.

The initial image vector was always chosen as the zero

vector even though an initialization with an FBP image would

have reduced the computational effort. This was done to avoid

any possible bias due to the FBP image. The final recon-

structed image was selected as the image that was obtained

when the maximum change for all pixel values from one

iteration to another was smaller than 0.055 HU (10−5/cm).

C. Image representation and forward projection model

The investigation was performed in 2D, with the attenua-

tion function discretized on a Cartesian grid of points. The

coordinates associated with this grid are called x and y.

The reconstructed image involved 351 × 351 locations with

a uniform sampling distance of 0.075 cm in both x and y.

Matrix A was formed using Joseph’s method [13]. That is,

each line was evaluated as a simple sum in x or y together

with a linear interpolation between grid points in y or x,

respectively. If the line is mostly parallel to the x axis, the

summation is in x, otherwise it is in y. Our implementation

of Joseph’s method implies that the direction of summation

could change from one line to another within views as well

as across views.

D. Data simulation

Simulations were performed in fan-beam geometry (3rd

generation CT) with a curved detector and using the FORBILD

head phantom. Our X-ray data simulation model included a

sub-sampling of the X-ray tube focal spot, of each detector,

and of each source position in order to model the shift-variant

effect of the X-ray tube anode angle, β, on resolution, to

model the blurring that results from the finite size of the

focal spot and the detector elements, and to model the blurring

that results from continuous x-ray emission. The calculation

of each line integral was based on analytical expressions. In

total, each CT measurement was simulated as an average of

405 line integrals, with the average performed before applying

the logarithm.

The data was simulated for a single geometry, namely for

a full scan with flying focal spot (FFS). Then, noise was

added using a body-size Gaussian-shaped bowtie filter, which

is shown in Fig. 1 (left). In total, 250 matrices of random

numbers were generated to create 250 noisy data sets for 16

different imaging scenarios in such a way that the data would

be correlated from one scenario to another. Table I lists the

simulation parameters that have been used.
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Fig. 1. (left) Bowtie filter profile as a function of the fan angle. (right) TCM
factor as a function of the view angle.

Fig. 2. Expression of W−1/2 without TCM (above) and with TCM (below).

E. Imaging scenarios

We considered 16 different imaging scenarios. This number

was obtained using the following settings: (i) four different

values for δ in the Fair potential, (ii) tube-current-modulation

(TCM) either on or off, (iii) statistical weights either included

or not.

Variations in δ. Parameter δ in the Fair potential signif-

icantly impacts the visual appearance of the reconstructed

image. When δ is small, the image impression is similar to

that of a reconstruction using a Total Variation constraint;

for δ large, the image impression is similar to that of an

FBP reconstruction; intermediate δ values result in an image

impression that is somewhere between a TV-regularized image

and an FBP reconstruction. The four selected values for δ were

1, 5, 50 and 500 HU.

TCM. Scans without and with TCM were simulated. TCM

is a common technique to reduce X-ray dose to the pa-

tient [14]. During the scan, the tube current is modulated such

that the tube current is increased when the X-ray beam is

strongly attenuated and is decreased when the X-ray beam

is more weakly attenuated. Thus, the number of incoming

photons is allowed to vary from one X-ray source position

to the next. This variation was defined using the following

formula:

NTCM
in (λ) = Nin e

1

2
gc(λ) (5)

with gc(λ) chosen as the average of 30 measurements around

the central detector pixel in each view, given by angle λ. To

maintain the same exposure between the scenarios without and

with TCM, the variation above was normalized before applica-

tion, so that the total number of photons emitted towards each
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detector pixel was always equal to Nin when averaged over λ.

Fig. 1 (right) shows the normalized expression of NTCM
in (λ).

Statistical weights. Matrix W in (2) is interpreted as the

covariance matrix of the CT measurements. Because these

measurements are assumed to be statistically independent,

W is a diagonal matrix, with each element on the diagonal

representing the variance of one measurement. This variance

is equal to the inverse of the number of photons reaching the

detector, which itself is influenced by the incoming number

of photons, the shape of the bowtie filter and the attenuation

property of the interrogated object. To avoid interference

between the roles of β and W, and thereby enable a simpler

comparison between all 16 imaging scenarios, W was applied

with a normalization factor: the sum of the diagonal elements

of W−1 that correspond to the central detector pixel was

normalized to unity. Fig. 2 shows the resulting expression of

W−1/2 without and with TCM.

A difficult aspect to consider within our evaluation was res-

olution, which is known to vary with contrast and position in

statistical iterative CT reconstruction. We decided to perform

comparison at matched resolution for the high-contrast objects

in the phantom. This matched resolution was reasonably

achieved by using the same value of β for all 16 scenarios;

this value was 0.1 and resolution matching was verified by

visual inspection of profiles through the reconstructions.

III. MODEL OBSERVER STUDY

Image quality was evaluated using the Hotelling observer

applied to a signal-known-exactly/background-known-exactly

(SKE/BKE) binary classification task. Class 1 contains all

images where the signal is normal, and class 2 contains all

images where the signal corresponds to a disease. The area

under the receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve, called

AUC, was used as the measure of performance.

A. Task-selection

A classification task that is representative of a medical task

was considered. The class 1 signal was defined as a circle of

radius rc and center point C. The class 2 signal was created

from the class 1 signal as follows. First, the class 1 signal

was truncated using four clipping lines at a distance of ±dc
of C in the vertical and horizontal directions, as shown in

Fig. 3. The remaining part of the signal looks like a square

with blunt edges. Four circles of radius rl at distance ±dl from

C were superimposed on this square to yield the class 2 signal.

The medical analogy to these two classes is the classification

between lesions with a fuzzy or sharp boundary, as fuzziness

is often a marker for lesion malignancy.

Based on the study in [15], the signal corresponding to dl =
0.34 cm, rl = 0.27 cm, rc = 0.65cm and dc = 0.55cm was

selected for class 2. The class 1 and class 2 objects were

centered in the central low contrast ellipse of the phantom with

a contrast of 10 HU. Fig. 5 shows noise-free reconstructions

with a class 1 signal present versus noisy reconstructions with

no signal present, as obtained by varying δ.

r
c r c

rl

dl

dc

C C

class 1 class 2

C

Fig. 3. (left) Class 1 is a circle with radius rc. (middle) Drawing showing
how the object of class 2 (right) was obtained.
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Fig. 4. Estimated (unbiased) AUC values within 95% confidence intervals
plotted as a function of δ for the four settings corresponding to statistical
weights (SW) included or not and TCM on or off. In each setting, we present
the results without and with addition of internal noise (5%).

B. Generation and analysis of cases

The Hotelling observer performance was evaluated using

the known means theory developed in [16]. The noise cases,

which are needed for estimation of the covariance matrix, were

obtained from noisy reconstructions with no signal present

and pre-subtraction of a noise-free reconstruction. Each noise

case was a region-of-interest cropped out of the 351 × 351
reconstruction. This region-of-interest consisted of 41 × 41
pixels. To obtain a good number of noise cases and thereby

mitigate statistical variability, 16 cases were cropped out of

each noisy reconstruction, so that each scenario yield 2000
cases in total, which were split into two stacks of 1000 cases

for each class. The 16 cases were distributed on a grid of 4×4
points centered on the origin (x, y) = (0, 0) and separated by

a distance of 50 pixels in both x and y. Given the distance

between these points, the cases were deemed to be sufficiently

statistically independent. The mean values of the signals of

class 1 and 2 were obtained from noise-free reconstructions.

Given our approach to generating cases, our observer should

be interpreted as an observer that is required to distinguish

between the signals of class 1 and 2 under a spatially-

varying noise background that characterizes the noise in the

reconstruction at 16 different locations across the phantom,

while the known difference between the two signals is left

equal to the expression obtained at the place where the

signal was placed (see Fig 5). For this task, our observer

may be interpreted as the optimal linear observer across all
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Fig. 5. (top row) Noise-free reconstruction with signal of class 1 present.
(bottom row) Noisy reconstruction with no signal present. From left to right:
δ = 1, 5, 50, 500. Reconstructions performed with statistical weights included
and TCM on. Gray window: c/w=50/100 HU.

linear observers that have templates enabling the ratings to be

reasonably normally-distributed by the central limit theorem.

Our observer was implemented both without and with

internal noise. Internal noise was included by adding random

normally distributed images to the cases. These images were

obtained with a covariance matrix equal to a multiple of

the identity matrix. The multiplying factor was 5% of the

mean pixel variance across the region covered by the cases.

This approach allowed direct utilization of the tools in [16],

[17], while being in concept equivalent to the methodology

suggested in the literature [8].

C. Results

Fig. 4 shows estimated unbiased AUC values within 95%
confidence intervals. No statistically significant differences can

be observed by including or not the statistical weights, nor by

turning TCM on or off. On the other hand, the impact of

δ depends on the addition or not of internal noise. Clearly,

a statistically significant impact of δ on image quality can be

observed when internal noise is added to the observer, whereas

δ did not seem to impact image quality in the absence of

internal noise.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Task-based assessment of image quality was used to com-

pare 16 different fan-beam imaging scenarios based on sta-

tistical iterative CT reconstruction. Our comparison showed

that a difference of 0.03 can be achieved in the AUC value

when the Hotelling observer is used with a small amount of

internal noise and the edge-preserving parameter, δ, is suitably

chosen. This difference is substantial as a 30% increase in

exposure (i.e., Nin) is needed to achieve such a difference

with an FBP reconstruction when the AUC is around 0.8. On

the other hand, no statistically significant differences could

be observed through the utilization of statistical weights and

TCM. A close inspection of variance images indicated that

these two settings had both a 5% impact on the standard

deviation of pixels, but this impact was sometimes positive and

sometimes negative depending on location within the phantom.

Given this observation, it is not surprising that no difference in

AUC could be observed since our model observer incorporated

a spatially-varying noise background. A 5% impact roughly

corresponds to a 10% change in exposure. Thus, it would be

nice to observe it as well in the AUC value by analyzing

individual sites. Due to statistical variability, more images will

need to be created to achieve this goal, possibly along with

the utilization of channels. We plan to extend our study in this

direction in the near future.
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Abstract—In this paper a methodology for task-based 

optimization of source-detector orbits is presented. The design 

process is aligned well with an interventional workflow where 

preoperative imaging is available to provide patient-specific 

anatomical information, where the imaging task is well-defined, and 

there exist interventional imaging devices (e.g., robotic C-arms) that 

are capable of sophisticated source-detector trajectories. The 

proposed orbital optimization is based on an objective function that 

uses task-based detectability as the performance metric. Nonconvex 

optimization (CMA-ES) is used to estimate design solutions. This 

framework is tested in some simple imaging scenarios to illustrate 

the importance of task location as well as the particular imaging 

task function. More complex experiments are conducted on an 

emulated postoperative assessment of a coil embolization of an 

intracranial aneurysm. The improved performance for designed 

orbits over traditional circular orbits is illustrated and discussed. 

Index Terms—Task-based assessment, human observer models, 

adaptive imaging, robotic C-arms, image quality. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interventional cone-beam CT systems are finding increased 

application in many minimally invasive procedures. For example, 

3D-capable C-arm systems can provide up-to-date anatomical 

information throughout an intervention and can be used at the 

conclusion of a procedure for post-operative assessment. The 

workflow and diagnostic aims in interventional imaging provide 

an excellent opportunity to customize acquisitions to the specific 

patient and task for a number of reasons: Interventional imaging: 

1) is nearly always preceded by diagnostic imaging providing a 

rich source of patient-specific anatomical knowledge that can be 

leveraged for acquisition optimization; 2) is often focused on 

well-defined and localized imaging tasks (e.g., bleed detection at 

the site of the intervention) that can modeled and used for 

performance prediction; and 3) often suffers from reduced data 

fidelity relative to traditional diagnostic imaging, and could 

benefit from image quality improvements. 

Consider the workflow in Figure 1 for an endovascular 

embolization of an intracranial aneurysm. Preoperative images 

are used to determine the amount of embolization coil required, 

the need for a stent, etc. Locations of interest and particular 

imaging tasks can often be defined. For example, the detection of 

bleeds or perforations of the aneurysm are well-defined in 

location (i.e., near the aneurysm) with known characteristics (i.e., 

contrast, general shape of a bleed, etc.). Conventional 

intraoperative 3D imaging disregards this prior information – 

typically restricting acquisitions to a circular orbit and often 

suffering from poor image quality in the vicinity of the 

embolization coil which is precisely where bleed detection needs 

to be performed. We choose to leverage prior information about 

the patient anatomy and coil embolization plan to design source-
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detector trajectories customized to the patient and imaging task. 

Such customization requires accurate prediction of task 

performance which has been successfully applied using 

mathematical human observer models in imaging system design 

and optimization. [1] Recent work has applied the same 

methodology to customize current modulation and reconstruction 

parameters for specific patients and tasks [2] and there are other 

examples of acquisition optimization in nuclear imaging [3] In 

this work, we consider acquisition design for robotic C-arm 

systems that are capable of arbitrary source and detector 

positions around the patient. We use a task performance 

prediction framework based on a nonprewhitening observer 

model to design a source-detector trajectory for specific 

detection tasks. Previous work attempted to solve this 

optimization task using a greedy algorithm based on the 

maximization of marginal detectability with the addition of 

successive single projection views. [4] While that approach is 

computationally tractable, it is susceptible to local minimum and 

poorly suited to optimization objectives with multiple tasks or 

multiple task locations. In this paper, we illustrate an 

optimization strategy that uses a low-dimensional 

parameterization of the orbit and nonconvex optimization of a 

task-based objective function that includes one or more task 

functions or task locations. 

II. METHODS 

A. Workflow for Task- and Patient-Specific Acquisitions 

The workflow in interventional imaging provides a rich source 

of information that may be used for acquisition design. Consider 

a typical interventional imaging workflow as illustrated in 

Figure 1. Initial diagnostic imaging is conducted to localize and 

plan a treatment procedure. Intraoperative CT is often conducted 

post-procedure for assessment and complication detection. We 

propose to use the preoperative study (as well as planning 

J. Webster Stayman, Grace J. Gang, and Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen 

Task-Based Optimization of Source-Detector 

Orbits in Interventional Cone-beam CT 

Figure 1: Illustration of the workflow in interventional imaging. 

Preoperative imaging is used for diagnosis and surgical planning, 

whereas intraoperative imaging is used to assess the procedure and 

detect complications. Robotic C-arms have the potential to customize 

their acquisition through modification of the orbit to improve image 

quality and/or reduce radiation exposure. We propose to inform the 

orbit optimization process using preoperative anatomical data possibly 

augmented by planning data (e.g., the size and location of an implant or 

tool or in the above example, an embolization coil). 
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information) to optimize the intraoperative acquisition. In the 

case of a robotically controlled C-arm, we can break free from 

standard circular or spiral orbits to achieve more arbitrary 

source-detector positions. The goal is to use this flexibility in the 

acquisition to improve imaging performance for specific tasks. 

We hypothesize that there are many scenarios where such a task- 

and patient specific acquisition will improve performance. 

B. Imaging System Model and Reconstruction 

To begin, we require a system model parameterized by the 

acquisition values that may be varied. This model is important 

both for the optimization as well as the reconstruction. We 

choose the following mean measurement model for a CT device 

capable of arbitrary projection views: 

   expi i i
y g    A  (1) 

where subscript denotes the ith measurement, g is a gain term that 

includes detector fluence and detector sensitivities,  is a vector 

representing a volume of attenuation values, and the system 

matrix, A, defines the projection operation for all views. We note 

that A is a function of the vector  which parameterizes a 

specific orbit and the corresponding projection views.  

 While (1) is completely general, in this paper, we focus on a 

parameterization of source and detector positions in the 

following fashion. First, we presume that the spatial relationship 

between the source and detector is preserved for all views (e.g., 

they are rigidly fixed to each other). Second, we presume that the 

center point between the source and detector is fixed spatially. 

This means the remaining degrees of freedom are completely 

specified by two angles – the usual rotation angle () and a tilt 

angle (). We choose a low-dimensional parameterization of this 

space presuming  covers a specific angular range (e.g. a short 

scan, 360°, etc.) and  is a function of , and using a sines and 

cosines basis set as shown in Figure 2. The coefficient (n) of 

each basis function (bn) is an element of , and the orbital 

trajectory is defined as the sum of all weighted bases. 

Additionally, we clip the tilt angle to a limited range to enforce 

physical constraints (e.g. collision of the gantry with the patient 

or imaging table.) 

 The projection data arising from the possible generalized 

orbits that span the basis set in Figure 2, need to be 

reconstructed. Toward this end, we integrate the forward model 

of (1) into a penalized-likelihood approach: 

    ˆ arg max ;L y R      (2) 

where L denotes the log-likelihood data consistency term arising 

from an independent Poisson noise assumption, and R()=TR 

is a quadratic penalty. This widely used estimator is convenient 

since there are various optimizers available including the OS-

SPS [ref] algorithm used here; and because (2) will provide 

reconstructions for arbitrary geometries as long as the routines 

for projection and backprojection are available. 

C. Task-based Orbital Design Objective 

 Our orbital design seeks to maximize task performance using a 

human observer model. While various models exist, we choose to 

use detectability index based on a nonprewhitening observer 

model. This model may be written: 
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where MTFj denotes the (spatially) local modulation transfer 

function, NPSj is the local noise power spectrum, and WTask is the 

so-called task function that specifies the spatial frequencies of 

interest for the specific imaging task. (This function can be 

formed by taking the Fourier transform of the signal present and 

signal absent hypotheses.) While MTFj and NPSj are necessarily 

dependent on the location j, predictors for these functions have 

been derived and applied to obtain accurate estimates [5,6]. 

Using Fourier methods, one may estimate these functions as 
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where the preoperative image volume may be used as . While 

not discussed here in detail, one may recognize that the important 

quantity ATD{x}A is linear in x, and thus a linear operator may 

be used (as in [7]) for fast repeated calculations. 

 With the relationship between task, patient anatomy, and 

acquisition parameters complete, we may now write our design 

objective: 
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Figure 2. Illustration of a short scan orbit (top: showing source position; bottom: showing tilt angle of the gantry as a function of rotation angle) 

parameterized by a constant, sine, and cosine basis functions. The linear combination of these orbital bases permits a wide range of orbits. In our 

studies we add an additional constraint so that the maximum angular tilt is clipped at ±50°. 
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This objective seeks to maximize the minimum detectability over 

L locations and/or task functions. In effect, guaranteeing a 

specific detectability for those positions and/or imaging tasks. 

For a single location/task the inner minimum disappears and the 

problem reduces to a “simple” maximization. Because (5) is 

nonconvex, we use the CMA-ES [8] algorithm to estimate a 

global optima. 

D. Experimental Methods 

We apply the design method represented by (5) a few 

illustrative examples. First, we consider the important of location 

dependence in a simple cylinder object with a high-frequency 

imaging task (detection of a small high-contrast point). Two 

orbital designs are computed for different stimulus positions and 

the relative detectability for the two designs and positions are 

compared. A second study investigates the dependence on the 

task function using the same cylindrical object. However, in this 

case, orbital designs are performed for two different task 

functions: 1) the symmetric high-frequency “point” task; and 2) 

an asymmetric task based on oriented line pairs. The resulting 

symmetric design (orbit S) is compared with the asymmetric 

design (orbit A). For both of these studies a highly attenuating 

cylinder (=0.05 mm-1, 10 cm radius) was used to exaggerate 

spatial dependence. 

 The design methodology was tested on data emulating an 

intracranial aneurysm embolization in both physical CBCT 

phantom data as well as in simulation studies. While both 

methods explore the multi-location aspect of the objective in (5), 

the physical experiments are focused on a relatively compact set 

of locations whereas the simulation experiments consider a more 

extended task area. In both cases, the task function was matched 

to a bleed detection task (i.e., a sphere of known contrast).  

III. RESULTS/DISCUSSION 

The location-dependence experiment is summarized in 

Figure 3. Orbits designed for point detection at the central slice 

and a slice toward the lower extreme were estimated. In each 

case, the optimal design was an intuitive orbit where detected 

fluence was maximized for the stimulus location. The location 

for which the orbit was not optimized suffers from decreased 

detectability due largely to the lower fluence observed by rays 

passing through that location (see bottom row of fluence plots). 

In Figure 4, we modify the phantom slightly to have a set of 

line pairs at the central slice and orbits are designed for a 

symmetric point task (Orbit S) and an asymmetric line-pair 

detection task (Orbit A). The symmetric orbit duplicates the 

previous central slice design maximizing detector fluence. 

However, the asymmetric task function lead to a different design 

where detected fluence maximization is not optimal. In this case, 

detectability is maximized when Orbit A is obtaining projections 

that provide parallel (“through the slits”) views of the line pair 

location. The differing performance of these two orbits is 

apparent in sagittal views showing increased blur between line 

pairs in Orbit S over the more optimal Orbit A. 

The imaging results for the CBCT testbench investigation of 

an emulated intracranial embolization procedure are illustrated in 

Figure 5. Two orbits are used: 1) a standard circular trajectory, 

and 2) a task-driven design based on preoperative image data, 

Figure 4: Task-based orbits for a symmetric point task (Orbit S), and an 

asymmetric task based on a line pair detection target (Orbit A) differ 

substantial. While Orbit S again seeks to maximize fluence through the 

object, Orbit A is aligned to shoot views parallel to the line pairs. The 

consequent improvement in detectability is apparent in the sagittal view 

with better separation of the lines. 

Figure 3: Separate orbital designs are performed at two locations for a 

point detection task (orbits indicated in magenta). In each position, the 

solution is the orbit that maximizes detected fluence (bottom row). 

While the optimal orbit for one location improves detectability for that 

location, the detectability for the other location is reduced. 
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three task locations inferior to the aneurysm, and a task function 

matched to the spherical bleed and contrast present in the 

phantom. The optimized design has a significant gantry tilt and 

also “wobbles” around some high attenuation structures in the 

head. As compared with the circular orbit visualization of the 

bleed is more apparent, as are the legs of a stent used to keep the 

coil in place and residual contrast in the synthetic vasculature. 

In the last investigation, the multiple location aspect of (5) is 

used and summarized in Figure 6. A spherical bleed task function 

and a ring of locations around the embolization coil is selected in 

one axial slice. The resulting orbital design is unusual, cycling 

back-and-forth between tilt extremes (in an attempt to minimize 

coil overlap with the stimuli locations in the projections). Again 

the designed orbit outperforms a circular orbit with poor 

visualization only extremely close to the coil. 

In summary, the orbital design process is capable of significant 

image quality improvements. The framework is general and can 

be extended to other acquisition parameters including other 

degrees of freedom and exposure modulations, permitting more 

widespread application of the approach on interventional system 

less advanced than a robotic C-arm as well as other (non-

interventional) sequential imaging applications. 
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Figure 6: Illustration of a distributed multi-location optimization for six 

different potential bleed locations. The multi-location orbit permits 

visualization of bleeds near the embolization coil while the poor image 

quality for the circular orbit reconstruction makes visualization of 

bleeds difficult near the coil. (Note there is only one bleed, near the 

crosshairs in the circular orbit image.) 

Figure 5: An emulated intracranial aneurysm imaging experiment using a custom phantom and CBCT testbench with manual tilt settings. The 

phantom is imaged preoperatively (top row) and postoperatively after coil embolization using a standard circular orbit (bottom row) and a task-

driven orbit (middle row). Improved detectability of a simulated bleed (also present preoperatively) are improved, as is the appearance of the legs of 

a stent and residual iodine contrast in the synthetic vasculature (see coronal zooms). 
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Abstract— There is a significant need for unequivocal 
understanding of x-ray modalities and to compare their 
performance. Tomographic breast imaging modalities like 
digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and dedicated breast 
CT require multi-parametric optimization (like acquisition 
sampling, imaging arc, and total dose) for effective utility 
of the total radiation dose.  Mathematical model observers 
are expected to assist in preclinical optimization of image 
acquisition and reconstruction parameters. A clinically 
realistic and robust model observer platform could help in 
multi-parameter optimizations without requiring frequent 
human-observer validations. We are developing search-
capable visual-search (VS) model observers with this 
potential. Our initial results presented here using this VS 
observer points to the benefits of a wide arc and few few-
view projection configuration for mass detection in digital 
breast tomosynthesis. Comparison with human-observer 
results shows very good agreement. These results are 
particularly interesting considering that the sole FDA-
approved DBT system (Hologic Selenia Dimensions) uses a 
15-degree acquisition arc and one projection per arc 
degree. Ongoing efforts to understand the features of 
interest when using reconstruction images obtained via a 
linear and statistical reconstruction methods will also be 
presented at the meeting. 
 

Index Terms— Digital breast tomosynthesis, adaptive visual 
search, model observer, optimization  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a 3D imaging modality, digital breast tomosynthesis 
(DBT) can alleviate tissue-overlap problems that 
complicate mass detection in mammograms. However, 
various DBT acquisition and image reconstruction 
parameters are known to impact image quality and 
detectability of low-contrast mass and 
microcalcifications. Two important acquisition 
parameters that have been investigated are projection arc 
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and the number of projection angles. Another important 
aspect is total imaging time. Optimizing these 
parameters may allow improved lesion detection with 
reduced radiation doses. 

Extensive human-observer studies for 
multiparameter optimizations are generally impractical. 
Several research groups have investigated the optimal 
acquisition and reconstruction parameters for DBT using 
simulated images with model observers (MO) or other 
image-quality quantifiers such as noise power spectrum 
(NPS), modulation transfer function (MTF) and signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR)[1-5]. With regard to MOs, it is 
important to consider observers that are robust and 
reliable for clinically realistic tasks. A visual-search 
(VS) model observer that can conduct search tasks while 
accounting for both quantum and anatomical noise has 
been developed (see examples for PET and SPECT [6, 
7]). In this abstract, we present preliminary results of an 
optimization of DBT projection arc and number of views 
using this VS MO.  
  

2. METHODS 
2.1 Breast and Mass Models 
The breast phantoms using in this study are 
anthropomorphic volumes designed by Bakic et al. [8] at 
the University of Pennsylvania. We have nine phantoms 
in total, three each with volumetric glandular fractions 
(VGFs) of approximately 25%, 50% and 75%.  

Each phantom was used to create eight single-lesion 
(or abnormal) cases and eight lesion-absent (or normal) 
cases, for a total of 9 x 16 = 144 cases. The lesion targets 
were homogeneous spheres with an 8-mm diameter. The 
abnormal cases were created by adding the lesion to the 
Bakic phantom prior to the projection imaging. Lesions 
were randomly positioned within the fibroglandular 
compartment of the phantom. The attenuation 
coefficients for the masses modeled infiltrating ductal 
carcinoma as a function of energy and were based on 
empirical measurements. 
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2.2 Image Generation 
A rigorous computer simulation [9] was used to generate 
the DBT imaging data. The projector used Siddon's ray-
tracing method [10] to model x-ray transmission through 
the breast. The subsequent propagation of signals and 
noise through a CsI-based amorphous silicon flat-panel 
detector was based on a serial cascade model. Both 
focal-spot blur and scintillator blur were accounted for. 
A projection set consisted of P projections covering an 
acquisition arc of β (in degrees). Each of the 144 
phantom cases was imaged 48 times, using the 
parameter sets P ∈ {3,7,11,15,19,21,25,31,35,41,45,51} 
and β ∈  {15O,30O,45O,60O,75O}. Poisson noise in the 
projections was consistent with a total dose of 1.5 mGy 
for each acquisition. The dose was evenly distributed 
over the P projections. 
 
2.3 Reconstruction Methods 
We analyzed detection task performance for the 
Feldkamp FBP method as well as for an iterative 
penalized ML algorithm (PML) [11, 12].  The 3D FBP 
reconstructions were postsmoothed with a 3D 
Butterworth filter having a 0.25 cycles/pixel cut-off 
frequency. The 2D test images for the observer study 
were produced by extracting image slices that contained 
the lesion centers. The neighboring four slices (two 
above and two below) were also extracted. These 5 
slices were combined using boxcar smoothing to form 
the final test image with a one-mm slice thickness. The 
corresponding slices for normal images were processed 
in the same way. 
 For PML reconstruction, an estimateµ of the true 
attenuation coefficient map is obtained by maximizing a 
Poisson penalized-likelihood objective function of the 
form 

0))(max(arg ≥Φ≅ µµµtrue  ; )()()( µβµµ RL −≅Φ ,               (1) 
where the objective function Φ  includes a roughness 
penalty )(µR . The parameter β  controls the trade-off 
between spatial resolution and noise. Herein, we use a 
Huber edge-preserving penalty function. For images 
used in this abstract, the prior weights were set low 
enough that the method perhaps qualifies as ML. No 
post-processing was applied to these images. 

The algorithm used to maximize Φ  was the 
separable paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) method adapted 
from Fessler [12].  More details on its implementation 
for DBT can be found in [11]. 

 
2.4 Model Observers 
Human observers are commonly modeled as Hotelling-
type observers plus degrading internal noise, but these 
statistical models have limitations with regard to 
possible detection tasks. In this section, we first define 
the scanning CNPW observer as applied previously for 
mass detection in DBT [13], followed by descriptions of 
our basic and adaptive VS observers. 
 
Scanning CNPW Observer:  
The scanning CNPW observer is applied to a test image 
f by first computing a test statistic at each pixel location 
within a predefined search region Ω . For single-tumor 
cases, the localization and confidence rating are then 
derived from the maximum statistic. The statistic at the 
jth location in a search region Ω is 

      zj = wj
t ( f - b),   (2) 

where b is the mean background and wj is the CNPW 
template consisting of a channel-modulated mean lesion. 
We used a set of difference-of-Gaussian channels that 
have been applied in our previous DBT and nuclear 
medicine studies.  
 
VS Observers: 
The background subtraction in Eqn. 2 represents a 
background-known-exactly (BKE) assumption that 
largely eliminates anatomical structure from 
consideration. The observer task then becomes tumor 
detection in reconstructed statistical noise. However, 
such a task can bias observer performance. VS observers 
[14, 15] offer an efficient way to preserve anatomic 
structure as a factor in the detection task.  

Our VS framework adapts the two-stage paradigm of 
image interpretation put forth by Kundel and Nodine 
[16]. The first stage consists of brief holistic search to 
identify suspicious locations and the second stage 
combines candidate analysis and decision making. The 
holistic search is driven by morphological features 
defined by the known target(s). For the DBT images, 
edge structure in the form of a gradient matched filter 
(GMF) was considered. Segmentation of the GMF image 
identifies candidate locations for analysis. Thresholding 
of the GMF statistic is applied to obtain a relative 
handful of candidate blobs. The results in this abstract 
are based on analysis of the candidate locations with the 
CNPW discriminant described above.  
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Unfortunately, CNPW-based VS observers still rely 
on BKE or quasi-BKE assumptions. We have recently 
developed a new adaptive version that replaces the 
CNPW analysis with linear discriminants generated from 
arbitrary combinations of features selected from a base 
set. Initial validation of this new observer against human 
observers has been with nuclear medicine data. Tests 
with the DBT data described herein have just begun. 
This new VS observer does not rely on background 
knowledge. Our DBT studies will investigate if target 
knowledge is a requirement.  
 
 
2.5 LROC Observer Study 
Three nonradiologists took part in the LROC study, 
reading images obtained for a subset of the P and β 
values. With each (P, β) parameter pair, these observers 
read the 144 cases as two sets of 18 training images and 
54 test images. The model observers read the same cases 
for the full parameter space. Observer performance was 
assessed on the basis of Wilcoxon (or empirical) 
estimates of area under the LROC curve (AL). Human-
observer performances are reported as averages over the 
individual observers. Figure 1 shows samples of the FBP 
images for projection arcs (PA) of 30 and 60 degrees and 
total projection views (TVP) of 3 and 25.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. RESULTS 
Figure 2 indicates good correspondence between the VS 
and human observers for various TVPs based on an 
imaging dose of 1 mGy and a PA of 60 degrees. Figure 3 
shows VS observer performance as a function of TVP 
and dose for a PA of 60 degrees. Performance increases 
with dose, but for all dose levels, more than 9 or 11 
projection views does not appear to improve detection. 
Figure 4 plots VS AL as a function of PA and TVP for an 
acquisition dose of 1.5 mGy. Performance increases with 
PA up to about 60-75 degrees. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
 

These VS results suggest that a relatively wider arc 
angle with relatively few projections may be beneficial. 
Further studies with microcalicfication detection and 

other iterative reconstruction methods will be presented 
at the conference. These results are particularly 
interesting considering that the sole FDA-approved DBT 
system (Hologic Selenia Dimensions) uses a 15-degree 
acquisition arc and one projection per arc degree. 
 
5. New Results: These are the first DBT optimization 
results based on a VS observer. Results using a novel 
adaptive visual search observer will be presented at the 
conference.  
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  Abstract — Model observers (MO) are widely used in medical 
imaging to act as surrogates of human observers in task-based 
image quality evaluation, frequently towards optimization of 
reconstruction algorithms. In SPECT myocardial perfusion 
imaging (MPI), a realistic task-based approach involves detection 
and localization of perfusion defects, as well as a subsequent 
assessment of lesion severity. In this paper we explore a machine-
learning MO based on Naive-Bayes classification (NB-MO) for 
these diagnostic tasks, with the goal of finding the optimal range 
for some reconstruction smoothing parameter. NB-MO uses a set 
of polar-map image features to predict lesion detection, 
localization and severity scores given by five human readers in a 
series of simulated 3D SPECT-MPI cases. The simulated dataset 
included lesions with different sizes, perfusion-reduction ratios, 
and locations. Simulated projections were reconstructed using 
two well-known image reconstruction methods, namely: FBP and 
OSEM, with several pre- and post-reconstruction smoothing 
levels, respectively, that we aim to optimize. For validation, a 
multi-reader multi-case (MRMC) analysis of alternative free-
response ROC (AFROC) curve was performed for NB-MO and 
human observers. For comparison, we also report performances 
of a non-prewhitening (NPW) MO applied on polar-map images. 
Results show agreement between performance of NB-MO and 
humans, as well as optimal smoothing values whose ranges 
correlate with those typically recommended for clinical practice. 

Index Terms — Bayesian learning, image quality assessment, 
machine learning, model observer, polar-map, SPECT-MPI.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PECT myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is an 
important modality for detection and diagnosis of 
coronary artery disease [1]. Diagnostic tasks in SPECT-

MPI usually consist of detection (including localization) of 
abnormal myocardial perfusion, as well as assessment of 
lesion severity. 

Optimization of reconstruction parameters in SPECT-MPI 
using task-based human observer studies presents many 
practical difficulties [2]. This problem can be alleviated by the 
use of model observers (MOs) that can act as approximate 
surrogates of human observers. Many MOs developed in the 
past rely on signal-detection theory [3-5] which use signal, 
background and noise statistics to detect or localize cardiac 
defects. To this day, the channelized hotelling observer (CHO) 
[6], a generalized likelihood ratio test that incorporates feature-
space reduction by means of spatial filtering (channeling), is 
the most popular MO for perfusion defect detection [7]. 
Additionally, MOs that incorporate visual search concepts 
have been described in [8, 9] for defect localization and 
detection task. We proposed in the past alternative MOs based 
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on machine learning techniques, which provide improved 
accuracy in predicting human observers performance, for 
detection of cardiac perfusion [10, 11] and motion defects 
[12]. In this paper we extend this machine-learning approach 
to defect detection and localization task. 

The MO reported in this work is based on a human observer 
study that comprised five experienced readers (physicians) 
who read 179 realistically simulated cases [13] for two image 
reconstruction methods, namely: FBP (filtered back-projection 
[1]) and OSEM (ordered subset expectation maximization 
[14]). For each case, readers were presented with the typical 
SPECT clinical view [13] and were required to score (from 0 
to 4) radiotracer perfusion uptake for each left ventricular (LV) 
segment (see Fig. 1). 

 The proposed MO uses a Naive-Bayes classification 
algorithm, which is known to achieve robust performance in 
many applications [15], applied over image features extracted 
from SPECT polar maps. Trained MOs aim to predict 
perfusion scores given by each human observer at each 
myocardium segment, for datasets reconstructed with different 
smoothing levels. Finally, we compute MOs average 
performances by using multi-reader alternative free-response 
analysis (AFROC), to find optimal ranges for some 
reconstruction smoothing parameter, namely: cutoff frequency 
of ramp-filter in FBP, width of 3D Gaussian post-
reconstruction filter in OSEM.  
 

II. SIMULATED SPECT-MPI DATA AND HUMAN 
OBSERVER STUDY 

 
 All simulated patients (i.e. cases) were based on a 

mathematical cardiac torso (MCAT) voxelized phantom [13, 
16] with 128 x 128 x 128 pixels in size. We generated a total 
of 280 SPECT simulated cardiac gated cases (16 gates), 
equally divided into male and female patients [13]. 82 cases 
were simulated as normal (no perfusion defect), and in 198 
cases lesions varied in severity, size and location. Specifically, 
lesions were placed in one of eight distinct LV locations (25 
anterior, 20 anterior apex, 39 anterolateral, 23 anteroseptal, 17 
inferior apex, 22 inferior, 26 inferolateral and 26 inferoseptal).   

SPECT image acquisition was simulated using the SIMIND 
[17] Monte-Carlo simulation tool with 68 noise-free emission 
projections and pixel size of 0.4669 cm2. Poisson noise was 
then added to the noiseless projections based on total counts in 
the heart (ranging from 0.4M to 0.6M counts) in order to 
generate all cases.  
 Gated-average projections are reconstructed using FBP and 
OSEM algorithms with different smoothing levels. For FBP, 
nine reconstructions are generated using several Fc ramp-filter 
cutoff frequencies. Each of these sets will be denoted as 
FBPFc, with Fc = {0.5 cycles/pixel (no smoothing), 0.4, 0.35, 
0.3, 0.25, 0.19, 0.155, 0.138, 0.12} multiples of the sampling 

S 
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frequencies. Analogously, ten OSEMσ datasets are generated, 
by applying 3D post-reconstruction Gaussian smoothing with 
σ = {0 (no smoothing), 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9} 
pixels to OSEM-reconstructed volumes. In all cases OSEM 
reconstruction was run for 5 iterations and included 
attenuation correction. 

Five expert human observers (physicians) read the same 179 
cases for two of the reconstructed sets, namely: FBP0.155 and 
OSEM1.1. For each case, readers were presented with the 
typical SPECT clinical view (SA, HLA and VLA), and were 
required to score each LV segment with a discrete value score 
ranging from 0 (normal perfusion) to 4 (absent uptake). This is 
in accordance with the 17-segment model of the LV and the 
quantitative scoring criteria described in ASNC guidelines 
[18]. The procedure for human observer studies is illustrated 
on Fig. 1. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 

a) Naive-Bayes Model Observer (NB-MO). 
 

The proposed MO uses Naive-Bayes classification applied 
over a set of image features, aiming to predict perfusion scores 
given by human readers to myocardial segments (see Fig. 1). 
Naive-Bayes is a multi-class machine-learning classification 
algorithm successfully used in other applications despite its 
simplicity and strong input feature independence assumptions 
[15]. 

Let Fθ,p denote a set [f1, f2
 , …. , fK] containing K image 

features for segment θ and patient p (see Fig. 1). Let S denote a 
discrete variable representing the human observer score, which 
we aim to predict, for a segment θ. Note that S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 
4}. Using Bayes rule we can express the a posteriori 
distribution of a class (i.e. score) given a set of image features 
as:  

    P(S | Fθ ,p ) ∝ P(Fθ ,p | S ) ⋅P(S ) . (1) 

Assuming all features are mutually independent (Naive-
Bayes assumption), Eq. 1 can be written as:  

 
   
P(S | Fθ ,p ) ∝ P(S ) ⋅ P( fk

k=1

K

∏ | S ) . (2) 

NB-MO learns 𝑃 𝑓! 𝑆  and 𝑃(𝑆) from the training data for 
all possible values of S and k. Distributions 𝑃 𝑓! 𝑆   are 
computed using kernel-density estimation. Finally, a predicted 
human score 𝑠!,!!" is determined as the MAP score given a set 
of image features Fθ,p, that is: 

 
  
sθ ,p

NB = argmax s P(S = s) ⋅ P( fk
k=1

K

∏ | S = s)
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

  
    (3) 

 
b) Polar-map Image Features. 
 

In our implementation, image features are extracted from 
SPECT polar maps. A polar map is a spatial projection 
(mapping) of a SPECT-MPI volume into a 2D image. A polar 
map may be subsequently partitioned in 17 ASNC segments, 
as shown on Fig. 2, and a set of features Fθ,p can be obtained 
for each segment θ and polar-map p.  

For each case, nine features are extracted per segment 
(K=9). The first three features (f1, f2, f3) constitute local 
features and depend on polar map intensity in segment θ 
solely. The next four (f4, f5, f6, f7) are global features, which 
relate segment θ with the rest of the polar map for patient p. 
Finally, features f8, f9 convey information about the histogram 
of segment θ. The selected features are as follows: 
 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝   -  Median of segment θ. 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝   -  Standard deviation of segment θ. 

𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝   -  Minimum pixel-intensity in segment θ. 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝   - Standard deviation of segment θ w.r.t. average of 
whole polar map. 

𝑓! 𝑝   -  Standard deviation of all segments with no lesion 
within the whole polar map. 

𝑓! 𝑝   -  “Truth” for whole polar map (i.e. lesion present or 
absent anywhere in the patient) 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝   -  “Truth” for segment θ and all its adjacent (i.e. 1 if 
θ or any adjacent has lesion, 0 otherwise). 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝  - 1st bin of 4-binned histogram for segment θ. 
𝑓! 𝜃, 𝑝  - 2nd bin of 4-binned histogram for segment θ 
(Note: histogram bins are uniformly distributed between min 
and max intensities of all polar-maps within the dataset). 

 
This set of features was selected empirically, aiming to 

obtain a NB-MO performance as close to human performance 
as possible for the FBP0.155 dataset, as seen on Fig. 3a. More 
systematic approaches for feature selection will be explored in 
the future. 
 
c) Comparison with Non-Prewhitening Observer (NPW-MO). 

 
Non-prewhitening Model Observer (NPW-MO) is an 

example of signal-detection MO that uses estimated signals 
(lesions) to compute segment scores. Let us model a polar map 
g at segment θ as: 

 
 𝐠(θ) = β d(θ) + b(θ) + n(θ) , (4) 

 
where β indicates the decrease in radiotracer uptake, and d(θ), 
b(θ) and n(θ) represent defect, background and noise, 
respectively, of a polar map at segment θ. In our application, β 
is a random scalar that follows a uniform distribution from -0.3 
to -0.8, and n is a random Gaussian process with zero-mean. 
Consequently, a NPW score 𝑠!!"# may be computed as [19, 
20]:  

𝑠!!"# = 𝛽𝐝 𝜃 ∙ 𝐠 𝜃 − 𝐛 𝜃 − !
!
𝛽𝐝 𝜃            (5) 

 
In our application, d(θ) and b(θ) are estimated from the 

dataset under analysis.  
 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

Five NB-MOs are trained by using a set of polar map image 
features and the human’s perfusion scores. Then, the trained 
classifiers are applied (tested) over a set of images yielding 
five sets of predicted scores, one set for each human observer.  
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In a first experiment, NB-MO is trained using FBP0.155 
human scores and tested on all reconstructed sets (i.e. FBPFc 
and OSEMσ for all possible values of Fc or σ). Next, the 
experiment is repeated by training NB-MO with all human 
scores available, that is: FBP0.155 and OSEM1.1 datasets jointly.  

For NPW, since model parameters d(θ) and b(θ) need to be 
estimated from data with the same statistical properties, 
training-testing is performed using leave-one-out (jackknife) 
cross-validation of cases within the same reconstruction 
method and smoothing level.  

In order to compare diagnostic performances of human and 
model observers for detection and localization tasks we utilize 
the area under the AFROC (Alternative Free-Response 
Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve [21] as a figure of 
merit (FOM). We performed MRMC (multi-reader multi-case) 
analysis of area under AFROC using JAFROC software [21] 
for human observers, NB-MO and NPW.  

 

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
Fig. 3 shows AFROC performance for all five human 

readers, as well as performance predicted for each of them by 
NB-MO trained with FBP0.155. Polar-map features were 
empirically selected so that NB-MO attains a performance 
close to that of the humans when tested on FBP0.155 dataset 
(Fig. 3a). Interestingly, when the same NB-MO is tested on 
OSEM1.1 (Fig. 3b), one can observe that it captures well 
relative performance variations between human readers. This 
suggests that NB-MO generalizes well to reconstruction 
methods not used during training. Note also that NPW 
performance is constant since it does not depend on the reader. 

Fig. 4 presents results for MRMC JAFROC analysis of NB-
MO and NPW-MO, for all smoothing levels explored in 
FBP/OSEM reconstruction. As explained in previous section, 
NB-MO was trained using FBP0.155 human scores (red curves) 
first, and then using all human data available, that is: FBP0.155 
and OSEM1.1 datasets jointly (pink curves). Note that NB-MO 
curves have similar shapes regardless of the training strategy 
used. Results show that NB-MO predicts a range of optimal 
smoothing levels that resemble those used in clinical practice. 
Also, albeit NB-MO does not seem very sensitive to low 
filtering levels (i.e. higher noise), it predicts a sharp 
performance decrease for high smoothing levels that may 
cause lesion washout due to over-smoothing. Note that NPW-
MO does not capture this effect. Finally, NB-MO curves 
trained with all human data available (FBP0.155 and OSEM1.1) 
attains closer performance to humans than NB-MO trained on 
FBP0.155 only, especially in OSEM reconstruction.  

As a conclusion, a machine-learning MO based on Naive-
Bayes classification may be successfully used for optimization 
of SPECT-MPI reconstruction algorithms, acting as a human 
observer surrogate in tasks that involve detection, localization 
and assessment of cardiac perfusion defects. 
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Figure 1. Multi-slice SA view, as presented to readers during a human study. The patient presents a medium-sized perfusion defect (black arrow) at the inferior 

region. The far-right column shows the left ventricular (LV) 17-segment model with scores assigned by a human reader to each region. 
 

 
Figure 2. Polar map for OSEM reconstruction of normal patient (a) and patient with a medium-sized lesion at the inferior region (b), as seen on figure 1. Figure 

2b also shows LV 17-segment model overlaid to polar map. 
 

 
Figure 3. AFROC performance predicted for five human readers by NB-MO trained using FBP0.155, and tested on: FBP0.155 (a) and OSEM1.1 (b) datasets. 

 

 
Figure 5. Multi-reader multi-case (MRMC) AFROC performance for different smoothing levels in FBP (left) and OSEM (right) reconstructions, predicted by 
NB-MO and NPW-MO. Figure also shows performance of human readers for reconstructions used in the human observer study (FBP0.155 and OSEM1.1). Error 

bars indicate ± 1 standard deviation.
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Abstract— The CDR is the primary factor that determines the 
spatial resolution and noise properties of MPS. We used the Ideal 
Observer (IO), IO with Model-Mismatch (IO-MM), Channelized 
Hoteling Observer (CHO) to find the optimal collimator and 
evaluate the benefits of modeling the full CDR (including septal 
penetration and scatter), geometric CDR, or no CDR model in 
the context of MPS defect detection. The IO and IO-MM reflect 
performance on projection images with perfect and imperfect 
(geometric or no) modeling of the CDR, respectively; the CHO 
reflects performance on images reconstructed with no, geometric, 
or full CDR compensation. We investigated a family of 8 parallel-
hole collimators that spanned a wide range of resolution and 
sensitivity tradeoffs, along with a population of simulated 
projection (for IO and IO-MM) and reconstructed (for CHO) 
images including background variability. We simulated 
anterolateral and inferior perfusion defects with variable extents 
and severities. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 
estimated from the IO, IO-MM, and CHO test statistics and 
served as the figure-of-merit. The optimal collimator with the IO 
had a resolution of 0.9-1.1 cm FWHM at 10 cm, which is poorer 
resolution than typical collimators for MPS. When the IO-MM 
and CHO used a geometric or no model of the CDR, the optimal 
collimator shifted toward higher resolution than that obtained 
using the IO. When the CHO used full CDR modeling, the results 
were equivalent to the IO. For all observers, using geometric 
CDR modeling gave similar performance to full CDR modeling 
for the optimal collimator. Collimators with poorer resolution 
were optimal when CDR modeling was used. CDR modeling 
improved defect detection performance, but full CDR modeling 
had modest benefits compared to modeling only the geometric 
CDR. 

Index Terms:  SPECT, CDR compensation, the ideal observer, 
model mismatch, and anthropomorphic observer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In SPECT imaging, reconstructed image quality is affected 

by a host of physical, instrumentation, and patient-generated 
degrading factors. Accordingly, compensating for these 
factors typically results in improved quantification and better 
performance on a variety of tasks. The collimator-detector 
response (CDR) including the geometric, septal penetration 
and scatter, and the detector intrinsic resolution components, 
is the primary factor that determines the spatial resolution and 
sensitivity of SPECT images. The effects of the CDR can be 
compensated for using pre-reconstruction methods. However, 
these typically involve approximations. Alternatively, the 
CDR can be modeled in an iterative reconstruction algorithm 
[1]. In this work, we are interested in comparing three 
different CDR compensation schemes including modeling the 
full CDR, geometric response only and the case when no CDR 
model was used, for a family of collimators that spans a wide 
range of sensitivity and resolution tradeoffs in the context of 
myocardial perfusion SPECT (MPS) imaging. We have also 
investigated the optimal collimator when using each of the 
CDR compensation methods. 

It is important to optimize the resolution-sensitivity tradeoff 
and compare the different compensation methods for a given 
diagnostic task such as estimation [2], or classification, [2, 3]. 
In this work, we focused on a binary defect detection task in 
which an observer is asked to classify a given image as either 
containing or not containing a defect. We used 2 classes of 
model observers: the Ideal Observer (IO) and its extension, the 
Ideal Observer with Model Mismatch (IO-MM) [4] operating 
on projection images and an anthropomorphic model observer, 
the Channelized Hotelling Observer (CHO) to assess the 
performance of the human observers. 

The IO is a model observer that outperforms all other 
observers and sets an upper limit on task performance, as 
measured by figures of merit such as the area under the 
receiver operating charectersitic (ROC) curve (AUC) [5]. It 
makes optimal use of all the information in the raw data. 
However, it requires full knowledge of the raw data statistics. 
Therefore, it is typically applied in the projection domain, 
where the noise statistics are known and easy to analyze 
analytically. It provides a viable alternative to computationally 
intensive image domain optimization.  

A limitation of the IO is that, since it has perfect knowledge 
of the image formation process including all physical 
processes and factors that degrade image quality (e.g., finite 
energy resolution, scatter, attenuation, CDR, etc.), its 
performance reflects the best achievable with perfect 
compensation. One way to think about this is that the models 
embedded in the IO perfectly match the models used to form 
the projection images, pt(.). When human observers interpret 
SPECT images that are reconstructed with imperfect or no 
compensation, the optimum reconstruction parameters and 
ultimate performance may thus differ from those identified by 
the IO. The difference between the true (complete and 
accurate) model, pt(.) and that used in reconstruction, pm(.) is 
referred to as model mismatch (MM). The IO-MM is an 
observer that takes into account the mismatch, and it allows 
optimization of acquisition and instrumentation parameters in 
the absence or presence of non-ideal compensation methods.  

The CHO is a model observer that has shown good 
agreement with human observers in a variety of clinical tasks 
[6]. It is typically applied to reconstructed images, and thus, 
for a fair comparison, requires optimization of reconstruction 
and regularization parameters (e.g., iteration number and 
cutoff frequency of post-reconstruction smoothing filters). 
Optimizing imaging systems in the projection domain using 
the IO is appealing in part because it avoids the need to select 
and optimize the reconstruction algorithm.  

II. METHODS 

A. Object and imaging system models: 
In this study, we are interested in the task of detecting a 
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fixed signal in a realistic and randomly varying background. 
To model background variability, including anatomical and 
tracer uptake variations, we used a realistic digital phantom 
population, based on the 3-D Extended CArdiac Torso 
(XCAT) phantom, and the corresponding Tc-99m projection 
database. A full description of the phantom database is given 
in [7]. The population consists of 54 phantoms, including 
anatomical models for both genders and 3 (small, medium and 
large) of body habitus, subcutaneous adipose tissue 
thicknesses, and heart sizes.  

We simulated transmural perfusion defects in the 
anterolateral and inferior walls of the myocardium with 
extents and severities of (5, 50%), (10, 25%) and (25, 10%), 
giving a total of six different defects. The extent and severity 
were defined as the fraction of the left ventricular myocardial 
volume and reduction of uptake in the perfusion defect relative 
to the normal myocardium, respectively. The extents and 
severities of the defect were chosen to be challenging and 
clinically relevant, and their product was kept constant to 
model constant reduction of the activity in the myocardium. 
Fig. 1 shows short axis images of hearts with defects in either 
the anterolateral or inferior wall. 

We investigated a family of eight parallel hole collimators, 
labeled C1 to C8, spanning a wide range of sensitivity and 
resolution tradeoffs, as shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of 
collimator C2 were chosen to match the resolution and 
sensitivity of a GE-LEHR collimator, a collimator commonly 
used in our clinic for MPS imaging. We used standard 
formulas to calculate the collimator parameters for each given 
resolution [8]. The hole-length was 32 mm for all collimators, 
which was the hole-length that maximized the sensitivity for a 
penetration criterion of 0.3% at 140 keV.  

To compare between the different CDR compensation 
methods, for each collimator, projections of the phantom 
population were simulated using an analytical projector that 
modeled attenuation (A), scatter (S) and three CDR models. 
The three models studied were (1) F (full CDR including 
geometric, septal penetration and septal scatter response 
components) using pre-calculated CDRF tables obtained from 
MC simulations, (2) G (geometric response) using distant-
dependent analytic expressions for the geometric CDR 
convolved with the Gaussian intrinsic response and (3) N (no 
CDR modeling). We modeled a GE Infinia dual-head SPECT 
system with a 9.5 mm thick NaI(Tl) crystal. We simulated 
non-circular body-contouring orbits and projections acquired 
at 60 equispaced angles over a 180° acquisition arc extending 
from 45° right anterior oblique to 45° left posterior oblique. 
Projection images were binned in a 128x114 matrix with a 
pixel size of 0.442 cm.  

We separately generated noise-free Tc-99m projection data 
for the heart, liver, and body (including all other organs) for 
each phantom. This enabled us to separately scale the 
individual projection images of the different organs using 
random scale factors obtained from distributions that were 
based on data from a set of 34 patients who underwent MPS. 
We could then sum the scaled projections before simulating 
Poisson noise to generate an uptake realization. In this study, 
we modeled an injected activity of 10mCi of Tc-99m 
sestamibi.  

 
Fig. 1. Sample short axis images showing hearts with defects present in the 
anterolateral (top) and inferior (bottom) myocardium with extents and 
severities of (5, 50%), (10, 25%) and (25, 10%) from left to right. For 
illustrative purposes, defects shown have 100% severity. 

 
Fig. 2. Plot of the resolution-sensitivity tradeoff for the collimators 
investigated in this study. The resolution is the total system FWHM resolution 
at 10 cm from the collimator face and geometric sensitivity is relative to that 
of the GE-LEHR collimator (C2). 

B. Ideal Observer (IO) and Ideal Observer with Model 
Mismatch (IO-MM) 

In SPECT, given an object, f, the projection data, g, can be 
represented by: 

    g = pt (f )+ n,                      (1) 
where pt(.) is a projection operator that maps the object f to the 
projection space and n is the Poisson measurement noise.  

For a binary detection task, the two hypotheses to be tested 
can be written as:  

    H0 :  g = bt + n,                     (2) 

 H1 :  g = bt + st + n,                   (3) 
where H0 and H1 are the hypotheses that a signal (i.e., 
perfusion defect) is absent or present, respectively and bt and 
st are the projection images of the background, fb and signal, fs 
generated using the operator pt(.),  respectively.  

For the IO-MM and a binary decision task, the two 
hypotheses to be tested can be represented mathematically by: 

    H0* :  g = bm + n,                    (4) 

 H1*:  g = bm + sm + n,                  (5) 
where g was the input projection image generated using (1), 
and the background and signal projection images bm and sm, 
were generated using the approximate model, pm(.), 
respectively.  

The IO and IO-MM use the likelihood ratio of defect-present 
vs. defect-absent as the test statistic, but in the estimation of 
the LR they use the projection images generated using the true 
model (pt(.)) and the approximate model of the image 
formation process (pm(.)), respectively.  

For each collimator, we computed IO and IO-MM test 
statistics. The IO had, by definition, a model of all image-
degrading factors, so we denoted it as IO-ASF (A and S stand 
for the inclusion of attenuation and scatter modeling, 
respectively). The IO-MM had either no model of the CDR 
(IO-MM-ASN) or a GRF model only (IO-MM-ASG). To 
generate the test statistics, we used a Markov Chain Monte 
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Carlo (MCMC) method for an ensemble of 6,480 pairs of 
defect-present and defect-absent projection images modeling 
different anatomical and uptake variations. The projection data 
were contained within a 64x24x60 pixel volume of interest 
centered over the heart centroid. This ensured that the whole 
heart was included inside the volume-of-interest. For each 
collimator, the IO and IO-MM test statistics were used as the 
input to the ROCkit code (http://xray.bsd.uchicago.edu/krl/ 
roc_soft.htm), which fits a binormal ROC curve to the input 
data to estimate the AUC value. 

C. Application of the Channelized Hotelling Observer  
We used an anthropomorphic CHO as a surrogate for human 

observer performance, and compared performance for the 
various collimators and the CDR compensation methods to 
those obtained from the IO and the IO-MM. We performed 
CHO studies on images reconstructed using the Ordered-
Subsets Expectation-Maximization (OS-EM) algorithm for 
three combinations of compensations: (1) attenuation, scatter 
and full CDR modeling (CHO-ASF); (2) attenuation, scatter 
and spatially varying geometric response (CHO-ASG); and (3) 
attenuation, scatter and no CDR modeling (CHO-ASN). For 
CHO-ASF and CHO-ASG compensation methods, images for 
the first 10 iterations were saved for collimators C1 to C5, 
images for the first 20 iterations were saved for C6, and 
images for the first 30 iterations were saved for collimators C7 
and C8. Higher iterations with methods that included 
modeling either the full CDR model or the GRF only and 
lower resolution collimators were saved due to the fact that 
these reconstructions tend to converge more slowly. For CHO-
ASN, we saved the first 10 iterations for all collimators since 
convergence was rapid. 

For each collimator and the compensation methods ASG and 
ASN, we simulated 20 pairs of input projection images per 
defect per phantom, leading to a total of 6,480 pairs of defect-
present and defect-absent images. For the ASF compensation 
method, we limited the number of input projection images to 5 
pairs per defect per phantom, leading to a total of 1,620 pairs. 
We chose a smaller number of pairs because of the 
computational cost associated with incorporating the full CDR 
model into the reconstruction. We used twelve subsets with 
five projections/subset in the OS-EM algorithm. For each 
iteration, images were filtered using a low pass Butterworth 
filter with order 8 and cutoff frequencies of 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 
0.14, 0.16, 0.2 and 0.24 pixel-1. We then extracted the short 
axis image containing the center of the defect and applied the 
CHO. In this study, we used four non-overlapping difference-
of-mesa frequency channels with successively doubling 
widths and a starting frequency of 0.5 pixel-1. We used a 
leave-one-out technique to estimate the test statistics, where 
the CHO was trained using all images but one and tested using 
the left-out image, one-by-one for all images. These test 
statistics were used as inputs to the ROCkit code to estimate 
the AUC. For each collimator and compensation method, the 
iteration and cutoff frequency giving the highest AUC were 
selected as optimal. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. IO and IO-MM  
Fig. 3 shows a plot of the AUC values for the different 

collimators of the IO (i.e., the case where the observer used 
the full CDR model) and the IO-MM, for the cases where 
CDR was modeled using the GRF and no model. Note that the 
error bars were very small (~0.005). For the IO which 
included the full CDR, a collimator with a full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of 0.9-1.1cm (C3-C4) at 10 cm was 
optimal. The optimal collimators were C3 or C2 when the 
observer incorporated an approximate model (GRF only) or 
when it did not include a model for the CDR, respectively. We 
also noted that IO-MM observer performance degraded more 
for higher sensitivity/poorer resolution collimators, due to the 
progressively increased mismatch between the models 
incorporated in the IO-MM and the true full CDR model, 
especially the increased effects of septal scatter and 
penetration. These results suggest that the closer the model 
used by the observer to the true model, the higher the observer 
performance, and the more the optimal collimator shifts 
toward poorer resolution. This also suggests that it is 
important to take into account the effects to be modeled in the 
reconstruction when optimizing the collimator. In other words, 
these data suggest simultaneous optimization of the 
reconstruction/compensation methods and instrumentation. 

 
Fig. 3. Performances of the IO and IO-MM observers as represented by the 
AUC for the different collimators and CDR modeling methods 

B. CHO study 
Fig. 6 shows 2D contour plots of the AUC values as a 

function of the iteration number and the Butterworth post-
reconstruction filter cutoff frequency for the different 
compensation methods. The plots correspond to collimators 
C4, C3 and C2 for compensation methods ASF, ASG and 
ASN, respectively; as will be shown below, these collimators 
were optimal for each of these methods. We observed that 
more iterations were required for compensation methods that 
incorporated CDR compensation. The optimal number of 
iterations also increased for poorer resolution collimators. We 
observed that there was a relatively large region of near-
optimal cutoff frequencies. This may be due to the fact that 
there was a range of defect sizes and a different cutoff 
frequency is optimal for each defect size. Fig. 5 shows short 
axis images reconstructed using the different compensation 
methods and optimal reconstruction parameters. 
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Fig. 5. Sample short axis images corresponding to the optimal reconstruction 
parameters for collimators C1 to C8 (from left to right) reconstructed using 
compensation methods ASF (top), ASG (middle) and ASN (bottom). 

A plot of the AUC for the different collimators and 
compensation methods is shown in Fig. 6. CHO performance 
for the various compensation methods was very similar to the 
performance of the IO and IO-MM. The optimal collimator 
when compensating for the full CDR had a FWHM of 0.66-
1.1 cm at a distance of 10 cm (C2-C4), and the differences 
between the AUC values of the three collimators were not 
statistically significant. As was observed with the IO and IO-
MM, approximating the CDR by the GRF or when no model 
was used, the optimal collimator shifted toward higher 
resolution. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 6, we see that IO and IO-MM 
well predicted the “just the optimal” rankings of the CHO for 
the different compensation methods. However, estimating the 
IO and IO-MM performance on projection images was faster 
by factors of ~28, 8 and 2 than estimating the CHO operating 
on reconstructed images using ASF, ASG and ASN 
compensations, respectively. The results also suggested that 
compensating for the geometric response component of the 
CDR yielded similar performance as full CDR compensation: 
there was little benefit from computationally-expensive full 
CDR compensation. 

 
Fig. 6. Plot of AUC values for the different collimators and CDR 
compensation methods using optimal reconstruction parameters. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we optimized parallel hole collimators and 

evaluated different CDR compensation methods in the context 
of MPS imaging using three different model observers and 
realistic background variability. We first used the IO to select 
the optimal collimator for a fixed penetration criterion of 
0.3%. The optimum collimator had a FWHM of 0.9-1.1 cm at 
10 cm, which is not necessarily optimal in the real world 
because the IO implicitly has perfect knowledge of the image 
formation process. To account for the mismatch between the 
models embedded in the IO and the approximate models used 
for reconstruction and compensation, we applied the IO-MM 
to evaluate two different CDR modeling methods (including 
the geometric response and no model). The IO-MM is an 
observer that allows the incorporation of non-ideal 
compensation methods in the optimization process and 
evaluates them in terms of the IO performance. By comparing 
the performance of the ideal observer with and without model 
mismatch, we observed the degradation of observer 
performance and the effects of model mismatch on optimal 
collimator selection. We have also applied the CHO, a 
surrogate for a human observer, and compared the optimal 
collimators and the ranking performance of the different CDR 
compensation methods to those obtained from the IO and the 
IO-MM. The IO and IO-MM showed good agreement with the 
CHO for MPS collimator optimization and the evaluation of 
CDR modeling methods. Results suggest that GRF modeling 
had very similar information as the full CDR model for the 
defect detection task with the optimal collimator. It also 
indicated that poorer-resolution collimators than standard 
collimators, were optimal for the range of defect sizes studied.  
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methods using the optimal collimators. 
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List-Mode Reconstruction from Raw Detector
Signals: An Embedded Detection Model for

Monolithic Crystals
J. Cabello, J. E. Gillam, J. F. Oliver, M. Rafecas

Abstract—Accurate system matrix estimation for use in iter-
ative reconstruction is of critical importance to achieve high
image quality. Besides, the use of monolithic crystals requires
an accurate estimation of the interaction position for high
performance. A framework to embed the interaction position
estimation during image reconstruction is presented in this work.
Measurement uncertainties were modeled by calculating several
noise realizations of the measured signals by the photodetector,
subsequently estimating the interaction position for further image
reconstruction. The method was compared to a situation where
the spatial interaction position error model was pre-defined as
shift-invariant and used for image reconstruction. Results showed
that modeling the measurement noise provided a more accurate
position-dependant error model, which reduced parallax effects
in image reconstruction.

Index Terms—List-Mode reconstruction, position reconstruc-
tion, monolithic crystals, system matrix, small animal PET.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN Positron Emission Tomography (PET), many detector
concepts and read-out schemes have been proposed. Most

of the existing systems are based on segmented detectors and
signal multiplexing; more recently, monolithic crystals have
gained renewed attention. In both cases, the scintillator light,
which is produced as a consequence of the photon interaction,
propagates within the scintillator material and is collected
by one or more detection units of the photodetector array.
Subsequently, the corresponding signals need to be decoded
to retrieve the location of the photon interaction within the
detectors. Several decoding schemes and estimation methods
of varying complexity can be found in the literature, such
as Anger logic, or Maximum-Likelihood estimation (MLE).
Some of these methods combined with the appropiate hard-
ware can also provide Depth–of–Interaction (DoI) information.

Crystal identification in block detectors, or position recon-
struction for monolithic crystals can be seen as an initial
inverse problem which requires solution prior to image recon-
struction. In other words, each detector no longer represents a
direct imaging device. In general, position reconstruction and
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image reconstruction are handled independently, the output of
the first problem needed to create the input for the second
problem. To our knowledge, a unified framework to integrate
these two inverse problems has not yet been implemented.
In [1], Barret et al. proposed a common MLE framework
but the two problems were still to be solved sequentially
[2], [3]. On the other hand, in [1] the concept of super–list
mode reconstruction is introduced, referring to the process
of reconstructing the image f from the super–list mode data.
The latter are represented by N vectors gn, where N is the
number of recorded events and n ∈ [1, N ] the index of the
n-th event. The elements of each vector gn correspond to the
signals of the photodetector. Obviously, the major obstacle to
implement super–list mode reconstruction is the calculation of
the probability distribution, pr(gk|f), for each event.

In this investigation, the combination of the two inverse
problems involved in multiplexed photo-sensing and tomo-
graphic imaging are addressed in the context of accurate
system matrix estimation from super-list-mode data. Our
approach can be considered as a intermediary between the
conventional techniques (independent position and image re-
construction) and a fully super–list mode reconstruction. The
goal of our approach is to preserve detection accuracy through
the direct use of super-list mode data and a dedicated system
response modelling within the reconstruction.

The proposed method has been applied to simulated data
from a small animal PET prototype, currently under devel-
opment [4]. This system consists on monolothic scintillation
crystals coupled to Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs). We have
also compared our method to a conventional approach based
on independent image and position reconstruction.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Simulations Description

We simulated a PET system comprised of 16 detectors
arranged in a ring using Gate v6.1. Each detector consisted
of a 10×12×12 mm3 monolithic LYSO crystal coupled to an
8×8 SiPM array with 1.5×1.4 mm2 pixels. LYSO was charac-
terized by 32,000 photons/MeV, and a refractive index of 1.82;
the simulated slab was wrapped in highly reflective Teflon
tape (reflectivity 95%), and the surface was rough, including
microfacets introducing non-specular reflections. The normal
vectors of the microfacet surfaces were randomly distributed
following a Gaussian distribution (6σ [5]).
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To study the interaction position estimation at different
depths, a perfectly collimated point source incident perpen-
dicularly on the crystal entrances was simulated. For image
reconstruction, an array of isotropically emitting point sources
placed between 0 and 20 mm in 5-mm steps, and with an ac-
tivity of 3.7 MBq each, was simulated. The simulation was run
in the local GRID facility1, with 108 nodes (two Quad Core
Xeon E5420 @ 2.50 Ghz machines) for sequential processing.
The image voxel size used was 0.1×0.1×0.1 mm3 to avoid
undersampling. This choice was supported by previous ex-
perimental work [4], in which sub-millimetre intrinsic spatial
resolution was obtained using the same detector geometry and
a similar interaction position estimation algorithm.

B. Interaction Position Estimation

The use of continuous crystals requires an elaborate algo-
rithm to estimate the position interaction accurately. A method
capable of providing DoI information has been used in this
work [6]. The method is based on a non-linear analytical
model that includes consideration of reflected light on the sides
of the scintillator. The fitting was performed iteratively using
a random optimizer algorithm with an adaptive step size. The
entire algorithm was implemented in C for fast computation.
The random optimizer evaluates the cost function in different
positions within a sphere of radius r and centred in the initial
estimate position, and sets the current interaction position as
the coordinate with the lowest cost function value. The step
size of the optimizer r was set to the Euclidean distance
between previous and new estimates. The process was repeated
several times until no improvement was observed.

C. Image Reconstruction

Statistical iterative methods require calculation of the ele-
ments of the system matrix aij : the probability of measurement
given emission from each voxel (j) and for all possible
measurements (i). To perform this calculation accurately,
probability distributions that relate raw measured signals to
photon interaction locations are required. Generally, raw mea-
surements are pre-processed and a single, most probable, in-
teraction location is determined and the associated probability
distribution is estimated based on the detection system. For
instance, using segmented or pixelated detectors the interaction
location is generally reported as the centre of the active crystal
- based on a segmentation map - and the uncertainty function
taken from the crystal geometry. So long as the active crystal is
accurately identified this is an efficient and useful model of the
measurement characteristics. Alternatively using continuous
crystals, it is possible to calculate the most likely interaction
location from the raw detector signals. Subsequently, the un-
certainty function may be estimated as a Gaussian distribution
in each dimension. However, without careful characterization
of each monolithic detector this approach will not account for
anisotropic or shift-variant measurement uncertainties.

For a well-characterized detection system composed of a
finite number of discrete measurements, pre-calculation of

1European Enabling Grids for E-Science project (EGEE) http://www.eu-
egee.org/

the system matrix is possible. However, for a continuous
measurement system pre-calculation of the system matrix may
not be feasible and often on-the-fly calculation within a list-
mode ML-EM algorithm is preferred. Unfortunately, more
accurate system matrix calculations are more computationally
expensive and so simple approximations are often used. In
this investigation a method of on-the-fly (OTF) system matrix
calculation which allows sophisticated detection modelling
was investigated. Uncertainty estimates were introduced at the
level of the raw measurement signals where uncertainty is
well understood, in this case the ADCs sampling the SiPMs
arrays. Each measurement corresponded to 64 ADC values
(8×8 pixels) per event.

Simulated One Pass List-mode (SOPL) [7] is a list-mode
ML-EM algorithm that uses bootstrap Monte-Carlo sampling
from photon interaction uncertainty distributions on a contin-
uous domain for OTF system matrix calculation. The multi-
ple possible interaction locations are used as end-points for
an ensemble of rays which are used to compute the non-
normalized transition probabilities by means of the Siddon
algorithm. The system matrix elements are approximated as:
ãij =

∑M−1
m=0 lmj , where lmj is the intersection length of the

m−th sub-ray through voxel j, and M are the number of
sub-rays in the ensemble generated for each measured line-
of–response (LoR) i at each iteration; M is termed number
of lines per LoR (LpL). Rather than sampling shift-invariant
Gaussian uncertainty distributions of the photon interaction
locations, here each set of raw measurements (ADC samples
from a single detector) is re-sampled instead. Each realization
of the ADC samples results in an estimate of the photon
interaction location. The ensemble of locations better describes
the uncertainty distribution of the photon interaction site and
may be used directly to define ray end-points within the
SOPL algorithm (ADC-SOPL). Bootstrap sampling of the raw
detector signal should allow for a more accurate estimation of
the position uncertainty distribution while the simple multi-ray
calculation provides computational efficiency.

In this work, we compared ADC-SOPL to SOPL combined
to independently reconstructed interaction positions. For the
latter, the uncertainty distribution was modelled as a Gaussian
function. In both cases, various levels of random sampling, ie.
number of LpL, were tested.

III. RESULTS

The new method has been compared to the sequential
reconstruction of interaction position and image (see section
III-B). For a better understanding of the results, we present first
the results of the reconstruction of the interaction position.

A. Interaction Position Recovery

The distribution of the estimated interaction positions of
106 events emitted from a collimated beam directed towards
the centre of the slab are shown in fig. 1(a). The estimated
positions of those events absorbed in a volume of 0.1×0.1×0.1
mm3 at different depths of the crystal (indicated in red boxes in
figure 1(a)) are shown in figures 1(b)–1(d) for the transversal
projections and figures 1(e)–1(g) for the lateral projections
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Fig. 1. Estimated interaction positions for a collimated beam focused to the
centre of the crystal (a) and at specific depths of the crystal: 2.5 mm (b,e), 5
mm (c,f) and 7.5 mm (d,g) from the crystal entrance.

(DoI). Different levels of accuracy were obtained depending
on the DoI. Events absorbed near the photodetector resulted
in accurate and precise transverse spatial resolution, but dif-
ferent DoI error (bias) and precision was obtained for events
which were directly absorbed or underwent scattering. Events
absorbed around the central region of the crystal resulted in
slightly degraded transverse spatial resolution, and good DoI
estimation and DoI resolution. Finally, events absorbed near
the crystal entrance resulted in degraded spatial resolution and
higher DoI bias but good DoI precision. In the transaxial
plane (XY ) the spatial resolution (precision) was better for
interactions absorbed close to the photodetector.

Figure 2 shows the estimated interaction positions for
10,000 samples calculated from an event absorbed near the
photodetector (figures 2(a) and 2(b)) and the crystal entrance
(figs. 2(c) and 2(d)). The results obtained applying Gaussian
sampling (σ=0.5 mm transaxially and σ=1.6 mm in depth
extracted from Monte Carlo simulations [4]) are shown in

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. Estimated interaction positions for an event absorbed near the
photodetector (top) and near the crystal entrance (middle) using Gaussian
sampling (left) and ADC sampling (right). Average estimated interaction
positions are indicated in red squares and ideal interaction position in black
crosses. The DoI estimation using Gaussian sampling is shown in (e) and
using ADC sampling is shown in (f).

figs. 2(a), 2(c) and 2(e), and those obtained applying ADC
sampling are shown in figures 2(b), 2(d) and 2(f). The average
estimated interaction position was similar in all the examples.
However, the uncertainty distribution obtained using ADC
sampling depended on the interaction position, as opposed
to the Gaussian error function used in SOPL, which was
assumed to be constant over the crystal surface and depth.
Such model difference was less obvious for events close to the
photodetector and enhanced close to the crystal entrance. As
expected, an interaction close to the crystal corner produced
an asymmetric distribution using ADC sampling.
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(a) SOPL 1 LpL (b) ADC-SOPL 1 LpL

(c) SOPL 5 LpL (d) ADC-SOPL 5 LpL

(e) SOPL 10 LpL (f) ADC-SOPL 10 LpL

(g)

Fig. 3. Reconstructed array of point sources after 10 iterations using SOPL
and ADC-SOPL for different number of LpL, and spatial resolution measured
in each point source.

B. Tomographic Imaging Comparison

For the point sources array, 8.9×105 coincidences were
recorded. The point sources were reconstructed using 1 LpL,
5 LpL and 10 LpL for SOPL and 1, 5 and 10 random samples
for ADC-SOPL and are shown in figure 3 after 10 iterations.

The spatial resolution (FWHM) measured for each point
source is presented in figure 3(g), which shows how the mea-
sured spatial resolution in the central FoV area reconstructed
using SOPL is superior to that obtained with ADC-SOPL.
This effect can be attributed to an under-estimation of the
Gaussian error used to determine the LoR end-points. At a
certain distance from the centre, ADC-SOPL performs better
than SOPL, indicating that ADC-SOPL better compensates for
parallax effects. The point at which ADC-SOPL outperforms
SOPL is close to the cross-section of the crystal (12×12 mm2),

TABLE I
SPATIAL RESOLUTION (FWHM) VARIATION IN FOV.

1 LpL 5 LpL 10 LpL
SOPL 1.32 mm 1.82 mm 1.93 mm

ADC-SOPL 0.65 mm 0.64 mm 0.65 mm

so we believe that such observation is related to the detection
of oblique gamma rays coming from point sources far from the
central region. In all cases, the spatial resolution degraded as
point sources were located farther from the centre. Concerning
the number of LpL used, we observed that increasing the
number of LpL deteriorated the spatial resolution for SOPL
and ADC-SOPL (in agreement with [7]).

Table I shows the difference between the highest and the
lowest spatial resolution measured for each case, correspond-
ing always to the farthest point source from the centre and
the central point source, respectively. Results using SOPL
showed less uniform spatial resolution consistently (more
parallax effects) than ADC-SOPL sampling, where it remained
consistent for the different number of LpL. These differences
increased for a higher LpL number in the case of SOPL.

The computation time of the ADC-SOPL sampling can
potentially be an issue. The estimation of interaction positions
takes ∼6 ms per event in an i7-4770K CPU @ 3.50GHz. Using
1 LpL or 1 ADC sample per event, ADC-SOPL and SOPL
were comparable. However, when more samples are required
per event ADC-SOPL takes longer since more interaction
position estimations are required, while SOPL only requires
the calculation of a Gaussian random sample using the initial
interaction estimation position as mean.

IV. CONCLUSION

By including an estimation of the error function for each
interaction at ADC level, we accounted for the shift-variance
of the system response. As a result we obtained position uncer-
tainty distributions which depend on the interaction location
within the crystal, as opposed to a simple symmetric Gaussian
distribution all over the crystal surface and in crystal depth. A
slight resolution degradation was observed from 1 sample to 5
samples, but no important differences were observed between
5 and 10 samples. The more accurate error modelling of ADC-
SOPL translated into a reduction of parallax artefacts in areas
relatively far from the centre.

The differences observed between SOPL and ADC-SOPL
might depend on the scanner geometry and source distribu-
tions. We expect to obtain further improvements (reduction of
parallax effects) for PET systems with thicker crystals and/or
for extended sources.
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Abstract—Although methodologies have been proposed to cor-
rect for respiratory movement the whole field of view (wFOV),
they have not as such found wide acceptance in clinical routine.
Advantages of local respiratory motion correction (LRMC)
approaches include the use of a simple motion model, faster
execution times and organ specific motion correction. The pur-
pose of this study was to evaluate the performance of the LMRC
using various motion compensation algorithms for cardiac and
oncology (lung lesion) applications.

Simulated list-mode datasets of the NCAT phantom as well
as 6 oncology and 6 cardiac studies were used to evaluate the
LMRC. PET data were acquired in list mode (LM) using the
GE Discovery VCT and DRX PET/CT systems. An RPM device
was used to synchronise the LM acquisitions with the respiration.
The approach firstly consists in defining a VOI on the respiratory
average image. Gated PET images of the VOI are subsequently
reconstructed using only lines of response passing through the
selected VOI and are used in combination with a centre of
gravity or an affine/elastic registration algorithm to derive the
transformation maps. Those are finally integrated during the
reconstruction to produce a motion free image using all the
detected statistics.

Although the center of gravity or affine algorithm achieved
similar performance for individual lesion motion correction, the
elastic model, applied either locally or to the whole FOV, led to
a superior performance. The spatial tumor location was altered
by 89% and 81% for the elastic model applied locally or to
the whole FOV respectively (44% and 39% for the center of
gravity and affine models respectively). This resulted in similar
associated changes for the overall tumor volume of 84% and
80% respectively (75% and 71% for the center of gravity and
affine models respectively). For the cardiology applications, all
the studied motion models performed well in compensating
for respiratory motion, with a slight advantage for the local
implementation of the elastic deformation leading to the best
repositioning of the myocardium, associated with the highest
contrast enhancement.

This study indicates that the use of a local respiratory motion
correction can be a flexible and efficient correction approach for
single lesions or organs like the heart.

I. INTRODUCTION

Respiratory motion is a significant problem in clinical
emission imaging, resulting in motion averaged images with
limited quality and quantitative accuracy. Although numerous
methodologies have been developed to correct for respira-
tory motion in the whole PET field of view, either in the

image domain [1], [2] or directly within the iterative image
reconstruction process [3], [4], [5], [6], they have not as
such found wide acceptance in clinical routine, mainly due
to the complexity of their implementation and the important
additional computation burden. Considering one is interested
in a specific structure of interest, a method for local respiratory
motion compensation (LRMC) may overcome many of these
disadvantages, while preserving the quantification accuracy.
The purpose of this study was to validate and evaluate the
performance of a LRMC approach, taking the example of
cardiac and oncology (lung lesion) applications.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study includes the analysis of a Monte-Carlo simulation
study using the 4D NCAT phantom, as well as clinical cases
of six patients with lung lesions and six cardiac patients.

For both simulations and clinical examinations, the PET
data were acquired in the list mode (LM) format, and subse-
quently rebinned according to the respiratory signal. In this
study eight respiratory bins in amplitude were considered.
The rebinned LM files are then used within the LRMC
algorithm, and reconstructed using the OPL-EM reconstruction
algorithm [7].

Three different motion models have been implemented
within the LRMC algorithm: a method based on the location
of the centre of gravity [1], an approach based on an affine
registration [4] and finally an elastic transformation based
method [5]. Their performances were assessed using simulated
dataset of the NCAT phantom as well as with real clinical data.

A. Simulation study

Simulated datasets were obtained using GATE (Geant4
Application for Tomographic Emission) [8]. The model of a
clinical PET system previously validated [9] was combined
with the 4D NCAT phantom [10] in order to obtain dynamic
emission frames acquired throughout a normal respiratory
cycle of 5s. Normal FDG uptakes were attributed to the
simulated organs. A number of different size (15, 21mm)
lesions were included at different locations throughout the
lungs and the liver.
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B. Patients datasets

Six patients with lung lesions underwent [18F]-FDG PET
examinations on a GE Discovery STE PET/CT system. The
real-time position management system (RPM; Varian Medical
Systems) provided the gating respiratory trace.

An [18F]-FDG PET scan of six cardiac patients was acquired
on a SIEMENS Biograph Sensation 16 PET/CT scanner. The
Anzai belt system was used to record the respiratory trace.

C. The LMRC algorithm

The LRMC algorithm is decomposed into five successive
steps:

• The motion average image corresponding to the whole
acquired dataset is first reconstructed.

• Using the motion average image, the user defines a
volume of interest (VOI) encompassing the structure of
interest (single organ or tumour), corresponding to the
region to be corrected for respiratory motion.

• The motion compensation model is chosen among three
possibilities: centre of gravity, affine or elastic based
approaches. The gated images of the defined VOI are
reconstructed using the lines of response (LORs) of
the rebinned LM files crossing the previously selected
VOI. The transformation parameters are computed by
registering the series of gated VOI images considering
the first frame of the respiratory cycle as reference.

• The transformation parameters are computed by register-
ing the series of gated VOI images considering one of
the proposed motion models and the first frame of the
respiratory cycle as the reference (see section II-D).

• Finally the motion compensated image is reconstructed.
In order to speed up the computation, only the corrected
VOI is reconstructed by restricting the LM based recon-
struction to those LORs crossing the 3D VOI. The final
produced image is similar to the static image except in
the VOI surrounding the structure of interest which is
corrected for respiratory motion.

D. Motion compensation models

Three different motion models were implemented within
the LRMC algorithm, based on the location of the center of
gravity, the use of an affine registration and finally an elastic
transformation based method.

In the first approach, the center of activity is determined
for each gated image of the VOI. To minimize the impact
of the background, only voxels with values above a specific
threshold, e.g. 70% of the maximum VOI value, are considered
in the calculation of the center of activity [1]. The difference
between the center of gravity of the first frame and that of the
following frames is computed in order to derive the translation
vector allowing the realignment of all the gated images to
the position of the first (reference) frame. Finally, shifting the
LORs of each gated frame by the corresponding translation
vector generates a motion corrected list mode dataset, cor-
responding to the VOI, which is subsequently reconstructed
using the standard OPL-EM algorithm [4].

In the second motion model the affine registration process
was based on maximizing the normalized mutual informa-
tion [?] using a least square error metric. The gated images of
the VOI were registered using the affine transformation, and
the derived affine transformation parameters (9 parameters:
scaling, rotation and translation) were directly applied to the
LORs crossing the chosen VOI [4]. The motion compensated
LORs were subsequently reconstructed, as with the center of
gravity approach, using the standard OPL-EM reconstruction
algorithm.

Finally concerning the deformable motion model the elastic
deformation parameters were computed using a frame-to-
frame non-rigid registration technique considering the com-
plete dynamic images’ sequence. The key feature of this
method is the use of an analytical representation of the
displacement based on a semi-local parametric model of the
deformation using B splines [?]. This correction is integrated
in a mathematical representation of the system matrix in the
PET reconstruction process. The system matrix P , whose
elements pij represent the geometric probability of detecting
at LOR i an event generated in voxel j (see equation ??),
can be modified to take into account the deformation of the
radioactive distribution from time t to the reference time,
matrix Dt. The modified system matrix Pt can be expressed as
Pt = P.Dt. The list-mode reconstruction algorithm OPL-EM
is therefore modified to incorporate the elastic transformations
as previously described [5]:

fk+1 =
fk

S

∑
Nframes

Pt
T 1

Ptfk
(1)

where .T is the transpose operator, and Nframes is the number
of respiratory bins, also corresponding to the number of gated
frames, i.e 8 in this study.

It’s worth noting that for all the three different models
considered in this work the sensitivity image S used to correct
for attenuation and normalisation is also modified to take into
account the motion compensation model which corresponds to
the transformation of the detected list-mode data in the case
of the affine model [4], and the movement and deformation
of the voxel location through the use of the modified system
matrix Pt in the case of the elastic model [5].

E. Image analysis

For the three studied motion models, the motion corrected
images were compared with the gated reference image, as
well as to the respiratory average image (Uncorrected). The
LRMC approach was also compared with the method aiming
at correcting the whole FOV through the use of the elastic
model [5]. The performance of the LRMC methodology was
assessed in terms of contrast, signal to noise ratio (SNR), as
well as structure (organ or tumor) resizing and repositioning.
For the cardiac patients, image noise was estimated using the
coefficient of variation (COV) defined as the ratio between the
standard deviation over the mean value in the left ventricle.
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TABLE I
MYOCARDIUM WALL THICKNESS MEASURED IN THE SIX

RECONSTRUCTED CARDIAC PATIENT IMAGES COMPUTED BEFORE AND
AFTER THE APPLICATION OF MOTION MODELS.

FWHM (mm) change \ reference (%)
Reference 13.95 ±2.01
Uncorrected 15.45 ±2.68 10.74
Centre of Gravity-Local 14.42 ±1.97 3.36
Affine-Local 14.33 ±2.04 2.74
Elastic-Local 13.94 ±2.03 0.06
Elastic-wholeFOV 13.75 ±1.96 1.42

III. RESULTS

For both cardiology and oncology applications, the results
obtained with the simulated datasets of the NCAT phantom
and the clinical images were in good agreement.

On average for the six oncology patients evaluated, the
spatial tumor location was altered by 89% and 81% for the
Elastic-Local and Elastic-wholeFOV respectively (44% and
39% for the center of gravity and affine models respectively)
resulting, as shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b)), in similar
associated changes for the overall tumor volume of 84% and
80% respectively (75% and 71% for the center of gravity and
affine models respectively, figures 2(c) and 2(d)). Based on the
tumor contrast (Figure 2(a)), the four motion models can be
separated into two groups; one with a moderate mean contrast
enhancement for the center of gravity (21%) and affine (27%)
LRMC motion models, and a second based on the deformable
motion model leading to a mean contrast increase of 47% and
51% for the Elastic-local and Elastic-wholeFOV approaches
respectively. Similar trend was observed for the measured SNR
using the four motion models considered (Figure 2(b)).

Regarding the application of the approach to the cardiac
patients, all the studied motion models performed well in
compensating for respiratory motion, with a slight advantage
for the local implementation of the elastic deformation leading
to the best repositioning of the myocardium, associated with
the highest contrast enhancement. On the other hand, the
use of the affine model within the LRMC approach led to
similar performances in comparison to the implementation of
the elastic model to the whole FOV.

The LRMC approach led to a reduction of the overall
computation time in comparison to the implementation of
the deformable motion based model applied to the entire
PET FOV. For the non-rigid deformation model, being the
most complex among the three considered motion models,
the consideration of the motion corrected volume limited to
the area surrounding the lung tumor had the most substantial
impact to the computation time, with a gain of an order to
magnitude relative to the application of the deformable model
to the whole FOV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that the use of a local respira-
tory motion correction can provide a flexible and efficient
correction approach for single lesions and/or organs like the

(a) Uncorrected (b) Reference

(c) Centre gravity-Local (d) Affine-Local

(e) Elastic-Local (f) Elastic-wholeFOV

Fig. 1. Visual comparison of (a) the uncorrected and (b) the reference gated
images of one representative patient presenting a lung lesion, as well as motion
corrected images of the same patient reconstructed considering the studied
motion models: (c) Centre of gravity-Local, (d) Affine-Local, (e) Elastic-Local
and (f) Elastic-wholeFOV.
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(d) Position

Fig. 2. Six oncology patients: (a) contrast ratio, (b) SNR, (c) volume and (d)
position with respect to the reference gated frame of the lung tumor computed
before and after the application of the studied motion models. Results are
presented as mean value over all the patients ± standard deviation.
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(a) Uncorrected image (b) Reference gated frame

(c) Centre of gravity-Local image (d) Affine-Local image

(e) Elastic-Local image (f) Elastic-wholeFOV image

Fig. 3. Visual comparison of (a) the uncorrected and (b) the reference gated
images of one representative cardiac patient, as well as motion corrected
images of the same patient reconstructed considering the studied motion
models: (c) Centre of gravity-Local, (d) Affine-Local, (e) Elastic-Local and
(f) Elastic-wholeFOV.

heart. The evaluation of the proposed approach, implemented
directly within the iterative image reconstruction, leads to
similar performances in comparison to methods correcting the
whole FOV for motion, with the advantage of faster execution
times (factor of 10 gain) and organ specific motion correction.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During medical imaging, patient motion is virtually 

unavoidable and presents a significant source of image 

degradation and artifacts[1-4]. Additionally, patient motion 

could negate any potential gains in sensitivity and specificity 

for PET over SPECT by reducing the effective resolution of 

the system and causing reconstruction artifacts. Many studies 

have been conducted to measure the head motion that can 

occur during PET brain imaging in both healthy and non-

healthy patients. Types of motion that are commonly observed 

include slow drift type motions [5-7], motions oriented about 

an average position [8-10], and significant head motions 

resulting in a position change [11, 12]. 

Techniques to detect, estimate, and correct these types of 

head motions have been proposed for PET brain imaging [9, 

13-15]. These techniques may be broadly categorized as either 

data-driven or external motion tracking (EMT) methods. 

Fulton et al [16] and Rahmim et al [17] provide 

comprehensive reviews of motion tracking and correction 

methods in PET. Data-driven methods (sometimes called 

image-derived) employ the image data, either raw or list mode 

data, or reconstructed image data to detect and track motion. 

Diving the total PET acquisition time into smaller time 

intervals and reconstructing only the subintervals (frames) is 

often referred to as Multiple Acquisition Frame approach[18]. 

The MAF method has been investigated to detect and estimate 

motion using different frames which are registered to a 

reference frame [11, 18, 19].  

External motion tracking methods generate motion signals 

which are independent of the PET image statistics. External 

tracking systems include the use of electro-mechanical[20] or 

camera-based devices for monitoring motion. A commonly 

used method to track head motion in PET is to record the 

location passive reflective markers[13, 14, 21, 22] or active 

markers that emit light[18] affixed to the head of the patient 

using infrared stereo cameras. Recently, methods have been 

developed using cameras that emit a structured light pattern 

that can be used to estimate the relative distance an object is 

from the camera. Depth-sensing cameras such as the Microsoft 

Kinect[23] or similar devices[9, 24], can be used to track the 

surface of the head without the need for markers.  

Herein we report our investigation of a motion detection 

 
 

and correction method for PET brain imaging that uses a 

depth-sensing camera to indicate to a MAF correction method 

which frames need to corrected. The goal of our research is 

the development of methods for detecting and correcting 

motion in PET brain imaging that minimizes the overall 

impact to the patient and corrects a subset of frames without 

the need to apply correction to the entire image dataset. Our 

system requires no patient contact by performing marker-less 

motion tracking using inexpensive, consumer available 

cameras that can acquire depth and visual images 

simultaneously. The system presented here alleviates most of 

these hindrances while providing additional benefits of being 

small enough to be embedded in the PET system itself (i.e., 

potential feature for future PET systems). Our method can be 

used to correct motion in frames with intervals as short the 

temporal sampling rate of the camera in theory and will be 

able to dynamically adjusts the frame interval to match the 

amount of motion detected thereby speeding motion correction 

by only apply correction to frames which contain motion.  

II. METHODS 

Our method was developed with four patient PET brain 

imaging list-mode datasets using F-18 FDG as the PET agent 

to assess glucose metabolism (rCGM). The datasets had a 

corresponding CT map which was aligned with the beginning 

of the PET study and could be used for attenuation correction 

during reconstruction. The list mode data was acquired on a 

Philips Gemini TOF PET/CT system with acquisition times 

600 seconds. All data used in this study was de-identified and 

received following an IRB approved protocol. Prior to 

applying the methods to the data we analyzed the four patient 

studies for motion and concluded that they had negligible head 

motion during the original acquisition.   

For Multiple Frame Acquisition (MAF) analysis list-mode 

acquisitions were divided into frames with various time 

intervals prior to reconstruction. Frames were reconstructed 

using Ingenuity reconstruction software provided by Philips 

Healthcare producing a 90 slice brain image set with 128x128 

voxels of 2.0 mm on each side. The parameters for 

reconstruction were the same protocols for use in the Gemini 

TOF PET/CT clinical systems, which uses the RAMLA 3D 

algorithm[25]. For each dataset, we generated uniform frame 

time intervals of 5, 10, and 60 second spanning the entire brain 

acquisition were generated to determine the performance of 

our method for different intervals for a total of 12 test datasets. 
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A. Depth Sensing Camera 

Our marker-less EMT uses a depth-sensing camera that 

projects light into the camera’s field of view (FOV) using 

diffused infrared light by a semi-random grating. The camera 

has been pre-programmed by the manufacturer to detect and 

recognize the pattern projected from the laser. Perturbations in 

the light pattern from objects in the camera’s FOV can be 

converted into depth values at each of the camera’s pixel 

locations producing a depth image. Further processing can 

convert the each pixel value into points in 3D space relative to 

the camera’s position using the camera’s intrinsic properties. 

The camera used in this project was developed by Occipital, 

Inc and has a spatial resolution of the camera is 640 by 480 

pixels, depth-sensing range of up to 3.5 meters from the 

camera which give the potential of tracking hundreds of 

thousands of 3D locations at 60Hz. The use of diffuse infrared 

light from light emitting diodes (LEDs) means that exposure 

to the naked eye is safe and the patients are under no risk of 

injury. Additionally, the light pattern generated by the camera 

is determined and calibrated during the manufacturing process 

which means further calibration to the camera is not required 

unlike commercial marker-based EMTs which require 

frequent calibration. The physical size of the camera is 

120mm by 28mm and can be purchased for under $400 

compared to the approximately $50,000 for a commercial 

marker-based EMT [26]. 

Figure 1: Images of the Philips Gemini TOF and the depth-

sensing camera used for detecting motion. Placement of the 

proposed camera setup is indicated by arrows. 

The depth-sensing cameras capture sequences of 3D point 

locations over time any period of time. This is analogous to 

how a video camera captures 2D images and is used for 

tracking the head motion of the patient for entire length of the 

PET imaging study. Given the small size and light weight of 

the camera, we can place it in the bore of the PET system out 

of reach of the patient. 

B. Marker-less Motion Detection 

For detection of the head motion without the use of markers 

we developed custom computer vision software to generate 

rigid transforms of the from the depth images captured by the 

depth-sensing camera. The depth image (described above in 

Section 2.B) records a relative depth value for objects in the 

FOV at each pixel. The depth image can be thought of as a 

grayscale image whose values range from 0-31,000 and can be 

mapped to meters using the camera’s intrinsic parameters. 

Before converting the depth image to a 3D representation of 

the patient’s head, the depth image is smoothed to reduce 

noise and eliminate spurious pixel values using an edge 

preserving Bilateral filter. The known depth values from the 

background of the depth image are used to segment the head 

from other objects that may be visible to the camera (i.e., the 

PET gantry). The remaining pixels, which represent the 

patient’s head, are converted to 3D points locations.  

The point cloud is further processed by removing any 

outlier points by distance measure and performing a feature 

estimation of each point. The features generated at each point 

include an approximated surface normal, surface curvature, 

and a Spin Image [27]. Then all the surface points can be 

searched to find matching features that correspond to a set of 

predetermined landmarks for a template face model. This 

technique is commonly used in facial recognition software and 

facial/head tracking in 2D images and has recently been 

applied to 3D data such as how it is applied in this project. 

The transform for matching landmark points can then be 

estimated using an Iterated Closest Point method (ICP)[28] 

relative to a reference set of landmark points to determine the 

rigid motion of the head (i.e., 6–degrees of freedom). If the 

motion of the head is significantly different from the reference 

point, then we assume motion has occurred.  

To compare the transform of the head estimated from our 

marker-less method we simultaneously tracked the motion of 

the head with a commercial motion tracking system developed 

by Vicon, which has been reported to have millimeter 

accuracy [26]. By affixing 3 retro reflective markers to the top 

of the head and recording their location using infrared stereo 

cameras, we can record the locations markers at the same rate 

as the marker-less camera. Due to the reported accuracy of the 

Vicon motion capture system, we can consider the motion 

signal generated from it as the quasi-truth for the actual 

motion of the head which we only use to validate our system 

and is not considered part of our method. 

C. Motion Simulations 

To test the performance of our marker-less MAF system for 

PET brain motion correction, we simulated the acquisition of 

several PET brain studies that would contain motion artifacts. 

The simulation was performed by applying a set of 

representative head motions recorded using the marker-based 

motion capture system (i.e., truth motion) to the set of PET 

brain studies described in Section 2.A which contain no 

previous motion. We then used the estimated motion data 

from our Marker-less EMT system, which was acquire 

simultaneously with the Vicon motion data, to correct PET 

brain studies. We assume that head can only move in a rigid 

fashion (i.e., 6-DOF) due to the rigidity of the human skull. 
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The motion applied to the PET brain data for the simulation 

consisted of 3 rotations and 2 translations, all of which were 

oriented about the axial direction and contained both negative 

and positive directions and variations in magnitude and 

duration. The first rotation motion (Rot1) represents a slow 

drifting motion with incremental changes over the entire 

duration of the motion signal and constantly changing in 

position. As described in the introduction, this type of motion 

simulates a patient constantly pulling their head to one side for 

the duration of the imaging study. The second rotation motion 

(Rot5) provides a series of quick rotations from an initial 

starting position to a resting position with no change in 

position after the initial rotation. This type of motion simulates 

a quick movement of the head to a new resting position 

possibly due to relieve pain. The third rotation (Rot7) exhibits 

more of a step-like motion where there is an intermediate 

orientation change prior to the final orientation. The absolute 

value of the total changes in orientation for each rotation is 

approximately 10 degrees but each varies in the rate of change 

in orientation over the duration of the signal. The translation 

motions both consisted of sinusoidal motions curves over the 

duration of the signal. The first translation (T7) movement is 

about the x-direction while the second translation’s movement 

was about the y-direction. Each translation consisted of an 

approximately 40mm magnitude change in location. 

To simulate the PET brain acquisition with motion in them, 

we applied the MAF approach by dividing the list data of each 

of the 4 brain datasets into 5 second intervals. All PET images 

where acquired under IRB approved protocols using F-18 PET 

agent on a Philips Gemini TOF PET system for a duration of 

600 seconds resulting in 120 frames for each. The motion 

signals recorded by both motion capture methods are 

independent of the PET image and therefore need to be 

downsampled to match the frequency of the 5-second intervals 

(i.e., contain only 120 samples). After downsampling, the 

transform of the motion data from the Vicon motion capture 

system used to transform the PET datasets, which introduces 

motion artifacts into the data. To introduce motion artifacts 

into the PET dataset at larger intervals, the 5-second interval 

data is summed together to produce 10 and 60 second intervals 

PET data. The summing produces intra-frame motion 

indicative of an actual list-mode acquisition that contained 

significant motion. 

III. CURRENT RESULTS 

We then detected motion acquired from our marker-less 

EMT and used this correct the PET images.  To correct the 

images, we applied the inverse of the estimated transforms 

from our marker-less EMT system only to the PET images 

which motion was detected. Although the head motions were 

not actually acquire during an actual PET brain study, we plan 

to do so in the future. For the simulations presented in this 

paper there is neither need nor ability to synchronize the 

motion capture cameras with the list mode acquisition. But 

when acquiring head motion of patients undergoing PET brain 

imaging studies using our marker-less system will need to be 

synchronized with the PET system for precisely determining 

when to apply correction. We have demonstrated the 

capability to synchronize our system with SPECT[29] and 

PET/CT acquisitions by embedding a series of 4 TTL pulses 

into the EKG input to acquisition which will be utilized for the 

future development. 

 
Figure 4 Results of a brain image dataset with motion artifacts 

from a ~10 degree rotation – Rot 1 (left), corrected brain image 

using our method (center), and the original image (right). 

IV. WORK TO BE PRESENTED 

Currently we are working on dynamically adjusting the 

frame size during reconstruction to minimize the amount of 

time spent on correction. Also, we are working on detecting 

Figure 2 Graph of the rotation data applied to the brain dataset. 

The three rotations exhibit slow drift rotation (Rot1), series of 

quick transitions (Rot5), and a step like motion (Rot7).  

Figure 3 Translations acquired using the marker-less camera and 

the Vicon motion capture system. 
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and correcting for motion for intervals as short as 1 second, 

which can be used to correct motion in patients who exhibit 

rapid head movement such as Parkinson’s. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we have provided the groundwork for 

developing a new EMT system for detecting, tracking, and 

correcting of patient motion using a new type of camera called 

a depth-sensing camera. This inexpensive camera can be 

mounted in the bore of the imaging system out of the way of 

patients and can provide valuable motion data. In turn the 

motion data can be utilized to correct list mode reconstruction 

to correct motion artifacts providing a higher-quality image.   
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Abstract—In positron-emission-tomography (PET) imaging,
there exists an increased level of interest in simultaneous re-
construction of spatial distributions of positron emitters and
linear attenuation coefficient (for 511KeV gamma rays) only
from knowledge of emission data. Because physical data in PET
imaging can be dependent highly non-linearly on the attenuation-
coefficient distribution, the development of an approach to
addressing adequately the simultaneous reconstruction problem
can be challenging. In this work, we seek to tackle the problem by
developing an optimization-based approach to determining the
two distributions simultaneously for two distinct PET imaging
modes, including TOF PET imaging. The proposed approach may
lead to useful insights into, and development of stable algorithms
for, solving this challenging problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

In positron-emission-tomography (PET) imaging, there ex-
ists an increased level of interest in simultaneous reconstruc-
tion of spatial distributions of positron emitters and linear
attenuation coefficient (for 511KeV gamma rays) only from
knowledge of emission data [1]–[5]. Because physical data
in PET imaging can be dependent highly non-linearly on
the attenuation-coefficient distribution, the development of an
approach to addressing adequately the simultaneous recon-
struction problem can be challenging. In this work, we seek
to tackle the problem by developing an optimization-based
approach to determining the two distributions simultaneously
for two distinct PET imaging modes, including TOF PET
imaging. The proposed approach may lead to useful insights
into, and development of stable algorithms for, solving this
challenging problem.

II. ATTENUATION FACTOR

Let each of the positron-emitter and attenuation-coefficient
distributions within the scanned subject in PET imaging be
represented on a 3D discrete array of a total of N identical
cubic voxels, and entries of vectors ~ρ and ~µ of size N
denote the voxel values of the discrete distributions. A discrete
attenuation factor can be defined as

Fj(−~µ) = exp{−[A~µ]j}, (1)

where j = 1, 2, ...,M , M the number of measured coincidence
lines, and A denotes a scanning matrix of size M × N in
which an element may, e.g., represent the intersection of a
coincidence line with an image voxel. We assume that A
is known, and we can form a diagonal matrix F(−~µ) of

dimension M in which the jth diagonal element is given by
Fj(−~µ).

It is possible to obtain a reasonable estimate ~µ0 of actual
~µ from knowledge of ~p(T,E), tissue/bone information within
the subject, and/or existing CT/MRI scans of the subject.
Therefore, ~µ0 can be considered knowledge available in the
work. Defining

∆~µ = ~µ− ~µ0, (2)

one can rewrite Eq. (1) as

Fj(~µ) = Fj(~µ0)Fj(∆~µ), (3)

and can perform an expansion

Fj(∆~µ) = 1 + [A∆~µ]j +Rj , (4)

where residual term Rj is the sum of expansion orders higher
than the first order [A∆~µ]j . We can convert the simultaneous
reconstruction of ~µ and ρ to that of ∆~µ and ρ, and develop
below an approach to determining simultaneously ∆~µ (or,
equivalently, ~µ) and ~ρ from measurements in two different
PET scanning modes of practical interest: (a) conventional
PET with external sources and (b) time-of-flight (TOF) PET.

III. CONVENTIONAL PET WITH EXTERNAL SOURCES

Let vector ~p(T,E) of size M denote projections in the pres-
ence of both ~ρ and an external positron-transmission source,
vector ~p(T ) of size M projections only from the external
positron-transmission source, and ~p(E) projections only from
~ρ. We now have

~p(T,E) = F(−~µ) [~p(T ) + ~p(E)]. (5)

In Eq. (5), ~p(T,E) and ~p(T ) are considered available knowledge
because they can be measured, while F(−~µ) and ~p(E) are
unknown. The task is to determine simultaneously ~µ and ~ρ
from knowledge of ~p(T,E) and ~p(T ).

The relationship in Eq. (5) reveals a highly non-linear
dependence of data on ~µ, which makes the development of al-
gorithms for simultaneously determining ~ρ and ~µ directly from
measured data highly challenging. Our approach seeks first
to devise an adequately linearized approximation of the non-
linear relationship and then develop reconstruction algorithms
to solve the linearized model, followed by compensation for
the non-linear residual effect as a result of the linearization
approximation.
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A. Data Model

Using Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (5), we obtain

F(∆~µ)F(~µ0) ~p(T,E) = ~p(T ) + ~p(E), (6)

which can, with Eq. (4), be rewritten as

Fp A∆~µ− ~p(E) = ~p(T ) − F(~µ0) ~p(T,E) −R [F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)],
(7)

where Fp and R are diagonal matrices in which the jth diago-
nal elements are given by the jth entry of vector F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)

and by Rj , respectively.
The attenuation-free projection ~p(E) is unknown, and is

related to the emitter distribution ~ρ through

~p(E) = A~ρ. (8)

Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) yields

Fp A∆~µ−A~ρ = ~p(T )−F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)−R [F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)]. (9)

We rewrite Eq. (9) as

~G−R [F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)] = H~C, (10)

where
~G = ~p(T ) − F(~µ0) ~p(T,E) (11)

denotes the “data” vector of size M ,

H = (Fp A,−A) (12)

the system matrix of size M × 2N , and

~C =

(
∆~µ
~ρ

)
(13)

the “image” vector of size 2N . The task of simultaneous
determination of ~µ and ~ρ is thus tantamount to reconstruciton
of ~C (i.e., ∆~µ and ~ρ) by solving Eq. (10).

We ignore for now the term involving matrix R in Eq. (10)
for obtaining a linearized model as

~G = H~C. (14)

This linear model forms the basis of our development, as
shown below, of optimization program and algorithm for
simultaneously determining ∆~µ and ~ρ. It is interesting to
observe that system matrix H depends upon the measured
data ~p(T,E) through Fp.

B. Optimization Program

Using Eq. (14), we formulate the reconstruction problem
of ∆~µ and ~ρ as a convex optimization program, and their
reconstruction can then be accomplished through solving the
program by use of various existing, or newly developed,
algorithms. Numerous optimization programs can be devised
by use of Eq. (14), among which we consider in this work a
constrained total variation (TV)-minimization program [6]

~C = argmin[‖∆~µ‖TV + ‖~ρ‖TV ]

s.t. Dw(~G) ≤ ε, and ρi ≥ 0,
(15)

where ‖∆~µ‖TV and ‖~ρ‖TV denote the TVs of ∆~µ and ~ρ, ρi
the ith entry of vector ~ρ,

Dw(~G) = ‖(H~C − ~G)ᵀW (H~C − ~G)‖ (16)

the weighted L2-norm of data difference, “ᵀ” the matrix
transpose, W a diagonal weighting matrix of size M ×M ,
and ε a positive parameter accounting for the inconsistencies
between data vectors and model. The weighting matrices can
be designed for balancing contributions to the data distance
from individual data points.

C. Reconstruction Algorithm

Algorithms exist that can mathematically or numerically
solve the constrained-TV minimization in Eq. (15). Among
these, the adaptive-steepest-descent-projection-onto-convex-
sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm has been shown to be quite
robust in numerically solving the constrained-TV-minimization
problem. In the ASD-POCS algorithm, the steepest-descent
(SD) and POCS are used for lowing the image TV and L2-
norm of data difference. The calculation of the SD reduction of
TVs ‖∆~µ‖TV and ‖~ρ‖TV is straightforward, while the POCS
can be written as

~C(n+1) = ~C(n) + βwj
~h ᵀ
j

gj − ~hj · ~C(n)

~hj · ~h ᵀ
j

, (17)

where ~C(n) denotes the nth update of the reconstruction, wj

the jth diagonal element in the weighting matrix W , and ~hj
the jth row vector in system matrix H, which, according to
Eq. (12), can be expressed as

~hj =

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(T,E)
j

~Aj , − ~Aj

)
, (18)

gj the jth entry of the data vector ~G, given by

gj = p
(T )
j − Fj(~µ0)p

(T,E)
j . (19)

Using the definitions of ~G and ~C in Eqs. (11) and (13), we
can re-express Eq. (17) to obtain update equations explicit for
∆~µ and ~ρ as(

∆~µ(n+1)

~ρ (n+1)

)
=

(
∆~µ(n)

~ρ (n)

)
+ βwj

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(T,E)
j

~A ᵀ
j

− ~A ᵀ
j

)

×
gj −

[
Fj(~µ0)p

(T,E)
j

~Aj ·∆~µ(n) − ~Aj · ~ρ (n)
]

[
1 +

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(T,E)
j

)2]
~Aj · ~A ᵀ

j

. (20)

D. Compensation for Non-Linear Effect

The algorithm in Eq. (20) yields a reconstruction based upon
the linear data model in Eq. (14). In an attempt to account for
the effect of the non-linear term involving R in Eq. (10), we
use [7], [8] the current estimate ∆~µ(n) at the nth update in Eq.
(4) to obtain an estimate R(n) of R in which the estimated
jth diagonal element is given by

R
(n)
j = Fj(∆~µ

(n))− 1− [A∆~µ(n)]j , (21)
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and then use it to replace R in Eq. (10) for obtaining corrected
“data” after the nth update as

~G(n) = ~G−R(n) [F(~µ0) ~p(T,E)], (22)

in which the jth element, g(n)j , of estimated data is given by

g
(n)
j = gj −R(n)

j Fj(~µ0)p
(T,E)
j . (23)

We then correct for the non-linear effect on the reconstruction
by using g(n)j to replace gj in Eq. (20) for calculating ∆~µ(n+1)

and ~ρ (n+1) at the (n+ 1)th update.

IV. TOF PET WITHOUT EXTERNAL SOURCES

We consider below simultaneous determination of positron-
emitter and attenuation distributions in TOF PET without an
external transmission source. Let Tt,j,i denote the probability
of detecting events emitted from voxel i along line of re-
spons (LOR) j within a time window centered at t, where
t = 1, 2, ..., T . The measurement ~p(M)

t in TOF PET, whose
elements are the number of events detected in the tth time
window of each LOR, can thus be written as

~p
(M)
t = F(−~µ) ~p

(E)
t (24)

where

~p
(E)
t = Tt ~ρ (25)

denotes projections in the absence of attenuation in TOF PET,
and time-window matrix Tt of dimension M × N . In TOF
PET, for each time window t, ~p(M)

t and time-window matrix
Tt can be measured, and they are thus considered available
knowledge. The task here is to determine ~µ and ~ρ from the
knowledge.

A. Data Model

Measurements in Eq. (24) are dependent highly non-linearly
upon ~µ, making the simultaneous determination of ~ρ and ~µ
directly from them challenging. We will again devise an ade-
quately linearized data model as the basis for the development
of simultaneous reconstruction of ~ρ and ~µ and of compensation
for the non-linear effect. Using Eqs. (2-4) in Eq. (24), and
following the strategy described in Sec. III, it can be shown
that

F′
t A∆~µ− ~p(E)

t = −F(~µ0) ~p
(M)
t −R [F(~µ0) ~p

(M)
t ], (26)

where F′
t is a diagonal matrix in which the jth diagonal

element is given by the jth entry of vector F(~µ0) ~p
(M)
t .

Furthermore, noticing Eq. (25), we can rewrite Eq. (26) as

F′
t A∆~µ−Tt ~ρ = ~pt + R ~pt, (27)

where ~pt = −F(~µ0) ~p
(M)
t . If a total of T sets of measurements

~p
(M)
t , where t = 1, 2., ..., T , are collected, we have T

equations similar to Eq. (27) specified by different values of
t. The model can be re-expressed as

~G− ~G(R) = H~C, (28)

where
~Gᵀ = (~pᵀ1 , ~p

ᵀ
2 , ..., ~p

ᵀ
T ) (29)

denotes the “data” vector of size TM , and

~G(R)ᵀ = (R ~p
(M)ᵀ

1 ,R ~p
(M)ᵀ

2 , ...,R ~p
(M)ᵀ

T ) (30)

H =


F′

1 A, −T1

F′
2 A, −T2

...
...

F′
T A, −TT

 , (31)

the system matrix of size TM×2N , and ~C the “image” vector
of size 2N defined in Eq. (13). Again, the task of simultaneous
determination of ~µ and ~ρ is equivalent to reconstruciton of ~C
(i.e, ∆~µ and ~ρ) based upon Eq. (28).

We ignore for now the non-linear term in Eq. (24) to obtain
a linearized model as

~G = H~C, (32)

which, as shown below, provides the basis for our develop-
ment of optimization program and algorithm for simultaneous
reconstruction of ∆~µ and ρ in TOF PET without external
sources. Again, it is interesting to note that system matrix
H depends upon the measured data ~p(M)

t through F′
t.

B. Reconstruction Program

One can use the linear model in Eq. (32) to devise an
optimization program and algorithm for reconstructing si-
multaneously ∆~µ and ~ρ. Using Eq. (32), we again form a
constrained-TV minimization program [6] as

~C = argmin[‖∆~µ‖TV + ‖~ρ‖TV ]

s.t. Dw(~G) ≤ ε, and ρi ≥ 0,
(33)

where ‖∆~µ‖TV and ‖~ρ‖TV denote the TVs of ∆~µ and ~ρ,
ρi the ith entry of vector ~ρ, Dw(~G) the weighted L2-norm
of data difference in the form of Eq. (16) in which W is
a diagonal weighting matrix of size TM × TM , and ε a
positive parameter accounting for the inconsistencies between
data vectors and model. The weighting matrix can be designed
for controlling the contributions of measured individual data
points.

C. Reconstruction Algorithm

As discussed above, algorithms can be developed for
mathematically or numerically solving the constrained-TV-
minimization in Eq. (33). Again, the ASD-POCS algorithm is
considered below in which the calculation of the SD reduction
of TVs ‖∆~µ‖TV and ‖~ρ‖TV is straightforward. Therefore, we
rewrite below only the POCS in a form explicit for direct
updating the estimates of ∆~µ and ~ρ.

Similar to Eq. (17), the POCS update for jth entry, pt,j , of
data vector ~pt of time-window t can be written as

~C(n+1) = ~C(n) + βwj
~h ᵀ
t,j

pt,j − ~ht,j · ~C(n)

~ht,j · ~h ᵀ
t,j

, (34)

where ~ht,j is the row vector in H in Eq. (31) given by

~ht,j =

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(M)
t,j

~Aj , −~Tt,j
)
, (35)
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~Tt,j the jth row in Tt. Noticing Eq. (13), we can rewrite Eq.
(34) as(

∆~µ(n+1)

~ρ (n+1)

)
=

(
∆~µ(n)

~ρ (n)

)
+ βwj

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(M)
t,j

~A ᵀ
j

−~T ᵀ
t,j

)

×
gt,j −

[
Fj(~µ0)p

(M)
t,j

~Aj ·∆~µ(n) − ~Tt,j · ~ρ (n)
]

(
Fj(~µ0)p

(M)
t,j

)2
~Aj · ~A ᵀ

j + ~Tt,j · ~T ᵀ
t,j

, (36)

where
gt,j = −Fj(~µ0)p

(M)
t,j (37)

denotes the jth element in the tth component of data vector
~G given in Eq. (29), without the non-linear term.

D. Compensation for Non-Linear Effect

The algorithm above is developed for solving a linear
data model in Eq. (32) in the context of a constrained-TV
minimization in Eq. (33). We take an approach, similar to that
described in Sec. III.D above [7], [8], to compensating for
the effect of the non-linear term involving R in Eq. (28): We
use the current estimate ∆~µ(n) at the nth update in Eq. (4)
to obtain an estimate R(n) of R, in which the estimated jth
diagonal element is given by

R
(n)
j = Fj(∆~µ

(n))− 1− [A∆~µ(n)]j . (38)

The estimate R(n) is then used to replace R in Eq. (28) to
correct for the non-linear effect on the data at the nth update
in which the jth entry can be written as

g
(n)
t,j = gt,j −R(n)

j Fj(~µ0)p
(M)
t,j . (39)

Finally, the compensation for the non-linear effect on the
reconstruction is achieved by using g(n)t,j to replace gt,j in Eq.
(36) for obtaining ∆~µ(n+1) and ~ρ (n+1) at the (n+1)th update.

V. DISCUSSION

In the work, we have developed an approach to address-
ing the non-linear problem of simultaneous determination of
positron-emitter and attenuation-coefficient distributions from
emission data in two PET imaging modes. The approach
composes of linearized imaging model, optimization program,
algorithm solving the program, and scheme correcting for the
non-linear effect. Based upon the linearized imaging model,
numerous optimization programs, including non-convex op-
timization programs, can be formulated. For a large class
of convex optimization programs of practical significance,
algorithms exist, or can readily be derived, for solving the
program. In this submission, the reconstruction problem was
formulated as a constrained-TV-minimization program. Other
convex optimization formulations have been investigated also
for the problem in which additional physical constraints such
as maximum value of the attenuation coefficient can be im-
posed, and we plan to report the study results at the conference.

For solving the constrained-TV minimization, we have
devised, based upon the ASD-POCS framework, update pro-
cedures explicit for ∆~µ (i.e., ~µ) and ~ρ. As the constrained-TV
minimization is a convex program, other existing algorithms

can also be tailored to solving the program. For example,
we reformulate the constrained-TV minimization as a primal-
dual problem so that the Chambolle-Pock algorithms [9] can
readily be applied. Although the optimization program and
the associated algorithm are designed based upon a linearized
imaging model, we have also devised a scheme that exploit the
designed optimization program and algorithm to compensate
for the non-linear effect on the simultaneous reconstructions
of positron-emitter and attenuation-coefficient distributions.
Results of numerical studies of the approach will be reported
at the conference.
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Abstract – 1STIR (Software for Tomographic Image
Reconstruction) is an open source platform for image
reconstruction implemented in C++. We report on our
work on speeding up calculations by using multi-
threading via OpenMP, an industry standard for
enabling multi-threaded calculations on shared memory
systems using preprocessor directives and a dedicated
API. We have enabled multi-threading in the objective
function calculations but also in the scatter estimation.
Results are shown on various architectures and with
different compilers. We also compare with the existing
MPI implementation in STIR, which is suitable for a
cluster with several systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image reconstruction is computationally
expensive. Moreover, there is a continued trend
towards splitting the data in more time frames and/or
gates to achieve better image quality, for instance for
motion correction. Many different computing
hardware architectures exist to enable faster “wall-
clock” time performance. The most widely available
architecture uses multiple processors (or sub-
processors called “cores”) accessing a single shared
memory pool. Such systems can be combined in a
cluster for High Performance Computing.
Alternatively, specific hardware (sometimes called
“accelerators”) such as General Purpose Graphical
Processing Units (GPGPUs) can be used for parts of
the computation. Although GPGPUs can outperform
shared memory systems, implementing code that is
fast requires considerable effort and is often at the
expense of portability.

STIR [1] provides an open source platform for
researchers. The current version of STIR concentrates
on PET and SPECT. It is implemented in C++ but an
interface to Python is provided (a MATLAB interface
will be added in the next release). STIR is portable to
any system with a C++ compiler. Currently, STIR is
used by most researchers in unthreaded mode,
leading to relatively slow performance. It can be
compiled [2] with support for the Message Passing
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Interface (MPI) standard [3]. MPI is suitable for
multi-computer clusters where data is shared by
explicit network communication. In contrast, shared
memory systems support multi-threading where all
cores have access to a single shared memory pool.
Multi-threading therefore has the potential to speed
up calculations by removing the need to send (or
copy) data. However, care needs to be taken to avoid
“race” conditions where multiple threads read/write
from/to the same memory location, leading to
incorrect results or crashes. This can be prevented by
either “locking” (where a single thread reserves
access to a resource for a period of time) or by
copying data and assembling (or “reducing”) results
after all threads are finished. Both mechanisms
reduce the speed-up factor that can be obtained using
multi-threading.

OpenMP [4] provides a portable and relatively
easy mechanism to enable multi-threading as many
parallelisations can be performed by preprocessor
directives without need for actual code changes2.
However, locking and reducing in many cases still
need specific coding for better performance.

In this paper, we report on enabling multi-
threading in STIR using OpenMP. Calculations for
the Poisson log-likelihood, but also for the scatter
estimation, are multi-threaded. We first discuss
implementation details, then give results using
different systems and end with a discussion.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

STIR uses the object oriented programming (OOP)
to be able to 1) test modules independent of each
other 2) let the user select functionality (e.g. the
projection model) at run-time and 3) let a developer
easily add a new module (or “class”) implementing
new functionality. While OOP has great advantages,
it poses challenges for optimizing performance,
especially in multi-threaded applications. Ideally, the
parallelisation is implemented at a relatively low-
level such that most developers do not need to know
about OpenMP. A specific problem is the use of
caching data structures, where results that require
heavy computations are stored and re-used

2 A recent addition to the standard called OpenMP 4.0 also
provides support for accelerators such as GPUs. However, this is
not yet supported by most compilers.

Multi-threaded image reconstruction of 3D
PET sinogram data with STIR
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subsequently. This is easy to implement in single-
threaded programs, but with multi-threading, locking
is necessary to ensure that all threads have a
consistent view of the cache. This requires special
attention in OOP as the developer does not know
when the function(s) using the cache will be called.

A. Calculation of the Poisson log-likelihood and its
gradient

Reconstruction algorithms in STIR are written in
terms of computation of the gradient and/or function
value of the objective function (on a subset of the
data). Projectors use symmetries [5] to avoid repeated
calculation and/or save memory when caching.

Different types of projectors are implemented in
STIR, falling into 2 types: on-the-fly calculations
where forward and back projections are independent
of each other, and methods that use a projection
matrix (PM) which is re-used for forward and back-
projection. The PM class can store the matrix in a
cache, such that it does not have to be recomputed for
future iterations. Multiple classes exist derived from
the main PM class, implementing different models
for the acquisition. Basic operations are on
symmetry-related viewgrams, where a viewgram is
the collection of all projections at a particular
(azimuthal) view and segment (projections having the
same average ring difference).

We implemented the multi-threading at the level of
the objective function calculations such that multi-
threading is enabled independent of what type of
projector the user selects for the reconstruction. It
also allowed some code re-use of the MPI version as
this uses the same strategy.

C++ provides no portable library for multi-
threaded IO. Every file access has to be locked to
obtain reproducible results. For instance, in the
objective function calculation, a normalisation object
is used to multiply the current estimated projections
with detection efficiencies and/or attenuation
coefficients. These normalisation factors could be
read from file. We implemented the locking using the
OpenMP critical directive (guaranteeing that this
code is only executed by one thread at a time), e.g.3

#pragma omp critical(MULT)
normalisation.undo(mult_viewgrams)

The main loop over views and segments is
parallelised. To avoid race conditions when back-
projecting data to the image, each thread is allocated
its own image:

3 For readability, all C++ code in this paper is simplified from
the actual STIR code.

#pragma omp parallel shared(thread_output)
{
#pragma omp single
{
thread_output.resize(omp_get_num_threads());
}

#pragma omp for schedule(runtime)
for (int i=0; i<N; ++0)
{
// do actual calculation, store result in
// thread_output[thread_num];

}
} // end of parallel section

// "reduce" data constructed by threads
for (int i=0;i<thread_output.size()); ++i)

output += thread_output[i];

To avoid race conditions on accessing the cache of
the projection matrix, we tried two different
strategies: 1) all access to the cache was protected as
critical sections; 2) the cache was split in “sub-
caches”, one per view and segment, each with a
corresponding lock. Access to these sub-caches was
regulated by explicit locking:

omp_set_lock(cache_locks[view][segment]);
// do something with cache[view][segment]
omp_unset_lock(cache_locks[view][segment]);

B. Forward calculation of Compton scatter

To be able to estimate the amount of Compton
scatter in PET data, STIR contains an implementation
[6] of the Single Scatter Simulation algorithm [7].
This algorithm loops over all elements in the (3D)
sinograms and estimates the single scatter
contribution to the corresponding detector pair by
summing scatter contributions from many scatter
points. We parallelised the loop over sinogram
elements using a simple omp parallel for directive.

In the calculation, line integrals between a detector
and a scatter point are used. These are time-
consuming to compute and are needed multiple times.
STIR can cache these line integrals such that they are
computed only once, resulting in large computational
savings in the single-threaded version. However, this
cache needs to be protected against race conditions.
This was implemented via omp critical sections.

III. RESULTS

To test the performance of the multi-threaded code,
we simulated PET data for the Siemens mMR
PET/MR scanner. Data size was the same as used for
normal clinical scans: the number of segments was
reduced by using axial compression (span 11) giving
11 segments and a total of 837 sinograms of size
252x344.

MLEM with 2 iterations (with pre-computed
sensitivity image) was used to test the cache strategy.
Reconstructed image size was 128x128x127. 3
different projectors were used:
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noPM: on-the-fly without projection matrix: ray
tracing (1 ray per bin) for forward projection,
interpolation for back projection;

PMnoCache: ray-tracing projection matrix (5 rays
per bin) without caching;

PMcache: same matrix but with caching.
For the scatter simulation, the number of scatter

points was 8x33x33 and a low resolution sinogram
was used (8 sinograms of size 32x35).

In both cases, tests were repeated with varying
number of threads. Output was checked to be
identical up to numerical rounding errors of less than
0.01%.

The reconstructions were performed on a dual
AMD processor workstation (system A), a SGI
(Silicon Graphics Inc.) UV2000 advanced symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) system (system B) and also
on an Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor (system C)
contained in the UV2000 system. See Appendix for
details. During the timing tests, system A (resp. B
and C) had a low (resp. medium/high and low)
system load.

Some timing tests were also performed with the
MPI version of STIR. These tests were executed on
system A using OpenMPI 1.4.3 and on the UCL
heterogeneous High Performance Cluster. The latter
timings only give an indication of possible
performance as the resource allocation varies
between every job depending on system load.

3 different compilers were used to create the
executables: gcc 4.6.3 (system A), gcc 4.6.1 (B and
cluster) and Intel icc 13.0.1 20121010 (B and C).

Results are given in terms of speed-up factors,
defined as

ൌݏ
single-threaded wall-clock time

multi-threaded wall-clock time

A. MLEM iterations

Fig.1 shows speed-up factors for MLEM. The top
plot for system A shows that when caching the results
in the projection matrix, the locking mechanism is
crucial. When locking the whole PM cache
(PMcacheCrit) for every access hardly speeds up the
MLEM iterations at all. However, when using sub-
caches, speed-up is virtually identical to when no
caching is used, and is close to the number of
processors used.

Table I shows wall-clock times (PMcache
settings) for the original STIR version (single
threaded) and for the OpenMP version with 20
processes.

TABLE I WALL-CLOCK TIMES (IN SECONDS) OF 2 ITERATIONS

OF MLEM FOR VARIOUS SYSTEMS AND COMPILERS

A B GCC B ICC C

SINGLE THREADED 630 427 536 8449

20 THREADS 41 67 85 ~700

Speed-up factors for MPI on system A also
followed a linear trend (s=17.1 for 20 processes) and
on the cluster up to 50 processes (s=40) with a
decreasing efficiency for higher number of processes
(s=58 for 100 processors), although these numbers
changed for different jobs.

For the scatter calculation, wall-clock times for the
single-threaded implementation followed the same
trends as in Table I, but the multi-threading is less
efficient (Fig. 2).

IV. DISCUSSION

When using the sub-cache locking for the
projection matrix, the speed-up observed for the
AMD-based system A was fairly linear and close to
ideal, whereas more variability was exhibited by the
UV2000 system B. The latter is a blade-based system
which operates as a single-image machine. However,
its timings could have been affected by the system
load during certain tests.

Surprising timing differences were observed on
system B between Intel icc and gcc. In particular, it
appears that icc had considerable overhead when
using OpenMP on this system. This will need to be
confirmed by re-running the tests at a low load level.

The execution of applications on the Xeon Phi can
be performed in either ‘native’ or ‘offload’ mode.
Native execution is when an application is run
completely on the Phi, with no interaction occurring
between the coprocessor and the CPU while the
program executes. Offload mode is when an
application running on the CPU can send portions of
work to the Phi and then retrieve the results. This is
the same paradigm that is applied in GPGPU
programming. In this study, we have compiled STIR
natively on the Phi as a proof of concept without
requiring any code changes. However, as can be seen
in the results, the performance when using the Phi is
poorer than a genuine CPU. Offloading certain
sections of the reconstruction that are parallelisable
and can be vectorised, may improve performance.

The comparison of OpenMP and MPI on system A
indicates that in our current implementation, the
expected overhead for MPI is negligible on shared
memory systems. However, the OpenMP
implementation is more convenient to use.
Implementation is also much easier.

While the reconstruction code has good speed-up
factors on some systems, the scatter code has a worse
proportionality factor. It remains to be investigated if
better locking strategies would remove some of these
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problems. An alternative explanation would be the
smaller amount of calculations per thread than in
image reconstruction.

The PET scanner used for the current tests has a
relatively large amount of detectors and therefore
provides an optimal setting for multi-threading as the
overhead associated with OpenMP or MPI is
expected to be small compared to the calculation
time. Similarly, speed-up is expected to degrade
when using subsets in the image reconstruction.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that on CPU systems, it is possible to
obtain speed-up roughly proportional to the number
of processors used. The proportionality factor varied
between 0.85 and 0.5, depending on hardware and
compilers. With these enhancements, STIR can
achieve ~16s/iteration for 3D Siemens mMR data on
affordable hardware. Further work is necessary for
the Xeon Phi.

APPENDIX

System A is comprised two AMD Opteron 6168
12-core CPUs with one thread per core, at a clock
speed of 1.90GHz, level 1 (L1) cache of 128KB, L2
cache 512KB, L3 cache 12MB (2 x 6MB) and
128GB RAM. System B is a blade-based system that
contains 8 Intel Xeon E5-4610 6-core CPUs, capable
of running two threads per core, with a clock speed of
2.40GHz, L1: 64KB, L2: 256KB, L3: 15MB and
256GB RAM. System C is the Intel Xeon Phi 5110P
coprocessor which is based on Intel’s Many
Integrated Core (MIC) architecture. The Phi operates
either in collaboration with a CPU or as a standalone
system running a stripped-down version of Linux
(BusyBox). The 5110P has 60 cores with a clock
speed of 1.053GHz, L1: 32KB, L2: 30MB (60 x
512KB) and 8GB of GDDR5 memory. Each core is
capable of running four threads, therefore it is
possible to run up to 240 threads.
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implementation) for single scatter estimation.
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implementation) for MLEM on different systems. The
horizontal axis is the number of processes used. The first point
is at 0, which is used to plot the reference time.
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Abstract  - We have developed an image estimation software 

for list-mode PET data. The implemented algorithm is the 

Origin Ensemble (OE) which takes a fully Bayesian view on 

the image estimation problem. It has some important 

advantages over conventional algorithms, simplicity being 

one of them. It allows reconstructing the list-mode data files 

of PET Monte Carlo simulations generated by GATE and 

PENELOPET, as well as data from commercial PET 

scanners. We expect this open source software to be useful 

for the community of PET reconstruction developers, Monte 

Carlo simulation users and researchers in nuclear imaging in 

general.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

AXIMUM likelihood expectation maximization (ML-EM) 

[1], and more specifically its block-based version OSEM 

[2], has become the standard algorithm for image reconstruction 

in positron emission tomography PET [3], displacing Fourier 

back-projection (FBP). OSEM has some important advantages 

over FBP, like the non-negativity of the reconstructed images, 

the simplicity of its formulation, the possibility of working not 

only with sinograms, but with other data formats like list-mode 

data. The iterative algorithm can also be used to model complex 

geometry imaging systems as well, the resolution recovery which 

can be achieved including the blurring effects in the system 

response matrix [4], and the possibility of including a regularizer 

like the level of smoothness of the image.  Apart from this, ML-

EM explicitly models Poisson noise in the data as opposed to 

FBP for which no statistical model of the data is assumed. This 

difference is especially relevant in PET and other modalities in 

nuclear imaging, where the noise level in the data is usually high.  

ML-EM assumes that the measured data (number of counts) 𝑦𝑖  
are just one noise realization from the Poisson distribution with 

some unknown mean  �̃�𝑖. Most of the classical statistical analysis 

of iterative image reconstruction considers how variation in the 

projection elements is "transferred" to image estimates in the 

image reconstruction process.  This is typical in the frequentist 

analysis where many realizations of the identical experiment are 

used as a representaion of uncertainty.  In other words, the data 

are random and the image is fixed but unknown.   

Nevertheless, the frequentist perspective in PET for the 

analysis of ML-EM has an intrinsic limitation, because normally 

it is not possible to perform multiple repetitions of the PET 

acquisitions on the same patient in the same conditions to obtain 

several noise realizations (e.g. to compute the means).  Although 

many approaches were developed to address this issue they 

require many assumptions and simplifications [5-7] in order to 

use them with real data, especially if the list-mode data is 

considered. These methods have not found widespread use 

because of the reasons mentioned and the computational 

complexity.  Therefore, the classical iterative approach allows 

fnding an estimate of the activity distribution (image values) in 

the patient, but makes it difficult to obtain other relevant 

information from the measured data, like the uncertainty or 

covariance of the reconstructed image values. This missing 

information is relevant in many clinical situations, where the 

decision about the patient management may depend not only on 

the quantitative value (SUV, kinetic parameters, etc.) in a region 

of interest (ROI), but also on the uncertainty of these values.  

We would like to mention here that for the FBP reconstruction 

and sinogram data, the statistical properties of the reconstructed 

image can be handled with a relative ease using fewer 

assumptions as in the case of the iterative methods [8]. The 

reason for this is that FBP is a linear operation and therefore the 

reconstructed image values are linear combinations of the 𝑦𝑖 's. 

Therefore, the variance of the image values can be easily 

approximated using well known error propagation 

formula,assumptions of statistical independence of 𝑦𝑖 's and the 

variance equal to the 𝑦𝑖 's [8]. 

An alternative, other than FBP, to overcome difficulties in 

error estimation of image values is to adopt a fully Bayesian 

perspective to the reconstruction of PET data, using the Origin 

Ensemble (OE) algorithm, proposed by Sitek [9,10]. In this 

framework, the measured data are treated as known constants and 

uncertainty is modeled by assuming that qunatities represeting 

the image are uncertain (random). The idea of multiple noise 

realizations is not used, because the measured data are by 

definition, fixed and known.  In this approach the posterior 

distribution is estimated using a Markov chain sampling. Based 

on the posterior estimations of the parameters of interest, like the 

mean number of decays per voxel or in an ROI, SUV, the kinetic 

parameters and its Bayesian variance and covariance can also be 

derived. This Bayesian alternative to the frequentist approach of 

ML-EM reflects the two main existing branches of statistical data 

analysis [11]. Note that a very popular approach used in the 

nuclear imaging, referred to as MAP [12] is not a fully Bayesian, 

as the term is defined and used in this work. Although the 

posterior is defined and maximum is found [12], the actual 

posterior distribution is not estimated. Therefore, the statistical 

properties of the estimate, like the variance, are not estimated as 

well.  In addition, the MAP estimator is quite peculiar from the 

M 
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decision theory point of view and in general not suitable for 

applications in imaging [13]. The OE algorithm shares most of 

the advantages of ML-EM as shown in Table I. Nevertheless, 

despite its potential for being an alternative useful tool for image 

reconstruction and analysis, its use is limited and this work 

addresses one of the main current problems for its wider 

adoption: the availability of an open source software 

implementing the algorithm. We think that this will allow other 

researchers to use it and compare it with other reconstruction 

algorithm and develop new approaches and applications.  

 
TABLE  1- PROPERTIES OF THE FULLY BAYESIAN IMAGE ESTIMATION 

ALGORITHM RESPECT TO FBP AND ML-EM.  

[   DIFFICULT /NOT AVAILABLE,    NORMAL/AVAILABLE,    GOOD ] 

 

 FBP ML-EM FBI 

Non-Negativity    

Simple Formulation    

List-mode data    

Complex geometries    

Regularization    

Speed    

Availability   This work 

Correct Statistical Model    

Ease of error estimation    

 

This project was initially developed to provide a simple and 

useful tool to reconstruct images from list-mode data files of 

Monte Carlo simulations of PET acquisitions obtained with 

GATE [14]. GATE can be used to create large ROOT [15] list-

mode files that usually need post-processing, involving the 

generation of sinograms, repining, and normalization, to convert 

them into the appropriate formats required by the available open-

source reconstruction codes (e.g. STIR [16]). However, the post-

processing procedure can be difficult and tedious. GATE users 

are required to have a significant amount of knowledge about 

PET data processing and tomographic image reconstruction to 

obtain good results, as shown in frequently asked questions in the 

GATE collaboration mailing list [17].  

Our approach in this work was to extend the scope of the 

initial project [18] and develop a software (Fully Bayesian Image 

3D Estimation (FBI3D)) that implements the Origin Ensemble 

(OE) algorithm for image estimation from list-mode files, not 

only from Monte Carlo simulations with GATE, but from other 

simulators like PeneloPET [19] and clinical scanners as well. It 

currently has only a basic set of features, but it will be expanded 

in the future, and it can be easily adapted to incorporate 

customizable tools. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The FBI3D software is freely available [20]. The code was 

written in C++, as this allows an easy integration with the ROOT 

output of GATE, and it will facilitate the integration of GPU-

based CUDA functions [22] in the next release. The FBI3D code 

can be compiled and executed as a standalone tool or executed 

within the CNIN interpreter of ROOT. The webpage [20] 

contains a description of its main features and functions, as well 

as some additional information and examples. 

 

 

A. Code Description 

Currently, FBI3D contains a set of simple functions that 

enables the user to: 

1) Read the list-mode data from ROOT files or other user-

defined format. Typically, a coincidence is characterized by 7 

float numbers: the coordinates of the two detected events (x1, y1, 

z1, x2, y2, z2) and the TOF (t). 

2) Place each detected coincidence in a random voxel in the 

image along the line of response (LOR). In case time-of-flight 

(TOF) information is available, the count will be located in a 

random voxel within the corresponding TOF segment of the 

LOR.  

3) Reallocate iteratively the coincidences along their LOR (or 

TOF segment) according to a simple probabilistic selection rule. 

4) Obtain the final image corrected by the sensitivity 

distribution (sensitivity normalization). 

5) Additionally, a function for forward and backward 

projecting each coincidence was developed. This function allows 

performing list-mode ML-EM reconstructions (with and without 

TOF), which may be useful for comparison purposes.  

B. Evaluation with GATE simulations 

The code was initially evaluated with GATE simulations based 

on the Ecat PET System provided in the example folder in GATE  

v7.0. We assumed a TOF resolution of 250 ps in this case. A 

brain phantom with standard FDG distribution [21] was 

simulated for 3 min filled with a back-to-back 511keV gamma 

source within air. The simulation took 5.6 hours in 1 CPU 

(Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770K @ 3.5GHz). The simulated 

reference image with 757561 voxels and a field-of-view 

(FOV) of 30.0 cm (transverse) and 15.5 cm (axial) is shown in 

Fig. 1. A Gaussian filter (6 mm FWHM) was applied to this 

image and to the reconstructed images (Fig. 2) to make them 

more comparable. 

  
Figure 1- Transverse and Sagittal views of the simulated brain image. 

 

The sensitivity normalization was obtained simulating a 

uniform activity distribution occupying the entire field of view 

(FOV) filled with 6 Ci of a back-to-back source within air (to 

avoid attenuation). As the output file of this simulation contains 

the emission point of each detected coincidence, the sensitivity of 

each voxel is obtained as the ratio of the detected coincidences 

coming from that voxel and the number of decays simulated per 

voxel. 

This GATE simulation was reconstructed with the FBI3D 

software with 300 iterations (Fig 2A). The generated 1.1GB 

ROOT file of the brain phantom contained 6.0 x 10
6
 

coincidences. No attenuation or scatter correction was used. The 

only two inputs required for FBI3D were the data and 

normalization ROOT files. The variance and the covariance of 

the estimated images was also obtained. The standard deviation 

image is shown in Fig. 2B. 
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The data were also reconstructed with the ML-EM version of 

the software with 40 iterations (Fig. 2C). The resulting images 

were compared in terms of reconstruction time and quantitative 

values in several small regions of interest (ROI) in grey and 

white matter. The same analysis was performed to the reference 

image (Fig. 1). In order to reduce the partial-volume effects, the 

ROIs were placed far from the edges of the regions. The errors 

were obtained as the standard deviation of the values of the ROIs 

of each tissue.  

C. Evaluation with PeneloPET Simulations 

PeneloPET [19] is a Monte Carlo simulation software 

developed to facilitate the use of PENELOPE [23] for 

performing realistic simulations of PET acquisitions in 

preclinical and clinical scanners. The list-mode output of 

PeneloPET provides for each coincidence a set of variables 

(coordinates of the detected events, coordinates of the emission 

point, etc). We developed a tool [20] to convert this output into a 

ROOT file with similar variables to the ones obtained with 

GATE, making it compatible with FBI3D.  

We simulated the acquisition of a small-animal IQ phantom 

filled with 
18

F-FDG in the preclinical Argus PET-CT scanner 

[24]. In this case, we included positron range effects in the 

simulation, but not attenuation or scatter. We simulated a total of 

38 Million coincidences, generating a final list-mode output 

ROOT file of 420 Mb. As the TOF resolution (2ns) is not 

enough to be useful in the reconstruction for this small-animal 

scanner, the TOF information was not used. 

Similarly to the previous case, we obtained the sensitivity 

normalization from a simulation of a uniform cylindrical activity 

distribution 
18

F-FDG covering the whole FOV. The simulated 

data were reconstructed with FBI3D using 200 iterations. The 

estimated image consisting of 757561 voxels is shown in Fig. 

3.  The field-of-view (FOV) used was 6.8 cm (transverse) and 4.7 

cm (axial). 

D. Evaluation with phantoms in a clinical scanner 

Data from the clinical Philips Gemini TF PET-CT scanner [25] 

were also reconstructed with FBI3D. We used a 5 minutes 

acquisition of a 5 ml syringe filled with 135 Ci of 
18

F-FDG 

together with an encapsulated 
22

Na point source (2 Ci). 

 The list-mode file contained 89 Mcounts and it was converted 

into a binary file containing the 6 coordinates of each LOR 

(without TOF information) using the tools available in the 

scanner. This binary file was then converted into a ROOT file as 

we did with the PeneloPET output. As in this case we did not 

have the appropriate normalization acquisition, we used an 

analytical axial sensitivity distribution that modeled only the 

geometrical sensitivity. We estimated the image with the FBI3D 

code with 250 iterations (Fig. 3), using a FOV of 60.0 cm 

(transverse) and 18.0 cm (axial).  

III. RESULTS 

The FDG distribution in the brain used for the GATE 

simulation is shown in Fig. 1. Using FBI3D we obtained from 

the simulated data with GATE, the estimated image and the 

standard deviation image (Fig. 2A and 2B respectively). The 

corresponding ML-EM reconstruction was obtained after 40 

iterations. In all cases, the images consist of 757561 voxels 

and we made use of the available TOF information in the data. 
 
 

TABLE II 

 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF FBI3D RESPECT TO ML-EM (BOTH USING TOF) 

 REFERENCE ML-EM FBI3D 

Iterations - 40 300 

Reconstruction Time - 10 min 56 min 

Grey matter (a.u.) 280  10 294  10 283  12 

White matter (a.u.) 100  8 96  6 82  5 

 

Table II shows a quantitative comparison of FBI3D and 

ML-EM in terms of image quality and reconstruction time 

for the GATE simulation of the numerical brain phantom.  

     

     

    

Figure 2- Transverse and sagittal views of the estimated images with 

FBI3D of the GATE-simulated data of the brain phantom (A) and the 

corresponding standard deviation images (B). The same data 

reconstructed with the list-mode ML-EM algorithm (C). All these images 

have been filtered post-reconstruction with a 6mm FWHM Gaussian.  

 

Figures 3 and 4 show the images estimated with FBI3D for the 

data from the PeneloPET simulation in a preclinical scanner and 

the data from the clinical scanner respectively. In these two 

cases, no TOF information and no post-processing filter were 

used.   

 

 
Figure 3- Transverse and Sagittal views of the estimated image with the 

FBI3D software of a simulated IQ NEMA phantom filled with 18F-FDG 

in the small-animal Argus PET/CT scanner.  
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Figure 4- Transverse and sagittal views of the estimated image with 

FBI3D of a syringe filled with 18F-FDG (on the left in both images) and 

a 22Na point source acquired in the PET-CT Gemini TF scanner. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Despite the potential of the fully Bayesian reconstruction 

algorithm OE, its use by the nuclear medicine research 

community is still limited. A fully Bayesian perspective of the 

tomographic image estimation from the acquired data provides 

new ideas and tools for quantitative imaging and decision-

making [13]. We think that the availability of an open-source 

software may facilitate its adoption, and enable new research 

lines.  

The current version of FBI3D includes the use of TOF and the 

possibility of performing also ML-EM reconstructions. 

Nevertheless, attenuation, scatter and positron correction are still 

not implemented. The current long reconstruction time of FBI3D 

is an issue (Table I). The next release will include not only the 

attenuation correction, but also a parallelized version working on 

GPU that will improve significantly the reconstruction time. 

The results obtained using data from two Monte Carlo 

simulators (GATE and PeneloPET) and from an actual PET 

acquisition shows how this software may be used in many 

different applications and scanners. The comparison of the 

images obtained with FBI3D and ML-EM reveals that the results 

from both algorithms are similar. The image of the variance of 

the estimated image obtained FBI3D shows the additional 

possibilities of the Fully Bayesian approach.  

The software to convert the proprietary list-mode format of the 

clinical scanners to the format used by FBI3D is usually not 

publicly available. Nevertheless, most PET scanners have some 

research tools that allow reading the list-mode files and extract 

the required information. The tools to convert GATE and 

PENELOPET output files into the FBI3D format may be used as 

a reference for the data conversion in other scanners. 

We want to note that in the fully Bayesian context, it is more 

accurate to describe the image reconstruction process as an 

image estimation task, as the goal is not only to obtain the most 

likely image but other parameters of interest as well, like its 

variance and covariance. These quantities can be used for data-

specific decision making like classification and detection. 

Hypothesis testing likelihood ratios and multiple hypothesis 

testing can also be implemented [13].  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a simple, user friendly method for 

estimating 3D images from list-mode PET data based on a fully 

Bayesian approach. It allows the reconstruction of simulated data 

from GATE and PeneloPET as well as data from actual PET 

scanners. Incorporation of attenuation and scatter corrections is 

currently being pursued. A speedup of the code based on a 

parallelization of the algorithm, and the evaluation of its 

performance with different phantom and scanners is under 

development. We expect FBI3D to be a useful tool for the image 

reconstruction research community. 
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Attenuation estimation from time-of-flight PET
histo-images using consistency equations

Yusheng Li, Michel Defrise, Scott D. Metzler, and Samuel Matej

I. INTRODUCTION

IN positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, atten-
uation correction with accurate attenuation estimation is

crucial for quantitative patient studies. For a modern PET
scanner combined with an x-ray computed tomography (CT)
scanner, the attenuation image is usually estimated from the
x-ray CT scan. However there are situations where the CT-
based attenuation is incomplete or inaccurate; PET images
reconstructed without attenuation correction, or with an incom-
plete or mis-registered attenuation image can produce severe
attenuation artifacts and lead to diagnostic errors.

TOF-PET data contain substantially more information about
the attenuation image than non-TOF PET data. Defrise et.
al. showed that TOF-PET data can determine the attenuation
sinogram up to a constant [1]. An efficient data partitioning
scheme for TOF-PET data is the view-grouped histo-images
[2]. In this paper, we investigate attenuation estimation for
TOF-PET using histo-images without a CT scan. We show
that the attenuation histo-image/sinogram can be uniquely esti-
mated from the TOF-PET histo-image when TOF information
is available, and the scaling constant can be naturally solved
after considering the boundary conditions.

II. ATTENUATION ESTIMATION FROM HISTO-IMAGE

A. Consistency equation for TOF-PET histo-image

The histo-image can be obtained by first grouping the
TOF-PET events by the TOF direction n̂. Then each event
is deposited/backprojected into the image space at the most
likely annihilation (MLA) position or the confidence-weighted
(CW) positions [2]. We can use the MLA or CW position
~x ∈ R3 and the direction ~n ∈ S2 to parameterize histo-
images and formulate the histo-image. An individual measured
event determines a point (~x, n̂) in a 5-D measurement space
M = R3 × S2. By depositing each TOF event, we can
obtain a measured histo-image g(~x, n̂), and its expectation,
ḡ(~x, n̂) ≡ q(~x, n̂), can be written in a 3-D convolution as

q(~x, n̂) = f(~x)∗∗∗κ(~x, n̂), (1)

Manuscript received January 16, 2015. This work was supported by
the National Institutes of Health under Grants R01-EB002131 and R01-
CA113941.

Y. Li, S. D. Metzler and S. Matej are with the Deptarement of Ra-
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yushli@mail.med.upenn.edu.

M. Defrise is with Deptarement of Nuclear Medicine, Vrije Universiteit
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where f is the 3-D tracer distribution and the TOF kernel
κ(~x, n̂) is given by

κ(~x, n̂) = h(~x · n̂) δ(~x · û) δ(~x · v̂). (2)

The TOF profile h(t) here is modeled as a Gaussian distri-
bution with standard deviation σ. It is worth noting that σ
in the CW histo-image is increased by a factor of

√
2. The

TOF parameter t is related with the TOF time difference. The
TOF direction n̂ and two auxiliary unit vectors û, v̂ ∈ S2

perpendicular to n̂ can be formulated as

n̂ = (− sinφ cos θ, cosφ cos θ, sin θ),

û = (cosφ, sinφ, 0), (3)
v̂ = n̂× û = (− sinφ sin θ, cosφ sin θ,− cos θ).

Since the histo-image q has five degrees of freedom and
the object f has only three—the two degrees of redundancy
can be expressed as consistency equations [3], [4]. The vector
calculus form of the consistency equations for histo-images
are [5]

�q(~x, n̂) = ∇n̂q(~x, n̂)− σ2n̂ · ∇∇q(~x, n̂) = 0 (4)

where operator � = ∇n̂ − σ2n̂ · ∇∇, ∇ is the gradient with
respect to MLA position ~x and ∇n̂ is the gradient with respect
the direction n̂. Since the direction is normalized, i.e., ‖n̂‖ =
1, the ∇n̂ is only meaningful in the directions perpendicular
to n̂, e.g, û and v̂. All direction perpendicular to n̂ can be
represented as a combination of û and v̂, so we have two
basis consistency equations

û · ∇n̂q(~x, n̂)− σ2(n̂ · ∇)(û · ∇)q(~x, n̂) = 0, (5)
v̂ · ∇n̂q(~x, n̂)− σ2(n̂ · ∇)(v̂ · ∇)q(~x, n̂) = 0. (6)

The histo-image has an essentially bounded support because
the object f has a bounded support and the kernel κ decays
exponentially for a Gaussian TOF profile. So we can always
use a Dirichlet/zero spatial boundary by selecting an image
field-of-view larger than the object. One can obtain the same
TOF LOR by changing angles φ→ φ+ π, θ → −θ and time
difference t→ −t. So we have the boundary condition

q(~x, n̂(φ, θ)) = q(~x, n̂(φ+ π,−θ)) = q(~x,−n̂(φ, θ)). (7)

B. A least-squares solution for attenuation gradient

We use the same histo-image parameterization a(~x, n̂) for
attenuation factors. The attenuation factor is independent of the
TOF variable. The measured histo-image can be modeled as
m(~x, n̂) = a(~x, n̂)q(~x, n̂). Applying the consistency equation
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(5) to q(~x, n̂) = m(~x, n̂)/a(~x, n̂), we obtain the least-squares
estimate of the attenuation directional derivatives [1], [5]

−û · ∇ log a(~x0, n̂) =
H22J1 −H12J2
H11H22 −H2

12

, (8)

û · ∇n̂ log a(~x0, n̂) =
H11J2 −H12J1
H11H22 −H2

12

. (9)

where,

H11 =

∫
T

dl
(
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ lm

)2
, H22 =

∫
T

dlm2

H12 =

∫
T

dl
(
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ lm

)
m, (10)

J1 =

∫
T

dl
(
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ lm

)
û ·�m, J2 =

∫
T

dlmû ·�m,

where T is the TOF interval where the data are measured,
and l is the variable of integration. The above least-square
solution is essentially the same as (24) in [1]. For fixed
(~x, n̂), the denominator H11H22 −H2

12 is nonnegative based
on Schwarz inequality. As discussed in [1], the denominator
is zero if and only if there is only one point source along
an LOR. In this case, one can easily verify that there are
infinitely many solutions. For an LOR tangent to the patient
boundary, the solution is unstable since there is only one
point having activity along the LOR. In such case, one can
use regularization to stabilize the solution. For instance, one
can use the Tikhonov regularization to obtain solutions with
smaller norms by replacing H11 with H11 +λ1 and H22 with
H22 + λ2, with hyperparameters λ1, λ2 to control the amount
of regularization [6].

C. Estimate attenuation from its gradient

Here we consider the 2-D case with θ = 0. We derive a
fast dedicated method to fully determine attenuation histo-
image/sinogram from its directional derivative while explicitly
considering the boundary conditions. For conciseness, we
consider an azimuthal angular range φ ∈ [0, 2π). In practice,
the histo-image only has range φ ∈ [0, π); however, one can
stack two replicates with one flipped along s by applying
the symmetric boundary condition (7). Since the attenuation
is constant along TOF direction n̂, and we can formulate
the attenuation as Rµ (s, φ) = − log a(~x, n̂) with s = ~x · û,
~x · n̂ = 0, n̂ = (− sinφ, cosφ) and û = (cosφ, sinφ). We
then have the following partial derivatives

∂

∂s
Rµ (s, φ) = −û · ∇ log a(~x, n̂), (11)

∂

∂φ
Rµ (s, φ) = û · ∇n̂ log a(~x, n̂). (12)

The finite difference can be used to approximate the partial
derivatives with zero boundary along s and periodic boundary
along φ. We use higher order terms in Taylor series to ap-
proximate the difference using the directional derivatives [7].
We use vectorized vector for attenuation histo-image/sinogram
and rewrite (12) in terms of matrices as[
Iφ ⊗Ds

Dφ ⊗ Is

]
vec(Rµ) =

[
∆sIφ ⊗Msvec(−û · ∇ loga)
∆φMφ ⊗ Isvec(û · ∇n̂ loga)

]
,

(13)

where Is, Iφ are Ns×Ns and Nφ×Nφ identity matrices, ∆s

and ∆φ are bin size along s and φ, Ds and Dφ are (Ns + 1)×
Ns and Nφ ×Nφ difference matrices given by

Ds =


1
−1 1

−1
. . .
. . . 1
−1

, Dφ =


−1 1

−1
. . .
. . . 1

1 −1

, (14)

and (Ns + 1)×Ns matrix Ms and Nφ ×Nφ matrix Mφ are
given by [7]

Ms =
1

24



13−1

13 13
. . .

−1 13
. . .−1

. . . . . . 13
−1 13


, Mφ =

1

24



13 13−1 −1

−1 13 13
. . .

−1 13
. . .−1

−1
. . . . . . 13

13−1 −1 13


.

(15)
Here we used vectorization vec(A) to denote a column vector
obtained by stacking the columns of A and the Kronecker
product ⊗ for block matrix operation [8]. The Dirichlet
boundary along s, Rµ = 0 at the edge, can be reflected by
the first and last rows of Ds and Ms; the periodic boundary
along φ can be reflected by the circulant matrices of Dφ

and Mφ. Equation (13) is overdetermined since there are
(2Ns + 1)Nφ equations but NsNφ unknowns. The attenuation
can be estimated in the least-squares sense by solving

(Iφ ⊗Ks +Cφ ⊗ Is) vec(Rµ) = vec(G), (16)

where

G = ∆sD
T
sMs(−û · ∇ loga) + ∆φ(û · ∇n̂ loga)MT

φDφ,
(17)

and the symmetric tridiagonal matrix Ks = DT
s Ds and the

symmetric circulant matrix Cφ = DT
φDφ are given by

Ks =


2−1

−1 2
. . .

. . . . . .−1
−1 2

, Cφ =


2−1 −1

−1 2
. . .

. . . . . .−1
−1 −1 2

. (18)

Here we used the vec(ABC) =
(
CT ⊗A

)
vec(B) [8]. The

matrix (Iφ ⊗Ks +Cφ ⊗ Is) in (16) is positive definite due
to the positive-definite matrix Ks and positive semidefinite
matrix Cφ [9], so (16) has a unique solution for attenuation
estimation. The matrix Ks can be diagonalized by the discrete
sine transform and Cφ can be diagonalized by the fast Fourier
transform [9]

Ks = S−1diag(λs)S, Cφ = F−1diag(λφ)F , (19)

where S is the discrete sine transform matrix/operator, and F
is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix/operator, and the
eigenvalues are

[λs]k = 2− 2 cos
kπ

Ns + 1
, k = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, (20)

[λφ]` = 2− 2 cos
2π`

Nφ
, ` = 0, 1, . . . , Nφ − 1. (21)
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Applying (19)-(21), we can estimate attenuation using the
following fast solver

Rµ = S−1

(
SGF−1

λs ⊕ λφ

)
F . (22)

We used Hadamard element-wise division and Kronecker sum
⊕ for convenience, the k`-th element [λs ⊕ λφ]k` = [λs]k +
[λφ]`. We can apply the fast sine transform along s and fast
Fourier transform along φ in the implementation of (22), and
the computational complexity is O(NsNφ log (NsNφ)).

III. 2-D NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A. Simulation setup and XCAT phantom

To evaluate the attenuation estimation from TOF-PET data,
we performed simulation with a generic 2-D PET system
with 4 mm crystals. The histo-image has 180 azimuthal angles
uniformly spaced over 180°. The histo-image is 176 × 176
with 4 mm pixels. We used the XCAT phantom, as shown in
Fig. 1. Since the estimate of attenuation for LORs tangent
to the object boundary is inaccurate, we added an external
ring source with diameter of 57.6 cm (thus adding two activity
points along each LOR) [10]. We used a Gaussian TOF profile
with spatial FWHM of 7.5 cm, which corresponds a timing
resolution of about 500 ps FWHM. Fig. 2 shows a TOF
kernel and histo-images along direction n̂ with φ = 135°.
We simulated three different noise levels—noise-free and two
noise levels. The total numbers of expected events in the
histo-images are 4× 106 and 1× 106 for moderate and high
noise cases, respectively. We selected CW deposition instead
of MLA deposition in estimating the directional derivatives.

0

15

30

45

60

75

(a) Activity image f(~x)
0

0.045

0.09

0.135

0.18

0.225

(b) Attenuation image µ(~x)

Fig. 1. Activity and attenuation images of the simulated XCAT phantom.
The image size is 70.4 cm× 70.4 cm, and the simulated TOF resolution was
7.5 cm FWHM, corresponding to time resolution of about 500 ps.

B. Estimate directional derivatives of attenuation histo-image

The directional derivatives of n̂ ·∇m(~x, n̂) can be approxi-
mated using the central difference, which can be implemented
as a convolution with [1/2, 0,−1/2] /∆ with bin size ∆. We
can approximate û · ∇n̂m(~x, n̂) using the central difference
along φ. We used regularization for the LORs tangent to
the ring source. The minimum values are computed in the
central regions of H11 and H22, and we used the 1/10 of
the minimum values for the regularization parameters λ1, λ2.
The regularization was only applied when H11 < λ1 or

Fig. 2. A TOF kernel and histo-images and along direction n̂ with φ =135°.
(a) is a TOF kernel, (b) is an activity histo-image, (c) is an attenuation factor
histo-image, (d) is the expectation of a measured histo-image, (e) is an MLA
deposited histo-image, (f) is a CW deposited histo-image.

H22 < λ2. The estimated directional derivatives −û · ∇ loga
and û · ∇n̂ loga are shown in Fig. 3. The approximation of
the true derivatives using the central difference is also shown
for comparison.

Fig. 3. Estimation of directional derivatives −û · ∇ loga (first row) and
û · ∇n̂ loga (second row). The approximation of the true derivatives using
the central difference is also shown in the first column for comparison. The
second to the fourth columns are the estimated derivatives from the CW histo-
images of noise-free, moderate noise and high noise cases, respectively.

C. Estimate attenuation sinograms and images

We used the central region of 54.4 cm (fully covering
the patient object) in estimating the attenuation sinogram
to remove the unstable values in the estimated directional
derivatives near the ring source seen in Fig. 3. The estimated
attenuation sinograms Rµ are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows a
horizontal profile through the four sinograms with φ = 135°.
The underestimation for the noisy cases can be attributed to
the nonlinearity in the gradient estimation with respect to mea-
sured histo-image m(~x, n̂). The bias can be reduced by direct
attenuation estimation, e.g. [11]. The attenuation sinogram in
Fig. 4 is determined from its directional derivatives in Fig. 3
using the fast solver (22).
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Fig. 4. The true and estimated attenuation in sinogram format for the cases
of noise-free, moderate and high noise.
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Fig. 5. Horizontal profiles through the sinogram shown in Fig. 4 at φ =
135°. The dotted curve denote the true profile; the solid, dash-dotted and
dashed curves show the profiles through the noise-free and two noisy estimated
sinograms.

We also present in Fig. 6 the reconstructed attenuation
images to demonstrate the performance of the attenuation
estimation. The reconstruction of the attenuation image is
not required for PET attenuation correction. We also show
reference images for comparison. The reference images were
obtained by assuming that the true activity distribution in
Fig. 1(a) was known. The reference attenuation reconstructions
were obtained with FBP. We also used the FBP in the recon-
struction of attenuation image from the estimated sinograms.
We applied smoothing in the attenuation sinogram with kernel
of [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]T along s to reduce noise. There is small
crosstalk artifact (barely visible) from the activity in the heart
region in the noise-free reconstructed attenuation images in
Fig. 6. This artifact can be caused by the leaking of activity
signal into the attenuation sinogram.

IV. CONCLUSION

Previously, it was showed that TOF-PET data can determine
attenuation sinogram up to a constant [1]. We show from
theory and example that the time-of-flight (TOF) informa-
tion is available, the attenuation histo-image/sinogram can be
uniquely estimated from TOF-PET histo-image, specifically,
the attenuation can be fully determined from its directional
derivatives, and the scaling constant is naturally solved after
considering the boundary conditions. Since the estimate of
the directional derivatives of the attenuation is inaccurate
for LORs tangent to object boundary, an external source is
needed to give accurate estimate for such LORs [10]. We
derived the attenuation estimation theory for fully 3-D TOF-
PET histo-images with pre-correction of scatters and randoms.
The attenuation estimation from histo-image is not only a
theoretical result, but has a practical impact, e.g., the fast

Estimated Estimated Estimated

Ref: FBP Ref: FBP Ref: FBP

Fig. 6. Reconstructed attenuation images from simulated data without noise
(left column), with moderate noise (middle column) and with high noise (right
column). The attenuation images estimated using the LS solution (8,9) and
fast solver (22) are shown in the first row; the reference images reconstructed
using FBP are shown in the second row.

analytic attenuation estimation can be used as initial image
for MLACF reconstruction to allow the MLACF converge
to the desired solution [12]. The example showed that the
attenuation sinogram/histo-image can be fully estimated from
the 2-D TOF-PET histo-images. Future work will extend this
work to 3D TOF-PET to efficiently estimate 4-D attenuation
directional derivatives or attenuation sinograms utilizing all
LORs in the measured histo-images.
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Towards Continuous-to-Continuous
3D Imaging in the Real World

Luca Caucci, Harrison H. Barrett, Zhonglin Liu, Abhinav K. Jha and Lars R. Furenlid

Abstract—Mathematical tomography centers around integral
transforms in which both the object and the image are treated
as functions of continuous variables; we refer to an integral
transform as a continuous-to-continuous (CC) operator. Real
digital imaging systems, however, collect discrete data sets that
are far more complicated than just discretized versions of integral
transforms; we describe real-world digital imaging systems as
continuous-to-discrete (CD) operators. Moreover, when it comes
time to reconstruct the object, some discretized version of the
object is almost always assumed, leading to matrix represen-
tations or discrete-to-discrete (DD) operators. In this paper
we discuss methods of using CC operators for real SPECT
imaging systems in which we use measured calibration data
from real detectors and real multipinhole imaging systems, yet
potentially avoid discrete representations of the object or the raw
data. Concepts discussed in this paper include photon-processing
detectors; attribute space; a new linear operator; the Fourier
cross-talk matrix for continuous data; the ideal dose utilizer, and
the prospects for a CC version of Backus-Gilbert reconstruction.

I. REPRESENTATIONS OF SPECT IMAGING SYSTEMS

A conventional pinhole SPECT system with a monolithic
scintillation crystal and an array of photomultipliers (PMT)
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each gamma-interaction event in the
crystal is characterized by a number of attributes, including
the lateral (x-y) position of the event, the depth of interaction
z, the energy E deposited in the crystal by the interaction,
the time at which the interaction occurs, and parameters
of secondary events such as reabsorption of fluorescent x-
ray photons. Standard practice is to ignore some of these
attributes and use an algorithm (often some variant on Anger
arithmetic [1]) to estimate others of them from the PMT output
signals for each event. It is important to note that the attribute
estimates are not the same thing as the actual attributes of the
event; various statistical and systematic effects lead to bias and
variance of the estimates and important covariances among
estimates for different attributes of the same event.

Let us suppose that K attributes are estimated for each
event, where K is typically 3-5 for SPECT and 8-10 for PET.
These attribute estimates can be stored in a list as indicated in
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Fig. 1: A SPECT imaging system

the figure, where the list entry for each event consists of the K
attribute estimates. Alternatively, the estimates can be binned
into discrete arrays where the number of events associated
with bin m, denoted gm, is the number of events for which
the estimated attributes satisfy the criteria for inclusion in
that bin. A simple example is a two-dimensional (2D) array
where each bin (pixel) encompasses some small range of x-y
estimates, and an event is accepted if its estimated energy
exceeds some threshold. Detectors that collect binned data
this way are often referred to as photon-counting detectors,
though each bin actually counts gamma-ray events with certain
estimated attributes.

For storage of the estimates in M bins, we can represent the
data as an M × 1 column vector g. The object being imaged
in SPECT is a radiotracer distribution, which is a function
of three continuous spatial variables, time and even energy
of the emitted gamma rays for isotopes that emit multiple
energies. Whatever the functional dependence, we can think
of the object as a vector in a Hilbert space, denoted f .
The binned data produced by this object is random, in the
sense that multiple images of the same f would not give the
same g. Conditional on f , however, the components of g are
statistically independent and obey Poisson statistics [2]. The
mean of this random vector satisfies:

g(f) = Hf , (1)

where H maps a vector in a Hilbert space (necessarily infinite-
dimensional) to a finite-dimensional Euclidean vector with
M discrete components. we refer to H as a continuous-to-
discrete (CD) operator. If the event rate is sufficiently low that
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there are no detector nonlinearities, H is a linear operator.
An operator description of list-mode data can also be

formulated [2], [3]. The vector of attributes for the j-th photon
is denoted as Âj , for j = 1, . . . , J . We use the “hat” notation
to emphasize the fact that Âj is estimated from noisy PMT
outputs and it is, therefore, a random quantity.

The list of attributes Â1, . . . , ÂJ can mathematically be
represented as a random point process in attribute space [3]–
[6]:

u(A) =
J∑

j=1

δ
(
A− Âj

)
,

where δ(. . .) is a K-dimensional Dirac delta function.
The mean of this random point process conditional on the

object f is denoted u(f), and it can be calculated by averaging
over all K attributes for each of the J events, then over the
Poisson random variable J itself [5]. Perhaps surprisingly, the
result is another linear mapping of the object, even though the
estimation of the attributes may be nonlinear. We can write

u(f) = Lf , (2)

where the CC operator L models the imaging system and plays
the same role as the CD operator H in (1). The kernel of L
can be computed from knowledge of the imaging geometry
and a statistical model for the PMT signals conditional on a
true attribute vector [5].

Though both operators are linear and both operate on the
same object and produce the same PMT signals, the CC
operator L is fundamentally different from the CD operator
H. A CD operator necessarily has an infinite-dimensional null
space; the system maps a vector in an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space to a finite set of numbers, so there is an infinite
set of vectors fnull that yield no data at all: Hfnull = 0.
Because real objects almost always have null components for
any CD system, the object itself cannot be recovered from
the discrete data, and even simple linear functionals such
as integrals of the object over voxels cannot be estimated
without a possibly infinite bias. On the other hand, a CC
operator like L may have a null space, but if K ≥ 3 the
null space is not demanded by dimensionality considerations,
so it is possible that some–conceivably all–of the estimability
problems inherent in the world of conventional digital imaging
may disappear.

For late reference we also give the ubiquitous discrete-to-
discrete (DD) system model:

g(f) = Hf , (3)

where f is a discretized version of f with N voxels and H is
an M ×N matrix.

II. PHOTON PROCESSING AND THE IDEAL DOSE UTILIZER

So far we have not placed any restrictions on the algorithm
by which attributes for each event are estimated from the PMT
signals, but in fact there are strong arguments that this step
must be carried out by maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE).
For one thing, computation of the kernel of L is difficult if not
impossible for standard algorithms such as Anger arithmetic,

but the kernel can be computed easily from asymptotic prop-
erties of MLEs. In brief, the conditional probability density
function of an ML estimate of an attribute vector, given its true
value, is a multivariate normal with easily calculated mean and
covariance matrix.

Moreover, ML estimation of all relevant attributes is re-
quired to preserve the information content of the data, defined
in terms of task-based assessment of image quality. For any
estimation problem, the likelihood function is a sufficient
statistic, which is a function of the raw data (here PMT
signals) that allows the same performance on any subsequent
task as would be obtained by a ideal observer with the raw
data. It can also be shown in the context of scintillation
cameras that the ML estimate itself is a sufficient statistic.

For these reasons, we refer to systems of the form shown in
Fig. 1 as photon-processing systems, and we reserve this term
specifically for systems that use MLE to go from raw PMT
signals to attribute estimates.

A few papers [5], [7], [8] have considered the relation of list-
mode data to task performance. This leads of the concept of
the ideal dose utilizer (IDU) [9] as any approach in which we
try to learn as much as possible from each detected photon. An
ideal dose utilizer is an x-ray or gamma-ray imaging system
that maximizes the area under the quality-dose characteristic
curve (AUQDC) by [9]:

• Responding to individual photons;
• Collecting all sensor signals for each photon;
• Using the sensor signals to compute maximum likelihood

estimates of photon attributes;
• Recording the estimated attributes in list mode;
• Implementing the list-mode ideal observer/estimator (or

a list-mode maximum-likelihood algorithm for data re-
construction).

• Avoiding information loss by reconstructing without dis-
cretization

In the remainder of the paper, we apply these principles
to real data acquired at the Center for Gamma-Ray Imaging,
University of Arizona.

III. RECONSTRUCTIONS WITH FASTSPECT II

A simple way to analyze how photon processing can im-
prove task performance is to let M and N get very large
in (3) in an attempt to approximate the relationship expressed
in (2). We will not carry out a rigorous task performance
study here. Instead, we will rely on visual inspection of
reconstructed 3D data we generated with one of the small-
animal imaging systems available at the Center for Gamma-
Ray Imaging, University of Arizona.

The imaging system we used for our study is called Fast-
SPECT II, which is a small-animal SPECT imager based
on modular scintillation cameras and super-list-mode data-
acquisition electronics that record all raw PMT signals. The
modular gamma-ray scintillation camera designed for Fast-
SPECT II comprises a 5 mm thick NaI(Tl) scintillation crystal,
a 15 mm thick quartz light guide, and a 3×3 array of 1.5 inch
diameter end-on photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Each camera
has an input face measuring about 120 × 120 mm2. For
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Fig. 2: Plot of the sensitivity across three planes, showing almost uniform sensitivity over a large portion of the system’s field
of view. The volume for which the sensitivity exceeds 5% its maximum value is about 56.60 cm3

the modular gamma-ray cameras being employed in Fast-
SPECT II, each entry in the data list corresponds to a detected
scintillation event and consists of a camera identifier, the nine
signal values present in the 3×3 array of photomultipliers, and
a time stamp. The cameras are stationary and arranged as two
rings of eight on opposite sides of a pair of central plates [10],
[11]. As shown in Fig. 2, FastSPECT II attain good sensitivity
over a large volume—about 56.60 cm3—well suited for small-
animal imaging.

Graphics processing unit (GPU) code was developed to
process PMT data and perform 2D maximum likelihood
estimation of position of interaction for each detected gamma-
ray photon. Our algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation
of position of interaction uses an iterative contracting-grid
approach [12]. We took full advantage of the texture mapping
unit of the GPU devices to implement on-the-fly interpolation
of the PMT mean detector response function (MDRF) of
each camera. The main advantage of this approach is that 2D
estimates can be performed with arbitrary precision by simply
running more iterations of the contracting-grid search algo-
rithm. When simulating a photon-counting imaging system,
these 2D estimates can be binned into M pixels to obtain
pixel counts.

Our reconstruction code implements the standard MLEM
algorithm [13], [14]. A plot of the system sensitivity, which
is needed for MLEM, is shown in Fig. 2.

By letting M and/or N get very large, we can visually assess
the impact of photon processing on image quality. We acquired
FastSPECT II data of a genetically engineered mouse that had
been previously injected with peptide RGD2. In a first test,
the detector space of the sixteen cameras was divided into a
256 × 256 grid of pixels (hence M = 16 × 2562) and these
pixel counts were reconstructed using the MLEM algorithm
for different values of N . We performed 50 iterations of the
MLEM algorithm. Volume renderings of the reconstructions
are shown in Fig. 3.

Similarly and using the same PMT data, we ran a set of
reconstructions in which N was kept fixed and M was varied.
Volume renderings for this case are shown in Fig. 4.

An increased level of detail can be seen as M and/or N
are increased. This concept can be made more precise via
an objective assessment of image quality study [15]. We can
also argue that any finite value of M or N does not allow

us to attain the fully image quality capabilities of the ideal
dose utilizer. In fact, in a related research project currently
underway, the case M →∞ was considered and it was shown
that the norm of the system’s null functions are reduced when
photon-processing imaging systems are used [16].

IV. OTHER TOOLS

• Binning in data space can be eliminated if the images
are reconstructed via the list-mode (LM) MLEM algo-
rithm [8], [17], [18].

• A list-mode version of the Backus-Gilbert method [19],
[20] can be derived and applied to list-mode Fast-
SPECT II data. This would correspond to the case
M → ∞ and N → ∞, thus leading to true continuous-
to-continuous image reconstruction of real data.

• The Fourier crosstalk matrix [21] has been used exten-
sively in the literature to provide information on the
recoverability of the Fourier coefficients that represent the
continuous object. Figures of merit linked to the Fourier
crosstalk matrix can be used to assess the performance
of an imaging system. Comparison between these figures
of merit applied to binned data and the same figures of
merit applied to list-mode data will further shed some
light on the performance of photon-processing imaging
systems.

• Continuous-to-continuous image reconstruction is not re-
stricted to gamma-ray imaging. The same theoretical
framework and reconstruction algorithms can be applied
to imaging with other particles as well, including alpha
and beta particles [22], [23].
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Analytical Modeling of Collimator Response for a
Compact Stationary Parallel-hole SPECT System

Lara R. V. Pato, Stefaan Vandenberghe, Pedro Luis Esquinas and Roel Van Holen

Abstract—In SPECT imaging, stationary systems have been
developed to avoid several of the practical issues associated with
traditional SPECT systems, based on rotating gamma-cameras.
Stationary SPECT systems are, however, usually designed in
such a way that the scanner needs to be much larger than the
object to be imaged, limiting them to imaging small objects. To
overcome this problem, we have recently proposed an innovative
design for a highly compact stationary SPECT system [1], using
a collimator with parallel-holes whose direction depends on their
axial position. To accurately reconstruct an object using this
system, we need to take into account its complex collimator
geometry and the fact that the collimator and detectors are very
close to the image-space, which is not considered in traditional
parallel-hole collimator modeling. In this paper we describe an
analytical method to accurately model the projection of an image
voxel onto the detector. We then validate the method with Monte
Carlo simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In SPECT imaging, to achieve sampling completeness in
the field-of-view it is usually necessary to move either the
collimator, the detectors, or both. This poses several issues
in terms of calibration, the need for a bulky and expensive
positioning mechanism, etc. Stationary SPECT systems (fixed
detectors and collimator), on the other hand, avoid these
issues, as they require only the movement of the patient-bed.
However, current stationary SPECT systems [2], [3], based on
multi-pinhole collimation, are only able to achieve complete
angular sampling in a small part of the transaxial field of view.
As a consequence, such systems are limited to imaging small
objects with respect to the size of the collimator bore.

To address this limitation, we have recently suggested [1]
a new collimator concept using parallel-holes arranged in
transaxial slices, with a varying angular alignment, inspired
by [4]. Such a collimator becomes feasible to manufacture
nowadays thanks to tungsten additive manufacturing [5]. In
this paper we consider a SPECT system using such a collima-
tor, which we describe in more detail in Section II.

In any SPECT scanner, an accurate model of its response
is crucial to correctly predict its performance and to get
the best reconstruction outcome. In the case of our system,
however, the geometrical peculiarities make the modeling
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the SPECT system (not to scale). It shows
the collimator body, sections through the system at slices 1 (first), 33 and 128
(last), and a zoomed-in view of two neighbor collimator holes.

more challenging than in usual parallel-hole systems. As such,
based on previous literature [6]–[8], in this paper we present an
analytical method to compute the geometric system response
to each image voxel, which closely matches the real geometric
system response (for an ideal geometry). The method is
described in Section III-A, and in Section IV we compare
projection data given by the analytical method with Monte
Carlo simulations.

II. THE SYSTEM

In this section we briefly summarize the novel stationary
SPECT system which we presented in [1]. The system (Fig.
1) was designed to image rats of about 65 mm diameter with
an existing hexagonal detector setup [9]. The collimator and
detectors come very close to the object to be reconstructed:
we are able to achieve full angular sampling in a transaxial
field of view whose diameter is larger than the detector size
of 49 mm. This makes it a much more compact system than
current stationary SPECT scanners, as well as less expensive
to produce (less detectors and collimator material). Such a
design is especially useful for SPECT systems that have to fit
in a small space, such as is the case for SPECT/MR inserts.

In Fig. 1 we can see that the detectors (CsI) and the
collimator (tungsten) surround the field of view. The collimator
body can be divided into 128 adjacent slices perpendicular
to the central axis, where each slice contains 3 sets of 180
parallel collimator apertures. Each set samples the field of
view along one direction, and the 3 directions differ from
each other by 120◦. From one transverse slice to the next,
the collimation directions are rotated by about 1◦ around the
center of the system. As such, by translating an equivalent
slice of the object to be imaged along the axial direction we
will sample the inner 65 mm diameter circle along a total of
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360◦ in intervals of ∼ 1◦. Each collimator aperture hole can be
obtained by removing an identical square prism from the main
body of tungsten. The hole width of 0.25 mm and the axial
septal distance of 0.11 mm were computed for a predicted
resolution (averaged over all slices) of 2 mm in the center of
the field of view and a maximum allowed penetration of 5%.
The resulting mean sensitivity at the center, averaged along the
axial direction, is 182 cps/MBq. Note that both the resolution
and sensitivity are not the pure geometrical value, but take
the intrinsic detector resolution (0.8 mm) and efficiency (80%)
into account.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Analytical System Model

In any SPECT scanner, an accurate model of its response is
crucial to correctly predict its performance and to get the best
reconstruction outcome [10], [11]. In the case of our system,
the geometrical peculiarities make the modeling considerably
more challenging than in traditional parallel-hole systems,
because:

• the height and shape of each individual hole is different;
• the holes are not oriented perpendicularly to the detector;
• the size of the septa is not negligible compared to the

hole size;
• the image voxels come very close to the collimator and

detector.
The popular filtered back-projection method does not take
any of these factors into account, so it is a very poor choice
for reconstruction. This also means that we cannot apply the
usual (source-position independent) formula for the sensitivity
of a parallel-hole collimator [12]. The most accurate way
of computationally approximating the system matrix to be
used in iterative reconstruction would be through high-count
Monte Carlo simulations [13]–[15], but for low-sensitivity
systems (which is the case) this is extremely computation- and
time-consuming. Simplified calculations based on ray-tracing
have also been proposed for parallel-hole and rotating slat
collimators [16]–[18], but we would need to trace many rays
for each voxel-pixel pair in order to get accurate results and it
would be difficult to segment our collimator geometry in order
to use such methods. To accurately and efficiently compute
the system matrix, we have therefore developed an analytical
method to compute the geometric collimator response to each
image voxel which only requires us to do the calculations once
for each voxel-pixel pair.

First of all note that, in the absence of a collimator, the
geometric sensitivity of a detector pixel to a point source
emitting isotropically is given by the corresponding solid
angle, normalized:

Spixel ≈
Apixel sin3 θ

4πh2
, (1)

where Apixel is the detector pixel area, θ the angle between
the pixel and the ray connecting it to the source, and h the
perpendicular distance from the source to the detector. This
formula is equivalent to formula (2) in [19] for the sensitivity
of a pinhole to a point source. When certain photons that

Fig. 2. 2D illustration of the principle behind the sensitivity calculation.

would otherwise hit the detector are blocked by a collimator,
we have to adjust the area Apixel so that it corresponds to the
area of the pixel that can be hit, which we call Aint

Spixel−coll ≈
Aint sin3 θ

4πh2
. (2)

If we consider a single collimator hole (Fig. 2), Aint will be
the intersection between the detector pixel and the projection
from the point source onto: 1) the hole’s entrance opening and
2) the hole’s exit opening. This method is an adaptation of
what has been discussed in literature for cylindrical holes [6],
knife-edge pinholes [7] and loftholes [8], and can be tailored
to any aperture geometry.

In our modeling, we approximate the voxel by a point source
at its center. Aint is computed for each individual voxel, pixel
and collimator hole (since each hole has a distinct shape). To
take penetration into account, instead of the real height of the
holes we shorten the entrance and exit positions by the same
amount, such that their height is the effective height [20].

Now we will describe the strategies which we use to speed
up the calculation of the system matrix elements. First of all,
for each detector pixel we only loop over a few collimator
holes, which we have determined to be the only ones through
which photons can reach the pixel. Secondly, we exploit
symmetries in the system (Fig. 3). Note that on slice 33 the
portion of the collimator that projects onto each detector is
symmetric with respect to a line going through the center of
that detector (dashed gray line in Fig. 3). This means that two
voxels whose locations are symmetric with regards to this line
will have the same projection onto the detector, but symmetric
with respect to the line. Similarly, since the angular shift
between consecutive slices (∆α) is constant, this means that
the voxel projections onto the detector through collimator slice
number 33-X (α = α33 − X∆α) will be symmetric to those
of voxels at symmetric locations through slice number 33+X

Fig. 3. The system symmetries which we use to reduce the number of system
matrix elements computed.
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(α = α33 +X∆α), with respect to that same line, for X ≤ 32.
As such, if we compute the detector response to photons
coming from the image space through the holes in slice 33-X,
then by simple symmetry operations and a linear shift in the
axial direction we obtain the equivalent for slice 33+X. By
repeating this reasoning for all the slices in the collimator, we
only need to do the explicit sensitivity calculations for about
half of the total number of collimator holes. Note that since we
have discrete projection- and image-spaces, to take advantage
of the symmetries in the axial direction we considered the
voxel pitch as having the size of the hole pitch in the axial
direction, and the pixel pitch as half of this value. Finally,
also thanks to the system symmetry, we do the explicit system
matrix calculations for only 1 of the 6 detectors. To obtain the
projection corresponding to the other 5 detectors, we merely
rotate the image accordingly, using bilinear interpolation, and
for 3 of the detectors we also need to change the order of the
collimator slices to obtain the correct projection.

B. Experiments

To test the accuracy of the analytical modeling of the
system response, described in Section III-A, we model the
system with the Monte Carlo-based simulation software GATE
(Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission) [21], version
6.1. Due to the small size of the objects considered, phantom
attenuation was not modeled. Furthermore, we remove the
depth of interaction effect in the detector, in order to simulate
the collimator response by itself.

Our system matrix gives us, for each image voxel, the
corresponding projection onto each system detector. To val-
idate it we therefore simulate three cubic-shaped uniform
sources with 0.2 mCi of 99mTc, each having the same size
as one image voxel, to exemplify the effect of the projector
model at three representative voxel positions. For each bed
position, the sources are positioned, in the axial direction, at
the center of each of the 128 collimator slices, and they are
scanned for 1min per bed position. In the transaxial plane they
are positioned at [0,−32.5] mm, [0, 0] mm and [0, 32.5] mm,
respectively (bottom, center and top of the FOV, see Fig. 4.1).
In Section IV we analyze both the shape of the projections
and the total sensitivity for each bed position.

Then, a cylinder of 8 mm height and 60 mm diameter
was considered, with a uniform 99mTc activity distribution
(0.1 mCi in total). Its axis is aligned with the system’s axis,
and in the scanning protocol the cylinder is shifted along the
axial direction by the size of one collimator slice every minute.
In Section IV we compare the projections obtained with the
analytical model and GATE.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 4 we show the projection onto the bottom detector
detector of the small cubic source, at three different positions
in the transaxial plane, at the 33rd bed position (centered at
the 33rd collimator slice). The projections are obtained using
both the analytical system model and GATE simulations. We
can see, both from the projection images and the line profiles,
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Fig. 4. Projection of a voxel cube onto the bottom detector, where columns
(a.), (b.) and (c.) correspond to different voxel positions. (X1) shows a
schematic representation of the voxel position considered. (X2) and (X3) show
a zoomed-in view of the analytical and GATE projections, respectively. (X4)
shows the line profile through the dashed line in both the analytical (blue)
and GATE (red) projections.

that the projections match quite well, even though the GATE
projection is noisy.

In Fig. 5 we show, as a more quantitative measure, the total
sensitivity of the bottom detector to each cubic source as a
function of bed position, for the analytical and the GATE
modeling, and we observe a good match between the two
approaches. In both Fig. 4 and 5, we see that the analytical
model slightly overestimates the realistic projection for voxels
very close to the detector and collimator (subfigures (a)),
probably because for this voxel the point source approximation
is the least accurate.

Finally, in Fig. 6 we can see the projection of the cylindrical
phantom onto one of the detectors for a particular bed position
given by the analytical model, the analytical model after
adding Poisson noise, and GATE. Once again we see that the
projections match quite well: visually, both noisy projections
look very similar, and the line profiles through all three
projections follow the same general tendency.

These results lead us to conclude that the analytical method
can be used to predict the system response both qualitatively
and quantitatively.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the bottom detector to the cube phantom at bed positions
corresponding to the center of each of the 128 transaxial collimator slices,
using the analytical (blue) and GATE (red) modeling. Subfigures (a) to (c)
correspond to the phantom positions shown in Fig. 4 (a1) to (c1), respectively.
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Fig. 6. Projection onto the bottom detector of the cylinder phantom at
a particular bed position: (a) noiseless analytical projection; (b) analytical
projection with added Poisson noise; (c) GATE projection. In (d) a line profile
through the dashed line in the different projections is shown.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described and validated an analytical
method to accurately model a new stationary SPECT system
with a highly complex collimator geometry, which is able to
achieve full angular sampling of a large portion of the full
transaxial field-of-view using only longitudinal bed transla-
tions. The method is based on the determination of the solid
angle corresponding to the intersection of each detector pixel
with the projection of each image voxel onto the detector that
is able to traverse the collimator. We have shown that the
analytical method produces projections which are very close
to those obtained with realistic Monte Carlo simulations.

Based on these findings, we will use the model presented
here not only for reconstructions but also to evaluate the
system’s performance and to optimize the system design and
protocol. The method is also flexible enough to be used for
any other system geometry and any shape of collimator holes.
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Abstract— The objective of this study is to investigate the 

effects of hysteretic respiratory motion (RM) and assess the 
effectiveness of the Bouc-Wen (BW) model in correcting it in 
99mTc-Sestamibi myocardial perfusion SPECT through computer 
simulations and patient scans. 4-D NCAT phantoms were used in 
simulating three types of respiratory patterns: monotonous, mild-
hysteresis, and strong hysteresis with normal and perfusion 
defects in the anterior, lateral, inferior, and septal locations of the 
mid-ventricular wall. Ten clinical scans were performed using a 
99mTc-Sestamibi protocol while recording the respiratory signals 
from the thoracic and abdomen regions using a Visual Tracking 
System (VTS). In the phantom studies, correction performed 
using BW signal demonstrated closer representations to the 
images corrected using the “true” heart respiratory signal when 
compared with VTS respiratory signals. Statistically, the BW 
model provided a better correction for the phantom studies with 
strong hysteresis over the VTS respiratory signals for the 
monotonic and mild-hysteretic patterns. In clinical studies, the 
quantitative analysis of the polar maps showed only slight 
differences between the correction methods that used BW signal 
and the VTS respiratory signal. This study shows that hysteresis 
in respiration affects image quality and it can be corrected using 
the proposed BW method. The degree of correction primarily 
depends on the patient respiratory pattern and the extent of 
hysteresis, which may be of clinical significance in certain cases 
and modalities with high spatial resolution. 
 

Index Terms—SPECT-MPI, MRI, Respiratory motion, 
Hysteresis, simulations, clinical studies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ESPIRATORY motion (RM) during image acquisition 
causes artifacts that can affect the clinical diagnosis in 

myocardial SPECT images. Conventional respiratory 
correction methods make use of respiratory signals from 
external surrogates (e.g., tracking an external marker, a 
pneumatic bellow on the abdomen, or spirometer) [1-3] based 
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on the assumption that there exists a consistent relationship 
between the signals and internal heart motion. However, 
studies have demonstrated that patients can exhibit respiratory 
hysteresis, wherein the heart takes different trajectories during 
the inspiratory and the expiratory phases of the respiratory 
cycle [4, 5]. Such internal behavior suggests that prediction of 
the heart motion from a single parameter (such as the 
respiratory signal related to abdominal motion) may not 
sufficiently provide the information about the true motion 
trajectory of the heart. Motion correction methods used in RM 
compensation essentially bin the emission scans according to 
the respiratory signal from the external tracking device. 
Respiratory binning can be performed in one of the two ways: 
phase-based or amplitude-based. The amplitude-based RM 
correction methods have been determined to perform better 
than the phase-based methods by capturing the depth of 
breathing [6-10]. However, both binning methods fail to 
account for respiratory hysteresis leading to inherent residual 
blurring in the final image. The effect of residual motion on 
the Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (MPI) is image blurring 
and hence decreased image contrast. 

Based on the current literature, the methods that account for 
hysteresis; independently treat the inspiratory and expiratory 
phases of the respiratory signal [3, 9], or fit ellipses [11, 12], 
or use state augmentation techniques [13]. These methods 
have been primarily used in estimating the lung tumor 
location. However, employing the aforementioned methods 
often requires shape prior, short pre-scans, or phase-offsets to 
construct an accurate model to predict the internal position. 
These methods are limited in application for extended imaging 
times due to changes in the subject’s respiratory pattern in 
terms of phase and magnitude within and between the 
respiratory cycles. Furthermore, the efficiency of the motion 
correction method in estimating the extent of respiratory 
motion will be limited, when treated independently on the 
inspiration and expiration data due to low counts, resulting in 
images with poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  

The working hypothesis of the study reported here suggests 
that the quality of the MPI studies affected by respiratory 
hysteresis can be improved following its correction using the 
BW model. The results from our previous study [14] indicated 
that the hysteretic behavior of the heart could be better 
predicted through a model that considers motion from multiple 
anatomical sources. In this study, the effects of respiratory 
hysteresis and its correction on MPI images were evaluated 
using both anthropomorphic digital phantom simulations and 
clinical studies. Polar map based quantitative analysis of the 
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RM correction methods was done on both the phantom and 
clinical data to evaluate the effects of respiratory hysteresis 
and its correction on MPI images. 

II. METHODS 

A. Respiratory Signals   
 Table 1 summarizes the list of respiratory signals and the 
manner they are used in this study. The MR-navigator 

technique was used to track and record the superior-inferior 
(SI) respiratory motion of the organs. The respiratory traces 
acquired using MR-navigators served two main purposes: First 
for generating respiratory motion of the phantom’s organs. 
Second, providing the “truth” through which the performance 
of the RM correction using the external respiratory signals 
(from the abdomen, the chest and the BW model) was 
compared. External respiratory signals here refer to the 
anterior-posterior (AP) respiratory motion of the external 
markers placed on the abdomen and chest regions that were 
tracked using a Visual Tracking System (VTS) [15].  

B. The Bouc-Wen (BW) model 
 The modified BW model is expressed as following [16]  

wEst =
dw
dx

=
ρ  (1−  σ   w sgn(x) )

 (1−  ρ  δ  x  sgn(w)+ ρ  γ  wsgn(w) )
        (1)  

where, x(t) and w(t)  are the anterior-posterior (AP) 
displacements of the abdomen and chest markers, respectively, 
and  ρ, δ, σ, and γ are the parameters that determine the shape 
and extent of hysteresis in the modified BW model. Using the 
respiratory motion signal acquired from the external VTS 
markers we estimate the respiratory motion of the heart using 
the BW model. This (wEst) estimate of the respiratory heart 
motion is termed as Bouc-Wen (BW) signal and is used as the 
respiratory signal in the correction method. 

C. Phantoms 
 To assess the effect of respiratory hysteresis and its 
correction under controlled conditions, we performed 
analytical simulations of Tc-99m sestamibi cardiac-perfusion 
SPECT imaging using the 4-D NURBS-based cardiac-torso 
(NCAT) human anthropomorphic phantom [17]. RM with 
three different hysteretic patterns were simulated, namely: i) 
monotonic; ii) mild-hysteresis, and; iii) strong-hysteresis with 
maximum extent of measured heart motion of 1.45 cm, 1.25 
cm and 2.3 cm, respectively. 
 For each of the three RM patterns, the phantom data were 
classified into two kinds based on the myocardial abnormality: 
a) Normal and b) Perfusion Defect phantoms.  

 Normal phantoms represent a healthy condition of the heart, 
which were used to compare the effects of hysteresis and its 
correction using the respiratory signals for the three RM 
patterns.  
 Perfusion Defect phantoms were created by defining 
myocardial perfusion defects in NCAT phantoms as 
independent volumes, which were then subtracted from 
normal NCAT phantoms. Myocardial perfusion defects were 
simulated on the mid anterior (A), lateral (B), inferior (C), and 
septal (D) regions of the left ventricle wall. The size of the 
defect was 60° in the circumferential dimension and 3 cm in 
the longitudinal direction with contrast of 50% uptake 
reduction compared to normal wall uptake. 
 For each phantom, Poisson noise fluctuations were added to 
generate 10 noise realizations. Projection data were simulated 
from 4D NCAT phantoms using an analytical projector [18], 
modeling attenuation (without scatter effect) and distance-
dependent collimator blurring. 

D. Clinical Studies  
 Ten MPI-SPECT acquisitions were used in this study. A list 
mode stress cardiac gated 99mTc-Sestamibi protocol was 
performed. The following parameters were used: 128 x 128 
matrix, 60 projections, angular range of 180°, pixel size of 6.8 
mm. CT-based attenuation maps were used for attenuation 
correction. The respiratory signals from the chest and the 
abdomen regions were recorded by motion-tracking the 
external markers using the VTS system. The list-mode SPECT 
data were then separated into amplitude bins using the 
respiratory signals. The image reconstructions compensated 
for RM were obtained by employing the algorithm described 
in [10]. Reconstruction results for each dataset were 
reformatted into short and long axis slices and were then 
assessed by generating polar map images. In-house software, 
was used to obtain the left ventricle regional uptake and 
quantify a 17 segment polar map [19]. 

E. Data Analysis  
 Normal phantoms: The reconstruction results of the normal 
phantoms between different respiratory signals were assessed 
based on the uniformity of the polar-maps[20, 21].  
 Perfusion defect phantoms:	  The presence of motion causes 
image blurring leading to loss in contrast, which implies 
decreased intensity and decreased area of the true intensity 
values. Therefore, intensity and area of the defects in the 
phantom’s myocardial wall were measured in the polar maps 
to study the severity and extent of the defects respectively for 
each of the three respiratory patterns. Defect intensity and area 
are reported in terms of percent errors. Intensity values were 
calculated within a region of interest (ROI) defined around the 
defect. To measure the extent of defects, blackout polar maps 
were generated and the area of the blackout pixels measured 
defined the extent of the defect. A blackout pixel in this study 
was defined to have an intensity value of 2.5 standard 
deviations below the mean of a normal database. 
 A paired student’s t-test with Bonferroni correction was 
applied at 95 % confidence interval to assess the results 
between the respiratory signals. A p-value of less than 0.05 
was considered as statistically significant. The above analysis 

TABLE I 
RESPIRATORY SIGNALS AND THEIR USAGE 

Source Respiratory Signal Usage 

MRI*  Heart, Right and left 
sides of the diaphragm 

In creating phantom organ motion 

VTS† Chest and Abdomen† 
regions 

In motion correction 

BW 
Model† 

BW signal In motion correction 

       *Used in simulating organ respiratory motion in NCAT phantoms. 
           † Used in both simulation and clinical studies 
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was also performed on the motion-averaged images without 
motion correction. 
 Patient Studies: The effect of respiratory hysteresis and its 
correction in clinical studies was assessed visually based on 
the short and vertical long-axis emission images, and the 
corresponding polar maps. In addition to the visual 
assessment, each patient study was quantitatively assessed by 
the following parameters: 
The extent of heart motion: heart motion in the axial direction 
was calculated by measuring the difference in the motion at 
the end-states estimated by the amplitude-based RM 
correction algorithm. 
Global differences in polar maps: global differences between 
the polar maps of the uncorrected and corrected 
reconstructions, and between the polar maps of the corrected 
reconstructions were measured. 
Regional uptake changes in the polar maps: Regional changes 
in the polar maps of the uncorrected and corrected 
reconstructions were quantified and compared by calculating 
the (Anterior + Inferior)/(Lateral + Septal) wall ratios [22].  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 Fig 1(A-C) presents the polar maps of the normal phantoms 
together with respective apex-base uniformity values for the 
three hysteretic patterns. The uniformity of the polar maps is 
influenced by both the extent of motion and the efficiency of 
the motion correction method. Significant artifacts in the 
anterior and inferior walls can be seen with increased depth of 
respiration in the polar maps without motion correction. The 
use of motion correction in general resulted in better 
uniformity compared to the uncorrected. 
 Fig 2 summarizes the results of defect intensity and area 
analysis of the perfusion defect studies in terms of percentage 
error with statistical comparisons between the uncorrected and 
corrected sets for each of the three respiratory patterns and the 
four defect locations. The errors in the correction methods for 

all respiratory patterns and defect locations with one exception 
being defect D (septal wall) in mild-hysteretic pattern was 
significantly lower than in the uncorrected. Although the 
errors for intensity and areas corresponding to the chest and 
the BW signals were smaller compared to the abdomen signal, 
no statistical significance was found between them for all 
defect locations in the monotonic and mild hysteretic 
respiratory patterns. For the strong hysteretic pattern the errors 
resulting from using the chest and the BW signals in RM 
correction was smaller compared to that of the abdomen 
signal. Statistically significant differences were found in errors 
of defect intensity and area between the abdomen and the BW 
signals for defect locations B, C and D; and C and D 
respectively. This suggests that the effect of respiratory 
hysteresis is more pronounced with large amplitude respiration 
and use of hysteresis corrected respiratory signal decreases the  
error in estimating the heart motion and accurate defect 
representation.   
 In clinical studies, a considerable variation in the extent of 
heart motion due to respiration ranging from 1 to 2.4 cm in the 
axial direction was observed. 4 out of 10 patients exhibited 
respiratory hysteresis in the order of mild-hysteretic pattern 
while the rest exhibited monotonic pattern.  

 The results of the simulation study indicate that the artifacts 
resulting from respiratory hysteresis are more pronounced 
with increased depth of respiration. The effect of respiratory 
hysteresis on the uniformity between the uncorrected and 
corrected sets was smaller for the monotonic and mild-
hysteretic and greater for the strong hysteretic patterns. 

 
Fig. 1.  Panels A, B and C consists of polar maps for monotonic, mild and 
strong hysteretic respiratory patterns from the normal heart phantom 
reconstructions. Polar maps of the uncorrected and corrected reconstructions 
for the respiratory signals: abdomen (Abd), chest, the BW model (BW) and 
the heart navigator (Ideal) are shown. Uniformity values for the 
corresponding polar maps are given as mean ± SD. Note: apical cooling is 
expected in the NCAT phantom due to thinning of the wall in this location. 
  

 
Fig. 2.  The defect intensity and defect area (expressed as percent errors) in 
the uncorrected and corrected reconstructions using the respiratory signals 
from the abdomen, chest and the BW model for the four defect locations. 
Results are shown for the monotonic, mild and strong hysteretic respiratory 
patterns. The calculated errors are significantly different with * p < .05, ** p 
< .01, *** p<0.001 by Paired Student’s t-test with Bonferroni correction. 
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 In clinical studies, the differences measured in the 
quantitative analysis between the corrected reconstructions 
using the abdomen and the BW signals were consistent with 
the qualitative visual analysis. There was a strong indication 
that either correction improves the ratio in the direction one 
would expect with correction, and that there were small 
differences between the correction methods that used the VTS 
abdomen signal and the BW signal. The effects of respiratory 
hysteresis depend on patient’s respiratory pattern and it may 
be of clinical significance with smaller magnitude of 
respiratory motion when effective image resolution is 
improved. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 Through realistic simulations of Tc-99m sestamibi MPI-
SPECT data, we have studied the effects of respiratory 
hysteresis and its correction using the BW model. It was found 
that in the presence of hysteresis, using a respiratory signal 
with hysteresis correction in image reconstruction resulted in 
consistently better results than the signal without hysteresis 
correction (abdomen signal). The effect of respiratory 
hysteresis and its correction depends on the subject’s 
respiratory pattern and the depth of breathing.  In our limited 
set of clinical studies, a minor impact of this method is 
observed in the reconstructed slices of patients studied thus 
far, primarily due to the patient’s respiratory pattern. A study 
of a larger population of patients in which clinical truth as to 
disease presence would be needed to determine if there is any 
clinically significant difference between with and without 
correction, or the two correction methods. 
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Abstract—Iterative image reconstruction strategies are 

investigated for clinical I-123 DaTscan imaging on a dual-headed 

mixed collimator SPECT system consisting of fan and multi-

pinhole (MPH) collimators on separate heads. DaTscan is used for 

the diagnosis and monitoring progression of Parkinson’s disease 

(PD). In this work, our objective is to test the hypothesis if 

imaging longer at a reduced number of views can produce better 

image quality than imaging for a shorter period of time at larger 

number of projection views keeping the total imaging time 

constant. To this end, we will use noisy projections at different 

count levels and at different number of reduced views to 

investigate the effect on image quality.   

Index Terms—Fan-beam, Multi-pinhole, SPECT, 

Reconstruction, Brain, DaTscan. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The proposed mixed collimator SPECT system [1] to image 

activity in the brain structures of interest- the putamen (P), 

caudate (C) and substantia nigra (SN), is aimed at improving 

the resolution in the central interior portion of the brain, while 

imaging the full brain at a lower resolution. This is required for 

the calculation of the striatal binding ratios (SBR), a parameter 

of significance in the early diagnosis, and differentiation of PD 

from other disorders with similar clinical presentations, and 

monitoring progression. The multi-pinhole collimator designed 

for this purpose improves the resolution but suffers from lower 

sensitivity. While multiplexed pinhole geometries have the 

potential to improve the sensitivity, herein we explore another 

approach to compensate for the lower sensitivity by increasing 

the imaging time at each of camera views while keeping the 

total imaging time constant. This in turn implies reducing the 

acquired number of projection views. We have previously 

observed that reducing the number of views by one-fourth (30 
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angles instead of 120) is possible without causing image 

artifacts in the noise-free case with our proposed combined 

reconstruction scheme [2]. Herein, we evaluate our 

reconstruction method using appropriately scaled noisy 

projections with reduced number of views to determine if 

higher counts at fewer views offers better image quality than 

more views at smaller counts/views.   

II. METHODS 

A. Phantom Simulation  

The XCAT brain phantom is used in this work. The phantom 

was generated at 1.17 mm voxel size and the matrix size was 

256X256X256. The organs of interest (P, C, SN) were 

simulated with an activity ratio of 8:1 with respect to uniform 

background activity in rest of the brain.  

The projections for the fan-beam and MPH geometry were 

generated using an analytical projector detailed in the 

following sections. Attenuation will be modeled but no scatter 

will be simulated. Poisson noise will be added to the 

projections and the counts will be scaled for reduced views 

such that the total imaging time is the same. Gantry rotation of 

360 degrees with a step size of 3 degrees was simulated as 

commonly used in the brain imaging protocol.  

B. Fan-beam Geometry and System Modeling  

The proposed SPECT system consists of a LEUHR fan-beam 

collimator on one of the two heads with focal length 50 cm. 

The fan collimator head serves to image the whole brain with 

lower resolution but higher sensitivity than the MPH collimator 

head. The head and gantry dimensions correspond to that of a 

Philips BrightView SPECT/CT system. The size of detectors 

simulated was 54X40 cm.  Fan-beam collimator component 

was modeled using an analytical projector with strip-based ray 

tracing which accounts for the finite collimator width and 

divergence on the detector side [3]. Resolution was also 

modeled using a depth-dependent Gaussian kernel accounting 

for the degradation of system resolution as a function of the 

distance from collimator face. The radius of rotation of the fan-

head was set to 14 cm, which is approximately the minimum 

distance required to clear shoulders while imaging on our 

clinical SPECT system.   

Reduced Angle Acquisition in I-123 

DaTscan Imaging using Multi-pinhole 

(MPH) and Fan-beam Collimators on a 

Dual-headed SPECT system 
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C.  Multi-pinhole Geometry and System Modeling 

The proposed SPECT system also consists of a MPH 

collimator for high-resolution imaging of the central portion of 

the brain with the organs of interest. Nine pinholes in a 3X3 

grid were simulated [1, 4]. The pinhole aperture planes were 

angled such that all of the pinholes were focused to a point in 

the middle of the left and right P and C structures. The 

pinholes have square apertures of side 2.2 mm to provide a 

non-multiplexed coverage of the detector surface. The radius 

of rotation was 14 cm -matched with the fan head. Resolution 

was modeled by using a dense sampling of the pinhole aperture 

and blurring the generated projections with a 2D Gaussian 

kernel of FWHM = 3 mm (detector intrinsic resolution). 

D. Combined Image Reconstruction  

The combined reconstruction strategy is summarized in the 

following equations: 
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where, (l)f is an estimate of the activity at the lth iteration 

represented as an 1N  vector where N  is the number of 

object voxels, fan

mg  is the fan projection data represented by a 

1M  vector, MPH

mg  is the multi-pinhole projection data 

represented by a 1M  vector,H  is the system matrix for the 

respective geometries with N M elements, and (prior)f is the 

prior image obtained after K iterations of reconstruction with 

the MPH geometry. The fan-beam reconstruction was 

initialized with a prior, which was obtained using K iterations 

of the MPH reconstruction. The MPH reconstruction was 

smoothed outside a region of interest which corresponds to the 

central focal region of the pinholes using a 3X3 3D Gaussian 

filter. Then, all values below a threshold were set to one, and 

this volume was used as the prior for the combined 

reconstruction. Additionally, during reconstruction the fan-

beam contribution was weighted to be more in the region of 

interest outside the central focal region of the pinhole geometry 

using a 3D weight map represented by α. The 3D weight map 

is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Ordered subsets expectation 

maximization (OSEM) reconstruction method was employed 

[5] with total variation [6] smoothing after each subset of the 

fan-beam reconstruction only to smooth out edge artifacts that 

tend to develop at the boundary of the central focal region of 

the pinholes. 

 
Figure 1. 3D weight map α used in the combined 

reconstruction scheme. The lateral profile through the 

center is shown.  The lateral profile of the weight map is 

symmetric about the center of the FOV since the pinholes 

are focused to a point aligned with the center of the 

detector laterally. The MPH contribution in the 9 cm 

region about the center of FOV is 80%, while the fan-beam 

contribution is 20%. This converts to 60% contribution 

from fan-beam, 40% from MPH, in the 16 cm region as 

shown. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. RESULTS 

Fig. 3 shows an example of the noise free reconstruction with 

our proposed reconstruction method. The reconstructed image 

slices are shown after 45 ML-equivalent iterations. The ML-

equivalent iterations represent the number of ML iterations that 

equal the number of OSEM iterations for the given subset 

configuration. For example, in the 15 angle geometry with 5 

angles per subset and 3 subsets, the number of OSEM 

iterations corresponding to 45 ML-equivalent iterations is 15 

(= 45/3). The reconstructed image for 15 angles has negligible 

artifacts and slightly more biased than the 30 angle 

reconstructions. We are currently in the process of generating 

our noise realizations. The reconstruction from the noisy data 

will be available at the time of the meeting. 

 

Figure 2. The axial profile of the 3D weight map is 

shown. In the axial direction, the center of the FOV is 

not symmetric as the pinholes are focused to a point 

off-centered and towards the bottom of the detector. 

The MPH contribution in the 9 cm region about the 

center of FOV is 60%, while the fan-beam 

contribution is 40%. This converts to 100% 

contribution from fan-beam in the 24 cm region 

outside. 
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Figure 3 Combined Reconstruction for 15, 30 and 60 

acquisition angles after 45 ML equivalent iterations. 
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A Visual-Search Model Observer for Multitarget
Volumetric SPECT Images

Kheya Banerjee, Anando Sen, Dev P. Chakraborty, and Howard C. Gifford

Abstract—The main objective of this work was to test a visual
search (VS) human-model observer for a multitarget tumor
localization task featuring single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) image volumes. The image volumes were
simulated from a digital anthropomorphic phantom containing
tumors of three different sizes in the prostate and lymph-node
areas of a single phantom. Image volumes were simulated with
six different lesion to background contrast ratios. This paper
reports the comparison between the VS and the channelized non
pre-whitening (CNPW) observers with jackknife free-response
ROC (JAFROC) study. The performance of the VS was always
lower than that of the CNPW and as the contrast increased, the
performance was also increased for both the model-observers.
The results were consistent with previous results obtained from
2D single-slice studies.

Index Terms—SPECT, visual search, model observers,
JAFROC, nuclear medicine.

I. INTRODUCTION

RELIABLE image quality assessment is essential for
optimization and evaluation of imaging systems. Image

quality is defined by the ability to extract information from an
image with respect to a specific task and observer. The task
in medical imaging research is generally either classification
or estimation [1], [2]. In this paper, we have focused on
tumor detection and localization, which is a special type of
clinically realistic classification task. For this task, human
observer performance is accepted as the assessment standard
[3]. In large-scale studies, however, using human observers is
not a feasible option, being time consuming and imprecise. For
this reason, mathematical model observers are being developed
that can predict human performance.

Model observers have been tested against human perfor-
mances for a number of applications, but usually with 2D
slices from volumetric images. Volumetric image studies with
model observers should mirror the clinical reality better than
the 2D studies. Such volumetric observer studies have been
carried out before, but most of them have been focused on
signal detection with single-target phantoms [4], [5], [6], [7].
Thus, there is a need for investigation of suitable multitarget
studies with model observers using image volumes. For this
abstract, we report on preliminary results of such a volumetric
multitarget localization ROC (LROC) study based on a visual-
search (VS) model observer.

The VS observer is intended to more accurately mimic
the way humans read images compared to other human-

K. Banerjee, A. Sen, and H. C. Gifford are with the Department of
Biomedical Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA. D. P.
Chakraborty is with the Deaprtment of Radiology, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

model observers currently used for task-based image quality
assessments. Heightened task realism is one advantage of this.
The VS observer is applied as a two-stage process, the first
being a global search for suspicious tumor locations and the
second stage being candidate analysis and decision making
[8], [9], [10]. As a comparison for the VS observer, we have
also applied a scanning CNPW observer that makes use of a
background-known-exactly (BKE) assumption.

The imaging application simulated in this work is SPECT
prostate imaging with In-111. As an analytical projector was
used for the imaging, the full scale of In-111 degradations
was not accounted for. The VS model-observer results were
compared with CNPW model-observer by JAFROC study.
Subsequent work will upgrade the simulation. Another goal
in ongoing studies is to compare the model-observer results
to human-observer results for validation purposes.

II. METHOD

This work is an application of a VS and CNPW model ob-
server for 3D SPECT prostate imaging. The specific purpose of
this study is to test a multitarget form of an existing VS model
observer [11], [12] and to also compare its performances with
other model-observer results.

A. Simulation of SPECT Imaging

The imaging simulation made use of the extended cardiac-
torso (XCAT) phantom [13]. This phantom uses non-uniform
rational b-spline (NURBS) surfaces to create organ shapes.
Clinically realistic activity ratios between the background and
specific organs were assigned to the XCAT phantom. The
prostate and surrounding lymph nodes were the areas of
interest for tumor placement. These areas had a relative uptake
ratio of 3.96. The phantom dimensions used in this simulation
were 2563, with a voxel width of 0.208 cm.

To generate clinically realistic SPECT images, spherical
lesions with three diameters were introduced into the phantom.
The abnormalities modeled soft-tissue lesions with center
coordinates situated randomly within the prostate and lymph
node areas. Firstly, 220 spherical lesions were generated. The
three different fixed diameters sizes were 0.75 cm, 1 cm and
1.25 cm. Multitarget phantoms were generated by picking
up the required number of lesions from the generated set,
enforcing a minimum separation distance in doing so. Six
different lesion to background ratios with values between 4
and 15 were used to simulate six different set of images with
varying contrasts. All told, the 220 tumors were distributed
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over 150 phantoms, with 10 three-target phantoms, 50 two-
target phantoms and 90 single-target phantoms.

The acquisition process for the simulated prostate SPECT
imaging largely imitated clinical procedure with a dual-headed
gamma camera and medium-energy (ME) collimators. Analyt-
ical projections were created with a rotator algorithm. A set of
120 noise-free projections from the tumor-free phantom were
obtained at three-degree intervals. The projection dimensions
were 256× 256. Photon scatter was not considered. The In-
111 gamma-ray energies used in modeling photon attenuation
were 171 keV and 245 keV, with relative abundances of
90% and 94%, respectively. A one-cm thick sodium iodide
crystal was modeled for the detector. Separate projections were
calculated with the two In-111 energies. These were then then
scaled according to their respective abundances and absorption
coefficient of a 1 cm thick NaI detector before combining.
Lastly, to match the dimension of realistic clinical projections,
the projection dimensions were reduced to 128× 128× 120.
Poisson noise was added to these noise-free phantoms based
on clinical cont levels (mean 5 million counts) before recon-
struction.

B. Reconstruction Strategy

For reconstructing the noisy projection sets, the ordered
subsets-expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm was used
[14]. This iterative reconstruction included attenuation correc-
tion for accurate measurement of tracer activity. Correction
of attenuation and distance dependent detector blur were
performed using an effective attenuation coefficient map [15]
obtained as a weighted average of the maps for the two In-111
energies. The dimensions of the reconstructed volume were
128× 128× 128 and the voxel width was 0.416 cm. This
reconstructed volume was smoothed by a Gaussian postfilter
with full-width-at-half-max (FWHM) equals to 1.0 pixel.

C. Model Observer Study

The output of a model observer for an LROC test image f̂
is a localization and a confidence rating. The CNPW model
observer does this by calculating a perception measurement at
each location in a prespecified search region Ω. The process
for our model observer calculations with 3D volumes are
described in [7]. The general formula for the model-observer
is

λj,k = wt
j,k(f̂ − b). (1)

Here, wj,k is the observer template corresponding to location j
and tumor size k, and b is the mean tumor-absent background
corresponding to the test image. For a CNPW observer, the jth
observer template wj,k, for tumor size k is

wj,k = UjUt
jsj,k −

1
2
stj,ksj,k. (2)

Here, matrix Uj is the channel response matrix with the
response of each channel shifted to the jth location and sj,k

is the mean target of size k, shifted to the jth location. Three
difference of Gaussian (DOG) channels [16] are used for this
study. The right hand term in Eq. 2 is a normalization term
which accounts for the effects of different lesion sizes. To get

the full set of test statistics for a particular tumor size from
the 3D test image, the calculation in Eq. 1 can be carried out
effectively by the 3D cross-correlation.

λk = wk ? ? ? (f̂ − b) (3)

The VS model observer involves separate search and analy-
sis stages. The search stage is a brief holistic search intended
to identify suspicious candidates. A gradient-ascent clustering
algorithm [8] was applied to f̂ in order to segment 3D
blobs. This algorithm segments clusters by computing the
attraction regions around local maximums as determined from
the gradient field in the test image. The analysis stage for
the VS observer applied the CNPW discriminant [10][8]. The
radius of correct localizations was set to 5 pixels.

D. JAFROC Analysis

For complex diagnostic examination where more than one
lesions could be present in a single case, simple ROC anal-
ysis may not be sufficient. The jackknife free-response ROC
(JAFROC) is a statistical method used to analyze multiple-
reader multiple-case (MRMC) data. JAFROC combines free-
response ROC (FROC) [17] and Dorfman-Berbaum-Metz
(DBM) multi-reader ROC methods[18]. The FROC study is
designed so that the observer is able to choose variable number
of locations per case. The jackknife samples are selected by
deleting one observation each time from the original data
set. The figure-of-merits from these samples are treated as
pseudo-values (PV) and analyzed later by some statistical
analysis. That means, JAFROC method takes into account
both case and reader variability. This method involves two
steps; scoring and analysis. The scoring step classifies the
predicted tumor locations as True Positives (TPs) or False
Positives (FPs) with the help of a scoring criterion. In our
case, the classification task was done with model-observers by
setting radius of correct localization to 5 pixels—if an observer
localization was within 5 pixels of the actual tumor position,
the localization was considered as correct. The analysis step
followed the same procedure as basic jackknife analysis of
ROC data. Here, each case and user was treated separately
and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was preserved to
generate a PV. The pseudo-values were then arranged in some
physically meaningful manner and analyzed by Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) method to obtain the final result. [19]

III. RESULTS

The AFROC performance curves of the VS and the CNPW
observer for six different contrast values are shown in Fig. 1.
This curve is the plot of lesion localization fraction (LLF)
vs. false positive fraction (FPF). LLF is the ratio of lesion
localization; i.e. lesion marked to within an agreed upon ac-
curacy to total number of lesions. All of the cases show better
performance for CNPW model-observer. Anatomical noise, in
which subject anatomy is mistaken as targets or otherwise
obscures actual targets, may be part of the reason that the
VS performances are lower than those of the CNPW observer
[20]. The CNPW observer is affected mostly by quantum
noise, on account of the BKE assumption. Fig. 2 shows the
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Model Observer Performance with VS and CNPW
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Fig. 1. The performance curve from six different contrasts for multitarget phantoms obtained from the the VS and the CNPW observers.
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Fig. 2. The percentage of correct localization for six different contrasts for
multitarget phantoms obtained from the VS and the CNPW observers.

percentage of correct localizations for different contrasts. As
would be expected, the detectability of the images with highest
contrast is greatest for both observers. An analysis of variance
is conducted on this data to test the statistical significance.

The JAFROC analysis is done by three different methods.
The first method treats both readers and cases as random
sample, the second method treats only cases as random sample
and the third method treats readers as random sample. Most
of the cases, the statistical tests showed significant dfference
among cases and readers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the JAFROC analysis result of VS and
CNPW model-observer performances in a SPECT volumet-

ric study featuring multitarget prostate images. The analysis
showed substantial difference among different contrast levels
and model-observer performances. The image sets with higher
contrast ratios showed better performance than those of lower
contrast ratios. The CNPW model-observer performance is
significantly higher in all the cases. Both the performances
are similar to the previous performances obtained in [11]. The
use of multitarget phantoms with different target sizes is of
interest in our efforts to better approximate clinical conditions
with our model observer tasks. The current model-observer
results will be used to help set tumor contrasts for the human
study.
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Accounting for anatomical noise in tumor
localization tasks with visual-search and

channelized Hotelling observers
Anando Sen and Howard C. Gifford

Abstract—Several scanning observers have been proposed for
tumor detection-localization tasks in SPECT. Performance of
these tasks is complicated by anatomical noise present in the
images. We compare the scanning chanellized Hotelling observer
(CHO) and the visual-search (VS) observer as two ways of ac-
counting for anatomical noise in these tasks. SPECT projections
are generated with an analytic projector. The ordered subset
expectation maximization algorithm is used to reconstruct the
projections with ten different reconstruction strategies. Local-
ization ROC studies are conducted with the scanning CHO,
two forms of the VS observer, the scanning channelized non-
prewhitening observer and a set of human observers. The
correlations between human and model observers are analyzed.
Results show that the VS observers have a higher correlation with
the human observers as compared to the scanning observers.

Index Terms—Model Observers, Anatomical Noise, Visual
Search, Channelized Hotelling Observer, SPECT

I. INTRODUCTION

Several medical imaging modalities are routinely used to
identify cancerous areas within the human body. These im-
ages are read by radiologists, who generally make the final
judgment about the presence of cancer. Image quality is
crucial for the radiologist to make the best possible judgment.
Image quality may be improved by better system designs
and optimization of acquisition parameters. However, it is
very expensive and time consuming to conduct human studies
at every stage of developmental research. This has led to
the development of model observers which are mathematical
models for detection and localization of tumors in medical
images [1]. There is particular interest in developing model
observers that can mimic human performance.

Most of the existing model observers are Hotelling-type
observers. They depends on prior information about the back-
ground and the signal. Detection tasks with a fixed tumor
location are location-known-exactly (LKE) in nature. This
means the location of the signal is known and the observer
only needs to judge whether it is present or not. Information
about the background can be either exact [background-known-
exactly (BKE)] or statistical [background-known-statistically
(BKS)]. In these Hotelling-type observers, the sources of vari-
ations in an image, which chiefly are quantum and anatomical
noise, are accounted for through an ensemble class covariance
matrix. The size of the covariance matrix grows quadratically
with the size of the image. Moreover, the models require

A. Sen and H. Gifford are with the Department of Biomedical Engineering,
University of Houston, Houston, Texas, USA

the inversion of this matrix which makes it extremely ex-
pensive for practical applications. To tackle this problem,
several Hotelling-type observers have since been presented
which either ignore the effect of the covariance matrix [non-
prewhitening (NPW) observers] or use frequency channels to
reduce its dimensions significantly (channelized observers).
For detection-localization tasks, scanning versions of these
observers have been developed. Tasks for scanning observers
are signal-known-statistically (SKS) in nature (for example,
the shape of the signal profile may be known although its
location is variable). The task may be either BKE or BKS.

To reliably mimic human performance, it is important for
model observers to account the sources of variations that affect
image quality. Quantum noise in SPECT is primarily due to
the use of collimated detectors. Anatomical noise is structure
which masquerades as signal or which obscures actual signals.
In chest radiographs, the ribs are a source of anatomical noise.
The scanning channelized Hotelling observer (CHO) [2] is
perhaps the most popular observer to account for anatomical
noise in medical images.

In this paper, we compare the scanning CHO and the visual-
search (VS) observer as two ways of accounting for anatomical
noise. The scanning CHO computes location-specific channel-
ized covariance matrices. Although the use of channels makes
the size of each covariance matrix manageable, the localization
aspect of the task means that application of the CHO requires
considerable preprocessing.

We have proposed the visual-search (VS) observer [3] as an
alternative which does not require calculation of the covariance
matrices. The VS observer accounts for anatomical noise
through an initial search process that selects potential tumor
candidates. This is followed by a more detailed analysis on
these candidates. This is in agreement with humans, who focus
a few areas of interest in an image rather than examine every
point (like scanning observers do).

The application considered is the localization of prostate
tumors in SPECT images. In a previous study we had per-
formed a similar comparison of the CHO and the VS observer
for planar nuclear imaging [4]. Despite tissue overlap being
significantly less, anatomical noise in reconstructed volumes is
more complex in SPECT due to different anatomical properties
of each slice.
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II. METHODS

A. Scanning observers for detection-localization tasks

Scanning observers compute perception measurements λj
at locations within a region (or organ) of interest Ω. The
output is the most likely location r of a tumor and a rating
λ for its presence or absence. The location and the rating are
obtained by maximization of the perception measurements, i.e.
λ = maxj∈Ω λj and r = argmaxj∈Ωλj . For a test image f , a
general form of scanning observer rating is

λobsj = (wobs
j )t[f − cj ] (1)

where wj is a location specific scan template which depends
on the observer. The term cj is a reference image for normality
which may also depend on location.

For shift-invariant templates, the calculation in Eqn. 1 can
be carried out efficiently by the 2D cross-correlation

Λ = wobs ? ?[f − c] (2)

where Λ is the array of perception measurements with entries
λj and w is the centered observer template. In such cases the
reference image is usually a noise-free tumor-absent estimate
of the background (and is independent of location).

B. The channelized Hotelling observer

The scanning Hotelling or prewhitening (PW) observer
template is given by

wPW
j = K−1s̄j . (3)

Here s̄ is the mean tumor calculated by averaging over a
set of background subtracted training images. The subscript
j implies its shift to the jth location. The covariance matrix
K contains the contributions of quantum and anatomical
variations of the study set. For a 2D image of size N × N
the covariance matrix is of size N2 × N2. As mentioned
above, inverting this covariance matrix is computationally
very expensive. In addition, The Hotelling observer is also
a poor model for humans. This lead to the development of
the CHO where the channels simulate human visual response.
The CHO also significantly reduces the high dimensions of the
covariance matrix by a projection operation on to a space of C
frequency channels (C << N). This results in C×C location-
specific covariance matrices, Kj . Let U be the N2×C matrix
whose columns are given by the channels u1,u2, . . . ,uC . The
channelized covariance matrices Kj are computed as

Kj = Ut
jKUj = 〈Ut

j(f − b)t(f − b)Uj〉f . (4)

The notation 〈.〉f indicates an average over all test images f .
The subscript on U denotes a shift of each channel response
to the jth location. b is the mean background over all
anatomical and quantum realizations. Due to the averaging
over anatomical realizations, the scanning CHO operates under
a BKS-SKS framework.

These matrices Kj can be decomposed into quantum and
anatomical covariance matrices, Kj = Kquant

j + Kanat
j [5].

Kquant
j is computed by the formula

Kquant
j = 〈〈Ut

j(f − f̄)t(f − f̄)Uj〉f 〉f̄ . (5)

In this expression f̄ is a noise-free tumor-absent class mean
of f for the fixed anatomy.

Now, since the quantum noise has been accounted for in
Kquant

j , noise-free realizations can be used to compute the
anatomical covariance

Kanat
j = 〈Ut

j(f̄ −¯̄f)t(f̄ −¯̄f)Uj〉f̄ . (6)

The term ¯̄f is the average of the noise-free backgrounds (̄f )
for the different anatomies. This is referred to as the ensemble
mean background and denoted by b. The template for the
scanning CHO can now be written as

wCHO
j = UjK

−1
j Ut

j s̄j . (7)

This template is not shift-invariant due to the presence of
the location-specific covariance term. Hence the CHO statistic
cannot be computed by a single cross-correlation as in Eqn. 2.
The reference image cj is location specific, cj = b +

s̄j
2 . For

notational convenience, denote Vj = K−1
j and let Vj(i, k)

be its (i, k)th entry. Also, denote by hk, the cross-correlation
hk = uk ? ?[f −b] and let hkj be its value at the jth location.
Then CHO statistic is

λj =

C∑
i,k=1

(̄s,ui)Vj(i, k)hkj −
(Uj s̄)tVj(Uj s̄)

2
, (8)

where (., .) is the standard scalar product.
For our simulation we have used a set of three difference

of Gaussian channels [6] for the CHO.

C. Visual Search Observers

The VS observer offers an alternative technique to account
for anatomical noise whch doesn’t require the calculation of
the covariance matrices. Kundel and Nodine [7] proposed the
VS paradigm as a model for how radiologists read images.
The VS observer adds an initial search process based on image
features which reduces the search region Ω to a much smaller
subset Ω′. One form of the VS uses search features defined in
terms of the mean target.

Z = O(̄s) ? ?O(f). (9)

The operator O is the search feature (ex. gradient) and Z is
the processed version of f corresponding to O. The processed
image is now segmented into clusters or blobs, B1, B2, . . ..
The points of maxima in each blob constitute the set Ω′.

Ω′ = {k ∈ Ω : k = argmaxj∈Bi
Zj for some Bi}. (10)

In this expression Zj denotes the jth coordinate Z. For this
study, we have used two different versions of the VS observer
based on the grayscale (O is the identity operator) and gradient
features. We refer to these as the VS-matched filter (MF)
and the VS-gradient matched filter (GMF) respectively. The
watershed algorithm [8] is used for the segmentation.

The search is followed by a more detailed analysis on the
blob maximums. Several discriminants may be used for the
candidate analysis. We have used the scanning CNPW statistic.
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Unlike the CHO the CNPW observer template is shift-invariant
and can be expressed as

wj = UjU
t
j s̄j . (11)

It must be noted that the scanning CNPW observer does not
account for anatomical noise. The CNPW observer operates
in the BKE-SKS framework. The reference image used in
Eqn. 1 is an anatomy specific mean background. The exact
background subtraction negates the effects of anatomical noise.
In fact, the CNPW template in Eqn. 11 can be obtained by
using an identity covariance term in the CHO template in
Eqn. 7. Since the VS observer is using the CNPW statistic
for analysis, it is tied to a BKE framework despite the search
being independent of background. The same set of channels
as the CHO are used for the CNPW observer.

D. Imaging simulation and observer studies

Details about the SPECT simulation and reconstructions
can be found in our previous work [9]. A brief summary
is given here. A cubic volume of dimensions 1283 from
the the 3D XCAT phantom [10] is considered. Five differ-
ent bio-distributions (anatomical variations) for ProstaScint
(In-111) uptakes are simulated in the various organs. The
SPECT simulation follows clinical ProstaScint imaging pro-
tocols. It mimicks acquisitions with medium energy parallel
hole (MEPH) collimators and accounts for inhomogeneous
photon attenuation and depth-dependent detector blur. Noise-
free projections are calculated at intervals of three degrees
amounting to a total of 120 128×128 projections. Projections
are created for the two principle energies of In-111 (171 and
245 keV), scaled for abundance and absorption coefficients of
one cm sodium iodide detector and added.

Spherical soft-tissue tumors of diameter 1 cm are consid-
ered. A total of 150 distinct tumor locations are generated.
Four tumor-to-prostate relative activities (contrast) of 6 and
13 are used for the study. Tumor projections are created
independently, scaled for contrast and added to the XCAT
background projections. Photon count levels from clinical data
(with a mean of 5 million counts) are used for the addition of
Poisson noise to the projections.

The ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) al-
gorithm [11] with corrections for attenuation and detector blur,
is used to reconstruct the projections with 2 and 6 iterations.
Gaussian post-filtering with integral blur-widths between 0 and
4 pixels, is applied to the reconstructed images. Lesion-present
and lesion-absent images are generated with and without
noise. The slices through the center of the lesion (and the
corresponding slices in lesion-absent images) are extracted for
the observer study.

Model observer studies are conducted with the CHO,
CNPW observer and both forms of the VS observer. They are
complemented by human studies with four human observers.
This is followed by a location receiver operator characteristic
(LROC) analysis. The radius of correct localization is chosen
to be 5 pixels using the ame process as [12]. Image sets
corresponding to all 10 reconstruction strategies are considered
for this study. A strategy consists of a pair (n, d) where n is the
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Fig. 1. FCL for the CHO, VS and CNPW observers for two contrast ratios.
Both BKS and BKE variants are shown for the CHO and CNPW observers

number of iterations and d is the Gaussian postfiltering blur
width. For each image set, 50 images are used for training
and 100 images are used for testing. For the training in the
human studies, the true disease status along with the correct
tumor location is shown to the observer once the decision for
an image has been finalized. Human studies are conducted in
a SPECT-CT format with the XCAT anatomical image being
displayed alongside the test image [13].

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 displays the observer performance as a function
of the post-filter blur width for a fixed iteration. The error
bars on the human (computed as the standard error of the 4
human observers) are shown in the plot itself. The error bars
on all model observers except the CNPW observer are in the
range 0.01 - 0.02. The CNPW observer which yields almost
perfect performances for all cases has zero error bars. The
CHO and the VS observers yield similar performances though
the VS observers seem to follow the human trends better. We
use correlation coefficients to analyze these trends.

TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF VARIOUS MODEL OBSERVERS WITH

HUMAN OBSERVERS

Observer 2 iterations 6 iterations
CNPW -0.26 0.28
CHO 0.65 0.53

VS-MF 0.82 0.78
VS-GMF 0.97 0.70

Table I lists the correlation coefficients of the different
model observers with the human observer. The CNPW ob-
server which does not account for anatomical noise (and
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has negligible variation in performance) shows the lowest
correlation. Accounting for anatomical variations in the CHO
somewhat improves correlation with humans. For example, a
peaking trend (best performance at an intermediate blur width)
is observed in the 6 iterations case. Further improvement is
attained by using the VS model to account for anatomical
noise. Both forms of the VS have a higher correlation than
the scanning observers for both 2 and 6 iterations.

IV. DISCUSSION

The CHO and the VS observer account for anatomical noise
in different ways. The CHO uses image class statistics to
account for the anatomical variations. However, it is debatable
if this model matches a humans response to anatomical noise.
The VS observers respond to anatomical noise on an image-
by-image basis which is in agreement with humans. The
possible tumor candidates selected by both humans and the VS
observers could be due to high uptake (actual tumor location)
or anatomical/quantum blobs. Hence the VS observer is a more
accurate model for human perception.

The CHO is perhaps the most widely used observer for
tumor localization tasks. The VS observer is an alternative
which forgoes all the heavy pre-processing described in Sec-
tion II. Despite the pre-processing (computing the channelized
covariance matrices ahead of time - approximately 2 minutes)
the CHO is significantly slower than the VS observer. The
application of the CHO for a study set of 100 images takes
approximately 2 minutes. The VS observers can score the same
images in less than 5 seconds which is at par with the CNPW
observer. A major part of this disparity is due to the shift-
variant nature of the CHO template.

For this study, anatomical variations are restricted to dif-
ferent tracer uptakes in the various organs but anatomical
structures are constant. A more general study would include
structural differences in the anatomy. A study of this type was
performed by Kupinski et. al [14] for the ideal observer with
lumpy background models [15]. The study is computationally
very intensive. An equivalent study would further increase
the computing time for the CHO whereas the VS observer’s
computing time will remain unchanged.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared the CHO and the VS observer as two
ways of accounting for anatomical noise in tumor localization
tasks. The VS observer is a more accurate model for humans
and has the added advantages of superior correlation and
computational efficiency. This comparison of model observers
argues for continued development of the VS observer.
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Iterative CT Reconstruction with Regularization
Parameter Tuned by Blind Image Quality

Assessment
Ti Bai, Xuanqin Mou, Wufeng Xue, Hao Yan and Steve B. Jiang

Abstract—In regularized iterative reconstruction, regulariza-
tion parameter that balances the strength of the fidelity and
penalty term plays a crucial role in producing a high quality
reconstruction. Appropriately selecting the regularization param-
eter is challenging, particularly in medical imaging community,
as task-oriented medical image quality assessment (IQA) poses
additional difficulty. Aim at relieving this problem, in this work,
we report an adaptive regularization parameter approach by
employing a prior image that was selected by a learned blind IQA
(BIQA) model as the quality indicator. As the proposed algorithm
is not tailored to certain specific problem, it promises added-
on value on various inverse problems where a regularization
parameter is involved. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed algorithm delivers a reconstruction with good
tradeoff between noise and resolution, moreover, it is very
computation cost saved compared with existed regularization
parameter selection method.

Index Terms—Regularization parameter, trade-off, blind image
quality assessment

I. INTRODUCTION

The reduction in radiation dose to human body is essential in
order to avoid inducing genetic, cancerous and other diseases,
which can be achieved by reducing the tube current, only
irradiating the region of interest (ROI), or scanning a short
range of views, etc, whereas these incomplete data may
potentially lead to a heavily distorted reconstruction. A natural
idea to solve these problems is to perform post-processing
on the reconstructions, for example, remove the noise by
enforcing total variation (TV) minimization based denoising
algorithm. An alternative way to alleviate these problems is
to reconstruct the images iteratively by incorporating physical
constraints, using more accurate system model and taking the
stochastic characteristics of noise into consideration [1], with
which betweer reconstruction can be achieved. In the context
of iterative reconstruction, as is typical for inverse problems,
regularization is required to restore the numerical stability,
where the regularization parameter, which balances the fidelity
term and regularization term, is of utmost importance to
deliver excellent image quality. According to the best of our
knowledge, for now, no effective regularization parameter
selection algorithm has been proposed in the CT reconstruction
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field due to that there is no obvious physical meaning, such
as resolution, corresponding to the regularization parameter.
Moreover, medical image quality assessment (IQA) is a task-
depends problem which pose additional challenges [2].

Great efforts have been devoted to the subject of regulariza-
tion parameter selection, including the discrepancy principle
(DP) [3], [4], generalized cross validation (GCV) [5], Stein’s
unbiased risk estimation (SURE) [6], the L-curve method [7]
and balance principle [8], to name a few. The discrepancy
principle requires a reliable estimation of the noise level which
is not always available. GCV is known to yield regularization
parameters for linear algorithms that asymptotically minimize
the true mean square error (MSE), while the objective function
is very flat over a broad scale. SURE provides a practical
means of unbiased assessing MSE, but requires knowledge of
noise statistics. In the L-curve method, which is totally data-
driven, parameters are chosen to maximize the curvature of a
L-shaped curve, it is computationally intensive and sensitive
to curvature estimation. As for balance principle, which can
be derived from the hierarchical Bayesian inference, its final
result largely depends on another parameter.

However, most of the algorithms proposed in the field of
applied mathematics, such as discrepancy principle, GCV,
SURE, try to select a regularization parameter in terms of
minimal mean square error (MSE) or similar goal, while an
ensemble of experiments demonstrated that MSE is not a good
metric of IQA, not to mention medical IQA which is much
more complicated than natural IQA. In this paper, we proposed
another mechanism for selecting the regularization parameter.
An ensemble of experiments have verified the fact that natural
images possess certain regular statistical properties. And the
regularity has been well established in the visual science
literature. For example, the power spectrum of natural images
takes the form of 1

f2 . On the other hand, the presence of
different kinds of distortion would modify the statistics in
its own characteristic way. As a consequence, a multitude of
BIQA metrics that evaluate perceptual quality of an image
without any prior information about it have been developed.
Anish Mittal et.al. proposed to use scene statistics of locally
normalized luminance coefficients to quantify the distorted
images, thereby leading to a Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial
QUality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [9]. By employing an adaptive
procedure to jointly normalize the gradient magnitude and
Laplacian of Gaussian features, Wufeng Xue et.al. developed
a novel BIQA model that can deliver excellent performance,
even could be competitive with some full reference IQA
models [10]. Motivated by these works, in this paper, BIQA
is exploited to select a suitable regularization parameter.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section. (II)
describes in detail the key idea. We present experimental
results with two group of clinical data in Section. (III. Sec-
tion. (IV) and sec. (V) narrate discussions and conclusions of
this study, respectively.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Notation and Problem Description

Basically, iterative reconstruction can be formulated as
follows:

x̂β = argmin
x
{φ(x) + βψ(x)}, (1)

where the non-negative functional φ and ψ are known as the
fidelity term and regularization term, while β is the so-called
regularization parameter that adjusts the strength of the fidelity
and penalty. φ(x) = 1

2 (Ax− y)T(Ax− y) is one of the
typical choices for most inverse problems, where A ∈ RM×N

is a bound and linear operator, y ∈ RM represents the
measurements which maybe contaminated by noise ε ∈ RM in
practice, we denote by x ∈ RN the unknowns we try to seek.
ψ(x) can be understood as some kind of prior knowledge, for
example, total variation.

Our task is to select a task-oriented regularization parameter
β which can result in a reconstruction with a desirable trade-
off between noise and resolution.

B. BIQA based parameter selection

Blind image quality assessment aims at evaluating the
perceptual quality of image without any information regarding
the reference by analyzing the statistical features extracted
from some certain transformed domain of the image, such as
discrete cosine transform domain or wavelet domain. Gener-
ally, a two-stage framework is adopted by most of the BIQAs:
statistical feature extraction, and regression model learning
with subjective human scores. In the context of quality as-
sessment for medical image such as CT/MRI, an ensemble of
subjective image quality evaluation libraries should be firstly
established. Specially, a rich amount of raw data corresponding
to different parts of the human body, such as head-neck, lung,
abdomen, to name a few, is acquired with different noise levels
(e.g., varying radiation exposure levels for CT). Then, iterative
reconstruction with different regularization terms, such as total
variation and dictionary learning, are run repeatedly by adjust-
ing the regularization parameters from very large to very small.
Finally, all of these reconstructions are scored by radiologists
regarding different tasks. Once the subjective image databases
are established, with each image therein has been scored by
radiologists, the extracted statistical features can be fed into the
regression algorithms to learn prediction models for BIQA.1

If the performance of the learned BIQA is consistent with the
recorded subjective scores, it can be approved and applied on
the task-oriented regularization parameters selection. It can be
used to score the reconstructions with different parameters,
and the parameter with the highest score can be regarded as

1Two BIQA models, trained with two large groups of CT data with respect
to reconstructions with different regularization parameters and post-processing
images have been released and can be downloaded freely from our website
for academic uses, gr.xjtu.edu.cn/web/xqmou/research

the best one regarding current diagnostic task. The advantage
of this method is that it can reach the best compromise
between noise and resolution. The drawback, however, is huge
computational cost due to the fact that various reconstructions
with different β are required for scoring. Moreover, subjective
evaluation on these images is also an exhausting task to the
radiologists. Aim at relieving this problem, in this study, we
propose a simple but practical method for parameter selection
in an adaptive manner.

C. Adaptive parameter selection

In contrast to the discrepancy principle that only takes the
fidelity term into account, in this work, both fidelity and
regularization term are taken into consideration.

Beforehand, we would like to introduce some mathematical
properties about φ(x) and ψ(x) which play an essential role
in the proposed algorithm.

Lemma II.1. For any xβ1 , xβ2 with 0 < β1 < β2,

φ(xβ1) ≤ φ(xβ2) and ψ(xβ1) ≥ ψ(xβ2). (2)

By Lemma. II.1 [11], and taking the fact that φ and ψ
are non-negative functionals into consideration, the following
relation holds.

Corollary II.2. For any xβ1 , xβ2 with 0 < β1 < β2,

φ(xβ1)

ψ(xβ1)
≤ φ(xβ2)

ψ(xβ2)
. (3)

We define the ratio of the fidelity term and regularization
term for some specified reconstruction xβ as r(β) =

φ(xβ)
ψ(xβ)

.
Corollary. (II.2) claims that r(β) is monotonically increasing.
It is reasonable to hypothesize that r(β) can be a quantitative
description of the trade-off between noise and resolution. Now,
instead of selecting a suitable regularization parameter β, our
task is to seek a specified r(β) that leads to a desirable trade-
off reconstruction between noise and resolution.

It will be shown that although not as ideal as the aforemen-
tioned algorithm, the reconstruction still correlates well with
human judgments of quality in terms of that the reconstruction
delivers a good trade-off between noise and resolution, and
thus validate its efficacy.

D. Specification of Prior Image

Having described our new task, we now can introduce the
fashion how to specify a suitable r(β) which can lead to the
desirable trade-off reconstruction.

In this work, the prior image with a desirable trade-off
between noise and resolution is selected from a multitude
of post-processed images ranging from oversmoothed to very
noisy versions. Note that post-processing is very fast due to
that no forward/backward projection operators are required.
Based on the prior image, the ratio r(β) is calculated and
served as the indicator of a desirable trade-off reconstruction.

As for the quality evaluation, a natural idea is to employ
BIQA as the metric. However, currently, a library containing
CT images with subjective scores used to train an effective
BIQA model is not established yet. In order to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed algorithm, in this study, a
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synthetic medical image quality database consists of 96 images
from different parts of human body, including abdomen, lung
and head-neck and contaminated in four different ways: noise,
blurring, blurring + noise, and noise + blurring, is prepared
to train the BIQA model. To assign a quality score to each
image, a full reference image quality model called gradient
magnitude similarity deviation (GMSD) [12] is used, by mea-
suring the original CT image and the corresponding distorted
one. Quality aware features are extracted according to [10].
Then a quality regression model is learned by support vector
regression [13]. For each candidate image, we first compute
its quality aware features; then the learned regression model is
used to map the features to its quality. Given an appropriately
selected regularization parameter, our results validated that
iterative reconstruction produces a image with similar trade-off
to that of the prior image.

E. Algorithm Description

Upon determining the prior image with the desirable trade-
off between noise and resolution, the target ratio rt between
the fidelity term and regularization term could be readily ob-
tained, based on which, regularization parameter β is updated
adaptively until the ratio of current reconstruction rβ arrives
at the target one. See Algorithm. I for details. Note that the
parameter α won’t influence the final reconstruction but the
speed. In this feasibility study, α is set to 2. And it will
be observed that this choice could result in a good overall
convergence speed.

F. Experiments

Low-dose raw projections from sheep lung perfusion and
patient cardiac angiography were used to evaluate the proposed
algorithm. The sheep was scanned on a SIEMENS Somatom
Sensation 64-slice CT scanner to acquire a 672× 1160-views
sinogram, while the patient was scanned on a GE discovery
CT750 HD scanner to acquire a 888× 1100-views sinogram.
In this study, both images were reconstructed with a matrix of
1024× 1024 and a pixel size of 0.5× 0.5mm2.

An alternating minimization scheme was adopted to opti-
mize the variables alternatively. Order subsets and Nesterov’s
first-order methods were employed to boost the algorithm. For
both real data, β = 0 was fed into Eq. 1 to reconstruct a very
noisy image which were then denoised by a total variation
minimization based Splitting Bregman algorithm with 15
different regularization parameters ranging from 300× 1.2−7

to 300 × 1.27 so as to produce 15 images with different
trade-offs from oversmoothed to very noisy versions, ratio
between different β is 1.2. BIQA was employed to judge
the quality of the aforementioned 15 post-processing images
and select the best one as the prior image, based on whom,
the target ratio rt was calculated. Here we selected the best
trade-off image manually and found that it was indeed in
accordance with the one selected by the learned BIQA, and
hence validated the feasibility of the BIQA model to a certain
extent. Finally, algorithm. (I) was run with the calculated target
ratio rt as the input. Zero initialization was utilized for all
of the reconstructions. Curves of regularization parameters
β vs iterations, along with the corresponding ratio rβ vs
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Fig. 1. Results for real sheep lung data. Row (a) illustrated three different
reconstructions under three different β as indicated by the green arrows in
(b). (b) curves of regularization parameters β vs iterations (blue), along with
the corresponding current ratio rβ vs iterations (red). It was observed that
the converged value of rβ was 0.6301. (c) curve of the predicted BIQA
score for all of the post-processing images vs the corresponding regularization
parameters, where target ratio rt of the selected image was 0.6301, as
indicated by the red arrow.

iterations, are plotted to demonstrate the convergence speed of
the algorithm. The predicted BIQA scores of different post-
processing images are also illustrated, note that the lower
the score is, the higher the image quality is. Three different
reconstructions with different β which have been tried during
the adaptive selection process are depicted to validate the
efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

III. RESULTS

We first present the results for the sheep lung perfusion
imaging in Fig. (1), where (a1) ∼ (a3) depict three different re-
constructions with different β, as indicated by the green arrows
in Fig. (1)(b), respectively. Figure. (1)(b) shows the curves as
functions of regularization parameters β vs iterations, ratio rβ
vs iterations, respectively. It can be observed that the algorithm
is almost converged in 3 iterations, so is the ratio rβ . Further,
Fig. (1)(a1) ∼ (a3) could be regraded as an overall reflection
of the whole algorithm, among which Fig. (1)(a2) appears
the best trade-off between noise and resolution. Figure. (1)(c)
illustrates the predicted scores with the learned BIQA model
for all of the post-processing images. The image corresponding
to the 7th β has the smallest score and was used as the prior
image to calculate the target ratio rt. Good agreement is found
between the converged value of rβ and the target one rt,
namely, ∼ 0.63 as indicated by the red arrows in Fig. (1)(b)
and (c).

Figure. (2) demonstrates results for patient cardiac angiog-
raphy study. The sub-figures are in the same arrangement as
that in Fig. (1). Similar observations can be made in general,
for example, the reconstruction in Fig. (2)(a2), corresponding
to the same ratio rβ as the target ratio rt = 1.4574, delivered
the best trade-off among the three selected reconstructions.
Also the algorithm is converged in 3 iterations, suggesting its
efficiency furture.
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TABLE I
ALGORITHM 1

1. Set k = 0 and initialize β0 = 100;
2. for k = 0, 1, · · · do
3. Solve for x̂β by Eq. (1) with β = βk , i.e., x̂βk = argminx{φ(x) + βkψ(x)}.
4. Calculate the ratio by r(βk) = φ(x̂βk )/ψ(x̂βk ).
5. Update the regularization parameter βk+1 by βk+1 = βk(rt/rβk )

α.
6. Check the stopping criterion
7. end for
8. Return (x̂βk , βk)
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Fig. 2. Results for real human cardiac angiography data. Row (a) illustrated
three different reconstructions under three different β as indicated by the
green arrows in (b). (b) curves of regularization parameters β vs iterations
(blue), along with the corresponding current ratio rβ vs iterations (red).
It was observed that the converged value of rβ was 1.4574. (c) curve
of the predicted BIQA score for all of the post-processing images vs the
corresponding regularization parameters, where target ratio rt of the selected
image was 1.4574, as indicated by the red arrow.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, an adaptive regularization parameter selection
algorithm using prior image is proposed. It in principle could
be generalized to various fields involved in inverse problems
such as 2D/3D medical imaging and image restoration, etc.
Considering that the proposed algorithm is solely relying on
the ratio between the fidelity and penalty terms on top of
the selected prior image, it allows various physical constrains
incorporated.

It is widely acknowledged that image quality should be
assessed with regard to the specific imaging task, which
suggests a task-oriented regularization parameter selection
strategy. Compared to the existing methods, the proposed
algorithm, to some extent, promises added-on value to task-
oriented reconstruction because the prior image could be
selected according to the diagnostic task. The fact that post-
processing is very fast and our algorithm converges in a few
steps make the proposed algorithm a practical candidate for
clinical applications.

In this paper, a learned BIQA model was exploited to deter-
mine the prior image, and its feasibility is partially validated
by the observations that the images selected by BIQA model
were in accordance with those selected manually. However,
this BIQA model is still far from a perfect one considering the
fact that only a small datasets were utilized for the training.
To establish a library including all kinds of clinical data of

different parts of human body, with each image therein has
been scored by radiologists which is an exhausting task, is
one of the central factors in our ongoing investigation. Based
on this library, better task-oriented BIQA models could be
trained, and hence expected to boost the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel adaptive regularization parameter selection algo-
rithm based on the prior image selected by a learned BIQA
model was proposed in this work. Experimental results showed
that the proposed algorithm could select a regularization
parameter which can result in a good trade-off reconstruction
between noise and resolution. Good agreement was found
between the prior image selected with the BIQA model and
the one manually selected.
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Abstract— This paper proposes a new projection method with 

piecewise linear model (PLM) for forward projection and 

backprojection in computed tomography. The distance-driven 

(DD) projector which is known as the current state-of-the-art 

approach is based on piecewise constant signal model. Our PLM 

projector assumes a continuous and piecewise linear signal, which 

significantly reduces high frequency artifact appeared in some 

other projection methods. As the approximation error is 

accumulated in iterative reconstruction approach, more accurate 

projection model is required. Simulation results confirm that 

PLM show better image quality than DD projector.  

 
Index Terms—Projection, Back-projection, Computed 

tomography, Iterative reconstruction 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In tomographic imaging, lowering radiation dose results in 

increased noise level and streak artifacts. The iterative image 

reconstructions are often used to enhance image quality using 

low dose CT data, and the forward and backward projections 

are critical operations. Forward projection model is used for 

simulating tomographic imaging process and is a critical step in 

iterative reconstruction and artifact correction algorithms such 

as metal artifact and beam hardening corrections. 

Backprojection is used for analytical reconstruction as well as 

for iterative reconstruction in low-dose imaging.  

For most iterative reconstruction method, at least one 

forward projection and one backprojection procedure are 

required within each iteration. Forward projection estimates a 

system matrix, which represents a discretized Radon transform, 

and backprojection is defined by its transpose or adjoint. More 

exact projection model provides better iterative reconstruction 

results.  

Various models have been developed for forward and 

backprojection, such as pixel-driven and ray-driven methods. 

Two-dimensional projection and backprojection are illustrated 

in Fig. 1. Pixel-driven projector results in artifact for forward 

projection, and ray-driven projector for backprojection, 

respectively. In [4], De Man and Basu proposed a new 

projection model which is based on the distance from the 

source signal to the destination signal rather than simple linear 

interpolation. Two-dimensional distance-driven (DD) method 

maps all pixel boundaries and detector boundaries onto a 

common axis which is determined by the source rotation angle, 

and then applies one dimensional kernel operation [4]. This 

 
Yoonmi Hong, Gyehyun Kim, Jaesung Lee, Jaechool Lee, and Haekyung 

Jung are with the DMC R&D center, Samsung Electronics, South Korea. 
 

operation computes the contribution of each pixel to each 

detector bin, and vice versa. Assuming each pixel or detector is 

piece-wise constant, they need to calculate only the intersection 

length of each pixel and detector boundary as described in Fig. 

2. For three-dimensional DD method, all horizontal and vertical 

boundaries of the voxels are projected onto a common plane 

and the overlapped area is computed through the kernel 

operation. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Illustrations of (a) ray-driven projection, and (b) 

pixel-driven back-projection 

 

 
Fig. 2 Distance-driven projection signal model 

 

The DD method is more accurate than pixel-driven or 

ray-driven approach in that it removes the high frequency 

artifact [3],[5]. However, the amount of contribution of each 

pixel is different even within a single interval determined by its 

boundaries, and the difference becomes larger when the 

rotation angle is close to the odd multiple of π/4. More exact 

signal model is a trapezoidal model as illustrated in Fig. 3. This 

trapezoidal signal model is similarly proposed in [2],[6]. 

Spherically symmetric volume model defined by blob which is 

based on modified Bessel functions is also proposed in [8],[9]. 

However, these methods require high computational cost 

compared to the DD method because overlapped area must be 

Projection and backprojection method based on 

piecewise linear signal model for tomographic imaging 

Yoonmi Hong, Gyehyun Kim, Jaesung Lee, Jaechool Lee, and Haekyung Jung 
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computed. In [8], two-dimensional lookup table was used for 

computing the weights. In this paper, we propose rather simple 

method based on piece-wise linear model by assuming that 

each pixel has the true value at its center and varies linearly to 

the next pixel value as in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 3 Projection with trapezoidal signal 

 

 
Fig. 4 PLM projection signal model 

 

A similar signal model is also proposed as a parametric 

signal model in [10]. To improve the signal model accuracy, 

they defined i-th pixel signal by 

𝑠𝑖(𝑡) = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖(𝑡 − 0.5), 
with a parameter t. It follows that the system matrix is the 

addition of two matrices with respect to the DC component 

vector {𝛼𝑖} and slope component vector{𝛽𝑖}, and as a result 

twice as many coefficients are required in order to approximate 

system matrix. Moreover, it may not be continuous for some 

choices of {𝛼𝑖} and {𝛽𝑖}. 
In practice, due to the finite size of the X-ray source, each 

voxel has a trapezoidal footprint rather than rectangular shape 

which is assumed in DD method. In this respect, our PLM 

model is more appropriate for the realization than the DD 

model. 

Moreover, our proposed method with piece-wise linear 

model assumes a continuous signal, and particularly results in 

less discontinuity and less high-frequency artifact for the 

images with large gradients. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains DD 

projection method, and then develops PLM projection model 

and how to compute 1D kernel operation. Section 3 presents the 

simulation results of one single forward projection and iterative 

reconstruction results as well. Conclusions are presented in 

section 4. 

 

II. METHODS 

A. Distance-driven method 

In distance-driven projection and backprojection, a novel 

technique to determine the amount of contribution is suggested 

rather than simple linear interpolation. Instead of center of 

image pixel or detector cell, the boundaries of pixel and 

detector cells are considered in [4]. To understand the 

distance-driven kernel operation, the boundaries of all pixels 

and detector cells are mapped onto a common axis, and then 

define a source signal 𝑠(𝑥) by  

𝑠(𝑥) ≔∑𝑠𝑖𝜒[𝑥𝑖,𝑥𝑖+1)(𝑥),

𝑖

 

where χI is a characteristic function which has a value 1 on the 

interval I and 0 outside I. Then the destination signal 𝑑𝑛 over 

the interval [𝑦𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛+1) is computed by 

𝑑𝑛 =
1

𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛
∫ 𝑠(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑦𝑛+1

𝑦𝑛

 

      =
1

𝑦𝑛+1−𝑦𝑛
∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑖 |[𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1) ∩ [𝑦𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛+1)|, (1) 

where | ⋅ | denotes the length of the interval. For example, if 

𝑥𝑚 ≤ 𝑦𝑛 < 𝑥𝑚+1 ≤ 𝑦𝑛+1 < 𝑥𝑚+2 as in Fig. 2, (1) is reduced to  

𝑑𝑛 =
(𝑥𝑚+1 − 𝑦𝑛)𝑠𝑚 + (𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑚+1)𝑠𝑚+1

𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛
. 

Unlike pixel-driven and ray-driven methods, DD projection 

operation is self-adjoint, as the calculation of length of 

intersection interval is symmetric.  

B. PLM method 

As in the DD approach, we focus on the source and destination 

signals after mapping onto a pre-defined common axis. The 

source signal is defined by pixel values and the destination 

signal by detector values for forward projection, and vice versa 

for backprojection. In DD method, the source and destination 

signals are determined by all boundaries. In PLM method the 

source signal is determined by the location mapped from source 

centers and the destination signal by boundaries. 

The projected source signal 𝑠(𝑥) can be defined by 

𝑠(𝑥) ≔∑𝑠𝑖𝛽𝑖(𝑥),

𝑖

 

where 𝑠𝑖 is 𝑖-th source value, 𝑥𝑖 is a projected location of 𝑖-th 

center, and {𝛽𝑖(𝑥)} is defined by 

𝛽𝑖(𝑥) =

{
 
 

 
 

1

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖−1
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖−1), 𝑥𝑖−1 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑖 ;

1

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖+1
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖+1), 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑖+1;

0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒.

 

 

In general, image basis {𝛽𝑖(𝑥)}  can be any higher order 

B-splines or other basis functions; however, in this paper we 

only consider first order B-spline for simplicity. Then, n-th 

destination value 𝑑𝑛 with projected boundaries 𝑦𝑛 and 𝑦𝑛+1 is 
computed by 

𝑑𝑛 =
1

𝑦𝑛+1−𝑦𝑛
∫ 𝑠(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑦𝑛+1
𝑦𝑛

.                    (2) 

For example, if 𝑥𝑚 ≤ 𝑦𝑛 < 𝑥𝑚+1 ≤ 𝑦𝑛+1 < 𝑥𝑚+2 as in Fig. 

4, (2) is reduced to the summation of two trapezoidal area: 
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𝑑𝑛

=
(𝑥𝑚+1 − 𝑦𝑛)(𝑡𝑚 + 𝑠𝑚+1) + (𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑚+1)(𝑠𝑚+1 + 𝑡𝑚+1)

2(𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛)
, 

where  

𝑡𝑚 =
(𝑥𝑚+1 − 𝑦𝑛)𝑠𝑚 + (𝑦𝑛 − 𝑥𝑚)𝑠𝑚+1

𝑥𝑚+1 − 𝑥𝑚
, 

and 

𝑡𝑚+1 =
(𝑥𝑚+2 − 𝑦𝑛+1)𝑠𝑚+1 + (𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑚+1)𝑠𝑚+2

𝑥𝑚+2 − 𝑥𝑚+1
. 

 

As only the overlap kernel operation is different from the DD 

method, our algorithm has similar computation speed with the 

DD projection algorithm. Similar to DD, it has low arithmetic 

cost and highly sequential memory pattern as well. Branchless 

implementation is also possible for better parallelization as 

described in [1]. Branchless projection method is implemented 

by cumulatively computing the integral operation (1) or (2). 

   For three-dimensional projection models for cone-beam 

geometry, overlapped area and volume instead of overlapped 

length are calculated for the contribution of source signals. 

Once the intersection area is obtained, the volume is calculated 

by multiplying the overlapped length for the z-direction.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Forward projector as a single module 

We compare the forward projections of uniform circle using 

pixel-driven, DD, and PLM projector in Fig. 5. As we 

explained before, pixel-driven projector results in significant 

artifact. Although the DD projector almost eliminates the high 

frequency artifact, it still shows some fluctuation. The 

projection data obtained using the proposed PLM projector is 

smoother and closer to the true sinogram than the DD projector 

as magnified in Fig. 5 (b). 

 
Fig. 5 Forward projection results 

B. Forward and back-projector in iterative reconstruction 

  We next perform iterative reconstruction for 

three-dimensional cone-beam geometry. For iterative 

reconstruction, we adopt Simultaneous Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (SART). SART algorithm 

iteratively updates the image to solve the system model:  

A𝐱 = 𝐲, 
where 𝐱 is the unknown object, 𝐲 given projection data, and A 

represents system matrix. Then, SART iteration equation is 

given by 

𝑥𝑖
(𝑛)
= 𝑥𝑖

(𝑛−1)
+ 𝜆𝑛

∑ [𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑦𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗

𝑇
𝑥 (𝑛−1)

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑖
]𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑗

, 

where 𝑎𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗ denotes the j-th column vector of the system matrix A, 

and λn  is a relaxation parameter which controls the 

convergence rate [7]. Here, PLM and DD methods differently 

approximate the system matrix A.  Compared to the 

conventional ART algorithm, SART evaluates entire projection 

data at once instead of calculating for a single detector cell. 

  We simulated flat-detector cone-beam geometry with the 

source to iso-center distance 600mm and the source to detector 

distance 1200mm. The flat-panel detector size is 

400mm×400mm. The object volume size is 200mm 

×200mm×200mm with 128×128×128 pixels. Projection 

measurements are generated from the modified 3D 

Shepp-Logan phantom by linearly averaging 2×2 detector cells 

obtained by the ray-driven projector for fair comparison. As we 

compare the projection accuracy, we consider noiseless 

measurement. 

  Fig. 6 shows the reconstruction results after 400 iterations 

from the uniform initial image. The results show that PLM 

method gives less artifact, and the reconstructed image is 

smoother than DD in homogeneous area.  

We also perform iterative reconstruction with resolution 

phantom to compare the improvement of image resolution. Fig. 

7 shows that PLM projector gives better contrast and higher 

spatial resolution compared to DD projector. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a new projection model that can 

be used in iterative CT image reconstruction algorithm. The 

proposed hybrid projection method is based on piecewise linear 

signal model. The DD projection method which is known as the 

state-of-the-art approach assumes piecewise constant signal. 

Then, the amount of the contribution from the source signal to 

the destination signal is computed by kernel operation after 

mapping all boundaries of the source and destination signals to 

a pre-defined common axis. On the other hand, we mapped all 

pixel centers of the source signal and the boundaries of the 

destination signal to a common axis, and then perform kernel 

operation to determine the amount of the contribution. Since we 

assumed a continuous source signal, our proposed PLM 

projector is more realistic for the projection data acquisition 

process in tomographic imaging.  

Simulation results show that PLM projector is more accurate 

than DD method. It almost suppressed the high frequency 

artifact caused by the simple linear interpolation or false signal 
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modeling. Since iterative reconstruction repeats forward and 

backprojection several times, more accurate projection model 

results in better quality of the reconstructed images.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Iterative reconstruction results: the left and right 

columns show DD and PLM methods, respectively. The 

first, second, and third rows show axial, coronal, sagittal 

views, respectively. Display window is [0.05, 0.35]. 
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Fig. 7 Iterative reconstruction results: the left and right 

show DD and PLM methods, respectively. Display window 

is [-0.3, 1.0]. 
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Iterative CT Image Reconstruction using 3D
Dictionary Learning

Kai Mei, Alexander Valentinitsch, Felix K. Kopp, Andreas Fehringer,
Franz Pfeiffer, Ernst J. Rummeny, Jan S. Bauer, Peter B. Noël

Abstract—The recent availability of computational power has
opened up the opportunity to utilize iterative reconstruction (IR)
for reducing image noise in low-dose Computed Tomography
(CT). In the recent years, dictionary learning or sparse coding
has proven great potential in noise reduction in the field of
image processing. However, few application of using a three-
dimensional (3D) dictionary has yet been seen because of the large
amount of resources (memory as well as computational time)
needed. In this work, we combine a maximum likelihood iterative
reconstruction with a 3D dictionary concept. The algorithm is
evaluated on patient data from a clinical CT system. To deter-
mine the diagnostic value of our reconstructions, subjective and
objective image quality were assessed. When comparing between
traditional regularization, 2D dictionary and our method, a
significant improvement of image quality can be reported.

Index Terms—computed tomography, iterative reconstruction,
dictionary learning, sparse coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN medical X-ray CT, one driving factor of introducing
clinical IR algorithms was the growing concern of

relatively high radiation exposure [1]. Statistical IR methods
using maximum likelihood-based estimation [2] have gained
interest because they are known to significantly improve the
image quality in low dose CT acquisitions. One further key
to move toward clinical application was the introduction
of high parallel computing tools such as GPUs [3] [4].
Generally, iterative reconstruction comes with a data term and
regularization term. On this note, the data term alone does
not provide adequate results, because CT reconstruction is an
ill-posed problem in the discrete case because the solution,
if it exists, is not unique. Given this limitation, a so-called
regularization or penalizing loop needs to be done after
each update. Most regularization solutions, which incorporate
priors, mainly focus on properties like smoothness and edge
preservation of the whole slice.

Recently, noise reduction technique using learnt over-
complete dictionary via sparse coding has attracted great
interest among various fields. In image processing, this
technique has illustrated great potential in eliminating noise
while at the same time preserving edges and details [5] [6].

K. Mei, F. Kopp, F. Pfeiffer, E. Rummeny and P. Noël are with
the Department of Radiology at Technische Universität München, e-mail:
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sität München.

For artifact suppression in medical CT images, several studies
[7] [8] showed the potential of dictionaries for low-dose
and few-view scans. However, these denoising techniques
are conducted slice by slice (2D dictionary). As a result,
horizontal streaks can be observed in sagittal or coronal
views. To correct this artifact, extending the dictionary to
3D is necessary. However this step towards 3D come for the
price of increased computational cost (memory as well as
computational time) when training dictionary online. In [9],
clustering has to be used to reduce the number of patches in
order to lower computation burden.

In this work, we extend the dictionary concept to 3D and
combine it with iterative CT reconstruction. Comparing to
the time-consuming online 3D dictionary training, we show
that using a static pre-trained 3D dictionary is time-efficient
and well-performing. The sparse coding of an offline 3D
dictionary and consecutive iterative reconstruction can yield
a significantly improved result. Results of our method are
compared subjectively and objectively to both of traditional
regularization and 2D dictionary. The paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 will explain the method we used. Result
and discussion can be found in Section 3. In Section 4, we
summarize our study.

II. METHOD

The data used in this work were acquired with a clinical
CT scanner (Siemens SOMATOM Definition AS, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The investigated datasets
were mainly Abdomen scans. For all scans, the voltage was
120 kVp, the X-ray tube current was 250 mAs maximum,
the detector consisted of 736 detector channels. After data
collection the helical acquisitions were rebinned to sequential
parallel geometry. For each rebinned slice, the number of
projections acquired were 1156. The slice thickness was 0.6
mm,

A. Patch Extraction and Dictionary Training

Similar to the 2D case, a volume of multiple image slices
is extracted to patches to train a dictionary. We have a stack
of M images of size N × N . 3D patches are extracted in
size n × n × m. The resulting patches can be noted as zi
(zi ∈ Rnnm×1), which form the columns of matrix Z (Z ∈
Rnnm×K , where K = (N − n+ 1)2 · (M −m+ 1) ). If we
consider the image volume µ as a vector, regardless of 2D or
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Fig. 1. A visualization of a trained 3D dictionary patch (atom). The blue and
red matrices indicate sections in the middle of the cube.

3D, we note the extraction of patch i as:

zi = Riµ0

where Ri is a sparse matrix defining the voxel positions
of patch zi. µ0 is a set of pre-reconstructed slices for
the dictionary training. The slices were reconstructed via
statistical IR. According to our experiment, a volume size of
512 × 512 × 32 is sufficient to generate a well-performaning
dictionary. The patch-extraction is made in a sliding box (size
of 8× 8× 4) manner with sliding distance of 1 voxel.

We then feed the patches to train a 3D dictionary. A 3D
dictionary is defined as a matrix D (D ∈ Rnnm×k, where k =
4nnm). The columns of D, noted as di, are called atoms. To
ensure the redundancy of the dictionary, the number of atoms
is chosen to be four times of the dimension of zi [5]. The
dictionary training process is to define D, which can represent
the patches zi by a sparse representation α (α ∈ Rk×K), such
that

α = argmin‖α‖0, subject to Dα ≈ Z

There are various approaches to solve this problem. Here we
made use of the method proposed in [6].

In Fig.1, an example of trained atom di is illustrated. In
our study, we made 2000 iterations. This part is the most time
consuming. But it is calculated only once. D can be used for
any other reconstructions.

B. Iterative Reconstruction

In this paper, we use the learnt 3D dictionary to penalize
the image noise during reconstruction process. In each update
step, we forward-project a subset of projections from the 3D
image volume µ. This result is compared to the measurement
(projections) and back-projected to yield an update of the
image volume:

µj+1 =

[
µj +

BPj [exp(−FPj [µj ])− y]

BP[y · FP(1)]

]+

where y is the measurement. FP[·] and BP[·] denote the
forward- and back-projection; FPj [·] and BPj [·] denote the
projections at j-th subset of angles. In this paper one subset
has 3 angles. [·]+ represents a process of truncating negative
numbers.

C. Penalizing Image Noise via Sparse Representation

After a certain number of updates in the iterative recon-
struction, the pre-trained dictionary D is used to denoise the
image volume. As described above, the volume of intermediate
clinical image µ is extracted into 3D patches. We note the
patches as xi, as columns of matrix X .

xi = Riµ

According to the concept of sparse coding of dictionary
patches, all xi can be sparsely represented by the learnt
dictionary D, regardless of 2D or 3D

X = Dα+ ε

where ε is an error term, α is the sparse coding of X defined
in the following equation:

α = argmin
α

1

2
(‖X −Dα‖22 + λ‖α‖1)

where λ is a regularization parameter in this minimization
equation.

This problem is known as basis pursuit. There are various
approaches to solve for α. We use the same approach as
in dictionary training [6], which is noted as Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit (OMP).

The sparse coding α and dictionary D are then used to
recombine the image volume µ.

X̂ = Dα, µ̂ = (I + ΣiR
T
i Ri)

−1ΣiR
T
i X̂

The second equation is to be solved on a pixel by pixel basis,
similar to the patch extraction [5], by averaging overlapping
patches.

During the noise reduction procedure we perform one time
of sparse coding α. The dictionary is not updated; thus, the
noise reduction does not require a lot of computation.

D. Combining Data Term and Penalizing of Image Noise

To balance between the data-term and the 3D dictionary
denoising, it is optional to repeatedly update µ with subsets
of projections and then reducing noise using sparse coding
with the learnt dictionary D. An optimal balance between both
steps yields optimal image quality.

III. RESULT

The proposed method is tested on clinical acquired raw
data. We reconstruct 288 slices; each has size 512× 512. The
thickness of the slice is 0.6 mm and the pixel size is 0.6×0.6
mm2. The size of the 3D patches is set to be 8×8×4 voxels.
The learnt dictionary consists of 1024 atoms. During the
OMP process, we defined the error term ε to be 0.05. This
number is manually defined and produced the most suitable
image quality.

To compare our method with the current state-of-art, we
have reconstructed the same data with a conventional filtered
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(a) SNR: 1.097 (b) SNR: 4.194

(c) SNR: 5.205 (d) SNR: 5.732

Fig. 2. Sagittal views of the reconstruction results. (a) Filtered Back-projection. (b) Iterative Reconstruction with regularization (3D). (c) Noise reduction with
dictionary learning in 2D. (c) proposed noise reduction with dictionary learning in 3D. The window of the images is [-175, 380] (HU). SNR is calculated
using the same regions of interest (muscle/bowel) in the four slices.

Algorithm 1 pseudo code
Input: an over-complete 3D dictionary D, sinograms y
Output: image volume µ

µ← Initial reconstruction with 0
d← BP[y · FP[1]]
for t = 0 to max iteration do

for j = 0 to max number of subsets do
l← FPj [µ]
h′ ← exp(−l)− y
L′ ← BPj [h

′]
µ← [µ+ L′/d]+

end for
if (a chosen number of iterations have been made) then

for k = 0 to kmax do
X ← extractPatch(µ)
α← OMP(X,D)
µ← combinePatch(Dα)

end for
end if

end for

back-projection (FBP), iterative reconstruction (IR) using
traditional regularization (with Lange’s penalty function 3D
[10]), and a dictionary using 2D patches [8] [11].

Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate the sagittal and coronal tomographic
images of the clinically acquired abdomen scan. The
reconstruction algorithms employed are: (a) FBP. (b) IR
with Lange’s function in regularization (3D). (c) IR with
2D dictionary and (d) IR with 3D dictionary. Clearly, the

highest level of noise can be observed in FBP reconstruction.
While (b) and (c) offer improved image quality, (d) provides
subjectively the highest image quality. This statement is
deducted from the observation that compared to (b) sharper
edges and more realistic image textures are provided. Further
horizontal artifacts are significantly reduced compared to (c).
With sagittal as well as the coronal presentation it is clearly
illustrated that not only for some regions but for the whole
scan the best image quality can be achieved with our method.

In Fig. 4, we compared a line profile across the different
reconstruction algorithms. As illustrated in Figure 4b, the 3D
dictionary concept provides the highest image quality with
respect to noise and edge sharpness.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we extended the use of 2D dictionaries to
3D for penalizing noise combined with iterative CT image
reconstruction. Our results illustrated that noise in the images
is significantly reduced while the image texture preserved.
This is a key clinical observation, because during introduction
of first generation IR algorithms almost all investigators have
reported on a difficulty of adapting to the different look
and feel of IR reconstructions. We believe with innovative
concepts of penalizing the noise this can be overcome.

Due to the limitations that appear in an initial investigation,
we have relatively small number of patients data included.
However, in the near future we are planning to clinically
subjectively evaluate our method on a large set of data. At
this moment we see a promising possibility to further reduce
radiation exposure with our method.
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4

(a) SNR: 5.726 (b) SNR: 10.71

(c) SNR: 45.06 (d) SNR: 53.57

Fig. 3. Coronal views of the reconstruction results. (a) Filtered back-projection. (b) Iterative Reconstruction with regularization (3D). (c) Noise reduction with
dictionary learning in 2D. (c) Proposed noise reduction with dictionary learning in 3D. The window of the images is [-175, 380] (HU). SNR is calculated
using the same regions of interest (muscle/liver) in the four slices.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. A line profile plotted across image slices. Voxel intensities along the red line in (a) is plotted in (b). The light gray line indicates results from filtered
back-projection. The dark gray represents iterative reconstruction with regularization computed in 3D. The blue line is from the result using 2D dictionary
patches. The red line is from the proposed method using 3D dictionary patches.
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Comparison of Resolution and Noise Properties of
Rebinning Techniques for Fan-Beam Reconstruction

Sathish Ramani, Jed D. Pack, and Bruno De Man

Abstract—Rebinning of fan-beam data into parallel-beam ge-
ometry and performing filtered backprojection (FBP) thereof
is an attractive alternative to directly using fan-beam FBP for
CT image reconstruction from fan-beam data. Fan-to-parallel
rebinning involves azimuthal and radial rebinning interpolations,
of which the former may be achieved by data-sorting under
special acquisition settings. However, radial rebinning has to be
carried out numerically and can lead to systematic degradation
of spatial resolution. We use the arcsine reconstruction scheme
(ARS) for CT image reconstruction directly from azimuthally
rebinned data thereby avoiding radial rebinning. ARS is a FBP-
type scheme that involves filtering the azimuthally rebinned data
with a suitably modified ramp-filter, followed by a channel-
weighting operation before backprojection. We compare ARS for
azimuthally rebinned data against FBP for rebinned parallel-
beam data (PFBP) and quantify their resolution- and noise-
behavior using simulations. Our findings indicate that ARS is
capable of providing resolution similar to PFBP, albeit without
the systematic blurring in PFBP due to radial rebinning.

Keywords—Fan-beam, rebinning, filtered backprojection, arcsine
reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANALYTICAL CT reconstruction algorithms that directly
tackle the fan-beam nature of third generation CT systems

require voxel-dependent weights during backprojection [1],
[2], which not only increase computation burden but also lead
to non-stationary noise in the reconstructed image. For full-
scans, one way to avoid the voxel-dependent weighting is
to rebin the fan-beam data into parallel-beam geometry and
then perform reconstruction using parallel-beam filtered back-
projection (PFBP) [1]. Fan-beam to parallel-beam rebinning
requires two interpolation steps, namely that of azimuthal and
radial rebinning interpolations [1]. Under special acquisition
settings, azimuthal rebinning may be achieved by data-sorting
[2]. However, radial rebinning has to be carried out numer-
ically via interpolation, which can degrade resolution in the
reconstructed image [2], [3].

In this work, we first quantify the systematic degradation
caused by radial rebinning interpolation through numerical
experiments. Next, we investigate the use of arcsine recon-
struction scheme (ARS) proposed by G. Besson [3] for recon-
structing CT images directly from azimuthally rebinned data—
also termed as rebinned fan-parallel data. ARS is a FBP-type
method where the data-filtering is done by a suitably modified

S. Ramani, J. D. Pack and B. De Man are with the Computed Tomography
Systems and Applications Laboratory, GE Global Research, Niskayuna, NY
12309, USA.

ramp-filter followed by a channel-weighting operation before
backprojection [3].

We performed simulations with two numerical phantoms:
1) a wire-phantom with 243 Tungsten wires of 50 µm

diameter placed at various radial distances from the iso-
center,

2) a cylinder of 40 cm diameter with water of density 0.5
g/cc.

We simulated realistic full-scan 2D fan-beam projection
data (984 views× 888 detector readings with quarter-detector
offset) from these phantoms corresponding to a 60 keV
monochromatic X-ray source using CatSim [4]. We used La-
grangian interpolation of order 6 for azimuthal rebinning and
of order 4 for radial rebinning, and pixel-driven backprojection
in all experiments. The ray spacing of rebinned parallel-beam
data for PFBP is set to match that of the rebinned fan-parallel
data at the iso-center. We reconstructed images from data
rebinned to both parallel-beam and fan-parallel geometries. We
used the wire-phantom dataset to quantify radial-resolution
by computing full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
transaxial cross-section of reconstructed wire-images along the
radial direction. We used the water-cylinder dataset to quantify
noise variance.

In our experiments with the wire-phantom, ARS provided
better radial-resolution than PFBP, while in the experiments
with the water cylinder, ARS exhibited higher noise variance
than PFBP consistent with less smoothing in ARS as it does
not require radial rebinning. To establish a common-ground for
comparison, we “smoothed” the rebinned fan-parallel data so
as to match the noise variance in both ARS- and PFBP-images.
In doing so, we observed that, ARS exhibited radial-resolution
similar to PFBP in the experiment with the wire-phantom. This
result indicates that ARS has noise-resolution tradeoff similar
to PFBP, but ARS has the advantage of not relying on radial
rebinning that introduces systematic blurring in PFBP-images.
ARS is also computationally comparable to PFBP making it a
suitable alternative to using PFBP for parallel-beam rebinned
data.

II. FAN-TO-PARALLEL REBINNING

We refer to the schematic in [1, Fig. 3.19] for details of
the fan-beam and parallel-beam geometries. The equations
governing the rebinning operation are given by [1, p. 77]

θ = β + γ, (1)
t = Dsid sin(γ), (2)

where Dsid is the distance between the source and the iso-
center, θ and t refer to the view angle and the radial distance
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Fig. 1: Rays corresponding to one view of fan (dotted blue
lines, fan-angle = 54◦), fan-parallel (dashed red lines) and
parallel-beam (solid black lines) geometries with Dsid = 54.1
cm and Dsdd = 94.9 cm. Only a few rays in each geometry
are shown for illustration. Also shown are the field-of-view
(magenta circle, FOV = 50 cm) and the iso-center (blue dot).

from the iso-center in the parallel-beam geometry, respectively,
while β and γ refer to the angle of the central ray and the angle
of a given ray with respect to the central ray, respectively,
in the fan-beam geometry. After azimuthal rebinning using
(1), the resulting fan-parallel rays are not uniformly spaced
due to the sine-factor in (2). Additional interpolation in the
radial direction is therefore needed to obtain uniformly spaced
parallel rays. Since the ray-spacing in the fan-parallel and
parallel geometries is different (except at the iso-center, where
the two are matched), starting from the iso-center and radially
proceeding outward, the rays in fan-parallel and parallel ge-
ometries alternatively overlap and interleave each other. Due
to this alternating phenomenon (illustrated in Fig. 1), it can
be expected that the quality of radial rebinning interpolation
would oscillate with increasing radial distance from the iso-
center.

A. Experimental Verification: Resolution

We simulated noise-free fan-beam projection data corre-
sponding to the wire-phantom, performed fan-to-parallel rebin-
ning, and reconstructed a 5000×5000 image with voxel-size of
100× 100 µm2 using PFBP. We then computed FWHM along
the radial direction of the trans-axial cross-section of wire-
images corresponding to all the wires in the phantom. Fig. 2
plots radial-FWHM of the wire-images as a function of the
radial location of the wires. The oscillations in the FWHM-
plot for PFBP are systematic and are a result of radial rebinning
interpolation. Fig. 3a shows images of wires at various radial
locations: the top row in the 2×3 block for PFBP shows wires
near the iso-center and at radial distances corresponding to the
first two troughs of the PFBP-FWHM-plot in Fig. 2, while the
bottom row shows wires at radial distances corresponding to
the first three peaks of the PFBP-FWHM-plot in Fig. 2. Wires
in the bottom row exhibit higher radial-FWHM (horizontal
direction) than those in the top row indicating degradation of
radial-resolution.
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Fig. 2: Plot of radial-FWHM of wire-images as a function
of radial distance from the iso-center. Minor oscillations in
FWHM-measurements are due to the changes in the peak
intensity of wire-images throughout the FOV.

B. Experimental Verification: Noise Variance
We simulated 1000 noisy Monte-Carlo fan-beam projection

datasets (at 1000 mA current without electronic noise) corre-
sponding to the water-cylinder phantom. We again performed
fan-to-parallel rebinning and reconstructed 500 × 500 images
with voxel-size of 1 × 1mm2 from each of the 1000 datasets
using PFBP. Fig. 4a shows a map of the image-domain
empirical noise standard deviation computed from these 1000
PFBP-images. Fig. 5 plots the radial profile (obtained by taking
azimuthal average) of Fig. 4a. The oscillations in the noise
standard deviation of PFBP are also systematic: the noise
standard deviation is low wherever radial rebinning interpola-
tion is detrimental, indicating a certain level of smoothing and
corresponding degradation of radial-resolution at those radial
distances in Fig. 2.

III. CHANNEL UPSAMPLING DURING REBINNING

If the radial samples are interpolated on a denser grid during
the radial rebinning operation in fan-to-parallel rebinning, it is
reasonable to expect the resolution- and noise-oscillations to
reduce in magnitude. We experimented with 2× and 4× radial
upsampling during fan-to-parallel rebinning leading to PFBP
(2×) and PFBP (4×) reconstruction methods, respectively.
Oscillations in FWHM and noise standard deviation associated
with PFBP are greatly reduced in the results corresponding
to PFBP (2×) and PFBP (4×) in Figs. 2 and 5. However,
PFBP (2×) still exhibits some minor residual oscillations in
noise standard deviation as can be seen in Figs. 4b and 5.
Moreover, PFBP (2×) and PFBP (4×) seem to have poorer
resolution near the iso-center as can be seen by the higher
FWHM of wire-images near the iso-center in Figs. 2-3. A
possible explanation for this is that the quarter-detector offset
is less effective in PFBP (2×) and PFBP (4×) since rays from
opposing views no longer interleave, but overlap with densely
interpolated radial samples from radial rebinning interpolation
in PFBP (2×) and PFBP (4×).
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(a) PFBP (b) PFBP (2×) (c) PFBP (4×) (d) ARS (e) ARS-match
Fig. 3: All wire-images are on the same display window. With in each 2× 3 block of images, the top row are at radial locations
corresponding to near the iso-center (1 mm) and the first two troughs of PFBP-FWHM-plot (106 mm and 129.3 mm), respectively,
while the bottom row are at the first three peaks (86.9 mm, 118 mm, 137.1 mm), respectively, of the PFBP-FWHM-plot in Fig. 2.

(a) PFBP (b) PFBP (2×) (c) PFBP (4×) (d) ARS
Fig. 4: Image-domain map of noise standard deviation (window of [0, 9]) computed from (a) PFBP-, (b) PFBP (2×)-, (c) PFBP
(4×)-, and (d) ARS-reconstructed images for the experiment with the water-cylinder phantom.
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Fig. 5: Plot of the radial profiles (obtained by taking azimuthal
average) of the image-domain noise standard deviation maps in
Fig. 4 (in the experiment with the water cylinder), as functions
of radial distance from the iso-center.

IV. ARCSINE RECONSTRUCTION SCHEME (ARS)

To avoid relying on radial rebinning interpolation, we use
ARS [3], which directly reconstructs images from azimuthally
rebinned, i.e., rebinned fan-parallel data. For full-scan re-
binned fan-parallel data, the formula for 2D ARS can be
written as [3, eq. (15)]

f(r, φ) =
Dsdd

2Dsid

∫ 2π

0

p̃θ(γ̃(θ, r, φ)) dθ, (3)

where f(r, φ) represents the reconstructed 2D image in polar
coordinates,

p̃θ(·)
def= [p(fp)

θ ∗ h̄](·)/ cos(·) (4)

γ̃(θ, r, φ) def= arcsin(r cos(θ − φ)/Dsid), (5)

h̄(γ) def= h(γ)
(

γ/Dsdd

sin(γ/Dsdd)

)2

cos
(

γ

Dsdd

)
, (6)

p
(fp)
θ (γ) denotes rebinned fan-parallel data, Dsdd is the dis-

tance between the source and the detector, and h represents
the ramp-filter kernel used in PFBP for rebinned parallel-beam
data. It is evident from (3) that rebinned fan-parallel data is first
convolved with a modified ramp-like filter h̄ (6), followed by
a one-over-cosine weighting and backprojection involving an
arcsin-computation. All operations are straightforward and can
be accomplished with computational cost comparable to that of
PFBP. ARS derives its name from (5) since the arcsin-function
is used during backprojection. It is clear that ARS does not
require any voxel-dependent weights during backprojection
and at the same time handles rebinned fan-parallel data that
avoids the need for radial rebinning interpolation.

The systematic oscillations due to radial rebinning interpo-
lation in the PFBP-plots in Figs. 4-5 are absent in the ARS-
plots indicating that avoiding radial rebinning interpolation can
help eliminate such oscillations. ARS wire-images in Fig. 3d
have more uniform radial-resolution (horizontal direction) than
those of PFBP in Fig. 3a. It is also interesting to note that the
ARS wire-images have more symmetric profiles than those of
PFBP.
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Fig. 6: (a) Plot of the radial profile (obtained by taking azimuthal average) of PFBP-to-ARS and PFBP-to-ARS-match ratios
of standard deviation maps (in the experiment with the water cylinder) of PFBP-, ARS-images and ARS-match-images. This
plot indicates that ARS has higher noise variance than PFBP, while ARS-match has similar noise variance compared to PFBP
throughout the FOV. (b) Plot of radial-FWHM of wire-images as a function of radial distance from the iso-center indicates that
ARS-match exhibits similar resolution compared to PFBP.

V. COMPARISON OF ARS AND PFBP
Since PFBP (2×) and PFBP (4×) are similar to PFBP,

we expect these methods to exhibit a noise-resolution tradeoff
similar to PFBP. So we focus only on comparing the noise-
resolution tradeoff of ARS and PFBP. Taking the PFBP-to-
ARS ratio of the noise standard deviation maps in Fig. 4, we
see that ARS has higher noise variance than PFBP throughout
the field-of-view (FOV) in the experiment with the water
cylinder as illustrated in Fig. 6a. To achieve a common ground
for comparing PFBP and ARS, we applied a shift-variant
digital “smoothing” filter of the form

s[k] =
1− w[k]

2
δ[k − 1] +

1 + w[k]
2

δ[k] +
1− w[k]

2
δ[k + 1],

to rebinned fan-parallel data in all experiments, where we first
chose w[k] so as to “match” the noise variance of rebinned
parallel-beam and fan-parallel data in the experiment with the
water-cylinder. We then used ARS to reconstruct images from
rebinned fan-parallel data smoothed by s[k]—termed as ARS-
match—in each of these experiments and computed the noise
standard deviation map and the radial-FWHM. Fig 6a shows
that ARS-match leads to noise variance that is comparable
to that in PFBP-images. Next, we reconstructed wire images
using ARS-match in the experiment with the wire phantom.
Fig. 6b shows that ARS-match exhibits radial-resolution sim-
ilar to PFBP. Radial-FWHM (horizontal direction) of ARS-
match wire-images in Fig. 3e is larger than those of ARS in
Fig. 3d as expected, however, both ARS and ARS-match yield
wire-images with symmetric profiles unlike PFBP.

VI. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Radial rebinning interpolation causes a systematic blurring
of rebinned parallel-beam data and results in resolution degra-

dation in the PFBP-image reconstructed thereof. This system-
atic blurring is oscillatory in nature and causes the resolution
and noise variance to oscillate as well in the PFBP-image. We
investigated the use of arcsine reconstruction scheme (ARS)
[3] for CT image reconstruction directly from azimuthally
rebinned, i.e., rebinned fan-parallel data that does not require
radial rebinning.

Using simulations, we quantified the oscillatory behavior of
resolution and noise variance in PFBP-images reconstructed
from rebinned parallel-beam data. We further showed that
ARS is capable of providing a noise-resolution tradeoff similar
to PFBP, albeit without the systematic resolution degradation
in PFBP. ARS is also easy to implement requiring only
minor modifications in the reconstruction workflow compared
to PFBP. Our conclusion is that reconstructing CT images
using ARS from rebinned fan-parallel data is possibly a good
alternative to PFBP reconstruction from rebinned parallel-
beam data.
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Distributed Block-Separable Ordered Subsets for

Helical X-ray CT Image Reconstruction
Donghwan Kim and Jeffrey A. Fessler

Abstract—Statistical reconstruction for low-dose CT can pro-
vide desirable image quality, but the computational burden still
remains a challenge, particularly for large 3D helical scans.
Parallel computing can help reduce computation times, but
simple parallelization methods for CT reconstruction can be
hampered by relatively large data communication times between
nodes that do not share memory. This paper describes a block-
separable surrogate approach to developing algorithms that
facilitate parallelization. These methods reduce communication
between nodes and allow multiple independent updates on each
node, while attempting to maintain convergence rates of recent
accelerated algorithms. As a preliminary study, we investigated
one version of the proposed algorithm in Matlab using a
simulated 3D helical CT scan.

I. INTRODUCTION

Statistical X-ray CT reconstruction [1] can reduce noise and

artifacts from safer low-dose CT scans unlike conventional

filtered back-projection (FBP) method, but reconstructing large

helical CT scan data requires long computation times. Ordered

subsets (OS) methods based on separable quadratic surrogates

(SQS) [2], [3] have been used widely in CT research because

they are very parallelizable and heuristically reduce the com-

putational cost by using only a subset of data per iteration.

However, these efficient OS methods are still slower than

desired for ubiquitous clinical use, so further acceleration of

OS methods has been studied [4]–[6].

Distributed computing resources have been central to accel-

erating many big data computational problems. CT researchers

also have pursued speedups by distributing expensive compu-

tations, such as projection operations [7], [8] and unregularized

SIRT methods [9], to several nodes (that do not share mem-

ory). For regularized statistical CT reconstruction, the OS-

SQS method with momentum (OS-SQS-mom) [4] was imple-

mented on a cloud service, showing promising reconstruction

time [10]. (This algorithm was also implemented on GPU for

accelerated interventional CT reconstruction [11].)

Although the distributed implementation of OS-SQS-mom

reduced run time substantially, data communication between

nodes became a bottleneck when using many nodes [10].

To reduce communication, while aiming to preserve the fast

convergence speed of OS-SQS-mom, this paper adapts a

block-separable surrogate (BSS) technique [12] to 3D helical

CT scans.

This paper first reviews the OS-SQS-mom algorithm [4]

and its distributed implementation [10]. For reduced commu-

nication time between nodes, we review and adapt BSS [12]

with the OS-SQS-mom method. The result section reports a

preliminary investigation of a Matlab version of the proposed

D. Kim and J. A. Fessler are with the Dept. of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 USA
(e-mail: kimdongh, fessler@umich.edu). Supported in part by NIH grant U01-
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parallelizable method applied to a 3D helical scan, comparing

its convergence speed to that of standard OS-SQS-mom.

II. STATISTICAL IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING

ORDERED SUBSETS WITH MOMENTUM

We reconstruct a patient image x̂ ∈ R
Np

+ by minimizing

a (strictly convex and continuously differentiable) penalized

weighted least squares (PWLS) cost function [1]:

x̂ = argmin
x�0

{
Ψ(x) , L(x) + R(x)

}
, (1)

L(x) ,
1

2
‖y −Ax‖

2
W

,

where x ∈ R
Np

+ is an (unknown) image, y ∈ R
Nd is a noisy

measured sinogram data, A ∈ R
Nd×Np

+ is a forward projection

operator [13], W ∈ R
Nd×Nd is a diagonal statistical weighting

matrix, and R(x) is an edge-preserving regularizer.

Among many optimization methods, we first focus on using

massively parallelizable SQS methods [2], [3] that iteratively

minimize the SQS surrogate at the nth iteration:

Ψ(x) ≤ φSQS(x;x
(n)) (2)

, Ψ(x(n)) + (x− x(n))⊤∇Ψ(x(n)) +
1

2
||x− x(n)||2

D

for a diagonal majorizing matrix D ∈ R
Np×Np , as

x(n+1) = argmin
x�0

φSQS(x;x
(n))

=
[
x(n) −D−1∇Ψ(x(n))

]
+
, (3)

where [·]+ enforces the nonnegativity constraint. After com-

puting the gradient, SQS updates each voxel independently.

The usual simple choice of D is [2]:

D = diag
{
A⊤WA1

}
+DR, (4)

where 1 = {1} ∈ R
Np and DR is a majorizer for the Hessian

of R(x) [2], [3].

Computing the gradient ∇Ψ(x) in (3) is expensive for large

helical scans, so OS methods [2] are used widely with SQS by

dividing Nd projection data into (non-overlapping) M subsets

and using the following approximation:

∇Ψ(x) ≈ M∇Ψm(x) (5)

, MA⊤
mWm(Amx− ym) +∇R(x)

for m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, leading (empirically) to M -times

acceleration in run time (for early iterations). The matrices

Am, Wm and ym are submatrices of A, W and y corre-

sponding to the mth subset of Nd projection data. Note that

the computation of ∇R(x) is small compared to ∇L(x).
Table I summarizes the momentum-accelerated [14] version

of the OS-SQS method that shows significant (heuristic)
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1: Initialize x(0) = z(0) by FBP, t(0) = 1, and compute D.
2: for n = 0, 1, . . .
3: for m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1
4: k = nM +m

5: t(k+1) = 1
2

(
1 +

√
1 + 4

[
t(k)

]2)
6: g

(k)
m = M∇Ψm(z( k

M
))

7: x( k+1
M

) =
[
z( k

M
) −D−1g

(k)
m

]
+

8: z( k+1
M

) = x( k+1
M

) + t(k)−1
t(k+1)

(
x( k+1

M
) − x( k

M
)
)

9: end for
10: end for

TABLE I: OS-SQS-mom method

acceleration [4] and reduces to the ordinary OS-SQS when

t(k) = 1 for all k. This algorithm is (heuristically) expected to

minimize the cost function with the fast rate O(1/(nM)2) in

early iterations1 when the approximation (5) is appropriate [4].

This OS-SQS-mom in Table I is well-suited for a paral-

lelizable computing platforms that share memory. However,

a typical implementation of OS-SQS-mom may be inefficient

for distributed computing resources because the gradient com-

putation ∇Ψm(x) requires expensive global communications

across nodes [10]. The next section reviews the distributed

version of OS-SQS-mom in [10] and notes some drawbacks.

III. PREVIOUS DISTRIBUTED OS APPROACH

Table II summarizes our previous distributed OS-SQS-

mom approach [10]. Because global communication for the

gradient computation ∇Ψm(x) is expensive, we divided the

problem (1) into S sub-problems (slabs of contiguous z-

slices), and assigned each sub-problem to a cluster consisting

of multiple nodes. For example in [10], a 320-slice helical

CT scan was partitioned into 5 slabs of 64 slices, and each

slab was reconstructed independently. However, because of the

“long object” problem in helical CT, to reconstruct a slab of

slices of interest one must include additional “padding” end

slices. For example in [10], for each slab of 64 slices we

also estimated an additional 32 slices on each end of each

slab; these extra slices overlap with neighboring slabs and

are eventually discarded, reducing efficiency and limiting how

large S can be. (In [10], each cluster was assigned 10 nodes,

summing up to B = 50 nodes total for S = 5 slabs.)

Mathematically, we divided an image x into S (overlapping)

sub-images {xs} and solved each sub-problem separately:

x̂s = argmin
xs�0

{
Ψ̆·,s(xs) ,

1

2
||y −A·,sxs||

2
W

+ R̆s(xs)

}
for s = 1, . . . , S, where A·,s ∈ R

Nd×|xs| is the system matrix

and R̆s(xs) is the regularizer for each s. The solutions {x̂s}
may differ from (1), particularly near the slab boundaries.

Even though slab partitioning reduces communication, the

communication within each cluster s required after each

iteration (k) remained a bottle-neck [10]. In this paper, we

propose to adapt the BSS technique [12] that can reduce the

global communications required for gradient computation.
1The convergence and stability of the OS-SQS-mom algorithm in Table I is

discussed in detail in [4]. In addition, we recently developed another version
of OS-SQS-mom that converges twice faster than Table I [15], [16].

1: Initialize x(0) = z(0) by FBP, t(0) = 1, and compute D.

2: Distribute image x(0) and data y into S clusters.
3: for n = 0, 1, . . .
4: for m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1
5: k = nM +m

6: t(k+1) = 1
2

(
1 +

√
1 + 4

[
t(k)

]2)
7: for s = 1, . . . , S simultaneously

8: g
(k)
m,s = M∇Ψ̆m,s(z

( k
M

)
s ), by communicating

Wm(Am,sz
( k
M

)
s − ym) within cluster s.

9: x
( k+1

M
)

s =
[
z
( k
M

)
s −D−1

s g
(k)
m,s

]
+

10: z
( k+1

M
)

s = x
( k+1

M
)

s + t(k)−1
t(k+1)

(
x
( k+1

M
)

s − x
( k
M

)
s

)
11: Communicate z

( k+1
M

)
s within cluster s.

12: end for
13: end for
14: end for

TABLE II: Distributed OS-SQS-mom method

IV. BLOCK-SEPARABLE SURROGATE

To reduce communication, we would like each node to

perform multiple iterations before synchronizing, instead of

communicating for every (subset) gradient computation. We

also want the algorithm to be guaranteed to converge in its one-

subset (M=1) version. The BSS approach in [12], previously

applied to image restoration, provides block-separable surro-

gates where each node can minimize its (non-overlapping)

block xb independently. The BSS for B blocks (nodes) has

the form:

Ψ(x) ≤ φBSS(x;x
(n)) (6)

,
B∑

b=1

{
φL,b
BSS(xb;x

(n)) + φR,b
BSS(xb;x

(n))
}
,

where the BSS surrogate of the quadratic L(x) is defined as

φL,b
BSS(xb;x

(n)) , C
(n)
b + (xb − x

(n)
b )⊤∇bL(x

(n)) (7)

+
1

2
||xb − x

(n)
b ||2

HL

b

for b = 1, . . . , B, where L(x(n)) =
∑B

b=1 C
(n)
b . A natural

choice for the majorizer Hessian HL

b [12] is

HL

b , A⊤
·,bWΛ

bA·,b, (8)

where A·,b ∈ R
Nd×|xb| is the columns of the system matrix

corresponding to the slices in the bth block, and

Λ
b , diag{A1} diag−1{A·,b1b} (9)

for b = 1, . . . , B. The definition of the BSS surrogate

φR,b
BSS(xb;x

(n)) for R(x) is omitted for brevity.

Since ∇2Ψ(x) = A⊤WA + ∇2R(x) will be somewhat

block band-diagonal for helical scans, we expect a block

diagonal majorizer ∇2φBSS(x;x
(n)) of BSS to be closer to

∇2Ψ(x) than a diagonal majorizer D, i.e.,

∇2Ψ(x) - ∇2φBSS(x;x
(n)) ≺≺ D. (10)

However, for large B providing massively distributed compu-

tation, the difference between ∇2Ψ(x) and ∇2φBSS(x;x
(n))
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may become undesirably large. Therefore, we study the trade-

off regarding the choice of B in the result section.

Next we must select an algorithm for minimizing the BSS

majorizer (6). For simplicity we consider OS-SQS2-mom in

this paper, but we plan to investigate other choices [5], [6] in

the future. The next section describes the proposed algorithm

that iteratively minimizes the BSS surrogate function node-

independently using OS-SQS-mom.

V. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED BLOCK-SEPARABLE

SURROGATE ALGORITHM

Table III summarizes the proposed distributed BSS algo-

rithm that guarantees monotonic descent update and conver-

gence for the one-subset (M=1) version. The key difference

between the two algorithms in Tables II and III is that the latter

does not require communication when computing the gradient

and image transfer after every update, unlike the former.

Except for the communication time (and memory issue),

both Tables II and III require fairly similar computational cost

per iteration, because the (mth subset) gradient in Table III is

computed efficiently as

g
(l)
m,b =MA⊤

m,bWm (11)

×
{
Amz(0) − ym +Λ

b
mAm,b(z

( l
M

)

b − z
(0)
b )

}
+∇φR,b

BSS(z
( l
M

)

b ; z
(0)
b ),

requiring one (mth subset) forward and back projection similar

to the computation of g
(k)
m,s in line 8 of Table II. Here, we

use two-input forward projector that simultaneously computes

Am,bz
(0) and Am,b(z

( l
M

)

b − z
(0)
b ) in (11) with small over-

head [3]. For efficiency, we precompute the matrix Λ
b in (9)

simultaneously with D in (4).

VI. RESULTS

We simulated the performance of the proposed BSS algo-

rithm in Table III, and compared it with OS-SQS-mom in

Table I (or Table II for a single-slab), using a 256×256×160
XCAT phantom image [17] scanned by one turn of a simulated

helical trajectory (pitch 1.0) with total 492 projection views

and 444 × 32 detector size. (The 160-slice image includes

32 extra slices padded on each end to deal with the “long

object” problem.) Fig. 1 illustrates the initial FBP image

x(0) and the converged image x̂. Although our goal is to

evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm on a multi-node

platform, this paper reports only a preliminary convergence

result versus “iteration” and predicted “cluster time” based on

the component run-time statistics in [10].

Fig. 2 shows convergence plots of the proposed BSS

method with the choices of B = 2, 5, 10 and L/M =
2, 5, 10, 20 for M = 12 subsets, compared to OS-SQS-mom

in Table I for M = 12. Convergence speed is measured

by the root mean square difference (RMSD) between x(n)

and the converged image x̂ in Hounsfield Units (HU), i.e.,

RMSD(n) = (x(n) − x̂)/
√

Np [HU], versus iteration (that

counts one iteration after M subset iterations). Fig. 2(a) shows

2A standard choice of a diagonal majorizing matrix Db ∈ R
|xb|×|xb| of

SQS for minimizing the BSS surrogate (6) has values that are the same as D

in (4) for each block b.

1: Initialize x̃(0) by FBP, and compute D.

2: Distribute image x̃(0) and data y into B nodes.
3: for n = 0, 1, . . .
4: Minimize φBSS(x; x̃

(n)) in (6)
using L sub-iterations of OS-SQS-mom.

1) Initialize x(0) = z(0) by x̃(n), and t(0) = 1.
2) for l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1
3) m = l mod M

4) t(l+1) = 1
2

(
1 +

√
1 + 4

[
t(l)

]2)
5) for b = 1, . . . , B simultaneously

6) g
(l)
m,b = M∇bφBSS,m(z( l

M
); z(0))

7) x
( l+1

M
)

b =
[
z
( l
M

)

b −D−1
b g

(l)
m,b

]
+

8) z
( l+1

M
)

b = x
( l+1

M
)

b + t(l)−1
t(l+1)

(
x
( l+1

M
)

b − x
( l
M

)

b

)
9) end for

10) end for

11) x̃(n+1) = x( L
M

)

5: Communicate x̃(n+1).
6: end for

TABLE III: Proposed distributed BSS method with OS-SQS-mom

that using many blocks (B) for massive parallelization leads

to loose BSS surrogates, exhibiting slow convergence speed

(vs. iteration). The results also illustrate that letting sub-

iterations L to be large initially may be preferable to fully

benefit from the fast initial speed of OS-SQS-mom, while the

algorithm might reach near the optimum of BSS after only a

few sub-iterations and have minimal updates for the rest of

L sub-iterations. For example in Fig. 2(b), the RMSD plot of

BSS(B=10, L/M=20) algorithm does not decrease after 10
(outer) iterations.

Fig. 2(c) plots RMSD versus predicted cluster time that con-

siders the communication time analysis for 10-nodes in [10].

Fig. 5 in [10] illustrates that using 10 nodes (for a single 128-

slice slab and 12 subsets in Table II) reduces the computation

time of the forward and back projection by about 6× (not

an ideal 10×) per iteration, while undesirably adding the

communication time that is equivalent to the computation time

of the projection per iteration, leading to overall about only

3× acceleration from using 10 nodes. Hypothetically, Fig. 2(c)

illustrates that our proposed method converges faster than OS-

SQS-mom in (predicted) run time initially. Fig. 2(c) suggests

we must further improve the BSS method to maintain the

initial acceleration of BSS (in run time) in later iterations so

that the BSS method stays faster than the standard OS-SQS-

mom overall.

Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show reconstructed images from 10
iterations of OS-SQS-mom and 20 iterations of BSS(B =
10, L/M = 5) that are expected to have similar computation

time for 10-nodes platform, and their difference images from

the converged image are given for visibility in Fig. 1. The

resulting image after a finite number of iterations of the

BSS showed incomplete convergence near block boundaries.

(Results not shown.) This is because image information of

neighboring blocks provided to each node that is mostly used

for voxel updates near block boundaries becomes outdated

due to reduced communication in the BSS method. Thus, we

modified the method by dithering the block boundaries for
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(a) Initial FBP image x
(0)

 

(c) x
(10) of OS-SQS-mom(M=12)

 

(e) Difference between (b) and (c)
 

(b) Converged image x̂

 

 

800 900 1000 1100 1200
(d) x

(20) of BSS(B=10,M=12, L/M=5)
with boundary dithering

 

 

−50 0 50
(f) Difference between (b) and (d)

Fig. 1: 3D XCAT simulation: Center coronal plane of (a) initial FBP image x
(0), (b) converged image x̂, and reconstructed images by (c) 10 iterations of

OS-SQS-mom(M =12) and (d) 20 iterations of BSS(B=10,M =12, L/M =5) with boundary dithering. Difference images (e): between (b) and (c), and
(f): between (b) and (d) are shown for visibility. (Padded end slices are cropped.)
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Fig. 2: RMSD plots of the OS-SQS-mom and the proposed BSS method (a-b) vs. iteration, and (c) vs. predicted cluster time.

each (n-th) BSS surrogate to improve convergence speed near

block boundaries, leading to the image illustrated in Fig. 1(d).

(Details omitted.) Fig. 1(d) is close to Fig. 1(c) (having similar

RMSD values after comparable predicted cluster time) and

does not have any block discontinuity unlike the plain BSS.

Dithering significantly improves convergence speed for slices

near the block boundaries, but because the boundaries are a

small fraction of the image volume the RMSD values in Fig. 2

change only slightly.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduced a block-separable surrogate technique to

reduce communication time in a potentially more efficient dis-

tributed OS-SQS-mom approach. Preliminary predicted tim-

ing results suggest that the early convergence speed of the

proposed BSS algorithm can be faster than that of the con-

ventional OS-SQS-mom method, but further refinements are

needed for overall acceleration. In addition, orchestrating the

memory communication and computation on a real distributed

platform is needed as future work.
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Abstract—This work is focused on the metal artifact correction 

on liquid CT inspection with metallic containers. In traditional CT 
scan the beam hardening effect is one of the major issues that 
degrade the image quality. Besides, liquid CT reconstruction 
usually suffers from the partial volume effect while scanning thin 
metallic containers. To address the two problems, a novel metal 
artifact correction method is proposed. Utilizing prior knowledge 
that the material information of the container can be identified in 
advance and that most metallic containers have a unified thickness, 
the new method tries to build up a parameterized description of 
the container to estimate its thickness while minimizing the total 
variation of the other objects. To do this, a hybrid projection 
method is developed which consists of a polychromatic projection 
model for the parameterized container and a monochromatic 
model for the remaining objects described in pixels. Finally the 
whole CT problem is solved with an L-1 constrained minimization 
method. The proposed method approaches a best possible 
approximation to the actual X-Ray physical model so as to reduce 
metal artifacts and the negative effect of the partial volume effect. 
Initial numerical evaluations on the reconstruction method 
indicate a good artifact reduction capability and better image 
quality. 
 

Index Terms—Metal artifact reduction, partial volume effect, 
polychromatic reconstruction, parameterized image basis, liquid 
CT inspection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is not rare for security CT applications to inspect 
substances inside metallic containers. A typical example is to 
identify drugs, combustibles and explosives in liquid state 
stored in bottles and tins. However CT images of such tasks 
often suffer from beam hardening effect because of the distinct 
spectrum change when emitted X-Rays pass through the wall of 
metallic container. As most concurrent reconstruction 
algorithms assume a linearity of the projection integral, the 
severe change of the spectrum causes the integrals far from the 
linear model. Therefore large bias may occur near the 
boundaries of high density objects and the overall CT values are 
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affected. Another considerable issue on these applications is the 
well-known partial volume effect (PVE). Usually the thickness 
of the metallic wall is less than 1 millimeter but the detector 
resolution is usually limited between 1-3 millimeters. When 
scanning the wall areas through tangent direction (or roughly 
tangent) the detected X-Ray density is just an average over the 
detector width. PVE affects not only the accuracy of boundary 
structures but also the CT values nearby. A recent work reports 
that the PVE caused by metal containers may dramatically 
amplify the error of the photoelectric coefficients in dual energy 
CT leading to a false material identification on the liquids 
inside[1]. 

The metal artifacts are due to high absorption of metallic 
objects. Literarily, various correction approaches have been 
proposed[2-10]. Among them a most popular way is to apply 
sinogram inpainting on metal areas [3-6]. Besides, iterative 
reconstruction methods are also effective to the problem[8-10]. 
However very few methods try to establish a more realistic 
X-Ray physical model because the X-Ray behaviors are 
correlated with object, source spectrum and detector response. 
With out accurate object information, the realistic model is 
difficult to build. 

The PVE on CT imaging has been studied since 1979 when 
Glover and Pelc pointed out that the major influences lie on the 
value shifting and streak artifact near the edge of dense 
objects[11,12]. Up to now, typical correction methods include 
taking thinner image pixels and using advanced interpolation 
methods. However to liquid CT scan, metal container causes 
both PVE and beam hardening effect which makes the problem 
more complex. Although reducing detector size may solve the 
problem, it would be expensive as the thickness of the container 
is far smaller than the resolution required for a liquid inspection 
task. To the best of our knowledge, very few methods are 
effective on such complicated problem. 

In this work, to address the metal artifact and the PVE 
problem in liquid CT application, a novel hybrid reconstruction 
method is proposed. Utilizing the prior knowledge that most 
metallic containers have a unified thickness, the idea of the 
method is to build up a parameterized description for the 
containers to estimate the material information and the 
boundary iteratively. In addition, utilizing the prior known 
source spectrum, detector response and the container material 
component, a hybrid projection process is used which consists 
of a polychromatic projection model for the container and 
monochromatic model for other objects. Finally to solve the 
whole CT problem an L-1 constrained minimization method is 
figured out accordingly. The proposed method tries to approach 

Metal artifact correction for liquid CT scan with 
a parameterized image and a spectrum projection 

model 
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a best possible approximation to the actual X-Ray physical 
model to reduce metal artifacts and the negative effect of the 
PVE. To the best of our knowledge such a combination of 
hybrid projection and image models has not been used literary. 
Initial numerical evaluations on the reconstruction method 
indicate a good artifact reduction capability and better image 
quality. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. A hybrid poly- and mono-chromatic projection model 
Let us first consider the following polychromatic x-ray 

physical model in a single-energy CT scan (i.e. the energy 
response of all the detector elements are the same). Given 
X-Ray source with known spectrum, assuming an ideal detector 
array with ideal X-Ray detection efficiency, the output signal 
can be expressed as an integration of energy that = ∫ ( ) ∫ ( , ) 	                       (1) 

where  is the output signal without object penetration and 
attenuation, ( ) is the weighting factor of  with respect to 
energy , and ( , ) the linear attenuation coefficient of the 
scanned object on position  at energy . Eq. (1) indicates that 
output signals are mixed with contributions from photons of 
different energies. To compute  using CT technique an 
approximation is assumed which simplifies the imaging model 
as monochromatic = ∫ ( )                                (2)  

so that the projection can be easily turned into a simple linear 
line integral of ( ) - the equivalent attenuation coefficient on a 
certain equivalent energy. Then the CT problem can be solved 
by most concurrent CT algorithms.  

However the main issue of such simplification is the 
beam-hardening effect. Due to different attenuation degrees on 
different energy levels, the X-Ray spectrum changes while 
passing through the object. Consequently the equivalent energy 
of the reconstructed ( ) will not be constant even for the same 
object. When there exists high density object (e.g. metal and 
bone) such inconsistency may be severe. Moreover, such 
inconsistency may not only affect the high density object itself 
but also the low density objects as long as they are in the same 
projection rays. In fact, noticeable spectrum change usually 
interferes the reconstruction of low density objects more severe 
because the absolute CT value of the low density objects are 
much lower than high density objects. Although many methods 
have been worked out addressing this issue, it is believed that 
the effects would be limited as long as the reconstruction is 
based on the simplified imaging model of Eq. (2). 

To solve the problem in a more accurate theoretical model, in 
this work, a hybrid polychromatic projection model is proposed. 
Different from a complete monochromatic projection of Eq. (2) 
the new model only assumes a monochromatic projection on 
those non-metallic objects while maintaining a polychromatic 
projection model on metallic objects. The proposed model can 
be written as 

    = ∫ ( ) ∫ ( ( , ) , ( )) 	               (3) 

where  represents the linear attenuation coefficient of the 
metallic objects which is a function of  and , and ,  
represents the coefficient of non-metallic objects under a 
equivalent X-Ray energy ϵ. A clearer expression of Eq. (3) that 
separates the monochromatic and polychromatic projection 
processes can be written as, 

    = ∫ , ( ) 	 ∫ ( ) ∫ ( , ) 	            (4) 

Theoretically, to perform a spectrum projection, material 
properties of the scanned object must be prior known. For most 
CT problems this requirement seems to be impractical. 
However for the liquid CT inspection, most metallic containers 
are made of either stainless steal, aluminum alloy or tinplate 
which can be possibly identified either manually or through 
reconstruction iterations. Thus it is achievable to compute 
polychromatic projections on containers. Besides, as mentioned 
above, large spectrum change usually occurs on high density 
objects while the change is very slight on low density objects. 
This infers that assuming a monochromatic projection model on 
the non-metallic objects may lead to less error than assuming on 
both metallic and non-metallic objects. Based on above 
considerations, the hybrid projection model of Eq. (3) is 
generated which achieves a better approximation of the reality. 

B. Parameterized and pixel-based object description 
In addition to the hybrid projection model, a hybrid CT image 

description is also worked out for the problem. Using a 
complicated image description is necessary because of the 
following reasons. First, a noticeable negative effect of the 
proposed hybrid model is the classification on metallic and 
non-metallic objects. For a liquid CT scan, the container and 
other solid objects are contacted seamlessly to the liquid. There 
is no space in between. As CT images are usually represented 
with pixels (or voxels) such tight connection makes it difficult 
to separate objects accurately. Although using a smaller pixel 
size may help reduce the separation error, but it will greatly 
increase the computation burden. Second, due to the PVE on the 
thin container walls, reconstructions on metallic walls will be 
strongly blurred no matter how small the image pixels are used. 
Therefore it is theoretically not recommended to separate walls 
using pixels. Last but more important, the purpose of the hybrid 
image model is not just for image reconstruction but also for the 
estimation of the wall thickness. Only in this way can the 
artifacts of PVE be modeled and reduced, and the image quality 
can be further increased. 
 The proposed hybrid image model consists of two parts. One 
is a parameterized object description indicating the boundary 
and position of an object with unified density and material 
composition, noted as , ( , ) that 

, ( , ) = ( ), ∈ 	 							0			, ℎ                  (5) 

where  denotes for the material of the object, Ω is the area 
restriction of the object. Another is a pixelized object 
description, noted as , ( ) that 

, ( ) = ( ),			 ∉0	, ℎ .                         (6) 
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As it can be seen from the two expressions, the hybrid image 
model has already been designed for the hybrid projection 
model. The parameterized description can be used in 
polychromatic projection while the pixelized image can only be 
used for the monochromatic projection. 

In practical implementations the pixel size can not be 
neglected, therefore the boundary of  will intersect with pixels. 
In such case, a special projection calculation is required. In this 
work, Siddon’s ray driven projection method is selected for 
both ,  and , . Modification is done to deal with the 
intersection problem. An illustration of projection calculation 
on ,  is shown in Fig. 1. In the figure the integral length that 
belongs to  is carefully excluded. Only the lengths in area ∈  are summed up. The projection calculation on ,  is 
done by calculating intersection points between the ray and the 
boundary functions of the objects. 

 
Fig. 1 Illustration of projection calculation for pixelized objects 

C. An L-1 minimization reconstruction method 
With the proposed projection and image model a CT 

reconstruction algorithm with metal artifact and PVE reduction 
is developed. The algorithm is based on the constrained L-1 
minimization framework. First for the data fidelity constraint 
the following hybrid projection model is used (Ω, , ) = −log ∑ ∫ ,∑ ∙ ∫ ,         (7) 

where = 1,2,3, … ,  is the discretized X-Ray energy levels 
and  the discretized energy weighting. It can be seen from 
the equation that the accuracy of the forward projection mainly 
relies on the shape of Ω and the image values outside (i.e. the , ( )). Therefore to get correct ,  an accurate shape of Ω is 
crucial. As mentioned before, the PVE makes it impossible to 
calculate the shape on pixelized image accurately. However a 
rough shape can still be obtained. Given the prior knowledge 
that most metallic containers have a unified thickness, a 
numerical estimation of edge details remains possible. To do 
this, the shape of Ω is built up as a function of thickness as Ω = Ω ( , )                                  (8) 

where s stands for the initial region estimated from the direct 
reconstruction using common CT algorithms,  and  are the 
inner and outer expansion distance of the boundary. Because the 
container wall is a closed loop on trans-axial CT image, the 
expansion has two degrees of freedom. 
 Second, because ,  is parameterized and assumed to be 
uniform the total variation (TV) of ,  is chosen as the 
minimization term. The whole L-1 constrained minimization 
problem can be described as 

min , 		 , s. t. Ω, , =                 (9) 

where  is the sampled projection signal after the logarithmic 
calculation and 

, = ∇ ,  ,                         (10) 

∇ , , = , , − , , + , , − , ,  .  (11) 

The minimization of the TV is done using the gradient descent 
method. Similar to the projection modification, becuase the 
minimization is on , , pixels that fully inside  are not 
updated during minimization.  Eq. (9) is solved iteratively as 
follows. 
 Initialization: calculate Ω  (i.e. the s, and ) and ,  
from a reconstructed image by FBP or other classical 
reconstruction methods. 
 For th iteration, apply the following steps: 
 Step 1. Update expansion parameters (i.e.  and ) 
using the projection consistency constraint 

 Ω , , =                            (12) 

 Step 2. Update ,  using standard iterative reconstruction 

algorithm such as the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). 
The problem is ∫ , = −log	 e , , ∑∑ ∫ ,   (13) 

 Step 3. Update the area of  according to Ω , get ,  

Step 4. Apply TV minimization on ,  

Step 5. Non-negative check on , ,  and  

 Exiting criterion: Ω , , − <                     (14) 

D. Notes on the new method 
As a hybrid reconstruction method mixed with mono- and 

poly-chromatic projection, parameterized and pixelized image 
models, several issues have to be considered carefully in order 
to make the method work. Beside the aforementioned projection 
path length calculation in Section II.B, here we would like to 
address two more issues. Because of the 4-page limit of the 
article, only general ideas are discussed. 

The first issue is that the beam hardening from the container 
still exists when updating ,  in Step 2. Although the 

container model is estimated and the projection contribution is 
deducted from signal , the remaining projection, noted as 

, still keeps a different spectrum ray by ray. Because of this, 
the reconstruction of ,  still suffers from beam hardening 

effect unless a more realistic projection model is used. To 
maintain the monochromatic assumption and address the issue 
within the scope of this work, a common approximated 
spectrum correction is performed on each of the projection rays. 
With a known (estimated) incident spectrum on ,  this can be 
done in several ways. In this work the adjustment on  is by 
complementing attenuated spectrum caused by metallic objects 
so that each rays has an identical spectrum as no metals have 
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Abstract—Currently, hardware development makes it possible to 

load a CT system matrix into memory for fast reconstruction. This 

motivates us to develop 2D singular value decomposition (SVD) 

based image reconstruction method. It reconstructs a 2D image in 

a non-iterative fashion. Our experiments show that the 2D SVD 

based image reconstruction can guarantee exact image 

reconstruction from noise-free projections if the system matrix is 

overdetermined. For the interior scanning situation, the pixels 

outside ROI can still be accurately reconstructed if they are 

illuminated. The truncated SVD and Tikhonov regularization are 

applied for noisy cases. The TSVD and Tikhonov regularization 

can accurately reconstruct the ROI from an interior scan when a 

subregion inside ROI is known. Finally, a multi-resolution scheme 

is applied to 2D SVD based interior tomography with limited 

memory and computational resources. 

Index Terms— Computed tomography, region of interest, 

interior tomography, singular value decomposition, Tikhonov 

regularization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

lthough computed tomography (CT) has been widely 

applied for medical diagnosis, its potential radiation 

hazard cannot be ignored. Illuminating a small region of 

interest (ROI) inside an imaging objective can be applied to 

reduce the radiation dose. The corresponding scanning mode 

usually is called interior scan. In many cases, an ROI is small 

and strictly locates inside the object support (interior ROI)[1]. 

However, exact local reconstruction cannot be achieved only 

from projections through the ROI[2]. Under the regularization 

of some prior knowledge, several theoretically exact solutions 

have been developed for the interior scan, named interior 

tomography[1], [3]–[5]. In early 1990s, Gel’fand and Graev 

established a relationship between the Hilbert transform of an 

image along a line and the corresponding backprojection of the 

differentiated projections[6], [7]. It was proved that the interior 

problem is uniquely solvable if there is a known subregion 

inside the ROI[3], [4], which is called knowledge based interior 

tomography. Till now, two major reconstruction frameworks 

have been developed for the knowledge based interior 

tomography. One is the iterative framework based on projection 

onto convex sets (POCS)[3], and the other is to perform 

singular value decomposition (SVD) to reconstruct the image 

on 1D PI-segments using the Hilbert transform relationship[8], 

[9]. However, the 2D SVD based interior tomography 

reconstruction method has not been fully investigated. 

Currently, hardware makes it possible to store the projection 

matrix. Our team developed a bisection and twisted bidiagonal 
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1540898 and an NSF collaborative grant DMS-1540899.  
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SVD method on GPU for big matrices, which can perform SVD 

on a bidiagonal matrix of 1 million by 1 million[10]. Here, we 

further develop the 2D SVD approach for interior tomography. 

In section II, the mathematical model of CT imaging and SVD 

method will be presented. In section III, The developed 

algorithm will be extensively evaluated for different cases via 

numerical simulations. The relevant issues will be discussed in 

the last section. 

II. METHOD 

Both the image and measured data are viewed as vectors. The 

projection procedure can be modeled as 𝐀𝐟 = 𝐩, where 𝐟 ∈ ℝ𝑁 

is the image and 𝐩 ∈ ℝ𝑀  is the projection. The projection 

procedure is simplified to a linear transform represented by 𝐀 ∈
ℝ+

𝑀×𝑁  with nonnegative components. Every entries 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 

of 𝐀 can be viewed as the weighting of the jth image pixel to the 

ith x-ray path. An intuitive way to find the solution is �̃� = 𝐀†𝐩, 

where  𝐀†  is the (pseudo) inverse of  𝐀 . According to the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) theory, 𝐀 can be 

decomposed as 𝐀 = 𝐔𝚺𝐕T ∈ ℝ+
𝑀×𝑁, 𝚺 ∈ ℝ𝑀×𝑁 is the singular 

value matrix and the diagonal entries 𝜎𝑖,𝑖  of 𝚺  are singular 

values in a descending order. The pseudo inverse of 𝐀 can be 

calculated as 𝐀† = 𝐕𝚺†𝐔T , where 𝚺†  is formed by replacing 

every non-zero diagonal entry  𝜎𝑖,𝑖  by its reciprocal, then 

transposing the resulting matrix. Because in practice, the huge 

reciprocal of small singular values will magnify the projection 

noise significantly and generate severe artifacts if the 2D SVD 

and H. Yu are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 

University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, MA, 01854. Corresponding 

author: H. Yu (e-mail: hengyong-yu@ieee.org).  

2D Singular Value Decomposition based 

Interior Tomography 

Rui Liu, Lu He, Yan Luo, and Hengyong Yu 

A 

 

Fig. 1.  The 2D SVD based reconstruction results from truncated 
interior scans. (a) and (c) are the reconstructed Shepp-Logan 
phantom and self-designed resolution phantom images  in a gray scale 
of [0,1]. (b) and (d) are the corresponding differences between the 
reconstruction and the truth in a  display window [-1.0,1.0]x10-11. The 
corresponding central vertical and horizontal profiles of the ground 
truth and reconstructed results are plotted in (e)-(h).  
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is directly applied to solve the pseudo inverse of a system 

matrix. Usually, the truncated singular value decomposition 

(TSVD) can be applied to suppress the noise[11]. A small 

threshold 𝜀 is set and the pseudo-inverse of 𝚺 is redefined as   

𝜎𝑖,𝑖
−1 = {

1/𝜎𝑖,𝑖 𝜎𝑖,𝑖 > 𝜀

0         𝜎𝑖,𝑖 ≤ 𝜀
 .                                                     (1) 

The TSVD is a special case of regularization method. A more 

general regularization method can be modeled as the 

minimization problem  

‖𝐀𝐟 − 𝐩‖2
2 + 𝜉2‖𝚽𝐟‖2

2 ,                                                      (2) 

where 𝜉  is a constant to balance the data fidelity and 

regularization item[11]. 𝚽 epresents a transform of the image 𝐟. 

If 𝚽  is an identical matrix, the solution of Eq. (2) can be  

explicitly represented using the SVD form with a new pseudo 

inverse of the singular value matrix 

𝜎𝑖,𝑖
−1 = 𝜎𝑖,𝑖/(𝜎𝑖,𝑖

2 + 𝜉2) .                                                          (3) 

Both Eq. (3) and (1) are solution of Tikhonov regularization 

[12]. If we view the pixels as independent, the system matrix 

can be modified in column. When a subregion inside the ROI is 

known for our knowledge based interior tomography, the 

columns of the system matrix corresponding to those known 

pixels can be eliminated. As shown in Fig. 1, the image to be 

reconstructed can be decomposed into to two subvectors as 

𝐟 = (𝐟𝑢
T, 𝐟𝑘

T)
T

∈ ℝ𝑁 ,                                                              (4) 

where 𝐟𝑢 represents the unknown pixels and 𝐟𝑘 represents the 

known pixels. Correspondingly, the system matrix can be 

classified into two sub-matrices 𝐀 = [𝐀𝑢 , 𝐀𝑘]. Therefore the 

projection procedure is re-represented as 𝐀𝐟 = 𝐀𝑢𝐟𝑢 + 𝐀𝑘𝐟𝑘 =
𝐩 . We immediately arrives at the following linear system 

equation 𝐀𝑢𝐟𝑢 = 𝐩 − 𝐀𝑘𝐟𝑘. The sub-matrix 𝐀𝑘  does not need 

to be decomposed. The sub-matrix  𝐀𝑢 with respect to the 

unknown part of the image is decomposed. Therefore the 

unknown pixels can be reconstructed with the SVD/TSVD 

method. Combining the known pixels 𝐟𝑘 and 𝐟, the final result 

is given by 

𝐟 = (𝐟T, 𝐟𝑘
T)

T
∈ ℝ𝑁.                                                              (5) 

The columns of the system matrix can also be classified 

according to other criteria. Reconstructing a high resolution 

image requires huge memory resources which limits the image 

size. Therefore, we proposed a multi-resolution scheme. Finer 

pixels are assumed inside the ROI and coarser pixels are used 

outside the ROI to reduce the total pixel number. To construct 

a system matrix for multi-resolution images, we construct a 

matrix  𝐀𝑐  to represent the interior scan of a low resolution 

image and the matrix 𝐀𝑓 to represent the same scan of a high 

resolution image, and the two matrices are constructed with the 

same geometry configuration. We extract the corresponding 

columns of the pixels inside the ROI from 𝐀𝑓  to form 𝐀𝐿  and 

the corresponding columns of the pixels outside the ROI from 

𝐀𝒄 to form 𝐀𝑅. Finally the interior scan system matrix of a dual-

resolution image can be constructed as  𝐀𝑀 = [𝐀𝐿 , 𝐀𝑅] . The 

construction of a more complicated system matrix can be done 

in a similar way for multi-resolution images. Comparing to our 

previous SVD algorithm on 1D PI-segment[6], we prefer to call 

our method 2D SVD based interior tomography because the 

SVD method is directly applied to a 2D image. 

III. RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 2D SVD based 

interior tomography method, extensive numerical simulations 

are performed. The area integral model[13] is applied to 

construct the projection matrix. A circular scanning trajectory 

is assumed with a radius of 539mm. The scanning angles are 

from 0 to 360 degrees. An equal-angular detector is assumed 

and the distance from the rotation center to the detector is 

408mm. For an interior scan, the detector arc is 0.48 radian to 

cover an inner region-of-interest (ROI) with a diameter of 

256.03mm. The support of the object is in a rectangular region 

of 448 × 448mm2. The number of detector cell is 261. 121 

projections are uniformly sampled. The reconstructed results of 

the Shepp-Logan phantom and a self-designed phantom from 

noise-free projections are shown in Fig. 1. Although the 

projection data is insufficient for the region outside the ROI, 

this region can still be accurately reconstructed. However, the 

reconstructions outside the ROI in Fig. 1 are unstable. In the 

SVD based reconstruction method, the reconstructed results 

should be affected by the rank of the system matrix and its 

condition number. Regardless the numbers of detector elements 

or views, when the system matrix is over-determined, any pixel 

in the image can be accurately reconstructed if it is passed by 

any x-ray path. To test this hypothesis, we reconstructed the 

image from only two and one views respectively, the 

corresponding detector cell numbers are enlarged to 16384 and 

32768 in these two cases. The reconstructed result shows that 

in both of these two cases, the SVD method can accurately 

reconstruct the pixels “illuminated” by the x-ray.  

For the case that the system matrix is under-determined, the 

experiments are repeated. The detector element number is 

reduced to 150 and the view number is decreased from 150 to 

134. The image artifact is visible and the root-mean-square-

error (RMSE) of the whole reconstructed images jumps to 

0.022 immediately with only one angle reduction. With the 

decrease of the view number, the corresponding RMSE outside 

the FOV increases rapidly while the RMSE inside the FOV 

increases relatively slow. This point is further demonstrated by 

 

Fig. 2. Central vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) profiles of the 
modified Shepp-Logan phantom reconstructed from 134, 138, 142 
and 146 views.  
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the horizontal and vertical profiles in Fig. 2. We conclude that 

the 2D SVD method can accurately and stably reconstructs the 

interior ROI even when the system matrix is underdetermined.  

All the realistic projections are noisy and the photons received 

on a detector element can be modeled as a Poisson 

distribution[14]. To test the stability of the 2D SVD based 

reconstruction method for noisy projections, 2 × 104 and 5 ×
104 photons are assumed emitting from the x-ray source to each 

detector element to simulate two different dose levels. When 

the 2D SVD method is directly applied for image 

reconstruction, tiny noise in the projections may affect the 

image quality significantly because the projection noise can be 

magnified to generate severe artifacts as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 

(d). To stabilize the result and suppress the noise, both the 

truncated SVD (TSVD) and Tikhonov regularization are 

applied[8], [11] as described in Eq.(1) and (3), respectively. We 

choose 𝜀 = 14.2 and 0.8 for two dose levels of 2 × 104  and 

5 × 104  photons, respectively. Similarly, we chose  𝜉 = 6.1 

and 0.7  for the two dose levels. The representative results 

reconstructed from Eq. (1) and (3) are presented in Fig. 3. It is 

obvious that the images inside the ROI can be well recovered. 

This is consistent with the well-established interior 

reconstruction theories. Based on our experiments, greater 

𝜀 and 𝜉  values can result in stronger capability to suppress 

noise. But it will also remove more details in the reconstructed 

images. Therefore, it is critical important to choose the optimal 

 𝜀 and 𝜉. Fortunately, because the middle-sized singular values 

decay steadily, there are no obvious fluctuations in the 

reconstructed images for a fairly wide range of 𝜀 or 𝜉. 

From Eq. (4) to (5), one can see the that interior problem can be 

solved by the 2D SVD method when a subregion is known 

inside the ROI, and the SVD only needs to be performed on the 

submatrix 𝐀𝑢 corresponding to the unknown pixels. Because 

the compact support of object is usually known or measurable, 

its information can be employed by treating the pixels outside 

the compact support as zeroes. Combining the known subregion 

inside the ROI, the pixels can be categorized as known and 

unknown parts according to in Eq. (4). As illustrated in Fig. 4, 

all the unknown pixels are inside the compact support. With the 

same aforementioned truncated interior scanning configuration, 

a 215 × 215 image is reconstructed. The known subregion part 

is a rectangular region of 64.6 × 62.5mm2 . The numbers of 

total known and unknown pixels are 24086 and 22139, 

respectively. The detector cell number is 324 and 72 views are 

uniformly sampled on a full scan range to guarantee an 

overdetermined system matrix. The reconstructed result is 

shown in Fig. 4. This demonstrates that the 2D SVD method 

can reconstruct the image accurately for both inside and outside 

of the ROI from a noise-free interior scan when the system 

matrix is overdetermined.  

The TSVD and Tikhonov regularized SVD are also tested with 

noisy projections under the assumption of a known subregion 

inside the ROI. The compact support of the object is assumed 

known as shown in Fig. 4. For the case of 2 × 104 photons, we 

chose 𝜀 = 24 and 𝜉 = 16, respectively. For the case of 5 × 104 

photons, we chose  𝜀 = 19 and 𝜉 = 9 , respectively. The 

reconstructed results are shown in Fig. 5. The left column 

images are the 2D SVD based reconstructions without 

regularization, showing that the images are totally ruined due to 

the noise. This implies that the SVD based method for interior 

reconstruction is sensitive to noise without regularization. It is 

also observed that the known subregion and the reconstructed 

pixels are distinguished with obvious borders. This is caused by 

the high frequency disturbance of the immediate jump between 

known and unknown parts and the sensitivity of human visual 

perception for image edges.  

In interior tomography, the ROI is strictly inside the image and 

usually only occupies a small part. Therefore, it will be space-

saving to use the multi-resolution strategy to represent a high-

resolution image for ROI reconstruction. In this strategy, the 

pixels inside the ROI are small and the pixels outside the ROI 

are big. As a result, the columns of the projection matrix 𝐀 can 

be narrowed greatly. A 255 × 255 Shepp-Logan phantom is 

reconstructed using the method in Eq. (3) to construct the 

system matrix. The detector cell number is set as 255 and 110 

views are uniformly samples in a full scan range. Without the 

multi-resolution technique, the system matrix should be at least 

 

Fig. 3. 2D SVD based interior reconstruction of the modified Shepp-
Logan phantom (150 × 150) from noisy projections. (a) and (d) are 
the reconstructed results with the 2D SVD method without truncation. 
(b) and (e) are the results reconstructed by the TSVD with the 
threshold 𝜀 = 14.2 for (b) and 𝜀 = 0.8  for (e). (c) and (f) are the 
results reconstructed by Eq.(3). with  𝜉 = 6.1 for 2 × 104  photons 
and 𝜉 = 0.7 for 5 × 104 photons. The display window is [0, 1].  
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Fig. 4. 2D SVD based interior reconstruction of a 215x215 modified 
Shepp-Logan phantom. The left image (a) is the reconstructed result in 
a display window [0,1], and the right image (b) is the reconstruction 
error with respect to the ground truth in a display window [-
1.81,2.13]x10-11. The  dashed ellipse indicates the compact support. 
The RMSE of the entire image is 9.78 × 10−22. 
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31.5GBs. Considering its SVD, it will at least occupies 94.5GBs 

which is too huge to be stored in most of the PCs, and its SVD 

is very time consuming. Using the multi-resolution scheme, the 

pixel size inside the ROI is 0.176 × 0.176cm2, and the pixel 

size outside the ROI is 0.528 × 0.528 cm2. Therefore, one 

coarse pixel outside the ROI covers nine fine pixels if the image 

is represented in a finer grid for all the pixels. A fine grid of 

153 × 153 is used to cover an area of 26.928 × 26.928cm2 for 

the ROI, and the 3 × 3 finer pixels outside that area are merged 

into a coarse grid to construct a coarse pixel. Consequently, 

41616 pixels outside the ROI are reduced to 4624. The final 

column number of the system matrix is reduced to 28033 . 

Because the noise-free projections are simulated under the 

assumption of a high-resolution image, the inconsistency 

should will be treated as projection noise with respect to the 

multi-resolution image and the system matrix 𝐀𝑀 . Both of the 

Tikhonov regularization and TSVD can be applied to compute 

the pseudo inverse of  𝐀𝑀 . In this study, the Tikhonov 

regularization is employed (𝜉 = 2.98) to calculate the pseudo 

inverse of 𝐀𝑀  to suppress high frequency artifacts. The 

reconstructed result is shown in Fig. 6. As what we expect, the 

image inside the ROI can be accurately reconstructed with high 

resolution to provide more details. Because we are only 

interested in reconstructing the ROI, it does not matter if we 

cannot accurately recover the image outside of the ROI. This 

provides us one feasible method to compress the high-

resolution interior scanning projection matrix using limited 

system memory.  

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

        We employed the 2D SVD method to solve the interior 

tomography problem. For noise-free projections, if the system 

matrix is overdetermined and the pixel is illuminated by any x-

ray path, the pixel can be accurately reconstructed even it is 

outside the ROI. For noisy projections, the ROI can be 

accurately reconstructed by the Tikhonov regularization. 

Hansen derived the perturbation bounds to establish the 

stability of SVD method for recovering all variables for 

overdetermined matrix which cannot be applied in 

underdetermined cases, and the SVD does not guarantee 

accurate reconstruction even for noise-free projections. 

However, if the object support and/or a subregion are known, 

the system matrix can be divided into known and unknown 

parts. If the unknown part is overdetermined, the SVD method 

can still allow accurately reconstruction for noise-free 

projections. Meanwhile, the pseudo-inverse of the singular 

value matrix can be modified to obtain a regularized solution. 

To solve the interior problem of a high-resolution image, we 

proposed a multi-resolution scheme. This provides a practical 

way to reconstruct a high-resolution ROI using a limited 

memory capacity. The proposed method offers a fast image 

reconstruction tool because with the same CT scanning 

geometry, the SVD is only performed once for each CT 

geometry. More theoretical analysis and extensive experiments 

will be conducted to further improve the 2D SVD performance 

and reconstructed image quality along this direction. 
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Fig. 5. SVD-based interior reconstruction of a modified Shepp-Logan 
phantom from noisy projections. The subregion inside the FOV and 
the support of the object are known. The average photons on each 
detector element for the upper row is 2 × 104 and for the lower row 
is 5 × 104. Sub-figures (a) and (d) are the reconstructed results with 
SVD method directly. Sub-figures (b) and (e) are the reconstructed 
results with TSVD, and the threshold 𝜀 = 14.2 for (b) and 𝜀 = 0.8 
for (e). Sub-figures (c) and (f) are the SVD-based reconstruction 
according to formula Eq.(3), and 𝜉 = 6.1  is chosen for 2 × 104 
photons and 𝜉 = 0.7  is chosen for 5 × 104  photons. The display 
window is [0, 1].  

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

 

Fig. 6. The interior reconstruction of a modified 255x255 Shepp-

Logan phantom using the multi-resolution pixels and SVD method. 

The display window for (a) is [-0.05, 0.6]. The dashed circle in (a) 

indicates the ROI . The ground truth and the reconstructed profiles 

along the horizontal and vertical lines in (a) are plotted in (b) and (c). 
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Reducing short-scan artifacts in 3D axial cone-beam
CT with extra views

Jang Hwan Cho, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault and Jeffrey A. Fessler

Abstract—For 3D axial cone-beam CT, the short-scan approach
has advantages, such as improved temporal resolution and lower
dose, compared to the full-scan approach, due to significantly
reduced data acquisition time. However, decreased angular span
of the projections leads to insufficient sampling at certain voxel
locations in third-generation CT geometries. Such sampling leads
to artifacts in the reconstructed image, especially on slices
away from the iso-plane. Using more projection views in the
reconstruction can reduce such artifacts, but has the trade-off of
decreased temporal resolution. This paper investigates a model-
based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) method that reduces short-
scan artifacts in the under-sampled slices while preserving the
temporal resolution in the well-sampled slices. Clinical cardiac
scans typically include extra views for the purpose of viewing
different phases, motion-compensation algorithms, etc.. Here
we use such extra views to reduce short-scan artifacts in the
undersampled region. Using XCAT phantom simulations, we
investigated an approach to modifying the statistical weights
associated with the extra views. This approach reduced short-
scan artifacts, particularly in slices near the ends of the axial
field-of view (FOV).

I. INTRODUCTION

When 3D axial cone-beam CT scanners are used for cardiac
imaging, the short-scan approach, which has angular span of
π+2γ where γ is the fan angle of the projection, is the standard
protocol due to its reduced data acquisition time compared to
the full-scan approach. Short-scan approach allows improved
temporal resolution and lower dose at the expense of increased
image noise level. However, decreasing angular span of the
measurement from 2π to π + 2γ leads to a problem of
insufficient sampling1 at certain voxel locations in the third-
generation CT geometry (see Fig. 1 for a diagram of sampling
at each slice). More voxels in each slice become insufficiently
sampled as one moves away from the iso-plane, and this
situation becomes more severe as the cone angle becomes
larger. Using more projection views for reconstruction can
reduce such artifacts, but at the expense of decreased temporal
resolution. Fig. 2 (b) shows that, for a short-scan, as we move
toward end slices, we see noticeable artifacts (indicated by red
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Jeffrey A. Fessler is with the Department of EECS, University of Michigan,
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1In this document, “full” or “sufficient” sampling does not mean that they
satisfy the complete sampling conditions [1], [2], but rather mean that the
voxel is seen in every projection view. Thus, insufficient sampling indicates
the voxel is seen in only part of the projection views.

Fig. 1. Diagram of sampling at each slice for axial CT geometry.

arrows) in the reconstructed images resulting from insufficient
sampling. On the other hand, reconstructed images from full-
scan measurements (Fig. 2 (a)) do not show such artifacts, but
suffer from severe motion artifacts (indicated by green arrows).

Current iterative image reconstruction methods do not pro-
vide satisfactory images from short-scans for slices far away
from the iso-plane. We want to develop a method that reduces
short-scan artifacts on those slices. In clinical settings, it
is common to acquire extra projection views for purposes
such as viewing different phases, use of motion-compensation
algorithms, etc.. Extra projection views may be prospectively
acquired at much lower dose using tube current modulation,
which would allow improved sampling condition without
increasing the concern of patient dose. In this study, we
investigate a method for model-based iterative reconstruction
(MBIR) that uses such extra acquisition data to reduce short-
scan artifacts in the undersampled region. The goal is to
use the part of extra measurements to remove short-scan
artifacts without compromising the temporal resolution in the
sufficiently sampled region, or so called “football” region. We
propose a statistical weighting modification approach, which
was evaluated with the XCAT phantom simulation.

II. METHODS

Consider a PWLS objective function of the form

Ψ(x) = L- (x)+R(x), L- (x) =
1

2
‖y −Ax‖2W , (1)

where y is a measurement vector, A = {aij} is the system
matrix, x is the discretized version of the object being imaged,
W = diag{wi} is a statistical weighting matrix, and R(x)
is a regularizer. The basic idea behind our proposed statis-
tical weighting modification is to selectively use additional
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(a) Full-scan, end slices (b) Short-scan, end slices
Fig. 2. Reconstructed images of the XCAT phantom using full-scan measurements and short-scan measurements at end slices. Measurements were obtained
from a 64-slice CT scanner with 40 mm collimation. Green and red arrows indicate motion artifacts and short-scan artifacts, respectively. Display window is
[850 1150] (HU).

measured views for each voxel depending on the sampling
properties of the short-scan views. Undersampled voxels can
benefit from using the additional measurements. However,
some of these additional measurements affect not only the un-
dersampled voxels but also other sufficiently sampled voxels,
thus potentially degrading their temporal resolution. At one
extreme, using all the additional measured views would lead
all voxels to have the deteriorated temporal resolution of the
full-scan reconstruction. Therefore, our goal is to optimize the
use of additional measurements so that the temporal resolution
of the well-sampled reconstructed slices are minimally affected
and at the same time the short-scan artifacts are reduced.
Since there is a trade-off between the temporal resolution
and the short-scan artifact reduction, we need to determine
which characteristic is more important for each voxel. For our
analysis below, we strongly encourage the voxels inside the
football region to have the same temporal resolution as the
short-scan reconstruction. For all other voxels, we maximize
the use of additional measurements.

First, we introduce the following new metric to quantify the
effect of the ith detector measurement for a targeted region

ei =

∑np

j=1 aijm
(t)
j∑np

j=1 aijm
(c)
j

, (2)

where aij is the elements of the system matrix, np is the
number of voxels, m(t)

j is the jth element of the mask for a
targeted region, and m

(c)
j is the jth element of the cylindrical

mask. The value of this metric varies from 0 to 1 where 0
means that the ray corresponding to the detector cell does not
pass through the targeted region. As mentioned above, we use
football region as our targeted region, but one may define the
mask differently depending on the purpose.

Second, we modify the statistical weighting based on this
metric. We investigated the following modified statistical
weighting:

Ŵ � WD[pi]D[ui] = D[wipiui], (3)

where W = {wi} is the conventional choice for the statistical
weighting, pi indicates the Parker weighting used to match the
temporal resolution of the FBP reconstruction, and

ui =

{
1, if i is within short-scan view range

1− ei otherwise

}
.

(4)

To add more freedom to our design, we investigated the
following design

ūi = f(ui) = (ui)
p, (5)

where p is a tuning parameter that we explored empirically.
In addition to visual comparison, we need a metric to

quantitatively evaluate the reconstructed image obtained by
the proposed method. The most intuitive measure would be
counting the number of views or detector elements affecting
each voxel when our modified weighting is used. However,
calculating such measure may not be trivial or computationally
efficient. Instead, we propose the following metric called
“view mask” for a given statistical weighting wi:

mj �
∑
v

∑
s,t a(s,t,v)jw(s,t,v)∑
s,t a(s,t,v)jo(s,t,v)

, (6)

where oi = o(s,t,v) = 1, ∀i, and s, t, and v indicate channel,
row, and view indexes in the projection domain, respectively.
The ratio between the view masks of two different weightings,
or “view ratio”, can be used to quantify the “closeness” of the
proposed method to either full-scan MBIR or short-scan MBIR
at certain location. For example, the view ratio between the
proposed method and short-scan MBIR is given by

rj �
mproposed

j

mshort−scan
j

=
∑
v

∑
s,t a(s,t,v)jŵ(s,t,v)∑
s,t a(s,t,v)jw̄(s,t,v)

, (7)

where ŵi = wipiūi, and w̄i = wipi. For this case, if the
jth voxel has rj = 1, then, the temporal resolution of the
proposed method is (approximately) equivalent to that of short-
scan MBIR at that location. For our analysis, we want the
voxels inside the football region to have the view ratio rj
close to 1.

III. RESULTS

The proposed method was investigated on a 3D cone-beam
CT imaging problem with 40 mm collimation. The simulated
system has 888 channels, 64 detector rows, and 984 evenly
spaced view angles over 360◦. The XCAT phantom with
cardiac motion of 75 bpm was used as an object. To focus
on the sampling induced artifacts, we generated noiseless
measurements. ICD with spatially non-homogeneous updates
[3] was used to reconstruct images. For illustration purposes,
we assumed that the acquisition time is long enough so that
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Fig. 3. View ratio (7) values between the proposed method and short-scan MBIR within the football region. From left to right, each column corresponds to
center, 13th, and 5th slice of ROI (out of 64 slices), respectively. Display range is [1 1.3].

full-scan measurements is available. However, the proposed
method can be applied with any amount of extra acquisition.

Fig. 3 shows the view ratio between the proposed method
with p = 5 and short-scan MBIR within the football mask.
The view ratio values at most of the voxels are very close
to 1, which indicates that the proposed method provides
reconstructed images having the desired temporal resolution
in most spatial locations of the targeted region.

Fig. 4 compares reconstructed images obtained by the
proposed method to those of other methods at different slice
locations. The reconstructed image obtained by the proposed
method removes short-scan artifacts while preserving the
temporal resolution in the football region, and thus shows
improved image quality compared to that of short-scan MBIR.
Notice that the slices on the far end have much less artifacts.
However, when compared to reconstructed images from full-
scan MBIR, some residual artifacts are still noticeable on end
slices. Tuning the design parameter p changes the image qual-
ity of the reconstructed image, but does not remove the entire
short-scan artifacts while preserving the temporal resolution.
This suboptimal results come from the inherent limitation of
the statistical weighting modification. Since we only control
the contribution of each ray, which affects multiple voxels at
the same time, we have only limited control over sampling of
each voxel. More sophisticated design for (5) may improve the
results, but the trade-off between the temporal resolution and
the short-scan artifact cannot be avoided with the proposed
statistical weighting modification approach.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a statistical weighting modification approach
to reduce short-scan artifacts while maintaining temporal res-
olution in the target region. The proposed statistical weighting
modification showed improvements compared to short-scan
MBIR, especially on end slices. Future work will address other
possible designs to further remove residual artifacts. By the
time of the conference, we will apply the method to clinical
data.
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(a) Full-scan MBIR (b) Short-scan MBIR (c) Proposed method with p = 5

Fig. 4. Comparison of reconstructed images from different reconstruction methods. From left to right, each column corresponds to (a) full-scan MBIR, (b)
short-scan MBIR, and (c) proposed method with p = 5. Each row corresponds to different axial locations (from top to bottom, 1st, 5th, 32nd, 60th, and 64th
slice). Green and red arrows indicate motion artifacts and short-scan artifacts, respectively. Display window is [850 1150] (HU).
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Early stopping vs. a Bayesian framework of
regularization applied to the analytical model-based

statistical reconstruction approach
Robert Cierniak and Anna Lorent

Abstract—The main aim of the paper presented here is
to present the properties of our novel statistical model-based
iterative approach to the image reconstruction from projections
problem with regard to its condition number. The reconstruction
algorithm based on this concept uses a maximum likelihood esti-
mation with an objective adjusted to the probability distribution
of measured signals obtained using x-ray computed tomography.
We compare this with some selected methods of regularizing
the problem. The concept presented here is fundamental for
3D statistical tailored reconstruction methods designed for x-ray
computed tomography.

Index Terms—X-ray computed tomography, image reconstruc-
tion from projections problem, model-based iterative reconstruc-
tion algorithms

I. INTRODUCTION

The main challenge in x-ray computed tomography is to
improve the resolution of reconstructed images and/or de-
crease the x-ray intensity, while maintaining the quality of
the CT images obtained. It is for that reason that statistical
reconstruction methods are being so intensively developed.
Because the signals are adapted to the specific statistics of
a given technique, the algorithms can yield a reduction in the
radiation dose experienced during human body examination.
There are several statistical iterative reconstruction algorithms
and iterative image based denoising algorithms that have been
commercially developed and introduced. The most interesting,
from a scientific point of view, is the model-based iterative
reconstruction (MBIR) approach (see e.g. [1] and [2]). In this
approach, in the likelihood term of the objective, the physical
measurements are compared with calculated sinogram values.
Matrix A, an operator transforming the reconstructed image
into a sinogram space, is established in a manner similar
to the methodology used in series-expansion reconstruction
methods such as, for example, in algebraic reconstruction
techniques. The matrix form of the reconstruction problem
formulation in these approaches enables us, in our opinion, to
classify them as ”algebraic” methods. The commercial system
Veo is based on this idea. As opposed to this solution, we
propose an analytical statistical problem formulation. This
idea has been presented in the literature in original work
published by the author of this paper for parallel scanner
geometry e.g. in [3], for fan-beam geometry in [4], and
for spiral cone-beam geometry as presented in [5] and [6].

Corresponding author: Robert Cierniak, Institute of Computational Intel-
ligence, Czestochowa University of Technology, Armii Krajowej 36, 42-200
Czestochowa, Poland, e-mail: cierniak@kik.pcz.czest.pl

However, the approach is still under intensive research. At
the moment, the most important direction of these studies is
to show the advantages of our approach over algebraic forms
of the statistical reconstruction problem. In particular, these
considerations are addressed by an assessment of the condition
number of our analytical approach. It is important to evaluate
how a problem is conditioned in the context of the frequent
need to regularize it, especially in the case of inverse problems
which are mostly ill-conditioned.

II. CONDITION NUMBER OF THE ANALYTICAL
STATISTICAL RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM

We have previously formulated our novel 2D analytical
approximate reconstruction problem for scanners with parallel
geometry (see e.g. [4]). There the formulation of the recon-
struction problem is reduced to the weighted least squares
(WLS) estimation problem, can be written as follows:

µmin = arg min
µ

n0

2

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

1

σ2
ij

·

·

∑
ī

∑
j̄

µ∗
(
xī, yj̄

)
· h∆i,∆j − µ̃ (xi, yj)

2
 , (1)

where coefficients h∆i,∆j are

h∆i,∆j = ∆α

Ψ−1∑
ψ=0

int (∆i cosψ∆α + ∆j sinψ∆α) , (2)

and µ̃ (i, j) is an image obtained by way of a back-projection
operation; int (∆s) is an interpolation function used in the
back-projection operation; σ2

ij is a variance determined for
every pixel in the image obtained after the back-projection
operation; every projection is carried out after a rotation by
∆α.

It is fundamental for our approach to consider the properties
of the problem formulated by relation (1). It is convenient for
this purpose to write this formula in the following form:

µmin = arg min
µ

(n0

2
‖W (Hµ− µ̃)‖22

)
, (3)

where: W = [wk] = [ 1
σ2
k

]; µ∗ = [µ∗l ], and
µ∗l = µ∗ (xl div I+1, yl mod I); µ̃ = [µ̃k], and µ̃k =
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µ̃ (xk div I+1, yk mod I); H = [Hkl], and Hkl = h∆i,∆j =
h(l−1) mod I−(k−1) mod I,(l−1) div I−(k−1) div I. The WLS
expressed in this way is not over-determined and has a unique
solution. This means that it can be reduced to a least squares
(LS) problem.

For this kind of inverse problem, it is crucial to evaluate
its sensitivity to perturbation, caused both by the limited
accuracy of the model and by errors in the measurements.
Sensitivity analysis is usually performed using an evaluation of
the condition number of a given problem. In this case, we are
actually dealing with linear least squares, and we can estimate
the relative error of the solution obtained (see [7]), as follows:

‖δµ‖2
‖µ0‖2

≤ κ2

(
1 + κ2

‖e0‖2
‖µ0‖σmax

)
‖δH‖2
‖H‖2

+ κ2
‖δµ̃‖2

‖µ0‖2 σmin
(4)

where: κ2 = σmax/σmin is the spectral matrix condition
number; σmax and σmin are the largest and the smallest
singular values of the matrix H; µ0 is the solution of problem
(3); e0 = Hµ∗− µ̃ is the least squares residual. The matrix H
is a normal matrix so σmax = λmax and σmin = λmin, where
λmax and λmin are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues
of the matrix H (all eigenvalues of H are positive).

Taking into account only the first term on the left side
of the inequality (3) it is easy to overestimate the spectral
norm relative condition number by at most a factor of

√
2 [7],

assessing the influence of the model inaccuracy on the results
obtained, as

χLS,rel2 (H) =

‖δµ‖2
‖µ0‖2
‖δH‖2
‖H‖2

≤
(
‖e0‖2

‖µ0‖2 λmin
+ 1

)
κ2 (5)

As was mentioned earlier, problem (2) has a single unique
solution, and ‖e0‖ = 0, leading to

χLS,rel2 (H) ≤ κ2. (6)

The above relation allows us to estimate the condition number
of the least squares problem based on the condition number
of the matrix H. It only remains to determine this condition
number. This is not an easy matter because of the huge
dimensions of the matrix: 2I2 × 2I2. Fortunately, matrix H
is a symmetrical Toeplitz-Block-Toeplitz (TBT) matrix, and
it is possible to evaluate a condition number for this matrix
using the TBT modified to a circulant matrix Hc [8]. The
reason for this manipulation is that it is easy to determine the
condition number for a circulant matrix using the 2D FFT of
the appropriately formed first column of this matrix. Condition
number κc2 is equal in this case to the ratio of the maximum
and minimum magnitudes of the spectrum of this column. It
is shown in [8] that κ2 ≤ κc2. For instance, for an image of
resolution of 1024× 1024 and κc2 = 6604, then

χLS,rel2 (H) ≤ κ2 (Hc) u 2245. (7)

Analogously, we can estimate the influence of measurement
errors (in this case noise) on the accuracy of the reconstructed

image, considering only the second term on the left side of
the inequality (3), as follows:

χLS,rel2 (µ̃) =

‖δµ‖2
‖µ0‖2
‖δµ̃‖2
‖µ̃‖2

≤ κ2
‖µ̃‖2

σmin ‖µ0‖2
. (8)

We can also evaluate this condition number using experiments
with mathematical phantoms. In this case the ratio ‖µ̃‖2

‖µ0‖2
has a

value of 2544. The lowest eigenvalue of the matrix Hc which
was determined to calculate κ2 (Hc) is λcmin = 2.84, and
taking into account the fact that λmin > λcmin [8], we obtain an
upper bound for the condition number established to assess the
error in the reconstructed image from perturbations in the data
obtained from x-ray measurements, where these perturbations
may be due to measurement noise:

χLS,rel2 (µ̃) ≤ κc2 (Hc)

λcmin

‖µ̃‖2
‖µ0‖2

u 4.9 · 106. (9)

The results presented in Eqs (7) and (9) show that the recon-
struction problem (1) is middle-conditioned for inaccuracy in
the model and strongly ill-conditioned for errors in measured
data (noise). Therefore, problem (1) needs to be regularized
in some way, often by the introduction of an additional term.
This term usually has a form which limits large values of
‖µ‖ in the reconstructed image, and can be interpreted as a
prior knowledge that ‖µ‖ for this image will be relatively
small. It relates to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate
framework. In our case, this Bayesian framework can be
expressed as follows:

µ∗min = arg min
µ∗

n0

2

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

1

σ2
ij

· (10)

·

∑
ī

∑
j̄

µ∗
(
xī, yj̄

)
· h∆i,∆j − µ̃ (xi, yj)

2

+ f (µ)

 ,

where f (µ) is some scalar regularization term. This regu-
larization term may take different forms, however, functions
which are based on the generalized Gaussian Markov random
fields (q-GGMRFs) approach are often preferred and are able,
in a controlled way, to preserve the edges in the reconstructed
image, which has the following form [1]:

fqGGMRF (µ) =
1

prp

∑
{k,k̄}∈C

dk,k̄
|µk − µk̄|

p

1 +
∣∣∣µk−µk̄

u

∣∣∣p−q , (11)

where: C is the set of all pairs of neighboring pixels; dk,k̄
are directional weighting coefficients, which are chosen as
the inverse of the distance between the center pixel and the
elements in C; the constants p, q and u determine properties
of function (11) (for details see [1]).

Another interesting approach to this method is total varia-
tion (TV) regularization. In this case, the following form of
the prior term can be used (for details see e.g. [9]):
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fTV (µ) =
∑
i,j

(
(µ (xi+1, yj)− µ (xi, yj))

2 (12)

+ (µ (xi, yj+1)− µ (xi, yj))
2

+ β
) 1

2

,

where β is a small constant used for keeping the term
differentiable with respect to image intensity.

Unfortunately, supplying the regularization term causes
several serious problems. Firstly, there is a trade off in the
reconstruction process between a measure of consistency with
experimental data and the smoothness of the image obtained.
Moreover, the additional term complicates the calculations
performed during the reconstruction process, especially as
the form of this term usually has a complicated derivation.
The regularization method proposed by us is based on the
concept of early stopping (see e.g. [10]), and eliminates these
drawbacks or it at least reduces their influence. This method
of regularization is based on the observation that an iterative
reconstruction process firstly decreases the error measure until
it is stabilized and then finally the measure begins to increase.
This phenomenon is connected with the overfitting effect.
Subjectively, this effect is manifested, iteration by iteration,
by more visible noise. The early stopping approach proposes
stopping the iterative reconstruction process before the ”ego-
istic” fitting of the pixels begins to dominate over the global
fitting of the whole image. However, the error e (i, j) is large in
places where edges occur. One can observe during the iterative
reconstruction procedure that the first relatively flat regions
of the image appear, in the beginning without noise, and
only later are the bones formed in the image. Unfortunately,
before these bones are correctly shaped, those flat regions
are blurred by noise because of the overfitting effect. To
prevent this situation, we propose a slightly modified iterative
reconstruction procedure. Because the optimized objective
from formula (1) is convex, we can start our reconstruction
procedure from any stage. Therefore, let us begin from an
especially prepared image obtained using any standard method
(e.g. applying some FBP method). We could use, according
to a particular medical case, a window with parameters Ws

and Cs, and we could smooth the starting image inside this
window to a constant value, for example Cs. Because of this
manipulation, the given region of interest is reconstructed with
a denoising effect and the rest of the cross-section is ”left at
the mercy” of overfitting. In this way the prepared starting
image is subjected to the iterative reconstruction process, some
results of which are depicted in Table I.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we have adapted the well-known FOR-
BILD phantom of the head. All the values of the attenuation
coefficients placed in the original model were divided by a
factor 10−3 to facilitate the calculations. The model formed
in this way was used to generate projections with a Pois-
son probability distribution. During the simulations, we fixed
L = 1024 measurement points (detectors) on the screen at
virtual parallel projections. The number of projections was
chosen as Ψ = 1610 rotation angles per half-rotation and the

Fig. 1. Results of the reconstruction process, dependent on the number of
iterations during the calculation of the reconstructed image.

size of the processed image was fixed at I× I = 1024× 1024
pixels. The coefficients h∆i,∆j were precomputed before we
started the reconstruction process and these coefficients were
fixed for the subsequent processing. We started the actual
reconstruction procedure and performed the back-projection
operation to get a blurred image of the x-ray attenuation
distribution in a given cross-section of the investigated object.
The image obtained in this way was then subjected to a process
of reconstruction (optimization) using an iterative statistically-
tailored procedure. It is worth noting that we can choose the
starting point of this procedure to be a result of using the FBP
algorithm, and we used such an image prepared according
to the description in the previous section with the window
parameters Ws = 2.1 · 10−3 and Cs = 1.05 · 10−3. We
have performed experiments which examined two approaches
to the regularization: one using the Bayesian framework and
the other with the early stopping methodology (in the first
case we have used two forms of the prior term described
by formulas (11) and (13)). The objective results of these
investigations are depicted in Fig. 1 using the standard MSE
error measure. Views of the reconstructed images of the
mathematical phantom in the cross-section are presented in
Table I.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of an analytical scheme of signal processing al-
lows us to avoid very serious difficulties associated with the
algebraic formulation of the reconstruction problem, which are
particularly noticeable in reconstruction algorithms for spiral
scanners. Simulations have been performed, which have shown
that the proposed statistical approach allows us to design an
iterative reconstruction procedure based both on a Bayesian
framework, i.e. with the introduction of a prior term into
the objective, and on a framework without any regularization
term. The processing of our original reconstruction procedure
is stable even if we do not use any additional regularization
term. This simplification reduces the computation time in
comparison with the Bayesian framework (by approximately a
factor 1.5) without significant decreasing the quality of the re-
constructed image (in particular in the subjective assessement).
In contrast with the algebraic approach (ICD algorithm) used
in the 3D MBIR technique, our analytical problem is much
better conditioned (in the algebraic case the condition number
of the WLS problem is approximately χLS,rel2 (A) u 1.7 ·104

and χLS,rel2 (p) u 1.5 · 109). Additionally, the computational
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TABLE I
VIEW OF THE IMAGES (WINDOW CENTRE C = 1.05 · 10−3 , WINDOW WIDTH W = 0.1 · 10−3) USING THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF REGULARIZATION:

q−GGRMF (c2 = 10−13 , p = 2, q = 1.2, u = 10) (A); TV (c2 = 10−4 , β = 10−10) (B); WITHOUT REGULARIZATION (C).

It. A B C

103

MSE = 38.39 · 10−10 MSE = 37.75 · 10−10 MSE = 38.67 · 10−10

5 · 103
MSE = 37.04 · 10−10 MSE = 34.37 · 10−10 MSE = 38.60 · 10−10

4 · 104
MSE = 31.28 · 10−10 MSE = 28.95 · 10−10 MSE = 38.47 · 10−10

complexity of every iteration of the reconstruction procedure
is approximately proportional to I4 × (num rec slices)

2×
num measur, and our method is much more attractive for a
3D implementation (approximately 2I2 log2 I for one iteration
of the reconstruction procedure).
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Abstract—In computed tomography, algebraic reconstruction
methods tend to produce reconstructions with higher quality than
analytical methods when presented with limited and noisy pro-
jection data. The high computational requirements of algebraic
methods, however, limit their usefulness in practice. In this paper,
we propose a method to approximate the algebraic SIRT method
by the computationally efficient filtered backprojection method.
The method is based on an efficient way of computing a special
angle-dependent convolution filter for filtered backprojection.
Using this method, a reconstruction quality that is similar to
SIRT can be achieved by existing efficient implementations of
the filtered backprojection method. Results for a phantom image
show that the method is indeed able to produce reconstructions
with a quality similar to algebraic methods when presented with
limited and noisy projection data.

I. INTRODUCTION

In computed tomography, two common approaches to re-
construct objects from their projections are analytical methods
and algebraic methods. Analytical reconstruction is based on
inverting a continuous model of the problem, and discretizing
the result. The popular filtered backprojection method for
parallel-beam projections is a result of this approach [1], as
well as the FDK method for cone-beam projection data [2].
Analytical methods assume that projection data is available
for all angles, and that the data is free of noise. In many
practical applications, it is either impossible or undesirable
to acquire a sufficient number of noise-free projections to
accurately reconstruct the scanned object with an analytical
method. In such cases, algebraic methods are often able to
yield more accurate reconstructions.

Algebraic methods are based on a discretized model of
the problem, resulting in a linear system of equations. A
reconstruction is then computed by solving this linear system
using an iterative method. Since algebraic methods are based
on a model of the data that is available instead of assuming
perfect data, algebraic reconstructions are often of higher
quality than analytical reconstructions when presented with
a limited number of projections. Furthermore, the effect of
noise on the reconstruction can be minimized by using certain
forms of regularization in the iterative method.

Despite the advantages of algebraic methods for imperfect
data, analytical methods remain very popular in practice. In
[3], several reasons for the popularity of analytical methods
are discussed, one of which is the gap that exists between a

mathematical definition of an algebraic method and its appli-
cation in actual real-world problems. When implementing an
algebraic method in real-world applications, many difficulties
can arise, for example with computational requirements, which
are typically much higher compared to analytical methods. In
this paper, we aim to bridge the gap by introducing a method
that approximates the algebraic SIRT method by computing a
special filter for the filtered backprojection (FBP) method. The
resulting method can achieve a reconstruction quality similar
to algebraic methods using existing, computationally efficient,
FBP implementations.

Recently, a number of reconstruction methods have been
proposed that aim to improve FBP by changing its convolution
filter. In [4], a window function for the standard ramp filter
is derived that approximates an algebraic method. During
the derivation, however, it is assumed that projection data is
available for enough angles such that a certain approximation
can be made, which may not be the case in practice. A different
approach is taken in [5], where a data-dependent filter is
computed that minimizes the projection error of the resulting
FBP reconstruction. Since a different filter has to be computed
for each scanned object, the computational requirements of
this method are higher than for standard FBP. Finally, in [6],
a way of computing angle-dependent filters that approximate
algebraic methods is proposed. The method for computing
the filters is very computationally demanding, however, which
severely limits its applicability in practice. In this paper, we
propose a method to compute filters that are similar to those
in [6], but can be computed much faster, using an approach
that is, in part, similar to [4].

II. METHOD

In this section, we propose a method for computing filters
for the parallel-beam FBP method that approximate the alge-
braic SIRT method [1], which is a method from the class of
Landweber iteration methods [7]. We assume that projection
data is acquired for Nθ angles, with Nd detector elements per
projection. In this case, we can write the acquired projection
data as a vector p ∈ RNθNd . Similarly, we can write the
reconstructed image, which is defined on a N ×N pixel grid,
as a vector x ∈ RN2

. An element wij of the projection matrix
W gives the contribution of pixel j to detector element i.
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Using these definitions, we can write the FBP method as:

FBP(p,h) = W TChp (1)

Here, Ch is a convolution of each detector with filter h,
which can be angle-dependent. Note that in parallel-beam
tomography, an FBP reconstruction can also be calculated by
first backprojecting the projections, and filtering the result:

FBP(p,h) = Hh′W Tp (2)

Here, Hh′ is a two-dimensional convolution of an image with
filter h′, and h = Wh′.

The standard definition of the SIRT method is the following
iterative equation:

xk+1 = xk + αW T
(
p−Wxk

)
(3)

Here, xk is the reconstructed image at iteration k, and α is
a parameter that influences the stability and convergence of
the method, for which the standard value of α = (NθNd)

−1

is used throughout this paper. By regrouping terms, we can
write this equation in a matrix form:

xk+1 =
(
I − αW TW

)
xk + αW Tp (4)

Note that this is a recurrence relation of the form xk+1 =
Axk + b, which has as solution for the reconstruction at
iteration n:

xn = Anx0 + α

[
n−1∑
i=0

Ai

]
W Tp (5)

Here, A = (I − αW TW ). In many cases, a zero image is
used as the initial image x0, in which case eq. (5) becomes:

xn = α

[
n−1∑
i=0

Ai

]
W Tp (6)

The similarities between eq. (6) and eq. (2) suggest that we
can approximate the SIRT equation (eq. (6)) by approximating∑n−1
i=0 Ai by a two-dimensional convolution operation with

filter qn:
xn ≈ αHqnW

Tp (7)

To find a good approximating filter, we can take the impulse
response of

∑n−1
i=0 Ai:

qn =
n−1∑
i=0

Ai[0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T (8)

In other words, we start with an image with the central pixel
set to one and the other pixels set to zero, and iteratively apply
A to the image n times, summing all images along the way. In
parallel-beam tomography, we can write eq. (7) in the standard
FBP form by forward projecting qn:

xn ≈W TCunp = FBP(p,un) (9)
un = αWqn (10)

We conclude that we can approximate the algebraic SIRT
method by the FBP method with filter un. The filter is

computed by first computing qn by applying A to a certain
image n times, summing the results. The resulting image is
forward projected to obtain un. Note that a single computed
filter can be used to reconstruct many different objects, as long
as they are scanned with the same projection geometry. For
computing the filter, 2n+1 projection operations are needed,
which is similar in computation time to a single run of the
SIRT method. To compare, O(NθNd) runs of an algebraic
method are needed to compute a similar filter in [6].

By approximating A by a convolution operation, we assume
that the W TW operation is approximately shift-invariant.
Whether this assumption is correct can depend on the actual
implementation of the projection operator W . If a ray is
defined as a strip with the same width as a detector pixel,
and the weight of wij is given by the area of the intersection
of the pixel j and the ray i, W TW can be well approximated
by a shift-invariant operation. If a ray is defined as a line of
zero thickness, the approximation is not as accurate. In this
case, however, the approximation can be improved by using
supersampling, where multiple lines of zero thickness are cast
through the volume per detector pixel. Note that supersampling
is only needed during computation of the filter, and not during
reconstruction using eq. (9). In the rest of this paper, we cast
eight lines per detector pixel during computation of the filters.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented the proposed filter calculation method in
Python 3.3.2 using the ASTRA toolbox [8], which includes
projection operations that use graphic processing units (GPUs)
to improve performance. All reconstructions presented in this
paper are calculated by the ASTRA toolbox as well. To
investigate the reconstruction quality of the proposed method
compared to other reconstruction methods, we use reconstruc-
tions of the Shepp-Logan head phantom. For each experiment
the phantom is generated on a 4096 × 4096 pixel grid, for
which projections are simulated with 4096 detector elements
per projection. The resulting projection data is rebinned to
1024 detector elements per projection, which are used to
reconstruct on a 1024 × 1024 pixel grid. The reconstructions
are compared to the phantom, rebinned to 1024×1024 pixels.
We give the mean squared error (MSE) and the structural
similarity index (SSIM) [9] of each reconstruction compared to
the rebinned phantom. For the error measures, we use all pixels
that are within a disc with a radius of 512 pixels, centered in
the pixel grid. For all experiments, we compute a filter that
approximates 200 iterations of the SIRT method, unless stated
otherwise. Each SIRT reconstruction is computed using 200
iterations as well.

In fig. 1, cropped reconstructions of the Shepp-Logan phan-
tom are shown for FBP with the standard Ram-Lak filter, SIRT,
and FBP with the proposed filter, computed using data of 64
projections with a moderate amount of applied Poisson noise.
The results for FBP (fig. 1b) show that the noise present in the
FBP reconstruction can be prohibitive for further analysis. The
reconstructions of SIRT (fig. 1c) and FBP with the proposed
filter (fig. 1d) are, at least visually, very similar.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1: Cropped reconstructions of the Shepp-Logan head phantom (a) obtained by different reconstruction methods: FBP
with the standard Ram-Lak filter (b), SIRT (c), and FBP with the proposed filter (d). The reconstructions are computed using
simulated projection data of 64 angles, with 1024 samples per projection (rebinned from 4096 samples) and Poisson noise
applied. A line profile of the central line of each cropped reconstruction is shown under each image, with the phantom shown
by a dashed line.
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Fig. 2: MSE (solid) and SSIM (dashed) of reconstructions of
the Shepp-Logan head phantom computed by various methods,
as a function of the number projections Nθ.

To further investigate the reconstruction quality of the
proposed method, we generated projection data for different
numbers of projections Nθ, and compared the MSE and SSIM
of reconstructions of FBP with different standard filters, SIRT,
and the proposed filter method. The results are shown in fig. 2.
We also generated data of 64 projections with various amounts
of applied Poisson noise, for which the results are given
in fig. 3. Here, I0 indicates the amount of applied Poisson
noise, with higher values corresponding to lower amounts of
applied noise. In both fig. 2 and fig. 3, reconstructions using
the proposed method have a significantly lower MSE and
higher SSIM compared to FBP reconstructions with standard
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Fig. 3: MSE (solid) and SSIM (dashed) of reconstructions of
64 projections of the Shepp-Logan head phantom computed
by various methods, as a function of the amount of applied
Poisson noise (I0). Higher values of I0 correspond to lower
amounts of applied noise.

filters. Compared to SIRT, the proposed method has a similar
MSE and SSIM. Note, however, that for 64 projections a
SIRT reconstruction took 1.40 seconds to compute, while a
reconstruction of the proposed method was computed in 9.67
milliseconds, which is roughly 144× faster.

Computed filters, averaged over all angles, are shown in
Fourier space in fig. 4, along with the standard Ram-Lak filter.
The figure shows that the computed filters are identical to the
Ram-Lak filter up to a certain frequency, which depends on
the number of projections and iterations. Taking more angles
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the standard Ram-Lak filter and the
computed filters for Nd = 1024 and various numbers of
projections Nθ and numbers of iterations, averaged over all
angles, shown in Fourier space.

and/or iterations results in a filter that is closer to the Ram-
Lak filter. The figure also shows that by taking more iterations,
the higher frequencies of the filters are amplified. A similar
effect can also be observed in the SIRT method, where taking
more iterations results in stronger high frequencies in the
reconstructed image.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel method to compute filters
for the filtered backprojection method that approximate the
algebraic SIRT method. The method is based on rewriting
SIRT into a matrix form, and approximating the combined
backprojection and forward projection operation (W TW ) by
a 2D convolution operation. An approximating filter can be
found by applying the combined projection operation repeat-
edly to a specific image. The result is an angle-dependent filter
that can be used in the FBP method to produce reconstructions
that are similar to those produced by SIRT. Computation of
the filter is significantly faster than in similar approaches of

previous work [6], enabling its use in large-scale real-world
tomographic problems.

Several experiments on a phantom image show that the
proposed method produces reconstructions of similar quality
to the SIRT method, both in the case of a low number
of projections and with noise present in the data. Com-
pared to FBP with standard filters, the proposed method
produces reconstructions with significantly lower MSE and
higher SSIM. The computation time of reconstructing with
the proposed method is identical to the FBP method, which
is significantly lower than SIRT. These results show that
by computing geometry-dependent convolution filters, it is
possible to accurately approximate the SIRT method by filtered
backprojection.
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An FDK-type reconstruction algorithm for a CT system with real-time 

calibrated geometry 

Hongkai Yang, Kejun Kang, Yuxiang Xing 

Abstract—FDK reconstruction algorithm has been widely used 

in aspects such as medical care and industrial use for decades. In  

its applications, a standard geometric condition is that the 

normal vector of the detector plane must pass the rotation axis of 

the platform and the source/detector often rotates in a 

circular/helical trajectory. However, these conditions may be 

difficult to satisfy in some cases. In order to apply analytical 

reconstruction algorithm in situations with complex and 

non-standard geometric condition, we propose an FDK-type 

reconstruction algorithm for a CT system under a general 

circumstance of various geometrical parameters for different 

views. In this work, CT system is calibrated in a real -time 

manner for the geometric parameters view-by-view, in other 

words, parameters such as source-to-detector distance, height of 

source and detector, tilted angles of detector changes 

view-by-view. With our proposed method, reconstruction can be 

done analytically without iterations for such a flexible CT scan. 

Our simulation study demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency 

of the proposed method. 

 

Index terms—free-geometry, FDK, reconstruction, function 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-RAYcomputed technology (CT) has been widely used in 

both medical and industrial applicat ions. Normally, a CT 

system is carefu lly  designed and built to ensure the image 

quality to meet the requirements in both spatial resolution and 

contrast in different tasks. Circu lar and helical t rajectories are 

two mostly used orbits in available systems. Many researchers 

have also been working on reconstruction for other trajectories 

such as saddle [1, 2]. Normally, the precise geometry  and scan 

orbit is provided by mechanical systems. However, there are 

certain circumstances that the precision is not easy to get or 

not affordable to realize. How to implement a CT scan in  such 

cases is an interesting topic for us. We designed a CT system 

with a real-t ime calibration module so that the system 

geometry can be obtained on the fly during a scan. The 

problem left would be how to reconstruct images from such 

kind of data sets. Iterative methods would be a natural choice 

because they can model the geometrical variat ion in the 

system matrix. However, it takes too much time. In this work, 

we would like to propose an analytical method for such a 

system, an FDK type reconstruction method. 
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For a classic FDK reconstruction, it requires  that the plane 

formed by the X-ray source and the rotation axis is 

perpendicular to the detector plane and the rotation axis is 

paralleling to the detector plane, as well as a continuous 

trajectory. In 2007, Xing and Zhang proposed a method to 

reconstruct in circumstance which relaxing  those requirements 

to a relatively flexib le geometry [3, 4] except that circular 

trajectories are  still a requisite. In  our work, we completely  

remove all those requirements: the detector can be of d ifferent 

distances and tilting angles for d ifferent views, trajectories can 

be of non-standard and view angles non-uniformly  distributed. 

In this manuscript, we firstly derive our algorithm. Simulat ion 

study with randomly produced parameters are executed to 

validate our method. 

II. SYSTEM GEOMETRY 

Z
Y

X

u

v

w

X-ray source

O

Or

Real Detector

Virtual Detector
l

m

n

 
Fig.1 The coordinate systems in our CT system: X Y Z   is the world 

coordinate with its origin at O  and u v w   is the detector coordinate 

with its origin at
r

O . 

As mentioned above, we consider a CT system with poor 

precision. Therefore, the geometric parameters need to be 

calibrated on the fly. Our algorithm is for a CT system with its 

orbit calibrated in real-time. Firstly, we expound our notating 

and coordination definition for the system. As in Fig. 1, we set 

the world coordinate a right-handed orthonormal system

X Y Z  with orig in O at objects scanned, i.e. objects will be 

fixed in the world coordinate system during the scan. Define

u v w  with orig in 
r

O  as our detector coordinate system 

with u w and both on the detector plane. Here, w  is not 

necessarily parallel to Z . We define a virtual detector plane 

which is parallel to plane u w and passing the origin O .The 

intersection of the virtual detector plane and plane X Y is 

denoted as l  with   denoted as the rotation angle from 

axis X  to l as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In our system, the 

scanning data can still be indexed by the rotation angle   

though the trajectory is very off from a circular one.  

X 
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In a standard circu lar CT scan, the v iew angle   is the 

only parameter that changes. However, in our scan, other 

geometrical parameters such as the source-to-detector distance 

could be different for all different  s. Naturally  we use   

to index the variation of other geometrical parameters. Hence, 

as Fig.2 shows, in the world coordinate, the orig in of the 

detector coordinate system 
r

O  in a scan can be a function of 

 --  ( ) : ( ), ( ), ( )
r rr Or

O OO x y z    . The out-of-p lane 

rotation angle around axis u  of the detector is denoted by

( )  . The distance from the X-ray source to l  is denoted as

( )D  (
d

SO l ). We define l m n   with origin 
d

O  as 

our virtual coordinate. Also we have relationships that

( )
d

O SO    and  ( ) ( ) / cos ( )R D    . Therefore, the 

coordinate of S  can be expressed as: 

    ( )sin ( ) , ( ) cos ( ) , ( )
S

R R z          
     

(1) 

III. METHOD 

In this work, we start with a 2D reconstruction and then 

extend the result to 3D case.  

A. FBP type reconstruction on the mid-plane 

As Fig. 2 shows, on the mid-plane, the cone beam CT scan 

reduces to a fan beam CT scan system of real-t ime vary ing 

geometry. The source scans on plane X Y Z  , which means

( ) 0
S

z   . Our work starts from the typical FBP 

reconstruction formula for parallel beam scan, following the 

work of Kak and Slaney in [5], which goes like follows: 

 
2π

0

1ˆ ( , ) ( ) cos( ) d d
2

tm
p

tm

f r P t h r t t


   


          (2) 

Here, : ( , )A r   is a  point within the field  of view in polar 

coordinates. The term ( )pP t


 denotes a parallel beam 

projection and ( )h t  is the ramp filter. We obtain that a ray 

passing through A  in  a fan beam CT scan has relationships 

with the ray passing the same point in parallel beam CT 

system like follows, which is an extension of Xing and 

Zhang’s work in [3]: 

 

1
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( ) tan
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By plugging (3) into (2), we have: 
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(4) 

with ( , )g l  being the projection data on the virtual detector. 

The Jacobian matrix M is defined by:
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Fig. 2 Definition of system coordinates and geometric parameters. (a): view 

from direction of axis Z . (b): view from direction of axis Y . 

 

So (2) can be rewritten as: 
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We define 
( cos( ) sin )

'
sin( ) cos

D r R
l

r R

  

  

 


 
(here 'l is the 

projection of A  on l   (e .g. point C  in Fig. 2)), so 

 cos( ) ( )sin( )h r R          can be rewritten as: 

2 2

sin( ) cos
( ' )

r R
h l l

D l
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Since ( ) exp( j2π )dh t t  




  , (5) becomes: 

 

2 22π
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B. Extend 2D FBP-type reconstruction to 3D FDK 

reconstruction 

In order to extend (7) to a 3D reconstruction format, we 

rewrite it according to its geometry. As Fig. 3 shows, D  is 

d
SO  and sin( ) cosr R     is SB ( B  is on 

dSO  

and 
d

AB SO ). The Jacobian matrix M actually is a 

functional of ( )D   and ( )  , which can be written as 

 ( ), ( )D   M . So (7) can be updated to: 

2 2
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Fig. 3 Geometrical relationships when extending to 3D circumstance  

 

We discuss a situation when the source S and A ’s Z  

coordinates are non-zero. The reconstructed point is 
* ( , , 0)A r z   correspondingly. We take the tilted plane 

(superscript * is used to refer quantities and variables on this 

plane) formed by points on 0m   into consideration. On 

that plane, source-to-detector plane distance is set to be 
*

dSO

(
* ( )D  ) and 

* *

dA SO  is 
* ( )  . So (8) can be extended to: 

2
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where 
*C * *( ' , )l m  is the projection point of *A  on the 

virtual detector coordinate. The point *B  is on *

dSO  and we 

have * * *

dA B SO . Also we have
*

*

d | |
d

| |

d

d

SO

SO


  . So 

reconstruction format finally can be written as: 
2
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(11) 

Eq. (10) is the final reconstruction formula of our method.  

IV. EXPERIMENT AL VALIDATION 

A shepp-logan phantom in size of 256 256mm mm  is 

used for our simulation experiment. We generate a set of data 

from randomly vary ing geometric parameters to model the 

real-t ime calibrated values. The variat ion is limited to a certain  

range as shown in Table I. The orbit of X-ray source is 

illustrated in Fig. 4. The 300 300  detector with pixel size of 

2mm  and 150 150 reconstructed image with pixel size of 

2mm is shown in Fig. 5. The thickness of slice of the 

reconstructed image on the left  is 2.4mm  along Z  axis 

while the right one passes Z  axis. We also compared the 

profiles of the reconstruction with phantom as shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
TABLE I 

Geometric parameters used in our simulation 

parameters Lower Upper Fixed function unit  
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limit  limit  

( )D   595 605 - mm 

( )   4 6 - ° 

( )   4 6 - ° 

( )
Or

x   - - 600 cos( 3π / 2)   mm 

( )
Or

y   - - 600sin( 3π / 2)   mm 

( )
Or

z   4 6 - mm 

 Step increase of   0.6 1.4 - ° 

 
Fig. 4 The orbit of X-ray source in the world coordinate 

 
Fig. 5 Reconstruction images of our phantom. Left: cross-section image of the 

3D reconstruction. Right: Coronal image of reconstruction. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of reconstruction results and the phantom. Upper: horizon 

profiles. Bottom: verticals profile. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we derived a general reconstruction method 

for a CT system with non-fixed  geometries for d ifferent views. 

Our algorithm is proved to be as accurate as a classic FDK 

algorithm by simulat ion. Th is idea extends the applicability of 

analytical algorithms to more general situations, which makes 

them more flexib le and valuable in real practice. Our further 

work is to apply the method in our practical system with 

real-t ime calibration. More details of the work will be 

presented in the conference. 
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Abstract—The ASTRA Toolbox is a software toolbox that
enables rapid development of GPU accelerated tomography
algorithms. It contains GPU implementations of forward and
backprojection operations for common scanning geometries, as
well as a set of algorithms for iterative reconstruction. These
algorithms are currently limited to using a single GPU.

A drawback of iterative reconstruction algorithms is that they
are slow compared to classical backprojection algorithms. As a
result, using only a single GPU can result in prohibitively long
reconstruction times when working with large data volumes.

In this paper, we present an extension of the ASTRA Toolbox
with implementations of forward projection, backprojection and
the SIRT algorithm that can be distributed over multiple GPUs
and multiple workstations to make processing larger data sets
with ASTRA feasible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Iterative tomographic reconstruction methods have become
increasingly popular in recent years. Compared to classical
backprojection methods, they provide more flexibility in deal-
ing with various scanning geometries and image priors. As a
drawback, iterative methods are computationally demanding,
resulting in long reconstruction times. Advances in compute
hardware, and in particular the rise of Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) implementations, have resulted in substantial
reductions in the required computation time. However, with
ever growing experimental data sets, speed remains a major
problem.

The ASTRA Toolbox [1]–[3] is a software toolbox for
the development of tomographic reconstruction algorithms. It
provides a set of GPU-accelerated flexible building blocks,
which are currently limited to using a single GPU. For large
volume sizes, even an optimized single-GPU implementation
can still result in prohibitively long reconstruction times,
making it necessary to split the computation across multiple
GPUs, possibly also using multiple physical compute nodes.

Two common 3D tomography geometries are parallel beam,
used for example in synchrotrons and electron microscopy,
and circular cone beam, used for example in micro-CT. Large
3D parallel beam data sets can easily be split into a stack of
2D slices, which makes it easy to distribute the reconstruction
over multiple workstations and multiple GPUs. For cone beam
geometries, most rays intersect multiple volume slices, so such
a distribution into independent slices is no longer a possibility
for iterative algorithms [4]–[6].

In this paper we describe an implementation of the SIRT
algorithm for a cone-beam geometry within the ASTRA Tool-
box that is distributed over multiple workstations and GPUs.

The SIRT algorithm [7], like most current iterative methods,
models the tomography reconstruction problem as a linear
system p = Wx + ε, where p is the measured projection
data, W is the system matrix, x the unknown 3D volume, and
ε the measurement noise. SIRT then iteratively minimizes the
following (weighted) least squares problem.

min
x
||Wx− p||W

SIRT starts from an initial solution x0, often with x0 = 0.
We write R for the diagonal matrix with the inverse row sums
of W on the diagonal, and C for the diagonal matrix with
the inverse column sums of W on the diagonal. The update
iteration of SIRT can then be written as follows.

xi+1 = xi + C ·W t ·R · (p−Wxi)

Multiplication by the system matrix W is often called
forward projection (FP), and computes the projections for a
given volume. Multiplication by its transpose W t is commonly
called backprojection (BP).

For all but the smallest data sets, the FP and BP opera-
tions are by far the most time-consuming parts of the SIRT
algorithm, and are therefore the operations that benefit most
from parallelization. The paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we present our implementation and discuss its
design choices. Experimental results on the performance of
our implementation are provided in Section III. Section IV
concludes the paper.

II. METHODS

A principal difficulty when developing a GPU implemen-
tation of the SIRT algorithm for large tomography datasets,
is that the projection and volume data required by SIRT may
not fit into the available GPU memory. A basic approach is
to keep a copy of all projection and volume data in system
memory, and use the GPU for accelerating the FP and BP
operations, which are by far the most expensive parts of SIRT.
It is possible to divide both the volume data and projection data
into multiple independent blocks. By processing these blocks
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on a GPU one by one we can perform GPU-accelerated FP
and BP operations that do not fit on a single GPU.

This method extends naturally to the use of multiple GPUs.
Instead of sending all blocks to the same GPU, we can
distribute them over the available GPUs. This allows for
the reconstruction of larger volumes as well as improved
reconstruction performance as more compute resources are
available to execute a single reconstruction. This method relies
on the GPUs being installed in the same physical system and
having access to the full data in host memory. However, if
the GPUs are distributed over multiple physical systems, also
called nodes, a more sophisticated data distribution method is
required.

A. Domain decomposition

To go beyond the use of a single node we have to distribute
the data. For this distribution we make a distinction between
the volume and detector data sets. For efficiency reasons, we
assume that we have a circular cone beam geometry, rotating
around the z-axis. First of all, we split the volume into Nnode

independent sub-volume blocks, where each node is assigned
a different set of slices orthogonal to the z-axis to reconstruct
(we use blocks and slices interchangeably). Next we compute
for each block the projection extent on the detector; this is the
region of the projection data that is affected by a FP of the sub-
volume, and that affects a BP to the sub-volume. Using this
information we know which subset of detector data is required
by which sub-volume. This way memory usage is reduced, as
each node only has to store the required data. After the block
configuration and projection extents have been determined, the
nodes can obtain the required input data, either by receiving
it from a master node, or by retrieving it from a central
repository. Depending on the geometry and projection method,
it is likely that the assigned detector regions of different
nodes overlap with each other. If detector regions overlap,
this means that multiple nodes read from the same detector
location (during BP) or write to the same location (during
FP). Therefore we determine the exact overlap between the
detector regions of the different nodes. This is illustrated for
the case of a single projection direction in Fig. 1.

For the communication between the nodes we use the
Message Passing Interface (MPI), the next set of subsections
describe in more detail which communication is required
when. The flowchart for the resulting distributed SIRT algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Forward projection

Computing the result of an FP operation onto the over-
lapping regions on the detector requires volume data from
multiple nodes. Since FP is a linear operation, we can perform
the FP operation for each node separately, and afterwards sum
the results in the overlapping detector regions by exchang-
ing data between nodes. This is achieved using the overlap
configuration as computed during the domain decomposition.
If required, each node copies the overlapping slices from
the GPU to the host. Next, these slices are exchanged with

Fig. 1. The gray area shows the projection overlap between two adjacent
volume blocks.

Compute
overlap

Precompute
R and C

Distribute
input data p

q = FP(xi)
Exchange
overlap

z = BP(R ·(p−q)) xi+1 = xi+C ·z

Gather output
data xi+1

Fig. 2. Distributed SIRT. Computation steps are rectangular, and communi-
cation steps are ellipses.

the neighbouring processes. Finally, the overlapping detector
regions are combined. The result is sent back to the GPU.
By exactly computing the domain extents we minimize the
amount of data that has to be exchanged, while ensuring that
afterwards, each node has a consistent and correct copy of its
detector region.

C. Backprojection

Since each node locally stores the part of the detector data
needed to perform a BP operation, all the following operations
can be performed locally and independently on each node:
(i) computing the residual of the forward projection with
respect to the measured projections; (ii) scaling this with
inverse row weights R; (iii) performing the BP operation;
(iv) scaling with inverse column weights C; and (v) updating
the reconstruction volume. Therefore, no further communica-
tion is required during an iteration of the SIRT algorithm.

D. Stand-alone FP and BP

The FP and BP operations described above have been
presented as sub-operations of the SIRT algorithm, but they
can also directly be used as stand-alone operations.

For ease of implementation, we have made no changes to
the FP and BP operations when they are used stand-alone,
even though the domain decomposition and communication
choices are not necessarily optimal for this situation.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section we test the scaling of three different methods,
a single FP (including the required communication), a single
BP and a SIRT reconstruction using 10 iterations. Each SIRT
iteration contains an FP (including communication), a BP, and
auxiliary functions required for the reconstruction algorithm.
For SIRT we present the average time of a single iteration.
With these methods we performed two different experiments.
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In the first experiment we tested the multi-GPU scaling on
a fixed sized volume using 1 to 16 GPUs. In the second
experiment we scale the volume size from 256 to 2048 and
measured the time that each method takes using 1, 4, 8 and
16 GPUs.

For all computational experiments, we used a cubic recon-
struction volume of size N3, and a square detector of size N2,
where the number of angles is fixed at 496. We used a cone
angle of approximately 7.8 degrees.

The hardware used for the experiments consists of 4 ma-
chines, connected using a 10Gbit network. Each machine has
64GB RAM, two Xeon E5-2650 CPUs and 4 Tesla K20m
NVIDIA GPUs. This allows us to scale from 1 tot 16 GPUs.
We always fill a single node before we add a second node.
For example, with 4 GPUs a single machine is used and with
5 GPUs two machines are used with 4 processes on the first
and 1 process on the second node. We used CUDA 5.5 and
CentOS 5.11.

For practical volume sizes and GPU counts, the overlapping
regions form only a small fraction of the total detector size
and the exchange of these regions forms only a fraction of the
time required to compute the actual projection of the volume
slices. To give an indication of the exchange sizes we present
the detector and overlap sizes for an N = 1024 volume in
Table I. As we can see, if we use a small number of GPUs
the average overlap is less than 18% of the total detector size.
However, if we split the volume over 8 or more GPUs then the
overlap size becomes significant, over 70%, which will have a
substantial impact on the execution time for smaller volumes.
This will also become clear in the results below.

The results of the first experiment are presented in Fig. 3,
for the case N = 1024. On the horizontal axis we indicate the
number of GPUs and on the vertical axis the time it takes to
complete one BP (solid line), FP (dashed line) or one SIRT
(dotted line) operation. The BP scales nearly linearly from 1
to 16 GPUs as there is no communication required and the
sub-volumes are large enough to saturate the GPU. For the
FP the scaling is affected by network communication. We can
see that the scaling is less ideal than that of the BP. But even
though the network communication negatively impacts the
scaling, the execution time keeps decreasing when more GPUs
are added. The SIRT iteration, which consists of both an FP,
BP, network communication and host operations also benefits
from using more GPUs and continues to scale. As with the
FP operation we see the influence of network communication,
but here the effect of adding GPUs becomes negligible when
using 10 GPUs. With 11 or more GPUs we hardly see any
improvement in the execution time as we are dominated by
the communication time. The more GPUs we have, the smaller
the blocks per GPU and the lower the computation time, but
the number of slices that overlap will form a larger fraction of
the total block size on a GPU. So with more GPUs we have
to exchange relatively more data with more neighbours while
the GPU has less data to process.

In Fig. 4 we present the results of the second experiment.
Each of the three panels shows a different operation; BP in the

1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
nGPU

100

101

102

T
im

e
 [

s]

Volume   size:   10243

Detector size:   10242
Detector angles: 496

BP

FP+Exchange

SIRT (BP+FP+Exchange+host)      

Fig. 3. Performance scaling of the BP, FP and SIRT routines over 16 GPUs.
Presented is the time required, in seconds, to execute a single BP (solid line,
square), single FP (dashed line, circle) and single SIRT iteration (dotted line,
triangle). We start with a single GPU where, because of GPU memory limits,
we keep part of the data in host memory. Next we increase this, in steps of 1,
to 16 GPUs whereby we always fill a node before adding more.

top, FP in the middle and SIRT in the bottom panel1. For each
we present the execution time for N = 256 up to N = 2048
using the 4 different GPU configurations. The increase of
the execution time for the operations are as expected where
doubling N results in an ∼ 8× increase in execution time.
Since the BP is not influenced by communication we only
see benefit of using more than 1 GPU, with a near perfect
speed-up for the largest volume sizes. For FP the story is
slightly different: the timings for 8 and 16 GPUs are higher
than those of 1 and 4 GPUs when N < 512, because of the
communication overhead. For N >∼ 512 the communication
forms a smaller fraction of the total execution time and it
becomes more efficient to use larger GPU counts. For SIRT
we see a mix of the BP and FP results, as expected as SIRT
is built on top of those operations, with lower efficiency when
using 16 GPUs on small volume sizes and better scaling on
larger volume sizes.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The experiments of Section III indicate that the imple-
mented parallel distribution method scales well for practical
volume sizes and GPU counts. The larger the volume, the more
GPUs can be used before communication overhead prevents a
speedup from adding additional GPUs.

However, there is still room for improvement. In partic-
ular, better scaling might be achieved when performing the
exchange of the overlap regions in parallel with computation,
rather than sequentially.

1To get SIRT data for the 15363 and 20483 volumes when using 4 GPUs,
we used 1 GPU per node. For the 20483 volume on 8 GPUs we used 2 GPUs
per node. A single node does not have enough memory to hold all the buffers
required for a SIRT reconstruction with N >∼ 15363.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF THE SIZES OF THE OVERLAPPING DETECTOR REGIONS FOR A 10243 VOLUME AND DIFFERENT GPU COUNTS. THE SECOND COLUMN

SHOWS THE SIZE OF THE SUB-VOLUME BLOCK ASSIGNED TO EACH OF THE GPUS. THE NEXT SET OF COLUMNS INDICATES THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
CORRESPONDING PROJECTION REGION SIZE. THE FOLLOWING THREE COLUMNS INDICATE THE SIZE OF THE OVERLAPPING REGION. THE FINAL

COLUMN INDICATES WHICH PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL DETECTOR SPACE THE OVERLAPPING REGION OCCUPIES.

#GPU Volume sub-block size Detector size (×1024) #Overlapping slices Overlap versus total size
×10242 min max avg min max avg %

1 1024 1024 1024 1024 0 0 0 0
2 512 513 513 513 2 2 2 0.4
4 256 278 283 281 48 50 49 17.4
8 128 143 189 165 28 70 120 72.7

16 64 72 143 107 15 158 90 84.1

Volume Dimensions
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Fig. 4. Performance scaling of the BP, FP and SIRT routines over a range of
volume sizes. Presented is the time required, in seconds, to execute a single
BP (top panel), single FP (bottom panel) and single SIRT iteration (middle
panel). We increase the volume size from 2563 to 20483. The detector size
increases from 2562 to 20482 with 496 projection angles.

The proposed strategy should also generalize to different
iterative methods than SIRT, and we plan to explore this in
the future. Algorithms that include other operators — for
example, blurring kernels or Total Variation — may then also
require exchanging neighbouring slices of volume data. In that
case, it may be beneficial to create a domain decomposition
that only requires the exchange of volume data instead of
only projection data. This change is straightforward and does
not require significant changes in our methods; only the
communication step is performed at a different moment on
a different set of data.

Separate from the improvements related to multi-GPU sup-
port, there is room for further optimization inside the existing
ASTRA GPU FP and BP operations that we have used,
especially on current GPUs. For example, [8] and [9] give
an overview of recent improvements to GPU implementations
of the BP method. Some of these techniques have also been
implemented in the ASTRA GPU code, but not yet all of them,
notably the use of layered textures. Any improvements there
will automatically apply to the present work.

We conclude that this work extends the functionality of

the ASTRA Tomography Toolbox by allowing efficient re-
constructions of volumes that do not fit in the memory of a
single GPU, on either a single node or using multiple nodes
of a GPU cluster. We have shown that the method scales to
a volume size of N = 2048 using 16 GPUs. This works for
low level C++ implementations as well as for the high-level
Matlab and Python interface.

Similar to the current operations implemented in the
ASTRA Toolbox, our work will enable the rapid design and
implementation of advanced reconstruction algorithms, using
the distributed FP, BP, and SIRT implementations as building
blocks.
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Improving iterative 4D CBCT through the use of
motion information

Cyril Mory, Simon Rit

Abstract—In Image-Guided RadioTherapy (IGRT) of lung
tumors, patients undergo a 4D CT, on the basis of which
their treatment is planned. It is implicitely assumed that their
breathing motion will not change much throughout the treatment,
and remain close to what it was during the 4D CT acquisition.
During the treatment, several cone beam CT acquisitions are
performed, and used to re-position the patient. Obtaining a
4D reconstruction from this cone beam data would allow the
therapists to check whether the breathing motion of the day still
matches that of the planning CT, and if not, take appropriate
corrective actions. Unfortunately, most tomography methods
currently available are inadequate for such a task: static 3D
reconstructions are pointless for motion assessment, respiration-
correlated reconstructions are affected by streak artifacts, and
regularization techniques only bring limited improvement. Re-
cently, regularized 4D methods have been proposed, in which the
whole respiratory cycle is reconstructed at once. As these methods
allow to explicitely enforce similarity between consecutive frames,
they considerably improve image quality. In the case of IGRT,
the motion information extracted from the 4D planning CT
can be used to further improve the 4D reconstruction results.
We describe a recent 4D reconstruction method (ROOSTER),
propose its motion-compensated counterpart (MC-ROOSTER),
and compare their results.

I. INTRODUCTION

In image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) of lung tumors,
breathing motion affects the image guidance. On a treatment
day, physicians currently have no reliable method to verify that
the patient’s breathing motion is the same as in the planning
CT. This task requires a 4D reconstruction of the cone beam
CT data, but most reconstruction methods currently available
suffer major drawbacks: static reconstruction techniques, like
FDK [1] or SART [2], generate images almost free of streaks,
but in 3D, not 4D, and in which the moving structures
are strongly blurred. Their respiration-correlated counterparts
generate severely degraded 4D images with strong streak
artifacts, unless the acquisition time is substantially increased
[3]. Advanced methods have been developed to achieve streak-
free and blur-free 4D reconstructions, most of which are either
based on motion compensation [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], some of
which are currently in use in hospitals, or on regularization
using some a priori information [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17]. Recently, mixed methods have been proposed,
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which combine both approaches [18]. We describe a recent 4D
reconstruction method (ROOSTER) [17], propose its motion-
compensated counterpart (MC-ROOSTER), and compare their
results.

II. ORIGINAL ROOSTER METHOD

The ROOSTER algorithm assumes that a rough segmenta-
tion of the patient is available, and that movement is expected
to occur only inside this segmented region. The method
consists in iteratively enforcing five different constraints in an
alternating manner. It starts by minimizing a quadratic data-
attachment term

∑
α
‖RαSαf − pα‖22, with α the projection’s

index, f a 4D sequence of volumes, Rα the forward projection
operator for the projection with index α, Sα a linear interpola-
tor which, from the 4D sequence f , estimates the 3D volume
through which projection α has been acquired, and pα the
measured projection with index α. This data-attachment term
is minimized by conjugate gradient. Then the following reg-
ularization steps are applied sequentially: positivity enforce-
ment, averaging along time outside the segmentation, spatial
total-variation denoising, and temporal total-variation denois-
ing. By spatial and temporal TV denoising, we mean finding
fSpace = argmin

f
‖f − fAveraged‖22 + γSpaceTVSpace(f)

and fTime = argmin
f

‖f − fSpace‖22 + γTimeTVTime(f)

respectively. It boils down to finding the proximal operator
of TV , which fortunately is a well-studied problem [19]. This
constitutes one iteration of the main loop, the output of which
is fed back to the conjugate gradient minimizer for the next
iteration.

ROOSTER requires only two parameters, the aforemen-
tionned γSpace and γTime, which control the amount of
regularization by balancing the TV and data-attachment terms
in the denoising cost functions. The optimal values of these
parameters depend on the size and spacing of f , on its mean
intensity and the way it varies in space and time, and on the
aspect one whishes to obtain on the denoised image. They are
found empirically, but do not have to be patient-specific: once
satisfactory values of γSpace and γTime have been obtained
for one patient, they can be used for the others.

The temporal total variation denoising step enforces simi-
larity between consecutive frames, efficiently removing streak
artifacts. However, when structures undergo high amplitude
movements, this step ends up enforcing similarity between
unrelated structures, removing the faintest ones and blurring
the borders of the larger ones.
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Fig. 1. Possible trajectories for denoising along time. On top, constant
(x, y, z), as used by ROOSTER. At the bottom, curved trajectory taking
estimated motion into account, as used by MC-ROOSTER.

III. MOTION-COMPENSATED ROOSTER

In IGRT, some motion information can be estimated from
the planning CT (and is already, in some cancer treatment
centers). This information is, for example, used to perform a
motion-compensated FDK reconstruction [4]. Here, we pro-
pose to use it in a different fashion: we modify the temporal
total variation denoising step of ROOSTER to operate along
a curved trajectory, following the estimated motion of each
voxel along time, instead of along a fixed (x, y, z) trajectory.
This is illustrated in figure 1.

The step-by-step description of this regularization along a
curved trajectory is as follows:

• Each frame is warped to a reference position using the
estimated motion. This warping is performed by trilinear
interpolation (called inverse mapping, in [20]). Let W be
the trilinear interpolation warping operator.

• 1D-TV denoising is applied along time on the warped
volumes. Let Dtime be the total variation denoising along
time operator. Note that unlike W , Dtime is not a linear
operator.

• Each denoised frame is then warped back to its original
position, by applying W−1

Unfortunately, we have found no simple way to compute
W−1 with a sufficiently high precision. Using a low-precision
approximation of W−1 causes some regularization artifacts
to accumulate over the iterations, and MC-ROOSTER as a
whole to diverge. The solution we propose is to seek a least-
squares approximation of fDenoised =W−1Dtime(WfSpace).
It amounts to solving

fDenoised = argmin
f

‖Wf −Dtime(WfSpace)‖22 (1)

The minimum is reached when the gradient of the L2 norm
is null, i.e. when

WTWf =WTDtime(WfSpace) (2)

where WT is the adjoint of the trilinear interpolation
operator, i.e. the normalized trilinear splat operator (called
Forward mapping in [20]). We solve this problem by conjugate
gradient. Although it is image-dependent, this method provides
a sufficiently precise inversion of W , and regularization arti-
facts do not appear.

Note that MC-ROOSTER with a zero-amplitude estimated
motion is equivalent to ROOSTER. Therefore, as soon as the
estimated motion is better than a zero-amplitude motion (i.e.
closer to the real motion), MC-ROOSTER can be expected
to yield better reconstruction results than ROOSTER. MC-
ROOSTER requires the same two parameters as ROOSTER.

IV. RESULTS

A CBCT acquisition performed on a patient was recon-
structed with static 3D FDK, respiration-correlated 4D FDK,
ROOSTER and MC-ROOSTER. The 4D DVF was estimated
on a prior 4D planning CT using a method that allows sliding
motion at the border between the lungs and the chest wall
[21], [22]. The size of the reconstructed sequence of volumes
was set to 145 × 185 × 245 voxels, with isotropic voxels of
size 1.5 mm in each dimension. Both ROOSTER and MC
ROOSTER reconstruct the respiratory cycle as a sequence of
10 such volumes.

Figure 2 shows a sagittal slice of the reconstructions ob-
tained using four different methods, and Figure 3 the coronal
slice.

The static FDK reconstruction is blurry, and small structures
in the lungs are blurred out. The contours of the tumor
cannot be delineated. The respiration-correlated FDK recon-
structions exhibit high intensity streak artifacts, which here
appear as dark and bright areas as the cut planes intersect the
streaks (they would appear line-shaped in transverse view).
In ROOSTER reconstructions, especially at end-inhale, many
small structures are wiped away by the temporal regulariza-
tion. In the MC-ROOSTER reconstructions, on the other hand,
they are visible and can be delineated. Furthermore, viewing
the 4D reconstructions as movies shows structures gradually
fading in the ROOSTER reconstructions, while they have
sharp motion and distinct borders throughout the breathing
cycle with MC-ROOSTER.

V. DISCUSSION

In the case presented here, the motion estimation obtained
on the 4D planning CT is very precise, which explains the
large gain in image quality. Note that when a precise motion
estimation is indeed available, a simple motion-compensated
FDK (MC-FDK) also provides a high image quality. However,
as one of the goals is to verify that the motion of the treatment
day is similar to that of the planning CT, an MC-FDK is
pointless. The main point we wish to make in this paper is
that a major increase in image quality can be obtained by
modifying only the regularization along time and making it
work along (relevant) curved trajectories. This behavior can be
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Fig. 2. Sagittal slice of a patient with lung tumor (a) Static FDK (b) Respiration-correlated FDK, end-inhale (c) ROOSTER, end-inhale (d) MC-ROOSTER,
end-inhale (e) Respiration-correlated FDK, end-exhale (f) ROOSTER, end-exhale (g) MC-ROOSTER, end-exhale

obtained by inputing motion information, as we have proved it,
but other methods (e.g. block matching techniques or Temporal
Non-Local Means (TNLM) [14]) should also be considered.
When no information on motion is available a-priori, these
alternative methods would probably yield results superior to
those of ROOSTER. When some motion estimation can be
obtained, it can be used to run MC-ROOSTER, but it could
also serve as initialization for the search of similar blocks in
TNLM.

In order to become usable in clinical practice, MC-
ROOSTER would need to achieve computation times below
one minute. On an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU with 12 cores,
equipped with an nVidia GTX780 GPU, running OpenSuse
13.1 and The Reconstruction ToolKit (RTK) [23], it currently
takes about one minute to perform a single iteration of the
main loop, and the results presented in this paper have been
obtained with 10 iterations. The most time-consuming part in
MC-ROOSTER is the conjugate gradient optimization on the
data fidelity term, which requires multiple forward and back
projections of the whole dataset. Replacing this part with a
4D version of OS-SART [24], [25] could bring a noticeable
speed up. Whether satisfactory computation times can then be
achieved by code optimization remains a question.
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end-inhale (e) Respiration-correlated FDK, end-exhale (f) ROOSTER, end-exhale (g) MC-ROOSTER, end-exhale
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Fully 3D variance reconstruction for circular cone beam CT

Dirk Schäfer, Peter van de Haar, Michael Grass

Abstract— Variance estimation in circular cone beam CT (CBCT)
may serve to generate 3D noise maps for noise adaptive volume
filtering. We investigate two methods for variance estimation
in 3D CBCT. First, the inclusion of voxel-size adaptive low-
pass filters into a full covariance matrix propagation method
is presented, and second into a fast FDK variance estimation
method that neglects the effects of covariances. The methods
are evaluated in computer simulations using 100 simulated 3D
CBCT scans of the Forbild head phantom, and using 50 C-
arm CBCT scans of an ellipse phantom with low and high
contrast inserts. Very accurate results are obtained using the
full covariance propagation, which may serve as a benchmark to
further improve the fast estimation method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of noise in reconstructed images is interesting
e.g. for noise adaptive image filtering [2]. There has been
considerable amount of work mainly for estimating the non-
stationary noise variance for 2D fan-beam geometries, e.g.
[8][2]. Fully 3D noise propagation has been considered less
due to the computational complexity of propagating variances
and covariances through all steps of the reconstruction meth-
ods. Zhang and Ning [9] evaluated in computer simulations
a fast variance propagation method in 3D for the FDK [4]
reconstruction method by neglecting covariance effects. Cai
et al. [3] investigated by computer simulations the FDK
propagation of the full covariance matrix and compared it to
Monte Carlo results. Based on these concepts, we integrate
also the effect of voxel-size adaptive low-pass filtering in row
and column direction, which is standard in C-arm CBCT, into
the fast and the full covariance propagation framework. Results
are not only evaluated in Monte Carlo computer simulations
but also in phantom measurements using a C-arm system.

II. METHODS

A schematic view of the acquisition geometry is shown in
Fig. 1. The source s(λ) and the planar detector with Nv rows
and Nu columns are rotated around the y-axis along a circular
short scan with Nλ projections along the path length positions
λi. The distance from the source to the detector origin d(λ)
is denoted D and the distance to the the iso-center i on the
rotation axis is R. The normalized vector ĉ(λ) points from
d(λ) to the iso-center, and ê(u, v, λ) is the unit vector from
s(λ) to the detector element d(u, v, λ). The corresponding
length is denoted by SE. The v-axis is parallel to the rotational
axis and the u-axis is parallel to the trajectory tangent vector.
The cone beam line integral projection data of the object f0

DS and MG are with Philips Research Hamburg, Röntgenstraße 24–26,
22335 Hamburg, Germany. PvdH is with Philips Healthcare, Veenpluis 6, 5684
PC Best, The Netherlands. corresponding author: dirk.schaefer@philips.com

is denoted by g(u, v, λ):

g(u, v, λ) =

∫ ∞
0

f0(s(λ) + lê(u, v, λ))dl, or

g = Hf0 in vector-matrix notation, (1)

with system matrix H, where lowercase letters are vectors
and uppercase letters denote matrices. The volume grid f0 is
a vectorization of length Nf and the projection g of length
NuNvNλ, stacking rows and projections.

u
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ê
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Fig. 1. Geometry for circular X-ray tomography.

The FDK [4] reconstruction f is then given by:

f(x) =

Nλ∑
i=1

(
R

R− (x− i) · ĉ

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
W2

∞∫
−∞

D

SE(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
W1

(2)

∞∫∫
−∞

w(u′, λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wp

g(u′, v′, λ) hlp(v − v′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L̃v

dv′

hlp(u
′′ − u′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L̃u

du′ hr(u− u′′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R̃

du′′ (∆λi/R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wt

,

where w(u, λ) are the Parker weights [6] and ∆λi is the
trajectory path length represented by projection number i. hlp
is a voxel size adaptive raised-cosine low-pass filter and hr
is the Ram-Lak filter. The low-pass filter in u-direction and
the ramp filter can be combined in the Fourier domain by
multiplication of the filter coefficients and is represented by a
diagonal matrix: Rlu = RLu.
Let’s consider each subsequence gk of length NuNv of g
corresponding to one projection of the detector data. The
filter in v-direction can be represented by a combination of
a self-inverse permutation P = P−1 = PT that changes the
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stacking order of gk from rows to columns: (j Nu + i) →
(iNv + j), with 0 ≤ i < Nu, 0 ≤ j < Nv , followed by
a standard filtering. The matrix form of the filtering part for
each projection gk of eq. 2 then reads:

gkfilt = (F†RluF) P(F†LvF)P W1Wp gk (3)

= A gk, (4)

with diagonal matrices W1, Wp. F denotes the Fourier
transform and F† it’s inverse, and the filter matrices in the
parentheses of eq. 3 are block-diagonal with block size of
Nu × Nu. The full matrix representation of eq. 2 with the
back-projection matrix HT is then:

f = W2 H
T Wt


A 0 · · · 0
0 A · · · 0
... 0

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 A

g, (5)

where Wt is a diagonal matrix containing the angular weight
for each projection.

A. Propagating the full covariance matrix

Since eq. 5 is a linear operation, we can get the covariance
matrix of the volume Kf , according to the propagation rule
[1] from the covariance of the projections Kg:

Kf = W2 H
T Wt


A 0 · · · 0
0 A · · · 0
... 0

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 A

 Kg

×


AT 0 · · · 0
0 AT · · · 0
... 0

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 AT

 Wt HW2, (6)

with:

AT = Wp W1 P(F†LvF)P (F†RluF) . (7)

Neglecting detector effects, we assume that the covariance
matrix Kg is diagonal with the after-log variances of the
measured X-ray photons:

[Kg]nn = 1/N̄(n). (8)

N̄(n) is the expectation value of the Poisson distributed n-
th detector measurement. The variances σ2(fm) for the m-
th voxel of the reconstructed volume are then given by the
diagonal elements of Kf :

σ2(fm) = [Kf ]mm . (9)

B. Fast propagation ignoring covariances

Adapting the approach of Zhang and Ning [9], the propagation
of the co-variances is neglected and just the variances are
propagated according to the rules for sums, multiplications
and first order approximation of functions: If N1 and N2 are

both Poisson-distributed variables, the sum N is also Poisson
distributed:

σ2(N1) = N̄1, σ
2(N2) = N̄2 → σ2(N) = N̄1 + N̄2 = N̄ .

If a Poisson-distributed variable N1 is scaled by a constant c,
the variance is scaled by the square of that constant:

N = cN1 → σ2(N) = c2 σ2(N1).

The variance for a function N = f(N1) is approximated by:

σ2(N) = |f ′(N̄1)|2 σ2(N1).

Applying these rules up to the filtering in eq. 2 and using
σ2
g(u, v, λ) = 1/N̄(u, v, λ) as input variance gives the fast

formula for the variances after filtering σ2
filt :

σ2
filt(uk, vl, λm) =

∞∫
−∞

(
D

SE(x)

)2

(10)

∞∫∫
−∞

w2(u′, λm)σ2
g(u′, v′, λm) h2lp(v − v′) dv′

h2lp(u
′′ − u′) du′h2r(u− u′′) du′′ .

The convolution in spatial domain can be interpreted as a
weighted sum, and hence the spatial filter coefficients can be
squared. This convolution can be translated also to Fourier
domain but is omitted here for sake of brevity.
During standard reconstruction the detector value g(u, v, λm)
for the voxel x under consideration has to be interpolated bi-
linearly from the four projection grid positions uk0+k, vl0+l
with 0 ≤ k, l ≤ 1:

ginterp(u, v, λm) =
∑

0≤ k,l≤1

wk,l gfilt(uk0+k, vl0+l, λm).

with the weights 0 ≤ wk,l ≤ 1.
Straight-forward translation to the variances gives:

σ2
interp(u, v, λm) =

∑
0≤ k,l≤1

(wk,l)
2
σ2
filt(uk0+k, vl0+l, λm),

The final result is given by the summation over all projections:

σ2
f (x) =

Nλ∑
i=1

(
R

R− (x− i) · ĉ

)4

(11)

× σ2
interp(u, v, λi) (∆λi/R)2.

III. RESULTS

The variance propagation according to equations 9 and 11
has been computed for a simulation setup using the Forbild
head phantom [5] and for measurements performed with a
Philips Allura Xper FD20 system (Philips Healthcare, Best,
The Netherlands) imaging a QRM phantom [7] (QRM GmbH,
Moehrendorf, Germany). The propagation with the full covari-
ance matrix has been performed voxel-by-voxel with reduced
resolution of factor 2 and upsampled afterwards due to exten-
sive time requirements.
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A. Simulation

Projections of the Forbild head phantom have been simulated
for 100 different noise realizations using a Philips Allura Xper
FD20 system geometry with 308 projections on a short scan
with 200 degree. The detector has a size of 40×29.4 cm2 and
resolution was set to 512 × 396 pixels with a non-attenuated
mean flux of about 35000 photons with 69keV per detector
pixel. An isotropic voxel grid has been used with voxel sizes of
(0.98 mm)3. Trans-axial and coronal slices of reconstructions
of the phantom are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Reconstructions from single scan of the Forbild phantom, L/W= 50 /
500 HU, 3 mm slices: Left: Ram-Lak filter only, trans-axial slice, y = 6.4mm.
Middle: Voxel size adaptive filter, trans-axial slice, y = 6.4mm. Right: Voxel
size adaptive filter, central coronal.

Ensemble variances of 100 volumes, line-integral variances of
the 100 scans propagated with the full covariance method and
variances for a single noise realization propagated with the fast
method for reconstructions with the Ram-Lak filter are shown
for the trans-axial slice and the central coronal slice in Fig. 3.
Both propagation methods recover the spatial distribution of
the ensemble variances, while the fast method slightly over-
estimates the absolute value as can be seen in the line plots.
The wave-like pattern is caused by the varying weights in
the bi-linear interpolation of the voxel-driven back-projection.
The variance is lower if a ray is interpolated equally from two
detector samples and higher if the ray hits the detector close
to a detector sampling point.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding slices for reconstructions
with the voxel-size adaptive low-pass filter. Both propagation
methods capture the overall decrease of the variances by
a factor of 20-30. However, the fast propagation method
estimates the same wave-like pattern as obtained in Fig. 3,
while the full covariance propagation correctly estimates the
reduced effect of the bi-linear interpolation on the variance
reduction, because neighboring detector values are correlated
after the low-pass filtering.

B. Phantom Measurement

The QRM-2DMC phantom was placed inside a body ellipse
and scanned 50 times in a row with a Philips Allura Xper
FD20 system using an XperCT protocol with 312 projections
and a detector resolution of 512 × 396 pixels. Additional
aluminum rods of 2 and 5 mm diameter have been placed along
the patient axis. An isotropic voxel grid has been used with
voxel sizes of (0.65 mm)3. Trans-axial and coronal slices of
reconstructions of the phantom are shown in Fig. 5.
Ensemble variances of 50 volumes, line-integral variances of
the 50 scans propagated with the full covariance method and
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Fig. 3. Estimated variances for the reconstructions of the Forbild head
phantom reconstructed with Ram-Lak filter only, L/W= 1.6e4 / 3.2e4 HU2.
Top row: central coronal slice. Middle row: trans-axial slice, y = 6.4mm.
Bottom row: Line plots along the red line indicated in the trans-axial slice.
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Fig. 4. Estimated variances for the reconstructions of the Forbild head
phantom reconstructed with voxel size adaptive filter, L/W= 500 / 1000 HU2.
Top row: central coronal slice. Middle row: trans-axial slice, y = 6.4mm.
Bottom row: Line plots along the red line indicated in the trans-axial slice.
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Fig. 5. Reconstructions from single scan of the ellipse phantom, L/W=
50 / 500 HU, 3 mm slices: Left: Ram-Lak filter only, central axial. Middle:
Voxel size adaptive filter, central axial. Right: Voxel size adaptive filter, central
coronal.

variances for a single noise realization propagated with the fast
method are shown for central trans-axial and coronal slices in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Estimated variances for the reconstructions of the ellipse phantom
reconstructed with Ram-Lak filter only.
Top row: central coronal slice, L/W= 32e4 / 64e4 HU2. Middle row: central
trans-axial slice, L/W= 22e4 / 44e4 HU2. Bottom row: Line plots along the
red line indicated in the trans-axial slice.

The fast propagation method significantly over-estimates the
variances, whereas the full covariance propagation from the
line-integral variances nicely reproduces the ensemble vari-
ances. Figure 7 shows the corresponding slices for recon-
structions with the voxel-size adaptive low-pass filter. The
overall reduction of the variances by a factor of about 10
compared to Fig. 6 is captured by both methods similar to
the simulated setup in Sec. III-A. However, in this case both
method slightly under-estimate the variances compared to the
ensemble variance. This might be caused by slight geometrical
inter-scan inconsistencies of repeated scans, e.g. visible in the
ensemble variance image as bright object boundaries and by

neglecting the correlations of the detector pixels due to cross-
talk effects.
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Fig. 7. Estimated variances for the reconstructions of the ellipse phantom
reconstructed with voxel size adaptive filter.
Top row: central coronal slice, L/W= 2500 / 5000 HU2. Middle row: central
trans-axial slice, L/W= 1500 / 3000 HU2 Bottom row: Line plots along the
red line indicated in the trans-axial slice.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented and evaluated a ’real-world’ framework for vari-
ance estimation in CBCT including voxel-size adaptive low
pass filtering. The very accurate results of the full covariance
method may serve as a benchmark to further improve the fast
variance estimation method.
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Abstract— 
 
We present a novel reconstruction for motion correction 
of non-cardiac organs. With non-cooperative patients or 
in emergency cases, breathing motion or motion of the 
skull may compromise image quality.  
Our algorithm is based on the optimization of motion 
artefact metrics. This approach was successfully applied 
in cardiac CTA [1]. While motion correction of the 
coronary vessels requires a local motion model, global 
motion models are sufficient for organs like the lung or 
the skull. The parameter vector for global affine motion 
is estimated iteratively, using commercially available 
optimization algorithms or, alternatively, using a 
steepest descent method. In each of the iterations, the 
image is updated using motion compensated 
reconstruction. 
Evaluation of the metric value, e.g. the image entropy, 
provides information for the next iteration loop.  
We demonstrate the efficiency of the method in thoracic 
imaging by evaluating PET-CT data from free-
breathing patients. In neuro imaging, data from stroke 
patients showing skull tremor were analyzed. It was 
shown that motion artefacts can be largely reduced and 
spatial resolution was restored.  
 
Index-Terms: motion correction, motion artefact 
metric, image entropy, TV-norm, affine transformation, 
breathing motion, skull motion  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In CT scanning and imaging fast rotation times optimize the 
temporal resolution of the acquisition dataset, respectively 
the reconstructed image data. In cardiac imaging this 
substantially improved coronary CTA. However, in special 
situations, e.g. with high patient heart rates, additional 
algorithmic methods might be needed to reduce motion 
artefacts. In ref. [1] this problem was successfully 
addressed using motion artefact metric optimization. In 

non-cardiac CT, organs normally are not moving. With 
non-cooperative patients, however, like in emergency cases, 
motion artefacts may be an issue. Typical examples are 
stroke patients showing skull tremor. In thoracic CT 
imaging the quality of the reconstructed images may be 
compromised by breathing motion. In CT-PET exams 
continuous patient breathing is the normal case. This might 
severely compromise image quality in the lung.  
This motivates the idea of transferring the concept of 
motion artefact metric optimization [1] to these situations 
and develop algorithms and motion models to improve 
image quality in case of organ motion. While in cardiac 
case the motion model has to be local, it is expected that 
non-cardiac organ motion can be modelled as global 
motion. This observation simplifies the problem 
substantially because the number of motion parameters to 
be estimated is significantly reduced.   
The  outline  of  the  paper  is  as  follows:  In  section  II  we  
present the algorithmic concept of the motion compensated 
reconstruction. In the evaluation part (section III), we 
discuss two applications of the method: correction of 
breathing motion and correction of skull motion.   

II. METHOD 

A. Motion compensation by MAM-optimization 
We present a new approach to solve the motion estimation 
problem for an analytic FBP-like reconstruction algorithm. 
We aim at reducing motion artefacts caused by global 
motion of organs like the skull or the lung during data 
acquisition. Our motion estimation algorithm is based on 
the definition of motion artefact metrics (MAM) which 
allow for the quantification of motion artefacts in a 3-D 
reconstructed image volume. The relationship of all steps is 
illustrated in the flow chart in Fig. 1.  
In a first step the organ is segmented using in-house 
segmentation algorithms. The motion parameters are 
iteratively adjusted by means of optimization algorithms, 
e.g. a gradient descent procedure such that the MAM of the 
motion compensated reconstruction is minimized in the 
segmented region, thus the motion artefacts are minimized. 

Motion Correction of  
Skull and Breathing Motion with  

Motion Artefact Metric (MAM) Optimization 
Herbert Bruder, Christopher Rohkohl, Karl Stierstorfer, Michael Knott1, Thomas Flohr 

Siemens, Healthcare Division, Forchheim, Germany 

1University hospital Erlangen, Department of Neuroradiology 
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B. Algorithmic steps of the proposed method: 
The proposed algorithm for motion estimation and 
compensation consists of several steps. A global parametric 
motion model M(t, x, s) is used to describe rigid motion as a 
function of time. An analytic reconstruction algorithm 
based on the FDK algorithm but incorporating the motion 
model is used to compute a motion compensated image 
[2],[3]. The first step of the MAM algorithm is the 
definition of a region of interest for motion estimation (M-
ROI). It is determined by a segmentation of the organ from 
the initial reconstructed image volume. The estimation of 
the motion parameters s is formulated as the minimization 
of a motion artifact metric L(s)  inside  the  M-ROI.  The  
minimization is iteratively performed using an optimization 
algorithm, e.g. gradient descent method. Each iteration k 
consists of the reconstruction of a motion compensated 
image volume using the current M(t, x, sk), the computation 
of the respective MAM value L(sk) and the computation of 
its derivative L(sk) sk

 to obtain an updated motion vector 
sk+1 for the next iteration.  

C. Motion model 
One important building block of any motion correction 
framework is a motion model that formally describes the 
motion. Most commonly, a set of control points is placed in 
space  and  time.  A  motion  parameter  vector  is  assigned  to  
each control point.  
In this paper, the motion is assumed as a rigid motion of the 
organ which can be modeled by affine transformations. The 
motion parameter vector s  RN at any other point in time is 
then obtained by a weighted combination of the parameters 
of the adjacent control points. We follow this approach 
using a linear interpolation of sub-sampled time-resolved 
motion parameters. However, in theory any other motion 
model would be applicable.  
The motion model function is then given by 

(1)  M(t, x, s) = A(t,s) x.   
 
We restrict the affine transformations A to translation, 
rotation and scaling. Some coefficients of the parameter 
vector might be inactive depending on the chosen motion 
model for a specific organ.  
Example: In homogeneous coordinates a rotation Rz around 
the z-axis at rotation point C followed by a translation T, 
i.e. s = ( Rz(t), C,  T(t) ), is given by: 

M(t, x, s) = T(t) C-1Rz (t)Cx. 
 
In the motion compensating backprojector, the space 
coordinate x has to be transformed according to eq. (1). The 
parameter vector s has to be estimated in an iterative 
optimization procedure. 
Due to this simple motion model, the number of motion 
parameters is relatively small. Thus, non-analytic 
commercially available non-linear optimization algorithms 
can be employed [4]. 

D. Motion artefact metrics 
Motion, in particular motion of high-density structures, 
causes inconsistencies in the projection data which result in 
artefacts, e.g., streaks or blurring, in the reconstructed 
images.  The  MAM  optimization  should  be  able  to  assess  
the relative amount of motion artefacts in an image or an 
image  region.  As  the  true  anatomy  of  the  organs  in  a  
clinical dataset suffering from motion is unknown, a quality 
metric is required which does not rely on such reference 
information. The metrics are described by a function L(s) 
which  computes  the  MAM  value  for  the  motion  
compensated reconstruction corresponding to the motion 
model parameter vector  s. In the following we propose two 
different metrics to assess the relative amount of motion 
artefacts: image entropy and total variation. 
 
1. Image entropy 
 
Entropy is an information - theoretic measure quantifying  
the amount of information encoded in the image volume. It 
was demonstrated in Ref. (1) for the example of cardiac 
imaging that entropy allows for a relative quantification of 
the artefact level in an image. We extend this concept to CT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm for motion 
estimation and compensation by MAM-optimization 
 
image artefacts caused by non-cardiac organ motion. The 
intensity variations in a CT image caused by data 
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inconsistencies due to motion artefacts increase the entropy. 
Formally, the image entropy is given by 
 
  

f
fPfPentrL ),(ln),( ss  

where P(f, s) is the probability of a voxel having the 
Hounsfield value f (CT-number) inside the M-ROI in the 
reconstructed image. There are different methods to 
calculate the probability distribution of the intensity values f 
in an image. We use an analytical description based on a 
kernel density estimation technique, e.g.Parzen windowing: 
 

x
sx )),((

1
),( hfKshP  

 
with a kernel function K. We use Parzen windowing with 
the following Gaussian kernel: 
 

)2
22

1
exp(

2

1
)( xxK  

 
Due to the utilization of Parzen windowing, the entropy can 
be easily optimized by means of gradient-based methods 
using its derivative. 
 
 
2. TV-Norm 
 
The TV norm encodes the sparseness of the image data. 
Maximization of the TV norm should maximize the high 
frequency content of the image, thus optimizing spatial 
resolution in image data. Thus we need to minimize the cost 
function: 
 

i ifTV
L  

where fi denotes the grey value of the image at voxel i. 
 

III. EVALUATION 

A. Validation of the MAM-algorithm 
We validated the MAM motion compensation algorithm 
based on clinical data. A thoracic breathold CT dataset was 
acquired in helical acquisition mode. In the next step the 
image volume was forward projected while the voxel grid 
was  scaled  as  a  function  of  time  in  an  isotropic  manner  
using the scaling factors Sx,y,z 
 

Sx,y,z = 1 + sin(2 t/ t) 
 
This simulates a full breathing cycle of length t within the 
time period of the helical scanning of the lung region.  
denotes the strength of the periodic scaling. The data were 
reconstructed in different reconstruction modes (Fig.2).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2 Reconstructions of a thoracic dataset with simulated motion 
of one breathing cycle within the acquisition time needed for 
scanning the lung volume. (left) without motion correction 
(middle) motion correction with the inverse motion model (ground 
truth) (right) MAM reconstruction with entropy metric.  
 
Using the inverse transformation of eq. 1, the ground truth 
motion, removes all motion artefacts, and restores the 
image quality of the motion free dataset (without figure). 
Using the local derivative free optimization algorithm 
GN_DIRECT_L_RAND from  the  NLOPT  library  [4],  largely  
removes the motion artefacts.  

B. Compensation of breathing motion 
Motivated by the simulation result we applied MAM 
reconstruction to a PET-CT clinical dataset of a free 
breathing patient (Fig. 3). The motion model was restricted 
to translational and scaling motion. For this purpose the 
lung was segmented. The evaluation of the artefact metric, 
e.g. entropy, was restricted to the segmented lung voxels. 
The  optimization  was  performed  on  projected  data  of  the  
lung.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Reconstructions of a clinical PET-CT dataset of free 
breathing patient. The motion model was restricted to translation 
and scaling of the lung tissue (a) without motion correction (b) 
MAM reconstruction with entropy metric 

C. Compensation of skull motion 
In CT stroke imaging, patients often show skull tremor. 
This kind of motion can cause severe motion artefacts and 
compromise the spatial resolution (Fig.4). Since the skull is 
close to a rigid body, its motion can be modeled by global 
rotational and translational transformations. MAM 
reconstruction successfully reduced motion artefacts while 
substantially improving spatial resolution which may be 
appreciated looking at the ventricular structures in Fig.4.   
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Fig.4. Reconstructions of a skull dataset showing severe motion 
artefacts (a) without motion correction (b) MAM reconstruction 
with entropy metric. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In case of non-cooperative patients or in emergency case 
organ motion might compromise CT image quality. We 
present a novel algorithm compensating for motion 
artefacts in non-cardiac organs. The algorithm is based on 
iterative minimization of artefact metrics, like the image 
entropy. The choice of an artefact metric appropriate for the 
specific problem is crucial. Further work has to be done to 
develop dedicated artefact metrics. As an example: in 
thoracic imaging breathing motion, in general, not only 
generates severe artefacts in the lung, but also decreases the 
spatial resolution of lung vessels. Hence a metric that 
efficiently sharpens the lung image is desirable. With some 
success we investigated the TV norm for motion correction 
of  the  lung.  As  was  shown  in  [1]  the  combination  of  
different artefact metrics might be the method of choice. 
The choice of the motion model is also crucial. Correction 
of skull motion requires rotational and translational degrees 
of freedom while a correction of breathing motion requires 
scaling and translation.  
The  advantage  of  the  chosen  motion  model  is  that  the  
dimension of the parameter-vector, is generally small. 
However, the number of degrees of freedom increases with 
the number of temporal control points. If high temporal 
resolution is needed, an analytic optimization algorithm like 
the steepest descent method might be of advantage. 
Considering the computational power we find that in a step 
and shoot acquisition one image stack needs about 400 
iterations, that means 400 backprojections, in a coarse voxel 
grid (128x128). In our implementation using a Nvidia Tesla 
C 2075 graphics card, these operations takes approximately 
3 minutes. To reduce the overall computation time it is 
useful to identify regions of motion in z-direction (patient 
axis)  by  evaluating  the  artefact  metric  as  a  function  of  the  
longitudinal axis. Discontinuities to higher values of the 
artefact metric indicate motion. We conclude that our 
reconstruction approach can efficiently compensate for 
organ motion if the artefact metric and the motion model is 
carefully chosen. 
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Affine deformation correction in cone beam
Computed Tomography

Vincent Van Nieuwenhove, Jan De Beenhouwer, Thomas De Schryver, Luc Van Hoorebeke and Jan Sijbers

Abstract—In Computed Tomography (CT), motion and de-
formation during the acquisition produce streaks and blurring,
known as motion artefacts. In contrast to other deformation
correction techniques, this work introduces an efficient algorithm
to correct for global affine deformations directly on the cone
beam projections. During an experiment, the exact deformation
parameters are unknown. These parameters are estimated in
the projection domain by minimizing a plane based raw data
redundancy criterion. Simulations and experimental data show
a reduction of motion artefacts in the reconstructed images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion and deformation during Computed Tomography
(CT) is not only observed while scanning fast moving organs
such as the heart and lungs, but also in material science
where samples deform due to applied pressure (during stress
tests) and thermal expansion. Conventional reconstruction al-
gorithms assume that no motion or deformation occurs during
the acquisition. If this assumption is not met, the reconstructed
images will suffer from artefacts such as loss of resolution and
streaking, motion artefacts.

Several approaches were developed to tackle this problem.
A first approach is to model the motion in the reconstruction
algorithm: analytic (such as FBP, FDK) and algebraic (SIRT,
SART) reconstruction algorithms have been proposed to in-
clude a deformation model [1]. S. Roux et al. introduced a
two dimensional exact reconstruction method for known affine
deforming objects in time [2]. However, the parameters of the
selected deformation model are often unknown. Estimation of
the deformation parameters is a time consuming and difficult
procedure. A second method sorts the projections in different
subsets, after which each subset is reconstructed. Gated CT
algorithms are a well known example of this method. Here the
sorting is based on the cardiac or breathing signal [3]. These
sorting algorithms are mostly used with periodic deformation.
If the motion is slow enough, each rotation of the source
around the object can be regarded as a subset and will result
in an almost motion artefact free reconstruction [4].

This work introduces a new 3D deformation estimation and
correction algorithm for global affine deformation directly on
the cone beam projections. In contrast to other motion esti-
mation techniques, the presented approach enables evaluation
of motion/deformation parameters before the reconstruction

V. Van Nieuwenhove, J. De Beenhouwer, J. Sijbers are with the iMinds-
Vision Lab, Departement of Physics, University of Antwerp.

T. De Schryver, L. Van Hoorebeke are with the UGCT, Department of
Physics and Astronomy, Ghent University.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the geometry of a cone beam projection.

allowing a faster correction of data originating from an ap-
proximately affine deforming object.

II. METHOD

Firstly several concepts are defined. Secondly a correction
method for global affine transformations of cone beam pro-
jections will be introduced for known affine transformations.
Thirdly a deformation parameter estimation is introduced.

A. Definitions

1) Cone beam geometry: A cone beam projection of a
function f(~x) (~x ∈ <3) is described as:

Cβ(f, s, t) =

∫
f(~x)δ(~ξ1 · ~x− cos(γ)s)δ(~ξ2 · ~x− cos(θ)t)d~x

(1)
with β the projection angle, ~ξ1 =
(cos(β − γ), sin(β − γ), 0)T and ~ξ2 =
(cos(β) sin(θ), sin(β) sin(θ), cos(θ))

T . The angles θ and
γ are shown in Fig. 1.

2) Affine transformation: An affine transformation is a
combination of translations, rotations, differential scaling and
shearing. An affine transformed volume ft(~x) of f(~x) can be
calculated using:

ft(~x) = f(A~x+ ~u) (2)

where A is a 3×3 linear map and ~u a 3×1 vector describing
translation.

3) Projection geometry: Each projection can be associated
with a projection geometry: the source position ~s and the
position of the individual detector elements. Assuming a
rectangular detector with the detector middle at position ~D, the
position ~xij of the detector element at the i’th (i ∈ [−I, I])
column and j’th (j ∈ [−J, J ]) row can be described using:
~xij = ~D+i · ~d1+j · ~d2. With ~d1 being the vector from detector
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element (0,0) to (1,0) and ~d2 the vector from detector element
(0,0) to (0,1). The projection geometry of a single projection
can be described with a set of vectors {~s, ~D, ~d1, ~d2}.
B. Affine transformation and cone beam projections

In R. Mooser et al., the effect of an affine transformation
in the Radon transform was shown [5]. This section expands
this idea to cone beam projections. We show that a cone beam
projection Cβ can be transformed to a projection Cn of the
non-deformed object. A cone beam projection of an affine
transformed object ft(~x) = f(A~x + ~u) can be proven to be
(equivalent to proof in [5]):

(3)

Cβ(ft, s, t) =
det|A−1|

‖A−T ~ξ1‖‖A−T ~ξ2‖

∫
f(~y)

δ

(
A−T ~ξ1

‖A−T ~ξ1‖
· ~y − A−T · ~u+ cos(γ)s

‖A−T ~ξ1‖

)

δ

(
A−T ~ξ2

‖A−T ~ξ2‖
· ~y − A−T · ~u+ cos(θ)t

‖A−T ~ξ2‖

)
d~y

=
det|A−1|

‖A−T ~ξ1‖‖A−T ~ξ2‖
Cn(f, s, t)

Eq. (3) is a weighted ray transform of the ray at the intersection
of two planes described by the two δ-functions. Cn(f, s, t)
describes the ray transform of the non-deformed object with
a ray which is the inverse affine transform of the original ray
of the cone beam transform.

Considering all rays of a single cone beam projection,
the rays cross in a single point, the source position. After
an affine transformation of these rays there is still a single
point in which all the rays cross, we refer to this point as
the virtual source position. An affine transformation of the
rays also alters the detector coordinates to affine transformed
coordinates, the virtual detector coordinates. So after any
affine transformation ~y = A~x + ~u, the original geometry
{~s, ~D, ~d1, ~d2} is transformed into a virtual projection geometry
{~sv, ~Dv, ~d1v, ~d2v}:

{~sv, ~Dv, ~d1v, ~d2v} = {A~s+ ~u,A~D + ~u,A~d1, A~d2} (4)

To correct a projection of an object undergoing a global affine
deformation ~y = A~x+ ~u to a projection of the non-deformed
object, two quantities have to be calculated: The corrected
projections Cn(f, s, t):

Cn(f, s, t) =
‖A−T ~ξ1‖‖A−T ~ξ2‖

det|A−1|
Cβ(ft, s, t) (5)

and a virtual projection geometry:

(6){~sv, ~Dv, ~d1v, ~d2v} = {A−1~s−A−1~u,A−1 ~D −A−1~u,
A−1~d1, A

−1~d2}
If all projections of a CT dataset are transformed to projec-

tions of the non-deformed object and entered in an algebraic
reconstruction algorithm, such as SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative
Reconstruction Technique) [6], a motion artefact free recon-
struction is obtained.

Fig. 2. Overview of the parameters to calculate the derivate of the 3D Radon
transform of a plane.

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of the deformation estimation technique.

C. Estimation of motion/deformation parameters

Section II-B introduced an affine deformation correction
for a known affine transformation. During an experiment,
the exact affine deformation parameters are unknown. In this
section an estimation approach is introduced: we define an
objective function which will be minimized using a non-linear
optimization method.

1) Objective function: In C. Debeller et al. a raw data
redundancy criterion was introduced and used for an auto-
mated misalignment correction [7]. The criterion compares
the derivative of the 3D Radon transform of redundantly
measured planes in the reconstruction domain directly on the
projections. This approach avoids performing computationally
costly reconstructions to evaluate the estimated deformation
parameters. The criterion, which is based on the exact recon-
struction algorithm of Defrise-Clack [8], is restricted to non-
truncated data, although it is already successfully applied on
truncated data [9].

Calculating the derivative of the 3D Radon transform of a
plane projected on projection Cn on the line t = µs+ l (Fig.
2) is preformed with following steps:
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1)

Cn,1(s, t) =
Cn(s, t)

|~wn · ~t(s, t)|
(7)

with ~wn the normal of the detector on position n
and ~t(s, t) the unit vector in the direction of the ray
intersecting detector element on the position (s, t) on
the n’th projection

2)

Cn,2(µ, l) =

∫
Cn,1(s, µs+ l)ds (8)

3)

Cn,3(µ, l) =
∂

∂l
Cn,2(µ, l) (9)

Here Cn,3(µ, l) is the derivative of the 3D Radon transform
of the plane projected on the n’th projection on the line
t = µs+ l. In a full rotation scan, many planes are measured
twice. The derivative of the 3D Radon transform of the
redundantly measured plane is denoted with C ′n,3(µ, l). An
objective function F is defined by repeating this procedure
for different planes:

F =

√∑
n

∑
µ

∑
l

(Cn,3(µ, l)− C ′n,3(µ, l))2 (10)

In contrast to other deformation correction techniques, the
affine deformation correction method introduced in section
II-B applies a correction directly on the projection geome-
try and the projections. This enables to estimate unknown
affine deformation parameters on the projections. The affine
deformation parameters can be estimated by minimizing the
objective function defined in Eq. (10).

2) Optimization: The section II-C1 introduced an objec-
tive function which can be used for estimation using non-
linear optimization. The spatial transformation of the object is
parametrized by a global affine transformation. In the temporal
domain the change of each deformation parameter in time
is represented by cubic splines controlled by m equidistant
control points for each source/detector rotation. The objective
function in Eq. (10) is minimized using non-linear optimiza-
tion algorithms. In this work a Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (SQP) non-linear optimization algorithm was used [10].
A schematic overview is shown in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS

The proposed technique was tested on a software phantom
and experimental data.

A. Simulations

A software phantom of a dough like structure was gen-
erated on a 512 × 512 × 512 grid and 250 equiangular
cone beam projections (256 × 256) were simulated during
one full rotation using the Astra toolbox [11]. During the
simulation the phantom was affine deformed, the functions
of the deformation parameters in time were defined by five
equidistant control points, the third time point corresponds
to the identity transformation. The parameters between the

TABLE I
RESULTS NOISELESS DEFORMATION ESTIMATION

RMSE PD F

conventional 36, 82 3, 57 · 1011 1, 45 · 106

estimated deformation correction 12, 44 3, 73 · 109 1, 18 · 105

exact deformation correction 10, 56 2, 17 · 109 1, 18 · 105

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. Reconstructions and error images of the middle slice of the dough
phantom. The reconstruction without deformation correction (a), with the
proposed technique (b) and with the exact deformation parameters (c). (d),
(e) and (f) are the error images of the reconstructions above.

control points were interpolated using a cubic spline. All
reconstructions were performed using 500 SIRT iterations. The
deformation parameters were estimated with five equidistant
control points.

The results of the noiseless case are shown in Table I and
Fig. 4. A conventional reconstruction, a deformation corrected
reconstruction with the proposed technique and a deformation
corrected reconstruction with the ground truth deformation
parameters were calculated. Visual inspection shows that the
motion artefacts are removed. A slight mismatch between the
groundtruth and the deformation corrected reconstruction is
present. Nevertheless, a decreased Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), projection distance (PD)(Euclidean distance between
the projections and simulated projections of the reconstruction)
are measured.

In Fig. 5 numerical results are shown at different noise
levels. Poisson distributed noise was applied with a certain
number of incoming photons (photon count). The deformation
correction is able to alleviate motion artefacts even at high
noise levels.

B. Experimental data

A leavening puff pastry was scanned at the ”Centre for X-
ray Tomography” of the Ghent University (UGCT). In a single
rotation 722 non-truncated (except for the sample holder)
projections (658×656 pixels) were acquired. The conventional
and deformation corrected reconstruction, 21 slices centred
around the middle slice, were preformed with 500 SIRT
iterations. Deformation correction was applied using five con-
trol points in time. The deformation corrected reconstructions
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Fig. 5. Simulations with noise. left: objective function in function of noise. Middle: Projection distance in function of noise. Right: RMSE in function of
noise

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Reconstruction of the middle slice with and without deformation
correction. The images are shown with the same grey scale. (a): Conventional
reconstruction. (b): Deformation corrected reconstruction.

Fig. 7. projection difference of the middle slice of the conventional recon-
struction and deformation corrected reconstruction. Less inconsistencies are
present with deformation correction.

show less motion artefacts (Fig. 6). This is also reflected in
the projection difference (Fig. 7), projection distance and his-
togram (Fig. 8). The projection difference, difference between
projections and simulated projections of the reconstruction,
shows less inconsistencies with deformation correction. In the
histogram a clearer distinction between different dough types
is observed.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new deformation correction and estimation technique was
presented for affine deformation. The technique is able to
estimate and correct deformation directly on the cone beam
projections. A correction for affine deformation is applied on
the projections and projection geometry. The estimation of
the deformation is achieved by minimizing an inconsistency
condition based on the reconstruction algorithm of Defrise-
Clack. Simulations and experimental data show a decrease of
the motion artefacts in the reconstructed images.
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Abstract— Cerebral perfusion X-ray computed tomography 
(PCT) imaging, which detects and characterizes the ischemic 
penumbra, and assesses blood-brain barrier permeability with 
acute stroke or chronic cerebrovascular diseases, has been 
developed extensively over the past decades. However, due to 
the sequential scan protocol, the associated radiation dose has 
raised significant concerns to patients. Minimizing the radiation 
exposure of PCT examination has been major task in clinic.  
Hence, in this work, aiming to reduce radiation dose through 
low-mAs data acquisition, we present a PCT image restoration 
using sparse and low-rank matrix decompose model with an 
assumption that rich redundancy information exists among 
enhanced sequence PCT images. Specifically, we perceive the 
enhanced images as a mixture of sparse matrix and low-rank 
matrix to explore the maximum temporal coherence of the 
spatial structure among phases. Here the sparse matrix 
corresponds to the time-varying component, e.g., contrast agent 
concentration, which is often either approximately sparse itself 
or can be sparsified in the proper basis; the low-rank matrix 
stands for the background, which is stationary over time.  To 
optimize this model, we propose an alternating direction method 
to minimize the associative objective function. The effectiveness 
of the present method was evaluated and validated by using a 
simulated low-mAs clinical brain PCT dataset. 

Index Terms—CT, cerebral perfusion, low-dose, sparse, 
low-rank 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cerebral perfusion X-ray computed tomography (PCT) 
imaging has been advocated to detect and characterize the 
ischemic penumbra, and assess blood-brain barrier 
permeability with acute stroke or chronic cerebrovascular 
diseases [1, 2]. Currently, the standard scan protocol for PCT 
examination can be performed as follows: a pre-contrast 
unenhanced CT scan is first performed on the whole brain, and 
then following an intravenous injection of iodinated contrast 
agent and with approximately several seconds delay, 
continuous enhanced scans are performed on the selected 
region of interest in a cine mode.  It can be observed that the 
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associated radiation dose via repeated sequential scans 
unavoidably increases as compared to that in conventional CT 
scans. Hence, minimizing the radiation exposure in PCT is an 
interesting topic of ongoing research activities. 

Up to now, several techniques have been developed to 
reduce the radiation dose in PCT examinations [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. 
Among them, lowering mAs in PCT data acquisition may be a 
simple and cost-effective way.  Meanwhile, the low-mAs 
caused excessive quantum noise will make the reconstructed 
images suffering from serious noise-induced artifacts, and 
then influence hemodynamic parameters estimation accuracy.  
To address this issue, many low-mAs related PCT image 
reconstruction and restoration techniques have been explored 
[5, 6, 7]. 

As for low-mAs PCT imaging, a sound noise reduction 
method should keep clear vessel structures without any  
noticeably blurring effects. However, most existing noise 
reduction approaches often make sharp edges blurred [8]. 
Recently, to address above mentioned drawback, a new image 
restoration model was proposed by using the concept of 
low-rank and sparse matrices representation [9, 10]. In this 
work, aiming to reduce radiation dose through low-mAs data 
acquisition, we present a PCT image restoration model using 
sparse and low-rank matrix decompose (SLMD) model with 
an assumption that rich redundancy information exists among 
enhanced sequence PCT images. Specifically, we perceive the 
enhanced images as a mixture of sparse matrix and low-rank 
matrix to explore the maximum temporal coherence of the 
spatial structure among phases. Here the sparse matrix 
corresponds to the time-varying component, which is often 
either approximately sparse itself or can be sparsified in the 
proper basis; the low-rank matrix stands for the background, 
which is stationary over time. To optimize this model, we 
propose an alternating direction method to minimize the 
associative objective function. The effectiveness of the present 
method was evaluated and validated by using a simulated 
low-mAs clinical brain PCT dataset. 

II.  METHODS 

A. SLMD Model for PCT Image Restoration 

The enhanced sequence PCT images X  can be 
represented in a matrix with row dimension for the spatial 
variable and column dimension for the temporal variable: 

1[ ]
tj NX x x x                                    (1) 

where tN  is temporal frames, and jx  is the column vector 

corresponding to the sorted spatial pixels in the thj frame. As 
mentioned earlier, the density change of the contrast agent in 
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the tissue can be regarded as a sequence of spatial images with 
different temporal sparse ‘motion’ or ‘change’ from  a 
common ‘background’. Motivated by this observation, we 
consider the following natural sparse and low-rank matrix 
decomposition of  X : 

X L S                                     (2) 

In (2),  L  is the low-rank matrix component for modeling the 
stationary background of X  and S  is the sparse matrix 
component for modeling the sparse deviation from the L . 
Here the sparsity can be the image itself or the image under the 
proper sparsifying transform. 

Accordingly, when the temporal change of images is 
sparse in the original representation, we present the following 
sparse and low-rank matrix decomposition (SLMD) model 
for PCT image restoration: 

2

1 2,

1
min ( ) ( )

2 FL S
L S M L S                        (3) 

with 
( )

p p
ip

i

L L   , 
1

( ) TS S   


              (4) 

where M  is the measurement data,  i  are the singular 
values of matrix L ,   and   are transformations or 
operators that sparsity the row-space and column space of S , 
respectively. 1  and 2  are two regularization parameters. 

B. Optimization approach 

Usually, optimization problems involving the rank or the 
1  norm are difficult to solve. Nevertheless, the SLMD model 

admits a simple solution due to its decomposable structure 
with respect to variables L  and S . To take advantage of this 
property, we adopt the block coordinate descent strategy, and 
the resulting algorithm is described in algorithm 1: We first fix 
S , exclude it from M  to get the background C , and fit S  
based on C . Then, we update the S  based on the error 
E M S  . 

Algorithm 1 Sparse and Low-rank Matrix Decomposition (SLMD)
Input 1 0S  , 1k  , IterMax  

     for 1, 2,3, , IterMaxk    

      2

1 1

1
arg min ,

2
p

k kF pL
L C L L C M S                                  (5)

1

2

1 2 1

1
arg min ,

2
T

k kFS
S E S S E M L         


               (6)

      End for  
Output 1 1k kX L S    

 
The subproblem (5) can be solved by the singular value 

shrinkage [11]: 
max( , )

1
1 1

0

( )
m n

p T
k i i i i

i

L U V  
 



                        (7) 

Here, iU , iV  and i  are the singular vectors and values of C , 
respectively.  The thresholding function is defined as 

, if 0
( )

0, elsei

 
 

 
  

                                 (8) 

The subproblem (6) can be solved by the total variation 
minimization for each frame of the sparse matrix  E  in our 
previous work [12]. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A.  Data Acquisitions 

Clinical cerebral PCT images of a patient with an old 
infarction were acquired with a 64-slice multi-detector CT 
scanner from Siemens without table movement First, a 
pre-contrast unenhanced scan of the whole brain was 
performed with a tube current of 240 mA, and the tube voltage 
of 80 kVp. Then 50 ml of Iopromide 370 (Ultravist, Schering, 
Germany) was injected at a range of 5.0 ml s-1 . The cine 
enhanced normal-dose scan was performed with the following 
protocol: 200 mA, 80 kVp, slice thickness of 8.0 mm, 1 s per 
rotation for duration of 39 s, and reconstruction kernel of H30s. 
The parameters of scanning imaging were as follows: (1) each 
rotation included 1160 projection views evenly spaced on a 
circular orbit; (2) each view contained 672 data elements each 
from one of the 672 detector bins; (3) the source-to-detector 
distance was 1040 mm; (4) the source-to-isocenter distance 
was 750 mm; and (5) the space of each detector bin was 0.6 
mm.  

To reduce radiation dose, instead of scanning the patient 
twice, we simulated the low-dose cerebral perfusion enhanced 
CT sinogram data from the acquired normal-dose enhanced 
images. The noisy measurement ib  at each bin i  was 
generated according the statistical model of pre-logarithm 
projection data: 

2
0Poisson( exp( )) Normal(0, )i i eb I y                 (9) 

where 0I  denotes the incident X-ray intensity and 2
e  is the 

background electronic noise variance, y  is the line integral 
calculated by the normal-dose enhanced images. The 
simulated low-dose image was reconstructed by FBP method 
from the noisy measurement which was calculated by the 
logarithm transform of ib .The simulated low-dose contrast 
enhanced CT data is about one-seventh of that of the 
normal-dose scan. 

 
Figure 1. Demonstration of the SLMD method. (a) from the normal-dose scan; 
(b) the restored image from SLMD model; and (c) from the simulated low-dose 
image. 

B. Visualization-Based Evaluation 

Figure 1(a) shows the normal-dose enhanced image which 
is used as a golden standard for comparison.  Figure 1(b) 
shows the low-dose enhanced image restored by the SLMD 
method. Figure 1(c) shows the simulated low-dose enhanced 
image reconstructed by the FBP method wherein serious 
noise-induced artifacts can be observed, which obscure the 
enhance information. The clearly delineated and enhanced 
signal in the SLMD image is better reproduced than that from 
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the low-dose enhanced image reconstructed by the FBP. In 
addition, the simulated low-dose enhanced image restored by 
the SLMD is competitive with the normal-dose enhanced 
image reconstructed by the FBP method, leads to 
improvement in extraction of the kinetic map information. 
Figure 2 depicts the horizontal profiles of the image shown in 
figure 1, wherein one from the normal-dose image is regarded 
as a golden standard. The profile from the SLMD method 
matches well with that from the normal-dose image.  

 
Figure 2. Horizontal profiles (288th row, 100th column to 320th column) of the 
images from figure 1. The ‘dash-dot line’ is from the normal-dose image while 
‘dash line’ is from the simulated low-dose image, and the ‘solid line’ is from 
the restored image with SLMD model. 

C. Time Density Curves Measurement 

Figure 3 depicts the time density curves (TDC) accuracy 
of the arterial input function (AIF), venous output function 
(VOF) and tissue perfusion of dynamic images. It can be 
observed that the TDCs from the restored image by the SLMD 
method exhibit better match with the ones from the 
normal-dose FBP image than those from the simulated 
low-dose FBP image. To quantitatively measure the 
consistency between the TDCs from the normal-dose FBP 
images and the TDCs from the simulated low-dose FBP 
images, SLMD images, table 1 lists Lin’s concordance 
correlation coefficients of 3×3 ROIs indicated by the squares 
shown in figure 1(a). The results demonstrate that good 
consistency between the TDCs from the SLMD images and 
the normal-dose FBP images. 

TABLE 1. LIN’S CONCORDANCE CORRELATION (CC) COEFFICIENT BETWEEN 
THE TDC VALUES FORM THE LOW-DOSE FBP AND SLMD MODEL IMAGES. 

ROI Methods 
Sample size 

N 

Lin’s CC 

coefficient 

95% confidence 

interval 
P-value

AIF 
FBP 40 0.9819 (0.9665,0.9902) P<0.0001

SLMD 40 0.9934 (0.9874, 0.9965) P<0.0001

VOF 
FBP 40 0.9987 (0.9974,0.9993) P<0.0001

SLMD 40 0.9997 (0.9994,0.9998) P<0.0001

Tissue 1 
FBP 40 0.7451 (0.6211, 0.8327) P<0.0001

SLMD 40 0.9075 (0.8343, 0.9492) P<0.0001

Tissue 2 
FBP 40 0.8436 (0.7227, 0.9145) P<0.0001

SLMD 40 0.9567 (0.9194, 0.9769) P<0.0001

 

 
(a)                                                                        (b) 

 
(c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 3. TDC accuracy of the AIF, VOF and tissue perfusion of dynamic PCT 
images. (a) TDCs of the AIF (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘AIF’ in figure  
1(a)); (b) TDCs of the VOF (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘VOF’ in figure  
1(a)); (c)TDCs of the tissue 1 (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘Tissue1’ in figure  
1(a)); and (d) TDCs of the tissue 2 (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘Tissue2’ in 
figure  1(a)). 

C. Hemodynamic parameter maps’ measurement. 

Figure  4 shows the perfusion parameter maps calculated 
from the normal-dose FBP images, simulated low-dose FBP 
images and SLMD images. The MTT should be first analyzed 
because it shows the most prominent regional abnormalities 
and facilitates depiction of the ischemic area. For the CBF and 
CBV maps, the SLMD method can yield sharper edges and 
higher contrast between gray and white matter, which may 
suggest a significant agreement between the CBF and CBV 
from the normal-dose images. It can also be observed that the 
MTT map derived from the SLMD method is similar to that 
derived from the normal-dose images. Figure 5 illustrates the 
correlation coefficients and regression equation plots of 
CBF,CBV and MTT values under different conditions. It can 
be seen that the correlation coefficient derived from the 
normal-dose images and the low-dose images restored by 
SLMD method is higher than that from the simulated low-dose 
FBP images. Conclusion 

we present a PCT image restoration model using sparse 
and low-rank matrix decompose (SLMD) model with an 
assumption that rich redundancy information exists among 
enhanced sequence PCT images. We perceive the enhanced 
images as a mixture of sparse matrix and low-rank matrix to 
explore the maximum temporal coherence of the spatial 
structure among phases. The sparse matrix corresponds to the 
time-varying component, which is often either approximately 
sparse itself or can be sparsified in the proper basis; the 
low-rank matrix stands for the background, which is stationary 
over time. Subsequently, an alternating direction method was 
adopted to optimize the associative objective function. In the 
results of clinical study, the results suggest a significant 
agreement between the low-dose SLMD model images and 
the normal-dose images. Further examination of more 
simulation and realistic situation is necessary to prove the 
improvement of the SLMD model for PCT imaging. 
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Figure 4. The CBF (column one), CBV (column two) and MTT (column three) 
maps calculated from the different brain PCT images. The first row was 
calculated from the normal-dose images; the second row was calculated from 
the images restored by SLMD model; and the third row was calculated from 
the low-dose images. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                     (b) 

 
(c)                                                                                     (d) 

 
(e)                                                                                     (f) 

Figure 5. The correlation between the CBF (row one), CBV (row tow) and 
MTT (row three)  values computed form the normal-dose images, the low-dose 
FBP and SLMD method. Plots (a), (c) and (e) represent the results obtain form 
the normal-and low-dose FBP images. Plots(b), (c) and (d) represent the 
corresponding results obtained from the normal-dose images and the low-dose 
SLMD model  images. 
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Poseless CBCT on Surgical C-arm 

Lance McBride*, Matt Simmons, M R, Ganeshkumar, Brian Calderbank, Caleb Rottman, and Arvi Cheryauka 

Abstract– A mobile surgical C-arm with X-ray tomographic 

and guidance capabilities requires two specific components: 

retrieval of gantry positioning and reconstruction of anatomy 

attenuation properties in the three-dimensional space. Geometry 

misrepresentations can cause degradation of the reconstruction 

with the appearance of blurred edges, image artifacts, and even 

false structures. It may also amplify surgical instrument 

placement errors leading to improper implant placement. In our 

prior publications, having in mind a repeatable C-arm platform, 

we have outlined a 3D positioning calibration method comprising 

separate intrinsic and extrinsic geometry calibration steps. In the 

present paper, we describe a poseless cone-beam CT approach 

that puts very little demand on electro-mechanical characteristics 

of the imaging device and simultaneously optimizes pose and 

attenuation parameters. The proposed method could provide 

higher confidence in mobile CBCT imaging and simplify the 

workflow steps for clinical applications.  We show an ad-hoc 

mobile acquisition setup and the initial data acquired with the 

prototype system. Then, we discuss the image reconstruction 

framework. Simulation and actual results show the potential of 

high-resolution CT imaging and artifact-free image guidance in 

interventional surgery settings with a mobile C-arm. 

 

Index Terms— Mobile X-ray, Cone-beam Tomography, 

Poseless Image Reconstruction  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The design of mobile C-arm equipment with computer 

tomography and surgical guidance capabilities involves the 

retrieval of gantry positioning and reconstruction of patient 

anatomy. Excitation-detection pose misrepresentation can 

cause degradation of the imaging results with the appearance 

of blur, artifacts, and even false structures. It may also amplify 

tracking error for surgical instruments and lead consequently 

to wrong implant placement. In our prior publications, 

targeting a repeatable C-arm setup, we have proposed a 3D 

positioning method comprising separate intrinsic and extrinsic 

geometry calibration steps [4]. In the present paper, we 

describe the poseless cone-beam CT (CBCT) method that puts 

very little demand on electro-mechanical construction of the 

imaging device and simultaneously optimizes pose and 

attenuation parameters. We summarize the essential 

characteristics of our experimental system, acquisition setup, 

image reconstruction framework, and test methodology. At the 

end, we discuss the initial outcomes from imaging of extremity 
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phantoms and highlight the perspectives of poseless CBCT for 

surgical procedures. 

II. MOBILE ACQUISITION SETUP 

To assess the poseless CBCT concept we made several 

modifications to an OEC 6800 C-arm [6]. In particular, the 

image intensifier was replaced with a midsize-area flat panel 

detector (FPD, 21 cm x 21 cm), and the motion capability of 

X-ray tube- detector assembly was extended to a complete 

short-scan of ~200-degree isocentric travel in orbital plane 

(Fig.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Mini C-arm: OEC 6800 (left), modified gantry (right). 

 

 

Though having precision tube and detector components, the 

electro-mechanical characteristics of the new gantry are 

considered as approximate. For instance, the nominal value of 

the source-to-detector distance (SID) that corresponds to a 

weightless model of the gantry is ~600 mm. When it moves 

with acceleration and varying direction with respect to a 

gravity vector, the SID becomes a complicated function of 

several static and dynamic parameters. 

The systematic deviations can be extensively learned prior 

to surgical operations and, further, compensated during an 

actual scan over the patient. However, random deviations may 

appear too large, and, by using fixed pose parameters only, the 

reconstruction tends to possess considerable image artifacts. It 

would be beneficial to refine the non-repeatable portion of the 

pose during the optimization-based reconstruction of 

attenuation data. 

Consider a 3-D camera pinhole model introducing 3 intrinsic 

(two plane coordinates defining the piercing point and source-

to-imager distance) and 6 extrinsic (3 translation and 3 rotation 

displacements) parameters needed to uniquely define a cone-

beam projection in 3-D space [8] (Fig. 2). An underlying 

assumption is that the C gantry can move along a wide 

spectrum of volumetric trajectories. And each time the gantry 

moves, the actual pose and its temporal characteristics can 
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 2 

deviate from their pre-defined values. Note, that the ratio of 

systematic and random deviations for each pose parameter can 

be different. For instance, on mobile C-arms, the intrinsic 

geometry parameters (alignment of rigidly fastened parts) are 

generally recognized as much more repeatable than extrinsic 

geometry parameters (motion with impacting and wearing 

components) [3].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2. Camera calibration model comprising intrinsic and 

extrinsic geometry parameters. 

 

 

To demonstrate the capability of the prototype C-arm image 

chain, a single-view X-ray image of the hand phantom, is 

shown in Figure 3. The embedded catheter is used for 

simulation of interventional procedures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3. Fluoroscopic image of the wrist phantom with the 

catheter inclusion. 

 

III. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

We treat our image reconstruction as a solution of an ill-

posed inverse problem. The solution is obtained in linearized 

iterative fashion. The objective function expression reads as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

where  

 
    (1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similar autofocusing formulations, assuming inaccurately 

known CBCT geometry, were outlined in [1,7,12]. 

Conceptually close, 4-D motion-compensation frameworks, 

where voxel attenuation is considered to be a function of time, 

are suggested in [2,10,13]. 

From the top-level view, our poseless reconstruction scheme 

comprises the nested loop alternating volume attenuation 

(ordered-subsets EM), pose (intrinsic and extrinsic 

geometries), and regularization (coupled roughness and 

denoising) updates (Fig. 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.4. Block-diagram of the poseless reconstruction implemented 

in CPU-GPU environment. 

 

The detailed description of the algorithm features is given in 

another paper submitted to this meeting [9]. The consistency 

conditions, that ensure sufficient coverage in data space and 

are driven by a reconstruction algorithm, are not defined in this 

paper and possess a challenging problem.  
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Fig. 2 Positioning model. 
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u- solution estimate, 

f- acquired image data, 

K- system transform, 

R- roughness / denoiser penalty, 

I- intrinsic geometry, 

E- extrinsic geometry, 

 - regularizations parameters.    
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IV. SIMULATIONS AND TESTS 

The numerical simulations performed with the synthetic 

pose and publically available CT dataset have been 

summarized in [9]. That paper also elaborates on initial 

computational performance and implementation options. 

A. Controlled Geometry Setup 

To test the poseless framework, first, we investigate how the 

method could work in a controlled environment. The 

simplified setup comprises a stationary gantry with the 

mounted x-ray tube and detector, whereas an anatomical 

phantom is placed on a rotating stage depicted in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Rotating stage with 2-DoF programmable motion. 

 

We use the head anthropomorphic phantom (Anderson 

Transparent Head with Cervical Spine, C1-C7, Radiology 

Support Devices, Inc). A 360-degree scan takes 30 seconds at 

a constant rotational velocity and 15 pulses per second rate. 

The source-detector alignment is accurately calibrated with 

offline calibration similar to what is described in [4]. The 

rotation axis of the turntable is displaced for 1.6 mm in 

tangential direction perpendicular to the orbital plane. Below, 

the reconstruction results using the ground truth, blind 

(nominal) and optimized values of the axis location are 

demonstrated (Fig.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.6. Orthogonal slices with use of the exact (top), blind 

(middle) and optimized (bottom) positions of 

turntable axis (right).  

Reconstruction input and output are 450 downsampled 

projections of 512
2
 x 16-bit and 3-D image of 256

3
 x 8-bit, 

respectively. The longitudinal coordinate perpendicular to the 

detector plane (along the central ray) controls magnification 

and does not contribute to any visible image artifacts. At the 

same time, a small tangential shift leads to strong double-edge 

artifacts, blur of weak edges, and global contrast decrease in 

the image. Note, a very similar result can be reached when the 

cost sub-function in Eq. 1 for pose estimation is chosen based 

on entropy, similar to the formulation described and 

implemented in [12].  

B. Realistic Complete Ground Truth 

In the second series of tests, we add realistic and accurately 

calibrated geometry subsystem data to the verified image chain 

with the controlled scan conditions. We use the calibration and 

image data acquired on a full-size prototype C-arm that 

exhibits highly reproducible scan characteristics [4]. In figure 

7, we show the reconstruction results acquired with that system 

and computed with the FDK-type algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.7. Orthogonal slices with use of the accurately calibrated 

(top), blind (middle) and optimized (bottom) scan 

trajectories. Display window is [-900 500] HU. 

Reconstruction has the same I/O setup as in the 

previous experiment, but used 275 projections over 

the short scan angular range. 

 

The geometry recovered with offline calibration means 

comprises variations of all 9 DOFs of the cone-beam camera 

model in every projection.  

 

The poseless reconstruction work is still in progress (bottom 

frame in Fig. 3 will be updated). 

V. OPERATING SETUP AND PROSPECTIVE APPLICATIONS 

In a typical clinical setting, the C-arm is rotated around the 

table support in the orbital plane following 180º+ double cone 

angle range. The scan is performed with constant voltage 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

To be completed 
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(kVp) and adaptive current (mA) depending on cumulative 

opacification. The projection image data is binned and 

corrected with respect to offset, gain, and pixel defects. The 

first results acquired with the modified OEC 6800 C-arm have 

been processed with the poseless CBCT approach and 

analyzed in [9]. 

Looking into high-impact surgical applications, we further 

look into one of the most frequent and challenging situations – 

operative treatment of displaced fractures of the knee’s tibial 

plateau (TP). Schatzker classification system is one method of 

classifying TP fractures and splits the fracture into six types, 

where each increasing numeric category indicates increasing 

severity, reflecting not only increased energy imparted to the 

bone at the time of injury but also an increasingly worse 

prognosis. Complications are more likely to result from high-

energy than low-energy fractures. The standard pre-operative 

evaluation includes anteroposterior lateral and oblique 

fluoroscopic projections. Routine use of multi-slice CT has 

improved the accuracy of describing patterns of fracture. 

Intraoperative CBCT has demonstrated a clear advantage over 

2D fluoroscopy in TP fracture fixation [5]. According to [5], 

CBCT imaging implemented on a mobile C-arm provided 

benefits in fracture type diagnosis, localization of fracture 

fragments, and intraoperative 3D confirmation of anatomic 

reduction. It can be also useful in detailed assessment of 

meniscus injury, guidance during minimally invasive fixations, 

and lowering the rates of revision. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Mobile C-arms have state-of-the-art X-ray excitation and 

detection components, and, in this regard, closely approach 

fixed-room C-arm equipment. At the same time, modern 

mobile C-arms are primarily intended for 2-D fluoroscopy 

tasks, and due to mechanical design factors are rarely enabled 

for CBCT and tomosynthesis tasks. With feasible pose 

estimation methods this situation can be changed, especially in 

standard scenarios like pre-, intra- and post-operative 

evaluations. Routine 3-D scans can be performed with a 

smooth trajectory and moderate speed of the sweep. This 

would ensure gradual variation of geometric parameters and 

confident image reconstruction. In challenging cases such as 

the use of few views for volumetric updates, very low-dose 

imaging techniques, and fast motion of patient anatomy or 

surgical tools, targeting a hybrid technique comprising 

positioning sensors and software optimization seems a 

promising direction for future work. 
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Abstract—Cerebral perfusion x-ray computed tomography 

(PCT) imaging has been developed extensively over the past 
decades in the diagnosis of acute stroke or chronic 
cerebrovascular diseases.  However, the associated radiation dose 
is a significant concern to patients due to its dynamic scan 
protocol.  In this paper, we propose a sequential image restoration 
method by utilizing coupled dictionary learning (CDL) technique 
to yield a clinically acceptable dynamic cerebral PCT images with 
low milliampere-seconds (mAs) acquisition.  Specifically, in the 
present CDL method, the 3D enhancement information from 
normal-dose sequential cerebral PCT images and the 2D 
background information from the average of the baseline time 
frames of low-dose unenhanced CT images are exploited to train 
the dictionary atoms respectively.  After getting the two trained 
dictionaries, we couple them to represent the desired PCT images 
as spatial-temporal prior in objective function construction.  
Finally, the low-dose dynamic cerebral PCT images are restored 
by using a general DL image processing. To evaluate and validate 
the present method, we simulated low-dose clinical cerebral PCT 
datasets from normal-dose ones. The results show that the present 
method for PCT imaging can yield more accurate kinetic 
enhanced details and diagnostic hemodynamic parameter maps 
than the existing methods. 
 

Index Terms—Low-dose, cerebral perfusion, computed 
tomography, dictionary learning.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
EREBRAL perfusion x-ray computed tomography 

(PCT) has become more commonly used in clinic for the 
evaluation of patients with cerebrovascular disease such as 
acute stroke and vasospasm after subarachnoid hemorrhage [1].  
And the perfusion hemodynamic parameters in cerebral studies, 
which are calculated from the time sequence of enhanced CT 
images, are important for the determination of medical 
treatment plans and/or prognostic prediction of patients with 
cerebrovascular diseases [2].  However, different from the 
routine CT scan within few seconds, the PCT scan usually 
performs dynamic acquisition of sequential CT sections in cine 
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mode for about 1 minute.  Therefore, the radiation dosage 
associated with the repeated scans during PCT examination is 
of a significant concern to patients and operators, especially in 
screening and monitoring high-risk cancer population [3].  So 
minimizing the radiation dose has been one of major endeavors 
in the PCT field.  To realize the low-dose PCT examination, a 
simple and cost-effective way is to reduce the 
milliampere-seconds (mAs) as low as reasonably achievable in 
data acquisition.  But the associated image will suffer from 
serious noise and artifacts due to the excessive quantum noise if 
no adequate control applied. 

To reduce the noise and artifacts of low-dose cerebral PCT 
images, many works have been proposed [4-7].  Among them, 
one direct category is to apply post-processing methods on 
filtered back-projection (FBP) reconstructed PCT images to 
suppress noise and artifacts.  Mendrik et al. proposed an 
improved bilateral filtering method by using the time-intensity 
profile similarity [4].  To utilize the redundancy of information 
in the previous normal-dose scan and dynamic low-dose scan, 
our previous work developed a previous normal-dose scan 
induced nonlocal means filtering method for low-dose PCT 
imaging [5].  Recently, a growing interest has been observed on 
sparse representations using dictionary learning (DL) [7,8].  
And Fang et al. trained a dictionary from high-dose perfusion 
maps using online dictionary learning for the sparse perfusion 
deconvolution to estimate hemodynamic parameters. 

In the work of Chen et al., orientation and scale information 
on artifacts were exploited to train artifact atoms for the 
artifacts suppression [8].  Inspired by this work, in this study we 
developed an image restoration method by utilizing coupled 
dictionary learning (CDL) to yield a clinically acceptable 
cerebral PCT image with lower mAs.  This CDL method 
divided the dynamic PCT images into two parts: the 
enhancement part and the background part.  The background 
part is selected as the average of baseline time frames, i.e., the 
first ten frames.  And the enhancement part is the subtraction 
between the enhanced time frames and the background part.  
Then two dictionaries are trained based the 2D background 
information and 3D enhancement information with 
spatio-temporal patches of enhanced regions.  Then the 
low-dose PCT images are restored by using the general DL 
processing.  Specially, the 3D enhancement information is 
acquired from normal-dose cerebral PCT images considering 
their low noise level.  Experiments on a simulated low-dose 
clinical cerebral PCT datasets were carried out to the 
effectiveness of our proposed CDL method. 
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II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. General Dictionary Learning for Image Restoration 
Assuming the patches in the target image sparsely 

representable, DL based patch processing refers to coding each 
patch as a linear combination of only a few dictionary atoms 
[7,8].  The coefficients of the linear combination can be 
estimated through the sparse coding process described in [9].  
According to the terminology used in [10], the dictionary 
learning based image restoration aims to solve the following 
minimization problem: 

2 2

2 0 2, ,
min s s s sx D s s

x y R x D
α

λ m α α− + + −∑ ∑            (1) 

where x  and y  denote the restored image and the noisy image.  
The operator sR  represents extracting the patch sx  of 

n n×  pixels from image x , where s  denotes the image 
patch index.  The patch-based dictionary n KD ×∈  is a matrix 
composed of K  atoms.  Each atom is arranged as n  column 
vectors corresponding to one n n×  patch.  1K

sα ×∈  
denotes the coefficient for the sparse representations of patch 

sx .  The 0l -norm 
0sα  counts the non-zero entries of vector 

sα .  Based on [11], the minimization problem in (1) is 
equivalent to solve the following two optimization problems: 

2

0 2 0,
min . . ,s s s sD

s t R x D L s
α

α α ε α− ≤ ≤ ∀        (2) 
2 2

2 2
min s sx s

x y R x Dλ α− + −∑                         (3) 

where L  and ε  are the sparsity and precision of the sparse 
representation, respectively.  The 0l -norm in (2) can be 
replaced by the 1l -norm to make it easier to solve.  
Minimization problem in (2) aims to train the dictionary D  
and coefficients α  from a set of image patches and can be 
solved by the classical K-means Singular Value Decomposition 
(K-SVD) method [12].  Then with the fixed dictionary D  and 
coefficients α , the restored image x  can be obtained by 
solving (3) through zeroing the first order derivative of (3) with 
respect to image x : 

1
T T
s s s s

s s
x I R R y R Dλ λ α

−
   = + +   
   

∑ ∑ .              (4) 

Considering the low noise level in normal-dose CT images, the 
dictionary can also be pre-trained from a set of normal-dose CT 
images similar as [7].  In this case, given a pre-calculated 
dictionary pD , the whole DL processing for low-dose CT 
image can be rewritten as the following two steps: 

2
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22
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∑
    (5) 

B. Coupled Dictionary Learning for Low-dose PCT Imaging  
In the cerebral PCT imaging, rich redundancy information 

exists among the different PCT time frames, especially in the 
non-enhanced regions; while in the enhanced regions, the 
spatial and temporal gradient sparsity can be observed from the 

enhancement information with 3D spatio-temporal patches. 
Based on these observations, in this study, we present a novel 
CDL approach to recovery the low-dose PCT images.  The aim 
of CDL method is to obtain an integrated dictionary containing 
both enhancement information atoms and background 
information atoms, which can be independently trained from 
the pre-extracted 3D enhancement information from 
normal-dose cerebral PCT images and the 2D background 
information from the original low-dose cerebral PCT images.  
Specially, the spatio-temporal 3D dictionary learning was used 
for the patches of enhancement information [13].  Then the 
enhanced part and background part of low-dose PCT images 
were sparely represented in terms of their corresponding 
dictionaries.  This operation is named coupled sparse 
representation.  And the cost function of CDL image restoration 
is given as follows: 
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       (6) 

where X  and Y  denote the restored and original low-dose 
PCT images, respectively.  e

pD  and bD  represent the 
dictionaries corresponding to the 3D enhancement information 
and 2D background information, respectively, and eα  and bα  
are corresponding sparse representation coefficients.  The index 
t  denotes the time frame.  Notice that the dictionary e

pD  can be 
pre-calculated from the given normal-dose cerebral PCT image 
datasets, and the dictionary bD  can also be easily trained from 
the average image of baseline time frames through general DL 
processing by solving equation (2), the solution of the cost 
function in (6) can be simplified as: 
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Thus the problem in (6) is broken down into three simpler 
subproblems.  The subproblems P1 and P2 are similar to that in 
(2), which can be solved with the classical K-SVD method.  
And the subproblem P3 can be solved through zeroing the first 
order derivative of P3 with respect to X . 

C. Experimental Data Acquisitions 
Clinical cerebral PCT images of a patient with an old 

infarction were acquired with a 64-slice multi-detector CT 
(MDCT) scanner from Siemens without table movement. First, 
a pre-contrast unenhanced scan of the whole brain was 
performed with a tube current of 240 mA, and tube voltage of 
80 kVp. Then, 50 ml of Iopromide 370 (Ultravist, Schering, 
Germany) was injected at a rate of 5.0 ml/s. The cine 
(continuous) enhanced normal-dose scan was performed with 
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the following protocol: 200 mA, 80 kVp, slice thickness of 8.0 
mm, 1 s per rotation for duration of 39 s, and reconstruction 
kernel of H30s. The parameters of scanning imaging is the 
same as that described in our previous work [6]. To reduce 
radiation dose, instead of scanning the patient twice, we 
simulated the low-dose cerebral perfusion enhanced CT 
sinogram data from the acquired normal-dose enhanced images 
using the simulation method described in our previous works 
[6,7].  The CTDIvol for the simulated low-dose contrast 
enhanced CT data is about one-seventh of that of the 
normal-dose scan. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Visualization-based evaluation 
Figure 1(a) shows the normal-dose enhanced cerebral PCT 

image which is regarded as a golden standard for comparison.  
Figure 1(b) is the simulated low-dose enhanced image 
reconstructed by the FBP method wherein serious 
noise-induced artifacts can be observed and obscure the 
enhance information. Figure 1(c) shows the restored low-dose 
enhanced image by classical DL processing.  Lastly, the CDL 
restored low-dose enhanced image is shown in figure 1(d).  The 
clearly delineated and enhanced information in the CDL image 
is better reproduced than that from either the FBP reconstructed 
low-dose enhanced image or the DL processed low-dose 
enhanced image.  In addition, the simulated low-dose enhanced 
image restored by the CDL method is competitive with the FBP 
reconstructed normal-dose enhanced image, leading to 
improvement in extraction of the kinetic map information. 

 
Fig. 1.  Reconstructed cerebral PCT results by different methods: (a) the image 
reconstructed by the FBP method from the normal-dose scan; (b) the image 
reconstructed by the FBP method from the simulated low-dose sinogram data; 
(c) the image restored by the DL processing to (b); and (d) the image restored 
by the proposed CDL processing to (b). The display window option: width is 
160 HU, level is 56 HU. 

B. Time Density Curves Measurement 
Hemodynamic functional parameters are estimated from the 

measurement of the temporal evolution of the concentration of 
contrast agent at each pixel position in the region of interest 
(ROI).  The associated temporal evolution is usually denoted by 
the time density curve (TDC).  Figure 2 depicts the TDC 
accuracy of the arterial input function (AIF), venous output 

 

Fig. 2.  TDC accuracy of the AIF, VOF and tissue perfusion of dynamic PCT 
images: (a) TDCs of the AIF (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘AIF’ in figure 1(a)); 
(b) TDCs of the tissue 1 (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘Tissue1’ in figure 1(a)); (c) 
TDCs of the tissue 2 (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘Tissue2’ in figure 1(a)); and 
(d) TDCs of the VOF (the 3×3 ROI indicated by a ‘VOF’ in figure 1(a)). 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF LIN’S CONCORDANCE CORRELATION (CC) COEFFICIENT. 

ROI Methods Sample 
size 

Lin’s CC 
coefficient 

95% confidence 
interval P-value 

AIF 
FBP 39 0.9987 (0.9974,0.9993) P<0.0001 
DL 39 0.9992 (0.9988,0.9997) P<0.0001 

CDL 39 0.9997 (0.9994,0.9998) P<0.0001 

VOF 
FBP 39 0.9874 (0.9763,0.9933) P<0.0001 
DL 39 0.9876 (0.9780,0.9940) P<0.0001 

CDL 39 0.9909 (0.9845,0.9947) P<0.0001 

Tissue1 
FBP 39 0.7451 (0.6211,0.8327) P<0.0001 
DL 39 0.8656 (0.7654,0.9248) P<0.0001 

CDL 39 0.8969 (0.8200,0.9420) P<0.0001 

Tissue2 
FBP 39 0.8436 (0.7227,0.9145) P<0.0001 
DL 39 0.9249 (0.8621,0.9597) P<0.0001 

CDL 39 0.9677 (0.9398,0.9828) P<0.0001 
 
function (VOF) and tissue perfusion of dynamic images.  It can 
be observed that the TDCs from the restored sequential images 
by the CDL method exhibit better match with the ones from the 
FBP reconstructed normal-dose sequential images than those 
from the other two compared methods. To quantitatively 
measure the consistency between the TDCs from the 
normal-dose FBP images and the TDCs from the simulated 
low-dose FBP images, DL images and CDL images, table 1 
lists Lin’s concordance correlation coefficients of 3×3 ROIs 
indicated by the squares shown in figure 1(a). The results 
demonstrate that good consistency between the TDCs from the 
CDL images and the normal-dose FBP images. 

C. Hemodynamic parameter maps’ evaluation 
Figure 3 shows the perfusion parameter maps calculated 

from the normal-dose FBP images, simulated low-dose FBP 
images, DL images and CDL images. It can be observed that, 
for the CBF and CBV maps, the CDL method can yield sharper 
edges and higher contrast between gray and white matter, 
which may suggest a significant agreement with the CBF and 
CBV maps calculated from the normal-dose images. It can also 
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Fig. 3.  The CBF (column one), CBV (column two) and MTT (column three) 
maps calculated from the different brain PCT images. The first row was 
calculated from the normal-dose images; the second row was calculated from 
the simulated low-dose FBP images; the third row was calculated from the 
low-dose images restored by DL method; and the last row was calculated from 
the low-dose images restored by our present CDL method. 

 
Fig. 4.  The correlation between the CBF (1st row), CBV (2nd row) and MTT (3rd 
row) values computed form the normal-dose images, DL restored low-dose 
images and CDL restored low-dose images. Plots in the left column represent 
the results obtain from the normal-dose and CDL restored low-dose images. 
Plots in the right column represent the corresponding results obtained from the 
normal-dose and DL restored low-dose images. 

be noticed that the MTT map derived from the LRS method is 
similar to that derived from the normal-dose images.  To 
demonstrate the merits of the present CDL method 
quantitatively, figure 4 illustrates the correlation coefficients 
and regression equation plots of CBF, CBV and MTT values 
under different conditions. It can be seen that the correlation 
coefficient derived from the normal-dose images and the 
low-dose images restored by CDL method is higher than that 
from the low-dose images restored by DL method. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we present an image restoration method for 

low-dose cerebral PCT imaging by utilizing coupled dictionary 
learning.  The proposed CDL method exploits both the rich 
redundancy with the background information and the 
spatio-temporal gradient sparsity with the enhancement 
information of cerebral PCT images to train two different 
dictionaries.  Results of qualitative and quantitative evaluations 
on a simulated low-dose clinical cerebral PCT datasets 
demonstrated that the proposed CDL method has noticeable 
gains in terms of noise and artifacts reduction compared with 
the other two methods, and yields more accurate kinetic 
enhanced details and diagnostic hemodynamic parameter maps 
than the classical DL method. 
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Abstract—Photon-counting computed tomography (PCCT) is 

capable of simultaneously providing multiple sets of energy-

selective projection data. This capability allows PCCT to 

generate energy-resolved images incorporating detected photons 

belonging to only specific energy windows. However, use of 

specific energy windows can result in use of fewer x-ray photons 

relative to use of energy windows containing all photons in the 

spectrum. Consequently, these energy-selective images contain 

more image noise. In contrast, images reconstructed by using all 

photons are not energy-selective but contain less noise. This work 

aims to reconstruct energy resolved images, as well as to control 

noise in such images. To achieve this goal, we applied the PICCS 

framework to reconstruct images for a specific energy window, 

using images obtained from the full energy range as a prior. We 

demonstrate the adapted framework by computer simulation, 

and evaluate the reconstruction results by both visual inspection 

and quantitative metrics.  

 
Index Terms—Photon Counting CT, PICCS, Noise Reduction 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HOTON-COUNTING Computed Tomography (PCCT) is an 

emerging technique for diagnostic imaging. It is capable of 

simultaneously providing multiple sets of projection data that 

correspond to x-ray photons above different energy thresholds. 

For example, the whole-body prototype PCCT system 

presented in [1] allows up to four energy thresholds. For 

convenience, we refer to the images generated by using x-ray 

photons above a certain threshold as “threshold images”, and 

images generated using those photons between two thresholds 

as “bin images”. Because attenuation coefficients are energy 

dependent, the information delivered by PCCT images is 

strongly influenced by the selection of the energy thresholds 

[2]. Using a conventional filtered back-projection 

reconstruction algorithm (FBP), threshold images with a wide 

energy window exhibit well-controlled noise, similar to 

conventional CT using energy integrating detectors. However, 

they lack energy resolution. Conversely, bin images with a 

narrow energy window present energy-selective information 

but have excessive noise. The goal of this work was to address 

this dilemma and reconstruct images that possess both energy- 

selective information and well-controlled noise. 
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To achieve this goal, the PICCS (prior image constrained 

compressed sensing) framework [3] was adopted for PCCT 

image reconstruction. Although the PICCS algorithm was first 

proposed for compressed sensing, its concept of incorporating 

a prior image in the process of image reconstruction is 

applicable to a more general scenario. In the case at hand, the 

PICCS algorithm was used to reconstruct a bin image with 

reduced noise by using a threshold image as prior.  

In this work, four thresholds are considered, resulting in four 

threshold images and four bin images. Here, only the bins 

between two adjacent thresholds and the bin above the highest 

threshold are considered, whereas the bins using other 

threshold combinations are disregarded. For convenience, we 

call the threshold image that corresponds to the lowest 

threshold the full-spectrum image. The full-spectrum image 

has the best photon statistics and least noise. Also, we sort the 

bin images in an energy-ascending order.  For example, the 

images corresponding to the lowest and highest energy bins 

are called bin-1 image and bin-4 image, respectively.  For 

each bin, we apply the PICCS algorithm for image 

reconstruction using the full-spectrum images as prior. We 

demonstrate the reconstruction scheme by computer 

simulations and evaluate the reconstruction results by both 

visual inspection and quantitative metrics.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 

II, we first review the PICCS framework. Then, 

implementation details of the reconstruction scheme, as well 

as simulation details for the full-spectrum and bin projection 

data are provided. In Section III, reconstruction and image 

evaluation results are presented. We discuss the results in 

Section IV and provide a summary and outlook in Section V. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. PICCS Framework 

Let 𝑥 and 𝑏 be the column vectors denoting the object of 

interest and its corresponding projection data, respectively. 

Also, let A be the matrix representing the forward projection, 

and let 𝑥𝑝 be the prior image. Let 

 𝑓𝑐(𝑥) =  𝑐||𝑥||𝑇𝑉 + (1 − 𝑐)||𝑥 − 𝑥𝑝||𝑇𝑉, (1) 

where 𝑐 ∈ [0,1], and TV stands for total variance. The PICCS 

reconstruction result for 𝑥 , denoted as 𝑥∗, can be obtained by 

solving the constrained minimization problem below 
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 𝑥∗ = arg min 𝑓𝑐(𝑥)  such that 𝐴𝑥 =  𝑏. (2) 

The above optimization problem can be solved using the 

method presented in [3]. For each iteration, two procedures are 

performed. First, data consistency 𝐴𝑥 =  𝑏 is enforced using 

the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART). 

Second, Equation (1) is minimized using the gradient descent 

algorithm. The prior image is used as the seed image. 

B. Noise Reduction in Bin Images 

The PICCS framework was adapted to our reconstruction 

problem for PCCT; see the diagram in Figure 1. First, a water 

beam hardening correction was applied to the full-spectrum 

projection data. Then, the prior image was reconstructed by 

the classical FBP algorithm using the corrected projection 

data. Having generated the prior image, the two optimization 

procedures, i.e, SART plus TV minimization, were performed. 

The whole reconstruction process was terminated when either 

the maximum iteration number was reached or the image 

difference before and after the SART procedure dropped 

below a given threshold. The SART image was used as the 

final reconstruction result.  

 

 

Figure 1: The spectral PICCS image reconstruction scheme. 

C. Computer Simulations 

We demonstrated the reconstruction scheme described in 

Section II.B with computer simulations. For simplicity, all 

simulations were performed in 2D, although the whole 

reconstruction scheme is readily applicable to 3D data. Two 

variants of the FORBILD head phantom [4] called Head-A 

and Head-B were used; see Figure 2. In Head-B, two elliptical 

disks of high attenuation coefficient were inserted. The two 

insertions had the same mass attenuation coefficients (MACs) 

as water, but they were 6 times denser. Therefore, the two 

insertions had 6 times the linear attenuation coefficients 

(LACs) of water. Head-B was designed to exaggerate the 

impact of beam hardening artifacts.  

Fan-beam projection data were generated using a simulation 

tool called DRASIM [5]. A full circular scan of radius 595 

mm was used. For each scan, 600 projections were generated.  

Both phantoms were virtually scanned using 140 kV and 500 

mAs. Four energy thresholds were applied for each scan, 

resulting in projection data for four energy thresholds and four 

energy bins, as listed in Table 1. The 1
st
 threshold energy 

range, [20, 140] keV, was used for generation of the prior 

images (i.e., full-spectrum images). The simulation counted in 

three x-ray interaction effects, including photoelectric, 

Compton and Rayleigh, but it assumed an ideal photon-

counting detector (i.e. charge sharing, k-escape and pulse-pile-

up effects were not modelled). 

 

Figure 2: Variants of the FORBILD head phantom. Left: Head-A. 

Right: Head-B. The two high-contrast elliptical disks in Head-B had 

the same MACs as water, but had 6 times the density of water.  

Table 1: Energy windows (in keV) used in simulation 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Threshold [20, 140] [50, 140] [80, 140] [110, 140] 

Bin [20, 50] [50, 80] [80, 110] [110, 140] 

III. RESULTS 

In this section, the spectral PICCS reconstruction results of 

Head-A and Head-B are compared to those reconstructed by 

the conventional FBP algorithm. Image quality assessment is 

provided via both visual inspection and quantitative metrics.   

A. Reconstruction Parameters 

For the spectral PICCS image reconstructions, c = 0.5 was 

used for Head-A and c = 0.8 was used for Head-B. The former 

value was chosen according to [6], whereas the latter value 

was selected so as to reduce the propagation of beam 

hardening artifacts. The final spectral PICCS images were 

obtained after 59 iterations. For the FBP image 

reconstructions, a smooth kernel was employed. All images 

were reconstructed using pixels of size 1 mm x 1mm.         

B. Visual Inspections 

The reconstruction results for Head-A are shown in Figure 3. 

Compared to the FBP images, significant noise reduction was 

observed in the spectral PICCS images. Each bin image had 

different LAC values, which represents the energy-selective 

LAC information. In addition, reduction of noise did not 

induce biases in LAC values in any spectral PICCS images, as 

shown by the profiles in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3: Reconstructed LACs of Head-A. Left: FBP; right: spectral 

PICCS. Top to bottom: bin-1 to bin-4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Head-A profiles along lines depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 5: Top: FBP full-spectrum image (left) and spectral PICCS 

bin-2 image (right) of Head-A. Display window: [0.20, 0.22] cm-1. 

Bottom: FBP full-spectrum image (left) and spectral PICCS bin-4 

image (right). Display window: [0.198,0.218] cm-1 of Head-B. 

In most cases, the spectral PICCS images presented noticeable 

advantages over the FBP full-spectrum images. For example, 

the PICCS bin-2 image of Head-A had better detectability of 

the central elliptical object, whereas the PICCS bin-4 image of 

Head-B had much less beam hardening artifacts; see Figure 5. 

Other observations were made. In bin 1, a good amount of 

detail remains missing in the spectral PICCS image. 

Additionally, high contrast edges in the spectral PICCS 

images were sharpened or even over shot, as evidenced in the 

plots of the profiles in Figure 4.   

 

Figure 6: Illustration for measurement of LAC and CNR. Green disk: 

foreground; yellow disk: background. 

C. Quantitative Evaluations 

For quantitative evaluations, two regions in Head-A were 

utilized; see Figure 6. The green disk was used as foreground, 

whereas the yellow disk was used as background. For both 

regions, the means and standard deviations (stds) of the LACs 

were measured, and the contrast-to-noise ratios (CNRs) were 

calculated.    
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Table 2: Measurements of LAC and CNR for FBP Images  

(Green: foreground - Yellow: background) 

 
Mean (cm-1) 

Contrast 
Std (cm-1) 

CNR 
Fore Back Fore Back 

Bin 1 0.3254 0.3225 0.0029 0.0072 0.0061 0.44 

Bin 2 0.2101 0.2081 0.0020 0.0010 0.0010 2.00 

Bin 3 0.1833 0.1816 0.0017 0.0012 0.0013 1.41 

Bin 4 0.1684 0.1668 0.0016 0.0015 0.0014 1.06 

 

Table 3: Measurements of LAC and CNR for spectral PICCS Images 

(Green: foreground - Yellow: background) 

 
Mean (cm-1) 

Contrast 
Std (cm-1) 

CNR 
Fore Back Fore Back 

Bin 1 0.3255 0.3226 0.0029 0.0027 0.0023 1.17 

Bin 2 0.2101 0.2081 0.0020 0.0006 0.0005 3.58 

Bin 3 0.1833 0.1816 0.0017 0.0006 0.0006 2.80 

Bin 4 0.1683 0.1668 0.0015 0.0008 0.0007 2.12 

 

 

The measurements for the FBP images and the PICCS images 

are listed in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.  As can been 

seen, the FBP bin images had almost identical LACs as the 

spectral PICCS bin images, demonstrating preservation of the 

energy-selective information. However, except in bin 1, noise 

was reduced to about half in the spectral PICCS images 

relative to the FBP bin images. Consequently, the CNR in the 

PICCS image was almost doubled compared to that of the 

FBP bin images.  

IV. DISCUSSION 

Significant noise reduction was achieved in the bin images 

such that the spectral PICCS images provided well-controlled 

noise and energy-selective information. As shown in Figure 5, 

the spectral PICCS algorithms may be also used to enhance 

low-contrast detectability as well as to reduce beam hardening 

artifacts. These results provide evidence that synthesizing the 

advantages of energy-selective information in bin images and 

good photons statistics in threshold images is possible, which 

adds freedom to the selection of bin width and location for 

PCCT. 

Another important feature of the proposed reconstruction 

approach is that the LAC values in the spectral PICCS images 

were not affected by the prior images, which is due to the 

SART procedure that enforced the data consistency. This 

feature is worth emphasizing, because one of the main 

advantages of PCCT is its potential for quantitative imaging. 

Besides the preserved LAC values, the spectral PICCS images 

showed sharper or over-shot edges in high-contrast objects 

than the FBP images. This was attributed by the smooth kernel 

employed by the FBP algorithm as well as the data 

consistency enforcement by the SART procedure. With 

sharpened edges, further dose reduction may be possible.  It 

was also observed that the spectral PICCS image of Head-A in 

bin 1 is no better than the FBP images. It is because there were 

simply not enough photons in bin 1. To avoid such results, 

careful attention should be paid to threshold design.   

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

In summary, we have applied the PICCS framework for PCCT 

image reconstruction. Image reconstructions were performed 

for each bin using the FBP full-spectrum images as a prior.  

Significant noise reduction was achieved. Quantitatively, 

compared to the FBP reconstruction results, the PICCS images 

in most of the bins yielded about half the noise and almost 

doubled the CNR.  

We will focus on the following aspects in the future. First, for 

different energy bins and applications, choices for 𝑐 are not 

well defined. For example, the empirical value 𝑐 = 0.8 was 

used in this work for Head-B, and the propagation of beam 

hardening artifacts from the FBP full-spectrum image was 

properly suppressed. However, we don’t know whether this is 

the optimal choice. We will try to understand the impact of the 

𝑐 value on the final reconstruction result more rigorously, 

which should be beneficial for novel application development. 

Second, in the current version, Equation (2) was solved as a 

constrained optimization problem. However, according to [6], 

this equation may be better solved as an unconstrained 

optimization problem.  Third, the current work is limited to 

computer simulations. Recently, a research prototype PCCT 

system [1] was installed at our lab. Applying the proposed 

approach to real PCCT data will be part of our future work. 
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A Novel Filtered Backprojection-Based Algorithm
for Sparse View CT Image Reconstruction

Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca Fahrig

Abstract—The limited number of projections causes view alias-
ing artifacts in filtered backprojection (FBP) CT reconstructions.
The view artifacts appear as streak artifacts or blurring in the
azimuthal direction. We propose an FBP-based algorithm using
a view aliasing free reconstruction to identify the structures
in projection spaces that may cause the artifacts. A feature
preserving interpolation in projection space is used to increase
the view sampling rate. The restored high frequency structures
are then added back to the view aliasing free reconstruction.
Numerical simulations show the proposed method reduces the
view aliasing artifacts for downsampling rates of 4 to 8, and
its mean absolute error is smaller than the linear interpolation
method.

Index Terms—CT, reconstruction, FBP, sparse view

I. INTRODUCTION

The reasons for CT scans with a small number of projections
are the limited detector readout rate or intentional radiation
dose reduction. Using total variation constrained iterative
reconstructions for view undersampled data has shown the
ability to provide good image quality, but usually has long
computation time [1], [2]. In addition, the iterative method
often relies on the piecewise constant regularization or a
prior image, which may cause additional difficulties when
interpreting the images [3].

In the conventional filtered backprojection (FBP) recon-
struction method, some high frequency structures that are
not supported by the angular sampling rate may cause view
undersampling artifacts. Several analytical methods based on
interpolation in projection space have also been proposed
[4]–[6]. The view interpolation can increase the number of
angular samples, but the shapes and the positions of some high
frequency structures may not be correct in the interpolated
projections. There are more advanced interpolation methods
called directional sinogram interpolation that generate more
projections by optimized double-orientation estimation in sino-
gram space and directional interpolation [5]. The challenge of
view interpolation based approaches is that the high frequency
structures may hide inside the total line integral of the whole
object. The interpolation methods usually match the changes
of the total line integral and ignore the small structures that
cause the view aliasing artifacts in the reconstruction.

In this paper, we describe a novel FBP based algorithm with
only a few iterations that reduces the view aliasing artifact in

M. Wu and R. Fahrig are with the Department of Radiology, Stanford
University, USA e-mail:mengwu@stanford.edu.

A. Maier and Q. Yang are with Pattern Recognition Lab, Friedrich-
Alexander University of Erlangen-Nrnberg, Germany.

This work is supported by Erlangen Graduate School in Advanced Optical
Technologies.
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Fig. 1: Schematic workflow of proposed algorithm.

the image reconstruction. Our approach starts with an FBP
reconstruction without view aliasing artifacts, and gradually
add reconstructions of the high frequency structures using a
feature-preserving interpolation. The restored high frequency
structures may have better accuracy in shape and position.

II. METHODS

Only one pass of interpolation of the total line integral
(sinogram) cannot accurately increase angular sampling rate
of all structures or completely remove view aliasing artifacts.
Moreover, the small structures that are more likely to cause
artifacts are often difficult to recognize in the total line integral
of the whole object. Therefore, identification and separation
of those small structures may help to increase the accuracy of
interpolation. The proposed algorithm has the following main
steps:

1. Reconstruct images without view aliasing artifacts.
2. Extract high frequency structures in projection space.
3. Feature preserving interpolation in projection space.
4. Restore high frequency structures.
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The schematic workflow of the proposed algorithm is shown
in Figure 1. In the following sections, we will describe each
step in details.

A. Reconstruct images without view aliasing artifacts

The first task is to reconstruction an image that does not
have view aliasing artifacts. In other word, the image will have
locally highest resolution that is support by the scan angular
sampling rate. In the CT scan, the Nyquist angular sampling
rate is not uniform over the entire axial plane. The Nyquist
angular sampling rate at the center of the rotation is much
lower than that at the edge of the FOV.

Assuming a parallel beam geometry, the point at distant s
from the center of rotation has corresponding spatial frequency
spaced by ∆v = 1

2s . For fixed scan angular sampling spacing
∆β, the proper detector radial sampling spacing ∆R satisfies

1

2∆R
·∆β = ∆v. (1)

Thus, for this image point, the supported minimum radial
samples spacing is

∆̃R =
∆β

2∆v
= s ·∆β. (2)

To avoid view aliasing, the image has to be reconstructed with
different radial sample spacing according to the distance from
the center of rotation. This is, as we move away from the center
of rotation, the image should be reconstructed at progressively
lower resolution (or frequency).

The acquired detector data usually has much higher sam-
pling rate than the maximum supported radial frequency. Thus,
the high frequency components of the projection data have to
be cut off before the backprojection to generate a view aliasing
free reconstruction. The FBP reconstruction can be written as

g(~x) =
∑ 1

l2(~x)
B((w · y(u, β)) ∗ h, β)∆β, (3)

where g(~x) denotes reconstructed image at position ~x; y(u, β)
denotes the logged projection data at lateral position u and
angle β; w denotes a cosine and short scan weighting factor; h
denotes the ramp filter; B denotes the backprojection operator;
l(~x) denotes the magnification factor. To adaptively change
the frequency rate, we can split the ramp filter into several
frequency segments, and combine the frequency segments
of the filtered projections according to the position of the
reconstructed point as

g(~x) =
∑

ci(~x)
∑ 1

l2(~x)
B((w · y(u, β)) ∗ hi, β)∆β, (4)

where hi denotes the ith frequency segment of ramp filter
with the center frequency of the segment fi; ci(~x) denotes the
combining weight of the ith frequency segment of the filtered
projection for image position ~x. To have a smooth transition,
we calculated the combining weights using

ci(~x) =
1

1 + exp(10(fi · ∆̃R − 1))
, (5)

where ∆̃R is calculated by Eqn. (2) using ~x. In this work,
we split the ramp filter using eight triangle functions. Figure

Fig. 2: Frequency split of the ramp filter and resulting filters
at the different reconstruction positions.

Fig. 3: An example of view aliasing free reconstruction with
view downsampling rate 8. Display window [-750 750] HU.

2 shows frequency split of the ramp filter and resulting filter
at the different reconstruction positions. Figure 3 shows an
example of view aliasing free reconstruction. The resolution
at center is much higher than the resolution at the boundary.
Note that, there are no streak artifacts because there is no view
aliasing.

B. Extract aliasing structures in the projection space

The view aliasing free image provides the knowledge of the
structures that are supported by the current angular sampling
rate. The view aliasing free image can also be used to
extract the high frequency structures that may cause view
aliasing artifacts. Since we cannot restore those high frequency
structures in the image space for given scan data, we need
to extract and upsample in the projection space. To extract
the projection of the high frequency structures, we simply
subtract the projections of the view aliasing free image from
the measured data. The remaining signals after the subtraction
are the source of the view aliasing artifacts in the FBP
reconstruction.

C. Feature preserving interpolation

After extracting the projections of the structures that may
cause view aliasing artifacts, we can use interpolation to
increase the angular sampling rate of those structures in
projection space. In the interpolation, we assume the shapes
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of the structures in the projections do not change significantly
in adjacent views. The differences between two adjacent
projections are modeled as motions of structures caused by
view angle changes. Moreover, when the angular difference
is small, the movement of the position of one structure on
the sinogram is linear. Based on those two assumptions,
we proposed a feature preserving interpolation to up-sample
the sinogram. For each pair of adjacent projections, both
forward and backward motion estimation is conducted with a
correlation measurement as in [7]. The interpolated projections
may have the more accurate shapes and positions of the high
frequency structures to compensate for the streak and blurring
artifacts caused by view aliasing.

The feature preserving interpolation process finds similar
local structures in two adjacent projections, and replicates
those structures in the interpolated projection. Mathematically,
the interpolation can by expressed as

ỹ(u,
β1 + β2

2
) =

y(u− t, β1) + y(u+ t, β2)

2
, (6)

where ỹ(u, β1+β2

2 ) denotes the pixel u of the interpolated
projection at angle β1+β2

2 . t denotes the motion of structures
that is calculated by

t = argmin‖y(Nu−t, β1)− y(Nu+t, β1)‖1, (7)

where Nu−t denotes the indices of the neighboring pixels
of u − t. The feature preserving interpolation looks for the
symmetric shift t that has minimum l1 distance between two
local structures. The search range of t is determined by the
downsampling rate and system geometry. For an interpolated
view that is not equidistant between measured views, the
motions of the structures are also assumed to be linear with
respect to the angle of the interpolated view as

ỹ(u,αβ1 + (1− α)β2) =

α · y(u− 2(1− α)t, β1) + (1− α) · y(u+ 2αt, β2),
(8)

where 0 < α < 1 denotes an arbitrary interpolation fraction.

D. Restore high frequency structures
With the interpolated projection of the high frequency struc-

tures, the FBP reconstruction using the upsampled projections
has fewer view aliasing artifacts from these structures. The
reconstructed high frequency structures image can be directly
added back to the aliasing free image from step (a) to proved
the final reconstruction.

However, the feature preserving interpolation may still
ignore some small structures in the extracted high frequency
structures in projection space. The errors in the interpolation
may appear as streak artifacts in the FBP reconstruction. Note
that, since they are caused by even smaller structures, the
magnitudes of the artifacts are also smaller than the correctly
restored structures. We propose to apply a soft thresholding
before adding to the aliasing free reconstruction. The steps
(b)-(d) can be repeated for 2-3 iterations to adaptively restore
the high frequency structures. Figure 4 shows restored high
frequency structures using direct and adaptive approaches. The
adaptive approach has much fewer streak artifacts added to the
view aliasing free image.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: FBP restored high frequency structures using direct (a)
and adaptive (b) approaches. Display window [-250 250] HU.

III. SIMULATIONS

We tested the proposed algorithm using two CT system
geometries. The first one is Siemens SOMATOM 32 row
clinical CT scanner for a thorax scan, which has 721 views
over 232 degrees. The curved detector pixel spacing is 1.407
mm in the latitudinal direction. The second one is Siemens
Artis Zeego C-arm CT scanner for a head scan, which has
496 views over 210 degrees. The flat panel detector with 2x2
binning has pixel spacing of 0.3 mm in the lateral direction.

The polychromatic projection data were simulated using
modified XCAT numerical phantoms. Poisson noise was added
to the simulated data to test the robustness of the proposed
algorithm. The views were downsampled by 6 and 8 for the
SOMATOM data, and by 4 and 6 for the Zeego data. We
compared the proposed algorithm with the linear sinogram
interpolation method.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 5 shows reconstruction results of the linear interpo-
lation and the proposed methods. The top two rows used 121
projections (downsampled by 6) of the thorax phantom, and
the bottom two rows used 124 projections (downsample by 4)
of the head phantom. The proposed method using adaptively
merged images has fewer streak artifacts in both test cases. The
errors in the azimuthal directions are smaller than are seen in
images generated using the linear interpolation method. The
proposed methods generated more errors in the radial direction
caused by the shifting in the interpolation.

Mean absolute errors of the reconstructions with different
downsampling rates are summarized in Table I. The proposed
method using the adaptive restored image has smaller mean
absolute error, which agrees with visual results in Figure
5. Moreover, higher downsampling rates cause large errors
because of the additional missing data and noise. We have
tested the proposed method with noisier data; the interpolation
is robust to noise. Denoising methods such as bilateral filter
may be applied in the reconstruction process.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we described a novel FBP-based algorithm for
sparse view CT reconstruction. Numerical simulation showed
that the proposed method reduces streak artifacts and az-
imuthal blurring caused by sparse views. The total reconstruc-
tion time of the proposed method is about 2-4 times that of
normal FBP reconstruction using full views. This algorithm
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5: Reconstruction results of the liner interpolation and the proposed methods. Column (a) top: FBP reconstruction without
view downsampling (ground truth); (a) bottom: FBP reconstruction of downsampled data. Column (b) linear interpolation
method and difference with the ground truth. Column (c) proposed method using directly merged image and difference with
the ground truth. Column (d) proposed method using adaptive merged image and difference with the ground truth. The display
window for reconstruction is [-750 750] HU; and for difference image is [-250 250] HU.

TABLE I: Mean absolute errors (in HU) of the reconstructions
with different downsampling rates.

Phantom Linear interpolation Direct merge Adaptive merge

Thorax by 6 26 24 19

Thorax by 8 34 32 23.5

Head by 4 15 13 12

Head by 6 24.5 21 18

may be used when reconstruction time is critical, frame rate
is limited and/or dose reduction via reduction in number of
views is desired. Comparison with iterative algorithms is the
subject of future work.
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A Method for Synthesizing Panoramic Image from
Cone-beam CT projection

Ji Zhao, Zhiqiang Chen*, Li Zhang, Xin Jin

Abstract—A new method for synthesizing panoramic radio-
graphs from dental CT data is presented. The method is based
on the principles of panoramic radiography to choose x-ary
projection along normals to the medial axis of the dental arch.
And it produces less superimposition of other structures with an
angle restrain. Compared to a conventional CBCT panoramic
radiograph, the method avoids the large amount of calculation
in CT reconstruction and integration in conventional methods.
It’s particularly suited to synthesize the panoramic radiograph
from truncated CBCT projection data for ROI reconstuction, in
which situation conventional methods call for a very challenging
whole-object CT reconstuction step.

Index Terms—Panoramic Image Reconstuction, Cone-beam
CT, Angle Restrain

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE its introduction in 1949, the panoramic image is
one of the most commonly used radiographic examina-

tions in dentistry, owing to its evaluation area that includes
overall anatomical information of teeth and jaw in a single
image[1][2][3]. However, these conventional panoramic radio-
graphs have some drawbacks including: geometric distortion,
poor image quality, and limited viewing area.

Recently, high resolution and low dose CT have come to
be applied in clinical stomatology, synthesizing panoramic
radiographs from these CT images has become an important
function of these CT systems[4][5]. After a cone-beam CT
(CBCT) scan, a panoramic image is usually available as
a fundamental image used to identify a specific region of
interest.

The conventional workflow shown in [6] to reconstruct a
reformatted image compared to conventional panoramic dental
radiographs is: firstly, a three-dimensional CT reconstruction
on the dental area is done; secondly, the user or the computer
[7] draws a curved line on an axial image of the jaw; finally,
the program integrates along the direction perpendicular to
this curved line with a user-specified thickness. However,
it’s time-consuming to do large amount of calculation in CT
reconstruction and integration. In this work we proposed a
novel method with angle restrain for panoramic reconstruction
in CBCT. It projects the CT projection data onto the teeth arch
with angle restrain, and doesn’t need CT reconstruction.

This work was supported by a grant from the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 11235007) and a Tsinghua University Independent
Research Project Grant, “Research on Key Technologies and CT Reconstruc-
tion methods of multi-energy X-ray imaging”.

All authors are with the Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua Uni-
versity, Beijing 100084, China and Key Laboratory of Particle and Radiation
Imaging (Tsinghua University), Ministry of Education, Beijing 100084, China
(Corresponding author: Zhiqiang Chen, czq@tsinghua.edu.cn)

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our
devices and methods for reconstruction of panoramic image.
Section 3 presents the experimental results and analysis. In the
end the feature of this method are discussed.

II. THEORY AND METHODS

A. System geometry

In the CBCT system, an X-ray tube and flat panel detector
are fixed to a rotating gantry. The CT scan yields a stack
of images corresponding to cross-sections through the object
under study. In this paper, a small size and off-center detector
is placed symmetrically, covering only half of the scanning
object in each scanning angle. To complete data set, a full
scan of 360 is needed using off-center detector scanning
geometry. This geometry can achieve a larger transverse FOV
and is useful in cost and dose reduction. Because of the
detector size, the projection data is truncated sometimes and
the reconstruction is challenging.

Fig. 1. Scanning geometry of oral CBCT with symmetrically off-center small
size detector.

The conventional dental panoramic radiography equipment
also consists of a horizontal rotating arm which holds an X-ray
source and a moving detector arranged at opposed extremities.
The process of image formation is known as tomography.
Tomography, or body section radiography, is a radiographic
method that allows a single layer or section of the body to
be imaged whilst at the same time blurring out the shadows
of superimposed structures from other layers. In the case of
panoramic radiography, the curved plane in which structures
are most clearly seen is called the focal trough or image plane.
The height of that beam covers the mandibles and the maxilla
regions, and the X-ray source is collimated toward the film
to give a beam shaped as a vertical blade with a width of
4-7 mm. The motion trajectory of the source and detector is
not a simple circle as CBCT. There are different solutions for
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moving the arm, trying to maintain constant distance between
the teeth to the film and generator and project the teeth arch
as orthogonally as possible.

B. Reconstruction methods

A reference curve line along the teeth arch is needed
to reconstruct panoramic image. The conventional dental
panoramic radiography equipment has a fixed trajectory. But
it is impossible to select an ideal one as the anatomy varies
very much from person to person. To obtain higher image
quality, we need to refine the curve. Li. et.al proposed an
exact method to synthesize parallel-beam projections from
cone-beam projections [8],which can be used to reconstruct
the parallel-beam projection image along the Z-axis. We can
use the projection image from the overhead view as a reference
to refine the curve line.

The collimation of the panoramic radiography equipment
means that, while rotating, the X-rays project only a limited
portion of the anatomy onto the film at any given instant. So
every tooth is crossed by rays roughly parallel to the teeth
archs norm direction, shown in Fig2a. This procedure can be
simulated by projecting the detected ray data to the teeth arch
surface in a limited angle range approximately vertical to the
arch, shown in Fig.2b.

We use P (u, v) to represent the projection data , Pdata

to represent panoramic reconstruction data , ω to represent
a weight variable, and v, u, zp,OD,OP as shown in Fig2b.

Firstly,

Pdata = 0 (1)
ω = 0 (2)

Secondly, for every selected angle

λscale =
OD

OPcosφ
(3)

v = zpλscale (4)
u = ODcosφλscale (5)
Pdata + = P (u, v) cosψ (6)
ω + = cosψ (7)

Finally, after all angles are done, normalize the projection
data

Pdata =
Pdata

ω
(8)

However, there are some rays crossing two teeth or more, a
white triangle shown as an example in Figs 3a, which causes
image overlapped. To overcome this disadvantage, we simplify
the teeth line as a convex curve, marked by yellow color in
Fig3b, which means the ray intersecting line-segment AB will
have only one cross-point with the yellow curve. Choose the
ray intersecting line-segment AB and as orthogonal to the teeth
arch as possible. The angle range can be specified by the user.

In conclusion, our method can be described by the following
four steps:

1) Teeth arch localization: It can be fixed for all data
acquisition like conventional panoramic radiograph and its also
ok to refine it manually to get higher quality.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The blue curve is the teeth arch line, the red line is the norm
direction, and the green triangle represents the range of selected rays (b)The
yellow rectangle represents the detector , point O is the source, point P is a
point on the teeth line , ψ represents the angle between OP and the norm line
of the teeth line, OD represents the norm line of the detector plane, and φ
represents the angle between OP and OD, zp perpendicular to x-y plane.

2) Ray selection: Choose the ray intersecting line-segment
AB and as orthogonal to the teeth arch as possible.

3) Projection: Project the CT data to the teeth arch along the
chosen ray. This step can be accelerated by texture mapping
in GPU.

4) Normalization: Normalize the data in equation (8).

C. GPU acceleration

It is easy to parallelize the proposed algorithm. For every
point, ray selection, projection and normalization can be
calculated in a single thread.

And the CT data is read-only, thus the texture catch can
be utilized to speed up the calculation. The CT projection
data can be treated as texture to be mapped on the teeth arch
surface according to the projection geometric. For example,
the OpenGL’s evaluator of Bilinear Bezier surface could be
used to generate texture mapping from CT projection images.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The experimentation is done on a real CT scan of human
teeth. The distance between source and axis is 495mm, and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) The red ray cross two teeth (b) The yellow line is a convex
curve, which means the ray intersecting line-segment AB will have only one
cross-point with the yellow curve.

between the detector and the source is 750mm. The detector
pixel width is 0.1mm.

The image shown in fig4a is the experimental result without
removing overlap, and the angle range is 1 degree. Fig4b, c
and d show the results for angle range is 30 degree, 5 degree,
1.2 degree after removing overlap.

From the results, we can conclude, removing overlap is an
obvious improvement of the image quality. The less angle
range is, the less blur occurs. But there are more noise as
the angular range decreases, a non-local denosing method can
be used to suppress the noise to make the dental structure
clearer.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a projection algorithm with angle
restrain for panoramic reconstruction in CBCT. It projects the
CT projection data onto the teeth arch with angle restrain,
and doesn’t need CT reconstruction. So the method avoids
the large amount of calculation in CT reconstruction and
integration in conventional methods, and is particularly suited
to synthesize the panoramic radiograph from truncated CBCT
projection data for ROI reconstuction, in which situation
conventional methods call for a very challenging whole-object
CT reconstuction step.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. (a)The experimental result without removing overlap, the angle range
is 1 degree. (b), (c) and (d) are the results for angle range of 30 degree, 5
degree, 1.2 degree respectively after removing overlap.Simulation results.

It is easy to parallelize our algorithm, and we can use the
texture catch to speed up the calculation. In the method, the
teeth arch can be fixed for every data acquisition, the same
as the conventional dental panoramic radiography equipment.
And its also ok to refine it manually to get higher quality.
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Abstract— The problem of extending the lateral field of view 

of cone-beam CT systems arises in diverse applications, ranging 
from small animal imaging to radiation therapy (RT) imaging 
and dental CBCT. The well-known method of using the displaced 
detector allows for the extension of the field of view roughly in 
two times. The method of translational shift of the detector allows 
for larger extensions but suffers from deterioration of image 
quality at large angles. An alternative approach would be to move 
the entire gantry in the axial plane so that a larger area could be 
covered with the given detector. One of the examples of such 
geometry is provided by the spiral motion of the gantry in the 
axial plane. Here one can extend the field of view in several times. 
So far only iterative image reconstruction algorithms have been 
used in this setting. However, in many important applications it 
would be more practical to apply faster algorithms. We propose 
such an algorithm and evaluate it with computer-generated data. 
The method suggested makes the use of our earlier work on 
backprojection-and-filtering (BPF) algortihms. The results of the 
present study can be applied for 3D image reconstruction in any 
similar geometry with the movable gantry. 
 

Index Terms—Cone-beam reconstruction, field of view, gantry, 
backprojection and filtering, novel CT geometries.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In CT, the lateral size of the detector limits the field of view in 
the axial plane. There were a few attempts made to extend the 
field of view for a given detector size. The most known 
method is to set the detector off the beam axis and rotate over 
2π. As the result of such scanning, the "displaced detector" (or 
"half-beam") data allow to extend the field of view almost 
twice [1]. This method is routinely used in radiation therapy 
(RT) imaging, breast imaging, and dental cone-beam CT [2-4]. 
Another approach was developed in industrial tomography, 
where the systems with the translation motion of detectors 
have been used. This method works especially well with the 
systems having a stationary gantry and the rotating object [5]. 
By consequential translation of the detector, the field of view 
can be significantly extended. Both aforementioned methods 
have limitations. The displaced detector will hardly allow for 
the extension of the field of view more than twice, whereas the 
translation method suffers from deterioration of image quality 
at larger ray angles. To avoid these limitations, a method 
which combines the advantages of both but shows no their 
drawbacks is suggested. This method  
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is based on moving the entire gantry in the axial plane. Several 
different geometries are feasible here. For instance, by moving 
the axis of rotation along a spiral curve, it is possible to 
achieve a substantial coverage of the field of view with a 
smaller detector (see Fig. 1). The motion and therefore the 
coverage are limited here by the source-to-object and detector-
to-object distances. The number of the spiral turns has to be 
chosen so that to cover the required field of view. This 
geometry allows to extend the field of view in several times. 
However, the x rays will inevitably pass through overlapping 
areas. Besides the concern for extra radiation received by the 
patient, the care should be taken of minimization of artifacts 
caused by the redundant data. So far, only attempts to apply 
iterative image reconstruction algorithms have been made. 
Indeed, an  iterative algorithm based on the discretization of 
the underlying inverse problem deals well with redundancy. 
The overlapping areas are described by additional equations of 
the algebraic system which is resolved by the algorithm. 
Despite the success of iterative methods, the use of faster 
algorithms is of interest in most clinical applications. This 
paper is focused on the development of such an algorithm. 
Because filtering in the projection space seems a problem, we 
resort to the help of a backprojection and filtering (BPF) 
algorithm which was proposed in our earlier work. The 
application of the algorithm to computer-generated data 
demonstrates the feasibility of the approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

Extended View Cone-Beam Reconstruction 
With A Movable Gantry 

Andrei V. Bronnikov 

 
Fig. 1.  Schematics of the geometry with a movable gantry. Two positions of 
the axis of rotation are shown (dashed lines). The axis moves along the spiral 
curve in the XY plane. During this motion the beam intersects different parts 
of the object, covering the extended field of view. The detector can be 
significantly smaller than the extended field of view. 
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II. THEORY 
Let the axis of rotation of our imaging system move along a 

spiral curve, as shown in Fig. 2. Obviously, this geometry 
allows to cover an extended field of view, which can be 
several times larger than the lateral size of the detector. Note 
that though the areas irradiated from each direction are 
adjacent, it is impossible just to combine the partial projections 
into one large projection because of the divergence of the 
beam and different distances from the object. The data fusion 
would be a cure in parallel-beam geometry, but the cone-beam 
setting requires to process each projection separately. Three 
problems arise here: 

(1) The projections are severely truncated; 

(2) The overlap areas are of different sizes and shapes; 

(3) Various amount of projection data contributes to each 
image point. 

The problem (3) can be modeled by the set (r) describing the 
angles of projections which contribute to image point r. The 
length of the arc from which this point is seen is the integral 
over (r). Ideally, it should be equal to 2π and needs to be the 
same at each image point. However, it is not the case here 
because of unequal contributions from the spiral curve. There 
is no guarantee that all points will receive equal contributions, 
but we can calculate their relative weights as the function of r 
and scale the image by the factor  


)(max .)(

r
dra   

The problem (2) with the overlapping projections can be 
resolved by applying a weighting function which takes care of 
doubling the contributions in the overlapping areas. The 
problem (1) is severe. The truncation of projections would 
cause problems for filtering. In the displaced detector 
approach, the truncation problem is resolved by combining 
opposite projections and weighting overlapped data in the 
filtering process. It is harder to implement a similar solution 
here because of the complex structure of overlaps. In general, 
it is not an easy task to perform artifact-free filtering of 
severely truncated partial projections. To resolve this problem, 
we need to find a way to process all the truncated projections 
as a whole, applying a sole smooth operator.  

Considering the aforementioned problems with filtering and 
a complex structure of the overlapping areas, we come to the 
conclusion that the application of a filtered backprojection 
algorithm seems not straightforward in this case. Therefore we 
suggest first to apply a backprojection operator to the data and 
then filter the backprojection image. Our conjecture is that the 
backprojection should take care of all the truncation and 
redundancy problems, so that the filter would not reveal any 
irregularities. This idea is based on the observation that the 
linear backprojection operator can always be split into partial 
backprojections, while the superposition of them is a smooth 
backprojection image ready to be filtered. In our case it is 
obvious how to split the backprojection because the data come 
in chunks of partial projections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. ALGORITHM 
As was explained above, to eliminate the influences of the 

truncation and overlap, restore the smoothness and therefore 
enable the application of the filter, we suggest first 
backprojecting the data. To this end, we resort to the results of 
[6], where a cone-beam reconstruction algorithm in the form of 
backprojection and filtering (BPF) has been previously 
derived. Note that the BPF algorithm proposed in [6] applies 
no weighting in the axial plane and therefore it perfectly suits 
our problem with multiple source-detector pairs. Using the 
BPF approach, the reconstruction algorithm for our problem 
can be written as such: 

Step 1. Weighted backprojection 

 

 

 

where  

 g stands for the projection data;  

   is the projection angle; vector s is the source path;  

 r=(x,y,z)T; R is the source-to-axis distance;  

 fb  is the backprojection image;  

and the weighting function responsible for eliminating the 
effects of overlapping is 



 


otherwise

overlaprif
rW

,1
),(,2/1
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Step 2. Filtering   

)()()( rfrhrf b , 

where f is the reconstructed 3D image, h is the filter function 
as in [6], and the double sign denotes the 2D convolution in the 
axial plane. 

Fig. 2.  Imaging geometry in the axial plane. Three angular positions of the x-
ray beams for 0, 2π and 4π are shown (and these are the three different gantry 
positions). Note the irregular overlapping areas (shown in gray). The gantry 
moves along a spiral curve, allowing for the complete scan over 4π. 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
The proposed algorithm has been applied to the computer-

generated data of the Shepp-Logan phantom. The lateral size 
of the detector was set to 22 cm, whereas the side of the 
reconstructed image was 52 cm. The extension of the field of 
view was more than triple. The parameters of the spiral curve 
and the angular sampling were chosen in such a way that 
allowed to compute 3600 projections over 4π. Reconstructions 
from these projections are shown in Fig. 3. Here we see that 
the use of the weighting functions a(r) and W(r,) is crucial for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

artifact-free reconstruction. The proposed algorithm ensures 
accurate reconstruction with no visible artifacts. The method 
described in this paper is not restricted to the particular type of 
geometry and can be used with any similar system based on 
the application of a movable gantry. The novelty of the 
mathematical approach lies in the use of the backprojection 
operator to efficiently eliminate all the effects of data 
truncation and redundancy. The novel geometry of the spiral 
motion of the gantry may serve well in many applications 
where the extended field of view is required. 
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                  (a)                                        (b) 
 
Fig. 3. The Shepp-Logan phantom. (a) A slice from the standard BPF 
reconstruction (no application of special weighting); (b) Reconstruction by the 
proposed algorithm. Note that the standard backprojection already solves the 
truncation problem, but only application of functions a(r) and W(r,) 
eliminates the artifacts caused by the data redundancy. 
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Abstract— RayTracer is an X-ray imaging system simulator 

developed by the author at Reveal Imaging. It is designed to 

assist development of X-ray imaging systems at various design 

stages, as well as for image processing and reconstruction 

algorithms. Its usefulness has been demonstrated during 

development of several different security imaging computed 

tomography (CT) and non-rotational X-ray scanners, resulting in 

engineering validation and image quality improvements. 

RayTracer provides raw data for scanners prior to their actual 

manufacture, allowing study of how various hardware changes 

affect final image quality and permitting inexpensive 

development and testing of the image processing and 

reconstruction algorithms. This paper describes several potential 

applications of RayTracer and compares simulated data to raw 

data obtained using metrics based on existing image quality 

standards for actual security imaging systems.  

 
Index Terms— X-ray imaging system simulator, product 

design, image processing algorithms, image quality, security 

imaging systems.  

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

AYTRACER is an adaptable set of software tools that can 

be used to model various X-ray systems. General X-ray 

systems that are compatible with RayTracer include: fixed 

source and detection elements with objects moving in straight 

lines, rotating source and detection elements with fixed 

objects, rotating source and detection elements with objects 

moving in straight lines orthogonal to the plane of rotation of 

the source, rotating source and detection elements moving in 

the direction orthogonal to the plane of rotation of the source 

with fixed objects. 

To simulate an X-ray system using RayTracer, a user 

defines the parameters of the system using several input files 

describing: the geometric layout of detection elements of the 

system; the source X-ray spectrum; parameters (geometric and 

physical) of objects to be simulated; motion vectors describing 

the motion of the X-ray source and the objects; and other 

parameters related to system filters and channels.  

 

 
Manuscript submitted on January 13, 2015.  

S. A. Soloviev is with the Reveal Imaging division of Leidos, 900 

Technology Park Drive, Billerica, MA 01821 USA (phone: 978-313-5078; 
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II. SIMULATION PROCESS, INPUT AND OUTPUT 

This section contains a general description of the simulation 

process, from input source spectra to A/D counts.  

 

A. Basic Processing Steps 

Basic processing steps could be described in the following 

pseudo-code:  

 
for   (temporal step = 1:end) 

for   (array element = 1:end) 

for   (ray per element = 1:end) 

        attenuation <- 0; 

for   (object = 1:end) 

find  

intersection of ray & object: thickness 

use  

thickness to calculate x-ray attenuation 

sum  

attenuation across objects, rays 

end 

end 

process  

attenuated x-ray intensity through  

element channel parameters to get A/D counts 

end 

end 

 

B. X-ray Source Model 

An X-ray system’s source spectrum can be directly 

measured and then supplied to RayTracer in an input text file, 

or it can be computed using any X-ray source modeling tool 

such as SpekCalc, a program for calculating the X-ray 

emission spectra from tungsten anodes [1], or XSPECW2 [2]. 

For modeling heel effect in multi-row CT systems, several 

anode angle-dependent source spectra should be used. 

 

Focal Spot Size 

X-ray source focal spot size is modeled in RayTracer by 

defining the extent of the best-fit rectangle in the projected 

view of the anode surface looking back from the exit port 

where the X-ray emission from the anode surface falls to 

about 20% of the average emission.  

 

 System Inherent Filtration  

The X-ray source may include several materials of various 

thicknesses placed between the tungsten target within the tube 

and the source’s exit port. These materials attenuate (i.e., 

filter) the X-ray intensity spectrum as generated by the X-ray 

A Highly Adaptable X-ray Imaging System 

Simulator 

Serge A. Soloviev 
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tube at the tungsten target surface. The total filtration resulting 

from all these layers is defined as the source inherent 

filtration.  

 

C. Object Model 

Each object is modeled by precisely defining its material, 

geometric shape, three-dimensional (3D) location and 

orientation. To model the attenuation properties of various 

materials and compounds, RayTracer uses the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database of 

mass attenuation coefficients for 92 elements and 48 various 

materials [3]. Mixtures and compounds that are not in the 

database can be modeled if their densities and precise 

chemical compositions are known, as follows [3]: 

 

𝜇/𝜌 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝜇/𝜌)𝑖                      
𝑁
𝑖=1 (1) 

 

where 𝑤𝑖  is the fraction by weight of the i-th atomic 

constituent, and (𝜇/𝜌)𝑖 values are from NIST database.  

If a polychromatic beam is used, object attenuation can be 

described using well-known formulas such as [4]: 

 

𝐼(𝑥) = ∫ 𝐼0(𝐸)𝑒−𝜇(𝐸)𝑥𝑑𝐸               (2) 

 

where 𝑥 = 𝜌𝐿 is mass thickness, 𝐼0(𝐸) is incident spectrum, 

𝐼(𝑥) is the output transmission spectrum, and 𝜇(𝐸) is the 

linear attenuation coefficient of the material.  

 

Modeling Complex Shapes 

 Basic shapes supported by RayTracer include 3D shapes 

that have a precise mathematical description, such as 

ellipsoids, cylinders, and parallelepipeds. To model objects 

that have more complex shapes, such as holes or objects 

within objects, a combined description in terms of basic 

shapes is created and supplied to RayTracer in an XML file. 

The combined effect on the spectra can be described by the 

following equation [4]: 

 

𝐼(𝑥) =  ∫ 𝐼0(𝐸) 𝑒− ∑ 𝜇𝑖
𝑖 (𝐸)𝑥𝑑𝐸          (3) 

 

 

Determining Thickness 

RayTracer provides an analytical solution for determining 

thickness by computing the intersection of each ray with each 

shape. As an example of computing an intersection of a ray 

with an ellipsoid, the ray can be defined by an initial point 

(𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1), while the direction vector (𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦, 𝑑𝑧) can be 

defined using well-known coordinate geometry textbook 

formulas [5]: 

 

𝑥 = 𝑥1 + 𝑢(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 

                                      𝑦 = 𝑦1 + 𝑢(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)         (4) 

𝑧 = 𝑧1 + 𝑢(𝑧2 − 𝑧1) 

 

Consider the coordinate transformation 𝑝′ = 𝑅𝑝 + 𝑇 (where R 

and T are rotation and translation matrixes) into a coordinate 

system in which an ellipsoid is axis-aligned and given by [5]:  

 

                      (
𝑥−𝑥3

𝑟𝑥
)

2
+ (

𝑦−𝑦3
𝑟𝑦

)
2

+ (
𝑧−𝑧3

𝑟𝑧
)

2
= 1              (5) 

 

To find an intersection of a ray with an ellipsoid, equations (4) 

can be substituted into equation (5). A quadratic equation is 

thus obtained, which can be further solved for the case of two 

intersections (𝐷 > 0), or one intersection (𝐷 = 0):  

 

𝑎𝑢2 + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑐 = 0 
 

where 

 

               𝑎 =  
(𝑥2−𝑥1)2

𝑟𝑥
2 +

(𝑦2−𝑦1)2

𝑟𝑦
2 +

(𝑧2−𝑧1)2

𝑟𝑧
2   

               𝑏 = 2 (
(𝑥1−𝑥3)(𝑥2−𝑥1)

𝑟𝑥
2 +

(𝑦1−𝑦3)(𝑦2−𝑦1)

𝑟𝑦
2 +

(𝑧1−𝑧3)(𝑧2−𝑧1)

𝑟𝑧
2 )  

               𝑐 =  
(𝑥1−𝑥3)2

𝑟𝑥
2 +

(𝑦1−𝑦3)2

𝑟𝑦
2 +

(𝑧1−𝑧3)2

𝑟𝑧
2   

               𝐷 =  𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐  

 

Finally, the resulting intersection points are transformed 

back to the original coordinate system, solving the problem.  

 Derivation of the intersections of a ray with other 3D shapes 

follows the same method described for finding an intersection 

of a ray with an ellipsoid described above.  

 

Computing Multiple Rays 

The transmitted and absorbed spectra through each object 

are computed for each simulated X-ray. RayTracer models 

several rays between the X-ray source and each detection 

element to account for blurring due to the finite size of the 

focal spot and each detection element. Each ray is given a 

weight corresponding to the measured distribution of the 

radiation intensity within the system’s focal spot. There is a 

trade-off between the number of rays needed to account for 

hardware limitations on the system resolution (due to the 

system geometry) and the computational speed. An example 

of a model using five rays to account for the hardware 

limitations mentioned above is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  A model using several rays from the focal spot to 

the detector element to account for hardware limitations.  

 

The following assumptions are used in computing the rays 

in Fig. 1. The central ray location is defined between the focal 

spot center and each detection element center. The four other 

rays are located between four opposite corners of the X-ray 

spot and the corresponding corners of the detector element, 

assuming that detector element surface is orthogonal to the 

central X-ray.  
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Modeling Motion of X-ray Source and Detection Elements 

Because the input parameters only define the initial location 

of X-ray source and each detection element, the location of 

each ray change with time. A description of the “motion 

vectors” in the system is supplied to RayTracer in a text file. 

The motion of the X-ray source and detector array is further 

computed; for example, for a rotational CT system, the 

dependence of source and detector array location on time is 

derived in a number of publications [6, 7].  

 

D. Scintillation, Amplifier and A/D counts 

Each channel can be characterized by its overall gain from 

X-ray photons to A/D counts. The overall gain is a product of 

a sequence of gains. For example, scintillator gain is defined 

as the ratio of the number of “green” photons to the unit 

energy input. The amplifier gain is defined as the analog 

voltage at the output to the integrated charge on the feedback 

capacitor, as shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Sequence of data processing steps required to obtain 

A/D counts in each channel. 

 

Noise Model 

RayTracer’s noise model contains quantization noise to 

represent A/D counts or the number of photons as unsigned 

integers. Uniform noise is used for modeling the amplifier 

noise, while Gaussian noise is used for modeling the photon 

statistics noise.  

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Before an X-ray scanner is manufactured, RayTracer can be 

used to confirm analytical calculations on image quality [8]; to 

predict system performance; and to test changes and 

improvements to system design, image processing and 

algorithms. After the scanner is manufactured, RayTracer can 

be used to generate quality assurance (QA) test data to 

validate system and/or image processing algorithm 

performance. 

 

System Design  

RayTracer has been used successfully to simulate various 

aspects of X-ray scanner system designs prior to their 

manufacture. In particular, RayTracer has proved beneficial in 

studying the effect of changes in system geometry and/or 

inherent filtration on the resulting image quality and/or system 

performance. There are many reasons for testing various 

possible hardware configurations: reducing cost, avoiding 

radiation damage to electronics, improving image quality, etc. 

Simulations performed using RayTracer allowed the right 

choices to be made in system design long before resources are 

allocated to manufacture unnecessary prototypes. In the 

example shown in Fig. 3-Fig. 4, two hardware configurations 

were simulated using RayTracer: one with extra filtration 

added to the detector array and one with no extra filtration. 

The RayTracer simulation results yielded crucial reference 

points that illustrate the extent to which extra filtration 

improves the image quality of metal artifacts in the 

reconstructed slices while simultaneously reducing 

discrimination capabilities in the system.  

 

       
Fig. 3. RayTracer simulation of four different materials 

inserted into a uniform medium with physical properties very 

similar to that of the medium. Comparison of reconstructed 

slices using two possible system designs: Extra filtration 

added to the detector array (left); No extra filtration (right).  

 

        
Fig. 4.  RayTracer simulation of artifacts in a uniform object 

located between two metal rods. Comparison of reconstructed 

slices using two possible system designs: Extra filtration 

added to the detector array (left); No extra filtration (right). 

 

Reconstruction Algorithm Performance 

RayTracer can also be used to test the performance of 

various image processing (e.g., reconstruction) algorithms. 

Many different methods of evaluating image quality are 

described in the literature [9-15]. Two standard image quality 

phantoms are used to evaluate image artifacts and image 

quality in X-ray screening systems. Both phantoms were 

simulated in RayTracer, and an image quality analysis in 

compliance with American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI) N42.25 [16] was performed to evaluate the image 

quality obtained using four different reconstruction 

algorithms, as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Testing the reconstruction algorithm performance: 

Visualization of the simulated Image Quality Type-B phantom 

in RayTracer (left); Comparison of MTFs obtained using four 

different reconstruction algorithms (right). 

 

Simulations vs. Real Data 

 Comparing RayTracer’s simulation results with actual data 

obtained using real scanners, image quality analysis performed 

using over a dozen measures defined in the ANSI N42.25 

standard [16] showed good agreement between the simulated 

and actual data (less than 5% absolute error for most 

measures), as shown in Fig. 6.  

 

     
Fig. 6. Comparison to real data: Visualization of the simulated 

Image Quality Type-A phantom in RayTracer (left); Path 

length CT value test results [16], simulation (in blue) vs. real 

data (in green) (right). 

 

Limitations on System Resolution 

To improve image quality in X-ray imaging systems, it is 

important to understand where the limitations of performance 

arise and which hardware components or software algorithms 

must be improved to achieve better overall image quality. 

RayTracer simulations were used to selectively switch on and 

off certain physical effects to test and better understand 

various limitations on system resolution: heel effect, focal spot 

size, photon and amplifier noise, polychromatic beam, 

sampling rate, distance from the iso-center, reconstructed pixel 

size, etc. The effect of these variations is shown in Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 7. Study of limitations on imaging system resolution: 

dependence of the system MTF on the angular data sampling 

rate at different distances from the system iso-center.   
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Abstract—This paper discusses photon count rate optimization 

for CZT based X-ray diffraction imaging systems. We have 

evaluated the fidelity of the resulting images and analyzed the 

ability to accurately distinguish tissue type in a 3D (2 spatial and 1 

material dimensions) Shepp-Logan phantom. It has been shown 

through numerical and analytical work that the recommended 

energy resolution in X-ray diffraction systems is in a 4-6keV range. 

These conclusions aid in building more efficient 3D X-ray systems 

that rely on coherent scattering.  

  

Index Terms—coherent scattering, CAXSI, count rate, CZT, 

Readout, X-ray diffraction, XRD 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-ray diffraction (XRD) has long been used for non-

destructive examination of unknown objects. While XRD 

has traditionally been a non-imaging modality (i.e. yielding 

material discrimination without spatial resolution), there has 

recently been much interest in performing XRD tomography.  

The benefits of measuring information about the molecular 

composition of a bulk object at each location throughout its 

volume has a variety of applications in the medical, security, 

and industrial sectors [1, 2].  In medical imaging, for example, 

XRD tomography enables fully-automated tissue identification 

for differentiating benign from malignant tumors [3]. 

    Initial efforts in realizing XRD tomography [4, 5] were 

successful in producing images but typically required long scan 

times, expensive and technically complicated detectors, or both.  

Recent advances in both measurement theory and signal 

processing [6, 7] and CZT X-ray detectors [8] have ushered a 

new approach to XRD tomography through the demonstration 

of coded aperture X-ray scatter imaging (CAXSI), which has 

been shown to enable real-time 4D (3 spatial and 1 material 

dimensions) imaging with readily-available components (i.e. 

sources and detectors).    

Coherent scatter, in which X-rays scatter elastically from the 

electron cloud of an atom or molecule, is the physical 

interaction underlying XRD. In this process, the interference of 

X-rays scattered from different locations in the material yields 
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sensitivity to the microscopic structure of the material and 

produces a unique signature for a variety of materials. Both the 

angle through which the X-rays are scattered and the energy of 

the detected X-ray provide information about the location and 

composition of the scattered.  Thus, pixelated, energy-sensitive 

detectors are ideal for XRD imaging. The specifications of such 

detectors, such as pixel size and layout, energy resolution (ER), 

and count rate (CR; incident X-ray flux on the detector), should 

be optimized for the particular imaging architecture and 

modeled accurately.  To this end, we have recently studied the 

effect of pixel geometry on performance characteristics of the 

coherently scattered X-ray systems [9] and concluded that 

optimum pixel size range for a CAXSI system is between 

0.5mm and 1mm. In this paper, we focus on evaluating the 

inherent tradeoff between choosing a large CR (for good SNR) 

and small ER (for more information-bearing photons) in the 

context of an X-ray pencil beam CAXSI system.  We show that, 

depending on the available source current and total integration 

time, one may prefer to either limit the count rate of the 

incoming photons to minimize the ER or maximize the CR to 

detect sufficient signal.  To quantify our results, we evaluate the 

fidelity of the image and analyze the ability to accurately 

distinguish tissue type in a 3D (2 spatial and 1 material 

dimensions) Shepp-Logan phantom. These conclusions aid in 

building more efficient 3D (and higher-dimensional) X-ray 

systems that rely on coherent scattering. 

II. CZT FOR X-RAY DIFFRACTION SYSTEMS  

Over the last two decades, the II-VI semiconductors CdTe 

and CdZnTe (CZT) has emerged as the material of choice for 

room temperature detection of hard X-rays and soft γ-rays. The 

techniques of growing the crystals, the design of the detectors, 

and the electronics used for reading out the detectors have been 

considerably improved over the last few years. CdTe/CZT 

materials find now applications in astrophysics, medical 

imaging and security applications. In particular CZT is being 

widely used in SPECT [10-13], demonstrated for flat-panel X-

ray displays [14], used in multi-modality systems [15], and 

conceived for PET applications [16-18]. Recent improvements 

in CZT detector technology make it even attractive for 
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Computed Tomography scanners [19].  

CZT detectors are used in principal in two modes of 

operation: photon counting and spectroscopy. X-ray photons 

can be counted like in a standard digital camera for visible light 

and can work at very high flux rate up to 100 Mcps/mm2 in this 

photon counting mode. Alternatively for each photon the 

system can detect precisely its energy.  As extracting energy 

information takes more processing time in hardware, the 

spectroscopic systems are inherently slower than the photon 

counting ones. In typical CZT applications used today the 

spectroscopic systems perform at the rates up to 1 kcps/mm2. 

Between these two traditional product areas (above 1 kcps/mm2 

and 100 Mcps/mm2) there is a sizeable window where the count 

rates are significantly higher than spectroscopy but the required 

energy resolution is much better than possible from photon 

counting. It is precisely that medium count rate range that is of 

interest to many new emerging applications in non-destructive 

X-ray testing and medical imaging. 

III. MODELING ENERGY RESOLUTION 

There are two critical parameters that determine the precision 

of the X-ray coherent scattering techniques: the energy 

resolution of the detector and angular resolution of the system. 

The angular resolution of the system depends primarily on the 

pixel size and system architecture. While smaller pixels yield 

better angular resolution, the pixel size also affects the system 

noise and ER as well as overall hardware complexity (e.g., 

requiring many electronic channels for pixel signal processing).  

By taking all of these factors into account, we have determined 

that a 0.5-1 mm pixel size is ideal for a CAXSI system with mm 

spatial resolution and imaging times on the order of 10s of 

seconds or less. 

The choice of energy resolution requires careful analysis of 

all of the underlying factors from both the CZT detector itself 

and the ASIC that reads the detected photon energies. While a 

smaller ER yields the best resolution for a signal with high 

SNR, achieving such an SNR in short times requires the 

detector to accept high count rates.  It is well known, however, 

that the ER degrades as the CR increases.  It is therefore crucial 

to include the count rate dependence of the energy resolution in 

modeling and designing the overall imaging system and its 

components.   

In this paper we propose an analytical model for ER that 

models ER degradation due to increased count rate. The model 

is semi-empirical and has been derived using the data collected 

from our own measurements and presented in the literature 

from various ASIC readout systems. We model the detector’s 

ER in terms of its full width at half maximum (FWHM) as 

follows: 

FWHM = FWHM0 * (1+C/CF )  (1) 

where C is the incident count rate and CF is a constant for the 

given hardware system. For the CZT readout system 

representative of currently developed systems, we take 

FWHM0 to be 2keV and CF to be 15 kcps/mm2.  The ER 

degradation is mostly due to increased system level noise that 

affects the ASIC readout integrity, and is therefore related to 

the global readout rate of the electronic system chain. As a 

result, all pixels will have the same FWHM as given by the 

overall count rate. We therefore only consider the global CR in 

our model (i.e., we ignore second order effects related to 

intensity differences at the pixel level). 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL  

To study the impact of increased count rates, we conduct 

system level numerical simulations of a pencil beam CAXSI 

system in which the scattered x-rays pass through a coded 

aperture and are detected by a linear array of CZT detector 

pixels, as shown in Fig.1 [7].  In these simulations, we assume 

an incident, broadband X-ray spectrum produced by a 

conventional tungsten anode X-ray tube operating at 125 kVp.  

The coherent scatter form factors, describing the modulation 

of the scatter pattern as a function of angle and energy, are 

obtained through measurements made on a CAXSI system [7, 

2], and the object is sampled in steps of Δz=4mm and Δq=0.005 

1/A (where q is the momentum transfer).  The detector is 

located at z=1000 mm and the coded aperture (with 1mm 

features) at z=800 mm.  This enables us to calculate the 

distribution of scattered X-rays in a mean sense (i.e., we 

calculate the mean number of photons at each energy scattered 

into a particular solid angle). 

 Fig.1Simulation setup showing key system components: X-ray beam, object, 
coded aperture, and CZT detector pixels 

To translate this into a realistic measurement, we implement 

a model of the detector and detection process. For example, we 

take into account the finite size of the pixel (here we choose 

128 0.8 mm square pixels) and assume a Gaussian energy 

response of the detector with FWHM described by Eq. (1) 

sampled with 1 keV energy bins between 20 and 110 keV. We 

then include Poisson noise by taking this mean value at each 

energy and using the Poisson probability density function to 

realize a particular photon count at each energy based on 

Poisson statistics and the mean calculated value. 

The simulation sequence proceeds as follows. We generate a 

forward matrix for a given coded aperture and energy 

resolution, which describes the expected measurement one 

obtains for all points in the object space.  Subsequently we 

simulate the signal from a given object and calculate the source 

current (in mA) required to achieve the appropriate maximum 

CR for that choice of ER.  We then repeat this process for all 

ERs considered and for a variety of total integration times.  

Given the simulated measurement data sets, we then use a 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) algorithm with 

assumed Poisson statistics to reconstruct the object [7].  To 

obtain higher-dimensional reconstructions, we raster scan the 

pencil beam through the object. 
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To evaluate performance, we use several metrics.  First, we 

employ the normalized mean square error (nmse) to compare 

the overall accuracy of the estimated and input objects.  While 

this metric yields a description of the reconstruction fidelity, it 

can be difficult to interpret the results with regards to 

performing a specific task (e.g., material identification).  We 

therefore introduce the correlation score, in which the 

normalized correlations between the estimated and input 

objects are calculated at each voxel and summed over the entire 

image.  This yields a description of how similar the obtained 

form factors are to the input at each voxel, which is relevant to 

classification via form factor shape (rather than intensity).  

Finally, we implement a classifier that assigns a material to 

each voxel by determining which form factor from the library 

of possibilities is most correlated with the estimated form 

factor.  We then enforce a pair of thresholds to classify a voxel 

as empty through requiring that the scatter intensity be >30% 

of the maximum value and the correlation be at least 0.9. To 

quantify the resulting classified image, we use the amplitude of 

the rank-1 coefficient obtained (i.e. the fraction of correctly 

identified voxels). 

V. RESULTS  

Figure 2 shows the nmse error for a 3 cm thick sample of 

water as a function of total integration time for ERs between 2.1 

and 16 keV.  As one expects, high CR is most important for the 

case of short integration times and ER is most important for 

long integration times, with a crossover occurring at a few 

seconds.  It is worth noting also that this analysis assumes that 

the required source current (given in mA in the legend) is 

available; if it is not, one can include additional constraints in 

the design optimization.  Nevertheless, the required source 

currents and integration times are on practical scales indicating 

that this tradeoff is important in real system design.    We also 

note that the choice of object composition and extent affect the 

quantitative (although not qualitative) conclusion due to 

variations in the degree of self-attenuation and scatter cross 

section values. Furthermore, one may simply use a larger 

detector area to achieve the same SNR at reduced CR.  Finally, 

the unmodelled Compton and multiple scatter would bias the 

conclusion toward higher CRs if appropriate detector 

collimation were not provided. 

 

 
Fig.2 Normalized rms error vs integration time for various count rates 

  

We next consider a 3D image consisting of a Shepp-Logan 

phantom composed of chicken bone, cartilage, adipose, and 

muscle (measured experimentally using our CAXSI [2]).   

Figures 3 and 4 show the classified images and assessment 

metrics for an integration time of 1 and 100 s, respectively.  We 

find that the nmse predicts the trends of the correlation score 

and rank-1 coefficient, which give task-specific meaning to the 

error scores.  In addition, we show that an ER of 4-6 keV 

performs best for a 1 s scan whereas the 2.1 keV detector 

performs best for a 100s scan.  This confirms the intuition that 

one must optimize between SNR, conditioning for inversion, 

and imaging resolution/classifiability in choosing the detector 

specifications.   

 
Fig 3: 1s integration time a1)-a3) are metrics vs ER.  b1) – b6) are the 

ground truth, and ER=2.1, 4, 6, 8, and 16 keV, respectively 

 

Fig 4: 100s integration time a1)-a3) are metrics vs ER.  b1) – b6) are the 

ground truth, and ER=2.1, 4, 6, 8, and 16 keV, respectively 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The paper discusses photon count rate optimization for CZT 

based X-ray coherent scattering systems. It has been established 

through numerical and analytical work that the maximum count 

rate should be used in such a way as not to comprise CZT 

energy resolution beyond the 4keV level.  While running the 

system at a higher rate (e.g., by increasing the X-ray tube 

current) provides more event information in a given amount of 

time, it leads to degradation in energy resolution and, as a result, 

makes material identification more challenging. 

The presented simulation results were obtained using a 50% 

duty cycle periodic code for the coded aperture used. We are 

planning to look into how varying the code transmission 

balances the tradeoff of better conditioning but less signal given 

that the ER will improve. We will be also extending our work 

into a fan beam system, but fully expect that conclusions of this 

b1)	 b)	 b2)	

b4)	 e)	 b6)	

a1)	

a2)	

a3)	

b3)	

b5)	

a1)	

a2)	

a3)	

b1)	 b)	 b2)	

b4)	 e)	 b6)	

b3)	

b5)	
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work will carry on from the pencil source simulation studies. 
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Abstract—X-ray dark-field imaging has drawn attention in
recent years for its great diagnostic potential. This novel modality
measures structural variations at length scales of few hundred
nanometers using a conventional X-ray tube. It yields high
contrast to some structures composed of weakly absorbing
materials. The dark-field signals are generated by orientations of
the micro structures in the objects and thus enable reconstruction
of local 3-D orientations.
The main barrier for fully recovering the 3-D micro structure
orientation is that, to our knowledge, currently no analytic linear
projection formula exists. In this paper, we develop a 3-D X-
ray dark-field scattering model. This model is experimentally
validated by dark-field images of bunches of fibers. This is a
major step towards the inversion of the orientation-dependent
dark-field line integral. Based on this model, fully vectorial dark-
field reconstruction can be expected in future.

I. INTRODUCTION

The X-ray dark-field signal shows microscopic inhomo-
geneities in specimen. Currently, Talbot-Lau interferometers
are the most popular systems to capture dark-field images
using a conventional X-ray tube [1], [2]. The potential of this
novel modality is twofold:

1) it allows recovery of local orientations of micro struc-
tures [3], and

2) it allows reconstruction of the structural variations at
length scales below the resolution of conventional X-
ray imaging systems [4].

Previous works have partially reconstructed local orientations.
However, the reconstructed orientations are based on inade-
quate projection models that limit the reconstruction. Revol et
al. [3] assume that the orientations are available as prior
knowledge. The algorithm by Malecki et al. [5] requires to
collect rays from all three axes of rotation, and hence requires
a considerably larger number of X-ray images. In our previous
work [4], the projection model is based on 2-D structural
information, thus only in-plane orientations are reconstructed.
3-D reconstruction is possible, but micro structure orientations
can only be recovered within the plane of scan rotation as

Fig. 1. Wooden block (right), consisting of multiple layers of spliced wood
in different orientations. 2-D reconstruction (left) of the wooden block. Color
coding is used to distinguish different layers.

shown in Fig 1. The vectorial information with the missing
dimension can be obtained using projections from two tomo-
graphic trajectories [6]. However, this approach requires at
least two tomographic scans on different trajectories, which is
challenging to implement in an actual system.

In this paper, we propose a projection model where the 3-D
orientations of micro structures are described as elevation and
azimuth angles. We assume that an elongated micro structure
exhibits a 3-D Gaussian scattering distribution. X-ray dark-
field signals of fibers located at different elevation angles are
analyzed according to the proposed model.

II. 3-D SCATTERING MODEL

In our model, scattering from a single elongated structure
is modeled as a Gaussian distribution. Statistically, this ap-
proximation exploits the idea that the scattering function of an
elongated structure can be derived as convolution of scattering
functions of individual scatterers and thus obeys the central
limit theorem to form a Gaussian distribution [7]. Previous
works experimentally validated this idea for a 2-D Gaussian
approximation for in-plane scattering [7], [8]. In this paper,
we perform the extension to 3-D and experimentally validate
the proposed model. In this section, we first model local
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micro structure orientations in the global imaging coordinate
system. Then, we use this formulation to derive dark-field
contrast using an analytic representation of a grating-based
X-ray phase-contrast system.

A. 3-D Gaussian Scattering Distribution in Imaging Coordi-
nates

Let p = (x, y, z)T denote a point in the imaging coordinate
system, and let po = (xo, yo, zo)T denote a point in the
coordinate system of the local structure. Let furthermore θe
and θa denote the elevation and azimuth angle of an elongated
structure in the imaging coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 2.
A 3-D Gaussian function fg(po) with zero mean and diagonal
covariance matrix Σ = diag(δ1, δ2, δ3) (which is determined
by the material of the sample) can be written as

fg(po) =

1

(2π)
3
2 δ1δ2δ3

exp

(
− 1

2δ21
x2o −

1

2δ22
y2o −

1

2δ23
z2o

)
.

(1)

Note that throughout the paper, we omit for all components
of the covariance matrices the dependency on the location po

or p, respectively.
Imaging coordinates can be transformed into structure coor-

dinates using two rotation matrices for elevation and azimuth
angle. This yields the relation

po = R · p , (2)

where

R =

sin θe − cos θe 0
cos θe sin θe 0

0 0 1

sin θa 0 − cos θa
0 1 0

cos θa 0 sin θa


=

sin θe sin θa − cos θe − sin θe cos θa
cos θe sin θa sin θe − cos θa cos θe

cos θa 0 sin θa

 .

(3)

Note that we ignore the roll angle in this formulation, as differ-
ent tomographic views do not affect it. Instead, we assume that
the roll angle is implicitly modeled in the covariance matrix
Σ.

All local micro structure orientations can be expressed in
global coordinates by substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 1. We define

the resulting function as s(p),

s(p) =
1

(2π)
3
2 δ1δ2δ3

exp(−(a1x
2 + 2a2xy

+ a3y
2 + 2a4yz + a5z

2 + 2a6xz)) .
(4)

Here,

a1 =
sin2 θe sin2 θa

2δ21
+

cos2 θe sin2 θa
2δ22

+
cos2 θa

2δ23

a2 = cos θe sin θe sin θa

(
− 1

2δ21
+

1

2δ22

)
a3 =

cos2 θe
2δ21

+
sin2 θe

2δ22

a4 = cos θe sin θe cos θa

(
1

2δ21
− 1

2δ22

)
a5 =

sin2 θe cos2 θa
2δ21

+
cos2 θe cos2 θa

2δ22
+

sin2 θa
2δ23

a6 = sin θa cos θa

(
− sin2 θe

2δ21
− cos2 θe

2δ22

)
+

cos θa sin θa
2δ23

(5)

We consider a parallel-beam imaging system. Then, after
rotation by angle ω, the elongated structure’s elevation angle
is θe and the azimuth angle is θa − ω.

B. Dark-field scatter in a Talbot-Lau Interferometer

Equation 4 can be further simplified by taking the particular-
ities of a Talbot-Lau interferometer into account. Here, dark-
field signals are only measured perpendicularly to the grating
bars and X-ray propagation direction, i.e., only scattering
projected to x-axis in Fig. 2 is measured by dark-field imaging.
Integrating the above scattering function along both y-axis and
z-axis results in

s(x) =
1√
2πδ

exp

(
−x2

2δ2

)
, (6)

δ2 =(δ21 + (δ22 − δ21) cos2 θe)

+ ((δ23 − δ21) + (δ21 − δ22) cos2 θe) cos2(θa − ω)
(7)

Previous work described that intensity can be well approx-
imated by first-order Fourier expansion [1],

Ir(pd, ω) ≈ a0(pd, ω) + a1(pd, ω) cos

(
2π

g2
xg − Φ(pd, ω)

)
(8)

where pd denotes the pixel position on the detector, xg is
the position of grating with period g2, ω is the rotation angle
of the scanned object around the y-axis. a0(pd, ω), a1(pd, ω)
are offset and amplitude of the oscillating intensity signal.
Φ(pd, ω) denotes the lateral phase shift. The observed intensity
Is(pd, ω) (after the X-ray passing through the object) can be
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calculated as the convolution of the original intensity Ir(pd, ω)
with the scattering function s(x) as

Is(pd, ω) = Ir(pd, ω) ∗ s(x)

= a0 + a1 exp

(
−2πδ2

g22

)
cos

(
2π

g2
xg − Φ(i, j)

)
.

(9)

The dark-field signal is defined as visibility contrast

d(pd, ω) =
as1(pd, ω)/as0(pd, ω)

ar1(pd, ω)/ar0(pd, ω)
, (10)

where as0 and as1 denote captured images with the object in
place (cf. Eq. 8), and ar0, ar1 denote captured images of an
empty scene (cf. Eq. 9). Hence,

d(pd, ω) = exp

(
−2πδ2

g22

)
. (11)

Substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 11, we obtain

d(pd, ω) =

exp
(
−(b1 + b2 cos2 θe)− (b3 − b2 cos2 θe) cos2(θa − ω)

)
(12)

where

b1 =
2π

g22
· δ21 ,

b2 =
2π

g22
· (δ21 − δ22) ,

b3 =
2π

g22
· (δ23 − δ21) .

(13)

Taking the negative logarithm of d(x, ω), the log-dark-field of
an elongated structure is

dlog(pd, ω) = − log(D(pd, ω))

= (b1 + b2 cos2 θe) + (b3 − b2 cos2 θe) cos2(θa − ω)
. (14)

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate our proposed projection model, we examined
dark-field images of carbon fiber bunch at elevation angles
30◦, 45◦ and 60◦. A thin glass capillary filled with carbon
fiber was scanned over 720◦ at azimuthal steps of 18◦, i.e., 40
projections per scan. Example dark-field images are shown
in Fig.3. For each elevation angle, images are shown at
azimuth angles of 0◦, 36◦, 90◦, respectively. One can observe
the impact of azimuth angle and elevation angle on the dark-
field signals.

We calculated b1, b2 and b3 using log-dark-filed acquired at
elevation angles of 30◦ and 60◦. For each data set, we averaged
the log-dark-field over a region of interest in each projection
(i.e. the region only contains log-dark-field of carbon fibers,
not glass capillary). Line fitting was applied to calculate
coefficients depending on different elevation angles. In Fig. 4,
the fitted line is presented. The blue stars are the processed

Fig. 4. Line fitting of averaged log-dark-field contributions over region of
interest at elevation angle: a) 30◦, b) 60◦. Blue starts denote the data points
and the black lines are the fitted lines. Normalized least square root error
(NLSRE) for the two dataset are: a) NLSRE=5.0%; b) NLSRE=3.8%

data fitted by the green line. To evaluate our result, we use
the normalized least square root error (NLSRE):

r =

√∑Np

i=1(d̄a(i)− d̄s(i))2

Np ·
(

max
i=1...Np

d̄a(i)− min
i=1...Np

d̄a(i)

) , (15)

where Np = 40 is the number of projections, da(i) is the
averaged log-dark-field at ith projection and ds(i) is the line
fitting value at ith projection. For elevation angle 30◦, the
NLSRE is 5.0% and the NLSRE for elevation angle 60◦ is
3.8%.

From two sets of coefficients, b1, b2 and b3 can be cal-
culated. In our experiment, the results are: b1 = 0.074, b2 =
1.008, b3 = 1.006. In Fig. 5, we show the simulation log-dark-
field of a single carbon fiber bunch at elevation angle 45◦ based
on the proposed scattering model (red line). These results are
compared with experimental acquisition (averaged log-dark-
field contributions over region of interest) denoted by the blue
line. The figure shows high agreement between the prediction
and actual measurements in an experimental setup. Similar to
NLSRE, we define normalized square root difference (NSRD)
for a quantitative evaluation:

rd =

√∑Np

i=1(delog(i)− dslog(i))2

Np ·
(

max
i=1...Np

delog(i)− min
i=1...Np

delog(i)

) (16)

where Np = 40 is the number of projections, delog(i), dslog(i)
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Fig. 3. Dark-field images of a single carbon fiber bunch for elevation angle: a) 30◦, b) 45◦ and c) 60◦. Each column shows a series of three dark-field
images obtained at azimuth angle 0◦, 36◦, 90◦.

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated average log-dark-field of the carbon bunch
at elevation angle 45◦ (red line) and the experimental dark-field signals of
the same example (blue line).

are the averaged log-dark-field from experiments and simula-
tion at ith projection. The resulted NSRD is 1.1%.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a 3-D scattering model derived
from a 3-D Gaussian distribution. We examine and eval-
uate this formulation by comparing simulated signals and
experimental results. Our experimental results show excellent
agreement with the model prediction. We consider this a
major step towards reconstruction of the local micro structure
orientation fully three-dimensionally. We expect that a line
integral model can be formed from this observation as a voxel-
wise sum of overlaying scattering structures as reported in the
literature for the 2-D case [4]. With such a model, it is possible
to tackle the inverse problem of reconstruction of 3-D micro
structure orientations.
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Abstract- We propose a frequency-split tomographic 

reconstruction procedure that allows iterative reconstruction 

(IR) to be performed directly within a targeted region-of-interest 

(ROI), eliminating the need to include non-ROI objects in the 

forward model. In contrast to a few existing ROI-IR methods, 

the proposed method does not require subtraction of the 

contribution of non-ROI background from the original 

projection data. Instead, it is based on the idea that high- and 

low-frequency components of an ROI image may be recon-

structed separately. The low-frequency component of the ROI 

may be reconstructed by analytic methods, while the high- 

frequency component may be reconstructed by IR, which 

improves spatial resolution and photon utilization. Since the 

reconstruction of the high-frequency components requires only 

“local” projection data, IR can be performed directly within the 

ROI without modeling the non-ROI background. The proposed 

frequency-split approach allows existing IR algorithms to 

efficiently realize targeted ROI reconstruction, overcoming some 

of the limitations of conventional multi-resolution or multi-stage 

procedures for ROI-IR. Experiments with real data showed that 

the proposed method produced image quality that visually 

matched that of the brute-force full-field-of-view IR. The 

proposed method could reduce the time and memory complexity 

of IR, especially for small targeted ROIs used in high resolution 

applications such as CT imaging of the inner ear and coronary 

arteries. The method could also improve parallelism and 

convergence speed of IR by dividing a large-scale ill-conditioned 

tomographic reconstruction problem into smaller-scale, 

better-conditioned sub-problems.  

 

Keywords: iterative reconstruction, region of interest, truncation, 

long object problem. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although targeted region-of-interest (ROI) reconstruction 

is usually straightforward for analytic algorithms, the 

problem is known to be more cumbersome for iterative 

reconstruction (IR). It is generally required that the pixel grid 

for IR has to be large enough to cover the whole object. The 

full-field-of-view (FFOV) has to be included in the forward 

model regardless of the size of the targeted ROI. For example, 

a typical bore size of clinical diagnostic CT scanners is about 

70 cm in diameter, but the diameter of a prescribed targeted 

ROI may be only 35 cm for an abdomen study, 20 cm for a 

cardiac study, or 5 cm for an inner ear study. Even in the case 

of a 5-cm ROI, IR still has to be performed for the 70-cm 

FFOV. The conventional practice is that all objects within the 

bore of the scanner that is irradiated by the x-ray source and 

contribute to detector measurements, such as the patient arms, 

patient bed, blankets, head support pillows, catheters, etc., 

have to be properly modeled in IR, otherwise reconstruction 

artifacts are produced (Figure 1).  

  

Figure 1. Full-field-of-view (FFOV) IR vs. naïve ROI-IR. The left image is 

the brute-force reconstruction of the whole object. The right image is 
produced by a naïve IR where only a 35-cm ROI in included in the forward 

model. Reconstruction artifacts are resulted in the naïve IR since the 

non-ROI background is ignored. 

For multi-slice CT, the same issue also arises in the Z 

dimension due to the long object problem. In either 

step-and-shoot or helical scan modes, the whole object almost 

always extends beyond the effective Z coverage of the 

scanner. Certain extended regions of the object are irradiated 

by the x-ray source but do not have sufficient amount of 

projection coverage to be accurately reconstructed [1]–[3]. To 

properly model these longitudinally truncated regions and 

prevent artifacts from creeping into the actual reconstruction 

volume, extra padding slices are usually added to the IR 

volume [4]–[6]. The padding slices could substantially 

increase the total image volume of reconstruction. They are 

simply discarded after the iterative computation completes. 

Expanding the IR volume to cover both the FFOV and the 

extra padding slices in Z is not only computationally 

expensive but also makes the tomographic reconstruction 

problem more ill-conditioned and prone to various potential 

issues. Although brute-force FFOV-IR is generally believed 

to be the gold standard of image quality, it is clearly not 

computationally economical for high resolution applications 

for targeted ROI. To reduce the computation cost of IR for 

targeted ROI, one approach is to obtain the FFOV back-

ground image from an initial, inexpensive analytic recon-

struction, then subtract its reprojection from the original 

projection data, and finally, perform IR from the subtracted 

data within the ROI for the rest of the computation [7]. A few 

related approaches replace the background subtraction by an 

additive background term in the forward model to preserve 

the noise statistics of the original data [8][9]. Smoothing of 

the background term also has been proposed to improve noise 

properties of the reconstruction [10]. However, a common 

limitation of these ROI-IR schemes is that they all require a 

good initial analytic reconstruction of the FFOV to perform 
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necessary background substitution. In practice, good analytic 

reconstruction of FFOV is frequently unavailable due to 

transverse truncation. (The actual detector coverage is usually 

smaller than the scanner bore size). Good analytic reconstruc-

tion of the extended padding regions in Z is even less 

possible due to additional longitudinal truncation (the long 

object problem). Another situation where a good initial 

analytic reconstruction of the FFOV is unavailable is some 

novel ROI acquisition configurations where the projection 

measurements are intentionally incomplete. These truncated 

configurations are usually tailored to truncated Hilbert 

transform (THT) [11] or PI-line [12] based analytic 

reconstruction algorithms. Finally, even in the case where an 

FFOV analytic reconstruction is available, sometimes 

background substitution still causes reconstruction artifacts 

inside the ROI [9][13], possibly related to mismatch between 

the analytic and iterative solutions due to improper choice of 

pixel sizes or reconstruction kernels. 

Another existing group of ROI-IR methods is based on 

multi-resolution, multi-grid, or multi-stage schemes. These 

methods are midway between brute-force IR of the FFOV 

and the ROI-IR that requires background substitution. In 

these methods, coarser pixel grid with fewer iterations is used 

for the non-ROI background, and finer pixel grid with more 

iterations is used inside the ROI [13]–[15]. These methods 

could also transition from one resolution to another during 

the course of iteration. The advantage of the multi-grid 

methods is that they do not rely on analytic reconstruction of 

FFOV anymore, and in the mean time they are also 

computationally much more economical than the brute-force 

FFOV-IR. However, they are still constrained by the need to 

include the non-ROI background in the forward model in at 

least the initial coarse-grid stage. They also increase the 

complexity of implementation, especially when three of more 

stages are involved. Improper choice of grid transition 

parameters may also cause reconstruction artifacts. 

For conventional ROI-IR methods, the inability to directly 

reconstruct an ROI without modeling the non-ROI back-

ground seems to be an inherent limitation. In this study we 

propose a frequency-split ROI-IR approach that seeks to 

perform IR directly within an ROI, and therefore overcome 

some of the limitations of existing ROI-IR. In contrast to the 

conventional ROI-IR, the proposed method requires neither 

analytic nor iterative reconstruction of the FFOV. It only 

requires an initial, inexpensive analytic reconstruction of the 

final targeted ROI, which can be readily provided by existing 

algorithms.  

II. METHODS 

A. Problem statement 

The targeted ROI reconstruction problem is illustrated in 

Error! Reference source not found.. We aim to perform IR 

only within the ROI without modeling non-ROI background, 

while maintaining similar image quality as FFOV-IR. It 

should be clear that this study does not intend to solve any 

missing data problem such as the interior reconstruction 

problem where an ROI image is reconstructed from only local 

(incomplete) Radon transform. The proposed method should 

still require sufficient  projection measurement, and the 

associated data sufficiency condition for the targeted ROI 

should be satisfied. 

 

Figure 2. Problem statement for ROI reconstruction in fully 3D. The 
non-ROI background region extends both transversely and longitudinally in 

3D due to the divergent x-ray beam. Non-ROI objects cause artifacts in ROI 

if not accounted for in conventional IR. 

B. General idea 

The proposed method is based on the idea that high- and 

low- spatial frequency components of the ROI may be 

reconstructed separately. The low-frequency component of 

the ROI may be reconstructed by analytic methods, and the 

high frequency component may be reconstructed by iterative 

methods to improve photon utilization and spatial resolution. 

The merit of doing this is that the reconstruction of the 

high-frequency component only requires mostly “local” 

projection data associated with the ROI, thus substantially 

reduces the need to include the complete projection data and 

the whole object in IR. The final reconstructed ROI image 

will conceptually be the combination of the low-frequency 

components from analytical ROI methods, and the 

high-frequency components from IR.  

C. Frequency split and blending 

More specifically, the proposed method generates a 

synthesized sinogram by combining the high frequency 

component of the original projection data and the low 

frequency component from an analytic ROI reconstruction. 

IR is then performed from this synthesized ROI sinogram.  

One specific implementation of the idea is shown in Figure 

3. To separate the high-frequency components for IR, we 

apply a high pass filter to the original sinogram. Figure 4 

shows the frequency- and space-domain response of the filter. 

The high-pass filter is one-dimensional and is applied along 

the detector channels. It has a narrow width in the space 

domain which suggests that only “local” data is considered 

and the filtered data should not be sensitive to the non-ROI 

background.  

The high-pass-filtered sinogram will be combined with the 

low-frequency information from analytic reconstruction to 

form a new synthesized sinogram to be used for ROI-IR. The 

new sinogram is generated by  

���� � HiPass���  LowPass���������� 

where the high pass filter is defined earlier and the low pass 

ROI 

Full FOV 
detector

source 

non-ROI 

object 
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filter is defined as the complement of the high pass filter, i.e., 

HighPass + LowPass = AllPass. ����  is the synthesized 

sinogram to be used in ROI-IR. � is the original sinogram 

data. ����  is the forward projection operator that only 

includes the ROI. ���� is an analytic reconstruction of the 

ROI by for instance the FBP method. Since only low 

frequency information from the analytic reconstruction is 

used, the ROI-IR method should not be sensitive to potential 

degradation of spatial resolution and excessive noise from 

analytic reconstruction.  

 

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the proposed ROI-IR method. 

 

Figure 4. Frequency response of the high-pass filter (left) and the same filter 
in space domain (right).  

D. Filter design 

The design of the filter in Figure 4 requires some tuning. If 

its cut-off frequency is too low, then too little information 

from the analytic reconstruction is incorporated into the 

synthesized ROI sinogram, and the method essentially 

becomes conventional IR without accounting non-ROI 

background and produces artifacts as shown in  

Figure 1. In the opposite case, if its cut-off frequency is too 

high, high frequency information is lost from the synthesized 

sinogram, and the spatial resolution of the final image output 

should degrade.  

E. CT measurements 

We tested the proposed method using clinical CT data. The 

reference images of this dataset are shown in  

Figure 1. The data were acquired on a 64-slice GE CT 750 

HD scanner at 120 kV, 660 mA, and 0.5 sec/rot, with helical 

pitch of 0.5. The total Z coverage was 40 cm. The bore size of 

the scanner was 70 cm, but the prescribed reconstruction ROI 

by the radiologist was 36 cm, with a reconstruction grid of 

512x512 and pixel size of 0.7 mm. The brute-force FFOV IR 

approach reconstructed 70 cm FOV plus the extra padding 

region in Z, whereas the proposed ROI-IR method recon-

structed directly within the 36-cm targeted ROI. A standard 

FBP reconstruction for the ROI was provided to initialize the 

ROI-IR method. The iterative image update was performed 

using an existing penalized weighted-least-squares algorithm. 

III. RESULTS 

A. ROI-IR within a 36-cm ROI 

We performed ROI-IR over 36 cm ROI and the resulted 

image is shown in Figure 5. The coronal view is shown in 

Figure 6. The image quality of the proposed method matches 

well with that of the brute-force FFOV IR. Although the ROI 

almost covers the entire patient body, truncation still occurs 

for patient bed and longitudinally, which prevents the FFOV 

analytic reconstruction from being possible and makes 

conventional ROI IR methods based on background 

subtraction ineffective. 

  

Figure 5. Comparison between brute-force FFOV IR followed by ROI 

clipping (left) and ROI-IR (right). The entire image is the ROI.  Visually no 

difference is present between the two images.  

 

 

Figure 6. The same results as Figure 5, except that coronal view is shown. 
Brute-force FFOV IR followed by clipping in Z (top) and ROI-IR (bottom). 

No extra reconstruction volume in Z is used for ROI-IR. Visually no 

difference is present between the two images. 

B. ROI-IR within a 9-cm ROI  

ROI-IR is also tested with a small 9cm ROI. The ROI-IR 

image was reconstructed only from local projection data for 

rays that pass through the ROI. Figure 7 shows the recon-

structed images. Again, the image quality of the ROI is 

visually the same between the proposed ROI-IR method and 

the brute-force FFOV IR method. The non-ROI portion of the 

image is not changed during ROI-IR and remains to be the 

FBP initial image.  

Original sinogram 

analytic ROI 

reconstruction 

high-pass filter 

synthesized 

ROI sinogram 

IR within ROI 

reprojection 

output image 

low-pass filter 
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Figure 7. Comparison between brute-force FFOV IR (left) and ROI-IR for a 
small 9 cm circular ROI (right). The ROI is indicated by the red circle. 

Visually no difference was present between the two images in the ROI. 

C. Independent reconstruction of multiple block ROIs  

A potential advantage of ROI-based processing is the 

possibility to improve parallelism and convergence speed of 

IR by dividing a large-scale ill-conditioned tomographic 

reconstruction problem into smaller-scale, better-conditioned 

sub-problems. We performed a proof-of-concept test by 

running two independent ROI-IR within two block ROIs and 

then combine the results to form an image of a larger block. 

The two blocks have an overlap of two pixels in case there is 

any discontinuity at the block boundaries when they are 

padded together. Figure 8 shows that the image quality of the 

sub-block matches that of FFOV IR and can be combined to 

form the larger image. 

  

          (a)                      (b) 

  

          (c)                      (d) 

Figure 8. Comparison between ROI-IR for a square sub-block (a), ROI-IR 

for another square sub-block (b), the union of the images of the two 
sub-blocks (c), and the brute-force FFOV IR as reference (d). 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The results show that the proposed frequency-split ROI-IR 

method achieves visually the same image quality as 

brute-force FFOV IR. Frequency-split IR could serve as a 

mechanism that combines the advantage of analytic and 

iterative reconstruction and improves the flexibility of IR. 

One benefit of doing this is the ability to perform ROI-IR 

without including the whole object or involving any 

multi-stage schemes.  

The proposed method may also enable simultaneous 

updates of multiple image blocks [16]–[19]. Since the sub 

problems are independent of each other, it promises a high 

level of parallelism suitable for many-core computing 

platforms. Also because each sub problem is bet-

ter-conditioned compared to the FFOV reconstruction 

especially in the case of projection truncation, faster 

convergence rate and better stability may be achieved. 

Although the visual inspection so far shows promising 

results, it should be kept in mind that the proposed method 

performs IR for only high-frequency image features. The 

low-frequency features still rely on the analytic reconstruc-

tion. Therefore, the method is not intended to improve any 

low-frequency aspects of image quality compared to analytic 

reconstruction. The image quality of the proposed method 

still requires more thorough evaluation with more test cases. 
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Fast Variance Prediction for Iteratively
Reconstructed CT with Arbitrary Geometries

Stephen M. Schmitt and Jeffrey A. Fessler

Abstract—Fast variance prediction for iteratively recon-
structed CT images is useful for the analysis of reconstruction
algorithms and potentially for automatic tube current mod-
ulation. Prior methods are either computationally intractable
or require impractical computation times to produce a map
of the reconstructed image variance. In this paper we present
the extension of prior work for fast variance prediction, which
was specific to limited classes of CT geometries, to arbitrary
CT geometries. We compare the results of our method to an
empirical variance map produced from repeated axial CT scans
of a chest phantom.

I. INTRODUCTION

Iterative reconstruction methods for CT offer improved
resolution and noise properties compared to FBP-like re-
construction methods [1]. However, the statistical proper-
ties of iteratively reconstructed images are more difficult to
analyze than those of FBP-like images.

Prior work has provided closed form but computationally
intractable expressions for the covariance of an iteratively
reconstructed CT image [2]. Other work has made evalu-
ating this closed form more tractable by using frequency-
domain approximations [3]. These methods require com-
puting a projection and back-projection of each voxel of
interest and are impractical for producing a map of the
variance for an entire 3D volume.

In this paper, we apply further approximations to the
frequency-domain approximation that significantly acceler-
ate these methods, allowing us to produce a variance map
in less time than methods that require a projection and
back-projection. We compare the resulting prediction to an
empirical variance map produced from repeated CT scans
of the same object.

II. METHODS

A. Problem Domain

In this work, we consider statistically reconstructed im-
ages of the form

x̂ = argminx L(Y;x)+αR(x) (1)

Here, L is the negative log-likelihood of the vectorized
observations Y given an image vector x. The function R(x)
is a regularization penalty. We assume:

1) The covariance of Y is diagonal, and can be estimated
from the data and knowledge of the instrumentation.

This work was supported in part by NIH grant R01 HL-098686 and by
equipment donations from Intel.

Stephen M. Schmitt and Jeffrey A. Fessler are with the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109 USA (smschm@umich.edu, fessler@umich.edu)

2) Given an image x, the elements of Y are statistically
independent, and the likelihood of a particular ob-
servation Yi is modeled in terms of the projection
[Ax]i ,

∑
j ai j x j , such that

L(Y;x) =
Nd∑
i=1

Li (Yi ; [Ax]i ); (2)

the matrix A is a projection matrix with elements ai j

representing the projection of voxel j onto observa-
tion i . We denote the number of observations Nd .

3) The regularizer takes the general form

R(x) =
NC∑

d=1
rd

∑
k
ψ([Cd x]k ). (3)

In the common case of a regularizer that penal-
izes first differences between neighboring voxels, d
indexes the directions over which we take the dif-
ferences, Cd is a first differencing matrix between
voxels in that direction, and rd is the relative strength
of the regularizer in that direction. We assume the
regularizer penalty ψ is twice-differentiable at 0, and
scaled such that ψ′′(0) = 1.

4) Let x̆ denote the reconstruction using noise-free data
Ȳ. We assume that the Hessian of the regularizer,
evaluated at x̆, can be approximated by P:

∇2R(x̆) ≈ P,
NC∑

d=1
rd CT

d Cd . (4)

This approximation is accurate except near edges.

B. Methods

Previous work has computed variance predictions using
local frequency domain expressions for ATWA, where W is
a diagonal statistical weighting matrix, and for P, using an
approximation of local shift-invariance.

The local impulse response (LIR) of ATWA for the voxel
j is defined by

hW
j ,ATWAe j , (5)

where e j is defined as the unit vector with a single 1 at
position j . This LIR can be written exactly as the impulse
e j operated on by a local frequency-domain filter HW

j (~ν):

hW
j =F∗D

{
HW

j

}
Fe j , (6)

where D is a “diagonalization” operator: (D {H } X ) (~ν) =
H(~ν)X (~ν), and F is the DSFT with the spatial extent
limited by the image support. We refer to HW

j as a local

frequency response (LFR). In the region near voxel j , ATWA
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is typically approximately spatially shift-invariant, leading
to an approximation

[ATWA]k j ≈ eT
kF∗D

{
HW

j

}
Fe j , (7)

for voxel k near voxel j , which is suggested by (5) and (6).
Except at the edges of the reconstructed image, P can be
represented in terms of its frequency response R(~ν):

P =F∗D {R}F . (8)

In [4], we develop a separable approximation to HW
j :

HW
j (~ν) ≈ J (~ν)EW

j (~Θ), (9)

where ~Θ , ~ν/||~ν|| is the angle of ~ν. The utility of this
factorization is that EW

j is the only term dependent on the

weighting W and voxel location j , but as a function of ~Θ
rather than ~ν, EW

j is a function of one fewer dimension

than HW
j . The J (~ν) term does not depend on the weighting

and voxel location.
We describe applying this factorization to accelerate com-

puting variance maps and predicting numerical observer
SNRs using frequency-domain methods.

C. Variance Prediction

For reconstructions made under the assumptions de-
scribed in Section II-A, the covariance of the reconstruction,
denoted Σx̂, is given approximately as [2]:

Σx̂ ≈ (ATWA+α∇2R(x̆))−1ATŴA·
(ATWA+α∇2R(x̆))−1, (10)

where the diagonal matrices W and Ŵ are defined as:

[W]i i ,
∂2

∂y2 Li (Yi ; y)

∣∣∣∣
y=[Ax̆]i

(11)

[Ŵ]i i , var(Yi ) · ∂2

∂y∂Yi
Li (Yi ; y)

∣∣∣∣
y=[Ax̆]i

. (12)

Expression (10) is impractical in CT due to the inversion
of a large matrix. Approximating the Hessian using (4) and
using the frequency-domain approximations of (7) and (8),
finding one element of (10) simplifies to

var(x̂ j ) ≈
∫
[− 1

2 , 1
2

]n

HŴ
j (~ν)

(HW
j (~ν)+αR(~ν))2

d~ν. (13)

Using the factorization of (9) in (13), we can reduce this
integral by a dimension:

var(x̂ j ) ≈α−1
∫
Sn

EŴ
j (~Θ)

EW
j (~Θ)

G(α−1EW
j (~Θ),~Θ)d~Θ, (14)

where G(γ,~Θ) is a function defined as

G(γ,~Θ),
∫ %max(~Θ)

0

γJ (%,~Θ)

(γJ (%,~Θ)+R(%,~Θ))2
%n−1 d%, (15)

and where %max(~Θ) = 1/(2||~Θ||∞) is the maximum extent of
% in [−1/2,1/2]n . In general, G cannot be computed in a

closed form, but it is well-behaved and depends only on
voxel shape (which determines J (~ν)) and regularizer (which
determines R(~ν)). We precompute a single table of values
of G and use that table to predict variance maps via (14)
for multiple voxels, any regularization parameter α, any
weighting W, any voxel spacing or scan geometry.

Specific to small cone angle 3DCT geometries, in [5] we
proposed another factorization like (9). This factorization
is separable not in spherical coordinates (%,~Θ) but in
cylindrical coordinates (ρ,Φ,ν3):

HW
j (~ν) ≈ Jcyl(~ν)EW

j ,cyl(Φ). (16)

Like (9), Jcyl does not depend on the voxel location or
weighting; EW

j ,cyl does, but is a function of only the cylinder
angle Φ. Like (14), we simplify (13) using (16):

var(x̂ j ) ≈α−1
∫ 2π

0

EŴ
j ,cyl(Φ)

EW
j ,cyl(Φ)

Gcyl(Φ,α−1EW
j ,cyl(Φ))dΦ, (17)

where we define another object-independent function Gcyl:

Gcyl(Φ,γ),
∫ ρmax(Φ)

0

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

γJcyl(~ν)

(γJcyl(~ν)+R(~ν))2 ρdν3dρ. (18)

In this case, ρmax = 1/(2max{|cosΦ|, |sinΦ|}). Again, Gcyl has
no closed form but is a well-behaved function of only two
parameters that we precompute and tabulate. We compute
this table only once for a given regularizer and voxel shape.
Using the table, variance prediction via (17) simply requires
looking up values of Gcyl and numerically integrating them
in 1D. This integration can use a coarse discretization
of Φ with reasonably accurate predicted variance. While
the derivation differs, (17) is the form for fast variance
prediction given in [4], [5], which also reduces to the
form given in [6] for quadratic regularization and an axial
geometry.

III. RESULTS

To evaluate our fast variance prediction approach (17), we
compared it to an empirical variance map. We scanned a
thorax phantom with added spherical nodules 10 times with
a GE Discovery CT750 HD scanner and reconstructed each
of the 10 sinograms separately to produce the empirical
variance map of the reconstruction. Each scan was a one-
rotation axial scan—since we could not ensure that each
scan began at the same starting angle, using multiple real-
izations of the same helical scan to produce an empirical
variance was not possible with our physical CT scanner.
With the axial scans, we used a projection matrix A that
was correctly aligned to the starting angle of each scan so
that each reconstruction was aligned to the same voxel grid.
We used a 40mA tube current and 120 kVp tube voltage. The
scan time was 0.5 seconds.

We reconstructed each of the 10 sinograms using statisti-
cal reconstruction methods. The size of the reconstruction
was 512×512×32 voxels with voxel size ∆x ×∆z = 0.9764×
0.625mm. Each reconstruction used 100 iterations of an
ordered-subset method [7] using 64 subsets. We performed
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the reconstructions using two different regularizers. In the
first case, the regularization used a quadratic penalty and
was spatially varying strength using the method of [8] to
produce uniform spatial resolution. In the second case, the
penalty function used the Huber potential with a threshold
δ of 10 Hounsfield units but was not spatially varying in
regularization strength. In both cases, the elements of the
weighting matrix W were chosen to correspond to the CT
scanner’s estimate of the inverse of the variance of each ray
given the scanner-specific corrections used [9].

Figures 1(a) (with spatially varying, quadratic regular-
ization) and 2(a) (uniform, Huber-penalized regularization)
show axial, sagittal, and coronal slices of the 3D map of
the empirical standard deviation from our simulated recon-
structions. As in the simulated empirical standard deviation
maps, the empirical maps were noisy, so we blurred the
empirical variance maps with a 2D gaussian kernel with
a FWHM of 5 voxels each in each direction. Figures 1(b)
and 2(b) show the corresponding slices through the 3D
predicted standard deviation map from (17). We computed
the standard deviation once per 4× 4× 1 block and used
nearest-neighbor interpolation to fill in the rest. Figures
1(c) and 2(c) show the absolute magnitude of the error
of our approximated standard deviation compared to the
empirical results. Figures 1(d) and 2(d) show the empirical
and predicted standard deviation along a one-dimensional
coronal profile through the center of the image, along with
the standard deviation as computed from (13) using the
DSFT of hW

j as the LFR (labelled ‘DFT-based’).
Table I compares the computation time required to find

the empirical variance with the computation time required
to predict the variance for the entire volume using the DFT-
based method and using our methods. We used the DFT-
based method only to produce the one-dimensional profiles
shown in Figure 1(d), and 2(d); since the computation time
is large, we extrapolate to predict the DFT computation time
for the entire volume for Table I.

Empirical DFT-based Proposed
3.63 ·105 1.07 ·108 6.73 ·102

(10 realizations)

TABLE I: Computation time of variance prediction methods
(CPU seconds)

IV. DISCUSSION

We demonstrated a method that is fairly accurate in the
case of quadratic regularization, and accurate away from
image edges in the case of edge-preserving regularization.
From the profiles in Figures 1(d) and 2(d), we can see
that the majority of the error in our method is incurred
in the step of approximating (10) with (13), and not in
approximating (13) with (17). However, we can compute
(17) faster than (13) by a factor of over 105.

V. FUTURE WORK

One main area of future work is using the separable
approximation (9) in fast prediction of the performance of a

linear image observer for binary classification of iteratively
reconstructed images. For example, the squared SNR of
the ideal non-prewhitened image observer for detecting
whether a feature f has been added to a background image
x is given by:

SNR2 = (f̂T f̂)2

f̂TΣx̂ f̂
, (19)

where f̂ is the difference in the mean reconstructions
with and without the feature present. While this is not
easily computable due to the presence of Σx̂ and f̂, we
can make frequency-domain approximations specific to the
numerator and denominator and then accelerate them by
using our factorization.

Empirical DFT-based Proposed
SNR2 4.0 5.0 5.3

Time (CPU sec.) 3.00 ·106 16.4 4.32 ·10−4

TABLE II: Comparison of SNR prediction methods.

Table II shows preliminary results of this observer perfor-
mance prediction for a simulated 2D problem. These results
are similar to those for variance prediction, namely, that
there is a notable speed up using our method at the cost
of decreased accuracy.
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Fig. 1: Three slices of standard deviation maps using spatially varying, quadratic regularization (Hounsfield units). Coronal
and sagittal slices were stretched in the trans-axial direction by a factor of two for visualization.
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Fig. 2: Three slices of standard deviation maps using spatially uniform, Huber-penalized regularization (Hounsfield units).
Coronal and sagittal slices were stretched in the trans-axial direction by a factor of two for visualization.
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Abstract—Severe shading artifact is a fundamental issue 

limiting the wide application of cone-beam CT (CBCT). These 

shading artifacts are mainly caused by physical non-idealities in 

CBCT data acquisition, including scatter contamination, beam 

hardening and etc. Recently, prior information based shading 

correction methods are proposed due to their compatibility with 

CBCT hardware and high computation efficiency. These methods 

heavily rely on prior information and their performance is thus 

restricted to certain applications. In this work, we propose a novel 

shading correction framework to overcome the drawbacks of 

prior information based methods while still preserving their 

advantages. Our method applies general knowledge of the 

relatively uniform CT number distribution in one tissue 

component, and continuous and low-frequency scatter 

distribution in the projection domain. Coarse image segmentation 

is first applied to construct an ideal template image where each 

structure is filled with the same CT number of that specific tissue. 

By forward projecting the difference between uncorrected CBCT 

and the template, we estimate the additive, continuous and 

low-frequency estimated scatter signal in projection domain using 

Wiener filtration. The estimated signal is then subtracted from 

the raw projection to acquire the scatter corrected one. Followed 

by a standard FDK reconstruction, CBCT image after uniformity 

enhancement is produced. To improve the performance, the whole 

scheme is implemented in an iterative framework. The proposed 

method is evaluated on a pelvis patient. Compared to the one 

without correction, our method reduces the CT number error 

from over 200 HU to be less than 30 HU and increases the spatial 

uniformity by a factor of 1.4 on average. The proposed framework 

is thus practical and attractive as a general solution to CBCT 

shading correction. 

 
Keywords — Cone-beam CT, shading correction, Wiener filter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ONE-beam CT (CBCT) is widely used for a broad range of 

imaging guidance purposes during radiation therapy and 

interventional surgery [1-2]. However, due to flat panel 

detector design and the large size of illuminated volume in 

CBCT images, high magnitude of scatter signals arise as a 

dominant source on image quality deterioration. Moreover, 

other sources such as beam hardening effects, modulation of 

flat field using bow-tie filter, nonlinear detector gains, detector 

lags also deteriorate the ideal data acquisition process and cause 

severe shading artifacts in the reconstructed CBCT image. 

 
     Pengwei Wu, Jun Dang, Tingyu Mao, Xiaonan Sun, Tianye Niu are with Sir 

Run Run Shaw Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, Hangzhou, 
China. Yanan Huo is with the Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang 

University School of Medicine, Hangzhou, China. Tianye Niu is also with the 

Institute of Translational Medicine, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China. 
(e-mail: tyniu@zju.edu.cn) 

Many shading-artifacts correction algorithms for CBCT have 

been proposed recently and prior knowledge based method is 

one of the major categories due to its compatibility with the 

current CBCT hardware and high computation efficiency. For 

example, the prior constrained scatter correction method is 

proposed by assuming that CBCT contains a serial of weighted 

basis images [3]. Another image-domain correction algorithm 

is proposed based on the piecewise constant property of CT 

image [4]. Due to its high quality, multi-detector CT (MDCT) 

images are applied to estimate the scatter distribution in 

projection [5] or image domain [6]. The effectiveness of 

existing prior-knowledge based shading correction methods is 

demonstrated in tabletop and clinical environment. 

Nevertheless, these methods heavily rely on the prior 

knowledge and their performance is thus restricted to a specific 

application. For example, the decomposition of CBCT by a 

serial of weighted basis images is a strong assumption and short 

of clinical data support on its effectiveness [3]. Piecewise 

constant property may not hold around the complicated 

anatomical structure [4]. MDCT of the same patient is usually 

scanned for treatment planning purpose in radiation therapy 

and a general application of MDCT based shading correction 

scheme is thus limited. Moreover, patient position cannot be 

stay stationary from MDCT to CBCT scans. Motion 

uncertainty induces a considerable amount of error in shading 

correction. [5] [6] 

In this work, we propose a novel shading correction scheme 

which does not rely on the prior information. Our algorithm 

applies general knowledge of the relatively uniform CT number 

distribution in one tissue component, and continuous and 

low-frequency scatter distribution in the projection domain. To 

improve the performance, the shading correction scheme is 

implemented in an iterative framework. Due to the non-convex 

property of shading correction, the iterative algorithm is started 

from a first-pass bowtie-artifact corrected CBCT image, a good 

initial to speed up the convergence. Without heavy prior 

knowledge dependence, our scheme can be applied for CBCT 

imaging in both radiation therapy and image-guided surgery. 

The proposed method is evaluated using patient data on a 

commercial CBCT system.  

II. METHODS  

A. Workflow 

Note that, shading artifacts caused by continuous and 

low-frequency errors in projection domain are all corrected for 

by the proposed algorithm, even if they are caused by sources 

other than scatter contamination, including beam hardening, 

detector nonlinearities and etc. 

Iterative shading correction for cone-beam CT 

Pengwei Wu, Jun Dang, Tingyu Mao, Yanan Huo, Xiaonan Sun, Tianye Niu 

C 
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In this paper, we assume that the pixel values of one tissue 

component (e.g., muscle) are comparable. Errors in data 

acquisition (e.g., scatter, beam hardening, etc) deteriorate the 

uniformity of imaging area composed of the same tissue. We 

apply coarse image segmentation to construct an ideal template 

image where each structure is filled with the same CT number 

of that specific tissue. Our work is to enforce the uniformity of 

the CBCT with shading artifacts to that of the ideal template. In 

the meanwhile, anatomical textures are still maintained with no 

bias from the template image. 

Figure 1 shows the workflow of our shading correction 

algorithm. By subtracting the ideal template from the CBCT 

image, the residual from various sources are generated. Based 

on the continuous and low-frequency behavior of scatter 

distribution in projection domain, the residual image is forward 

projected and low-pass filtered to estimate the scatter 

distribution. Scatter is subtracted from the raw projection to 

obtain the shading corrected CBCT projections. Shading 

corrected CBCT images are reconstructed using standard FDK 

algorithm. Since the segmentation is not accurate on the CBCT 

image with shading artifacts, the proposed scheme is iterated 

until the variation of residual image is minimized. The iterative 

process is enclosed in a dashed rectangle in Fig.1. An 

independent bowtie correction scheme is applied to produce 

good initial when shading artifacts are severe in the CBCT 

image. Implementation details are presented in the following 

sections. 

B. Iterative shading correction 

We locate the area of the same tissue and assign the CT 

number of that tissue to the area. For simplicity, we apply a 

hard threshold in this study to segment soft tissue (i.e., muscle 

and adipose) in CBCT image. The histogram of segmented area 

is plotted and the CT number corresponding to the maximal 

value of the histogram is obtained as the value of that soft tissue. 

A tissue template is produced by filling the CT number of soft 

tissue into the segmented area and subtracted from the CBCT 

image to acquire the residual image which contains shading 

artifacts and anatomical structure information.   

  The residual image is forward projected to obtain the 

simulated projection. Since scatter distribution is 

low-frequency and continuous in projection domain while 

anatomical structures are of high frequency or non-continuous, 

we apply a low-pass filter to estimate the errors that lead to the 

shading artifacts. In this implementation, Wiener filter [7] is 

applied due to its excellent capability of extracting the additive, 

continuous and low-pass signals from noise-contaminated 

measured signals.     

C. Initial image 

When the shading artifacts are severe in CBCT image, tissue 

segmentation is difficult or even impossible. In this case, an 

initial image with shading artifacts suppressed is preferred to 

start the iterative process. In this study, we acquire the pelvis 

patient data using a half-fan bowtie filter and observe severe 

shaded ring around the peripheral of the image. The artifact is 

caused by the scatter signal from modulated primary beam and 

thus presents a unique ring pattern in image domain. Due to the 

correlation between the ring pattern and the bowtie modulator, 

the ring pattern is reconstructed using modulated air-scan data 

as if they were acquired from a flat-field exposure penetrating 

the bowtie modulator. The reconstructed ring pattern is then 

scaled and added to the uncorrected CBCT image to recover the 

uniformity of the CBCT.  

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the proposed initial image 

generation. An initial bowtie mask was reconstructed from 

bowtie modulated air-scan projections. To eliminate the 

artifacts outside of the field of view (FOV), Hough transform is 

applied on the initial bowtie mask due to its high performance 

on detecting and eliminating the bright circle around the 

peripheral of this mask. Since the shape of the artifacts and 

bowtie mask are complementary, the shaded ring artifact in 

CBCT is corrected for by adding a scaled bowtie mask.  

To find a correct scaling factor, we still start from the 

knowledge that the same tissue has comparable CT number. 

The above knowledge indicates a sharp peak in the histogram 

of that specific tissue. Thus the determination of the scaling 

factor is formulated as a mathematical optimization problem to 

maximize the peak value of the histogram of that tissue. The 

formula is written as:  

           α = arg min(− max(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 + 𝛼𝑀)))          (1) 

                           𝑠. 𝑡. 𝛼𝑗+1 − 𝛼𝑗 ≤ 𝑏 (𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛)  

where M is the bowtie mask, 𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟  is the uncorrected CBCT 

image, hist is the histogram of the image, α is the scaling factor 

for each slice and 𝛼𝑗 is the correcting factor for the jth slice. 

|𝛼𝑗+1 − 𝛼𝑗| ≤ 𝑏 is the continuity constraint which maintains a 

smooth transition of 𝛼𝑗 from adjacent slice. 𝑏 is the smoothness 

upper bound which is an empirically set as 0.05 in this study.  

 
 

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the initial image generation. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Workflow of the iterative shading correction algorithm. 
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 Eq.(1) is minimized using a standard Simplex method. It 

enables an automatic parameter setting instead of a tedious 

manual tuning. After the calculation of the correcting factor, 

initial image without bowtie artifacts is obtained by: 

                         𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝐼𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 + 𝛼𝑀    .            (2) 

D. Evaluation 

The proposed method is evaluated on a pelvis patient. CBCT 

data are acquired in a half-fan mode on the onboard imager 

(OBI) of Varian’s Trilogy system with a total of 656 

projections. For quantitative comparison purpose, planning CT 

data are also obtained on the same patient from a Big Bore CT 

scanner (Philips Healthcare Systems, MA, USA) and used as 

the ground truth. 

The performance of our algorithm is mainly determined by 

the coarse segmentation and smoothing step of generating the 

estimated error. The coarse segmentation threshold for different 

parts of the image are listed as followed: [-1000 - -500HU] air, 

[-500 - 200HU] soft tissue, [ ≥ 200HU] bone. In Wiener 

filtration, the estimated signal is generated using the 

Savitzky-Golay method with the span equals 140.  

Savitzky-Golay method is selected as a result of its unique 

feature on eliminating the low-frequency but non-continuous 

variation in the projection domain, while faithfully preserving 

the profile of the measured signal. These parameters are 

empirically chosen in this study. Except for the forward 

projection and FDK reconstruction, most of current algorithm 

steps are implemented in MATLAB without full optimization 

to speed up the calculation. The calculation time for one 

three-dimensional data set is now within 6 minutes. 

The performance of the proposed method is quantified using 

CT number accuracy and spatial uniformity (SU). SU is defined 

as: 

SU = max(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐼𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒)) /𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐼𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡)       ,          (3) 

where 𝐼𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒  is the segmented soft tissue and 𝑛𝑢𝑚(●)  

calculates the number of pixels in the segmented area. SU value 

of 1 indicates a totally flat tissue region while a value between 0 

and 1 describes an area of variant CT number. 

III. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the CBCT images with no correction, with 

initial correction, with the proposed iterative correction and the 

registered planning CT for comparison. The shading artifacts of 

the pelvis patient appear as a ring-shaped shaded area around 

the peripheral and at the lower central region (see Fig.3(a)). As 

shown in Fig.3(b), the ring-shaped artifacts are corrected and 

the overall image quality is improved. In Fig.3(c), our approach 

successfully suppresses the shading artifacts and further 

improves the spatial uniformity of the image. A quantitative 

comparison of the CT number and spatial uniformity is listed in 

Table I. As compared to the uncorrected CBCT, out algorithm 

reduces the CT number error from over 200 HU to be less than 

30 HU and increases the spatial uniformity from 12.8% to 18.0% 

on average.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Axial view comparison between (a): standard Gaussian filtration and (b): 

Wiener filtration. Large difference is observed within the dashed rectangle. 

 

Besides the overall image quality comparison, we also 

evaluate the performance of using Wiener filter and standard 

Gaussian filter. Figure 4 shows the comparison using the two 

Table 1 Comparison of the average CT number, RMSE and SU from 6 

ROIs. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 RMSE SU 

CT 

# 

Reference 39  42  29  50  -10  46   25.1% 

 Raw 
 CBCT 

-47  -280  -221  -211  -195  -163  220 12.8% 

  (-86)  (-322)  (-250)  (-261)  (-185)  (-209)    

 CBCT w/o 

bowtie 

artifacts 

95  -98  -6  -166  -140  85  122 15.7% 

  (55)  (-140)  (-35)  (-216)  (-130)  (40)   

 corrected 
CBCT 

53  -13  45  36  -39  56  28 18.0% 

  (14)  (-55)  (16)  (-14)  (-29)  (10)    

 

 
Fig. 3 The axial, coronal, and sagittal views of (a): CBCT with no correction, (b): initial CBCT for the iterative correction, (c): CBCT after the proposed 

correction and (d): planning CT as the ground truth, respectively. 
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low-pass filters. Although Gaussian filter succeeds in 

eliminating the shading artifacts, it also deteriorates the contrast 

of corrected CBCT image. The major reason is that both the 

segmentation error and the scatter distribution possess 

overlapped low-frequency components in the projection 

domain with different property of continuity. Wiener filter 

incorporates the continuous property of the scatter signal before 

applying the low-pass filtration and well preserves the signal 

profile. Nevertheless, Gaussian filter performs the low-pass 

filtration without considering the continuity property and leads 

to residual contrast loss in the final result. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  

In this work, we propose an effective iterative algorithm for 

shading artifacts correction in CBCT. Being different from 

existing prior-knowledge based algorithm, our method is only 

assisted by general anatomical and physical information in 

CBCT imaging and does not rely on strong prior knowledge. 

Our algorithm is thus practical and attractive as a general 

solution to CBCT shading correction.  

Our method has four advantages. First of all, it succeeds in 

maintaining the CBCT anatomical information without 

carrying over any prior knowledge. The image uniformity is 

enhanced by a coarse segmentation on the shading artifacts 

contaminated CBCT image instead of prior high-quality 

planning CT image. Thus the structures of CBCT image are 

faithfully retained without any bias towards planning CT. 

Secondly, this method is practical and computationally 

efficient. All the implementation steps are standard signal and 

image processing, and can be accelerated by hardware 

techniques. Third, Wiener filter outperforms standard low-pass 

filters (e.g. Gaussian filter) in terms of an accurate extraction of 

additive and continuous low-frequency signal. The reason is 

that an estimation of the signal distribution is performed using 

Savitzky-Golay method before the Wiener filtration. Thus the 

non-continuous signal which significantly deviates from the 

estimation is eliminated while the general signal profile is still 

maintained. Finally, though our algorithm aims to deal with the 

scatter-induced shading artifacts, it also corrects for other 

shading artifacts as long as these artifacts are featured as 

low-pass and continuous. 

Though demonstrated well on one pelvis patient, future work 

is still needed to further improve and fully evaluate the 

performance of the algorithm. Current segmentation applies a 

fixed and hard thresholding on CBCT image to distinguish air, 

soft tissue and bone. The contrast of different soft tissues (e.g., 

muscle and adipose) is thus not improved significantly. 

Furthermore, the gradual improvement of CT number accuracy 

in the iterative process is not fully utilized. A more accurate 

image segmentation protocol will be performed on the CBCT 

images by including an adaptive CT number thresholding 

during iteration and advanced segmentation algorithm (e.g., 

OTSU algorithm). Hardware acceleration will be performed to 

reduce the overall computational time to facilitate the online 

use of the algorithm. More patient study will be performed to 

analyze the clinical significance of the proposed algorithm to 

improve the CBCT image quality. The clinical benefits of using 

shading corrected CBCT images will also be demonstrated on 

target delineation and dose calculation in radiation therapy. 
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Abstract—An increase in achievable spatial resolution would 

enable application of flat-panel detector cone-beam CT (FP-

CBCT) in high-resolution applications, such as 3D breast and bone 

imaging. Improved reconstruction techniques exploiting more 

sophisticated models of noise and spatial resolution characteristics 

may provide such improvement. In this work, we propose a 

statistical model of measurement mean and covariance, with 

particular attention given to correlations in measurement data. An 

iterative reconstruction algorithm based on this model was applied 

to simulated and real experimental data to evaluate its 

performance compared to an uncorrelated model under various 

imaging conditions.  Focal spot and detector blur of a CBCT 

testbench were measured and used to inform the model-based 

image reconstruction. Simulation studies demonstrate that 

incorporation of the correlated noise model yields improved 

reconstructions, especially in the presence of focal spot blur. 

Improved noise-resolution tradeoffs were quantified, and 

application to high-resolution imaging of trabecular bone was 

demonstrated. 

Keywords— Spatial resolution, Cone-beam CT, Correlated noise, 

Model-based Reconstruction, Generalized Least-Squares Estimation 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Flat-panel cone-beam computed tomography (FP-CBCT) 

has found many applications in high spatial resolution imaging 

due to the large volumetric coverage and fine detector pixels. 

Despite this advantage, the spatial resolution required for some 

applications remains just out of reach. For example, 

visualization of microcalcifications in CBCT mammography or 

highly detailed trabecular structure in quantitative CT of 

musculoskeletal extremities both stand to benefit from 

improvements beyond conventional spatial resolution limits. 

Current breast imaging solutions include projection 

mammography, tomosythesis, and CBCT, with the requirement 

to detect microcalcifications at a scale of ~0.1 mm. Similarly in 

trabecular bone imaging, the gold standard is microCT which 

tends to have a very small field of view, making it difficult to 

apply to in vivo applications. In this paper, we seek to extend 

the high spatial resolution capabilities of FP-CBCT through 

careful modeling of system blur and correlated noise within a 

statistical reconstruction framework. 

Typical model-based iterative reconstruction algorithms 

balance accuracy and complexity of the imaging system model 

based on desired resolution, noise properties, algorithm 

complexity, and execution time. The standard approach is to 

adopt a projector model with little or no blur and independent 

measurement noise. Such assumptions have been supported in 

part by work done by Hofmann et al. [1], which shows that 

modeling source blur in clinical CT systems does not 

significantly improve image quality for typical focal spot sizes 

(~0.5 mm) and detector pixels sizes (~0.6 mm). While this may 

be true for current diagnostic CT systems and current spatial 

resolution goals, there are a number of factors that suggest an 

advantage by way of improved system models for FP-CBCT. 

Such factors include 1) finer detector pixels (70-200 m) in flat 

panels; 2) larger measurement blur due to light spread in the 

scintillator; 3) increased focal spot blur due to widespread use 

of inexpensive fixed anode x-ray tubes and compact geometries 

in dedicated FP-CBCT systems; and 4) the presence of 

significant noise correlation in FP-CBCT data due to light 

spread after the conversion of primary x-ray quanta to 

secondary light photons. 

Model-based reconstruction approaches that account for 

system blur but without a correlated noise model have been 

previously developed. [2], [3] Similarly, sinogram restoration 

methods have also been proposed to correct for system blur [4] 

and noise correlation [5]. We propose a combination of 

sinogram restoration (deblurring) followed by iterative 

reconstruction, tracking the correlations through the deblur 

processing and accounting for them in the reconstruction step.  

Flat-panel CBCT systems can be characterized by multiple 

sources of blur and noise. We consider blur due to an extended 

x-ray source and due to the detector scintillator, the latter of 

which adds correlations to the noise. Because noise correlation 

is a result of only one of these two sources of modeled blur, we 

explore the effects of varying the magnitude of these blurs in 

simulation. Understanding the scenarios that benefit from blur 

and correlation models will not only improve reconstructions 

on current FP-CBCT systems, but will help to guide new system 

design (e.g., geometry, focal spot size, and scintillator 

thickness). 

In the following sections we present an overview of the 

reconstruction methodology. This approach is a refined version 

of the methods reported in [6] with a modified strategy for 

deblurring. A simulation investigation for various system 

designs with different magnitudes of source and detector blur 

follows. Subsequently, a brief description of the physical 

measurement of source and detector blur for a FP-CBCT 

testbench is presented. Finally, the measured blur models are 

incorporated within the proposed methodology and applied to 

FP-CBCT extremity data for trabecular bone imaging. 

II. METHODS 

A. Imaging System Model and Reconstruction 

We consider a system model based on the first and second 

order statistics. Thus, the measurements are specified by the 

mean vector (�̅�) and the covariance matrix (𝐊𝑌 ) which are 

functions of the attenuation (), related by a forward projection 

operator (A), a gain operator (G), and the source and detector 
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scintillator blurs (Bs and Bd respectively). These models can be 

represented compactly in vector form as 

 �̅� = 𝐁𝑑𝐁𝑠𝐆 exp(−𝐀μ̅) (1) 

 𝐊𝑌 = 𝐁𝑑𝐷{𝐁𝑠𝐆 exp(−𝐀μ̅)}𝐁𝑑
𝑇 + 𝐊𝑟𝑜 (2) 

where Kro denotes additive readout noise in the detector. (Note 

that source blur is approximated as a projection domain effect – 

implying that depth dependent magnification effects are small.) 

Transforming measurements into line integral estimates and 

presuming Gaussian noise permits accommodation of a non-

diagonal covariance matrix within a linear least-squares 

framework. However, such linearization requires an initial 

deblur operation. We introduce a “modified” deblur operator 

 𝐂−1 ≈ 𝐁𝑑
−1𝐁𝑠

−1 (3) 

which is approximately equal to the inverse of the source and 

detector blurs. Exact inversion may not be possible or desirable 

due to null spaces and noise magnification. 

The line integral estimate and its covariance then become 

 𝑙 = − log(𝐆−1𝐂−1𝑦) (4) 

 
𝐊𝐿 ≈ 𝐷 {

1

𝐂−1𝑦
} 𝐂−1𝐊𝑌[𝐂−1]𝑇𝐷{

1

𝐂−1𝑦
} 

(5) 

yielding the penalized weighted least-squares equation: 

 �̂� = arg min
𝜇

||𝑙 − 𝐀𝜇||
𝐊𝐿

−1
+ 𝛽𝑅(𝜇) (6) 

B. Practical Implementation 

In this work, we use a quadratic penalty function, allowing 

equation (6) to be written in a closed form. 

�̂� = [𝐀𝑇𝐊𝐿
−1𝐀 + 𝛽𝐑]−1𝐀𝑇𝐊𝐿

−1𝑙 (7) 

We assume all blurs are shift invariant, allowing blur operations 

to be done in the Fourier domain. We choose the deblur 

operation in (3) so that it applies a binary mask (M) zeroing any 

nulled frequencies, approximated as the frequencies where the 

blur MTF is less than 10-2 (simulation) or 10-4 (testbench data). 

𝑪−1𝑥 = 𝐹−1 (𝑀
𝐹(𝑥)

𝐹(𝑩𝑠𝑩𝑑)
) 

(8) 

where F denotes the Fourier transform. Consequently: 

[𝑪−1]−1 ≈ 𝑪∗𝑥 = 𝐹−1(𝐹(𝑩𝑠𝑩𝑑)𝑀 𝐹(𝑥)) (9) 

which allows the inverse covariance matrix to be written as 

𝐊𝐿
−1 ≈ 𝐷{𝐂−1𝑦}[𝐂∗]𝑇 𝐊𝑌

−1[𝐂∗]𝐷{𝐂−1𝑦} (10) 

where KY is approximated as 

𝐊𝑌 ≈ 𝐁𝑑𝐷{𝐂−1𝑦}𝐁𝑑
𝑇 + 𝐊𝑟𝑜 (11) 

The null space in C* forbids an inversion of 𝐊𝐿 , but using 

iterative methods we may compute a generalized inverse and 

solve the likelihood equation within the unmasked subspace.[7] 

A similar approach was used for null spaces in Bd when 

inverting 𝐊𝑌  in simulation studies. 

Solving of (7) can be divided into two parts, preprocessing 

and iterative steps. In the preprocessing step line integral 

estimates are computed from the measurements using the 

modified deblur, the inverse covariance matrix is applied, and 

the result is backprojected. The inverse in (7) is solved 

iteratively using the conjugate gradient method (100 iterations 

for simulated data, 300 for real data). Each iteration requires a 

convolution with the penalty kernel, a forward projection, an 

application of the inverse covariance, and a backprojection. The 

application of the covariance matrix requires an application of 

the inverse of 𝐊𝑌, also via the conjugate gradient method (1000 

iterations in the preprocessing step and 100 in each iteration of 

the iterative step, or until the residual decreased to 0). 

C. Simulation Studies 

Figure 1 shows the simulation phantom. Projection data were 

generated using a high resolution version of the phantom 

(25 m voxels) onto a high resolution detector (1x7000 line of 

35 m pixels at 720 angles), which were then downsampled to 

1x1750 at 720 angles. The data were reconstructed into a 

1000x1000 grid of 0.1 mm voxels. Gaussian noise was added 

to the data to simulate correlated quantum noise and white 

readout noise. Noiseless data generation from line integrals is 

shown in (12), and noise injection is show in (13). 

�̅� = 𝐁𝑑𝐁𝑠𝐆exp (−𝑙) (12) 

𝑦 =  �̅� + 𝑩𝑑𝑁 (0, √𝐁𝑠𝐆 exp(−𝑙)) + 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑟𝑜) (13) 

The variance of the readout noise was 3.5 photons2. Gain was a 

constant 106 photons. 

Two reconstruction methods were studied: 1) using the full 

covariance matrix in equation (10); and 2) an uncorrelated 

covariance matrix composed of only diagonal elements: 

𝐊𝐿
−1 ≔ 𝐷{𝐂−1𝑦} + 𝐷{𝜎𝑟𝑜

2 } (14) 

which represents an independent noise assumption. When this 

noise model is used, (7) is a traditional penalized least-squares 

reconstruction with deblurred measurements. The noise models 

were compared by plotting two resolution-variance curves from 

reconstructions with varying penalty strength.  

Resolution was measured as an edge response to the disc in 

the phantom, and variance was approximated as the spatial 

variance of the data inside the blue ring shown in Figure 1. 

Additional FDK reconstructions were conducted with the cutoff 

frequency at Nyquist and no apodization. 

To evaluate the importance of the two types of blurs, various 

blur scenarios were tested. There were two subsets of 

experiments where: 1) the total blur was kept constant, and the 

distribution of blur was altered from source dominated to 

detector dominated; and 2) the ratio of the blurs was kept 

constant, and the value of the total blur was varied. All blurs in 

the simulation study were Gaussian. 

D. Testbench Characterization 

In order to apply this algorithm to physical FP-CBCT data, 

we estimated the source and detector blurs on our x-ray 

testbench. This was done by imaging a tungsten edge, 

calculating the edge spread function (ESF), and then converting 

this to a modulation transfer function (MTF).[8] The scintillator 

Figure 1: Simulation 

phantom with fat (a), 

muscle (b), 

trabecular bone (c), 

line pairs (d), and a 

uniform disc (e) for 

resolution (edge). 

and noise 

measurements 

(a) 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

(b) 
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blur was assumed to be radially symmetric. The source blur is 

known to not be radially symmetric, so MTFs were taken in the 

(approximate) vertical, horizontal, and 45 degree directions. 

These results were compared with MTFs taken from a pinhole 

image of the source, acquired by placing a lead plate with a 

pinhole on the filter and using a geometry with a high 

magnification. 

E. Physical FP-CBCT testbench data studies 

Our testbench includes a Varian 4030CB detector and a 

Varian Rad-94 x-ray tube. A custom wrist phantom (The 

Phantom Laboratory, Greenwich, NY) was imaged with large 

(~1.1 mm) and small (~0.5 mm) focal spots. We used the large 

focal spot for testing our method, and the small focal spot to 

create a high resolution reference image using FDK. The data 

were reconstructed into a 210x600x600 volume of .15 mm 

voxels using the correlated and uncorrelated noise models with 

readout noise modeled as a constant 3.5 photons2. These two 

iterative reconstruction methods were noise matched. 

Deblurred and non-deblurred data were also reconstructed 

using FDK. FDK reconstructions were done using a cutoff at 

Nyquist and no apodization.  

III. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows resolution variance curves for simulated 

systems with different combinations of source and detector 

blur. Points positioned on the curve in the diagram all have the 

same total blur, while points on the straight line have the same 

ratio of source to detector blur. The correlated noise model 

equals or outperforms the uncorrelated noise model in all cases. 

When source blur is large there is a significant advantage to the 

correlated noise model whereas when source blur is minimal, 

the two methods are nearly equivalent. This is consistent with 

the fact that only the detector blur adds correlation and when 

source blur is absent, the deblurring operation whitens the 

noise, making the uncorrelated noise assumption accurate. 

When detector blur is absent, the data is uncorrelated and 

deblurring source blur adds off-diagonal values to the 

covariance matrix making the correlated noise model important. 

When the ratio of the blurs is kept constant and total blur 

Figure 3: Simulated data reconstructions. 

Top half is difference with truth. Bottom 

half is reconstruction with a zoomed 

image of the line pair target. Values are in 

unites of mm-1. The uncorrelated model 

yields higher noise in resolution matched 

reconstructions and coarser resolution in 

noise matched reconstructions as 

compared with the correlated noise model 

images. 

Figure 2: Resolution-Variance 

plots. Subplots A-G correspond to 

different systems with varying 

source/detector blurs (top left). 

Uncorrelated noise model: 

triangles, correlated noise model: 

squares, FDK: star. Note that 

everything to left of FDK 

represents an improved spatial 

resolution and that the correlated 

noise model has the greatest 

advantage in the case of systems 

dominated by source blur (E). 

Smaller total blur (F) permits a 

finer resolution limit while larger 

blur (G) increases this fine limit. 

Figure 4: Testbench MTF Measurements. A: Detector MTF, with gauss*sinc model. B: Source pinhole image. C: Source MTF from pinhole 

image. D: Profiles from pinhole MTF. E: Source MTF from tungsten edge response. 
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increases, the relative performance of the methods is similar. 

The fine resolution limit increases as blur increases.  

Figure 3 shows reconstructions from a simulated system with 

approximately twice as much source blur as detector blur (point 

D in Figure 2). When the images are resolution matched, the 

correlated noise model produces a reconstruction with less 

noise. (See background in the difference images.) When noise 

matched, using the correlated noise model produces a sharper 

reconstruction (note line pairs) than the uncorrelated noise 

model. Also note, while variances are matched the correlations 

in the reconstruction differ substantially. 

Figure 4 summarizes the testbench characterization studies. 

Figure 4A shows the detector MTF (scintillator blur and pixel 

sampling) measured using the tungsten edge. The solid line 

shows a fit to Gaussian times a sinc function (representing the 

detector aperture). The FWHM of this Gaussian (in the spatial 

domain) is 0.85 pixels, or 0.33 mm. Figure 4E shows the source 

MTF measured using the tungsten edge placed at the center of 

rotation. The MTF is asymmetric. The 45 degree MTF has its 

first zero at a higher frequency than the vertical or horizontal 

MTFs, which is consistent with a source resembling a 2D rect 

function. The pinhole image of the source (Figure 4B) supports 

this. The “horns” at the top and bottom of the image may 

explain the differences in the first side lobes of the vertical and 

horizontal MTFs. The MTF was also calculated (although at a 

different magnification) by taking the Fourier transform of the 

pinhole image (Figure 4C). The vertical, horizontal, and 45 

degree line profiles of this 2D MTF are shown in Figure 4D, 

and approximately match the shape of the MTF calculated using 

the edge spread. The solid line in Figure 4E is the Gaussian blur 

used in the reconstruction of our wrist phantom. The blur 

focuses on the main lobe and is slightly larger than reality, 

which decreases instability due to inaccuracies in the model. 

Figure 5 shows real data reconstructions. Figure 5A is a high 

resolution reference image, with a zoom region (Figure 5B) and 

patch for variance estimation identified. A coarser resolution 

FDK reconstruction where most of the high resolution 

trabecular structure has been lost is shown in Figure 5C. 

Attempting to deblur (using the Gaussian approximations 

discussed previously) prior to applying FDK results in 

significant noise amplification (Figure 5D). In comparison, 

noise matched uncorrelated (Figure 5E) and correlated (Figure 

5F) noise model reconstructions are also shown. Again, the 

correlated noise model achieves higher resolution - showing 

finer structures than the uncorrelated case at matched noise. 

Comparisons with the high resolution reference indicate that 

these fine structures are representative of true trabecular details.  

IV.  DISCUSSION 

In this work we have presented a general framework for 

modeling both source and detector blur including correlated 

noise effects. Investigations in both simulations and in physical 

FP-CBCT data show that proper noise modeling can improve 

the noise-resolution trade-off. This advantage is most dramatic 

for systems with significant source blur, though deblurring and 

an accurate noise model outperforms conventional FBP in all 

cases considered. 

This methodology has potential application in a variety of 

applications requiring high spatial resolution, including 

trabecular bone imaging and breast CBCT. Moreover, the 

studies presented here begin to characterize the improvements 

possible for specific system designs (e.g., varying amounts of 

source and detector blur). This may have potential impact in 

system design – for example, permitting use of larger focal spot 

x-ray sources (improved power requirements) and thicker 

scintillators (improved detection efficiency) – if the proposed 

reconstruction methodology is integrated into the system.  
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(a) 
(b) 

(d) 

(c) 

Figure 5: Testbench data reconstructions. In split images, top half 

is difference with the high resolution reference image. Units are mm-1. 

(a): soft tissue. (b) cartilage. (c) trabecular bone. (d) cortical bone. 
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Abstract— Tomosynthesis acquisition in the interventional 

suite offers a workflow friendly 3D acquisition mode. In this 

work we present a task-based reconstruction algorithm that is 

applicable to many clinical scenarios where high-contrast 

structures of interest (e.g., contrast enhanced vasculature and 

devices) are embedded in a low-contrast background. The 

approach leverages multi-scale processing and soft-thresholding 

in order to hierarchically first reconstruct small structures, 

followed by coarse scale background. Results illustrate the 

minimal blurring of small high contrast structures. 

 
Index Terms—Angiography, Multi-Scale Reconstruction 

Algorithms, Sparsity, Tomosynthesis, X-Ray Tomography 

I. INTRODUCTION 

omosynthesis on an interventional C-arm is a promising 

technology for 3D imaging in the interventional suite – it 

is flexible and has minimal impact on the workflow [6,10], but 

it generally offers only limited 3D image quality when 

compared to CBCT (cone-beam CT) [11]. These limitations 

are mainly due to the data incompleteness: in the 

implementation considered here [6], for example, projection 

data is collected along an approximately circular gantry 

trajectory with a tomographic angle of about ±20 degrees (see 

Figure 1). However, with improved and optimized 

reconstruction algorithms, 3D image quality that is sufficient 

to facilitate improved workflow, and potentially enabling new 

clinical applications, in the interventional suite, seems within 

reach. 

“Traditional” tomosynthesis reconstruction methods include 

simple backprojection (aka “shift-and-add”) as well as 

iterative ART-type improvements; filtered backprojection 

(FBP) with various filter choices [1,4], where –if desired- 

image quality of ART can be well approximated by using FBP 

with specially designed filters [2,5,9]. To improve image 

quality, deblurring and explicit artifact management 

techniques (including voting-based approaches [1,13]) were 

also explored. (See [4] for an overview.) 

More recently, penalized weighted least-squares (PWLS) 

type approaches have received widespread attention. These 

approaches generally promote, e.g., piecewise smoothness or 

sparsity (in some transform domain) – and in CT 

reconstruction they are mainly used to address noise (for low-
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dose CT imaging), or artifacts due to angular sampling (few-

view imaging).  

In most considered scenarios the image data itself is not 

assumed to be sparse, but the norm of the gradient often is, 

leading to the widely used TV (total variation) minimization 

which encourages piecewise smooth reconstructions with 

sparse gradients; TV-minimization based reconstruction 

methods have found application in tomosynthesis 

reconstruction (see, e.g., [12,14].) 

In some applications, however, the image data itself may be 

assumed to be sparse, for example in digital subtracted 

angiography (DSA) [7]. In [8] an Lp norm was minimized, 

where p=1.1 was selected in order to make the norm convex 

and differentiable, which enabled the use of standard convex 

optimization techniques while still promoting sparsity. In fact, 

regularization of tomographic reconstruction problems with 

the L1 norm penalty function has received revived interest 

(most notably under the theme “compressed sensing”). Here 

one seeks to find the solution to 

𝑥∗ = argmin 
1

2
‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏‖2

2 +  𝜏‖𝑥‖1  (1) 

and one popular method for solving this problem is the 

iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [3] 

𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑆𝜏𝛼(𝑥𝑘 + 𝛼𝐴𝑇(𝑏 − 𝐴𝑥𝑘))   (2) 

where  is an appropriate step size, and 

𝑆𝜇(𝑥) =  {
𝑥 − 𝜇  , if 𝑥 ≥ 𝜇

0, if − 𝜇 < 𝑥 < 𝜇
𝑥 + 𝜇, if 𝑥 ≤ −𝜇

     (3) 

is the soft-thresholding (or shrinkage) operator. 

In this paper we describe a multi-scale task-based  

modification of the ISTA algorithm for tomosynthesis 

reconstruction of objects that can be described as consisting of 

high-contrast structures embedded in a low-contrast 

background. This description applies to many situations in the 

interventional suite, e.g., when imaging contrast-injected 

vasculature, or tools and devices (catheters, probes, etc.). The 

main elements of our algorithm are: 

1) An iterative hierarchical multi-scale approach, where in 

initial stages of the reconstruction fine-scale and high-contrast 

structures are reconstructed (which are naturally sparse), and 

later stages are used to reconstruct the coarse-scale 

background. Note that this strategy promises to minimize out-

of-plane artifacts (so-called “streaks”) from high-contrast 

structures, which are one of the most significant problems in 

tomosynthesis imaging, thereby also enabling good image 

quality in the background (where the sparsity constraint in the 

form of an L1 norm constraint is not applicable). 
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2) The soft-thresholding operator is viewed in our approach 

as a tool for explicit enforcement of sparsity, that is, an 

explicit management of out-of-plane artifacts (similar to the 

voting-based approaches mentioned earlier). This “utilitarian 

view” also allows for straightforward strategies for robust and 

data-driven parameter selection. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Our modified ISTA method uses an iterative update step of the 

following form: 

𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘 + 𝜆𝑘𝑆𝜇𝑘
(𝐴𝑇𝐶𝑘(𝑏 − 𝐴𝑥𝑘)),   (4) 

where 𝐴 and 𝐴𝑇  describe the forward and back-projection, 

respectively, 𝐶𝑘 is a conditioning operator acting on the 

residual projection images at each step, and 𝜆𝑘 is an 

appropriate scaling factor. 

As mentioned above, the approach progresses from fine-scale 

high-contrast structures within the image to coarse-scale low-

contrast objects. This is for the most part reflected in the 

projection conditioning operator 𝐶𝑘, which includes a multi-

scale based filtering step that in early stages of the 

reconstruction process suppresses the coarse-scale 

background. However, before discussing the conditioning 

operator in more detail we will discuss the artifact 

management properties of the soft-thresholding operator in the 

tomosynthesis context. 

Specifically, a simple backprojection step of a single, small 

high-contrast structure/object within the imaged volume will 

lead to bright “streaks” passing through the volume, with the 

streaks intersecting (and constructively adding) at the true 

location of the object. The streaks (at any location different 

from the true location of the object) are undesirable artifacts 

that need to be suppressed or removed. Similar to earlier 

artifact management approaches using variations of a voting 

scheme [1,13], soft thresholding retains only the high-contrast 

regions in the image (e.g., where the backprojected streaks 

intersect), while suppressing isolated streaks (which have a 

lower contrast)– with the threshold parameter controlling the 

degree of artifact suppression.  

This “ideal” behavior of the soft thresholding step is displayed 

when the contrast of the imaged fine-detail structures is 

approximately equal in all projection images. When the 

contrast is very dissimilar, this behavior will generally be 

different. A planar (or nearly planar) structure, for example, 

will exhibit a very high contrast only in very few projections 

where the projection direction is approximately tangential to 

the plane. These very high-contrast streaks -stemming from 

only few projection images- may dominate the overall 

behavior in the backprojected data, and may not be completely 

suppressed by the soft thresholding (depending on the 

parameter selection) while some other small structures may 

completely disappear as a consequence of the soft 

thresholding. This issue may also arise, e.g., when 

vessels/structures overlap only in very few views, etc.  

In order to address these issues, the projection conditioning 

operator 𝐶𝑘 also includes other processing elements beyond a 

multi-scale filtering step. Specifically, the multi-scale based 

filtering step consists of a decomposition of the image into 

different frequency bands, and then re-assembling the image, 

but now with different weights for the different scales. In the 

early stages of the reconstruction the filtering is mainly used 

to suppress the coarse-scale background. The filtering is 

combined with a positivity constraint since the goal is in 

reconstructing the high-contrast structures/objects while 

avoiding reconstructing “undershoot” artifacts that appear in 

the projection images due to the high-pass characteristic of the 

filtering step. In addition, the filtered projections are clipped in 

order to “equalize” the different remaining structures in the 

image (thereby enabling the soft-thresholding step after the 

backprojection to be more effective in suppressing out-of-

plane artifacts, i.e., isolated streaks). This clipping is of the 

form  

𝑇𝜈(𝑥) =  {
𝜈  , if 𝑥 ≥ 𝜈

𝑥, if − 𝜈 < 𝑥 < 𝜈
−𝜈, if 𝑥 ≤ −𝜈

 .    (5) 

That is, the clipping step retains all parts of the signal/image 

that are less than a given threshold. Furthermore, a separate 

soft-thresholding step may be applied to the (residual) 

projection images, thereby allowing to initially reconstruct 

only high-contrast structures (which are assumed to have a 

higher degree of sparsity than other fine-scale structures), 

while later on moving on to lower contrast structures.  

The final element in the reconstruction algorithm is a scaling 

factor 𝜆𝑘 –applied to the update image- which serves as a 

mechanism to speed up convergence. Since the preceding soft-

thresholding step reduces streaks, but at the same time also 

reduces the amplitude of the desirable image detail, the scaling 

is designed to counter-act the contrast reduction. 

In summary, the hierarchical multi-scale based reconstruction 

algorithm presented here builds up the reconstructed volume 

through multiple stages, initially reconstructing small high-

contrast objects, before progressing to small lower-contrast 

objects, followed by larger structures (as summarized in Table 

1), where each iteration consists of the following steps: 

0) (Initialize volume) 

1) Re-project current estimate of volume; compute 

residual projection images. 

2) Conditioning of the residual projection images; 

 
 

Figure 1: Illustration of tomosynthesis acquisition geometry 
on an interventional C-arm system. 
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a. Multi-scale based filtering of residual projections; 

Apply positivity constraint; 

b. Clipping; Soft-thresholding of filtered residual 

projections; 

3) Create update volume by back-projecting conditioned 

residual images; 

4) Soft-thresholding of update volume; 

5) Scaling of soft-thresholded update volume; 

6) Add processed update volume to current estimate of 

volume; this is the new estimate of the voume. 

7) Go back to step 1); Iterate;  

 

In our current implementation the algorithm proceeds in 4 

stages: stages 1 and 2 are targeted at reconstructing fine-scale 

detail only, with stage 2 designed for “finalizing” the fine-

detail reconstruction; stages 3 and 4 are aimed at mainly 

reconstructing the coarse scale residual with stage 3 

incorporating soft thresholding in the image domain in order 

to promote some degree of sparsity for these coarser scales, 

and stage 4 finalizing the reconstruction (see Table 1 for a 

summary of the progression through the different stages). 

As discussed previously, in the first two stages the image 

background is suppressed through a multi-scale processing 

(decomposition and weighted re-combination). In addition, 

this filtering step reflects a ramp-filter characteristic (in order 

to speed up convergence), where specific desirable filter 

characteristics may be gleaned, e.g., from filter design for 

tomosynthesis reconstruction [2,5,9]. Here, we use a simple 3-

scale (fine, intermediate, coarse scale) decomposition, where 

coarse scale representations of the projections/residuals were 

computed using Gaussian blurring with kernels of standard 

deviation 2.3, and 4.6 mm respectively, and the different 

image scales were determined as differences between the 

appropriate blurred images. In addition a positivity constraint 

is applied to avoid undershoot artifacts. 

Clipping and soft-thresholding parameters are selected based 

on the image data – the values given in Table 1 are defined 

relative to a reference value 𝜅 given by the mini-max of the 

filtered projection images (or residuals) (i.e., the minimum of 

the set of maximum values from each projection image). As 

defined in Table 1 a combined soft-thresholding and clipping 

with parameters 𝜇, 𝜈, respectively, and reference value 𝜅 

refers to the operator  

𝑅𝜅,𝜈,𝜇(𝑥) = 𝑆𝜇𝜅(𝑇𝜈𝜅(𝑥)) 

i.e., the values between 𝜇 and 𝜈 times the reference value 𝜅 are  

“retained” – all values with absolute value larger than 𝜈 ∙ 𝜅 are 

clipped, the remaining part of the signal is soft-thresholded 

with a threshold value of 𝜇 ∙ 𝜅. 

  Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 

Step Parameters Iteration  

1-100 

Iteration  

101-120 

Iteration  

121-170 

Iteration  

171-200 

2.a) Residual Projection: 

Multi-scale filtering; Positivity 

Weight (Fine, 

Intermediate, Coarse); 

(9.0, 6.0, 0.0) 

+ 

(9.0, 6.0, 0.0) 

+ 

(1.0, 1.0, 1.0) 

 

(1.0, 1.0, 1.0) 

2.b) Residual Projection: 

Clipping; Soft-Thresholding 
Clipping Threshold 𝜈 

Soft-Thresh Param 𝜇 

0.4 

0.1 

0.40.2 

0.0 

0.15 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

4) Image: Soft-Thresholding Soft-Thresh Param 𝜇 0.8 0.80.2 0.80.0 0.0 

5) Image Scaling 𝜆𝑘 9.0 9.04.0 1.0 1.0 

Table 1: Summary of the progression of the algorithm through the different stages. 

 

Figure 2: MIP of volume at iterations 40, 80, 120 (left). Right: MIP of reconstructed volume at a view angle of 50 degrees.  

 
Figure 3: Coronal slices through reconstructions – pairwise comparison of our method and SIRT. Left: similar visual contrast 

of vessels. Right: same display settings. Note the reduced out-of-plane artifacts and improved contrast with our method. 
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In stage 1 soft thresholding with an aggressive parameter 

selection is applied to the backprojected update volume in 

order to minimize any streak artifacts due to small high-

contrast structures.  The soft-thresholding parameter is again 

defined relative to a data-dependent reference value, given by 

the maximum value in the backprojected image. The scaling 

parameter 𝜆𝑘 is selected such as to approximately counteract 

the loss in contrast due to the clipping and soft-thresholding in 

both the projection and image domain. 

Stage 2 aims at finalizing the reconstruction of the fine-scale 

detail: the parameters for the multi-scale filtering remain 

unchanged, soft thresholding in the projection domain is set to 

zero, and in the image domain the soft-thresholding parameter 

decreases with increasing iteration number. The scaling factor 

decreases correspondingly. By adjusting the parameters in this 

way an increasing fraction of the fine-scale detail is “pushed” 

into the reconstructed volume. 

In stages 3 and 4 we now transition to reconstructing the 

background (and any remaining residual detail). Here the 

residual images are taken “as is” (which is reflected by the 

weights in the multi-scale filtering step), and in stage 3 soft-

thresholding in the image domain is applied with decreasing 

threshold, thereby applying less and less aggressive artifact 

management for coarse scale structures. To limit the impact of 

potential isolated outliers in stage 3 (e.g., due to remaining 

fine-scale structures), a clipping is applied in this stage. 

Finally, stage 4 essentially corresponds to SIRT update steps, 

since no soft-thresholding or clipping is applied. Ideally, the 

residual images are already near-zero when going into this 

stage, and this stage will do very little to change the existing 

estimate of the imaged volume. 

III. RESULTS 

The results shown here are based on a dataset acquired for a 

contrast injection of the hepatic artery of a pig. We use here 50 

projection images, which represents a subset of a 5-second 

circular tomosynthesis acquisition at ±20 degrees acquired at 

30 fps (frames per second). The maximum angular separation 

between views is about 2.5 degrees. 

In Figure 2, in order to illustrate the progressive nature of our 

reconstruction approach, we show a maximum intensity 
projection (MIP) of the reconstructed volume at iteration 40, 

showing only small high contrast (and positive valued) 

structures. At iteration 80 more detail is reconstructed, and at 

iteration 120 the fine-scale detail reconstruction is finalized. 

Figure 2 (right) shows a MIP of the final reconstruction result, 

at a view angle of 50 degrees. Figure 3 shows a comparison of 

our method with a SIRT reconstruction (simultaneous iterative 

reconstruction technique). The coronal slices at similar 

relative display settings (i.e., visually similar contrast of 

vessels - left) show the significant reduction in out-of-plane 

artifacts with our method, while the images on the right –using 
the same absolute display settings- illustrate the significant 

improvement in vessel contrast. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Tomosynthesis acquisition in the interventional suite offers a 

workflow friendly 3D acquisition mode. The present task-

based reconstruction algorithm achieves good image quality in 

scenarios where high-contrast structures of interest (e.g., 

contrast enhanced vasculature and devices) are embedded in a 

low-contrast background. Unlike previous approaches from 

the literature, sparsity is promoted explicitly by leveraging 

multi-scale processing and soft-thresholding.  

In our experiments we observed excellent robustness of the 

algorithm – good image quality was achieved for a variety of 

datasets, even when containing metal devices (e.g., needles). 

Clinical feedback on initial results is encouraging. However, 

further evaluation and development is currently ongoing to 

address optimization of the reconstruction scheme in terms of 

image quality and computational speed in order to enable 

practical use and evaluation in a clinical setting. 
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When do the iterative reconstruction methods
become worth the effort?

S.B. Coban∗, P.J. Withers†, W.R.B. Lionheart∗, S.A. McDonald†

Abstract—A driving force for the development of new recon-
struction algorithms is to achieve better quality images using
less information (lower dose, fewer projections, in less time), but
under what circumstances do iterative methods become worth the
effort? In this paper we propose a framework that enables the
performance of reconstruction algorithms to be mapped. Such
a framework allows fair comparisons to be made, providing
insights into experimental acquisition strategies and methods of
quantifying the quality of reconstructions, and identifying the
sweet spot for different algorithms.

In the CT imaging community, the challenge is to be able
to produce the best quality images with the least amount of
information. Depending on the application, this information
could be a series of quickly acquired projections if we wish
to capture rapid changes in the sample, or low dose exposures
given to a patient during the scans; or it could be a limited
angles of illumination due to the constraints of the hardware,
the sample, or restrictions to minimize the computational
memory requirements.

The science of reconstructing a 3D volume from 2D pro-
jections is a problem with many possible solutions. Even
in the case of sufficient data, the solutions can be unstable.
Additionally, these solutions are sensitive to small changes in
the measured data (noise due to modeling or experimental
errors), which means that even a noisy image can qualify
as a feasible solution. This solution can be an image of
the location of a landmine in the ground, or detection of a
weapon in a bag, or used to diagnose cancerous cells. This
becomes an issue when the reconstruction techniques do not
converge to a better solution than a noisy image. Therefore
it is natural that we consider the data to be measured, any
prior information about the problem we can make use of, and
the methods for reconstructing high quality images. However
before thinking about the reconstruction algorithms, we must
first consider whether the information we have is useful. This
can be done by characterizing the cost of measure. This is
simply a variable specific to the application. In our case, this
could be the available acquisition time, or perhaps the level
of dose we use to scan a patient. It is clear that, whatever
the application is, we do not want a dataset comprising just
one projection acquired over a long period of time (strong
signal), or many projections in very short periods (weak

∗School of Mathematics, †School of Materials,
The University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL, United Kingdom.
sophia.coban@manchester.ac.uk, www.maths.manchester.ac.uk/∼scoban;
sam.mcdonald@manchester.ac.uk;
p.j.withers@manchester.ac.uk;
bill.lionheart@manchester.ac.uk, www.maths.manchester.ac.uk/∼bl.

signal). We want to be able to determine what we need to
know, and plan experiments accordingly. Taking into account
the important variables in CT, we propose a map to guide the
reader when planning experiments. This map displays aspects
of the information content of the dataset with the abscissa
quantifying the number of projections and the ordinate the
number of photons collected (proportional to the number of
frames acquired per projection times the number of projec-
tions). In this space a given experimental strategy is a point
on the map. If the quality of the reconstructed image can
be expressed as a metric, then it can be used to map the
capability of a given algorithm highlight acquisition regimes
over which it maybe deemed acceptable. Similarly regimes
over which different algorithms are beneficial can be identified.
Conversely, acquisition strategies can be identified to achieve
a given performance in the least time or dose.

Fig. 1. The log-plot of number of projections vs photon count (number of
projections × number of frames). The numbers on the chart refer to the
number of frames for scans lying on LINES A and B.

From this map it is clear that if we want to identify the
performance of algorithms as a function of the number of
projections, it is fairer to keep the number of photons collected
constant while the number of projections is varied (LINE A
in Fig. 1). By contrast it is often the case that in practice the
comparison is made using one frame for each projection (LINE
B) which convolves the decreasing number of projections
with the decreasing signal, influencing our conclusions. The
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difference in reconstructed images for both LINES A and B is
illustrated in Fig. 2(c), where we have used the SophiaBeads
128 dataset with 1 frame (lying on LINE B) and 16 frames
(on LINE A). We introduce the SophiaBeads Datasets in the
next section.

(a) 128 projections, 1 frame. (b) 128 projections, 16 frames.

(c) Difference between the reconstructed results.

Fig. 2. Highlighting the difference in reconstructions with the traditional
approach following LINE B (top left), and keeping the cost of measure
constant by following LINE A (top right). The eliminated noise is shown
in the image (bottom). Reconstructions are obtained using CGLS.

Our ultimate aim is to introduce a framework for designing
experiments and choosing appropriate reconstruction methods
via fair comparisons. In this paper, we wish to discuss this
aspect of our work, and support our logic with reconstructed
results. Before concluding the paper, we explore ways of
quantifying results using a real dataset.

I. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND QUANTIFICATION
METHODS

We have established an experimental glass bead pack
dataset, [5], based on the above framework acquiring 1 frame
for each of 2048 projections; 2 frames at 1024, 4 frames
at 512, 8 frames at 256, 16 frames at 128 and 32 frames
for 64 projections (see points lying on LINE A in Fig. 1).
This enables a wide range of algorithm comparisons and
information content optimizations to be examined. In this
paper we examine the performance of algorithms along LINE
A, namely we compare the performance of algorithms using
different numbers of frames but at a constant signal.

The experiment dataset is called SophiaBeads, available as
part of the SophiaBeads Datasets Project. More information

on the sample, data acquisition and quantitative analysis of the
reconstructions can be found in [6, 4]. We have chosen a beads
problem because it is easy to make the dimensions of the solid
spheres precisely known and the problem is representative
of many X-ray imaging problems [7]. A key element of the
beads problems is that the samples often consist of only beads
and air, making them suitable for studying ‘porous channels’
(bottlenecks) and ‘touching of beads’. These are important
characterizations for studying segmentation techniques or dis-
crete CT algorithms.

Our motivation for using SophiaBeads Datasets in particular
is that we know what the reconstructions should look like. We
know that the beads are of one size1, and thus the following
items can be considered when quantifying our results:

I. Volume of the beads2: The range of expected volume
of each bead is known.

II. Shape of the beads2: We can parameterize how close
(in shape) a reconstructed bead is to a perfect sphere.

III. Circular cross-section of the beads3: Because the
beads are (nearly) perfectly spherical, each bead should
have the same1 diameters or radii in all axes (i.e. a cross-
section of each bead should be a perfect circle).

VI. Smoothness of the beads3: boundary of each bead
should be smooth.

II. COMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION METHODS

In this section, we present the 2D reconstructions of the
SophiaBeads Datasets, using FDK [8], CGLS [3] and SART
[2]. To examine the reconstructions in detail, we focus on a
central window of the reconstructed slices (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. 2D CGLS reconstruction of 2048 projections, and its center window.

1The size of the beads is normally distributed with a mean of 2.5mm (in
diameter), and a standard deviation of 0.01mm (or 100µm). This means that
even though most beads in 2D will look like perfect circles, there will be a
proportion of them that are egg-shaped.

3Suitable for 2D and 3D reconstructions.
2Requires 3D reconstructions.
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FDK Results

FDK [8] is the standard approach employed by most com-
mercial scanners. Results below are obtained using the in-
house implementation of FDK.

(a) 2048. (b) 1024. (c) 512.

(d) 256. (e) 128. (f) 64.

Fig. 4. 2D FDK reconstructions of each SophiaBeads dataset.

One can observe line artefacts and loss of contrast in the
reconstructed images in scans with fewer projections. In
particular in Fig. 4(f), the bead is almost unidentifiable due
to loss of definition in shape.

CGLS Results

This is the Conjugate Gradient method modified for non-
square systems such as the CT problem, as explained in [3].

(a) 2048. (b) 1024. (c) 512.

(d) 256. (e) 128. (f) 64.

Fig. 5. CGLS reconstructions at iteration 12.

The method is implemented in MATLAB R2014b, with the
forward and back projector codes written in C. This method
is also used in the SophiaBeads tutorials [4]. The number of
iterations is fixed at 12. We observe increase in blur and loss
of definition of bead shape in scans with fewer projections.

SART Results

As the third example, we present results using a popular
method from the family of algebraic reconstruction techniques
[2]. For these runs, we performed 200 sweeps with a relaxation
factor chosen as 0.8. Just as with CGLS, we have implemented

and plotted results in MATLAB with forward and back pro-
jectors implemented in C.

(a) 2048. (b) 1024. (c) 512.

(d) 256. (e) 128. (f) 64.

Fig. 6. SART reconstructions with 200 sweeps, and relaxation factor ω = 0.8.

We observe relatively greater loss of definition in the
shape and contrast (compared to CGLS), as the number of
projections decrease.

Quantifying the SophiaBeads Reconstructions

To evaluate our results we use the quantification item II
(henceforth referred to as SHAPE3D). For the analysis, we
have used built-in image-measuring techniques in Avizo Fire
8, where the reconstructed volume is read by Avizo (see the
quantification tutorial in [4]).

Fig. 7. Results of the SHAPE3D analysis plotted with errorbars in MATLAB.

Fig. 7 is the log-plot of the mean and the standard deviation
of each reconstructed volume. The image-measuring technique
in Avizo attempts to fit the each bead to a unit sphere, and
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parameterizes how close that bead is to a perfect fit (more
details in the Avizo user manual [1]). If the reconstructed beads
fit the model sphere perfectly, then Avizo outputs 1, so this
is taken as the exact answer. Anything above the dashed line
can be dismissed as an infeasible solution. From this it is clear
that FDK at 64 iterations is a poor choice as a reconstruction
method. For datasets with 256 projections or more, we see
all three methods giving similar results with small standard
deviations.

III. CONCLUSIONS

As the CT community, we welcome novel ideas for iterative
reconstruction methods for better quality reconstructions. We
spend time on defining our problems, creating and testing
ideas, and developing algorithms. Yet we still struggle to an-
swer this simple question: When should we be using iterative
methods?

In this paper, we offered a strategy to help us answer this
question by introducing a map to plan trials and across which
the performance of various algorithms can be charted. Here
we examined the effect of altering the number of projections
whilst keeping the photon count constant. This has shown
that iterative methods deal better with datasets with fewer
projections, whereas the FDK method is adequate for scans
with 256 projections or higher.

The SophiaBeads Datasets [5] were acquired in such a
way that it allows a multi-faceted exploration of the effect
of decreasing the information content on the performance of
reconstruction algorithms as outlined in Fig. 1. Another key
advantage of the SophiaBeads Datasets was that many aspects
of the actual 3D object are precisely known, enabling us
to quantify algorithm performance. It is noteworthy that the
framework in Fig. 1 and the SophiaBeads Datasets allow a
wide range of experimental strategies to be simulated (mini-
mum time, dose, number of projections) and the limits of the
algorithms delineated or the most appropriate one identified.
We would like to note here that there was no prior information
used in these reconstructions, which is outside the scope
of this discussion. However, improvements in images and
changes in fewer projection artefacts when prior information
is used are interesting topics that deserve further discussion.
In addition, because the beads problem is amenable to discrete
tomography, an algorithm (with a suitable prior information)
may outperform the current algorithms in quality and speed.
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Improve Path Seeking Accuracy for Iterative
Reconstruction Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

Conditions
Meng Wu, Andreas Maier, Qiao Yang, and Rebecca Fahrig

Abstract—Iterative reconstruction (IR) techniques have
demonstrated many advantages in X-ray CT reconstruction. The
statistical iterative reconstruction approach is often modeled as
an optimization problem including a data fitting function and
a penalty function. The tuning parameter value that regulates
the strength of the penalty function is critical for achieving good
reconstruction results. However, appropriate tuning parameter
values that are suitable for the scan protocols and imaging tasks
are often difficult to choose. In this work, we describe path
seeking algorithms that are capable of generating a series of IR
images with different strengths of the penalty function. We add
an optimization step in the path seeking algorithm to improve the
accuracy. Numerical simulation results have shown the proposed
true path seeking algorithm has 20% to 30% less errors than
the approximate path seeking algorithm [1].

Index Terms—CT, iterative reconstruction, path seeking, KKT
conditions

I. INTRODUCTION

Iterative reconstruction (IR) methods for 3D CT offer nu-
merous advantages such as the potential for improved image
quality and reduced dose, as compared to the conventional
methods such as filtered back-projection (FBP) [2], [3]. The
commonly used maximum likelihood (ML) problem in itera-
tive reconstruction is often ill-posed and generates incorrect
reconstructions, especially when the number of projections is
small, or the data is very noisy [4]. A common remedy is to
add a regularization to the ML problem and formulate it as a
penalized maximum likelihood problem (PML) with

µ = argmax
µ≥0

Ψ(µ)− βR(µ), (1)

where Ψ(µ) is the log-likelihood function, R(µ) is the penalty
function (also known as regularization function), and β is the
tuning parameter that regulates the strength of the penalty
function. In this study, we consider the penalized weighted
least-squares (PWLS) algorithm

µ = argmin
µ≥0

1

2

I∑
i

wi([Aµ]i − li)2 + βR(µ) (2)

where A denotes the system matrix for the data acquisition
geometry, l denotes the logged normalized projection, and w
is the least-squares weight.
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µ( β -> 0 ) 

µ( β -> ∞ ) 

True image

Set of good 
reconstructions

Reconstruction with
Optimal  β value

Iterative reconstruction path

Fig. 1: Reconstruction path of the penalized maximum likeli-
hood iterative method.

The regularization function R(µ) often penalizes the differ-
ences in the values of neighboring pixels [3]–[6], or produces
uniform point spread function [7]. Different tuning parameter
β values generate different reconstructed images (solutions to
slightly different optimization problems). In fact, the values
of the tuning parameter β (0 ≤ β ≤ ∞) in Eqn. (1) produce
a series of reconstructions µ(β). The value of the tuning
parameter is critical to the reconstruction results. For example,
if β is too small, the regularization is not strong enough to
suppress noise and artifacts; if β is too big, the image exhibits
patchy behavior [3]. Figure 1 shows the relationship between
the PML reconstruction and the true image with different
tuning parameter values.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no perfect way of
deciding the value of β that would lead to the best recon-
struction for clinical use. Because of the high computational
load of IR, directly computing multiple solutions (µ(β)) via
numerical optimization would not be suitable for practical use.
Wu et. al. proposed an approximate path seeking algorithm
(APS) to efficiently compute a series of IR images µ(β) with
different strength of regularization [1]. However, the APS
algorithm assumes that each of the newly computed images
are on or near the reconstruction path. Numerical errors and
acceleration techniques could cause accumulated errors in
the path seeking. The accumulated errors in the approximate
path seeking become more severe if the reconstruction path
is ”long”. Because each image on the path is a solution in
the series of the optimization problems, one can estimate
the current tuning parameter value in the middle of the path
seeking using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [9].
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An additional optimization step can be then carried out to
ensure the computed path images are on the reconstruction
path. In this paper, we first review the approximate path
seeking (APS) algorithm, and then describe a true path seeking
(TPS) to improve the accuracy.

II. METHODS

A. Approximate path seeking (APS)

Friedman proposed a fast generalized path seeking (GPS)
algorithm that produces solutions closely approximating the
path of the constrained regression problems [8]. The GPS
algorithm uses the ratio of the gradients to update one re-
gression variable each time, which is accurate and suitable
for a small regression problem. However, the number of the
variables in the image reconstruction problem is identical to
the number of voxels. Considering the heavy computational
load of calculating the gradient of the likelihood function
Ψ(µ), we proposed to update a fraction of pixels each time
instead of one pixel. Moreover, a path direction is introduced
to improve the path seeking efficiency, which is defined as

dj = µj(β2)− µj(β1), (3)

where µj(β2) and µj(β1) are two solutions on the path with
β1 < β2. When β1 and β2 are close, we assume the partial
derivative of the penalty function follows

∂R(µ(β))

∂µj
· dj > 0 (4)

for all β ∈ [β1, β2]. This is equivalent to saying the path of
each pixel is locally monotonic in β. Let us define the negative
gradient of the weighted least-squares and penalty function as

gj(µ) = −∂Ψ(µ)

∂µj
= − [A′diag{w}(Aµ− l)]j ,

hj(µ) = −∂R(µ)

∂µj
.

(5)

The approximate path seeking algorithm is

Set up initial conditions:
Reconstruct two images µ(β1) and µ(β2) for selected path
range [β1, β2]
µ = µ(β1)
Loop {

1) d = µ(β2)− µ
2) Compute λj = hj(µ)/|gj(µ)|
3) Find S = {j|hj(µ) · gj(µ) > 0}
4) If (S is not empty) {
5) µj = µj + ∆v · sign(λj) for all j ∈ S
6) } Else {
7) If ( λj · dj < 0 ), then λj = 0
8) Find t such that P{|λj | ≥ t} ≤ p
9) If (|λj | ≥ t), µj = µj + ∆v · sign(λj)

10) }
} Until ‖µ− µ(β2)‖ stops decreasing.

The variable p is the update percentage of the pixels in each
iteration, and ∆v > 0 is a small increment value, e.g. 1 - 3

µ(β1)

µ(β2)

d1µ1

d2

µ2

d3

µ3

d4

µ4

µ( β -> ∞ ) 

µ( β -> 0 ) 

Set of good 
reconstructions

True image

Fig. 2: 2D illustration of the approximate path seeking al-
gorithm. The yellow points (µ1 . . . µ4) are the path images
computed by the approximate path seeking algorithm.

HU. At each step, the pixel-wise ratio of the two gradients
indicates the relative effects of the data fitting (likelihood)
and penalty functions at current µ. Line 5 updates the pixel
if both gradients are in the same direction. Line 7 ensures the
algorithm only considers the rest of the pixels that have the
same updating direction as dj . Line 8 selects the pixels that
have the largest ratios of the gradients. The selected pixel is
then incremented by a small fixed amount (∆v) in the direction
of λj . Figure 2 shows a 2D illustration of the approximate
path seeking algorithm. The green arrows d1 . . . d4 are the
direction vectors (line 1) toward final path image µ(β2); the
orange arrows are the fixed size updates to the image (line 9).
In each iteration, one out of two variables was updated by ∆v

in the same direction as d and λ.
In the previously described APS algorithm, the path image

goes from µ(β1) to µ(β2). We call it a forward model, because
it shows the effect of increasing the strength of the penalty
function. The path seeking algorithm can also work in the
opposite direction (backward model). We just need to change
the initialization to µ(β2), and use dj = µj(β1) − µj and
λj = gj(µ)/|hj(µ)|.

B. True path seeking (TPS)

The APS method assumes that the ratios of gradients (λj)
and path direction (dj) select correct pixels to update. The
accuracy of the APS algorithm relies on that each newly
computed image is on or near the reconstruction path so that
the APS updates are tracking the effects of the regularization
instead of doing optimization. Numerical errors in reconstruc-
tions and acceleration techniques (e.g. inappropriate step sizes
and order subset method) could cause accumulated errors in
the APS. Not surprisingly, when the distance between µ(β1)
and µ(β2) is large, the accumulated errors will be greater too.

Fortunately, the path images are supposed to be solutions
of a series optimization problems, which only have different
β values. Thus, if we can estimate the corresponding β value
of each path image, additional optimization steps can then be
executed to improve the accuracy of the path seeking. If each
estimated image is a close solution of the convex optimization
problem, the tuning parameter value can be estimated using
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [9]. The KKT
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condition for the PWLS problem is

gj(µ
∗) + β · hj(µ∗)− η∗j = 0

η∗j · µ∗j = 0 for all j,

η∗j ≥ 0

(6)

where η∗j is the Lagrange multiplier of the non-negative
constrains. The KKT condition implies that if µ∗j 6= 0 then

gj(µ
∗) + β · hj(µ∗) = 0. (7)

Therefore, the tuning parameter value β can be estimated by

β ≈ Median
{
gj(µ

∗)

hj(µ∗)
, ∀j : µj > 0

}
. (8)

Using the median is more numerically robust than using the
average, because the hj(µ∗) can be a very small number. With
a way of estimating β, we propose a true path seeking (TPS)
algorithm as

Set up initial conditions:
Reconstruct two images µ(β1) and µ(β2) for selected path
range [β1, β2]

µ = µ(β1)

Loop {
1) Estimate β using Eqn. (8)
2) u = u− α (g(µ) + β · h(µ)) .
3) d = µ(β2)− µ
4) Compute λj = hj(µ)/|gj(µ)|
5) Find S = {j|hj(µ) · gj(µ) > 0}
6) If (S is not empty) {
7) µj = µj + ∆v · sign(λj) for all j ∈ S
8) } Else {
9) If ( λj · dj < 0 ), then λj = 0

10) Find t such that P{|λj | ≥ t} ≤ p
11) If (|λj | ≥ t), µj = µj + ∆v · sign(λj)
12) }
} Until ‖µ− µ(β2)‖ stops decreasing.

Lines 1-2 are the additional minimization step in the TPS
algorithm to draw µ closer to the reconstruction path. The
minimization step does not need to be executed for many
iterations because the image is already very close to the path
when step size is small. Figure 3 shows a 2D illustration of
the TPS algorithm. The image from the previous path seeking
step (orange points) are corrected by the minimization step
(red arrows) to more accurate path images (red points) before
the path seeking.

Moreover, computing the gradient g(µ) requires forward
and backward projection that has high computation cost. The
gradients computed in line 2 may be reused in line 4. Reusing
the gradient reduces the computational cost, but the accuracy
of the path seeking step may be affected. We called the
algorithm using the newly re-computed gradients as TPS-1
and using previously computed gradient as TPS-2.

µ(β1)

µ(β2)

d1µ1

d2

µ2

d3
µ3 d4

µ4
µ( β -> ∞ ) 

µ( β -> 0 ) 

Set of good 
reconstructions

True image

Fig. 3: 2D illustration of the true path seeking algorithm. The
red points (µ1 . . . µ4) are the path images computed by the
true path seeking algorithm.

III. SIMULATIONS

A thorax XCAT phantom is used to simulate projections
for a Siemens SOMATOM 32 row clinical CT geometry in
3D. We reconstructed a 512 × 512 × 32 image from an
undersampled chest axial CT scan. The size of the original
sinogram is 768 × 32 × 721 (half scan), and we uniformly
undersampled the number of projection views from 721 to 91.
We used the total variation (TV, i.e., the L1 norm of the first-
order derivative) as the penalty function R, which has shown
many good properties in the sparse view reconstruction. The
unattenuated scan factor is 1× 105 photon counts / pixel. The
direct optimization solutions of the PWLS problem for 20 β
values log spaced from 10 to 200 were achieved using the
ordered-subsets linearized augmented Lagrangian method [10]
with 100 iterations.

The update percentage p was set to 20%, with step size
∆v equal to 1 HU for both the APS and the proposed TPS
algorithms. Ordered subsets of 3 were used to approximate the
gradient gj in Eqn. (5) with a smaller number of projections.
A total of 40 path images with equal L1 distances between
µ(β = 10) and µ(β = 200) were computed and stored using
both forward and backward path seeking models. The accuracy
of the path seeking algorithms was evaluated by comparing
the reconstructions using numerical optimization and the path
seeking.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows five frames in the path of the PWLS method
using the direct optimization and the TPS2 forward method.
Both approaches provided sequences of images from noisy
reconstructions with view undersampling artifacts to over
blurred images. The root-mean-squared-difference (RMSE)
and mean-absolute-difference (MAD) between the first (µ(β =
10)) and the last (µ(β = 200)) images are 44 HU and
15.5 HU, respectively. Figure 5 shows eight frames of 6 cm
× 6 cm region-of-interest (ROI) of the path images using
direct optimization and the proposed path seeking (forward)
methods. The path images generated by the path seeking
algorithms are similar to the direct optimization results. The
path images using the path seeking algorithms are more evenly
spread between the first and last images. There are several
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Fig. 4: Five example images in the PWLS reconstructions path computed using the direct optimization (top) and the proposed
TPS2 algorithm (bottom). The display window is [-400, 400] HU.

Fig. 5: Sequences of path images of a 6 cm × 6 cm ROI using
the direct optimization and the proposed path seeking (forward
model) algorithms. From top to bottom: direct optimization,
APS, TPS1 and TPS2. The display window is [-100, 300] HU.
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Fig. 6: The RMSD and MAD measurements of the entire
path images generated by the proposed method compared to
a directly solved PWLS images. The solid lines are forward
model, and the dashed lines are backward model.

pixels in the image using the path seeking algorithms that are
updated slower than the rest of the image, because the total
path lengths of those pixels are too big for the small step size.
The TPS images haves smaller errors than the APS images
because the additional optimization step corrects those pixels
too. We expect that the errors due to the step size become
smaller when using larger number of projections.

Quantitive evaluations using RMSD and MAD are shown
in Figure 6. The 40 path images that are computed by the
path seeking methods were compared to one directly solved
PWLS image at β = 50 (the middle image in Figure 4 first
row). The closest path seeking images has RMSD around 10
HU and MAD about 4 HU. The RMSD is much larger than
the MAD because of the large errors in several pixels that are
also noticeable in Figure 5. The minimum differences using

the TPS to the direct optimization result are 20% to 30%
smaller than using the APS method in both RMSD and the
MAD. There is no big difference in accuracy between the TPS-
1 and TPS-2 method. Because the TPS-2 algorithm requires
only half times of computing the gradients compare to the
TPS1 algorithm, the TPS-2 version is much faster than the
TPS-1 version. The forward model is more accurate than the
backward model except when β is very large.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed to add an optimization step
in the path seeking algorithm to improve the accuracy. The
tuning parameter of the path images were estimated using the
KKT condition of the convex optimization problem. Numerical
simulation results have shown the proposed TPS algorithm has
20% to 30% less errors than the APS algorithm.
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Abstract—Prior-image-based reconstruction (PBIR) algorithms 

provide great improvements in the trade-off between radiation 

exposure and image quality, especially in sequential imaging 

studies where high-fidelity prior images are available. Most PBIR 

methods incorporate the prior information through a penalty term 

in the objective function. In many sequential studies the primary 

goal is to estimate the difference between the prior image and the 

current anatomy. Here we introduce a method called 

reconstruction of difference (RoD) to reconstruct the difference 

image directly from the measurements. This method relies on 

prior image data, but unlike conventional PBIR, the prior 

information is integrated in the data consistency term. We 

investigated the performance of RoD under noisy and sparsely 

sampled projections in local and global acquisition scenarios using 

simulated data and test-bench experiments. RMS errors were 

compared to a standard penalized likelihood (PL) algorithm. The 

RoD outperformed standard PL in noisy and truncated data, and 

in simulation and in test-bench data reconstructions. The 

performance of the global and truncated RoD were comparable. 

This suggests computational speedups and dose reduction are 

possible through the use of the local acquisition and RoD. 

 
Index Terms—Prior image, model-based reconstruction, statistical 

reconstruction, computed tomography, cone-beam CT.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Prior-image-based reconstruction (PIBR) methods have 

found increasing use in a number of computed tomography 

(CT) applications[1]–[4]. The ability to include patient-specific 

anatomical knowledge (typically via prior images) in the image 

formation process has yielded dramatic improvements in the 

trade-off between image quality and radiation exposure. Prior 

image approaches tend to be particularly helpful in overcoming 

scenarios with low data fidelity including sparse/subsampled 

data and noisy projections from low exposure acquisitions. 

There are many clinical scenarios where high-fidelity prior 

images are potentially available that may be used for 

reconstruction of subsequent data acquisitions. Examples of 

such sequential imaging studies include: 1) Longitudinal cases 

where anatomical change is monitored in disease progression 

or treatment (e.g. tumor growth/shrinkage in image-guided 

radiation therapy (IGRT)); 2) image-guided surgery (IGS) cases 

where preoperative diagnostic/planning are available but 

interoperative CT is used for up-to-date anatomical data for 

image-guidance; 3) imaging of periodic motion (e.g. the 

contraction of the heart or the motion of a joint); and 4) dynamic 

studies including perfusion. 

A number of PBIR methods have been developed in recent 

years including prior image constrained compressed sensing 

(PICCS) [1], statistical PICCS [2], and prior image registration 

penalized-likelihood estimation [4]. These techniques vary 

somewhat in their data consistency term, and in the presence 

and type of noise model that is presumed for the underlying 

data. However, the methods are similar in that they seek to 

reconstruct the current anatomy and integrate prior image data 

through a constraint or penalty term. Specifically, these 

methods tend to use transformed differences between the 

current reconstruction estimate and the prior data and a metric 

(typically an l1 norm) that encourages sparsity in the 

transformed domain. 

 In many sequential imaging studies, the primary objective is 

to find the difference between the prior image and subsequent 

scans. For example, in monitoring tumor growth, visualizing 

and quantifying changes in tumor size is critical to treatment. In 

perfusion imaging, it is often differences before and after the 

administration of contrast that are important. Such difference 

images often greatly enhance the visualization of important 

features (e.g. 3D digital subtraction angiography). 

Such a focus on differences between the current anatomy and 

a prior scan suggest an alternate reconstruction framework 

where it is the difference image that is modeled and 

reconstructed directly. Lee et al. [5] proposed a method that 

sought to reconstruct difference via penalized likelihood (PL) 

reconstruction based on the subtraction of prior and current 

projection data. In this work, we propose a modified data 

consistency term based on a likelihood function that models the 

relationship between the difference image and the observed 

data. Again, this approach relies on prior image data, but its 

integration is now in the data consistency term in contrast to 

conventional prior image methods. 

There are a number of potential advantages to this 

reconstruction of difference (RoD) approach. Not only does 

RoD change the primary output of the reconstruction to be the 

difference image, but regularization and control of image 

properties is instead related to the change (difference) image as 

opposed to the current anatomy. Additionally, in many clinical 

cases including cardiac function, image-guided surgery (IGS), 

and image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT), change is limited 

to a relatively small volume of interest (VOI). This permits a 

dramatic reduction in the support size for reconstruction, 

facilitating computational speedups, memory reductions, and 

(if desired) truncated, limited FOV data acquisitions. In 

contrast, traditional model-based approaches require a region of 

support covering the entire anatomy in the axial plane.   

In this paper we introduce the RoD framework and 

investigate its performance under noisy and sparsely sampled 

projections in local (VOI) and global reconstruction scenarios, 

and in simulated data and test-bench experiments. 

Amir Pourmorteza, Hao Dang, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen, J. Webster Stayman 

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 

Reconstruction of Difference using Prior Images 

and a Penalized-Likelihood Framework 
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II. METHODS 

A. Model-based Reconstruction of Difference 

An overview of the RoD imaging chain is illustrated in 

Figure 1. We seek to use noisy measurements, y, and prior 

image data 𝜇𝑝, to reconstruct a difference image, 𝜇∆. This 

difference image, itself, may be of interest, or one can use the 

prior image and the difference image to compute the current 

anatomy. In general applications, a registration step may be 

required for the prior image data. This could potentially be 

performed as in [6] in a staged approach based on a coarse 

reconstruction of the current measurements, or in a more 

sophisticated joint estimation scheme as in [4]. For simplicity 

in this paper, we focus on a well pre-registered prior image 

scenario. 

B. Forward Model and Objective Function 

A standard mean measurement model can be described as 

                              �̅�𝑖=𝐼𝑖0exp(−[𝐀𝜇]𝑖), (1) 

where 𝐼𝑖0 is the number of unattenuated photons, µ is vector of 

attenuation coefficients representing the current anatomy, A is 

the system matrix, and [Aµ]i is the line integral associated with 

the ith measurement. We presume that yi is independent and 

Poisson distributed. 

 Recognizing that the current image is the sum of prior image 

and difference image, we can rewrite (1) as  

                 �̅�𝑖 =𝐼𝑖0 . exp(−[𝐀(𝜇𝑝 + 𝜇∆)]𝑖), (2) 

                      =𝐼𝑖0exp(−[𝐀𝜇𝑝]𝑖) . exp(−[𝐀𝜇∆]𝑖). (3) 

Since µp is known, we may combine scaling terms into a single 

gain parameter: 

                             𝑔𝑖0=𝐼𝑖0 . exp(−[𝐀𝜇𝑝]𝑖), (4) 

such that 

                            �̅�𝑖 =𝑔𝑖0 . exp(−[𝐀𝜇∆]𝑖). (5) 

Equation (5) is convenient since it reduces the difference 

forward model to the same form as the traditional forward 

model in (1). This formulation will permit the use of standard 

reconstruction algorithms.  

We choose the following penalized-likelihood objective for 

the reconstruction of the difference image: 

�̂�∆ = arg min
𝜇 ∈ℝ

{−𝐿(𝑦; 𝜇∆) + 𝛽𝑅𝑅(𝜇∆) + 𝛽𝑀𝑀(𝜇∆)}, (6) 

where R(µ) is a traditional roughness penalty that mitigates 

artifacts and noise by encouraging smooth solutions with a 

strength controlled by parameter R. In this paper, we focus on 

R() = ||R ||1 with  R denoting a local difference for voxels 

over a 1st order neighborhood1. A second penalty term, 

M(µ) = ||µ||1, with strength given by M, ensures that the 

difference itself is sparse – i.e., local and relatively small.  

At first glance this 2nd penalty appears redundant with the 

traditional roughness penalty, but both are important for control 

of noise and the amount of prior information. While the first 

term is fairly intuitive, controlling a standard noise/resolution 

tradeoff, the 2nd term is more complex. Increasing 𝛽𝑀  

increasingly penalizes the magnitude of the difference image 

and therefore the contribution of the prior information in image 

formation. A large value of 𝛽𝑀  forces the difference image to 

zero, (no difference from the prior image, and the image is 

reconstructed solely from the prior data) and a small 𝛽𝑀 allows 

 
1 Strictly speaking, we approximate the l1 norm using a Huber penalty with 

a small  parameter which controls the location of the transition between the 

for large differences and therefore less prior information is 

incorporated in the reconstruction. 

Note that the difference image (𝜇∆) denotes the change in 

attenuation coefficients between scans; therefore it could be 

positive or negative. As a result, traditional nonnegativity 

constraints on the reconstruction are not applied. 

 

 
 
Figure 1- The flowchart of reconstruction of difference (RoD) method. 

Prior and final images are shown on the top right. The current 

measurements were created by placing a spherical object (“tumor”) in 

the nasal cavity of the phantom. The dashed square indicates the region 

of interest used in local reconstruction and RMSE calculation. 

 

1) Practical Implementation 

To solve (6) an ordered subset separable paraboloidal surrogate 

(OS-SPS) [7] approach was chosen to minimize the PL cost 

function. This algorithm is highly parallelizable and was 

implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick MA), and we 

used CUDA-based libraries to perform the optimized projection 

operations on GPUs. 

C. Experimental Design 

Four experiments were conducted: 1) A regularization 

investigation using simulated data where various penalty 

strengths were investigated and optimized; 2) An investigation 

of the “local” VOI capabilities of RoD; 3) A performance study 

of RoD as compared with PL over a range of fluence levels and 

sampling; and 4) Sample cone-beam CT (CBCT) 

reconstructions using FBP, PL, and RoD. For simulation 

studies, we used a relatively high-dose CBCT scan (100 kVp, 

453 mAs, and 720 projections over 360°) to produce a high 

fidelity prior image volume of an anthropomorphic head 

phantom. The ground truth current image (µ̅) was created by 

adding a small spherical “tumor” to the prior image as seen in 

Figure 1 (diameter: 21 voxels or 10.5 mm, and attenuation 

coefficient = 0.02 cm-1). Simulated projection data were 

computed for 720 angles over 360°. 

1) Regularization Investigation 

To study general trends in optimal penalty strength, an 

exhaustive 2D sweep was performed and RoD images were 

estimated. Root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the RoD 

image and the original noiseless fully sampled simulated image 

central quadratic neighborhood and the linear portions of the penalty. In this 

work  = 10-4 for all cases. 
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(µ̅) was used as a performance metric. RSME was calculated in 

a 100×100 voxel VOI around the tumor, as shown in Figure 1.  

We chose a large enough ROI to include the bone structures in 

the background in addition to the air and soft tissue of the nasal 

cavity. 

2) Local vs Global Performance 

We compared regularization and reconstruction performance 

of the global vs local scenarios to investigate the potential for 

RoD to use small support VOIs. Presuming that the anatomical 

change is local, we may also acquire the current image data by 

collimating the x-ray source to the VOI. We simulated this by 

selecting a 100×100 voxel region and truncating the projections 

not intersecting the VOI (Figure 1). The prior image was 

acquired without truncation. For comparison, RMSE was 

calculated over the same anatomical VOI in both local and 

global reconstructions. 

3) Performance as a Function of Data Fidelity 

To investigate RoD performance at varying fluence, different 

levels of Poisson noise were simulated for noisy acquisitions 

with I0 ranging from 102 to 105 (with projection subsampled by 

4). Similarly, to investigate the dependence on data sparsity, the 

number of projections was subsampled by a factor of 1, 2, 4, 8, 

16, 30, and 45 at a typical fluence level (I0 = 104). For these 

studies, optimal regularization parameters were determined by 

exhaustive searches and the local strategy was used. 

 

 
Figure 2-The CBCT test-bench with stationary flat panel detector 

(left) and x-ray tube (right), and the anthropomorphic head phantom 

on a rotating stage. The inset shows the acrylic sphere placed in the 

nasal cavity of the phantom to mimic a tumor. 

4) Test-Bench CBCT Reconstructions 

RoD was applied to physical CBCT data from a test-bench 

consisting of an x-ray source (Varian Rad-94), a flat-panel 

detector (Varian PaxScan 4030CB,  40×30 cm, at 0.388 mm 

pixel pitch after 2×2 binning), and a motion control system 

(Parker Hannifin), as shown in Figure 2. The source-to-detector 

(SDD) and source-to-axis distance (SAD) were set to 118 and 

77.5 cm, respectively emulating a C-arm geometry. All images 

were reconstructed at 0.5 mm isotropic resolution.  

We scanned an anthropomorphic head phantom to acquire 

high-fidelity projections (100 kVp, 453 mAs, 720 projections 

over 360°). We obtained scans with and without an acrylic 

sphere (12.5 mm size) placed in the nasal cavity mimicking a 

tumor (Figure 2). The phantom was not moved between scans. 

A PL reconstruction of the “no tumor” acquisition was used as 

the prior image. 

Noisier follow-up scans (equivalent fluence=104 and 180 

views) were formed by adding noise to a subset of the “with 

tumor” projections to form the current data (y).  A PL 

reconstruction of the high-fidelity data (with tumor) acquisition 

was used as the reference for error calculation. RMSE was 

calculated over a 100×100 region around the acrylic sphere.   

III. RESULTS 

A. Investigation of Regularization 

RoD was used to reconstruct the simulated images (I0=104, 

180 views) using various penalty strength values swept linearly 

in the exponent with a 101/2 step size, from 100 to 105. The 

penalty settings that resulted in the lowest RMSE were chosen 

as the optimal setting (Figure 3). For this specific experiment, 

the optimal values were 𝛽𝑀 = 𝛽𝑅 = 101.5. Basic trends are 

apparent: Noise increases for low 𝛽𝑅 and becomes 

oversmoothed for high 𝛽𝑅 (making the change eventually 

disappear). Similarly, high 𝛽𝑀 eliminates all change in the 

reconstruction, while low 𝛽𝑀 is subject to increased noise. 

B. Global vs. Local Reconstruction of Difference 

For the simulated images mentioned above, we performed 

two separate exhaustive searches to find the optimal penalty 

coefficients in RoD: 1) local (collimated) acquisition and 

reconstruction, and 2) global acquisition and reconstruction. 

The optimal coefficients resulted in the following RMSE for 

global RoD (5.93×10-6 mm-1) and local RoD (3.45×10-6 mm-1).  

We performed a similar analysis using the test-bench data as 

explained next in section D. Figure 4 shows the RMSE vs 

penalty coefficient maps for the local and global test-bench 

acquisitions. The optimal coefficients resulted in the following 

RMSE values for global RoD (1.17×10-5 mm-1) and local RoD 

(1.24×10-5 mm-1). In both simulation and test-bench results, the 

 

 
Figure 3-Results of regularization investigation. Top: RMSE for 

results of the exhaustive search for penalty coefficients. The asterisk 

denotes the point with optimal 𝛽 values. Bottom: Zoomed VOI 

illustrating the difference reconstructions associated with each 

regularization strength pair. 
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penalty coefficient maps for the local and global RoD showed 

similar trends. The results indicate that the performance of the 

global and local reconstructions were comparable. For the next 

two sections the local reconstruction was used to speed up the 

search.  

C. RoD Performance with Varying Data Fidelity  

The performance of RoD with varying fluence and varying 

sparsity is summarized in Figure 5. RMSE for both RoD and 

PL is shown. In both cases, RoD outperforms PL 

reconstruction. As expected increased fluence and reduced 

sparsity decreases the RMSE in all cases; however, RoD RMSE 

appears to plateau in performance at lower levels of sparsity. 

D. Test bench data results 

CBCT test-bench data were reconstructed using the global and 

local RoD as well as PL. Using the coefficients determined in 

Figure 4, the images in Figure 6 show sample results of 3D 

reconstruction of the bench data. The RMSE was (1.2, 1.5, 1.8) 

×10-6 mm-1  for RoD, PL, and FBP reconstructions respectively. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have introduced a new reconstruction 

framework that focuses on integrating prior images into the data 

fidelity term of the reconstruction. The resulting reconstruction 

of difference approach estimates the change between the prior 

and subsequent scan – which may be of more interest than the 

current anatomy in some applications, though the context of 

surrounding anatomy may also be formed by adding the 

difference to the registered prior image data. The RoD 

reconstruction algorithm outperformed standard PL in noisy 

and truncated data, and in simulation and in test-bench data. 

 

 

In both real and simulated datasets, the performance of the 

local RoD was comparable to the global acquisition and 

reconstruction. Thus, there is the possibility for both 

computational speedups and dose reduction through the use of 

the local approach. The methodology proposed here may be 

directly applicable in some scenarios (e.g. cardiac imaging) 

where prior image data is already well registered to the current 

anatomy. However, more general application (e.g. in IGS and 

IGRT) will require proper rigid or deformable registration of 

the prior images which falls within the proposed framework in 

a manner analogous to previously reported methods for prior-

image-registered reconstruction[3], [6]. These topics are the 

subject of ongoing and future work. 
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Figure 4- Exhaustive search for the optimal regularization 

coefficients in global vs local acquisition of test-bench data. 

 
Figure 5- Effects of data fidelity. Left: RMSE (mm-1) measured as 

a function of incident photon fluence (for 180 projections). Right: 

RMSE as a function of the number of projections (fluence level 

I0=104). In each case, images were reconstructed with optimal 

penalty coefficients. 

Figure 6- Coronal slices of sample results of 3D reconstruction of test-

bench data for original (A: I0=2×104, FBP) and noisy (B-D: I0=5000) 

acquisitions. B: FBP, C: Penalized Likelihood, D: Reconstruction of 
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Adaptive Regularization for Uniform Noise
Covariance in Iterative 3D CT

Zhiqian Chang, Ruoqiao Zhang, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Debashish Pal, Lin Fu, Ken Sauer, Charles Bouman

Abstract—Spatially varying noise behavior is problematic for
many regularized statistical methods of reconstruction in X-ray
CT. By adopting a very simple, approximate separation of the
noise spectrum into low and high spatial frequencies, we arrive
at a choice for adaptive regularization that appears to minimize
variation in high-frequency noise character with dose, orientation
and image content.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model-based statistical methods of X-ray CT image recon-
struction have shown promise in maintaining diagnostic image
quality across a wider range of dosage than has been routinely
practical [1], [2] with deterministic methods. The Bayesian
(MAP) estimate is frequently formulated as

x̂ = argmin
x∈Ω

{1
2
(y −Ax)tW (y −Ax) + U(x)

}
, (1)

where W is a diagonal matrix with non-zero entries {wj}, A is
the modeled forward projection matrix, y is a set of integral
projection measurements, and U(x) is a function penalizing
local voxel differences. This quadratic approximation to the
log-likelihood has served well for a broad range of X-ray
CT reconstruction tasks. The most crucial difference from
traditional algebraic reconstruction techniques is the weighting
matrix W , which may be viewed as an estimate of the inverse
variance of each measurement. Entries in this matrix may vary
by orders of magnitude in common CT applications, offering
potential for greatly improved noise/resolution trade-offs. The
Hessian of this formulation, AtWA, is an approximation to
the Fisher Information matrix for estimating voxel values from
the sinogram data.

The quality of information available may vary widely across
a CT reconstruction, as attenuation may reduce photon count
levels by many orders of magnitude in dense materials or large
patients. The MAP estimate will therefore smooth noise to
varying degrees and with varying spatial correlation structure
across the volume to be estimated. While this non-stationarity
in noise may be an inherent feature of the optimal estimate
in the sense in which we have formulated the problem,
spatial uniformity of noise characteristics may be desirable

This work was supported by GE Healthcare.
Zhiqian Chang and Ken Sauer are with the Department of Electrical

Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556-5637.
Ruoqiao Zhang and Charles Bouman are with Department of Electrical and
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in practice. Within the framework of the prior weighting
for uniform resolution of Fessler and Rogers [3], we pro-
pose an alternative weighting option to achieve approximately
uniform, rotationally-invariant noise covariance under full-
coverage scans. Recent work by Cho and Fessler [4] proceeds
from a set of assumptions different from ours and arrives at
somewhat different results, but a similar modification of the
weighting scheme from the uniform-resolution approach.

II. REGULARIZATION FOR NOISE UNIFORMITY

Some form of regularization is necessary in most CT
applications and is especially critical in low signal settings.
U(x) can be chosen as a simple quadratic smoothing penalty,
or a stochastic model including more flexibility in the sanction
of image characteristics [5]. The majority of common models
is described by

U(x) =
1

f(ζ)

∑
(i,k)∈C

bi,kρ(xi − xk) (2)

with ρ() a symmetric function of local pixel/voxel differences,
bi,k weights according to relative location of neighbors, C
is the collection of all pairs that contribute to the penalty,
and f() is a scaling related to the expectation of local image
differences. Although numerous options for design of ρ() are
available in the literature, there are fewer available results and
less consensus on the so-called “hyper-parameters” that control
the balance between fidelity to data and faithfulness to a priori
modeling. If a single parameter serves this function, it will
be f(ζ) above, and the a priori image model is stationary,
probably the most common assumption.

The Hessian of the log-likelihood, AtWA, may have several
orders of magnitude of dynamic range in its diagonal entries,
due to proportional variation in the weighting matrix W . X-ray
survival rates may range from 1 to 10−4 or less in common
scans through dense tissue and large patients. The quality of
data may also vary dramatically in the orientation of individual
rays, causing oriented noise artifacts. All common Bayesian
estimators adjust between adherence to prior modeling and
fidelity to data as SNR varies. If we assume a stationary
image model, with the scalar f(ζ) set heuristically to a good
compromise between resolution and noise suppression, those
two qualities may vary widely in their balance across an image.

In a clinical setting, consumers of reconstructed images may
be less interested in achieving results that are optimal in a
modeled statistical sense than in maintaining image attributes
across widely varying signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) typical of
tomographic scans. Fessler and Rogers [3] provided a frame-
work for spatially-adaptive control of the trade-off between
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the two components of the objective with the modification of
(2) to

Û(x) =
1

f(ζ)

∑
(i,k)∈C

bi,kκ̂iκ̂kρ(xi − xk), (3)

where each κ̂i is square-root of the i-th diagonal element of the
approximate Fisher information matrix. The choice of inserting
a data-dependent term into what is, in the Bayesian framework,
considered the log of the a priori density runs counter to
definitions of the objective’s components, but is an effective
adaptive component. In [3] the goal was approximately con-
stant resolution in the image estimate in the face of widely
varying pixel-wise Fisher information. We seek constant noise
characteristics across the same variations.

For the sake of tractability, we begin with the case in which
U is a quadratic function, or U(x) = ζ

2x
tRx, with R having

unity on the diagonal and negative values totaling unity in
each set of off-diagonal row or column entries. This is the
conventional Gaussian a priori image model with f(ζ) = 2

ζ .
We then arrive at the MAP estimator from (1) as a linear
function of sinogram data:

x̂ = (AtWA+ ζR)−1AtWy.

Given that y contains additive zero-mean noise n in the
sinogram vector, we may also write the image-domain error
due to that noise as

ê = (AtWA+ ζR)−1AtWn.

The covariance of the noise in the reconstructed image has the
form

E[êêt] =

(AtWA+ ζR)−1AtWE[nnt]WA(AtWA+ ζR)−1

= (AtWA+ ζR)−1AtW̃A(AtWA+ ζR)−1. (4)

The matrix W̃ is diagonal, having elements w2
j ξ

2
j , with ξ2

j

the Poisson/Gaussian signal dependent variance of the j-th
sinogram entry. If we use conventional statistical weighting,
wj ≈ ξ−2

j and w̃j ≈ wj . AtWA is low-frequency, ap-
proximated in the frequency domain by 1/||ω|| when W is
constant on its diagonal and zero elsewhere. R is a high-
frequency penalizing function and therefore will have its
larger eigenvalues matched with high frequency eigenvectors.
If we approximate the operator (AtWA + ζR) as having its
eigenvalues separated between the first and second terms into
components at low and high frequencies, we may rewrite (4)
as

E[êêt] ≈ (5)
(AtWA)−1(AtW̃A)(AtWA)−1 + ζ−2R−1AtW̃AR−1

Each of these terms represents a “tail” of an operator away
from its passband. Should we use weighting in the likelihood
term with W as the approximate inverse covariance matrix
of the data, W ≈ W̃ and the first term is recognizable as the
inverse of the Fischer information matrix, which would supply
a lower bound on covariance for the ML estimator. Since the
a priori density assigns little penalty to low frequencies, it is

to be expected that the noise covariance would have the given
form in this unregularized portion of the spectrum.

For visual quality of many CT images, the effects of
noise having the greatest impact are those at higher spatial
frequencies, and we consider the second term of (5). The
penalty enforced by a conventional low-order Markov model
described by R is high-frequency (for encouragment of low-
pass behavior) which makes R−1 a low-pass operator. We
approximate R−1 as constant in its stop-band. The second
term of (5) then simplifies to

c2ζ
−2AtW̃A,

an operator whose spatial characteristics are not difficult to
visualize. The local covariance will have the familiar 1/|x|
shape, but has strong tails in the direction of rays with large
entries in W̃ , corresponding to high count sinogram entries
when W has detector photon counts on its diagonal. This
long spatial correlation may be the statistical characterization
of elevated probability of noise streaks in low-attenuation
directions. Setting wj = ξ−1

j restores isotropic covariance
(under assumption of isotropic AtA) by making W̃ = I . In
the X-ray CT problem, ξ−1

j is approximated by
√
λj , where

λj is the observed j-th photon count. This modification is
a substantial change to the log-likelihood function, departing
from the Poisson counting model but previously shown to offer
advantages in some CT nondestructive testing applications [6].

We are interested particularly in the diagonal entries of
E[eet] for local noise variance. For the sake of our next
approximate analysis, we let W̃ = W such that the first
term of (5) reduces. We know from theory of positive definite
matrices that

[(AtWA)−1]ii ≥
1

(AtWA)ii
. (6)

Since the spatial structure of the A matrix does not typically
vary greatly over varying scans, we conjecture that (6) may, for
local approximations, be made an equality with an appropriate
scaling constant on one side. Let us furthermore approximate
the low-pass filter R−1 as being flat across the high frequen-
cies to which the second term in (5) corresponds, such that it
may be replaced by a constant. The mean-squared noise error
at voxel j may then be written as

E[ê2
i ] ≈

c1∑M
j=1 wiA

2
ji

+
c2
∑M
j=1 w̃jA

2
ji

ζ2
(7)

This rough analysis tells us that, with ζ fixed, noise variance at
low frequencies drops as the inverse of effective voxel dosage
(EVD) (as measured by photon counts times sampling rates
times projection weights squared), while high frequency noise
variance rises proportionally to EVD.

Should we wish to maintain constant noise variance across
EVDs, a starting point may be to ignore the low frequency
noise components, and attempt to fix the second term in (7).
Thus we may replace our current ζ with

ζEVD = ζ(
M∑
j=1

w̃jA
2
ji)

1
2 . (8)
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Maintaining the variables {κi} as prior scaling as in [3], this
would correspond to

κi = (
M∑
j=1

w̃jA
2
ji)

1
4 . (9)

A result that is similar for the full-view case is derived by
an alternative route in [4].

III. RESULTS

We apply the proposed methods to helical CT scan data
acquired on a Discovery CT750 HD scanner (GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, WI), at X-ray tube voltage of 120 kVp. All data
is composed of 984 views per rotation at pitch of 1.0, 1.0
sec/rotation and 20 mm collimation. As illustration of the
effects of adaptive regularization with uniform noise levels
as goal in Section II, we compare spatial noise variation of
three a priori weighting schemes in scans of a human torso
phantom, with modest tube current of 25mA. This places our
data in the lower end of practical dosage range, in keeping with
the theme of this paper. Additionally, a second dosage level
of 200mA shows the behavior of the method under varying
global signal-to-noise levels.

The first of the models is the standard penalty of (2), in
which the regularizing prior term is spatially invariant. This
allows the balance between the log-likelihood and prior term
to vary according to local Fisher information, with lower
dosage areas, featuring greater uncertainty, being smoothed
more severely. The second is the adaptive weighting of (3),
intended to maintain nearly constant resolution while allow-
ing noise variance to respond accordingly, becoming more
prominent in low-count areas. Finally, we add our proposed
modification of (9) in the hope of maintaining noise levels
which vary little over both spatial displacement and overall
dosage. The strength of regularization for each technique is
adjusted manually to yield approximately equal noise levels
among the methods in soft tissues near the surface of the
abdomen at 25mA.

Not surprisingly, since the proposed model is designed
for the sake of noise uniformity, it shows superior noise
control in this sense. In Figure 1, we compare axial images
from abdomen area, where the data-independent prior scaling
produces over-smoothed texture at image central region, while
the constant resolution kappa scaling leaves central region
under-regularized. The proposed method generates an image
with far less spatial variation in noise levels. Measured means
and standard deviations in selected ROI’s are shown in Table
I. Figure 2 shows coronal images, of the phantom. With
data-independent prior scaling, we again see that the region
with lower counts is generally over-regularized, with attendant
loss of spatial resolution. In contrast, the constant resolution
kappa appears to under-regularize the low-counts area. Some
anatomical structures are compromised in the consequently
higher noise. In Figure 2a, abdominal tissues near the spine
are over-smoothed, and some high frequency information is
attenuated, and the variance in cardiac tissue is significantly
higher than in any other region. Figure 2b shows the opposite
situation, where the standard deviation in central abdominal

region can be as high as triple that of cardiac tissue. The
proposed prior scaling method again achieves a more spatially
consistent balance between image spatial resolution and noise
suppression. The noise strength throughout the body volume
manages to stay relatively constant, shown in Figure 2c. In
practice, this would appear to serve better for diagnostic
purposes.

Raising the tube current to 200mA reduces sinogram data
variance by a factor of approximately 8 and would therefore
be expected to reduce image noise standard deviation by
approximately 2.8 in conventional reconstruction methods.
Regularizing for constant resolution will amplify the difference
yet more strongly. Our uniform noise approach limits the
noise deviation reduction to a factor of about 1.5 between the
two dosage levels, and channels the improved SNR primarily
into resolution improvement at higher dosage, as illustrated in
image (d) of Figures 1-2 and Tables I-II.
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Fig. 1: Torso axial images at abdomen region. (a): data-
independent prior scaling at 25mA; (b): constant resolution
κi at 25mA; (c): constant noise κi at 25mA; (d): constant
noise κi at 200mA. Window width 200 HU.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our approach to uniform noise rendering yields relatively
robust control of noise levels consistent across spatially vary-
ing X-ray penetration and overall dosage adjustments. Such
uniformity would appear preferable to radiologists for diagnos-
tic purposes. Our subsequent work with these innovations will
include clinical applications and more extensive, quantitative
phantom studies.
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TABLE I: Noise measurements (means and standard deviations) at selected ROI’s in torso axial images (HU).

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4

data-independent prior -2.05 -1.79 -6.42 -3.65 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 8.50 10.85 12.63 12.24 std
constant resolution kappa -2.87 -2.49 -6.33 -3.99 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 15.16 11.93 8.16 11.86 std
constant noise kappa -2.73 -2.21 -6.28 -3.87 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 13.51 13.46 12.49 13.33 std
constant noise kappa -2.81 -3.29 -5.35 -4.51 mean
(120kV, 200mA) 10.98 9.69 9.11 9.99 std
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Fig. 2: Torso coronal images. (a): data-independent prior scaling at 25mA; (b): constant resolution κi at 25mA; (c): constant
noise κi at 25mA; (d): constant noise κi at 200mA. Window width 200 HU.

TABLE II: Noise measurements (means and standard deviations) at selected ROI’s in torso coronal images (HU).

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5

data-independent prior -2.33 32.15 76.08 3.48 -3.60 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 12.36 17.10 7.56 6.52 14.24 std
constant resolution kappa -3.35 32.06 76.45 4.71 -5.24 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 8.78 7.06 30.99 19.92 9.33 std
constant noise kappa -2.63 31.81 76.96 4.20 -3.58 mean
(120kV, 25mA) 12.69 12.21 15.93 13.41 13.37 std
constant noise kappa -3.24 30.69 70.31 1.34 -7.77 mean
(120kV, 200mA) 8.25 9.08 11.10 11.43 7.95 std
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Relaxed Linearized Algorithms for Faster X-Ray
CT Image Reconstruction

Hung Nien and Jeffrey A. Fessler

Abstract—Statistical image reconstruction (SIR) methods en-
able acquiring computed tomography (CT) scans with lower
X-ray dose while maintaining image quality. However, the
iterative nature of algorithms in SIR methods increases the
reconstruction time, hindering their use in practice. Relaxation
(especially over-relaxation) is a common technique to accelerate
convergence of iterative algorithms. For instance, using a relax-
ation parameter that is close to two in the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) has been shown to speed up
convergence significantly. When we consider a linearized ADMM
(or augmented Lagrangian [AL] method), applying relaxation is
not trivial, and the simple relaxation approach that extends the
existing relaxed ADMM to its linearized variant directly does
not work well. This paper proposes one way to properly use
relaxation in linearized AL methods and applies the proposed
relaxed linearized AL method to X-ray CT image reconstruction
problems. Experimental results show that the proposed relaxed
algorithm (with moderate ordered-subsets [OS] acceleration) is
about twice as fast as the unrelaxed counterpart in a 3D XCAT
phantom simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Relaxation (usually over-relaxation) is a common technique
to speed up convergence of iterative algorithms. For example,
over-relaxation is very effective for accelerating the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [1, 2], provided that
all inner minimization problems of ADMM can be solved
efficiently. However, in problems like X-ray computed to-
mography (CT) image reconstruction, exact image updates in
typical ADMM methods would require inverting an enormous
non-circulant Hessian matrix involving the system matrix A,
precluding the use of exact updates in practice.

In such cases, a linearized ADMM or augmented La-
grangian (AL) method [3, 4] becomes more attractive be-
cause these methods replace the image update by a prox-
linear step that one can solve exactly or iteratively without
using A and A′. We can interpret the linearized AL method
(LALM) as a proximal-point variant of AL methods with an
additional iteration-dependent proximity term adding to the
image subproblem. However, adding the extra proximity term
changes the original alternating direction AL framework, so
adapting the original relaxation approach [1, Theorem 8] to
the linearized AL methods is not trivial.

This paper proposes a non-trivial relaxed variant of lin-
earized AL methods and applies the proposed relaxed LALM

H. Nien and J. A. Fessler are with the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA
(e-mail: {hungnien,fessler}@umich.edu). This work is supported in
part by National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant U01-EB-018753 and by an
equipment donation from Intel Corporation.

to X-ray CT image reconstruction problems. Experimental
results show that our proposed relaxation works much better
than the simple relaxation [5] and significantly accelerates X-
ray CT image reconstruction, even with ordered-subsets (OS)
acceleration.

II. METHOD

Consider an equality-constrained minimization problem:

(x̂, û) ∈ arg min
x,u

{
g(u− y) + h(x)

}
s.t. u = Ax , (1)

where g and h are closed and proper convex functions. In
particular, g is called the loss function that measures the fitness
between the linear model Ax and noisy measurement y, and h
is a regularization term introducing the prior knowledge of x
to the reconstruction. For example, one can write statistical
X-ray CT image reconstruction as a special case of (1),
where g is a weighted quadratic function, and h is an edge-
preserving regularizer (often with a non-negativity constraint
on the image). The relaxed AL method [1, Theorem 8] solves
this problem in an alternating direction manner:

x(k+1) ∈ arg min
x

{
h(x) + ρ

2

∥∥Ax− u(k) − d(k)
∥∥2

2

}
u(k+1) ∈ arg min

u

{
g(u− y) + ρ

2

∥∥r(k+1)
u − u− d(k)

∥∥2

2

}
d(k+1) = d(k) − r(k+1)

u + u(k+1) ,
(2)

where
r(k+1)
u , αAx(k+1) + (1− α) u(k) (3)

is the relaxation variable of u, ρ > 0 is the AL penalty parame-
ter, and 0 < α < 2 is the relaxation parameter. When α > 1, it
is called over-relaxation, and it is called under-relaxation when
α < 1. When α = 1, (2) reverts to the standard (alternating
direction) AL method. Experimental results suggest that over-
relaxation with α ∈ [1.5, 1.8] can improve convergence [2].
However, the x-update in (2) requires solving a penalized
least-squares problem involving the system matrix A and thus
is expensive in X-ray CT, motivating alternative methods like
LALM.

A. Simple relaxation

In LALM, one uses α = 1 in (2) and just replaces the
quadratic AL penalty term in the x-update of (2):

θk(x) , ρ
2

∥∥Ax− u(k) − d(k)
∥∥2

2
(4)

by its separable quadratic surrogate (SQS) function [4]:

θ̆k
(
x; x(k)

)
∝ 〈∇θk

(
x(k)

)
,x− x(k)〉+ ρ

2

∥∥x− x(k)
∥∥2

DL
, (5)
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(b) ρ = 0.05

Fig. 1: LASSO regression: RMS differences between the iterate x(k) and the solution x̂ when solving a LASSO regression
problem (12) using proposed relaxed LALM (α = 2) with AL penalty parameters (a) ρ = 0.1 and (b) ρ = 0.05.

where DL is a diagonal majorizing matrix of A′A. This
replacement makes the x-update far simpler and more ef-
ficient. Unlike standard AL methods that have column-rank
constraint on A, LALM converges unconditionally for any
fixed AL penalty parameter ρ and any A [4]. The simple (and
straightforward) relaxed variant of LALM just substitutes the
SQS AL penalty term (5) for the quadratic one (4) in (2)
with α 6= 1 [5]. Note that LALM can also be thought of as an
inexact AL method (with inexact image updates). The updated
image x with simple relaxation might be still far away from the
solution to the x-subproblem in (2). Hence, the extrapolated
relaxation variable r(k+1)

u could be less useful for speed-up.

B. Proposed relaxation

To properly apply relaxation to LALM, instead of treating
LALM as a proximal-point variant of AL methods, we write it
as the AL method with an extra redundant equality constraint
v = G1/2x, where G , DL−A′A is positive-definite, using
the same AL penalty parameter ρ [4]. This expression allows
us to use the same relaxation approach of standard AL methods
[1, Theorem 8] for accelerating LALM and still guarantees
convergence (and speed-up) as follows:

x(k+1) ∈ arg min
x

{
h(x) + ρ

2

∥∥Ax− u(k) − d(k)
∥∥2

2

+ρ
2

∥∥G1/2x− v(k) − e(k)
∥∥2

2

}
u(k+1) ∈ arg min

u

{
g(u− y) + ρ

2

∥∥r(k+1)
u − u− d(k)

∥∥2

2

}
d(k+1) = d(k) − r(k+1)

u + u(k+1)

v(k+1) = r(k+1)
v − e(k)

e(k+1) = e(k) − r(k+1)
v + v(k+1) ,

(6)
where

r(k+1)
v , αG1/2x(k+1) + (1− α) v(k) (7)

is the relaxation variable of v. As seen in (6), the Hessian
ρA′A of (4) is cancelled by the additional AL penalty term.

One can verify that e(k+1) = 0 if we initialize e as e(0) = 0.
Let h(k) , G1/2v(k) +A′y. We rewrite (6) so that no explicit
multiplication by G1/2 has to be computed, leading to the
following proposed relaxed LALM:

x(k+1) ∈ arg min
x

{
h(x) + 1

2

∥∥x− (ρDL)−1
γ(k+1)

∥∥2

ρDL

}
u(k+1) ∈ arg min

u

{
g(u− y) + ρ

2

∥∥r(k+1)
u − u− d(k)

∥∥2

2

}
d(k+1) = d(k) − r(k+1)

u + u(k+1)

h(k+1) = αη(k+1) + (1− α) h(k) ,
(8)

where

γ(k+1) , ρA′
(
u(k) − y + d(k)

)
+ ρh(k) , (9)

and
η(k+1) , DLx(k+1) −A′

(
Ax(k+1) − y

)
. (10)

When g is a quadratic loss, i.e., g(z) , (1/2) ‖z‖22, the
relaxed LALM can be further simplified by manipulations
similar to those in [4] (that are omitted here due to space
constraints) as:

γ(k+1) = (ρ− 1) g(k) + ρh(k)

x(k+1) ∈ arg min
x

{
h(x) + 1

2

∥∥x− (ρDL)−1
γ(k+1)

∥∥2

ρDL

}
ζ(k+1) = ∇L

(
x(k+1)

)
, A′

(
Ax(k+1) − y

)
g(k+1) = ρ

ρ+1

(
αζ(k+1) + (1− α) g(k)

)
+ 1

ρ+1g
(k)

h(k+1) = α
(
DLx(k+1) − ζ(k+1)

)
+ (1− α) h(k) ,

(11)
where L(x) , g(Ax− y) is the quadratic data-fidelity term.
Throughout the algorithm, one only has to compute multipli-
cations by A and A′ once per iteration and does not have to
invert A′A as in standard relaxed AL methods like (2). This
property is especially useful in cases where A′A is large and
non-structured like in CT reconstruction.

To illustrate the speed-up of the proposed relaxation (11),
Figure 1 shows the convergence rate curves (RMS differences
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Fig. 2: XCAT phantom: cropped images (displayed from 800 to 1200 HU) from the central transaxial plane of the initial FBP
image x(0) (left), the reference reconstruction x? (center), and the reconstructed image x(10) using the proposed algorithm
(relaxed OS-LALM with 24 subsets) after 10 iterations (right).

between the iterate x(k) and the solution x̂) of the simple and
proposed relaxed LALM’s when solving a LASSO regression
problem (in an equality-constrained form):

(x̂, û) ∈ arg min
x,u

{
1
2 ‖u− y‖22 + λ ‖x‖1

}
s.t. u = Ax ,

(12)
where A ∈ IR250×1000 is an i.i.d. Gaussian random matrix
with variance one, and y is a noisy projection (with noise
standard deviation 0.1) from a 50-sparse vector xtrue. The
regularization parameter λ is tuned (λ = 1) for the best recon-
struction. We set the relaxation parameter α to be two, which
is the theoretical upper limit of α. Note that when A is large
(for example, in the distributed LASSO regression problem),
inverting A′A requires a time-consuming matrix factorization
at the beginning, whereas computing the maximum eigenvalue
of A′A is cheaper [6]. Hence, it is reasonable to solve LASSO
regression using linearized algorithms.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the simple relaxation does not
provide much acceleration. In contrast, the proposed relaxation
accelerates convergence about twice (α-times). This behavior
is consistent with the convergence rate analysis of a closely
related relaxed primal-dual algorithm shown by Chambolle
and Pock [9, Theorem 2].

C. Relaxed OS-LALM for faster CT reconstruction
Consider the X-ray CT image reconstruction problem:

x̂ ∈ arg min
x∈Ω

{
1
2 ‖y −Ax‖2W + R(x)

}
, (13)

where A is the forward projection matrix of a CT scan, y
is the noisy sinogram, W is the statistical weighting matrix,
R denotes an edge-preserving regularizer, and Ω denotes a
box-constraint on the image x. To solve it using the proposed
relaxed LALM (11), we apply the following substitution:

A←W1/2A
y←W1/2y
h← R + ιΩ ,

(14)

where ιC denotes the characteristic function of a convex set
C. The image (x-)update now is a constrained diagonally
weighted denoising problem. We solve it by a single projected
gradient descent from x(k) (equivalently, further majorizing

the smooth regularizer R) and use Huber’s curvature of R
for the fastest convergence. We leave the convergence rate
analysis with further majorization as future work [10]. Since
the updates in (11) depend only on the gradients of L, we
can further accelerate it using OS. When α = 1, the proposed
algorithm is the same as the OS-LALM algorithm [4], and we
expect to see twice acceleration if we set α to be (close to)
two (α = 1.999 in the experiment).

We also use a continuation technique to speed up conver-
gence; that is, we decrease ρ gradually as iteration progresses
[4]. The difference between the proposed algorithm and the
previous OS-LALM in [4] is that we decrease ρ twice as fast
as the decreasing sequence ρk proposed in [4], i.e. ,

ρ̄k =

1, if k = 0

π
2(k+1)

√
1−

(
π

4(k+1)

)2

, otherwise .
(15)

The faster decreasing sequence ρ̄k comes from the fact that
LALM is accelerated by two-times with α ≈ 2 for any
fixed ρ empirically. When ρ changes every iteration (i.e.,
continuation), the AL penalty parameter ρ̄k of the relaxed
(OS-)LALM at the kth iteration should be the same as the
AL penalty parameter ρ2k of the original (OS-)LALM at the
(2k)th iteration, leading to the same instantaneous ρ at the
corresponding iterations.

III. RESULTS: 3D X-RAY CT IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

This section reports numerical results for 3D X-ray CT
image reconstruction. We simulated an axial CT scan using a
1024×1024×154 XCAT phantom [11] for 500 mm transaxial
field-of-view (FOV), where ∆x = ∆y = 0.4883 mm and
∆z = 0.6250 mm. An 888 × 64 × 984 noisy (with Poisson
noise) sinogram is numerically generated with GE LightSpeed
fan-beam geometry corresponding to a monoenergetic source
at 70 keV with 105 incident photons per ray and no scatter. We
reconstructed a 512× 512× 90 image volume with a coarser
grid, where ∆x = ∆y = 0.9776 mm and ∆z = 0.6250
mm. We defined the statistical weighting matrix W as a
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries wj , exp(−yj). An
edge-preserving regularizer (based on a scaled Fair potential
function) is used with parameters set to achieve the best noise-
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Fig. 3: XCAT phantom: RMS differences between the reference reconstruction x? and the reconstructed image x(k) using
different algorithms as a function of iteration with (a) 12 subsets and (b) 24 subsets, where OS-FGM2 and OS-OGM2 are the
OS variants of the state-of-the-art fast gradient methods proposed in [7]. The dashed lines show the 1 HU RMS difference as
the stopping criteria, and the dash-dot lines show the convergence rate curves of OS-SQS [8].

resolution trade-off.

Figure 2 shows the cropped image from the central transax-
ial plane of the initial FBP image x(0), the reference re-
construction x?, and the reconstructed image x(10) using
the proposed algorithm (relaxed OS-LALM with 24 subsets)
after 10 iterations. There is no visible difference between the
reference reconstruction and our reconstruction. To analyze
the proposed algorithm quantitatively, Figure 3 shows the
RMS differences between the reference reconstruction x? and
the reconstructed image x(k) using different algorithms as a
function of iteration with 12 and 24 subsets, where OS-FGM2
and OS-OGM2 are the OS variants of the state-of-the-art fast
gradient methods proposed in [7]. As seen in Figure 3, the
proposed algorithm (cyan curves) is approximately twice as
fast as the unrelaxed OS-LALM (green curves) at least in
early iterations. Furthermore, comparing with OS-FGM2 and
OS-OGM2, the proposed algorithm converges faster and is
more stable when using more subsets for acceleration.

Trade-off between speed and stability always exists. Using
over-relaxation lets OS-LALM converge faster but might in-
troduce instability. For instance, the RMS difference of the
proposed algorithm with 24 subsets decreases slower than the
unrelaxed OS-LALM after 20 iterations. In practice, we do
not observe stability issues when using moderate numbers of
subsets for acceleration. Lastly, to ensure convergence, one
might sacrifice some speed by using smaller step size. As an
example, Chambolle and Pock showed that one has to shrink
the primal-dual step sizes according to the relaxation param-
eter to ensure convergence if further majorizing the smooth
term in the x-updates [9, Remark 6]. We also majorize the
smooth regularizer empirically when solving image updates
but did not have any convergence problem. This inspires our
convergence rate analysis as future work.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a non-trivial relaxed variant of
(OS-)LALM. Experimental results showed that our proposed
algorithm converges twice as fast as its unrelaxed counterpart.
Empirically, the method is reasonably stable when we use
moderate numbers of subsets. For future work, we will work
on the convergence rate analysis of the proposed algorithm
and evaluate the proposed algorithm using real CT scans.
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Abstract—Inconsistencies in computed tomography (CT) pro-
jection data with the assumptions of the imaging model typically
cause artifacts in the reconstructed images. Examples include
beam hardening artifacts due to spectral inconsistencies and
motion artifacts, as the typical assumption is that the image
object is not changing during the acquisition. Another possible
cause for inconsistencies in the projection data is a dynamic
injection of contrast. In state-of-the-art diagnostic computed
tomography the acquisition times for a full rotation of data
are below 300 ms. Given this rapid rotation time there is
typically not significant changes in the concentration of arterial or
venous contrast when acquiring the sufficient data to reconstruct
an image. However, in the case of slowly rotating cone-beam
CT there may be significant changes in the concentration of
contrast within a given vessel during the acquisition. There
has been significant effort in development of motion estimation
and compensation frameworks for CT. In this work the same
strategy is used for estimating the change in the attenuation
of an image object and then compensating for it during the
reconstruction process. The algorithm is a two-pass method
wherein initial image reconstructions using different portions
of the projection data are used to identify the regions within
the object that propagate artifacts into the surrounding tissue,
and a compensation step is applied to the projection data such
that it effectively corresponds to a single time point. Numeric
simulations of a dynamic phantom demonstrate the concept
of dynamic contrast estimation and compensation, wherein low
contrast lesions are significantly better visualized after correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The acquisition time for C-arm type acquisitions is typically
an order of magnitude longer than the same acquisition on
a state-of-the-art diagnostic CT scanner. For this reason it
is possible that even with a short-scan acquisition that there
can be significant artifacts in vascular acquisition due to the
changes in the level of opacification during the acquisition.

There has been extensive work conducted in the field of
motion estimation and compensation in computed tomography
and a complete literature review is not possible here. A review
paper by Bonnet et al provided a summation of the status of
dynamic X-ray CT as of 2003 [1]. Since this time there have
been many works on motion estimation and compensation.
A representative recent example is the work of Bhagalia et
al [2]. We apply the same general principles used in the
motion estimation and reconstruction frameworks to the case
of contrast enhanced vascular case wherein the artifacts are
often due more to changing attenuation within the vessels
during the scan than motion.

II. METHODS

A. Simulation Data

Numeric simulations were performed with a simple geo-
metrical phantom composed on multiple cylinders. A mono-
energetic x-ray source of 70keV was used in the simulations.
A change in contrast within one of the cylinders was simulated
as:

t =
i · T
N

(1)

ρ = ρ0 + ρscale · t · eρpower (2)

where i is the index of a given projection view angle, T is
the period of the rotation time, N is the number of views
per rotation, t is the time of a given projection, ρ is the
density of the simulated object. In these initial experiments
ρpower = 0, ρ0 = 0.75, ρscale = 0.15, and T = 5seconds.
In relatively close proximity to the dynamic object there were
two cylinders placed with slightly different density than the
background ρ1 = 1.005 and ρ2 = 0.995. In addition to the
dynamic acquisitions a reference simulation was performed
as the ground truth, wherein the dynamic rod was set to a
single static value corresponding to ρ = 1.125. The base
material for the contrast enhanced cylinders was blood with
1% iodine. Projections through the phantom where calculated
analytically. The geometry used in the simulation is equivalent
to that of the GE Revolution GSI scanner. The projection
values were generated with the CatSim x-ray simulator [3]. In
the simulations the multiple sampling rays were used: focal
spot 2 · 2, detector cell 4 · 4, and view direction 2.

B. Implementation Discussion

The essential idea behind the dynamic contrast estimation
and compensation is the same as previous work on motion
estimation and compensation. However, in this case we assume
that the bulk of the inconsistencies in the projection data are
due to a dynamic change in contrast, rather than a moving
object. The high level concept is given in Figure 1. As is the
case in motion estimation and compensation there are many
potential methods that can be used to estimate the dynamic
contrast, and likewise there are multiple options to perform the
compensation. In this work we have implemented one potential
method for performing the estimation and compensation. In
the simulation results presented here we assume a short-scan
acquisition. One particular reconstruction method which uses
partial view reconstruction followed by Fourier blending is the
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Fig. 1. A high level flow diagram of the concept of dynamic constrast
estimation and compensation.
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the partial view reconstructions used here. The
complete arc of acquired data is referred to as AD and two partial view
reconstructions are made with the AC source arc and the BD source arc.

Butterfly method of Pack et al. [4]. We will briefly introduce
the notation used for partial view reconstruction (Figure 2). We
denote four points on the source trajectory as A B C D and
use data from two overlapping source arcs AC and BD, where
each provide 180◦ of data from the perspective of each voxel.
In Pack et al. [4] the partial view image reconstructions were
used to reduce cone-beam artifacts. In this work the partial
reconstructions are used for estimation of contrast dynamics.

We now discuss the specific implementation of the dynamic
contrast estimation and compensation presented in Figure 3.

After the initial data prep and log processing the short scan
data projection data is reconstructed using the AC source arc
and the BD source arc. The partial reconstructions are then
used to reconstruct the initial volume [4] and a difference
volume is produced as well. The next step is a soft thresholding
procedure used to set all water like values to the same CT
number (Figure 4). After segmentation a hard threshold is
performed as part of a connected component analysis to
separate the different regions which have different contrast
dynamics (4-connected neighborhood on 2D images). For the
example image data the output of the connected component
analysis is shown in the lower left of Figure 5. The next step
is to determine which of the separate connected components
are changing dynamically during the acquisition. For each
connected component a mask is created and the median value
over that region is computed in the difference image (Figure 5).
In this manner the regions which are dynamic changing during
the acquisition may be identified (in this example a threshold
of 25 HU was selected). After all of the dynamic regions have
been identified a separate forward projection is computed of
each of the regions. The assumption here is that the change
in contrast occurs homogeneously over each given region.
The distance driven model was used to calculate the forward
projection [5]. An example of the forward projection of one
of the regions is given in Figure 6. In this first implementation
we assume that the attenuation within the region is changing
linearly as a function of time. Higher order models could be
employed if there is underlying information about the typical
kinetics. In the dynamic compensations we select a single
time point to reconstruct, i.e. in this case attempt to make a
consistent image of what the attenuation was at the midpoint
of the source trajectory. Therefore in the correction sinogram
(Figure 6, right) in the center of the sinogram the value is zero
and it increases linearly in one view direction and decreases
linearly in the other view direction. After the compensation
sinogram is computed for each of the dynamic regions they are
summed together to generate a single compensation sinogram.
One then has the option of either adding the compensation
sinogram back to the original prepped data and performing the
reconstruction, or reconstructing the compensation sinogram
directly and then adding the reconstruction back to the initial
reconstruction. As demonstrated in Figure 3 we have selected
the later option, but depending on the resolution required in the
initial reconstruction there may be computational advantages
in the former option. As mentioned above there are many
possible methods for estimating the dynamic contrast change
and performing the compensation. This method proposed here
has not been compared with other potential implementations
of dynamic contrast estimation and compensation.

III. RESULTS

The main results are provided in Figure 7 where the static
phantom is compared with the dynamic phantom and with
the dynamic phantom after the estimation and compensation
steps have been applied. The low contrast regions are very
clearly visualized in the reconstruction of the static phantom.
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Fig. 3. A detail description of the particular implementation of dynamic
contrast estimation and compensation presented here. The essential idea is
to use partial reconstructions to first determine the regions in the object
which having changing attenuation during the acquisition, to estimate the
level dynamics
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Original Image Soft Threshold 

Fig. 4. Demonstration of the soft thresholding procedure used to segment the
initial reconstruction (left) to generate the segmented reconstruction (right).
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of the detection of dynamic regions in the object. A
connected component labeling of the result shown in Figure 4 demonstrates a
different color for each component (lower left). For each component a mask
of that region is multiplied by the —AC-BD— image (upper right), and then
within each of these regions the median difference is calculated. In the case of
the dynamic region the average difference is two orders of magnitude above
the static regions.

However, in the dynamic phantom case the inserts are largely
obscured by the artifacts due to the contrast dynamics in the
phantom. After the estimation and compensation has been
applied the low contrast objects are once again well visualized.
In this manner a single acquisition may be used to visualize
both the low contrast soft tissue features and the high contrast
vascular features.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In CT acquisitions where the contrast within the vessels
is changing rapidly during a single acquisition there can be
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GE Title or job number 

1/2/2015 

Forward Projection of 
Dynamic Region 

Compensation Sinogram 
For Dynamic Region 

Fig. 6. Forward projection of an identified dynamic object (left) to establish
the outline of the region to compensate for in the sinogram. On a view-by-view
basis the forward projection is multiplied by a scalar based on the dynamic
estimation (right).

significant artifacts in the reconstructed images. In this work
we have proposed an extension of the motion estimation and
compensation framework to address inconsistencies due to
contrast dynamics rather than bulk motion. The algorithm
is a two-pass method wherein initial image reconstructions
using different portions of the projection data are used to
identify the regions within the object that propagate artifacts
into the surrounding tissue. The dynamic compensation is
then performed by scaling the forward projection data of
each of the dynamic regions. Initial results demonstrate that
the method can offer significant improvement in the abil-
ity to visualize low contrast structures that are immediately
adjacent to the regions of rapidly changing contrast. This
preliminary work focused on an ideal case where mono-
energetic photons where used and there was no bulk motion
of the vessels during the acquisition. However, the framework
proposed here could be combined in an alternating manner
with corrections for other non-idealities such as multi-pass
beam hardening corrections and multi-pass motion estimation
and compensation algorithms. The results shown here were
time varying two dimensional examples. In the extension to
3D we envision that a 3D connected component labeling is
applied. In clinical scenarios this may result in large vessel
trees which have different temporal characteristics. In this
case one option would be a slabwise processing with smooth
transitions in the applied compensation. As mentioned above
there are many options for performing the estimation and
compensation steps. One interesting option is to use a Fourier
based forward model rather than the forward projection. In
this case the compensation image can be computed with the
more computationally efficient Fourier transform and inverse
Fourier transform operators.
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Abstract—Cerebral perfusion x-ray computed tomography
(PCT) is an important functional imaging modality for evaluating
cerebrovascular diseases and has been widely used in clinics over
the past decades. However, due to the protocol of PCT imaging
with repeated sequential scans, the associative radiation dose
unavoidably increases as compared with that used in conventional
CT scans. Minimizing the radiation exposure in PCT examination
is a major task in the CT field. In this paper, considering the rich
similarity redundancy information among enhanced sequential
PCT images, we propose a low-dose PCT image restoration model
by incorporating the low-rank and sparse matrix characteristic
of sequential PCT images. Specifically, the sequential PCT images
were first stacked into a matrix (i.e., low-rank matrix), and then
a non-convex spectral norm and a spatio-temporal total variation
norm were then built on the low-rank matrix to describe the low
rank and sparsity of the sequential PCT images, respectively.
Subsequently, an improved split Bregman method was adopted
to minimize the associative objective function with a reasonable
convergent rate. Both qualitative and quantitative studies were
conducted using digital phantom and clinical cerebral PCT
datasets to evaluate the present method. Experimental results
showed that the present method can achieve images with several
noticeable advantages over the existing methods in terms of
several evaluation metrics. More importantly, the present method
can produce more accurate kinetic enhanced details and diag-
nostic hemodynamic parameter maps than the existing methods.

Index Terms—X-ray computed tomography, cerebral perfu-
sion, image restoration, regularization, hemodynamic parameter.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A CUTE stroke is a leading cause of morbidity and mortal-
ity worldwide. Cerebral perfusion computed tomography

(PCT) is an effective diagnostic tool for evaluating acute
ischemic stroke by calculating several perfusion parameters,
such as cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume
(CBV), and mean transmit time (MTT) [1]. In acute stroke
examination with a standard PCT scanning protocol, the
dynamic acquisition of sequential CT sections in cine mode
should be performed for approximately 1 min. Hence, its
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associative excessive radiation exposure radiation remarkably
exceeds that used in conventional CT examination, which has
raised significant concern from patients. Minimizing x-ray
exposure in cerebral PCT examinations has been one of the
major endeavors in CT fields [2].

To date, various techniques that optimize cerebral PCT
scanning protocol for dose reduction has been explored, in-
cluding low-mAs and/or kVp exposure control [3] or de-
creasing the image acquisition frequency in enhanced scans
[4]. Notably, low-mAs exposure control is a straightforward
and cost-effective means to reduce radiation dose in clinic.
However, excessive quantum noise in low-mAs projection
data acquisition would unavoidably lead to degraded images
and hemodynamic parameter maps. To address this ill-posed
problem, many approaches have been reported, including
projection and image filtering techniques, sequential-images
iterative reconstruction, and parameter maps estimation by an
iterative scheme with a strong regularization. In general, a
successful CT image iterative reconstruction approach needs
incorporating specific prior information of desired image. A
typical example is the sparsity prior of image in a transform
domain including the discrete gradient transform and wavelets
transform, which has been studied in perfusion CT [4].

In this paper, with the facts that the rich similarity re-
dundancy information exists among enhanced sequential PCT
images, we propose a low-dose PCT image restoration model
by incorporating the low-rank and sparse matrix characteristic
of sequential PCT images. More specifically, the sequential
PCT images were first stacked into a matrix (i.e., low-rank
matrix), and then a non-convex spectral norm and a spatio-
temporal total variation norm were built on the low-rank
matrix to describe the low-rank and sparsity of the sequence
PCT images, respectively. An improved split Bregman algo-
rithm with a reasonable convergent rate was developed to
minimize the present objective function and is called “LR-
TV” for simplicity. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations
were carried out on the digital phantom in terms of several
evaluation metrics.

II. M ETHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Overview of low-rank matrix recovery

The following rank regularized minimization problem was
considered to recover the low-rank matrixX of rank r from
the given observation matrixM corrupted by errorsE(M =
X + E) [5]:

min
X

1
2
‖X −M‖2F + λrank(X) (1)
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where rank(X) representsthe rank of the matrixX; ‖ · ‖F

denotes the Frobenious norm; andλ is a hyper-parameter to
balance the first (i.e., fidelity term) and the second terms (i.e.,
penalty term).

Directly minimizing the objective function in equation (1)
is a difficult task because of the form of the rank penalty.
The rank penalty can be transferred to be a nuclear norm
representation with‖X‖∗ =

∑
i

σi, whereσi are the singular

values ofX. Through this relaxation, the recovery of the low-
rank matrixX can be simplified as follows:

min
X

1
2
‖X −M‖2F + λ‖X‖∗. (2)

For our concernedPCT images recovery problem [6], the to-
be-restored sequential images can be stacked into a matrix
through the following form:

X = [x1 · · ·xj · · ·xNt
] (3)

where Nt denotes the number of temporal frames andxj

denotes the column vector corresponding to the sorted spatial
pixels in thejth frame. This matrix, referred as a Casorati
matrix, is very likely to be approximately low-rank, where
only a few singular values are significant, because of the high
correlation between images. A graphic representation of the
low-rank characteristic of the sequential PCT images is shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Justification ofthe low-rank characteristic of the sequential PCT
images withNt = 40. It can be seen that the Casorati matrix is low-rank
because only a few singular values are not close to zero.

B. LR-TV model for PCT image restoration

We pose the PCT image restoration problem as a regularized
matrix recovery problem with low-rank and sparsity constrain,
which is referred to as “LR-TV” for simplicity. Mathemat-
ically, the LR-TV model for PCT image restoration can be
formulated as:

min
X

1
2‖X −M‖2F

s.t. {rank(X) ≤ K1,
∥∥∥(

∑2
i=0

∣∣ΦT
i XΨi

∣∣2) 1
2

∥∥∥
`0
≤ K2}

(4)
whereK1 and K2 are positiveintegers,Φ0 = Dx, Ψ0 = I,
Φ1 = Dy, Ψ1 = I, Φ2 = I, Ψ2 = Dt, and I is the identity
matrix;Dx, Dy, andDt are the finite difference matrices along
x, y, and t, respectively. To effectively optimize the cost-
function in 4, we rewrite it as a non-constrain optimization

problem with a relaxed low-rank penalty, i.e., we obtain

min
X

1
2
‖X −M‖2F + λ1φ(X) + λ2ψ(X) (5)

whereφ(X) is the relaxed low-rank penalty and denotes the
non-convex spectral norm with the definition ofφ(X) =
‖X‖p

p =
∑
i

σp
i , which is used to penalize the small singular

values (p < 1) associated with serious artifacts. In the
implementation,p was set to0.5 for all the experiments.ψ(X)
denotes the TV norm about the gradient of the entire volume
with the definition ofψ(X) =

∥∥∥(
∑2

i=0

∣∣ΦT
i XΨi

∣∣2) 1
2

∥∥∥
`1

. Af-

ter obtaining therestored sequential PCT images, the perfusion
parameter maps can be calculated by different deconvolution-
based methods [7].

C. Optimization approach

To optimize the cost function in equation (5), a modified
split Bregman scheme described in [8], was used, which is
essentially equivalent to the augmented Lagrangian method
[8]. Mathematically, the cost function in equation (5) can be
solved sufficiently through the following iterative scheme:

Xk+1 = arg min
X
‖X −M + Zk‖2F + β1‖X − Ek + Lk‖2F

+β2

∑2

i=0

∥∥ΦT
i XΨi − Sk

i + V k
i

∥∥2

F
(6)

Ek+1 = arg min
E

∥∥Xk+1 + Lk − E
∥∥2

F
+ 2λ1/β1‖E‖p

p (7)

Sk+1
i = arg min

Si

∑2

i=0
‖ΦT

i Xk+1Ψi + V k
i − Si‖2F

+2λ2/β2

∥∥∥∥(
∑2

i=0
‖Si‖2) 1

2

∥∥∥∥
`1

; i = 0, 1, 2. (8)

Lk+1 = Lk + Xk+1 − Ek+1 (9)

V k+1
i = V k

i + ΦT
i Xk+1Ψi − Sk+1

i ; i = 0, 1, 2. (10)

Zk+1 = Zk + Xk+1 −M (11)

Equation (6) corresponds to one iteration step in a typical
differentiable quadratic minimization, and the solution can be
solved analytically as

Xk+1 = ((1 + β1)I + β2

∑2
i=0 HT

i Hi)−1

× (M − Zk + β1(Ek − Lk) + β2

∑2
i=0(S

k
i − V k

i ))
(12)

where the operatorHi is defined asHi(X) = ΦT
i XΨi.

Although (12) is an exact analytical solution, it is time-
consuming to invert the matrix. In implementation, the con-
ventional nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCG) method with a
few iterations is used in terms of restoration accuracy and
convergence speed.

Equation (7) has a form similar to standard nuclear norm
minimization problems. The iterative singular value threshold-
ing (SVT) algorithm [9] for nuclear norm minimization can be
generalized to deal with this case with spectral penalty. Thus,
equation (7) can be exactly solved by

Ek+1 =
∑

i=0

max

(
σi − λ1σ

p−1
i

β1
, 0

)
uiv

T
i (13)
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where ui, vi, and σi are the singularvectors and values
of Xk+1 + Lk, respectively. Given thatp = 1, equation
(13) reduces to the SVT algorithm used for nuclear norm
minimization problem.

The solution of equation (8) is given by

Sk+1
i =

max
(∑2

i=0

∥∥Hi(Xk+1)
∥∥2 − λ2

β2
, 0

)
Hi(Xk+1)

∑2
i=0 ‖Hi(Xk+1)‖2

.

(14)
This scheme is termedas the multidimensional shrinkage of{
Hi(Xk+1), i = 0, 1, 2

}
[10].

D. Experimental data acquisition

The realistic digital brain phantom in [11] was used in
this study. This phantom, as shown in Fig.2, has a complex
structure similar to a real human brain. In the simulation, we
chose a geometry that was representative for a mono-energetic
fan-beam CT scanner setup. The imaging parameters of the
CT scanner are as follows: (1) each rotation included 1160
projection views evenly spaced on a circular orbit; (2) the
number of channels per view is 672; (3) the distance from
the detector arrays to the x-ray source is 1040 mm; and (4)
the distance from the rotation center to the x-ray source is
570 mm. All images are composed of 256× 256 square
pixels. Each projection datum along an x-ray through the
sectional image was calculated based on the known densities
and intersection areas of the ray with the geometric shapes of
the objects in the sectional image.

Fig. 2. Digital brainperfusion phantom composed of white matter, gray
matter, penumbra and stroke core.

Similar to our previous study [2], after calculating the noise-
free sinogram datây, the noisy measurementI was generated
according to the statistical model of the pre-logarithm projec-
tion data, as follows:

I = Possion(I0 exp(−ŷ)) + Normal(0, σ2
e) (15)

where I0 is the incident x-ray intensity andσ2
e is the back-

ground electronic noise variance. In the simulation, the x-ray
exposure levelI0 was set to2.5×105 andσ2

e was set to10. The
noisy sinogramy was calculated by performing the logarithm
transformation on transmission dataI. Finally, the noisy
measurement was reconstructed by the filtered backprojection
(FBP) algorithm to obtain the low-dose PCT images.

E. Comparison method

To validate and evaluate the performance of the proposed
LR-TV method, spectral and TV regularizations were also

carried out for comparison. These two regularizations are
referred to as the LR and TV methods, respectively. The cost
function of LR (spectral penalty alone) method for PCT image
restoration can be written as follows:

min
X

1
2
‖X −M‖2F + α1φ(X) (16)

whereα1 is a hyper-parameter used to balance the fidelity (the
first term in equation (16)) and the spectral regularization term.
Moreover, the cost function of TV (TV penalty alone) method
for PCT image restoration can be expressed as follows:

min
X

1
2
‖X −M‖2F + α2ψ(X) (17)

whereα2 is a hyper-parameter used to balance the fidelity (the
first term in equation (17)) and the TV regularization term.

III. R ESULTS

A. Noise suppression

To quantitatively evaluate the present LR-TV method, the
rRMSE used for measuring noise suppression. Fig.3 shows
the measures of rRMSE from different methods at different
frames, respectively. The results demonstrated that the present
LR-TV method can achieve noticeable gains over the other
methods in terms of noise suppression with quantitative mea-
sures.
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Fig. 3. The value of the rRMSE measures from the present LR-TV method
with respect to the different time frames.

B. TDC measurement

Fig. 4 depicts the TDC accuracy of the vessel, stroke core
and penumbra tissue of the dynamic PCT images from the
three methods. The TDC values of the large vessel matched
well with the ones from the true phantom (Fig.4 (a)) because
the contrast agent flow in the enhanced CT value was suffi-
ciently higher than that in the stoke core and penumbra tissue.
Meanwhile, the TDC values from the restored images by the
LR-TV method for the other regions are closer with the true
phantom than those from the images derived from the other
methods.

C. Hemodynamic parameter maps measurement

Fig. 5 shows the perfusion parameter maps calculated from
the true phantom images and simulated low-dose images
restored using different methods. The MTT maps (column one)
calculated from the LR-TV method achieved better matching
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Fig. 4. TDC accuracy of the vessel, stroke core and penumbra tissue of
dynamic PCT images: (a) TDC values of the vessel (the 3× 3 ROI indicated
by a ‘vessel’ in Fig.2; (b) TDC values of the penumbra 1 (the 3× 3 ROI
indicated by a ‘penumbra 1’ in Fig.2); (c) TDC values of the penumbra 2
(the 3× 3 ROI indicated by a ‘penumbra 2’ in Fig.2); and (d) TDC values
of the stroke core (the 3× 3 ROI indicated by a ‘stroke core’ in Fig.2).

results with that from the true phantom than the other methods.
Furthermore, the UQI scores of the tow ROIs in the perfusion
parameter maps are shown in Fig.6. We can see that the LR-
TV method yields higher UQI scores than the other methods.

Fig. 5. The MTT (column one), CBV (column two) and CBF (column
three) maps calculated from the different digital brain perfusion images. The
first row was calculated from the true phantom; the second row was calculated
from the low-dose FBP image; the third, fourth and fifth rows were calculated
from the simulated low-dose images restored by the FBP, LR, TV and LR-TV
methods, respectively.

Fig. 6. UQI measureson the two ROIs in Fig.5: (a) ROI A; (b) ROI B.

IV. CONCLUSION

To reduce the radiation dose in cerebral PCT examinations,
a low-dose PCT image restoration model was introduced by
incorporating the low-rank matrix characteristic of sequential
PCT images, given the rich redundancy information existing
among enhanced sequential PCT images. The proposed LR-
TV method exploits the correlation in enhanced sequential
PCT images by modeling the data to have a low-rank and
sparse representation. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons
on digital brain perfusion phantoms and clinical cerebral PCT
datasets clearly demonstrated a significant improvement in
performance over existing methods. Therefore, the proposed
LR-TV method has powerful potential for radiation dose
reduction in cerebral PCT examination.
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Abstract—Metallic implants have high X-ray attenuation 

coefficients and cause severe artifacts in on-board CBCT. 

Moreover, the value of metal attenuation is not available from 

conventional kV image caused by photon starvation. The 

accuracy of radiation therapy treatment planning is adversely 

affected by these artifacts. In this paper we propose an effective 

strategy of combining kV projections with a few readily available 

MV projections to solve these problems.  A histogram based 

least-square optimization was developed to get metal attenuation. 

Metal artifacts were reduced better in NMAR framework with 

more accurate tissue segmentation and estimation. Both 

simulation and experimental measurements were conducted to 

evaluate the proposed method. Results show that this method is 

very effective in removing metal artifacts and deriving much 

needed metal attenuation information. 

 
Index Terms—Metal artifacts reduction, CBCT, MV, NMAR  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ETTALIC implants with high attenuation, such as dental 

fillings, hip prostheses, implanted makers, etc., will 

cause severe artifacts in conventional CT image, which is 

scanned with the X-ray energy at kilo-voltage level. This type 

of metal artifacts degrades the image quality obscuring some 

detail, especially in the neighborhood of the metal objects. In 

addition, it is also very difficult to obtain the information about 
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the metal composition. The metal artifacts and unknown metal 

composition affect the accuracy of treatment planning in 

radiation therapy procedure. 

There are three kinds of methods for metal artifact reduction: 

preprocessing in projection domain, image processing, and 

iterative reconstruction. The first method preprocesses the 

projection before conventional FBP reconstruction. 

Preprocessing methods include interpolation, normalized 

interpolation, and other image inpainting methods. These 

methods are fast, but easily induce new artifacts caused by the 

inconsistency of projections. NMAR is an effective and robust 

one representation of preprocess projection [1]. The second 

method of artifact reduction is to process the reconstructed 

image with metal artifacts using some image processing 

methods. Typically, it is difficult for these methods to recover 

the detail hidden by artifacts. However, prior information based 

methods such as dictionary learning has very recently been 

proposed to effectively improve this method. Finally, the 

iterative reconstruction method models the polychromatic 

scanning procedure with the assumption of decomposing the 

attention coefficient into the energy-dependent and 

energy-independent parts. Using this method, it is possible to 

obtain some information about the composition of the object. 

However, this is much more time-consuming due to the 

iterative forward-projection and back-projection procedure. 

Iterative reconstruction usually needs prior information about 

the spectrum and is unable to cope with photon starvation 

phenomenon. Some dual energy methods, which apply two 

datasets under different energies, have been developed to 

improve the above MAR methods. The main idea is to get 

better initial information for MAR or robust solutions about the 

decomposition of the attenuation coefficients. The increase of 

radiation dose is a limitation for dual-energy method. 

Metal artifacts are caused by the inaccuracy of the 

projections across metal regions due to severe beam hardening 

and photon starvation. When higher X-ray energy is utilized, 

the fewer metal artifacts appear. In radiation therapy, clinical 

LINACs can produce X-ray at mega-voltage level and these 

high energies leads to fewer metal artifacts. The use of MV 

energy has been attempted in CT imaging [2-3], however, this 

kind of high energy is more harmful to human health due to the 

higher ionizing radiation. In addition, higher energy causes a 

decrease in contrast between different tissues in the image.   

In order to improve the image quality in on-board CBCT for 
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On-Board CBCT 
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more accurate treatment planning, we propose a new image 

reconstruction framework in this paper. This method only 

needs few MV projections, in addition to the conventional kV 

scanning, minimizing the increase in radiation dose. However, 

with the association of MV projections, better tissue 

segmentation and estimation can be acquired, which is useful to 

improve the metal artifacts reduction quality with NMAR 

method. Moreover, the metal attenuation information can also 

be obtained using the proposed histogram based least square 

estimation. In the next section, we will present the methodology 

of the proposed reconstruction framework. In Section III, some 

representative results will be shown. Then the relative problems 

will be discussed in Section IV. Finally the paper will be 

concluded in Section V. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed reconstruction framework needs a set of 

conventional kV projection data and several MV projections 

(projections from a couple of views, related to the numbers of 

metal regions), which are easily obtained from the LINAC 

equipped with on-board CBCT.  

A. Metal segmentation 

As with most of metal artifacts reduction methods, we need to 

segment the metal regions first. This can be done in two ways. 

The simplest method is to do threshold segmentation on the 

reconstruction from kV data. Alternatively, the binary 

reconstruction method can be used on kV data [4-5]. With a 

suitable parameter selection, we can get a binary image which 

discriminates the metal and non-metal regions accurately with 

the binary method. It has been proven that after a preprocessing 

step on the projection data its parameter selection becomes very 

easy. These segmentation results are much better than the 

results from threshold segmentation on the image domain, 

especially when the metal region is complicated. Since the 

metal attenuation estimation in the proposed method is related 

to the accuracy of the segmentation of metal region, the binary 

reconstruction method is recommended, although it is more 

time-consuming.  

B. NMAR 

After locating the metal regions, we can perform NMAR to 

get a metal artifacts reduced result 𝜇𝑁𝑀𝐴𝑅
𝑘𝑉 . In NMAR, the prior 

image is used for normalizing the projection. It is very 

important to the image quality of the final result. The more the 

prior image matches to the ideal image, the fewer artifacts 

appear in the result. Frist, we replace the projections across the 

metal regions by linear interpolation, then we apply 

multi-threshold segmentation on the FBP result from this linear 

interpolated projection data to generate the prior image.  This 

NMAR result will be used in the next steps for metal estimation 

and to enhance artifact reduction.  

C. Histograms on MV paths 

Denoting the value range of the image 𝜇𝑁𝑀𝐴𝑅
𝑘𝑉  except the 

metal regions as [𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑉   𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑉 ], it can be discretized into 𝑁ℎ 

smaller intervals. In each MV path, we draw a special 

histogram based on the attenuation value on each interval, 

which is calculated as follows, 

ℎ𝑖,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝜇𝑗
𝑘𝑉

𝑗

, 𝑖𝑓 (𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑉 +

𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘𝑉 − 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑘𝑉

𝑁ℎ

∙ (𝑘 − 1) − 𝜀)

< 𝜇𝑗
𝑘𝑉 ≤ (𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑘𝑉 +
𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑉 − 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑉

𝑁ℎ

∙ 𝑘) , 𝑘

= 1, … , 𝑁ℎ,  

ℎ𝑖,𝑁ℎ+𝛽𝑘 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑗

, 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 ∈ 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑘, 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑀,  

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑖 , 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑗 , 

where 𝑁𝑀 is the number of the metal regions, 𝑁𝑖 and 𝑁𝑗 are the 

number of projections and image pixels respectively, 𝑎𝑖𝑗  is the 

length of the projection i and pixel j, 𝜀 is a very small positive 

number to make sure 𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑉  is included in the first interval, and 

𝛽 is a constant to separate metal regions for easier segmentation. 

D. Metal estimation 

We can easily segment the histograms by recognizing the 

peaks.  If we show all of the histograms in one image, we can 

also use clusters to discriminate different tissues. In each range 

or cluster, the pixels can be assumed to be the same tissue, 

which should have the same transformation parameter from kV 

attenuation to MV attenuation.  

Denoting the transformation parameter from kV to MV for 

each tissue as α𝑡 , 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑇 , where 𝑁𝑇 is the number of the 

tissue types, then we can estimate the metal attenuation in each 

of the metal regions by solving the following problem, 

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ (𝑝𝑖
𝑀𝑉 − ∑ α𝑡 ( ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑘

𝑘∈𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 𝑡

)

𝑡𝑖

− ∑ 𝜇𝑘
𝑀𝑉ℎ𝑖,𝑘

𝑘∈𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚

)

2

,  

where 𝑝𝑖
𝑀𝑉 is the measured MV projection i, 𝜇𝑘

𝑀𝑉  is the 

attenuation of metal type k in MV energy. This least square 

estimation (LSE) problem can be solved easily by 

pseudo-inverse operation. Then we can get the MV attenuation 

of each metal region, which will be useful for radiation therapy 

treatment planning. 

E. Enhanced NMAR 

After we segment the tissue into  𝑁𝑇   types through this 

separation of histograms, we can update the initial image for 

NMAR with this new segmentation. The value of each tissue 

type can be approximated by the mean value of each type. After 

we get this new initial image, we can perform NMAR again to 

improve the metal artifact reduction.  

F. Workflow of the proposed method 

The overall workflow of the proposed method can be 

expressed as follows. 
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III. RESULTS 

In order to evaluate the proposed method, we conduct both 

simulation and real data experiments. 

A. Simulation 

A numerical water phantom of radius 12.5cm was simulated. 

It has 8 cylinder inclusions, whose composition were ‘adipose 

tissue’, ‘brain tissue’, ‘cortical bone’, ‘Lung’, 30% CaCO3’, 

‘steel’, and ‘copper’ respectively. The linear attenuation 

properties of these materials were presented in Fig. 1. The 

radiuses of these inclusions were 1cm, 1.5cm and 2cm. The kV 

scanning was simulated with 100kVp spectrum and the MV 

data was collected under 6MV. The spectrums are presented in 

Fig. 2. For simplicity, a fanbeam scanning geometry was 

simulated. The distance from x-ray source to isocenter is 

100cm. 720 projection views were collected uniformly around 

360°. Virtual equidistance detector with 400 detector elements 

of total length of 30cm was centered at the system origin and 

always perpendicular to the line from system origin to the x-ray 

source. MV projections from  0° , 45° , 90°  and 135°  were 

included in the metal estimation.  

In the histogram generation step, we assumed the interval 

was 1HU and 𝛽  was 100. The histogram figure of 0°  is 

presented in the left panel of Fig.3. We can easily segment the 

tissues from the peaks in this figure. The right panel of Fig.3 

shows the histograms from 4 views combined in one image.  

The related images are presented in Fig. 4. We can see that 

with the help of histograms, better prior image and final MAR 

result can be obtained.  

The mean values of the linear attenuations coefficients in 

steel and copper regions of were 0.3579/cm and 0.3943/cm 

from the 6MV FBP result. Our estimated results are presented 

in Table 1. We can see that the metal attenuation estimation is 

robust and the maximum error is only around 3%.  

 
Fig. 2. The left and right plots are respectively the kV and MV spectrums 

used in simulation. 
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Fig. 1. The linear attenuation coefficients (LAC) of the materials used in 

simulated phantom. 
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Fig.3. The histogram figures. 
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Fig. 4. The related images in simulation. “FBP” is the FBP result from 

the kV projections. “6MV” is the FBP result from the 6MVprojection 
data using the same geometry of kV, which is used to provide a gold 

standard of metal attenuation estimation result. “LI” means the FBP 

result from the projection completion by linear interpolation.  
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B. Real data 

In order to evaluate the proposed method in practice, we 

scanned a CIRS phantom on LINAC LA15 at Stanford Hospital. 

In addition to an inclusion with Titanium, an additional silicone 

inclusion with a copper bar inserted was used to simulate a 

complicate metal implant. The kV data was collected under 

100kVp, 40mA and 10ms.  For 6MV beam, 256 projection 

views were collected for a total of 200MU. 

The related images were presented in Fig. 5. We can see that 

6MV image has almost no metal artifacts but with less contrast, 

more scatter artifacts due to the higher energy, and a kind of 

blur caused by the lag of MV detector. Our method can get a 

better result with much lower dose cost than MV. The LACs of 

Titanium and Copper were 0.1000/cm and 0.1761/cm from the 

6MV reconstruction. Our estimated results using MV 

projections from only 4 views were 0.1125/cm and 0.1928/cm, 

which are very similar to those obtained with 256 views. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

Metal attenuation is important information for making an 

accurate treatment plan in radiation therapy. However, most 

metal artifacts reduction methods cannot provide the metal 

composition. The proposed method only needs to add few MV 

projections, which are very easily obtained from a LINAC and 

will not significantly increase the radiation dose. The number 

of MV projections required is related to the number of metal 

regions and MV projections from different views which have 

less dependency are preferred.  

From the above results, the MV attenuation coefficients of 

metal regions can be obtained robustly only with a small 

variation. By referring to a standard attenuation coefficient 

table, we can use this information to identify the metal. It 

should be mentioned that in the proposed method we assume in 

each metal region the attenuation coefficient is uniform. In the 

future we will study the method for non-uniform metal 

estimation. 

With the preprocessing of NMAR and the proposed special 

histograms, we can get a better segmentation for a better initial 

image. This kind of double NMAR method can reduce the 

metal artifacts more effectively. When the object has more 

complicated compositions, simple segmentation in the image 

domain is usually too difficult to get a good initial image.  

The shape and location of the metal region is important for 

MAR and metal estimation. Therefore we prefer to use the 

binary reconstruction method, which can get more accurate 

metal shape than simple threshold segmentation in image 

domain. However, it is much slower. In the future we will study 

faster segmentation methods and enhance the stability of the 

metal estimation.  

Additionally, future work will be needed to determine how 

much treatment accuracy can be improved by including the MV 

attenuation information gained with this artifact reduction 

technique.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a CT reconstruction framework for 

CBCT imaging of objects with metal implants. With the use of 

2-5 MV projections, which are often available for the purpose 

of patient position verification, and the proposed image 

reconstruction technique, we showed that significantly 

improved artifact-free images with accurate metal 

characteristics are readily achievable. Among many potential 

applications, the new imaging strategy is particularly important 

for improving the accuracy of treatment planning. 
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TABLE I 

METAL ESTIMATIONS RESULTS 

MV views 

used 

Copper Steel 

LAC(/cm) Error(%) LAC(/cm) Error(%) 

0o,45o 0.4074 3.32 0.3630 1.42 

0o,90o 0.3931 0.30 0.3559 0.56 

0o,135o 0.4052 2.76 0.3682 2.88 

45o,90o 0.4022 2.00 0.3502 2.15 

45o,135o 0.4070 3.22 0.3661 2.29 

90o,135o 0.3908 0.89 0.3608 0.81 

0o,45o,90o,135o 0.3985 1.07 0.3599 0.25 

 

 
Fig. 5. The related images in real data experiment.  
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Abstract—4D digital subtraction angiography (4D DSA) imag-
ing based on C-arm data is compromised by ambiguities due
to the lack of sufficient projection data. Furthermore, missing
ground truth data complicates the evaluation of reconstructed 4D
DSA data sets. In this paper, we present an approach to generate
4D ground truth data and propose a method for iteratively
improving 4D DSA reconstructions. The method is evaluated
for both ground truth as well as real patient data. For ground
truth data, the iterative reconstruction was able to improve the
reconstructed data in a way that time-contrast curves (TCCs)
are closer to ground truth by 35% on average. Real data showed
a more reasonable physiological flow behavior after iterative
reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

C-arm imaging and cerebral angiography in particular is
an integral part of various medical procedures. Besides the
reconstruction of static volumes, recent focus has been put on
the reconstruction of dynamic volumes (4D; i.e., 3D+t) [1], [2],
[4]. Although a unique solution to the reconstruction problem
of those time-resolved volumes is inherently not achievable
using either data from a single mask and fill run only [2]
or additionally from bi-plane digital subtraction angiography
series [1], approximately reconstructed dynamic flow in 3D
often facilitates clinical diagnosis and treatment planning.

In this paper, we investigate reconstructed 4D DSA image
data and apply an iterative scheme related to the simul-
taneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) to the
reconstructed data. We apply the method to both synthetically
generated and acquired data sets and discuss the results.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. 4D DSA reconstruction

We focus on 4D reconstructions as presented in [2]. The
input data consists of a rotational mask and fill run of the C-
arm, for which a modified acquisition protocol is used which
covers an extended angular range of 260◦ for a sweep duration
of ∼ 12s. This results in 304 projection images per run.
Contrast agent is injected such that the first acquired frames
depict the inflow of contrast agent.

First, this image data is used for the reconstruction of a
single static volume. Subsequently, this volume is restricted via
thresholding to a sparse subset of voxels which are henceforth
considered to be dynamic voxels. Dynamic voxels encode
dynamic information; i.e., changing intensities, in vessels.

In contrast, the remaining voxels do not encode dynamic
information and are thus disregarded for further processing.

Subsequently, the acquired image data is used to backproject
the dynamic information; i.e., the propagation of contrast
agent, from the projection images into the static volume. For
each projection image, one temporal volume is generated.

B. Input data
The input data for the following algorithm consists of two

parts. First, the output from the 4D reconstruction algorithm,
which is a set of time-resolved volumes used as initialization.
Second, the acquired projection data and the corresponding
geometric C-arm calibration data is used for iterative updates.
The projection data is pre-processed in a way that contrasted
soft-tissue (parenchyma) is estimated and subtracted from the
projection data in order to eliminate inconsistencies concern-
ing the contrast enhancement of non-vessel data.

C. Iterative reconstruction
The presented method is applied as an iterative scheme on

reconstructed 4D data sets and is based on the simultaneous
algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) [3].

The output of the reconstruction method as presented in
section II-A is a time-resolved volumetric image series con-
sisting of I volumes f i=1...I , where I also denotes the number
of acquired projection images. For each iteration step s, each
volume f

(s)
i is processed separately as follows.

First, the currently considered reconstructed volume f
(s)
i

is projected onto an image plane according to the angulation
of its corresponding log-subtracted projection image pi. This
projection p′(s)

i is then compared to the acquired image,
resulting in a difference or error image d

2D,(s)
i . Second, this

difference image is projected back into volumetric space. For
that backprojection, only dynamic voxels as defined in section
II-A are taken into consideration, meaning that non-vessel
voxels do not receive any contribution. Third, the resulting
difference volume d

3D,(s)
i is used to correct the corresponding

temporal volume f
(s)
i , leading to a new estimate f

(s+1)
i for

that volume.

f
(s+1)
i,k = f

(s)
i,k +

∑
j

bi,j,k · pi,j−〈ai,jf
(s)
i 〉

N∑
m=1

aj,m


∑
j

bi,j,k
(1)
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Equation 1 describes this scheme for a single voxel f (s)
i,k out of

f
(s)
i , where s denotes the current iteration. The projection data

pi consists of j = 1...M single projection values pi,j for each
projection image i consisting of M pixels. Finally, ai,j,k are
weighting factors for the forward projection of each particular
voxel k out of the temporal volume f

(s)
i and belonging to

projection ray j. Accordingly, bi,j,k are weights for the back-
projection, which are different in a sense that only dynamic
voxels are considered.

Once each temporal volume has been processed, they are
convolved spatially and temporally with a Gaussian filter
which represents a regularization step. Figure 1 illustrates the
complete algorithmic scheme.

f
(s=0)
i : initial

temporal volumes
f

(0)
1 f

(0)
2

...

... f
(0)
304

FProj

d
2D,(s)
i

f
(s)
if

(s+1)
i p′(s)

i
pi

Compare

d
3D,(s)
i

BProj
Correctf̃

(s+1)

i

Spatial
smoothing

Temporal
smoothing

Fig. 1. Workflow of iterative 4D DSA reconstruction scheme. ’FProj’ denotes
the forward-projection process, while ’BProj’ denotes the backprojection
process.

D. Evaluation data

We invesitgate different types of data for evaluation. On one
hand, we use synthetically generated data, where the ground
truth is known. On the other hand, we use real patient data.
For both data sets, 10 iterations are performed.

1) Synthetic data: We utilize computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) on a specified geometry, and take the calculated flow
data for virtual contrast agent injection [5], resulting in true
4D DSA volumes. For the simulation, the heart rate is set
to a heart cycle time of ∼ 60bpm. Virtual contrast agent is
injected constantly for 6s, resulting in an ideal rectangular
bolus. Subsequently, projective geometry is used to create
a synthetic/virtual angiogram according to a rotated C-arm
acquisition. Besides the advantage of having true ground truth
data in 4D, the generated data sets are free of noise and
artifacts. The availability of ground truth data eases direct
comparisons of time-contrast curves (TCCs) which are mea-
sured for selected vascular voxels.

2) Real data: One acquired data set is examined. The data
depicts an intra-arterial contrast injection of a patient suffering
from an arteriovenous malformation (AVM). In contrast to
synthetic data, real data comprises noise, artifacts, etc. Fur-
thermore, the increased amount of small vessels challenges
4D reconstructions due to overlap.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. TCCs for position 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. TCCs for position 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. TCCs for position 3.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthetic data

Visually, the reconstruction results without and with iterative
reconstruction resemble the ground truth data to a large
extent. We hence focus on comparing measurements of TCCs
proximal to, distal to, and within the aneurysm. The TCCs are
depicted in figures 2-4. For all figures, the left image denotes
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TABLE I
TCCS: SUM OF DIFFERENCES.

Position
Sum of differences D (×104)

Difference (%)
Conventional Iterative

1 10.7 7.1 -34%
2 8.8 6.0 -32%
3 8.2 4.9 -40%

the TCC position, while the right side shows the TCCs for
ground truth (a), reconstruction without (b), and with iterative
scheme (c).

For all three sets of curves, the ground truth data (a)
appears noisy compared to (b) and (c), which is caused by
the particle approach used in virtual angiogram generation.
The regular pulsatility (systolic and diastolic phase) is clearly
visible proximal to the aneurysm (figure 2), whereas this
pattern is dispersed within and proximal to the aneurysm.

For the first TCCs (figure 2), the conventional reconstruction
(b) is able to reproduce the pulsatile pattern. The regularity
is disturbed in a way that the local minima and maxima
differ over time compared to ground truth. The second peak
is additionally shifted in time. For the data with iterative
reconstruction, the regularity of minima and maxima could
be compensated. Figure 3 illustrates TCCs for the aneurym
sac. Disregarding the noise, the ground truth measurement
denotes a logarithm-like increasing curve until washout of
contrast agent. Figure 3 (b) reaches its maximum already short
after washin and further keeps a constant level. Figure 3 (c)
reaches its maximum immediately before washout, although
the intensity temporarily drops. For the distal measurent in
figure 4, the curve depicted in (b) shows an increased peak
of about 30 images immediately before washout while this
cannot be observed for (a) and (c).

Table I denotes the sum of differences D(S, T ),

D(S, T ) = min
a

D∗(S, T, a) =

=
I∑

i=1

|S(i)− a · T (i)|, a ∈ R,
(2)

for data without iterative reconstruction and ground truth as
well as for iteratively reconstructed data and ground truth.
The TCCs for the reconstruction results are scaled by factor
a prior to calculation such that the sums of differences get
minimal. For all three measurements, the differences compared
to ground truth could be decreased after iteratively processing
the data. On average, the curves are ∼ 35% closer to ground
truth.

B. Real data

Figure 5 illustrates both reconstructions for real data. Col-
umn (a) denotes images of rendered volumes for succeeding
points in time for the data without iterative reconstruction,
while (b) shows the same for the iteratively reconstructed data.
The windowing was chosen for both cases to show vessels

in a similar way. The contrast enhancement proceeds from
top to bottom. We would like to focus on the second and
third row, where small vessels distal to the internal carotid
artery get filled. Physiologically, vessels prior to a certain
point are contrasted before a contrast enhancement of vessels
distal to that point occurs. For (a), small parts of distal
vessel segments are highlighted before any enhancement of
the connected vessel is visible. In comparison, the flow of
contrast agent is smoothly progressing and thus represented
more physiologically for the iteratively reconstructed data (b).

a

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. 4D volume rendering of reconstructed real data without (a) and with
(b) iterative reconstruction.

Figures 6-9 denote TCCs and their corresponding locations
for data without and with iterative reconstruction. The TCCs
(red: without, green: with iterative reconstruction) are scaled
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Fig. 6. TICs for position 1.

Fig. 7. TICs for position 2.

Fig. 8. TICs for position 3.

Fig. 9. TICs for position 4.

to have the same maximum. The TCCs in figures 6 and 7
are measured within and at the end of the internal carotid
artery, both TCCs in both figures show a close concurrence
to each other. For smaller, distal vessels where an increased
overlap of vessels is present (figures 8 and 9), the iteratively
reconstructed data still depicts intensity variations (which
presumably resembles pulsatility) over time, while this could
not be observed for red TCCs. However, since no ground
truth data is available, the presence of pulsatility could not
be validated.

In figure 10, the physiological flow as shown in figure 5 is
further examined. For each data set (without and with iterative
reconstruction), two TCCs are measured; one for a proximal
vessel segment and one for a distal vessel segment. These
two TCCs are given in a single plot for the corresponding
data set each. Figure 10 (a) affirms the observation, that distal
vessels are contrasted prior to proximal ones for the data set
without iterative reconstruction. The green curve, representing
the distal point, shows an early rise of measured contrast
compared to the proximal point. In contrast, the iterative

Proximal vessel segment. Distal vessel segment.

(a) Without iterative reconstruction.

(b) With iterative reconstruction.
Fig. 10. TICs for proximal and distal vessel segment, for data without (a)
and with iterative reconstruction(b).

reconstruction was able to compensate that effect (b).

IV. CONCLUSION

By using an iterative scheme related to SART on re-
constructed 4D DSA data sets, we were able to improve
reconstruction results concerning consistency of measured
intensities as well as concerning physiological flow, which is
shown on both synthetic and real data. For the latter type of
data, the lack of ground truth data complicates the evaluation.
We are further aware of an extended study using an increased
number of data sets.
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Consistency equation for TOF-PET histo-images:
derivation and applications.

Michel Defrise1, Yusheng Li2, Samuel Matej2.

Abstract. We derive consistency equations for 3D time-
of-flight PET data parameterized as a set of histo-images.
One histo-image is associated to each sampled projection
direction and is built by binning each detected coincident
event with that direction at its most likely annihilation
location. The histo-image parameterization is found to lead
to a simple and compact consistency equation expressed
as a vectorial equation independent of the coordinate
system. We show how this result could be applied to the
simultaneous estimation of emission and attenuation in
time-of-flight PET.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with consistency equations (CE) in time-
of-flight (TOF) PET. Consistency equations characterize the
set of all possible noise free data of an inverse problem. In
general measured data are not consistent because they contain
measurement errors and also because some physical ”side”
effects of the imaging system are not, or imperfectly, modeled
when deriving the CE. Exploiting the CE then allows in some
applications to estimate a set of parameters used to model
these side effects.

Consistency conditions only exist for overdetermined prob-
lems since otherwise any data set is consistent. The more
overdetermined a problem, i.e. the more redundant the data
are, the larger the number of additional parameters that can
potentially be estimated by enforcing the CE. In 2D tomog-
raphy redundancy [1] is limited since the sinogram and the
image depend on the same number (two) of real variables.
Applications have been limited to estimating geometric cali-
bration parameters of a scanner, or some simple parametric
model of the attenuation map in PET [2], [3] or SPECT
[4], [5]. Redundancy is more important for the 3D x-ray
transform, which depends on four real variables whereas the
image depends on the three spatial coordinates. The CE [6],
[7] have been used for instance to rebin 3D PET data onto 2D
PET data [8] or to derive approximate algorithms for helical
cone-beam CT [9], [10].

Time-of-flight PET data are highly redundant: in 3D (2D),
the TOF data and the image depend respectively on 5 (3)
and 3 (2) variables. Redundancy can also be seen in a discrete
setting, with data typically histogrammed on 13×621×168×

1 Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, B-1090, Brus-
sels, Belgium, mdefrise@vub.ac.be, 2 Dept. of Radiology, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA 19104, USA, matej@mail.med.upenn.edu,
yushli@mail.med.upenn.edu. This work was supported by the National Insti-
tutes of Health under Grant R01-EB002131, by the FWO Project G027514N
and by the SRP10 program of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.

400 = 543 106 bins, while the image is discretized on a
400× 400× 109 = 17 106 voxel grid (values for the Siemens
mCT). TOF CE can be written either as one (2D) or two
(3D) partial differential equations (PDE) [11] or as a family
of scalar equations for the Fourier transform of the data [12],
[14]. The Fourier CE allow rebinning 3D TOF data to 2D TOF
data, or 3D non-TOF data, or 2D non-TOF data [15], with
applications for data compression and faster reconstruction.
The PDE CE are local, they have been used to rebin data [11]
and to estimate the attenuation map [16].

The goal of this work is explore possible applications of CE
for histo-images in TOF PET. We start by deriving in section
II local CE for the histo-image parameterization. Sections III
and IV describe how to apply these CE for the simultaneous
estimation of the activity and attenuation when no anatomical
data is available, following an approach similar to that in [16]
for sinogram data.

II. NOTATIONS AND CONSISTENCY EQUATION.

We parameterize the TOF data p using the most likely
annihilation point denoted ~x ∈ IR3 and the unit vector n̂ that
defines the orientation of the line of response (LOR),

p(~x, n̂) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dl f(~x+ ln̂)h(l) ~x ∈ IR3, n̂ ∈ S2 (1)

where f ∈ C0(IR
3) is the tracer distribution and we assume a

gaussian model for the TOF profile,

h(t) = exp(−t2/2σ2). (2)

The parameterization (1) is linked with the DIRECT ap-
proach [17], [18] where the detected coincident events are
histogrammed in a separate image matrix (a histo-image) for
each projection direction n̂. Equation (1) then shows that
the imaging operator is a convolution with the TOF kernel
h(l) along the direction n̂. See Figure 1. The reconstruction
problem is thereby reexpressed as a multi-channel 3D decon-
volution, with a separate channel for each sampled projection
direction n̂.

The 3D TOF central slice theorem [13], [14]

p̂(~ν, n̂) = f̂(~ν)ĥ(~ν · n̂) ~ν ∈ IR3, n̂ ∈ S2 (3)

where p̂ is the 3D Fourier transform of p with respect to ~x,
immediately leads to the following CE (see [12] with a slightly
different parameterization),

p̂(~ν, n̂1)ĥ(~ν · n̂2) = p̂(~ν, n̂2)ĥ(~ν · n̂1) (4)

which must be satisfied for all ~ν ∈ IR3, n̂1, n̂2 ∈ S2.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the histo-image parameterization of TOF PET data for
some direction n̂ at about 45 degree. Equation (1) corresponds to the right
figure, with a voxel grid parameterized by ~x.

One limitation of Fourier based CE such as (4) is that the
data must not be truncated to allow calculating the Fourier
transforms. In contrast, CE based on PDEs similar to John’s
equation [6] are local in the sense that they connect a small
subset of neighbouring data bins; thereby they lend themselve
better to some applications.

The main result of this work is that the histo-images (1)
satisfy the consistency equation

∇n̂p(~x, n̂) = σ2 (n̂ · ∇)∇p(~x, n̂) (5)

where ∇ is the gradient w.r.t. the most likely annihilation point
~x, and ∇n̂ is the gradient w.r.t. the direction n̂. This is a vector
equation but the angular gradient ∇n̂ is defined only in the
plane normal to n̂1, so that (5) only makes sense in a scalar
product with a vector orthogonal to n̂. One is thus left with
two independent CE, which is as expected the same number
as for the sinogram parameterization in [11]. The histo-image
CE (5) however is compact and independent of the coordinate
system used for ~x and n̂.

Proof of (5)

Since f has a compact support one has the vector identity

~0 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dl
d

dl
{∇f(~x+ ln̂)h(l)}

=

∫ ∞
−∞

dl

{
(n̂ · ∇)∇f(~x+ ln̂)h(l)− l

σ2
∇f(~x+ ln̂)h(l)

}
= (n̂ · ∇)∇p(~x, n̂)− 1

σ2

∫ ∞
−∞

dl l∇f(~x+ ln̂)h(l) (6)

where we used h′(l) = −l h(l)/σ2 for the gaussian TOF
profile (2). On the other hand,

∇n̂p(~x, n̂) = ∇n̂
∫ ∞
−∞

dl f(~x+ ln̂)h(l)

=

∫ ∞
−∞

dl l∇f(~x+ ln̂)h(l) (7)

Comparing (7) and (6) yields the consistency equation (5). �

1Because of the constraint ‖n̂‖ = 1.

III. RECOVERING THE ATTENUATION FACTORS.

We use a redundant parameterization a(~x, n̂) for the atten-
uation factors, with the understanding that a(~x, n̂) is constant
along lines ~x = ~x0 + ln̂ since it is independent of the
TOF variable. Therefore n̂ · ∇a(~x, n̂) = 0. Consider the
measured attenuated histo-images m(~x, n̂) = a(~x, n̂)p(~x, n̂).
The CE (5) must be satisfied by the attenuation corrected data.
Inserting p = m/a into (5), multiplying by a(~x, n̂), and using
n̂ · ∇a(~x, n̂) = 0, one obtains

∇n̂m(~x, n̂)−m(~x, n̂)∇n̂ log a(~x, n̂) =
σ2(n̂ ·∇)∇m(~x, n̂)− σ2(n̂ ·∇m(~x, n̂))∇log a(~x, n̂)(8)

Equation (8) is like (5) a vector equation and here also the
derivatives with respect to n̂ are only defined along directions
orthogonal to n̂. Therefore (8) yields two independent equa-
tions obtained by taking the scalar product with any pair of
linearly independent unit vectors û, v̂ ∈ S2 orthogonal to n̂.
The derivations below are done for one arbitrary unit vector
denoted û ∈ n̂⊥. A second set of equations is obtained by
substituting everywhere another v̂ ∈ n̂⊥ for û.

The scalar product of (8) with û yields

û · ∇n̂m(~x, n̂)−m(~x, n̂) û · ∇n̂ log a(~x, n̂)
= σ2(n̂ · ∇)(û · ∇)m(~x, n̂)

− σ2 (n̂ · ∇m(~x, n̂)) (û · ∇ log a(~x, n̂)) (9)

Note that − log a is the 3D x-ray transform of the attenuation
map µ,

− log a(~x, n̂) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dl µ(~x+ ln̂), (10)

and n̂ ·∇ and û ·∇n̂ are derivatives with respect to respectively
the TOF variable and the projection orientation2.

We will solve (9) for the derivatives of log a for some fixed
line of response parameterized by (~x0, n̂) using the data subset
{m(~x = ~x0+tn̂, n̂), t ∈ IR}. The idea is to exploit the fact that
the attenuation factors are independent of the TOF variable t,
hence

log a(~x0, n̂) = log a(~x0 + tn̂, n̂) (11)

for any (~x0, n̂, t). To obtain the derivatives of log a in the CE
(9), we first differentiate (11) with respect to ~x0 at fixed (n̂, t),
this yields

(∇ log a)(~x0, n̂) = (∇ log a)(~x0 + tn̂, n̂). (12)

For the angular derivative, we take the total derivative Dn̂ (at
fixed ~x0, t) of (11) with respect to n̂, i.e. we develop

Dn̂ {log a(~x0, n̂)} = Dn̂ {log a(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)} . (13)

The total derivative of the LHS is simply Dn̂(log a)(~x0, n̂) =
(∇n̂ log a)(~x0, n̂). In the RHS the total derivative acts on the
two arguments of a:

Dn̂ {log a(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)} = (∇n̂ log a)(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)

+ t (∇ log a)(~x0 + tn̂, n̂).(14)

2For instance, if the LOR orientation is parameterized with azimuthal and
copolar angles φ and θ, such that n̂ = (− sinφ cos θ, cosφ cos θ, sin θ) and
if û = (cosφ, sinφ, 0) then (− cos θ)û · ∇n̂ is the derivative w.r.t. φ. If
û = (sinφ sin θ,− cosφ sin θ, cos θ) then û · ∇n̂ is the derivative w.r.t. θ.
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Since in the second term of the RHS, (∇ log a)(~x0+ tn̂, n̂) =
(∇ log a)(~x0, n̂) by (12), one obtains finally

(∇n̂ log a)(~x0, n̂) = (∇n̂ log a)(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)

+ t (∇ log a)(~x0, n̂) (15)

Recall that∇n̂ is a partial derivative with respect to the second
argument.

Rewriting the CE (9) at ~x = ~x0+ tn̂ and inserting (12) and
(15) yields(

(û · ∇n̂m)− σ2(n̂ · ∇)(û · ∇)m
)
(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)

= −(û · ∇ log a)(~x0, n̂)
(
σ2(n̂ · ∇m) + tm

)
(~x0 + tn̂, n̂)

+ (û · ∇n̂ log a)(~x0, n̂)m(~x0 + tn̂, n̂) (16)

Thanks to the use of (12, 15) all derivatives of log a in (16)
are at (~x0, n̂) hence independent of t. Therefore each sampled
TOF bin t yields a linear equation with two unknowns û ·
∇ log a and û · ∇n̂ log a. In principle two TOF bins would
be sufficient to determine these two unknowns, but a robust
solution should exploit all data and we therefore propose to
use least-squares estimation as in [16].

IV. LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTION

The LS solution to the set of equations (16) is given by:

(û · ∇ log a)(~x0, n̂) =
HφφJs −HsφJφ
H2
sφ −HφφHss

(û · ∇n̂ log a)(~x0, n̂) =
HsφJs −HssJφ
H2
sφ −HφφHss

(17)

with

Hss =

∫
T

dt
{
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ tm

}2

Hsφ =

∫
T

dt m
{
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ tm

}
Hφφ =

∫
T

dt m2

Js =

∫
T

dt
{
û · ∇n̂m− σ2(n̂ · ∇)(û · ∇)m

}
×

×
{
σ2n̂ · ∇m+ tm

}
Jφ =

∫
T

dt m
{
û · ∇n̂m− σ2(n̂ · ∇)(û · ∇)m

}
(18)

where all arguments in the RHS are (~x0+ tn̂, n̂) and T is the
TOF interval for which the data are measured.

From (17) the solution is unique except for LORs such that
HφφHss−H2

sφ = 0. By Schwarz inequality this happens iff the
functions m and σ2n̂ ·∇m+tm are linearly dependent, i.e. iff
there is l0 ∈ IR such that l0m(t) = σ2dm(t)/dt+tm(t), t ∈ T
(this is at fixed LORs and we omit all variables except t).
The solution is m(t) = A exp(−(t − l0)

2/2σ2). Recalling
(1) and (2) one concludes that the gradient of the attenuation
factors is uniquely determined by the TOF data except if the
activity along the LOR is zero or a single point source (l0
being the position of that source along the LOR). This property
is independent of the data parameterization and was previously
demonstrated in [16].

The solution (17) is similar to the LS solution in [16] if we
consider the 2D restriction (θ = 0) and substitute n̂ · ∇m →
∂m/∂t. The H factors are identical but the J factors have
a simpler form thanks to the histo-image parameterization.
In addition this vectorial form of the solution holds in 3D
and is valid for any choice of the unit vector û ∈ n̂⊥. It is
simpler than the solution derived in [19] for the 3D sinogram
parameterization of the TOF data.

V. CONCLUSION

Though iterative methods [20]–[22] would be prefered in
most cases, the analytic estimation discussed here could be
useful to obtain rapidly a first estimate of the attenuation
factors when the signal to noise ratio is sufficient. A few
remarks are in order:
• The data m must be corrected for scatter, randoms, and

normalization.
• Appropriate regularization of the derivatives, especially

the second derivatives, is probably necessary.
• The equations involve integrals over t and the radial

derivatives ∇m,∇2m could probably be estimated via
Fourier transform. The angular derivative ∇n̂m is more
complex and might be an issue when histo-images are
formed with few angular samples [23].
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Direct Joint Motion Estimation/Image
Reconstruction in Attenuation-Corrected Gated

PET/CT Using a Single CT
Alexandre Bousse, Ottavia Bertolli, David Atkinson, Simon Arridge, Sébastien Ourselin, Brian F. Hutton,

Kris Thielemans

Abstract—This work provides an insight into PET joint image
reconstruction/motion estimation (JRM) by maximisation of the
likelihood, where the probabilistic model accounts for warped
attenuation. Our analysis shows that maximum-likelihood (ML)
JRM reconstruction returns the same motion-free reconstructed
gates for any µ-map that is a deformation of a given µ-map,
regardless of its alignment with the PET gates. We derive a
joint optimisation algorithm that we applied to simulated and
patient gated PET data with 2 different µ-maps: one aligned
with the first gate and one in an arbitrary breath-held position.
Our results show that: (i) the warped µ-maps correspond to
the gated µ-maps, which eliminates the need for gated CT;
(ii) reconstructed gated images with both µ-maps are similar,
suggesting that a breath-held µ-map can be used.

Index Terms—Gated PET, Image reconstruction, Direct motion
estimation, Maximum-likelihood, Attenuation correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

GATED Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging
is an important tool to prevent motion artifacts in image

reconstruction. Gated data can be reconstructed independently,
then registered to a common gate to reduce the image variance,
but accurate attenuation correction relies on the availability
of the corresponding gated CT. Another approach to utilise
the whole gated dataset is to perform maximum-likelihood
(ML) joint image reconstruction/motion estimation (JRM), by
applying the same motion model for the activity image and
the attenuation map. JRM has already been considered in the
literature [1], [2] but their models ignored attenuation. This is
mainly for two reasons: (i) the derivation of an optimisation
algorithm requires more effort; (ii) a mis-aligned µ-map may
affect reconstruction.

In this work we present an analysis of ML-JRM with
a deformed attenuation map and propose a reconstruction
algorithm. Section II-A describes the complete probabilistic
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model. In Section II-B we demonstrate that ML-JRM recon-
structs the same activity gates regardless of the µ-map input,
provided they come from the deformation of a unique µ-
map. This means that ML-JRM can be potentially used with
a breath-held (full inspiration) CT-derived µ-map that is not
synchronised with any of the PET gates. Section II-C describes
our algorithm for ML-JRM. In Section III-A we applied our
ML-JRM method to XCAT simulated data with 2 different µ-
maps: one aligned to the first gate, and one at a full inspiration
state. In Section III-B we apply JRM on real data with the
µ-map provided by the system. Our results are discussed in
Section IV.

II. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD

A. Attenuated PET measurement with motion
The activity distribution and attenuation map take the form

of functions f ∈ C and µ ∈ C respectively, where C denotes
the set of non-negative continuous function on R3. The activity
and attenuation at position r ∈ R3 are f(r) and µ(r).

In presence of patient motion, both activity and attenuation
are deformed. The set of all diffeomorphic functions on R3 is
denoted D. A deformation is modelled by a diffeomorphism
ϕ ∈ D, yielding a warping operator Wϕ : C → C defined as

∀f ∈ C, Wϕf , f ◦ ϕ .

Wϕ is invertible on C with [Wϕ]−1 = Wϕ−1 and WϕWψ =
Wψ◦ϕ. Under the assumption that patient motion is cyclic,
acquired data are regrouped into ng gates such that on each
gate l = 1, . . . , ng the patient is static. At gate l, the activity
distribution and attenuation map are deformed versions of f
and µ with a diffeomorphism ϕl ∈ D and the measured counts
is a Poisson random vector gl ∈ Nnb , nb being the number
of detector bins:

gl ∼ Poisson(gl(f, ϕl, µ)) , (1)

[gl(f, ϕl, µ)]i , gi,l(f, ϕl, µ) = τlai(Wϕl
µ)HiWϕl

f + si,l ,

where Hi : C → R+ is defined as

∀f ∈ C, Hif =

∫
Ω

f(r)hi(r) dr ,

hi : R3 → R+ is the PET system response at bin i, ai(µ)
is the attenuation factor along the segment Li connecting the
detectors of i,

∀µ ∈ C, ai(µ) = exp

(
−
∫
Li

µ(r) dr

)
,
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si,l is the expected number of background events (scat-
ter/random coincidence), τl is the duration of gate l and
Ω ⊂ R3 is a compact set representing the field of view.

Omitting terms independent on f and ϕl, the log-likelihood
of the observables (gl)

ng

l=1 ∈ Nnb×ng is

L(f,ϕ, µ) =

ng∑
l=1

nb∑
i=1

gi,l log gi,l(f, ϕl, µ)− gi,l(f, ϕl, µ)

,
ng∑
l=1

Λl(gl(f, ϕl, µ)) . (2)

with ϕ = (ϕl)
ng

l=1 ∈ D, D , Dng and gl(f, ϕl, µ) =
(gi,l(f, ϕl, µ))nb

i=1. ML joint PET image reconstruction/motion
estimation (JRM) consists of estimating a pair (f̂ , ϕ̂) that
explains the measurements (gl)

ng

l=1 by solving the following
optimisation problem

max
f∈C,ϕ∈D

L(f,ϕ, µ) . (3)

At each gate l, the resulting estimated activity image f̂l ,
Wϕ̂l

f̂ is obtained by warping the reference activity image f̂ ,
which is estimated from the entire dataset (gl)

ng

l=1.

B. Dependence on the attenuation map

Due to the presence of µ in the statistical model (1), an
ML estimate (f̂ , ϕ̂) also depends on µ. In fact, we can see
that the reconstructed gated images obtained by solving (3)
are identical for all µ-map coming from a deformed common
attenuation map.

Let µ̃ = Wψµ = µ ◦ ψ ∈ C be a deformed version of the
original µ with ψ ∈ D. We have the following identity:

∀ψ ∈ C, L(f,ϕ, µ) = L(f ◦ ψ,ψ−1 ◦ϕ, µ ◦ ψ)

= L(Wψf, ψ
−1 ◦ϕ, µ̃) (4)

with ψ ◦ ϕ , (ψ ◦ ϕ1, . . . , ψ ◦ ϕng). With (4) we can easily
see that if (f̂ , ϕ̂) is a maximiser of (f,ϕ) 7→ L(f,ϕ, µ)
then (f̃ , ϕ̃) = (f̂ ◦ ψ,ψ−1 ◦ ϕ̂) is a maximiser of (f,ϕ) 7→
L(f,ϕ, µ̃). Reciprocally, if (f̃ , ϕ̃) is a maximiser of (f,ϕ) 7→
L(f,ϕ, µ̃) then (f̂ , ϕ̂) = (f̃ ◦ ψ−1, ψ ◦ ϕ̃) is a maximiser of
(f,ϕ) 7→ L(f,ϕ, µ). More importantly, we have

f̃l ,Wϕ̃l
f̃ =Wϕ̂l

[Wψ]−1Wψ f̂ = f̂l, ∀l = 1, . . . , ng .
(5)

This means that maximising the log-likelihood with µ or µ̃ =
Wψµ returns the same reconstructed gates. Hence, it is not
necessary to observe the right attenuation map µ from the
statistical model (1): a deformed version of µ suffices.

C. Maximisation algorithm

1) Discretisation: The activity image f and the attenuation
map µ are represented by the vectors f , µ ∈ Rnv

+ , where nv is
the number of voxels. The diffeomorphism ϕ is parametrised
as a linear combination of B-splines in each x, y, z direction,
with coefficients α ∈ R3×nc , where nc is the number of con-
trol points in Ω. We use Jacobson’s framework [1] to discretise
the warping operatorWϕ to a matrixWα ∈ Rnv×nv . The PET

system response operator is a nb × nv matrix H . Similarly,
CT line integrals are modelled by a nb × nv matrix L. The
expected counts at bin i, frame l is

gi,l(f ,αl,µ) = τlai(Wαl
µ)[HWαl

f ]j + si,l .

with ai(µ) , exp(−[Lµ]i). The entire collection of B-spline
coefficients is denoted θ = (αl)

ng

l=1 ∈ R3×nc×ng . We also
define the attenuation-corrected (AC) and the AC motion-
compensated (AC-MC) PET system matrices:

Ha(µ) , A(µ)H and Hm
a (αl,µ) ,Ha(Wαl

µ)Wαl

(6)
where A(µ) ∈ Rnb×nb is a diagonal matrix defined by
[A(µ)]i,i = ai(µ). The log-likelihood (2) is redefined as
L(f ,θ,µ) =

∑ng

l=1 Λl(gl(f ,αl,µ)) with gl(f ,αl,µ) =
(gi,l(f ,αl,µ))nb

i=1 and Λl was defined in (2).
The image f and motion parameters θ are estimated by

maximising the penalised likelihood Φ:

Φ(f ,θ,µ) , L(f ,θ,µ) + βU(f) + γV (θ)

where U(f) and V (θ) are penalty terms. The maximisation
of Φ is performed in alternation between f and θ.

2) Maximisation with respect to θ: We temporarily rename
Φ(f ,θ,µ) to Φ(θ). We used a quasi-Newton maximisation
with a “limited-memory” Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(L-BFGS) approximated inverse Hessian [3] to compute a line-
search direction p(θ) = −[B(θ)]−1∇Φ(θ). The update on θ
is

θnew = θold + δ?p(θold), δ? = arg max
δ≥0

Φ(θold + δp(θold)) .

(7)
The computation of p(θ) requires ∇θL, which was derived in
[4].

3) Maximisation with respect to f : When β = 0, f is
updated using a simple ML-expectation maximisation (ML-
EM) step [5] from the entire dataset g = (gl)

ng

l=1 using the
AC-MC system matrices Hm

a , defined in (6):

fnew =
fold

P (θ,µ)

ng∑
l=1

Hm
a (αl,µ)>

[
τlgl

gl(f
old,αl,µ)

]
(8)

with P (θ,µ) =
∑ng

l=1 τlH
m
a (αl,µ)1. For β > 0, we utilise

separable surrogates for penalised ML (PML) reconstruction
[6].

4) Overall algorithm: The algorithm consists of an outer
loop comprising 2 inner loops: one for θ iterating with (7) and
one for f iterating with (8). f is initialised by performing a
PML reconstruction from g1, using the system matrix Ha(µ)
assuming α1 = 0. For later iterations, the motion at gate 1 is
not restricted i.e. α1 can be non-zero.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. XCAT Simulated data
We used 153 × 153 × 47 volumes for PET images and µ-

maps. The PET projector resolution was modelled by convolv-
ing the image with a 6mm FWHM Gaussian Kernel. Scatter
and randoms were modelled as a uniform background. The
motion was modelled with a 40 × 40 × 12 grid and cubic
Bsplines.
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1) Simulations and reconstructions with aligned µ-map:
We generated ng = 5 XCAT attenuation maps and activity
volumes, namely µ1, . . . ,µ5 and f1, . . . ,f5, corresponding
to 5 states of the breathing cycle. The activity distributions
contain a hot lesion. The attenuation map µ = µ1 (Fig. 1a),
used for reconstruction, is aligned to the first gate f1 (Fig. 1d).
Both image sequences (fl)

ng

l=1 and (µl)
ng

l=1 are shown in Fig. 4.
The PET gated projections g1, . . . , g5 were simulated with
τl = τ for all l as

gl ∼ Poisson (τHa(µl)fl + sl) .

where Ha was defined in (6). The JRM estimator is denoted
(f̂ , θ̂), θ̂ = (α̂l)

5
l=1:

(f̂ , θ̂) = arg max
f≥0,θ

Φ(f ,θ,µ) .

The estimated gates are denoted f̂l = Wα̂l
f̂ .

For comparison, a reconstruction without motion compen-
sation (θ = 0, µ = µ1) was performed:

f̂noMC = arg max
f≥0

Φ(f ,0,µ) .

We also performed a PML reconstruction from motion free
(static) data simulated as a Poisson random vector of expecta-
tion 5×(τHa(µ1)f1 + s1) (the factor 5 preserves the number
of counts). This reconstruction is denoted f̂static. Finally, we
performed a reconstruction from gate 1 only, denoted f̂1gate.

2) Reconstruction with mis-aligned µ-map: We generated
a µ-map µ̃ corresponding to a breath-held state (Fig. 1b),
which is mis-aligned with µ (Fig. 1c) and the entire sequence
(µl)

ng

l=1. The JRM estimator is denoted (f̃ , θ̃), θ̃ = (α̃l)
5
l=1:

(f̃ , θ̃) = arg max
f≥0,θ

Φ(f ,θ, µ̃) .

The estimated gates are denoted f̃l = Wα̃l
f̃ .

3) Results: Fig. 1e and Fig. 1f show f̂noMC and f̂1gate.
The former suffers from motion and attenuation mis-alignment
artifacts due to the non alignment of g2, . . . , g5 with µ = µ1

whereas the latter is affected by noise. The JRM reconstructed
first gates f̂1 = Wα̂1

f̂ and f̃1 = Wα̃1
f̃ are shown in

Fig. 1g and Fig. 1h. Both images show no signs of motion
or attenuation mis-alignment artifacts. Reconstruction profiles
of gate 1 along a line1 in the trans-axial plane intersecting the
hot lesion are shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that both f̂1

and f̃1 are close to f̂static, whereas f̂noMC is far off. Fig. 3
shows the reconstruction of f̃1 at different iterations. We can
observe that attenuation artifacts disappear after 50 iterations.

Fig. 4 shows the reconstructed gates f̂l and f̃l, l = 1, . . . , 5,
which are obtained by applying the estimated motions Wα̂l

and Wα̃l
to f̂ and f̃ respectively, as well as the true activities

(fl)
ng

l=1 and µ-maps (µl)
ng

l=1. The similarity between the two
sequences of constructed images illustrates the equality (5).

1The profile line should not be mistaken with the green and red lines present
on some images. These lines serve as a visual reference to see the motion.

(a) µ (b) µ̃ (c) µ− µ̃

(d) f1 (e) f̂noMC (f) f̂1gate

(g) f̂1 (h) f̃1 (i) f̂static

Fig. 1. Gate 1: phantoms and reconstructions.

Fig. 2. Reconstruction profiles of f̂static, f̂noMC, f̂1 (aligned µ-map) and
f̃1 (mis-aligned µ-map) along a line in the trans-axial plane intersecting the
hot lesion.

(a) f̃1, 1 iteration (b) f̃1, 20 iterations (c) f̃1, 50 iterations

Fig. 3. JRM reconstructions with µ̃ at different iterations.

Fig. 4. Left column to right column: reconstructed gates (f̂l)
5
l=1 with µ;

reconstructed gates (f̃l)5l=1 with breath-held µ̃; ground truth activity (fl)
5
l=1;

ground truth µ-map (µl)
5
l=1
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Fig. 5. Left column: JRM reconstructed PET gates; right column: individually
ML-EM reconstructed PET gates

B. Patient data

Patient data for a clinical FDG PET/CT study was acquired
on a GE Discovery STE [7]. 315 MBq of FDG was injected
1 hour before the scan start according to normal clinical
protocol. A CINE-CT scan was performed to cover the lung
PET bed position (140 kVp, 4s duration, 0.5s rotation period,
0.45s time between reconstructed images, 9 bed positions, 8
axial slices (thickness 2.5mm) per bed position), followed by
a PET scan (DURATION) with list mode enabled. The patient
was monitored with the Varian RPM system. Data was post-
processed to obtain 5 respiratory gates based on the RPM
displacement. Matching ranges were used for the gating of
the CINE CT and PET data in an attempt to obtain spatially
matched gated PET and CT data.

We estimated (f̂ , θ̂) with JRM using a single µ-map. We
compared the results with individually ML-EM reconstructed
gates using their corresponding gated µ-maps. Fig. 5 shows
the reconstructed PET images. The motion of the liver and
the hot lesion is consistent between the 2 sequences but JRM
results in noise reduction. The JRM-estimated motion applied
to the first µ-map generates a sequence similar to the CINE-
CT (Fig. 6).

IV. DISCUSSION

The reconstructed gates with JMR appear free from mo-
tion/attenuation mis-alignment artifacts. The fact that the
deformed µ-map follows the deformed activity shows that
gated CT is not necessary. With a full inspiration µ-map, the
reconstructed gates are the same, confirming the analysis of
Section II-B, although reconstructing with µ̃ requires addi-
tional iterations. This result is important as in many PET/CT
studies, a diagnostic CT is acquired at full inspiration. With
our proposed method, this scan could be used for attenuation
correction despite its mismatch with the PET.

We have not investigated the image smoothness parameter
β as its effect on image reconstruction is well known in
the literature. The motion smoothness parameter γ has to be

Fig. 6. Left column: µ-map deformed with JRM estimated motions; right
column: CINE-CT gated µ-maps

treated more cautiously. JRM with too small γ values leads to
an irregular motion fieldWα̂ and “broken” images f̂ , although
the product Wα̂f̂ is identical to the results we provide, as
well as the warped attenuation. This is because the likelihood
depends on the warped images only.

V. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated that it is possible to extend existing JRM
methods [1], [2] to a more complete model that includes an at-
tenuation map affected by the same motion. We demonstrated
that the reconstructed gates are independent of the choice
of the µ-map, as long as it comes from the deformation of
a same µ-map. We proposed an algorithm to monotonically
maximise the penalised log-likelihood of the complete model.
Results on XCAT simulated data confirmed our analysis. Our
algorithm applied on patient data successfully warped the µ-
map and reconstructed the PET gates. Further work includes
reconstructing real data with a breath-held µ-map.
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Abstract— In cardiac PET, parametric images of a 

physiologically relevant kinetic model can assist diagnosis of 
coronary artery disease. Such images can be made using a frame-
based approach, where individual time frame images are 
reconstructed and the selected model fit voxel-by-voxel. The 
statistically more optimal method is to directly reconstruct 
parametric images from raw data by incorporating the kinetic 
model into the reconstruction scheme itself, bypassing 
reconstruction of individual time frames. However, the direct 
method can be prone to inaccuracies when tissue regions in the 
field-of-view do not follow the selected model, as the residuals 
from poor fits will propagate throughout the entire image. To 
address this issue, we propose a hybrid reconstruction algorithm 
that fits a particular kinetic model to voxels pre-specified as 
model-adherent, and a more general B-spline model to the 
remaining voxels. We present a simple simulation to validate the 
implementation, and then apply both the original direct 
reconstruction algorithm and the hybrid reconstruction 
algorithm to human 82Rb data. Because true parametric values 
cannot be attained for the human dataset, we estimated global 
myocardial parameters by fitting the model to the mean 
myocardial time activity curve from standard time frames. While 
the pure kinetic direct reconstruction gives mean myocardial K1 
that is moderately lower than the global reference value and 
mean k2 estimate that is substantially lower, the hybrid 
reconstruction scheme is accurate to within 3% of the global K1 
and 5% of k2. This preliminary study suggests that error 
propagation from non-model regions may indeed affect 
myocardial parameter estimates generated by direct 
reconstruction of cardiac perfusion PET, and the proposed 
method may alleviate this effect. 
 

Index Terms—cardiac PET, direct reconstruction, kinetic 
modeling, myocardial blood flow 

I. INTRODUCTION 
inetic modeling can be used to generate parametric 
images from dynamic cardiac PET for deeper qualitative 

and quantitative insight into blood flow (or other physiological 
parameters) in the myocardium than emission images alone. 
While the standard method to create parametric images is to 
reconstruct a series of emission time frames and fit a kinetic 
model voxel-by-voxel (e.g., using weighted least squares, 
WLS), a theoretically more optimal method in terms of SNR is 
to incorporate the kinetic model directly into the 
reconstruction algorithm, producing parametric images in one 
step. The lower variance parameters attained by this approach 
are produced by more accurate modeling of the noise 
distribution: while this is a challenging task in image space, 
especially when low counts preclude a Gaussian 
approximation, the raw emission data can be reliably modeled 

 
M. G., C. L. and R. C. are with the Department of Biomedical Engineering 

at Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511, USA 
A.S. is with the Departments of Internal Medicine and Diagnostic 

Radiology, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511 USA 

as having a Poisson distribution. Hereafter, the traditional 
method of parametric image generation is termed the frame-
based (FB) method, and the latter method is called "direct 
reconstruction."  
 We [1] and others [2-4] have previously developed direct 
reconstruction algorithms for cardiac PET, and demonstrated 
through simulation that the direct method can produce lower 
variance parameter estimates than the FB method. However, it 
is known that using a single kinetic model for the entire field-
of-view may introduce bias from regions where the model is 
inappropriate that propagates throughout the image, affecting 
even regions where the model is appropriate [5]. This is of 
particular concern in whole-body PET imaging, where, for 
instance, the liver tissue follows a dual-input model rather 
than the single input 1-tissue (1T) compartment model 
describing the kinetics of myocardial tissue. This issue has 
only recently begun to be addressed, notably in [6] and [7], 
which present an adaptive scheme whereby a more general 
secondary model allows a fraction of residuals from the 
primary model fit to be accounted for. However, the secondary 
model must be carefully chosen to ensure that only structured 
residuals - not residuals due to random noise - are included in 
the data fit.  
 As an alternate approach to alleviate this deficiency of 
direct reconstruction, we propose using a "hybrid" direct 
reconstruction algorithm, which only fits the selected kinetic 
model inside a pre-defined region and uses more general B-
splines to represent time activity curves (TACs) elsewhere.  
PET image reconstruction using B-splines alone has been 
previously demonstrated in [8, 9]. Assuming appropriate 
placement of the knots (the anchor points of the B-spline), this 
representation should adequately fit virtually any 
physiologically possible TAC, preventing the large residuals 
that cause error propagation. Below we present the hybrid 
algorithm, demonstrate the validity of the implementation with 
a simple simulation, and compare the direct hybrid method to 
the FB and direct "pure 1T" reconstructions in a 82Rb human 
dataset.  

II. THEORY 
This work is based on the Parametric Motion-compensation 

OSEM List-mode Algorithm for Resolution-recovery 
reconstruction (PMOLAR-1T) algorithm of Yan, et.al. [10], 
which was extended to cardiac PET [1]. This implementation 
introduced two blood volume/spillover terms to make it 
suitable for cardiac data, as opposed to the brain data, where 
blood volumes are not considered. 

The original direct implementation fitted the 1T 
compartment model at every voxel: 

 CT (t) = K1CA(t)! e
"k2t +VACA(t)+VRVCRV (t),     (1)

 

where CT(t) is the tissue TAC, K1 is the inflow rate constant, 
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k2 is the outflow rate constant, CA(t) is the arterial input 
function (and left ventricle (LV) TAC), CRV(t) is the right 
ventricle (RV) TAC, and VA and VRV are the fractional 
contributions of the LV and RV TAC, respectively, to a voxel. 

The hybrid implementation uses the same 1T model at a 
predefined set of model-adherent voxels, and a B-spline curve 
of N basis functions Bn with control weights wn at the 
remaining voxels: 

            CT (t) = wnBn (t)
n=1

N

! .             (2)
 

 In effect, the model used in reconstruction is the sum of 
Equations 1 and 2, where the parameters of one or the other 
are initialized to 0 and never updated, depending on voxel 
location.   

As in Eq. 2 of [1], the expectation of the Poisson-distributed 
complete data space Xijtτr  is given by: 

            E[Xijt! r ]= !tcij" rjFrt!                 (3) 

Xijtτr represents the activity in region r of voxel j along LOR i 
at time t due to tracer delivered at time τ. In (3), Δt is the 
temporal resolution of the list mode data (e.g., 1 ms), cij is the 
sensitivity of voxel j on LOR i, and r indexes the linear 
parameters κrj, which include K1, VA, and VRV, as well as wn. 
Frtτ represents the basis function for linear parameter r, where 
the basis functions include the kinetic model functions 
CA(! )e

!k2 (t!! )

,
 the input functions CA(t) and CRV(t), and the B-

splines Bn(t). With this extended interpretation of κ and F, the 
E-step, M-step, and update equations are identical to those in 
the previous implementation of direct reconstruction which 
forces the model to be applied to all voxels (Equations 3-6 of 
[1]).  Note that attenuation, normalization, decay, scatter and 
randoms have been omitted from the equations for brevity, but 
are included in the implementation. 

For all hybrid reconstructions reported below, cubic splines 
were used, as this degree of B-spline was reported to be 
satisfactory for PET image reconstruction in [9]. 

III. METHODS 

A. Simulation Study 
 A simplistic simulation study was 
performed to validate the 
implementation of the algorithm. 
The 3D digital spherical phantom of 
volume 144 mL consisted of two 
concentric spheres, where the inner 
region was designated the "model" 
region and the outer region was 
designated the "non-model" region 
(Fig. 1). The model region followed 
a 1T compartment model with parameters K1 = 0.55 and 
k2=0.4 (for simplicity, no blood volume terms were used). The 
non-model region TAC used in simulation was generated from 
random control weights on 24 cubic B-spline basis functions 
with non-uniform knots placed from 0 to 4 minutes. This non-
physiological choice of non-model TAC was specified to 
ensure that the non-model region would be sufficiently 
different from the model region to cause obvious bias with the 
1T fit, to allow quantification of the accuracy of the B-spline 

control weights, and to simplify optimal knot selection for the 
hybrid scheme. Four minutes of list mode data were simulated 
with the MOLAR platform [11, 12] using parameters of the 
Siemens Biograph mCT (no scatter or randoms).  
 The simulated dataset was reconstructed with the pure 1T 
algorithm and with the hybrid algorithm, using isotropic 
voxels (2.036 mm on a side) and a matrix size of 50x50x109. 
The hybrid algorithm used the same 24 basis functions as 
employed to generate the non-model TAC for simulation. For 
both methods, average parameter values were determined for 
each phantom region after 3 iterations of 21 subsets. 

B. Human Study 
The human dataset used here was acquired on the Siemens 

Biograph mCT with an 18.4 mCi dose of 82Rb. The subject 
was healthy with no known cardiac defects. The scan was 
performed under physiological stress induced via regadenoson 
(0.4 mg). No visually perceptible body motion was present in 
the portion of the scan used. The list mode data were gated to 
one-eighth of the cardiac cycle to reduce the computational 
burden of the reconstructions. Total scan duration retained was 
3 min 35 seconds, with injection occurring at ~20 s. After 
gating, approximately 26 million prompts remained. The pure 
1T and hybrid methods reconstructed the full 3 min 35 s in 
one analysis, while FB reconstructions used 23 frames starting 
at 20 s with framing sequence 15x3s, 3x10s, 3x20s, 2x30s. 

The hybrid method used 15 cubic B-spline basis functions 
on 19 knots with non-uniform spacing (Fig. 2). 

For the hybrid method, a myocardium ROI corresponding to 
the model region was drawn manually slice-by-slice using the 
FB K1 image for reference 
(Fig. 3). The voxels outside 
of this region were 
reconstructed using cubic B-
splines instead of the 1T 
model. 

Initial conditions for the 
pure 1T reconstruction were 
set to K1=0.65, k2=0.3, and 
VA=0.35 inside the body as 
determined from CT (VRV was found in the FB method to be 
negligible and was thus omitted in the reconstructions 
described here). The same initial conditions were used for the 
model region of the hybrid method. Initial conditions for the 

 
Figure 1. Digital 
phantom used for 
validation. The red 
region's TAC followed 
the 1T model; the blue 
region's TAC followed a 
B-spline model. 

 
Figure 2. 15 B-spline basis functions used in the hybrid reconstruction to 
model voxels outside the designated 1T region.  

 
Figure 3. One slice of the model 
region (red) used for the hybrid 
reconstruction, shown on the CT. 
ROI was manually drawn using 
the FB K1 image as guidance. 
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non-model region were generated using a variation 
diminishing B-spline approximation to the model TAC (which 
assigns TAC values at averages of three knot positions to the 
spline weights), in order to keep initial conditions as similar as 
possible between the pure 1T and hybrid methods (Fig. 4). 

The arterial input function was obtained by a left ventricle 
ROI placed on the 23 time frames of the FB reconstruction, 
and the same function was used for all methods. 

For the FB method, voxel-by-voxel model fitting was 
performed by WLS with weights based on noise equivalent 
counts. Global myocardial parameter values were also 
estimated by fitting the model to the mean myocardial TAC. 

In all methods, k2 was restricted to 750 discrete values 
between 0.002 and 1.5. Reconstructions used 3 iterations of 21 
subsets. It can be hypothesized that the larger complete data 
space of the direct reconstructions will yield slower 
convergence of parameters than the FB method, but the truly 
comparable number of iterations has yet to be determined, so 
further iterations were performed on the direct reconstructions 
for analysis. For all reconstructions, matrix size was 
280x280x111 voxels, with voxel size 2.036x2.036x2.0 mm3. 

Dynamic scatter estimation was accomplished in the pure 
1T and hybrid reconstructions by designating 10 time points at 
which single-scatter simulation [13] would be performed. For 
each event, the time-dependent scatter was obtained by cubic 
interpolation using the nearest 4 of these 10 scatter estimates. 
For the FB method, a scatter estimate was determined for each 
of the 23 time frames. For all methods, scatter was updated at 
subsets 1, 4, and 10 of iteration 1. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Simulation Study 
 The mean reconstructed TACs for the model and non-model 
regions are shown in Figure 5. (TACs were generated from the 
respective models using parametric images from iteration 3). 
As expected, the inability of the 1T model to fit the non-model 
TAC resulted in inaccurately reconstructed TACs using the 
pure 1T method, even in the region that did adhere to the 1T 
model (Fig. 5a). The hybrid algorithm was able to reconstruct 
parametric images that gave accurate regional TACs in both 
the model and non-model regions. The bias in K1 was -0.86% 
for the hybrid method and 6.4% for the pure 1T method 
(inside the model region only).  The bias in k2 was -2.1% for 
the hybrid method and 25% for the pure 1T method. 

B. Human Study 
 Fig. 6 shows mean results for the fit to the mean myocardial 
TAC from FB reconstructions (cyan), and the mean values 
from the parametric images from FB (green), pure 1T (red) 
and hybrid (dark blue). At iteration 3, the mean hybrid K1 
value was within 3% of the K1 value estimated from the FB 
mean myocardial TAC, and the mean hybrid k2 value was 
within 5.4% of the global FB k2 (Fig. 6a). The pure 1T 
reconstruction did not match the global FB estimates for K1 
and k2 as well: at iteration 3, the mean pure 1T K1 was 6.4% 
less than the FB K1, and the mean pure 1T k2 was 35% less 
than the FB k2 (Fig. 6b). The pure 1T VA was 15% less than 
the global FB VA and the hybrid VA 26% less than the FB VA at 
iteration 3 (Fig. 6c). Short-axis parametric images of all 
parameters for each method are shown in Fig. 7. 
 Comparing iteration 3 parametric images from the direct 
reconstructions to iteration 1 results from the FB method, the 
COV of K1 values in the myocardium was reduced by 18% for 
the hybrid and 12% for the pure 1T; the COV of k2 values was 
reduced by 4.4% in the hybrid and increased by 26% for the 

 
Figure 4. TACs generated from the initial conditions for the direct 
pure 1T and hybrid reconstructions. The red TAC is generated from 
the 1T model; the corresponding kinetic parameters are used to 
initialize the pure 1T and the model region of the hybrid 
reconstruction. The blue TAC is a B-spline approximation of the red 
TAC; the corresponding control weights are used to initialize the 
non-model region of the hybrid reconstruction. 

 
Figure 5. Reconstructed TACs from the simulation study. (a) Mean TAC from 
kinetic parameters reconstructed in the model region, as fitted with either pure 1T 
or hybrid (compared to the simulated TAC in black). (b) Mean TAC from the non-
model region.  

 
Figure 6. Global kinetic parameter values in the myocardium as a function of iteration. (a) Mean K1 value. (b) Mean k2 value. (c) Mean VA value. Each iteration 
used 21 subsets. Values shown at iteration 0 are the initial conditions. The myocardium ROI was the same as the model region used in the hybrid algorithm. 
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pure 1T; and the COV of VA values was reduced by 7% for 
the hybrid and 4% for the pure 1T.  

V. DISCUSSION 
 This work has presented a method of direct parametric 
reconstruction for cardiac PET that avoids bias propagation 
from poor kinetic model fits by allowing non-model voxels to 
be fit with B-splines. The implementation was validated with a 
simple digital phantom study, and then applied to 82Rb cardiac 
data from a healthy human subject. 

Direct reconstruction can reduce noise and bias in 
parametric images compared to FB methods. The higher noise 
in the FB results contributes to the bias in K1 and k2 mean 
estimates form FB parametric images (green lines in Fig. 
6a,b). The FB TACs had converged by iteration 1, thus 
iterations 2 and 3 only added noise to the reconstructed FB 
emission images. The steady increase in FB K1 and k2 with 
iteration represents noise-induced bias. Therefore, the mean 
parameter values of the FB parametric images deviate 
significantly from the global parameter values found by fitting 
the model to the mean myocardium TAC (cyan lines in Fig. 
6), which are expected to be better estimates of the true values. 
If this assumption is correct, then this study's results suggest 
that error propagation is causing K1 and k2 underestimation in 
the direct pure 1T reconstruction method (red lines in Fig. 6), 
which can be remedied with the proposed hybrid 
reconstruction algorithm (blue lines in Fig. 6). However, VA 
estimates did not agree with the FB TAC fit for the pure 1T or 
the hybrid method. Some possible contributions to the 
discrepancy in VA are non-optimal knot placement (for the 
hybrid algorithm) or mis-estimation of the arterial input 
function. In the future, knot placement can be optimized and 
automated.  
 Despite direct reconstruction possibly requiring more 
iterations for convergence due to the extended complete data 
space, the cursory analysis of regional COV suggests that the 
noise reduction property of direct reconstruction is retained. 
This benefit may be enhanced by implementing a nested 
algorithm, such as that proposed in Wang and Qi [14].  
 One disadvantage of our approach is the requirement to 
specify a model region before reconstruction. Future work 
includes determining the sensitivity of the results to the 
exactness of this region and automating the selection of which 
voxels belong in the model region, preferably during 
reconstruction. 

 In conclusion, this preliminary investigation of a hybrid 
1T/B-spline reconstruction algorithm has suggested that error 
propagation in the direct reconstruction of cardiac PET images 
can be avoided by allowing only certain voxels to be 
reconstructed with the chosen kinetic model and using B-
splines for the remainder. Further realistic simulations are 
necessary to confirm the accuracy of parameter estimates and 
more clinical evaluation is needed to confirm useful noise 
reduction. 
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Figure 7. Short axis parametric images (masked to myocardium) from a 82Rb 
stress scan of a healthy human subject, post-smoothed with a 6mm FWHM 
Gaussian filter. FB images are shown at iteration 1, direct images at iteration 3.  
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Detector modeling in PET list-mode reconstruction:
comparison between pre-calculated and on-the-fly

computed system matrix
Awen Autret, Matthieu Moreau, Thomas Carlier, Julien Bert, Olivier Strauss, and Dimitris Visvikis

Abstract—In List-mode PET iterative image reconstruction two
major approaches exist in order to model the detector response.
The detector response can be measured or estimated before the
reconstruction and stored in a matrix. This approach has the
advantage of being highly faithful with the real detector response
but requires a large among of memory to store the huge system
response matrix (SRM). The other approach is based on an on-
the-fly projector to compute the required parts of the SRM. While
existing for multiple decades, the projector approach was limited
to over simplistic detector models because of its computation
burden. Since the growth of the general-purpose processing on
graphics processing units that allows a large computing power
in a simple computer, more complex on-the-fly projectors are
now possible. We compared the first approach with the on-
the-fly approach in terms of image quantitative and qualitative
performances as well as reconstruction speed. Results showed
that a simplistic on-the-fly projector cannot reach the image
quality of a stored SRM but a more accurate on-the-fly projectors
can surpass the SRM in term of spatial resolution while running
faster especially because a GPU implementation can be used.

Index Terms—PET reconstruction, detector modeling, on-the-
fly, projector, System Response matrix, intrinsic detector response
function (IDRF), GPU

I. INTRODUCTION

POSITRON Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear
medical imaging modality that estimates the 3D image of

functional processes in the body. List-mode (LM) based PET
reconstruction has several advantages [1] over conventional
approaches. This includes preservation of the high frequency
and high spatial resolution of the acquired data, which in turn
facilitate a better handling of dynamic processes as well as
allows a finer image spatial resolution.

In 3D PET iterative reconstruction, qualitative and quan-
titative performances of the reconstructed images depends
on the system response matrix (SRM) used in the forward
and backward projection stages. Two major strategies exist
to process those projections with the SRM, which models
the system response function. The first one consists on a
pre-calculated/measured SRM, subsequently stored to be used
during reconstruction. The second approach computes on-the-
fly the required SRM coefficients.

A. Autret, J. Bert and D. Visvikis are with the INSERM UMR1101, LaTIM,
CHRU Brest, France (e-mail: awen.autret@telecom-bretagne.eu).

M. Moreau and T. Carlier are with the INSERM UMR-S 892, Nantes,
France.

O. Strauss is with the CNRS UMR5506, LIRMM, Université Montpellier 2,
France.

Within a LM reconstruction, the SRM coefficients are the
probability to detect an event of a given volume location in
a given line-of-response (LOR). The physical reality of this
PDF is a 3D volume commonly named volume-of-response
(VOR), which has a complex varying shape according to the
LOR, its position in the field of view (FOV) and the physical
effects such as detector scatter. Thus, computing accurately
and rapidly this VOR on-the-fly is challenging. In recent
years the development of the general-purpose processing on
graphics processing units (GP-GPU) has made available the
high computing power of graphic cards to every application.
A single computer can now hold the computing power of
a cluster, allowing the use of accurate on-the-fly projectors
within a clinical routine.

In this study, we compared an approach based on a stored
SRM estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations (MCS) [2],
with three on-the-fly projectors, the Siddon ray-tracing algo-
rithm [3], a projector that models the VORs using Gaussian
function [4] and a multi-ray approach [5] based on the random
sampling of the intrinsic detector response function (IDRF).
The stored and on-the-fly projectors were evaluated in terms
of qualitative and quantitative image quality and reconstruc-
tion time using the NEMA NU-4 2008 and a Derenzo-like
phantom.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. LM-EM reconstruction

The list-mode expectation maximization (LM-EM) PET
reconstruction algorithm proposed in [6] is the list-mode
version of the well-known maximum likelihood expectation
maximization (MLEM) algorithm [7]. An image update takes
the following form,

λmj =
λmj∑I

i=1 wiiPij

∑
k∈LM

Pikj
1∑J

b=1 Pikbλ
m
j

(1)

where, λmj is the image estimation in the voxel j at the mth

iteration, Pij is an SRM element that is the probability that
an emission from voxel j is detected along the LOR i, wii is
the sensitivity matrix including attenuation and normalization
components and ik refers to the LOR index of the kth list-
mode event stored in the dataset LM . The reconstructed image
is updated at every iteration when all the list-mode dataset has
been processed. In this study, SRM Pij coefficients related to
a given LOR i are given by the two comparative approaches,
the stored SRM or the on-the-fly projector.
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B. Stored SRM

The huge size of the SRM does not allow a straightforward
use. The approach developed in [2], hinges on Monte-Carlo
simulation (MCS) of a homogeneous source of isotropic back-
to-back 511keV gamma photons in the whole FOV and with-
out phantom. Symmetries in imaging and projection spaces
were used to reduce the matrix size as well as to increase the
statistic per matrix element and thus the simulation time. A
sparse storage is also applied to reduce again the matrix size.
Therefore, the main advantage is to include all the detector
effects without approximations.

C. On-the-fly projectors

Considering on-the-fly projectors, the main challenge is to
propose a simple and fast method that includes an accurate
modeling of the VOR. The first on-the-fly projector proposed
was based on the Siddon algorithm [3]. This projector is
currently the most used in clinical systems, because it is
simple and not computationally demanding. It was originally
proposed as a ray-tracing method that draws lines in a vox-
elized volume without complex calculations. Its principle is
to compute the intersection length between the LOR and the
voxel, which in turn gives the probability that an event from
that voxel can be detected in this LOR.

Recent on-the-fly projectors model the VOR as a tube of
response with a two-dimensional Gaussian cross-section. In
this study a fixed Gaussian model parameterized to the point-
spread function (PSF) of the scanner was used [4].

Finally, the last projector studied is the IRIS (iterative ran-
dom IDRF sampling) which is a multi-line approach described
in [5]. This method is based on a complete model of the IDRF
fitted to data obtained from MCS. This projector includes
every effect of the detector, such crystal scattering and crystal
penetration. The IDRF model varies according to the axial and
transaxial incident angle of the LOR in the considered crystal
detector. This model is used to render a VOR by accumulating
lines randomly drawn by the IDRF models.

D. Implementations

A GPU is a massively parallel processor that is composed
of thousands of cores, each one representing a small data
processing unit. Compared to the central processing unit
(CPU) a GPU has a much bigger computing power but a small
memory. To take advantage of the large computing power of a
GPU, the processing task should be highly parallelizable and
not too many memory demanding.

Stored SRM are still huge after compression, thus a GPU
implementation could not be considered at the moment. A
CPU implementation was developed.

The on-the-fly projectors are not requiring large amount of
memory, and each LOR can be processed independently (i.e.
parallelizable). A CPU and a GPU implementation of each on-
the-fly projector were developed. The GPU implementation is
based on NVIDIA GPUs, using the CUDA parallel computing
platform.

A B

RC

NoiseSD

(a)

2.6 mm

2.4 mm

2.2 mm

2.0 mm

1.8 mm

1.6 mm

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) is the NEMA NU-4 2008 with 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 mm
diameter rods and 3 cm diameter cylinder uniformly filled. (b)
is a Derenzo-like phantom with a cylindrical plastic body of
3 cm diameter and 6 regions with rods of 2.6, 2.4, 2.2, 2.0,
1.8 and 1.6 mm diameter.

E. Evaluation Study

Data were simulated with GATE [8] using a model of the
pre-clinical Siemens-INVEON PET scanner.

Three stored SRM were evaluated with different MCS statis-
tics. Those three SRM were built from 5.68×109, 1.14×1010

and 2.34 × 1010 coincidences, weighted respectively 2.5, 4.6
and 8 GB, and are hereafter referred as low, medium and high
statistics.

The Gaussian projector was used with a PSF of 1.64 mm
FWHM evaluated in [9].

The IRIS projector model was built based on MCS using
1.0×109 coincidences. Each VOR rendered during the recon-
struction was sampled using 16 random lines.

All the reconstructions were performed using the LM-EM
algorithm with 100 iterations, a voxel size of 0.83mm3 and a
FOV of 40× 40× 80mm3.

The Fig. 1a shows the NEMA NU 4-2008 [10] used to
assess the image quality. A LM data set of 157× 106 prompt
coincidences was simulated. Recovery coefficient (RC) was
computed using:

RC =
rh
rb

(2)

where, rh is the mean of the voxel values within the rods,
and rb is the mean value in a homogeneous background hollow
cylindrical region of interest (ROI) with an internal radius of
6 mm and an external radius of 8 mm and a length of 10 mm,
defined in the 30 mm diameter water cylinder. The RC was
evaluated for the 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm rods.

The NoiseSD was also evaluated on the homogeneous
background ROI from the equation above,

NoiseSD =

√
(rb − rb)2

rb
(3)

where rb is the mean value in the same homogeneous back-
ground cylindrical ROI described above. RC and NoiseSD

were measured for every iteration during the reconstruction.
Image resolution was evaluated using a Derenzo-like phan-

tom with 6 regions containing rods of 1.6 to 2.6 mm diameter
as showed in Fig. 1b. 192 × 106 prompt coincidences were
recorded for this simulation. Profiles passing through the 1.8
and 1.6 mm rods were measured.
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Fig. 2: RC in the five rods according to the NoiseSD in the background for the 100 first iterations of LM-EM reconstruction
performed with three projectors, Siddon, Gaussian and IRIS and three SRM with small, medium and high statistics. (a) shows
the RC measured in the 5 mm diameter rod, (b) for the 4 mm diameter rod, (c) for the 3 mm diameter rod, (d) for the 2 mm
diameter rod and (e) for the 1 mm diameter rod.
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Fig. 3: Slice through the rod region of the NEMA NU-4 2008
phantom reconstructed with (a) Siddon, (b) Gaussian PSF,
(c) IRIS, (d) SRM with low statistic, (e) SRM with medium
statistic and (f) SRM with high statistic.

Reconstruction times were measured with the NEMA NU-
4 2008 data set. Reconstructions using the stored SRM were
performed on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5645 running
at 2.4GHz. On-the-fly projectors were run on a single core of
an Intel Xeon E5-2680 at 2.7GHz for the CPU reconstructions
and on a GPU of a NVIDIA GTX690 (1536 cores) at 915MHz
for the GPU reconstructions.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the RC according to the NoiseSD measured in
the NEMA NU-4 2008 phantom for the 100 firsts iterations of
the LM-EM reconstruction with the six projectors compared.
Siddon projector, including a very rough detector modeling,
performed poorly compared with all the other projectors. The
stored SRM performed as expected while increasing statistical
quality for each SRM. Gaussian projector achieved a good RC
relative to NoiseSD but RC was higher than expected in the
biggest rods. IRIS projector gave similar results than the high
statistic stored SRM and the highest RC for the 1 mm rod.
Reconstructed images shown in Fig. 3 confirmed qualitatively
the previous results. The 1 mm rod can be correctly resolved
using only the IRIS projector reconstruction. Strong Gibbs
artefacts were visible on the 4 and 5 mm rods using the
Gaussian reconstruction.

Reconstructed images of the Derenzo-like phantom (Fig. 5)
and the associated profiles (Fig. 4) are another illustration
of the previous conclusions. Reconstructed image values are
normalized between 0 and 1. The two highest statistic stored
SRMs gave similar images and all rods were well resolved.
Focusing on the highest value on the profiles, the low statistic
SRM and the Gaussian PSF projector gave the worst results.
But, the Siddon on-the-fly projector led the worst ratio between
maximum and minimum reconstructed values. Finally, the
IRIS approach performed visually well and was the nest
method for resolving all rods.

The reconstruction times (Table I) showed that on the CPU
the Siddon projector is the fastest, followed by the low statistic
SRM, the IRIS projector, the two others SRMs and finally the
Gaussian PSF projector. All projectors, except the Gaussian
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Fig. 4: Profile through the reconstructed images of the
Derenzo-like phantom. The profiles are measured on the 1.8
and 1.6 mm diameter rods.
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Fig. 5: Central slice of the Derenzo-like phantom reconstructed
with (a) Siddon, (b) Gaussian PSF, (c) IRIS, (d) SRM with low
statistic, (e) SRM with medium statistic and (f) SRM with high
statistic.

PSF, ran within 3 to 35 minutes on CPU. The Siddon, Gaussian
PSF and IRIS ran respectively 2.7, 91 and 29 seconds on GPU.

Except for the Siddon projector, all the others projectors
running on one CPU core were too long for a pre-clinical
use. Including the detector correction increased the projector
complexity and dramatically dropped the reconstruction time
compared to a simple projector like Siddon. However, in the
case of the IRIS projector, our GPU implementation improved
this run-time and could reach a time of less than half a minute
per iteration.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, reconstructions based on stored SRMs with
three different statistical qualities were compared with three
on-the-fly projectors. The Siddon projector ran the fastest as
expected but gave a poor contrast and noise level in the recon-
structed images. Stored SRM with the high statistic gave an
excellent image quality at the expense of a high computation
time with a CPU implementation. A good image quality and
resolution was achieved with the IRIS on-the-fly projector,
which ran faster than two stored SRM reconstructions using a
CPU implementation.

TABLE I: Reconstruction times per iteration

Detector modeling CPU GPU

Siddon 3 minutes 2.7 seconds
Gaussian 11 hours 91 seconds

IRIS 14 minutes 29 seconds
SRM low statistic 11 minutes

SRM medium statistic 20 minutes
SRM high statistic 35 minutes

Stored SRMs: Intel Xeon E5645 at 2.4GHz.
On-the-fly projectors: Intel Xeon E5-2680 at 2.7GHz and NVIDIA
GTX690 at 915MHz.

We showed that an on-the-fly projector can give similar
or superior results when considering RC for small structures
than a pre-calculated stored SRM while being much faster
especially when running on GPU.
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Penalized Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction of

Ultrahigh Resolution PET with Depth of Interaction

Kyungsang Kim1, Joyita Dutta1, Andrew Groll2, Georges El Fakhri1, Ling-Jian Meng2, Quanzheng Li1∗

Abstract—Small animal PET imaging often requires high
resolution (∼ few hundred microns) to enable accurate quan-
titation in small structures such as animal brains. In this
paper, we introduce a prototypic ultrahigh resolution depth-of-
interaction (DOI) PET system that uses CZT detectors with a
detector pixel size of 350 µm and 8 DOI layers with a 250
µm depth resolution. Although this system generates a high-
resolution sinogram, the data sampling is sparse and irregular,
which can increase the noise variance. To accommodate the
high dimensionality of the resultant sinogram, we developed a
penalized maximum likelihood reconstruction framework with
total variation regularization using an ordered subsets separable
quadratic surrogate (OS-SQS) with alternating direction method
of multipliers (ADMM). To assess the performance of the system
and the proposed method, we perform a preliminary point
source study. We compare the reconstructed images and profiles
without DOI, with DOI, with DOI combined with positron range
correction. We demonstrate that the proposed method with DOI
and positron range correction can significantly improve the image
quality and yield a resolution of < 300 µm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Small animal PET is widely used to study animal models

of human disease [1]. However, compared to clinical scanners,

the resolution of state-of-the-art small animal scanners remains

limited, considering the size difference between a human and

a small animal. For example, to distinguish a small sub-region

in the striatum in a mouse brain as can be seen in the human

brain using a state-of-the-art clinical scanner, the resolution of

animal scanner should be at least 20 times better in all three

spatial directions. To improve the resolution of small animal

PET scanners, many new designs based on smaller detector

crystals or silicon-based detectors have been developed. In

addition, depth-of-interaction (DOI) encoding has been devel-

oped to improve the resolution by packing additional detector

layers for more accurate positioning and high-resolution image

reconstruction [2]. However, the improvement offered by these

designs is small due to the low intrinsic resolution of the

detectors and limited number of DOI layers possible.

In this paper, we introduce an ultrahigh resolution cadmium

zinc telluride (CZT) based PET system using 8 DOI layers. In

our system, the resolution is significantly improved because

of smaller detector size and multiple layers of DOI. How-

ever, the system also significantly increases the number of

potential lines of responses (LORs), and consequently leads

to very sparse measurements in the data space. To address

1Center for Advanced Medical Imaging Science (CAMIS), Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School. 2Department
of Nuclear Plasma and Radiological Engineering, University of Illinois.
kkim24@mgh.harvard.edu, li.quanzheng@mgh.harvard.edu

Fig. 1. (a) A dual-detector coincidence setup and a compact CdTe detector
developed for gamma ray imaging applications, and (b) the description of
system with 8 depth of interactions (DOIs). Here, D = 34 mm, l = 22 mm,
and d = 2 mm.

these issues, we develop a virtual single ring geometry to

simplify the system modeling and a novel alternating direction

method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm with non-convex

total variation (TV) regularization to reduce the noise variance

in the reconstructed image while preserving edge structures. In

our preliminary phantom study, we compare the performance

of our method with traditional ordered subsets expectation

maximization (OSEM) without DOI, with DOI, with DOI and

positron range correction.

II. METHODS

A. Scanner

The small-pixel CZT based prototypic PET system has been

reported in [3]. The anode side of the detector (11 mm ×22
mm in size) is divided into 32×64 pixels, with a pitch size of

350 µm ×350 µm. The detector can provide a DOI resolution

of 250 µm. The prototype has only two detector panels with

a rotating stage as shown in Fig. 1. The distance between the

two detector panels is 34 mm; the dimension of the detector

panel is 22 mm (width) × 2.8 mm (height) × 2 mm (depth).

A detector pixel size 350 µm and 8 DOI layers with a 250 µm

depth resolution can be achieved in the measurement. Data is

acquired by rotating the object in 40 angular steps uniformly

distributed along a circle.

B. Modeling

PET data can be modeled as a collection of independent

Poisson random variables:

ȳ = Ax+ r̄, (1)

where y is a measurement, x is an image, r is the summation

of random coincidences and scattered events. The notation k̄
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denotes the mean of k. A is the system matrix dependent

on several factors such as sensitivity of detectors, attenuation,

geometry and positron range.

The size of the geometric component of the system matrix A
with DOI is significantly larger than that without DOI, because

of the large number of potential LORs with different DOI

combinations. For example, if we have a single ring system

with k DOI layers, it is virtually equivalent to a traditional

system with k concentric detector rings. Therefore, the number

of detector ring combinations is k2 in the LOR space, and the

system matrix A with DOI is k2 times larger than that without

DOI. To reduce the size of A and simplify the geometric

model, we create a virtual ring system. The virtual ring system

has a single detector layer with 50 µm resolution and coincides

with the first DOI layer on the real system. For each LOR that

connects two locations in the inner DOI layer, we compute its

projection on the surface of the virtual ring of detector, and

then distribute its value to the LOR connecting the smaller

detectors in the virtual ring.

Although the virtual detector ring significantly reduces the

computational complexity, the data sampling in the sinogram

space can still be sparse and irregular, which could potentially

degrade the image quality. Moreover, the photon count per

sinogram bin is considerably small, which can increase the

noise in the image as well. To address these challenges,

we formulate the reconstruction as a penalized maximum

likelihood optimization problem with a total variation (TV)

penalty function and solve it using ADMM with OS-SQS.

C. Positron range correction

Positron range correction is fundamentally important to our

reconstruction since the intrinsic resolution of the system is

comparable to the positron range of Na-22 as used in this

study. Even though we only use short positron range isotopes

such as F-18 and Na-22 with approximately 200 and 260 µm

full width at half maximum (FWHM) in water [4], the blurring

effect can significantly degrade the image quality in our

system. Therefore, in this paper, we used a Gaussian blurring

kernel in the iterative reconstruction process to compensate for

the positron range, similar to [5].

III. FORMULATION

In this work, the non-negative image x = (x1, ..., xNp
) ∈

R
Np

+ is reconstructed from the measurement data y =

(y1, ..., yNm
) ∈ R

Nm

+ , and we minimize the following cost

function:

min
x

L(x) +R(x), (2)

where L(x) =
∑Nm

i=1 hi([Ax]i) denotes a negative Poisson

log-likelihood term and R(x) is a regularization term. hi(k) =
k+ ri− yi log(k+ ri), and ri ≥ 0 is the additional noise such

as random and scatter events. R(x) is a total variation (TV)

penalty [6] that controls the noise variance of the reconstructed

image while preserving edge structures.

A. Separable quadratic surrogate

Since L(x) is difficult to minimize, we use the separable

quadratic surrogates technique proposed by [7]:

L(x) ≤ Q
(n)
L (x) =

Nm
∑

i

p
(n)
i ([Ax(n)]i), (3)

where

p
(n)
i (k) , hi(k

(n)
i )+ḣi(k

(n)
i )(k−k

(n)
i )+

v
(n)
i

2
(k−k

(n)
i )2. (4)

Here, first and second derivatives of hi are as follows:

ḣi(k
(n)
i ) = 1−

yi

k
(n)
i + ri

, (5)

ḧi(k
(n)
i ) =

yi

(k
(n)
i + ri)2

. (6)

k
(n)
i = [Ax(n)]i at n-th iteration, and v

(n)
i is the curvature

of p
(n)
i (k), in which we calculate ḧi(k

(n)
i ) directly at each

iteration.

Next, a separable surrogate of the quadratic surrogate func-

tion is derived as follows [7]:

[Ax]i =

Np
∑

j

aijxj =

Np
∑

j

gij

(

aij
gij

(xj − x
(n)
j ) + [Ax(n)]i

)

,

(7)

where gij =
aij

∑Np

j′=1
aij′

is a non-negative real value (gij = 0

only if aij = 0 for all i, j), and
∑Np

j g
(n)
ij = 1. By using the

convexity of p
(n)
i , the convexity inequality can be expressed

as:

p
(n)
i ([Ax]i) ≤

Np
∑

j

gijp
(n)
i

(

aij
gij

(xj − x
(n)
j ) + [Ax(n)]i

)

.

(8)

Combined with equation Eq. (4), we have the following:

L(x) ≤ Q
(n)
L (x) ≤ φ

(n)
L (x) ,

Np
∑

j

φ
(n)
L,j(xj), (9)

where

φ
(n)
L,j(xj) ,

Nm
∑

i

gijp
(n)
i

(

aij
gij

(xj − x
(n)
j ) + [Ax(n)]i

)

. (10)

The second derivative of the surrogate function φ
(n)
L,j(xj) is

d
(n)
L,j ,

∂2

∂x2
j

φ
(n)
L,j(xj) =

Nm
∑

i=1

v
(n)
i a2ij/gij . (11)

In addition, we use the ordered subsets SQS (OS-SQS) in this

project for fast convergence.

B. ADMM with OS-SQS

The total variation based penalty function is defined using

the gradient ∇x: R(x) =
∑Np

j=1 |∇xj |. To avoid the compu-

tation of the L1 norm, it is modified using the Huber function
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Fig. 2. The point source used in the experimental study. The point source
has a 250 µm diameter in the plastic container with 1 cm3; and the Na-22
radioisotope was used.

as: R(x) = ||Rx||h(µ,ν), where hµ,ν(l) is a generalized Huber

function defined as:

hµ,ν(l) =

{

|l|2/2µ, if |l| < µ1/(2−ν)

|l|ν/ν − δ, if |l| ≥ µ1/(2−ν) (12)

where δ = (1/ν − 1/2)µν/(2−ν) to make the function con-

tinuous and differentiable. The generalized Huber function is

still non-convex when ν < 1 [8]. Therefore, to guarantee the

convergence, we design an ADMM approach with OS-SQS.

The original cost function of the proposed method is

x̂ = argmin
x

φ
(n)
L (x) + β||Rx||h(µ,ν). (13)

By setting a Lagrangian multiplier v = Rx, a new cost

function using the ADMM can be expressed as follows [6]:

C(x̂, v̂; η̂) = min
x,v,η

φ
(n)
L (x) + β||v||h(µ,ν) +

ρ

2
||Rx− v − η||22,

(14)

where η is a dual variable, and µ = β/ρ. Even though

||v||h(µ,ν) is non-convex when ν < 1, the cost function is

strictly convex for the variable ν. Eq. (14) can be solved by

minimizing over each component vector alternatingly:

x(n+1) = argmin
x

C(x, vn; ηn),

=



x−

∂φ
(n)
L

(x)

∂x(n) + ρRH(Rx− vn − ηn)

d
(n)
L + ρRHR





+

,(15)

v(n+1) = argmin
v

C(x(n+1), v; ηn),

= shrinkµ,ν(Rx(n+1) − ηn), (16)

η(n+1) = ηn + (Rx(n+1) − v(n+1)), (17)

where shrinkage operation [8] is

shrinkµ,ν(l) = max{0, |l| − µ|l|ν−1}l/|l| . (18)

Note that v and η have three directional components, ∇x, ∇y

and ∇z; and the shrinkage operation is calculated by each

directional vector independently. RH is the adjoint operator

of R, which is the negative divergence [9].

IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

We performed a pilot point source experiment to validate

the imaging system and the reconstruction algorithm. A solid

Na-22 source (half life = 2.6 years) of a 250 µm diameter

size within a 1 cm3 plastic container was used as illustrated

Fig. 3. The images reconstructed using OSEM (a) without DOI, (b) with
DOI, and (c) with DOI and positron range correction, as well as the image
reconstructed using the proposed method (d). The line in Fig. 3(a) was used
for the profile.

in Fig. 2. The point source was uniformly rotated 40 angles in

a cycle, and the resulting measurements are added together

to generate a pseudo-sinogram of a full ring system. By

artificially controlling the shifted angle using the data collected

in individual angle, we can add additional point sources in

other positions, and the distances between the sources can

be manually controlled. Two types of sinograms with and

without DOI can be computed from the list-mode data. More

specifically, the Michelogram with span 3 is used for the

sinogram rebinning with 256 angular bins, and the size of

a sinogram pixel is 50 µm. In our phantom study, we used

five point sources with distances from 300 µm to 450 µm by

increasing a 50 µm distance. Here, the positron range of Na-22

[10] was applied using the Gaussian blurring kernel with an

FWHM of 260 µm. Note that although ideally a point source

should be significantly smaller than the detector pixel size, this

phantom is one of the smallest commercially available point

source phantoms. Scatter correction was not applied in this

preliminary study.

B. Comparison results

We first compared the OSEM reconstructed images without

DOI, with DOI, with DOI and positron range correction, and

the proposed method with DOI and positron range correction,

as shown in Fig. 3. The images in Figs. 3(a)–(c) were recon-

structed using OSEM with 6 iterations and 16 subsets; and

the image in Fig. 3 (d) was reconstructed using the proposed

method with β = 0.05, ρ = 0.002, ν = 0.1, 20 iterations and

16 subsets. Positron range correction with a 3-D Gaussian

blurring kernel (0.26 mm FWHM) was used in Figs. 3(c)–

(d). In the reconstructed image without DOI in Fig. 3(a), it

is difficult to distinguish the 300 µm distance point sources,

whereas the point sources are distinct in the other images

with DOI. In addition, positron range correction also improved

the image quality as shown in Figs. 3(c)–(d). The proposed

method yielded an image with nearly circular point sources

and reduced noise variance.
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Fig. 4. Line profiles (a) without DOI, (b) with DOI, (c) with DOI and
positron range correction, and (d) the proposed method.

Fig. 5. Convergence comparison between the OSEM and the proposed
method using root mean square errors (RMSEs) between images of previous
and current iterations.

The line profiles (white line in Fig. 3(a) ) of the recon-

structed images are shown in Fig. 4, which again demonstrates

that joint DOI and positron range correction can improve

the image quality, and the proposed method with DOI and

positron range correction can provide superior image quality.

To demonstrate the convergence of the proposed method, we

calculated the convergence plot using the root mean square

error between the images of previous and current iterations.

Fig. 5 shows that, while OSEM diverges after 7 iterations, the

proposed method converges after 10 iterations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a prototypic ultrahigh

resolution DOI-PET system. To reduce the computational

complexity while taking advantage of the multi-layer DOI

information, we create a high-resolution virtual sinogram for

image reconstruction with DOI. We also presented a novel

ADMM with OS-SQS to solve the penalized maximum likeli-

hood reconstruction problem with a non-convex total variation

(TV) penalty. Our preliminary point source study confirmed

that the reconstruction with DOI and positron range correction

significantly improved the resolution of the system to < 300
µm. It also demonstrated that the proposed reconstruction

method can achieve a reduced noise variance and more accu-

rately restore the circular shape of the point source. As future

work, we will perform a new experiment using a 3D-printed

mouse brain phantom to validate the sub 300 µm resolution

of our small animal imaging system.
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Abstract—We are currently developing a dual-resolution 

multiple-pinhole microSPECT imaging system based on large 
triple-detector cameras. Two multiple-pinhole collimator tubes 
will be used sequentially for whole-body ‘scout’ imaging, 
followed by high-resolution imaging of an organ of interest, such 
as a mouse heart. We investigated the utility of the Origin 
Ensemble (OE) algorithm for online and offline reconstructions 
of scout data. Techniques for accelerating the reconstruction 
were also introduced and evaluated. System matrices were 
calculated for our 39-pinhole scout collimator. SPECT 
projections were simulated for a range of count levels using the 
MOBY phantom. Simulated data were used for a qualitative and 
quantitative comparison of OE and maximum-likelihood 
expectation maximization (MLEM). The OE algorithm 
convergence was evaluated by calculating the total image entropy 
and by measuring the counts in a volume-of-interest (VOI) 
containing the heart. For real-time reconstructions, we evaluated 
the effect of incorporating new list-mode events during 
reconstruction on convergence. For VOI measurements in the 
heart, liver, bladder and soft-tissue, MLEM and OE 
reconstructed images agreed within 5.9%, 0.5%, 5.2%, and 2.2% 
respectively. Image entropy converged after ~2000 iterations, 
while the counts in the heart converged earlier at ~200 iterations 
of OE.  The accelerated version of OE converged ~1.3x faster 
than the conventional version. Accelerated OE can be 
accomplished by using a parallel version for the first several-
hundred iterations. OE-reconstructed images are quantitatively 
and qualitatively similar to MLEM yet also provide estimated 
noise images. The OE algorithm is useful for reconstructing 
multiple-pinhole SPECT data and can easily be modified for real-
time reconstruction. 

Index Terms—SPECT, pinhole, reconstruction 

I. INTRODUCTION 
IGH-RESOLUTION SPECT images of a mouse may be 
obtained by imaging the mouse in a collimator tube that 
provides multiple pinhole projections. Previously, we 
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described a design for a microSPECT imaging system based 
on a Trionix Triad triple-camera SPECT system with two 
multiple-pinhole tungsten collimator tubes placed end-to-end 
[1-2]. Briefly, a 'scout tube' containing 39 square-aperture 
pinholes is first used for high-sensitivity low-resolution (~2.4 
mm system resolution) whole-body mouse imaging in order to 
locate an organ of interest, such as the heart or the brain. 
Additionally, the scout tube acquires sufficient data from 
outside the heart to permit accurate tomographic 
reconstruction in a short period of time. After determining the 
location of the organ of interest from the scout image, a high-
resolution (hi-res) pinhole tube will be moved over the mouse, 
which will also be moved in order to center the organ of 
interest within the 'sweet spot' of the hi-res tube. 

For the scout acquisition to be most effective, it is desirable 
to obtain whole-body images that can be used to precisely 
locate a target organ in a short period of time and accurately 
depict some features from outside the organ of interest. 
Ideally, we would like to be able to rapidly visualize 
reconstructed images of the whole body of the mouse while 
acquiring list-mode scout data, and continuously update those 
images until the organ of interest can be well localized. We 
have implemented Sitek’s Origin Ensembles (OE) 
reconstruction algorithm [3-4] with simulated scout-tube 
projection data to evaluate its utility for our application. 

II. METHODS 

A. System Modeling 
To provide accurate reconstructions, full system matrices 

were first calculated. The number of emission origin voxels 
within the field of view of the scout tube from which photons 
could be detected in each detector pixel on each of the three 
cameras was then determined, and the locations of all such 
origin voxels for each detector pixel were saved in a pre-
computed table. The allowed origin voxels for each detector 
pixel were ordered from most probable to least probable. The 
system sensitivity map was also computed from the system 
matrix and stored in a table for use by the OE reconstruction 
program. 

B. Origin Ensemble Reconstructions 
 The OE method [3-4] determines the expected number of 

photons emitted from each voxel by moving detected photons 
among allowed voxels from which the emission could have 
originated (origin voxels). After a statistical equilibrium is 
reached, photons can still move stochastically from voxel to 
voxel within the entire region of response, so images are 

Reconstruction of Multiple-Pinhole 
MicroSPECT Data Using Origin Ensembles 

Morgan Cervo, Arkadiusz Sitek, Scott D. Metzler and Stephen C. Moore 
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typically averaged over many states to obtain estimates of the 
ensemble mean and standard deviation (noise). Using the pre-
calculated list of voxels contributing to each detector pixel, a 
starting image was first obtained from a new dataset by 
choosing a random possible emission origin voxel for each 
detected event in the list-mode data with uniform probability. 
Thereafter, with each iteration (over all available list-mode 
events), it was decided whether the origin of a detected 
emission event would remain in its current voxel or be moved 
to a new voxel by using a statistical rule. New random 
possible origin voxels were chosen from weighted and ordered 
source-voxel tables, such that more probable emission 
locations were chosen with higher frequency. The statistical 
decision to accept or reject a new origin voxel was made in 
accordance with the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rule [5-
6], with probability,  

 

       (1) 

where ci is the total number of events in the current origin 
voxel, i,  εi is the sensitivity of the origin voxel, and primed 
symbols refer to the corresponding new candidate voxel 
properties. One iteration of the OE algorithm therefore 
consisted of one attempt per detected photon to move its 
origin to a new possible voxel, using the rule above.  Finally, 
after completing a desired number of iterations, the entire 
reconstructed image (the mean number of events per voxel) 
was divided by the system-sensitivity map. This additional 
step compensates for variations in the overall system detection 
efficiency.  

C. Simulated Data and Reconstructions 
All data were reconstructed on an Apple MacPro system 

with a 12-core Intel Xeon E5 2.7 GHz processor. SPECT 
projections were simulated for our prototype scout pinhole 
collimator using the MOBY phantom. First, data for ~9 
million simulated list-mode events with <5% multiplexing 
were reconstructed by both MLEM and OE for a comparison 
of the two methods. Volumes of interest (VOIs) were drawn in 
the heart, liver, bladder and soft-tissue of these reconstructed 
images. The mean counts per voxel were calculated for each 
VOI along with the average standard deviation from the 
estimated noise image. 

Next, to evaluate the convergence of OE for whole-body 
reconstructions, we simulated 6.8 million events using the 
MOBY phantom.  Data were reconstructed for up to 6000 
iterations of OE. The whole-body image entropy, 

 

, (2) 

was calculated for N total detected events every five iterations, 
where ni is the current number of event origins  in voxel i.  

Because we wanted to be able to localize the organ of 
interest, we also determined the number of iterations beyond 
which the counts in a region of interest approached a 
stationary state.  Therefore, we measured the average counts 
per voxel in a region encompassing the heart as well. 

D. Accelerated Reconstruction 
Previously, we showed that the heart can be localized in OE 

reconstructions of datasets with as few as 100k counts [7].  
For the application of scout imaging, we would like to be able 
to achieve these images as quickly as possible. Therefore, we 
developed an accelerated multi-threaded (parallelized) version 
of the OE reconstruction algorithm to improve the 
reconstruction time for real-time imaging.  

In order to avoid race conditions in our parallel code, some 
modifications had to be made to the OE reconstruction 
routine.  The probability with which moves are accepted (Eq. 
1) is, in part, based on how many photon origins are in the 
current voxel, as well as in the proposed future emission origin 
voxel (candidate voxel).  It follows that only one origin of an 
emission photon can be moved at a time. In our parallel 
version of OE, however, the next possible origin voxel and the 
decision to move or not move an event was made for all 
detected events within the parallel section of code.  After 
decisions were made on all events, the accepted moves were 
executed up update the image array within a single thread.  
This differed from the serial version in which events were 
moved sequentially, so that the decision to move or not move 
an earlier event would affect the probability with which later 
events were moved. 

We anticipated that the convergence of OE reconstruction 
would behave differently for real-time image reconstruction, 
where new list-mode events would be incorporated almost 
continuously. To study this real-time convergence behavior, 
we calculated the entropy from reconstructions of simulated 
MOBY phantom data for which additional new events were 
incorporated during the reconstruction.  Beginning with a one-
million event simulated dataset, a million new list-mode 
events were incorporated every 100 iterations of OE until all 
~9 million events were acquired/reconstructed 

III. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 1: Coronal slices (0.41mm thick) of a MOBY phantom simulation with 

9M events reconstructed by MLEM and OE, including OE noise image. 
 

TABLE I 
VOI MEASUREMENTS 

 

*VOI measurements on ensemble-noise image. 

P =min(εi (ci ' +1)
εi 'ci

,1)

H =
ni
Ni∑ log(ni

N
)
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The images resulting from MLEM and OE reconstructions 

of the same dataset were visually very similar (Fig. 1). The 
MLEM image was reconstructed for 300 iterations. An 
ensemble-mean image was calculated during the OE 
reconstruction, using 500 states between 2000 and 7000 
iterations. We also calculated the standard deviation over the 
ensemble to obtain an estimate of the noise image. Similar 
values were obtained for VOI measurements on the same 
reconstructed images (Table I).  The total counts in OE image 
measurements differed from MLEM measurements by -5.9%, 
-0.5%,  -5.2%, and -2.2% for VOI in the heart, liver, bladder 
and soft-tissue. 

For OE reconstructions of 6.8 million simulated events, the 
entropy, calculated over the entire image, asymptotically 
approached convergence after approximately 2000 iterations 
(Fig. 2a). Additionally we found that while the parallel version 
completed ~10 times more iterations than the serial version for 
equivalent time, the two versions of OE did not converge to 
the same image entropy.  Therefore, we also considered the 
use of a combination of the two methods to optimize speed 
and image quality in whole-body imaging (Fig. 2b).  In the 
combined version, the data were reconstructed using the 
parallel version of OE for the first thousand iterations after 
which we continued to iterate using the serial version of OE 
until the minimum image entropy was reached. This version 
was able to achieve the same total image entropy as the 
conventional serial version of OE, while reducing the 
reconstruction time by ~30%. 

 
Fig. 2: a: Total image entropy vs. iteration number for serial version (blue), 
parallel version (red) and combined version (green) of OE. b: The total image 
entropy vs. reconstruction time.  The combined version was able to achieve 
the lowest entropy in the shortest amount of time. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3: The counts in a VOI containing the heart stabilized after ~200 

iterations of OE. No significant difference in the counts in the heart was seen 
for the serial (red) vs. the parallel version (blue). No post-smoothing was 
applied to the corresponding transaxial sections (0.81 mm thick) of the heart. 

 
For reconstructed images of the same 6.8 million event 

dataset, the mean counts per voxel in a VOI within the heart, 
stabilized after ~200 iterations of OE (Fig. 3). The left and 
right ventricle could be visualized in transaxial views of the 
heart between 100 and 500 iterations with better delineation at 
2000 iterations.  

 

 
Fig. 4: The image entropy vs. iteration number, where new events were 

added every million events, beginning with 1-million events at the first 
iteration (red).  The same ~9-million count dataset was also reconstructed 
using all the events for all iterations (blue). Below: Single-slice views of 
reconstructed images with 0.5 mm Gaussian smoothing. 

 
For simulated “real-time” reconstructions, the image 

entropy initially increased each time new events were 
incorporated, which caused spikes in the entropy curve (Fig. 
4). However, the entropy recovered within a few iterations. As 
the total number of events acquired increased, the increase in 
image entropy was less. The first image, 100 iterations of 1-
million counts, was reconstructed in 11.2 seconds. 
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that the OE algorithm can be used to 

reconstruct multi-pinhole list-mode SPECT data and obtain 
images similar to those reconstructed by MLEM. Excellent 
OE-reconstructed images can be obtained when the algorithm 
is allowed to run to convergence for the whole body, and for a 
region encompassing the heart. While ensemble averaging 
may not be practical for application of the OE method to real-
time reconstruction, image quality can be improved further by 
averaging images over an ensemble of many allowed states of 
the system after statistical equilibrium has been reached. In 
addition, image noise can be estimated in a straightforward 
manner by computing the standard deviation over the same 
ensemble of images. 

To accelerate reconstructions for scout imaging, a modified 
parallel version of OE can be implemented.  However, since 
the parallel and serial versions of OE do not converge to the 
same state (due to approximations made in the parallel 
version), a combined hybrid version of the two was introduced 
which provides some acceleration without loss of accuracy. 

Finally, we have also shown that the OE algorithm can 
easily handle real-time reconstructions of list-mode SPECT 
data by incorporating new events with each iteration or every 
few iterations.  
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Abstract—Due to the limited number of projections at each 

phase, the image quality of a four-dimensional cone-beam CT 

(4D-CBCT) is often degraded, which decreases the accuracy of 

subsequent motion modeling. Various strategies have been 

proposed to enhance the image quality of 4D-CBCT. One of the 

promising methods is the simultaneous motion estimation and 

image reconstruction (SMEIR) approach. However, one 

drawback of SMEIR is the long computational time. The objective 

of this work is to enhance the computational speed of the SMEIR 

algorithm using feature-based tetrahedral meshing and 

GPU-based parallelization. 

 
Index Terms—4D-CBCT, motion-compensated image 

reconstruction, feature-based tetrahedral mesh, GPU 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

here are growing interests in using four-dimensional 

cone-beam computed tomography (4D-CBCT) for 

managing respiratory motion involves sites, such as lung and 

liver tumors, in radiation therapy. Among various 

reconstruction algorithms for 4D-CBCT, the simultaneous 

motion estimation and image reconstruction (SMEIR) approach 

has shown promising results [1]. The SMEIR algorithm 

performs model-based image reconstruction and obtains the 

updated motion model simultaneously. The SMEIR algorithm 

consists of two alternating steps: model-based image 

reconstruction and motion model estimation. The model-based 

image reconstruction can reconstruct a motion-compensated 

primary CBCT (m-pCBCT) at any phase by using the 

projections from all of the phases with explicit consideration of 

the deformable motion between different phases. Instead of 

utilizing the pre-determined motion model, the updated motion 

is obtained through matching the forward projection of the 

deformed m-pCBCT and measured projections of other phases 

of 4D-CBCT. In the original SMEIR algorithm, voxel-based 

deformation fields was employed, where large number of 

unknowns need to be estimated and the computational time is 

extremely long. In this work, we develop a feature-based mesh 

technique and a GPU-based parallel algorithm to further 

improve the efficiency and accuracy of the SMEIR approach.  

Finite element method (FEM) is a numerical technique for 

finding approximate solutions to boundary value problems for 

differential equations. FEM is best understood from its 

practical application, for instance, mesh discretization of a 

continuous domain into a set of discrete sub-domains. FEM has 

been widely used in deformation estimation [2, 3]. Usually, 

FEM is exploited to achieve two important advantageous 

aspects: 1) to improve the efficiency of the deformation vector 

fields (DVF) estimation process due to a small number of 

sampling points compared to voxel-based sampling methods; 

and 2) to provide the smoothness of the DVF due to the 

smoothness constraint between elements and the interpolation 

within one element. The quality of the geometric discretization 

is crucial for the effectiveness of the deformation estimation 

applications. Generally speaking, according to the geometric 

information, meshes can be divided into two categories: surface 

mesh and volume mesh. For surface mesh methods [3-5], 

during the registration process, the object surface is directly 

tracked, but the accuracy of estimated deformation degrades for 

locations further away from the surface. For volume mesh 

methods [6-9], for instance, the uniform grid mesh is often 

employed for simplicity; however, the vertex positions and 

connectivities of this kind of mesh are irrelevant to image 

features or the places where the deformation mostly occurs. 

Therefore, it is necessary to generate meshes according to 

image features.  

The goal of this work is to incorporate a feature-based 

meshing method into the SMEIR algorithm to improve its 

computational efficiency and motion estimation accuracy. 

When iteratively reconstructing a sequence of 3D volumetric 

images, i.e. a 4D volumetric image, the number of sampling 

points is critical for the computation. A large number of 

sampling points could lead to a very slow computational speed, 

while a limited number of points with uniform distribution 

could miss some important image features and make the DVF 

estimation less accurate. In our proposed method, a special 

FEM system is developed to automatically generate high 

quality adaptive meshes conforming to the image features for 

the whole volume without user’s manual segmentation. This 

system allows for more sampling points placed in important 

regions (at organ/tissue/body boundaries or highly non-linear 

image intensity variation areas); while fewer sampling points 

are placed within homogeneous or linear image intensity 

variation regions. In this way, boundaries and other important 

features can be directly represented by the displacements of the 

sampling points or represented by smaller-sized tetrahedrons, 

rather than interpolating from a regular grid or a larger-sized 

tetrahedron in the volume mesh. As a result, the deformation 

can be controlled more precisely. 

 

II.  METHODS  

 

Fig. 1 illustrates a flow chart of the proposed mesh-based 4D 

CBCT reconstruction technique. This paper mainly focuses on: 

feature-based mesh generation, motion-compensated CBCT 

image reconstruction, updated motion model estimation, and 

GPU-based parallel acceleration, which are discussed in the 

following sections.   

A. Feature-based mesh generation 

Fig. 2 illustrates the feature-based mesh generation on a set 

of torso images of a digital phantom 4D NCAT [10]. In the 

feature-based mesh generation, the first step is to design a 

density field to match the volume image features. Original 

images are pre-analyzed using a Laplacian operator (searching 

for zero crossings in the second derivative of the image to find 

T 
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edges) to extract features including contour edges and 

boundaries between organs and tissues, which are regions of 

highly non-linear intensity variation. When the feature edges of 

the volume image are obtained, a density field could be 

calculated without manual segmentation (Fig. 2 (b)). 
 

 
Fig.2 Demonstration of the feature-based mesh generation on a digital 

4D NCAT phantom. (a) The original image at phase 0; (b) density field 

based on extracted feature edges; (c) boundary meshes well preserved 

the body surface; (d) a 2D view of the interior meshes with 

color-mapping. 

 

After designing the density field, a binary image is computed 

from the original image by setting “one” inside of the human 

anatomy and “zero” outside to constrain the vertex positions 

inside or on the body during mesh vertices optimization. Then, 

the mesh vertices are automatically computed by particle-based 

meshing method [11]. The regions of highly non-linear 

intensity variation are densely positioned by vertices, while 

regions of constant or linear intensity variation are assigned 

fewer vertices. Following this process, vertex locations are 

conforming to the density field as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Then 

volume meshes (tetrahedrons) are created based on the 

Delaunay triangulation of the vertices. More details about the 

algorithm of this mesh generation are mentioned in [11]. As a 

result, meshes corresponding to boundaries between organs and 

tissues are denser. The color-coded tetrahedrons of the 

generated feature-based mesh in Fig. 2 (c), (d) illustrate that the 

tetrahedral volumes are well conforming to the desired density 

defined by the features of the given image as well as the body 

surface. Since most deformations occur around the boundaries 

between organs and tissues, edges of contours, it is desirable to 

place more vertices (or sampling points) at features, while 

fewer vertices in non-feature regions. In this way, if DVF is 

specified to each mesh vertex (or sampling point), the 

boundaries and other important features can be directly 

represented by the displacements of sampling points or 

represented by smaller-sized tetrahedrons, rather than 

interpolating through four vertices of one larger-sized 

tetrahedron. Then the deformation can be diffused from the 

mesh vertices to each voxel of the volume more accurately and 

smoothly via interpolation as follows: 

  INT( ),D W  

where W denotes the DVF specified on mesh vertices, and D  

denotes the DVF specified on voxels. INT denotes the 

interpolation calculation.   

B. Motion-compensated CBCT image reconstruction 

The SMEIR algorithm consists of two alternating steps: 

motion-based image reconstruction and motion model 

estimation. After meshing generation, we use a 

motion-compensated reconstruction method to obtain a 

reference phase 0 for 4D-CBCT [1].  

Suppose there are totally T phases in a 4D-CBCT, 

{ | 0,..., 1}t t T  P p denotes the projections for all phases, 

and { | 0,..., 1}t t T  μ μ denotes attenuation coefficients for 

all phases. The mathematical relationship between 
t

p and 
t
μ

can be represented as follows:                 

 

where A is the projection matrix. The element aij of the matrix A 

is the weight of voxel j in 
t
μ contributed to the pixel i in

t
p , i.e. 

the intersection length of projection ray i with voxel j, 

calculated by the ray tracing method [12].  

 Once the reference phase 0 is known and a motion model is 

available, the other phases [1,…, T-1] of the 4D-CBCT can be 

described as: 

 

where 
0 tD 

can be considered as a voxel-based motion model 

computed from the interpolation of the DVF specified by the 

mesh model, and here it is the deformation matrix to transform 

4D-CBCT from phase 0 to any phase t, t∈[1,…, T-1].   

Now Eq. (2) can be rewritten according to phase 0 of the 

4D-CBCT as follows: 

 

Eq. (4) shows that the projection measurements from all 

phases of a 4D-CBCT can be contributed to reconstruct the 

reference image at phase 0 of a 4D-CBCT, leading to an 

m-pCBCT. Other phases of 4D-CBCT can be computed 

according to Eq. (3) based on phase 0 with motion models. In 

(1) 

(3) 

 

 

(4) 

,t tAp μ

0 0 0 0INT( ) ,t t tD W  μ μ μ

0 0.t tAD p μ

Fig.1 Flow chart of the proposed mesh-based 4D CBCT 

reconstruction method. 

(2) 

(4) 
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this paper, we use a modified simultaneous algebraic 

reconstruction technique (MSART) [1] to reconstruct the 

reference image at phase 0. In the MSART algorithm, the voxel 

values are updated iteratively as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
,( ) 0 0,( )

, ,t k t k

n j n j

j

d   

where k is the iterative step, and λ is the relaxation factor which 

is set as 1.0 in our experiments. Eq. (6) describes the forward 

deformation that transforms 4D-CBCT from phase 0 to phase t, 

and n is voxel index at phase t. In Eq. (6), 
0

,

t

j nd 
denotes the 

element of the deformation matrix
0 tD 

. In Eq. (5), the second 

term defines the inverse deformation that deforms the error 

image determined by projections at phase t to update the 

4D-CBCT at phase 0. 
0

,

t

j nd 
denotes the element of the inverse 

deformation matrix 
0tD 

. The DVF results of demons 

registration [13, 14] between the total variation (TV) 

minimization [15, 16] reconstructed 4D-CBCT at other phases 

and phase 0 were used as DVF initials for m-pCBCT 

reconstruction. After MSART reconstruction, the TV of the 

reconstructed m-pCBCT is minimized by the standard steepest 

descent method [1] to suppress the reconstructed image noise.    

C. Updated motion model estimation 

In this framework, the updated motion model can be 

obtained by matching the 4D-CBCT projection images at each 

phase with the corresponding forward projections of the 

deformed m-pCBCT. 4D-CBCT at phase 0 (
0
μ ) is obtained by 

the motion-compensated CBCT reconstruction algorithm as 

described in the previous section. Due to the DVF is defined at 

mesh vertices as shown in Eq. (1), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as: 

 

 

where x denotes the coordinate vector of 4D-CBCT at phase t. 

The DVF
0 t

w can be computed by minimizing the energy 

function f, which includes two terms: the data fidelity between 

the two images and the regularization used to achieve 

smoothness constraint of the DVF: 

 

 

where β is a parameter that controls the tradeoff between the 

data fidelity and the smoothness constraint of the DVF. 
0( )tL 

w  is the smoothness constraint term defined as:  

 

 

 

where
0( )tL 

w  is a summation of the square of Graph 

Laplacian operations [17] on the DVF (including three 

components: d = 1, 2, 3) over every vertex except those on the 

mesh external borders. Nv is the total number of the mesh 

vertices. N(a) is the set of one-ring neighboring vertices (b) of 

vertex a. |N(a)| is the size of set N(a).  

The total energy function considering all T phases is: 

2

1
2

0 0 0

0

( ) ( INT( )) ( ) ,
T

t t t

l
t

f A L


 



    
  W p μ x w w  

where 0{ | 0,..., 1}t t T  W w . L-BFGS [18] (a 

quasi-Newton algorithm) optimization method is used to 

minimize f and obtain the optimized DVF W. For each iteration 

of L-BFGS optimization, the energy f and its gradient 
f

W
are 

updated. The parameter β is set at 1.0 in the digital phantom 

study in this paper. Ten total iterations are performed during the 

interleaved optimization after each MSART and TV 

minimization step.  

D. GPU-based parallel acceleration 

The entire process of this 4D-CBCT reconstruction method 

is implemented on GPU. The GPU card used in our 

experiments is an NVIDIA Tesla K40c with 12GB GDDR5 

video memory. It has 2,880 CUDA cores utilizing such a GPU 

card with tremendous parallel computing ability that can 

significantly increase the computational efficiency. There are 

two time-consuming processes during the reconstruction. One 

is the projection generation in the total energy computation, and 

the other is the gradient computation of the total energy. It is 

straightforward to accomplish the ray tracing algorithm in 

parallel computation. For example, each pixel intensity of the 

projection is determined by accumulating all of the weighted 

voxel intensities through which one ray goes, i.e. integral of the 

intersection lengths of one projection ray going through voxels. 

This computation process is highly independent between each 

ray line. In this case, different GPU threads can compute each 

ray line simultaneously without conflict. Furthermore, because 

the projections at different phases can be all independently 

computed at the same time, in this case, the computation is fully 

parallelly calculated on GPU. The gradient computation of the 

total energy can be parallelly computed on GPU with the 

similar idea.  

 

III. RESULTS  

 

   A 4D NCAT digital phantom was used to test the proposed 

mesh-based image reconstruction algorithm. Feature-based 

tetrahedral mesh is created on about 1,000 vertices based on the 

TV minimization result of 4D-CBCT at phase 0. In this study, 

ten breathing phases of the NCAT phantom were generated 

with a breathing period of 4 s. The maximum diaphragm 

motion is 20 mm and the maximum chest anterior–posterior 

motion is 12 mm during the respiration. A spherical 3D tumor 

with diameter of 10 mm was also simulated and is indicated by 

an arrow as shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the phantom 

were 256 × 256 × 150 with voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm
3
. 

Projections of ten phases of 4D-CBCT were generated using 

ray-tracing algorithm [12]. The dimensions of each projection 

were 300 × 200 with detector pixel size of 1 × 1 mm
2
. 20 

projections with noise model [19] were simulated for each 

phase of 4D-CBCT and were evenly distributed over 360
◦
. 

Fig. 3 shows images of the 4D NCAT phantom at the 

end-expiration phase. Fig. 3 (a) is the target image at phase 4, 
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and (b) is the reconstructed image results by the proposed 

method; (c) shows the horizontal profiles through the center of 

coronal view images, which further illustrate the performance 

of our image reconstruction strategy. Not only are view aliasing 

artifacts suppressed, but the edges are also well-preserved for 

both bone structures and inside of the lung. Furthermore, from 

the image and profile, it can be clearly observed that the tumor 

position can be well captured as well. 

 
Fig. 3 Demonstration of 4D NCAT results. (a) Target image (Phase 4); 

(b) reconstructed image by the proposed method; (c) horizontal 

profiles through the center of coronal view images of (indicated by a 

read dashed line). The arrow indicates the tumor position. 

 

TABLE 1 shows the timing information in each step per 

iteration during the optimization in the proposed GPU-based 

4D CBCT reconstruction method. It is noted that the meshing 

generation step does not show in the table, since it only needs to 

compute once before motion compensated image 

reconstruction and DVF optimization iterations. In our 

phantom data, it needs 30 s for the mesh generation.   

 
TABLE 1 Timing information of one iteration for different steps 

during the optimization. 

Step Time (s) 

(1) Motion compensation  14.43 

(2) DVF 

estimation  

(2.1) Total energy computation 1.84 

(2.2) Gradient of total energy computation 7.74 

 

The optimization totally needs to be run with 10 iterations of 

motion compensation (outer loop) and 100 iterations of DVF 

estimation (inner loop), so the total computational time of 

reconstruction of a 4D 256 × 256 × 150 CBCT image with 10 

phases is 1102.3 s (18.37 m). Compared with the previous 

voxel-based CPU algorithm of SMEIR, which needs about 48 

hours, the proposed mesh-based 4D-CBCT reconstruction 

method has largely improved the efficiency in computation (i.e. 

about 157 times faster than the original SMEIR method). 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

 

The GPU-based parallel 4D CBCT reconstruction method 

uses the feature-based mesh for estimating motion model and 

demonstrates equivalent image result with previous SMEIR 

approach, with significantly improved computational speed. 
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Abstract—Iterative reconstruction in x-ray computed 

tomography has high potential for noise-, dose- and artifact-
reduction. Furthermore it can be used for arbitrary imaging 
trajectories. However, due to its computational efficiency the 
analytical reconstruction was preferred over iterative 
reconstruction for a long time. With the progression of computer 
technology the iterative reconstruction has re-emerged. 

In this paper we present an OpenCL based GPU 
implementation of the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction 
technique that is optimized for arbitrary imaging trajectories. In 
respect to intraoperative applications our approach features a 
short reconstruction time, even for high volume resolutions. For 
that reason the algorithm is capable of utilizing multiple graphics 
cards in parallel. Furthermore it enables the fast reconstruction 
of volumes of any size as long as it fits in the accumulated GPU 
memory. Otherwise, the performance decreases significantly. 

In experiments we proved the performance and the scalability 
of our implementation over multiple GPUs. On a multi-GPU 
workstation with 3 x AMD HD 7990 graphics cards our approach 
archives up to 50 giga-updates per seconds. The reconstruction of 
a 1024³ voxel volume with 512 projections and 1024² pixels takes 
17.1 seconds per iteration. Additionally, we evaluated our 
optimized memory access scheme for arbitrary trajectories. 
 

Index Terms—SART, GPGPU, volume reconstruction, 
OpenCL, CBCT, multi-GPU, arbitrary imaging trajectories 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE iterative reconstruction (IR) allows the consideration 
of geometrical and physical models or the use of prior 

information, e.g. regularization. Furthermore, the iterative 
reconstruction needs fewer images to produce decent results 
and is more robust to the limited angle problem [1]. A popular 
IR algorithm is the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction 
technique (SART). SART works as follows: First the volume 
or an initial volume guess is forward projected to produce an 
artificial projection image. In a second step this image is 
compared to the corresponding original projection to create a 
correction term. Finally, the correction term is back-projected 
onto the volume. These three steps are done for every 
projection over multiple iterations. By doing so, the volume is  
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enhanced continuously. The 3D reconstruction is finished after 
a fixed number of iterations or until the correction term is 
below a certain threshold. 

Since recent years the iterative reconstruction experienced a 
renaissance in x-ray computed tomography. Besides dose- and 
artifact reduction issues, this is due to the fact that today’s 
graphics hardware paves the way for reconstruction of large 
volumes in reasonable time. Today’s frameworks like CUDA 
or OpenCL enable General Purpose Computations on 
Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) without any knowledge 
in graphics programming. This way, computationally 
demanding data-parallel tasks can be accelerated by massive 
parallelization. Since the calculation of the artificial projection 
images is the most time consuming part the volume is often 
stored as 3D texture to use the hardware-accelerated trilinear 
interpolation [2]. The presented CUDA implementation wasn’t 
able to write in 3D textures. For that reason, the volume was 
held in memory twice, thus after back-projection the volume 
had to be copied from normal memory into the 3D texture. To 
avoid this time consuming copying in [3] OpenCL was used 
that allows read/write access to 3D images (but not at the same 
time). That way the forward-projection could be accelerated 
by 30%. Nevertheless still two volume copies were needed. 

Since the iterative reconstruction is computationally very 
demanding, many effort has been put into dividing the 
computational workload between multiple compute units. The 
most common method for using multiple GPUs is the SIRT 
algorithm. For SIRT the forward-projection and the voxel 
updates are done for all projections at once per iteration. For 
multi-GPU systems every graphics card stores the whole 
volume in its video memory and performs the forward- and 
back-projection for a subset of the projection data. At the end 
of each iteration the volumes are merged. In [4] and [5] the 
multi-GPU SIRT was evaluated for four graphics cards with a 
scalability of 3.6 and 2.6 compared to a single GPU. Since 
common x-ray systems are usually bound to a circular-shaped 
path, systematic evaluations of IR algorithms for arbitrary 
imaging trajectories haven’t been done yet. 

In this work we present a SART algorithm that is executed 
by multiple GPUs. In this way even volumes of high 
resolution can be reconstructed within a short time. 
Additionally, our focus lies on the support of arbitrary 
imaging trajectories to ensure a performant reconstruction for 
current and upcoming CBCT systems. 

Multi-GPU SART 
for Arbitrary Imaging Trajectories 

Marc Käseberg, Steffen Melnik, Karl Wessel and Erwin Keeve 
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II. METHODS 

A. Implementation 
For GPU programming the vendor-independent OpenCL 

1.1 framework is used, since 1.2 isn’t supported by NVIDIA at 
the moment. As already mentioned, SART consists of three 
major steps: forward- and back-projection and the calculation 
of a correction term. All these steps are done by GPU. Our 
implemented SART algorithm is capable of utilizing multiple 
GPU-devices in parallel. The overall concept follows the 
scheme presented in [6] and [7]. The activity diagram of the 
implemented SART algorithm is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic dataflow diagram of the proposed multi-GPU SART  

For multi-GPU the data has to be divided among all 
graphics cards (SPLIT). In contrast to SIRT implementations, 
where all graphics cards hold the whole volume, in our SART 
every GPU works only on a sub-volume. Since the back-
projection (BP) has no data dependencies between voxels, the 
calculation can be done independently. However, for the 
calculation of artificial projections the whole volume is 
required, especially when arbitrary imaging trajectories are 
used. Fortunately, the forward-projection (FP) operation is a 
linear transformation that can be calculated by summing up all 
partial projections computed by different GPUs. This means 
that after each forward-projection step every partial forward-
projection must be distributed to all GPUs. The final 
correction term is calculated (FC) on each GPU and back-
projected onto the sub-volume. In spite of the redundant 
calculation of the correction term and the additional memory 
transfer, for less than 5 GPUs this method turned out to be the 
fastest for images with 1024² pixels. When using more than 4 
graphics cards the calculation of the correction term is done by 
CPU. The reason for that is the large synchronization 
overhead, thus the execution on GPU will no longer pay off. 
However the CPU/GPU calculation threshold changes with the 
image resolution. 

In case that the volume is larger than the total available 
video memory the sub-volumes are divided into blocks B. The 
number of blocks per graphics card I results from the size of 
the available video memory minus an offset for the correction 
term and arguments. As modern graphics cards allow 
computations and memory transfers in parallel, the transfer of 
block Bi+1 is done during the processing of Bi. Due to that, the 
memory transfer is hidden behind the calculations. Because of 
the large amount of data the transfer rate should be as high as 
possible, especially if the volume is larger than the available 
video memory. For that reason pinned memory is used to save 
volume parts, that allows transfer rates up to 6 GB/s instead of 
2-3 GB/s with standard data transfer. 

B. Back-projection Kernel Design 
The back-projection (BP) is next to the forward-projection 

the computationally most demanding step. For this reason the 

BP is implemented as OpenCL thread (kernel) and executed 
by GPU. Every kernel is created within a so called NDRange, 
which is a three-dimensional index-space that is related to the 
volume dimensions in voxels. By doing so, every kernel can 
be addressed by a unique index. In general, for conceptual 
reasons and inter-thread communication the kernels are 
executed in workgroups. The size of these groups can also be 
three-dimensional. The back-projection kernel substantially 
follows the voxel-driven approach presented in [8], with the 
difference that “3D-kernels” are used. With this method the 
workgroup size is two-dimensional in x- and y-direction and 
the kernels process multiple voxels e.g. in z-direction. Since 
the kernels are executed in parallel and the volume data is 
aligned to the NDRange the memory access is coalescent and 
characterized by high locality. Processing multiple voxels per 
kernel leads to a reuse of intermediate results, thus 
computational effort is reduced. Since OpenCL 1.x doesn’t 
support write operations to 3D textures, simple buffer objects 
are used to store the volume. 

C. Forward-projection Kernel Design 
The forward-projection (FP) is also executed by GPU. For 

our application the pixel-driven Joseph-projector [9] was 
identified as the most appropriate. In the simplest case, the 
pixel values are calculated by summing up the voxel 
intensities along a ray that points from x-ray source to pixel 
center. This approach leads to a large number of global 
memory reads. Since these reads are very time consuming, a 
suitable memory access scheme is needed. This fact is also 
important since we can’t benefit from optimized memory 
layout of 3D textures and hardware accelerated interpolation. 
A good memory access scheme ensures coalescence and high 
locality which results in a large cache hit rate and a reduced 
calculation time. Fortunately the memory of graphics cards is 
read in blocks of N bytes, thus the data for multiple kernels 
can be read usually at once. For example the block size of an 
AMD Radeon HD 7990 is 256 byte. 

The authors of [10] did an evaluation of memory accesses 
related to the direction of the projection images. Assuming a 
circular trajectory with a rotation-axis in z-direction, the 
results suggest that for projections parallel to the memory 
alignment (x-z-plane) row-driven methods provide the best 
performance. On the other hand, for projections perpendicular 
to the memory alignment (y-z-plane) ray-driven methods are 
more suitable. In [4] another approach was presented that 
suggests to restricting memory accesses to a close location. 
The authors aimed for coalescent memory accesses and a high 
cache hit rate. In contrast to [10] the threads aren’t distributed 
ray- or row-wise, but located in a small 3D volume section. 

Since our SART algorithm is used for arbitrary trajectories, 
the memory access scheme must adapt to every possible 
source and detector position. For that reason a combination of 
both approaches is used [6]. Every single projection is 
analyzed before its forward-projection. Based on this analysis 
the workgroup size for artificial image calculation and the 
“shape” of the kernel are chosen. In figure 2 our method is 
shown for four different projection geometries respectively. 
For every projection geometry the exemplary workgroup and 
kernel configuration (WKC) are visualized by colorized 
spheres. The workgroup size and its spatial arrangement are 
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represented by blue spheres. The different colors represent the 
progression of the calculation from blue to red to green. For 
the projection geometries 1 and 2 the workgroups are oriented 
along the y-axis of the image. Every kernel calculates the 
intensity of one pixel by summing up the voxel intensities 
along a ray. The volume memory is also aligned (red arrow) in 
y-direction of the image. Since threads within the workgroup 
are executed in parallel the memory access is aligned. For 
image 3 this approach would cause heavy misalignment. In the 
worst case every voxel produces a separate global memory 
read. For that reason not several pixel intensities are calculated 
in parallel, but the calculation of one pixel by dividing a ray 
among multiple threads. Nevertheless, since the parallel 
computation of a single ray doesn’t fully utilize modern 
GPUs, in practice multiple rays are calculated. 

 
Fig. 2: Workgroups and kernel configurations for different projections. 

The N threads process consecutive sampling points at once 
and “jump” N sampling points forward onto the ray. This 
ensures blockwise memory reads. The intermediate results of 
every kernel are stored in shared memory. At the end of the 
calculation, these results are summed up. Image case 4 shows 
the case when none of the image axes match. In that case no 
memory alignment can be guaranteed. However, by 
processing the volume in small three dimensional chunks the 
locality of the memory accesses and therefore the cache hit 
rate can be increased. To obtain a performant WKC the 
memory alignment direction is transformed from the volume 
coordinate system into the image. Based on this “3D memory 
vector” one of a set of four predefined configurations is 
chosen (static 3D kernel) or the configuration is dynamically 
calculated from the transformed memory vector (dynamic 3D 
kernel). The workgroup size results from the modified 3D 
memory vector. The vector satisfies three conditions: 1. the 
vector components must be whole numbers, 2. power of two 
and 3. the product of the vector components must not exceed 
the maximum kernel number per workgroup. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Arbitrary imaging trajectories 
To evaluate our proposed algorithm in respect to arbitrary 

trajectories, we performed it on a single AMD Radeon R9 
290X for three different trajectories (see figure 3): circle, 
sphere and ORBIT. The ORBIT trajectory [11] is used for an 

experimental open 3D x-ray scanner. For purposes of 
simplification this trajectory can be interpreted as two 
connected half circles in two different planes. 

 
Fig. 3: Evaluated imaging trajectories. The x-ray source positions are 
represented by red dots and the image center positions by blue dots. 

In figure 4 the average projection time per voxel is shown 
over the volume size. The volume size ranges from 128³ to 
896³ voxels. The number of projections is 1000. Three WKCs 
are evaluated: static and dynamic 3D kernel and a straight 
forward approach (simple 2D kernel). This simple kernel 
computes the artificial image column-wise, which provides 
good results for circular trajectories. It can be seen that the 
overall time for the circular trajectory is the lowest. By re-
orienting the volume it can be ensured that the axes match like 
the projections 1 and 2 in figure 2. The ORBT trajectory 
shows significant higher projection times, since the opening 
angle between the “planes” causes a different memory vector 
direction compared to the circular trajectory. The longest 
projection time is achieved with the sphere. For this case every 
possible projection-direction occurs, thus at least all WKCs, 
presented in fig. 4, are used. For projection geometries like 
seen in case 4 no aligned memory accesses can be guaranteed, 
but only locality which provides a decent cache hit rate. 

 
Fig. 4: Average projection time per voxel for a circular, spherical and ORBIT 
trajectory over the volume size up to 896³ voxels. The time is given in 
microseconds. 

For all trajectories the projection time increases with the 
volume size. This can be explained by a decreasing cache hit 
rate due to the limited cache size. The negative performance 
effect of so called “channel conflicts” can be seen at a volume 
resolution of 512³ voxels. A channel conflict occurs if threads 
try to read different voxels that are assigned to the same 
memory channel. Those reads can only be executed 
sequentially. For current AMD GPUs this can occur every 
2048 bytes [12] or 512 float voxels. In general, our proposed 
methods provide better results than the simple approach. The 
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speed advantage ranges from factor 1.1 (circle) to factor 5.3 
(ORBIT, 512³ voxel). Normally the dynamic 3D kernel is 
better than the static, especially during channel conflicts. But 
some cases show remaining optimization potential. 

B. Multi-GPU 
In addition to the evaluation regarding arbitrary trajectories 

we have investigated the capability of utilizing multiple GPUs. 
For the evaluation three AMD Radeon HD 7990 dual-GPU 
graphics cards were used. For the evaluation setup we used 
512 images on a circular trajectory with a resolution of 10242 
and 2048² pixels respectively. The time measurements contain 
the reconstruction and all necessary data transfers to and from 
GPU. In figure 5 the performance for different numbers of 
GPUs and volume sizes up to 20483 voxels are presented. The 
performance values result from the reconstruction time 
normalized by number of voxels, number of images and 
iterations (GUPS, Giga = 1000³). Some selected times and 
theoretical scaling factors are shown in table I. 

 
Fig. 5: SART performance for one to six Radeon HD 7990 graphics cards in 
Giga Updates per Second (GUPS). For the image resolutions 1024² and 2048² 
pixels the volume size was varied from 128³ up to 2048³ voxels. 

The first thing to be noticed is the rapid performance 
decrease at certain volume resolutions, e.g. 768³ voxel (1 
GPU) or 1664³ voxel (6 GPUs). The reason for that is the 
limited video memory (3 GB per GPU). In that case the sub-
volumes have to be up- and downloaded to the GPUs for every 
image. Fig. 5 also shows that the performance increases with 
larger volume sizes. Due to synchronization overhead the 
performance increase is lower the more GPUs are used. 
Another reason for this behavior is that since the volume is 
divided over multiple GPUs, for small volumes these sub-
volumes are too small to fully utilize the graphics cards. For 
the shown cases multi-GPU reconstruction only pays off for 
volume sizes beyond 512³ voxels. The scaling factors are 

presented in table I. Because of the limited video memory the 
overall performance maxima were used for scaling factor 
extrapolation. For the evaluated cases a maximum scaling 
factor of 5.4 was reached by using 6 GPUs. In a more practical 
case with four GPUs on two graphics cards, the reconstruction 
of a 1024³ volume takes 18.1 seconds per iteration. This 
results in a theoretical scaling factor of 3.3. Since the forward-
projection effort for 2048² pixels images is four times higher 
than for 1024² pixels, the performance drops by about factor 3. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented a multi-GPU SART 

implementation optimized for arbitrary imaging trajectories 
based on OpenCL. Experiments have shown that our proposed 
dynamic workgroup and kernel configuration method provides 
up to 5.3 times better performance for arbitrary imaging 
trajectories. By splitting the volume data among multiple 
GPUs even large volumes can be reconstructed in short time. 
However, due to the synchronization overhead the use of 
multiple GPUs is only worthwhile for large volumes. 

In future work, we plan to use OpenCL version 2.0 that 
allows read/write accesses to 3D textures, thus hardware 
accelerated interpolation can be used. Also optimizations 
regarding synchronization overhead seem to be a promising 
approach for speedup. 
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TABLE I 
RECONSTRUCTION TIMES AND SCALING FOR 512 1024² IMAGES 

# of 
GPUs 

Reconstruction times per iteration theoretical
scaling 512³ voxel 1024³ voxel 1536³ voxel 2048³ voxel 

1 10.0 s 406.5 s 2119.8 s 5695.0 s - 
2 7.9 s 27.0 s 1587.6 s 5296.9 s 2.21 
3 8.2 s 22.5 s 1057.7 s 4363.5 s 2.66 
4 8.3 s 18.1 s 694.3 s 3670.7 s 3.96 
5 9.6 s 17.8 s 400.3 s 3158.4 s 4.42 
6 10.4 s 17.1 s 37.2 s 3053.8 s 5.41 
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Fast GPU-Driven Model-Based X-Ray CT Image
Reconstruction via Alternating Dual Updates

Madison G. McGaffin Jeffrey A. Fessler

Abstract—Model-based image reconstruction (MBIR) methods

for X-ray CT reconstruction can improve image quality and

reduce patient X-ray dose. These methods produce images

by solving high-dimensional, statistically motivated numerical

optimization problems, but unfortunately the high computational

costs of solving these problems have kept MBIR algorithms from

reaching ubiquity in the clinic. In this paper, we present an X-ray

CT image reconstruction algorithm that uses duality and group

coordinate ascent to alternately perform efficient tomography

and denoising updates. The algorithm can handle non-smooth

regularizers like anisotropic total variation (TV) and stores only

two image-sized vectors on the GPU. Preliminary experiments

show the algorithm converges very quickly in time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following model-based X-ray image recon-
struction (MBIR) problem:1

b

x = argmin
x

L(Ax) + R(Cx) (1)

with X-ray CT system matrix A, 3D finite differencing matrix
C, log-likelihood data-fit term L and edge-preserving regular-
izer R. Both L and R are separable sums of convex functions:

L(Ax) =

M
X

i=1

li([Ax]i) R(Cx) =

Nd
X

k=1

rk([Cx]k). (2)

A common choice [14] for the data-fit term L is the Gaussian-
inspired quadratic term L(Ax) =

1
2 ||Ax� y||2

W

with noisy
measurements y and diagonal matrix of positive statistical
weights W. The edge-preserving regularizer is conventionally
a weighted sum of nonquadratically penalized finite differ-
ences,

rk = �k ([Cx]k) = �k (xk1 � xk2), (3)

with convex  and �k > 0. This includes anisotropic total
variation (TV) and many other noise-reducing regularizers.

The image b

x produced by solving (1) can be higher-
quality than images produced with conventional filtered-
backprojection methods, and MBIR algorithms can produce
diagnostically-useful images at lower doses than conventional
CT reconstruction algorithms. Unfortunately, solving MBIR’s

M. G. McGaffin and J. A. Fessler are with the Dept. of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48109 USA. (email: mcgaffin@umich.edu, fessler@umich.edu)

Supported in part by NIH grant R01-HL-098686 and equipment donations
from Intel Corporation.

1This paper describes this simpler problem without a nonnegativity con-
straint [14], but the method presented be easily extended to accommodate
one.

optimization problem is computationally challenging and time-
consuming, especially compared with conventional methods.
New algorithms, distributed computing, and highly parallel
hardware may provide a solution to making MBIR’s advan-
tages ubiquitous in the clinic. In this paper we focus on the
first and last of these approaches, and propose a technique that
combines the high parallelism available in modern graphics
processing units (GPUs) with structure-exploiting algorithms
to rapidly solve the MBIR optimization problem (1).

The next section presents the mathematical framework for
the proposed algorithm, and Section III describes its imple-
mentation on the GPU. Section IV contains some experimental
results, and Section V has some concluding remarks.

II. ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

Let x(n) 2 RN be an estimate of b

x. Customarily, x(0), the
initial image, is generated using a fast filtered backprojection
method. The algorithm presented in this paper has two steps
that it alternates between until convergence:

• identify an update d

(n) to x

(n); and then
• apply the update, generating x

(n+1)
= x

(n)
+ d

(n).
We perform the first step by approximately solving the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

d

(n)
= argmin

d

L
⇣

Ax

(n)
+Ad

⌘

+ R
⇣

Cx

(n)
+Cd

⌘

+

✏

2

||d||22,
(4)

with ✏ > 0. Solving (4) is nearly as challenging as solving the
original optimization problem (1), but the additional ✏

2 ||·||
2
2

term allows us to use the following duality-based approach.

A. Duality approach

Let L⇤ and R⇤ be the convex conjugates [2, pg. 91] of L
and R, respectively:

L⇤(u) =
M
X

i=1

l

⇤
i (ui), R⇤

(v) =

Nd
X

k=1

r

⇤
k(vk), (5)

where l

⇤
i are r

⇤
k are the convex conjugates of li and rk,

respectively. Rewrite (4) using the biconjugate property of the
convex functions L and R:

d

(n)
= argmin

d

max

u,v
u

|
A

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

⌘

+ v

|
C

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

⌘

�L⇤(u)� R⇤
(v) +

✏

2

||d||22.
(6)
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After swapping the order of the “min” and the “max” in (6),
we can easily solve for the update d

(n) in terms of u and v:

d

(n)
(u,v) = �1

✏

(A

|
u+C

|
v). (7)

Plug (7) back into (6) to produce the dual problem:

u

(n)
,v

(n)
= argmax

u,v
D(n)

(u,v), where (8)

D(n)
(u,v),�L⇤(u)� R⇤

(v) + u

|
Ax

(n)

+v

|
Cx

(n) � 1

2✏

||A|
u+C

|
v||22.

(9)

We approximately solve (8) with a coordinate ascent method
that is similar to stochastic dual coordinate ascent (SDCA)
[12]. In each of Ninner inner iterations, we

• randomly choose a group of elements of either u or v;
and

• holding all other variables constant, update the se-
lected group of variables to increase the dual function
D(n)

(u,v).
This inner procedure is a simple, convergent group coordinate
ascent algorithm. We call optimizations over elements of u

“tomography updates” and over the elements of v “denoising
updates.” The next two subsections describe how to perform
these updates.

B. Tomography updates

In [9], the authors found that a duality-based proximal
technique can efficiently solve quadratic problems involving
the CT system matrix A. In 3D CT these problems are
challenging to solve in the primal domain without ordered
subsets (OS) approximations [1], and unlike OS, the duality-
based approach is convergent. We use this approach here.

We update one view of u at a time, written u� . The cor-
responding CT projection operator, noisy data, and statistical
weights are A� , y� and W� , respectively. Tomography terms
unrelated to u� are indicated using the subscript “\�”, e.g.,
u\� .

Holding all variables other than u� constant, we want to
find u

+
� such that

D(n)
⇣

u

+
� ,u\� ,v

⌘

� D(n)
�

u� ,u\� ,v
�

, (10)

then update u�  u

+
� in place. We find u

+
� as the maximizer

of the minorizing surrogate function S� for D(n):

u

+
� = argmax

u�

S�
⇣

u� ;u,v,x
(n)

⌘

, where (11)

S�
⇣

u

+
� ;u,v,x

(n)
⌘

= �L⇤�
⇣

u

+
�

⌘

� 1

2

�

�

�

�

�

�

u

+
� � u�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

M�

+

⇣

u

+
�

⌘|
A�

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

(n)
(u,v)

⌘

(12)

Updating u

+
� in this way will increase the dual function D(n)

if M� ⌫ A�A
|
� , i.e., if all the eigenvalues of M� �A�A

|
�

are nonnegative. Finding the “tightest” so-called majorizer for
A�A

|
� is challenging, but the following diagonal matrix is

relatively efficient to compute and useful in practice [1]:

M� = diag
i

nh

A�A
|
�1

i

i

o

. (13)

(a) |Cd| (b) |CdC
|
d|

Fig. 1: Absolute values of entries of Cd and CdC
|
d matrices.

Only adjacent elements are coupled by CdC
|
d . Black entries

are zero.

These M� depend only on A (i.e., they are independent of
any patient data) so they can be precomputed. Storing M� for
all � takes the same amount of memory as the projection data
y.

When L(Ax) =

1
2 ||Ax� y||2

W

, the update (11) is

u

+
� = u� + ✏W�(✏I+W�M�)

�1

⇣

A�

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

(n)
(u,v)

⌘

� y� � u�

⌘

.

(14)

The major computational costs of implementing (14) are the
one-view forward projection (A�), a series of diagonal oper-
ations, and a one-view backprojection to update d

(n)
(u,v).

C. Denoising updates

The regularizer R couples neighboring pixels together
through the finite differencing matrix C. We previously ex-
ploited this property to update groups of pixels from different
neighborhoods simultaneously, resulting in a fast denoising
algorithm [10]. The dual function D(n) (9) has a similar
structure as a function of v. Let D be the number of directions
along which R penalizes voxel differences (e.g., horizontal,
vertical, axial, etc.); we write v = [v

|
1 · · ·v

|
D]

|. Because R⇤

is separable (5), the only coupling between different elements
of v comes from the quadratic term:

||A|
u+C

|
v||2 =

2

6

4

v1
...

vD

3

7

5

| 2

6

4

C1C
|
1 . . . C1C

|
D

...
. . .

...
CDC

|
1 . . . CDC

|
D

3

7

5

2

6

4

v1
...

vD

3

7

5

+2v

|
CA

|
u+ c(u),

(15)

where each Cd is a banded upper triangular finite differencing
matrix in a single direction with 1s along the diagonal and �1s
along an upper band.

Consider optimizing over one “direction” of differences at
a time; i.e., hold all variables except one vd constant. The
entries of vd are coupled in the dual function by CdC

|
d .

Figure 1 illustrates an example of CdC
|
d : only differences that

are adjacent to one another along the dth direction are coupled
by CdC

|
d . For example, if d corresponds to the horizontal

direction, then the only elements of vd coupled by CdC
|
d are

those horizontally adjacent to one another. If we first optimize
over the “even” entries of vd, and then optimize over the
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“odd” entries of vd, each of these half-vd optimizations will be
over decoupled variables. Consequently, they can be performed
independently and in parallel.

Let vg be one such half-vd group and Cg be the matrix
of corresponding rows from Cd. We find the updated v

+
g by

maximizing the following separable surrogate for D(n):

v

+
g = argmax

vg

Sg
⇣

vg;u,v,x
(n)

⌘

, (16)

Sg
⇣

v

+
g ;u,v,x

(n)
⌘

=

X

v+
k 2vg

sk

⇣

v

+
k ;u,v,x

(n)
⌘

, (17)

sk

⇣

v

+
k ;u,v,x

(n)
⌘

= v

+
k

h

Cg

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

(n)
(u,v)

⌘i

k

�r⇤k
�

v

+
k

�

� 1

2✏

||Cgek||2
�

v

+
k � vk

�2
,

(18)

where ek is the kth elementary basis vector.
If the dual function r

⇤
k has a convenient closed form, then

the elements of v+
g can be computed from (18). While this is

true for the absolute value and quadratic potential functions
this is often not the case. Instead, if the potential function  
has a closed form shrinkage function, we maximize (18) by
again invoking duality:

v

+
k = vk +

✏

2

(qk � zk), (19)

qk =

h

Cg

⇣

x

(n)
+ d

(n)
(u,v)

⌘i

k
, (20)

zk = argmin
z

✏

4

✓

z �
✓

qk +

2

✏

vk

◆◆2

+ rk(z). (21)

This approach is more convenient for the many potential func-
tions with closed-form shrinkage operators but complicated
dual functions, such as the Fair potential [7].

III. GPU IMPLEMENTATION

Memory is a scarce resource on the GPU, and transfers
between the GPU’s on-board memory and the host computer’s
memory are relatively expensive. For reasonably-sized prob-
lems, some data will need to be transferred between the host
and the GPU. It is up to the algorithm designer to decide what
data should remain on the GPU, what data can be transferred
between the GPU and the host, and how to hide the latency
of these transfers (normally by simultaneously performing
computations on the GPU). A naı̈ve design (e.g., the split-
Bregman algorithm [4] in [10]) can be unacceptably slow due
to data transfer delays.

We implemented the algorithm in this paper by storing two
image-sized vectors on the GPU:

• a vector g reflecting the current value of x

(n+1) if the
inner iterations were terminated (cf., (7))

g = x

(n)
+ d

(n)
(u,v) = x

(n) � 1

✏

(A

|
u+C

|
v),

• and a vector to store vd when updating a group of the
regularizer dual variables.

We hide the latency of transferring vd to and from the GPU
by performing tomography updates (14) between starting the
transfer of vd to the GPU, updating vd, and transferring vd

back to the host. See Figure 2.

Loop Ninner times:
1) Choose regularizer direction d at random, and en-

queue transfer of vd to GPU.
2) Perform Ntomo tomography updates with randomly

selected views.
3) Update vd, then begin transfer of vd back to the

host computer.
4) Perform Ntomo tomography updates with randomly

selected views.

Fig. 2: Implementation of algorithm inner loop that hides
the cost of transferring vd by interleaving transfers with
tomography updates.

After Ninner iterations, we update x

(n). A simple way to do
this is by simply setting the buffers storing v and u to zero!
This restarts the update search problem (4) from d = 0, and
the GPU vector g is equal to x

(n+1). However, we find it
useful to “warm-start” the next update search with the current
values of u

(n) and v

(n). Consequently, we must also update
g:

g x

(n+1) � 1

✏

⇣

A

|
u

(n)
+C

|
v

(n)
⌘

= g +

⇣

g � x

(n)
⌘

.

(22)
IV. EXPERIMENTS

We reconstructed a simulated XCAT axial phantom [11]
(Figure 3) and a helical shoulder scan with real patient data
(Figure 4). In addition to the algorithm proposed in this paper,
we reconstructed each image with

• OS-SQS: ordered subsets with separable quadratic surro-
gates [1],

• OS-SQS-FGM: OS-SQS with Nesterov’s acceleration [6],
and

• OS-SQS-OGM: OS-SQS with optimized gradient
steps [5].

All OS algorithms used 12 subsets.
All algorithms were implemented in OpenCL and C and run

on an aging NVIDIA GTX 480 with 2.5 GB of memory. For
the OS algorithms, the data y and statistical weights W were
transferred view-by-view to the GPU as required, but all other
variables were stored on the GPU.

We used the Fair potential function

 Fair(t) = �

2
(|t/�|� log (1 + |t/�|)), (23)

with � = 10 HU, which has a closed-form shrinkage operator,
to penalize all 26 neighboring voxel differences. We used the
separable footprints CT system model [8].

We chose the parameter ✏ to be the mean of the diagonal
entries of MW, where M is the diagonal majorizer used in
the tomography update (13). We set Ninner = Nview/120 and
Ntomo = 5 for both experiments.

Figures 3c and 4c show the root mean squared difference
(RMSD) over a region of interest between the current iterate
of each algorithm for the axial phantom and shoulder cases,
respectively. The proposed algorithm converges very quickly
in time. Markers are placed every 5 iterations.
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(a) Initial image (b) Reference

(c) RMSD v.s. Time

Fig. 3: Center slice (Fig. 3a) and converged reference (Fig. 3b) from axial phantom experiment, clipped to a 800 - 1200
modified HU window (with water at 0 HU). The proposed method converges quickly in time.

(a) Initial image (b) Reference

(c) RMSD v.s. Time

Fig. 4: Center slice (Fig. 3a) and converged reference (Fig. 3b) from axial phantom experiment, clipped to a 800 - 1200 modified
HU window (with water at 0 HU). The proposed method is within 5 HU RMSD of the reference in under 10 minutes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The duality-based algorithm in this paper appears to con-
verge quickly, can handle a wide variety of edge-preserving
regularizers, and can be efficiently implemented on the GPU.
Similar to other algorithms like ASD-POCS [13] and variable
splitting methods, the proposed algorithm alternates between
tomography and denoising updates. If the update direction
d

(n) is solved for exactly (4), then the proposed algorithm
is convergent, but much slower than the experimental results
shown. We suspect that the algorithm with inexact updates as
implemented in this paper is convergent under ADMM-like
conditions [3], but leave that result for future work.

Future work will also explore multiple-GPU implementa-
tions of the proposed algorithm.
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 1 

 

Abstract—Statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) algorithms 

show great potential for improving image quality in the reduced 

X-ray dose case. However, high computational cost and long re-

construction times remain obstacles preventing the use of SIR in 

practical application. Various optimization algorithms have been 

proposed to make the SIR algorithm parallelizable, in conjunction 

of improved convergence rate. Among them, identifying a set of 

de-coupled voxels within a coordinate descent (CD) optimization 

framework has shown good promise. However, so far this came at 

the price of additional complexity. We propose a novel algorithm 

that finds sets of independent voxels which can be updated sim-

ultaneously without introducing any additional complexity and 

within the original CD framework. We show that the cone-beam 

geometry gives rise to rather complex voxel distribution patterns, 

which however enable a higher degree of parallelism than the 

more regular decomposition patters suggested in the past. We also 

estimate the computational cost for ordered subset schemes which 

have advantages in the amount of parallelism that can be achieved 

per set, but lose performance due to the sequential execution of 

the sets overall.         

 
Index Terms—iterative reconstruction, coordinate descent, SIR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) algorithm for 

computed tomography (CT) has been shown great potential 

to generate high quality images with less artifacts and noise 

even in reduced X-ray dosage. This capability mainly results 

from the statistical noise modeling that puts higher weight on 

reliable measurements while deemphasizing noisy measure-

ments. SIR solves the following weighted least-squares (WLS) 

cost function: 

�̂� = arg min
𝑥≥0

{
1

2
(𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱)𝑇𝐖(𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱) + 𝑅(𝐱)} 

where 𝐲 = (𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝐼)𝑻  is the vector of measured projection 

data, and I is the number of detector cells; 𝐱 = (𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝐽)
𝑇
 is 

the vector of attenuation coefficients of the object subject to be 

reconstructed; 𝐀 is the system matrix with the size of 𝐼 × 𝐽, 𝐖 

is diagonal matrix for statistical weighting, and 𝑅(𝐱) is regu-

larization term. 

 However, the high computational cost for forward and 
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back-projection operations still remains a challenging problem. 

To meet this challenge, with the consideration of modern par-

allel processors and properties of minimization algorithm, 

recent efforts have sought to find a solution between the con-

jugate gradient (CG)-based approach and the coordinate de-

scent (CD)-based approach. The formal approach [1] can up-

date all voxels simultaneously and thus is easy to parallelize, 

but it tends to converge very slowly; while the latter approach 

[2] can converge very quickly but it is hard to parallelize due to 

the sequential, single voxel update scheme.  

 Seeking a middle ground between the CG and CD ap-

proaches, the group coordinate descent (GCD) [3] and 

block-iterative coordinate descent (B-ICD) [4] algorithms have 

been developed.  Both aim at finding parallel voxels within a 

transaxial (x-y) plane where, however, in most cases the cou-

pling among those voxels remains high and so the acceleration 

is not overly dramatic. On the other hand, the axial block co-

ordinate descent (ABCD) algorithm [5] looks for parallel 

voxels along the z-direction where the coupling amount is 

relatively lower than in x-y plane. 

 In this work, we take a rather different route to find sets of 

independent voxels for a given CT scanning geometry and 

system model – one that uses the GPU not only for recon-

struction but also to compute a more accurate (but also more 

complicates) pattern of parallelizable voxels.  

 The remainder of this paper is as follows. In section II, we 

illustrate the intuition behind our method and then explain 

implementation details in section III. Section IV presents the 

results of our studies. Finally, section V ends with conclusions.  

II. MOTIVATION 

A. Independency among voxels 

The ICD-based statistical iterative reconstruction algorithm 

updates a voxel once at a time as follows: 

𝑥𝑗
𝑛+1 =

𝐀𝑗
𝑇 ∙ 𝐖 ∙ (𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱)

𝐀𝑗
𝑇 ∙ 𝐖 ∙ 𝐀𝑗

 (1)  

Equation 1 tells us that the correction, 𝐖 ∙ (𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱), is applied 

by the back projection with 𝐀𝑗 , which is a j-th column vector of 

the system matrix. In other words, an update of a voxel 𝑥𝑗 is 

affected by a few line integrals that are corresponding to the 

non-zero elements of 𝐀𝑗 . This means that updating pixel A and 

pixel C in Figure 1 can be done at the same time because they 

An Algorithm to Compute Independent Sets of 

Voxels for Parallelization of ICD-based Statisti-

cal Iterative Reconstruction 

Sungsoo Ha and Klaus Mueller 
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depend on independent line integrals; while pixel B contains 

shared line integrals with both A and B, and thus should be 

updated separately. We say these voxels are independent of 

each other and call a set of such voxels an independent group.      

B. Knapsack problem 

Finding such an independent group can be equally regarded as 

finding a subset of column vectors from the CT system matrix 

such that there are no overlaps in the positions of non-zero 

elements among the selected column vectors as shown in Fig-

ure 1. 

Suppose 𝑎𝑗 is a binary vector format of 𝐀𝑗  where 1 indicates 

non-zero weight and 𝐺 is a set of binary vectors. Then finding a 

set, 𝐺, becomes a combinatorial optimization problem as fol-

lowings: 

min    ZERO {⋃ 𝑔

𝑔∈𝐺

}    𝑠. 𝑡.  
𝐺 = {𝑎𝑘|1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ J}

𝑎𝑚 ∩ 𝑎𝑛 = 𝟎
∀𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 ∈ G, m ≠ n

 (2)  

Here, ZERO(∙)  is an operator counting the number of zero 

elements in a binary vector and 𝟎 is a zero vector. This kind of 

problem is known as the knapsack problem and it is, unfortu-

nately, a combinatorial NP-hard problem. Thus, instead of 

solving Equation 2 exactly, we solve it using a heuristic algo-

rithm, called first-fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm.  

 With the first-fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm, we first sort all 

vectors, 𝑎𝑗 , in decreasing order according to the number of 

non-zero elements in the vectors. After that, we find a set, 𝐺, by 

greedily adding all 𝑎𝑗 in first-fit order, if and only if it  satisfies 

the conditions in Equation 2.  

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

We now describe how the first-fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm 

is applied to find independent groups for a given CT geometry 

and CT system model. The algorithm consists of two steps: 

first, we identify the number of non-zero elements for each 

voxel and then run the FFD over the voxels.      

A. Counting 

Before applying the FFD to find independent groups, we first 

need to compute the total number of detector cells that interact 

with each voxel in all views. For example, in a view, the 

8-vertices of a voxels are projected onto the detector to roughly 

estimate the maximum intersection area in the detector. Then, 

we count the number of detector cells within the area according 

to the forward (or system) model. With the line integral models 

[6][7], a ray is a zero-width single line that connects the X-ray 

source to the central point of a detector cell; for the area integral 

models [8][9], a volumetric ray is traced. Figure 3 illustrates the 

differences between line integral and area integral models 

(using 2D fan-beam geometry for ease of drawing). 

B. Finding independent groups 

To find an independent group, the FFD algorithm is utilized. 

Suppose there is a list of voxels and an indicator map. The 

indicator map shows what detector cells are related to the 

voxels in the current group. Then, FFD begins with picking a 

voxel from the list that has the largest count number that we 

computed before. The selected voxel is then projected onto the 

detector in all views to determine detector cells that are related 

to the voxel. This is a similar process than described in the 

previous step (see also Figure 3). Then, we check if any one of 

the detector cells is already related with another voxel that has 

been added into the current group previously. This checking is 

done by using the indicator map. If none of the cells have been 

found before, the voxel is added to the group because it is in-

dependent to all voxels previously added. Before inspecting the 

next voxel, we remove some voxels from the list that are de-

pendent to the newly added voxel. There are two types of de-

pendent voxels: 1) voxels on the projection path of the newly 

added voxel and 2) its neighbor voxels. The first type of de-

pendent voxel is removed by tracing each ray that connects the 

i 

j 

System Matrix, A 

- j: voxels 

- i: line-integrals 

Overlap between B & C 

Overlap between A & C 

Figure 1. Example of independency among voxels  

Figure 2. Independent and dependent voxels according to the system model. (a) line integral model and (b) area integral model 

in 2D fan-beam geometry. The estimation of maximum area (EMA) where a voxel gives some contribution in a projection will 

be the same in both models. However, according to the system model, the grouping result can be different.    

 EMA EMA 

(a) (b) 

: detector cells that interacts with the target voxel : target voxel            : independent voxels to the target           : dependent voxels to the target 
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X-ray source to each detector cell that is related to the newly 

added voxel as shown in Figure 3. The second type depends on 

the regularization term that is going to be used in SIR. This 

early elimination of dependent voxels from the list helps to 

reduce the total running time of the FFD process. The process 

will be repeated until the list becomes empty.   

 To find all independent groups, we simply need to maintain a 

global voxel list. After finding an independent group, voxels 

included in the group will be removed from the global list. 

Then, the updated list will be used to find another independent 

group. This procedure is repeated until the global list becomes 

empty.    

IV. RESULTS 

To test the proposed grouping algorithm, we assume a 

cone-beam CT geometry. The object subject to be recon-

structed is set to 128×128×128 with 1×1×1 mm of voxel size. 

The distance from the X-ray source to rotation axis and to the 

center of a flat detector is set to 600 mm and 1000 mm, re-

spectively. The dimension of the flat detector is set to 512×512 

with 1×1 mm cell size. It is worth noting that all CBCT envi-

ronment parameters (including detector size) are determined 

such that all voxels can be projected onto at least 1 detector 

cells in all tested views. Lastly, we assume a line integral model 

and a quadratic regularization term in SIR. These two assump-

tions are needed to make a decision what voxels belong to the 

independent or dependent group as explained in section III.B. 

We ran the proposed algorithm varying the number of views 

from 1 to 360 and, in each case, the projection angles were 

distributed uniformly over 360 degrees. Table I shows the 

outcomes of the proposed method for two extreme cases, single 

view and 360 views in a set. Especially, with 360 views, the 

number of updates that is required per iteration during 

ICD-based SIR is reduced from  1283(= 20,971,152)  to 

13,569. In this case, the expected speed-up with ideal GPU 

implementation is 155. More importantly, the proposed 

grouping method finds 154 independent voxels on average that 

do not have any coupling with any other voxels. This means 

that updating those voxels simultaneously does not require any 

other additional computational complexity but can be done just 

like a single voxel update in original ICD algorithm.   

The ratio of total number of voxels to the number of updates 

obtained from with method is considered the theoretical paral-

lelism we can achieve with an ideal GPU implementation. 

Figure 3 shows it in logarithmic scale. Suppose that we have 

360 views in total and we apply the ordered-subsets (OS) al-

gorithm [10] by varying the number of views per subset. Then, 

the total gain from OS with ideal GPU implementation on 

ICD-based SIR is estimated as following: 

𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑂𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑅
𝐺𝑃𝑈 =

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚

(360 /  # 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡)
 

Here, the benefit obtained from a parallel implementation of 

SIR is reduced by the number of subsets that must be updated 

sequentially. The result is shown in Figure 3. Considering the 

improved convergence rate with OS, around 100 views per 

subset could be good choice. However, in the real world, there 

are many constrains such as memory bandwidth between CPU 

and GPU, the special GPU architecture and programming 

model and so on. And all of these can possibly change our 

expectation. Future work will determine optimal computational 

performance of GPU-accelerated SIR [11].  

The distribution patterns for the independent voxel groups 

are quite complex. A set of visualizations is presented in Figure 

4 where we assign each group a different color from a rainbow 

scale. This figure shows these patterns for three volume slices – 

bottom, middle, and top along the z-axis – and for different 

numbers of views. We observe as we look at the bottom and top 

slices for greater view numbers – parallelizable voxels tend to 

gather together, creating circular shapes. This is due to the 

characteristics of the cone-beam – rays that are tangential to the 

circle do not share any voxels. We also observe that the dis-

Figure 3. Relationship between expected (ideal) parallelism and estimated gain of GPU-accelerated OS-SIR. Note that paral-

lelism is plotted over logarithmic y-axis for better view. 

𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑂𝑆−𝑆𝐼𝑅
𝐺𝑃𝑈  𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚 =

1283

# 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
 

Number of views / subset 

TABLE I. STATISTICS OF INDEPENDENT VOXEL GROUPING 

# Views 
# 

updates 

Max. size of inde-

pendent group 

Avg. size of inde-

pendent group 

1 187 16,186 11,214 

360 13,569 449 154 
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tribution of independent groups on the bottom and top are re-

verse (the blue region in the top slice is the red region in the 

bottom). This is strong evidence that the proposed algorithm 

gathers independent voxels within an optimal distance.  

V. CONCLUSION 

We have described a new method to determine parallelizable 

voxels for GPU-accelerated ICD-based SIR. Not only can our 

method provide more parallelism than existing methods, it has 

several more advantages. First, since it finds completely inde-

pendent voxels groups, unlike other methods it does not in-

troduce extra complexity in the SIR procedure. Second, having 

accurate parallel voxel distribution as shown in Figure 4, we 

can devise a good strategy for a GPU implementation of SIR. 

Lastly, the algorithm is not limited for use in cone-beam CT 

geometry – it can work in any beam geometry. 

As a disclaimer, the gains we can expect from the grouping 

results are only obtainable in the ideal case. There are many 

practical aspects that can reduce these expected gains in an 

actual GPU implementation, for example, data transfer between 

CPU and GPU memory, compute capability of GPU device, 

and so on.  Our next step in this study is to apply our grouping 

result to an actual GPU-accelerated SIR framework. We hope 

that we can get sufficiently high speed-up gains that are not too 

far from the expected gains estimated in this paper. We will 

also study how the convergence rate changes with our scheme.  
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Abstract—Quite recently, a method has been presented to
reconstruct X-ray scattering tensors from projections obtained
in a grating interferometry setup. The original publications
present a rather specialised approach, for instance by suggesting
a single SART-based solver. In this work, we propose several
improvements, among them a more abstract approach to solving
the inverse problem, thus allowing the use of other algorithms
than SART (like conjugate gradient), a faster tensor recovery,
and an intuitive visualisation.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Most applications of X-ray imaging limit themselves to
attenuation, providing images with strong contrast between
highly absorbing structures such as bones or artificially con-
trasted arteries, and lowly absorbing background such as
tissue. From a physical point of view, however, more in-
formation could be acquired, for instance by means of X-
ray interferometry. For decades, this technique was limited
to laboratory setups, as it requires highly coherent X-ray
illumination, and thus a synchrotron or an equivalent source.

Only some few years ago, Pfeiffer et al. [1] have demon-
strated a novel setup for X-ray grating interferometry: As
shown in fig. 1, an ‘ordinary’ setup of X-ray tube (T),
specimen (S) and detector (D) has been extended by inserting a
source grating (G0) in-between tube and specimen, making the
incoming illumination coherent, and two more gratings (G1,
G2) in-between specimen and detector forming the interferom-
eter itself. Instead of a single image per orientation/angle as
would be done in ‘classical’ computed tomography, multiple
images are acquired while one of the two interferometer
gratings, either G1 or G2, is shifted sideways, thus producing
several images of the same situation with different interference
patterns. Based on such images, three signal components can
be extracted per perspective: An amplitude/absorption image
as commonly used in X-ray computed tomography, a phase-
contrast/refraction and a dark-field/scattering component [2].
Example images are given in fig. 2.

Despite certain problems such as phase wrapping, tomo-
graphic phase-contrast reconstructions have since become
quite popular, particularly due to their improved soft-tissue
contrast, and improving them is an active field of research.

The dark-field signal on the other side has not yet gained
much attention. A straight-forward three-dimensional tomo-
graphic reconstruction yields a volumetric representation of
the respective X-ray scattering magnitudes, an information

apparently of limited practical value. Only recently, Malecki et
al. [3], [4] have presented tensor-valued tomographic recon-
struction. In addition to the usual tomographic axis, the sample
is also rotated around the other two axes using an Euler
cradle. The authors present a first mathematical model and a
specialised reconstruction algorithm, thus obtaining the first
scattering tensor reconstructions. Informally speaking, they
obtain an ellipsoid at every voxel, and its size and shape
hints at the structure of the specimen at this location. In
particular, plate-like scattering ellipsoids hint at fibre- or tube-
like structures, as sketched in fig. 3.

The only other work on scattering tensors has recently been
presented by Bayer et al. [5]. In contrast to the aforementioned
approach, this group appears to use the single tomographic
axis of rotation only and relies on extended mathematical
modelling.

In this paper, we use the approach of Malecki et al., and
present several algorithmic improvements. Among them is,
most importantly, a novel, more generic description for solving
X-ray tensor tomography (XTT) problems.

II. METHODS

As mentioned before, scattering is not a scalar entity (as
X-ray attenuation is), but a tensor-valued one, that is a
three-dimensional shape per location. This requires a more
complicated mathematical model.

In [3], [4], Malecki et al. propose to consider a finite
set of K normalised, well-distributed sampling directions
ε̂k ∈ R3 instead of the tensor itself. For each of these ε̂k

Fig. 1. Sketch of an X-ray grating interferometry setup. X-ray tube (T),
source grating (G0), specimen (S), shifting interferometer grating (G1), static
interferometer grating (G2), and detector (D).
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Fig. 2. Three components of a sample projection of a tooth: Absorption amplitude, phase contrast and dark field/scattering. The contrast of these images
has been manually improved for better visibility, and the images have been cropped. The structure in the lower-left quadrant is the sample holder.

and every voxel xi, a corresponding coefficient ηk(xi) will
be reconstructed, and the tensor can later be approximated by
voxel-wise fitting of tensor descriptions to these ‘bouquets’ of
weighted directions, see fig. 5.

This approach yields a formulation resembling the well-
known Radon transformation:

− lnmj =

∫
Lj

∑
k

vkj · ηk(x) dx (1)

=
∑
k

vkj

∫
Lj

ηk(x) dx (2)

Here, mj ∈ R denotes the j’th scalar scattering measure-
ment, Lj the corresponding ray, ηk ∈ RI (more formally)
the unknown squared scattering coefficients corresponding to
sampling direction ε̂k (I is the total number of voxels), and

vkj = (|̂lj × ε̂k|〈ε̂k, t̂j〉)2 (3)

a weighting factor. The latter depends on the relative ori-
entations of ray Lj , denoted as normalised vector l̂j , the
normalised sensitivity vector t̂j of the gratings (orthogonal to
the grating lines and parallel to the surfaces of the – mutually
parallel – gratings), and the sampling direction ε̂k. Effectively,
this factor describes the significance of the current measure-
ment arrangement for the current sampling direction. Very
importantly, more than just the usual scanning perspectives
are taken into consideration, see fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Expected X-ray scattering at fibre- or tube-like structures. Vice versa,
we will interpret smallest half-axes of reconstructed scattering ellipsoids as
fibre directions for visualisation.

A. Reconstruction

Obviously, the forward model suggested by Malecki et al.
is a weighted sum of Radon transforms. In particular, it can
be rewritten as scalar product

− lnmj =
∑
k

vkj 〈ηk,aj〉 (4)

where aj denotes the system matrix row for measurement
j, and is thus part of the ‘standard’ matrix as used for an
equivalent attenuation reconstruction.

In their original work, Malecki et al. suggest a specially
crafted variant of SART [6] for reconstructing the unknown
coefficients ηk. Using (4), however, a much more generic
approach can be taken, supporting arbitrary iterative solvers
such as particularly the better-behaving method of Conjugate
Gradients (CG) [7].

Let x1 = approximate(A, b, x0) denote an auxiliary func-
tion running a single iteration of an iterative linear solver
such as CG or SART, thus very approximately ‘solving’ the
linear system Ax = b. Furthermore, let Dk = (dk)ij denote
a diagonal scaling matrix containing the weighting factors,
(dk)jj = vkj . Finally, let A = (aj) the system matrix
describing all Radon transforms, and m = (− ln mj) the
measurement vector. Our proposed generic tensor reconstruc-
tion algorithm is then:

η
(0)
k = 0 ∀k

for iterations i do
{pre-compute weighted forward projections}
for sampling directions k ∈ {1, ...,K} do
WFPk = Dk ·A · η(i−1)k

end for

for sampling directions k ∈ {1, ...,K} do
{compute right-hand side}
RHS = m−

∑
l 6=kWFPl

{run a single solver iteration}
TEMP = approximate(Dk ·A,RHS, η(i−1)k )
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{update coefficients with relaxation}
λ = 1/K

η
(i)
k = (1− λ) η(i−1)k + λ TEMP

end for
end for

B. Ellipsoid Fitting

After reconstruction, voxel-wise coefficients ηk for the sam-
pling vectors ε̂k have been recovered. Malecki et al. propose to
fit ellipsoids to these weighted vectors in order to obtain voxel-
wise tensors. In particular, they propose to use an iterative
ellipsoid fitter [8], apparently intended for rather degenerate
cases where ellipsoids need to be fitted to just a couple of
ill-distributed sample points.

However, as shown in fig. 5, the sampling locations are
well-distributed, and we propose to use principal component
analysis [9], [10] (PCA) instead of the iterative approach, thus
saving considerable computation time.

C. Visualisation

A last, vital point for X-ray tensor tomography is a proper
visualisation of the results. This is of particular importance
as the voxel-wise tensors can not be accurately shown using
rendering techniques intended for scalar-valued data. Apart
from plotting the ellipsoids themselves, a prominent option
is to visualise derived shapes.

Interested in fibre- and tube-like structures, we therefore
propose a streamline visualisation based on the classical
Runge-Kutta method [11], [12] (RK4). As sketched in fig. 3,
plate-like ellipsoids hint at fibres in the direction of the
smallest half-axes. We employ RK4 to trace streamlines along
these smallest half-axes, adapted to account for the symmetric,

Fig. 4. Viewing directions. Only the perspectives marked by red lines are in
the ‘normal’ viewing plane as used in standard CT applications. Blue lines
mark additional off-plane perspectives. The dashed black line indicates the
camera trajectory around the green cube, representing a specimen.

Fig. 5. Ellipsoid fitting. 13 sampling vectors ε̂k (coordinate axes – red, green,
blue – and additional directions – gray), weighted vectors±

√
ηk(x) ε̂k (black

crosses; includes mirroring to account for symmetry; the square root is added
for completeness), and PCA-based ellipsoid fit (orange, with axes).

‘bidirectional’ nature of ellipsoid axes (compared to a vector
field). Examples are shown in fig. 6.

Note that the streamlines do not necessarily correspond to
real fibres, and there is no intention for this to be the case. The
streamlines are to be interpreted as scattering visualisation,
however, using a model which is likely similar to the invisible
structure.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have tested our methods on several XTT datasets. Ex-
ample views of a particularly intriguing sample, an extracted
tooth1, are shown in fig. 6. The projections in fig. 2 have also
been taken from this dataset.

Teeth generally consist of a hard cover of enamel, and a
core/root of dentin. The pulp chamber is situated within the
latter and contains living tissue. Dentin is a porous substance,
and tiny dentinal tubules (about 2µm in diameter) are passing
through it in radial direction, between pulp chamber and
the surface (but not through the enamel). These tubules are
generally not visible in X-ray attenuation reconstructions of
usual resolution, due to their small size.

Despite this, however, the scattering caused by them can
be measured and reconstructed. Streamline visualisations of
its tomographic reconstruction are shown in fig. 6. Note that
the results have been masked using the reconstruction of the
attenuation signal. This is necessary as the contents of the
pulp chamber, relicts of the tissue, cause considerable isotropic

1Co-author C. J. has conducted extensive studies, especially on the tooth,
and is preparing a detailed article, to appear.
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Fig. 6. From left to right: Volume rendering of X-ray attenuation showing enamel (white) and dentin (gray). Equivalent attenuation volume rendering showing
dentin only. Two examples of X-ray scattering streamlines, colored by direction. Scattering is caused by dentinal tubules, tiny structures in radial direction,
as indicated by the streamlines. The pulp chamber was obtained by masking.

scattering themselves – clearly visible as distinct black region
in the scattering projection in fig. 2. With this region removed,
the streamlines give a unique insight into the microstructure
of the tooth.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented several improvements over the state-of-
art approach to X-ray tensor tomography. In particular, we
have detailed a generic formulation for solving the inverse
problem using arbitrary linear solvers, thus avoiding the tight
coupling to SART. Furthermore, we have presented a way
for quick recovery of the ellipsoids, and we have introduced
streamline visualisation to XTT.

Tensor reconstruction of X-ray scattering in general is a
very promising technique. As shown in our experiment, it is
possible to visualise effects caused by sub-voxel structures,
thus allowing detailed insight that is absolutely infeasible
when using attenuation only.

XTT is a vast field of research. At this point, the mechanical
design of the setup requires small samples, and the radiation
exposure is considerable. The latter is due to both, the large
number of acquisitions (more perspectives, more acquisitions
per perspective), and the additional absorption caused by the
two interferometer gratings, thus requiring higher radiation at
the specimen in order to obtain good detector readings. Nev-
ertheless, application in ex-vivo imaging or material testing
is well within reach today, and improvements are subject of
active research.
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List-mode proton CT reconstruction using their
most likely paths via the finite Hilbert transform of

the derivative of the backprojection
Simon Rit, Rolf Clackdoyle, Jan Hoskovec and Jean Michel Létang

Abstract—Modern prototypes of proton computed tomography
(CT) scanners can measure the energy, the position and the
direction of each proton, before and after the scanned object,
in a list mode. Each detected proton contributes to an estimate
of a line integral along an estimated curved proton path. In
this work, we propose a backproject first algorithm based on
the two-step Hilbert transform to reconstruct proton CT images.
The algorithm takes into account the estimated curved paths.
A pixel-specific backprojection is computed from the average
measurements of protons which traverse the pixel with the same
direction according to the proton path estimates. Our simulations
studies show that the algorithm has similar spatial resolution to
a previous filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm for proton
CT using most likely paths while being computationally more
efficient and able to handle truncated data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of proton CT was proposed early in the history
of CT [1]. From measurements of the energy loss of protons
through matter, a reconstructed image can be formed of the
relative stopping power (RSP) map of tissues. The main
disavantadge of proton CT is its poor spatial resolution which
is caused by multiple Coulomb scattering that generates quasi-
continuous deflections of the protons in matter. However, the
potential of proton CT to improve proton therapy treatment
planning has lead to new hardware and software developments
to combat the spatial resolution issues.

Much improvement of the spatial resolution in proton CT
has been achieved thanks to the use of pairs of position sensi-
tive detectors that record the position and the direction of each
proton, once before the scanned object and once afterwards
[2]. The acquired list-mode information has the advantage
that the most likely path of each proton can be estimated
[3] and incorporated into the reconstruction algorithm. This
technique substantially improves the spatial resolution over
methods that use straight-line models, and several groups are
now developing such scanner prototypes. Incorporating the
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most likely path in an iterative reconstruction algorithm is
straightforward since it can be accounted for in the projection
matrix (see, e.g., [4]). However, the practical applicability
of iterative reconstruction is limited by the computational
time, particularly for some clinical applications such as image
guided proton therapy.

Use of proton list-mode data in FBP algorithms is typically
performed after binning the data into a set of projection
images. It has long been considered impossible to account
for curved proton paths since all protons binned together have
followed different paths. Therefore, the most likely path was
first used with FBP to only include the protons that had
followed close to straight paths [5] but it is preferable to make
use of all acquired data.

There is no exact analytic reconstruction from integrals
along randomly curved lines, but heuristic use of most likely
paths of protons in FBP algorithms has recently been demon-
strated. First, Rit et al. proposed the distance-driven binning
[6] where multiple projection images per source position are
binned using different approximations of proton paths by
straight lines. For each of these projections, the straight lines
are defined by the same source point but a different point
along the most likely proton paths, at the intersection with
planes parallel to the detector at different distances from the
source. The most likely path of each proton is then indirectly
accounted for by using a different set of input projection im-
ages for the reconstruction of each voxel using the Feldkamp
algorithm [7]. The improvement of the spatial resolution of
reconstructed images is similar to what is obtained with an
iterative least-square algorithm using curved most likely paths
at a much lower computational cost [4].

More recently, Poludniowski et al. have proposed another
FBP algorithm that more directly uses the most likely paths
by switching the order of the filtering and the backprojection
[8]. The list-mode data are used to compute the discrete
backprojection by averaging the measurements of protons that
went through the same voxel with the same direction. The
problem of this switching is that the backprojection should
theoretically be computed on an infinite support. Since the
backprojection array must inevitably be truncated in practice,
some low frequency artifacts might be introduced by this
procedure.

In this work, we follow a similar approach to that of [8]
using another backproject first algorithm. Zeng derived a two-
dimensional (2D) reconstruction algorithm [9] from the two-
step Hilbert transform method [10] that starts with weighted
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backprojections. As he pointed out, this property is useful with
list-mode data such as those acquired by proton CT scanners.
We applied this algorithm to proton CT and investigated its
performance on phantom and patient simulations.

II. METHOD

We start with a brief description of Zeng’s reconstruction
method before deriving an algorithm for its use in proton CT.

A. Backproject first reconstruction algorithm

Let p(s, θ) be parallel projections of an unknown 2D
function f(x, y) where the coordinates s ∈ R and θ ∈ [0, π)
define a line by its signed distance to the origin and its angle
with the x-axis, respectively. Noo et al. have shown [10] that
f can be recovered from p using

f(x, y) = H

∫ π

0

∂

∂s
p(s, θ)

∣∣∣∣
s=−x sin θ+y cos θ

dθ (1)

with H the inverse Hilbert transform. The resulting algorithm
involves (1) taking the derivative of the projections p along s,
(2) backprojecting the result and (3) taking the finite inverse
Hilbert transform of the backprojection along the x direction.

Zeng proposed inverting the order of the derivative and the
backprojection in this formula to obtain a backproject first type
of algorithm [9]. Zeng’s formula is

f(x, y) = H

{
∂

∂x
bs(x, y) +

∂

∂y
bc(x, y)

}
(2)

with the weighted backprojections

bs(x, y) =−
∫ π

0

p(−x sin θ + y cos θ, θ) sin θ dθ (3)

bc(x, y) =

∫ π

0

p(−x sin θ + y cos θ, θ) cos θ dθ. (4)

Zeng obtains a reconstruction algorithm consisting of the
following steps: (1) calculate two weighted backprojection
images bs and bc, (2) take the sum of the derivative in
orthogonal directions of each backprojection bs and bc, and
(3) take its inverse Hilbert transform. The next section focuses
on how to obtain the two backprojection images bs and bc in
the context of proton CT.

B. Backprojection for proton CT

We consider an ideal proton CT scanner made of two pairs
of flat trackers that record in a list the position and direction of
each proton, before entering and after leaving the target object.
The energy at the trackers is assumed to be known before the
object and is measured after the object. The incidence angle
of the protons is varied by rotating the cone-beam source and
two pairs of detectors along a circular trajectory.

Protons are deflected many times when going through mat-
ter so their overall path is slightly curved. We let Γi(t) ∈ R3

denote the proton path, with time t ∈ R used to parameterize
the curved lines and i ∈ {1, ..., I} the proton index in the list-
mode data. Using the Bethe-Bloch equation, one can relate

the energy loss of the proton to the sum gi of the three-
dimensional (3D) relative stopping power map f of tissues
along the proton path Γi

gi ≡
∫ Eout

Ein

1

dE/dxw(E)
dE '

∫ touti

tini

f(Γi(t)) dΓi(t) (5)

with Ein and Eout the energy before and after the object,
dE/dxw the stopping power of water, and tini and touti the
times at which the proton is measured entering and leaving the
patient, respectively. The proton CT reconstruction problem
is to obtain an image of f from the path integrals gi and an
estimate Γ̂i of each proton path, both of which can be obtained
from the measurements.

Γ̂i

Γi(t
out
i )

Γi

Θi,l ' θk

Γi(t
in
i )

Γ̂i(ti,l)
ζj

Fig. 1. Illustration of the notation used for the backprojection. The proton
follows the path Γi and its most likely path Γ̂i is estimated from its
measured positions Γi(t

in
i ) and Γi(t

out
i ) and the corresponding directions

before entering and after leaving the object, respectively. A discrete set of
positions (indexed by l, from tini = ti,0 to touti = ti,L) regularly samples
Γ̂i to evaluate which pixels are reached by the most likely path and the
corresponding angle with the horizontal line. For example, here, the position
Γ̂i(ti,l) falls in the indicator function ζj of the j-th pixel with an angle
Θi,l that is binned to the closest angle θk and contributes to the average
measurement bj,k for the j-th pixel and the k-th direction.

Our solution to this reconstruction problem uses Zeng’s
algorithm which starts by computing the two backprojection
images bs and bc from the proton data. Only the 2D central
slice is considered here but the 3D trajectories of protons are
used. Our approach to compute the weighted backprojections
is based on [8], i.e., a discretization of Equations 3 and 4.
First, we discretize space with j ∈ {1, ..., J} the pixel index
of the reconstructed slice. The variable θ is also discretized and
we let k ∈ {1, ...,K} be the index of the discrete values θk.
Finally, the curved most-likely path of each proton is evaluated
at a discrete number of time positions ti,l between tini and touti

with l ∈ {1, ..., L} the time indices, tini = ti,0 and touti = ti,L
(Figure 1). At each of the positions Γ̂i(ti,l) along the proton
paths, we estimate the angle Θi,l between the x-axis and the
direction of the proton using the proton velocity dΓ̂i/dt(ti,l).
Using these discretizations, we compute a pixel-specific and
direction-specific average of the measurements with

bj,k =

∑
i,l ζj(Γ̂i(ti,l))ξk(Θi,l)gi∑
i,l ζj(Γ̂i(ti,l))ξk(Θi,l)

(6)

where ζj and ξk are basis functions for the j-th pixel and the
k-th angle θk respectively. In this work, the basis functions
ζj and ξk are indicator functions such that each measurement
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gi contributes to the the nearest pixels and directions along
the proton path. Therefore, bj,k is the average value of the
measurements gi of protons whose most likely paths traverse
pixel j with a direction θk.

Recalling that p(−x sin θ + y cos θ, θ) is the measurement
that corresponds to the line that goes through point (x, y)
with an angle θ, images of bs and bc are obtained from the
average measurements bj,k by discretizing Equations 3 and 4
and summing over the measurements for the same pixel, i.e.,

bsj =−
∑
k

bj,k sin θk∆θ (7)

bcj =
∑
k

bj,k cos θk∆θ (8)

with ∆θ the angular gap between consecutive θk. From the
two discrete images bsj and bcj , one can reconstruct an image
f of the relative stopping power map of tissues using Zeng’s
algorithm (Equation 2).

III. SIMULATIONS

Proton CT data simulated in previous studies were used
to validate the new algorithm. All simulations used Geant4
Monte Carlo simulations [11] performed via Gate [12], the
details of which (versions, geometry, physics parameters, etc.)
are specified in [6] and [13].
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Fig. 2. Slices and profiles of the CTP528 high-resolution module (window
[0.8, 2.0]). Left: proton CT image obtained with the distance driven binning
[6]. Right: proton CT image obtained with the new backprojection-first
algorithm. Bottom: profiles along the lines displayed in each reconstruction.
The green boxes are zooms in square regions-of-interest.

Two phantoms from [6] were used to evaluate spatial
resolution. The first one was a virtual version of the CTP528
high-resolution module of the Catphan phantom (The Phan-
tom Laboratory, Salem, NY) made of a 20 cm-diameter wa-
ter cylinder with various resolution features along a 10 cm-
diameter circle (Figure 2). The second phantom was also a

20 cm-diameter water cylinder with 5 mm cylindrical rods of
aluminium at linearly increasing distances from the center of
the water cylinder (Figure 3). For these images, there were
about I = 260 million protons simulated, the recontructed CT
image had J = 1000×1000 pixels of 0.25×0.25 mm2, binned
in K = 720 directions with L = 880 positions taken along
each proton path, i.e., about one every 0.25 mm. Each image
was compared to the result obtained with the distance-driven
binning [6] with the same parameters.
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Fig. 3. Slices and spatial resolution measurements of the second spatial
resolution phantom (window [0.8, 2.0]). Left: proton CT image obtained with
the distance driven binning of [6]. Right: proton CT image obtained with
the new backprojection-first algorithm. Bottom: spatial resolution of each
aluminium insert plot against distance to center. The green boxes are zooms
in square regions-of-interest.

The spatial resolution was quantified for each aluminium
rod of the second phantom. Radial profiles were taken every
degree from the rod center to a distance of 4 mm. A gaussian
error function was then fitted to the average profile and its σ
value used as a measure of the spatial resolution.

A third simulation was used to illustrate the region-of-
interest (ROI) capability of the algorithm, i.e., its ability to
reconstruct accurate CT images along segments in the field-
of-view (FOV) whose end points were out of the patient. An
axial slice of the ICRP phantom [14] was simulated in the lung
region in [13]. The detector width was limited to 26 cm at the
center-of-rotation. In this case, I = 3 million protons were
used, the recontructed CT image had J = 270 × 270 pixels
of 1 × 1 mm2, binned in K = 360 directions with L = 270
positions taken along each proton path, i.e., about one every
1 mm.

All the simulations were 3D but the reconstructions were
2D and limited to the axial slice that contains the source
trajectory. A slice thickness of 2 mm was used to evaluate
if the proton was within the slice but the axial direction was
not used otherwise.
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IV. RESULTS

The new backprojection-first algorithm gave very similar
results to the distance-driven binning method of [6]. The
profiles of Figure 2 show different noise patterns but the
resolution features are equally visible with both reconstruc-
tion algorithms. The quantification of the spatial resolution
confirmed these observations (Figure 3). Also, the spatial
resolution was better for the rods that were closer to the
phantom surface, a behavior that has been observed with
iterative reconstruction as well [4] and which can be linked to
the difference between the estimated proton path Γ̂i and its
real path Γi. This difference increased with the distance to the
pairs of position-sensitive detectors and was maximal near the
center of the scanned object.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed slices (left, window [0, 1.5]) of the ICRP phantom
and absolute differences with the reference (right, window [0, 0.1]) when the
FOV of the scanner is not large enough for the patient. Top: distance-driven
binning [6]. Bottom: backprojection-first algorithm proposed in this article.
The FOV is a disk whose diameter is visible in the bottom-right image.

One advantage of the new algorithm is its ability to deal
with detectors that are not large enough for the scanned
object, as illustrated in Figure 4. The differences show that
it can accurately reconstruct the vertical segments that are in
the field-of-view with both ends in air, whereas no region
is accurately reconstructed with the distance-driven binning
method.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The idea of switching the order of the filtering and the
backprojection in proton CT, proposed in [8], allows use of the
most likely path of each proton during backprojection rather
than using an intermediate distance-driven binning before
filtering and backprojection [6]. Following the same idea here,
we have proposed a different backproject first algorithm [9].
However, the new algorithm did not appear to improve the
spatial resolution of the reconstructed image compared to the

distance driven binning method, probably because the same
most likely path estimation was used in both methods and the
difference with the true proton paths is the main source of
degradation of the spatial resolution.

The reconstruction time was improved with the new algo-
rithm, for example from 16 s to 3 s for the two reconstructions
of Figure 4, excluding the distance-driven binning and the
computation of bj,k, because filtering is only done once in
the image space whereas many sets of projections are filtered
in [6]. However, most of the reconstruction time is spent
in the computation of the most likely paths which takes a
few minutes for both algorithms and would require faster
implementations.

The new algorithm is based on the two-step Hilbert trans-
form method [10] and can therefore handle truncated list-mode
data (Figure 4). Note that a similar advantage would have been
obtained if we had modified the original version in [10] for
the use of the distance-driven binning, as was done in [6] with
the Feldkamp algorithm. This advantage will be most evident
in situations where the detector size is limited, although the
proton energy must still be high enough to go through the
object in every direction.
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SPECT Algorithm Envisions DC-Less MRI     
Gengsheng L. Zeng and Ya Li 

 
Abstract—SPECT measures attenuated Radon transform, and 

s filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm discards the low-

tion, 
ttenuated Radon transform, analytical algorithm, SPECT, MRI 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OR a tw adon transform is 

II. METHODS 

A. Imaging Ge
 a point in the 2D plane and 

it
frequency components. The threshold frequency is determined by 
the attenuation coefficient. The attenuation coefficient in SPECT 
can be treated as an imaginary frequency. If the attenuation 
coefficient is actually imaginary, a dual image reconstruction 
algorithm can be derived (2007 Inverse Problems 23 1963-1971). 
This paper uses computer simulations to demonstrate that this 
dual image reconstruction algorithm may lead to MRI (magnetic 
resonance imaging) without acquiring low-frequency data.   
 

Index Terms—Computed tomography, image reconstruc
a
 

o-dimensional (2D) object, the R
a set of one-dimensional (1D) line integrals of the object. 
Its analytical inversion was first investigated by Radon in 

1917 [1]. Radon’s inversion formula has wide applications, 
especially in x-ray CT (computed tomography) [2][3] . 

In SPECT (single photon emission computed 
tomography) imaging the Radon transform is attenuated 
[5][6]. If the Radon transform is weighted with an exponential 
function eat in the integrand, the Radon transform becomes the 
exponential Radon transform. Analytical inversion formulas 
for the exponential Radon transform were developed in the 
early 1980s [4].  

In 2007, the exponential weighting function eat in the 
exponential Radon transform was extended to a complex 
exponential function e(a+i)t and an inversion formula was 
developed [7]. It was claimed that when the weighting 
function is eit, the inversion formula may find applications in 
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging). It was conjectured that 
MRI is possible without some low-frequency data (i.e., the k-
space measurements close to the origin). The goals of this 
paper are to develop a discrete convolution kernel and use this 
new kernel to verify whether an image can be actually 
reconstructed without the DC and very low frequency 
components.  Computer simulations with noiseless and noisy 
date are presented. 
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(1) give a few different (yet equivalent) definitions of a 

weighted Radon transform with the weighting function ti . 
The t-direction is the direction along with the line integral is 
performed, and the s-direction is along the detector. The 
orthogonal (s, t)-system is the (x, y)-system rotated by an 
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where F is the 2D Fourier transform of  f. In (2), 

),( s is a (variable) frequency in the θ


 direction and 

)2/(   is a (fixed) frequency in the θ


 direction. Thus (2) 

implies that P is a “slice” of F. For a non-zero , P does not 
pass through the origin; it has a distance | )2/(|   from the 

origin. Therefore P is not a “central slice” in the 2D Fourier 
domain (i.e., the k-space). If the angle  covers an angular 
range of , then the k-space is measured except for the circular 
region at the center with a radius |/(2), as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Sampled k-space (x, y). Measured k-space data are represented by 

ular  
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ated with (1) is given as [7] 

broken lines. The central circ  region with a radius of | /(2 ) is not 
measured.  
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When  = 0, the convolution kernel h given in (5) reduces to 
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We used this educated trial-and-error approach and obtained 

the conventional ramp-filter kernel. Discrete implementation 
of (5) requires some considerations of the singularity at s = 0. 
Since the Fourier transform of h(s) does not exist due to the 
fast increasing exponential function es, we have no guidelines 
to discretize h(s). The only hint that we have is that when  = 
0, the discrete convolver should reduce to that for the ramp 
filter [8]: 
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With this discrete convolver developed, an FBP reconstruction 
algorithm can be readily implemented.  

 
C. Point Spread Functions (PSFs) 
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where the point spread function (PSF)  is given as )(x
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 in the 2D plane. As will be shown in the Results 
section, (10) only holds in a small 2D region which depends 
on the value of . A larger | corresponds to a smaller region. 

Let h(s) in (9) be the -function (s), then )x(


g  becomes 

the point spread function (PSF) )x(
  for the pure 

projection/backprojection pair without any tomographic 
filtering: 
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In fact, we can go one step further. We will prove that the pure 
projection/backprojection pair without any tomographic 
filtering actually gives a shift-invariant PSF and we will derive 
a closed-form expression for )x(

 . 

Let a point source at an arbitrary location 0x
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 . The projection of )xx( 0


  according to (1)  is 
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and the backprojection of it yields 
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respectively, with 2
0

2
0 )()( yyxxr  . To evaluate 

(13), we will use the following well-known property of the -
function [9]: 
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where 1 and 2 are the only zeros of c(). In our case, 
rcc  |)(||)(| 11  . Hence (13) can be reduced to 
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The closed-form expression for )x(
  is thus 

||x||

||)x||cos(
)x( 


   .         (18) 

When  = 0, )x(
  reduces to the well-known PSF ||x||/1


 for 

the conventional non-weighted projector/backprojector pair 
[8]. The availability of the PSF )x(

  makes it possible to 

reconstruct the image by the “backprojection first, then filter” 
algorithm [8].  In the “backprojection first, then filter” 
algorithm, one first backprojects the measured projections into 
the image domain, obtaining an intermediate image. Then one 
de-convolves this intermediate image with the kernel )x(

  

by, for example, the iterative Richardson-Lucy algorithm 
[10][11]. 

 
D. Computer Simulation Setup 

The detector had N = 128 discrete samples. The projection 
data were analytically calculated. Both noiseless data and 
noisy data (with Gaussian k-space noise) were considered. The 
computer generated phantom consisted of two uniform discs, 
see Fig. 2. The number of views over 360° was 200. The 
image array size was N x N. The FBP algorithm (4) was 
implemented in MATLAB and the convolution kernel was 

given in (7). Different values of  were used to calculate the 
PSF )x(


g  and to reconstruct the image )x(


f . 

 
E. The meaning of  in terms of  

If an object’s span has N samples, and the discrete Fourier 
transform of an N-sample data set has N samples in the Fourier 
domain. The kernel in the discrete Fourier transform is 

, where n is the spatial domain sample index and k 
is the Fourier domain (i.e., k-space) sample index. Comparing 

this kernel with the projection kernel  in (1), t 
corresponds to n and  corresponds to 

Nnkie /2

Nnkie /2 tie 

Nk /2 , maintaining 
Nnkt /2  . This situation has the sampling intervals in the 

spatial and Fourier domains to be  

t = 1 and 
N




2
 ,         (19) 

respectively. This  is the sampling interval in an MRI 
acquisition.  

In You’s work [7] a computer simulation was presented, 
where t was chosen in the range of [-1, 1] and  was chosen to 
be 0.25. In his case, t corresponded to 2n/N and  corresponds 
to k, maintaining Nnkt /2  . This gives 

 t = 1/N  and   = ,        (20) 
respectively. Thus, his  = 0.25 implies  =0.08 . In our 
computer simulations, good results can be obtained with 

  20 . 

III. RESULTS 

Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction results with different 
values of . It is observed that when  > 2.0 , the 
reconstruction contains severe artifacts. The central line 
profiles indicate that the reconstruction is more accurate for a 
smaller value of |. The result with  = 0 is used as the gold 
standard for other results to compare with. When   0.2|| , 

a mask was used to zero out the image values outside a 
circular region so that the image can be better visualized. 

Fig. 3 shows the radial profiles of the PSF )x(


g and gives 

more insight of the inverse problem. It is observed that when 
||x||


is smaller, )x(


g  is a better approximation of )x(

 . 

When ||x||


is larger, some oscillation appears. The amplitude 

of the oscillation becomes larger as ||x||


increases. The “good 

region” shrinks as the value of | increases. 
  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper considers the inverse problem for the 
exponential Radon transform with an imaginary attenuation 
coefficient i, and suggests a discrete convolution kernel, so 
that an FBP image reconstruction algorithm can be readily 
implemented. The combined projection/backprojection 
operation is shown to be shift-invariant. A closed-form point 
spread function (PSF) for the projector/backprojector pair is 
obtained. 
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Figure 2. FBP image reconstruction results using Algorithm (4) 

 
It is demonstrated that the FBP algorithm (4) for 0  

with the convolver (7) is not a true inversion of projection 
transform (1), in the sense that the PSF )x()x(

 g  only 

valid in a central subregion of the 2D plane. This small “good” 
region shrinks as the value of | increases. If this “good” 
subregion is large enough to contain a practical object, the 
algorithm may find some applications. The size of this “good” 
subregion is strongly dependent on the value of . 
Equivalently, we can assume that the object has a span of N 
samples and the k-space sampling interval is . The 
maximum value of | that can give a reasonable 
reconstruction is approximately up to 2.  Our computers 
simulations (by varying N from 64 to 4096, not included in 
Figs. 2 and 3) show that this value of 2 is independent of 
the value of N. 
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Figure 3. Radial line profiles for the point spread function of the Algorithm 
(4). 

 
 
Is MRI possible without some low-frequency k-space 

samples? In theory, yes. Does this have any practical values? 
It is not clear, because the low-frequency k-space data are 
always measured in common MRI and because  has to be 
very small (for example,   2|| ) for the FBP algorithm (4) 

to be valid. The new k-space data acquisition strategy only 
allows us to skip approximately 10 samples at the center of the 
k-space. 

There is a possibility that the convolution kernel h(n) is 
not unique for 0 , and a more stable h(n) than (7) may 

exist and may offer a larger “good” region in which 
)x()x(
 g  for a given value of . If a more-stable 

convolution kernel exists, we could find some applications in 
MRI. 

Usually, under-sampled MRI requires iterative algorithms 
with L1-norm or total variation norm to reconstruct the image. 
The significance of this paper (at least in theory) is that we 
presented a closed-form reconstruction algorithm for under-
sampled MRI data. This implies that the k-space data are 
redundant. This redundancy is not the same as the Hermitian 
symmetry. This redundancy may have something to do with 
the Cauchy Theorem for the analytical functions in the 
complex analysis [12]. 
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Reconstruction of electron density from time
resolved in-plane Compton backscatter

measurements
Nick Calvert, Marta M. Betcke, Edward J. Morton, and Robert D. Speller

Abstract—Time-of-Flight (ToF) x-ray Compton scatter imaging
is a potential technique for reconstructing the electron densities
of cargo containers in three dimensions. Currently the technique
has been demonstrated experimentally using a collimated pencil-
beam x-ray source. The present work proposes a method of
reconstructing the electron density from fan-beam projections,
making the method more efficient. An algebraic model is intro-
duced and image reconstruction is performed using the TwIST
algorithm. The reconstructed images contain several artefacts due
to attenuation of the beam and using one fixed source position.
It is envisaged that by introducing a moving source and using a
non-linear image reconstruction technique, these problems will
be reduced in future work.

Index Terms—X-ray, Compton Scatter, Time-of-Flight, Image
Reconstruction, Cargo Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three dimensional imaging techniques are highly advan-
tageous in security screening where targets are often highly
cluttered. Two dimensional imaging leads to a high number
of overlapping objects in the image, complicating image
analysis. Three dimensional imaging of airport baggage has
been realised through the use of x-ray tomography and to-
mosynthesis [1], [2]. Cargo security screening is still based on
two dimensional x-ray imaging techniques; tomography and
tomosynthesis are infeasible due to the large size of containers
leading to a high cost and slow inspection times [3].

The state of the art cargo screening methods are based
on transmission imaging, where contrast is provided by the
attenuation of x-ray photons as they pass through objects, or
Compton Scatter Imaging (CSI), where contrast is provided
by photons scattering off objects. To resolve the depth in CSI
two approaches have been proposed. First is using mono-
energetic γ-ray sources [4], which have the drawback of
being constantly switched ’on’ and have typically a lower
flux than electronic x-ray sources. The second relies on heavy
collimation of sources and detectors [5], which is photon
inefficient.

CSI techniques can be separated in to forwardscatter,
e.g. [5], where photons are measured at shallow scattering
angles, backscatter, e.g. [6], where photons are measured at
large scattering angles, or a combination of both. Backscatter
imaging requires access to only one side of the object which
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N. Calvert, MM. Betcke, and RD. Speller are with University College

London, London, UK. E-mail: n.calvert.11@ucl.ac.uk.
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is highly desirable in cargo screening systems, however they
lack penetration. Forwardscatter systems require access to both
sides of the object, which may not be possible, and may require
rotation of the object [5].

A technique that does not require heavy collimation or the
use of monoenergetic γ-ray sources is Time-of-Flight (ToF)
CSI. By measuring the ToF of x-ray photons scattering from
an object under inspection, the position of scatter can be
localised and a three dimensional image can be formed. The
feasibility of such technique has been demonstrated using a x-
ray source collimated to a pencil beam [7]. In this paper, we
show how ToF CSI can be efficiently performed using a fan-
beam source and hence allowing for instantaneous acquisition
of an entire projection rather than sequential scan with a pencil
beam. We set up the image reconstruction problem under
assumption of single scatter which we solve using the TwIST
algorithm. The state of the art cargo screening systems based
on transmission imaging make use of a pulsed high-energy
x-ray source, collimated to a fan-beam. By demonstrating that
ToF CSI can be used with a fan-beam geometry, the two
techniques can be combined in to a single imaging system
providing the benefits of both.

II. COMPTON SCATTER

The Compton scatter interaction occurs between an incident
x-ray photon and an electron in the scattering material, result-
ing in the deflection and loss of energy of the photon. The
probability of a photon of energy E0 scattering at an angle θ
with respect to the original direction is given by the Klein-
Nishina differential cross-section
d (eσs)

dΩ
(E0, θ) =

r2
0

2

(
1 + cos2 θ

)
(1)

×
(

1

1 + α (1− cos θ)

)3

×

(
1 +

α2 (1− cos θ)
2

(1 + cos2 θ) [1 + α (1− cos θ)]

)
,

where the term α is the ratio between the energy of the incom-
ing x-ray, E0, and the rest mass energy of an electron, 511 keV,
and r0 is the classical radius of an electron (2.8× 10−15 m).
The scatter coefficient of a material is given by

µs (E0, Z) = ρ (Z)

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

d (eσs)

dΩ
(E0, θ) sin θ dθ dφ,

(2)
= ρ (Z) eσs (E0)
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for Time = t

D S

Fig. 1. Points of equal ToF in a pixel grid. The ellipse is centred at the origin,
the detector is placed at (−f, 0), and the source at (f, 0).

where ρ (Z) is the electron density of the material of atomic
number Z.

The energy of the scattered photon is given by

E1(E0, θ) =
E0

1 + α(1− cos θ)
, (3)

which decreases with growing |θ|. This means that the photons
scattering back have lower energies than those scattering
forward and consequently lower penetration.

III. TIME-OF-FLIGHT COMPTON SCATTER IMAGING

A. Single Scatter Model for ToFCSI

Assuming a single scattering regime, for a known time
profile of the source intensity, the ToF of scattered photons
can be used to reconstruct the position of interaction. Given
a point source with fan beam aperture, and a point detector,
the iso-surface of constant ToF is an ellipsoid with foci at the
source and detector position and semi-major and semi-minor
axes, a and b

2a = ct, (4)

b2 = a2 − f2, (5)

where c is the speed of light, t is the ToF of the x-ray photon,
and 2f is the distance between the source and the detector. In
this work we restrict ourselves to in-plane scattering, in which
case the ellipsoid becomes an ellipse, see Figure 1.

The signal in to the detector located at rD, from source
at rS, at time t is given by single-scatter angled averaged
intensity

I1(rD, t, E) =
1

4π

∫
ell(rS,rD,t)

ρ(r′)eσs(θ,E0)γ(E0)

×
∫
`(rS,r′)

e−µ(r,E0)

(r− rS)2
dr (6)

×
∫
`(r′,rD)

e−µ(r,E)

(rD − r)2
dr dr′.

Here ell(rS, rD, t) denotes the ellipse with the foci rS, rD

and semi-major axis a = ct/2, and `(r, r′) the ray from
r to r′. ρ(r) is the electron density, µs(r, E), µa(r, E)
and µ(r, E) = µs(r, E) + µa(r, E) denote the absorption,
scattering and total attenuation coefficient, respectively. γ(E0)
is the energy distribution of the x-ray source and the energies
of incident photons E0 = E0(E) = E

1−(E/mec2)(1−cos θ) , can
be calculated back from the scattered photon energy E and
the scattering angle θ.
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Fig. 2. The ratio µs (E,Z) /µ (E,Z) for materials of atomic number Z =
1, . . . , 98 and energy range of 0 to 6 MeV.

B. Modelling Assumptions

Current cargo imaging systems use linear accelerator based
x-ray sources, producing a polychromatic energy spectrum,
typically between 0 and 6 MeV and an average energy of
around 1 MeV. In this energy range, Compton scattering is
the most likely interaction to occur as seen in Figure 2. At
low energies, and at high atomic number, other processes are
more likely, however such materials are not present in typical
cargo containers in large quantities.

Assuming that Compton scatter is the only interaction
occurring, that is

µ (E,Z) = µs (E,Z) , (7)

and hence substituting ρ (Z) (2)

µ (E1, Z) =
µs (E0, Z) eσs (E1)

eσs (E0)
, (8)

leaves µs (r) as the only one unknown in Equation (6).

C. Discretisation

To obtain a discrete version of Equation (6) we sample µ on
an equidistant cartesian pixel grid. The time was discretised
in time-of-flight bins of equal size, resulting in the intensity
in a bin [t − δt, t + δt),

∫ t+δt
t−δt I(rS, rD, t)dt, corresponding

to scattering from an elliptical annulus with the inner and
outer ellipses given by 2a = (t− δt/2) and 2a = (t+ δt/2),
respectively. The intersection between the pixel and the an-
nulus was approximated by a polygon with corners at the
intersection between the edge of the pixel and the annulus.
The centroid of the polygon was used as the scattering point
r′ in this pixel. The integral along the broken ray (rS, r

′, rD)
was approximated using Siddon’s algorithm for both parts of
the ray, where the fractions of the pixel intersection |r′− rS|,
|rD − r′| were used within the scattering voxel.

Three matrices were constructed, one for the attenuation
of the incident ray, one for the attenuation of the scattered
ray, and one accounting for the probability of scatter from the
pixels to the detectors, A0, A1, As ∈ Rnbr×m, respectively,
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where nbr is the number of broken rays and m is the size of
the pixel grid. The matrix entries are

A0,i,j = lij , (9)

A1,i,j =
lij eσs (E1)

eσs (E0)
, (10)

As,k,j =
Sk,j

Ω(rS,j)
4π

Ω(rD,j)
4π

dσ(θk,j ,E0)
dΩ γ(E0)

σs(E0)
(11)

where lij is the intersection length of the ith broken-ray and
the jth pixel, Sk,j is the area of the polygonal approximation
to the intersection of the kth elliptical annulus ell(rS, rD, t̄k),
with t̄k = [t − δtk, tk + δt), and the jth pixel, Ω(rS, j) is
the solid angle presented by the pixel to the source, Ω(rD, j)
is the solid angle presented by the pixel to the detector.
dσ(θk,j , E0)/dΩ is the Klein-Nishina cross-section.

The matrices were combined and summed over each ellipse
to create A ∈ Rn×m, where n is the number of detectors
multiplied by the number of source positions multiplied by
the number of ToF bins. The entries in the k’th row of A are

Ak =
∑

r:r∈ell(rS,rD ,̄tk)

eA0,r·µsAs,re
A1,r·µs . (12)

The vector µs ∈ Rm is the vector of scatter coefficients at each
pixel. We notice, that A depends on µs, hence the problem is
non-linear.

IV. IMAGING SETUP

A. Scanning Geometry

The setup modelled for the forward problem consisted of an
L-shaped array of detectors, 75 in total, covering two sides of
a 56×48 pixel grid. Each pixel was 7.5 cm square, and the size
of the ToF bins, δt, was set to 0.5 ns which is comparable to
the timing resolution of current x-ray detectors. This ensured
the width of the ToF elliptical annuli was the same as the size
of the pixels. The detectors were placed at 15 cm intervals
in the vertical and 7.5 cm intervals along the horizontal part
of the array, and the source was placed on the corner of the
L array of detectors. The energy of the source was 1 MeV,
monoenergetic.

The simulated image consisted of several geometrical ob-
jects placed inside of a container, as seen in Figure 3. The
values of µs correspond to Lithium (triangle), Plastic (small el-
lipse), Carbon (large ellipse), Sodium (cross), and Aluminium
(container walls). These values have been reduced to 10 %
representing a packing density of 10 % in each pixel, as
solid blocks of material are not typically found in containers.
Similarly, we reduce the values for the container wall to 10 %
of their original value to account for thickness of container
walls estimated to be approximately 7.5 mm.

B. In-plane Sampling with Elliptical Annuli

As in our setup, the source is fixed in upper left corner, for
each detector position we get a family of ellipses with the same
orientation but increasing length of the major semi-axis, a, due
to the sampling of the time-of-flight. Similar to photoacouctic
imaging, the orientation of the ellipse families determines the
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Fig. 4. A family of ToF ellipses corresponding to the source in the top
left corner and a detector in the top left corner (close to the source) (a)
and a detector in the top right corner (far from the source). The source
position is marked with ’o’ and detector positions with ’x’. The shadowed
area corresponds to the container in the field of view.

visibility of edges, namely all the edges which are tangent to
an ellipse will be visible, while those not will be blurred. The
in-plane resolution is directly related to the position of the
ellipse families and the size of the time-of-flight bins.

When the detector is placed close to the source, the family
of ellipses it defines are close to circles and hence, they
sample the volume uniformly (see Figure 4a), while the
scattering angles are close to π which in turns negatively
affects the penetration. On the other hand, when the detector
is placed far from the source, the spacing in the ellipse family
becomes larger in particular for the ellipses corresponding to
the shortest possible times of flight (see Figure 4b) decreasing
the resolution. We also note that the shortest ToF increases
with increasing source to detector distance, resulting in an
unsampled region. On the positive side, the scatter angles
are smaller and hence the photons penetrate further into the
container.

Effective sampling scheme will balance both effects to
achieve desired resolution and penetration. The L-shape
scheme used in this paper is motivated by practical consid-
erations, but it effects reasonable sampling. In future work
we intend to evaluate non-equidistant detector positioning
with more detectors closer to the source, which we expect
to provide better sampling.

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Reconstruction methods were tested on the simulated con-
tainer seen in Figure 3. A system of equations was set up in
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed image with 5 % noise with known attenuation assumed
(a) and isotropic attenuation assumed (b), computed using TwIST.

the form
Aµ = b, (13)

and 5 % Gaussian noise was added to the b to simulate noise.
As the problem is non-linear, an initial estimate of µs was
required to construct the matrix A. Two approaches were
taken; the first used the true µs and the second assumed
that the mean value of µs was known and was distributed
isotropically. In practical situations, a transmission image of
the container may be taken at the same time as the scatter
image and this could provide more detailed a priori knowledge
of the container.

Image reconstruction was performed using the Two-step It-
erative Shrinkage/Thresholding [8] (TwIST) algorithm, which
minimises

f(µ) =
1

2
||b−Aµ||2 + τφ(µ), (14)

where φ(µ) is the Total Variation regularizer. Prior to ap-
plying the reconstruction algorithm, the matrix A was row
normalised.

Figure 5a shows the results for using the known attenua-
tionto construct A, with τ = 0.001 ×max |AT b|. All objects
are visible in the reconstructed image, however there are
significant artefacts present in the image and the ellipses are
not separable in the image. The recovered values of µ also
show considerable variation within the objects, in particular
the container walls which vary from 0.25 m−1 to 1.89 m−1

(the correct value is 1.65 m−1).
Figure 5b shows the results for case where the mean value

of µs was known and assumed to be isotropically distributed
in the image. Figure 5b shows the reconstruction performed
using TwIST with τ = 0.001 × max |AT b|. The number of
artefacts in the image has increased, and several of the ToF
ellipses are visible, decreasing the overall image quality. The
two ellipses are inseparable in the image, although the other
objects are visible. As before, there is significant variation in
the recovered values of µ.

The results show that using a linear solver to reconstruct
ToF CSI images leads to severe artefacts in the reconstructed
images. In the simulated geometry, the two ellipses towards
the bottom right of the container suffer badly from artefacts.
This is likely due to attenuation of the primary beam and of

the scattered beam resulting in very low signal scattered to the
detector. They are also a large distance away from the source
and the detectors, which also reduces signal. By introducing
another source, for example in the bottom right hand corner,
image quality may improve as the signal from these areas
will increase. Varying the detector geometry to include non-
equidistant spacing may also improve image quality.

Future work will aim to investigate the optimal geometry
for the technique, as well as the introduction of non-linear
solvers which should improve image quality.

VI. CONCLUSION

ToF CSI provides a possible alternative to current state of
the art cargo screening methods to provide three dimensional
images. Before such a system can be realised, robust image
reconstruction techniques must be introduced allowing for
efficient data collection using a fan-beam source. The work
presented in this paper represents a first attemptof devising
such a method, and although images contain several artefacts,
there are many avenues for future work investigating non-
linear solvers and optimal geometry.
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MR–consistent Simultaneous Reconstruction of
Attenuation and Activity for non–TOF PET/MR:

a Simulation Study
Thorsten Heußer, Christopher M. Rank, Thomas Beyer, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—Attenuation correction (AC) is required for accu-
rate quantification of the reconstructed activity distribution in
positron emission tomography (PET). For simultaneous PET/MR,
however, AC is challenging, since the magnetic resonance (MR)
images do not provide direct information on the attenuation
properties of the underlying tissue. Standard MR–based AC
(MRAC) does not account for the presence of bone and thus
leads to an underestimation of the activity distribution. To
improve quantification for non time–of–flight (TOF) PET/MR, we
propose an algorithm to simultaneously reconstruct the activity
and attenuation distribution using the available MR images as
anatomical prior information. The proposed algorithm is an
extension of the existing maximum-likelihood reconstruction of
attenuation and activity (MLAA). It makes use of the acquired
MR images to obtain an initial attenuation map. Additionally, the
MR images are used to derive voxel–dependent expectations on
the attenuation coefficients. These expectations are modeled using
Gaussian–like probability functions. An iterative reconstruction
scheme incorporating the prior information on the attenuation
coefficients is used to update attenuation and activity distri-
bution in an alternating manner. The algorithm is evaluated
for simulated 2D head patient PET data. Using the proposed
algorithm, bone attenuation information can be recovered to
a great extent. However, some misclassifications of air as bone
tissue and vice versa were observed. PET quantification in lesions
located close to bone tissue is greatly improved when using MR–
MLAA as activity underestimation is reduced to ranges of 1%
to 2% whereas MRAC yields activity underestimation values
of 9% to 11%. Thus, MR–MLAA has the potential to improve
quantification in PET/MR, especially in regions adjacent to dense
bone tissue.

Index Terms—Simultaneous PET/MR, Attenuation Correction,
MLAA

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCURATE quantification of the radiotracer activity dis-
tribution in positron emission tomography (PET) re-

quires correction of the emission data for attenuation of the
511 keV annihilation photons within the patient and the system
hardware. This process, which compensates for the effect
of photon attenuation, is known as attenuation correction
(AC). Historically, in stand–alone PET, AC was based on
separate transmission measurements using rotating rod sources
[1, 2]. Introduction of hybrid imaging combining PET with
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computed tomography (CT) [3] offered new possibilities for
AC, since the CT images provide direct information on the
spatial distribution of the photon attenuation coefficients. To
convert the CT–based attenuation coefficients to PET–relevant
energies, the CT images are segmented into bone and other
tissue and bilinear scaling is used [4, 5].

Combination of PET with magnetic resonance (MR) imag-
ing has been proposed to benefit from improved soft tissue
contrast and reduced patient dose compared to PET/CT. How-
ever, AC is a major challenge in PET/MR since a direct
conversion of the MR information into corresponding PET
attenuation coefficients is not possible. This is because the
MR images reflect the spatial distribution of water and fat
protons rather than electrons, which are responsible for photon
attenuation.

The standard approach for MR–based AC (MRAC) is to
acquire a series of MR images, which are used to segment
several tissue classes [6, 7, 8]. The tissue classes are then
assigned pre–defined attenuation coefficients. Standard MRAC
does not account for the presence of bone and, therefore,
leads to an underestimation of the reconstructed PET activity
distribution by up to 30 % [9]. To account for the presence of
bone, ongoing efforts aim at improving MRAC by using dedi-
cated sequences, e.g., ultrashort–echo–time (UTE) sequences,
to delineate cortical bone tissue [10, 11]. Other approaches
aim at incorporating bone tissue information by making use
of atlas–based methods [7] or additional low–dose CT scans
[12].

Another approach is based on the fact that the emission data
contain information about both the activity and the attenuation
distribution. Therefore, emission–based methods aim at using
the PET emission data to simultaneously reconstruct the
attenuation and activity distribution [13, 14]. However, quality
of the reconstruction results is limited by inherent cross–talk
between attenuation and activity [13]. Many publications sug-
gest to overcome these limitations by incorporating additional
transmission data [15, 16] or time–of–flight (TOF) information
[17, 18].

In this paper, we propose an extension of the maximum–
likelihood reconstruction of attenuation and activity (MLAA)
algorithm [13] for non–TOF PET/MR. The new algorithm,
called MR–based MLAA (MR–MLAA) in the following,
uses simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation and activity
distribution from the PET emission data, realized by an
iterative algorithm which updates attenuation and activity in
an alternating manner. MR images are used as input data
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to provide an inital attenuation map and anatomical prior
information. To reduce cross–talk between attenuation and
activity, MR–MLAA uses voxel–dependent expectations on
the attenuation coefficients based on the MR prior information,
in contrast to the original MLAA which makes use of global
prior information only.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Algorithm
The algorithm aims at reconstructing the activity image λ =

(λ1, · · · , λI)
T and the attenuation image µ = (µ1, · · · , µI)

T,
where I gives the number of image voxels, by optimizing the
cost function

C(λ,µ) = L(λ,µ) + LS(µ) + LI(µ). (1)

L(λ,µ) is the standard log–likelihood function given as

L(λ,µ) =
∑
j

(−p̂j + pj ln p̂j), (2)

where
p̂j = exp(−

∑
i

µilij)
∑
i

λiMij (3)

are the expected number of coincidences along LOR j and
p = (p1, · · · , pJ)T are the measured coincidences, i.e., the
emission data. J gives the total number of LORs, lij gives
the intersection length of LOR j with voxel i, and Mij are
the elements representing the system matrix not including
attenuation. The prior terms LS(µ) and LI(µ) are explained in
detail in section II-B. However, it is already worth noting that
both prior terms are functions of the attenuation distribution
µ only and do not depend on the activity distribution λ. As a
consequence, the priors will only affect the attenuation update
while the activity update is not affected.

Solving for λ and µ is done by iterative optimization of
C(λ,µ), alternately updating λ while keeping µ constant
and vice versa. When µ is fixed, this yields the standard
attenuation–weighted maximum likelihood expectation max-
imization (AW–MLEM)

λ
(n+1)
i = λ

(n)
i

1∑
j Mij a

(n)
j

∑
j

Mij
pj∑

k λ
(n)
k Mkj

(4)

where
a
(n)
j = exp(−

∑
k

µ
(n)
k lkj) (5)

is the estimated attenuation along LOR j corresponding to the
current attenuation map µ(n) and n gives the iteration number.

The update equation of the attenuation map is obtained by
fixing λ and optimizing the cost function (1) using a gradient–
ascent method for transmission tomography [19]:

µ
(n+1)
i = µ

(n)
i

+ α

∑
j

(
Mij

(
a
(n)
j

∑
k λ

(n)
k Mkj − pj

))
+ ∂

∂µi
(LS + LI)∑

j

(
Mija

(n)
j

∑
k λ

(n)
k Mkj

∑
m lmj

)
− ∂2

∂µ2
i
(LS + LI)

.

(6)

As indicated by equations (4) and (6), only the attenuation
update is affected by the prior terms which are discussed in
the following section.

B. MR–based Prior Information

The available MR data allows for the derivation of an
MR–based initial attenuation map. In this paper, we currently
restrict ourselves to simple threshold–based segmentation us-
ing Otsu clustering [20] of the available MR images into
a mask composed of two segments. One segment contains
all voxels assumed to represent either air or bone. This is
because common MR sequences cannot distinguish between
air and compact bone. The other segment contains voxels
which are assumed to correspond to soft tissue. Figure 1 shows
a transaxial slice of a clinical T1–weighted MR image and
the derived mask. To obtain an initial attenuation map, the
voxels belonging to the air/bone segment are set to µ = 0
while voxels belonging to the soft tissue segment are set to
µ = 0.01mm−1. Both mask and initial attenuation map are
smoothed to allow for a smooth transition between the two
segments.

Fig. 1. Left: T1–weighted MR image which is available as input data and
serves as anatomical prior information. Middle: Attenuation mask derived
from the MR image. Black corresponds to the air/bone segment, white repre-
sents the soft tissue segment. Right: Gaussian–like probability distributions
for the air/bone segment (top), the soft tissue segment (bottom), and the
intermediate region for ω = 0.5 (center).

The aim of the intensity prior is to favor the occurrence
of pre–defined attenuation values. In contrast to the original
MLAA, the intensity prior is realized as a local, voxel–
dependent probability distribution of expected attenuation co-
efficients. It is defined as linear combination

LI = (1− ω)βABLAB + ωβSTLST, (7)

of the air/bone intensity prior LAB and the soft tissue intensity
prior LST, both of which are directly defined using piecewise
linear functions as proposed in [13]. The voxel–dependency is
based on the attenuation mask derived from the MR images
as illustrated by figure 1. The weighting parameter 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
is given by the attenuation mask where ω = 0 corresponds to
air or bone, ω = 1 corresponds to soft tissue, and intermediate
values represent the transition zone between the air/bone and
the soft tissue segment. The strength of the intensity prior
relative to the likelihood function (and to the smoothing prior)
can be chosen individually for the air/bone and the soft tissue
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segment using the parameters βAB and βST, respectively.
Note that negative attenuation values, which may occur us-

ing the attenuation update (6), are avoided and corresponding
values are set to zero. Additionally, the attenuation update is
restricted to a volume defined by body outline segmentation
of the MR data.

The aim of the smoothing prior LS(µ) is to favor attenu-
ation maps µ which are locally smooth. It is realized by a
Gibbs probability distribution [21] penalizing differences in
the attenuation values between neighboring voxels.

C. Experiments

We evaluated our proposed algorithm for simulated 2D
emission data for two head patient data sets. For patient
1, no MR images were available and the segmentation into
air/bone and soft tissue regions was based on the attenuation
image. This mimics the situation of ideal segmentation, which
could, potentially, also be achieved based on MR images
if more sophisticated techniques than the currently imple-
mented threshold–based method were used. For patient 2, T1–
weighted MR images were available and used to derive the
attenuation mask described previously. An activity distribution
including two circular 8mm lesions with 2.5–fold activity
compared to the background was simulated. PET emission data
were subsequently simulated accounting for attenuation and
Poisson noise. In this study, random and scatter coincidences
were not considered. Reconstructions of the emission data
were performed using the true attenuation for AC, standard
MRAC, and MR–MLAA. Mean activity values were evaluated
for the two hot lesions.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows reconstruction results for patient 1. The
standard attenuation map obtained by standard MRAC does
not contain any information on bone tissue. This leads to an
underestimation of the reconstructed activity, especially in the
vicinity of bone. For the two hot lesions, the average activity
is underestimated by 11% and 9%, respectively, compared to
the true AC case. Using MR–MLAA, the bone information
in the attenuation map can be recovered to a great extent
with only few misclassifications of air as bone (red arrows).
These misclassifications may lead to locally increased activity
values as seen in the region indicated by the upper arrow.
However, due to the presence of bone tissue in the MR–
MLAA attenuation map, the activity underestimation is greatly
reduced. For both lesions, the activity underestimation is
reduced to less than 1% compared to the true AC case.

The reconstruction results for patient 2 are presented by
figure 3. As the attenuation mask was derived from the MR
images, segmentation into air/bone and soft tissue regions is
not as accurate as for patient 1. Neglecting bone attenuation
in MRAC yields activity underestimation values of 10% and
11% for the two lesions in patient 2, respectively. The results
obtained by the proposed MR–MLAA algorithm are given in
the right column of figure 3. Bone attenuation can mostly
be recovered, however the agreement between true and MR–
MLAA reconstructed attenuation is not as good as in the case

Fig. 2. Attenuation (top row) and activity (bottom row) distributions obtained
with the different reconstruction methods for patient 1. MRAC does not
contain information on bone attenuation and therefore underestimates the
activity, especially in the vicinity of bone. MR–MLAA achieves to almost
entirely recover bone attenuation information with only few misclassifications
of air as bone (red arrows).

Fig. 3. Attenuation (top row) and activity (bottom row) distributions obtained
with the different reconstruction methods for patient 2. MRAC does not
contain information on bone attenuation and therefore underestimates the
activity, especially in the vicinity of bone. MR–MLAA achieves to recover
bone attenuation information to a great extend with only few misclassifications
of air as bone (red arrows) and bone as air (green arrows).

where segmentation is based on the true attenuation image
(patient 1). Some misclassifications of air as bone tissue (red
arrow) and vice versa (green arrows) are found. Nevertheless,
quantification is greatly improved compared to MRAC since
activity underestimation in the two lesion is reduced to 2%
and 1% for the two lesions, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The authors showed that MR prior information providing
voxel–specific attenuation expectations can be used to improve
simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation and activity for
hybrid PET/MR imaging. PET quantification of the proposed
MR–MLAA algorithm was greatly improved compared to
standard MRAC. However, misclassification of air as bone
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may lead to locally increased activity values, which might
be classified as additional lesions in the worst case. On the
other hand, misclassification of bone as air yields locally
decreased activity values. Incorporating prior information of
non–attenuation corrected (NAC) PET images may, poten-
tially, compensate for these misclassifications. Extension of
the proposed algorithm to 3D data is straightforward. The
algorithm may also be applicable for whole–body PET/MR.
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Abstract—Dynamic PET acquisitions are often associated with
limited statistics due to the necessity of enhanced spatio-temporal
resolution in order to follow the radiotracer’s kinetics. This
study focuses on the integration of temporal regularization
in the 4D reconstruction algorithm through the use of basis
function, as a way to improve the signal to noise ratio of the
reconstructed images and therefore improve the estimation of
kinetic parameters on the images. The proposed algorithm also
integrates a non-rigid respiratory motion compensation method
in order to use this methodology for oncology applications.

Elastic transformation parameters for the motion correction
are estimated from the respiratory-gated PET images generated
from a prior 3D reconstruction. The derived displacement
matrices are subsequently used in a list-mode based OSEM
reconstruction algorithm integrating a temporal regularization
between the 3D dynamic PET frames, based on the use of
different temporal basis functions models. These functions are
simultaneously estimated at each iteration, along with their
relative coefficients, for each image voxel. Quantitative evaluation
was performed using dynamic Monte-Carlo simulations of the
NCAT phantom including respiratory motion. Patlak kinetic
macro-parameters were estimated from the reconstructed im-
ages and compared with kinetic analysis performed on images
reconstructed using standard 3D OSEM reconstruction of each
dynamic frames.

The proposed method achieved significant improvements in
terms of bias reduction and contrast enhancement while account-
ing for respiratory motion artifacts. Results on simulated data
showed that the proposed 4D algorithms led to bias reduction
values up to 20% in the tumor region for similar relative standard
deviation levels in comparison with 3D reconstruction, which led
to improved Patlak parameters estimation using kinetic analysis
on the reconstruction images.

Incorporation of the elastic model based respiratory motion
correction along with a temporal regularization in the recon-
struction process of the PET dynamic series led to activity
estimation improvement and motion artifacts reduction. On-
going works include the comparison of the performance of the
method for Patlak parameter estimation with a 4D algorithm
directly integrating the Patlak model into the 4D reconstruction
algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of dynamic brain studies, different solutions
were presented to address the poor statistical quality inside
the reconstruction. They can be divided in several categories,
depending on the use of temporal or wavelet basis functions.

The first group includes methodogies using simple inter-frame
temporal smoothing [1], and regularization techniques using
interpolated functions such as B-splines [2], model-based
temporal functions using linear [3] or non-linear [4] direct
kinetic parameter estimation, and data-driven estimated basis
functions during the reconstruction [5]. Wavelet regulariza-
tion can be performed using modelling of the time activity
curves with B-spline and E-spline wavelets [6]. Reviews
of the different approaches and their respective advantages
and drawbacks have been published in [7], [8]. Among the
proposed methodologies, algorithms aiming at optimizing the
basis functions from the data itself present the advantage that
no a-priori knowledge about the temporal basis functions is
required. Therefore they can be applied for the reconstruction
of datasets from various clinical applications, acquired using
different radiotracers. In addition, while model-based methods
are sometimes restricted to some part of the images depending
of the chosen model, this is not the case for data-driven
methods due to their ability to adapt to the dataset.

The present study is based on such method and relies
on the assumption that the mean of the measured data can
be modeled by a linear combination of a set of estimated
temporal basis functions and their corresponding voxel-based
coefficients. Therefore, the temporal basis functions draw
information from the whole dataset for the reconstruction
of each frame. Quantitative assessments proved this kind of
algorithm offers significant reduction of spatial noise as well
as level of bias in small regions of interests [5].

This method has been originally introduced for brain imag-
ing studies. The main objective of the present study is to
extend this 4D reconstruction methodology for applications in
dynamic thorax studies thanks to the association with an non-
rigid based motion correction methodology within the recon-
struction process. Indeed, due to the complexity of respiratory
motion in the thoracic area, it has been demonstrated that
non-rigid transformations are mandatory to accurately model
these motion effects for oncology applications [9]. Besides,
applying the motion correction directly inside the iterative
reconstruction process instead of on the reconstructed images
leads to images of higher quality [10], [11], associated with
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significant improvements in terms of positioning and contrast
[9]. Evaluations of the proposed 4D algorithm will be per-
formed with quantitative analysis, such as post-reconstruction
Patlak kinetic analysis.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. 4D reconstruction scheme

The implementation of the approach proposed in [5] in
a ML-EM framework relies on the modelling of the mean
data vector q by a linear combination of a set of temporal
basis functions matrix B and their corresponding voxel-based
coefficients contained in the vector θc, as presented in equation
1 where P represents the system matrix.

q = PBθc (1)

• P is a I × T matrix modelling the system matrix,
where I and T represent the total number of measured
data elements and the total numbers of temporal frames
respectively. As a common practice is to consider that
the system matrix is time-invariant, P contains here T
repetitions of the same matrix.

• B is a TJ×JN matrix modelling the object in the spatial
and temporal domains, where J and N represent the total
numbers of voxels and basis functions respectively.

• θc corresponds to the number of the different temporal
basis functions multiplied by the number of voxels,
resulting in a N × J vector.

The basis functions and set of coefficients are alternatively
estimated following two different models of the mean of the
data. In the first model (equation 2), the coefficients of the
temporal basis functions θc are the estimated parameters, while
the elements of the basis functions matrix B are kept constants.
On the other hand, the second model (equation 2) regards the
vector of the temporal basis functions as the estimated variable
(in the vector θb), while the C matrix stands for the constant
coefficients for these basis functions.

Our reconstruction algorithm is based on the list-mode
based 3D OSEM algorithm [12]. Extending this algorithm
to 4D reconstruction according to [5] yields the following
equations for the two models of the mean:

θk+1
c =

θkc
S ·BT

HT
∑
i∈Tk

BPi

(
1

FPi(H ·B · θkc )

)
(2)

θk+1
b =

θkb
S · CT

HT
∑
i∈Tk

BPi

(
1

FPi(H · C · θkb )

)
(3)

• S is the sensitivity image, accounting for the geometric
and attenuation corrections, as well as normalizations for
the temporal basis functions.

• B and C matrices contain N × T and N × J elements
respectively, when N , T and J stand for the total number
of basis functions, temporal frames and voxels in the
image respectively.

• In a similar fashion, the θb and θc coefficients contain
N × T and N × J elements respectively.

• FPi and BPi correspond to the forward and backward
projection operators respectively, along a line of response
(LOR) i. The forward projection was implemented us-
ing an accelerated version of the Siddon ray tracing
algorithm[13].

• The H matrix and its transpose HT account for the
limited spatial resolution directly in the image space
using symmetrical or asymmetrical blurring kernels. The
system PSF was modeled by a space variant 3D Gaussian
function.

• Finally, k represents both the iteration number and the
subset used in that iteration. T k is the set of list mode
events in the kth subset.

Different sets of temporal basis functions were used, varying
from each other by the number of basis functions included
and their initialization. Figure 1 presents 3 sets of gaussians
basis functions varying from each other by the total number
of functions.
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Fig. 1. Samples of 3 sets of basis functions which were used in this study,
featuring different number of basis functions. Each set is defined for dynamic
acquisition composed of 20 temporal frames.

B. Motion correction methodology

The elastic deformation parameters are estimated from 3D
reconstruction prior to the main direct parametric recon-
struction. 8 respiratory bins in amplitude were considered.
The rebinned list-mode files were subsequently independently
reconstructed with the standard 3D OSEM algorithm. The
gated image series was used to estimate the elastic deformation
matrices using a parametric B-splines based iterative algorithm
which computes the deformation field between the reference
frame (full exhalation) and the 7 other frames using a linear
combination of B-spline basis functions [14].

To correct for respiratory motion, equations 2 and 3 were
modified by introducing the discrete deformation matrix D [9],
which contains the 3D estimated elastic deformation vectors
describing individual voxel motion and deformation.

θk+1
c =

θkc
S ·BT

HT ·DT
j

∑
i∈Tk

BPi

(
1

FPi(Dj ·H ·B · θkc )

)
(4)

θk+1
b =

θkb
S · CT

HT ·DT
j

∑
i∈Tk

BPi

(
1

FPi(Dj ·H · C · θkb )

)
(5)
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C. Acquisition and study protocols

Quantitative evaluation was performed using Monte-Carlo
simulations of the NCAT anthropomorphic phantom including
irregular respiratory motion and realistic time activity curves
derived from 18 F-FDG patient data, for the different tissues,
blood, and plasma TACs. A large lung tumor (volume approxi-
mately equal to 40cm3), segmented from an actual patient CT
image, was modeled in the NCAT phantom and associated
with the simulated respiratory movement.

Fig. 2. Coronal view of the NCAT phantom presenting the tumor region.
Realistic TACs have been integrated for the different tissues.

A 1h dynamic acquisition was simulated (10 frames of 30s,
followed by 9 frames of 5 min and 1 frame of 10 min).
Elastic transformation parameters for the whole acquisition
were estimated using the independently reconstructed gated
images from the last 10 minutes dynamic frame. Images have
been reconstructed using 128× 83× 39 isotropic voxels of 4
mm.

Mean activities and relative standard deviation (RSD) values
were calculated from spherical ROIs positionned on the tumor
region in order to draw TACs and estimate bias vs RSD trade-
off. The results obtained on the images reconstructed with
the proposed method were compared with values obtained on
images reconstructed with a standard multi-frame algorithm
(3D reconstructed images of each frame). Kinetic analysis
was performed using the last 10 frames of either 5 minutes
and 10 minutes (the linear part of the Patlak plot starts
approximately 5 minutes after the beginning of the acquisition
in our simulated datasets). The input function samples were
assumed to be known in this study, and were provided by the
simulated plasma activity.

III. RESULTS

The motion correction was evaluated for the NCAT phantom
by estimating the positioning error of the center of gravity
of the segmented tumor. A mean positioning error reduction
of 62% were calculated over all the frames. The motion
correction improvement can be qualitatively observed in Fig.3,
representing the overlay of the actual simulated tumor contour
with the reconstructed PET images.

Figure 4 presents coronal slices centered on the simulated
tumor in the different images of the dynamic acquisition
(duration of 30s, 5min, and 10 min respectively) reconstructed
with the 3D and 4D algorithms using the different sets of
basis functions. Both 3D and 4D reconstruction approaches
integrate here the elastic respiratory motion correction. The
images have been reconstructed using 4 iterations (for the 3D
algorithm) and 10 iterations (for the 4D algorithm) with 8

Fig. 3. Coronal view of images reconstructed with (left) and without (right)
motion correction. The blue contour represents the theoretical true volume of
the simulated tumor.

subsets. This difference of the iterations number between the
two methods can be justified by the fact that the convergence
of the 4D algorithm is slower due to the increased number of
parameters to be estimated. For visual comparison purposes,
the number of iterations was chosen in order to ensure compa-
rable bias levels between 3D and 4D reconstructed images in
the tumor area. The benefits of the temporal regularization are
particularly noticeable on the 30s frame images reconstructed
with the 4D algorithm, which exhibit improved visual quality
compared to 3D method.

30s frame

(a) (b) (c) (d)

5mn frame

(e) (f) (g) (h)

10mn frame

(i) 3D (j) 4D-20 BF (k) 4D-10 BF (l) 4D-6 BF

Fig. 4. Coronal images centered on the simulated tumor of the NCAT phantom
for the three different dynamic frames (durations of 30s, 5min, 10 min)
reconstructed with 4 iterations of the 3D algorithm (1st column), and 10
iterations of the 4D algorithm using either 20 basis functions (2nd column),
10 basis functions (3rd column) and 6 basis functions (4th column). ”BF”
stands for ”basis functions”.

Fig. 5 presents the time activity curves (TACs) in the
tumoral region of the NCAT phantom, extracted from the
images of Fig. 4). As previously stated, iteration levels have
been chosen in order to compare 3D and 4D reconstructed
images at similar bias levels in the blood region. It is important
to note that the 4D reconstructed images have however not
yet converged after 10 iterations. The solid gray curve on
these figures represents the true simulated TAC. The results
visually observed in Fig. 4 in terms of signal to noise ratio
are retrieved here as the error bars (corresponding to the RSD
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TABLE I
AVERAGE BIAS PERCENTAGE REDUCTION BROUGHT BY THE DIFFERENT
4D APPROACHES IN COMPARISON WITH THE 3D RECONSTRUCTION, FOR
RSD VALUES EQUAL TO 0.25 FOR THE TUMORAL REGION AND 0.27 FOR

THE BLOOD REGION.

Basis functions number 20 10 6
Tumoral region (%) 19.5 20.8 12.0

values estimated in the ROIs for each dynamic frame) present
lower RSD values for the first 10 samples (corresponding to
the 30s frames) when using the 4D method compared to 3D,
irrespective of the number of temporal basis functions.
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Fig. 5. Time activity curves extracted from the tumoral region on the images
reconstructed with 4 iterations (3D) or 10 iterations (4D) using either 20 (b),
10 (c), and 6 (d) basis functions.

Table I reports the average bias reduction values achieved
by the 4D reconstruction approaches using the different sets of
basis functions in comparison with 3D reconstruction. These
results have been retrieved from the ROI of the simulated
tumor, for similar level of RSD values for the different
reconstruction approaches. The best average bias reductions
was obtained with the set of 10 basis functions (21% average
bias reduction).

Finally, table II reports the mean estimated values of Patlak
parameters extracted by performing kinetic analysis on the
reconstructed images. These preliminary results indicates that
the 4D reconstruction methods using either 20 or 10 basis
functions delivered modest (2%) improvement of the Patlak
slope estimation in comparison with the values estimated using
the 3D reconstructed images. The use of 6 basis functions
allows a better estimation of the Patlak slope (7%) but at
the expense of a worse estimation of the Patlak intercept (-
6%), in comparison with the results estimated from the 3D
reconstructed images.

TABLE II
AVERAGE ESTIMATED VALUES OF PATLAK SLOPE AND INTERCEPT,

ESTIMATED USING KINETIC ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON THE VOXELS FROM
THE SIMULATED TUMOR ROI IN THE IMAGES OF THE DIFFERENT

RECONSTRUCTION APPROACHES.

Reconstruction algorithm Actual value 3D 4D
Basis functions number X X 20 10 6

Patlak plot (x10−4) 3.22 2.23 2.28 2.31 2.46
Patlak intercept (x10−1) 4.19 3.86 4.11 3.97 3.60

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A method integrating in a unique 4D reconstruction algo-
rithm simultaneously a respiratory motion correction based
on an elastic model and a temporal regularization method
using basis functions has been proposed. The evaluation of
the proposed 4D methodology on simulated data demonstrated
that the proposed 4D method could offer quantitative im-
provements in terms of noise level reduction especially in
the early short frames of the dynamic acquisition, as well as
enhancement in the estimation of time activity curves in com-
parison with standard 3D reconstruction. Results from kinetic
analysis performed on the reconstructed images suggested that
the proposed reconstruction algorithm is a promising approach
for the estimation of kinetic parameters in oncology.

Future works will focus on the evaluation of the method
on clinical datasets, as well as on the assessment of the
performance of the proposed method for Patlak parameter
estimations with a 4D approach directly integrating the Patlak
model into the 4D reconstruction algorithm.
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Abstract—It is an important cost consideration to reduce de-
tectors in a PET-system design, while not significantly compro-
mising the PET utility. Recently developed optimization-based
algorithms may be used for enabling the design and assessment
of innovative PET systems. In this work, we investigate PET
configurations with reduced number of detectors by using the
ASD-POCS algorithm that was developed originally for image
reconstruction in CT. We carry out simulation studies as well
as measured data studies that demonstrate the potential of the
algorithm in enabling the design of advanced PET imaging
configurations with reduced number of detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detector materials constitute the most significant

cost portion of a clinical PET scanner, and therefore it is

highly interesting to consider alternate PET design with re-

duced number of detectors. However, reduced measurements

may result in degraded image quality. Recently developed

optimization-based algorithms [1] may be used for enabling

the design and assessment of innovative PET systems, while

not significantly compromising the PET capability and im-

age quality. In this work, we investigate the design of PET

configurations with reduced number of detectors by using the

adaptive-steepest-descent (ASD)-projection-onto-convex-set

(POCS) algorithm [1], which was originally developed for

image reconstruction in CT. The ASD-POCS algorithm has

exhibited a great degree of flexibility to accommodate non-

standard CT imaging configurations. We propose a modifi-

cation of the ASD-POCS algorithm to reconstructing images

from data collected with various PET configurations of

potential practical significance. In particular, we will carry

out simulation studies to explore the potential of ASD-POCS

algorithms in enabling the design of advanced PET imaging

configurations with reduced number of detectors.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. PET Imaging System

We collect data by simulating/using a digital PET/CT

scanner (Vereos, Philips Healthcare). The PET scanner is

arranged into 72 detector tiles in each of 5 tile-rings. Each

tile consists of 8 × 8 crystals and the crystal size is 4 mm

× 4 mm.

Figure 1. PET scanner configurations with full populated tiles (left) and
sparsely populated tiles (right).

We now investigate a sparse configuration of practical

interest for this PET scanner, which is to remove odd-

numbered tiles in the odd-numbered tile-rings, and even-

numbered tiles in the even-numbered tile-rings. In such

configuration the total number of crystals are reduced to

50% of the original. PET scanner configurations with full

populated and sparsely populated tiles are shown in Fig.

1. In the following sessions, we refer to the data collected

from the original, full populated tiles as full data, and those

collected from reduced tiles as sparse data.

B. Monte Carlo Simulation Study

We first carry out a Monte Carlo GATE simulation study

by using a digital Jaszczak phantom. The digital Jaszczak

phantom includes two sections mimicking the cold and hot

rod sections of a physical Jaszczak phantom (Data Spectrum

Inc, Hillsborough, NC). The diameters of the rods are

4.8 mm, 6.4 mm, 7.9 mm, 9.5 mm, 11.1 mm, 12.7 mm.

Only the true coincidence events are used for the image

reconstruction.

C. Measured Data Study

We then perform a measured data study by using an

IEC body phantom, which is widely used for image quality

evaluation. In the IEC phantom there are 6 fillable spheres

of 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm, 22 mm, 28 mm, and 37 mm
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diameter. The two largest spheres have no activity, and

the other four spheres are filled with activity of 4 times

the background. The total activity in the phantom at the

beginning of data acquisition is 53 MBq.

D. Optimization-Based Reconstruction

In this work, we formulate a discrete-to-discrete imaging

model, and employ a constrained-TV-minimization program

[1]

f∗ = argmin ‖ f ‖TV s.t. f ≥ 0 and D(f) ≤ ǫ, (1)

where D(f) =| Hf − g | denotes the Euclidean-data diver-

gence between the measured data g and the model data Hf,

H represents the system matrix of PET imaging model, and

ǫ is a parameter for accommodating inconsistencies between

the data and the model. We use the ASD-POCS algorithm

that has been developed previously to solve the optimization

program in Eq. (1). The algorithm uses alternatingly the

POCS to reduce the data divergence and the TV gradient

descent to lower the image TV. If necessary, we use data dis-

tance gradient descent instead of POCS to further approach

the necessary condition mentioned in previous papers [1].

For comparison, we also reconstruct images by using the

row-action maximum likelihood (RAMLA) algorithm [2].

E. Parameter Selection

Image reconstruction involves reconstruction parameters

categorized into three kinds: program parameters specifying

the optimization program, algorithm parameters determining

the convergence path, and convergence parameters assessing

the final reconstructions.

Three key program parameters exist in specifying the

constrained TV-minimization in Eq. (1): voxel size, system

matrix H, and parameter ǫ. The selection of program pa-

rameters can significantly affect the properties of reconstruc-

tions. Algorithmic parameters in the ASD-POCS algorithm

includes the step size of reduction of data divergence and

image TV, and the parameters balancing the two reductions.

Convergence parameters are used to check whether the final

reconstruction satisfies the convergence conditions of the

designed optimization program.

All the parameters mentioned above are important for

image reconstruction. Due to the limited space, we focus

on discussing the impact of voxel size on reconstruction.

III. RESULTS

Due to the limited space, we only show in this abstract

a portion of the results. The full, detailed results will be

presented in the conference.

1) Voxel Size Selection: The voxel size used in image

reconstruction is one of the key program parameters in

specifying the constrained TV-minimization in Eq. (1). On

the one hand, voxels of small size may be preferred in

image reconstruction when fine spatial/contrast resolution is

required. On the other hand, smaller voxel size leads to larger

Figure 2. Two transverse slices 8 mm off (left) and 12 mm off (right) the
axial center of Jaszczak image reconstructed by use of RAMLA algorithm
from full data (top), ASD-POCS algorithm from full data (middle), and
ASD-POCS algorithm from sparse data (bottom). Images are reconstructed
with voxels of size 4 mm and displayed with voxels of size 1 mm by use
of bilinear interpolation.

voxel number N , which, with fixed number of measurements

M , may result in a under-determined system matrix H and a

reconstruction possibly with artifacts. It is also worth noting

that, when displaying images, voxels of smaller size are

often preferred to reduce the pixelization effect. In the Monte

Carlo simulation study, we reconstruct images by using two

voxel sizes: 4 mm and 2 mm. In the measured data study,

we reconstruct images by using voxels of size 4 mm. When

displaying images, we use voxels of size 4 mm, acquired by

use of a rebinning method with bilinear interpolation.

2) Reconstruction from Monte Carlo Simulation: We first

perform image reconstruction by using ASD-POCS algo-

rithm from both full and sparse Jaszczak data, and carry out

RAMLA reconstruction from full data. Fig. 2 shows images

reconstructed with voxels of size 4 mm, and displayed with

voxels of size 1 mm; Fig. 5 shows images reconstructed with

voxels of size 2 mm, and displayed with voxels of size 1

mm. Figs. 3 and 4 show line profiles within two transverse

slices from images reconstructed by using voxels of size 4

mm.

In general, the observation can be made that ASD-POCS

reconstructions from full data appear to show enhanced
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Figure 3. Profiles of a line within a transverse slice in the cold rod session
in the RAMLA reconstruction from full data(dashed curve), ASD-POCS
reconstruction from full data (solid curve), and ASD-POCS reconstruction
from sparse data (dotted curve) of the Jaszczak phantom.
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Figure 4. Profiles of a line within a transverse slice in the hot rod session
in the RAMLA reconstruction from full data(dashed curve), ASD-POCS
reconstruction from full data (solid curve), and ASD-POCS reconstruction
from sparse data (dotted curve) of the Jaszczak phantom.

Figure 5. Two transverse slices 8 mm off (left) and 12 mm off (right) the
axial center of Jaszczak image reconstructed by use of RAMLA algorithm
from full data (top), ASD-POCS algorithm from full data (middle), and
ASD-POCS algorithm from sparse data (bottom). Images are reconstructed
with voxels of size 2 mm and displayed with voxels of size 1 mm by use
of bilinear interpolation.

Figure 6. A transverse slice locating at the center of IEC body images
reconstruction by use of RAMLA algorithm from full data (top right), ASD-
POCS algorithm from full data (top right), and ASD-POCS algorithm from
sparse data (bottom left). Images are reconstructed with voxels of size 4
mm and displayed with voxels of size 1 mm by use of bilinear interpolation.
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Figure 7. A sagittal slice of IEC body images reconstruction by use of
RAMLA algorithm from full data (top right), ASD-POCS algorithm from
full data (top right), and ASD-POCS algorithm from sparse data (bottom
left). Images are reconstructed with voxels of size 4 mm and displayed with
voxels of size 1 mm by use of bilinear interpolation.

contrast and sharper boundaries. It is worth noting that,

although ASD-POCS results reconstructed from sparse data

show degraded quality as a result of fewer events, they

can still reveal some of the hot/cold spots of size 6.4 mm.

We also observe that, after rebinning images reconstructed

with voxels of different sizes onto the grids with voxels of

same size 1 mm, there exists very minor difference visually

between them.

3) Reconstruction from Measured Data: We reconstruct

ASD-POCS images from both full and sparse IEC data,

and compare the results to the RAMLA reconstruction from

full data.Fig. 6 and 7 shows images of a transverse plane

and a sagittal plane, respectively, which are reconstructed

with voxels of size 4 mm and displayed with voxels of

size 1 mm. Similar observations in the simulation study can

be made in the measured data study. Moreover, the ASD-

POCS reconstructions appear to show suppressed noise in

the background.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In this work, we have investigated image reconstruction

by using the ASD-POCS algorithm from both simulated and

measured PET data collected with configurations containing

detectors less than that in a conventional PET configu-

ration. We also reconstructed and displayed images with

voxels of different sizes, and studied how the voxel size

affects the image reconstruction as well as visualization.

The ASD-POCS reconstructions appear to show suppressed

noise, enhanced contrast, and sharper boundaries than do

RAMLA reconstructions. The results suggest that advanced

reconstruction algorithms can be exploited for enabling the

design of PET systems of potential practical utilities.
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TOF MLACF Reconstruction of Dynamic Data
Vladimir Y. Panin, Harshali Bal, and Michel Defrise

 Abstract– Whole body dynamic data reconstruction has the
potential to better differentiate diseases. Repeated scanning is
sensitive to patient motion, which may cause mismatches in the
applied correction factors. In this work we extend the MLACF
algorithm for dynamic data reconstruction, where attenuation
information can be recovered by exploiting TOF data
redundancy. The fast converging nested EM algorithm for
parametric imaging was used to accommodate MLACF.
Preliminary simulation investigations showed that attenuation
artifacts were corrected in the images of kinetic parameters.

INTRODUCTION

hole body dynamic data reconstruction [1,2] has the
potential to better differentiate diseases due to the

additional uptake information provided by parametric images.
The same body region is repeatedly scanned with relatively
short acquisition durations and with significant delays
between time samples. Repeated scanning is sensitive to
patient motion, which may cause mismatches in the applied
correction factors. For example, CT-based attenuation factors
may not be fully compatible with the PET data due to patient
motion, respiratory motion, and the fact that the short CT
field-of-view yields only truncated data.

The generation of parametric images requires proper
modeling and has been shown to benefit from so-called direct
reconstruction methods [2-6]. The ML-EM type
reconstruction with a nested loop of kinetic parameters update
results in fast convergence for linear [7] and non-linear
models [8]. In addition, the nested EM algorithm
independently updates each time frame of the activity. This
separate data handling facilitates parallelization and leads to
a lower computational burden. Despite the independent
reconstruction step, activity images are always constrained by
the underlying kinetic model through additional iterative step
updates, performed in image space.

The theoretical investigations in [9] concluded that both
activity and attenuation distributions can be determined from
PET TOF data up to a global scaling of the activity image.
This can be done using the iterative TOF MLACF algorithm
[10], which has the same complexity as the usual ML-EM
algorithm. In practice, the MLACF algorithm can be
extended to also exploit available, but potentially incomplete
or inaccurate, CT information [11].

In this work we extend the MLACF algorithm for dynamic
data reconstruction. The algorithm estimates the attenuation
factors as functions of the current activity estimate, and
thereby eliminates the attenuation from the set of independent
variables. The MLACF algorithm can then be directly

V.Y. Panin and H. Bal are with Siemens Healthcare, Molecular Imaging. M.
Defrise is with University Hospital UZ-VUB, Department of Nuclear Medicine.

adapted to the direct nested EM algorithm. We assume here
that attenuation is the same across all time data samples, but
the approach can be easily generalized for the case of time-
dependent attenuation. The possible MLACF optimization
[12] with respect to attenuation and parametric variables is
not considered here but could be used as well.

METHODS

Parametric Imaging
The dynamic data are acquired at various time points

denoted by the index m. The activity in voxel j at time m is
constrained by the parametric linear model:

( ) å=
k

jkmkjm Bf qθ        (1),

where jkq  are kinetic parameters or coefficients over pre-

selected temporal basis functions represented by the columns
of matrix B. The vector { }K),(),(),( 321 qqq jjj fff is the time

activity curve for voxel j.

MLACF for Parametric Imaging
Dynamic TOF prompt data y={yitm} with spatial projection

(LOR) index i,  TOF  bin  index t, and time index m, can  be
modeled by combining the modeled projection p from the
emission object f, corrected for scanner efficiency by a known
normalization array N and  for  attenuation  by  an  array  of
attenuation factors a. The background events have a known
mean, b , equal to the sum of the estimated scatter and
randoms. The Poisson Likelihood objective function is then:
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where Cit,j is the system matrix corresponding to the TOF
geometric projector. In the following, quantities without
index t or m denote quantities summed over the
corresponding index:
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The attenuation factors that maximize the non-TOF, no-
dynamic likelihood of the TOF summed data yi at given
activity are given by:
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Here and in the rest of the paper, primed spatial projection
indices denote LORs that have known attenuation and are

W
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typically derived from CT data. Substituting (4) into (2) leads
to a reduced log-likelihood objective function, which no
longer contains the attenuation. The reduced log-likelihood is
optimized using a surrogate function [11], which is separable
in j. This surrogate can be optimized w.r.t. jkq , leading to

the following monotonic nested iterative procedure:
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The index l is the sub-iteration index for the update of the
kinetic parameters, nl is the number of sub-iterations, and n is
the iteration index of the nested algorithm as a whole. Five
sub-iterations were used in the presented results.

Due to our assumption of constant attenuation, the external
loop is not factorized for each time point m because non-TOF
non-dynamic prompts %yi  and modeled data )( )(n

ip q  must be
provided for each activity time point reconstruction in the
second term of (6). The modeled data and measured data
must be shared between all frames in the backprojection
according to the third term in (6). Time dependent
attenuation considerations, however, will lead to the
algorithm where frame reconstructions are independent.

The ordered subset version of the algorithm was used and
the corresponding straightforward notations were omitted.
The presented work used 21 subsets.

The MLACF algorithm was initialized with a single
iteration of OSEM, which uses available but potentially
mismatched attenuation. This initialization also provides a
total activity image, summed over dynamic frames, used for
the MLACF rescaling. Since it was observed that the MLACF
decreases in image value with an increase in iteration number
and that the scaling parameter cannot be determined from
data alone [9], the activity images were rescaled on a plane-
by-plane basis after each subset update.

Computer Simulations
A two parameter Patlak model with slope Ki and intercept

V [13] was considered:

( ) ( ) jmpji

t

pjm VtCKtdtCf
m

+¢¢= ò
0

    (7),

where Cp(t) is the blood function. It is assumed to be known
and the basis functions Bm1 and B m2 are constructed from the
time samples of Cp(t) and of its integral.

Time activity curves (TAC) were generated from replicated
plasma input function and a two-compartment model for
simulating uptake curves in different tissues, see Fig. 1 and
[1]. The TACs were not directly simulated through the Patlak
model. A XCAT phantom [14] covering the torso region liver
tumor was used in the simulations. The dynamic frames were
generated starting 7.5 minutes after injection; a frame had
length of 45 seconds. There was a 5.25 minute interval
between consecutive frames and a total of Nm=6 frames. It
was found that the initial frames (10-40 mins after injection)
resulted in the best contrast in the indirect approach [15]. Six
frames may be a feasible clinical acquisition time.

The significant respiratory motion of about 2 cm magnitude
was simulated in the activity and attenuation images. PET

Fig. 3. Ki images. (a) Indirect estimation from noise-free
activity images; (b) 3 iterations direct matched attenuation
OSEM reconstruction, fig. 2a; (c) 3 iterations direct
mismatched attenuation OSEM reconstruction, fig. 2b; (d) 5
iterations MLACF reconstruction. Reconstruction images
were post-smoothed by a 6 mm Gaussian filter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Computer simulations. Time activity curves are on
the left. Time dependent activity distributions are on the
right (time increases from left to right, then from top to
bottom).

time in mins

Fig. 2. Simulated attenuation map, (a) averaged over
respiratory cycle, and (b) at the inspiration state.

(a) (b)
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sinograms were created for each activity image using a model
of the corresponding attenuation, scatter, and normalization
according to Siemens mCT scanner specifications. Noise was
added to all data to obtain a level that would be equivalent to
about 42 million net trues for a three minute static scan done
90 minutes post injection.

The phantom data were generated using an attenuation
averaged over respiratory motion, see Fig. 2a. To simulate
typical PET/CT mismatch, the attenuation map
corresponding to the CT inspiration phase (see Fig. 2b) was
used for attenuation correction. Corresponding reconstruction
is referred to as mismatched attenuation. The mismatch can
be observed in the liver dome region. The liver tumor was
placed into the activity images at the top of the liver in order
to quantitatively access mismatch in activity reconstructions.
Since activity images were averaged over respiratory motion,
a blurred image of the tumor and liver dome can be observed
even in matched attenuation reconstructions.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 presents the Ki image reconstructions. Fig. 3a shows
estimation by an indirect iterative method, similar to (5),
from noise free activity images (not reconstructions). This
image served as a gold standard. By comparing Fig. 3b
(matched attenuation reconstruction) and Fig. 3c
(mismatched attenuation reconstruction), subtle attenuation
mismatch artifacts can be observed in the liver top. These
attenuation artifacts were corrected by using MLACF, see
Fig. 3d.

Fig. 4 shows the contrast-noise tradeoff in Ki images. The
value of the liver tumor ROI (39 voxels over 3 axial planes)
was divided by the value of the liver cylindrical ROI (1525
voxels within 5 axial planes) to estimate contrast. Note that
the selected liver ROI was not affected by attenuation
mismatch. The noise was estimated as a normalized standard
deviation value in the liver ROI. Each plot point represents
iterations of the algorithm. Even though MLACF was
initialized by mismatched attenuation image reconstruction,
the MLACF contrast-noise curve coincided with the matched
attenuation OSEM curve after the first MLACF update. The
mismatched attenuation OSEM reconstruction has suppressed

activity in the liver top and therefore reduced tumor contrast.
The difference in convergence (the MLACF has a slower
convergence algorithm) can also be realized from the
presented curves. For this reason, three iterations of OSEM
are comparable in terms of noise with a total of five iterations
of MLACF, seen in Fig. 3.

IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm for TOF simultaneous kinetic parameters
and attenuation factors reconstruction was presented with
incorporation of available attenuation information. As in the
case of simultaneous activity and attenuation reconstruction,
the MLACF was found to be of slower convergence, and it
needs image rescaling. Preliminary simulation investigations
showed that attenuation artifacts were corrected in the images
of kinetic parameters.
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Abstract—The time-of-flight (TOF) information can improve 

image quality in positron emission tomography (PET). In addition, 

it is known that the TOF information can significantly reduce the 

occurrence of image artifacts in incomplete geometries such as 

partial ring PET. In this study, we apply TOF information to the 

dual-ring OpenPET geometry, in which low frequency 

components are missing. We analyzed the TOF projection data in 

the incomplete PET geometry. Compared with the non-TOF 

projection data, the TOF projection data have wide range of 

frequency component along the projection direction. The 

theoretical analysis showed that the TOF projection data can fill 

lost-frequency components in the gap region of the dual-ring 

OpenPET. Also, numerical simulation showed that the 

reconstructed images with the TOF information had 

lost-frequency components which were lost in the non TOF 

reconstruction images. Therefore, we concluded that the TOF 

information is theoretically and practically effective for filling 

lost-frequency regions in incomplete geometries. 

 
Index Terms—Positron emission tomography, OpenPET, 

Frequency-domain analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE time-of-flight (TOF) information can improve image 

quality in positron emission tomography (PET) [1]-[4]. 

The usefulness of the TOF information for the PET 

reconstruction is actively studied [5]-[11]. 

In addition, it is known that the TOF information can 

significantly reduce the occurrence of image artifacts in 

incomplete geometries such as partial ring PET [12], [13] and 

the gap region of our dual-ring OpenPET [14]-[17]. These 

geometries are proposed to be used for in situ monitoring of 

irradiation dose in particle therapy. In the case of partial-ring 

geometry, reconstructed images have severe artifacts without 

TOF information. Therefore, the use of TOF information is 

essential for 3D imaging of the partial ring geometry. For the 

dual-ring OpenPET imaging, we have shown that the iterative 

image reconstruction methods such as maximum likelihood 

expectation maximization (MLEM) can restore lost-frequency 

components and achieve good imaging result for the gap region 

[18]. Also, we have theoretically proven that adding bridge 
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detectors connecting the rings of the dual-ring OpenPET can 

fill the lost frequency components and achieve artifact free 

reconstruction images [19]. In this study, we applied TOF 

information to the dual-ring OpenPET geometry, in which low 

frequency components are missing. In addition, we analyzed 

the effect of the TOF information on the frequency components 

of the incomplete geometries.  

II. THEORY 

A. Non-TOF 3D projection theorem 

We start from the projection theorem or 3D central-slice 

theorem [20]. In the projection theorem for the 3D PET, 

projections are 2D set of parallel line integrals with a given 

azimuthal angle  and oblique angle  as illustrated in figure 1.  

The 2D projection of 3D object f is described as 
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where xr and yr are frequency components with respect to xr 

and yr directions, respectively. The 3D Fourier transform of the 

object f is given by, 
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where, x, y and z are frequency components with respect to x, 

y and z directions, respectively. Substituting (1) to (3) and 

comparing with (4), we derive the 3D projection theorem as, 
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where the frequency coordinates in the image and projection 

domains are related by the same 3D rotation matrix as in (2):  
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B. TOF 3D projection theorem 

In the case of TOF measurement, 2D TOF projection data of 

3D object f is defined as, 
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 2 

where h is the TOF kernel and the 3D rotation of coordinates is 

the same as non-TOF case (2). We take 1D Fourier transform of  

p (xr, yr, , , t) with respect to t: 
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where H is 1D Fourier transform of h. Then, we take 2D Fourier 

transform of P (xr, yr, , , t) with respect to xr and yr: 
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where the 3D rotation of coordinates is the same as (6). Taking 

the 3D rotation and comparing with (4), the 3D TOF projection 

theorem is derived as follows: 

 
tzrzyxttyrxr FHP   |),,()(,,,,

~
. (10) 

Similar expression can be found in [6]. The 3D TOF projection 

theorem is illustrated as figure 2. In contrast with the non-TOF 

2D parallel projection data which fills the only a plane in the 

frequency, the 2D TOF parallel projection data can fill not only 

a plane but also region along the direction perpendicular the 

plane with an intensity multiplied by the frequency response of 

the TOF kernel. 

C. Effect of TOF information in dual-ring OpenPET geometry 

The dual-ring OpenPET is our original idea to visualize not 

only the ring region but also the gap region (Fig. 3). Because it 

has wide axial FOV compared with the ring width, there is 

possibility to make whole-body PET with small number of 

detectors. However, the image reconstruction for the gap region 

is classified into an incomplete problem because only oblique 

lines of response (LORs) are available and there are no LORs 

that form direct planes for the gap region. To simplify the 

problem, we used only projection angles - and  without 

truncation as shown in Fig. 3(b). Also, we focused on the 

imaging problem of the in-gap region, where the feasible 

imaging region is the double-ended cone region in Fig. 3(b). In 

the case where the TOF information is not available, the 

projection data can fill the frequency components shown in Fig. 

4(a) by 3D projection theorem. There are lost frequency 

components in the two cone-shaped regions with the angle of . 

In the case where the TOF information is available, we can 

have sampling points along TOF projection direction, which 

are convolved with the TOF kernel h. As the TOF 3D 

projection theorem states that the 2D parallel TOF projection 

data can obtain wide frequency domain region centered at a 

plane having the same normal vector as the projection direction, 

the lost frequency components in the dual-ring OpenPET can 

 
Fig. 2.  Illustration of the TOF 3D projection theorem.  

 
Fig. 4.  Projection direction available for gap region of the dual-ring OpenPET 

and corresponding frequency component calculated from the projection 
without TOF (a) and with TOF (b). The lost frequency region is filled by using 

TOF information. 

 

Fig. 4.   
 

 
Fig. 3.  Illustration of the dual-ring OpenPET (a) and region for analysis (b).  

 
Fig. 1.  Illustration of the 3D projection theorem.  
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 3 

be filled as shown in Fig. 4(b). When the TOF kernel h is 

modeled as the Gaussian function with the standard deviation 

of , the frequency response H is the Gaussian function with 

the standard deviation of 1/. This implies that the narrower the 

TOF resolution, the broader the region that the TOF projection 

data can fill. As illustrated in Fig. 4(b), the frequency region is 

filled so that the standard deviation along axial direction 

become 1/( sin). 

III. METHOD 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the TOF information to 

fill the lost frequency components, we conducted a noise-free 

imaging simulation of TOF dual-ring OpenPET as illustrated in 

Fig. 5. The axial length of each detector ring was 210 and the 

gap was 180 mm. Each detector ring consisted of 4 sub-rings of 

48 detector blocks. The detector block consisted of 8×8×4 array 

of scintillation crystals with dimensions of 6.0 mm×6.0mm×7.5 

mm. To simplify the simulation, we modeled only the first layer 

of cystals and ignored crystals in the back layers. We supposed 

that the detectors had a TOF capability of 500 ps full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) resolution. We simulated a disk 

phantom sonsisted of a warm cylinder background (400 mm 

diameter and 150 mm length) and 3 hot disks (200 mm diameter 

and 25 mm length) separated by gaps of 25 mm. The disk 

phantom was similar to the Defrise phantom, which is used to 

evaluate cone-beam artifacts. The projection data were 

generated by forward projection taking the detector response 

function (DRF) into account with and without TOF information. 

Then we reconstructed images by ordered subset expectation 

maximization (OSEM) with 8 subsets and 10 iterations. Note 

that the different accuracy of DRF was used for data generation 

and image reconstruction to avoid co committing so-called 

“inverse crime”. 

To analyze the frequency components contained in the lost 

frequency regions shown in Fig. 4(a), we took the 3D Fourier 

transform of the reconstructed images and ideal numerical 

phantom image. The amplitudes of the 3D Fourier images were 

normalized so that the sum of the amplitude values was 1. The 

normalized amplitude components of the lost frequency region 

were compared between reconstructed and ideal images. 

IV. RESULT 

Fig. 6 shows images of the disk phantom reconstructed with 

and without TOF information. The result of Fourier analysis is 

also shown. The image reconstructed without TOF information 

had severe artifacts while the image reconstructed with TOF 

information had no severe artifacts. The frequency components 

were investigated by taking the 3D Fourier transform and the 

same slices as the sagittal slices in the Fourier domain that were 

shown. The disk phantom contains frequency components that 

the gap region of the dual-ring OpenPET hardly acquired 

without TOF measurement. The reconstructed image without 

TOF information slightly restored the region by applying the 

OSEM but the error was large. The reconstructed image with 

TOF information contained the frequency components that 

were lost without TOF information. The error in the Fourier 

domain was mitigated by using TOF information. 

 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this study, we theoretically analyzed the property of the TOF 

2D parallel projection data acquired in an incomplete geometry. 

While the non-TOF 2D parallel projection data filled a plane in 

frequency domain, the TOF 2D parallel projection data filled 

region centered at the plane multiplied by the frequency 

response of the TOF kernel function. Therefore, frequency lost 

in the incomplete geometries can be mitigated by using the 

TOF information. In the case of gap region of the dual-ring 

OpenPET geometry, two cone-shaped regions in the frequency 

domain were lost without TOF information. The lost-frequency 

components were restored in some extent by applying OSEM. 

However, it was difficult to restore objects containing large 

frequency components in the region such as the Defrise 

phantom. On the other hand, because the TOF projection data 

contained such frequency components the reconstructed images 

did not have artifact caused by the frequency loss. Therefore, 

we concluded that the TOF information is theoretically and 

practically effective for filling the lost frequency component in 

incomplete geometries. 

 
Fig. 6.  Reconstructed images and results of the Fourier analysis for the 

simulated disk phantom. 

 
Fig. 5.  Simulation geometry for the TOF dual-ring OpenPET simulation. 
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Direct Estimation of Voxelwise Neurotransmitter
Response Maps From Dynamic PET Data

Georgios I. Angelis, John Gillam, William J. Ryder and Steven R. Meikle

Abstract—The temporal characterisation of endogenous neuro-
transmitter release during a cognitive task or drug intervention is
an important capability for studing the role of neurotransmitters in
normal and aberrant brain function, including disease. Advanced
kinetic models, such as the linear parametric neurotransmitter PET
(lp-ntPET) have been developed to appropriately model the transient
changes in the model parameters during endogenous neurotransmit-
ter release. Incorporation of the kinetic model within the tomographic
reconstruction algorithm may lead to improved parameter estimates,
both in terms of precision and accuracy, compared to the conventional
post reconstruction approach. In this paper, we present a direct recon-
struction approach that uses an expectation maximisation framework
to transfer the 4D spatiotemporal maximum likelihood problem into
an image-based weighted least squares problem. This framework
allows the use of well established kinetic models, such as the lp-ntPET
model, to estimate the endogenous neurotransmitter response directly
from the dynamic PET data. Computer simulations using a digital
rat brain phantom showed that the proposed direct reconstruction
method can achieve minimal bias (∼1 min) and variability (σ=2
min) in the estimation of the activation onset, compared to the post
reconstruction approach (3–5 min and σ=7 min) at the voxel level.

Index Terms–PET, parameter estimation, endogenous dopamine
release, neurotransmitter response

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) data can monitor
the spatiotemporal information of tracer kinetics and provide
physiologically meaningful parametric values about biochemical
processes in vivo, such as metabolic rate, receptor density and
blood flow. Recently, there has been a growing interest in detecting
and quantifying transient changes in endogenous neurotransmitter
concentrations, such as dopamine or serotonin [1, 2], which are
known to play critical roles in cognitive functions such as learning,
working memory and goal-directed behaviours.

Advanced dynamic PET imaging techniques can be used to
measure dopamine (DA) release in key brain regions by estimating
the change in receptor occupancy of a reversible neurotransmitter
radioligand [3, 4], such as the selective D2/D3 receptor radioligand
[11C]raclopride. As dopamine is released by presynaptic neurons
during a behavioural task or exogenous drug administration,
there is increased competition for D2/D3 binding sites between
dopamine and the injected radioligand. Thus, there should be a
decrease in the acquired PET signal that corresponds to specific
binding on the receptors of interest. By comparing the specific
binding at rest with that during activation, the underlying neuro-
chemical pathways (e.g. dopaminergic) influencing cognition and
behaviour can be revealed [5].

Conventional approaches generate these parameters from the
independently reconstructed time frames, after fitting the regional
time-activity curves (TACs) to an appropriate kinetic model assum-
ing that the model parameters remain constant over the duration

Corresponding author is G. Angelis (email: georgios.angelis@sydney.edu.au)
G. Angelis, J. Gillam, W. Ryder and S. Meikle are with the Brain & Mind

Research Institute and the Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney,
Sydney, NSW 2050, Australia.

of the experiment, e.g. [6]. However, it has been previously
shown that during a cognitive task or a drug intervention changes
in endogenous neurotransmitter levels or blood flow may cause
time-dependent changes in the kinetic model parameters and,
therefore, conventional steady-state models are no longer valid
[3, 7]. In addition, regional kinetic analysis cannot adequately
characterize heterogeneity, since kinetics are averaged within each
region. Therefore it would be advantageous to estimate the kinetic
parameters at the voxel level, which can provide a comprehensive
representation of the range of kinetics that are present within
each region of interest [8]. However, particularly for iterative
reconstruction methods, where the noise in the reconstructed
images tends to be spatially correlated and object dependent, it
is difficult to accurately model the noise distribution which often
leads to sub-optimal parameter estimation [9].

Reconstruction of parametric maps directly from the measured
projection data has attracted increased attention over recent years,
since it has the potential to provide estimates with improved
statistical quality [10]. The main advantage of such approaches
is that the kinetic model is incorporated within the reconstruction
algorithm and applied directly on the raw sinogram data, where the
noise statistics can be well modelled as Poisson, thus leading to
statistically more reliable parameter estimates. Nevertheless direct
reconstruction algorithms often involve complex optimisation and
fitting routines. Due to the coupling between the tomographic
and the parameter estimation problems, they also tend to be
computationally impractical [11].

In this paper we present and evaluate a direct image re-
construction method to estimate the endogenous neurotransitter
response to stimuli directly from the measured dynamic PET
data. The proposed method is based on the idea of decoupling
the image reconstruction and kinetic modelling steps at each
iteration to take advantage of well established fitting procedures for
kinetic modelling [12, 13]. In particular, it employs an expectation
maximisation (EM) framework to transfer the 4D (space and
time) projection-based maximum likelihood (ML) problem to an
approximate voxelwise least squares image-based problem. This
transformation allows the use of appropriate non-steady state
kinetic models, such as the linear parametric neurotransmitter
PET (lp-ntPET) [5], to be used within the direct EM framework.
Intuitively the algorithm appears to be similar to conventional two-
step post-reconstruction approaches, but it pursues the solution of
direct reconstruction [13]. The main advantage over conventional
post-reconstruction approaches is that the employed weights dur-
ing the parameter fitting step, are simply derived within the EM
framework.

In the present study we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method for estimating the voxelwise neurotransmitter response, as
well as the model parameters of the lp-ntPET model [5]. Computer
simulations were used to generate dynamic data to resemble a
[11C]raclopride study with an activation onset at a predefined time.
The estimated parameters were assessed in terms of accuracy and
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precision and were compared with the corresponding conventional
post-reconstruction approach.

II. THEORY

A. Expectation Maximisation 4D Framework

Let x̄fj be the mean number of emissions from the jth image
voxel during the f th time frame, which is described by the
spatiotemporal model µ, with parameter vector θ, that is:

x̄fj = µfj (θ) , ∀f, j. (1)

Similar to conventional 3D reconstruction the mean number of
detected events in the ith projection bin, during the f th time frame,
ȳfi, is linearly related to the unknown spatiotemporal distribution
x̄fj via the following equation:

ȳfi =
∑
j

pij x̄fj + nfi, ∀f, i, (2)

where pij is the known probability that a photon pair emitted from
voxel j will be detected at sinogram bin i and nfi represents the
mean background events (i.e. random and scatter events) detected
in the ith projection bin, during the f th time frame. Assuming
Poisson distribution for the detected events, the spatiotemporal log-
likelihood objective function can be formulated as:

l (θ;m) =
∑
fi

(mfi loge (ȳfi)− ȳfi − loge (mfi!)), (3)

where we seek to estimate the parameter vector θ, given the
measured number of events in the ith projection bin, during the
f th time frame, mfi. Assuming statistical independence between
frames the total log-likelihood is the sum of log-likelihoods
across frames and the function is maximised with respect to the
parameters θ:

θ̂ = argmax
θ

∑
fi

(mfi loge (ȳfi)− ȳfi) , (4)

where ȳfi =
∑
j pijµfj (θ) + nfi and the term

∑
fi loge (mfi!)

has been dropped as it does not depend on the parameter vector
θ. It can be shown [13] that the spatiotemporal problem 4 can be
decoupled into an image-based weighted least squares problem:

θ(k+1) = argmin
θ

1

2

∑
fj

wfj

(
x̄

(k+1)
fj − µfj (θ)

)2

, (5)

where the term x̄
(k+1)
fj is given by:

x̄
(k+1)
fj =

µfj

(
θ(k)

)
∑
i

pij

∑
i

pij
mfi∑

j′

pij′µfj′
(
θ(k)

)
+ nfi

, ∀f, j,

(6)
which is a conventional 3D MLEM update independently for
each frame f , while the weights, wfj , are derived within the
EM framework (see [13] for more details) and are given by the
following equation:

wfj =
1

µfj
(
θ(k)

), ∀f, j. (7)

B. Linear Neurotransmitter model

The lp-ntPET model [5] is based on the linear simplified
reference region model (LSRRM) developed by Alpert et al. [3].
The LSRRM model can be seen as a generalised extention of
the multilinear reference tissue model (MRTM) [14] to include
time-varying terms to describe the transient fluctuations of the
model parameters (e.g. radiotracer influx/efflux). Based on the
observation that the effective efflux rate from the tissue com-
partment to plasma is sensitive to radiotracer displacement caused
by endogenous neurotransmitter release [3], the lp-ntPET model
describes the concentration of the tracer in the targer compartment
in terms of linear parameters:

CT (t) = R1CR(t)+k2

∫ t

0

CR(u)du−
∫ t

0

(k2a+γhi(u))CT (u)du

(8)
where CR is the concentration of the tracer in the reference
region (i.e. cerebellum) and θ = [R1, k2, k2a, γ] are the model
coefficients describing the tracer kinetics. Specifically, during the
f th frame the counts within the jth image voxel are equal to:

x̄fj = µfj(θ) =
1

∆tf

∫ tf+∆tf

tf

CT (τ)dτ, ∀f, j. (9)

The transient changes in tracer delivery and clearance are
modelled with the time-varying term hi(t) that represents the
time course of the activation and γ encodes the magnitude of the
effect. In the lp-ntPET model, the activation profiles hi(t) are pre-
defined within a library of basis functions that model a wide range
of activation timings and shapes. The model parameters and the
activation profile that best fits the data are estimated with a non-
negative least squares (NNLS) algorithm similar to [6].

III. METHODS

A. Simulated Data

Computer simulations were performed using a digital rat brain
phantom (Fig. 1) with activity concentrations set to represent
the kinetics of a [11C]raclopride study. The simulation assumed
unilateral activation of the striatal DA pathway, with the left
striatum representing the activated region and the right striatum
representing the null hypothesis region. The TACs in both left
and right striatum were modelled using the full ntPET model
[4] and an analytical blood input function using Feng’s model
[15]. A reference region was also simulated (i.e. cerebellum). The
stimulus-induced increase in neurotransmitter concentration in the
left striatum was modelled via a gamma-variate function:

F (t) = Basal + γ(t− td)α exp−β(t−td), (10)

where α controls the steepness of the function, γ controls the mag-
nitude of the activation, td is the activation time and the ratio tp =
α/β controls the peak time of the activation. For these simulations
the F (t) function in the left striatum was parameterised with:
td=20 min, tp=25 min, α=2, baseline release Basal=100 nM and
peak DA level 200 nM. The rate constants in the left striatum were
defined as K1=0.0918 mL/(min g), k2=0.4484 1/min, kon=0.0282
mL/(pmol min), koff=0.1363 1/min, kDAon =0.25 mL/(pmol min)
and kDAoff=25 1/min. In the right striatum the endogenous kDAon and
kDAoff were set to zero. Finally, the reference region was defined as
K1r=0.0918 mL/(min g) and k2r=0.4484 1/min.
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Fig. 1. Simulation settings for the [11C]raclopride study: (a) the digital rat brain
phantom consisted of the left and right striatum, as well as the rest of the brain;
and (b) voxelwise time activity curves for the left striatum (activation) and the
right striatum (rest). Solid lines correspond to the true simulated TACs, whereas
the crosses and circles are the ‘measured’ noisy data.

B. Reconstruction Algorithms

The simulated TACs were integrated for each frame (eq. 9)
and forward projected to generate dynamic sinograms. Poisson
noise was then introduced to the sinograms and 50 statistically
independent noisy realisations were generated with approximately
70 million events over the duration of the dynamic scan (60 frames,
1 min each). The generated dynamic data were reconstructed
with the proposed direct reconstruction method, as well as with
the corresponding post reconstruction approach, i.e. independent
reconstruction of the dynamic frames, followed by a single fit of
the lp-ntPET model. The direct and post reconstruction algorithms
employed the same library of response functions, hi(t), for the lp-
ntPET fitting step, which was parameterised by a gamma variate
function:

hi(t) =

(
t− td
tp − td

)α
exp

(
α

[
1−

t− td
tp − td

])
u (t− td) , (11)

where u(t) is the unit step function. The profiles were determined
by discretising the parameter space: td: 15 min to 40 min, in
1.5 min increments, tp: td+1.5 min to tend–5 min, in 1.5 min
increments, where tend is 60 min and α: 0.5 to 3, in 0.5 increments.
This parameterisation resulted in 1020 activation profiles, none
of which corresponded exactly to the true simulated activation.
Both algorithms were used to estimate the linear coefficients of
the lp-ntPET model θ, as well as the endogenous neurotransmitter
response in the striatum.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The regional average estimated neurotransmitter response across
50 independent realisations using the proposed direct method (top
row), as well as the corresponding post reconstruction approach
(bottom row) is shown in Fig. 2. In particular, in the left stria-
tum, where a neurotransmitter response was present, the direct
method demonstrated small bias in estimating the activation onset
(td) and peak (tp) timing parameters (1.1 min and 0.8 min,
respectively), with relatively high precision (σ=2 min and σ=1
min, respectively). On the contrary, estimations obtained from the
post reconstruction method resulted in slightly larger biases for
both parameters (2.1 min and 2.3 min, respectively) and higher
variability (σ=5.6 min and σ=5.1 min, respectively). Both methods
showed no apparent temporal coherence for the null hypothesis
region (i.e. right striatum), with the direct method minimising the
magnitude of false positive classification.

Similar results are shown in Fig. 3 with the average estimated
neurotransmitter response across 50 realisations shown at the
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Fig. 2. Mean estimated activation profiles within the left striatum (a,c), and the
right striatum (b,d) across 50 realisations. The solid red line corresponds to the
true simulated activation response. The solid blue line corresponds to the mean
(regional) estimated profile, while the dashed green line corresponds to the ±1
standard deviation interval. The top row corresponds to the direct approach, while
the bottom row to the post reconstruction approach.
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Fig. 3. Mean estimated activation profiles for a single voxel within the left
striatum (a,c), and the right striatum (b,d) across 50 realisations. The solid red
line corresponds to the true simulated activation response. The solid blue line
corresponds to the voxelwise estimated profile, while the dashed green line
corresponds to the ±1 standard deviation interval. The top row corresponds to
the direct approach, while the bottom row to the post reconstruction approach.

voxel level. The direct method demonstrated similar performance
in estimating the neutransmitter response activation and peak
times (<2 min), as well as comparable precision to the regional
analysis (σ=1–2 min). On the other hand, the post reconstruction
approach resulted in notably higher bias (3–5 min) and variability
(σ= 6–7 min). In addition, analysis of the null hypothesis data
showed that the direct approach was more robust compared to the
post reconstruction in handling false positive activation responses
across all different realisations. These results indicate that for
a given level of accuracy and/or precision in the estimation of
the neurotransmitter timing parameters the direct approach can
achive similar or better performance for much smaller regions of
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Fig. 4. Mean parametric maps across 50 realisations for the activation time td (a,
d), the activation peak tp (b, e) and the magnitude of the estimated basis function
(c, f). Parametric maps reconstructed with the direct approach are shown on the
top row (a-c), while those reconstructed with the post-reconstruction approach on
the bottom row (d,f). All images are shown after 300 iterations.

interest or for much noisier measured data, compared to the post
reconstruction approach.

The corresponding voxelwise mean and standard deviation para-
metric maps across all realisations are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
for the estimated neurotransmitter response activation time (td),
peak time (tp) and magnitude of the endogenous release (γ). The
similarity between the mean images reconstructed with the direct
approach (top row) and the post reconstruction approach (bottom
row) indicates that both approaches achieve similar resolution and
bias, with the post reconstruction method being slightly worse
in terms of bias. However, the direct reconstruction led to much
lower standard deviation for all three parameters, compared to the
corresponding post reconstruction approach.

In both reconstructions only the voxels in the striatum were fit-
ted with the lp-ntPET model. Although the right striatum contained
only null data the model was able to fit an activation profile in
both regions (i.e. valid td and tp values). This is possibly attributed
to the simplifications of the underlying model (i.e. simplified
reference tissue model), as well as to the noise pattern in the TACs.
Nevertheless, the estimated response magnitude γ should be very
small in the null hypothesis region to indicate an insignificant
activation response. As such, the number of estimated non-zero or
significant magnitude voxels in the null region could be considered
as an indirect measurement of the false positive rate between the
two reconstructions. In that regard, the direct approach was able to
identify true negatives and minimise false positives more robustly
compared to the post reconstruction approach, with moderately
lower variability.

Finally, the regional bias versus standard deviation tradeoff
curves for the estimated activation time (td) and peak time (tp)
in the left striatum are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of iterations.
The direct reconstruction picks up the fitted activation profile
early enough in the iteration process and the estimation does not
change much in terms of either accuracy or precision. On the other
hand, the estimates for the post reconstruction approach slowly
deteriorate with iterations both in terms of accuracy and precision,
due to the build up of noise in the reconstructed images. Although,
it could be argued that post reconstruction estimates can be further
improved by post filtering the reconstructed images prior to fitting
the lp-ntPET model as in [8], post filtering may mask or destroy
critical temporal information regarding the displacement of the
radiotracer. As a final remark, the small bias in the estimated
activation time, at least for the direct method (∼1 min), can be
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation images across 50 realisations for the activation time td
(a, d), the activation peak tp (b, e) and the magnitude of the estimated basis function
(c, f). Parametric maps reconstructed with the direct approach are shown on the
top row (a-c), while those reconstructed with the post-reconstruction approach on
the bottom row (d,f). All images are shown after 300 iterations.
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Fig. 6. The average regional mean value versus standard deviation curves as a
function of iterations for the estimated activation time td (a), peak time tp (b) and
endogenous release magnitude γ (c) reconstructed using the direct and indirect
algorithms. Each point on the curves represents every 10th iteration between 10
and 300. The vertical back dashed lines correspond to the true simulated values.

probably attributed to the lack of the correct activation profile
in the library of response functions. Due to the discretisation
of the parameter space (see Section III-B), the available options
(among others) for the activation onset were 19.5 min and 21 min.
Although the 19.5 min basis function was closer to the truth, the
direct approach picked the latter.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented and evaluated a direct reconstruction
approach to generate voxelwise parametric maps of neurotrans-
mitter response. Computer simulations showed that the proposed
algorithm had better performance, both in terms of accuracy and
precision, when compared to the corresponding conventional post
reconstruction approach. We are currently applying the proposed
method to [11C]raclopride data acquired in awake rats receiving a
drug challenge or performing a cognitive/behavioural task.
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ML estimation of the scatter scaling in TOF PET
Koen Salvo1, Vladimir Panin2, Harold Rothfuss2, Michel Defrise1

I. INTRODUCTION

This work is a continuation of [12]. The scatter background
in 3D positron emission tomography (PET) may represent up
to 50% of the measured (prompt) data in whole-body studies.
Usually the scatter background is estimated prior to image
reconstruction because it cannot be easily modeled in the
system matrix. It is then, during reconstruction, added to the
estimated true counts to yield the estimated prompts.

There are three main methods to estimate the scatter back-
ground [1], [2]: (i) approximating the scatter by convolving
the measured data with an empirical kernel; (ii) measuring the
prompts in a energy window with a very high lower energy
threshold to provide a little biased, though noisy, estimate of
the true data, which after smoothing allows estimating the
scatter in the photo-peak data [3], [4]; (iii) simulating the
single scatter based on the Klein-Nishina cross-section, on a
CT attenuation map and on an initial estimate of the tracer
uptake [5]–[7].

All these methods provide an estimate of the scatter, but
only known up to a multiplicative scaling factor. Despite a few
attempts [6], obtaining this factor a priori is difficult, since it
depends on several effects, including scatter caused by activity
outside the field-of-view (FOV), multiple scatters, the energy
dependence of the detector sensitivity and also the uncertainty
in the lower energy-level discriminator.

Typically this scaling factor is obtained by the ‘sinogram tail
fitting’ method. The estimated scatter is scaled so it matches
the prompts in the line of responses (LORs) that do not
intersect the patient. Those LORs cannot contain trues and
hence can only contain scatter events (see e.g. [8]).

This sinogram tail fitting method however, has its limita-
tions: the out of patient LORs have low counts (especially for
dynamic studies [9]) and in addition they may be scarce for
large patients scanned with their arms within the field-of-view.

In previous work [12] it was proposed to estimate the
scatter scaling during reconstruction, by considering it as an
additional image voxel which is updated at each iteration.
It was concluded that this approach is feasible. However,
only simulated 2D time-of-flight (TOF) data was used and
no normalization was considered. In this work the method
is extended to 3D TOF and applied to more realistic data.
The data was derived from Monte Carlo simulations and
normalization factors measured on a real scanner.

1Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, B-1090, Brussels,
Belgium, koen.salvo@vub.ac.be, mdefrise@vub.ac.be. 2 Siemens Healthcare,
Molecular Imaging, Knoxville (TN). This work is supported by the SRP 10
program of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.

II. ALGORITHMS

Consider TOF PET data histogrammed in N LORs i =
1, . . . , N and T TOF bins t = 1, . . . , T . The expectation of
the data bin yi,t is modeled as

〈yi,t〉 = ainipi,t + αnisi,t + ri (1)

where ai is the attenuation factor, ni the normalization factor,
ri the random background, si,t ≥ 0 the pre-calculated scatter
estimate, α the scale factor, and

pi,t =
M∑

j=1

ci,t,jλj (2)

with matrix elements ci,t,j and tracer uptake λj in voxel j.
The goal is to maximize the log-likelihood L(y, a, λ, α) =∑

i,t(−〈yi,t〉 + yi,t log (〈yi,t〉) with respect to λ, α when
attenuation is known, or with respect to a, λ, α for CT-less
PET. A monotonic algorithm is derived from the usual ML-
EM or MLACF algorithms [10] by viewing the scale α as
an additional voxel λ0 = α with no attenuation and with
system matrix ci,t,0 = si,t. For the CT-less case, starting from
MLACF (eqn (3,4) in [10]), this leads to1

λ
(k+1)
j = λ

(k)
j

∑
i,t ci,t,ja

(k)
i ni

yi,tD
y
(k)
i,t

E∑
i,t ci,t,ja

(k)
i ni

(3a)

a
(k+1)
i = a

(k)
i

∑
t p

(k)
i,t

yi,tD
y
(k)
i,t

E∑
t p

(k)
i,t

(3b)

α(k+1) = α(k)

∑
i,t nisi,t

yi,tD
y
(k)
i,t

E∑
i,t nisi,t

(3c)

with
〈
y
(k)
i,t

〉
= a

(k)
i ni

∑M
j=1 ci,t,jλ

(k)
j +α(k)nisi,t + ri. When

the attenuation is known, iteration step (3b) is omitted.

III. RESULTS

A. Data

We considered the Siemens mCT scanner and the NEMA
IQ phantom, see fig. 1. The activity in the hot spots was four
times higher than in the background. The cold spots had no
activity.

The trues, single and multiple scatter were obtained with a
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. No randoms were simulated.
Using the MC scattered events for algorithm evaluation is dif-
ficult because a noise free estimate of the scatter background is

1Unlike as in [10] the attenuation was not updated several times during one
iteration.
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needed for reconstruction. Therefore we used for si,t a single-
scatter (SSS) estimate calculated from the known activity and
attenuation of the phantom and scaled by least squares (LS)
to fit the total (single and multiple) scatter in the MC data, so
as to yield a scatter fraction of 30.1%.

Pseudo-random Poisson noise was then added to this scaled
and normalized scatter nisi,t, and the result added to the MC
trues to obtain the prompts yi,t. With this approach the scatter
estimate si,t corresponds exactly to the expectation of the
scatter in the data and the true scale factor αtrue = 1. This
somewhat artificial approach allows a proper evaluation of the
algorithms, in practice of course the multiple scatter has not
the same shape as the single scatter and the total scatter can
not be written as a scaled version of the single scatter.

As the phantom is smaller than the axial FOV of the scanner,
there is no scatter caused by activity outside the field-of-view.

1

2
3

4

5

(a) Transversal section

15

(b) Coronal section

Fig. 1: Mathematical model of the activity in the NEMA IQ
phantom. The red regions are the ROIs. The attenuation (not
shown) is uniform.

The data consisted of 13 time-, 621 axial-, 168
angular- and 400 radial-bins. The Full-Width-at-Half-
Maximum (”FWHM”) of the TOF-profile was 87 mm and the
prompts consisted of a total of 3.53× 108 counts.

B. Reconstructions

In all cases 20 iterations and 12 subsets were used. Fig.
2 shows reconstructions with known (ML-EM) and unknown
(MLACF) attenuation. The activity image, attenuation sino-
gram (for MLACF only) and α were initialized to 1. To
improve convergence speed, α was not updated during the
first iteration.

To mimic data with few out of the patient LORs, the number
of radial bins used to calculate α (eq. 3c), was subsequently
decreased, see fig. 3. The activity (eq. 3a) and attenuation (eq.
3b) on the other hand, were always updated using all the data
bins. The obtained α’s can be found in table I and are depicted
in fig. 4.

C. Validation

In order to validate the reconstructions, Regions Of Interest
(ROIs) were assigned, see fig. 1. Denote the mean activity in
ROI 3 and 5, the background activity at the border and at the
center of the phantom, by λ̄Border and λ̄Center respectively.
Then the Michelson contrast [11]

λ̄Center − λ̄Border

λ̄Center + λ̄Border
(4)

(a) No scatter correc-
tion

(b) ML-EM (c) MLACF

(d) No scatter correc-
tion

(e) ML-EM (f) MLACF

Fig. 2: Activity reconstruction: λ = 0 is white and λ = 20 is
black. The activity was post smoothed with a Gaussian filter
with a FWHM = 6 mm. The upper row is a coronal section
and the lower row a tranversal section.

(a) All 400 radial bins are used. (b) Only the 150 central radial
bins are used.

Fig. 3: The reduced FOV used to calculate α.

is a measure for the uniformity of the background. The results
are depicted in fig. 5. When no scatter correction is applied,
i.e. α = 0, the Michelson contrast is 5.0 10−2.

IV. DISCUSSION

When using all the radial bins, tail fitting overestimates
and ML-EM underestimates α. When α is overestimated, this
gets compensated by lower activities λj . And because the
scatter sit is higher for the central radial bins, the activity
underestimation is more important in the center of the FOV:
λ̄Center < λ̄Edge. It is therefore that the Michelson contrast
for tail fitting is negative and for ML-EM positive.

It is surprising that tail fitting overestimated α by 2%
because LS is a unbiased estimator and it can be shown that
the standard deviation is of the order of 10−4. We tentatively
explain this observation by the fact that 2.8% of the LORs
that do not cross the object do contain trues. So tail fitting
increases α to explain those extra counts.

Only in extreme cases with very few (8%) LORs used for
tail fitting, does ML-EM yield a better uniformity. Otherwise
tail fitting outperforms ML-EM.

The motivation for an alternative to tail fitting is more
important when the attenuation is not known since out of
the patient LORs cannot easily be identified in that case. As
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TABLE I: The estimated scatter scale factor α as a function
of the number of central radial bins used.

Number of central α Fraction data bins
radial bins Tailfitting ML-EM MLACF used for tailfitting

400 1.02 0.96 0.43 0.63
300 1.02 0.96 0.43 0.52
200 1.02 0.94 0.27 0.28
150 1.07 1.05 0.42 0.08
124 1.65 1.15 0.62 0.02
100 1.95 1.18 0.71 0.01
74 1.93 1.15 0.71 0.01
50 1.92 1.13 0.71 0.01

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

0 100 200 300 400

α


Number of central radial bins

 TailFitting

ML-EM

MLACF

Fig. 4: The scatter scale factor α as a function of the number
of used central radial bins.

shown in table I MLACF strongly underestimates α. Although
the uniformity is worse than for tail fitting and ML-EM,
the uniformity is still acceptable given those small α’s. We
speculate that MLACF somehow compensates the small α by
changing ai accordingly.
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Abstract—SPECT imaging with rotating detectors acquires 

data with a specific time interval at each view. In dynamic SPECT 

such uniform intervals correspond to uniform samples in the time 

activity curves (TACs). Due to the temporally varying distribution 

of the radiotracer, uniform sampling of the TACs is not the 

optimal solution. This work presents an algorithm to optimize the 

acquisition interval in dynamic SPECT imaging with 123I-MIBG. 

Starting from the true TACs the TACs are updated the TACs by 

maximizing the relative-entropy between the blood TAC and its 

true value and maximizing the determinant of information matrix 

for the kinetic parameters estimated with a compartmental 

model. Simulations show that the procedure of optimization 

resulted in a non-uniform acquisition protocol which is able to 

estimate the kinetic parameters accurately with little storage 

space and efficient computation time 

 
Index Terms—non-uniform acquisition interval, dynamic 

SPECT, B-spline 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ingle photon emission tomography (SPECT) estimates the 

distribution of a radiotracer inside a patient or animal based 

on the projections acquired sequentially as the camera rotates 

around the patient or animal. In conventional static SPECT 

imaging, the tracer distribution during the acquisition is 

assumed to be temporally static and the acquisition begins at a 

period of time after the administration of the radiotracer, and 

this cannot quantify the temporal variation of biophysiologic or 

biochemical processes. Dynamic SPECT imaging is able to 

track the change of the radiotracer concentration over time. The 

fast change of the radiotracer distribution in organs requires 

high temporal resolution of SPECT. This can be realized by 

using the dedicated SPECT ring detector [1]. However this type 
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of SPECT camera is not prevalent in clinics, and this limits the 

widespread usage of the dynamic SPECT technique. Therefore, 

some have studies focused on developing new algorithms to 

extract the time activity curves (TACs) from the slowly rotating 

SPECT cameras [2-4]. These dynamic techniques are all based 

on acquiring the uniform acquisition intervals (1s or 2s per 

view). The extracted TACs are uniform sampled for the 

time-varying radiotracer. However, the rate of the radiotracer 

distribution in each tissue at each time point is not constant, 

which means the uniform samples of the TAC contain 

redundant information at low frequency segments (the plateau 

in the TACs) while lacking information at the high frequency 

segments(the peak of the TACs).  

Another drawback of the dynamic SPECT technique is the 

poor photon statistics. In typical static SPECT imaging, 

projection data are obtained over 360°in approximately 20-30 

minutes. In order to track the time-varying tracer, especially 

when there is a fast recirculation, dynamic SPECT acquires the 

360° projections in seconds, which greatly reduces the detected 

photons at each angle. The poor photon statistics results in a 

large variance in the TACs. The photon statistics can be 

improved by increasing the dose of the radiotracer, which is 

harmful to the subject. Increasing the acquisition time can also 

improve the photon statistics. However, increasing the 

acquisition time at every view simultaneously affects the 

temporal resolution by not adequately sampling the 

time-varying dynamics of the radiotracer. Aliasing arises from 

the insufficient sampling of the time-varying radiotracer, which 

results in the large bias of TACs. 

In this work, we developed an algorithm to optimize the 

non-uniform acquisition intervals in the dynamic SPECT 

technique using a slowly rotating SPECT system with 
123

I-MIBG imaging. The algorithm can adaptively set the 

acquisition time intervals based on the accuracy of the kinetic 

parameters from one-tissue compartment as well as the fidelity 

in the shape of the TACs.  

II. METHOD AND MATERIALS 

A. Simulation of Time Activity Curve 

In our previous work [5], we have shown that 180s of the  

acquisition time in dynamic SPECT imaging with 
123

I-MIBG is 

sufficient to estimate the kinetic parameters accurately. 

Therefore, we simulated the study with a total acquisition time 

of 180s in this work. 

 The original blood pool time activity curve (bTAC) with 1s 

acquisition interval was defined by averaging the bTACs of 

Non-Uniform Acquisition Intervals in Dynamic 

SPECT Imaging 

Yunlong Zan, Student Member, IEEE, Qiu Huang, Member, IEEE and Grant T. Gullberg, Fellow, IEEE 
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five Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) rats from a 
123

I-MIBG dynamic 

SPECT imaging study. In the dynamic 
123

I-MIBG SPECT 

studies, the dynamic acquisition was started simultaneously 

when 
123

I-MIBG was injected into each rat using the GE 

Millennium VG3 Hawkeye SPECT/CT system. Each of the two 

detector heads of system acquired 90 projection angles per 

rotation in 90 seconds. The bTAC was reconstructed from the 

projections via a 4-D reconstruction algorithm with reduction 

in spatial and temporal dimensions [2]. The algorithm used a 

sparse matrix to reduce spatial dimensions. The sparse matrix 

was constructed from the 3-D image that was reconstructed 

from the late projections (summation of projections from the 

2nd rotation to the 66th rotation).  In the temporal dimension, 

the TACs were estimated by reconstructing coefficients of the 

nonuniformly distributed B-spline basis functions selected 

adaptively according to the rules in [2], 

1

( ) ( )
K

k k

k

bTAC t c b t


                                (1) 

The tissue time activity curve (tTAC) was simulated as the 

output of the one-tissue compartment model with pre-defined 

kinetic parameters (influx rate
1K =0.05, washout rate

2k

=0.015) and the true bTAC as the input. The simulated bTAC 

and tTAC are shown in Fig. 1, also known as the ground truth 

for the blood TAC and the tissue TAC: 
truebTAC and 

truebTAC . 

 
Fig. 1. Simulated blood pool TAC ( truebTAC ) and tissue TAC 

(
truebTAC ) 

B. Optimal Non-Uniform Acquisition Intervals 

The optimal non-uniform acquisition intervals were selected 

based on the accuracy of both the TACs and kinetic parameters. 

The accuracy of the TACs were evaluated through the relative 

entropy [5] (Kullback-Leibler divergence) between the true 

TAC and the TAC generated from the adjusted B-spline 

functions during the iterations. The accuracy of the kinetic 

parameters was evaluated using the D-optimal technique[6].  

D-optimal technique provides a mechanism to maximize the 

information matrix M , which conversely minimizes the 

covariance matrix of the estimated parameters. The estimated 

parameters in this study refers to the kinetic parameters (
1K  

and
2k ). According to the Cramer-Rao theorem, the covariance 

matrix of an unbiased estimator p of the parameter p  is lower 

bounded below by the inverse of M .  
1cov( )p  M .                                     (1) 

It provides a metric to optimize the experimental protocol. The 

non-uniform acquisition intervals were adjusted to maximize 

the determinant of M . 

2 2
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1
[ ]

( ) ( )

L
bTAC l bTAC l tTAC l tTAC l

ij

l bTAC l i j tTAC l j j

y t y t y t y t
m

t p p t p p 

   
   

   
 .   (2) 

Here
lt is the l -th acquisition interval. ( )bTAC ly t is the 

radiotracer activity of the blood pool in the l -th acquisition 

interval, while ( )tTAC ly t is the radiotracer activity of the 

myocardium. ( )bTAC lt is the variance in the optimization 

procedure, which is defined as, 

( )
( ) bTAC l

bTAC l

l

y t
t c

t
 


 and 

( )
( ) tTAC l

tTAC l

l

y t
t c

t
 


.          (3) 

where,
1l l lt t t     is the length of the l -th acquisition 

interval. c is the proportionality constant which actually 

determines the noise levels in the measurements of ( )bTAC ly t  or 

( )tTAC ly t . 

1. Initialization  

The initialized characteristic vector 0V utilized to construct 

the B-spline basis functions was acquired from the curvature of 

the true bTAC (
truebTAC ). The local maximum points from the 

curvature of the
truebTAC  and two terminal time points of the 

truebTAC  defines the characteristic point vector. For example, 

the characteristic point vector was
0 [1,5,13,23,45,123,180]V

for this study. 

The initialized B-spline basis functions 
0 ( )kb t  were 

constructed with the initialized characteristic vector 0V . 

The initialized bTAC 
0bTAC was generated from the 

B-spline 
0 ( )kb t . 

The initialized tTAC 
0tTAC was generated from the 

initialized bTAC and the true kinetic parameters. 

The initialized relative-entropy 
0d was calculated between 

0bTAC and 
truebTAC  

The initialized determinant of the information matrix 
0M

was acquired from eqs. (2) and (3) with 
0bTAC and 

0tTAC as 

input. 

2. Iterative adjustment of the characteristic vector V  

a. The point qI  ( 2 1q Q   , Q is the length of V ) 

in V was shifted to left or right for 1s to be 
nV (the 

n means n -th shift). For example, at first, the 

second element 
2 5I  in V was shifted left to be 

2 4I  . A new characteristic point vector

[1,4,13,23,45,123,180]n V  was acquired. 

b. Update the bTAC and tTAC 

a) The new B-spline basis functions ( )n

kb t  were 

acquired based on the new 
nV .  

b) Then the new bTAC ,q nbTAC and tTAC 

,q ntTAC  were acquired based on the new 

B-spline basis functions ( )n

kb t and true 

kinetic parameters. 
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c. Calculation of the metric 

a) The relative entropy  ,q nd  between the 

,q nbTAC and 
truebTAC was calculated.  

b) The determinant of the information matrix 

,q nM based on the ,q nbTAC and ,q ntTAC  

were calculated. 

d.  Comparison the new metric values with the last 

iteration.  

a) ,q nd and 
,q nM were compared with , 1q nd  and 

, 1q nM , respectively (for the first iteration, 

, 1 0q nd d  ,
, 1 0q n M M ).  

b) If , , 1q n q nd d  and 
, , 1q n q nM M , update 

1n n  go to step 2.a  (shift the qI  for 

another 1s towards the same direction ).  

c) Else 1q q  . Go to step 2.a.  

d) If 1 1q qI I   or 1 1q qI I   , the point qI  

was removed from 
nV . 

3. Acquisition of the optimized non-uniform acquisition 

interval 

From step 2, we obtained the optimized characteristic vector

finalV . For this study, [1,6,13,23,45,115,180]final V . The 

acquisition protocol with non-uniform acquisition interval was 

acquired based on finalV . 

The first acquisition interval is from 
1I to 2 3

2

I I 
 
 

.  

The l -th ( 2 2l Q   ) acquisition interval is from 

1 1
2

l lI I  
 

 
to 1 2

2

l lI I  
 
 

.  

The last acquisition interval is from 
1

1
2

Q QI I  
 

 
to QI .  

Thus in this study, the acquisition intervals were 

[1~ 9,10 ~17,18 ~ 33,34 ~ 79,80 ~147,148 ~180] . 

C. Phantom Simulation 

 We employed the 64 × 64 × 64 MOBY rat phantom to 

compare the uniform acquisition interval and non-uniform 

acquisition intervals. The voxel size of the MOBY phantoms is 

0.65 × 0.65 × 0.65 mm
3
. The dynamic activity in the left 

ventricular blood pool was simulated by the true bTAC 

(
truebTAC ) while in left ventricular myocardium is the true 

tTAC(
truetTAC ).  

The projections of the phantom with 1s acquisition intervals 

were simulated corresponding to the acquisition of the GE 

Millennium VG3 Hawkeye SPECT/CT system. The 

projections with other intervals (2s, 6s, 9s, and non-uniform 

interval) were generated based on the projections with 1s 

acquisition intervals. Fifty realizations of projections with 

Poisson noise for each interval protocols were generated. 

D. 4D Reconstruction 

The estimated TACs for the 5 protocols with different 

acquisition intervals were reconstructed using our algorithm 

designed previously [2]. 

E. Kinetic Modeling 

The estimated bTACs and tTACs of the 5 acquisition 

protocols were utilized to fit to the one-tissue compartmental 

model to estimate the kinetic parameters (
1K and 

2k ). The 

distribution volume (DV) of the radiotracer was calculated in 

this study to represent the retention ability of the radiotracer in 

the tissue: 

1

2

K
DV

k
 .                                     (4) 

F. Evaluation Metric 

In order to find a balance between variance (the variance of 

the estimated parameter in 50 realizations) and bias (the 

difference between the estimated parameter and true parameter), 

we utilized the _Bias Variance  as a metric: 

2_ ar varBias V iance bias iance  .                         (5) 

 

III. RESULTS 

The mean, variance and bias_variance of the estimated influx 

rate 
1K , washout rate 

2k  and distribution volume DV are 

shown in Table I, Table II and Table III, respectively. 

From the first two columns in table I, the difference of the 

estimated influx rate 
1K and washout rate 

2k between the 

different protocols is small except for the interval of 9s. The 

bias of the estimated 
1K  increases as the acquisition interval 

increases.  

From first two columns in table II, the variance is small for 

all protocols except for the interval of 9s. The variance of the 

non-uniform interval protocol is comparable to that of the 1s 

uniform interval protocol.  

The DV estimated from projection acquired with the 

non-uniform interval shows the least bias compared with that of 

the uniform acquisition interval.  

In terms of the bias_variance, the results shows that the 

non-uniform acquisition interval protocol performs better than 

the uniform acquisition intervals. 

The non-uniform acquisition interval protocol also shows 

other advantages. As shown in Fig. 2, the projection data 

acquired with non-uniform acquisition intervals need less 

storage space. Meanwhile, the computation time (Fig. 3) of the 

4-D reconstruction required for the non-uniform acquisition 

interval protocol is also less than that of the uniform acquisition 

interval protocols. 

 

Table I. The mean of the kinetic parameters acquired with the 

five protocols 

 1K  2k  DV  

True 0.0500 0.0150 3.333 
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1s interval 0.0493 0.0148 3.312 

2s interval 0.0493 0.0149 3.308 

6s interval 0.0494 0.0149 3.309 

9s interval 0.0567 0.0238 2.383 

Non-uniform 

interval 
0.0492 0.0147 3.327 

 

Table II. The variance of the kinetic parameters acquired 

with the five protocols 

 1K  
2k  DV  

1s interval 2.47E-08 2.68E-09 5.22E-05 
2s interval 1.99E-08 3.25E-09 5.22E-05 
6s interval 2.84E-08 4.64E-09 6.08E-05 
9s interval 1.69E-08 5.82E-09 3.50E-05 

Non-uniform 

interval 
2.42E-08 4.00E-09 5.91E-05 

 

Table III. The bias_variance of the kinetic parameters 

acquired with five protocols 

 1K  
2k  DV  

1s interval 7.53E-04 1.36E-04 2.26E-02 
2s interval 6.71E-04 1.02E-04 2.60E-02 
6s interval 5.96E-04 9.27E-05 2.54E-02 
9s interval 6.73E-03 8.80E-03 9.50E-01 

Non-uniform 

interval 
8.56E-04 2.31E-04 1.03E-02 

 
Fig. 2 The storage space for the projections (180s) for each acquisition 

interval 

 
Fig. 3 The computation time for the 4-D reconstruction for each 

acquisition interval 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we developed an algorithm to optimize the 

acquisition intervals in dynamic cardiac SPECT imaging with 
123

I-MIBG. The non-uniform acquisition interval protocol was 

compared with different protocols of uniform acquisition 

intervals. The results show that the non-uniform acquisition 

interval is able to perform the accurate quantitative analysis 

with the least storage space and computation time. The 

algorithm can also be used with other radiotracer imaging. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cardiac gated images in single photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT) are known to suffer from increased 

noise due to low data counts. In this work, we investigate a 

post-processing approach for SPECT images based on non-

local means (NLM) filtering. In order to exploit the 

inherent correlation of the signal components among the 

different cardiac gates, we employ a spatiotemporal NLM 

filter, in which both space and temporal neighborhoods are 

taken into account in the similarity processing. In the 

experiments, we demonstrated this approach with both 

simulated NCAT imaging and a set of clinical acquisition. 

The results show that the use of temporal smoothing in 

NLM could be much more effective for improving the 

quality of gated images than spatial smoothing.  

Index Terms—Cardiac-gated SPECT, non-local means, 

spatio-temporal processing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1
 

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is 

an important technique in use today for detection and 

evaluation of coronary artery diseases. In cardiac gated 

SPECT, the data acquisition is synchronized to the ECG 

signal, which can provide valuable information about both 

myocardial perfusion and ventricular function [1]. Due to 

the lowered counts in individual gate intervals, the gated 

images often suffer from increased noise.  

In recent years a growing number of spatiotemporal (4D) 

methods have been studied to improve the image quality in 

gated SPECT [2-7]. These methods can be divided into two 

broad categories: (1) post-filtering approach, and (2) joint 

reconstruction approach. Both approaches aim to exploit the 

correlation of the signal components among the different 

gated frames in a cardiac sequence for noise reduction. In 

the post-filtering approach, the individual gated frames are 

reconstructed independently, followed by filtering along the 

temporal direction. In the joint reconstruction approach, the 

gated frames are reconstructed jointly from the entire 

sequence of data, wherein a smoothing prior is used to 

complement the acquired noisy data. While the latter 

approach can yield reconstruction results that are potentially 

more accurate, post-filtering methods are often preferred in 

the clinics owing to their lower computational complexity. 

                                                           
This work was supported by NIH/NHLBI Grant HL122484. 

In our recent work [4-5] we developed a joint 

spatiotemporal approach for cardiac gated reconstruction, in 

which we demonstrated that motion-compensated 

smoothing among the different gates can be much more 

effective for improving the reconstruction accuracy than 

spatial smoothing. The added cost of this approach is that it 

involves motion estimation among the different gates. 

In this work, we investigate a post-filtering approach to 

achieve temporal smoothing for gated images without 

requiring an explicit motion prior. Specifically, we employ 

a non-local means (NLM) filter [8], in which we extend the 

similarity-based averaging across the neighboring gates in a 

sequence. In an NLM filter, the image at a given pixel (or 

voxel in 3D) is smoothed by a weighted average of the 

pixels in its neighborhood according to their similarity to 

the pixel under consideration. When extended to the 

neighboring gates in a cardiac sequence, the similarity 

measure in the NLM filter essentially plays the role of 

steering the temporal smoothing along the trajectories of 

cardiac motion, because a given point in the myocardium is 

most similar to itself across the different cardiac phases in a 

beating cycle.  

In the literature, NLM methods recently have been 

widely used for noise suppression, e.g. [8-14]. For emission 

tomography, in [15-16] anatomical information was used to 

improve SPECT images with NLM filtering in order to deal 

with the low resolution issue. In [11], dynamic information 

was used in NLM filtering of PET images. To the best of 

our knowledge, NLM filtering has not been explored for 

gated images.  

In our experiments, we demonstrate the proposed NLM 

approach first on simulated imaging data in which the 

ground truth is known for quantitative evaluation. We 

evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed myocardium 

using a number of metrics. We also demonstrate the 

proposed approach on a set of clinical acquisition.  

2. METHODS 

2.1. Imaging model 

In gated cardiac SPECT, the acquired projection data are 

binned into K gate intervals by using the ECG signal. The 

imaging model is described by the following: 

                 [ ] , 1,...,
k k k

E k K= + =g Hf s            (1) 

where 
  
g

k
and 

k
f are vectors representing the acquired data 

and the original image, respectively, in gate k , 
k

s is the 
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corresponding scatter component,  H is the system matrix 

describing the imaging process, and  is the 

expectation operator. In this study, both the collimator 

response and attenuation effect are incorporated into H .  

The goal is to determine the images 
  
f

k
 given the 

sinogram data 
  
g

k
. Due to the low count level in the data 

and ill-conditioned nature of the system matrix  H , a 

direct inversion of the image equation in (1) would lead to 

a very noisy reconstruction of the individual gates. In this 

study, we explore the use of a spatiotemporal filtering 

approach to suppress the imaging noise by exploiting the 

correlation among the individual gates.  

2.2 Spatial-temporal NLM filter 

To facilitate the description of our NLM filtering approach, 

below we begin with a brief introduction of the NLM filter. 

For notational simplicity, we use a single index (such as i) 

to denote the pixels (or voxels in 3D) in a given image. 

Consider an image ( )f ⋅ , which is potentially corrupted by 

noise. As formulated in [8], at a given pixel the NLM filter 

computes a weighted average over a group of pixels in the 

neighborhood of the given pixel location. Mathematically, 

the output of the NLM filter at pixel i is given by: 

              '

1ˆ( ) ( , ) ( )
( , ')

i

i

j N

j N

f i w i j f j
w i j ∈

∈

= ∑
∑

,            (2) 

where 
i

N  denotes the collection of pixels in a specified 

neighborhood of pixel i, and 
  
w(i, j)  is a weight factor 

which is based on the similarity between pixels i and j. 

Consequently, those pixels that are more similar to pixel i 

will contribute more to the filter output at i.  

To measure the similarity level between pixels i and j, 

we simply compare the image intensity values in their 

respective local neighborhoods (called patches). As in [8], 

the difference between their patches is used to define the 

similarity between the two pixels with an isotropic 

Gaussian kernel as follows: 

          

2
2( , ) exp ( ) ( )m m

j i

m

w i j f l f l h
    = − −      
∑         (3) 

where 
m

i
l  denotes pixel m within the patch of pixel i, and 

similarly m

jl denotes the corresponding pixel within the 

patch of pixel j. In (3), the parameter  h  is used to control 

the smoothing level (a larger value leads to more 

smoothing). 

To exploit the full potential of NLM filtering for gated 

images, we extend the filtering also along the temporal 

dimension, such that those similar pixels from neighboring 

gates will also contribute to the filter output, thereby 

maximizing their potential on noise reduction.  Specifically, 

for gate k, the spatiotemporal NLM filter has its output at 

voxel i as follows: 

'

' '

' 1,

1ˆ ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
i i
k k

k k k k k

k kj N j N

f i w i j f j w i j f j
Z = ±∈ ∈

 
 = + 
  
∑ ∑ ∑

…

 (4) 

where 
i

k
N denotes the neighborhood of voxel i within gate 

k ,  and
'

i

k
N denotes its correspondence in neighboring gate 

'k . In (4), Z is a normalization factor for the filter to have 

unity DC gain.  

As in (3), the weight factors ( , )
k

w i j  and 
'
( , )

k
w i j in (4) 

are defined as: 

 

2
2

( , ) exp ( ) ( )
k k

k j i s

k

w i j f l f l h
    = − −      
∑ , (5)

 

    
2

2

' '
( , ) exp ( ) ( )

m m

k k j k i t

m

w i j f l f l h
    = − −      
∑ .        (6) 

It is noted the weight term in (5) is contributing to 

smoothing within the same gate (i.e., spatial smoothing), 

while the term in (6) is contributing to smoothing from the 

neighboring gates (i.e., temporal smoothing). In particular, 

as 0
t

h → , the weight factor 
'
( , ) 0

k
w i j → in (6); in this 

case, the NLM filter in (4) reduces to the spatial NLM 

filter in (2); on the other hand, as 0
s

h → , the weight 

factor ( , ) 0
k

w i j →  in (5); in this case, the NLM filter in (4) 

becomes temporal only smoothing. 

2.3 Reconstruction methods 

To demonstrate the proposed NLM filter for gated images, 

we first reconstruct each gate in (1) separately using 

maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. Afterward, the 

different gates are processed using the NLM filter in (4).  

In our experiments, the OS-EM algorithm (16 subsets 

and 10 iterations) was used in reconstructing the gated 

images. For the NLM filter, the neighborhood size for 
i

k
N  

was set to 9 9 9× ×  in the case of  (i.e., spatial only 

smoothing); when 0
t

h ≠  (i.e., with temporal smoothing), 

the neighborhood size for both 
i

k
N  and

'

i

k
N  was set to

. Such a choice is out of the consideration that the 

neighborhood in the latter case is enlarged by pixels from 

neighboring gates; thus, a smaller spatial neighborhood 

was used within the individual gates. This also keeps the 

computational cost to be comparable in the two cases. In 

our implementation, the number of neighboring gates in (4) 

was limited to 4 (i.e., ' 1 and 2k k k= ± ± ). Finally, the 

patch size was set to  for the similarity measure in 

(5) and (6).  

For the purpose of comparison, we also apply a 

previously developed joint 4D reconstruction approach for 

the gated images [17]. 

2.4 Quantiative evaluation with simulation study 
2.4.1 Simulation data 

The 4D NURBS-based cardiac-torso (NCAT) 2.0 phantom 

[18] was used to simulate gated SPECT imaging with Tc-

99m labeled sestamibi as the imaging agent (Fig. 1). The 

simulation was based on a Philips Prism 3000 SPECT 

system with a low-energy high-resolution (LEHR) 

collimator. The projection data were 64×64 bins with a 

pixel size of 0.634 cm. For a circular camera rotation of 

28.5 cm radius, 64 projection sets were collected for each 

gate for a total of 16 gates. The average spatial resolution 
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at the location of the heart in the image slices was 

approximated 1.3 cm in full-width at half-maximum 

(FWHM). Both attenuation and scatter were included in 

the simulation. Poisson noise at a level of 8 million total 

counts was introduced for the entire acquisition as in a 

typical clinical acquisition. A total of 30 noise realizations 

were obtained for the purpose of quantitative evaluation.  

2.4.2 Numerical evaluation 

To quantify the overall accuracy of the reconstructed 

myocardium, we compute the mean squared error (MSE) of 

a volumetric region containing the entire myocardium, 

which is defined as: 
2

ˆMSE
ROI

f f N= − , where f and f̂

denote the reference and reconstructed images, respectively, 

ROI denotes the volumetric region (a 2D slice is shown in 

Fig. 1), and N is the number of voxels in the region. 

As reference, the reconstruction from the noiseless 

projection of the source (without attenuation) is used. This 

represents the ideal case of reconstruction without distortion 

in acquisition (referred to as ‘Ideal’ hereafter). The MSE is 

computed over all the cardiac gates. 

We also evaluate the regional accuracy of the heart wall 

by conducting bias-variance analyses on an ROI selected on 

the LV (Fig. 1). Such analyses provide results on both the 

bias and variance levels of the regional intensity of the LV 

wall in the reconstruction. 

In addition, in order to demonstrate the effect of potential 

temporal smoothing on cardiac motion, we also calculate 

the time-activity-curve (TAC) of an ROI selected near the 

boundary of the LV (Fig 1). To quantify its accuracy, we 

compute the normalized cross-correlation coefficient (CC) 

between the reconstructed TAC and its ideal reference [17].  

2.5 Clinical reconstruction 

As a preliminary demonstration, we also tested the 

proposed approach on a set of clinical data, which was 

acquired under IRB approval with informed content. The 

dataset was acquired in list-mode by an IRIX system with 

64 projections (3-degree steps) and a 128x128 matrix. The 

pixel size was 0.467 cm. The acquisition started from right 

anterior oblique, passed through anterior and left anterior 

oblique, and ended at left lateral oblique. A total of 8 gates 

were used. Events were recorded within a symmetric energy 

window centered on 140.5keV with a width of 15%. The 

total number of counts acquired was 12.842 millions. A 

scatter window was also acquired which was centered at 

120keV with a 5% width. Sequential transmission imaging 

was used for the estimation of attenuation maps. For 

reconstruction, the TEW method [19] was used for scatter 

correction.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In Fig. 2, we show the MSE results of the reconstructed 

myocardium with different spatial and temporal smoothing 

settings in the NLM filter. These results were from an 

average of 30 noise realizations. In Fig. 2, each curve was 

obtained with a fixed temporal parameter 
 
h

t
 (0, 0.05, 0.3, 

or 1.5) while the spatial parameter
 
h

s
 was varied 

incrementally from 0 to 0.4. It is noted that the MSE is 

much higher when 0
t

h =  (i.e., spatial only smoothing). 

The MSE is significantly reduced with temporal smoothing, 

with the best result achieved at 0.3
t

h = . Moreover, it is 

noted that for all cases with 0
t

h ≠ , the MSE shows only 

slight improvement with additional spatial smoothing. The 

best MSE=3.846 was obtained with 0.3
t

h =  and 0.2
s

h = . 

These results show that temporal smoothing is much more 

effective for noise reduction in gated images than spatial 

smoothing. Interestingly, this observation is also consistent 

with 4D reconstruction wherein temporal smoothing is 

found to be more effective than spatial smoothing [17].  

In Fig. 3, we show the results of bias vs. standard 

deviation obtained by the NLM filter. As in the MSE results 

above, each curve was obtained with a fixed temporal 

parameter
 
h

t
 (0.05, 0.3, or 1.5) while the spatial parameter

 
h

s
  varied incrementally from 0 (left end on each curve) to 

0.4 (right end). As can be seen, with the increase in 
 
h

t
, the 

standard-deviation (std) level is greatly reduced while the 

bias level is increased; however, with the increase in 
 
h

s
, the 

bias is increased at a much faster pace than the decrease in 

std. For comparison, the results are also shown for the joint 

4D reconstruction (at the optimal MSE setting). As can be 

seen, the bias level in 4D is lower than that of NLM at its 

optimal MSE setting ( 0.3
t

h = , 0.2
s

h = ).  

In Table I we show the TAC results obtained by NLM 

with spatial only smoothing (NLM-S) and with temporal 

smoothing 0.2
t

h =  (NLM-ST); in each case the spatial 

parameter with the best MSE was used. For comparison, the 

results are also shown for 4D reconstruction. It is noted that 

NLM-ST could achieve much higher CC than NLM-S, and 

it is very close to that of 4D. 

In Fig. 4, we show a set of reconstructed images by the 

different methods from one noise realization of the NCAT 

phantom; for brevity only the ES and ED gates are shown. 

As can be seen, the noise level is very high in ML. While it 

is somewhat improved with NLM-S, the heart wall is still 

noisy. In contrast, the LV is much more uniform in NLM-

ST, almost matching that of 4D.  

Finally, in Fig. 5, we show the reconstruction results for 

the clinical acquisition by the different methods. As can be 

seen, the LV wall is much improved in NLM-ST, consistent 

with the results above in Fig. 4.  

4. CONCLUSION 

We investigated an NLM filtering approach for post-

processing of cardiac gated SPECT images. The NLM filter 

was extended along the temporal dimension in order to 

exploit the signal correlations among neighboring gates. We 

demonstrated this approach with both simulated imaging 

and a set of clinical acquisition. In future work we plan to 
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further evaluate the proposed approach 

detection tasks. 
 

Fig. 1. ROIs for time activity curve and bias variance

Fig. 2. Mean square error (MSE) of NLM with different temporal 

smoothing parameters. 

Fig. 3. Bias-standard deviation plots of an LV 

different reconstruction methods. 

 

Gate #1 

Gate #8 
(a)        (b)           (c)            (d

Fig. 4. Short-axis view of NCAT images rec

different methods: (a) Ideal reference, (b) ML, (

S, and (e) NLM-ST.  

 

Gate #1 

Gate #4 
(a)         (b)            (c)          

Fig. 5. Short-axis view of clinical images reconstructed by 

different methods: (a) ML, (b) 4D, (c) NLM-S

 

 

ROI for TACs

ROI for BV

the proposed approach with perfusion 

 
. ROIs for time activity curve and bias variance analyses. 

 
. Mean square error (MSE) of NLM with different temporal 

 
LV ROI obtained with 

 

 
d)           (e) 

NCAT images reconstructed by 

, (b) ML, (c) 4D, (d) NLM-

 

 
)            (d) 

clinical images reconstructed by 

S, (d) NLM-ST. 

Table I. Mean and standard deviation of CC of TACs.

Method Mean 

NLM-S 0.6940 

NLM-ST 0.8457 

4D 0.8891 
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    Abstract.  Iterative statistical image reconstruction algorithms 

repeatedly use a sparse system matrix for forward and back 

projection operations. Performing matrix multiplications for these 

operations in the sparse domain can improve performance. In this 

work we use a high performance system to implement 

reconstruction of a SPECT image that inherently utilizes the 

sparse matrix multiplication. We implemented the maximum-

likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) algorithm on 

Spark/GraphX for running it on a supercomputer at the National 

Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center. Spark is 

an easy-to-program software platform that is developed for large 

scale data operations on a parallel computing platform. GraphX 

is a graph analytic system running on top of Spark to handle graph 

and sparse linear algebra operations. An advantage of 

implementing the MLEM algorithm in Spark/GraphX is that it 

parallelize computations without the user having any expertise in 

parallel computing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

MAJOR challenge in translating iterative algorithms to the 

clinic is their computation times [1]. Apart from clinical 

usage, medical imaging research often demands repeated use of 

such algorithms that may take days or weeks to process data. 

This behooves serious efforts in looking for efficient 

implementations of these algorithms. All avenues of high 

performance implementations should be explored for this 

purpose. Such efforts may include alternative data structures 

and alternative computing platforms. In this work we use a tool 

used for Big Data analytics that runs on cluster-based 

supercomputing platforms. 

Single photon emission computed tomographic (SPECT) 

myocardial perfusion imaging (Fig. 1) involves tomographic 

reconstruction of body organs in a space whose dimension is 

128×128×128, which means that this space consists of 1283 

voxels. In conventional 3D imaging, as shown in Fig. 2 

projected images of 128×128 are acquired in 360 different 

views (or angles) over 360°. The relation between the original 

body and the projections is represented by a large sparse matrix 
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with dimension 1282×360×1283 that is used to perform the 3D 

spatial reconstruction.  

In this work, we not only parallelize the reconstruction 

algorithm for SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) in a 

large-scale parallel computing software system at the National 

Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center but 

also use an easier alternative to low level Message Passing 

Interface (MPI) such as SPARK or GraphX. NERSC is a high 

performance supercomputing facility at Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory (LBNL) for the Department of Energy. 

 

  

               
 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Example of the reconstruction of simulated MCAT phantom data 

using serial algorithm (single CPU). The original anatomical phantom (Top 

Row) and Reconstructed images (Bottom Row) in three orthogonal views.  The 

reconstruction was performed using 4D MLEM code in a single CPU on 6D 

dynamic data (that includes both respiratory and cardiac motion of the heart) 3 

min after the injection of 99mTc-tetrofosmin. For the torso volume, the number 

of voxels had dimensions 128×128×128. There were 360 views per camera 

rotation with 8 cardiac gates and 30 respiratory gates. The time per rotation was 

15 sec.  
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Fig. 2.  Depiction of the tomographic projection views. 

 

II. METHOD: SPARK/GRAPHX 

For each iteration of the MLEM algorithm (Fig. 3) [2], the 

update from the previous voxel value is: 
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where �����	 is the updated value for voxel j at the n+1 

iteration,	���	is the value for voxel j at the nth iteration, ���  are 

weighting factors corresponding to the probability that a photon 

emitted from voxel j will be detected in projection pixel i, and 

	� is the number of photons measured in projection pixel i.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  (a) Simple schematic diagram of the iterative MLEM algorithm. (b) 

The update formula for the iterative MLEM algorithm. 

 

Therefore, each iteration of MLEM involves five matrix 

operations as indicated by arrows in Fig. 3 (division of 

measured projection by estimated projection is shown with two 

small arrows as “compare”): ∑ ����  (normalization constant 

calculation), ∑ ���� ��  (forward projection from volume 

creating estimated projection, Fig 2), 
�

∑ �����
 (dividing actual 

projection by the estimated projection pixel by pixel), 

∑ ��� �
∑ ������  (backward projection of the correction terms), 

and finally applying the correction term from the previous step 

to update the volume 
��

∑ ��
∑ ��� �

∑ ������ . These five steps are 

repeated iteratively for a fixed number of times. Data (system 

matrix, actual projection, estimated projection and estimated 

volume) are spread by pixels and voxels over local memory of 

multiple computing nodes for parallel computing. However, 

between each operation, or at least between some operations 

data need to be communicated between these nodes, which is 

very expensive in terms of time. Such data communications are 

the primary bottlenecks of parallel computing. The main 

strength of doing graph theoretic operations with GraphX is that 

these communications are transparently (to the programmer) 

kept to the minimum, i.e. as much computation is done in-

memory as possible. Thus, iterative updating algorithms (like 

MLEM) are ideal for parallelization using GraphX.  

GraphX is a large-scale graph-parallel framework built on 

top of Apache SparkTM. Spark with GraphX were both 

developed by the UC Berkeley AMPLab and use Resilient 

Distributed Datasets (RDDs) as a distributed memory 

abstraction instead of Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). 

RDD is also fault-tolerant, and it allows intermediate results to 

be reused more efficiently by allowing users to have control 

over storing intermediate results in memory to optimize data 

placement, as mentioned in the last paragraph. Spark first 

“transforms” data into RDDs (e.g., using a map or filter) and 

uses “actions” (e.g., count, collect, and save) on RDDs. This 

model accelerates the computation speed because once any 

slow nodes are detected RDDs can create backup copies of slow 

tasks (fault tolerance), which do not have to access the same 

memory as they do with DSM [3]. With such abstraction, Spark 

distributes the data over different working nodes that run 

computations in a parallel fashion by communicating 

intermediate results with each other and combining them to 

obtain the final result similar to the MapReduce computing 

framework [4]. GraphX uses RDDs as a distributed memory 

abstraction [5], where vertices, edges, and graphs are 

transformed into RDDs.  

GraphX uses graph that is a representation of a set of objects, 

called vertices, where some pairs of objects are connected by 

links, called edges [6]. A graph may be represented as a matrix 

and vice versa, e.g. an adjacency matrix is a representation of 

which vertices are adjacent to each other by assigning the (i, j) 

entry of the adjacency matrix a value 1 if the vertices i and j are 

linked by an edge or a value 0 otherwise as shown in Fig. 4 [7].  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  The adjacency matrix representing an undirected graph. 

 

A parallel algorithm for cluster computing could directly use 

MPI, but the biggest advantage of using Spark/GraphX is that a 

lot of under-the-hood performance enhancements and fault 

tolerance (for slow nodes) are transparently taken care of, and 

only about 35 lines of code were needed to reproduce the 

MLEM algorithm. An underlying assumption in using 
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Spark/GraphX, is that users do not need expertise in computer 

science to implement these performance enhancements for 

parallelization of the algorithm. 

In order to implement the iterative MLEM algorithm in 

GraphX, the forward problem is represented as a sparse matrix 

equation: Af = g, where the forward projection operator or the 

system matrix A, can be further represented in terms of graphs 

in GraphX, as there is a natural relation between matrices and 

graphs. The system matrix A for SPECT imaging, especially 

with parallel hole collimator, is a large sparse matrix since each 

pixel can see only a few voxels. It can be represented as a sparse 

bipartite graph, where f and g are the two vertex sets (of the 

graph representation of the matrix) and the values of A on the 

corresponding pairs of nodes are labels on edges (Fig. 5). A 

sparse matrix operation has an advantage, represented as graph-

parallel operations, because the zeroes of the matrix means that 

there is no edge between the corresponding vertices. Because a 

sparse graph does not have these edges, the number of graph 

computations corresponding to the matrix operations, e.g. 

matrix multiplication, can be significantly faster. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  The system matrix, A, represented as a bipartite graph. The 

connections between two vertices are an edge corresponding to a non-zero value 

in the system matrix A. 

 

Although it is not necessary to perform sparse matrix 

operations as graph operations, the purpose of our project is to 

show that the graph-theory based analytic tool GraphX can also 

be used for linear algebra, as in our inverse problem. The sparse 

matrix operation in the image reconstruction problem here are 

represented in terms of graph-parallel operations with GraphX, 

as described in [6]. For example, each element of the estimated 

projection g are represented as the weighted (by the 

corresponding edge value) sum of the value of each of its 

neighbors: 

 

	� � � ���
��∈����������	��	��

��																									�1� 
 

We have compared the computation time of our GraphX 

implementation for SPECT image reconstruction against that 

for conventional single node sequential machine. The test was 

performed by reconstructing a 128×128×128 voxels image 

from 360 simulated 128×128 projections of a MCAT phantom 

acquired over 360°. The system matrix A for this problem was 

a large sparse matrix with a dimension of 1282×360×1283. A 

program of 35 lines of code was implemented in Spark/GraphX 

to determine the time per iteration for running on 4, 8, and 16 

computing nodes of the Carver system at NERSC Center. 

Carver has a CPU rate of 2.0 GHz. The results using Carver 

were compared with running the same problem on a desk-top 

computer. 

For preliminary proof-of-concept implementation, 360 views 

of 128×128 noiseless projection images of a MCAT phantom 

were simulated over 360°.  The system matrix A for the SPECT 

imaging setup was pre-calculated as a large sparse matrix with 

a dimension of 1282×360×1283. A 3D MLEM reconstruction 

algorithm was developed using graph-based matrix 

multiplication developed with the Spark/GraphX framework in 

33 lines of code.  The matrix multiplication was implemented 

by constructing a bipartite graph with the system matrix value 

as the edge and matrix index as the vertices.  The forward and 

back projection was accomplished by using the Spark Pregel 

API, which enabled bulk synchronization and parallelization of 

matrix multiplication with the system matrix. All vertices were 

parallelized in the Spark application, and the system matrix 

presented in the graph was cached in memory during the 

reconstruction iterations. The Spark/GraphX application was 

executed on a local 32-processors server (Relion 2800GT 

server, dual Intel Xeon processor with a CPU rate of 2.7 GHz, 

a total RAM of 256 GB). The simulated projection images and 

the sparse system matrix were the input to the Spark/GraphX 

application.  A reconstructed volume was obtained from the 3D 

MLEM algorithm over 5 iterations. 

III. RESULTS 

As shown in Fig. 6, Spark/GraphX (using 16 computing 

nodes of the cluster) improved the average iteration time for the 

3D reconstruction problem to 35 seconds from 1 minute over a 

single processor desk-top computer. Also, performance 

enhancement with Spark/GraphX is scalable, depending on the 

need and the amount of data by changing the number of nodes 

and the amount of memory (Fig. 7). Figure 8 shows the 3D 

reconstructed images of the MCT phantom from the 

Spark/GraphX application on a local machine. Whether the 

scalability continues to be linear with increasing number of 

nodes or not needs to be verified in further studies. 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Comparing the iteration time of MLEM algorithm for typical 3D 

reconstruction with GraphX (16 nodes). 
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Fig. 7.  Average iteration time of the MLEM algorithm with GraphX with 

different number of nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8.  The 3D reconstructed images of the MCAT phantom using the 

Spark/GraphX application are shown in (a) transverse, (b) coronal and (c) 

sagittal view. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results shown in this paper are for a proof of concept and 

require further improvement. In future we want to use such 

tools for dynamic image reconstruction that currently takes 

days to weeks on conventional machines [8, 9], slowing down 

our medical imaging research.  Finding the optimal partition of 

data and having a better understanding of the performance 

issues of Spark can further enhance the speed up. Validation of 

the method with a model of real and noisy data is also 

necessary. Spark is an easy-to-use framework to perform in-

memory operations for iterative algorithms. UC Berkeley’s 

AMPLab is in the process of further developing their linear 

algebra library that will work more effectively for iterative 

methods involving large matrix computations.  

Carver, a liquid-cooled IBM iDataPlex system with 1202 

compute nodes (9,984 cores), was chosen as the computational 

systems to test the experiments for this project. At present the 

NERSC Center is pushing forward to support Spark/GraphX on 

Edison, which is the NERSC Center’s later generation 

supercomputer. Edison is a Cray XC30 with a peak 

performance of 2.57 petaflops per second, 133,824 compute 

cords, 257 terabytes of memory, and 7.56 petabytes of disk. 

Big Data analytics and parallel computing have proven to 

bring advancements to the field of scientific research including 

medical imaging. Current methods of solving problems on 

supercomputers are very complicated and limited to people 

with expertise in computer science. However, with the 

transparency of Spark/GraphX and the computing power of 

supercomputers at the NERSC Center, many challenging Big 

Data problems can be solved more efficiently than now. A 

number of other science projects are already exploring the use 

Spark on the Edison supercomputer. 
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PINHOLE SPECT IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION USING A DENSE SYSTEM MATRIX

J. Xu, A. Rittenbach, A. Fabbri, V. Cencelli, and B. M. W. Tsui

I. INTRODUCTION

Small animal (SA) single photon emission computed to-
mography (SPECT) can achieve sub-mm spatial resolution,
making possible in vivo observation of physiological processes
in small animals. For any imaging geometry, to achieve the
designed resolution it is essential to have an accurate model
of the spatially variant pinhole point response function (PRF)
and compensate for it during the iterative ML-EM image
reconstruction algorithm .

In this work, we propose a unified method that uses a
precalculated SM at one view for pinhole image reconstruc-
tion. The proposed method is applicable to a wide array of
imaging geometries, including the conventional circular or
helical geometry allowing view-dependent trajectory devia-
tions. The SM will be generated at a finer spacing than the
target reconstruction voxel size (dense SM) using nominal data
acquisition parameters. The SM entries at all projection views
can be obtained from a recombination of the dense SM entries
incorporating the correct extrinsic parameters at runtime. Our
approach thus the flexibility to accommondate changes in the
extrinsic data acquisition parameters without regenerating the
dense SM.

II. METHOD

To perform image reconstruction using the dense SM, we
must resolve the differences between experimental acquisition
parameters and the nominal parameters used in generating the
dense SM. As we will introduce shortly, the characterizing
pinhole geometric parameters are divided into intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters . The key is to realize that the PRFs
(the dense SM entries) are uniquely defined in the pinhole
camera-centered coordinate system, which depends only on the
intrinsic parameters. By relating both the experimental and the
nominal acquistions, via their respective (different) extrinsic
parameters, to the camera-centered coordinate system, the
required SM entries for image reconstruction can be retrieved
from the pre-calculated dense SM.

A. Overview

Fig. 1 illustrate the general idea using a simple 2-D rotation
as an example. Suppose we wish to reconstruct a plane of N×
N image pixels of physical size Np×Np mm2 from a SPECT
acquisition, N = 6 in Fig. 1. Assume the pinhole aperture is at
(R0, 0) on the +x axis. We calculate the system matrix entries
for each spatial location within a matrix of dimension 2N×2N
and the same physical size Np×Np mm2. In other words, the
SM is calculated using a two-times upsampled dense matrix
(the dense SM).

The forward and back projection computation when the
pinhole is at (R0, 0) is straightfoward. The pinhole point
response function (PRF) of a regular image pixel at (3,−1) is

the summation of the PRFs from all subpixels that make up
the image pixel at (3,−1) (the red square in Fig. 1).

In rotational SA SPECT, additional projection views are
often acquired by rotating the pinhole collimator-detector
assembly around the object. Equivalently, we consider object
rotation while keeping the pinhole collimator-detector fixed.
The pinhole PRF at the same pixel location (3,−1) in the
rotated image grid is still the summation of the PRFs from the
subpixels that make up the pixel (3,−1) (the green square in
Fig. 1). The correct subpixel SM entries need to be calculated
incorporating the rotation angle.
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Fig. 1: The dense SM is generated at 2x2 subpixels per reconstruction
image pixel. At different object rotation angles, the PRF of an image
pixel is calculated from the subpixels within its coverage.

This 2-dimensional example illustrates the general idea
of the dense SM approach. The dense SM is always pre-
calculated using a nominal geometry, without knowing to
what experimental acquisition geometries it will be applied.
The correct PRF modeling then amounts to calculating the
correct dense SM entries using the experimental geometric
parameters. This calculation is made simple by employing the
homogeneous representation of points and the resulting linear
pinhole projection equations.

B. Pinhole geometry

It is known that nine parameters completely characterize a
pinhole (cone-beam) imaging geometry . Illustrated in Fig. 2,

we dnote by s
�
= (s1, s2, s3) the pinhole position in the object-

centered coordinate system. Let the orthogonal projection of
the pinhole aperture onto the detector be (u∗, v∗), its distance
to the pinhole aperture (the focal length) D. The detector
orientation with respect to the object is defined by the three
axes eu, ev , and ew that are parameterized by three angles θ,
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φ, and η. The following expressions are given in .

ew = (cos θ cosφ, cos θ sin φ, sin θ), (1a)

α = (− sin φ, cosφ, 0) (1b)

β = (− sin θ cosφ, − sin θ sin φ, cos θ) (1c)

eu = cos ηα + sin ηβ (1d)

ev = − sin ηα + cos ηβ (1e)

O
x

y

z

turn table
rotation axis

Rf

pinhole

ew

(u∗, v∗)D

ev eu

Fig. 2: Seven parameters characterize a circular pinhole geometry.
The detector orientation, defined by the axes ew, eu, and ev, are
parameterized by three rotation angles, θ, η, φ, with respect to the
object space. The other 4 parameters are the focal length D, the ROR
Rf , and the focal point location (u∗, v∗) on the detector.

The nine parameters (D, u∗, v∗, θ, η, φ, s{1,2,3}) completely
characterize a pinhole imaging geometry.It is convenient to
separate these nine parameters into intrinsic parameters and
extrinsic paramaeters . The extrinsic parameters define the
relative orientation of the object with respect to the pinhole.
The intrinsic parameters are invariant to data acquisition and
describe the native imaging properties of a pinhole system. By
this characterization, the intrinsic parameters are D, u∗, and
v∗; the extrinsic parameters are s{1,2,3}, θ, φ, and η.

The use of homogeneous representation of points has
been shown to simplify the pinhole projection equation
and provides new insights into computation. We denote by
x = (x, y, z) an emission source in the object space, its ho-
mogeneous representation is x̃ = (x, y, z, 1). More generally,
any x̃ = (x1, x2, x3, x4), x4 �= 0 is identified with the spatial
location x = (x1/x4, x2/x4, x3/x4). Similarly, let (u, v) be
the location of the pinhole projection of x on the detector, its
homogeneous representation ũ = (u1, u2, u3). Then

⎡
⎣

u1

u2

u3

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

D 0 u∗

0 D v∗

0 0 1

⎤
⎦Φ(η, θ, φ)

[
I −s

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x
y
z
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

(2)
The projection location (u, v) on the detector can be recovered
from

u = u1/u3, v = u2/u3. (3)

The first 3 x 3 matrix in (2) only depends on the intrinsic
parameters:

K
�
=

⎡
⎣

D 0 u∗

0 D v∗

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ , (4)

and s in Fig. 2] in (2) is the position of the pinhole aperture;
the matrix Φ is parameterized by the three detector orientation
angles.

Φ(η, θ, φ) =

⎡
⎣

− eu −
− ev −
− ew −

⎤
⎦ = Rz(η)Rx(θ)R(φ) (5)

and

Rz(η) =

⎡
⎣

cos η sin η 0
− sin η cos η 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦

Rx(θ) =

⎡
⎣

1 0 0
0 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ

⎤
⎦

R(φ) =

⎡
⎣

− sinφ cosφ 0
0 0 1

cosφ sin φ 0

⎤
⎦

Note that Rz(η) and Rx(θ) are standard rotation matrices
around the ez and ex axes in the 3D space, respectively. The
matrix R(φ) is a combination of rotation around ey axis and
a permutation P : P (x, y, z) → (y, z, x). In a well aligned
pinhole system, we have η = 0, θ = 0, φ = 0, and

Φ(0) ≡ Φ(0, 0, 0) =

⎡
⎣

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

⎤
⎦ ≡ P. (6)

Equation (2) can be rewritten as

ũ = KΦ(η, θ, φ)[x − s]. (7)

The underlined term in (7) consists of rotation and translation.
Its composite effect on x = (x, y, z) is to convert from
this object space coordinate to a camera-centered position
(X, Y, Z), each coordinate measured along eu , ev , and ew

axes respectively [Fig. 3].

pinhole
ew

eu

ev

(u∗, v∗)

(u, v)

(X, Y, Z)

(X ′, Y ′, Z ′)

D

Fig. 3: The spatial locations (X, Y, Z) and (X′, Y ′, Z′) project to
the same location (u, v) according to the pinhole imaging equation.
But their PRFs are different. Knowing the intrinsic parameters D,
u∗, and v∗, the spatially variant PRF functions can be determined in
the camera centered coordinate system.

The above discussion only considers the ideal pinhole
imaging geometry. The pinhole point response functions (PRF)
are caused by the nonideal image acquisition, such as the
finite pinhole size, the finite voxel size, and the finite detector
resolution. These physical image degrading factors are not
included in (2) or (7) . But the spatially variant PRFs can be
calculated in the camera centered coordinate system (Fig. 3)
that depends only on the intrinsic parameters D, u∗, and v∗.
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There are two steps in image reconstruction using the
dense SM approach, (1) generating the dense SM using the
intrinsic parameters and the nominal extrinsic data acqui-
sition parameters, and (2) incorporating the dense SM and
the experimental extrinsic parameters in an iterative image
reconstruction algorithm. In step (1), we only need to know
the pinhole system’s intrinsic parameters, i.e., D, u∗, and v∗.
These three parameters remain the same in steps (1) and (2).
The difference between the nominal and experimental extrinsic
parameters is resolved by relating them both to the camera-
centered coordinates using (7), through which we look up the
correct entries in the pre-calculated PRFs.

C. Step 1: Dense system matrix generation

We assume the intrinsic parameters D, u∗, and v∗ are
known. In principle, the extrinsic parameters, the three detector
angles and pinhole location s, can be arbitrary. A convenient
choice would be using their nominal values. In the following,
without loss of generality, we assume that η = 0, θ = 0,
φ = 0, and s = s0. The dense SM is calculated using these
approximate values at spatial locations x(0). From (7), we have

ũ = KΦ(0)(x(0) − s0)
�
= KX(0) (8)

To generate the dense SM, we first specify the range of
x(0) by considering (a) the designed field-of-view (FOV) size
of the pinhole imaging system, (b) the reconstruction voxel
size given the target image resolution, and (c) a subvoxel
sampling factor, e.g., 2x2 as in Fig. 1, that balances between
the computation load and the PRF model accuracy. The higher
the subsampling factors, the higher the PRF model accuracy
and the computation load. The object space location x (0)

is mapped to the camera centered coordinate X (0) using
nominal parameters in (8), from which the PRF is calculated.
In this work, we use an analytic pinhole PRF model that
considers the spatially variant pinhole sensitivity, the finite
image voxel size, the finite pinhole aperture size, the finite
detector resolution, and the pinhole tilt angle as in a focused
multi-pinhole (MPH) collimator design.

D. Step 2: Image reconstruction

To reconstruct experimental SPECT acquisition data, the
extrinsic parameters must first be estimated, either together
with the intrinsic parameters or separately if the intrinsic
parameters are known a priori . Very often these geometric
parameters are determined from an additional calibration scan
of multiple point objects using the same acquisition geometry
as the experimental data . We denote these extrinsic parameters
by (ηv, θv, φv) and sv where the subscript v emphasizes the
view-dependent nature of these extrinsic parameters.

During image reconstruction, for each location x in the
object space, we need to find its pre-calculated PRF in the
dense SM. Considering (7) and (8), the correct dense SM
entries can be retrieved by equating the associated camera-
centered coordinates.

Φ(0)(x(0) − s(0)) = Φ(ηv, θv, φv)[x − sv] =⇒
x(0) = s(0) + Φ(0)−1Φ(ηv, θv, φv)[x − sv] (9)

It is likely that the resulting x0 in (9) does not coincide
with one of pre-calculated PRF entries. A nearest neighbor
interpolation is used in this case. Thus the higher the upsam-
pling factor, the higher the approximation accuracy. In the next
two sections, we discuss two special cases of using (9) for
a single pinhole circular SPECT geometry, and a multiple-
pinhole, multiple-head ciruclar SPECT geometry.

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The experimental system was built in-house as a plat-
form for testing task-based, novel acquisition geometries for
small organ SPECT imaging . The continuous NaI detec-
tor has an area of 100 mm x 100 mm with an intrinsic
resolution, measured by the full width at half maximum
(FWHM), of 1 mm . The knife-edge Tungsten pinhole insert
has an effective diameter of 0.5922 mm and an opening
angle of 56.9◦. The nominal acquisition parameters (Table I)
have focal length D = 75.0 mm and radius of rotation
Rf = 35.0 mm. The field-of-view (FOV) of the experimental
setup was around 30 mm. The expected resolution, given
the pinhole aperture size and the detector intrinsic resolution,
was

√
(35/75 ∗ 1)2 + ((75 + 35)/75 ∗ 0.5922)2 ≈ 1 mm. For

SPECT acquisitions, the object was mounted on a rotary stage
whose control signal was used to synchronize with SPECT
data acquisition .

TABLE I: Nominal and estimated parameters in the experiment.
D [mm] u∗ [mm] v∗ [mm] R [mm]

nominal 75.0 0 0 35.0
estimated 75.3† -0.085† 0.389† 35.2

θ [deg] η [deg] φ [deg]

nominal 0 0 0
estimated 0 -1.33 -3.96
† The intrinsic parameters.

The dense SM was generated as described in Sec. II-C using
a mixture of the estimated and nominal parameters, shown
as shaded in Table I. These parameters differ from the true
(estimated) experimental parameters in the two detector angles
η and φ.

A. Evaluation of the upsample factor

To compare and evaluate the effects of the upsample factor,
we define the following relative error at each voxel location j
between two pinhole response functions,

rel. err. at j =
maxi |PRF1(i, j) − PRF2(i, j)|√∑

i(PRF1(i, j) + PRF2(i, j))2/4
(10)

where PRF1 and PRF2 are the pinhole response functions
calculated using different upsample factors, and i, j are
respectively the projection bin index and the voxel index.
We used the single pinhole experimental setup and the four
configurations of the dense SM generation. The relative errors
are calculated between d1, d2, d3, and d4.

We calculated the relative error in (10) between d1-d4,
d2-d4, and d3-d4 of Table II at all voxel locations on the
central coronal plane y = 0. Due to the rotational symmetry
in the single pinhole acquisition, this single coronal slice is
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TABLE II: Effects of upsampling in the dense SM generation.
Case d1 d2 d3 d4

Recon voxel [mm] 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Recon matrix size (a) 60 60 60 60
Subsample factor (b) 1 2 3 4

SM size (= a x b) 60 120 180 240

representative of all voxels within the FOV. The relative errors
are displayed in a log-scale map in Fig. 4(a). The central
horizontal profile, positioned at the red line, is shown in
Fig. 4(b).
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Fig. 4: (a) The error map calculated using (10) and displayed in
log-scale. From left to right, errors calcualted between d1-d4, d2-d4,
and d3-d4. The notations d1, etc, refers to the upsampling factors in
Table. II. (b) The horizontal central profile through the error map,
indicated by the red line.

We see in Fig. 4 the relative errors for d1-d4 are significantly
reduced for either d2-d4 or d3-d4. The difference between d2-
d4 and d3-d4, however, is not significant. This observations
can also be verified by the reconstructed images that were
generated using the corresponding dense SM in Table II. The
reconstructed images of a hot rod resolution phantom, (28
mm diameter, inserts diameter 0.75, 1.0, 1.35, 1.7, 2.0, 2.4
all in mm) using the four settings in Table II and a line profile
through the 1 mm inserts are shown in Fig. 5.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, the proposed dense system matrix (SM)
approach for rotational SA SPECT image reconstruction has
the following properties: (1) it uses a pre-calculted SM so that
there is less concern about the tradeoff between the pinhole
PRF model complexity and the computation time; (2) the
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Fig. 5: (a) Reconstructed transaxial slices (1.8 mm thickness) using
the four dense SM configurations in Table. II. (d) A profile, indicated
by the red line, through the 1 mm inserts group. All reconstructed
images shown were obtained with 45 iterations of the ML-EM
algorithm.

same dense SM can be reused for different imaging studies
on the same scanner (different extrinsic but the same intrinsic
parameters), and (3) it eliminates the image rotation step in the
rotation based projector/backprojector implementations that is
known to cause extraneous blurring artifacts.
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Abstract—The use of time-of-flight (TOF) information in 

positron emission tomography (PET) can significantly improve 

image quality. Analytical expressions have been proposed by 

several groups to predict the advantage of TOF-PET over 

conventional PET when images are reconstructed by filtered back 

projection (FBP) algorithm. Here, we derived a formula to 

compute the improvement of variance in images produced by 

iterative reconstruction algorithms, for example the post-

smoothed maximum likelihood expectation maximization 

(MLEM). Furthermore, an elegant expression of the improvement 

of variance was presented if an individual pixel or a small region 

of interest (ROI) in the center of a uniform disk is concerned.  The 

proposed formula of noise improvement was validated by Monte 

Carlo simulation. The results demonstrated the theoretical 

prediction matches well with Monte Carlo simulation.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n the 1980s, Time-of-Flight (TOF) positron emission 

tomography (PET) was developed and its feasibility and 

advantages were studied [1-3]. The potential improvement 

of image quality using TOF information has been proved with 

Monte Carlo simulations and experimental data [4-8]. Two 

simplified analytical expressions have been proposed to predict 

the advantage of TOF-PET over conventional PET [2], [9]. 

However, both of them are mainly developed for filtered back 

projection (FBP) algorithm. Considering that iterative 

algorithm has been widely used in PET image reconstruction, it 

is of great importance to study the relative improvement of 

image quality achieved by iterative image reconstruction. An 

efficient analytical approximation for postsmoothed MLEM 

reconstruction is proposed abased on the Fisher information 

matrix (FIM) to quantify the improvement [10]. However, the 

computation of this method is very large not only because the 

calculation of FIM is required, but also because image quality 

of TOF and non TOF PET have to be evaluated separately 

before quantifying the final improvement. 

In this work, we first derived two approximated expressions 

to predict the variances of individual pixels in the images of 

TOF and non-TOF PET based reconstruction using FIM. Then 

we analyzed and simplified them in continuous space. By  

taking the ratio of the approximated variances in continuous 

space, we obtained an analytical expression of the improvement 

of variance in the iterative reconstructed TOF PET vs non-TOF 
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PET images. Assuming the imaging object is a uniform disk and 

focusing on the central pixel of the disk, a simple but accurate 

expression of the variance improvement can be derived, similar 

to that of [2] and [9]. All the expressions were derived based on 

the post-smoothed maximum likelihood expectation 

maximization (MLEM) reconstruction algorithm with a fixed 

target resolution. This new approach circumvents the 

calculation of FIM or the multiplications in the Fourier domain, 

and thus has great advantage in terms of computation 

complexity. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The derivation consists of three steps: variance prediction in 

discrete domain, variance prediction in continuous domain and 

the approximation of variance improvement. For simplicity, we 

consider 2D PET system model in this work. Note that in this 

work, the space between the centers of two TOF bins (TOF bin 

spacing ) is set to be half of TOF timing resolution . 

A. Fisher Information-Based variance prediction 

An efficient analytical approximation of the covariance 

image at pixel  were previously proposed for maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) reconstruction [11,12] : 

 (1) 

where  is a block Toeplitz matrix formed from the th 

column of the FIM,  is the smoothing parameter,  is a 

shift invariant local smoothing operator, and  is th unit 

vector. To enable variance comparison between different 

systems at an equal spatial resolution, we adapt the above 

equations to approximate post-smoothed MLEM with a fixed 

target resolution. In such case,  is set to 0 in (1), and an 

isotropic Gaussian post-smoothed filter  is added to impose 

the given target resolution. We assume  is invertible 

without the regularization. This yields the following equations 

for the covariance matrix, with  and  representing the 

Kronecker form of the 3-D Fourier transform and its inverse 

respectively, 
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s s s s( ) ( )P F P Q'QPQ'QF Q'QP Q'Qjmlem j jCov j e j e        (2) 

Since  and  are -independent and shift-invariant, this 

equation can be calculated by convolutions in the spatial 

domain, or by multiplications in the Fourier domain. 

Consequently, the variance of pixel , or the th element of 

vector
jmlemCov , is thus calculated by 

             (3) 

where and are the 2-D Fourier 

transform of the central column of  and , respectively. 

To reduce the computation cost of  and , we 

approximate by , where  is the 2-D Fourier 

transform of , and  is 

 with  the th element of matrix 

product  and the th element of matrix product 

, where  are the geometric, bluring , 

normalization and attenuation factors in the system matrix, 

respectively. By doing so,  is data independent and can be 

precomputed [9].  could be further approximated by

 to study the isotropic image resolution [13]. By 

replacing  with , we have 

 and  for 

non-TOF, where  is radial coordinate of the th frequency 

and  stands for the detector blurring operator; while for TOF,

, 

where is the angular coordinate of the th frequency,  is 

the standard deviation of the time resolution function and  

refers to the first-order Bessel function. 

B. Variance in continuous domain 

To facilitate the derivation, we rewrite the image variances 

of TOF and nonTOF systems in continuous space. For both 

TOF and non-TOF, we have a general equation, 

   

             

(4) 

where  and  are the radial coordinate and angular 

coordinate in the Fourier space, respectively. For simplicity, we 

do not include the attenuation and detector blurring in the 

analysis. In this case, we have  and . For nonTOF 

PET, we then have and . The 

approximated variance of nonTOF-PET image in continuous 

space is thus derived as 
2

,varnon

j j iy p d d     . Since the 

central column of  is a 2-D Gaussian function, the Fourier 

transform of Gaussian function  is also Gaussian and is 

independent of the angle as well. Suppose , 

where is the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter or the 

smoothness parameter, the variance for nonTOF can be further 

approximated as, 

  
2 2 2

, ,var 2non

j j je d y d y d 
             (5) 

Similarly, for TOF-PET  and 

. Since in TOF-PET, 

, where
 

is the TOF kernel 

function with a FWHM , it is easy to obtain the variance 

, 

( , ). 

To simplify the variance of TOF-PET , we denote 

 , as a function of . 

Note that  function is quite linear and can be simply and 

accurately approximated by . 

Consequently, the variance of TOF-PET image derived in 

continuous domain is then, 

          (6) 

with  . 

C. Improvement approximation 

Based on the variance derived for non-TOF (5) and TOF PET 

image (6), the improvement is calculated by taking the ratio of 

the two variances, 

    ,

var
2 1

var
ψ

non

j

j ttof

j

y d C k C    

  

(7) 

Since  and , we have 

. Thus  although 

 cannot be totally ignored. We will address the 

effect of smooth parameter on the improvement in the following 

subsection. Consequently, we are able to obtain a more concise 

expression as 

,

var
2

var
ψ

non

j

jtof

j

y d C  
                  

(8) 

Up to now, we propose a general expression for the noise 

improvement of TOF-PET vs. nonTOF-PET at pixel , which 

can be applied to study in the improvement of variance in an 

arbitrary volume and region of interest (ROI). 
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 3 

To be able to compare with the traditional analysis in which 

only a uniform disk is considered, we further simplify our 

analysis to obtain the variance improvement of a uniform disk 

as a ROI. In this case, when the pixel  is located in the center 

of the disk, holds approximately for all time bin 

. As a result, we have 

    

(9) 

We denote the diameter of the considered disk with  and the 

space between the centers of two TOF bins with . The total 

number of TOF bins is / ' 2 /Tn D x D x   . Therefore, the 

noise improvement of TOF-PET over nonTOF-PET can be 

simply computed as, 

var 2
0.449

var

non

j T

tof

j

n D

C x


 


                     (10) 

III. SIMULATION 

Indicated by the result in (10), the noise improvement relies 

primarily on the size of the patient and time resolution. To 

validate the accuracy of this expression, and to compare it with 

the traditional analysis, we simulate different diameters and 

time resolutions to compute the gains of image variance in 

various scenarios. For this experiment, two homogeneous disk 

phantoms with diameter of 25.6 cm and 12.8 cm were simulated. 

The true activity images are of size 128×128 and 64×64 with 

pixel size 2×2 mm2. We examined the reconstruction image 

quality in the central pixel, obtainable with 100 different TOF 

PET images reconstructed from pseudo random data with a time 

resolution ranging from 100ps to 1500 ps FWHM. 100 images 

were reconstructed using a simulated nonTOF-PET system as 

well. The TOF emission sinogram was generated using a TOF 

PET forward projector based on Siddon’s ray tracing algorithm 

[14]. The radius of the PET scanner is 210 mm. The numbers 

of detectors and rays per angle are 336 and 168, respectively. 

The sinograms of size 168×168(×time bins) for nonTOFPET 

(TOF) were generated, with a spatial sampling of 1 mm. 

For the second experiment, the phantom’s diameter was fixed 

to 256 mm and the variance improvement is calculated under 

different time resolutions. For each system, the variance of the 

central pixel was calculated by five methods (a. the 

approximation derived by Tomitani (0.66D/∆x) b. the presented 

exact expression (7) c. the presented expression (10) d. the 

Monte Carlo simulation with MLEM e. the Monte Carlo 

simulation with FBP). MLEM reconstruction followed by post-

smoothing ensured a resolution of 6 mm FWHM. Random 

coincidences, scattered coincidences, photon attenuation, and 

detector blurring were not modeled in this simulation. 

Furthermore, image reconstruction with different smooth 

kernel was performed to further validate (7). 

IV. RESULTS 

Fig. 1 shows the PET images reconstructed using post-

smoothed MLEM algorithm for non-TOF PET, TOF PET with 

500ps and 1000ps time resolution. The variance improvement 

in the central pixel of two disks with different diameter as a 

function of time resolutions is demonstrated in Fig. 2. It 

demonstrates a good consistence between the Monte Carlo 

results and the proposed calculation expression (10). The 

accuracy of the derived expression is measured by correlation 

coefficient, which is approximately one for both phantoms 

(indicated by the arrows in the figure). The variance 

improvement for five methods (see Fig. 3) indicates that the 

prediction of the proposed methods matches well with the MC 

simulation result, and interestingly Tomitani result only 

matches the FBP reconstruction but not iterative reconstruction. 

From these results, it is evident that the variance is proportional 

to the time resolution of TOF and inversely proportional to the 

size of reconstructed image. Fig. 4 presents the variance 

improvement for various smoothness of reconstructed images. 

It’s easy to see that the variance improvement increases with 

the FWHM of the smooth kernel , consistent with (7). Fig. 4 

also shows that the smoothness doesn’t appear to change the 

improvement significantly when the FWHM of the smooth 

kernel exceeds 4. In these cases, the simulation results show 

discrepancies with the improvement computed by (10) because 

(8) holds only when  and the larger the kernel is, the 

more obvious discrepancy there would be. 
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Fig. 1.  Postsmoothed MLEM reconstruction for non TOF PET, TOF PET with 

500ps and 1000ps FWHM time resolution.  
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this work, the variance of iteratively reconstructed images 

was analyzed in continuous space for both TOF PET and 

nonTOF PET systems, and consequently the improvement 

(ratio) of variance was derived. Furthermore, we presented an 

elegant analytical expression of variance improvement for a 

pixel located in the center of a uniform disk. We validated this 

expression by Monte Carlo simulations. The results 

demonstrated our equation can accurately predict the variance 

improvement achieved by iterative reconstruction algorithms, 

while the traditional analysis only works for analytical 

reconstruction algorithm. 

Since attenuation and detector blurring are not simulated in 

the pseudo random experiment, the expression is derived 

simply for the geometric system matrix. The realistic simulation 

and experiment including the attenuation and detector blurring 

will be performed in the future and the corresponding system 

matrix will be considered in the derivation.  
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Fig. 3.  Comparison of the variance improvement using five different methods 

as a function of time resolution. 1) Tomitani’s approximation 2) the proposed 
expression (exact) 3) the proposed expression (approximate) 4) Monte Carlo 

simulation combined with postsmoothed MLEM. 5) Monte Carlo simulation 

combined with FBP. 
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Optimal Selection for Regularization Parameter in
Iterative CT Reconstruction Based on the Property

of Natural Image Statistics
Xuanqin Mou, Ti Bai, Xi Chen, Hengyong Yu, Qingsong Yang and Ge Wang

Abstract—The regularization parameter that balances the
fidelity and penalty terms plays a crucial role in the regularized
iterative reconstruction. Such a parameter selection is rather
difficult for clinical task-oriented image quality assessment. To
address this challenge, we use image statistics as a surrogate
for image quality measurement, and guide the selection of the
regularization parameter. Our proposed method adds value for
inverse problems in various fields, not limited to CT reconstruc-
tion. Numerical and experimental results demonstrate that the
regularization parameter found with the proposed algorithm is
in accordance with that suggested by visual observation.

Index Terms—Regularization parameter, trade-off, natural
scene statistic, statistic features

I. INTRODUCTION

It is common to divide computed tomography (CT) re-
construction algorithms into two categories, namely, analytic
reconstruction and iterative reconstruction. Analytic recon-
struction algorithms have been used for decades in clinic
largely due to their speed and easy-to-choose cutoff frequency
by looking up the table. However, incomplete data (such as
low dose, limited angle, few view, interior problem, etc) will
hamper the reconstruction heavily with analytic algorithms. By
incorporating physical constraints, using more accurate system
model and taking the stochastic characteristics of noise con-
tained in the raw data into consideration, regularized iterative
reconstruction [1], [2] allows to deliver excellent image quality
compared with that of analytic algorithm. One drawback of an
iterative reconstruction algorithm is the high computational
burden, which can be luckily tackled with graphic processing
units (GPU) resulting from its massive parallel computation
efficiency [3], [4]. However, another major inconvenience in
applying existing regularization techniques on iterative recon-
struction is the selection of an appropriate regularization pa-
rameter which compromises the a prior information with data
fitting, because there is no obvious physical meaning, such
as resolution, corresponding to the regularization parameter.
Moreover, medical image quality assessment (IQA) is a task-
dependent problem which pose additional challenges [5].
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Aiming at removing or relieving these problems, much
effort has been devoted to select a suitable regularization
parameter. In the applied mathematics field, various regu-
larization parameter selection manners have been proposed,
such as the discrepancy principle (DP) [6], generalized cross
validation (GCV) [7], Stein’s unbiased risk estimation (SURE)
[8], the L-curve method [9] and balance principle [10], etc. The
discrepancy principle is mathematically rigorous. However, it
requires an estimation of data inaccuracy which is impractical.
Besides, sometimes overfitting is desirable in order to reserve
medically relevant features for that the regularization parame-
ter results in a tolerance-compatible solution will oversmooth
the reconstruction [11]. The SURE and GCV methods try to
minimize the estimated mean square error (MSE), however,
the minimization of the objective functions are nontrivial since
they are very flat over a broad scale, not mentioned that SURE
requires the data noise distribution. In the L-curve method
which is totally data-driven, parameters are chosen to maxi-
mize the curvature of a L-shaped curve. It is computationally
intensive and sensitive to curvature estimation. As for the
balance principle which can be derived from the hierarchical
Bayesian inference, its final result largely depends on another
parameter.

To some extent, many kinds of medical images, such as
CT/MRI, highly resemble natural images in terms of that there
exists a rich amount of structures originated from abundant
anatomies. And it is well-accepted that human visual system
(HVS) reveals a strong ability to judge the quality of pris-
tine/distorted natural images due to the fact that HVS is very
sensitive to the structures of natural images (e.g., edges), which
possess certain regular statistic properties that have been well
established in the visual science literature. For example, the
power spectrum of natural images takes the form of 1

f2 . On
the other hand, an ensemble of works have demonstrated that
cerebral cortex could remove the redundancies contained in
natural images effectively. Consequently, it reveals the low
dimensional manifold space of image perceptual quality, for
example, coefficients of sparse transformed images (such as
discrete gradient transform, Laplacian operator) approximately
create a Laplacian appearance. Based on these finds, in the
field of image processing, much effort has been devoted to
the development of image quality assessment (IQA) metric
[12]. Inspired by these works, in this paper, we propose a
novel mechanism for the optimal selection of the regularization
parameter by taking advantages of the statistical properties of
medical images.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section (II)
presents our key idea in details. Section (III) illustrate exper-
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imental results for validation. Sections (IV) and (V) narrate
discussions and conclusions of this study, respectively.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Analysis on the distribution of sparse coefficients of recon-
structed images

We consider the classical linear inverse problems of seeking
an appropriate solution x ∈ RN to Ax = bδ by optimizing
the following objective function:

x̂β = argmin
x
{||Ax− bδ||22 + βΨ(x)}, (1)

where only a noisy version bδ ∈ R
M of the exact data

b† = Ax† (we denote by x† the exact solution) is available
due to the contamination of noise ε ∈ RM in practice, i.e.,
bδ = b†+ε, and A: RN → RM represents a bound and linear
operator. The scalar β is the so-called regularization parameter
which compromises fidelity with penalty. As is typical for
inverse problems, it suffers from ill-posedness, and thus, a
regularization term Ψ(x) is required to restore the numerical
stability by exploiting some kind of properties of the solution
x. For example, it is generally supposed that, the exact solution
x† could be sparsely represented as follows:

x† = φα, (2)

where α represents the sparse coefficients of x† in the domain
φ. In common to say, elements in α can be regarded as a group
of random variables drawn from an independent identical
distribution (i.i.d.) which can be modeled by a Laplacian
distribution with zero mean. On the other hand, noise ε can be
modeled by an independent zero-mean Gaussian distribution
with data-dependent variance as follow:

ε = Aφγ. (3)

Here, if certain special operator φ is used, such as Laplacian
operator or discrete gradient operator, coefficients γ follow an
nearly independent zero-mean Gaussian distribution.

It is evident that solution of Eq. (1) highly depends on
the value of β. And hence, we need to select a suitable
regularization parameter β∗ for a desirable reconstruction x̂β∗
which is in the vicinity of the exact solution x†.

As we all know, when β � β∗, it will result in an
oversmoothed reconstruction x̂β which is far from the ideal
one x̂β∗ (and hence x†) , and a very noisy version will be
achieved for β � β∗. When β decreases from a value which
is much greater than β∗ gradually, more and more details
come up. During this process, almost no noise exists until
β decreases to certain point near β∗, and noise begins to
emerge if β continues to decrease. Eventually, noise will be
predominant till to overwhelm the reconstructed image.

It is reasonable to decouple the reconstruction of x̂β as
follow:

x̂β = φηβ = φαβ + φγβ , (4)

where coefficients αβ and γβ correspond to the signal and
noise components, respectively, for whom, the distribution
depends on the linear operator A and the solver of Eq. (1).
When β is assigned with the optimal value β∗ and Eq. (1)
is optimized perfectly, x̂β ≈ x† is expected, and hence,

αβ ≈ α follows the zero mean Laplacian distribution and
γβ ≈ 0. In other cases, distribution of αβ and γβ could
be modeled by a zero-mean generalized Gaussian distribution
with different shape parameter a and variance σ2, where the
probability distribution function (pdf) of zero-mean GGD can
be expressed as follow:

g(x; a, σ2) =
a

2ηγ( 1a )
e−(

|x|
η )a , (5)

where η = σ

√
γ( 1
a )

γ( 3
a )

and γ(·) is the gamma function:

γ(x) =

∫ ∞
0

tx−1e−tdt, x > 0. (6)

Note that a = 2 yields the Gaussian (normal) density function
and a = 1 yields the Laplacian density function.

Basically, it can be observed that, when β decreases to
β∗ from a large value, the reconstruction x̂β appears to be
clearer and clearer and without any noise, consequently, only
one GGD is responsible for the distribution of the sparse
coefficients of current x̂β and is written as:

f(ηβ) = g(ηβ ; a1, σ
2
1), β > β∗. (7)

Moreover, the shape parameter a increases gradually as β
decreases, so does variance σ2, and a ≈ 1 when β ≈ β∗.
If β continues to decrease from β∗, x̂β will be contami-
nated by noise unavoidably, and the smaller β is, the more
noise x̂β contains. As a consequence, sparse coefficients of
x̂β can be viewed as a linear combination of two random
variables follow two different GGDs, as shown in Eq. (4),
where γβ ∼ g(γβ ; a2, σ

2
2). It is apparent that noise is much

denser than signal, which means that noise is hardly sparsely
represented. Hence a2 > a1. In a special case where Gaussian
white noise is considered, a2 will achieve at its maximum
value 2.

In a general case, distribution of the coefficient ηβ of x̂β
can be expressed as the convolution of two GGDs as follows:

f(ηβ) = t(1− t)g(ηβ ; a1, σ2
1) ∗ g(ηβ ; a2, σ2

2), (8)

where t compromises the signal with noise in x̂β . When
g(ηβ ; a2, σ

2
2) = δ(ηβ), Eq. (8) will approach to Eq. (7) with

respect to β ≥ β∗.
This analysis indicates that if the parameters t, a1, a2, σ2

1 , σ
2
2

could be obtained by performing curve fitting with Eq. (8)
on the coefficients ηβ of x̂β , it is expected to get the de-
sirable reconstruction, and thus the optimal β∗ by analyzing
these parameters. Unluckily, it is not a trivial task to obtain
(t, a1, a2, σ

2
1 , σ

2
2). In this study, a simple but practical fashion

is exploited to find the optimal reconstruction x̂β∗ and the
corresponding β∗.

As the aforementioned, only one GGD is required to model
the distribution of the sparse coefficients of x̂β when β
decreases to the vicinity of β∗ from a large value. During this
process, the variance will increase gradually. However, when β
reaches β∗ and continues to decrease, two GGDs are required
to model the distribution due to the emerge of noise whose
variance is much larger than that of signal. Consequently,
as β varies, when β ≤ β∗, variation of the variance of ηβ
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will be much larger than the case β ≥ β∗. In other words,
the regularization parameter that would deliver a good trade-
off reconstruction between noise and resolution is expected
to be located at the point with maximum curvature, i.e., the
maximum value of the second order gradient, on the curve
of variance vs β. Indeed, the location of this special point
also could be validated from a simple mathematical point by
considering the fact that variance of the convolution of two
GGDs is larger than that of any one of them.

The aforementioned idea is very friendly for implementation
regarding that the distribution of the coefficients ηβ could be
calculated easily from x̂β with numerical statistics, and hence
lead to the corresponding variance σ2

β .
B. Sparse representation of reconstruction

Having described the philosophy basis, we now can detail
how to represent the reconstruction sparsely which is a crucial
step in the proposed algorithm.

Theoretically, any kind of sparse prior can be exploited to
construct the regularization term Ψ(x), such as total varia-
tion (TV), dictionary learning, tensor, low rank, and etc. A
multitude of work have demonstrated that, by removing the
first and the second order statistical correlations, Laplacian of
Gaussian (LOG) operator can reveal the key statistical features
of images which could serve as an excellent IQA metric [12],
[13], where the LOG of image x is Lx = x ∗ hLOG and:

hLOG(x, y|σ) =
∂2

∂x2
g(x, y|σ) + ∂2

∂y2
g(x, y|σ)

=
1

2πσ2

x2 + y2 − 2σ2

σ4
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 , (9)

where g(x, y|σ) = 1
2πσ2 e

− x
2+y2

2σ2 is the isotropic Gaussian
function with scale parameter σ.

Considering the fact that a good sparse transform could
remove the redundancies effectively, and hence, benefit the
analysis of the sparse coefficients ηβ , in this study, LOG
operator with a scale parameter σ = 0.5 is utilized according
to our experimental results.
C. Experiments

To demonstrate the efficacy of the variance as an indicator of
a suitable regularization parameter, experiments on low dose
raw projections from a sheep lung perfusion and simulated
projections with human abdomen phantom are conducted. The
sheep was scanned on a SIEMENS Somatom Sensation 64-
slice CT scanner to acquire a 672×1160 sinogram. The human
abdomen phantom was utilized to numberically generate a
672 × 580 sinogram, and then 5 × 104 and 1 × 105 incident
photons are assumed to synthesize low dose noisy data.

An alternating minimization scheme is adopted to optimize
the variables alternatively. Order subsets and Nesterov’s first-
order methods are employed to boost the algorithm. 15/31
different regularization parameters β ranging from 600 ×
1.2−7/100 × 1.2−15 to 600 × 1.27/100 × 1.215 are fed into
Eq. (1) so as to produce 15/31 different reconstructions from
oversmooth to very noisy versions for both the simulated and
real cases, respectively, ratio between different β is 1.2. Then,
the LOG operator is enforced on all of these reconstructions
to remove the redundancies. The variance are estimated using

the moment-matching based approach. The curves of standard
variance vs β, along with the second order gradient of standard
variance vs β, are plotted to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed algorithm via competing regularization parameter
indicated by the maximum curvature point with that selected
manually.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we will present several typical reconstruc-
tions, including very noisy, oversmoothed and excellent trade-
off versions with respect to the regularization parameters
β which are very small, quite large and suggested by the
proposed algorithm.

Results of the human abdomen phantom were depicted in
Figure. (1), where row (a) and (b) correspond to the recon-
structions with noisy sinograms assumed 5× 104 and 1× 105

incident photons Poisson noise, respectively. It was shown that,
for both cases, the first column and the third column appeared
to be very noisy and oversmoothed, which suggested that the
corresponding β are too small and quite large, respectively,
while observation of Fig. (1)(a2) and Fig. (1)(b2) revealed
that the selected regularization parameters could result in
high quality reconstructions in terms of that a good trade-
off between noise and resolution was achieved. Figure. (1)(c)
and Fig. (1)(d) plotted the standard variance and its second
order gradient vs the corresponding regularization parameter
associated with the cases of 5 × 104 and 1 × 105 Pois-
son noise, respectively. The indexed green arrows specified
the regularization parameters β that resulted in very noisy,
appropriate and oversmoothed reconstructions as shown in
the top two rows. Good agreement could be observed that
the regularization parameter corresponding to the maximum
curvature point point, i.e., (a2) and (b2), consistently leaded
to a good trade-off reconstruction for both cases, and hence it
validated the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

Figure. (2) demonstrated results for real sheep lung studies.
As expected from the curves in Fig. (2), once again, the regu-
larization parameters located at the maximum curvature points
resulted in high quality images, as were shown in Fig. (2)(a2),
which turned out to be better trade-off reconstructions between
noise and resolution than those with too small or large β.

IV. DISCUSSION

As a powerful tool, natural scene statistic was introduced
to predict the quality of reconstruction in this study for the
first time. It provided an insight into the selection of the regu-
larization parameter which plays a crucial role in regularized
iterative reconstruction. The proposed idea is not tailored for
certain specified problems though we validated it with the X-
ray CT data in this study. It is expected that our idea could
also be applied on a multitude of inverse problems which are
very common in various fields, for example, MRI/PET/SPECT
iterative reconstruction, natural image processing, etc.

It is valuable to mention that the proposed idea is not
restricted to certain kind of regularization term design, such
as total variation [2], dictionary learning [1] or low rank, etc.
Basically, the proposed novel rule is developed for general
models including various smooth and non-smooth regulariza-
tion since it is solely based on the statistical features of the
reconstruction.
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Fig. 1. Row (a) and (b) are human abdomen reconstructions with different
noisy sinograms with respect to 5×104 and 1×105 incident photons Poisson
noise, while reconstructions from the 1st to the 3rd column correspond to
different β as indicated by the green arrow in (c) and (d), respectively. Curves
of standard variance vs regularization parameter β, along with the second
order gradient of standard variance vs β, corresponding to the cases of 5×104

and 1 × 105 incident photons Poisson noise are illustrated in (c) and (d),
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Real sheep lung studies. Reconstructions from the 1st to the 3rd

column correspond to different β as indicated by the green arrows in (b),
respectively. Curves of standard variance vs regularization parameter β, along
with the second order gradient of standard variance vs β are illustrated in (b),
respectively.

As mentioned above, two generalized Gaussian distribution
are desirable in an attempt to give a more powerful statistical
description about the signal and noise contained in a specified
reconstruction, whereas standard variance was employed as
the statistical feature for the sake of simplicity in this study.
One of our future work will be to study how to decouple
the parameters to represent signal and noise from current
reconstruction so as to extract some better statistical features
to reflect the image quality. Besides, although observation of
the curves of standard variance vs regularization parameter
revealed that there exists an obvious maximum curvature
point that suggests a suitable regularization parameter, rigorous
mathematical proof about the existence of the so-called turning
point is still an open problem.

The efficacy of the proposed algorithm on the prediction
of good regularization parameter had been demonstrated in
this work, while our ultimate goal is to develop an algorithm
which can adaptively select regularization parameter during
the iterations. This will be one of our central factors in our
ongoing investigations.

As there were only one set of clinical simulated data and
one set of real sheep lung perfusion data examined in this

study, it is apparent that the accuracy and robustness of the
technique needs further assessment, especially on more real
clinical data sets.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, natural scene statistic was exploited to serve as
an indicator of the optimal regularization parameter selection
for the first time. In accordance with our expectation, the maxi-
mum curvature point in the standard variance vs regularization
parameter curves consistently suggested an optimal parameter
in terms of delivering a good trade-off reconstruction between
noise and resolution.
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Abstract—In this work, we propose a family of SART-type of 

reconstruction algorithms with a regularization term for the 

conventional x-ray CT. We consider first the conventional SART 

and its variants by introducing a damping factor to them. 

Subsequently a regularization term is built into the conventional 

SART and its variants. In the end, we introduce the weighting 

information to the reconstruction methods together with 

regularization terms. We validated our proposed methods by 

applying them to a set of wide cone beam CT data which 

corresponded to a clinical head scan with Aquilion ONETM CT 

scanner (Toshiba American Medical Systems, Tustin, CA, USA). 

Our results showed that the notorious cone-beam artifacts due to 

the wide cone angle in volumetric CT imaging technique can be 

successfully suppressed by the algorithms proposed in this work.  

 
Index Terms— CT reconstruction algorithms, Cone beam 

artifacts, Damped SART, Regularized SART, Regularized 

weighted SART, SART 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IMULTANEOUS algebraic reconstruction technique (SART), 

which was proposed about thirty years ago, is an 

interesting implementation of its precursor algebraic 

reconstruction technique (ART) [1]. During the past three 

decades, SART had been one of those most popular iterative 

reconstruction (IR) algorithms and been applied to many 

imaging tasks even not for the conventional x-ray CT 

reconstruction problems [2]. Iterative reconstruction 

algorithms had been received a lot of renovation in the past 

few years partially due to the dose consideration and its 

flexibility to artifacts suppression. However a well-known 

disadvantage of IR algorithms is that in general they take huge 

amount of computational power compared with their 

competitor, the filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithms. With 

the revolution of hardware such as graphics processing unit 

(GPU), it is possible to perform large scale computation in a 

personal computer. This might be another factor that makes IR 

algorithms re-enter people’s research interests.  Compared to 

ART, an interesting property of SART is that it can be very 

easily parallelized. Parallel computation is one of those ways 

to speed up reconstruction algorithms which hence make IR 

methods possible to be commercialized.  

    The original SART method did not include any 

regularization term. A simple combination of SART and the 

total variation (TV) regularization term had been proposed in 

[3] following the work of the University of Chicago group [4] 

where an alternating two-step reconstruction procedure was 
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employed. Results showed that this simple combination can 

yield accurate images in the sparse-view reconstruction 

problem when the object is piecewise constant [3].  Another 

lack-feature in the original SART is that it did not consider 

weight information explicitly. It was generally believed that 

statistical weighting information should be built into IR 

algorithms [5]. One of those well-known benefits to build 

statistical information into IR is that the streak-artifacts 

especially when imaging the shoulder part due to photon 

starvation problem can be well suppressed. However, we 

believe that weighting information should not be restricted to 

statistical information only. The weighting information should 

include statistical information and analytical information, for 

example data redundancy weighting like the famous Parker 

weights [6] and some other designed smooth window 

weighting schemes. The conventional SART method can be 

viewed as a special case when these additional weightings are 

constant. Based on this understanding, a weighted SART 

method was proposed in [7, 8]. Once the weighted SART 

method is available, it is very natural to attach a regularization 

term to it to formulate a regularized weighted SART 

procedure. This had been done in [7] where again a two-step 

alternating procedure was employed.  

     An interesting feature of the original paper [1] on SART is 

that the authors just wrote down the component-wise 

reconstruction formula of SART without any detailed 

derivation. A neat and simple explanation of SART was 

proposed in [9] within the framework of minimizing a 

weighted least square cost function where an inverse length 

weighting scheme was employed. Following the explanation 

in [9], the weighted SART procedure and some variants of 

SART were provided in [8]. Indeed once the cost function was 

identified, there exist many explanations of the procedure just 

as the conventional ART can be explained either as a 

projection on convex set procedure or within some fancy 

relaxed incremental proximal gradient framework [10]. In this 

work, we will first revisit the conventional SART procedure 

and its variants by introducing a damping factor to them.  

Subsequently we will attach a regularization term to them. In 

the end we will build weighting information into the SART 

and its variants together with regularization terms to form the 

regularized weighted SART methods which are a one-step 

approach compared to the two-step approach in [7]. We 

validate our methods by applying them to clinical datasets. To 

make this work a little more interesting, we demonstrate that 

the notorious cone-beam artifacts often seen in volumetric CT 

head images reconstructed by FBP due to wide cone-angle can 

be successfully suppressed by our proposed methods.  

Regularized SART-type of Methods in CT 
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II. REGULARIZED SART-TYPE OF ALGORITHMS 

To develop iterative reconstruction algorithms we generally 

follow a simple recipe that contains three basic steps. Firstly 

we set up an imaging model based on imaging physics. In our 

conventional x-ray CT imaging problem, a linear model is 

usually adopted based on Beer’s law. Secondly we formulate 

an optimization problem. The optimization problem typically 

contains a cost function and possibly some constraints which 

define a feasible set. Thirdly we look up a method in text 

books on optimization theory or the literature to solve the 

proposed optimization problem. The optimization problem 

formulated in the second step is often a convex programming 

problem though some non-convex optimization problem had 

been formulated [11] for image reconstruction. Convex 

programming is a very well-studied topic [12]. One could 

claim that convex programming is a technique instead of a 

science. Although it might be too exaggerated, the statement 

might be more or less true from the algorithmic point of view. 

In this section, we will follow this procedure to propose a 

family of regularized SART-type algorithms. 

We first review how the conventional SART method can be 

interpreted in the above procedure. As usual, we model the CT 

imaging system as a linear transform which can be represented 

by a system of linear equations as follows 

                         𝐴 𝑓 = 𝑔 + 𝑒 .                                            (1) 

In Eqn. (1), the operator 𝐴 is a discretized x-ray transform 

which sometimes called the system matrix, 𝑓 is the image to 

be reconstructed, 𝑔 is the projection data after the logarithm 

conversion, and 𝑒 is the error between the true imaging system 

and the model. The imaging task is to invert Eqn. (1) to 

retrieve the image 𝑓 from a set of measured projection data 𝑔. 

To formulate an optimization problem, we simply adopt the 

data fitting strategy in which the cost function 𝐶(𝑓) is defined 

as 

   min 𝐶(𝑓) =
1

2
|| 𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔||2 =

1

2
 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)𝑇 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)     (2) 

or 

          min 𝐶(𝑓) =
1

2
(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)𝑇 𝑊 (𝐴𝑓 − 𝑔).                      (3) 

In Eqn. (3), we have introduced a weighting matrix 𝑊 which 

is usually diagonal. To get the conventional SART algorithm, 

the weighting matrix 𝑊 is defined as  

                                    𝑊𝑖,𝑖 =
1

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑗
 ,                                      (4) 

where 𝑊𝑖,𝑖 is the diagonal element of the diagonal matrix 𝑊 

and 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 is the (𝑖, 𝑗)𝑡ℎ entry of the system matrix 𝐴. If we 

interpret the system matrix 𝐴 as the forward projection 

operator, one way to understand Eqn. (4) is that it can be 

viewed as an inverse length for each projection ray and hence 

Eqn. (3) is an inverse length weighted least square problem.  

    There exist many methods in text books and literature to 

solve such optimization problems in Eqns. (2) and (3). For 

example, the famous conjugate gradient [13] method could be 

employed. However, we are particularly interested in the 

gradient based methods. As described in the textbook [14], 

many gradient methods are specified in the form 

               𝑓(𝑛+1) = 𝑓(𝑛) − 𝜆(𝑛) 𝐷(𝑛) ∇𝐶(𝑓(𝑛)).                      (5) 

In Eqn. (5), the index 𝑛 denotes the 𝑛𝑡ℎ iteration, and 𝐷(𝑛) is a 

positive definite symmetric matrix, and 𝜆(𝑛) is often called 

“stepsize” in optimization literature. In our problem the 

gradient of the cost functions are 

                     ∇𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)                                      (6) 

and  

                  ∇𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐴𝑇 𝑊 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)                                   (7) 

for Eqns. (2) and (3), respectively. If we design the positive 

definite symmetric matrix 𝐷(𝑛)as a diagonal matrix whose 

diagonal elements are defined as  

                         𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘 )𝑖
                                       (8) 

and  

                                  𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖
                                         (9) 

for Eqns. (2) and (3), respectively. On substitutions of Eqns. 

(6) and (8) into Eqn. (5), one can get the component-wise 

reconstruction formula as 

               𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖)  𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖
,            (10) 

where 𝑓𝑗 is the 𝑗𝑡ℎ component of the image 𝑓. Similarly, on 

substitutions of Eqns. (7) and (9) into Eqn. (5), one can have 

                𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

 𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖
.               (11) 

We recognize that Eqn. (11) is the conventional SART 

algorithm with a relaxation factor 𝜆(𝑛) which was previously 

called a stepsize. Eqn. (10) is a variant of the conventional 

SART algorithm [8]. Relaxation method for image 

reconstruction was investigated in [15]. In optimization 

literature, the stepsize, i.e., relaxation parameter is typically 

determined by a line-search step. A dedicated line-search 

strategy can be found in [16]. However, line-search methods 

are usually very expensive in image reconstruction problem. A 

commonly used strategy is simply set it to be 1 as was done in 

the conventional SART algorithm or make it gradually 

diminishing [17].  

    Just as in the damped ART [10], we can design damped 

SART and its variants. The only thing we need to do to 

achieve such a goal is to modify the definition of the matrix 

𝐷(𝑛) which is diagonal in our case. We can define  

                    𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) + 𝑡𝑗
−1

𝑘𝑖
 ,                                (12) 

and  

                            𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑡𝑗
−1

𝑖
 ,                                   (13) 

for Eqns. (2) and (3), respectively. In Eqns. (12) and (13), we 

have introduced the positive damping factor 𝑡𝑗. The 

reconstruction methods in Eqns. (10) and (11) become 

             𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖)  𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡𝑗
−1                (14) 

and       

            𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

 𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑖   +   𝑡𝑗
−1 ,                   (15) 

respectively. The positive damping factor 𝑡𝑗 could be a 

function of the iteration number 𝑛 too. By carefully designing 
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the damping factor, we can control how much each voxel will 

be updated at each iteration.  Obviously, small damping factor 

𝑡𝑗 corresponds to less update for  𝑗𝑡ℎ voxel.  

     Having these understandings, we are ready to work on  

regularized SART-type algorithms. We simply modify the 

optimization problem in Eqns. (2) and (3) as 

         min 𝐶(𝑓) =
1

2
 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)𝑇(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) + 𝛽 𝑈(𝑓)         (16) 

and  

     min 𝐶(𝑓) =
1

2
 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔)𝑇𝑊 (𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) + 𝛽 𝑈(𝑓),       (17) 

respectively. In Eqns. (16) and (17), we have introduced the 

regularization function 𝑈(𝑓) (sometimes called penalty 

function, or regularizer) and a positive regularization 

parameter 𝛽 which in general controls the balance of the 

resolution and noise of the reconstructed image. The cost 

function 𝐶(𝑓) in Eqns. (16) and (17) is analogous to the 

Hamiltonian in mechanics which is a kinetic energy plus 

potential energy. For this reason, sometimes we call 𝑈(𝑓) a 

potential function, or simply potential. There exist many 

designs of the potential 𝑈(𝑓) many of which (if not all) 

originated from those developed for denoising methods. To 

see the analogy to the image denoising problem, we need only 

set the operator 𝐴 to be the identity operator and treat the data 

𝑔 as the noisy image 𝑓𝑜, then Eqn. (16), for example, reduces 

to  

               min 𝐶(𝑓) =
1

2
 || 𝑓 − 𝑓0 ||2 + 𝛽 𝑈(𝑓)                  (18) 

which is the familiar equation in image denoising problem. 

Again, if the regularizer 𝑈(𝑓) is a convex function, the 

problems described in Eqns. (16) and (17) are convex 

programming problems because the first term in the cost 

function is already convex.  

    As before, we are particularly interested in gradient based 

optimization methods. The gradient of Eqns. (16) and (17) are 

                ∇𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) + 𝛽 ∇𝑈(𝑓) ,                    (19) 

and  

               ∇𝐶(𝑓) = 𝐴𝑇𝑊(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) + 𝛽 ∇𝑈(𝑓),                  (20)  

respectively. The quantity 𝑊 in Eqn. (20) is defined in Eqn. 

(4). The necessary condition for 𝑓 to be a minimizer is that the 

gradient vanishes at 𝑓, i.e.,  

                            ∇𝐶(𝑓) = 0.                                               (21) 

The consequence of this condition is that, for example, Eqn. 

(19) becomes 

                   𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) =  −𝛽 ∇𝑈(𝑓).                             (22) 

Another way to look at Eqn. (22) is that the two vectors 

𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓 − 𝑔) and ∇𝑈(𝑓) are anti-parallel to each other which 

implies the inner product between these two vectors 

normalized by their length equals −1, i.e.,  

                          
(∇𝑈(𝑓))

𝑇
𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓−𝑔)

||∇𝑈(𝑓)||  || 𝐴𝑇(𝐴 𝑓−𝑔) ||
 =  −1.                       (23) 

Eqn. (23) is the same as the one derived in [17] where it was 

called 𝑐𝛼. A similar thing can be done to Eqn. (20). 

    If we adopt the definition of 𝐷(𝑛) in Eqn. (8) for the 

problem in Eqn. (16), substitution of Eqns. (19) and (16) in 

Eqn. (5) yields 

   𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) +𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗    𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖
.   (24) 

Similarly a damped version of Eqn. (24) is 

   𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) + 𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗   𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡𝑗
−1 .   (25) 

Analogously, for the problem in Eqn. (17), we have two 

versions of the reconstruction methods 

     𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗 𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖
,    (26) 

and 

    𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗  𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑖   +   𝑡𝑗
−1 .    (27) 

In Eqns. (24-27), the quantity [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗 denotes the 𝑗𝑡ℎ 

component of the vector ∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛)). One could argue that a 

deficiency of the design of the positive definite symmetric 

matrix 𝐷(𝑛) for Eqns. (24-27) might be that we did not 

consider the potential function 𝑈(𝑓). It is easy to do so. 

Indeed there are many ways to take the potential function into 

account. For example, if the potential function 𝑈(𝑓) is 

convex, its Hessian matrix is guaranteed to be positive semi-

definite [12], which implies the diagonal components of the 

Hessian matrix are non-negative. Hereafter we only care about 

the diagonal components of the Hessian matrix of  𝑈(𝑓) and 

set all off-diagonal elements to zeros. Let us denote the 

modified diagonal Hessian matrix as 𝐻𝑈(𝑓) and its diagonal 

element is denoted by [𝐻𝑈(𝑓)]𝑗,𝑗.  These diagonal elements 

can be added to the definition of the matrix 𝐷(𝑛). Due to the 

non-negativity of [𝐻𝑈(𝑓)]𝑗,𝑗, i.e., the convexity of 𝑈(𝑓), the 

symmetric positive definiteness of the matrix 𝐷(𝑛) can be  

maintained. We can also consider the Hessian evaluated at 

which iteration. One could choose Hessian evaluated at each 

iteration, i.e., 𝐻𝑈(𝑓(𝑛)), or Hessian evaluated at first iteration, 

i.e., 𝐻𝑈(𝑓(0)), or even use the maximum one of the diagonal 

elements of 𝐻𝑈(𝑓). For simplicity, we denote the 𝑗𝑡ℎ 

component of the diagonal elements of those choices as [𝐻𝑈]𝑗. 

With these considerations, we can modify Eqns. (24-27) as 

   𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) +𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗    𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 +𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗
,   (28) 

   𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) + 𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗   𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡𝑗
−1+ 𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗

,   (29) 

   𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗 𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖    + 𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗
,      (30) 

and 

    𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗  𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑖   +   𝑡𝑗
−1   +  𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗

.    (31) 

    It is generally believed that statistical information should be 

built into IR algorithms. Indeed besides the statistical 

information, there are a lot of data redundancy information 

can be encountered in CT reconstruction problems. Moreover 

there exist many well-established analytical weighting 

schemes suitable for some particular imaging tasks, for 

example, motion artifacts correction; the famous Parker 

weighting scheme can be a good example. We will refer to 

these types of weighting information as analytical weighting 
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 4 

information. In our design, statistical and analytical weighting 

schemes are combined (a simple multiplication will do the 

job) to form a lumped weighting factor. To use the weighting 

information, we resort to Eqns. (3) and (17) where we redefine 

the diagonal weighting matrix as 

                               𝑊𝑖,𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖  ,                                             (32)     

 or 

                               𝑊𝑖,𝑖 =
𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑗
 ,                                         (33) 

where 𝑤𝑖  is the additional lumped weighting information.  

With a simple modification of the matrix 𝐷(𝑛), for example we 

can respectively modify the Eqns. (8) and (9) as  

                      𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  𝑤𝑖  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘 )𝑖
                                   (34) 

and  

                            𝐷𝑗,𝑗
(𝑛)

=
1

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗  𝑤𝑖)𝑖
,                                      (35) 

we will have the following reconstruction methods, 

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) +𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗    𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑤𝑖  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖
,  (36)  

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) +𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗    𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑤𝑖  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡𝑗
−1 ,  (37) 

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗 𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖  𝑤𝑖) 
 ,   (38) 

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗  𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑖 𝑤𝑖)  +   𝑡𝑗
−1  ,  (39)   

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) +𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗    𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑤𝑖  ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 +𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗
,  (40)  

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖(∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖) + 𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗   𝑘𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑤𝑖 ∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘) 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡𝑗
−1+ 𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗

,  (41)  

𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗 𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑖  𝑤𝑖)  + 𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗
,     (42) 

and 

 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝑓𝑗
(𝑛)

− 𝜆(𝑛)
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 𝑓𝑘
(𝑛)

−𝑔𝑖𝑘
∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑘𝑘

   +  𝛽 [∇𝑈(𝑓(𝑛))]𝑗  𝑖

∑ (𝑎𝑖,𝑗 𝑖  𝑤𝑖) +   𝑡𝑗
−1   +  𝛽 [𝐻𝑈]𝑗

.    (43) 

Eqns. (36-43) are a family of regularized SART-type of 

methods which accommodate the generalized weighting 

information. It should be noted that all of these methods 

originated from the conventional SART. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, to save space we demonstrate only results 

with Eqn. (26) where the potential function is a simple TV 

term as in [17].  To make our results a little more interesting, 

we applied the reconstruction method to the dataset we used in 

[18], where a set of 320-segment head data was collected from  

Aquilion ONE
TM

 CT scanner (Toshiba American Medical 

Systems, Tustin, CA, USA), to test if this particular method 

can suppress the cone-beam artifacts. In the implementation, 

the well-known ordered subset scheme [19] was employed to 

speed up the method. A simple clipping was used to enforce 

the non-negativity of the reconstructed images. Fig. 1 shows 

the comparison between the conventional FBP results and our 

IR results. It is clear that our proposed method can 

successfully suppress the cone-beam artifacts. 

    
Fig.1. Left and right panels are images reconstructed by FBP and Eqn. (26), respectively. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel dictionary learning algorithm 

based on gradient-domain (Grad-DL) is proposed for few-view 

CT reconstruction. The main feature of this algorithm is training 

of the dictionaries from the horizontal and vertical gradient 

images, respectively. The desired image can be reconstructed 

subsequently from the sparse representations of both gradients by 

solving a Poisson equation. Since the gradient images are sparser 

than the image itself, the proposed approach could lead to sparser 

representations than conventional DL methods in the 

image-domain. 

 
Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), image 

reconstruction, few-view, dictionary learning (DL), 

gradient-domain, Poisson equation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ow to reduce the CT radiation dose has become a crucial 

problem in the field of CT [1-4]. One of the key strategies 

to reduce the CT radiation dose is few-view data reconstruction. 

CT image can be exactly reconstructed from the projections 

with a high sampling rate by using conventional filtered 

back-projection (FBP) and back-projection filtration (BPF) 

algorithms [5-9]. However, these methods are prone to cause 

artifacts and distortions in CT images reconstructed from 

insufficient few-view data. 

Compressed sensing (CS) theory states that sparse or 

compressible signals can be accurately recovered from a 

reduced set of measurements, which may even be significantly 

less than the Shannon/Nyquist sampling rate. Inspired by CS 

theory, various iterative algorithms have been proposed to 

solve the few-view CT reconstruction problem [10-23]. Sidky 

et al. proposed a CS image reconstruction algorithm which 
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aims at solving constrained minimization of the estimated 

image total variation (TV) norm, the so-called ASD-POCS 

framework [24-26]. Chen et al. proposed a prior image 

constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) method for CS-CT, 

where a prior image is utilized to sparsify CT images, which 

takes into account the similarity among images derived from 

the same image object [27-37]. 

However, as a fixed basis, TV regularization favors solutions 

with sparse gradients, thus it cannot distinguish between true 

structures and image noise. Dictionary learning (DL) 

operations can alleviate the drawbacks of a given fixed basis, 

which may not be universally optimal for all images [38-39]. It 

exploits the inherent sparsity in the image through the similar 

property and nonlocal operation on corresponding overlapping 

patches. DL methods adopt a two-step iterative scheme, where 

the sparse approximations are found with the fixed dictionary 

and the dictionary is subsequently optimized based on the 

current sparse coefficients. 

In 2013, we proposed an efficient algorithm for MRI image 

recovery based upon an adaptive nonlinear dictionary learning 

strategy and a penalized splitting approach [40]. Recently, this 

method was extended to CT reconstruction [41-42]. A 

gradient-based dictionary learning method was presented for 

CT image reconstruction, and the alternating direction method 

(ADM) was used to provide a computationally efficient 

solution for the minimization problem. 

In the present study, a novel dictionary learning algorithm 

based on the gradient-domain (Grad-DL) is proposed for 

few-view CT reconstruction. Here, the Poisson equation 

method is adopted to replace the previous complex 

optimization algorithm. Dictionaries are trained from the 

horizontal and vertical gradients of the image, respectively. The 

desired image is reconstructed subsequently from the sparse 

representations of both gradients by solving a Poisson equation. 

The proposed method has two advantages. Firstly,  the 

gradient-domain learned dictionary can lead to sparser 

representations than the conventional image-domain DL 

methods. This is because the gradient images are sparser than 

the image itself. Secondly, the learned dictionary can alleviate 

the artifacts caused by the piecewise smooth assumption and 

allow an image with complex structure to be recovered 

accurately. 

CT Iterative Reconstruction Based Gradient 

Domain Dictionary Learning 

Zhanli Hu, Member, IEEE, Yunwan Zhang, Qiegen Liu, Na Zhang, Member, IEEE, Peter Z. Wu, 

Hairong Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE, and Dong Liang, Senior Member, IEEE 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

A. DL-based CT Reconstruction 

Dictionary learning methods can avoid the defect resulting 

from fixed basis i.e. a given basis may not always be suitable 

for all images. Let f  represent an image to be reconstructed, 

M denotes the measurement matrix and g  represents the 

projection data. Based on the idea of dictionary learning, the 

CT reconstruction problem can be expressed as the following 

formula 

 
2

2,
min

l
l l

f
l

R f D



   

subject to  0f   

2

2
Mf g   ; 00

,l T l  
                          

(1)
 

 

where 
lR f  denotes a vector of n n  patch extracted from 

an image f  of N N  size, image patches set 

1 2[ , ,..., ]l LR f R f R f R f  consists of L  samples, 
0l  is the 

0l  norm of 
l , 

0T  controls the sparsity level of the patch 

representation,  characterizes the raw data consistency. For 

any image f , the sparsest representation 
l  can be obtained 

with respect to the dictionary D . In addition  the number of 

nonzero elements in 
l  is less than or equal to

0T . 

B. Proposed New Model 

We propose a new model to reconstruct CT image using 

dictionaries learned from the gradient-domain 

 
2

2 2

22, ,
1

min ( )
i i

l

i i i

l l
f D

i l

R f D Mf g





 
    

 
  

subject to  0f  , 00
, ,i

l T l i  
                      

(2) 

 

where the first term is the cost function capturing the sparse 

prior of the gradient-image patches with respect to the 

dictionaries 
iD  and the second term is the data fidelity with 

2l

-norm controlling the error. The 1  and 2  denote the 

different gradient operators in the horizontal and vertical 

directions, respectively.  
0T
 
represents the threshold of sparsity 

for each patch. 

C. Image Recovery from Gradient-domain 

A method is needed to exactly recover an image from 

gradient-domain after the DL operations have been applied to 

the gradient image.  

Let [ , ]x yG G G denotes the gradient of a 2D image ( , )f j k

for the horizontal and vertical directions. The symbols j and k

are the indices of the location of the discrete image, where

1,2,..., ;j H 1,2,..., ;k W  and integers H  and W  are the 

height and width of the 2D image array, respectively. In the 

discrete domain, the gradient field of an image in the horizontal 

and vertical directions is defined as the simple forward 

differences 

 

                          

( , ) ( , 1) ( , )

( , ) ( 1, ) ( , )

x

y

G j k f j k f j k

G j k f j k f j k

  

  
                         

(3) 

 

where the image f  can be reconstructed from its gradient 

image 
xG  and 

yG
 
by solving a Poisson equation. The direct 

methods can be employed to minimize f G  , so that

G f  . By introducing a Laplacian and given proper 

boundary conditions, the image f can be exactly recovered 

from the gradient field ( , )
yx

GG

x y



 
 

without any error by 

solving a Poisson equation [43-44] 

 

                        

2 ( , )
yx

x y

GG
f div G G

x y


   

 
                     

(4) 

 

where div  denotes the divergence operator and 
2 denotes the 

Laplacian operator. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Images reconstructed from the human dental simulation study. From top 

to bottom are the results obtained using ART-TV, ART-DL and Grad-DL 
algorithms, respectively.  From left to right, the images are reconstructed from 
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55 and 105 iterations, respectively. The display window is the same for all 

images. 

The performance of the proposed method has been compared 

with ART-TV and conventional DL algorithms. During the 

implementation of existing dictionary learning algorithm and 

proposed Grad-DL algorithm, the sparsity level for image 

reconstruction was set to 5. The local reconstruction error 

threshold was set to 0.00025. The patch size was of 12 12 

pixels with the sliding distance of 2 pixels. After every 10 

iterations of the ART, the DL process was performed. The 

number of iterations for TV-steepest descent was set to 10 and 

the gradient descent step was fixed at 0.2.  

The developed dental CT prototype system consists of an 

x-ray source (X20P, IAE, Italy) and a flat-panel detector 

(PaxScan 2520D, Varian, USA). The detector consists of a 

1920 1536 array with a pixel pitch of 0.127 mm. In this study, 

the detector was operated in the mode with 22 pixel binning, 

corresponding to a 0.254 mm pixel size. Circular cone-beam 

data were acquired from the 360 projection views distributed 

over 2  of human tooth using the parameters of 90 kVp and 9 

mA. The source to object (SOD) was set at 540 mm and the 

source to detector (SDD) was set at 654 mm. 

The FBP reconstruction from the normal-dose sinogram in 

the prototype dental CT system was chosen as a numerical 

phantom. In the simulation, the parameters of fan-beam CT 

geometry were set to be identical to that used in actual human 

tooth imaging; 60 views were uniformly distributed over 360
◦
. 

The iterative process was stopped after 105 iterations. Fig. 1 

shows the images reconstructed from the 60-view data by using 

the ART-TV, ART-DL, and Grad-DL algorithms, respectively. 

It can be observed that the images reconstructed by using the 

Grad-DL and ART-DL are visually much better than those of 

conventional ART-TV. In addition, the results of Grad-DL 

always have less noise than that of ART-DL algorithm. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Due to the harmful effects of radiation dose on patients, 

minimizing the risk of x-ray exposure has become a hot 

research field in medical CT imaging. Few-view CT image 

reconstruction is of great importance in clinical imaging owing 

to its potentially reduced scan time and x-ray radiation dose. In 

this study, a novel gradient based dictionary learning method is 

proposed for CT image reconstruction from few-view data. 

This algorithm effectively integrates the gradient-domain 

image recovery and dictionary learning technique. The 

proposed algorithm has been tested in numerical simulation and 

promising results have been obtained in terms of preserving 

structural details and suppressing image noise. 
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Abstract—Algebraic methods are popular for tomographic
image reconstruction from limited data. These methods typically
minimize the Euclidean norm of the residual of the correspond-
ing linear equation system. The underlying assumption of this
approach is that the noise has a Gaussian distribution. However,
in cases where large outliers are present in the projection data,
e.g., due to defective camera pixels, photon starvation from metal
implants etc., the equation system is not consistent and the
reconstruction will be fitted to these outliers, resulting in artefacts
in the reconstruction.

In this paper we use a penalty function for the residual that
is based on the maximum likelihood estimate from the Student’s
t distribution, which assigns a smaller penalty to outliers. No
preprocessing is required to locate the outliers. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of this approach on a 3D cone-beam simulated
dataset for a series of perturbations in the projection data.
Our results suggest that artefacts due to metal objects, defective
camera pixels, or corrupted (randomized) projection images can
be suppressed by using algebraic reconstruction methods in
combination with the Student’s t penalty function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tomography is a technique for reconstructing a 3D volume
from 2D projection images, such as X-rays obtained in CT-
scanners. A 3D reconstruction can be obtained from the
projection images by solving an inverse problem. In algebraic
reconstruction methods a linear system of equations is solved
that represents a discretization of the Radon transform [1], [2]:

Wx = p. (1)

The projection matrix W ∈ RM×N relates pixel values in
the tomographic reconstruction x ∈ RN (gray values) to
discrete detector measurements p ∈ RM . In experiments the
projections are perturbed by an unknown noise vector ε,

p̃ = p+ ε.

Most algebraic methods such as SIRT, CGLS or LSQR [3],
[4], [5] optimize the consistency of the reconstruction in the
Euclidean norm, known as least squares solution:

x∗ = argmin
x

1

2
‖Wx− p̃‖22. (2)

It is well known that this approach is equivalent to finding
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of x under the as-
sumption that the error term or noise ε is Gaussian distributed
[6]. However, the `2-norm assigns a heavy penalty to outliers
in the projection data. Outliers may arise due to acquisition
problems ranging from hardware problems to physical effects
such as scattering or photon starvation due to high density
particles [7]. Because these errors are heavily penalized by
the `2-norm, the solution of Eq. (2) will be fitted to these
outliers, producing artefacts in the reconstruction.

In this paper we propose the use of algebraic methods
combined with the Student’s t penalty function to solve the
reconstruction problem in Eq. (1). The Student’s t distribution
has heavy-tails meaning that outliers in the noise are penalized
less compared to the `2-norm. Therefore the Student’s t
MLE of the reconstruction should be influenced less by such
outliers.

Many methods for artefact reduction are aimed to remove or
suppress outliers from the projection data [8], [9], [10], [11],
which rely heavily on the accuracy of segmentation techniques
to locate outliers. By minimizing the Student’s t penalty of the
data-fit there is no need for segmentation and therefore the
method is not biased by the result of a segmentation step.

We explain the method for finding the Student’s t MLE
of the reconstruction in Section II. Subsequently, results are
presented for a series of 3D cone-beam simulation experiments
for reduction of several kinds of artefacts in Section III.
Finally, we discuss the results and conclude the paper in
Section IV.

II. METHODS

In general, maximum likelihood estimation of x in Eq. (1)
gives rise to a maximization problem

max
x

ρ(Wx− p̃),

where ρ(·) is the probability density function (PDF) of the
probability distribution of the noise ε. In practice, the problem
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is posed as a minimization problem by taking the − log :

min
x
− log ρ(Wx− p̃).

The resulting estimate x̂ can be interpreted as the most likely
solution of Eq. (1) under the assumption that the noise is
indeed distributed according to ρ. When ρ represents the
Gaussian PDF, this leads to the conventional least squares
formulation, Eq. (2). When the data contain large outliers, the
Gaussian assumption is violated and a different PDF has to
be employed. A possible choice is the multivariate Student’s
t distribution

ρ(r) ∝
∏
i

(1 + r2i /ν)
−(ν+1)/2,

where ν is the variance. Such an assumption on the noise
allows for large outliers to be present in the residual, whereas
under a Gaussian assumption large outliers are extremely
unlikely and thus the reconstruction will aim to fit them.

The penalty derived from the Student’s t distribution is

p(r) =
∑
i

log(1 + r2i /ν)), (3)

and a graph is shown in Fig. 1a. The maximum likelihood
estimate is now obtained by solving

min
x
p(Wx− p̃)

using Newton’s method [12]. This leads to an iterative method
of the form

x(k+1) = x(k) + αks
(k),

where αk is the stepsize, determined by a backtracking line-
search and s(k) is obtained by solving

W TH(k)Ws(k) = −W Tg(k). (4)

Here, the gradient g(k) and diagonal matrix Hk are given in
terms of the residual r(k) =Wx(k) − p̃ as

g
(k)
i =

2ri
ν + r2i

,

and
h
(k)
ii =

2

ν + r2i
.

Note that we can use any algebraic method to solve Eq. (4), but
in our case we chose the CG method. In effect, the algorithm
repeatedly performs a reconstruction with a weighted residual,
where the weight (ν + r2i )

−1 down-weights large residuals.
If we look at the so-called influence-function [13] of Eq. (3)

in Fig. 1b which is defined by the gradient, it is clear that
the influence of large residuals r2 � ν is small. However, for
r2 < ν the influence behaves similar to a least squares penalty.
The role of ν can be seen as tuning parameter to indicate
the magnitude of outliers. This parameter can be adjusted
automatically [14], however, in our experiments we estimate
the parameter empirically.

From this point forward we will refer to the methods for
MLE estimation using least squares and Student’s t penalties
as LSQR-MLE and ST-MLE respectively, where we use the
method LSQR for minimizing the `2-norm.

r
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Fig. 1: Least squares and Student’s t penalty functions and
corresponding influence-functions with ν = 0.5.

(a) 3D rendering (b) slice

Fig. 2: (a) 3D rendering of the Shepp–Logan head phantom
with a wedge cut out of the sample; (b) central slice of size
256× 256.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In these simulation experiments we consider a 3D Shepp–
Logan head phantom of size 256×256×256 of which a central
slice is shown in Fig. 2b. We used the ASTRA tomography
toolbox [15] to generate 180 projection images with 1◦ angular
separation using the cone-beam geometry. The detector has a
size of 284×284 pixels and was positioned in the origin. The
projection matrix is generated on-the-fly by the GPU back end
of the toolbox using a slice interpolation kernel [16].

In the following sections we will discuss several distortions
or perturbations in the projection images that cause severe
artefacts in the reconstruction and we compare a least squares
approach to data fitting using the Student’s t penalty function.

A. Metal artefact reduction

In this experiment we consider the 3D Shepp–Logan head
phantom with six small dense particles that represent metal
implants (density is 10 times that of the outer “skull” region).
A single slice is shown in Fig. 3a, the six particles form the
vertices of an octahedron.

In the area of the detector where the metal implants are
projected the data becomes corrupted due to beam hardening,
scatter and photon starvation. For this experiment we focus
on the effects of photon starvation. In the projection data we
simulated a saturation due to photon starvation by setting the
region corresponding to the metal objects to a constant, large
value. The effect of this missing or corrupted data if we apply
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(a) slice of phantom (b) LSQR-MLE (c) ST-MLE

Fig. 3: Metal particles Shepp–Logan head phantom and cor-
responding least squares fit and Student’s t fit.
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Fig. 4: Convergence of the `2-norm compared to Student’s t
penalty. These are relative residuals.

LSQR-MLE is shown in Fig. 3b. Usually, these regions in the
projection data are either ignored or filled in by interpolation
or inpainting techniques [8], [10], [11]. These methods rely
on sophisticated segmentation techniques in order to locate
the metal implants.

We show a convergence plot in Fig. 4 of both penalty func-
tions. This figure shows that the ST-MLE method converges
rapidly compared to LSQR-MLE. Note, however, that the ST-
MLE method requires solving of Eq. (4) in each iteration and
is therefore significantly more costly. In all of the following
experiments, the ST-MLE method converges in approximately
10 iterations.

Our proposed method ST-MLE is able to suppress most of
the artefacts, as shown in Fig. 3c, while still reconstructing
the metal implants without needing to locate the outliers in
the projection images. There is an underestimation of the gray
value of the skull area, however, visually the reconstruction
is very useful for detecting also smaller details, such as the
three ellipses below the bottom metal particle. Moreover, the
ST-MLE solution can be used initially to obtain a better
segmentation of the metal particles.

B. Defective camera pixels

In the second experiment we simulate the effect of defective
camera pixels. We assume that the detector has several “dead”
detector pixels which measure no photons at all. This produces
bright pixels in the projection images that are constant between

(a) LSQR-MLE (b) ST-MLE

Fig. 5: Defective camera pixels lead to semicircular reconstruc-
tion artefacts. The Student’s t solution is much less affected
by these artefacts.
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Fig. 6: Mean squared error of the reconstruction compared to
the ground truth for an increasing number of dead detector
pixels.

projections. The uncorrected projection data will produce ring
artefacts which are typically removed by inpainting of dead
pixels [9].

We simulated a dataset with 100 randomly selected dead
pixels which we set to a constant value of two times the
maximum value of the projection data. The least squares
solution is shown in Fig. 5a. The artefacts are severe, but the
Student’s t approach in Fig. 5b is able to remove the artefacts
almost completely.

In Fig. 6 we show the effect of increasingly many dead pix-
els on the mean squared error of the reconstruction compared
to the ground truth. Surprisingly, even if the number of dead
pixels is close to 50% of the total number of detector pixels
the ST-MLE solution does not seem to be influenced by this
missing data.

C. Randomized projection images

In the final experiment we created a dataset of which we
replaced 50 from the 180 projections by completely random
images (white noise) with average intensity similar to the other
projection images. Although this is not a very realistic dataset,
we want to see how far we can stress our ST-MLE method
and see if it can ignore such inconsistent data.

The LSQR-MLE solution is shown in Fig. 7a, which is very
noisy due to the randomized projections. The ST-MLE solution
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(a) LSQR-MLE (b) ST-MLE

Fig. 7: LSQR and Student’s t fit for dataset with 50 randomized
projection images out of 180 total projection images.
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Fig. 8: Mean squared error of the reconstructions for an
increasing number of random projections replacing the original
projections.

(Fig. 7b) suffers far less from the random projections and only
shows mild noise. There are some streak artefacts because the
projection images in these directions are missing, but this is
expected.

We also compared LSQR-MLE and ST-MLE on datasets
with an increasing number of random projections. Of course
we cannot expect that the ST-MLE solution will be unaffected
by this as was the case in the previous experiment, because
we are essentially removing projections. However, the result
shown in Fig. 8 indicates that the ST-MLE method is beneficial
for each of these dataset and is a large improvement over the
least squares solution.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the Student’s t penalty
function that can be used in combination with Newton’s
optimization approach to produce the maximum likelihood
estimate of the tomographic reconstruction problem Eq. (1)
corresponding to the Student’s t distribution. In our exper-
iments we have seen that perturbations introduced in the
projection data due to hardware problems or photon starva-
tion from metal implements is significantly reduced using
our proposed method ST-MLE when compared to algebraic
reconstruction methods that minimize the Euclidean norm of
the residual (LSQR-MLE). In contrast to other methods for
artefact reduction, there is no need to locate outliers in the

projection data by segmentation methods. Therefore, the ST-
MLE method can be applied effectively without any pre-
processing steps. Moreover, the Student’s t penalty can be
used in combination with other reconstruction algorithms and
image priors and has other potential use cases such as artefact
reduction from diffraction effects.
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Abstract—Three-dimensional x-ray CT image reconstruction
in baggage scanning in security applications is an important
research field. The variety of materials to be reconstructed is
broader than medical x-ray imaging. Presence of high attenu-
ating materials such as metal may cause artifacts if analytical
reconstruction methods are used. Statistical modeling and the
resultant iterative algorithms are known to reduce these artifacts
and present good quantitative accuracy in estimates of linear
attenuation coefficients. However, iterative algorithms may re-
quire computations in order to achieve quantitatively accurate
results. For the case of baggage scanning, in order to provide
fast accurate inspection throughput, they must be accelerated
drastically. There are many approaches proposed in the literature
to increase speed of convergence. This paper presents a new
method that estimates the wavelet coefficients of the images
in the discrete wavelet transform domain instead of the image
space itself. Initially, surrogate functions are created around
approximation coefficients only. As the iterations proceed, the
wavelet tree on which the updates are made is expanded based
on a criterion and detail coefficients at each level are updated and
the tree is expanded this way. For example, in the smooth regions
of the image the detail coefficients are not updated while the
coefficients that represent the high-frequency component around
edges are being updated, thus saving time by focusing computa-
tions where they are needed. This approach is implemented on
real data from a SureScanTM x1000 Explosive Detection System1

and compared to straightforward implementations of the both the
unregularized alternating minimization of O’Sullivan and Benac
[1] and a regularized version of [1] which uses a Huber-type [2]
regularization term.

I. SUMMARY

X-ray CT image reconstruction algorithms often are de-
signed to trade-off a data fit term and an image roughness term.
Typical examples of data fit terms are squared error [3] and
log-likelihood. Typical examples of image roughness terms
are total variation, Gauss-Markov random field priors [4], and
Huber class roughness penalties. A complementary approach
for penalizing roughness is to represent the image using a
wavelet (or other multiresolution) expansion, directly estimate
the wavelet coefficients, and introduce a penalty (often L1) on

1SureScanTM is a trademark of the SureScan Corporation.

the wavelet coefficients [5], [6]. Multigrid approach [7]–[10]
has been shown to be successful in some image reconstruction
methods in terms of achieving faster convergence speed. The
idea is to move through different grid levels over time. At any
grid level, the voxel size is the same throughout the image
domain. The approach we describe in this paper is closest to
this with the following differences:
• Our data fit term is a Poisson log-likelihood with mean

determined by Beer’s law
• We use an alternating minimization framework to derive

an algorithm that is guaranteed to decrease the cost
function at every iteration

• We extend the prior alternating minimization framework
to point spread functions with negative values

• We update only a subset of wavelet coefficients, con-
strained to be on a tree, thereby decreasing the computa-
tional complexity per iteration relative to fully updating
the image

• We adaptively update the tree defining which wavelet
coefficients are updated at each iteration

• Our wavelet tree structure results in image domain rep-
resentation of voxels with different sizes

• We incorporate an adaptive threshold allowing the com-
putation of a sequence of images of increasing resolution,
with increasing roughness and increasing log-likelihood

The result is a fast, adaptive, iterative image reconstruction
algorithm.

II. INTRODUCTION

The problem to be minimized for x-ray CT in this paper is
penalized likelihood estimation with a Poisson log-likelihood
data fitting term and a regularization term, optimized over
image µ ∈ RN+ . It is shown in [1] that maximization
of the Poisson log-likelihood term is equivalent to mini-
mizing the I-divergence2 between the transmission data d

2I-divergence between two vectors p, q ∈ RN
+ is defined as I(p||q) =∑

i pilog(
pi
qi

)− pi + qi.
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and the estimated mean q(µ) ∈ RM+ , where q(µ)(y) =
I0(y) exp(−

∑
x h(y|x)µ(x)), I0(.) is the incident photon

count vector, h(y|x) is an element of the system matrix
H ∈ RM×N+ that represents the length of the intersection
between the ray path of index y ∈ YM and voxel of index
x ∈ XN . Then this penalized likelihood estimation problem
can be formulated as [11]

µ∗PML = argmin
µ≥0

I(d||q(µ)) + λR(µ), (1)

where R(µ) is a regularization term selected as a roughness
penalty and λ ≥ 0 is the parameter that controls the level of
roughness imposed on the image. Also, it is important to note
that the non-negativity constraint on µ is due to the nature of
linear attenuation coefficients of materials. Since there is no
closed form solution to this problem, we solve it iteratively.
At each iteration, a surrogate function that approximates
the original objective function is minimized, which in turn
decreases the original objective function. In our recent work
[11], we generalized the formulation of surrogate functions in
[1] for data fitting term to the regularization term. The idea is
to use Jensen’s inequality to decouple the objective function
and form many one-parameter convex functions, minimize
them, and iterate.

Assume that there exists a discrete wavelet inverse transform
matrix Ω ∈ RN×N that is non-singular. Then, the image µ
can be represented as

µ = Ωβ, (2)

where β is the vector of wavelet coefficients. The problem in
this paper can then be written as

β∗PML = argmin
β

I(d||q(Ωβ)) + λR(Ωβ) (3)

subject to Ωβ ≥ 0

Below, the derivation of the surrogate functions for the data
fitting term is shown. A similar approach yields surrogate
functions for the regularization term as well.

The I-divergence term can be written as

I(d||q(Ωβ)) =
∑
y

d(y)
∑
x

h(y|x)
∑
z

ω(z|y)β(z)

+
∑
y

I0(y) exp
(
−
∑
x

h(y|x)
∑
z

ω(x|z)β(z)
)

+ constant(y). (4)

For simplicity, define the matrix Φ = HΩ, where
φ(y|z) is the system matrix element between ray path
of index y and wavelet coefficient of index z ∈
ZN . Assume that there exists a known estimate β̂
and q̂(y) = I0(y) exp(−

∑
x h(y|x)

∑
z ω(x|z)β̂(z)) =

I0(y) exp(−
∑
z φ(y|z)β̂(z)). The terms in the I-divergence

that depend on β are used to construct surrogate functions as

follows.

=
∑
y

d(y)
∑
z

φ(y|z)β(z)

+
∑
y

q̂(y) exp
(
−
∑
z

φ(y|z)(β(z)− β̂(z)
)

≤
∑
z

b(z)β(z)

+
∑
y

∑
z

q̂(y)r(z|y) exp(−φ(y|z)
r(z|y)

(β(z)− β̂(z))),

(5)

where

b(z) =
∑
y

d(y)φ(y|z), (6)

the convex decomposition lemma [1] is used for r(z|y) ≥ 0,∑
z r(z|y) ≤ 1. r(z|y) can be chosen as

r(z|y) =

{
|φ(y|z)|
Z0

, if z ∈ Zs
0, if z /∈ Zs,

Z0 = max
y

∑
z∈Zs

|φ(y|z)|, (7)

and Zs ⊆ Z , Zs 6= ∅.3

≤
∑
z∈Zs

b(z)β(z)

+
∑
y

∑
z∈Zs

q̂(y)
|φ(y|z)|
Z0

exp(−Z0
φ(y|z)
|φ(y|z)|

(β(z)− β̂(z)))

+
∑
z′ /∈Zs

const(z′) (8)

Adding the constant term in I-divergence, we define our
surrogate function,

ÎZs
(d||q;β, β̂) =

∑
z∈Zs

b(z)β(z)

+
∑
y

∑
z∈Zs

q̂(y)
|φ(y|z)|
Z0

exp(−Z0
φ(y|z)
|φ(y|z)|

(β(z)− β̂(z)))

+
∑
z′ /∈Zs

const(z′) + const(y) (9)

It is clear to see that this is a one-parameter convex function
over each β(z) and the gradient with respect to β(z) is given
as:

Î ′Zs
(d||q;β, β̂) = b(z)− b̂+(z) exp(−Z0(β(z)− β̂(z)))

− b̂−(z) exp(Z0(β(z)− β̂(z))) (10)

3Zs represents a subset of the wavelet domain to be chosen for update.
In our approach, we choose it in a way that every voxel in image domain is
represented at any iteration, possibly with different numbers of coefficients.
This subset can be fixed or be varied over iterations.
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where

b̂+(z) =
∑

y,φ(y|z)>0

q̂(y)φ(y|z), (11)

b̂−(z) =
∑

y,φ(y|z)<0

q̂(y)φ(y|z). (12)

The first-order necessary condition for a minimizer is to find
the β(z) for which the gradient is zero, which has a closed
form solution. The algorithm is shown below.

Algorithm 1 Unregularized Wavelet AM Algorithm

Inputs: β(0),d, I0,H,Φ,Ω,Z(j)
s forj = 0, 1, ..., (J − 1)

Precompute b(z) =
∑
y d(y)φ(y|z)

for j = 0, 1, ..., (J − 1) do
q̂(j)(y) = I0(y) exp(−

∑
z∈Z(j)

s
φ(y|z)β̂(j)(x))

Z
(j)
0 = maxy

∑
z∈Z(j)

s
|φ(y|z)|

for every z ∈ Z(j)
s do

b̂
(j)
+ (z) =

∑
y,φ(y|z)>0 q̂(y)φ(y|z)

b̂
(j)
− (z) =

∑
y,φ(y|z)<0 q̂(y)φ(y|z)

β̂(j+1)(z) = β̃(z) where
b(z)− b̂(j)+ (z) exp(−Z(j)

0 (β̃(z)− β̂(j)(z)))

−b̂(j)− (z) exp(Z
(j)
0 (β̃(z)− β̂(j)(z))) = 0

end for
end for

III. RESULTS

The multiresolution technique has been evaluated using a
real data scan of the NIST Phantom Test Article A [12]
acquired on a SureScanTM x1000 Explosive Detection System.
A two dimensional Level 3 Haar disrete wavelet transform is
used to represent each z-slice of the three dimensional image
domain. The wavelet tree, Z(j)

s is initialized to consist of
approximation coefficients only. At iteration number 64, the
coefficients are back projected to the image space, voxel values
across z-slices are summed up and the pixels whose values
were larger than 0.1 times the maximum of the summed image
were chosen to expand one level. Then, at iteration number
128, the same procedure is applied with the same factor to
expand one level further, and the last expansion is done at
iteration number 256. Figure 1 shows objective function values
versus time for unregularized alternating minimization algo-
rithm (AM) [1] and unregularized wavelet AM represented in
this paper. AM algorithm has been run for 100 iterations while
Wavelet AM has been run for 300 iterations. Figures 2 and
3 show image slices reconstructed from two algorithms at the
same objective function value level. The difference between
these two images (unregularized AM image subtracted from
wavelet AM image) is shown in Figure 4. It is important to
note that even though two images are at the same objective
function value level, the image reconstructed using wavelet
AM has sharper edges.

Fig. 1: Objective function values vs. time for AM and Wavelet
AM.

Fig. 2: Image reconstructed with unregularized AM after 100
iterations.

Fig. 3: Image reconstructed with wavelet AM after 300 itera-
tions.

IV. CONCLUSION

A fast, iterative, and adaptive algorithm for x-ray imaging
was formulated and presented by using alternating minimiza-
tion framework. The algorithm is guaranteed to decrease at
each iteration and adaptive wavelet tree structure provides bet-
ter utilization of computations. In other words, more computa-
tions are used for the regions with high frequency components
like edges while less are used for smoother areas. The wavelet
tree expansion used to reconstruct the image shown in the
results section is one of many possible methods to perform it.
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Fig. 4: Difference image, unregularized AM image subtracted
from wavelet AM image.

Different ways to expand the tree will be investigated in the
future. Different scale levels of discrete wavelet transform,
different wavelet types and exploration of regularization are
other parts to be explored later. Furthermore, this method can
be combined with other acceleration methods like ordered sub-
sets [13]. Preliminary studies combining ordered subsets and
wavelet AM showed promising results and will be investigated
further.
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Ratio of Multi-Channel Representation (rMCR)
Based Spectral CT Reconstruction

Yanbo Zhang, Xuanqin Mou, Hengyong Yu and Ge Wang

Abstract—Spectral CT with a photon counting detector pro-
duces attenuation maps at different energies simultaneously,
being significantly more effective than conventional or dual-
energy CT for material decomposition especially in contrast
enhancement studies. Since the signal-to-noise (SNR) in each
individual energy channel is low, various reconstruction algo-
rithms are proposed to improve the image quality. In this paper,
we propose a ratio of multi-channel representation (rMCR) for
spectral CT reconstruction. Specifically, a channel-sum image
and rMCR values are used to determine types and densities of
materials, thereby reducing image noise with all pixels of the
same material type. Simulation and experiments demonstrate
that the proposed method has a potential in delivering a higher
quality reconstruction in terms of both reduced noise and
improved details.

Index Terms—Spectral CT, reconstruction, multi-channel rep-
resentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPECTRAL CT with a photon counting detector pro-
duces an attenuation map of an object with a spectral

dimension, commonly presented in multiple energy channels
simultaneously, which can be used to discriminate materials.
Currently, how to fully use the spectral dataset to reconstruct
multi-channel images is a hot topic. Xu et al. developed
a statistical interior tomography method with total variation
(TV) regularization for hybrid true-color micro-CT [1]. In
that study, images in each energy channel were reconstructed
independently similar to conventional CT. Dictionary learning
was applied for low dose CT [2] , which demonstrated the
superior reconstruction performance. It was also extended
for spectral CT reconstruction [3], [4]. Because the multi-
channel datasets are collected from one object, they are highly
correlated. Thus, the spectral reconstruction can be improved if
the relationships among spectral component images are fully
utilized. In 2011, Gao et al. proposed a PRISM method to
model a spectral image as the superposition of a low-rank
matrix and a sparse matrix and formulate the reconstruction
problem in a coupled optimization via compressive sensing
[5].

In this work, we develop a ratio of multi-channel represen-
tation (rMCR) based method for spectral CT reconstruction.
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Different from the conventional spectral CT reconstruction for
each channel, we propose to reconstruct a channel-sum image
and rMCR and generate images for each channel.

II. METHOD

A. Multi-Channel Representation (MCR)

In a spectral CT image, each pixel is a spectral dimensional
attenuation coefficients vector:

xn = {xn,1, · · · , xn,e, · · · , xn,E}
= {dnσn,1, · · · , dnσn,e, · · · , dnσn,E} ,

(1)

where xn,e is the linear attenuation coefficient of the nth pixel
at the eth energy channel, dn is density of the material in
nth pixel, d = {d1, · · · , dn, · · · , dN} ∈ RN×1 is the density
image vector, E and N are the number of energy channel
and image pixel, respectively, σn,e is the mass attenuation
coefficient of the nth pixel at the eth energy channel, and
σn = {σn,1, · · · , σn,e, · · · , σn,E} ∈ RE×1 indicated the
characteristic of a material and we refer to as the multi-channel
representation (MCR) of this material.

It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the reconstructed image
is the product of density and σn. Therefore, it is hard to
get MCR. Here we define a new multi-channel representation
feature as follow:

rn =
{xn,1, · · · , xn,e, · · · , xn,E}

E∑
e=1

xn,e

=
{σn,1, · · · , σn,e, · · · , σn,E}

E∑
e=1

σn,e

(2)
rn is independent of density and reflects the characteristic of a
material. We named rn as ratio of MCR (rMCR).

∑E
e=1 xn,e

is the sum of all channels at the nth image pixel. Define x̄n =∑E
e=1 xn,e, then x̄ = {x̄n} ∈ RN×1 means the channel-sum

image.

B. rMCR based spectral CT reconstruction

The spectral CT reconstruction can be formulated as the
following optimization problem.

min
X
‖AX−Y‖2F + λ1S (X) + λ2R (X) , (3)

where A is the system matrix. X ∈ RN×E is a multi-channel
image, in which the nth row is vector xn and the eth column
is an image vector at the eth energy channel. Y ∈ RM×E is
a measured spectral projection dataset, where the number of
projections is M . S (X) is a regularization term to ensure that
the reconstructed image can be sparsely represented, such as
TV minimization and dictionary sparse coding. R (X) is the
proposed rMCR regularization to ensure that same material in
a reconstructed image has an identical rMCR. λ1 and λ2 are
the corresponding regularization parameters, respectively.
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Let R = {rn} ∈ RM×E be the rMCR matrix of an image
vector. Because xn = x̄nrn, we have X = diag{x̄}R, in
which diag{x̄} ∈ RN×N represents a diagonal matrix with
the diagonal vector x̄. If x̄ is known, then the objective func-
tion (3) is equivalent to the following optimization problem:

min
R
‖Adiag{x̄}R−Y‖2F + λ1S (R) + λ2R (R) . (4)

In the process of an iterative algorithm, we can reconstruct
x̄ and rMCR matrix R separately. Because x̄ is the sum of all
channel images, it can be reconstructed from the sum of all
channel projections. By channel sum process, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of a sum projection is better than that of a single
channel projection. Thus, compared with the single channel
image reconstruction, it is easier to obtain a clean image x̄
with a proper regularization.

Images can be classified as several types of tissue, such as
soft tissue, bone, contrast agent, etc. For each type, pixels’
rMCRs are similar to each other, and a Gaussian model can
approximately model the distribution of rMCRs. Thus, rMCRs
in an entire image can be modeled by Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) [6]. The GMM gathers the data into a few groups,
and a large amount of data in the same group can be used
to constrain rMCR. Thus noise can be reduced dramatically.
This process is the rMCR regularization in the second term
in Eq. (4). In the iteration reconstruction, it is convergent to
apply GMM as the rMCR regularization term. However, if a
group contains only a few number of pixels, it maybe wrongly
classified to other groups due to noise. So we simplify the
GMM model and apply image over-segmentation technique.
We can segment an image into amount of small regions, and
there exists only one type of tissue in each region. Thus, rMCR
in a region can be modeled by a Gaussian model, and the mean
of the distribution is closer to the ideal one. Accordingly, we
can design a rMCR regularization that drives rMCR close to
the mean value in its region.

C. An implementation of rMCR based spectral CT reconstruc-
tion

Dictionary learning based reconstruction method can be
applied to reconstruct x̄ [2]. Then, it is segmented into a mount
of small regions with watershed method, and pixels in each
region have almost the same values. The regions that have
very close mean pixel values are merged. This segmentation
can be updated according to the reconstructed image during the
iteration of reconstruction. rMCR regularization is performed
on each region to encourage pixels in the same regions have
closer rMCRs.

The optimization problems (3) and (4) can be split into a few
sub-problems and solved in an alternating way. rMCR based
spectral CT reconstruction consists of the following four steps:

1) Reconstructing:

Xk+
1
2 = arg min

X
‖AX−Y‖2F + λ1TV (X) . (5)

Eq. (5) is the conventional TV based CT reconstruction
method. In the iteration, the image is updated from Xk to

Xk+
1
2 , where the superscript k+ 1

2 means that the variable is

Fig. 1. The mouse thorax phantom (left) and the iodine contrast agent (right).

updated in this step and will be updated again in the following
steps.

2) Computing the current rMCR:

r
k+

1
2

n =
x
k+

1
2

n∑E
e x

k+
1
2

n,e

,∀n (6)

3) Updating rMCR:

rk+1
n = arg min

rn

∥∥∥∥rn − r
k+

1
2

n

∥∥∥∥2
2

+λ2

∥∥∥∥rn −mean{En

(
r
k+

1
2

n

)}∥∥∥∥2
2

,∀n

s.t. rk+1
n,e > 0 and rk+1

n,e 6 1, ∀e

(7)

where En (rn) is an operator that extracts the image pixels
which are in the same region with the nth pixel. Eq. (9)
encourages rMCRs to be closer if they are in the same region.
Eq. (7) has the close form solution:

rk+1
n =

r
k+

1
2

n + λ2mean

{
En

(
r
k+

1
2

n

)}
1 + λ2

(8)

4) Updating image:

xk+1
n = rk+1

n x̄n (9)

Then a new xn is obtained. Repeat step 1 to step 4 until the
stopping criteria are met. In this work, the iteration stopped
after 20 iterations.

D. Tissue decomposition based on channel-sum image and
rMCR

After image reconstruction, it is decomposed into several
types of tissues/materials. Assume that rMCR of the kth

predefined tissue is tk, and the nth pixel can be regarded as
the mixture of these predefined tissues:

rn =
∑
k

akntk (10)

where akn means the mixture ratio of the kth tissue, which
can be solved by data fitting. Thus, the density of the kth

predefined tissue is aknx̄n.
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Fig. 2. (a) Image reconstructed from the sum of all the eight energy channel
projections using dictionary learning based method. The display window is
[0 10] cm−1. (b) is the segmentation of (a), each region has approximately
constant pixel values.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

In this study, an equi-spatial fan-beam geometry was as-
sumed. There were 512 detector elements of width 0.1 mm
per element. Totally, 640 projections were uniformly collected
over a full scan range. The distance from the source to the
system origin was 132 mm, and the distance from the source
to the detector was 180 mm. Projections were collected at
eight energies: [20, 24, 28, 32, 34, 40, 45, 50] keV. In the
experiment, a realistic mouse thorax phantom was used, which
was produced by the MOBY phantom software from Duke
University [7]. 1.2% by weight iodine contrast agent was
introduced into the blood circulation. Figure 1 shows the
original mouse thorax phantom and the added iodine contrast
agent.

The reconstructed CT images had 512 × 512 × 8 pixels
with an area 0.075 mm×0.075 mm per pixel. Both noise-
free and noisy projections were simulated. Totally 1 × 104

photons emitted along each x-ray path, averagely distributed
to the eight energy channels.

In the implementation, order subset technique was applied.
Projection dataset was classified into 40 subsets. Reconstruc-
tion parameters were set as λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.05.

B. Results

Figure 2 shows the channel-sum image and its segmentation
results, in which the number of segmented regions is 296. It
can be observed that the channel-sum image has very good
image quality. In the segmented image, some regions with
similar mean value are merged, such as most soft tissue
regions; while most bone regions remain unmerged.

In this experiment, we compared the images reconstruct-
ed using the conventional FBP, TV based method and the
proposed rMCR based method. Due to the page limitation,
Fig. 3 only shows reconstructed images at four representative
energy channels. The images reconstructed from the noise-
free projection using FBP are given as the reference. In
the second row in Fig. 3, images reconstruction from noisy
projection using FBP are contaminated by extremely severe
noise, which hides some tissue structures as highlighted by
the arrow and ellipse. With TV regularization, the noise is
suppressed dramatically as shown in the third row. However,
in channel 8, the thoracic vertebra as indicated by the arrow is

Fig. 4. Profile comparison of the reconstructed images. A horizontal dash
line that crosses the four lung detail features is drawn in the top-left image in
Fig. 3. (a) and (b) are line profiles of channel 1 and channel 8, respectively.

Fig. 5. Measured rMCRs from the image and the true rMCRs of three types
of tissues.

blurred and many lung detail features in the region highlighted
by the ellipse are lost. In comparison, rMCR based method can
preserve these tissue features very well. Moreover, as shown in
the region highlighted by a rectangle in the first column, rMCR
can avoid the blocky effect caused by TV and reconstruct
sharper and more precise edges for iodine contrast agent.

In order to evaluate the reconstruction ability for fine struc-
tures, we compare the profile crossing four lung detail features
as indicated in the top-left image in Fig. 3. The profiles of FBP
reconstruction from noise-free projections can be regarded as
the ground truth. The profiles of the proposed method are
closer to the ground truth than that of the competing methods,
especially for the profile of energy channel 8, which illustrates
the superior performance of our proposed method (see Fig. 3).

We can discriminate materials/tissues according to Eq.(10).
In this experiment, the number of material types was set to be
three, and tk in Eq.(10) was assumed to be known in advance.
Figure 5 illustrates the rMCR of iodine contrast agent, bone
and soft tissue obtained from the reconstruction. It can be
observed that rMCRs are obviously different with each other.
Figure 6 illustrates the tissue decomposition result. It can be
seen that the mouse image is successfully decomposed into
three types of tissues.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this simulated experiment, rMCR regularization is per-
formed within each segmented region. In each region, rMCRs
are regarded as approximately constant. As a result, if two
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4

Fig. 3. Reconstructed images at the four representative energy channels, respectively. There are totally 8 energy channels, the columns from the left to the
right correspond to four energy channels: 20, 32, 34 and 50 keV, respectively. The display windows from the left to the right columns are [0 1.5] cm−1, [0
1.0] cm−1, [0 1.0] cm−1, and [0 0.6] cm−1 , respectively.

Fig. 6. Result of tissue decomposition.

materials are wrongly segmented in the same region, recon-
structed pixel values will be less accuracy in this region. More-
over, the reconstructed pixels maybe not very accurate near the
edges of regions. This shortcoming could be overcomed by
using the generalized rMCR method in our follow-up study.

In conclusion, we have developed a ratio of multi-channel
representation (rMCR) based method for spectral CT recon-
struction. In this study, a channel-sum image and rMCR are
reconstructed, followed by tissue decomposition. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve
attractive image quality: noise is suppressed remarkably and
detail features can be well preserved. Based on these merits,
mouse has been decomposed into soft tissue, bone and iodine
contrast agent successfully. In the near future, we will investi-

gate a more general form of rMCR based method using GMM
and conduct comprehensive study on real datasets.
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Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction with a

Gaussian Mixture MRF Prior for X-Ray CT

Ruoqiao Zhang, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Ken D. Sauer, and Charles A. Bouman

Abstract—Markov random fields (MRFs) have been broadly
used as prior models in tomographic reconstruction problems
since they provide a simple and often effective way to model the
spatial dependencies in images. However, due to the difficulty in
parameter estimation, typical MRFs have very simple structures
that may not fully capture various characteristics of complicated
images. Recently, we developed a novel Gaussian mixture Markov
random field (GM-MRF) model, which comprises a global image
model by merging together individual Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) for image patches. GM-MRF can capture complex image
structures through patch GMMs, while the MRF parameters can

be easily estimated using standard Gaussian mixture parameter
estimation. In this paper, we apply GM-MRF as a prior model in
model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR). We present a novel
analytical framework to calculate MAP estimates with a GM-
MRF prior by using surrogate functions that lead to a sequence of
quadratic optimizations. We demonstrate the value of the model
with reconstructions of real clinical scans.

Index Terms—Model-based iterative reconstruction, Markov
random field, Gaussian mixture, patch-based model, prior model

I. INTRODUCTION

Model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) algorithms

have been widely applied to X-ray CT reconstruction problems

[1]. MBIR algorithms typically incorporate an accurate system

model, statistical noise model, and image prior model, which

collectively improve image quality by reducing noise and

improving resolution [2].

Finding good image priors is important for MBIR algo-

rithms. The Markov random field (MRF) [3] has been one

of the most popular choices of prior models in reconstruction

problems. This model limits the dependencies in the image

such that only local pixel interaction remains important. How-

ever, due to the difficulty in parameter estimation, MBIR

algorithms typically use simple MRFs based on pair-wise

interaction with a small number of parameters, which severely

limits the expressiveness of the prior model. Recently, a more

complex MRF model with implicit specification was used for

CT reconstruction [4]; however, this model did not allow for

explicit specification of the distribution of the whole image.

In recent years, there have been a number of efforts to im-

prove the quality of priors through the use of more expressive
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models. In [5], Wang and Qi adapted a non-local prior model

using as a mechanism to capture subtler image characteristics.

A variety of research also adapted the ideas of dictionary learn-

ing to the problem of prior modeling in CT reconstruction [6].

More recently, there has been growing interest in modeling the

multivariate distribution of the image using Gaussian mixture

models (GMM). Since it is impractical to fit a single GMM

to an entire image, most efforts have focused on modeling

patches of the image with GMMs and then piecing together

an integrated image model from the GMM patches. In [7] and

[8], this approach was taken to modeling the image. However,

the reconstruction method depends on the joint estimate of

the image and the discrete GMM component for each patch.

This discrete estimation process is essentially equivalent to

the classification of each patch. However, erroneous patch

classification has the potential to produce unwanted image

defects. Moreover, accurate classification becomes problematic

if a large number of GMM components are used to accurately

model the patch characteristics.

Most recently, in [9] we proposed a method for creating a

single integrated prior model of the entire image by seaming

together GMM patch models using the geometric mean of the

probability densities. This approach, which is similar to the

product-of-experts technique [10], produces a single consistent

probability density for the entire image. We call this inte-

grated image model a Gaussian mixture Markov random field

(GM-MRF). Importantly, we also derived an exact surrogate

function for the GM-MRF’s log likelihood function. This

surrogate function allows for tractable minimization of the

MAP function using a majorization-minimization approach.

Moreover, this approach avoids the need to classify individual

patches and allows for the use of much higher order GMM

mixtures that can be more expressive.

In this paper, we incorporate a 3D GM-MRF prior model

into X-ray CT reconstruction using MBIR. A major advantage

of the GM-MRF model over existing prior models is that

it allows for joint modeling of both the pixel intensities

and spatial correlation. This is particularly important for CT

reconstruction problems since the specific pixel values in such

applications typically correspond to particular materials, each

with their own distinctive spatial structure. Another important

advantage is that the GM-MRF model is simple to train but

expressive. In practice, it can be trained on high quality clinical

images to capture real and important image characteristics,

and the GM-MRF parameters can be easily estimated using

standard methods for GMM parameter estimation such as

the EM algorithm [11]. Each iteration of the reconstruction
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algorithm computes a vector of soft classifications for each

patch followed by a quadratic minimization step over the entire

image. Our experimental results on low and high dosage CT

scanner data indicate that the GM-MRF model can better

render fine detail and edges in both high and low density

regions of the reconstruction.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

MBIR algorithms typically work by computing the maxi-

mum a posteriori (MAP) estimate given by

x̂← argmin
x∈Ω

{
1

2
‖y −Ax‖2Λ − log p(x)

}
, (1)

where y is the measured data, and x is the unknown image.

In this framework, the log-likelihood function 1
2‖y − Ax‖2Λ

comprises the forward model of the measurement process, and

the density p(x) comprises the prior model for x, which will

be discussed in detail in the following section.

A. Gaussian Mixture Markov Random Field (GM-MRF)

Let x be an image with pixels s ∈ S, where S is the

set of all pixels in x. Let Ps ∈ Z
p×|S| be a patch operator

that extracts a p-dimensional patch at pixel s from the image.

More precisely, Ps is a rank p matrix that has a value of 1 at

locations belonging to the patch and 0 otherwise. Furthermore,

we assume that each patch, Psx, can be modeled as having a

multivariate Gaussian-mixture distribution with K subclasses,

g(Psx) =

K−1∑
k=0

πk|Bk|
1
2

(2π)p/2
exp

{
−
1

2
‖Psx− µk‖

2
Bk

}
, (2)

where parameters πk, µk, Bk represent the mixture probability,

mean, and inverse covariance of subclass k.

Then let S0, · · · , Sη−1 be a partition of the set of all pixels

into η sets, each of which tiles the plane. In other words,

{Psx}s∈Sm
forms a set of non-overlapping patches, which

contains all pixels in x. Using this notation, we model the

distribution of each tiling as the product of distributions of all

its patches, as

pm(x) =
∏

s∈Sm

g(Psx) = exp

{
−
∑
s∈Sm

V (Psx)

}
, (3)

where V (Psx) = − log{g(Psx)}. In this case, pm(x) is a

proper distribution that has the desired distribution for each

patch. However, the discrete tiling of the plane introduces

artificial boundaries between patches. To remove the boundary

artifacts, we use an approach similar to the product-of-experts

approach in [10] and take the geometric average of the

probability densities for all η tilings of the plane to obtain

the resulting distribution

p(x) =
1

z

(
η−1∏
m=0

pm(x)

)1/η

=
1

z

(∏
s∈S

g(Psx)

)1/η

, (4)

where z is a normalizing factor introduced to assure that

p(x) is a proper distribution after the geometric average is

computed.

Therefore, we formulate a Gaussian mixture MRF (GM-

MRF) model from (4) as

p(x) =
1

z
exp {−u(x)} , (5)

with the energy function

u(x) =
1

η

∑
s∈S

V (Psx), (6)

and the potential function

V (Psx) = − log

{
K−1∑
k=0

πk|Bk|
1
2

(2π)p/2
exp

{
−
1

2
‖Psx− µk‖

2
Bk

}}
.

(7)

B. MAP Estimation with GM-MRF model

By substituting (5) into (1), we can calculate the MAP

estimate with the GM-MRF prior as

x̂← argmin
x∈Ω

{
1

2
‖y −Ax‖2Λ + u(x)

}
. (8)

However, the second term in (8) is difficult for direct optimiza-

tion due to the mixture of logarithmic and exponential func-

tions. Therefore, we propose a functional substitution approach

to replace this complex function with a mixture of quadratic

functions that is computationally simpler to minimize.

For the function in (6), we define a quadratic function,

u(x;x′) =
1

2η

∑
s∈S

K−1∑
k=0

w̃s,k‖Psx− µk‖
2
Bk

+ c(x′), (9)

where x′ represents the current state of the image,

w̃s,k =

πk|Bk|
1
2 exp

{
−
1

2
‖Psx

′ − µk‖
2
Bk

}
K−1∑
j=0

πj |Bj |
1
2 exp

{
−
1

2
‖Psx

′ − µj‖
2
Bj

} , (10)

and c(x′) is only a function of the current state and therefore

can be treated as a constant during optimization. Then it can

be easily shown by using the lemma in [9],

u(x′;x′) = u(x′), (11)

u(x;x′) ≥ u(x), (12)

which implies that u(x;x′) is a surrogate function for u(x)
so that majorization minimization methods can be used, and

reduction of u(x;x′) ensures reduction of u(x).
Therefore, the optimization in (8) can be implemented as a

sequence of optimizations as

repeat{ x̂ ← argmin
x

{
1

2
‖y −Ax‖2Λ + u(x;x′)

}
x′ ← x̂ },

with one quadratic optimization problem at each iteration.
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Fig. 1. Training data for 3D GM-MRF model: a normal-dose clinical CT
reconstruction. Coronal view. Display window: window level (WL) 40 HU,
window width (WW) 400 HU.

We use the iterative coordinate descent (ICD) algorithm [12]

to solve this quadratic minimization problem. To do this, we

solve the following 1D optimization problem for each pixel s,

x̂s ← arg min
xs∈Ω

{
θ1xs +

1

2
θ2(xs − x′

s)
2 + u(xs;x

′

s)

}
, (13)

with

u(xs;x
′

s) =
1

2η

∑
r∈Ss

∑
k

w̃r,k‖Prx− µk‖
2
Bk

+ c(x′), (14)

where θ1, θ2 are the first two derivatives of the log-likelihood

function [12] and Ss represents a set of pixels whose patches

contain pixel s. This quadratic minimization problem can be

solved exactly by any standard rooting algorithm.

III. RESULTS

We train a 3D GM-MRF model consisting of 66 GMM

subclasses for 5 × 5 × 3 image patches, that is, a stack of 3

layers with a 5×5 patch at each 2D layer, by using the standard

EM algorithm with the software in [11]. Training data contain

3 × 105 overlapping patches extracted from reconstructed

images of a normal-dose clinical CT scan, which was collected

on a Discovery CT750 HD scanner (GE Healthcare, WI, USA)

in 64×0.625 mm helical mode, with 100 kVp, 312 mAs, 360

mm FOV, and pitch 1.375:1. Fig. 1 illustrates the 3D training

images in the coronal view.

We apply the trained GM-MRF as a prior model in the

MBIR algorithm. Experimental data was collected from the

same patient as for the training data, with same scan setting

except for a much lower dose level, which was 32 mAs.

We compare the MBIR using GM-MRF prior with two other

methods: FBP using a standard kernel, and MBIR using a

traditional pair-wise MRF prior, the q-GGMRF model. Note

that we intentionally reduced the regularization for MBIR with

the q-GGMRF prior so as to obtain higher resolution, which

lead to much higher noise as well.

Figs. 2, 3, and 4 present the comparison in different display

windows and view planes. As compared to FBP, MBIR with

GM-MRF prior produces images with sharper bones, more

lung details, as well as less noise and streaks in soft tissues.

When compared to MBIR with traditional q-GGMRF prior, as

shown in Figs. 2 and 4, MBIR with GM-MRF prior reduces

speckle noise in flat regions and along soft-tissue edges

without impacting the edge definition. These improvements

are due to better edge definition in the patch-based model over

traditional pair-wise models. Moreover, Figs. 3 and 4 show

that MBIR with GM-MRF prior reveals more fine structures

and details in lung and bone regions. This indicates that the

GM-MRF model is also a very flexible prior and inherently al-

lows different regularization strategies for different anatomical

regions in the CT images. This flexibility allows CT images

with great soft-tissue quality and at the same time preserving

the resolution in regions with larger variation, such as bone

and lung.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a method for using GM-MRF

priors in MBIR. The proposed method forms a global im-

age model by merging together individual GMMs for image

patches. In order to compute the MAP estimate using the GM-

MRF prior, we use an exact surrogate function to make the

optimization tractable. We compare the result with standard

FBP as well as MBIR using a traditional pair-wise MRF prior

in reconstruction experiments with high and low dosage clin-

ical scans. The results demonstrate improved image quality.
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(a) FBP (b) MBIR w/ q-GGMRF w/ reduced regularization (c) MBIR w/ GM-MRF prior

Fig. 2. Comparison between different reconstruction methods and models with low-dose data. Coronal view. Display window: WL 40 HU, WW 400 HU.
The result of MBIR with q-GGMRF prior was produced with reduced regularization so as to obtain higher resolution, which lead to higher noise as well.

(a) FBP (b) MBIR w/ q-GGMRF w/ reduced regularization (c) MBIR w/ GM-MRF prior

Fig. 3. Comparison between different reconstruction methods and models with low-dose data. Coronal view. Display window: WL -500 HU, WW 1800 HU.
The result of MBIR with q-GGMRF prior was produced with reduced regularization so as to obtain higher resolution, which lead to higher noise as well.

(a) FBP (b) MBIR w/ q-GGMRF w/ reduced regularization (c) MBIR w/ GM-MRF prior

Fig. 4. Comparison between different reconstruction methods and models with low-dose data. Axial view. Display window: WL 40 HU, WW 400 HU. The
result of MBIR with q-GGMRF prior was produced with reduced regularization so as to obtain higher resolution, which lead to higher noise as well.
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Initial Condition for Fast Model-Based Iterative
Reconstruction of Truncated Projection Data

Dong Hye Ye, Somesh Srivastava, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Ken Sauer, and Charles Bouman

Abstract—Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) algo-
rithms have gained increasing attentions in clinical studies as they
allow significant dose reduction during CT scans while maintain-
ing the diagnostic image quality. Generally, MBIR algorithms
take the filtered-back projection (FBP) image as an initial condi-
tion for their optimization. The FBP image then has artifacts with
truncated projection data, causing slow convergence of MBIR.
To reduce the truncation artifacts in the FBP image, we extend
the reconstruction region by extrapolating projection data. In
addition, we develop an efficient image processing method which
reduces the artifacts associated with projection extrapolation.
Our experimental results on one phantom and one real abdominal
CT scan with truncated projection data show that our processed
initial condition significantly improves the convergence speed of
MBIR than the conventional FBP image.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) algorithms
have gained attentions for CT reconstruction due to supe-
rior signal to noise ratio and image resolution compared
with filtered-back projection (FBP) algorithms [1], [2]. MBIR
algorithms typically optimize the objective function which
incorporates an accurate system model, statistical noise model,
and image prior model [3]. Selecting a good initial condition
can save time in reconstruction as the initial condition close
to the image that the optimization is heading to can reduce the
required number of iterations [4]. This is particularly important
for MBIR algorithms as high computational time is a major
obstacle for their application to clinical practice.

Since it is difficult to obtain a good initial condition without
doing any reconstruction, we normally choose a FBP image
to start the optimization of MBIR. However, FBP algorithms
require that the scanned object is inside the scanning field-
of-view (SFOV) during the entire scanning process. Under
many scanning conditions, portions of the scanned object can
extend beyond the volume measurable by CT detector. For
example, when the patient is either very large or is improperly
positioned, portions of the patient are often outside the SFOV
defined by the CT scanner. If this happens, truncation artifact
occurs at the site of truncation in FBP images [5]. In addition,
no information can be observed for regions outside the SFOV.
The truncation artifact and missing information outside SFOV
can significantly slow down the convergence speed of MBIR
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when FBP images are used as the initial condition. The slow-
down could be worse in gradient-based MBIR algorithms for
x-ray CT [6], [7]. In these type of algorithms, low-frequency
features (such as flat regions) typically tend to converge faster
than high-frequency features (such as object-air boundaries).

Although it is possible to redesign a CT system so that
the SFOV is increased for FBP algorithms, significant de-
velopment time and cost are required. Therefore, we use an
efficient projection-extrapolation based method to deal with
truncated projection data. Among several algorithms proposed
in the past [8], [9], we choose a wideview (WV) algorithm [10]
which not only reduces truncation artifacts, but also expands
the reconstruction region beyond the SFOV defined by the
scanner. The WV algorithm assumes that the truncated portion
is a partial cylindrical water object. Then, it extrapolates
projections by fitting the cylinder to the projection data outside
SFOV based on the magnitude and the slope of truncated
projection boundary samples.

Even though the WV algorithm can recover the smooth
contour of the truncated portion, it is susceptible to back-
ground noise associated with projection extrapolation. In ad-
dition, the intensity in the truncated region can be incorrect
as the truncated portion is assumed to be water. Therefore,
we propose an efficient image processing method which can
reduce the background noise and correct the intensity in
the truncated region in the WV image. We do so by first
identifying truncated regions via Otsu’s thresholding [11] and
then estimating the intensity in the truncated region using non-
local mean (NLM) based inpainting [12].

We investigated our algorithm on two datasets. One is an
improperly positioned Torso phantom and the other is a real
abdominal CT scan with truncated projection data. Results
show that the proposed initial condition is very effective in
speeding up the convergence speed of MBIR compared with
the conventional FBP image.

II. METHOD

In this section, we describe our image processing method
that reduces the artifacts associated projection extrapolation in
the WV image. We call our algorithm WV+ as it improves the
WV image in terms of initial condition for MBIR. Given a WV
image, we first extract a foreground mask via automatic thresh-
olding to remove background noise. In addition, we identify
the truncated region from the foreground mask and correct
intensities in truncated regions through image inpainting. In
following, we explain the procedures in detail.
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A. Removing Background Noise

Let x ∈ RN be the input WV image which is contaminated
by background noise associated with projection extrapolation.
In order to remove background noise, we extract the fore-
ground mask via thresholding. Here, the threshold level plays
an important role in removing background noise correctly.
If the threshold level is too high, parts of anatomy can be
recognized as background noise. If the threshold level is
too low, background noise will still be present in the initial
condition. So, we find the optimal threshold level T which best
separates intensity distribution between background noise and
interested anatomy.

One may heuristically find T for one scan and use this
T for all other CT scans. However, intensity distribution in
background noise and interested anatomy can be different
across CT scans. Therefore, we should adaptively determine T
for different CT scans. Toward this, we use an efficient Otsu’s
method [11]. Assuming bi-modal intensity distribution, Otsu’s
method separates the image into two classes (i.e. background
and foreground) with the arbitrary threshold level t. We now
denote nB(t) and nF (t) as the number of pixels in background
and foreground, respectively. Then, we calculate the inter-class
variance σ2(t) between two classes as following:

σ2(t) = nB(t) · nF (t) · (µB(t)− µF (t))2, (1)

where µB(t) and µF (t) represent the mean for background
and foreground given t, respectively.

Otsu’s method then finds the optimal threshold level T that
maximizes inter-class variance:

T = arg max
t
σ2(t). (2)

It is worth noting that we can efficiently solve this optimization
with exhaustive search for the full range of t as the computa-
tion of σ2(t) is recursive over t.

The foreground mask m ∈ {0, 1}N is then extracted through
thresholding the image x by T :

mi =

{
1 if xi > T ,

0 if xi ≤ T ,
(3)

where subscript i represents the pixel location.
We use the foreground mask m to reduce background

noise in x. Since background noise associated projection
extrapolation is mostly present outside SFOV, we mask out
the background region outside SFOV. Let ΩSFOV be the set
of pixel locations inside SFOV. Then, the denoised image
x̂ ∈ RN is computed as following:

x̂i =

{
0 if mi = 0 and i 6∈ ΩSFOV ,

xi if mi = 1 or i ∈ ΩSFOV .
(4)

B. Inpainting Truncated Region

Even though we reduce background noise in the WV image,
there still be artifacts in the truncated region because projec-
tion extrapolation assumes the material of truncated portion
to be water. Therefore, if the material density in the truncated

anatomy is higher than the water density (i.e. soft tissue), the
image will be darker in the truncated region.

Let ΩTRUN be the set of pixel locations in the truncated
region. We find ΩTRUN by excluding ΩSFOV from m:

ΩTRUN = {i : mi = 1 and i 6∈ ΩSFOV }. (5)

We then inpaint the pixels in ΩTRUN from the pixels in
ΩSFOV through non-local means (NLM) framework [12]. The
NLM is a weighted average filter based on similar patches in
the search region. The weight wij between i and j pixels is
computed as the following form:

wij =

e−
||Pi−Pj ||

2
2

h2 if j ∈ ΩSFOV ,

0 if j 6∈ ΩSFOV ,
(6)

where || · ||22 is the Euclidean distance and h is a decay
coefficient. Pi and Pj represent vectors of intensity values
taken from the p × p patches around i and j, respectively. It
is worth noting that we compute the weight only for pixels in
SFOV to prevent error propagation from outside SFOV.

We use the weight wij to correct the pixel values in ΩTRUN .
Since the computation wij for all pixels in the image is time-
consuming, we only compute the weight in the small search
window. Then, the inpainted image x̃ ∈ RN is calculated from
the denoised image x̂ as following:

x̃i =


∑

j∈Si
wij x̂j∑

j∈Si
wij

if i ∈ ΩTRUN ,

x̂i if i 6∈ ΩTRUN ,
(7)

where Si represents S × S square search window around i.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compare our WV+ image with the conventional FBP and
WV image in terms of initial condition for MBIR. The data
are acquired from a GE CT750HD scanner with 50cm SFOV.
All axial images are reconstructed with size of 512× 512 and
thickness of 0.625mm. We use two data sets: a Torso phantom
scan of 65 slices and a patient scan of 153 slices. Both datasets
are truncated due to improper position and large anatomy. We
performed MBIR on a standard 2.0GHz clock rate 8 core Intel
processor workstation. The MBIR is parallelized so that each
core is responsible for updating a sequence of slices along
the z-axis. For our WV+ algorithm, we heuristically set the
decay coefficient h = 10, the patch size p = 7, and the search
window size S = 25.

Figure 1 shows three different initial conditions for a Torso
phantom (top row) and a patient scan (bottom row). Figure 1
(a), (b), (c) represent the initial conditions from FBP, WV, and
proposed WV+, respectively. We notice that the FBP initial
condition has bright artifacts around truncation site and misses
anatomy outside SFOV as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Compared
with FBP, WV removes the bright truncation artifact and
recovers the lost anatomy outside SFOV. However, the WV ini-
tial condition has the darker region outside SFOV than nearby
soft tissue in SFOV as shown in Figure 1 (b). Moreover, WV
is susceptible to background noise associated with projection
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(a) FBP (b) WV (c) WV+ (d) Truncated Region

Fig. 1. Initial conditions for a Torso phantom data (top row) and a patient scan (bottom row): (a) FBP, (b) WV, (c) WV+, (d) Truncated region detected
by WV+. The display window of the intensity map is [700, 1300]HU for the Torso phantom (top row) and [0, 2000]HU for the patient scan (bottom row),
respectively. Note that WV+ accurately identifies the truncated region and reduces the artifacts in FBP and WV.

(a) FBP (b) WV (c) WV+ (d) Reference

Fig. 2. Intermediate MBIR results for a Torso phantom data (top row) and a patient scan (bottom row) after 5 iterations: (a) FBP, (b) WV, (c) WV+,
(d) Fully-converged reference image after 20 iterations. The display window of the intensity map is [700, 1300]HU for the Torso phantom (top row) and
[0, 2000]HU for the patient scan (bottom row), respectively. Note that WV+ produces closer image to the reference image compared with FBP and WV,
reflecting the faster convergence using WV+ as initial condition.
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(a) Torso phantom (b) Patient scan

Fig. 3. Root mean square difference (RMSD) between intermediate MBIR
results and the fully-converged reference image for 10 iterations: (a) Torso
phantom, (b) Patient scan. Red, blue, and green line represent the RMSD plot
using FBP, WV, and WV+ initial conditions, respectively. For both cases,
WV+ achieves the improvement in convergence speed compared with FBP
and WV.

extrapolation. In Figure 1 (c), WV+ corrects the low intensity
values in the truncated region and reduces background noise
in the WV image. This reflects that automatic thresholding in
our WV+ algorithm accurately identifies the truncated region
(see Figure 1 (d)) and corrects the dark pixels in the truncated
region through NLM based image inpainting.

Figure 2 shows the intermediate MBIR results after 5
iterations for a Torso phantom (top row) and a patient scan
(bottom row). Figure 2 (a), (b), (c) represent the intermediate
MBIR results using FBP, WV, and proposed WV+ for initial
condition, respectively. For reference, we also display the
fully-converged MBIR reconstruction after 20 iterations in
Figure 2 (d). Using the FBP initial condition, the MBIR
results show peripheral ring and bright artifacts in SFOV.
In addition, truncated regions are not fully reconstructed as
shown in Figure 2 (a). This indicates that the image is under-
converged after 5 iterations. Using the WV initial condition,
reconstruction result is closer to the fully converged reference
image than using FBP as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). But,
there exist shading artifacts around lung boundary for a Torso
phantom and background noise in a patient scan, reflecting
that the reconstruction is not converged yet. With our WV+
initial condition, MBIR generates very close image (see Figure
2 (c)) to the fully converged reference image (see Figure 2
(d)) after 5 iterations. This shows that our WV+ improves the
convergence speed of MBIR compared with FBP and WV.

For quantitative comparisons, Figure 3 plots the root mean
square difference (RMSD) between intermediate MBIR results
and the fully-converged reference image over 10 iterations. We
show RMSD trends for the Torso phantom in Figure 3 (a) and
for the patient scan in Figure 3 (b). Red, blue, and green curves
represent RMSD for FBP, WV, and WV+ initial conditions,
respectively. Notice that the FBP initial condition has very
slow convergence as 10 iterations are not enough for MRIR to
be converged. This is because truncation artifacts and missing
anatomy in the FBP image make the initial condition far from
the image that the optimization is heading to. By using the WV
initial condition, we can achieve much faster convergence than
using the FBP initial condition since WV reduces truncation
artifacts and recovers missing anatomy in the FBP image.

WV+ further improves the convergence speed, showing the
benefit of our image processing on the WV image. It is worth
noting that the speedup by WV+ compared with WV is larger
for the Torso phantom than for the patient scan. This is because
the patient scan has less level of truncation and therefore
the WV artifacts associated with projection extrapolation are
reduced.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an image processing method to
generate the initial condition for MBIR that can improve
the convergence speed. Our method is based on projection-
extrapolation WV algorithm which reduces truncation artifacts
and recovers the lost anatomy in the FBP image with truncated
projection data. We further improve the WV by reducing
background noise via automatic thresholding and correcting
the truncated region via NLM inpainting. Results on both
phantom and real datasets show that the proposed algorithm is
very effective in improving the convergence speed of MBIR
compared with using FBP and WV as initial condition.
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Abstract-- New data consistency conditions (DCCs) are pre-
sented for fanbeam projections taken along an arc of a circle.
They are found by performing a weighted backprojection onto a
line segment; consistency is manifested as polynomial behavior
along the line. An application to a toy problem illustrates the
behavior and potential of these DCCs.   

I. INTRODUCTION
Data consistency conditions (DCCs) have had a role in

image reconstruction for many years. The idea is that the pro-
jection data are redundant, and these redundancies, which are
specified using DCCs, have been exploited to tease out
unwanted physical effects in the imaging system. The many
examples in the literature suggest that DCC applications can be
successfully achieved if the physical effects are modelled with
a small handful of suitable parameters. Natterer [Nat93a] was
probably the first to follow this paradigm when he used DCCs
for attenuated SPECT data to estimate the best affine transfor-
mation of a prototype attenuation map. “Best” means that the
estimated affine transformation, when applied to the measure-
ments, yielded the most consistent data. There have been
dozens of other examples of DCC applications in PET, SPECT,
and CT. 

In this work, we are only concerned with consistency con-
ditions for single-slice (2D) reconstruction using the attenua-
tion-free model, suitable for x-ray CT. 

An essential component for DCC applications is a mathe-
matical description of the DCCs themselves. The well-known
Helgason-Ludwig (H-L) conditions [Lud66, Hel80] apply to
unattenuated parallel projections, and have the notable advan-
tages that (i) they are full (both necessary and sufficient), and
(ii) they can be applied to any subset of (untruncated) parallel
projections. In contrast to this situation is the case of fanbeam
projections on a circular trajectory. The standard approach for
fanbeam projections has been to reformulate them (either

mathematically, or by rebinning the data) into parallel projec-
tions, and then applying the H-L conditions. This approach has
the disadvantage that only a tomographically complete set,
such as a full  scan or at least a standard shortscan, can be
tested for consistency1 (e.g. [Fin83a, Pat02, Yu06]). Other
DCCs for circular fanbeam projections that don’t make use of
the parallel H-L conditions can be found [Lou89, Nat93b,
Maz10] but these also all require a complete set of fanbeam
projections on the circle.

For fanbeam projections with source positions along a
straight line rather than on a circle, DCCs have recently been
established [Cla13] that are similar in flavor to the H-L condi-
tions: they are full, and they can be applied to any subset of
(untruncated) fanbeam projections. Similar DCC results for
fanbeam projections on a circle seem to be more difficult to
obtain, but the straight-line case can be leveraged to achieve
partial results. For example, any two source locations on a cir-
cular trajectory can be considered to lie on a “virtual” straight
line trajectory connecting the two sources, so the straight-line
DCCs can be applied. For just two projections however, there
can be no conditions higher than order zero, and these order
zero conditions, which can be applied for any two (untrun-
cated) fanbeam projections, have been known for some time
[Fin83b, Noo02, Che05, Wei06, Lev10] (see also the discus-
sions in [Tan12] and [Cla13]). For a small finite number of pro-
jections on the circle, the projections can only be checked
pairwise using these conditions (see [Wei06, Cla14] for some
example applications), and higher-order conditions would be
stronger. (Order zero conditions cannot detect inconsistencies
due to certain motions of the object, for example.)

In this work, the straight-line conditions are leveraged in a
different way, to allow any (reasonably) small arc of the circu-
lar trajectory to be tested for consistency for any order (not just
order zero). The idea is to consider the chord that connects the
endpoints of the arc, and to rebin the true fanbeam projections
onto virtual fanbeam projections with virtual sources along the
chord. The virtual fanbeam projections will also be untruncated
and the mapping is one-to-one, so the conditions on the arc will
be full if and only if the conditions on the chord are full. How-
ever, due to the rebinning, the whole arc must be simultane-
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2

1Note: the principle of rebinning circular fanbeam projections into parallel pro-
jections can be also applied to incomplete fanbeam trajectories. If the length of
the fanbeam trajectory segment is larger than the FOV, then rebinning into a
small angular range of parallel projections is possible, and the H-L conditions
can be applied. However, only a small fraction of the fanbeam rays contribute
to the rebinning and are tested for consistency.

     Consistency of Fanbeam Projections Along an 
Arc of a Circle

Rolf Clackdoyle, Michel Defrise, Laurent Desbat, and Johan Nuyts
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ously checked (or else subdivided into small chords). The
restriction on the length of the arc is that the chord must not cut
the field-of-view (FOV) where the support of the object is
assumed to lie. The rebinning is performed mathematically so
that closed form expressions are obtained for the fanbeam-arc
DCCs.

We present these new DCCs below, and provide a numeri-
cal demonstration, including a model application with a highly
artificial toy problem.

II. THEORY
We denote fanbeam projection data by  where the

source position is indicated by the angular parameter , which
is measured counterclockwise from the vertical. The ray direc-
tion is parametrized by angle , measured relative to the
source. The unknown 2D density function is .

            (1)

The source location is given by , and
the integration direction by .
See Figure 1 (left).

We now consider any arc  of the circle, provided it is not
too long (see below). Without loss of generality, we can con-
sider the arc to be of length , starting at  and
ending at , as illustrated in Figure 1 (right). We are
looking for DCCs for the projections whose sources lie along

. We let  represent the chord joining the endpoints of the
arc , and label these endpoints as  and . See
Figure 1 (right).

We define the virtual fanbeam projection  whose
virtual source is located at , and whose ray direc-
tion is given by  measured counterclockwise from the verti-
cal as shown in Figure 1 (right).

 (2)

For each , and for , we define the
weighted sum of the virtual projection rays for the source at

 by

                          (3)

Now if the support of  does not intersect the line ,

then  for  near , and therefore the powers
of  in the denominator of the integrand of (3) do not
cause difficulty. Under this condition on the support of , nec-
essary DCCs for the virtual fanbeam projections are easily
obtained [Cla13]:
If a given function  satisfies  for some , then
for all , the function  is a polynomial in

 of degree (at most) . 
DCCs for the projections  on the arc  can be obtained

by re-expressing equation (3) for  with a similar expres-
sion using  instead of . This is the mathemati-
cal equivalent of “rebinning to virtual fanbeam projections”.
Fixing  and considering Figure 2, the ray in the direction 
from virtual source location  can be found from the
source position  as shown, and we obtain 

                                   (4)

and thus  where  (= ) can be found
using equation (4) resulting in 

                       (5)

with  being the distance
between the -source and the virtual source at . Taking
the derivative of equation (4) to obtain the Jacobian, the right-
hand-side of equation (3) can now be converted to projections
on the arc, to obtain our main result:

                    (6)

               (7)

If a given fanbeam function  along an arc satisfies 
for some , then for all , the function 
given by equations (6) and (7) is a polynomial in  of degree
(at most) . 

Note that the arc should be short enough that the chord
does not intersect the FOV of the scanner, to ensure the support
condition on  for the virtual fanbeam DCCs.

One notable difference between the arc projections and the
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Figure 2. Rebinning to the virtual fanbeam projection. The relationship
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virtual projections is that the integration takes place over the
ray variable  for the virtual projections, whereas the integral
is over the source index on the arc. Equation (6) can be inter-
preted and implemented as a weighted backprojection of the
fanbeam projections onto the line segment . The weight is
given by equation (7). A linear interpolation is needed for the

 variable (the ray variable). 
The arc projections  should not be truncated.

III SIMULATIONS

A. Illustration of DCCs on an arc
For all the simulation studies shown, the fanbeam source

radius  was 140 mm with a FOV radius of 100 mm. The arc
was 60o in total length, so . The tight radius of the
fanbeam trajectory was chosen to emphasize the fanbeam char-
acter of this work. For this choice of  and , the segment 
lies on the line  with  which is
outside the FOV as shown in Figure 3. Details of the mathe-
matical phantom are also shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 4 illustrates the full 360o trajectory of fanbeam pro-
jections (1024 rays per projection) simulated analytically from
the elliptical phantom. A standard FBP reconstruction is also
shown. For the rest of this work, only the 340 projections cov-
ering the first 60o of arc were processed.

From the 340 fanbeam projections (in increments of
0.176o) along the arc , a backprojection implementation was

used to compute  given by equation (6), for 101 equally
spaced values of  ranging from -55.4 to +55.4 in steps of
1.1 mm along the line segment  and for each of .
Using standard least squares techniques, polynomials of degree

 were fit to  and superimposed in the plots shown in
Figure 5. The residuals (differences between  and the
best degree-  polynomial) were also plotted.

The results show that  follows the predicted polyno-
mial behavior very closely. The residuals were unstructured
and at roughly the level of machine precision errors (single
precision). 

B. An example DCC application using a toy problem
For our toy problem, we imagine that the detector gain

reduces exponentially during the  segment of the scan
along the arc. (“The detector gets tired.”) The actual measured
projections  are related to  by 

                     (8)
according to an unknown exponential constant  (per radian). 

The 60o of fanbeam projections from section III.A above
were multiplied by exponential factors according to
equation (8) to provide measured projections with unknown 
(known only to the co-author who simulated the projections),
with roughly a 20% intensity reduction at the end of the 60o

arc. A second sinogram was also formed by then adding about
10% Poisson noise to each measurement. Figure 6 shows the
image of the projections and a plot at the central ray location of
each projection. The noisy sinogram is readily discernible, but
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Figure 3. Left: a scale diagram of the geometry used for the simulations. The
FOV radius is 100 mm, the 60o arc lies on the trajectory of radius 140 mm,
so the line segment is at y = 121.2. Right: intensity details of the phantom.
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Figure 4. Left: the full 360o of fanbeam projections simulated mathematically
from the elliptical phantom. The bottom line is  = -30o and white line indi-
cates  = 30o. Right: standard reconstruction from full fanbeam data.
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the exponential factors are difficult to ascertain.
When checking the DCCs with the noise-free exponen-

tially weighted projections we found, as expected, poor agree-
ment with the polynomials. Although Figure 7 suggests good
polynomial behavior for n = 1, 2, we observe that the residuals
are highly structured, and are four orders of magnitude larger
than for the ideal projections of section III.A. These observa-
tions inspired the following procedure to estimate the unknown

.
A cost function was defined as the sum of the three square

residuals (the three “mean-square differences” with their best-
fit polynomials). Trial estimates  were checked by first multi-
plying  by  and then checking the cost function

using the resulting backprojections . The golden-section
search method [Vet02] was applied to find the best  that
minimized the cost function. Thus when the DCCs were satis-
fied, we deemed the detector to be correctly compensated by

. The experiment was performed for both the noisy and
the noiseless projection data.

For the noisy data, the golden-section search converged
after 35 iterations to  from the initial values
of , . Further study of the cost func-
tion revealed highly non-convex behavior (many local minima)
very close to  (within about 0.000001), so we would cau-
tiously suggest , and for greater confidence we
would estimate . The cost function had a
minimum value of 1.2

For the noise-free data, the golden-section search revealed
that the cost function had a minimum value of 0.0000014 at

 (although it might be reasonable to justify a
single-precision result of  =  considering the
small leading digit.)

The optimization searches were performed “blind” and
only after the above results were established was the true expo-
nential value revealed. It was .2

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined the derivation of new DCCs for fanbeam

projections along an arc. The arc must be short enough that its
chord does not intersect the scanner field-of-view. 

The principle behind these new DCCs is a mathematical
rebinning to virtual fanbeam projections along the chord, from
which known DCCs were applied. This same technique was
recently applied in DCC theory for truncated fanbeam projec-
tions along a complete trajectory [Cla15]. Despite the signifi-
cantly different geometries, many of the same equations appear
since the essential circle-to-chord rebinning step is the same.

The results of our simulation experiments suggested that
the DCCs are not particularly sensitive to zero-mean noise, but
are highly sensitive to systematic effects on the projections,
such as a small exponential weighting. The DCC method easily
identified the exponential factor to multiple-digit accuracy.
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Efficient Fourier Extrapolation-based Image 

Reconstruction for Linear Scan CT 

Hanming Zhang, Bin Yan, Linyuan Wang, Lei Li, and Yanmin Sun  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-RAY computed tomography (CT) has a revolutionary 

impact in fields ranging from industrial nondestructive 

testing (NDT) to medicine. However, it often encounters a 

limited-angle problem in practical applications, such as linear 

scan CT (LCT)[1], computed laminography (CL)[2], etc. 

Owing to insufficient angular sampling, the analytical 

reconstruction methods will not obtain an exact result and the 

reconstruction image usually suffers aliasing artifacts. 

Conventional iterative reconstruction algorithms such as the 

well-known algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) [3], and 

expectation maximization (EM) methods [4], may afford an 

improvement in image quality, but most of them are 

computationally expensive. 

Since the Fourier slice theorem provides a Fourier relation 

for tomographic imaging, some iterative Fourier methods have 

been exploited and developed to improve the computational 

efficiency [5-6]. Especially, a Fourier based Gerchberg-

Papoulis (GP) -type extrapolation method using exact pseudo 

polar fast Fourier transform (PPFFT) without interpolation is 

utilizing to compensate the missing data for linear scan CT 

(LCT) imaging [7]. However, this approach needs a big 

number of iterations and often could not reliably converge on 

a satisfactory solution.  

One approach to overcome limited-angle problem is to 

utilize the additional prior information. Recently based on 

sparse gradient-magnitude prior, several algorithms involving 

total variation (TV) regularization are proposed to reduce the 

artifacts for reconstruction from few-view data [8-9]. However, 

the TV term penalizes the differences between local 

neighboring pixels, it may lead some unfavorable over-

smoothing effects [10].  

To solve this problem and achieve a more accurate result, 

we consider another strategy from image denoising area in this 

study. The regularization imposed by the TV norm essentially 

could be seen as a nonlinear filtering in the iteration procedure 

[11] and the goal of it is to achieve an object with piecewise 

constant feature. Thus, if this step is replaced and properly 
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designed with an explicit filter, it may lead a more adjustable 

estimate than the TV smooth process.  

In this paper, we introduce an adaptive filtering strategy as 

regularization into the iterative GP-type Fourier extrapolation 

procedure for LCT image reconstruction. For simplicity, the 

present method is termed “GP-AF” (GP-type extrapolation 

with adaptive filtering). The advantage of our approach is 

demonstrated in numerical simulation from both noise-free 

and noisy projections, relative to the TV-based reconstruction. 

 

II. METHOD 

A. PPFFT and its application to LCT image reconstruction 

The configuration and Fourier sampling of a LCT scan are 

schematically illustrated in Fig.1 (a) and (b), respectively. Let 

D  denote the orthogonal distance from the source to the 

equivalent detector and t  denote the element index of 

equivalent detector. For a to-be-reconstructed 2-D image

:f  , the Fourier transform of projection data acquired 

by a certain detector element t  gives a Fourier slice of the 

object f  in Fourier space, the mathematical relationship can 

be expressed as follows: 

   
2 2

ˆ , /ˆ , 2 ,f t Dq t
D t

D
   


         (1) 

where f̂  represents the 2D Fourier transform of f .  

In LCT scanning geometry, equally linear acquisitions 

result in a pseudo polar distribution of measured data in 

Fourier space, while the reconstructed images should be 

represented on a Cartesian grid. Unlike the polar grid, the 

Fourier samplings are in concentric squares coordinates, and 

the successive lines change by an equal sloped increment. 

Thus, the transform from image domain in a Cartesian grid to 

its frequency domain in a pseudo polar grid can be directly 

executed by PPFFT without interpolation.  

Let 
pF  stand for the pseudo-polar Fourier transform, we 

have 
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where 
t

D
    indicates the slope of the a central Fourier 

slice. 

X 
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The inverse Fourier transform of 1

p


F  is also known as 

Linogram algorithm [7], and it can be expressed by  
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With the factor   in the exponent, the required operation is 

to vary the sampling distance and it can be directly 

implemented by the Chirp-Z transform, or the Fractional 

Fourier Transform (FRFT). This reveals that both the Fourier 

transform and its inverse transform can be implemented by 

FFTs. Hence, the computation efficiency could be obviously 

improved without the loss of accuracy. 

 

B. Gerchberg-Papoulis Extrapolation Method 

In practical applications, the LCT’s effective coverage of 

projection angle is less than π, so it is a limited-angle problem. 

To solve this problem, we adopt the idea of band-limited 

signal extrapolation. Here, the GP algorithm is applied to 

estimate the missing data in Fourier space by reprojecting the 

image in real space.  

Let 0q̂  stand for the initial Fourier sampling which gets 

from the 1-D Fourier transform of projections, we get an 

iterative extrapolation procedure: 
1

1 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )   0,1,2, .,          

Tp pk kq q I q k


    F FP P    (4) 

where I  is the identity operator and { }: 1
T

x Tf f P , 

{ }ˆ ˆ: 1q q


  P . Here,   denotes the data-known region 

in the Fourier space and T  denotes the object support in the 

image space.  

The convergence 
2

ˆ 0
pkq f F  is proven in [12] by 

Papoulis. Thus, we can use extrapolation algorithms to 

compute the unknown part of the Fourier data that is outside 

of the sampling.  

By the use of Fourier extrapolation in Eq.(4), the GP-type 

iterative algorithm for LCT can be expressed as follows: 
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It is note that the convergence efficiency can be improved 

by introducing the prior knowledge such as non-negativity 

constraint, next-neighbor regridding [13] strategy, etc. 

 

C. Adaptive filtering as regularization 

As there is always some level of inconsistency in real 

acquisition, the GP-type iterative reconstruction often 

performs poorly and lead to artifacts and noise in the result 

when the observed data contain noise or distortion. To our 

knowledge, an efficient approach with TV regularization is 

often used to respond to data noise and show good 

performance. Thus, the CT image can be reconstructed by 

minimizing the energy function with a TV regularization 

term by solving the constrained optimization problem: 

0
*

0

   ˆarg min ,    s t .. .   
TV

f
pf f q f




  P F            (6) 

However, TV term in the cost function is based on the 

assumption of piecewise constant distribution, it would not 

give a desirable result to all regions of the image and may lead 

to over-smoothness in fine structures.  

Another way of putting this approach——visually, the step 

of minimizing the TV norm in iteration could be seen as a 

processing of nonlinear filtering to get a smooth and piecewise 

constant solution. Thus, an explicit filter with a better 

adaptable/adjustable property may offer a potential of better 

results than TV step.  

In this paper, we propose an adaptive filtering approach to 

take a full utilizing of the image structure prior. Let Φ  stand 

for the designed adaptive filter, the GP-type extrapolation with 

adaptive filtering procedure can be expressed as following 

scheme: 
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 (a)                                                                                                         (b) 

Fig. 1. An LCT scan. (a) LCT scanning configuration; (b) the sampling points in the Fourier space. 
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Generally, several type of adaptive filters could be used in 

this iterative scheme[14]. Here, to make the most of the 

structure information, a nonlocal transform domain filtering 

approach termed Block-matching and 3D filter (BM3D)[15] is 

adopted to keep details and remove the unwanted artifacts. 

Then we get 
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where k  is a parameter affects the strength of the filtering 

process. 

A key to obtaining high image quality is to optimize the 

balance between filtering process and data fidelity. Thus, we 

use 
k

k     to decrease the effect of filtering with 

increasing iteration numbers.  

 

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

To demonstrate and validate our new method for image 

reconstruction, we perform the following numerical 

experiments. The scanning and reconstruction parameters are 

listed in Table 1. In the study, projection data were generated 

for the Sheep-Logan phantom at different configurations. The 

angular coverage of limited-angle tomography is 150 and 120 

deg. 

 
TABLE I. THE SCAN CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

 

 PARAMETERS    VALUES  

 DETECTOR ELEMENTS   960(150°)/440(120°) 

 DETECTOR BIN SIZE   2 mm 

 SOURCE TO AXIS DISTANCE   128 mm 

 SOURCE TO DETECTOR DISTANCE  256 mm 

 RECONSTRUCTION SIZE   128×128 pixels 

 PIXEL SIZE    1×1 mm2 

 

To bring forth the advantages of GP-AF method, we make a 

comparison with the GP-TV algorithm. The TV minimization 

step of GP-TV is implemented by an adaptive steepest descent 

method[8]. Different choices of parameters of GP-TV 

algorithm have been tried and at the end we pick out the ones 

that provide the best performance measured by image quality 

and convergence speed. 

The images reconstructed by different algorithms are shown 

in Fig.2. The the number of iterations is 200. We can see that 

GP-AF results are better than the GP-TV result in 

visualization, especially at the scanning configuration of 120 

deg. 

Then we use the root mean squared error (RMSE) as a 

measure of the reconstruction error to demonstrate the 

reconstruction accuracy quantitatively. The RMSEs of the 

reconstructions from different methods are calculated and 

shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the GP-AF algorithm is 

obviously more accurate and effective. 

 

 

  

(a) GP – 150° (b) GP – 120° 

  

(c) GP-TV – 150° (d) GP-TV – 120° 

  

(e) GP-AF – 150° (f) GP-AF – 120° 

Fig. 2. Image reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan phantom from noise-free 

projections. Display window [0.1,0.35]. (a) The result of GP method from 150 
deg data; (b) The result of GP method from 120 deg data; (c) The result of 

GP-TV method from 150 deg data; (d) The result of GP-TV method from 120 

deg data; (e) The result of GP-AF method from 150 deg data; (f) The result of 
GP-AF method from 120 deg data. 
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Fig. 3. Root mean squared errors as a function of iterations for different 

methods from 120 deg noise-free projections. 
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To further check the capability of the proposed algorithm, 

we carried out the experiments to reconstruct images from 

noisy projections. Noise is generated using a Poisson model: 

Poisson( exp( )). 0N N P                        (9) 

where N0 is the incident X-ray intensity and P denotes the 

normalized projection in real space.  

In the simulation of noisy group, N0 is set to 1.2×10
5
, then 

the reconstructed images and RMSEs are shown in Fig. 4 and 

Fig. 5, respectively. We can see that the GP-AF method is still 

effective and stable for noisy data. 

 

  

(a) GP – 150° (b) GP – 120° 

  

(c) GP-TV – 150° (d) GP-TV – 120° 

  

(e) GP-AF – 150° (f) GP-AF – 120° 

Fig. 4. Image reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan phantom from noisy 

projections. Display window [0.1,0.35]. (a) The result of GP method from 150 
deg data; (b) The result of GP method from 120 deg data; (c) The result of 

GP-TV method from 150 deg data; (d) The result of GP-TV method from 120 

deg data; (e) The result of GP-AF method from 150 deg data; (f) The result of 
GP-AF method from 120 deg data. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

This paper proposes an efficient Fourier extrapolation 

method by introducing a adaptive filtering strategy for limited-

angle tomography. Simulation studies from both noise-free 

and noisy data show that the proposed method could provide 

relatively more accuracy result than TV-based extrapolation 

methods.  
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Fig. 5. Root mean squared errors as a function of iterations for different 

methods from 120 deg noisy projections. 
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Ultra-fast Semi-analytic Iterative Reconstruction
Framework for 3D Low-Dose CT

Eunhee Kang, Kyungsang Kim and Jong Chul Ye

Abstract—Iterative reconstruction algorithms have been inves-
tigated actively for low dose CT imaging. However, conventional
iterative reconstruction algorithms have high computational com-
plexity to prevent its frequency use. To solve this problem,
we propose an ultra-fast semi-analytic iterative reconstruction
framework using a differentiated backprojection (DBP) precon-
ditioner, which is solved using Alternative Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM), Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding
Algorithm (FISTA), and optimized momentum. Numerical results
show that proposed method reduces the computational complex-
ity more than ten times compared to the conventional method
while maintaining the similar or even better image quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is one of the represen-
tative medical imaging examinations in the hospital before
treatment plan is administered by doctors. However, CT has a
risk of radiation exposure related to the cancer [1]. Therefore,
reducing the radiation dose is one of the important topics in
research fields [2]. Iterative reconstruction algorithms have
advantages in low dose CT thanks to the modeling of the
system geometry and noise effects [2]. Thus, iterative recon-
struction algorithms have been actively investigated by many
researchers. However, the conventional iterative reconstruction
algorithms have high computational complexity, which prevent
its wide deployment in clinical environments.

In this work, we introduce an ultra-fast semi-analytic itera-
tive reconstruction framework for low dose helical cone beam
CT using differentiated backprojection (DBP) preconditioner.
The DBP preconditioner is adapted from analytic helical cone
beam reconstruction theory [3] and used to eliminate the
necessity of forward and backward projectors. This enables
high quality imaging with low computational complexity.
Also, we propose an efficient optimization method to solve
the resulting problem. Specifically, we employ an Alternative
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [4] algorithm where
one of its subprogram is calculated by Fast Iterative Shrinkage
Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [5] with the optimized mo-
mentum [6]. The optimization technique combined with the
DBP preconditioner reduces the computational complexity to
the level of practical use while retaining comparable or even
better image quality compared to the conventional methods.

E. Kang and J. C. Ye are with the Dept. of Bio and Brain Engineer-
ing, Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology (KAIST), 291
Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 305-338, Republic of Korea (e-mail: eun-
heekang@kaist.ac.kr, jong.ye@kaist.ac.kr).

K. Kim is with Center for Advanced Medical Imaging Science, Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, White 427, 55 Fruit
Street, Boston, MA 02114 USA (e-mail: kkim24@mgh.harvard.edu).

This paper consists of followings. Section II proposes
a DBP preconditioner and formulates a new optimization
problem. Section III describes our optimization methods to
solve the proposed problem. Experimental results verify that
the proposed semi-analytic iterative framework reduces the
computational complexity while maintaining reconstruction
quality.

II. DBP PRECONDITIONED PROBLEM FORMULATION

X-ray CT measurements can be modeled as

y = Aµ+ ω (1)

where y is projection data, A is a projector, µ denotes
attenuation coefficient image, and ω denotes the additive noise.
The estimation problem of µ under low dose CT measurement
is often solved using the total variation (TV) penalized least
squares [4]:

min
µ
‖y −Aµ‖2W + λTV (µ) (2)

where W denotes the statistical weighting, λ is the regular-
ization parameter, and TV (µ) is the 3D TV penalty. This
optimization problem can be solved by an iterative method
which involves alternating applications of forward (A) and
backward (AT ) projectors. These operators, however, have
high computational complexities, in particular, for 3D prob-
lems.

In this work, we propose a DBP preconditioner which does
not amplify the noise contribution. Specifically, in 3D helical
CT geometry, the DBP operator is defined as [3]

DBP{·} =
∫ λ+

λ−

1

‖x′ − a(λ)‖
∂{·}
∂q
‖q=λ (3)

Fig. 1. Helical cone beam CT system geometry and PI-line
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2

where x′ indicates a point on the PI-line specified by λ− and
λ+. It consists of two steps: projection differentiation step and
backprojection on the PI-line step. Then, the resulting DBP
data have Hilbert transform relation with the unknown image
on the PI-line.

Then, we can reformulate the new optimization problem
after applying DBP:

min
µ
‖g −HT µ‖2D + λTV (µ) (4)

where g denotes the DBP data on the PI-line, T indicates
the transform from the Cartesian grid to the PI-line, H is 1D
Hilbert transform, and D denotes the transformed statistical
weighting. Now, the remaining issue is how to model the
transformed statistical weighting. Interestingly, the application
of DBP requires one differentiation and their aggregation on
PI-lines from a range of views, so it does not deteriorate the
noise statistics. This is again confirmed by Fig. 2, which show
the noise variance on PI-line coordinates that has relatively
uniform noise variances. Therefore, we believe that an ap-
proximation D = α

2 I in (4) does not sacrifice the advantages
of the original formulation (2). Since T and H have lower
computational complexity than projector A, we can expect that
the corresponding iterative reconstructions can be performed
very efficiently.

III. OPTIMIZATION METHOD

Now, our goal is to minimize the new cost function (4). Note
that the 3D TV penalty makes the problem (4) non-seperable.
To make the problem (4) seperable for each PI-line, we use
the alternating direction method of multiplier (ADMM) [4].
Specifically, (4) is converted into the following constrained

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The noise variance on the PI-line coordinates. The first row
corresponds to the noise variances on PI-lines. The second row shows the
corresponding images on PI-lines.

optimization problem:

min
{pi}ni=1,µ

n∑
i=1

α

2
‖gi −Hpi‖2 + λTV (µ)

subject to pi = Tiµ, i = 1, · · · , n (5)

where Ti denotes the transform from the Cartesian grid to the
i-th PI-line and gi is the DBP data on the i-th PI-line.

To solve this problem, we construct an augmented La-
grangian (AL) function:

L(µ,p,η; ρ) =
n∑
i=1

α

2
‖gi −Hpi‖2 + λTV (µ)

+
ρ

2

n∑
i=1

‖pi − Tiµ+ ηi‖2. (6)

The corresponding ADMM subprograms are described as

µk+1 = argmin
µ
λTV (µ) +

ρ

2

n∑
i=1

‖pki − Tiµ+ ηki ‖2 (7)

pk+1
i = argmin

pi

α

2
‖gi −Hpi‖2+

ρ

2

n∑
i=1

‖pi − Tiµk+1 + ηki ‖2 (8)

ηk+1
i = ηki + (pk+1

i − Tiµk+1) i = 1, · · · , n. (9)

The first step (7) is a 3D TV denoising. To solve this,
we use FISTA [5] with optimized momentum [6] where the
proximal step for TV is solved by Chambolle’s algorithm [7].
The second step (8) can be reduced to the weighted averaging
of the TV denoised image and 1D Hilbert transform of DBP
on the PI-lines. The third step (9) is the update for Lagrange
multiplier. To find the µ which minimize the AL function (6),
these three steps should be repeated sequentially.

IV. RESULTS

To show the advantages of the proposed method, we also
implement the conventional method that solves (2). For a fair
comparison, the cost function (2) was minimized using the
same ADMM algorithm with FISTA and optimized momen-
tum.

We generated 3D helical cone beam CT 1024×128×2400
noisy projections from a 512 × 512 × 126 XCAT phantom
[8]. The noisy projection data were generated using a Poisson
noise model which has 5000 photons per incident ray. We
reconstructed a 512× 512× 126 image using Backprojection
Filtration (BPF) algorithm [3], the proposed method, and the
conventional method. We measured the normalized root mean
square error (NRMSE) to quantify the image quality.

Fig. 3 shows that BPF algorithm cannot reduce the noises,
and the conventional iterative reconstruction method using
TV is efficient to reduce the noises. Moreover, the proposed
method also generated excellent image quality that is com-
parable with the conventional iterative method. Moreover, the
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3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0.0430

0.0326

0.0300

Fig. 3. Low-dose reconstruction results from helical cone-beam scanning
trajectory. (a) The ground-truth XCAT phantom cross section at z =
−42.75 mm. Left column denotes the zoom-in image of red box region and
right column denotes the zoom-in image of blue box region. (b) Ground-truth,
(c) BPF results, (d) the conventional iterative method with TV penalty, and
(e) the proposed method. The numbers on the figures indicate the NRMSE
values.

NRMSE values showed that the result from proposed method
has the smallest errors.

Table I shows the reconstruction time of the conventional
iterative method and the proposed semi-analytic iterative
method. Each start with reconstructed image using analytic
reconstruction algorithms such as Katesivich’s algorithm [9]
and BPF algorithm [3], respectively. Note that convergence
speed of the proposed method is dramatically faster than the

Computation Time
Process Conventional method Proposed method
Initialization 15.8 sec 28.1 sec
Iterative procedure 1092.4 sec 66.4 sec
Total (126 slices) 1108.2 sec 94.5 sec
Time per slice 8.80 sec 0.75 sec

TABLE I
RECONSTRUCTION TIME (SECONDS)

conventional method with order of magnitude accelerations.
All the algorithms were implemented using GPU with an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced an ultra-fast semi-analytic iterative recon-
struction framework using DBP preconditioner for low dose
3D CT imaging. For the resulting cost function, we proposed
an efficient minimization method using ADMM, FISTA, and
the optimized momentum. We verified that the proposed
method can significantly reduce the computational burden
while maintaining the similar or even better reconstruction
quality compared to the conventional iterative method.
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Fan-Beam Short-Scan FBP Algorithm         
Is Not Exact  

Gengsheng L. Zeng 

where h is the inverse Fourier transform of the ramp filter, 

,       (2) 

and 

.      (3) 

If a > 0, let x = a  and we have 

 
Abstract— Fan-beam short-scan filtered backprojection (FBP) 

g
in

 tomography, image reconstruction, 
n

I. INTRODUCTION 
HORT scan i as wide industry and 

alth

II. METHODS 
In the fan n-beam projections 

are fi

 

al orithm is popular in computed tomography (CT) industry and 
 clinical applications. This paper points out that the fan-beam 

short-scan FBP algorithm is not exact, even in the ideal noiseless 
situation. The error depends on the focal length of the imaging 
geometry. When the focal length is long enough, this error is 
small and can be ignored.   
 

Index Terms—Computed
fa  beam, analytical algorithm 
 

n fan-beam tomography h
he  care applications; it can acquire sufficient line-
integral measurements by scanning the object 180° plus 

the fan-beam full fan angle [1]-[3]. The most popular fan-
beam short-scan FBP technique is developed by Parker [1][4]. 
The main strategy of Parker's method is to wisely scale the 
redundant measurements so that the weighting function in the 
sinogram is smooth. 

In the next section, we will point out that the short-scan 
fan-beam FBP algorithm is not exact even when the 
projections are ideal and noiseless. The reconstruction error 
depends on the reconstruction location and the focal length of 
the imaging geometry. The cause of the error is the 
inconsistency of the ramp filter's cutoff frequency [5]-[7]. This 
inconsistency is worsened by fan-beam short scan. 

Computer simulations are presented in the Results 
section, which reveals that the errors are larger with a shorter 
focal length. When the focal length is extremely long, the 
errors are small and can be neglected. Parallel-beam half scan, 
on the other hand, is mathematically exact. 

 

-beam FBP algorithm, the fa
rst filtered by a ramp filter. In order to make the FBP 

algorithm more computationally efficient, the ramp filtration 
is made shift invariant. An important step to achieve this shift
invariance is the following relationship [8]: 

)(1)(
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thath a     
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      (1) 
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which has a bandwidth . The bandwidth  is commonly set 
to ½. To be precise,  

h
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It is straightforward to show that (4) also holds for 
P 

a < 0. 
For the curved fan-beam imaging geometry, the FB

algorithm is expressed as [8] 
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where f(r,) is the reconstructed image, g() is the curved 
fan-beam projection,  is the projection ray angle with resp
to its central fan-beam ray,  is the focal point rotation angle, 
D' and ' are parameters related to the reconstruction point (r, 
) as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Fan-beam algorithm (6) is not in the form of a 
convolution backprojec

ect 

tion algorithm and is not 
computationally efficient, because the filter depends on the 
parameter D' which is reconstruction point dependent. One 
common solution is to use the relation (1) to move the 
parameter D' out from the variable of h, obtaining 
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Figure 1. The reconstruction point (r, ) defines the angle ' and 
distance D'. The origin of the coordinate system is the center of rotation 
for the focal point and the virtual detector. 
 

Algorithm (7), even though is exact, is still not 
computationally efficient, because the cutoff frequency of the 
ramp filter is reconstruction point dependent. Therefore, an 
approximation is made: 
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The error of this approximation is fairly small for full-scan 
fan-beam imaging. For any fan-beam line integral, it 
associates with two D' parameters, usually one small (D' < D) 
and one large (D' >D); their effects are opposite and roughly 
cancel each. 

However, in short-scan fan-beam imaging, the projections 
are acquired when the fan-beam rotation angle  is in the 
range of [0°, 180°+2] or in a larger range, where  is half of 
the fan angle. The redundant measurements in the range of 
[0°, 180°+2] are weighted by the Parker weights (Parker 
1982). The non-redundant measurements are only measured 
once and only one D' parameter is associated with each fan-
beam line integral.  

Let us consider a reconstruction point that is close to the 
focal point location, and the measurement is not redundant. 
See Fig. 2 for this situation with a non-redundant fan-beam ray 
g(). The correct formula (7) uses the filter 




D
Dh  for this 

fan-beam ray, with a small D', D' < D. On the other hand, the 

approximated formula (9) uses the filter  for this fan-beam 

ray.  Notice that 
h

h  has a wider bandwidth than 



D
Dh  and 

allows some extra frequency components or structures to be 
added to the image.  

 

   
Figure 2. Reconstruction point, A, is close to the focal point and is on a ray 

which is only measured once.  

 
A bandwidth change in a filter can change the value of the 

reconstructed image [9]. It is expected that in the 
reconstructed image, the image value at point A is greater than 
its true value, due to the higher cutoff frequency.  

In a more complex way, the Parker weighting function 
can also influence the error pattern. In a fan-beam full scan, 
each ray is measured twice. The approximation effects of (8) 
are opposite and balanced. In a short scan, however, the 
redundant measurements are weighted differently, and the 
balance is destroyed. A weighting function dependent error 
pattern will appear in the reconstructed image. This 
phenomenon will be demonstrated in the next section. 

In the paper, we use a large uniform phantom (see Fig. 3) 
to illustrate the fan-beam short-scan errors. The imaging 
geometry is curved fan-beam. The detector has 512 detector 
channels (i.e., detector bins). The angular gap between 
acquisition views is 360°/6000 =0.01°. This angular gap is 
much smaller than that in any practical imaging system. We 
choose this small angular gap on purpose to eliminate any 
under-sampling effects. The line-integral measurements are 
generated analytically without any discretization effects and 
are noise-free. The ideal fan-beam data are generated over the 
focal-point rotation angle range of [0°, 180°+2], where 2 is 
the fan-beam detector's full angle. The fan-beam focal length 
D is a varying parameter, and the half fan-angle  changes 
accordingly as 

D
256

 .           (10) 

The image reconstruction algorithm for the computer 
simulations is 
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where the Parker weighting function (Parker 1982, with a typo 
corrected) is defined as A large uniform disc phantom 
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III. RESULTS 
In the computer simulations, the focal length is changed 

from 270 to 400 units. The unit is the arc-length of each 
detector bin, which is also the image pixel size.  The large 
uniform disc phantom has a radius of 230 units. The true 
image value within the disc is 1.  

The computer simulation results are shown in Figs. 4-12, 
for focal length being 270, 300, 350, and 400 units, 
respectively. The display window for the left figures is from 
the minimum value in the disc (black) to the maximum value 
in the disc (white).  

In Figs. 4-7, the short-scan results using Parker weights 
are shown. The largest error is observed at 57% when the 
focal length is the shortest at D = 270. When the focal length 
increases to D = 400, the largest error is reduced to 3%.  

As a comparison, the full-scan fan-beam reconstruction 
results are shown in Figs. 8-11. The reconstruction algorithm 
for the full-scan data is given by (9). It is observed that the 
approximation error caused by (8) is small for the full scan 
and can be neglected, thanks to the cancelation of the two 
opposite approximation errors. At D = 270, the largest error is 
11%. At D = 400, the largest error is 0.05%. However, for the 
fan-beam short scan, the error is large enough to be noticed. In 
both full scan and short scan cases, the errors are smaller when 
the focal length is longer. 

Finally, we demonstrate that the weighting for redundant 
measurements in a short scan can affect the errors. Fig. 12 
shows a case when D = 400 and the Parker weights are 
replaced a constant 0.5 for the redundant measurements. The 
largest error is 58%. 

 
Figure 3. A large uniform disc phantom and the focal-point trajectory for a 
fan-beam short scan. 
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Figure 4. Reconstruction with short-scan data with D = 270 units. The display 
window is [0.76, 1.57].  
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Figure 5. Reconstruction with short-scan data at D = 300 units. The display 
window is [0.87, 1.34].  

 

   

 
Figure 6. Reconstruction with short-scan data at D = 350 units. The display 
window is [0.96, 1.11]. 
 

   

 
Figure 7. Reconstruction with short-scan data at D = 400 units. The display 
window is [0.99, 1.03]. 
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Figure 8. Reconstruction with full-scan data at D = 270 units. The display 
window is [1.01, 1.11]. 
 

 

 
Figure 9. Reconstruction with full-scan data at D =300 units. The display 
window is [1.00, 1.05]. 
 

 

 
Figure 10. Reconstruction with full-scan data at D =350 units. The display 
window is [1.00, 1.001]. 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Reconstruction with full-scan data at D = 400 units. The display 
window is [1.00, 1.0005]. 
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 6

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In the fan-beam FBP algorithm, in order to improve the 

computational efficiency, an approximation (8) is made, so 
that a fixed ramp filter is used to filter all fan-beam projections 
before backprojection. The error caused by this approximation 
is small for fan-beam full scan, thanks to the fact that each 
projection ray is measured twice with two focal-point 
positions. The approximation effects at these two positions are 
opposite; they somehow (but not completely) cancel each 
other.  

Unfortunately, for fan-beam short-scan, this error 
cancellation phenomenon does not occur. The error can be as 
large as 57% when the focal length is short. This error is less 
severe as the focal length gets longer. The error pattern is 
influenced by the weighting function for the redundant 
measurements. The constant 0.5 weighting causes larger errors 
than the Parker weighting. 
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Abstract—Multi-material beam-hardening correction methods 

usually require to reconstruct the complete object. This 

requirement cannot be met with state of the art flat-panel 

computed tomography system, because only a part of the objects 

fits into in their limited field of view. Therefore we propose an 

implementation which corrects as much beam-hardening as 

possible, assuming the object consists mainly of one material such 

as soft tissue in which other materials like bones are embedded. 

We show in our experiments that this approach can handle 

beam-hardening artifacts almost completely depending on the 

position of the other materials. 

 
Index Terms—Beam hardening correction, Flat-Panel 

computed tomography 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Beam hardening correction as a preprocessing step for 

computed tomography algorithms is almost as old as the 

computed tomography itself. There are numerous papers 

describing either the water correction or multi-material 

correction [1-5].  

While water correction algorithms typically can work on the 

projection data alone [6], multi-material beam hardening 

algorithms require a first reconstruction of the object, which is 

segmented into compartment of different materials and which 

are then projected. The calculated lengths of the different 

materials are then taken into account for the determination of a 

correction factor. For conventional CT devices this is 

approach is typically no problem, as the complete object fits 

into the FOV. 

The situation is different for flat panel detector computed 

tomography systems. The FOV has typically a diameter of 

25cm or smaller compared to 50cm for standard CT systems. 

Thus, for this kind of machine it is often impossible to 

compute the complete object. Often only a part of the patient 

is inside of the field of view. So no certain boundary of the 

object can be calculated. Therefore also the calculated lengths 

of the materials are error prone. 

In this paper we want to describe a method which combines 

the advantage of the water correction that it works mostly on 

the measured projection data and the necessity of the multi 
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material beam hardening correction to know the lengths of the 

different materials. 

 

II. METHOD 

We assume that our object consists of on material like water or 

soft tissue in which smaller objects consisting of other 

materials like bones are inserted. 

We also assume that the parts we cannot reconstruct due to the 

limited field of view of our system consist of water. If they 

consist of a different material we cannot correct for these 

parts. 

The goal of a beam-hardening correction is to calculate the 

logarithmic and normalized intensity pmono of monochromatic 

x-ray passing through an object consisting of materials with 

the thickness dn. 

 

pmono = fmono (d1, d2, … , d𝑛) (1) 

 

However, we measure the logarithmic and normalized 

intensity ppoly of polychromatic x-rays. 

 

ppoly = fpoly (d1, d2, … , d𝑛) (2) 

 

The correction factor to be applied is then 

 

𝑐𝐵𝐻 =
𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜

𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦
 (3) 

 

This correction factor can be multiplied to the measured 

values to obtain the beam-hardening corrected values. In 

equation (3) this factor is dependent on the thicknesses of all 

materials. 

 

As we measure ppoly during the acquisition process, we can 

invert the equation (2) to obtain. 

 

d1 = fpoly 
−1(ppoly, d2, … , d𝑛) (4) 

 

Inserting this into equation (1) and (3) we obtain the 

correction factor as 

 

𝑐𝐵𝐻 =
fmono (fpoly 

−1(Ipoly,d2,…,d𝑛),d2,…,d𝑛)

𝐼𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦
 (5) 

 

which is free of the thickness of material 1 but being 

dependent on the measured value ppoly. 

Beam Hardening Correction for Flat-Panel 

Computed Tomography devices 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION  

A. Beam-Hardening Correction 

As fmono (d1, d2, … , d𝑛) and fpoly (d1, d2, … , d𝑛) are multi-

dimensional functions for which no closed form exist, we pre-

calculate tables by simulation. 

X-Ray Tube

Pre-Filter 

Material 1

Material 2

Material n

 
 

We simulate x-rays emerging from an X-Ray Tube, passing 

through a pre-filter like 2mm of Al and materials 1 to n. Then 

we divide the intensity by the intensity of the unattenuated x-

rays and take the logarithm and tabularize the values for the 

monochromatic x-rays, the polychromatic x-rays and there 

quotient in dependence of the material thickness. We repeat 

this procedure for variations of material thicknesses. 

As we obtain a table which is regularly sampled in 𝑑𝑖 but not 

in ppoly we interpolate the table in such a way that it is 

sampled linearly in ppoly and 𝑑𝑗 with j =  2 . . n. 

In our experiments we want to correct for water and cortical 

bone, therefore we use these two materials and vary their 

thickness from 0cm to 50cm for water and 0cm to 30cm for 

bone by 1cm steps. 

B. Reconstruction 

As we need to know the material thicknesses 𝑑𝑗 the multi-

material beam-hardening correction needs to be implemented 

in a two-step iterative reconstruction scheme. 

In a first step we reconstruct a volume with the FDK algorithm 

with Parker weighting, which can be segmented to obtain its 

material composition. For the beam-hardening correction of 

the projection which we perform before the reconstruction, we 

set 𝑑𝑗 = 0 for all rays, so a beam-hardening correction for the 

base material is applied. 

The segmented parts are then forward projected to obtain 𝑑𝑗. 

For the two materials correction, we perform in our 

experiments the following piecewise function is used for the 

segmentation of the bony parts: 

 

𝑓𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒(𝜇) = {

0 𝜇 < 𝜇𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

√𝜇 − 𝜇𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

√𝜇𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑒 − 𝜇𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝜇𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 < 𝜇
. (6) 

 

This function returns the percental voxelwise contribution of 

cortical bone to the attenuation coefficient, which can be 

larger than 1 if the attenuation coefficient of the voxel is larger 

than that of cortical bone. 

The projection of the thus segmented volume returns directly 

the length of the cortical bone. 

Using the 𝑑𝑗 we can now perform the final reconstruction 

using the original projections with the described beam-

hardening correction as pre-processing step. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

To test the effectivity of our proposed method we use a 

simulated head phantom. It consists of a skull, jaws and 

vertebrae. 

We simulated projections of this phantom with the following 

parameters: 

Source-Detector-Distance 1200mm 

Source-Isocenter-Distance 785mm 

Detector-Pixel-Size 0.6mm 

Detector Width 620 Pixels 

Angular Range 200° 

Number of Projections 496 

Tube Voltage 70 kV 

 

Also monochromatic projections were calculated. 

Using the simulated projections, we reconstructed volumes 

with the following diameters: 7,2 cm, 10,2 cm, 14,3 cm, 24,5 

cm. 

In all the cases the slices of the reconstructed volumes 

consisted of 512x512 voxel. 

Thus we could analyze the effectivity of the beam-hardening 

correction, neglecting the problems of truncated projections. 

V. RESULTS 

In figure 2 the reconstructions of the phantom of the 

monochromatic and polychromatic simulated projections with 

and without the beam-hardening correction are shown. 

It is clearly visible that the proposed method can remove the 

introduced artifacts. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Position of the ROIs in which the mean values are determined to 

evaluate the beam-hardening correction 

 

ROI 1 

ROI 2 
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Also evaluations of ROIs show that the drop of the 

reconstructed values in between bony structured could be 

removed. 

 
TABLE 1 

MEAN VALUES FOR ROIS IN THE CASE OF MONOCHROMATIC AND 

POLYCHROMATIC SIMULATIONS 

 ROI 1 ROI 2 

Monochromatic Simulation 32.4 HU 46.6 HU 

Polychromatic Simulation, Water 

Correction 

-1.6 HU 53.3 HU 

Polychromatic Simulation, MM 

BHC 

29.3 HU 44.7 HU 

 

In figure 3 the reconstructions of the phantom with the 

reduced field of view are presented. The images show that 

even if parts of the objects are missing the beam-hardening 

artifacts could be removed or at least partly reduced. 

 

To quantify the error we evaluated only a ROI just above the 

vertebra. The size of the ROI was adjusted for the different 

FOV to match the same region in all reconstructions. 

 
TABLE 2 

MEAN VALUES FOR ROIS IN THE CASE OF RESTRICTED FOV 

RECONSTRUCTIONS 

Diameter ROI 

24,5 cm 38.5 HU 

14,3 cm 38.0 HU 

10,2 cm 40.6 HU 

7,2 cm 32.3 HU 

 

Of course if large parts of the bony structure cannot be 

reconstructed the impact of their beam-hardening cannot be 

corrected. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have proposed a new implementation scheme for the 

beam-hardening correction, which is favorable for flat-panel 

detector computed tomography systems. 

The beam-hardening correction is capable to correct the beam-

hardening of the base material and of further materials which 

  

 
 
Fig. 2: Reconstructions of the head phantom simulation. a) monochromatic simulation, b) polychromatic simulation reconstructed using a standard water 

correction, c) polychromatic simulation using the proposed beam-hardening correction. (Windowing [-100HU; 100 HU]) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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are embedded in the base material. Depending on the position 

and the size of these additional parts artefacts will remain. 

In our implementation we did not focus on speed. But as only 

two reconstructions and a forward projection are needed, a 

reconstruction time below one minute should be feasible, thus 

allowing using the method in an interventional environment 

where the user needs the reconstruction result for his time 

critical decision. 
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Fig. 3: Reconstructions of the head phantom simulation. a) complete FOV with diameter 24,5 cm, b) FOV with diameter 14,3 cm, c) FOV with diameter 10,2 

cm, d) FOV with diameter 7,2 cm . (Windowing [-100HU; 100 HU]) 
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Abstract—Abstract--- In this paper, we proposed a novel scatter 

correction approach for cone beam computed tomography based 

on Klein-Nishina formulation. Also a principle was proposed that 

the photons intensity distribution was determined by the 

attenuation coefficient μ and the path length l by deducting this 

formulation, which declares that two pencil beams pass through 

two objects with the same values of μl could result in same photons 

intensity distribution, i.e., point spread function (PSF), even if the 

corresponding μ and l are different. The simulation and 

experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of our approach, 

as well as the comparison with the beam stop array (BSA) method 

for evaluation. 

 
Index Terms—Scatter, Klein-Nishina, CBCT 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WING to the rapid scanning process and sufficient X-ray 

utilization, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), a 

technology on the frontier of medical imaging research, has also 

been applied in various areas such clinical diagnostics and basic 

research. However, during the imaging process of the CBCT, 

Compton scattering contributed by the interaction between the 

X-ray and the material causes scattering artifacts, which 

decreases the image contrast and resolution, resulting in 

negative effect to diagnosis[1]. Since higher imaging quality is 

required in applied CBCT systems, scatter artifacts have to be 

corrected before or during image reconstruction. Many scatter 

correction methods have been proposed in literatures[2], and J. 

Boone has classified them into two categories: software 

correction and hardware correction[3]. 

II. METHODS 

A. Approach derivation 

According to Klein-Nishina scatter cross section formula, the 

 
 

relationship between the photons intensity distribution, which 

is represented by point spread function (PSF), and the geometry 

parameters, the physical properties of the object could be 

derived. Here the full width tenth maximum (FWTM) was 

adopted to indicate the cut-off frequency of the PSF. It is noted 

that here we just take the single scatter into consideration and 

spectral effects is not considered. When considering small 

percentage of Rayleigh scattering, the possibility that the 

incident photon reaching the point 𝑃(𝑟,  ) can be calculated 

by Eq. 1. 
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where K is the global constant encompassing several constant 

terms and g'(r, ) means the probability of the incident photon 

reaching the point P(r, ).It is easy to find that 𝑓(𝜃) is monotone 

decreasing with the parameter 𝜃. As a result, g'(r,   ) is 

monotone decreasing with the parameter 𝑟.This complies with 

the laws of PSF. Besides, it is obvious to take 𝜇𝑠 𝑠 as one 

variable. Though the integral variable 𝑠 occurs alone 

somewhere without the attenuation coefficient 𝜇𝑠, however, 

when it occurs with the air gap g, which is much larger than 

𝑠, as a result, it is reasonable to omit 𝑠 occurring alone. So, 

the Eq. 2 is simplified to be: 
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Till now an inference can be summarized that g′(𝑟,  ) has 

one-to-one mapping relationship with 𝜇𝑠𝑡, and the larger 𝜇𝑠𝑡 

the larger FWTM of the 𝑃𝑆𝐹.   

 

As is known to everybody, the intensity detected by the 

X-ray detector contains both the real information and the 

scatter information, which can be delineated by: 

1 (4)real scatterI I I   

where 𝐼1 , 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙, 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟are matrices with a dimension of 𝑚 × 𝑛 

and indicate the detected information, real information and 

scatter information respectively. If 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 and the 𝑃𝑆𝐹 of each 

point of 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 are known, 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 can be calculated by the 

following equation: 

1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( 1, 1) (5)
2 2

( 0, 0) 0

m n
psf psf

scatter real

p t

m n
I i j I p t PSF i p j t

PSF i j

 

       

  

  

where 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑖, 𝑗)  means the value of 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 at position 

(𝑖, 𝑗)  while 𝑃𝑆𝐹(𝑖, 𝑗)  indicates the PSF at the position (𝑖, 𝑗) , 

namely, when the incident photons enter the object along the 

direction of the source point to the position (𝑖, 𝑗), it will have 

the corresponding 𝑃𝑆𝐹. Here 𝑃𝑆𝐹 is defined as a matrix with a 

dimension of 𝑚𝑝𝑠𝑓 × 𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑓. However, in practice, all these are 

unknown, so we should substitute these parameters with some 

parameters that are already known or could be measured. So 

here, we substitute the 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 with 𝐼1 as the scatter fraction does 

not change the characteristic of real information so much due to 

the low frequency of the scatter information. As to the 𝑃𝑆𝐹 

processing, the threshold segmentation is conducted on 𝐼1 . 

According to our inference, the same 𝜇𝑠𝑡, results in the same 

𝑃𝑆𝐹. As a result, only one 𝑃𝑆𝐹  is needed by each segment, 

which greatly reduces the complexity of the calculation and it 

also enabled highly paralleled calculation, because each 

segment could be organized parallel to the each other, and in 

the same segment, each point could be organized parallel to 

each other as PSF is the same within a segment. There are many 

types of PSF to choose from, such as Gaussian function and 

Poisson function, etc. The cutoff frequency of the PSF, namely 

the FWTM of the PSF needs to be determined. Because of the 

one-to-one map relationship between the 𝑃𝑆𝐹 and 𝜇𝑠𝑡, lots of 

𝑃𝑆𝐹 could be obtained through Monte Carlo simulation with 

different 𝜇𝑠𝑡 . It is very easy to construct a database, which 

shows the value of 𝜇𝑠𝑡 and the corresponding𝑃𝑆𝐹. 

 

B. Phantom study 

A standard QRM scatter phantom and a BSA (Beam Stop 

Array) phantom were used to testify the effect of the scatter 

correction method. The phantom structure and geometric 

parameters are shown in Fig. 2. 

360 projection images with and without a BSA phantom were 

obtained with one full angle scan. The BSA phantom was 

placed between the X-ray source and the object. The distance 

from the X-ray spot to the rotation axis and the detector was 

375mm and 625mm respectively and the BSA phantom was 

approximately 50mm to the rotation axis. Once the projection 

images with BSA phantom were obtained, the scatter fraction 

was obtained by the typical method proposed by R. Ning. The 

projection images obtained without BSA phantom were 

segmented to two parts because of the simple structure of the 

phantom. The principle of the segmentation is that both of the 

 
Figure 1.  The X-ray scatter schematic diagram used to derive the PSF: a 

photon enters the object perpendicularly from the position δ , and scatters at 

the position a distance of s from the bottom surface. The scatter angle is θ , the 

air gap is g . The photon reaches the image plane at the position P(r, ) 

  

Figure 2. The QRM scatter phantom 
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two parts are approximately half of the initial image. Then the 

scatter matrix was obtained by Eq. 13 with the FWTM of the 

PSF set to be (89,169) according to the Monte Carlo simulation 

database, which means the FWTM of the PSF is 89 pixel size 

to lower 𝜇𝑠𝑡 and 169 pixel size to higher 𝜇𝑠𝑡 as our detector is 

1944*1536 size with a 0.0748mm pixel size. Here, Our PSF 

assumed a Gaussian form as the simulation experiment shows 

a good Gaussian linefit. After the scatter fraction elimination, 

the corrected projection images (our method and BSA method) 

were reconstructed to a 1024*1024*1024 size image using 

FDK reconstruction method with geometry calibration 

respectively. 

III. RESULTS 

The reconstruction results are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4. Fig3 

shows the reconstructed images with and without scatter 

correction while Fig 4 shows corresponding pixel value along a 

line drawn in Fig 3 (the line pass through the two brightest 

discs). The line in all of the images share the same position.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

It is obviously to see that the image quality improvement 

after the scatter correction and image quality with scatter 

correction using our approach is comparable to image quality 

with the BSA method from Fig 3, 4. Fig 3intuitive shows the 

image quality improvement, especially in the region around the 

brightest discs, where the scatter artifacts is much more serious 

when compare Fig 3(a) with Fig 3(b), (c). Fig 4 shows the 

homogeneity of the image through the CT value along the line 

that pass through the center of the two brightest discs. It is easy 

to find that the homogeneity is much better after scatter 

correction, and the homogeneity of the image obtained with 

scatter correction through our approach and BSA method are 

comparable.  
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Figure 3. The image reconstruction of the QRM scatter phantom (a) without scatter correction, (b) 

with scatter correction with our method, and (c) with scatter correction with BSA method. 

Figure 4. The corresponding pixel values along the lines drawn in Fig 3. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a method to build an
adapted mesh representation of a 3D object for X-Ray tomogra-
phy reconstruction. Using this representation, we provide means
to reduce the computational cost of reconstruction by way of
iterative algorithms. The adapted sampling of the reconstruction
space is directly obtained from the projection dataset and prior
to any reconstruction. It is built following two stages : firstly, 2D
structural information is extracted from the projection images
and is secondly merged in 3D to obtain a 3D pointcloud sampling
the interfaces of the object. A relevant mesh is then built from this
cloud by way of tetrahedralization. Critical parameters selections
have been automatized through a statistical framework, thus
avoiding dependence on users expertise. Applying this approach
on geometrical shapes and on a 3D Shepp-Logan phantom, we
show the relevance of such a sampling - obtained in a few seconds
- and the drastic decrease in cells number to be estimated during
reconstruction when compared to the usual regular voxel lattice.
A first iterative reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan using this
kind of sampling shows the relevant advantages in terms of low
dose or sparse acquisition sampling contexts. The method can
also prove useful for other applications such as finite element
method computations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) scanners data are basically
reconstructed with the gold standard Feldkamp (FDK) algo-
rithm [1]. Its analytical formalism requires a large number of
projections for a robust reconstruction thus not contributing
to limit dose to patient. Calling on iterative methods - such
as ART [2], EM [3] and their derivatives - reliable recon-
structions are performed from reduced dataset but at large
computational cost. This is mainly due to the regular voxel
lattice used as sampling : high spatial resolution means thin
3D grids and leads to an oversampling of large homogeneous
regions. This translates to a larger number of unknowns to
estimate - computational cost - and to large file to store
the reconstruction - memory requirement. Graphics processing
units (GPU) downscale iterative methods computation time but
the processing of big volumes still remains an issue - due to
limitation in devices internal memory size. Volume storage
memory consumption moreover remains the same.
Addressing this issue, representations enabling an adaptive
sampling of the reconstruction volume have been investigated.
Such is the case of multi-scale basis functions and especially
of blobs [4]. Main drawbacks are however their high com-
putational cost and the complexity of extension to the 3D

case. In tomography, meshed representations are of particular
interest, due to their ability to achieve a sampling mirroring
the structure of the object. Meshed 2D CT reconstruction
was investigated in [5] and the 3D case in [6], [7]. Brankov
et al. [5] approach is of sampling nature : a pixel-based
coarse reconstruction is first performed and is used to sample
the mesh nodes adequately. A maximum-likelihood (ML)
algorithm adapted to the mesh representation is then applied
for reconstruction. The initial pixel reconstruction needed to
build the triangulated representation of the object is the main
limitation of this approach because of the large number of
projections required by analytical algorithms and because it
represents an additional step. In [6], Sitek et al. introduce a
method based on a refinement scheme. A first regular grid
of tetrahedral cells is generated and several iterations of EM
algorithm are performed. Tetrahedra linked to big errors are
splitted by addition of a node at their centroids and EM is again
performed. In [7] the approach is of coarsening type. Starting
with a fine grid of tetrahedra, the method proceeds alternating
iterative reconstruction and collapsing of cells belonging to
homogeneous regions. In both cases, remeshing operations are
computationally costly and the number of nodes added at each
iteration being user fixed, the performance will be linked to the
one’s expertise. Buyens et al. [8] framework combines the idea
of the previous approach. Reconstruction is first performed on
a 2D grid of triangle. By interpolating the result to a pixel
grid, a level-set method is used to re-sample the nodes and a
more adapted mesh is generated. Values are interpolated back
from the pixel base to the mesh one and the process goes
through another iteration. Results show that the convergence
of the reconstruction is substantially improved when the mesh
matches the structure of the considered object. The issue is
once again that the representation adapts itself to the object
along with the tomographic reconstruction. Moreover, the
values interpolation from the tessellated representation to the
pixel grid and back prove to be costly in terms of computation
and may introduce imprecision in the reconstruction.
In this work we build an adapted mesh prior to any step of
reconstruction by directly exploiting the acquired data. Doing
so, fast 3D CBCT reconstructions are achievable. In order
to create such a mesh the location of the 3D interfaces that
constitute the object structure has to be known. Firstly, we
exploit the evidence of 2D interfaces as the result of the
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3D ones by performing edge detection on the acquired data.
Secondly, the 2D structural information is merged in 3D using
the statistical framework of the hypothesis testing.
This papers is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to
the structural information merging and the positioning of the
mesh nodes as a pointcloud. Section III shows the results of
the complete method applied on numerical data. Conclusions
and perspectives of this work are discussed in Section IV.

II. AUTOMATED 3D POINTCLOUD SAMPLING OF THE
RECONSTRUCTION VOLUME

The mesh representation could be well adapted to the
object in reconstruction when the mesh nodes are located on
the 3D object interfaces. The aim hence is to obtain a 3D
pointcloud adequately sampling these interfaces. We estimate
these 3D locations in two steps by exploiting the evidence
of 2D interfaces as a result of 3D ones. As a first step, we
extract the structural information of the 2D projections by
performing edge detection using Canny’s filter [9]. The second
step consists in the fusion of the detected 2D edge maps -
Fig 1(a) - performed by successively:

• Merging by accumulation within the 3D volume
• Filtering the resulting scalar field to only keep the relevant

information and place the nodes accordingly

The merging is carried through standard ray-driven back-
projection on a 3D regular grid of voxels. Calling on the
statistical framework, the filtering step is fully automated
and accurate, thus not depending on the user’s expertise. By
placing nodes with respect to this filtering, a 3D pointcloud
sampling of the volume is built - Fig 1(c). Sparse outliers
removal based on a K-nearest neighbour approach [10] is then
performed. The final mesh is obtained from the cloud using
Tetgen algorithm [11]- Fig 1(d).

(b) Backprojection volume 

Filtering 

(a) Contour maps 

(c) Sampling pointcloud 

. . . 1 K 

Mesh building 

(d) Meshed representation 

Fig. 1: (a) Examples of 2D edge maps. (b) Backprojection
over the 3D volume (white corresponds to a null count). (c)
3D pointcloud sampling of the volume obtained by filtering
the count volume. (d) Mesh built on pointcloud (c).

To achieve the filtering, at each lth voxel of the volume, we
examine the count value nl resulting of the backprojection of
the K 2D edge images as

nl =
K∑

k=1

Bl
k , l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, (1)

where M is the total number of voxels in the grid and Bl
k

denotes the binary value of pixel in the kth edge image linked
to voxel l by backprojection.

Therefore, the value nl of voxel l is the number of pixels
identified as edge in the acquired images linked to l by pro-
jection, thus constituting a first counting volume (nl) l=1,...,M

- Fig 1(b) - of interfaces.
To select the small set of relevant points for the mesh, one can
put aside most common low count voxels of the volume. This
amounts to defining the upper tolerant limit of the volume
counts. As the resulting 3D scalar field (nl) is obtained
by a counting phenomenon, it can therefore be modeled as
a Poisson distribution. However, the 2D edge images are
parsimonious and a majority of the voxels are assigned a null
value by backprojection. To select relevant voxels among non
null counts, we hence need to use more specific distribution
model : the zero-truncated Poisson distribution (ZTP).

ZTP is characterized by a single parameter θ usually es-
timated by using Plackett’s method [12]. Lets denote θ̂ the
Plackett estimation using non null counts of the volume. As
the count dataset is very large, one can consider θ = θ̂.
Therefore, the L non null count voxels (L < M) of the
volume, (nl)l=1,...,L is a sample of a random variable N where

N ∼ ZTP (θ). (2)

If α denotes the confidence level of the upper tolerant limit
λ, therefore

P (N ≤ λ) = 1− αZTP . (3)

The threshold λ hence is by definition the quantile Q of the
ZTP distribution of significance level 1 − αZTP . We get Q
using the approximation of Gilchrist [13]. Letting F (.) be the
cumulative distribution function of the Poisson distribution of
parameter θ one can find the equivalent confidence level αP

for the standard Poisson distribution to the required αZTP of
the ZTP using

1− αP = F (1)− (1− αZTP )(1− F (1)). (4)

The required quantile is then straightforwardly given as λ =
QP (1−αP ) with QP the αp quantile of the standard Poisson
distribution. The set of centroids of voxels for which counts
are larger than λ thus defines the sampling 3D pointcloud on
which the adapted mesh is built.
For specific configurations, this approach can produce artifacts
in the pointcloud as planes filled with misplaced points. This
happens when objects oriented orthogonally to the rotation
axis and with particular aspect ratio are present in the volume.
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It is due to the fact that acquisitions are limited to the 2π-
plane of rotation around the object of interest and that few
projections are used to perform the pointcloud construction.
In such configurations, the count distribution of N is closer
to Poisson law than to ZTP one. To take into account this
variation, Mizere et al. [14] test is applied at each slice in
order to decide between ZTP and Poisson law as a model for
N . The decision is based on the following statistic

Tf = S × V 2
S

NS

(5)

where S is the number of voxels in the slice, NS is the
mean of its distribution and V 2

S its unbiased empirical variance.
The authors showed that the statistic Tf ∼ χ2

S−1 when
N ∼ Pois (θ). We therefore choose the Poisson distribution
when the statistic Tf is superior to the α quantile of the Chi-
square distribution with S− 1 degree of freedom and α is the
confidence level chosen for this statistical test.

III. RESULTS

The method performance is evaluated on a 3 mono-material
shapes - sphere, cone and bone extremity - and on the
multi-material 3D phantom of Shepp-Logan. We simulate 30
projections - sizing 10242 pixels - of these objects as dataset
from which the meshes are built.
Pointcloud quality is based on its comparison to the STL
phantom of the object. Using CloudCompare [15] we compute
the closest distance di from each point i to the STL. Point se-
lection is considered as optimum when di ≤ Gridres×

√
3/2.

Meshes are compared to the best voxel-based representations
of the objects for 1283, 2563 and 5123 grids resolution. These
descriptions are obtained using Binvox [16] for the three
shapes. For the Shepp-Logan, this corresponds to a 5123 phan-
tom. Confidence levels have to be chosen but the set of values
is extremely reduced and well defined α ∈ {0.5, 0.1, 0.001}.
We choose α = 0.05 for 1283 grids for the 3 shapes. At
2563 grid resolution, α = 0.01 for both the sphere and the
bone and it is set to 0.001 for the cone. For the 5123 grid,
α = 0.001 for the cone and the bone and it is set to 0.01
for the sphere. The clouds displayed in Fig 2(a)-(b) shows
how adequately the pointclouds sample the object of interest.
The quality metric - observation is confirmed by the quality
metric displayed in Fig 2(c). Details of cuts in the sphere
meshes superimposed with its best voxel description - Fig 2(d)
- show how the mesh enables an extremely fine sampling along
the interfaces of the object while at the same time displaying
large cells in homogeneous areas. Considering the number of
cells composing the mesh - Table I - its is clear that this fine
description still yields an important reduction in the number
of unknowns to estimate - up to 99%. Apart from the large
cells used in homogeneous portions of the volume, this gain
also comes from the fact that the reconstruction is restricted
to the object convex hull.

Fig 3(a) shows that results are similar for the Shepp-Logan
phantom. Nodes density - hence smaller cells - is concentrated
along the borders of the ovoids defining the geometry. This
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Fig. 2: (a)STL description of the three studied shapes.
(b)Examples of corresponding pointclouds obtained by the
method. (c)Clouds qualities for 3 grids resolution. (d) Zoom-
in on a cut in the sphere meshed volume superimposed with
best voxel description for 1283, 2563 and 5123 grids

is especially visible on the outer layer of the phantom. Eve
though a the reduction in the number of unknowns is very
important - 5 408 212 cells in the mesh, 4% of the equivalent
grid - the close-up details show that the smallest volumes
of the phantom are described with precision by our mesh.
Again, a reduction in the number of unknowns to evaluate is
achieved and the computational burden is focused on the areas
of interest. A first version of an adapted SART algorithm was
applied on this mesh - Fig 3(b) - providing an initial rough
reconstruction of the volume.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a reliable and automated method to
build a 3D adapted mesh sampling of an object from a few
number of 2D projections. A keypoint of this approach is
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Grid resolution 1283 2563 5123

Mesh cells 18950 167925 1403775

Ratio mesh/voxel 0.9% 1% 1%

Total computation (s) 4 15.6 32

TABLE I: Compression obtained by the mesh description of
the sphere for 3 regular grids resolutions. Setup : Intel Xeon
E31245 (3.3GHz), 8Gb of RAM and a Tesla C2070

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: (a) Left : Superposition of the transverse cut in the
meshed volume and of the corresponding voxel slice of the
Shepp-Logan phantom. Right : Zoom-in of the mesh in the
sagittal and transverse cut. (b) Transverse cut in the volume
reconstructed using a mesh adapted SART.

the ability to obtain this representation prior to any usual
tomographic reconstruction. The sampling is obtained by
exploiting the evidence of 2D interfaces as result of 3D
ones. Thus, by extracting edges present in the acquired raw
data, a 3D merging scheme relying on a statistical model of
the backprojection volume was developed to obtain a node
clouds fitting the object interfaces. Using standard constraint
Delaunay tetrahedralization, this cloud provides a content-
adapted mesh for low computational burden reconstruction.
The statistical flavour of the method enables critical parameters
automatic choices thus avoiding results quality dependence on
users expertise.
Using extremely reduced dataset - 30 projections - our method
provides reliable adapted mesh sampling of the 3D object in
a matters of seconds on a conventional setup. In terms of
automation, the choice of α levels are still up to the user but
from an extremely reduced set. As illustrated in Section III,

the reduction in the number of cells used in the description is
very important - up to 99% - and the method manages to focus
the cells density around the interfaces of the various volumes
composing the object - thus ensuring its good geometrical
description even with so few cells.
Considering the dose exposure to the patient, this new type
of sampling can prove interesting. Reliable representations are
obtained from very sparse dataset and a first rough reconstruc-
tion was obtained through an adapted SART using a suitable
projector/backprojector [17]. Our work will now focus on the
improvement of the reconstruction by investigating a better
adaption of the iterative algorithm to this new representation.
Focusing on the pointcloud obtained by our method, one
can think on obtaining a surface representation of the object
of interest from it. Such surface modeling could be use in
multiple medical applications such as, for example, the design
of patient-specific prosthetics.
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Abstract— Although current CT systems can scan the head in 

a very short time, patient motion sometimes still induces 

artifacts.  If motion occurs, one has to repeat the scan; to avoid 

motion, sedation or anesthesia is sometimes applied.  Previously, 

we demonstrated the feasibility of rigid motion correction for 

helical CT brain imaging, using an optical tracking system. This 

correction is effective, but small residual motion errors may 

remain because of the limited accuracy of the tracking system. 

In such case, ‘jagged’ artifacts are observed in the 

reconstruction of a Hoffman phantom after the motion 

correction. We propose a data-driven method to iteratively 

correct this residual motion. In every iteration, we estimate the 

motion view-by-view, which then can be used to update the 

system matrix used during reconstruction. The evaluation on a 

phantom measurement showed that the reconstructed image 

improved as the iteration number increased.  

Index Terms—Computer Tomography (CT), iterative reconstruction, 

rigid motion, data-driven correction.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

ssessment of the subject motion is of considerable general 

interest in tomography. A variety of methods for the 

estimation of motion in CT exist, including direct motion 

estimation using a camera system with visual markers [1]–[4] 

or without markers [5]–[7]. Artificial or anatomical 

landmarks can be also tracked in the image or projection 

domain [8], [9]. Indirect estimation methods have been 

proposed where motion is estimated through the 

minimization of errors in consistency conditions using 

projection moments [10], [11], or by an iterative process 

using re-projected image information [12]–[14]. Another 

approach has used similarity measures to quantify changes 

between projections to measure subject motion [15]. 

    Previously, our group has developed and optimized a rigid 

motion correction technique for helical CT brain scanning, 

which measures the head motion with a Polaris system 

(Spectra, Northern Digital Inc, Waterloo, Canada) [1], [2]. As 

shown in Fig. 1, some small irregularities were still visible at 

the edges of the phantom in the reconstruction image after 

motion correction. The possible reason is that there still is 

some residual unrecorded motion in each pose, caused by 

small errors in the pose measurements. This will result in 

‘jagged’ artifacts which are most visible at the edge of the 

phantom. This work aims to reduce or eliminate these 
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residual motion estimation errors, by further refining the 

motion estimates using the measured data only. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Image after motion correction with measured poses with a 

pitch of 1.0. [Window Level=-200HU, Window Width=+2000HU] 

II. METHOD 

A. Motion estimation 

 

Based on the previous work, it was assumed that most of the 

motion during the scan can be recorded by an external camera 

[1], [2]. Since the residual movement is relatively small after 

motion correction, the reconstruction should still be a 

reasonable estimate of the density distribution (Fig. 2). This 

little-corrupted estimate was used to calculate a set of 2-D 

projections that can be directly compared with the measured 

projections. Consequently, one can try to determine the 3-D 

orientation of the reconstructed object that produces the 

optimal match between calculated and measured projections. 

When this optimal orientation is determined, the motion 

estimate is updated and a new, improved reconstruction can 

be computed. Fig 2 gives a schematic description of the 

method, the following paragraphs describe in more details 

how the object orientation was estimated for each view. 
 

 
Fig. 2. General motion estimation and correction scheme. 
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    A simple analytical relationship between the calculated and 

measured projection is derived by linearizing the problem, 

which is justified because we can assume that the residual 

motions are small. E.g., to estimate the residual rotation , a 

small rotation  is introduced to estimate the derivative of 

the projection with respect to the angle. For a 2D problem one 

obtains: 
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where 
,IP 

is 1-dimensional forward projection at view   of 

the image I , 
0  is the current rotation, 

0u  ,
0v  are the current 

translations,   is the rotation to be estimated,   is a 

known small rotation (typically 0.5 degrees). We use the 

measured projection for 
, 0 0 0( , , )IP u v    ,  

, 0 0 0( , , )IP u v   is 

the forward projection of the current image I and 

, 0 0 0( , , )IP u v    is computed by forward projection of a 

rotated version of that image. Then  is estimated as 
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A similar approach was applied to estimate the translation 

parallel to the detector, except that the measured projection 

was simply shifted to (approximately) model the effect of a 

small known translation, avoiding the need for an additional 

projection. The effect of a small translation towards the 

source produces a very small magnification [16], which was 

found to have a negligible effect on the final reconstruction. 

Therefore, this translation was not estimated. 

    Extension to 3-D is straightforward, where 3 rotations and 

2 translations have to be estimated. We found that it is 

beneficial to estimate the translations only in the very first 

iteration. The reason is that the translations are usually easier 

to estimate, compared to rotations [16], [17]. Using the 

translation-corrected reconstruction will give a reasonable 

input for the subsequent estimations. Another concern is the 

CT scanner used for the phantom measurements is a 16-slice 

system. The thin z-coverage in each view makes it extremely 

difficult to estimate the coronal and sagittal rotations if the 

translation is not correct. In the second iteration only the 

rotations are estimated, in all subsequent iterations both the 

rotations and translations were estimated. 

 After estimating the residual motions for all views, the 

motion estimate is updated and a new reconstruction (taking 

into account the updated motion) is computed using an 

iterative reconstruction algorithm. This new reconstruction is 

then used as the input for the next iteration. The whole 

iterative process was stopped, either if the projection errors 

were small enough or if the residual artifacts in the image 

were judged to be negligible. 

 

B. Real scan experiment 

 

The 3D Hoffman brain phantom, which contained air inside 

(instead of the usual water) was used in the experiments. The 

experiment was performed in the Department of Nuclear 

Medicine and Ultrasound at Westmead Hospital, on a 

Siemens Somatom Sensation 16 (Siemens Medical Solutions 

USA, Knoxville, TN).  Some parameters of the spiral-CT 

scanner are listed below: pitch 1.0; tube voltage 120 kVp; 

tube current 150 mAs; rotation time 0.5 second; angles per 

rotation 1160; collimation 160.75 mm.  

An optical motion tracking system (Polaris Spectra, 

Northern Digital, Waterloo, Canada) was placed at the rear of 

the scanner (Fig. 3). The phantom was placed off-center on 

the curved bed and held in place with a wedge. During the 

scan, the wedge was removed by pulling a string from outside 

the room. The phantom then started rolling left and right on 

the bed to finally come at rest at a stable position at the center 

of the bed. The 6 degrees of freedom of the motion of the 

phantom are shown in Fig. 4 relative to its pose at the start of 

the scan. The figure illustrates the oscillatory nature of the 

motion, including rotations of at least 10⁰ about all axes, and 

translations of up to 103 mm. 

We used a maximum likelihood reconstruction algorithm 

for transmission tomography (MLTR) with motion correction 

[1], [18] as the reconstruction algorithm. We ran 6 iterations 

for each reconstruction, while the number of subsets was 

selected as 80. The bed projections were subtracted from the 

measured projections beforehand. Reconstruction voxel size 

was 1.5 1.5 1.5 mm. The (back)projector ray tracing used 

the Joseph interpolation [19]. To accelerate the calculations 

adjacent detectors were averaged and treated as a single larger 

detector, reducing the number of sinogram columns by a 

factor 2, and the reconstructed image was reduced to reduce 

the number of zero background pixels that had to be 

reconstructed. The object was centered in the reconstructed 

space for every new reconstruction. 

For 3D helical CT, the first and last slices of the 

reconstructed image may suffer from artifacts due to the long 

object problem. To avoid this, the helical scan covered a bit 

more than the entire object and no motion was estimated for 

the first and last 10 planes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Motion tracking setup for a CT on a Siemens Biograph 16 

PET/CT scanner. This figure is from [20]. 
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Fig. 4. Rotation and translation of the recorded oscillatory motion. 

    The motion estimates were median filtered (by median 

filtering each component independently) to remove outliers. 

We attribute the presence of these outliers to the small axial 

field of view of the CT detector (16 slices), which may cause 

errors in estimating the axial translation. Such an error in turn 

adversely affects the estimates of the other components of the 

motion. 

III. RESULTS 

 

The motion estimation was done for 6 global-iterations.  We 

did not run too many iterations because the visual 

improvement was almost invisible after 6 iterations, and the 

reconstruction time per iteration of our non-optimized 

research code is rather long (~6 hrs). Also, because of the 

high rotation speed, we estimated the motion every 4
th

 

projection view, followed by a linear interpolation between 

those views. The recovered motion and image are shown in 

Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 respectively. The image quality is 

significantly improved compared to the image before 

correction for residual motion: sharper resolution in 

transaxial view, less artifacts in coronal and sagittal views. A 

decreasing trend in projection error with increasing iteration 

number can be seen in Fig. 7. 

 

     

        

     
 

Fig. 5.  Recovered residual motion after 6 global-iterations. 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Selected transaxial, sagittal and coronal planes, before and 

after correction for residual motion. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Absolute value of the difference between measured and 

updated projections, as the global-iteration number increases. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The phantom experiment was performed with a 16 slice CT, 

while most of the clinical CT scanners nowadays have more 

detector rows. Simulations with 40-slice and 128-slice CT are 

currently ongoing. The performance is expected to improve 

for a higher number of detector rows. 

We have not shown any simulation results from motion 

estimation under noisy projection conditions. Although the 

real data study has confirmed the noise tolerance of the 

proposed method to some extent, a more rigorous analysis of 

the effect of noise on the image recovery is required.  

The computation time is fairly important when translating 

a data-driven motion correction technique into clinics. The 

vast number of CT views in clinical scans results in a huge 

computing load. The rough time per iteration in our real data 

study was 6 hours for reconstruction and 1 hour for motion 

Rt Rs 

Rc Tz 

Ty Tx 
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estimation. To accelerate the reconstruction, we reconstructed 

a region-of-interest instead of the full FOV, and we rebinned 

the detectors with a factor of 2. Further acceleration will be 

necessary, e.g. by developing an OpenCL implementation to 

obtain parallel processing on GPU and/or CPU. 

In both 3D simulation and real data studies, we used the 

assumption that the motion consists of a large measured 

motion and a small unknown motion. This matches the 

objective that we want to eliminate the residual motion which 

remains after the motion correction based on optical motion 

tracking.  However, most of the motion during the CT scan 

will not be as dramatic as in Fig. 4. The proposed method can 

be directly used when the motion during the scan is relatively 

small across all the views. Evaluation of the performance of 

the method for larger motions is ongoing. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we extracted appropriate image-based
features from energy-resolved computed tomography images
and incorporated these features in a machine learning material
decomposition process to separate bone and contrast agent in pro-
jection domain. We performed various simulation experiments
to investigate the performance of this new technique. Comparing
the feature based approach to a polynomial method, the linear
correlation of the Ultravist images to the ground truth in the noise
and motion scenario increased from 0.49 to 4 0.89, the structural
similarity index from 0.06 to 0.88 by using appropriate features
, respectively. The results suggest that it is possible to decompose
materials by using appropriate image-based features.

Index Terms—Material decomposition, Machine learning, Im-
age features, Projection-based

I. INTRODUCTION

Computed Tomography (CT) is a widely used X-ray imag-
ing technique as it allows the measurement of the human body
morphology in diagnostic medical imaging. The output of a
CT measurement and data reconstruction is typically a set of
images representing the X-ray attenuation characteristics of
the scanned patient. However, in practice polychromatic X-
ray sources are commonly employed for medical CT but most
of them are processed as mono-energetic CT measurements
by conventional CT detectors, which cannot take advantage of
the energy information in the X-ray beam.

Recently, energy-selective X-ray detectors are attracting
more research interests in Spectral CT development. Such
detectors split the polychromatic X-ray spectrum into several
energy bins as well as measure the X-ray attenuation of objects
in each energy bins separately. Moreover, they enable mate-
rial decompositon. Firschig et al. successfully distinguished
iodine-based contrast agent from all other materials using an
energy-selective detector [1]. Le and Molloi evaluated least
squares parameter estimation methods for material decompo-
sition with energy discriminating detectors[2]. Wang et al.
separated more than two types of materials simultaneously
by employing an energy-resolved photon-counting detector
with more than two energy windows [3]. Zimmerman and
Gilat-Schmidt investigated the use of artificial neural networks

for material decomposition and suggested the preliminary
experimental feasibility [4].

As an alternative to a linear model, any method that allows
the modelling of non-linear processes can be used to estimate
a function using machine learning [5]. On the other side,
local features, which are only small segments of the original
image, can differ very much from global features because
of changing neighborhoods. These features contain various
information and could serve as training features to build a
classifier. In this study, we extracted appropriate image-based
features from energy-resolved computed tomography images
and incorporate these features in a machine learning material
decomposition process to separate bone and contrast agent in
projection domain. We performed various simulation experi-
ments to investigate the performance of this new technique.
The results are evaluated using linear correlation and the
structural similarity index (SSIM) as quantitative metrics.

II. METHODS

The simulation studies are carried out in order to examine if
it is possible to do material decomposition in computed tomog-
raphy using imaged-based features incorporated in machine
learning approaches. All methods are implemented in Java-
based framework CONRAD [6] and will be made available as
open source software.

A. Data generation

The data for the projection images generation rely on the
simulation of x-ray images [7]. An X-ray spectrum with the
same half layer values as a commercially available C-arm
system is used. As shown in Figure 1, we simulated two
different scenarios. The motion case includes one heart cycle
and the lung motion from full exhale to full inhale; the no-
motion case simulates a 200 degree vertical rotation around
the torso (short scan). Both projection sets are centered around
the heart to set focus on the costal arch and the coronary
arteries, which should be decomposed in the results. Energy-
dependent X-ray absorption coefficients for elemental data
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and compounds such as bone were obtained from the NIST
database[8]. The coronary arteries are filled with an iodine-
based contrast medium that has a similar density as the Ultra-
vist370 contrast agent. The projection set was simulated with
620x480 pixels with a pixel size of 0.4x0.4 mm. The source-to-
patient distance 750 mm while the source-to-detector distance
1200 mm. In the case of 200 degree vertical rotation around
the torso, we had an average angular increment of 1.5 per
projection. A photon-counting energy-resolving detector with
three energy bins was used in this simulation. The energy bins
were equally spaced between 10 and 100 keV with a spectral
bandwidth of 30 keV. This means channel 1 ranged from 10 to
40 keV, channel 2 from 40 to 70 keV and channel 3 from 70
to 100 keV. The simulated cross-talk among the three energy
bins was 3 keV. The peakvoltage was set to 90 kV and the
time current product to 2.5 mAs, which is comparable to the
dose setting per projection in a clinical 3D scan. For every set
of projections noisy and noiseless images were created.

Figure 1. Illustration of the simulated projection images. Top row: The
200 degree vertical rotation projection (left) as well as the heart cycle and
lung motion projection (right). Bottom row: two materials that need to be
decomposed, Ultravist 370 and bone.

B. Image-based Features extraction

Energy-selective photo-counting detectors yield CT projec-
tion data with multiple image channels. Therefore, the pixel
intensity values of each image channel can be used as training
features to build the classifiers [1]. This results in three features
per pixel in this study. The second approach is polynomial
combinations of the energy channels as features for learning
the classifiers, which proposed by Maass et al. [9]. Non-
linear processes are also included in the feature set. Local
image features could serve as training features, therefore we
employed the local gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM),
local histogram, vesselness and the ImageJ Trainable Weka
segmentation [10] to extract image features for training clas-
sifiers. All features were used for pixel-based analysis of the
images in the machine learning material decomposition pro-
cess. For GLCM and histogram feature extractions we tested
patch sizes varing from 3x3 to 9x9, 15x15, 25x25 and 35x35.

The vesselness measure is used for identification of vascular
structures in angiographic images, which could also be a useful
feature to differentiate bone and contrast agent injected into the
vessel. The ImageJ Trainable Weka segmentation includes a
huge amount of features. Therefore we narrowed the selection
of features to only six features: Hessian, Lipschitz filter, Gabor
filter, Derivatives filter, Structure filter and Entropy.

C. Classification Methods

Three general classifiers from Weka were used: linear
regression, Reduced Error Pruning Tree (REPTree) and Boot-
strap Aggregating (Bagging) using REPTrees, were used in
this study.

D. Evaluation Methods

We used two basic approaches, linear correlation and SSIM
index measurement, to determine the similarity of the images
between the ground truth and the results for evaluation. To
investigate the performance of the proposed approaches, we
compared these approaches with the methods using the energy
channels of the CT images and polynomial combinations of
the energy channels as features for material decomposition,
which have proven to be successful in prior research.

III. RESULTS

We extracted a large number of features for different
classifier learning sets, which produced a huge amount of
results. In these results, the bagging classifier shows superior
performance than the other two classifiers, therefore we only
present the results with Bagging. Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 show the
prediction results for bone and contrast agent with respective
approaches in projection domain. The mean and standard
deviation of the linear correlation and SSIM between the
prediction results from the different material decomposition
approaches and the ground truth were calculated and presented
in Table I.

IV. DISCUSSION

We applied these approaches to the raw data of the pro-
jections without any arithmetic operations or filtering. The
utilization of energy-selective channels and their polynomial
combinations as features provided adequate results in dis-
tinguishing Ultravist contrast agent and bone from all other
materials. However, the new approaches using image-based
features for material decomposition achieved varying results
depending on the utilized features and classifiers. Although
prediction results from the GLCM and vesselness features
could separate the contrast agent from the other materials, had
problems in decomposing bone from the remaining materials
persisted. The material decomposition with histogram features
was a challenging task, because the difference between the
lowest and the highest gray value was too big. A further
investigation on the parameters of the histogram could lead
to better results, but even when the histogram was built with
the local minimum and maximum value of the used patch
the results did not improve significantly. For the trainable
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Figure 2. Decomposition results of the noiseless and no-motion scenario. Top row: Predicitons for Ultravist of the short scan image. Bottom row: Predicitons
for bone of the short scan image. All predicitions result from the 90 percent bagging classifier and the noiseless images.

Figure 3. Decomposition results of the noise and no-motion scenario. Top row: Predicitons for Ultravist of the short scan image. Bottom row: Predicitons
for bone of the short scan image. All predicitions result from the 90 percent bagging classifier and the noise images.

Image Material Channel Polynomial Weka
r SSIM r SSIM r SSIM

Heart and breathing motion
Bone noiseless 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98 (0.00) 0.98 (0.00)

noise 0.94 (0.00) 0.94 (0.00) 0.92 (0.00) 0.92 (0.00) 0.98 (0.00) 0.98 (0.00)

Ultravist noiseless 0.79 (0.03) 0.32 (0.02) 0.82 (0.02) 0.41 (0.02) 0.89 (0.02) 0.87 (0.03)
noise 0.49 (0.05) 0.06 (0.01) 0.49 (0.05) 0.06 (0.01) 0.89 (0.02) 0.88 (0.02)

Short scan(no motion)
Bone noiseless 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98 (0.01) 0.97 (0.01)

noise 0.95 (0.00) 0.95 (0.00) 0.95 (0.00) 0.95 (0.00) 0.95 (0.01) 0.95 (0.02)

Ultravist noiseless 0.71 (0.02) 0.21 (0.01) 0.75 (0.03) 0.29 (0.03) 0.82 (0.11) 0.47 (0.12)
noise 0.35 (0.02) 0.03 (0.00) 0.35 (0.22) 0.03 (0.00) 0.55 (0.10) 0.40 (0.08)

Table I
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION (IN BRACKETS) OF THE LINEAR CORRELATION R AND SSIM FOR THE PREDICTION WITH THE 90 PERCENT BAGGING

CLASSIFIER.

Weka segmentation, the decomposition results were very good,
which means comparable or in some cases (i.e. the noise
and motion scenario) even better than the results from the
polynomial combination of the energy selective channels. The
reason why the trainable Weka segmentation features worked
better than the other proposed features was that a set of
selected image features is used. Compared with the classic
decomposing methods (i.e. energy channel and polynomial
combinations), the trainable Weka segmentation features are
robust against noise .

However, the results in this study are only based on simu-
lations. Furthermore, the extraction of the training data for the
classifiers is strongly dependent on the ground truth image. If

we test this new image-based feature material decomposition
approach with real data, the region for the ground truth
information must be chosen wisely, otherwise the material
decomposition results would vary a lot. We will study these
challenges further in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance, applicability, appropriate-
ness of image-based feature material decomposition at projec-
tion domain for computer tomography. Comparing the feature
based approach to a polynomial method, the linear correlation
of the Ultravist images to the ground truth in the noise and
motion scenario increased from 0.49 to 4 0.89, the SSIM from
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Figure 4. Decomposition results of the noiseless and motion scenario. Top row: Predicitons for Ultravist of the heart cycle and lung motion image. Bottom
row: Predicitons for bone of the heart cycle and lung motion image. All predicitions result from the 90 percent bagging classifier and the noiseless images.

Figure 5. Decomposition results of the noise and motion scenario. Top row: Predicitons for Ultravist of the heart cycle and lung motion image. Bottom row:
Predicitons for bone of the heart cycle and lung motion image. All predicitions result from the 90 percent bagging classifier and the noise images.

0.06 to 0.88 by using appropriate features , respectively. The
simulations experiments show that an appropriate image-based
feature material decomposition process such as the trainable
Weka segmentation features could lead to pleasing results and
should encourage further investigations.
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 Multi-Resolution Penalized Weighted Least-Squares 

Reconstruction for Quantitative 

Cone-Beam CT Imaging of Bone Morphology 
 

Qian Cao, Wojciech Zbijewski, John Yorkston, Jeffrey H Siewerdsen, J Webster Stayman 

Abstract— Recent advances in flat-panel and CMOS detectors are 

enabling development of cone-beam CT (CBCT) systems with high 

spatial resolution supporting diagnostic tasks such as in-vivo 

quantitative assessment of bone microarchitecture. However, high 

spatial resolution is not always required (or desirable) throughout 

the entire reconstructed volume; rather, specific regions of interest 

(or more generally, structures of interest, such as bone) may 

require high-resolution reconstruction, while other regions (or 

structures - e.g., soft tissue) benefit from reduced noise and have 

lower resolution requirements. There are also practical 

considerations of speed and memory associated with brute force 

high resolution (e.g., fine voxels) reconstruction throughout the 

field of view. Instead, we address the challenge of multi-resolution 

image reconstruction in which the diagnostic task involves a union 

of distinct regions with vastly different requirements in noise-bias 

tradeoff. We propose a multiresolution penalized-weighted 

reconstruction algorithm that simultaneously reconstructs such 

distinct regions by factoring the objective function into 

components with different voxel size, regularization strength, and 

resolution of the projection data. The factorization yields an 

acceleration of the reconstruction by restricting the fine 

voxelization only to a selected region. The algorithm is evaluated 

using simulated and real data for an extremities CBCT system. No 

appreciable artifacts were found in multiresolution reconstruction 

with voxel size variation up to a ratio of 4:1 between the standard 

and finely sampled voxel grids. Similarly, the regularization 

strengths can be adjusted independently for the two regions 

(standard and finely sampled) over a broad range of values 

without introducing additional artifact. The proposed algorithm 

provides a unique capability for adjusting image properties of the 

reconstructed volume on a regional basis and improves the 

efficiency of high-resolution model-based reconstruction. 

Index Terms—Cone-Beam CT, Image Reconstruction, 

Multiresolution, Regularization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Current generation flat-panel detectors (FPDs) provide high 

resolution (pixel sizes ~200 µm) that has enabled the 

development of cone-beam CT (CBCT) systems with spatial 

resolution potentially surpassing that of conventional CT. One 

application that clearly benefits from high spatial resolution is 

extremities CBCT (Fig. 1) The improved discrimination of 

trabecular detail allows not only better visual assessment of 

bone structure and integrity, but also enables quantitative 

measurement of a variety of metrics of bone microarchitecture, 

where spatial resolution comparable with the size of trabeculae 

( <200 µm) is desired. The capability for such quantitative 

assessment of bone morphology in extremities is of value for 

early detection and staging of osteoporosis and osteoarthritis, 

and is currently under development at our institution. In 

 
 

particular, recently introduced large-area CMOS x-ray sensors 

offer even higher spatial resolution than FPDs and are of great 

interest for the development of ultra-high resolution CBCT. 

The availability of high-resolution projection data poses 

unique challenges for image reconstruction, in particular for 

model-based iterative algorithms. While the increased noise 

that typically accompanies improved spatial resolution can be 

mitigated by statistical approaches, properly balancing this 

trade-off can be complex. Specifically, the reconstructed 

volume consists of distinct regions of interest (ROIs), each with 

different requirements regarding the bias-noise tradeoff. For 

example, high spatial resolution is required in a trabecular bone 

ROI while a high contrast-to-noise ratio is sought in soft-tissue 

ROIs.  

Another concern that arises with finer spatial resolution is 

that as voxels become smaller, the computation time and 

memory requirements rise dramatically. Because iterative 

approaches generally require the entire support volume 

including all of the transaxial extent of the object, small voxels 

sizes can be prohibitive for model-based iterative 

reconstruction. 

In this work we develop a multiresolution reconstruction 

framework to address these issues. Specifically, we propose a 

parameterization of the image volume with distinct ROIs that 

differ in voxel size and regularization strength, and a 

reconstruction approach to estimate the attenuation values of 

that multiresolution volume. In the work shown below, the 

ROIs are defined in simple geometric terms (a finely sampled 

interior region and a more coarsely sampled exterior region), 

but the ROIs can in principle be defined by image intensities 

presenting in the image (e.g., finely sampled voxelation in 

regions of high intensity bone and coarser voxelation in areas 

of low intensity soft tissue and air). In terms of the varying noise 

and resolution requirements, both the voxel size and 

regularization strength can be varied in each ROI, allowing one 

to achieve both high resolution trabecular imaging and high 

contrast-to-noise soft tissue images simultaneously. In terms of 

computational load, a multiresolution scheme may reduce 

 
 

Fig. 1. (a) An 

extremity 

CBCT system. 

(b) CBCT 

image of a knee 

illustrating the 

high spatial 

resolution 

allowing study 

of trabecular 

bone structure. 
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memory requirements and the number of calculations for a 

reconstruction algorithm by restricting fine voxelization to 

selected ROIs. 

The multiresolution approach has been discussed previously 

in [1-3]; however, those investigations are focused primarily on 

computation time and reduction of partial volume artifacts. 

Novel elements of the work reported below include the variable 

regularization strategy and the focus on regional image quality 

requirements. 

II. METHODS 

We adopt the following forward model for the ith raw 

measurement 𝑦𝑖: 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑔𝑖𝑒
−[𝑨𝜇]𝑖, 

where gi  represents the product of detector gain and 

unattenuated photon flux at each pixel, 𝑨 is the system matrix, 

and 𝜇 is the attenuation of each voxel. [𝑨𝜇]𝑖 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝜇𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=1  

denotes the ith line integral. Conventional PWLS [4] solves for 

𝜇 using the objective: 

�̂�𝑃𝑊𝐿𝑆 =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝜇>0 𝐿(𝜇) + 𝛽𝑅(𝜇) 

where 𝐿(𝜇) =
1

2
‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑙‖𝑊

2  is the data fit term and 𝑅(𝜇) =

∑ 𝜓([𝑪𝜇]𝑘)𝑘∈𝐾  is the roughness penalty term [5]. 

A. Multi-Resolution PWLS Algorithm 

In multiresolution PWLS, the image is reconstructed on a 

grid of voxels that vary in size. Consider the dual-resolution 

case [Fig. 2 (a)], where 𝜇𝑆𝐺 denotes a vector of attenuation 

values on a “standard grid” (SG) and 𝜇𝐹𝐺 is an attenuation map 

parameterized over a finer grid (FG) nested within the standard 

grid. (For example, a fine ROI containing trabecular bone 

surrounded by a standard resolution soft-tissue volume). The 

line integral can be decomposed as: 

�̃�𝜇 = [𝑨𝑫{𝑚} 𝑩] [
𝜇𝑆𝐺

𝜇𝐹𝐺
] 

where 𝑨 and 𝑩 are the system matrices for the standard and fine 

grids, respectively. The diagonal masking matrix 𝑫{𝑚} is zero 

for the FG voxels and one for SG voxels. Together they define 

a composite system matrix �̃�. The model used in this work is 

based on decomposition of the line integral into fine and 

coarsely sampled ROIs, similar to that developed in known-

component reconstruction (KCR) [6]. 

The regularization term is decomposed as follows: 

�̃�𝜇 = [
𝑪𝑺𝑮𝑫{𝑚} 𝑪𝑺𝑮′

𝑪𝑭𝑮′𝑫{𝑚} 𝑪𝑭𝑮
] [

𝜇𝑆𝐺

𝜇𝐹𝐺
] 

𝑪𝑺𝑮, 𝑪𝑭𝑮 are defined in their respective volumes as in 

conventional PWLS and typically represent differences 

between nearest neighbors. Terms 𝑪𝑺𝑮′ and 𝑪𝑭𝑮′ specify 

regularization across boundaries between SG and FG. Here, 

𝑪𝑺𝑮′ = 𝑪𝑺𝑮𝐺1 and 𝑪𝑭𝑮′ = 𝑪𝑭𝑮𝐺2, where 𝐺1 is a binning 

operator and 𝐺2 is a linear interpolation operator. The SG 

voxels at the SG/FG boundary are linearly interpolated onto a 

grid with FG spacing for the calculation of the penalty term for 

the FG boundary voxels; the FG boundary voxels are 

appropriately binned for calculation of the SG boundary penalty 

term. The linear interpolation G1 is not an inverse of the binning 

that accompanies the transition from the fine to the standard 

grid, but no strict inverse exists for that operation. The choice 

of G1 and G2 employed here is efficient, simple to implement, 

and was not found to lead to any appreciable artifacts at the 

boundary between the SG and FG regions.   

The objective function for multiresolution PWLS is: 

Table 1   Multiresolution OS-SPS Algorithm 

 

High Res Volume Mask 𝑫{𝑚} 

Pre-computed curvature 𝑐𝑖 = max(𝑤𝑖 , 0) 

Projection of all 1’s for entire volume 𝛾 

 

for iteration n=1, ..., N 

     for subset m=1, …, M 

           𝑙𝑆𝐺𝑖
= ∑ 𝑎𝑆𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑗∈𝑃𝑆𝐺

𝐷𝑗�̂�𝑆𝐺𝑗
     𝑙𝐹𝐺𝑖

= ∑ 𝑎𝐹𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑗∈𝑃𝐹𝐺
�̂�𝐹𝐺𝑗

 

  𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙𝑆𝐺𝑖
+ 𝑙𝐹𝐺𝑖

 

  ℎ̇𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖(𝑙𝑖 − 𝑙𝑖) 

          for voxel j=1, …, p 

           �̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗
= 𝑀 ∑ 𝑎𝑆𝐺𝑖𝑗

ℎ̇𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑚
         �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗

= 𝑀 ∑ 𝑎𝐹𝐺𝑖𝑗
ℎ̇𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑚

 

           𝑑𝑆𝐺𝑗
= 𝑀 ∑ 𝑎𝑆𝐺𝑖𝑗

𝛾𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑚
      𝑑𝐹𝐺𝑗

=

𝑀 ∑ 𝑎𝐹𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝛾𝐹𝐺𝑖

𝑐𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑚
 

       �̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗
= ∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑗�̇�([�̃��̂�𝑆𝐺]

𝑘
)𝑘∈𝐾𝑆𝐺
     

           �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗
= ∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑗�̇�([�̃��̂�𝐹𝐺]

𝑘
)𝑘∈𝐾𝐹𝐺
 

           �̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗
= ∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑗

2 𝜔𝜓𝑘
([�̃��̂�𝑆𝐺]

𝑘
)𝑘∈𝐾𝑆𝐺
 

           �̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗
= ∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑗

2 𝜔𝜓𝑘
([�̃��̂�𝐹𝐺]

𝑘
)𝑘∈𝐾𝐹𝐺
 

           �̂�𝑆𝐺𝑗
= Djmax (�̂�𝑆𝐺𝑗

+
�̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗−𝛽𝑆𝐺�̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗

𝑑𝑆𝐺𝑗+𝛽𝑆𝐺�̇�𝑆𝐺𝑗

, 0)  

           �̂�𝐹𝐺𝑗
= max (�̂�𝐹𝐺𝑗

+
�̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗−𝛽𝐹𝐺�̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗

𝑑𝐹𝐺𝑗+𝛽𝐹𝐺�̇�𝐹𝐺𝑗

, 0)  

          end 

     end 

end  

 

�̂�𝑆𝐺 , �̂�𝐹𝐺: attenuation map at the current iteration. 

𝑙𝑆𝐺 , 𝑙𝐹𝐺: line integral at the current iteration 

𝑤𝑖: weights for the ith line integral. 

𝑙𝑖: ith measured integral. 

 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Multresolution PWLS reconstruction. Regions benefiting 

from high resolution are parameterized with finer voxel sizes (𝜇𝐹𝐺). 
 (b) Digital phantom of the distal tibia with the fine grid ROI (orange 

square) and the ROIs used for assessment of artifacts. 
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�̂�𝑀𝑅−𝑃𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝜇>0 
1

2
‖ �̃�𝜇 − 𝑙 ‖𝑊

2 + 𝛽𝑆𝐺 ∑ 𝜓 ([�̃�𝜇]
𝑘

)

𝑘∈𝐾𝑆𝐺

+ 𝛽𝐹𝐺 ∑ 𝜓 ([�̃�𝜇]
𝑘

)

𝑘∈𝐾𝐹𝐺

 

The new parameters 𝛽𝑆𝐺 and 𝛽𝐹𝐺  can be tuned to their 

respective ROIs to control the associated bias-variance 

tradeoffs. This objective function was solved using a modified 

OS-SPS algorithm [7]. Pseudocode for the dual-resolution OS-

SPS algorithm is presented in Table 1. The volumes 𝜇𝑆𝐺 

and 𝜇𝐹𝐺 are estimated separately, but the updates are computed 

using the sum of line integrals of the two volumes. 

B. Experimental Studies 

A digital phantom of the distal tibia was [Fig. 2 (b)] was 

developed on a 1200x1200 grid with 0.15 mm voxels. The 

phantom includes trabecular bone (0.06044 mm-1), muscle 

(0.0215 mm-1) and fat (0.0188 mm-1). 720 projections of the 

phantom were simulated (0.5⁰ angular step) in a geometry 

emulating that of the extremities CBCT system (Fig. 1): source-

detector distance (SDD) of 55.9 cm and source-axis distance 

(SAD) of 43.6 cm. The pixel size was 0.194 mm. The 

projections were binned 0.388 mm and reconstructed with 20 

iterations of multiresolution OS-SPS with quadratic penalty and 

60 subsets/iteration (it was verified that there was no 

appreciable change in the reconstructed images beyond 20 

iterations).  A fine grid ROI of 200x200 voxels of 0.3 mm was 

located in the center of the volume [𝜇𝐹𝐺 , see Fig. 2(b)]. The 

surrounding standard grid volume (𝜇𝑆𝐺) was reconstructed 

using 0.3 mm voxels (denoted as FG/SG=1/1) 0.6 mm voxels 

(FG/SG=1/2), 0.12 mm voxels (FG/SG=1/4), 0.15 mm voxels 

(FG/SG=1/5), and 3 mm voxels (FG/SG=1/10). The 

regularization strengths βFG and βSG were varied from 103 

to108. For each set of parameters, a noiseless reconstruction 

was obtained. A uniform soft-tissue region adjacent to bone was 

chosen in the FG and SG ROIs. Root-mean-squared errors 

(RMSE) in the uniform regions provided a metric of the 

artifacts due to sampling (ARTIFACTFG and ARTIFACTSG). 

Noisy reconstructions of the simulated projections were also 

obtained using a Poisson model with 104 photons/pixel. All 

reconstructions were initialized with a uniform image equal to 

the mean value of a FDK reconstruction. A voxel-driven 

separable-footprint [8] projector was used throughout. 

The algorithm was also applied to a set of real projections of 

a knee phantom (90 kVp, 0.4 mAs/projection, 360 projections 

at 1o steps). The detector pixel size was 0.194 mm, the volume 

was reconstructed at 0.15 mm voxel size at a rectangular region 

(240x240x400) in the axial center and 0.6 mm voxel size in the 

surrounding region (200x200x100). 

III. RESULTS 

A. Simulation Study 

Fig. 3 shows noiseless reconstruction with a ratio of voxel size 

between the two regions equal to FG/SG=1/4. A slight degree 

of numerical error is visible at low βFG, and the artifact metrics 

for a sweep of 𝛽𝑆𝐺 and 𝛽𝐹𝐺  values show the dependence on 

regularization strength. As βSG is increased, artifacts (streaks) 

emerge in the FG region (arrows), likely due to excessive blur 

introduced into the estimated line integrals of the SG region. A 

similar cross-talk is present between the regularization on the 

FG region and the artifacts in the SG region, but ARTIFACTSG  

is generally smaller than ARTIFACTFG.   

In Fig. 4, βFG was fixed at 103 and the effect of βSG was 

evaluated for varying ratio of FG/SG voxel size. For all values 

of FG/SG (including FG/SG=1/1, representing the same voxel 

sizes, but different regularization strengths in FG and SG), 

increasing βSG leads to increased artifacts in the FG region, as 

observed in Fig. 3. Increasing the FG/SG ratio increases the 

baseline artifact level - i.e., the coarser the grid used for the SG 

region, the more partial-volume-like artifacts are introduced in 

the FG region. This is further demonstrated in the noisy 

 
 

Fig. 3.  (Left) Noiseless 

reconstructions of the tibia 

phantom for 1/4 ratio of the 

FG to SG voxel sizes and 

varied regularization in the FG 

and SG regions. (Right) 

Artifacts in the SG and FG 

regions as a function of 

regularization strengths for 

FG/SG=1/4. 
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reconstructions in Fig. 5, where 𝛽𝑆𝐺 and 𝛽𝐹𝐺  were fixed at 105 

and 103, respectively. Higher voxel size ratio results in stronger 

artifacts, but no visible artifacts are present at this noise level 

for FG/SG ratios as high as 1:4. 

The performance of the algorithm is illustrated using measured 

projections of an anthropomorphic knee phantom in Fig. 6 for 

FG/SG=1/4. Excellent visualization of trabeculae was achieved 

in the FG region. The theoretical reduction of  computation 

burden was ~90% compared to computing the entire volume on 

the FG grid for a voxel-based projector, assuming projection 

cost proportional to number of voxels.   

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

In this work, we propose a method for multiresolution 

reconstruction based on the PWLS framework. The method 

allows for different regions of the image to be parameterized 

with varying voxel sizes and regularization strengths during a 

single reconstruction. In the case of dual-resolution 

reconstructions with high resolution interiors, we demonstrate 

that voxel size in the FG regions may be as much as 4 times 

smaller than in the SG region without introduction of noticeable 

artifacts. This increases computational speed and reduces 

memory requirements of the high resolution reconstruction. 

Regularization strengths in the FG and SG regions can be varied 

independently over a broad range of values, enabling regional 

adjustment of the resolution-noise tradeoff. 

The decomposition of the system model into the FG and SG 

components may allow different fidelity forward models to be 

applied regionally, for example, selectively modelling system 

blur [9] in regions demanding  high resolution. Future work 

includes adjusting the shape of the fine/coarse grids to specific 

anatomical structures based on structures of interest and/or 

image intensity as evident in scout FDK reconstructions.  
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Fig. 5. Noisy reconstructions of the tibia for varying ratio of FG 

to SG voxel sizes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Bone-

window 

visualization of 

multiresolution 

reconstruction of an 

anthropomorphic 

knee phantom with 

FG/SG=1/4. 

 

Fig. 4.   Impact of 

the regularization 

in the standard 

grid region 𝛽𝑆𝐺  on 

artifacts in the 

fine grid region 

𝜇𝐹𝐺  for different 

ratios of the FG to 

SG voxel size. 
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A General Projection Weight for

Feldkamp–Type Cone–Beam Image Reconstruction

from Arbitrary CT Scan Trajectories
Michael Knaup, Jan Kuntz, Stefan Sawall, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—Cone–beam CT image reconstruction in general
and Feldkamp–type image reconstruction in particular requires
the application of redundancy weights to correctly account for
the rawdata redundancies. Depending on the algorithm such
a weight can or must be applied prior to convolution, prior
to backprojection, or prior to voxel updating. We here focus
on projection weighting (either prior to convolution or pior
to backprojection) and on Feldkamp–type image reconstruction
(where the weight is a function of the lateral geometry only).
Well–known weight functions are the overscan weight, the Parker
weight (used for partial scans), the shifted detector weight and
many other more complicated weight functions.

To avoid the need to manually design, implement and test
new weight functions for new scan trajectories we here describe
a method to obtain a general weight function for arbitrary CT
trajectories. Based on minimizing a cost function that ensures
a) correct redundancy weighting, and that enforces b) the
smoothness of weights and c) statistical favourable weights we
developed an approach to determine such projection weights for
arbitrary CT trajectories.

Our approach is tested using simulated and measured cone–
beam CT data. Comparisons to the analytical overscan weight,
Parker weight, shifted detector weight, shifted detector partial
scan weight, rotate–plus–shift weight are performed to validate
our general weight function.

Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), Cone–Beam CT
(CBCT), Parker Weight, Projection Weighting, Generalized Tra-
jectories

I. INTRODUCTION

FELDKAMP–Davis–Kress (FDK) reconstructions of CT

scans [1] require an appropriate pre–weighting of the

CT rawdata to account for the redundancies of the measured

x–rays. Currently, there exist several weighting schemes for

dedicated scan trajectories, e.g. the well–known Parker weight-

ing [2], the shifted–detector weighting [3], the partial scan

shifted detector weighting [4], the ROI weighting [5], and the

rotate–plus–shift weighting [6], [7], [8]. However, whenever a

new scan trajectory is developed, a corresponding weighting

scheme must be derived.

In the context of this paper the scan trajectory does not only

refer to the focal spot trajectory but also to the trajectory of the

detector. A new trajectory may be more or less exotic. In the

simplest case one can think of switching from a circular scan

trajectory to an oval or an elliptical scan trajectory. In more

Dr. Michael Knaup, Dr. Jan Kuntz, Dr. Stefan Sawall, and Prof. Dr. Marc
Kachelrieß: X–Ray Imaging and CT (E025), German Cancer Research Center
(DKFZ), Im Neuenheimer Feld 280, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany.

Corresponding author: michael.knaup@dkfz.de

complex situations such a new trajectory may contain kinks, it

may consist of an independent source and detector motion, it

may be a stationary set of detectors combined with a rotating

source, or it may be the combination of several cone–beam CT

scans each with different trajectories or different detectors.

In this work we present a general redundancy weighting

scheme which can be applied to any arbitrary scan trajectory.

As long as the trajectory is 180◦–complete and as long

as it is well sampled, mathematically exact images can be

reconstructed in the midplane of the field of measurement

(FOM). Off the midplane the well–known Feldkamp–type

cone–beam artifacts will occur just as it is the case with a

circular scan trajectory. It is understood that the object needs to

be laterally fully contained in the FOM. Otherwise truncation

artifacts will appear and appropriate detruncation would be

required.

Since we are aiming at Feldkamp–type image reconstruction

the z–components of the trajectory are ignored prior to back-

projection and we are rather dealing with an in–plane problem.

We assume w.l.o.g. that the z–coordinates of the source and

detector are zero.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II we briefly

describe the method how to obtain the general redundancy

weights. In section III we compare our general weighting

scheme with the well–known Parker weight and present results

using simulated data for two more sophisticated scan trajecto-

ries: Rotate–plus–shift scans combining a rotational trajectory

with one or more shifts, which are realized in the Ziehm

Vision RFD 3D mobile C–arm system (Ziehm Imaging GmbH,

Nürnberg, Germany) and rotate/rotate scans with source and

detector rotating independently on two isocentric circles, as

they are used in the patient alignment imaging ring (PAIR)

system (medPhoton GmbH, Salzburg, Austria).

II. METHOD

Now we restrict ourselves to the in–plane geometry and

consider a fan–beam CT scan with a scan trajectory in the x–

y–plane which is continuously almost everywhere. The scan

consists of N̂ projections with M̂ rays each. The rays in the

fan–beam geometry are numbered as (n̂, m̂) with

n̂ ∈ {1, . . . , N̂},

m̂ ∈ {1, . . . , M̂}.
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A. Redundancies in parallel geometry

First of all, we generate an appropriate weighting in a virtual

parallel geometry. A ray in parallel geometry is defined by the

parameters (ϑ, ξ) and runs through all points (x, y) with

x cosϑ+ y sinϑ = ξ.

The parallel geometry is discretized as

ϑn = n∆ϑ with n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1},

ξm = m∆ξ with m ∈ {−M, . . . ,M}

where ∆ϑ = π/N . M must be chosen large enough that the

virtual parallel geometry covers the whole field of measure-

ment (FOM). The azimuthal and radial sampling distances ∆ϑ

and ∆ξ should be chosen small enough that the results do not

depend on their actual size.

For each ray (n,m) in parallel geometry we determine its

redundancy R(n,m) which is defined as the number of fan

projections which cover this ray. Here we assume that the rays

within a fan projection are continuously distributed over the

fan, i.e. the parallel ray (n,m) is covered by the fan projection

n̂ iff it is inside the fan spanned by the rays (n̂, 1) and (n̂, M̂).
For later use, we also store the corresponding fan projection

numbers in a list

n̂(n,m, r), r ∈ {1, . . . , R(n,m)}. (1)

B. Weights in parallel geometry

In a second step, we determine appropriate redundancy

weights 0 ≤ w(n,m, r) ≤ 1 in parallel geometry. To account

correctly for the redundancies, the weights must fulfill the

constraint
R(n,m)∑
r=1

w(n,m, r) = 1. (2)

For the case of redundant rays, i.e. R(n,m) > 1, we

can choose arbitrary weights as long as the constraint (2) is

fulfilled. The simpelst choice whould be

w(n,m, r) = R(n,m)−1 ∀r. (3)

However, this would result in non–continuous weights

which produce unwanted streak artifacts in the final image

due to the discreteness of the sampling. To obtain continuous

weights, we perform a smoothing by minimizing the cost

function

C =
∑
n,m

(
αAn,m + βBn,m + λn,m

(R(n,m)∑
r=1

w(n,m, r)− 1
))

with

An,m =

R(n,m)∑
r=1

(
w(n,m, r)− w(n,m+ 1, r)

)2
+

R(n,m)∑
r=1

(
w(n,m, r)− w(n+ 1,m, r)

)2

and

Bn,m=

R(n,m)∑
r=1

(
2w(n,m, r)− w(n,m− 1, r)− w(n,m+ 1, r)

)2
+

R(n,m)∑
r=1

(
2w(n,m, r)− w(n− 1,m, r)− w(n+ 1,m, r)

)2
.

The const function’s first and second terms, An,m and Bn,m,

minimize the first and the second derivative of the weights and

thereby favour smooth solutions for the weight function. The

parameters α and β are the relative strengths of the respective

terms. The last term of the cost function accounts for the

constraint (2) where λn,m are the corresponding Lagrange

multipliers.

The cost function is minimized iteratively by the gradient

descent method with constraints. The weights are initialized

with the trivial weights (3), and the Lagrange multipliers

are initialized with λ0
n,m = 0. The weights and Lagrange

multipliers for iteration k + 1 are calculated from iteration

k via

wk+1(n,m, r) = wk(n,m, r) + σ
∂Ck

∂wk(n,m, r)
,

λk+1
n,m = λk

n,m + σ
∂Ck

∂λk
n,m

.

The step size σ for each iteration is chosen optimal in the

sense that it minimizes the new value of the cost function, i.e.

∂Ck+1

∂σ
= 0.

Typically, few thousand iterations are required to obtain suf-

ficiently smooth weights.

C. Weights in original fan–beam geometry

In the last step, we transform the thus–obtained parallel

geometry weights back to the original fan beam geometry.

For each ray (n̂, m̂) in fan geometry, we calculate the corre-

sponding parameters (ϑ, ξ) in parallel geometry. In order to

perform a bilinear interpolation of the weights w(n,m, r) we

define

n0 = ⌊ϑ/dϑ⌋ , n1 = (n0 + 1)modN,

m00 = ⌊ξ/d ξ⌋ , m01 = m00 + 1,

m10 = ±m00, m11 = ±m01.

In the latter equation, the plus sign must be chosen in the

normal case that n1 = n0 + 1, while the minus sign must

be chosen in the “round robin” case n0 = N − 1, n1 = 0.

This considers the fact that in parallel geometry the parameters

(ϑ+ kπ, (−1)kξ) define the same ray for all k ∈ Z.

For each of the four parallel rays ni,mij with i, j ∈ {0, 1}
we search the list (1) for the fan projection which is closest

to the current fan projection number and determine the corre-

sponding rij . At last, we perform a bilinear interpolation of

the four weights w(ni,mij , rij).
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D. Field of measurement (FOM)

Besides the weights we determine the FOM of the given

scan which might show a complex form for sophisticated

scan trajectories. A point (x, y) is inside the FOM, iff for

all n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} the ray (ϑn, ξ = x cosϑn + y sinϑn)
is measured at least once, i.e. it has a redundancy R ≥ 1.

It should be noted that a such–determined FOM may require

the super short scan reconstruction method [9] to obtain

exact reconstructions in the midplane. The super short scan

reconstruction allows for data weighting after the convolution

and thus our weights would be applied after convolution in

such cases.

III. RESULTS

To test our general weighting schemes, we performed

noise–free monoenergetic simulations of the Forbild thorax

phantom [10] for various scan trajectories. The simulated

rawdata were pre–weighted with the general weights and

subsequently reconstructed with a standard FDK algorithm [1].

The reconstructed images were compared against a standard

360◦ full scan without pre–weighting.

As a first test, we applied our general weighting scheme to

a standard circular short scan. For this scan, the well–known

Parker weight [2] can be applied. We compare the Parker

weight and our general weight in figure 1. Both weights look

very similar, thus our weighting scheme reproduces the Parker

weight very well in case of a short scan. A reconstruction with

the general weight is shown in figure 4.

Next we investigate two more sophisticated scan trajecto-

ries: On the one hand we consider a rotate–plus–shift scan

composed of a 165◦ elliptical trajectory preceeded and suc-

ceeded by a shift. This scan trajectory is realized in the Ziehm

Vision RFD 3D mobile C–arm system (Ziehm Imaging GmbH,

Nürnberg, Germany) and allows for a 180◦–complete data

acquisition with a physical rotation range of only 165◦ [6], [7],

[8]. On the other hand we investigate a rotate/rotate scan with

source and detector rotating independently on two isocentric

circles, as they are used in the patient alignment imaging ring

(PAIR) system (medPhoton GmbH, Salzburg, Austria). Here

we investigate a 360◦ scan trajectory with a virtual isocenter

which is shifted from the common isocenter of both rings. An

overview of these two scan trajectories and of the resulting

FOMs are shown in figure 2. Note that the scan trajectories

were scaled down to fit into the sketches. Figure 3 shows

the corresponding general weights. The rotate–plus–shift scan

has almost no redundancies, therefore the weight is mostly

1. Only in some small areas there is a freedom to choose

weights smaller than 1 and for smoothing. In contrast, the

redundancy of the rotate/rotate scan is mostly 2. Here, there

is more freedom of choise which results in a more complex

weight sinogram.

The reconstructed images are shown in figure 4. The images

show neither low frequent artifacts due to incorrect consider-

ation of the redundancies nor streak artifacts due to unsteady

weights. The comparisons with a reference reconstruction of

a standard 360◦ full scan without any pre–weighting show

no significant differences except for Moiré patterns due to

differences in sampling (discretization). This demonstrates

that our general weighting scheme works correctly for all

trajectories examined.

Figure 1. Weights in original fan geometry for a standard 270◦ short scan.
Left: Parker weight as reference. Right: Proposed general weight.

Figure 2. Overview of the two sophisticated scans. The images show the ideal
simulated thorax phantom. The yellow curves indicate the respective source
trajectory which was scaled to fit inside the sketch. The yellow crosshairs
in the middle of the thorax phantom indicate the respective virtual isocenter.
Points outside the FOM were displayed in dark blue. Left: Ziehm rotate–plus–
shift scan. Right: PAIR rotate/rotate scan.

Figure 3. Final weights in original fan geometry for two sophisticated scans.
Left: Ziehm rotate–plus–shift scan. Right: PAIR rotate/rotate scan.
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Figure 4. FDK reconstructions with general weighting scheme applied. From left to right: Standard 270◦ short scan, Ziehm rotate–plus–shift scan, PAIR
rotate/rotate scan. Top row: Reconstructed images, (C/W) = (0 HU/1000 HU). Bottom row: Difference images: A reference reconstruction of a 360◦ full scan
without pre–weighting was subtracted, (C/W) = (0 HU/100 HU).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We developed a new redundancy weighting scheme for

Feldkamp–type CT image reconstruction. While existing

weighting schemes only work for dedicated scan trajecto-

ries, the proposed scheme allows reconstructions for arbitrary

source and detector trajectories. This significantly eases the

development of new sophisticated trajectories, since the deriva-

tion of a corresponding dedicated weighting scheme is no

longer required.

In this work we applied the general weighting scheme to

a standard short scan, a rotate–plus–shift scan of a Ziehm

Vision RFD 3D mobile C–arm system, and a rotate/rotate

scan of a patient alignment imaging ring (PAIR) system. We

demonstrated that the weighting works correctly for both the

standard case as well as the sophisticated cases.

It should be noted that the appropriate weight function is

not only useful for analytical cone–beam image reconstruction.

It is also of advantage to precondition iterative reconstruction

techniques which will converge faster if the redundancies are

correctly weighted in advance.

In addition the weight function may be useful for inverse

geometry designs where problems due to unkown data weight-

ing have occurred and have been empirically corrected by

introducing an object–dependent gain vector [11]. With the

use of the general weight function, such object–dependent

weighting may no longer be necessary.
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Fast Scatter Artifacts Correction for Cone-Beam CT
without System Modification and Repeat Scan

Wei Zhao, Jun Zhu, Luyao Wang

Abstract—We provide a fast and accurate scatter artifacts
correction algorithm for cone beam CT (CBCT) imaging. The
method starts with an estimation of coarse scatter profile for
a set of CBCT images. A total-variation denoising algorithm
designed specifically for Possion signal is then applied to derive
the final scatter distribution. Qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluations using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, experimental
CBCT phantom data, and in vivo human data acquired for a
clinical image guided radiation therapy were performed. Results
show that the proposed algorithm can significantly reduce scatter
artifacts and recover the correct HU within either projection
domain or image domain. Further test shows the method is robust
with respect to segmentation procedure.

Index Terms—Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT),
scatter correction, denoising, polychromatic reprojection, spec-
trum estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the increased axial coverage of multi-slice com-
puted tomography (CT) and the introduction of flat-

panel detector, the size of X-ray illumination fields has grown
dramatically, causing an increase in scatter radiation. For most
of cases, artifacts are present when the model used in the
reconstruction algorithm is not consistent with the projection
data acquisition model. Existing reconstruction algorithms
don’t model the scatter radiation, so scatter artifacts appear
in the CT images. Typical scatter artifacts show as shading,
streaks between high contrast objects, reduced contrast reso-
lution and inaccurate Hounsfield Units (HU) numbers. Scatter
correction has been extensively studied in the past serval
decades but a clinically sensible solution remains illusive.
Current scatter correction methods can be roughly classified
into five approaches: physical scatter rejection, analytical
modeling, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, primary modulation
and scatter measurements [1].

To develop a scatter artifacts correction method that is
fast, accurate, and, ideally, has no need for extra scans, extra
measurements or extra hardware support or modifications is
the goal of this study. We provide a fast and accurate scatter ar-
tifacts correction method for cone beam CT (CBCT) imaging.
In the proposed method, the difference between the measured
raw projection data and a polychromatic reprojection of a
segmented image volume is used to generate a coarse estimate
of scatter profile. Based on the coarse scatter estimation, a
denoising algorithm specifically designed for Poisson signal
which employs a total variation regularization term was then

W. Zhao (e-mail: zhaow85@163.com), J. Zhu and LY. Wang are with the
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and
Technology, Hubei, China.

applied to yield the final scatter estimation. By simply sub-
tracting the final scatter estimate from the raw projection data,
we can obtain the corrected projection data. The corrected
image was then reconstructed using the corrected projection
data. MC simulations, experimental phantom data and in vivo
human data were used to validate and evaluate the proposed
scatter correction method.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The measured raw projection data can be modeled as the
summation of the primary and scatter signals. A general
scatter artifact correction strategy is to estimate the scattered
radiation distribution and then subtract it from the measured
raw projection data, i.e.

Ip(α, ~x) = I(α, ~x)− Is(α, ~x), (1)

where Ip is the corrected projection data, namely, the estimated
primary projection data, I is the raw data and Is is the scatter
signal. Indices α and ~x stand for projection view angle and
detector channel number respectively. For simplicity, we will
drop the index ~x in the following discussions.

A. Coarse scatter estimation

The proposed method, as shown in Fig. 1, starts with an im-
age segmentation of the scatter artifacts contaminated CBCT
image volume, followed by a polychromatic reprojection of
the segmented image volume using a given x-ray spectrum
and known data acquisition geometry. The reprojected data is
then subtracted from the measured raw projection data at each
given view angle to generate a coarse estimate of the necessary
scatter profile used for denoising algorithm.

Based on the segmented image volume, the primary signal
can be modeled as follows:

Îp = N

∫ Emax

0

dE Ω(E) η(E) exp

[
−
∫ l

0

µ(E, s)ds

]
, (2)

where N is the total number of photons, Ω(E) is the polychro-
matic X-ray spectrum, η(E) is the energy-dependent efficiency
of the detector, which is simply considered as proportional
to photon energy E because most CT scanners use energy-
integrating detectors. Emax is the maximum photon energy
of the spectrum. µ(E, s) is the energy-dependent linear at-
tenuation coefficient and l is the propagation path length for
each ray, and can be calculated using a GPU-based ray-tracing
algorithm [2], [3]. By using these notations, the flood field I0
can be modeled as follows:

I0 = N

∫ Emax

0

dE Ω(E) η(E). (3)
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed scatter correction method. The method can
starts with either the raw projection data or an scatter contaminated volume
as input. After an initial CT image reconstruction, the image is segmented
into different components, based on which a polychromatic reprojection is
performed with predetermined spectrum. The reprojection data is subtracted
from the raw projection data to yield a coarse scatter estimate. The coarse
scatter is then applied to a denoising algorithm which was specifically
designed for Poisson signal to yield the final scatter estimate. The corrected
projection data is obtained by subtracting the final scatter from the raw
projection data and the corrected CT image can be generated using a standard
filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm.

After replacing N with I0 and substituting it into (2), the result
describes the estimated primary signal with flood field I0:

Îp =
I0

∫ Emax

0
dE Ω(E) η(E) exp

[
−
∫ l

0
µ(E, s)ds

]
∫ Emax

0
dE Ω(E) η(E)

. (4)

Subtracting the above estimated primary signal from the
measured total projection data I , the coarse scatter signal Îs
can be estimated as follows:

Îs = I −
I0

∫ Emax

0
dE Ω(E) η(E) exp

[
−
∫ l

0
µ(E, s)ds

]
∫ Emax

0
dE Ω(E) η(E)

.

(5)
Note that the segmented image volume is generated from
a scatter contaminated reconstruction and the polychromatic
x-ray spectrum used in the reprojection can be recovered
using an indirect transmission measurement-based spectrum
estimation method [4].

B. Denoising the coarse scatter

Since the coarse scatter estimate Îs is highly dependent on
the segmentation procedure, it may yield inaccurate results,
especially for low contrast objects that have similar attenuation
properties as the background and for the edges of two neigh-
boring materials. To compensate for the inaccuracy caused by
the inaccurate segmentation, instead of regularizing the coarse
scatter using a convolution-based scatter model [5], in this
study, we directly denoise the coarse scatter estimate using a
statistical-based denoising algorithm.

As we know, scatter radiation distribution is typically
predominantly of low frequency content not only in spatial
domain but also in temporal domain. A denoising technique
specifically designed for Poisson signal was applied to Îs to

yield a smooth scatter distribution [6]. The denoising algorithm
which is based on the total-variation regularization is aimed
to solve the following optimization problem,

Is = argminIs

∫
d~x(Is − ÎslogIs) +

β

2

∫
d~x|∇Is|2. (6)

The first term of (6) is a data-fidelity term that is designed
specifically for Poisson statistical signal and keep Is close
to the data Îs, while the second term is a total-variation
regularization term to keep the solution Is smooth, namely,
being dominated with low frequency content. β is a constant
to determine the relative importance of the two terms. This
objective function is convex and can be solved using an
variational approach [6].

It has to note that the proposed method can also be imple-
mented in image-domain. For those cases when we only have
images or volume, we need to estimate scatter artifact error
images which can be added directly to the uncorrected images.
To achieve this goal, a scatter projection error ∆ps which
can be added linearly in the logarithmic raw-data domain can
be calculated. Because the tomographic reconstruction is a
linear process and the order of summation and backprojection
operations are interchangeable.

C. Monte Carlo simulations

To validate the proposed algorithm, an anthropomorphic1

thorax phantom and an abdomen phantom were used to
generate MC simulation data with a Geant4-based MC simu-
lation package GATE [7]. To quantitatively and qualitatively
investigate the effect of scatter artifacts reduction, both of
the phantoms include a water insert at the central area and
the water insert has three small low contrast inserts (adipose,
breast and liver) and a bone insert.

Primary projection data, scatter only projection data, and
primary plus scatter projection data were extracted indepen-
dently. For a faster simulation, a parallel geometry and a plane
X-ray source (2D 320 × 120 mm2 rectangle source) were
used in the MC simulation. The distance from the source
to the center of rotation is 750 mm and the distance from
the detector to center of rotation is 450 mm. A circular scan
was simulated and a total of 360 projections per rotation are
acquired over an angular range of 360◦. The polychromatic
X-ray source spectrum is 125 kVp and it is generated using
Spektr software [8] with 5 mm aluminum filtration. For each
of the simulations, a total number of 3 × 1010 photons were
emitted.

In a first experiment, we investigate scatter correction for
the anthropomorphic thorax phantom and abdomen phantom
in both projection domain and image domain. The primary
image was used as reference images and the total images were
applied to the proposed scatter correction algorithm.

To test the robustness of method with respect to the segmen-
tation, two components (lung and tissue), three components
(lung, tissue and bone) and four components (lung, water,
tissue and bone) segmentation were performed based on the
uncorrected thorax phantom images respectively.

1http://www.qrm.de/content/pdf/QRM-Thorax.pdf.
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Fig. 2. Sinograms of true scatter, coarse scatter, and denoised scatter for
an anthropomorphic thorax phantom and an abdomen phantom. The coarse
scatter which is the difference of the raw projection data and the polychromatic
reprojection data have global scatter profiles but also contain errors which
were partially generated from inaccurate segmentation. The denoised coarse
scatter smooth these errors and fit the true scatter profiles well.

D. Physical phantom experiments and patient study

The proposed algorithm was also evaluated using experi-
mental data of a Catphan500 phantom (The Phantom Labo-
ratory, Salem, NY) scanned using a CBCT on-board imager
(Varian 2100EX System, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto,
CA). A total of 678 projections were evenly acquired in a 360
degree rotation with 2×2 binning. Both wide collimation and
narrow collimation modes were applied with the same scan
parameters.

A set of in vivo pelvis data was also used to evaluate the
proposed method. This data was acquired in half-fan mode
using state-of-the-art of the kV CBCT imaging system of
the Varian TrueBeam system(Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, USA). The tube potential was set to 125 kVp and
678 projections were acquired on a flat-panel detector (Varian
4030CB imager) with 1024 columns and 768 rows.

III. RESULTS

A. Monte Carlo simulations

Fig. 2 shows the sinograms of the MC reference scatter,
coarse scatter and the denoised scatter for the anthropomorphic
thorax phantom and the abdomen phantom. Fig. 3 shows the
results of the scatter correction using the proposed method
for the MC simulation data of the thorax phantom and the
abdomen phantom within both projection domain and image
domain. The primary images were reconstructed using primary
projections and they were regarded as scatter-free images.
Fig. 4 depicts the HU numbers of breast, adipose, liver and
bone inserts (shown in Fig. 3) of primary images, total images
and scatter corrected images.

The influence of different segmentation methods on the
accuracy of the scatter correction for the thorax phantom is
depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Results of the scatter correction for the MC simulation data of the
thorax phantom and the abdomen phantom within both projection domain
and image domain. (First row) Results for the primary signal and they can be
regarded as ground truth. (Second row) Results for the primary plus scatter
signal (total signal) and scatter induced shading artifacts and streaks are clearly
seen. (Third row) Results for the scatter corrected images within projection
data domain. (Fourth row) Results for the scatter corrected images within
image domain. Shading artifacts and streaks are significantly reduced after
correction within both projection domain and image domain. Display window:
[-1200HU, 500HU] for thorax phantom images and [-300HU, 300HU] for the
water insert images and the abdomen phantom.
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Fig. 4. Results of reconstruction values in HU numbers at different ROIs
of the water insert of (a) the thorax phantom and (b) the abdomen phantom
before and after correction within both projection domain and image domain.
The HU numbers are successfully recovered after scatter correction using the
proposed method. PD and ID stand for projection domain and image domain,
respectively.

B. Experimental phantom and patient study

Fig. 6 shows the CT images and the corresponding differ-
ence images of the Catphan R©500 phantom with and without
scatter correction. Fig. 7 shows CT images of an in vivo
pelvis scan with the kilovoltage CBCT imaging system of
the Varian TrueBeam system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, USA) without and with scatter correction. After scatter
correction, the HU number of the dark region was successfully
recovered and the missing anatomical structures are recovered.
It took about 1 min to correct a typical Varian clinical dataset
(512× 512× 81) using a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 card.
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Fig. 5. The influence of the segmentation methods on the accuracy of the
scatter correction is shown for the thorax phantom with water insert in both
projection domain (PD) and image domain (ID). (First row) Results for the
four components segmentation with lung, water, tissue and bone. (Second
row) Results for the three components segmentation with lung, tissue and
bone. (Third row) Results for the two components segmentation with only
lung and tissue. Display window: [-1200HU, 500HU] for the thorax phantom
images and [-300HU, 300HU] for the water insert images.
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Fig. 6. Catphan R©500 phantom with and without scatter correction. The
narrow collimation image is considered to be the scatter-free image. Shading
and reduced HU are shown in the wide collimation image.After correction,
scatter artifacts are greatly reduced and HU are successfully recovered for
both projection domain (PD) and image domain methods (ID). The difference
images show each image subtracted with the narrow collimation image. Note
that the wide collimation scan and the narrow collimation scan are two
independent scans and the registration can not be perfect. Display window:
[-150 HU, 150 HU] for both the CBCT images and the difference images.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It has to note that the selection of the denoising parameters
depends on segmented image. Since the noise level of the
MC simulation data is very high, a relatively large K and
β (compared to the patient data) were used to smooth the
segmentation error and to yield a denoised scatter that fit the
true scatter well enough. To our belief, most of the clinical
images have much lower noise level and the segmented images
would be superior to the segmented images of the MC data in
this study. Nevertheless, a larger K and β are recommended
for badly segmented images to reinforce regularization.

In summary, this work presents a novel strategy to estimate
a coarse scattered radiation profile, based on which a denoising
algorithm was applied to yield the final scatter estimation. we
demonstrated that a significant increase in image uniformity
and HU accuracy were achieved after correction. The correc-
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Fig. 7. Scatter correction for a pelvis CBCT scan using the kV imaging system
of the Varian TrueBeam system. Axial view, coronal view and sagittal view
are depicted respectively. The uncorrected images acquired on the commercial
system show shading artifacts and part of the anatomic structure was missing.
After scatter correction, the shading artifacts were successfully reduced and
the missing anatomic structure can be clearly seen. Display window: [-200
HU, 100 HU] for all images.

tion algorithm requires minimum computational cost, requires
no modifications to existing system hardware, and can also
handle cross-scatter for dual source dual energy CT scanner.
Furthermore, the method can also be applied to spiral cone-
beam CT where the anti-scatter grid can be uninstalled to
further reduce radiation dose.
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Abstract— With the help of modern parallel computers, iterative 

reconstruction algorithms have become a feasible research topic 

in the field of CT. These types of algorithms can greatly benefit 

from an accurate, realistic CT system model. In our study, we 

model the CT projection as volume integrals and propose a set of 

methods that can compute the volume integrals either exactly or 

approximately. Our approximate volume integral methods have a 

much smaller complexity algorithmically than the exact method, 

but their accuracy is close to it. More importantly, the proposed 

approximate methods can be easily ported to modern parallel 

processors to utilize their massive computation powers.         

 
Index Terms—computed tomography, system matrix, forward 

projection, line integral model, volume integral model  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ith the increasing popularity of iterative reconstruction 

algorithm in the field of CT medical imaging, modeling 

realistic CT systems in software is becoming more crucial than 

ever. The CT model is usually described by a large matrix, A, 

whose columns are corresponding to voxels to be reconstructed 

(J×1 vector) and the rows are corresponding to the projections 

(or line integrals, I×1 vector) that are usually measured by the 

CT scanner. Then, each element, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , of the matrix represents 

the contribution of a voxel j to a line integral i, the so called 

weight coefficient. This gives rise to the system equation: 

𝐀𝐈 = 𝐉 

The process of calculating the line integrals is known as the 

forward model and its reverse model, generally defined as the 

transpose of the forward model, is known as the 

back-projection operation.  

 The most intuitive approach to describe the forward model 

would be the line integral model (LIM) where each weight 

coefficient, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , is computed as the intersection length between 

th j-th voxel and the i-th ray. Usually, in this type of approaches 

[1][2], a single ray is described by a zero width line that 

connects the x-ray source and the center of the detector cell for 

the ray-driven approach (or the center of a voxel for the 

voxel-driven approach). 

 The other approach that is much closer to a real CT system is 

the volume integral model (VIM). In this model, a single ray 

can be described by a pyramid shaped 3D polytope that 

connects the x-ray source and the four sides of the rectangular 

 
Sungsoo Ha, Ayush Kumar, and Klaus Mueller are with the Visual 

Analytics and Imaging Lab, Computer Science Department, Stony Brook 

University, NT, and SUNY, Korea (e-mail: {sunha, ayush.kumar, 
mueller}@sunykorea.ac.kr)..  

shape of a detector cell. Then, the weight coefficient, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , is the 

intersection volume between the ray and the cube shaped voxel. 

However, exactly computing the intersection volume (or 

arbitrary shape of convex polygon) is not a trivial problem.  

 There are two well reported approaches that approximate the 

intersection volume. The first approach is the distance-driven 

(DD) method [3] which computes the coefficient as the row or 

slab intersection length combined with the overlap coefficient. 

The overlap coefficient is computed based on the length or area 

of overlap between a voxel and a detector cell when they are 

mapped onto each other as seen by the source. The other 

approach is the separable footprint (SF) method [4] which 

approximates the voxel footprints as 2D separable functions. 

This approximation not only greatly simplifies the computation 

of the coefficient but has also been shown as more accurate than 

the DD methods, while keeping a similar computational cost. 

 Recently, Zhang et al. [5] presented a method that computes 

the exact intersection of the X-ray beam geometry with a voxel. 

However, they only consider 2D fan-beam reconstruction, 

deferring its extension to cone-beam to future work. The fan 

beam method itself is fairly complex, breaking the problem up 

into a set of special cases depending on the type of intersection.  

We present a closed-form solution for exact fan-beam 

intersection which is fairly straightforward and does not require 

a subdivision into cases. Unfortunately this closed form does 

not generalize to cone-beam without a subdivision into simpler 

primitives. In fact, there is no reported closed-form solution for 

the volume of the generalized 3D polytope that arises from 

intersecting a pyramidal come-beam with a voxel. We choose a 

solution that subdivides the polytope into a set of tetrahedrons, 

but like other method of this kind, this bears significant 

overhead. For this reason we also propose three methods that 

approximate the 3D intersection volume by chopping a voxel 

into sub-voxels with known volume. Such solutions are quite 

amenable to parallelization on the GPU. 

 Next we first describe our volume integral methods and then 

evaluate their performances in terms of accuracy and speed. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

We propose four different schemes that compute the weight 

coefficients in a CT system as volume integrals. Figure 1 and 2 

show schematic representations of the four methods in 2D (for 

simplicity) but all have been implemented and tested in 3D. 

Especially, the schemes shown in Figure 2 approximate (or 

indirectly) estimate 𝑎𝑖𝑗  in a fashion that lends itself well to the 

massive parallel computing power of modern GPUs. In the 

following subsections we describe all methods in closer detail.     

A Study of Volume Integration Models for                                        

Iterative Cone-Beam Computed Tomography   

Sungsoo Ha, Ayush Kumar, and Klaus Mueller 

W 
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A. Exact Volume Integration Method 

The intersected volume can be computed in an exact manner as 

shown in Figure 1. To compute the intersected volume, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , we 

first project a voxel, 𝑣𝑗, to a (flat) detector to find detector cells 

that interact with the voxel. For each cell, 𝑐𝑖, a pyramid-like 

shape of  a beam can be designed with four-planes that connect 

the x-ray source to the four-edges of the cell. Then, the 

intersected volume between the voxel and the beam is equal to 

the volume of the voxel clipped by the four-planes. We used the 

Sutherland-Hodgman clipping algorithm [6] which works by 

extending each plane of the convex shape of the beam in turn 

and selecting only vertices from the subject polygon, 𝑣𝑗, that 

are on the visible side.  

For the 2D (fan-beam) case, given the set of vertices returned 

from the clipping algorithm, there is a closed-form solution for 

finding the area of the resulting arbitrary convex polygon: 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  |
(𝑥1𝑦2 − 𝑦1𝑥2) + (𝑥2𝑦3 − 𝑦2𝑥3) + ⋯ + (𝑥𝑛𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑛𝑥1)

2
| 

where 𝑥𝑚 and 𝑦𝑚 are the x- and y-coordinate of a vertex, and 

number of vertices in order, going either clockwise or 

counter-clockwise, staring at any vertex. However, there is no 

such closed-form solution the volume for a convex polygon (a 

polytope) in 3D. There are a number of ways to go about this, 

but decomposing the polytope into a number of tetrahedrons 

whose volume is equal to 1/6 of the absolute value of the triple 

product: 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
1

6
|

𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3

𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣3

𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3

| 

Here, u, v, and w are the vectors between three vertices and a 

vertex, which can be chosen randomly out of four vertices in a 

tetrahedron. In our implementation, the tetrahedralization is 

realized using 3-D Delaunay triangulation approach [7]. Then, 

the exact intersected volume of 𝑎𝑖𝑗  is computed as the sum of 

all tetrahedrons within the polytope.  

B. Approximate Volume Integral Method 

We will now describe three strategies that approximate or 

indirectly estimate the intersected volume, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , by dividing a 

voxel j into a number of small sub-voxels. The first two 

methods are to approximate the volume by counting the number 

of sub-voxels within a beam; while the third method will 

indirectly estimate 𝑎𝑖𝑗  by projecting all sub-voxels onto the 

detector. All of these methods are algorithmically much simpler 

than computing the exact volume and, more importantly, are 

targeted to utilize the parallel computation power of modern 

GPUs. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of these 

methods and details of each method will be explained next.  

1) Riemann sum approach 

One of the simplest and most intuitive approaches to 

approximate the intersected volume, 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , would be counting the 

number of sub-voxels of known volume within the intersected 

volume. The approach is inspired by an approximation of the 

area underneath a curve, also known as a Riemann sum where 

the area is divided into a number of rectangles (or trapezoids) 

and approximated by the sum of all the rectangles. Similarly, a 

voxel, 𝑣𝑗 , is first divided into 𝑁3  of sub-voxels whose side 

length is 1/N of  the voxel’s side. Then, the intersected volume 

is approximated by counting the number of sub-voxels whose 

central points are inside the beam. Figure 2(a) shows a brief 

explanation of this approach with the case that N is 4 (in 2D for 

simplicity). In this example, the volume is approximated by 

6 ∙ 𝛿 where 6 is the number of rectangles whose central points 

(red dots) lie inside of the beam (green area) and 𝛿 is the area of 

a small rectangle.  

2)  Recursive sub-division approach 

In this approach, instead of having a fixed number of 

sub-voxels per voxel as in the Riemann sum approach, we 

recursively divide it into N sub-voxels when the current cube is 

intersecting with the beam. Suppose that each time a voxel is 

divided into N sub-voxels. Each sub-voxel will be evaluated if 

it intersects with a beam or not. If it intersects, the sub-voxel 

will be divided into another N sub-voxels. This process will be 

recursively enacted until a pre-defined number of sub-divisions 

has been reached. The final volume is computes by counting the 

number of the smallest size of sub-voxels that pass the 

intersection test. This process is described in Figure 2(b) for the 

2D case when N is 2 and there are two sub-divisions. In this 

example, the volume is approximated as 9 ∙ 𝛿 where 9 is the 

number of rectangles at the finest levels that are determined as 

the one having overlap region between the beam (green area) 

and tangent circle to the rectangle, and 𝛿 is area of a rectangle 

at the finest level.       

The intersection test is performed by setting the criterion of 

non-intersection cases. There are four cases when a voxel (or a 

sub-voxel) does not overlap with a beam, designed by four 

planes with inward direction of normal vector. 

x-ray  

source 

detector 

𝑎𝑖𝑗  

j-th voxel 

i-th cell 
i-1 

i+1 
i+2 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑖𝑗 

𝑎𝑖𝑗  =              +            +          

Figure 1. Exact Volume Integral Method. (a) Find detector cells that interact with voxel j, (b) Clip the voxel with the x-ray beam, 

(c) Tetrahedralize the intersected convex polygon, and (d) compute 𝑎𝑖𝑗  by summing all tetrahedrons.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Figure 3. Accuracy and time performance of approximate volume integral methods. (a) Accuracy and (b) Time performance. 

Note that x-axis in both measurements is the number sub-voxels in a voxel. 

RMSE [ms] 

(a) Accuracy measurement (a) Time performance [msec] 

0.0137 for RS 

0.5256 for RSD 

1.6689 for EXACT 

0.3353 for RS 
0.1540 for RSD 

1. If 𝑑𝑢 (𝑑𝑑) is negative distance and its magnitude is larger 

than the half side of the cube, the beam is passing below 

(above) of the cube. 

2. If 𝑑𝑙  (𝑑𝑟) is negative distance and its magnitude is larger 

than the half side of the cube, the beam is passing right 

(left) of the cube. 

Here 𝑑𝑥 is a signed distance from the center of the sub-voxel to 

a plane, 𝑥, and the subscripts {𝑢, 𝑑, 𝑙, 𝑟} are short-hand for the 

location of a plane as {𝑢𝑝, 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛, 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡, 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡}. If any geometry 

configuration between a sub-voxel and a beam violates one of 

the non-overlap criteria, we perform another sub-division for 

the (sub-)voxel or count the voxel as part of the intersected 

volume, if it reaches the pre-defined number of sub-divisions. 

 

3)  Multi-projection approach 

This approach is a bit different from the other approaches in 

that it does not compute the intersected volume between a voxel 

and a beam. Instead, the central points of all 𝑁3 sub-voxels 

obtained as in Riemann sum approach are projected onto the 

detector. Then, the weight coefficient is computed as follows: 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝑁3
∑ 𝑙𝑘 × 𝐺(𝑝𝑘 ; 0, 𝜎2)

𝑘

 

where 𝑘 is an index of a central point of a sub-voxel, 𝑙𝑘 is the 

intersection length between the k-th sub-voxel and a zero-width 

ray passing through its central point, 𝑝𝑘  is the projection 

location on a (flat) detector of the k-th central point and 𝐺(∙) is 

a cell sensitivity kernel described by a zero mean Gaussian 

distribution. In our implementation, the variance of the cell 

sensitivity kernel is determined to have the side length of a cell 

as its FWHM. Also, the density value at each sub-voxel is 

obtained by using (tri-) linear interpolation and the projected 

values are scattered over nearby cells according to their 

sensitivities. Figure 2(c) shows an illustration of this approach 

for the 2D case.  

III. RESULTS 

We tested the proposed volume integration methods (VIMs) 

with a voxel-driven forward projection of a 8×256×16 sized 

uniform slab with 1×1×1 mm voxels, imaged at 45 degrees in 

conventional cone-beam CT geometry. The distances from the 

source to rotation axis and to the center of a flat detector were 

set to 400 mm and 500 mm, respectively. The detector has a 

size of 512×512 (1×1 mm bins). The projection image obtained 

using exact VIM is used as a reference for all other methods.  

We first tested the Riemann sum (RS) and recursive 

sub-division (RSD) approaches by varying the number of 

sub-voxels. We varied the number of sub-voxels in RS by 

matching the total number of sub-voxels at the finest levels in 

RSD, to enable a fair comparison of accuracy and time 

performance between them. The RMSE metric is used to 

measure the accuracy of both approximate VIMs as follows: 

Figure 2. Approximate Volume Integral Methods. (a) Riemann sum approach, (b) Recursive sub-division approach, and (c) 

Multi-projection approach. 

(a) (b) (c) 

X-ray source 

detector 

i-th voxel 

i-th cell 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝐶
∑ √(𝑝𝑖

𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜

)
2𝐼

𝑖=0
 

where I is total number of line integrals in a view, 𝑝𝑖  is 

projected value at detector cell i, and the super-script denotes 

exact and approximate VIMs. The normalization factor 𝐶 is set 

to the number of non-zero projection values in exact VIM.  

 Figure 3 shows the accuracy and time performance 

comparisons among RS, RSD and exact VIMs. As the RS 

method checks all sub-voxels in a voxel, it shows better 

accuracy than RSD; while RSD shows better time performance 

than RS because it quickly skips a portion of a voxel in which a 

beam does not intersect. Note that the time performance shown 

in Figure 3(b) is the average time to compute the exact or 

approximate intersected volume of a voxel.  

 We also visually inspect and compare the projection images 

obtained from the exact and the two approximate VIMs (RS 

and RSD) as shown in Figure 4.  After having 15625 ( = 53∗2) 

sub-cubes in total for each voxel, both approximate VIMs 

results in almost similar visual appearance as exact method 

even though RSD has much higher RMS error. In addition, 

RSD shows about 2 times faster than RS and 10 times faster 

than exact methods.  

 Lastly, we tested the multi-projection method with the same 

cone-beam CT geometry and uniform slab. We note that this 

method, in fact, uses a line integral model, unlike the other 

methods, but it uses a higher level of subdivision than 

conventional such methods. Figure 4 at the bottom shows a 

projection of the slab using this method for the case where the 

number of sub-voxels id 15,625 (row 4 in Figure 4). The quality 

is quite similar but the projection is 1-2 orders of magnitudes 

faster due to the very simple projective mapping.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have studied four volume integral methods 

(VIMs) to construct a more realistic and accurate CT system 

model. The exact VIM has provided a gold standard reference 

for developing the approximate methods. The approximate 

VIMs show very close accuracy to the exact one while having 

superior time performance (at most 10 times faster at visually 

acceptable level). Furthermore, the proposed approximate 

VIMs can be easily imported to the parallel processors like 

multi-CPU processors or GPU threads that would be quite 

complicated for exact methods. Projecting the sub-voxels 

centers to the projection plane and distributing their 

contribution turned out to give similar results but a much higher 

speed. In future work we would like to investigate this further. 

Finally, we also plan to reconstruct a full CT data set with the 

approximate VIMs and evaluate their performance. 
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Figure 4. Visual inspection of projection 

images obtained from the exact and the 

three approximate VIMs. For RS and 

RDS, the number of sub-cubes in 

approximate methods is increasing from 

top to bottom as x-axis in Figure 3. 
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Abstract—Computed Tomography (CT) systems for non-
destructive testing limit the size of the object of interest by
the diameter of their trajectory. Acquisition of larger objects
are possible by using limited-angle CT or laminography which
uses coplanar circular trajectories. For a proper reconstruction
of the data the geometric misalignment of the source and the
detector in such a system must be known precisely. We present a
method to detect these misalignments using redundancies in the
raw projection data and their relations using epipolar geometry
and show its limitations. Results are shown for simulated and
real data.

Index Terms—calibration, computed tomography, misalign-
ment, laminography

I. INTRODUCTION

In quality assurance it is often requested to inspect the
inner parts of an object without destroying or disassembling
it. There are several options available to achieve this objective.
One of the most powerful methods is the industrial computed
tomography (CT). Multiple X-ray projections of the object are
acquired by digital detectors and volume data are reconstructed
for manual or machine-aided inspection using the projection
images and the known geometry of the acquisition system.

But even the largest systems available [1], may not be
large enough to scan every object of interest. For example
the blade of a wind power station is too large for any of
these systems. However, a laminography system can provide
the possibility to examine the inner structure by scanning
a smaller region of the whole object. X-ray laminography
provides a solution where a conventional CT is impossible.
It can be applied to acquire three-dimensional cross-sectional
images of an object without rotating the object all around.
The trajectories of the detector the source are coplanar for such
systems. In this way they are far less limited by the proportions
of the object. A possible laminography system is composed
of two independent systems controlling the trajectories of
the X-ray source and the digital detector (see Fig. 1). The
geometry of such a system requires an exact calibration to get
a reasonable reconstruction of the acquired data. There exist
multiple approaches to calibrate X-ray systems for different
acquisition geometries. A conventional kind of calibration uses
a calibration phantom [2] and a more recent approach uses
only the raw projection data [3], [4]. We will show limitations
of this procedure for the special case of tomosynthesis of large
objects and suggest a solution to improve this case.

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of a possible mobile tomosynthesis system

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Raw-data redundancies

The basic idea behind the approach is to take advantage of
redundant information which can be found in the X-ray projec-
tions of the same object acquired from different perspectives
[3]. These redundancies can be found by the known projection
geometry which can be formulated in an elegant way by
epipolar geometry [4]. An objective function containing the
found redundancies is constructed and is minimized with
respect to the unknown geometric parameters.

[4] shows that the redundancies can be found in the first
derivative of corresponding line integrals in the projection
images Ii for every projection i. The corresponding line pairs
can be found using the well known epipolar geometry and
their respective integral values can be precalculated for the
discrete angle β and the distance to the origin r of the lines
using the 2D-radon transform R{·}. The resulting objective
function that has to be minimized with respect to the wanted
geometric parameters of the system is the following:

c =
1

|U |
∑

(r,β,i)∈U

(
∂RIi
∂r

(r, β)−
∂RIî
∂r

(r̂, β̂)

)2

(1)

In this case the set U represents all tuples (r, β, i) where
a corresponding line pair can be found and (r̂, β̂, î) the
corresponding line.
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Fig. 2. Possible misalignments in the trajectories

B. Limitations of the approach

For our case as sketched in Fig. 1 we assume the individual
trajectories to be perfect circles. This means that the misalign-
ment of the system is reduced to the relative pose of the two
trajectories. Thus, the remaining optimization problem is of
six degrees of freedom, the rotation (slant, skew and tilt) and
the translation of the system (Fig. 2). This is equivalent to
applying the same rotation and translation to every individual
projection.

A drawback of the method itself is the fact that it is limited
by the assumption that the projected images of the object
are not truncated by the physical boundaries of the detector.
This is a major limitation for a laminography system because
generally one aims at inspecting rois. In the following section
we will introduce an additional preprocessing step to improve
the results for truncated projection images.

C. Improvement for truncated projections

If the assumption that the object is visible on every projec-
tion is violated the redundancies as seen above are disturbed
by additional attenuation that is only visible on a subset of
all detectors. These may cause additional local minima in
the objective function. Fig. 3 shows these regions for a semi
planar object whose projection images are truncated by the
boundaries of the detector.

A possible way to reduce this problem will be shown in the
following. The basic idea is to weight the gray values in the
projection images by a certain factor. This weight depends
on the fraction of the ray passing the part of the object
that is visible on all projections (Fig. 4). The gray values of
the pixel that is hit by the ray will be weighted as in Eq.
2 to approximate an object without any attenuation outside
of the diamond shaped region seen in Fig. 3. According to
the Beer-Lambert law [5] the attenuation of a ray is given
by an exponential function. But the ratio of two exponential
functions can very roughly be approximated by a linear ratio,
if the enumerator and the denominator are similar. This leads

Fig. 3. Truncation in the projection images caused by large scaled objects:
The light gray area leads to a valid reconstruction while the part of the object
in the dark gray area is truncated.

Fig. 4. The ray r is attenuated while passing the object.

to a heuristic approach, but is capable to improve the overall
results.

w =
d‘

d
(2)

However, this concept would introduce a lot of additional
computational complexity. This fact lead us to some approx-
imations to reduce the complexity of the given problem. The
first approximation for the weighting is that the angle of the
rays hitting the detector is assumed to be constant all over the
detector, i.e. parallel beams. This simplified angle equals the
tomosynthesis angle α which is defined by the ray hitting the
center of the detector. The second assumption that is made is
that the object is limited to an estimated thickness b in depth
and centered at the focal slice. Given these approximations the
value d can be calculated as follows:

d =
b

cos(α)
(3)

For d‘ we have to consider the three different cases as in Fig. 5.
If w is assumed to be small enough, we only have to

consider case (a) and (b) in the following. For case (a) d‘
is given by

d‘ = d− sin(α) ·∆. (4)

In combination with Eq. 2 we get:

w = 1− sin(α) ·∆
l

= 1− sin(α) · cos(α) ·∆
b

(5)

And for case #2 the determination of l‘ is trivial (Eq. 6):
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Possible cases for the fractional length d‘

Fig. 6. 2-D weighting function for a squared detector

d‘ = d (6)

These two cases can be distinguished by the parameter ∆max:

∆max =
1

2
·
√

(l2 − b2) (7)

For a squared detector and ∆ = ||(u, v)|| − (umax − ∆max)
this leads to the following weighting function in detector
coordinates.

w(u, v) =

{
1 for ||(u, v)|| < umax −∆max

1− sin(α)·cos(α)·∆
b else

(8)
An example of a discrete version is shown in Fig. 6. As it can
be seen, most of the data is processed without an additional
weight. Exclusively the sections close to the borders of the
detector are less considered in the computations.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulation study

Fig. 7 shows three projections of the data that are used in
the following experiments. First we will have a look at the
results of the basic algorithm and see how we can improve
the results.

We vary the geometric misalignment parameters individu-
ally and look at the behaviour of the objective function (Eq.
1). The resulting function graphs can be seen in Fig. 8.

To improve these results we apply the extended version
of the algorithm for the same simulated projections. As
mentioned before the extension is an additional preprocessing

step. Prior to the application of the 2-D radon transform of
the projection images they are processed by the weighting
function. The remaining part of the algorithm stays unchanged.
Once again the objective function was evaluated varying the
slant, skew and tilt. The resulting function graphs are shown
in Fig. 9.

B. Industrial scans

In the next section we will examine the behaviour of
the calibration approach using data we acquired by a real
tomosynthesis system. Fig. 10 shows the resulting graphs of
the objective function (Eq. 1).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A concern still to address is the limitation in terms of
the detection of a consistent translation misalignment for all
detectors or sources in the given geometry and the used
algorithm. This is a minor problem in the reconstruction in
comparison to a rotation of the system, but for a larger scale
of the translation this can be of greater significance. Thus, a
solution to this limitation is appreciated. This may be solved
by a further extension of the given algorithm.

However, the biggest issue that should be evaluated in the
future is the application to larger scaled systems. The evalu-
ations were done for small scaled problems so far, for both
simulated and real data. But as mentioned in the introduction,
the methods may be integrated in a system of much larger
scale. This new order of magnitude may lead to new problems
that were not evaluated by experiments so far. This may be
addressed by simulated experiments in the future or in a longer
term by designing and constructing a prototype of a system
as described in the motivation.
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Fig. 7. Simulated projections truncated at the detector boundaries
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Fig. 8. Function graphs of the objective function for simulated truncated projections
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Fig. 9. Function graphs of the objective function for simulated truncated projections for the extended algorithm
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Fig. 10. The objective function evaluated for real data
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Abstract— Sparse sampling method is one viable option to low-

dose CT, and has been actively investigated in terms of both 

reconstruction algorithm and physical realization of the sampling. 

Sparse-view sampling is a straightforward way and is considered 

a feasible solution particularly to various cone-beam CT 

applications. Diagnostic CT systems, however, would find the 

sparse-view sampling difficult to achieve if not impossible. 

Recently, we have proposed and developed another type of sparse 

sampling scheme, which is called many-view under-sampling 

(MVUS). In the MVUS scheme, the x-ray beam is partially blocked 

by multiple radio-opaque strips thereby reducing the radiation 

dose to the patient. Its feasibility and experimental 

implementation in CBCT systems have been reported. In this work, 

we applied the MVUS scheme to a diagnostic CT system for the 

first time to our best knowledge. In addition, it is demonstrated 

that dual-energy imaging from a single MVUS scan is possible. 

The results are yet to be improved and optimized. However, we 

believe that the MVUS approach in combination with the low tube 

current technology would contribute to lowering the dose in CT 

scans substantially.  

 
Index Terms—Low-dose CT, Sparse sampling, Compressive 

sensing, Image reconstruction.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HERE are increasing needs for and related researches of 

low-dose CT for various clinical applications. Many 

vendors and research institutions are actively developing low-

dose CT scanning methods and image reconstruction 

algorithms thereof, one of which is to reduce the x-ray tube 

current during a scan with the help of iterative image 

reconstruction that incorporates a regularizing term to reduce 

image noise. Recently, sparse sampling approaches have been 

also proposed in conjunction with the compressive-sensing 

(CS)-inspired reconstruction theories [1-3]. Sparse-view 

sampling has been particularly exploited for cone-beam CT 

applications. In a diagnostic CT system which is based on a fast 

gantry rotation, however, sparse-view sampling would be 

technically difficult if not impossible. As an alternative 

approach of sparse-view sampling, we have earlier proposed a 

sparse sampling technique called many-view under-sampling 

(MVUS) and have experimentally demonstrated its feasibility 
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in CBCT applications [4-6]. In the MVUS approach, the x-ray 

cone-beam is partially blocked by multiple radio-opaque strips 

that are placed between the x-ray source and the patient.  

In this work, we report our first experimental study of MVUS 

approach applied to a diagnostic CT system. A rotating type of 

beam-blocker was employed, and a CS-inspired image 

reconstruction algorithm was developed.  

II. METHODS 

We have acquired CT projection data using a commercial CT 

scanner (Bodytom, Neurologica). We first applied a numerical 

beam-blocking to test the feasibility of MVUS and then 

experimentally implemented a mechanical beam-blocker and 

mounted it to the scanner. Considering mechanical challenges 

of realizing a reciprocal motion of the beam-blocker, we 

decided to use a rotating type of beam-blocker as shown in Fig. 

1. In our earlier work, sampling density (SD) and data 

incoherence (DIC) have been defined in the context of sparse 

sampling in CT [5]. They provided a strong correlation of the 

image quality reconstructed by a CS-inspired reconstruction 

algorithm with a given sampling scheme. To our calculation, a 

rotating disk type of the beam-blocker produced similar SD and 

DIC value maps to those of reciprocal beam-blockers.  

 

 
Figure 1. A schematic of the disk type beam-blocker mounted on the x-ray tube 
unit (left) and the sinogram pattern according to the rotation of the beam-

blocker (right). 

 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the sonograms of the reciprocal beam-

blocker and the rotating disk type of beam-blocker respectively. 

Corresponding SD and DIC values are plotted in Fig. 2 (b) and 
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(C) along the line passing through the center of FOV. In this 

work, the opened portion of the beam-blocker was about 25% 

of the x-ray fan-beam size, which leads to about 75 % dose 

reduction in total. Compared to the reciprocating beam-blocker 

case which has been shown to provide a good sampling in the 

CS-based image reconstruction framework, the rotating beam-

blocker also provides a good one. The SD profiles shows that 

the rotating type actually provides more uniform sampling over 

the image pixels, although the DIC values are slightly lower 

than those of the reciprocating type. However, the overall DIC 

values are high enough to ensure a successful image 

reconstruction. Note that the DIC values in Fig. 2(c) are plotted 

in a very fine scale and that it is usually considered high enough 

when the values are around or higher than 0.98 to our earlier 

experiences. 

 

 
Figure 2. (a) Sinograms of the sparse sampling schemes - reciprocal (left) and 
rotating (right) beam-blockers. (b) The sampling density profile. (c) The data 

incoherence profile. 

 

For image reconstruction, we have selected the opened 

portions excluding the penumbra regions and employed a CS-

inspired algorithm. The adaptive-steepest-descent projection-

onto-convex-sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm was implemented to 

utilize the selected data for image reconstruction according to 

the scanning geometry [2]. The details of the scanning 

geometry and the algorithm codes will be added in the final 

version of the paper.  

Fig. 3 shows an example line profile of the acquired log-

transformed data. The green line depicts the opened portions 

that were used for image reconstruction. As one can see, the 

blocked regions provide significant object information albeit 

the noise level is much higher. In this experiment, the tungsten 

beam-blocker with its thickness of 0.6 mm was used, which 

allows less than 1 % beam penetration through the beam-

blocker at 120 kVp. We evaluated the spectral shift of the beam 

energy due to the beam-hardening by the beam-blocker. The 

mean energy of the x-ray through the opened portions and that 

through the blocked portions were calculated to be about 30 

keV and 65 keV, respectively.  

Using this separation of the beam energies, we made an 

attempt to realize a dual-energy scan without switching the tube 

voltage nor using an energy resolving detector. Since the noise 

level in the high-energy spectrum data is quite high, direct 

image reconstruction out of the data would lead to a poor image 

quality. However, based on the assumption that the scanned 

object is nearly free from motion, the anatomical structures of 

the object will share their boundaries in both low-energy 

spectrum image and high-energy spectrum image. Therefore, 

we used the image reconstructed from the data acquired at the 

low-energy spectrum, which has been reconstructed from the 

opened portion data, as a prior that gives the boundary 

information of the anatomical structures of the object to the 

high-energy image reconstruction.  

III. RESULTS 

In the experimental disk type beam-blocker study, we used 

the CATPhan phantom as an imaged object. 

A. Low-energy image reconstruction 

Figure 4(a) shows the reconstructed image of the phantom 

from the opened portion in the data acquired by use of a rotating 

type beam-blocker. The rotation of the disk was 3 rotations per 

gantry rotation, or 180 rpm since our gantry rotation was set to 

be 1 rotation per second.  

 

B. High-energy image reconstruction  

As has been discussed, the high-energy spectral information 

is achieved through the beam-blocked regions. Fig. 4(b) shows 

the reconstructed image without the use of the low-energy 

image and (c) shows the image with the help of the low-energy 

image. One can see a dramatic improvement of the image 

quality of the high-energy spectrum.  

 

 
Figure 4. Reconstructed images of the phantom (a) at low-energy spectrum, (b) 

at high-energy spectrum, and (c) at high-energy with the low-energy image-

guidance. 

Figure 3. The line profiles of the acquired data. The green lines are 

representing the data from the open portions of the beam-blocker. 
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Figure 5 shows the line profiles across the given line in the 

inset image of the reconstructed images. The significant 

separation of the attenuation coefficient values at different 

energy spectra provide a chance of material decomposition. We 

have further performed a material decomposition based on the 

two material data: Teflon and LDPE. We found empirically the 

optimum weighting values, and linearly combined the low-

energy and high-energy images accordingly. The Teflon-

dominating image and the LDPE-dominating images were 

separately pseudo-colored as indicated in Fig. 6. It is convinced 

that a successful material decomposition has been made. It is 

because the LDPE cylinder has a higher pixel value than the 

background, which is opposite in normal CT scan where the CT 

number of the acrylic background is higher than that of the 

LDPE.  

 

 
 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, the MVUS approach as an alternative of sparse-

view sampling for low-dose CT has been applied to a diagnostic 

CT scanner for the first time. A successful image reconstruction 

has been demonstrated from the sparsely sampled data 

according to the proposed method, and moreover a feasibility 

of dual-energy imaging from a single scan without tube voltage 

switching has been shown. With further optimizations, we 

envision that the proposed approach can be effectively used for 

low-dose dual-energy scan.  
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Figure 6. The material-decomposed image. Red color bar indicates the 

composition of Teflon, and the blue one indicates that of LDPE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The line profiles of the reconstructed images. 
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Cycle Time Reduction in Process Integrated
Computed Tomography using Compressed Sensing

Tobias Schön, Florian Römer, Steven Oeckl, Marcus Grossmann, Roland Gruber,
Alexander Jung and Giovanni Del Galdo

Abstract—In this contribution we investigate whether recon-
struction algorithms for X-ray computed tomography (CT) based
on the compressed sensing approach are applicable to reduce the
cycle time for process integrated CT inspection. In particular
we study how the image quality degrades when obtained from
fewer projections and a low-complexity reconstruction algorithm
(i.e., using only a few iterations). For this purpose, we analyze
the convergence behavior using different parameter choices for
the reconstruction algorithm and demonstrate the benefits of
applying prior knowledge of the specimen. The performance of
the studied approaches is evaluated on real measurement data
obtained from a large number of combustion motor pistons.

Index Terms—Industrial CT, Prior Knowledge, Compressed
Sensing

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is well
known in medical imaging for diagnostic purposes. CT is

also widely used as a tool for non-destructive testing (NDT) in
a laboratory environment for industrial applications. For some
applications, e.g., automated detection of voids and porosity
in aluminum castings, CT can be used as a process integrated
inspection method, often referred to as Inline-CT. The char-
acteristics of an Inline-CT system are a fast measurement
of projection data combined with a fast reconstruction and
volume analysis method. Both are necessary to provide short
cycle times for the inspection task.

Speeding up the measurement of projection data and there-
fore reducing the cycle time is always of great interest for
industrial applications. There are two main approaches to
accelerate the measurement: Reducing the exposure time for
each measured projection and reducing the number of pro-
jections. These two approaches are complementary and may
be combined. The latter, i.e., measuring fewer projections, and
using reconstruction algorithms based on Compressed Sensing
(CS) is the approach analyzed within this paper.

CS is a powerful approach to reduce the number of mea-
surements needed to recover a signal of interest, provided that
this signal has a low information rate. More precisely, the
signal must exhibit sparsity in a known domain, i.e., it can be
described by a small number of coefficients.
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and with the Institute for Information Technology, Ilmenau University of
Technology, Ilmenau, Germany.
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Existing CS-based reconstruction algorithms in CT applica-
tions build on the assumption that the reconstructed volume
consists of a discrete set of homogeneous areas, i.e., the
scanned object consists of materials with piece-wise constant
absorption coefficients. Thus, the expected images may be
described by piece-wise constant functions, and their gradient
images are sparse because they contain non-zero elements only
at the transitions between homogeneous regions.

Most of the CS reconstruction algorithms which recently
gain popularity are based on the idea of applying iterative
algebraic reconstruction methods, i.e., ART [1], SIRT [2],
SART [3], etc. and a minimization of the Total Variation
semi norm (TV) of the reconstructed data in an alternating
manner. Following this approach, Sidky et al. [4], [5] pro-
posed the adaptive-steepest-descent-projection-onto-convex-
sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm that alternately minimizes the TV
regularization term and the data fidelity term of the iterative
reconstruction method using the steepest descent and the pro-
jection onto convex set method, respectively. Although ASD-
POCS obtains an accurate solution, it has a high computational
complexity and a slow convergence rate due to the alternating
minimization strategy.

Alternative techniques that minimize both terms simulta-
neously are computationally more efficient and offer faster
convergence [6], [7]. A common approach is PGDA [8]
with preconditioning using a step-width parameter αk and a
regularization parameter λk, where k is the iteration index.
Both parameters are defined as slowly decaying functions. The
number of iterations used to find the optimal solution depends
on choosing proper values for αk and λk.

In this contribution, we investigate the convergence behavior
using different choices of αk and λk showing the benefits
of applying prior knowledge of the specimen to speed up
the CS reconstruction. The performance of the method is
demonstrated on real data from combustion motor pistons.

The remained of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II introduces the basic theory of CS reconstruction and
presents the way we choose the step-width and regularization
parameters as well as prior knowledge. The results of the
presented method are shown in Section III. Finally, Section
IV summarizes the main outcomes of the contribution.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Iterative reconstruction algorithms are commonly used in
X-ray CT to reconstruct the image x ∈ RN from noisy log-
normalized projection data g ∈ RM . In contrast to the classi-
cal filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm, these algorithms
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incorporate detailed models of data acquisition and noise
statistics. Specifically, in our case we consider reconstruction
solving the penalized weighted-least squares problem

x∗ = min
1

2
‖g −Ax‖2W + λh(x), (1)

where A is the projection operator, W is a diagonal weighting
matrix with entries being the inverse row sum of A ∈ RM×N ,
and h(x) is an edge-preserving regularization function which
is chosen to be the TV. The TV has been shown to effectively
remove artifacts in the reconstructed image due to noise in
the projection data g [4]. The regularization parameter λ
establishes a trade-off between the data fidelity term and the
regularization term. The solution to the above problem is
obtained by a SART-like update scheme, given by

x(k+1) = x(k) − αkV
−1ATW

(
Ax(k) − g

)
− λk∇h(x(k)),

(2)

where V −1 is a diagonal matrix of the column sums of A,
and ∇h(x) denotes the gradient of h(x). It can be shown
that the convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed if αk is
chosen in (0, 2/λmax), where λmax is the largest eigenvalue
of the matrix V −1ATWA [9]. Moreover, due to the row and
column sum normalization matrices W and V , respectively,
we have λmax(V

−1ATWA) = 1 [9]. Therefore, αk should
be chosen in (0, 2).

Note that a direct calculation of (2) is computationally
expensive due to the operators A and AT. Therefore, the
update is performed using the ordered subsets approach [10],
[11], which only requires submatrices of A and AT in each
iteration. The parameter αk determines the step size of the
update.

In presence of prior knowledge, we can tune the step size
parameter αk as well as the regularization parameter λk to
achieve a good convergence performance for typical data sets.
The results of such a parameter optimization is shown in
Section III.

A second point where prior knowledge can be used is the
initial image x(0). If no prior knowledge is available, one
would chose the zero vector, i.e., x(0) = 0. However, if
a reference image is available, as it is likely in Inline-CT
scenarios, this can be used as the initial image x(0). The
benefit of this approach is studied numerically in the next
section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present numerical results to show the
achievable reconstruction quality as a function of the number
of projections. The test data consists of 200 samples of
combustion motor pistons of an identical model type (see Fig.
1) and was provided by the company Mahle GmbH. One of the
samples contains no defects and was selected as a reference
specimen. For the evaluation of the algorithms all pistons
were scanned with the identical setup. Table I describes the
acquisition and reconstruction parameters.

As a quality metric we use a relative root mean square error
(rRMSE) between the estimated image x̂ and the reference

Fig. 1. Sample of the combustion motor piston (left hand side) and colored
visualization of the manufacturing defects (blue colored regions) within a
reconstructed volume (right hand side).

image x defined as

rRMSE =
‖x̂− x‖2
‖x‖2

. (3)

Here, the reference image x is obtained via a SART recon-
struction based on a fully sampled projection data set, i.e.,
390 projections and 5 iterations, whereas the estimate x̂ is
obtained from a reduced number of projections.

TABLE I
THE GEOMETRY AND RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS FOR THE

SCANNING OF THE PISTONS

parameter value
projection pixel count 464 × 464
projection pixel size 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm
distance source to rotation center 697.143 mm
distance source to detector 850 mm
angular scan range 360◦

number of projections 390
reconstructed voxel grid 464 × 464 × 414
voxel size 0.334 mm × 0.334 mm × 0.334 mm
number of SART iterations 5

If an initial volume was utilized, a SART reconstruction of
the ideal object, i.e., the reference piston without defects, using
5 iterations and 390 projections was applied as initial volume
in the first iteration. Otherwise, the volume was initialized with
zeroes. For our numerical results, the rRMSE is averaged over
all 100 samples.

In the configuration with fixed parameters, the relaxation
parameter α and the regularization parameter λ were fixed
for all iterations, namely αfixed = 0.5 and λfixed = 0.002
for 39 projections, λfixed = 0.001 for 65 projections, and
λfixed = 0.0007 for 130 projections, respectively. In the
adaptive case, the parameters α and λ were optimized with
regard to a minimum rRMSE separately for each iteration.
This calculation is performed in a separate preprocessing
step using only 10 samples. In general, it was observed
that it is best to start with a larger value of λ and α and
to let them decay over the iterations. For example, for 65
projections using the reconstruction of the ideal object as
an initialization, we obtained the following optimal values
for the 5 iterations: αadaptive = [1, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.5] and
λadaptive = [0.0032, 0.002, 0.0016, 0.0015, 0.0015] .

The evaluation was performed with different reduced num-
ber of projections, i.e., 130, 65 and 39 projections which are
equidistantly acquired over 360◦. Fig. 2 shows the rRMSE
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Fig. 2. The rRMSE was calculated inside of the 44 centrical slices using
130, 65 and 39 projections (from top to bottom) for the reconstruction. The
algorithm was applied with fixed and adaptive parameter choice as well as
with and without initial volume.

which was calculated inside of the 44 centrical slices of the re-
construction (from top to bottom: 130, 65 and 39 projections).
The algorithm was applied with fixed and adaptive parameter
choice as well as with and without initial volume. It is obvious
in Fig. 2 that we reached better results with initial volume
instead of without. This is particularly significant if a reduced
number of projections is utilized in order to reach a sufficient
image quality for an automated defect analysis. Moreover, the
algorithm is less influenced by choice of the parameters α
and λ (improvement from blue to green line compared to red
and black line in Fig. 2) if an initial volume is added. Our
numerical results also demonstrate that if prior knowledge is
used, the convergence of the iterative reconstruction algorithm

is achieved in ≤ 5 iterations. This is an important aspect
for an Inline-CT system since the cycle time is also limited
by the computation time of the reconstruction algorithms and
therefore, the number of iterations needs to be low.

Fig. 3. Horizontal slice of a reconstruction of the reference sample without
defect (left hand side), of a sample containing a manufacturing defect
(middle) and zoomed version of region with the defect (right hand side).
Both reconstructions were done with 390 projections and 5 SART iterations
without TV. Grey value contrast [0.0; 1.5].

However, a reliable statement whether the image quality
is sufficient for the defect analysis is not possible based on
the rRMSE. Therefore, we also performed a visual evaluation
using differential images. This is exemplified by a surface
defect inside of the cooling gallery of the piston. Fig. 3 depicts
a horizontal slice containing the manufacturing defect (middle)
and a zoomed version of the region with the defect (right
hand side). For comparison, the identical slice of the reference
sample without defects is also shown in Fig. 3 (left hand side).
A SART without TV using 5 iterations and 390 projections
was applied for these images.

Fig. 4. Absolute differences of the reference reconstruction (ideal piston
sample without any defects, 390 projections, 5 SART iterations without TV)
with the sample containing defects from Fig. 3 reconstructed by the different
approaches using 65 projections (fixed and adaptive parameter choice as well
as with and without initial volume, left hand side) and by standard SART
using 390 projections (5 SART iterations without TV, right hand side).

Fig. 4 depicts the absolute differences of the reference
sample (390 projections, 5 SART iterations without TV) with
the piston containing the defect from Fig. 3 reconstructed by
the different approaches (fixed and adaptive parameter choice
as well as with and without initial volume) using only 65
projections. For comparison, the absolute differences of the
reference with the sample containing the defect reconstructed
by standard SART (390 projections, 5 SART iterations without
TV) (right hand side) is presented in Fig. 4 (right hand side).
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In all images the region with the defect which looks like
a shadow area can be identified in the absolute differences.
However, there also appear some edge structures which do
not represent a real defect. For the moment, no separate
registration of the current object with the reference sample
is performed and these structures are caused by inaccurate
positioning between the reference and the current sample.
Comparing the approaches, a clear visual improvement is
visible for the case where an initial volume is used. On
the other hand, the difference between optimized and fixed
parameters is less pronounced.

Finally the volumes reconstructed by the different ap-
proaches were evaluated by applying an automated defect
analysis. Table II shows the results for the volumes recon-
structed with 65 projections using the approach with adaptive
parameter choice and with as well as without initial volume.
The database with 200 sample pistons for vehicle engines was
utilized. All pistons were also manually evaluated concerning
size and position of all defects.

The automated defect analysis is already integrated in an
Inline CT system [12] in the production process from Mahle
GmbH. This system applies a filtered backprojection (FBP)
with 390 projections for the reconstruction step. Subsequently,
the reconstructions to be inspected are preprocessed by multi-
ple image processing operators and prepare the volumes for the
actual defect detection phase which itself is followed by the
feature processing phase. In few words, the image processing
pipeline consists mainly of filtering, registration, segmentation
steps and reference data comparison. Afterwards each possible
defect is classified into critical and uncritical defects to reduce
the pseudo defect rate. The last step uses a support vector
machine and was disabled for the results in this paper.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE DEFECT ANALYSIS COMPARED STANDARD METHOD

(FBP, 390 PROJECTIONS) WITH THE STUDIED APPROACHES (TV-SART,
65 PROJECTIONS)

defect size in mm > 0.8 > 1.5 > 2.5 > 3.5
manually detected defects 194 85 35 17
automatically undetected defects
(390 proj., standard method FBP) 44 2 0 0
automatically undetected defects
(65 proj., TV adapt.) 66 12 0 0
automatically undetected defects
(65 proj., TV adapt. + initial vol.) 64 7 0 0

The critical defect size for this data set is 1.5 mm. All
results in Table II used the standard settings of the image
processing operators, i.e. the parameters in the defect analysis
weren’t adapted to the new approaches. Under this circum-
stances the results with the studied approaches look quite
promising. If the defect analysis would be the adjusted we
would expect to reach the identical detection quote using only
65 projections compared the standard FBP method with 390
projections.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study shows that reconstruction algorithms for X-ray
CT based on CS are applicable for industrial applications,

especially in the field of Inline-CT, i.e., fast measurement of
projection data and fast reconstruction method. In fact, there
are approaches to significantly speed up the run time behavior
of CS algorithms which, when applied in a straightforward
way, are very time consuming. This is possible by taking only
a few projections and by letting the reconstruction algorithm
carry out only a few iterations. The resulting image quality
does not degrade significantly and is therefore sufficient, e.g.,
for an automated defect analysis. Moreover, the usage of a-
priori information, e.g., a reference object as initial volume,
enables a robust choice of the regularization parameters and
leads to a sufficient image quality.

A crucial aspect which will be covered in the future is the
registration step. In fact, in order to exploit a-priori information
on the specimen it is important to have the data aligned with
the sample currently being scanned. Furthermore, we want
to investigate the robustness of the studied approach using
varying kind of objects, i.e. not only aluminum casting like a
piston.
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Abstract–X-ray dark-field imaging can provide unique 
contrast based on the small-angle scattering properties of the 
image objects. The grating interferometry can offer the 
attenuation contrast, phase contrast and small-angle scattering 
contrast simultaneously. In this paper, the dark-field tomography 
of a biological sample, i.e. the mouse liver specimen, is exhibited, 
in which severe ring artifacts and steak artifacts exist. Then the 
combined wavelet-Fourier filtering method is adopted to reduce 
the ring artifacts and the pre-reconstruction based metal artifact 
reduction method is employed to reduce the steak artifacts. The 
experimental results show the advantages of the dark-field 
tomography over the absorption tomography and the feasibility 
of the artifact reduction methods. 

Keywords—small-angle scattering, dark-field imaging, artifact 
reduction, grating interferometry 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-RAY phase contrast imaging has developed rapidly in 
recent years. The grating interferometry [1-4] is the most 

prospective technique among various methods because of its 
good compatibility with conventional X-ray tubes, getting rid 
of the dependence on the synchrotron radiation. Besides of the 
attenuation contrast and phase contrast, the dark-field contrast 
can be obtained simultaneously after a single scan. Pfeiffer et 
al [3] firstly introduced the dark-field contrast using the 
grating interferometer. The relative decrease of the visibility 
of the intensity modulation was defined as the dark-field 
contrast and attributed to the small-angle X-ray scattering. 
After that, Wang et al [5], Bech et al [6] and Chen et al [7] 
deduced the quantitative relationship between the scattering 
angle distribution and the grating-based dark-field contrast. 
On the other hand, from the wave optics point of view, 
Yashiro et al [8], Lynch et al [9] and Malecki et al [10] 
interpreted the dark-field contrast as a result of variations of 
the wavefront on a subpixel scale and deduced the relationship 
between the size and structure of the scatterer and the dark-
field contrast. Essentially, the two interpretations of the dark-
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field contrast are equivalent, and they are the foundation of the 
quantitative reconstruction of the dark-field imaging in the 
grating-based dark-field CT, which can be performed by the 
conventional CT algorithms. 

The scatters are not exactly isotopic, especially for the 
biological samples. On the other hand, the scattering of X-rays 
is quite weak for the relatively homogeneous objects. So it’s 
difficult to utilize the dark-field tomography for biological 
samples’ nondestructive examination. Furthermore, the 
reconstructed results have severe artifacts, mainly the ring 
artifacts and the streak artifacts. The former is caused by the 
defective detector elements (e.g. dead pixels in a CCD) with 
nonlinear responses to incoming intensity. The latter is due to 
physical processes such as beam-hardening, noise of the 
projection data and x-ray scattering [14], similar to the metal 
artifacts in attenuation tomography. 

In this paper, the dark-field tomography of a biological 
sample, i.e. the mouse liver sample, is exhibited, in which 
severe ring artifacts and steak artifacts exist. Then the 
combined wavelet-Fourier filtering method is adopted to 
reduce the ring artifacts. Afterwards the pre-reconstruction 
based metal artifact reduction method is employed to reduce 
the steak artifacts. The experimental results show the 
advantages of the dark-field tomography over the absorption 
tomography and the feasibility of the artifact reduction 
method. 

II. METHODS 

A. Grating-based dark-field imaging 
The schematic diagram of the grating-based imaging is 

shown in Fig. 1(a). It mainly consists of a source grating (G0) 
and two gratings (G1, G2). The grating G1 can be a phase 
grating or absorption grating, creating its self-image through 
Talbot-Lau effect [1-3] or classical optics [4] in the position of 
G2 where Moire fringes occur. The source grating G0, 
typically an absorption grating, placed close to the X-ray tube, 
generates an array of line sources with partial coherence, 
enabling the use of conventional large-focal-spot X-ray tube 
[2,3,4]. The Moire fringes are sampled with the phase stepping 
approach and transformed into intensity variations on each 
detector pixel by stepping one of the gratings along the 
transverse direction [11,12] and recording images at every 
step, that is the intensity oscillation curve, shown as Fig. 1(b).  

Then the attenuation contrast image, the differential phase 
contrast (DPC) image and the dark-field contrast image are 
given by the changes of the mean value, phase and the 

X-ray grating-based dark-field tomography with 
artifact reduction 
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visibility of the sample oscillation curve and the background 
oscillation curve. 

G0

L

D

X-ray source

detector

G1

G2

sample

(a)

(b)  
Fig. 1. The grating interferometer. (a) The schematic diagram. (b) 
The sample intensity oscillation curve (the dash line curve) and the 
background intensity oscillation curve (the solid line curve) measured 
with 10 steps during the phase stepping approach with the grating 
interferometer in Tsinghua University, China. 

B. Dark-field tomography and its reconstruction method 
Computed tomography (CT) of the dark-field imaging 

adopts the scattering contrast mechanism to explore the 
internal structures of the sample. The tomography acquisition 
takes multiple projections with the sample and the setup 
rotated relatively. 

Wang et al [5] demonstrated that the small-angle scattering 
signal as recorded with grating interferometry follows a rule 
similar to Beer-Lambert law, which is just the foundation of 
the attenuation CT. The same result has been confirmed and 
further developed by Chen et al [7] and Yahiro et al [8].  
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where 0z   is the instance between G1 and G2. 

On the other hand, Khelashvili et al [13] has deduced that 
the second moment of the scattering angle distribution fulfills 
the line integral condition. 
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where n  is the density of the sample, s  is the scattering 

cross section, and p  is the angular beam broadening due to a 

single spherical scatterer.  
Therefore, the scattering parameter s  can be quantitatively 

reconstructed with conventional CT algorithms. For the cone-
beam geometry of the imaging system, the dark-field image 
can be reconstructed directly by the commonly used FDK-type 
reconstruction algorithms [13].    

C. Artifact reduction methods 
A common method to reduce ring artifacts in reconstructed 

images is to reduce the stripe artifacts in the sinograms. 
Several different methods for stripe artifact reduction have 
been proposed, including moving average filtering [15], 
histogram matching [16], wavelets [17, 18]. Here, we adopt 
the method based on the combination of wavelet decompose-
tion and Fourier filtering [19], which can remove stripe 
artifacts while preserving the original image information. 

Then, the pre-reconstruction based metal artifact reduction 
method [14] is employed to reduce the steak artifacts. The 
method first locates the metal part in the projection data, and 
then modifies the metal projection data using the interpolation 
algorithm. The CT image is reconstructed from the modified 
data, and the metal part would be pasted back. This idea has 
been developed to deal with the metal artifacts in different 
types of CT systems ever since.                                                                     

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The experiment was done with a mouse liver sample in the 
grating interferometry at Tsinghua University in China. This 
protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of 
Shanghai Cancer Center, Fudan University. We adopt the 
tumor model for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 5×106 
hepatoma cells were injected into the liver of 5 BALB/c mice. 
The mice were neutralized and the mouse livers were removed 
in the 14th day after injection. Specimens were fixed in 4% 
formalin solution in 1 day, and were dehydrated in graded 
series of ethanol in 7 days.  

The grating interferometry mainly consists three gratings 
G0, G1 and G2, which were made of gold material with 200 
μm thick silicon wafer by Microworks GmbH. The source 
grating G0 is an absorption grating with a duty cycle of 0.3 
μm, a period of 16.8 μm and a structure height of 40 μm. The 
first grating G1 is a π phase shift grating with a period of 4.2 
μm and a structure height of 5.4 μm. The second grating G2 is 
an absorption grating with a period of 2.4 μm and a structure 
height of 40 μm. Additionally, the setup contains a Comet 
MXR-160HP/11 X-ray tube of tungsten anode with a 0.4mm 
focal spot as the X-ray generator (operated at 35kVp and a 
current of 15mA), a flat panel detector (Dexela 1512, with a 
pixel size of 75 μm), and a piezo-based nanopositioning stage 
used for the phase stepping process. A series of 8 phase steps 
was acquired by translating the grating G2 over one period, 
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with the acquisition time of each image setting to 800 ms. The 
acceleration voltage of the X-ray source was set to 35 kV and 
the anode current was set to 15 mA. For the CT acquisition, 
720 projections were taken at 0.5° increments.  

The liver specimen was experimented in a plastic tube. The 
radiographic attenuation contrast image, phase contrast image 
and dark-field contrast image at a certain angle are shown in 
Fig. 2. The dark-field image has a distinct advantage in 
distinguish the normal liver tissue and the tumor tissue.  

 

(a) (b) (c)  
Fig. 2. Three kinds of radiographic images: (a) the attenuation image; 
(b) the DPC image; (c) the dark-field image. 
 

Three kinds of information is reconstructed by the FDK-
type reconstruction algorithm. Note that the FDK algorithm 
for the phase image reconstruction adopts the Hilbert filter 
instead of the Ramp filter, which is used for the attenuation 
image and the dark-field image reconstruction. Three kinds of 
information in a reconstructed slice of the regions of interest 
are shown in Fig. 3. The dark-field image reveals high contrast 
of the normal liver tissue. It can easily distinguish the normal 
liver tissue and the tumor. However, obvious ring artifacts in 
all three images and steak artifacts appear in the dark-field 
image. 

Fig. 4(a) shows the sinogram of the dark-field slice. 
Obvious stripes cause the ring artifacts in the reconstructed 
image. The combined wavelet-Fourier filtering method is 
adopted to reduce the stripe artifacts. Fig. 4(b) shows the 
results obtained with a DB15 wavelet and filtering of the 
decomposition level 4 with σ=5 in the horizontal direction and 

the decomposition level 5 with σ=1 in the vertical direction. 
Most of the stripes are removed, demonstrating the feasibility 
of the method. However, it’s not perfect. The smooth parts of  
the sinograms are blurred and not all the stripes are removed. 
Fig. 5(b) shows the reconstructed result after the ring artifact 

(a)

(b)  
Fig. 4. (a) The original sinogram of the dark-field image; (b) the 
sinogram after stripe reduction.  

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Two reconstructed slices of three kinds of information. (a) the attenuation images; (b) the phase images; (c) the dark-field images. 
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reduction. The ring artifacts are well removed. However, the 
plastic tube walls are blurred due to the blurring of the smooth 
parts of the sinogram. 

Then the pre-reconstruction based metal artifact reduction 
method is employed to reduce the steak artifacts. Firstly, the 
strong scattering part, similar to the metals in absorption 
tomography, is segmented, where the simple threshold 
segmentation method is adopted. Then the strong scattering 
parts are forward projected to label the corresponding areas in 
the sinogram. Afterwards, the strong scattering parts are wiped 
and the Laplacian interpolation method is used to restore the 
area. Finally, the projection is reconstructed again and the 
strong scattering part is added to the reconstructed result. Fig. 
5(c) shows the final result of the dark-field image with artifact 
reduction. The streak artifacts are well removed and the strong 
scattering parts are well exhibited. However, the boundary of 
the normal liver tissue is blurred. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the dark-field tomography of the mouse liver 
specimen is exhibited, which can distinguish the normal liver 
tissue and the tumor part. However, severe ring artifacts and 
steak artifacts exist. The combined wavelet-Fourier filtering 
method is adopted to reduce the ring artifacts. Afterwards the 
pre-reconstruction based metal artifact reduction method is 
employed to reduce the steak artifacts. The experimental 
results show the feasibility of the artifact reduction methods. 
However, some useful information is blurred. In the future, 
better parameters will be studied and other methods will be 
adopted. 
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. The reconstructed results of the dark-field image. (a) the original image; (b) the ring-artifact reduction image; (c) the final image after
ring artifact reduction and steak artifact reduction. 
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A Data-Driven Framework to Optimize External
Marker Positioning for Internal Motion Tracking

Joyita Dutta, Georges El Fakhri, and Quanzheng Li

Abstract—Gating and motion-compensated image reconstruc-
tion are frequently used to avoid respiratory motion artifacts
in PET imaging for both diagnostics and radiotherapy. In
the absence of voxel-by-voxel deformation measures, motion
trajectories of external markers placed on the chest and upper
abdomen are frequently used as surrogate signals for internal
motion tracking. Precise tracking of an internal region of interest,
such as a tumor, however, entails optimal placement of external
markers to ensure synchrony between the internal and external
respiratory phases. In this paper, we present a data-driven
framework that enables identification of synchronous areas inside
the torso and on the skin surface. This information can be used
to guide optimal placement of superficial markers depending on
the location of the internal region of interest. Our results pinpoint
parts of the chest wall which efficiently capture the distinct
motion signatures associated with the full torso volume. We also
employ the proposed approach to examine correlations across
different external and internal regions of interest determined
solely by the deformation patterns and therefore not limited to
specific external marker sites and internal anatomical landmarks.

Index Terms—Respiratory motion, internal-external motion,
gating, motion-compensated image reconstruction, PET/CT,
PET/MR.

I. INTRODUCTION

RESPIRATORY motion poses a challenge to positron
emission tomography (PET) quantitation for both diag-

nostics and therapeutics. Diaphragm displacement along the
superior-inferior direction during normal breathing can be as
high as 20 mm locally [1]. A variety of methods have been
developed for motion tracking and motion-compensated image
reconstruction (MCIR) that enable reconstruction of PET im-
ages devoid of motion artifacts. While more advanced image-
based methods use 4D computed tomography (CT) or 4D
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to generate internal (voxel-
by-voxel) distributions of displacement, a majority of motion
tracking systems rely on external surrogate respiratory signals.
Examples of surrogate signals include motion trajectories of
the chest or abdominal surface measured using optical markers
tracked by cameras or using pressure sensors mounted on
elastic belts [2], [3]. Several studies have been reported that
have attempted to quantify the relationship between internal
and external motion measures. Strong correlations between
abdominal wall marker motion and diaphragm motion were re-
ported in [4]. In [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9], the internal-external
correlations were studied in the specific context of lung
tumor motion. While these studies report high correlations

J. Dutta, G. El Fakhri, and Q. Li are with the Center for Advanced
Medical Imaging Sciences, Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical School
and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, 02114, USA, e-mail:
Dutta.Joyita@mgh.harvard.edu, Li.Quanzheng@mgh.harvard.edu.

between external motion and tumor motion, they also suggest
a strong dependence of the correlation on the external marker
position. Additionally, these results are dependent on the tumor
locations in the specific clinical cases analyzed. Due to the
dependence of the correlation on both marker location and
tumor location, optimal positioning of the external markers is
critical for accurate motion tracking. An attempt to analyze the
regional variation in internal-external correlations with a focus
on optimal marker positioning was presented in [10]. However,
the selection of external regions of interest (ROIs) was ad hoc.
In this paper, we present a data-driven framework that enables
us to identify distinct motion signatures inside the body and
and on the skin surface and use these to delineate different
ROIs. This framework can guide external marker placement
depending on which ROI the clinical feature of interest belongs
to. We examined correlations within and across the external
and internal ROIs and computed the variabilities therein.

4D MR or  
4D CT scan 

PET scan with 
multiple external 

markers 

Motion feature 
vector computation 

Target identification 
(from clinical history or 

ungated PET) 

Optimal binning of 
PET data 

Gated reconstruction 
or MCIR 

PET scan with 
optimal marker 

placement 
Optimal binning of 

PET data 
Gated reconstruction 

or MCIR 

Data acquisition Data processing 

I. First Scan 

II. Future Scans 

Data acquisition Data processing 

Fig. 1. Process flow for optimizing motion tracking.

a b 

Fig. 2. (a) End-expiration gated MR image (white line near the diaphragm
included for position reference). (b) End-inspiration gated MR image.

II. METHODS

A. Overview

Our approach seeks to optimize external marker positioning
for PET motion tracking based on motion feature vectors
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2

1 2 3 4 

Fig. 4. Projection coefficients along the outer surface of the torso, which represent the 4D feature space spanned by the four largest singular vectors (indexed
as 1 through 4). Upward and downward pointing triangles indicate surface points with the maximum and minimum coefficients respectively. (The minimum
coefficient for singular vector 3 is occluded in this view.)

a b 

Fig. 3. (a) Plot showing the 3ng = 36 singular values. An index threshold
of ns = 4 was chosen to generate a low-rank approximation. (b) Singular
vectors corresponding to the four largest singular values used to generate a
4D feature space.

derived from a prior 4D MR or 4D CT scan. The complete
data acquisition and processing framework is described in
Fig. 1. Voxel-by-voxel displacement fields are computed over
the image volume from the 4D anatomical images. Marker
placement is guided by (i) a set of motion features derived
from the entire volume and (ii) the target internal location,
e.g. some sub-region within the lungs for a patient known to
have lung cancer. Target identification could either be broadly
based on patient clinical history or could be specifically guided
by an ungated PET scan. Once ideal external locations for
marker placement have been identified, PET datasets can be
optimally binned for gating or MCIR. It should be noted that
this method requires standalone 4D anatomical images and
can be applied to both earlier PET scans (to compare multiple
marker locations) and future PET scans (with optimal marker
positioning). It could also be extended to cases where 4D
anatomical images are altogether unavailable by utilizing a
statistical atlas constructed using motion fields obtained from
a population. In this paper, however, we elucidate our approach
using a single human dataset.

B. Motion Tracking

4D MR imaging was used for internal motion tracking.
The clinical data for this study was acquired on a Biograph
mMR whole body simultaneous PET/MR scanner (Siemens
Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The acquisition was
done under free breathing. MR k-space data were collected
using a golden-angle radial FLASH sequence [11] simulta-
neously with PET list-mode data. This sequence uses a fast
slice-projection navigator to track the diaphragm position for

each repetition time (TR). The MR acquisition parameters
were as follows: 5 mm slice thickness, 24 coronal slices,
1kHz/pixel bandwidth, 4096 radial lines with 256 samples
per line, 3.3 ms TR, and 30◦ excitation angle. The k-space
data was binned into 12 gates using navigator information.
The 4D MR images were reconstructed iteratively using k-t
FOCUSS, which enables robust reconstruction in the presence
of undersampling and suppresses streaking artifacts that are
commonplace in undersampled radial acquisition schemes
[12]. Fig. 2 shows the MR images corresponding to the end-
expiration and end-inspiration gates. Non-rigid registration
based on diffeomorphic demons was used to compute the
deformation fields mapping a reference gated MR image to
the other gates [13].

C. ROI Generation

The deformation fields can be represented as a tensor D ∈
Rnx×ny×nz×ng×3, where the first three dimensions represent
the voxel coordinates in the 3D image, the fourth represents the
gate index, and the fifth represents the deformation orientation.
To identify the principal patterns of displacement and to
reduce the dimensionality of D, we perform singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the 2D matrix DTD ∈ R3ng×3ng ,
where D ∈ R(nx.ny.nz)×(ng.3) is a matricized representation
of the tensor D. The SVD is truncated to obtain a small set of
singular vectors to be used as feature vectors. For data-driven
generation of ROIs, k-means clustering was performed on
these features over the full volume. The k-means++ technique
was used to select k centroid seeds. Repeated runs of 10
replicates were used to ensure convergence.

Intensity-based thresholding was performed to create a
binary 3D mask for the torso from the reference gate MR
image. For a digital rendering of the outer surface where
external markers are generally placed, a triangulated mesh with
4,059 nodes and 7,760 faces was generated from the torso
mask using the MATLAB iso2mesh toolbox [14].

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3(a) shows the resultant singular value spectrum. Based
on the spectrum, we retain the ns = 4 largest singular values
for a reduced rank representation in a 4D feature space. Fig.
3(b) shows the corresponding four largest singular vectors,
vi ∈ R3ng , where i = 1 : 4 and ng = 12. While computing
the SVD, the elements of the displacement vectors were sorted
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Fig. 5. The six ROIs generated by k-means clustering. (a) Volumetric distribution of clusters shown on coronal slices (dorsal end: top left, ventral end: bottom
right). (b) Surface distribution of the same clusters. The colorbar indicates cluster indices for both the volume and the surface.

in the order {x, y, z} representing the anterior-posterior (AP),
left-right (LR), and superior-inferior (SI) directions respec-
tively. We observe that the first singular vector is dominated
by the SI motion component (elements 25 to 36) with some
influence of AP, the second one is dominated by LR (elements
13 to 24), the third dominated by AP (elements 1 to 12), and
the fourth chiefly influenced by AP and SI.

Projection coefficients for the four largest singular vectors
were computed at each voxel and each surface node to generate
a 4D feature space. Fig. 4 shows the projection coefficients
on the surface nodes. The error resulting from the low-rank
approximation was 22.11 ± 10.33%, with the largest errors
found in the top part of the chest near the shoulders. Loca-
tions on the outer surface that yield maximum and minimum
projection coefficients are indicated in Fig. 4 by upward
and downward facing triangles respectively. Optimization of
marker placement can be achieved by selecting a set of marker
positions which capture all four feature vectors.

To investigate the effect of volume and surface ROI loca-
tions on the internal-external correlations, k-means clustering
was performed. The lower limit on the number of clusters is
decided by the number of features (singular vectors) to be
captured. Accordingly, we tested clustering performance for
k = 4, 6, and 8. Fig. 5 shows the result of k-means clustering
for k = 6. The cluster indices were sorted according to the
mean amplitude of deformation for each ROI (1 highest, 6
lowest). The volumetric distribution of the clusters displayed
as coronal slices (dorsal end: top left, ventral end: bottom
right) is shown in Fig. 5(a). The occurrence of these clusters
on the skin surface is depicted on the outer torso mesh in
Fig. 5(b). Comparison with the anatomy reveals that clusters
1 and 2 correspond to the base of the lungs and the upper
abdomen, 3 and 4 include the middle part of the chest wall, 5
encompasses the middle part of the lungs and the carina, and
6 consists of several regions including the apex of the lungs
and the back muscles.

Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation (marked by error bars) of the projection
coefficients of the four largest singular vectors and for the six clusters.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution (mean and standard deviation)
of the projection coefficients for the four feature vectors and
for the six clusters. Clusters 1 and 2, which coincide with
areas of maximum deformation (along the SI direction) lying
in the vicinity of the diaphragm have the largest projection
coefficients. Deformation patterns corresponding to singular
vector 1 are most effectively captured by these two clusters.
Additionally, clusters 3, 4, and 5 also exhibit large coefficient
magnitudes for this feature. Singular vector 2 is mainly cap-
tured by clusters 3 and 4. Singular vectors 3 and 4 are also
dominated by the same two clusters. Singular vector 3, which
primarily represents deformation in the AP direction, is also
represented prominently in cluster 6. To summarize, clusters
3 and 4, which cover the left and right sides of the chest area
respectively, appear to capture all four features effectively and
would therefore be ideal for external marker placement on this
human subject when the internal target is unspecified.

Pearson’s correlation coefficients were computed at each
surface node with respect to the mean deformation vector over
all voxels belonging to that cluster. The mean and standard
deviation of the internal-external correlations for each cluster
are shown in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b) shows the surface area on the
torso occupied by each cluster. While clusters 1 and 2 have
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Fig. 7. (a) Mean and standard deviation (marked by error bars) of the internal-external correlation coefficients for each cluster. Statistics were computed over
the surface nodes. (b) Surface area fraction for each cluster. (c) Mean of the absolute values of the across-cluster internal-external correlation coefficients.

the largest correlation coefficients, these occupy < 10% of the
body surface. In comparison, clusters 3 and 4 simultaneously
have high mean correlations (> 0.75) and together comprise
close to 50% of the body surface, making them an easier
target for marker placement. Since the internal features of
interest (e.g. tumors) could span multiple ROI clusters, we also
examine internal-external correlations across different clusters.
The absolute values of the cross-correlations averaged over all
the surface nodes in each ROI are shown in Fig. 7(c). To see
the utility of this result, let us assume the tracking target is
a lesion located inside the dome of the liver, which would
fall under cluster 1. Although cluster 1 exhibits the highest
mean correlation value for this case, it comprises < 2% of the
torso surface area. In comparison, cluster 3 (left middle part
of the chest wall), which has a mean cross-correlation of 0.78
with the dome of the liver, is more accessible as it comprises
18% of the surface and would be a more suitable location for
marker placement in this case.

IV. CONCLUSION

Motion tracking systems for PET gating and MCIR assume
high correlations between external markers and internal or-
gans and features. We have presented a framework for data-
driven comparison of internal and external motion. Using
our framework we identify potential locations for marker
placement which efficiently capture the key internal motion
signatures. Compared to previous studies, which have focused
on some specific external marker sites and internal anatomical
landmarks, this method allows us to examine correlations
across different external and internal ROIs determined by the
deformation patterns.

Our ongoing and future work involves application of this
method to a collection of human datasets to characterize a
variety of breathing patterns. As future work, we will perform
realistic PET/MR simulations to assess the quantitative benefit
of optimally chosen surrogate signals for PET gating. We will
also examine changes in internal-external correlations over
time due to amplitude variations, phase shifts, and baseline
drifts between internal and external motion signals [15]. Fi-
nally, to enable application of this technique to cases where 4D
anatomical images are unavailable, we will build a statistical
atlas of motion fields from a population of human subjects
and apply this framework to the atlas.
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Abstract—Tensor-valued data is more complex to validly de-
noise, as these shapes are usually constrained. Considerable
efforts have been spent on achieving this for Diffusion Tensor
Imaging. A novel tensor-valued imaging modality, X-ray Tensor
Tomography (XTT) has recently been presented, where the
tensors describe scattering of X-ray beams. In this work, we
investigate the applicability of a Total-Variation-based method
enforcing the tensors to remain on their manifold.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Most imaging modalities provide scalar-valued, or vector-
valued data: X-ray attenuation in CT, radioactive decay prob-
abilities in PET and SPECT, acoustic impedance in ultrasono-
graphy, magnetic resonance in MRI, light intensity in pho-
tography. For such cases, many methods for post-processing,
particularly denoising, have been developed, and are largely
applicable to all these modalities. Examples include convolu-
tion filters (Gauss smoothing), rank filters (median filtering),
filtering in the frequency domain (band-pass filtering), or
full-fledged iterative approaches enforcing certain constraints
(variants of `1-minimisation such as Total Variation [1], for
instance).

However, there are also some very few modalities where
more complex information is carried per voxel. A prominent
example is Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) where information
about the diffusion of molecules in living tissue is stored
as tensor-valued data. Denoising in this domain is harder to
achieve, because any algorithm for processing such data has
to preserve the tensor-valued nature of the data. In the case
of DTI, the diffusion tensors live in the Riemannian manifold
Pos3 of positive matrices [2], [3]. In order to process this kind
of data in an elegant way, it is possible to rely on algorithms
which take this specific manifold structure into account. For
instance, Weinmann et al. [4], [5] have suggested a special
Total-Variation-(TV)-optimisation on manifolds (such as Pos3)
in a recent work, and they have presented promising results
for DTI.

Another, not so well-known tensor-valued imaging modality
is X-ray tensor tomography (XTT), as presented very recently

by Malecki et al. [6]. In this case, X-ray scattering ellipsoids
are reconstructed1, and can be used as hint at the underlying
structure at sub-voxel – and thus usually not visible – scale.
In particular, fibre- and tube-like objects cause very distinct,
oblate ellipsoids, see fig. 1. Vice versa, such ellipsoids are
used to track streamlines through the reconstruction, in a way
similar to DTI.

An obvious question is, therefore, whether DTI denoising
methods are applicable to XTT. In this paper we show that
XTT data can be successfully regularised using an approach
comparable to [4], [5]. We demonstrate the potential of this
approach using a real XTT dataset measured on a grating-
based interferometry setup [6], [8].

II. METHODS

In this paper, we strictly concentrate on denoising, and we
assume a reconstruction of the directional dark-field signal
to be available. We expect this reconstruction to provide
ellipsoids for every voxel, encoded as normalised half-axes
v1, v2, v3 with respective radii r1, r2, r3. Based on this
information, we construct a rank-2 tensor, i.e. a 3x3 symmetric
positive matrix – as is typical for DTI. Using the tensor-
based formula for ellipsoids, this scattering tensor T can be
constructed by interpreting the radii of the half-axes as the

1Another abstract containing more details about XTT, its modelling, recon-
struction and visualisation has been submitted to this conference [7].

Fig. 1. Expected X-ray scattering at fibre- or tube-like structures.
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reciprocal square roots of the eigenvalues, and the normalised
half-axes as the eigenvectors:

T =


...

v1 v2 v3
...

 ·


1
r21

0 0

0 1
r22

0

0 0 1
r23

 ·


...
v1 v2 v3

...


>

Similar to DTI, the scattering tensors live in the Riemannian
manifold Pos3, a manifold equipped with a Riemannian metric.
At a point D this metric is defined [2], [4] as

d(W,V ) = trace(D−0.5WD−1V D−0.5), (1)

where the two symmetric matrices W and V are elements of
the tangent space at D. We propose to use an `2−TV denois-
ing approach (comparable to the one proposed by Rudin et al.
[1] for scalar-valued data) on the manifold Pos3, and solve

arg min
x

1

2

∑
i,j

d2(xi,j , fi,j)

+ α
∑
i,j

d(xi,j , xi+1,j)

+ α
∑
i,j

d(xi,j , xi,j+1),

where f is the original data, d is the metric (1), and dp

denotes its p-th power. Note that this equation describes the
two-dimensional case with indices i, j, but generalisation to
higher dimensions is straight-forward.

This energy can be minimised using the cyclic proximal
point algorithm [4]. This algorithm requires the computation of
points on geodesics, i.e. shortest paths between two points on
the manifold. If explicit formulas for the exponential mapping
expD and its inverse exp−1D are available, geodesics between
two points D, E on the manifold can be easily parametrised
as

[D,E]t = expD(W )(t exp−1D (E))

for t ∈ [0, 1]. The exponential mapping and its inverse for
Pos3 are given by, cf. [2], [4],

expD(W ) = D0.5 exp(D−0.5WD−0.5)D0.5,

exp−1D (E) = D0.5 log(D−0.5ED−0.5)D0.5

where W is an element of the tangent space at D. In
practice, these functions can be implemented efficiently using
eigenvalue decompositions.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have implemented the denoising method in C++. For
eigenvalue decomposition we used Eigen [9]. In order to
test it, we have taken scattering projections of a carbon
knot, inter-looped carbon fibres surrounded by hot glue, see
fig. 2, and reconstructed scattering ellipsoids using a novel
formulation [7] effectively applying 50 interleaved iterations
of conjugate gradient optimisation on several linear systems.

Having obtained these results, the tensor-valued dataset was
thinned down to keep computation time for denoising in a

Fig. 2. Carbon knot sample: Interlooped carbon fibres, embedded in hot glue,
and attached to a sample holder using adhesive tape.

feasible range. Of the 2013 original tensors, we selected nine
cross sections, four voxels apart, optimally covering the knot
Like that, we ended up with a dataset of 201 × 201 × 9
reconstructed ellipsoid-shaped scattering tensors that we sub-
sequently denoised. As further simplification, the nine planes
have been processed separately in a two-dimensional fashion,
running 10 iterations of the proximal point algorithm for
`2 − TV with α = 1 in 4 s per plane.

For visualization of the tensors we took every fifth tensor
within these planes, both horizontally as well as vertically.

Example results for a single slice are shown in fig. 3
and 4. In fig. 3, we show the original and denoised tensors
as ellipsoids where the colours have been chosen from the
HSV colourspace based on the smallest half-axes. In fig. 4,
the projections of the smallest have-axes onto the slice are
shown where the colours have again been chosen as described
above.

A rendering of the full three-dimensional dataset is shown in
fig. 5 where streamlines have been tracked along the smallest
half-axes [7].

In the two-dimensional plots, the denoised ellipsoids clearly
show considerably smoother transitions between neighbours.
This behaviour is also visible in the second set of three-
dimensional renderings, where denoising also had positive
side-effects on the fibre tracker, thus enabling it to trace more,
longer, and smoother streamlines.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that XTT data can be
successfully regularised using techniques that are aware of the
underlying manifold structure of this novel imaging modality.
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Fig. 3. Denoised results for a sample slice of the thinned-down volume. From left to right: Original X-ray tensor ellipsoids after reconstrution (left), and
after denoising (right). For better visibility, these structures have been isotropically scaled by a factor of 100.

Fig. 4. Denoised results for a sample slice of the thinned-down volume. From left to right: Smallest half-axes of the same ellipsoids, again after
reconstruction(left), and after denoising (right). For better visibility, these structures have been isotropically scaled by a factor of 100, and the half-axes
have been projected into the plane.

Even by performing an approximate pseudo-three-dimensional
regularisation, promising results on real data can be achieved.
Such an approach can be interpreted as a kind of additive oper-
ator splitting [10] applied to just two out of three dimensions.
Moreover, considering the increased computational expenses
for reconstructing such tensors, retrospective denoising is a
very interesting alternative to regularised reconstruction.

So far, our implementation is intended as proof-of-concept-
prototype. Adaptation for fully three-dimensional application
can be achieved easily. This will serve as basis for an extensive
study in order to validate the proposed approach.
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Impact of Spectral Separation in Dual-Energy CT
with Anti-Correlated Statistical Reconstruction

Kevin M. Brown1, Stanislav Žabić1, and Gilad Shechter2

Abstract—We compare the performance of a realistic dual-
layer spectral CT system with an ideal detector having perfect
energy separation. When combined with an appropriate recon-
struction method, we show that the performance of the realistic
detector nearly matches the ideal detector, for a given material
classification task.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dual-Energy spectral CT can be realized by a number of
different strategies, including dual source [1], kV-switching
[2], and most recently with a detector-based approach [3].
Methods to assess the relative imaging performance of the
different technologies typically rely on estimates or models
for the SNR in the basis decomposed projections [4], [5].
While fast and relatively simple, such methods do not take
into account the dramatic improvements which come from
statistical reconstruction methods that take advantage of the
special noise properties of the decomposed basis data, and as
such the conclusions drawn may be misleading.

In this work we endeavor to show that a proper statistical
reconstruction approach can dramatically reduce the impact of
the energy spectral separation on the final image quality.

II. METHODS

A. Simulation

We want to compare the performance of two detector-based
spectral CT approaches - one based on the energy spectrum
of a real dual-layer detector, and another based on an ”ideal”
detector with greatly improved energy separation. Figure 1
shows the energy spectra for the low-energy (upper layer) and
high-energy (lower layer) for the real and ideal detectors, at a
tube voltage of 120 kVp. The real detector has considerable
overlap in the energies which deposit in the upper and lower
layers. The ideal detector has a perfect cutoff with no overlap
between energies in the different layers. The cutoff point for
the ideal detector was chosen based on two criteria: first, to
match the noise present in the low and high layers of the real
detector and second, to maximize the ”spectral separation”
(defined as the difference between the center of mass of
the low and high spectra). The ideal detector has a spectral
separation of 32 keV. This approaches the same separation as
spectra from a dual-source approach with 80kV / 140kV+ tin
filter (39 keV), which has the largest separation of any dual-
energy method currently available (besides photon-counting).

The phantom for the simulation is shown in Figure 2. It con-
sists of a 33cm water cylinder containing five 10mm diameter

1 Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH. E-mail: kevin.m.brown@philips.com.
2 Philips Medical Technologies, Ltd., Haifa, Israel

Fig. 1. Energy spectra for the real and ideal detectors after 25cm of water.

Fig. 2. Phantom used for the study. Left = noiseless low-E image for the
ideal detector. Right = noiseless combined (conventional) image for the ideal
detector. W = 500.

split cylinders of calcium and iodine in varying concentrations
(given in Table 1). The iodine and calcium concentrations are
designed such that the Hounsfeld units of the material in each
cylinder are the same in the conventional (non-spectral) CT
image. A polychromatic simulation is performed using the
spectra from Figure 1 and then independent Poisson noise is
realized to the signal from each detector layer, following the
model given in [6], equivalent to a 300 mAs scan. Electronic
noise was not included because it has negligible impact at
these signal levels. Note that since the input beam spectrum
is identical for each case, the dose for both the ideal detector
and real detector simulations is equal.
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Rod Iodine Concentration (mg/ml) Calcium Concentration (mg/ml)
1 2.0 25.2
2 2.5 26.8
3 5.0 40
4 7.5 50
5 7.5 50

TABLE I
CALCIUM AND IODINE CONCENTRATIONS

B. Decomposition

The simulated noisy low-energy and high-energy line in-
tegrals are decomposed onto a photo-electric and Compton-
scatter basis [7] using a lookup-table based approach. The line
integrals for photo and scatter are scaled so that their sum
produces the monochromatic image corresponding to about
70 keV. The decomposition procedure introduces strong anti-
correlations in the basis line integrals when applied to noisy
data [8], for both detector configurations studied here. This is
an important and useful piece of information that will be used
to improve the reconstruction in the next section.

C. Reconstruction

For reconstruction we compare two methods: first a standard
filtered back-projection (FBP) reconstruction, and a second
approach using a regularizing roughness penalty.

Total variation minimization has been used in the past for
efficient denoising of CT images [9], [10]. Here we introduce
an extension of the method adapted for pairs of images with
anti-correlated noise. The classical total variation minimization
problem [11] is expressed as

(û) = arg min(u)

∫
|∇u|+ 1

2
λ

∫ (
u− u0

)2
(1)

which seeks a noise reduced image û while balancing the
trade-off between the decreased roughness of the output image
u and its similarity to the input image u0, via the parameter λ.
Alternate roughness penalties can be substituted for the total
variation... one common choice is the Huber function hδ(x)
[12], and if we combine this with allowing λ to be a matrix
on the same domain as the image, then the problem becomes

(û) = arg min(u)

∫
hδ(∇u) +

1

2

∫
λu
(
u− u0

)2
(2)

Our extension addresses the case that occurs when we have
two images p0 and s0, where the noise in these images is anti-
correlated, as described above. For this situation we propose
the following joint optimization problem:

(p̂, ŝ) = arg min(p,s)

∫
hδ(∇p) +

∫
hδ(∇s)+

1

2

∫
λu
(
p+ s− u0

)2
+

1

2

∫
λp
(
p− p0

)2
+

1

2

∫
λs
(
s− s0

)2
. (3)

where u0 is the image where the anti-correlated noise max-
imally cancels out, in this case u0 = p0 + s0. The λ’s can

Fig. 3. Resulting photo images (W=250). (a) ideal FBP (b) ideal AC-ROF
(c) real FBP (d) real AC-ROF

be either scalars or matrices considering the spatially varying
noise levels in the initial images... for this study we used the
simpler approach with scalar λ’s and taking λu � λp, λs, with
δ = 4 for the Huber penalty. The solution is found using the
fixed-point algorithm, similar to the approach by Chan and
Shen [13]. The additional constraint to the u0 image makes
intuitive sense: if only the anti-correlated noise is perfectly
removed, then the sum of the denoised images should be
identical to the sum of the initial images. As the ”classical”
formula in Eq. (1) has been called the ”ROF” method (after
the original authors [11]), we refer to the extension in Eq. (3)
as the ”AC-ROF” method.

A few similarities with other recently published works may
be mentioned. Rigie [14] shows a joint TV minimization that
uses the nuclear norm of the pair of images, but does not
account for the anti-correlated noise. Sawatzky [15] develops
a ”multi-channel” approach, with full covariance matrix, and
solved by an ADDM method. Our cost function can be viewed
as a special case of the covariance weights, applied to the
image denoising problem, and solved using the fixed-point
algorithm.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the reconstructed noisy images, using simple
FBP and the proposed AC-ROF approach, for both the ideal
detector and the real detector simulations. The primary effect
of the improved energy separation in the ideal detector is to
reduce the noise in the basis decomposition images recon-
structed with FBP. The noise standard deviation is about 2x
larger in the real-detector photo FBP image (91.8) compared
to the ideal-detector photo FBP image (42.1). The fact that
the noise is largely anti-correlated can be easily seen in the
scatter plots in Figure 4: voxels with a large positive noise
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots for voxels inside the split rods (large ROIs). Top: ideal
detector. Bottom: real detector. Blue/Red = iodine/calcium voxels with FBP.
Green/Cyan = iodine/calcium voxels with AC-ROF.

on the photo axis, have a low value on the scatter axis, and
points which are very low in the photo image tend positive in
the scatter. Reconstructions from both detectors using AC-ROF
are shown in the right-hand column of Figure 3. The strong
impact of the anti-correlated reconstruction can easily be seen
- now the images from the different detectors are very much
closer, and in the scatter plots (Figure 4), the anti-correlated
noise is almost entirely removed by the AC-ROF method.

A few points to mention about the scatter plots:
1) Resolution Effects: A close look at the plots in Figure

4 will show that although the noise is strongly reduced in
the AC-ROF images, some of the green and cyan points still
nearly touch the separation line. To demonstrate that this is
not residual noise, in Figure 5 we make the same scatter
plots, but for smaller ROIs that do not cover the transition
between calcium and iodine within each rod (both the large
and small ROIs are displayed in Figure 6). With the transition
not included, plots show a clear separation between iodine and
calcium points for the AC-ROF method. This indicates that the
spread of the AC-ROF points in Figure 4 is due to resolution
effects at the transition between calcium and iodine.

Fig. 5. Scatter plots for voxels inside the split rods (small ROIs), for
the real detector. Blue/Red = iodine/calcium voxels with FBP. Green/Cyan
= iodine/calcium voxels with AC-ROF.

Fig. 6. ROIs used for scatter plots and classification task. Blue = Large
ROIs. Red = Small ROIs.

2) Noise Induced Bias: A second point to note about Figure
4 is that the slopes of the separations lines are not quite the
same for the ideal and real detectors. The reason for this is the
following: the decomposition function for the real detector is
more non-linear than for the ideal detector. For a non-linear
function g in the presence of noise, it is often the case that the
mean of the output is not equal to the result of the mean of the
input; E(g(xi)) 6= g(E(xi)) (the logarithm function used in
CT to convert intensities to line integrals is another common
example [6], [16] ). This results in a noise-induced bias in
the photo and scatter images for the real detector, which in
turn rotates the separation line in Figure 4. This is a point
to address for robust system operation, but since it does not
affect the metrics used in the next section to compare the two
detectors, we leave methods to correct for this effect for future
publications.

A. Metrics

For a more quantitative comparison metric, we look at the
classification task of separating calcium from iodine. Classifi-
cation is performed by fitting a line in the photo/scatter plane
that lies precisely in the middle between the characteristic lines
of iodine and calcium (this is the magenta line in Figure 4).
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Fig. 7. Plots showing fraction correct for the iodine/calcium classification
task. Top: Iodine. Bottom: Calcium. Results show the mean (bars) and
standard deviation (error bars) of the measurement over 16 separate images.

Voxels which lie above the line are classified as iodine, and
those that lie below the line are classified as calcium (We
use the large ROIs from Figure 6 as the more challenging
task). The more noise that exists in the images, especially
in the direction perpendicular to the separation line, more
voxels will be mis-classified. The fraction of voxels which are
correctly classified is then computed for each of the 4 cases,
and the results are shown in Figure 7. With just the linear FBP
reconstruction, the real detector is clearly inferior to the ideal
detector, as expected due to the higher noise. The situation
is dramatically changed with the AC-ROF method. Here the
performance of real detector is either equal to or within 2.5
% of the ideal detector performance for all of the rods.

So for this calcium / iodine classification task, there is
almost no penalty for using the real detector (including its
lesser energy separation), instead of the ideal detector, when
the AC-ROF method is applied. This perhaps surprising result
can be explained by the nature of the noise being removed -
since the noise is strongly anti-correlated, the noise removal
can be much more efficient than is typical for conventional
imaging, when the appropriate noise models are used.

IV. CONCLUSION

Full characterization of a dual-energy CT system must take
into account the reconstruction algorithm, which can deliver
dramatic improvements when utilizing the unique features of
the noise in the basis decomposed images, especially the anti-
correlated noise.

We note that our evaluation has not proven that energy sepa-
ration is irrelevant in every situation... as non-linear algorithms
are involved, a full comparison needs to be task-based, and the
results may be quite different depending on the task. However,
for the task of accurate material classification with the objects
and tube currents that we used, it appears that a real dual-layer
detector, coupled with a proper reconstruction algorithm, can
be quite competitive, even when compared to an ideal detector
with perfect energy separation.
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Abstract—In the work, we investigate the feasibility of using
limited-angle data sets for basis image reconstruction in spectral
CT. Two distinct tube kVp settings are used sequentially with
each covering half of the short scan range. Each single-kVp data
set would pose a limited-angle problem in CT reconstruction,
however the combination of the two covers a wider angular
range and potentially yield images free of, or less prone to, beam
hardening artifacts. Such dual-energy scanning configuration is
enabled through a linearized data model and a beam-hardening
correction strategy we have previously developed. Specifically, we
studied the limited-angle configuration based on a cone-beam CT
geometry and used a discrete thoracic phantom with material
labeling. Both noisy and noiseless data were generated and
reconstructed from using the beam-hardening-corrected ASD-
POCS algorithm. Results demonstrate the feasibility and indicate
that basis images with reduced beam-hardening effect can be
reconstructed directly from two sets of limited-angle data of
distinct kVp settings. Scanning angular range and radiation dose
could therefore be substantially reduced in spectral CT scans.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectral CT exploits, and attempts to recover, the underlying
spectral properties of materials, usually with multiple data
sets using different incident spectra, for enhancing material
contrast and reducing beam-hardening (BH) effect [1]–[3].
Basis material decomposition model [4], [5] has been used
as the main method for spectral CT reconstruction. However,
conventional adoption of separate decomposition and recon-
struction has substantial limits [6], [7]. For example, most
studies in spectral CT require at least two scans with different
kVp settings, with each typically covering a full 2π angular
range. We have previously developed an optimization-based
method integrating the decomposition into the reconstruction
that allows reconstructing the basis components directly from
measured data [7], [8]. Such method enables more flexibility
in designing the scanning configuration for spectral CT. In this
work, we investigate the feasibility of using two distinct kVp
settings in two sequential scans with each covering only half
of the short scan angular range for basis image reconstruction.
Each single-kVp data set would pose a limited-angle problem
in CT reconstruction, however the combination of the two
covers a wider angular range and potentially yield images free
of, or less prone to, BH artifacts. Specifically, numerical sim-
ulations are based on a cone-beam CT geometry, mimicking a
C-arm system used in interventional radiology where scanning
angular range and radiation dose are of significant concern.
Both noiseless and noisy projection data are simulated for the

investigation, with the former setting the performance upper
bound and focusing on the correction of BH effect.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Generation

We consider a spectral CT system based on a cone-beam
CT geometry and diagnostic range kVp settings. The source-
to-detector and source-to-rotation distances are 150 cm and
100 cm, respectively. A 40 cm × 30 cm flat panel detector
with 0.04 cm bin size is used. A low energy spectra, 100 kVp,
is used for the first limited-angle data set, covering an angular
range from 0◦ to 105◦. This is followed by the high energy
spectra scan at 140 kVp covering from 105◦ to 210◦. Each set
includes 175 projections evenly distributed over 105◦. Central
row in the flat panel detector is extracted with 1024 bins. As
a result, the data consist of two sets of 175×1024 sinogram
array. Basis images are reconstructed onto 512×512 arrays
with 0.05 cm pixel size.

1) Noisy Data: A discrete 512×512 phantom mimicking
human thoracic anatomy is used (see Fig. 1a). Each pixel is
labeled as one of the six materials, including air, lung tissue,
adipose tissue, water, muscle, and bone, and thus associated
with a spectral response of µ

ρ from NIST. Projection data are
simulated using the polychromatic attenuation model as

gm = −ln

∫
S(E) exp

[
−
∫
L
µ(E,~r)d~r

]
dE∫

S(E)dE
. (1)

Further, Poisson noise is added to the measured counts and
made equivalent to have 1 × 1010 photons in one flat panel
projection in the air scan.

(a) phantom (b) basis-0: adipose (c) basis-1: bone

Fig. 1: Left (a): phantom monochromatic image at 65 keV,
displayed with a of window [-1500,300] HU to view the small
vessels in the lung; middle (b) and right (c): decomposed basis
images, both displayed with a window of [0,1.5].
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2) Noiseless Data: In addition, the labeled phantom can
be decomposed into basis material maps using the material
decomposition model [4], [5]. In the work, two bases are
selected as adipose tissue and bone. The basis images shown
in Figs. 1b and 1c are from the decomposition based on
the weighted least square fitting, which is the best possible
results without any constraints on the search space. Due to the
lack of k-edges in the energy range of interest, such 2-basis
decomposition model fits accurately to the original materials
in the phantom. Based on this 2-basis decomposition model,
the noiseless data are generated as

gm = −ln

∫
S(E) exp

[
−
∑2
t=1 µt(E)

∫
L
ct(~r)d~r

]
dE∫

S(E)dE
. (2)

B. Optimization-Based Reconstruction

1) Linearized Data Model: Following the method devel-
oped in [8], Equation (2) can be linearized by assuming a
non-linear perturbation term. Specifically, it can be separated
as gm = g + gBH , or

g = gm − gBH =
2∑
t=1

µ̄t

∫
L

ct(~r)dl, (3)

where gBH is the non-linear BH term defined as

gBH ≡ ln

∫
S(E) exp

[
−
∑2
t=1 ∆µt(E)

∫
L
ct(~r)dl

]
dE∫

S(E)dE
, (4)

and

µ̄t ≡
∫
S(E)µt(E)dE & ∆µt(E) = µt(E)− µ̄t. (5)

Consequently, a linearized data model is formed as

~G = H ~C, (6)

where ~Gᵀ = (~g l ᵀ, ~g h ᵀ), ~Cᵀ = (~c ᵀ1 ,~c
ᵀ
2 ) (ᵀ indicates trans-

pose), and

H =

(
µ̄l1A

l µ̄l2A
l

µ̄h1A
h µ̄h2A

h

)
. (7)

Here, µ̄l,h1,2 can be calculated from (5) using low (100 kVp)
and high (140 kVp) energy spectra across two basis materials.
Al,h describes two discrete X-ray transforms that correspond
to the 0-105◦ and 105-210◦ scans, respectively. ~g l,h are the
model data vectors defined in (3), and ~c1,2 are image vectors
representing the two basis images.

2) Reconstruction Program and Algorithm: A constrained
total variation (TV)-minimization program [8], [9] is formu-
lated as

(~c ᵀ1 ,~c
ᵀ
2 ) = argmin(‖~c1‖TV + ‖~c2‖TV )

s.t. D(~G) ≤ ε and c1i, c2i ≥ 0,
(8)

where cti denotes the ith pixel value of basis images ~ct and

D(~G) =
∥∥∥H ~C − ~G

∥∥∥2
=

h∑
s=l

∥∥∥∥∥
(
As ·

2∑
t=1

µ̄st~ct − ~g sm + ~g sBH

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

,

is the l2-norm of data vector difference between the model
data H ~C and the BH-corrected measured data (~Gm − ~GBH).
ε is a positive parameter accounting for the inconsistencies,
including noise and residual BH effect that are not corrected
for by the estimation of ~GBH .

As D(~G) becomes non-convex in the presence of ~g sBH , for
the lack of mathematically converging algorithm, we use an
strategy previously developed [7], [8] to solve the reconstruc-
tion program numerically. The approach, based on the ASD-
POCS algorithm [9], includes notably estimating ~g sBH from
~c1,2 in the current iteration using (4), and subtracting them
from the measured data to correct for the BH effect. In other
words, we update the constraint D(~G) ≤ ε by iteration and
render it into a convex form after each update.

C. Analytic-Based Reconstruction

As the current simulation setup, the two limited-angle scans
connect without gap or overlap, and the ensemble of the two
forms a short scan with uniform angular sampling. Despite
the different kVp setting used, analytic-based reconstruction
algorithm can be applied to the ensemble data. FBP with a
smoothing kernel (cutoff=0.5 & smooth=0.5 in the ram-lak
filter) is used for the noisy data.

D. Evaluation

1) Noiseless Data: Monochromatic images composed from
basis images from optimization-based reconstruction are
shown for visual inspection. In addition, the estimation of the
BH term, gBH , from each iteration is compared against the
true BH term from the true basis images in Figs. 1b and 1c.
With the absence of inconsistencies, the noiseless data study is
designed to set the performance upper bound for the noisy data
study. It also indicates the effectiveness of the BH correction
strategy under the current sampling condition. The difference
between the two BH terms is defined as

gBH−diff =
||gestBH − gtrueBH ||2
||gtrueBH ||2

. (9)

2) Noisy Data: Different energy levels for composite
monochromatic images are selected to show varying con-
trast. Meanwhile, the image reconstructed from analytic-based
method is also presented as a reference. Furthermore, relative
root-mean-square-error (rRMSE) from the phantom image to
reconstructed images, using optimization- and analytic-based
methods, are calculated at different energy levels and used as
a quantitative metric. The rRMSE is defined as

rRMSE(E) =
||~frecon(E)− ~f truth(E)||2

||~f truth(E)||2
, (10)

where ~frecon(E) is independent of energy for the FBP image.

III. RESULTS

A. Noiseless Data

The results from the noiseless data study are present in
Fig. 2. The monochromatic image at 65 keV in Fig. 2a does
not display any artifacts and is visually close to the truth in
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(a) composite at 65 keV
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iteration
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(b) gBH estimates

Fig. 2: Left (a): monochromatic image at 65 keV composed
from reconstructed basis images, displayed with a window of
[-1500,300] HU; right (b): evolution of estimated gBH over
iterations. The monochromatic image is visually close to the
truth. The gBH estimates plateaus after certain iterations.

Fig. 1a. The evolution of estimated gBH is shown in Fig. 2b.
The plot demonstrates the effectiveness of the BH correction
method proposed in [7], [8], as the gBH−diff plunged at first.
Nonetheless, the difference plateaus after certain iterations,
leaving some remaining gBH in the data. The plateau is most
likely due to the null space in the linearized system matrix
in (7), given the challenging angular sampling condition in
this investigation.

B. Noisy data

The results from the noisy data study are present in Fig. 3.
Basis images are reconstructed and can be combined into
monochromatic images at any energy. Two of such composite
images are shown in Figs. 3c and 3d, together with the phan-
tom monochromatic images, as the ground truth, in Figs. 3a
and 3b. In general, the composite images have recovered most
of the vascular features in the lung, while maintaining the
contrast levels. For example, the adipose contrast would be im-
proved at lower energies, by comparing the upper outer layer
around the chest from Fig. 3b to Fig. 3a. Such observation
is repeated in the composite images, comparing Fig. 3d with
Fig. 3c. However, the composite image at 20 keV (Fig. 3c)
seems slightly noisier and displays lower contrast of bony
structures. This is mostly due to the noise and remaining BH
effect in the basis images being elevated by the higher µ values
of basis materials at lower energy. On the other hand, the FBP
image in Fig. 3e, with no choice of monochromatic energy,
also seems to recover some of the vascular features in the
lung. While the adipose contrast in the FBP image is fixed
and lower than that of 20 keV, most of the bony structures in
the image lose the contrast and suffer from the uncorrected
BH effect.

Quantitative results of rRMSE show that the monochromatic
images composed from basis images are consistently closer
to the phantom images than the FBP image. The results
also agree with the observation that composite images at
higher energies are less impacted from the challenging angular
sampling and remaining BH effect.

(a) phantom at 20 keV (b) phantom at 135 keV

(c) composite at 20 keV (d) composite at 135 keV

(e) FBP

Fig. 3: Top row (a) and (b):
phantom monochromatic im-
ages at 20 and 135 keV;
middle row (c) and (d):
monochromatic images at 20
and 135 keV composed from
reconstructed basis images;
bottom row (e): FBP image
with a smoothing kernel. All
images are displayed with a
window of [-1500,300] HU.

The adipose contrast is improved from 135-keV composite
image (d) to 20-keV (c), while the FBP image shows inferior
contrast around bony structures.

rRMSE
composite image FBP image

20 keV 37.3% 60.2%
65 keV 11.5% 16.2%
135 keV 11.4% 20.3%

TABLE I: rRMSE calculated from images in Fig. 3

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the work, we have investigated the feasibility of using
two distinct kVp settings in two sequential scans with each
covering only half of the short scan range for basis image
reconstruction. Numerical simulation studies have been car-
ried out using a discrete human thoracic phantom and two
diagnostic range kV spectra under a cone-beam CT geometry.
Both noiseless and noisy data studies have suggested that,
using the proposed linearized data model and BH correction
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strategy, basis images can be reconstructed and combined into
monochromatic images of acceptable visual quality. Quanti-
tative results from the noisy data study have shown smaller
rRMSE for the composite images than the FBP one. These
preliminary results suggest a promising configuration for quick
and low-dose C-arm scan in the interventional radiology, with
the potential to improve contrast and alleviate BH artifacts
from contrast agents and bony structures.The investigation is
also a good example of how the proposed method in [7],
[8] can enable innovative configuration designs of practical
interest.

No claims of usefulness should be drawn from the above
conclusions, as the interpretation of the results largely depend
on the task application and are subject to additional consider-
ations specific to the study. First comes the angular coverage
of each data set. A short scan is broken into two even parts,
much rather favoring analytic-based method. However, even
shorter angular range for each scan is rightfully interesting
in the optimization-based method, given that reduced angular
sampling and residual BH effect do not conspicuously impact
the basis images. One might also be interested in studying the
angular coverage as a varying parameter in the configuration
design to yield practical utilities.

Secondly, the material composition in the phantom used in
this work may not lend itself the most compelling example for
the investigation. Specially, the BH effect is not pronounced in
the FBP image in Fig. 3e, thus trivializing the purpose of basis
image decomposition. Given a phantom containing some level
of iodine contrast, the FBP image would be compromised from
BH artifacts and basis image reconstruction could potentially
be more resistant.

Thirdly, the optimization-based method requires the knowl-
edge, or a good estimate, of the X-ray spectrum S(E) for
estimating gBH . It is known to be difficult to accurately
measure spectrum, however to what degree of the ”goodness”
of the estimate is sufficient is yet to be determined, especially
given the evolution of gBH estimates in Fig. 2b with perfect
knowledge of the incident spectra.

Finally, basis image reconstruction adds another dimension
in interpreting the results - energy. As seen in Figs. 3c and 3d,
different monochromatic images can be composed from the
same basis image set and evaluations can be made to all or
any one of these images. Further, image analysis tools, such
as computer observer modeling or CAD, can potentially use
basis images as feed and compare the unilateral results.

We plan to report further study results at the conference
regarding the first two points, with varying angular ranges and
phantom with iodine contrast.
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Abstract—Basis decomposition is performed on a simulated
phantom consisting of a compressible mixture of liver and
adipose tissue with inserts containing different concentrations
of iron. Three principal component basis vectors are used in
the decomposition. The results show that material separation is
possible and that the method may be of interest in difficult cases
of tissue characterization.

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray imaging techniques based on the basis decomposition
method introduced by Alvarez and Macovski [1], [2] commonly
assume that the linear attenuation coefficients of human tissue
have an underlying dimensionality of two in the range of
clinical x-ray energies. There is however evidence that the
dimensionality of linear attenuation coefficients of low Z
materials (Z = 1,. . . ,20) in the range of 20-140 keV is
equal to four [3]. In [4], Alvarez shows that the Cramèr-Rao
lower bound of the variance of each estimated component
of the decomposition increases with the number of estimated
components (i.e. the number of basis functions), if the basis
functions are not orthogonal under a specific inner product.
Even so, there are still reasons of investigating the use of
more than two basis functions. Since two basis functions do
not completely span the set of linear attenuation coefficients
of human tissue, an imaging case suitable for study is the
separation of a third material from linear combinations of two
other materials.

Basis decomposition maps linear attenuation coefficients to a
space of the same dimension as the number of basis functions,
let it be called coefficient space. Separation of a third material
from linear combinations of two other materials in coefficient
space may be done by projection onto the subspace that is
orthogonal to the two other materials. This approach is clearly
not possible if the coefficient space is only two dimensional,
since the subspace in most cases would then be the origin. The
investigated case is separation of iron from combinations of
adipose and liver tissue, which has been studied and shown to
be difficult with dual energy CT [5, Liver Imaging], [6].

II. METHODS

A. Basis Decomposition

First we present how basis decomposition is performed with
a multi-bin photon counting system, the description is based

on the formalism of [7]. Assume that we image an object
with linear attenuation coefficient µ(x, E) ∈ R+ at a point
x ∈ R2 and an energy E ∈ R+ with a photon counting
detector system with N projection lines corresponding to a set
of detector elements with M energy bins defined by the bin
edges T1, . . . , TM+1. Assume that each detector element has a
detection efficiency D(E) and each energy bin has a response
function

Sj(E) =

∫ Tj+1

Tj

R(E,E′)dE′, j = 1, . . . ,M,

where R : R2
+ → R+ and

∫∞
0
R(E,E′)dE′ = 1. For

the projection line li, where i = 1, . . . , N , let I0,i be the
number of photons in the unattenuated x-ray beam that hit the
corresponding detector element and let Φi : R+ → R+ describe
the energy density of that beam (implying

∫∞
0

Φi(E)dE = 1).
Let

gij(E) , I0,iΦi(E)D(E)Sj(E).

The number of counts in bin j of projection line i is assumed
to be a Poisson random variable with mean

λij =

∫ ∞
0

gij(E) exp

(
−
∫
li

µ(x(s), E)ds

)
dE (1)

and the number of counts in the different bins for a fixed
projection line i are assumed to be independent random
variables. Assuming that the linear attenuation coefficent
µ(x, E) may be decomposed into K basis functions as

µ(x, E) =
K∑
k=1

ak(x)fk(E), (2)

and defining

Aik =

∫
li

ak(x(s))ds and Ai = (Ai1, . . . , AiK),

one can express λij as

λij(Ai) =

∫ ∞
0

gij(E) exp

(
−

K∑
k=1

Aikfk(E)

)
dE.

Let mij be the observed number of counts in bin j of projection
line i and let mi = (mi1, . . . ,miM ). By the assumption
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that the mij for a fixed projection line i are the outcomes
of independent Poisson random variables one can form the
likelihood function

P(mi|Ai) =
M∏
j=1

λij(Ai)
mij

mij !
exp (−λij(Ai)) .

Taking the negative logarithm and dropping terms that are
constant with respect to Ai, the negative log likelihood is
given by

L(Ai|mi) =
M∑
j=1

λij(Ai)−mij log λij(Ai).

The maximum likelihood basis decomposition of the observed
data {mi}Ni=1 is then given by {A∗i }Ni=1, where

A∗i = argminL(Ai|mi) (3)

and the decomposed basis images a∗k(x) are obtained by the
inverse Radon transform of {A∗ik}Ni=1 for k = 1, . . . ,K.

B. Basis Construction

In this paper we use principal component analysis (PCA)
[8] implemented using singular value decomposition (SVD) to
construct the basis functions used in (2) from a set of linear
attenuation coefficient data. Previous work that have studied
the choice of PCA to construct basis functions in the context
of basis decomposition include [3] and [9].

PCA is ususally performed on data sets that have been
centered, i.e. from which the mean has been subtracted, and
scaled. Since the mean component of the linear attenuation
coefficient is relevant to the model (1) we wish to include
the mean component in the decomposition (2). This is done
as follows. Let 〈·〉 denote the mean operator in the energy
variable. By (2) it follows for any particular linear attenuation
coefficient µ(E) that

µ̂ = 〈µ(E)〉 =
K∑
k=1

ak〈fk(E)〉 =
K∑
k=1

akf̂k. (4)

Let f̃k(E) = fk(E)− f̂k. Subtraction of (4) from (2) yields

µ(E)− µ̂ =
K∑
k=1

ak(fk(E)− f̂k) =
K∑
k=1

akf̃(E) (5)

which is centered. Since fk(E) = f̂k + f̃k(E) the decomposi-
tion of the original µ(E) may also be expressed as

µ(E) =
K∑
k=1

ak(f̂k + f̃k(E)). (6)

By (6), the original µ(E) may be decomposed with basis
coefficients ak and basis functions f̃k found by performing
PCA on a data set of centered linear attenuation coefficients
of the form (5); and basis mean coefficients f̂k found by
solving the system of basis coefficients ak and the set of linear
attenuation coefficient means of the form (4).

Let µ1, . . . ,µn ∈ Rp be the set of linear attenuation
coefficients of air, water, iron, adipose tissue, whole blood,
cortical bone, brain, breast tissue, eye lens, liver, lung tissue,
skeletal muscle, testis and soft tissue, sampled in the energy
range 20−140 keV in p steps. Data for air, water and iron was
obtained from the XCOM database [10] and data for the set
of body materials was obtained by mixing linear attenuation
coefficient data of the elements Z = 1, . . . , 20, 26 from the
XCOM database [10] according to the compositions and den-
sities found in ICRU-44 [11]. Let X = [µ1, . . . ,µn] ∈ Rp×n
and let X̃ = [µ1−µ̂11

σ̂1
, . . . , µn−µ̂n1

σ̂n
] ∈ Rp×n, where µ̂i and

σ̂i denote the sample mean and sample standard deviation of
µi and 1 denotes the vector of ones in Rp. PCA is performed
by computing the the singular value decomposition of X̃ ,

X̃ = UΣV T , U ∈ Rp×p, Σ ∈ Rp×n, V ∈ Rn×n,

and letting the centered basis vectors f̃ = [f̃1, . . . , f̃K ] ∈
Rp×K be the first K columns of U . Since U is unitary it
follows that f̃Tf̃ = IK , i.e. the identity matrix of RK , and
since X̃ is centered so is f̃ , which implies that f̃T1 = 0K ,
i.e. the zero vector in RK . Thus, the basis coefficient vector
ai = (ai1, . . . , aiK)T ∈ RK of µi, given by the least-squares
solution of

f̃ai = µi − µ̂i1

is given by
ai = f̃T (µi − µ̂1) = f̃Tµi.

Let a = (a1, . . . ,an) = f̃TX ∈ RK×n and let µ̂ =
(µ̂1, . . . , µ̂n) ∈ R1×n. The K-dimensional representation of
X − 1µ̂ is then given by f̃a. We now want to find a K-
dimensional representation of X by adding a mean vector to
f̃ . Let f̂ ∈ R1×K be the least-squares solution of f̂a = µ̂,
i.e.

f̂ = µ̂aT (aaT )−1

and let f = f̃+1f̂ . If K is chosen sufficiently large, we expect
that the residual X − fa has small entries. For this study, K
was chosen to be three and p to be 121, corresponding to
integer keV steps. The only residual of remarkable magnitude
using these parameters is the one of iron.

C. Phantom Construction

To create the phantom, a cylinder of 10 cm radius, three
random textures, w, ρliver and ρadipose, were generated using
the diamond-square algorithm of Miller [12]. They were
scaled such that wij ∈ [0, 1], ρliver

ij ∈ [0.95, 1.05] and
ρadipose
ij ∈ [0.95, 1.05] for all pixels (i, j) in the phantom. The

linear attenuation coefficient of a pixel (i, j) was then computed
as

µij = wijρ
liver
ij µliver + (1− wij)ρadiposeij µadipose,

thus modeling linear combinations of compressible liver and
adipose. To this a set of five cylindrical inserts with concentra-
tions 7.874 · (10−5/2, 10−3, 10−7/2, 10−4, 10−9/2) g/cm3 of
iron were added. For the insert of the highest concentration, this
corresponded to a difference of approximately 23 Hounsfield
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units to the surrounding tissue in an image obtained by energy
integration and filtered back-projection. A monoenergetic image
of the phantom at 20 keV and a sample random texture are
shown in Fig. 1.
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(a) Phantom at 20 keV. (b) Example of random texture.

Figure 1 – Images from phantom construction.

D. Modeling assumptions

The x-ray spectrum Φi and the unattenuated number of
photons I0,i were assumed to be independent of the projection
line index i = 1, . . . , N , this is explicitly denoted by dropping
the subscript i. The x-ray spectrum Φ was generated using
the x-ray tube model of Cranley et al. [13], assuming 120-
kVp tungsten spectrum, 7◦ anode angle, 6 mm Al filtration
and current-time product 300 mAs. The unattenuated beam
fluence is then approximately 6.75 · 108 photons/mm2. The
detector elements were assumed to be of size d × d with d
equal to 1 mm. Assuming 1000 mm source to detector distance
then yields that I0 = 2.15 · 105 photons, and assuming the
field of view to be 30 cm yields 945441 projection lines. For
simplicity, the detection efficiency was assumed to be ideal and
the detector response function R(E,E′) = δ(E − E′). The
number of energy bins used was five and the bin edges set
to produce an approximately equal number of counts in each
bin. Projection data with Poisson noise was generated for 20
detector slices and added together, corresponding to a 10 mm
slice in isocenter. The linear attenuation data of the XCOM
database [10] were sampled in integer keV steps in the 20-140
keV range.

E. Image Reconstruction

The optimization problem (3) was solved for the generated
projection data using a MATLAB implementation of Newton’s
method as described in [14, page 487] for all N projection
lines in parallell. Starting guesses of the Ai were obtained
from linearization of ∇Ai

L(Ai|mi), as in [4]. Basis images
were then obtained using MATLAB’s implementation of filtered
back-projection (iradon) with the Hann filter, using filter
frequencies of 0.5, 0.37 and 0.18 for the first, second and third
basis images respectively. The resulting basis images were then
combined with the coefficients in ker(

[
aliver aadipose

]T
) to

produce the iron image and similarly to produce a liver image
and an adipose image.

III. RESULTS

The reconstructed basis images are shown in Fig. 3 and the
separated images are shown in Fig. 4. The signal difference to
noise ratio (SDNR) of the inserts compared to the background
in the iron image, Fig. 4c, are plotted against the iron
concentration in Fig. 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

The images in Fig. 4 show that separation of three materials
is feasible with three basis decomposition without assumptions
of homogeneous tissue or non-compressibility. It is conceivable
that the method might be of use in difficult cases of tissue
characterization.
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Figure 2 – SNR of iron inserts in Fig. 4c.
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(a) First principal component image.
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(b) Second principal component image.
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(c) Third principal component image.

Figure 3 – Basis images.
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(a) Liver image.
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(b) Adipose image.
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(c) Iron image.

Figure 4 – Separated material images.
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One-step inversion of sparse-view spectral CT data
by constrained maximization of a

transmission-Poisson likelihood model
Rina Foygel Barber1, Emil Y. Sidky2, Taly Gilat-Schmidt3, and Xiaochuan Pan2

Abstract—An iterative image reconstruction algorithm
is developed for obtaining a material map decomposition
directly from spectral CT projection data employing a
likelihood model that the transmission measurements follow
a Poisson noise distribution. The algorithm framework
also allows for convex constraints to be placed directly
on the material maps. Such constraints include bounding
the material map values, or bounding convex regularity
functions such as the `1-norm or total variation (TV). In
the present work only the TV-constraints are considered
in order to address view-angle undersampling, and use of
the transmission-Poisson likelihood model is compared with
uniform quadratic data fidelity.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently been interested in developing a one-
step inversion approach for iterative image reconstruction
in spectral CT that allows a material map decomposition
directly from the energy-resolved CT data while including
convex constraints. This approach contrasts with the usual
two-step processing, where the energy-windowed trans-
mission data are first processed to material sinograms fol-
lowed by reconstruction to obtain the maps themselves [1].
The potential advantages of the one-step approach are: (1)
constraints on image representation can be incorporated
and play a role in the processing of the original acquired
spectral CT data; (2) the spectral acquisition can be more
flexible, allowing the energy windows to vary in number
and in spectral frequencies across different projection
views; and (3) properly accounting for the data noise
model is simpler under direct one-step reconstruction than
it is for two-step processing.

This last point is the topic of this submission to
the Fully Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction work-
shop. In a spectral CT acquisition, X-ray beam intensity
is detected in a number of energy windows after the

2The University of Chicago, Department of Statistics, 5734 S.
University Avenue, Chicago IL, 60637.

1The University of Chicago, Department of Radiology MC-2026,
5841 S. Maryland Avenue, Chicago IL, 60637.

2Marquette University, Department of Biomedical Engineering, PO
Box 1881, Milwaukee WI, 53201.

beam has passed through the subject of interest. The
number of transmitted photons can vary greatly across
the energy windows and detector bin locations, which
leads to highly variable noise levels across the observed
measurements. To a good approximation the noise of
photon-counting detection is dominated by the fact that
few quanta are detected and accordingly the transmission
measurements are random, independent, and follow a
Poisson distribution. A popular method to weight the
transmission data is to use a likelihood model, treating
the desired material maps as random variables of the
measured transmission data, and finding the material maps
that maximize the transmission-Poisson likelihood [2].
In the one-step approach this likelihood model can be
exploited in a straight-forward manner. By contrast, in the
two-step approach, we may use the likelihood model for
the second step (i.e. image reconstruction from material
map sinogram data), but this becomes more complicated
because the processing of the first step causes correlation
in the sinogram data. This correlation can be accounted
for by use of a weighted-quadratic data fidelity derived
based on a non-diagonal covariance [3]. Here, we avoid
this complication by employing one-step inversion with
the independent transmission-Poisson likelihood.

The data model and optimization formulations for the
one-step inversion are presented in Sec. II. Results are
shown in Sec. III for simulated spectral CT data using the
FORBILD head phantom, and a comparison of the use of
the transmission-Poisson likelihood model with that of an
unweighted quadratic fidelity is presented.

II. METHODS

For spectral CT simulations, we employ a data model
containing only the essential spectral physics

Iw,` =

∫
dE Sw(E) exp

[
−
∫
`
dt µ(E,~r(t))

]
, (1)

where Iw,` is the transmitted X-ray intensity along ray
` in energy window w; Sw(E) is the product of beam
spectrum and detector response for energy window w; and
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µ(E,~r(t)) is the energy dependent linear X-ray attenua-
tion coefficient. We employ the material map decomposi-
tion method where µ is expressed in terms of materials
that are expected to be in the subject:

µ(E,~r(t)) =
∑
m

(
µm(E)

ρm

)
ρmfm(~r[t]), (2)

where ρm is the density of material m; µm(E)/ρm is the
mass attenuation coefficient of material m; and fm(~r) is
the occupation fraction of material m at location ~r. In
the rest of the text we refer to f = (f1, . . . , fM ) as the
material maps for materials m = 1, . . . ,M , and it is these
quantities that we aim to reconstruct. Finally, the observed
photon counts follow a Poisson distribution:

cw,` ∼ Poisson (Nwpw,`(f)) , (3)

where for each ray ` and energy window w, Nw is the
number of emitted photons at the source while cw,` is
the number (“count”) of detected photons, and where the
transmission probability pw,` is given by

pw,`(f) = Iw,`(f)/

∫
dESw(E).

Combining Eq. (1), Eq. (2), and Eq. (3) results in the
data model, which relates the observed counts, mw,`, with
the unknown material maps, fm(~r). One-step inversion
of this model allows us to directly constrain the material
maps fm(~r) and to make use of the independent Poisson
model for the measurements.

Transmission-Poisson likelihood model: The log-
likelihood function for the measured count of photons c
is

L(c, f) ∝
∑
w,`

(cw,` log(pw,`(f))−Nwpw,`(f)). (4)

Using the maximum likelihood principle, the f that max-
imizes L(c, f) is sought. Equivalently we minimize the
negative log-likelihood. Adding in convex constraints, we
arrive at the optimization problem of interest

f∗ = (f∗1 , . . . , f
∗
M ) = argmin

f=(f1,...,fM )
−L(c, f) (5)

such that 0 ≤ fm ≤ 1 for all m;
∑
m

fm ≤ 1;

and ‖∇fm‖1 ≤ γm for all m,

where the bound constraints on fm reflect physical bounds
on the material maps; the sum constraint ensures that the
partial volumes of each material does not exceed unity
within each voxel; and the final constraint bounds the
total variation (TV) norm to a value γm for each material
map. The constraints on the TV of each map will serve
to regularize the maps fm and can overcome artifacts due
to view-angle undersampling.

Least-squares model: For comparison we employ
a similar constrained optimization problem where the
negative likelihood objective function is replaced by an
unweighted quadratic

f∗ = (f∗1 , . . . , f
∗
M ) = argmin

f=(f1,...,fM )

1

2
‖g(f)− gdata‖22 (6)

such that 0 ≤ fm ≤ 1 for all m;
∑
m

fm ≤ 1;

and ‖∇fm‖1 ≤ γm for all m,

where the data gdata are the negative logarithm of the
transmission measurements, (gdata)w,l = − log(cw,l), and

gw,`(f) = − log (Nwpw,`(f)) ,

that is, the negative log of the expected photon counts
according to the material map f .

In the following study, we employ only the constraints
on the TV of the material maps fm, and remove the other
constraints. Accordingly, we refer to the optimization
problems in Eqs. (5) and (6) as TV-PL and TV-LSQ,
respectively. The proposed optimization problems are not
in general convex, but by the use of reweighting we
have been able to adapt the convex solver developed by
Chambolle and Pock [4,5] to TV-PL and TV-LSQ.

III. RESULTS

bone map brain map

Fig. 1. The true material maps f = (f1, . . . , fm) for the Head phantom
used for the spectral CT simulation. The images are 256×256 pixel
arrays valued at zero and one, indicating the absence or presence of the
particular tissue type. The images are shown in a gray scale window
[0.9,1.1].

We simulate transmission data at multiple energy win-
dows for the head phantom. The head phantom is modified
so that only two tissue types are present, bone and brain
as shown in Fig. 1. The mass attenuation curves used
in the simulation are the measured values for bone and
brain as listed in the tables compiled by Hubbell and
Seltzer [6]. The spectral CT data generated assuming a
Poisson distribution for the detected photon counts in each
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energy window. We then investigate the impact of using a
matched likelihood model by comparing results of TV-PL
with that of TV-LSQ.
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Fig. 2. Normalized spectrum of typical 120kV X-ray source.

The X-ray spectrum is modeled for a 120 kV X-ray
source, and it is plotted in Fig. 2. On the detector side,
we take two ideal window configurations: five energy
windows [20,50], [50,60], [60,80], [80,100], and [100,120]
keV; and two energy windows [20,70] and [70,120] keV.
For the five-window study, a total of 4 × 106 photons
is incident on the subject. In these five energy windows,
the mean (over all detector bins) expected number of
transmitted photons is 1.94× 105, 2.06× 105, 2.85× 105,
1.50 × 105, 0.53 × 105, while the minimum expected
number of photons is 76, 1114, 6024, 7910, and 4123.
For the two-window study, a total of 4 × 105 photons is
incident on the subject, yielding a mean number of ex-
pected photons in the transmission data of 5.86×104 and
3.04× 104, and minimum number of expected photons of
430 and 1503. We do not intend that the five-window and
two-window studies should be compared; they are simply
different conditions for the spectral CT simulations. The
comparisons made are only between results of TV-PL and
TV-LSQ.

The scanning configuration is circular fan-beam with a
source-to-iso-center distance of 50 cm and a source-to-
detector distance of 100 cm. The number of views for
the simulation is 128 and the detector is a linear array
consisting of 512 equally spaced bins. The reconstruction
problem is three-dimensional with one spectral dimension
and two spatial dimensions. Extension to circular cone-
beam CT is straight-forward.

Starting with the five-window spectral CT simulation,
the material maps are reconstructed by solving TV-LSQ
and TV-PL where the TV constraint parameters, γm, are
set to the true TV values of the bone and brain maps.
Doing so allows us to directly obtain the results of a

TV-LSQ TV-PL

 0.00075

 0.00089

 0.00133

 0.00067

 0.00081

 0.00122

Fig. 3. Estimated mono-energetic images obtained from material maps
reconstructed by TV-LSQ and TV-PL from the five-window spectral
CT simulation. From top to bottom the energies of the estimated linear
attenuation coefficient maps are 50, 70, and 90 keV. The display gray
scale is centered on the known value for brain tissue at the respective
energies, and the window width is chosen to be 0.01 cm−1 for all
images. The inset number in each image panel is a root-mean-square-
error (RMSE) between the estimated mono-energetic image and the
truth in 50×50 pixel region of interest (ROI) where only brain tissue
is present.

near-optimal choice of γm. The reconstructed material
maps are then combined in order to form estimates of
monoenergetic attenuation maps shown in Fig. 3. It is
clear from the images that the results of TV-PL show
reduced streaking as compare to the monoenergetic images
generated through use of TV-LSQ. In particular, in the TV-
LSQ images streaks appear along rays where one would
expect high attenuation of the X-ray photons. Use of TV-
PL appears to effectively down-weight the corresponding
transmission measurements. In regions of uniform brain
tissue the images from TV-PL have a consistently lower
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) than those of TV-LSQ.
We note a general trend of a lower image noise amplitude
with increasing energy, but we point out that contrast
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also decreases with energy. As a result, selection of the
“optimal” energy for the mono-energetic images depends
on the imaging task.

TV-LSQ TV-PL

 0.00215

 0.00255

 0.00377

 0.00175

 0.00209

 0.00310

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except that the images result for the two-window
spectral CT simulation and the gray scale window is twice as wide at
0.02 cm−1.

Corresponding results for the two-window spectral CT
simulation are shown in Fig. 4. The noise levels in the
images are higher than that of the previous five-window
study shown in Fig. 3. The higher noise level results
from use of a lower incident photon flux. For the TV-
LSQ results the streaking artifacts are still present but
they are not as severe as in the five-window case. The
reduction in streaking is likely due to the wider low-
energy window; we note that the lowest energy window
for the five-window simulation has a minimum expected
number of transmitted photons of only 76 photons as
compared 430 photons for the low energy window of the
two-window simulation. Again, the TV-PL images show
a lower RMSE in the region of interest (ROI), at each of
the energies of the mono-energetic images.

In the images from both simulations, streaks due to

view-angle undersampling are absent even though the
projection data consist of only 128 views. Thus, it is clear
that the TV constraints on the material maps can allow for
view-angle undersampling even in the setting of spectral
CT.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed an optimization-based method for
direct inversion of spectral CT data into material maps
where the data-fidelity objective is derived from a trans-
mission Poisson likelihood model. The algorithm allows
for use of convex constraints directly applied to the
material maps. In this work only the TV constraints
are employed for regularizing the material maps and
reducing artifacts due to view-angle undersampling. We
have observed that use of TV-PL reduce streaking artifacts
due to measurements with low photon counts, and ROI
RMSE is lower for the situation where the modeled
transmission data noise follows a Poisson distribution. At
the meeting we will also present comparisons with two-
step reconstruction methods and results for phantoms with
multiple soft-tissues and K-edge contrast agents.
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Abstract—Spectral CT with an energy-discriminating photon 

counting detector collects each projection in different energy 

channels simultaneously. How to fully utilize such a spectral 

dataset for image reconstruction attracts an increasing attention. 

Our previous work has shown that the conventional vector based 

dictionary learning for low-dose CT can reduce image noise 

remarkably. In this paper, we develop a tensor-based 

spatio-spectral dictionary learning approach for spectral CT. The 

proposed method is compared with two other algorithms using an 

in vivo mouse scanned on the MARS micro-CT scanner with a 

Medipix MXR CdTe detector. The results demonstrate that the 

proposed method outperforms the competing algorithms. 

 
Index Terms—Spectral CT, dictionary learning, tensor, CPD 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PECTRALCT with a photon counting detector can 

discriminate x-ray energy and collect multiple projections 

from different energy channels simultaneously. How to fully 

use the acquired information to reconstruct a multichannel 

image is a hot topic. A direct way is to treat multichannel data 

as a group of conventional CT data, and iteratively reconstruct 

each channel image independently with regularization [1]. 

Because data in different channels are collected from the same 

object, the corresponding images are highly correlated and low 

rank priori can be applied to encourage correlation among 

channels [2, 3]. Furthermore, the x-ray attenuation coefficients 

for all channels can be reconstructed as a whole simultaneously. 

For example, Semerci et al. treated x-ray attenuation 

coefficients at different energy channels as a tensor and the 

tensor nuclear norm regularization was designed for spectral 

CT reconstruction [4]. 

In our previous work, vector based dictionary learning was 

applied to conventional low dose CT, which demonstrated the 
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superior reconstruction performance [5]. Later on, it was 

extended to spectral CT reconstruction [6, 7]. Very recently, we 

proposed a tensor based spatio-temporal dictionary learning 

method for dynamic CT, and our preliminary results 

demonstrated that tensor based dictionary outperforms the 

vector based dictionary [8]. Based on our previous work, in this 

paper we will develop a tensor based spatio-spectral dictionary 

learning approach for spectral CT reconstruction. 

II. TENSOR-BASED DICTIONARY LEARNING 

A tensor is a multidimensional array. An nth-order (n-way) 

tensor is defined as 1 2 nI I I     , whose element in 

 1 2, , , ni i i  is 
1 2, , , ni i ix  , 1 k ki I  , 1,2, ,k n  . 

Specifically, for 1n  and 2n  , tensors are vectors and 

matrices, respectively. For 3n  , 1 2 3I I I    is a 

third-order tensor. By an element reordering transformation, a 

tensor can be unfolded to a matrix. The mode-k unfolding of

is denoted by ( )kX , 1,2,3k  , i.e. 1 2 3
(1)

I I IX  , 

2 1 3
(2)

I I IX   and 3 1 2
(3)

I I IX  . A third-order tensor can 

be factorized into a sum of weighted rank-one tensors using 

CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition (CPD) [9] 
R

r r r r

r

 a b c   , (1) 

where R is a positive integer, 1I

r a  , 2I

r b   and 3I

r c   

are normalized vectors for 1, ,r R  , and r  is the weight. The 

symbol “  ” represents the vector outer product. 

Given a set of third-order training tensors 1 2 3( ) I It I   , 

1,2, ,t T  , the tensor based dictionary learning can be 

formulated as the following optimization problem, 

2
(

1

)

, 0
m .in . ,

t

t

t tF

T

t

s t L


  
α

α α


   (2) 

where L represents the sparsity level and

1 2 3( ){ }
I I I Kk   

    is the learned tensor dictionary, K is the 

number of atoms, tα  is the representation coefficients, the 

symbol “ k ” represents the k-mode product of a tensor with a 

vector resulting in a third-order tensor, 
0
  represents L0-norm, 

namely, the number of nonzero elements, and 
F

  represents 

Frobenius norm. 1 2 3( ) I I Ik  
  is the k

th
 atom which is a 

rank-1 tensor, so the atom can be rewritten as
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( ) (1) (2) (3)k

k k k d d d   , where 
( ) iIi

k d   is a normalized vector.  

 The K-SVD can be used to learn a vector based dictionary 

[10]. Likewise, the K-CPD was developed to learn a tensor 

based dictionary [11]. The objective function (2) can be 

optimized in an alternating way. The first step is to fix   and 

update 
tα  as presented in (3), which can be solved by using the 

multilinear orthogonal matching pursuit (MOMP) [11]. 

(

0

2
) .m . , 1,2, ,in

t

t

t tF
s t L t T   

α
α α   . (3) 

The next step is to fix the sparse coefficient matrixand update 

tensor dictionary. Likewise, atoms are updated alternatively as 

well. In order to update the kth atom ( )k , other atoms are fixed. 

Find ( )t  of which the sparse representation coefficients on 
( )k are nonzero, and group these third-order tensors as a 

fourth-order tensor nz . The sparse representation coefficient 

matrix of nz  is denoted as ,nz k
Λ , whose elements in the kth 

row is denoted as ,nz k
α . Thus, the approximation error without 

the atom ( )k is  , ),

4 4

( ,
T

nz k nz nz k nz kk    Λ α   , and

( )k  can be obtained by solving the following objective 
function. 

 
( )

, ,

4

( )
2

min
k

k
T

nz k nz k

F

  α


  , (4) 

where the superscript T  denotes the transpose operator. Now, 

the above formulation falls in a general optimization problem 

of CP decomposition: 
(1) (2) (3) (, 4)

k k k k

nz k

k d d d d    . (5) 

Therefore, the updated kth atom and the corresponding 

coefficients vector are ( ) (1) (2) (3)k

k k k d d d  
 
and 

(4), T

k

nz k

kα d . The detail workflow of tensor based dictionary 

learning using K-CPD algorithm is summarized in [11]. 

III. SPECTRAL CT RECONSTRUCTION 

A tensor dictionary can be pre-determined by the tensor 

dictionary learning. Thus, the spectral CT reconstruction based 

on a learned tensor dictionary is formulated as, 

2 2

(3) (3) 0( , )
min ( ) ,T T

s s s sFF
s s

A v
 

     
 
 

α
αX αY 


   (6) 

where 1 2I I S    and 1 2J J S    are third-order CT 

image tensor and projection tensor, respectively. 1I  and 2I are 

image width and height respectively, 1J  and 2J  
are numbers of 

detector bins and projection views respectively, S is the 

number of spectral channels, 
(3)X  and 

(3)Y  are the mode-3 

unfolding of   and  , respectively, A  is the system matrix,

1 2( ){ }
N N S Kk   

     is the learned tensor dictionary, K is 

the number of atoms, the operator s  extracts the sth 

spatio-spectral patch (a third-order tensor) from   with the 

size of 1 2N N S  , 
K

s α   is the representation vector of the 

sth extracted patch tensor, and   and 
sv  are the regularization 

parameters. 

We apply an alternating minimization scheme to optimize 

the variables   and α . Thus, Eq. (6) is rewritten as the 

following two optimization subproblems. 
2 2

1

(3) (3)arg min ( ) ,n T T n

s sF F
s

A       αX Y 


     (7) 

2
1 1

0
arg min ( ) ,n n

s s s sF
s s

v     
α

α α α    (8) 

where 1n  and 1n
α  are the result of the n+1th iteration. Eqs. 

(7) and (8) are solved alternatively. Eq. (7) has an explicit 

solution given by Eq. (9), where the symbol  
, ,i j k

  indicates the 

element of the tensor in (i, j, k). 

   

1

, , , ,

(3) (3)
, , , ,

, , ,

( )

n n

i j k i j k

T n T n T T n n

s s ssi j k i j k

T T

s ssi j i j k

x x

A A

A A





  

      
   

      





YX α   

 

 (9) 

The update of in Eq. (8) is basically equivalent to solving a 

constrained problem, which can be solved using a multilinear 

orthogonal matching pursuit (MOMP) algorithm. The sparsity 

level L and the precision level   control the sparse 

representation. The sparse coding process will stop when either 

0s Lα
 
or 

2

( )t

s s F
  α   . 

The overall workflow of proposed approach is summarized as 

in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm1: Tensor-based Dictionary Learning for 

Spectral CT Reconstruction 

Tensor dictionary learning 
1: Reconstructing images using FBP; 

2: Choosing parameters for dictionary learning; 

3: Extracting patches to form a training set; 

4: Constructing a tensor dictionary using the K-CPD. 

Image reconstruction 

1: Initializing 0  and parameters L ,   and  . 
2: While the stopping criteria is not satisfied do 

3:   Updating 1n  using Eq. (4); 

4:   Updating 1n
α using MOMP. 

5: end while 

6: Return the final reconstruction. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

The proposed reconstruction method was validated using 

projections from an in vivo mouse study, where the mouse was 

injected with 0.2 mL of 15 nm Aurovist II gold nanoparticles 

(GNP) (Nanoparticles; Yaphank, NY) into the tail vein and was 

alive for ∼3 h between injection and euthanasia [1]. Photo of 

the mouse is shown in Fig. 1. The mouse was scanned on the 

MARS micro-CT with a Medipix MXR CdTe layer detector. 

The x-ray source was selected as the Source-Ray SB-120-400 

(Source-Ray Inc., New York), which has a minimum focal spot 

of 75μm. The distances from the source to the system origin 

and the source to the detector are 158 and 255 mm, respectively. 

Totally, 371 projections were uniformly collected over a full 

scan range. Thirteen energy channel projections were collected 

with the source tube operated with 120 kVp and 175 mA. Each 
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energy channel received x-ray photons with the energy above 

the energy threshold, which increased with the increase of the 

index of energy channel. The detector chip was moved 

horizontally with overlapped pixels to cover a wider FOV of 

34.89 mm diameter and correct for production defects in the 

detector sensor layer. In order to reduce the noise in the 

sinogram, neighboring detector bins were merged to form a 

new sinogram of size 512×371. We applied the combined 

wavelet—Fourier filtering method [12] to reduce ring artifact. 

The reconstructed image tensor had 512×512×13 pixels 

covering a region of 18.41×18.41 mm. The first channel image 

had the lowest energy threshold, and was assumed to be the 

conventional gray-scale CT image. Because the first energy 

channel received the most photons, the corresponding image 

had the best signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR); in contrast, the 

thirteenth channel image had the worst one. 

A tensor dictionary was learned from the third-order tensor 

patches extracted from the image reconstructed using FBP. 

There were 1024 atoms in the dictionary, and each atom is a 

third-order tensor with size of 8813. The parameters in the 

reconstruction were set as 8L  , 0.0015  , 0.03  . In 

this work, the ordered subset was adopted and the projection 

dataset was divided into 40 subsets. The reconstruction stopped 

after 20 iterations. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, we compared the results reconstructed by the 

conventional FBP, TV regularization method [1], vector based 

dictionary learning (vDL) [5, 6] and tensor based dictionary 

learning (tDL) regularization method. For vDL, the dictionary 

contains 256 atoms and each with size of 8×8. Parameters were 

carefully tuned so that all these methods achieved optimal 

results. Images in representative energy channels were shown 

in Fig. 2. In channel 13, the local region containing thoracic 

vertebra is zoomed inand shownin the right column. It can be 

observed that the images reconstructed using the FBP contain 

severe noise. Although images in the second row contain less 

noise, blocky effect is caused by TV. By comparison, vDL and 

tDL can both suppress noise greatly. For channels 1 and 2, SNR 

is relative high, and all details can be observed clearly. While in 

channels 8 and 13, SNR is extremely low, and detailfeatures of 

the thoracic vertebra are covered by strong noise and can be 

hardly observed from the FBP results (see the zoom-in region 

in the right column). The detail features of the thoracic vertebra 

are lost in the images reconstructed from TV and vDL based 

methods because it is hard to distinguish signal from the severe 

noise. In contrast, all the detail features can be seen clearly in 

the tDL image. The profiles were plotted for lines that cross two 

thoracic vertebra bones separated by a narrow low density gap 

(Fig. 3). Two high density bones and the narrow low density 

gap can be clearly observed from the profiles of the proposed 

method in channel 13, which outperforms the competing 

methods. This benefit comes from the inherent characteristic of 

tDL. A tensor atom ( ) (1) (2) (3)k

k k k d d d    represents signal as a 

whole, where (1) (2)

k kd d
 
represents spatial structure, and (3)

kd  is 

the weight in each channel which indicates spectral relationship. 

Thus, a tensor atom shares the same spatial structures in each 

channel, and the lost signal in a certain channel is possible to be 

restored from the rest channels. Therefore, a tensor based 

spatio-spectral dictionary is more suitable to represent spectral 

datasets and to recover detail signals than a vector based 

dictionary. 

In conclusion, we have developed a novel reconstruction 

algorithm for spectral CT usingthe tensor basedspatio-spectral 

dictionary learning. The proposed method can suppress noise 

remarkably and recover more detail features simultaneously. 
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Fig. 1.  Photo of a mouse used in this study after GNP injection. 
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Fig. 2.  Reconstructed images for the energy channel 1, 2, 8 and 13. From left to right, the columns correspond to the four energy channels, respectively. From top 

to bottom, the images rows are reconstructed using the FBP, TV regularization, vector based dictionary learning (vDL) and tensor based dictionary learning (tDL) 

regularization, respectively. The display window is [0 0.8] cm
-1

. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Profile comparison. The left figure indicates the vertical line in an FBP reconstructed image of channel 1. The middle and right figures are the corresponding 

profiles of channel 1 and channel 13, respectively.  
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A joint iterative reconstruction algorithm for dual energy 
CT using ADMM 

Yan Liu and Zhou Yu  

 

Abstract –Spectral computed tomography (CT) can benefit 

many clinical applications by providing material characterization 

and accurate quantitative information.  Statistical iterative 

reconstruction methods have shown the potentials to reduce noise 

for spectral CT.  In the dual energy implementation of spectral 

CT, two energy acquisitions of the same ray path are decomposed 

to basis material sinograms which consequently have strong noise 

correlations. Modeling this noise correlation can significantly 

reduce the noise in the reconstruction. However, it also forms a 

challenging optimization problem requiring novel solutions.  To 

overcome this challenge, in this paper we propose an alternating 

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm for DECT 

reconstruction. In the proposed method, we use variable splitting 

technique to separate the original correlated tomography problem 

to a sequence of uncorrelated tomography sub-problem and many 

two dimensional sinogram domain sub-problems. The 

uncorrelated sub-problem is solved by conventional simultaneous 

algorithms such as separable paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) 

method.  The sinogram domain sub-problems are two-

dimensional problems that can be solved analytically.  The 

desired images can be reconstructed by performing above steps in 

an alternating fashion.   

The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by a 

physical phantom study. The convergence curve shows our 

algorithm converge fast and the reconstructed images indicate the 

proposed ADMM based DECT image reconstruction (ADMM-

DE) algorithm can minimize the cost function. In contrast, the 

SPS method converged very slowly for the DECT problem and 

failed in reconstruct basis images within reasonable number of 

iterations. In image quality study, we demonstrated using the 

correlated noise model for DECT reconstruction can achieve up 

to 40% noise reduction as compared to the independent noise 

model results. 

Index Terms – spectral CT, noise modeling, correlations, 

variable splitting, ADMM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

pectral computed tomography was proposed to provide 

material characterization and more accurate quantitative 

information compared to conventional CT. Recently, it has 

been applied to many clinical applications such as kidney 

stone classification, renal lesion diagnosis, brain hemorrhage 

detection etc.[1]  In the dual energy implementation of spectral 

CT, the key assumption is that attenuation coefficient of each 

pixel can be expressed as a linear combination of the 

attenuation of two basis materials (for example: water and 

bone) [2, 3], that is: 

1 1 2 2( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , )E x y E x y c x y E x y c x y    ,      (1) 

where 1,2 ( , , )E x y  are the energy dependent attenuation 

coefficients for two different basis materials at indices ( , )x y , 

                                                           
Y. Liu and Z. Yu are with the Toshiba Medical Research Institute USA, 

Vernon Hills, IL, 60061 USA  

1,2 ( , )c x y denotes the pixel value of two different basis images 

to be reconstructed at indices ( , )x y .  Therefore, by measuring 

the projection rays using two different X-ray spectra, one can 

compute two material sinograms by a pre-reconstruction 

decomposition technique [3].  

Statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) methods have been 

applied to conventional CT to improve image quality at low 

doses [4, 5]. To adapt SIR to spectral CT, one general form of 

cost function can be written as a penalized weighted least 

squares (PWLS) problem [6, 7, 8]: 
2

min (c),
Wc

L Tc R                              (2) 

where   2
1 2,

T ML L L   (M is the number of projection 

rays), 1L and 2L  are two basis material sinogram data, 

0

0

A
T

A

 
  
 

 where M NA   is the system matrix (N is the 

number of pixels),   2
1 2,

T Nc c c   is the basis coefficients 

to be reconstructed,  1

iLW   denotes the inverse covariance 

matrix, and a regularization term ( )R c is applied to reduce 

noise.   

Unlike conventional CT, of which noise is independent from 

ray to ray, in spectral CT the material decomposition step 

introduces strong correlations to the material sinogram from 

the same ray path [6, 7].  Therefore, W in Eq. (2) is not 

diagonal.  Moreover, due to the high condition number of W, 

directly solving Eq. (2) by conventional numerical algorithms 

is challenging [7].  Recently, Zhang et al proposed an iterative 

coordinate descent (ICD) method to solve Eq. (2).  Although 

the ICD method has fast convergence, it is challenging for 

massive parallel implementation. Simultaneous update 

methods such as the separate paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) 

method is more suitable for parallelization [9]. However, we 

found that directly using SPS method for DECT reconstruction 

results in very slow convergence [7].  In order to overcome the 

limitation of SPS for DECT reconstruction, a pixel-wise 

separable quadratic surrogate function was developed to 

decompose the cost function to N two-dimensional problems 

for parallel updating [8], where N is number of pixels. 

In this paper, we present a novel solution for DECT 

reconstruction using alternating direction method of 

multipliers (ADMM) [9, 10].  In this method, we use variable 

splitting technique to separate the original correlated 

tomography problem to one uncorrelated tomography sub-

problem and M two-dimensional sub-problems in sinogram 

domain. The convergences of the proposed method and 

conventional SPS algorithm were examined by objective 

S 
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values. The results demonstrated the proposed method 

converged significantly faster than the SPS method.  To study 

the image quality, we quantitatively assessed the benefits of 

using proposed ADMM based DECT reconstruction (ADMM-

DE) compared to a diagonally weighted iterative DECT 

reconstruction. The results demonstrated the proposed method 

can significantly reduce noise at same spatial resolution.  

II. METHODS 

A. Covariance model  

The covariance matrix of the basis material sinogram can be 

mathematically expressed as: 

,
i i

T

L i p iK K                                   (3) 

where 2 2

iK  is the inverse Jacobian matrix of material 

decomposition transform matrix [3] at two different energies: 

 1, 2,

1

, ,

1, 2,

, ,

1, 2,
,

 

,

 

i i

H i H i

i i

i
L i L i

i i
L L

p p

L L
K

p p

L L


 
   
     
   
  
    

 

                (4) 

where / ,H L ip  are the projection data acquired at high and low 

energies along the ray path i, 
2 2

ip

   is the corresponding 

diagonal covariance matrix for projection data p, 1/2,iL are the 

line integral of two different materials, respectively.   

B. ADMM-DE algorithm for DECT reconstruction 

The fundamental idea of using ADMM algorithm for CT 

reconstruction is to split a complex convex optimization 

problem into a sequence of sub-problems which are relatively 

easy compared to solving the original problem directly [10, 

11].  In our algorithm, we first introduce an auxiliary 

variable 2MU Tc  .  Thus, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as: 

1

2
min (c),

        s.t. ,

Lc
L U R

U Tc


 



,                        (5) 

Using augmented Lagrangian (AL) method, this constrained 

optimization problem was solved by a sequence of 

unconstrained optimization problems with parameter : 

 
1

( 1) ( 1)

22 ( ) ( )

,

,

argmin ( ) ,
2L

j j

j j

D Dc U

c U

L U R c U Tc


   

 



 
       

 

      (6) 

where 2 2M MD  is a diagonal matrix and in this paper we 

use the diagonal elements in 1 2 2M M
L
    as its diagonal 

entries, and    is updated by, 

 ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ,j j j jU Tc                         (7) 

Then we separate Eq. (6) to two sub-problems:  

Sub-problem 1, fix U and solve: 

  2
( 1) ( ) ( )1: arg min ( )j j j

Dc
P c U Tc R c                (8) 

Notice that D is a diagonal matrix, therefore the P1 problem 

can be solved by SPS method.   

Sub-problem 2, fix c and solve: 

1

2 2( 1) ( 1) ( )2 : arg min
L

j j j

DU
P U U Tc L U  

 


      (9) 

Since Eq. (9) is separable for each ray path, the P2 problem 

can be rewritten as: 

1

( 1)

2
2( 1) ( )

1

2 :

arg min
Li

i

j

M
j j

i i i i
iU D

i

P U

U Tc L U  








 
       

 


 (10) 

where 2
iU   is the auxiliary variables for ray path i, 

2
iL   are the line integral of two different materials from 

ray path i.  Therefore solving the P2 problem is essentially 

equal to solve M independent two-dimensional sub-problems, 

which contains covariance matrix 2 2

iL
  .  The closed 

form solution for each sub-problem is: 

   
1

( 1) 1 1 ( 1) ( )

i i

j j j
i L i L i i i

i
U W L W Tc  


             

(11) 

Since Eq. (11) is a two-dimensional problem, the inverse of 

non-diagonal matrix can be easily handled.   

The proposed method decomposes the original problem into 

simpler sub-problems. The sub-problem 1 described by Eq. (8) 

is a simple uncorrelated tomographic reconstruction problem, 

which can be handled by conventional tomographic 

reconstruction algorithms. Sub-problem 2 is a two-dimensional 

problem for each location index block and can be easily solved 

by closed form solution.  The solution of the original 

problem(i.e. Eq. (2)) can be achieved by solving sub-problems 

1 and 2 in an alternating fashion.    

Figure 1. Pseudocode of the poposed ADMM-DE algorithm 

The pseudo code for the proposed ADMM-DE method is 

summarized in Fig. 1. In line 4, several SPS iterations applied 

before updating auxiliary variable in line 5. Notice that, 

ADMM algorithm does not require a full converged solution 

of Eq. (8) in general [11]. The outer loop iteration was stopped 

when a stop criterion is met. 

III. RESULTS 

To analyze the performance of the proposed ADMM-DE 

algorithm, we acquired projection data from a thorax phantom.  

The tube voltage was set to be 80 and 135 kVp and tube 

current was set to be 400 and 100mAs. The field of view 

( 1)

( 1)

( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1

1. Initial , select  and ;
2. Set ,  0;
3. 

4.   Update  by applyting SPS iterations to Eq. (8);

5.   Update auxiliary variables  by Eq. (11);

6.   Update 

j

j

j j j j

c
U L

c

U

U Tc

 


 





  

 

  

Repeat

 ) ;

7.   Set 1;
8. 

j j 
Until stop criterion is met   
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(FOV) is 35×35 cm2.  In order to simplify the comparison, we 

use a simple isotropic quadratic regularization term in basis 

image domain to avoid the noise texture trade-off from edge 

preserving regularization terms.  Image filled with uniform 

ones in water basis and uniform zeros in bone basis were used 

as initial images for both ADMM-DE and SPS methods.  

A. Convergence analysis 

In order to compare the convergence speed of ADMM-DE 

algorithm and the SPS algorithm for DECT reconstruction, we 

solve the same problem described in Eq. (2) by the two 

algorithms, respectively. The objective values of Eq. (2) were 

calculated every 10 iterations and plotted in Figure 2.  The 

total of 2000 inner loop iterations (i.e., SPS iterations) were 

executed.  In ADMM-DE algorithm, U and   were updated 

every 50 SPS iterations and three sub-problems were 

optimized alternatively.  Since the SPS steps in ADMM-DE 

algorithm dominates the computational time, therefore, we can 

assume the per iteration computational cost of ADMM-DE is 

almost identical to SPS algorithm.  From Fig.2 we can observe 

that the proposed ADMM-DE algorithm converged to a 

smaller value compared to the SPS method.  However, the SPS 

fails to converge to the minimum value even at 2000 iterations. 
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Figure 2.  The convergence curve of ADMM-DE algorithm 

 

 
              (a)                            (b)                              (c) 

Figure 3.  The resulting images from ADMM-DE method (first row) and SPS 

method (second row). (a) is the bone images; (b) is the water image; (c) is the 

mono-energetic image at 75 keV.  The display window is [0.1,0.5] for bone 

basis image, [0, 2] for water basis images and [-350,350] HU for mono-

energetic image at 75 keV. 

Figure 3 shows the results of ADMM-DE and SPS 

algorithm at 2000 iterations.  From the first row of Fig. 3(a) 

and 3(b) we can observe that the ADMM-DE method can 

successfully reconstruct the two basis (i.e., water and bone) 

images.  Thus, the mono-energetic image at 75 keV, as shown 

in the first row of Fig 3(c), can be successfully re-built with 

known attenuation coefficients at a specific energy level.  In 

contrast, the conventional SPS method failed to separate the 

two basis materials and reconstruct the mono-energetic image 

at 2000 iterations.   

B. Image quality comparison using different noise models.  

In this section, we perform quantitative image quality 

evaluations of two noise models: (1) correlated noise model 

and (2) independent noise model without correlation terms.  In 

order to compare the image quality in a fair condition, 

regularization parameters were chosen accordingly to ensure 

the spatial resolutions of ADMM-DE mono-energetic image 

result match the independent noise modeling result at 75keV. 

The profiles go across two inserts (as indicated in Fig. 4 (a)) 

were plotted as resolution metric and the boundaries profiles 

for matched resolution case are shown in Fig.5.  It confirms 

that the spatial resolution of the two reconstructions are 

matched. 

  
(a)                                             (b) 

Figure4.  (a) The selected profiles for resolution comparison. (b) The selected 

region of interests for noise comparison. 

Three regions of interest (ROIs) selected from two inserts 

and water region as indicated in Fig. 4 (b) were selected from 

both correlated noise model reconstructions and independent 

noise model reconstructions at 75keV to calculate the standard 

deviations.  The results are shown in Table 1.  From the table 

we can observe that using correlated noise model can achieve 

up to 40% noise reduction in mono-energetic image compared 

to the independent noise model result. The noise reductions 

were also observed from mono-energetic images at different 

energy levels except around 60 keV levels as shown in Figure 

6.  More noise reduction is observed at lower and higher keVs.   
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Figure 5.  The corresponding profiles go across two different air disks. 

Table 1. The standard deviation of selected ROIs at 75keV 

 ROI1  ROI2 ROI3  

Correlated 12.69 18.74 12.23 

Independent 21.75 30.07 20.76 

Improvement 41.62% 37.66% 41.04% 
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Figure 6. The standard deviation of selected ROIs from mono-energetic 

images at different energy levels. 

 

The mono-energetic images at 50 and 75 keV from the 

ADMM-DE method with covariance noise model and 

independent noise model are shown in Fig. 7. From the images 

we can see that using correlated noise model can significant 

reduce noise compared to the independent noise model.  

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

  
                                    (a)                                     (b) 

Figure 7. ADMM-DE reconstructions by correlated noise model (first row) 

and independent model (second row):  (a) the mono-energetic image at 50 

keV; (b) the mono-energetic image at 75 keV. The display window is [-350, 

350] HU.  

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we proposed a novel ADMM-DE method for 

DECT image reconstruction and demonstrated it can 

successfully solve the DECT iterative reconstruction problem 

with correlated noise model. In the thorax phantom study, the 

proposed method shows faster convergence compared to the 

conventional SPS method.  In quantitative image quality 

evaluation, the correlated noise model results demonstrated up 

to 40% noise reduction in 75keV images compared to the 

independent noise model at matched resolution case.  Similar 

noise reduction are also observed at most keVs except around 

60keV level, which shows similar noise between the two noise 

model results. Overall, Using correlated noise model would 

benefit the mono-energetic image quality in spectral CT.  This 

observation is consistent with our previous digital phantom 

simulation study results shown in [7].       

In future work, we will include positivity constraints in 

mono images into the ADMM-DE and use the ordered-subsets 

accelerated SPS (OS-SPS) method to accelerate the 

convergence of the proposed ADMM-DE algorithm. 
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Abstract— When multiple pinholes are used to acquire SPECT 

projection data, there may be regions on the detectors where data 
from two or more pinholes overlap. Such "multiplexing" of 
projection data can cause artifacts and/or increased noise in 
reconstructed SPECT images, depending on the exact acquisition 
geometry.  We have modified the maximum-likelihood 
expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm to alternate 
between estimating de-multiplexed projection data from each 
pinhole and estimating the reconstructed SPECT image. We 
demonstrate by simulation of a stationary, triple-detector 
microSPECT system with a 39-pinhole collimator tube that the 
new iterative algorithm asymptotically eliminates artifacts 
obtained when reconstructing large objects that yield multiplexed 
projection data. When acquiring SPECT data with multiplexing 
corresponding to ~42% of the non-zero detector pixels, the new 
method reduced the structural noise (artifacts) by ~360%, with 
only a modest increase in stochastic noise  (8.3% with respect to 
images reconstructed from ideal, but unrealistic non-multiplexed 
projection data of the same number of counts).  The new 
algorithm provides a practical and useful approach to correct for 
data multiplexing in multiple-pinhole SPECT. 
 

Index Terms—SPECT, microSPECT, pinhole SPECT, 
multiplexing. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
INGLE-PHOTON emission computed tomographic (SPECT) 
imaging using pinhole collimation (microSPECT) can 

produce three-dimensional (3D) images with sub-millimeter 
spatial resolution.  However, because the efficiency of pinhole 
collimation is low, microSPECT imaging systems have often 
utilized multiple pinholes to project a number of images of the 
radioactive source onto each detector. When there is no 
overlapping of the P pinhole projections on a detector, then the 
reconstructed image noise can be reduced by approximately 
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P1/2 in comparison to images reconstructed from single-
pinhole projection data.  On the other hand, when the 
individual pinhole projections partially overlap the projections 
of one or more other pinholes, then the increased count 
sensitivity from using multiple pinholes does not necessarily 
translate into significantly reduced reconstructed image noise. 
Moreover, unless certain data acquisition conditions are met 
(e.g., [1]), non-stochastic artifacts may also be seen in images 
reconstructed from multiplexed data. 
 To date, most efforts to eliminate multiplexing artifacts 
have focused on optimizing the pinhole geometry and/or scan 
parameters to prevent or limit overlapping projections; 
however, a system designed to image, for example, a small 
mouse with no multiplexing may, nevertheless, acquire 
multiplexed data from a larger mouse, rat, or phantom. 
 We have developed a modified iterative maximum-
likelihood, expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm for 
eliminating or substantially reducing multiplexing artifacts in 
multiple-pinhole SPECT.  Our approach, which differs from 
that of others (e.g., [2]), was inspired by a new method [3] for 
using triple-coincidence events in PET. The algorithm and its 
evaluation using simulated, multiplexed microSPECT imaging 
data are described in the next section, which is followed by the 
results of the evaluation, and conclusions. 

II. METHODS 

A. Modified MLEM Algorithm 
To eliminate or reduce multiplexing artifacts, the algorithm 

estimates not only the values of all image voxels, but also the 
de-multiplexed (separated) data images from each of the 
pinholes projecting onto the detector(s). The super-iterative 
procedure thus alternates between two different iterative 
processes, first, estimating separated projection data for each 
pinhole in the system and, second, using the separated data 
estimates to reconstruct an image based on an approximation 
to the conventional MLEM algorithm. These two iterative 
steps are repeated a small number of times until the 
multiplexing artifacts are considered to have been eliminated, 
or adequately reduced throughout the desired reconstructed 
image volume. As usual, we begin the iterative reconstruction 
procedure by initializing all voxels, i, within a cylindrical, 
body-habitus reconstructed image volume to some constant 
"gray" value (related to the number of detected counts) at 
iteration, k = 0: 

 
Step 1:  

€ 

f i
(k=0) = const.                                                   (1) 

An Iterative Method for Eliminating Artifacts 
from Multiplexed Data in Pinhole SPECT  
Stephen C. Moore, Morgan Cervo, Scott D. Metzler, José Manuel Udias, Joaquín L. Herraiz 
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The sub-iterative procedure is defined below in step 2, 
using equations (2) and (3): 

 
 Step 2: 

€ 

f i
(k+1) = f i

(k ) •CFi
(k ); k =1,K.                         (2) 

 
The value, f, of voxel, i, is updated at iteration, k+1, by 
multiplying its value at iteration, k, by a 'correction factor', 

       

€ 

CFi
(k ) =

gi,dpj < datadpj > estdpj
(k )

dpj
∑

gi,dpj
dpj
∑

,                       (3) 

where gi,dpj is a system-matrix element, i.e., the probability of 
a photon emitted from voxel, i, being accepted through 
pinhole, p, and detected in pixel, j, on detector, d.  Note that 
this equation differs from the conventional MLEM update 
through its use of an estimated data vector, <datadpj>, for 
which it is assumed that we have probabilistically correct 
information about the relative numbers of photons being 
accepted from the object through the different pinholes that 
could contribute photons to image pixel, j, on detector, d.  
After completing K iterations of the procedure described in 
step 2, these data estimates are given by: 
 

Step 3:      

€ 

< datadpj >= datadj
estdpj

(K )

estdpj
(K )

p ∍(d , j )
∑

,                     (4) 

where datadj are the actual measured counts in pixel, j, of 
detector, d, which are multiplied by the ratio of the 
corresponding estimated data through pinhole, p, divided by 
the sum of the estimated data through all pinholes contributing 
to the same pixel on the same detector. Note that these data 
estimates vary with the total number of previous MLEM 
iterations, K, because the underlying image from which the 
estimates are obtained also depends on the number of 
iterations used for reconstruction. After estimating the 
projection data through each pinhole at each of K iterations, 
using equation (4), these data are then considered to be 
constant (i.e., not modified at each iteration, k), and we start 
over with step 1, first initializing the reconstruction volume to 
a constant value. Then, during the next K iterations of step 2 
(equations 2 and 3), only the image estimates change, while 
the data are treated as fixed parameters. After this, new 
pinhole-specific data estimates are obtained using equation 
(4), and so on.  The two-step super-iterative process is 
repeated N times, where N is typically a small number (e.g., 
from 1 to 4) to reach apparent convergence. 
 

B. Evaluation using Simulated Data 
We simulated both noise-free and noisy multiple-pinhole 

multiplexed data that would be acquired through the "scout 
pinhole tube" of a new microSPECT imaging system we are 
developing for organ-specific mouse imaging [4,5]. The scout 
pinhole tube will contain a total of 39 pinholes, 13 of which 
project onto each of the three detectors of a large field-of-view 

triple-camera SPECT scanner.  Although obvious 
multiplexing-related reconstruction artifacts are seldom seen 
for simulated data in a typical mouse cardiac study with 99mTc-
Sestamibi, this is not the case when imaging a cylinder of 
uniform activity that is longer in the axial direction and bigger 
in the transaxial plane than a typical mouse.  Figure 1 shows 
noise-free projections simulated for a 6.6-cm long, 2.4-cm-
diameter cylindrical phantom containing a uniform activity 
concentration of 99mTc. This figure shows that when imaging a 
large object, a substantial percentage (~42%) of the utilized 
detector area is multiplexed by two or more of the 13 pinholes. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Multiplexed projections simulated for a cylinder containing a uniform 
concentration of 99mTc, imaged through 13 pinholes onto one of three 
stationary large field-of-view gamma cameras. The axial direction is left-to-
right, and the transaxial direction is up-down. There are 3 rings of pinholes in 
the scout imaging tube containing, respectively, 4, 5, and 4 pinholes; each ring 
is offset transaxially from its neighboring ring(s) to improve angular 
sampling. In the image above, the blue/purple areas indicate non-multiplexed 
data, yellow/orange shows regions with two overlapping pinhole projections, 
and white shows regions with three overlapping pinhole projections. 
 

III. RESULTS 
Ideal (non-multiplexed) and multiplexed reconstructions of 

noise-free cylindrical projection data are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Coronal noise-free images of the central slice through reconstructions 
for 120 iterations (left) from ideal, but physically unrealistic, non-multiplexed 
39-pinhole projections of the cylindrical phantom (i.e., projected onto 39 
independent cameras), and (right) from multiplexed projections that would be 
acquired with the actual camera system, and also reconstructed using the 
conventional MLEM algorithm for 120 iterations. The ideal reconstruction on 
the left shows the expected Gibbs edge artifacts obtained when modeling the 
spatial resolution of the imaging system during reconstruction; however, the 
conventional MLEM reconstruction of the multiplexed projection image data 
shown in Fig. 1 demonstrates additional artifacts arising from multiplexing of 
the data in many regions of the pinhole projection image. 
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It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the reconstruction from 
multiplexed data on the right yields obvious artifacts that are 
not seen in the reconstruction from ideal (but physically 
unobtainable), non-multiplexed data on the left which shows a 
uniform cylinder with some Gibbs edge artifacts that one 
would expect to see when modeling the spatial resolution of 
the imaging system during MLEM reconstruction for 120 
iterations. 

The same coronal slice through the center of the 
reconstructed image volume is shown in Fig. 3, for each of 
four super-iterations of the new de-multiplexing algorithm. 
The multiplexing artifacts are substantially reduced after just 
two super-iterations, and have been almost completely 
eliminated after four.  Note that after the 120 iterations used 
for the first step (to estimate the separated data), the image is 
then reset to a uniform gray image, in preparation for 120 
more image updates, this time assuming that the estimated 
data are fixed.  This means that all of the images in Fig. 3 
correspond to the same number of image updates (120); the 
differences from image to image are solely attributable to the 
improving accuracy of each successive de-multiplexed data 
estimate. 

Fig. 3.  Coronal noise-free images of the central slice through reconstructed 
image volumes after (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and (d) 4 super-iterations of the new 
de-multiplexing algorithm. Each of these super-iterations consisted of 120 
iterations of each of the two approximate MLEM reconstructions described 
above, which alternated between estimation of the de-multiplexed data and 
then estimation of the reconstructed image using the de-multiplexed data. 
 

To evaluate the magnitude of the structured (non-stochastic) 
artifacts in each slice, we measured the relative percentage 
standard deviation of the counts per voxel in a large 
rectangular region of interest (ROI) covering most of the 
coronal slice shown in Fig. 3, but not including voxels near the 
edges within regions displaying obvious Gibbs artifacts.  For a 
perfectly uniform reconstruction, we would expect the relative 
standard deviation to approach zero and, indeed, the plot in 
Fig. 4 shows that after just 4 super-iterations, this metric has 
decreased to ~1.5%.  This variability is much less than the 
stochastic noise variations typically seen in mouse imaging. 

Finally, we assessed the degree of noise amplification 
arising from the iterative de-multiplexing procedure by 
computing the percentage image noise (relative standard 
deviation) within the same ROIs after four super-iterations 
(each with 120 image updates) of the new algorithm; this was 
~8.3% greater than the relative noise within the same ROI on 

the central coronal slice reconstructed from ideal, separated 
(non-multiplexed) data from the 39 pinholes (Fig. 5). 

              
Fig. 4.  Relative standard deviation as a percentage of the average counts per 
voxel within a large region covering most of the reconstructed coronal slice 
shown in Fig. 3. This indicates the magnitude of the structured 'noise' 
(artifacts) remaining within the image after each super-iteration of the 
demultiplexing algorithm. "Iteration 0" is the full multiplexed MLEM image. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Central coronal slice through image volumes reconstructed for 120 
iterations from ~100-million counts of Poisson noisy data (left) for the ideal 
case of acquiring non-multiplexed data from all of the 39 pinholes, and (right) 
after 4 super-iterations of the de-multiplexing algorithm described above. The 
relative standard deviation of the noise within the large ROI was 5.05% with 
no multiplexing, and 5.47% after de-multiplexing of the camera data. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The new iterative de-multiplexing algorithm asymptotically 

eliminated structured artifacts arising from multiplexed  
pinhole projection data, with only modest noise amplification. 
Future work will include evaluation of other multiplexing 
geometries to assess the degree to which the approach will 
generalize to other pinhole configurations. 
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This value (5.42%) is the relative standard
deviation (structured noise) within the same
ROI on the multiplexed MLEM image of Fig. 2.
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Abstract— Analytic TOF algorithm with confidence weighting 
incorporating models of both TOF and LOR resolution kernels 
has been developed and implemented within the DIRECT (Direct 
Image Reconstruction for TOF) partitioning scheme. Feasibility 
studies using simulated and measured data demonstrate that 
analytic-DIRECT with optimized resolution and regularization 
filters is able to provide matched bias vs. variance performance 
to iterative TOF reconstruction with a matched resolution model.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE TOF capabilities of current state-of-the-art PET 
scanners have brought clear benefits for the diagnostic 

image quality of PET studies by facilitating both improved 
visual and quantitative quality. TOF reconstructions have been 
shown to provide improved contrast-vs.-noise and bias-vs.-
variance tradeoffs, faster convergence, and less sensitivity to 
data-correction and data-model imperfections. Furthermore, 
additional (and redundant) information in the TOF data 
enables formulation of new reconstruction algorithms and data 
processing procedures (e.g., alternative analytic reconstruction 
algorithms, simultaneous emission-attenuation reconstruction 
algorithms, TOF rebinning approaches), as well as providing 
novel ways of handling the data and implementing 
reconstruction procedures. Taking advantage of this, we 
developed in our previous work a new TOF data-partitioning 
scheme - DIRECT (Direct Image Reconstruction for TOF) [1] 
and implemented and evaluated TOF iterative reconstruction 
approaches within it. The iterative-DIRECT approach was 
demonstrated to provide comparable reconstruction quality to 
a TOF list-mode approach (for the same algorithms and 
resolution models) but with substantially shorter reconstruc-
tion times [1, 2]. In this work we have extended the DIRECT 
approach to include an analytic TOF algorithm. 

Although statistical (iterative) reconstruction approaches are 
now used routinely in clinical practice, analytic algorithms 
have still their place due to their linearity and predictable 
behavior. The disadvantages of classical (non-TOF) analytic 
techniques are increased noise levels and the lack of resolution 
modeling as compared to statistical algorithms. For studies 
involving limited count scans (such as frames of dynamic 
data) and for very small lesions, both of these issues can pose 
challenges for the precision (due to noise) and accuracy (due 
to partial volume effects) of non-TOF analytic reconstructions.  

Analytic TOF algorithms were originally proposed by 
Tomitani, Snyder and others [3, 4] in the early days of TOF 
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PET. As the use of TOF PET receded in the late 1980s and as 
iterative approaches became routine clinical tools due to their 
improved contrast-vs.-noise tradeoffs and better visual quality, 
analytic algorithms have lately been used only for specialized 
quantitative studies and as a gold standard for comparative 
studies evaluating the biases of reconstruction approaches [5-
8]. With the renewed interest in TOF PET during the last 
decade, analytic TOF methods have been revisited, and 
several algorithms have been studied [9-11], with improved 
noise characteristics reported [11, 12]; these results suggest 
that TOF analytic algorithms can become more competitive 
with iterative algorithms as the TOF resolution improves [13]. 
To address these issues we have developed a TOF analytic 
algorithm within the DIRECT framework with carefully 
designed reconstruction and resolution filters.  

II. DIRECT FRAMEWORK 
DIRECT data partitioning: The DIRECT approach is based on 
image-like partitioning of the data, which involves two steps: 
the acquired events are (1) sorted into a limited set of “views” 
according to the TOF angular sampling requirements [14, 15] 
and (2) histogrammed into a set of “histo-images” (one histo-
image per view). Traditionally, binned TOF events are histo-
grammed into “histo-projections” (projections extended in the 
TOF direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1-left). In the DIRECT 
approach, the acquired events are histogrammed directly into 
the “most-likely” voxels of the histo-images (Fig. 1-right). 
Histo-images are defined by the geometry and desired 
sampling (voxel size) of the reconstructed image. Both 
acquired events and correction factors are placed into the 
voxels of their respective histo-images, which have a one-to-
one correspondence with the reconstructed image voxels.  
Forward- and back-projection operations in DIRECT:  
 Modeling of the acquired data (forward projection in iterative 
reconstruction) within the histo-image format is implemented 
via a simple 3D convolution-like operation applied to the 

Analytic TOF reconstruction algorithm within 
DIRECT data partitioning framework 

Samuel Matej, Margaret E. Daube-Witherspoon, and Joel S. Karp 

T 

 
Fig. 1.  Comparison of TOF data (for 2D case) for one angle binned into histo-
projections (left) or into histo-images with the DIRECT approach (right). 
Histo-projections can be described as an extension of non-TOF projections 
(radial bins) along the TOF direction (time bins); the sampling intervals relate 
to the projection geometry and TOF resolution, while histo-image sampling is 
given by the voxel geometry of the reconstructed image. 
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current estimate of the image using a specific kernel for each 
view. Each kernel has an ellipsoidal shape elongated along the 
view direction, as given by TOF, detector (LOR), and other 
resolution effects. Back-projection is simply the transpose of 
forward-projection. For spatially invariant detector resolution 
kernels, very fast forward/back-projection operations can be 
implemented within DIRECT using Fourier-based approaches 
[1]. For spatially variant and asymmetric kernels, a parallel 
implementation of the forward- and back-projection 
operations has been implemented on a graphical processing 
unit (GPU) [16]. Correction data (attenuation factors, scatter, 
randoms, and detector sensitivity factors including gap effects) 
are efficiently computed in histo-image space and directly 
applied to the forward-projected histo-images in iterative re-
construction (or used for pre-correction in analytic-DIRECT). 
Iterative-DIRECT approach: Any iterative algorithm (e.g., 
MLEM, RAMLA, MAP) can be efficiently implemented within 
the DIRECT framework with all reconstruction operations 
easily applied within the image-space partitions (see flowchart 
in Fig. 2) [1]. Our comparative studies of DIRECT to standard 
list-mode reconstructions (for both RAMLA and OSEM 
algorithms and including resolution models) for simulated data 
[2], measured data from simple and also challenging physical 
phantoms, and clinical data with inserted lesions of known 
uptake [17] confirmed that DIRECT corrections and recon-
struction can handle the emission, attenuation, and sensitivity 
(detector and detector gaps related) structures accurately. The 
DIRECT approach provides comparable visual quality and 
contrast-vs.-noise curves to the list-mode reconstruction for 
matched resolution models, but with substantially (about an 
order of magnitude) shorter reconstruction times [2]. 

III. ANALYTIC-DIRECT RECONSTRUCTION 
An analytic algorithm (including resolution models) can 

also be efficiently implemented in the DIRECT framework for 
direct comparison with iterative algorithms. 

Analytic TOF confidence-weighted algorithm: In the spectral 
domain, the TOF data 𝐷!(𝜔) for a particular azimuthal and 
co-polar view 𝑣 can be described as the image 𝑋 𝜔   blurred 
with the TOF resolution kernel  𝐾! 𝜔 :  𝐷! 𝜔 =   𝐾! 𝜔 𝑋 𝜔 . 
(For simplicity, in the following we omit the 3D spectral 
variables 𝜔). For noisy data, the reconstruction should take 
into account selectively weighted information from all 
available views, as given by the analytic formula: 𝑋 =
𝑑!  𝐻!𝑅𝐷!  where  𝐻! =   𝑊!  / 𝑑!  𝑊!𝐾!   is a reconstruction 

filter for view 𝑣, 𝑅 is an optional regularization filter, and 𝑊! 
is a weighting function/filter that controls how corresponding 
spectral components from individual views are summed 
together. A confidence-weighting filter based on the TOF 
resolution function  (𝑊! =   𝐾!) has been advocated to provide 
good (close to optimal) noise suppression properties [12]. For 
a discrete number of views and for the confidence-weighting 
filters, we write the reconstruction as: 𝑋 =   𝐹!𝐶, where 
𝐶 =    𝐾!   𝐷!!  is the confidence-weighted back-projection, 
and 𝐹! =   𝑅 𝐾!!!  is the reconstruction filter. In our work we 
expand the usual TOF-based kernels (𝐾! and 𝑊!) in the 
confidence-weighted algorithm by also including a detector 
(LOR) resolution function, giving an ellipsoid-shaped kernel 
elongated along the TOF direction.  
Reconstruction steps within analytic-DIRECT: (see Fig. 2)    
1) Event deposition: List-mode events are view-grouped and 
deposited into the most-likely positions in a set of histo-
images as in iterative-DIRECT. 2) Data corrections: As 
required for analytic reconstruction, data are pre-corrected by 
the detector efficiency and attenuation factors during the 
deposition; the deposited histo-images are then corrected for 
the rest of the data imperfection effects including geometric 
sensitivity, detector gap structures, axial missing regions in 
oblique data, and scatter and random events.  3) Confidence-
weighted back-projection: Fourier-based principles and the 
histo-image format allow very efficient implementation of the 
back-projection operation (similar to iterative-DIRECT). 
Since the histo-images have the same grid as the reconstructed 
image, no interpolation is required during the back-projection. 
Interpolation and weighting for spectral raster densities in 
traditional Fourier-based reconstructions are crucial operations 
affecting their efficiency and quality; avoiding these 
operations within the DIRECT approach represents a major 
advantage.  4) Reconstruction filter: Filtering by reconstruction 
filter 𝐹! (including regularization) is performed in the Fourier 
domain. Generation of the reconstruction filter is 
correspondingly simple and very efficient. The denominator 
term of the filter formula is the DIRECT back-projection 
operation over all views with the kernel 𝐾!!. 
Corrections for gaps between detector modules: In uncorrected 
LOR-based projections, detector module gaps are represented 
by abrupt undefined regions with zero values. However, in 
histo-image format, values in the gap-affected regions change 
gradually and are non-zero (see Fig. 3-left). In iterative 
reconstruction the less reliable data in the gaps are more 
slowly updated, so the noise does not increase, whereas in pre-
correction the noise in gaps can be increased, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3-right. We show results for a simple correction where the 
shape of the histo-image gap sensitivity function and the 
respective normalization is accurately pre-determined for 

 
Fig. 2.  Flowchart of TOF iterative reconstruction (green solid line loop) 
using the DIRECT approach. Each 3D view- grouped histo-image contains all 
events from a given “view” (comprising a range of azimuthal and co-polar 
angles). All data and corrections are in the same histo-image format. Forward- 
and back-projections are 3D convolution-like operations involving the proper 
3D TOF resolution kernel kv (taking into account TOF, detector, and image 
resolution functions) for each view v. Discrepancy and Update operators are 
defined by the particular iterative algorithm. The DIRECT approach applies 
also to analytic reconstruction (red dotted line) as described below. 
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given scanner and histo-image geometries. Direct correction 
by a gap normalization sensitivity function provides gap-less 
histo-images with accurate values in the gaps for noiseless 
data. However, for limited count data, the noise is amplified in 
the gap regions. A more advanced procedure will be to smooth 
the gap-normalized histo-images and then combine the 
smoothed histo-images with the original histo-images using a 
weighting function derived from the gap-sensitivity function 
to provide uniform noise across the gap regions, but at a 
possible cost of having less accurate data structures within the 
gaps due to the contribution of the smoothed data.  
Corrections for missing axial data in oblique (co-polar) views: 
Depending on the axial acceptance angle and TOF resolution, 
events might need to be sorted into more oblique angles (tilts) 
than the 1 tilt used in the examples below. In that case, histo-
images for the oblique tilts will have undefined (missing) data 
regions due to the limited axial extent of the scanner. Missing 
data will be estimated, similar to the 3D-RP and 3D-FRP 
techniques [18, 19], by (DIRECT) forward-projecting 3D 
images initially reconstructed from the non-tilted data. In 
histo-image format, the axial data taper gradually to missing 
regions, and similar techniques as above can be employed to 
gradually fill in and combine tilted deposited data containing 
missing axial regions with the forward-projected data. 

IV. METHODS AND RESULTS 

Simulated data: Whole body TOF data were simulated (using 
Monte Carlo EGS4 software) for a scanner with a 25-cm axial 

field of view (FOV), continuous distribution of crystals 
(4.3x4.3x30 mm3) on the cylindrical detector surface with no 
gaps, 5.8-mm detector (LOR) resolution, and 300-ps TOF 
resolution. The simulated phantom was a 27-cm diameter 
cylinder with hot spherical lesions in two different slices. The 
central slice contained three sets each of 10, 13, 17, and 22-
mm diameter spheres (shown in Fig. 4). An off-center slice 
one-quarter of the axial FOV from the center contained eight 
uniformly distributed 10-mm diameter spheres.  The activity 
uptake ratio for the hot spheres was 4:1 with respect to the 
background. Simulated data included uniform attenuation 
effects but not scatter or random events.  

We generated ensembles of 16 data realizations with 4M 
counts (giving 64 realizations of 10-mm spheres in the off-
center slice used in Fig. 5a) and 4 data realizations with 16M 
counts (giving 12 realizations of the 10, 13, 17, and 22 mm 
spheres used in Figs. 5b,c). List-mode events were view-
grouped into 40 azimuthal angles and 1 co-polar angle (tilt) 
and deposited into histo-images (144x144x62 with 4-mm3 

voxels). We conservatively limited the axial acceptance angle 
to ±4 degrees. For larger acceptance angles (and the TOF 
resolutions of current clinical systems) it will be preferable to 
group data into more tilts, thus requiring the re-projection step 
discussed above. 
Measured data: The NEMA image quality phantom with six 
(10, 13, 17, 22, 28, 37 mm) spheres with 9.7:1 sphere:back-
ground activity ratio and a cold lung insert (Fig. 6) was 
scanned on the Philips Gemini TF PET scanner with timing 
resolution 575ps. Ten 3-min. scans were performed, each with 
~10M prompts and 1M delays. Randoms were estimated from 
delays and smoothed after deposition into histo-images. 
Scatter was estimated in the histo-image format using the 
modified SSS-TOF method. The simple gap-correction 
technique (as illustrated in Fig. 3) was employed in this study. 
The axial acceptance angle was limited to ±7 degrees and, 
consistent with the simulation study, events were grouped into 
1 tilt and 40 azimuthal views and deposited into histo-images 
with 4-mm3 voxels. 

 
Fig. 3.  Histo-images from a 35-cm cylindrical phantom for 2 transverse views 
(out of 40), showing the effect of gaps between detector modules (left). The 
data are from the University of Pennsylvania research LaBr3 TOF-PET 
system, which has 24 detector modules with gaps between modules, each 
approximately 8 mm wide. Because of the grouping of angles, gaps do not 
show up as solid dark bands (of zero value) at regular intervals but as regions 
of variable, decreased intensity. Right: corresponding histo-images corrected 
by dividing by the corresponding sensitivity histo-images (including 
attenuation and gaps), thereby providing accurate mean values but increased 
noise in gap regions in this simple correction approach. 

 
Fig. 4.  Central slices of 16M-count simulated phantom reconstructions: Top: 
(a) iterative no RM, (b) iterative with RM stopped before convergence, (c) 
iterative with RM near convergence; Bottom: (d) analytic no RM, (e) analytic 
with RM and filtering to control noise, (f) analytic with RM w/o post-filtering. 
Each pair of images (top-bottom) has similar bias/variance tradeoffs. 

 
Fig. 5.  Comparison of bias and standard deviation of uptake values for 
analytic-DIRECT and iterative-DIRECT for idealized simulated data (using 1 
tilt data without gaps or missing regions), both with and without resolution 
model (RM), and for various conditions and sphere sizes (see texts in the 
plots); SUV bias-vs.-std results (left plot) are shown for various levels of 
regularization using (in this example) only a simple spectral apodizing filter 
(analytic-DIRECT) and iteration numbers (iterative-DIRECT). Other plots  
(middle, right) are shown for reconstructions without regularization. 
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Reconstructions: Analytic-DIRECT and iterative DIRECT-
RAMLA reconstructions were compared, both without and 
with detector resolution models (RM) (using 4mm FWHM 
LOR kernels to model just the crystal size and 6mm FWHM 
kernels to include detector resolution blurring effects, 
respectively). To vary bias-vs.-variance tradeoffs, the analytic-
DIRECT reconstruction was regularized using apodizing 
filters. RAMLA was regularized either by varying the number 
of iterations (Fig. 5a) or by post-filtering the converged 
reconstruction (50 RAMLA iterations; Fig. 6a). 
Measures: For each sphere, we report the relative bias of its 
value from the true value within sphere-sized ROI (Fig. 5) or 
VOI (Fig. 6) and the standard deviation of the sphere value. 
Results–simulations: Fig. 4 illustrates matched (on bias-vs.-std 
tradeoffs) analytic and iterative DIRECT reconstructions w. 
and w/o resolution models (RM) and at various regularization 
levels. Fig. 5 show plots of the sphere SUV bias and standard 
deviations for the two reconstructions for various conditions 
(4 and 16M counts and two locations). These results illustrate 
the ability of analytic-DIRECT to properly include resolution 
kernels within the reconstruction and to achieve comparable 
bias-vs.-variability tradeoffs to iterative-DIRECT TOF recon-
struction, as well as similar visual quality (with slightly differ-
rent noise structures) at matched bias-variance levels. 
Results–real data: Fig. 6-left illustrates analytic and iterative 
DIRECT reconstructions (w. matched RM and regularization) 
of the NEMA phantom acquired at clinically realistic condi-
tions. Both reconstructions were regularized using the same 
amount of post-filtering. Fig. 6-right show measures of sphere 
bias as a function of the sphere size for the two (converged) 
reconstructions with and without RM. As with the simulation 
study, both methods provided similar performance for 
matched reconstruction model/regularization. Note that the 
bias results for the smaller spheres are clearly affected by the 
voxelization partial volume effects for the VOIs exactly 
matching their size.  Although the post-filtering (of the 
converged results) affects those biases further, we believe that 
using apodizing post-filters is more predictable compared to 
simple regularization by stopping iterations early or using 
more advanced non-linear regularization techniques and will 
be easier to correct for quantitative purposes.  

V. CONCLUSION 
We have expanded the DIRECT approach to include a TOF 

analytic algorithm and to provide a set of linear and statistical 
(iterative) reconstruction tools within a unified and computa-
tionally efficient reconstruction and data partitioning frame-
work. Having a unified set of tools will be important for 
quantitative and task-based clinical and research imaging 
studies. Our future work will involve evaluation of linear and 
iterative reconstruction approaches and their robustness and 
consistency across a range of object and scanner dependent 
conditions, such as across patient populations, TOF PET 
scanners, and scanning protocols, as well as investigation of 
the extension of DIRECT to dynamic studies. 
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Fig. 6. Examples of iterative (left-top) and analytic (left-bottom) DIRECT 
reconstructions with RM of NEMA phantom acquired on Philips Gemini TF 
scanner; both reconstructions are regularized via the same post-filtering. 
Right: plot of the bias as a function of the sphere size for iterative and analytic 
DIRECT reconstructions, both w. and w/o RM and no regularization. 
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Abstract—Conventional respiratory and cardiac motion 

correction techniques for PET usually involve either 

transforming the gated images or the system matrix to obtain a 

reference image without the effect of motion. In both cases, the 

calculation time is proportional to the number of gated images. 

We present a novel approach to perform non-rigid dual 

respiratory and cardiac (R&C) motion correction on the 

projection data prior to image reconstruction with the knowledge 

of image-based R&C motion, thus greatly reduces the amount of 

time required for motion correction. The proposed motion 

correction before reconstruction (MCBR) is achieved by first 

transforming motion from the image-domain into the projection 

domain, and followed by a single conventional 3D image 

reconstruction step. To evaluate the performance of the MCBR 

method, realistic Monte Carlo simulated cardiac PET data from 

the 4D XCAT phantom with realistic model of R&C motion was 

used. When compared with convention R&C motion correction 

methods, the MCBR showed inferior performance in almost 

noise-free simulations due to the use of approximations in the 

implementation. However, it out-performed the conventional 

methods in low count cases due to its improved noise handling 

property. We conclude the MCBR shows promise in reducing 

both R&C motion especially with noisy PET images with 

significant reduction in reconstruction time. It also allows 

practical implementation of event-by-event motion correction.  

Index Terms— Dual respiratory and cardiac motion 

correction, Motion correction before reconstruction, Non-rigid 

motion, PET 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OTION correction techniques for PET have been shown 

to improve image quality by reducing motion effects 

without decreasing image statistics. Traditional motion 

correction approaches either performs individual image 

reconstruction and transform with image-domain motion 

vector field and sum the gated images to a reference image to 

reduce noise [1,2,3]. Alternatively the motion was modeled in 

the projection and backprojection process during image 

reconstruction [4,5,6]. Both motion correction methods require 

huge amount of processing time when applied to dual 
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respiratory and cardiac (R&C) motion correction. Specifically, 

the first method requires individual reconstructions for each 

dual gated dataset, while the second method utilize all gated 

projections in each iterative step of the image reconstruction 

where multiple projection and backprojection process are 

required. Motion correction on the projection data before 

image reconstruction avoids the time consuming steps in the 

above conventional motion correction method. However, since 

both R&C motion occur in the image domain, transforming 

them into the projection domain is not straightforward. Rigid 

respiratory motion correction on projection data has been 

studied [7] by applying simple shifting and rotation. However, 

the true R&C motion are non-rigid and cannot be 

approximated using rigid motion. We previously developed a 

theoretical approach for estimating and applying non-rigid 

respiratory motion (RM) correction on the projection data 

before reconstruction with multiple approximations [8]. In this 

study, we reduced the number of approximations by using an 

improved model and extended the method by applying dual 

R&C in a motion correction before reconstruction (MCBR) 

method.  

II. METHOD 

A. Theory 

Motion transform from the image domain to the projection 

domain is required in order to correct motion effects on the 

projection data for the MCBR method. The main challenge is, 

with the motion existing in image domain, whether it is 

possible to perform non-rigid motion correction in the 

projection domain. 

 The projection process given the effects of motion in 

image domain can be written in the following equation: 

refref xKMKxp 111           (1) 

where xref is the activity distribution or image of the reference 

gated time frame, 
1refM is the motion transformation matrix 

that transforms the reference gated time frame to the gated 

time frame #1, K is the projection matrix, and p1 is the 

projection data for gated frame #1 image x1. For a solvable 

system, K is invertible. With the assumption of known image 

based motion transformation, the reconstruction of p1 with 

motion correction is given by  

1

1

1 pKMx refref



 .              (2) 
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By introducing  
1

11



  KKMN refref
 .             (3) 

Equation (2) is rewritten as  

11

1

1

1

1

1 pNKpKKMKx refrefref 





      (4) 

Equation (4) suggests that motion correction can be 

accomplished first in the projection domain and then a normal 

image reconstruction is performed to obtain the final image. 

Equation (3) showed the existence of projection domain 

motion transformation and its relationship with image domain 

motion transformation. Since a direct inverse of K is almost 

impossible, using (3) for calculating projection domain motion 

transform is very difficult. The use of iterative image 

reconstruction approach to find K
-1

 would require lengthy 

processing time. Although we have provided the proof of 

existence of motion transformation in projection domain, the 

search of efficient approaches is need for its implementation. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The 2D illustration of effects of image domain motion in projection 

domain. In 3D case, motion transformation in projection domain effectively 

transforms a voxel into an area. The value in the voxel is spread out in the 

area. The spread-out may not be uniform. The transformation is the results of 

projections of image domain motion transformation. 

 

 In Fig. 1, an approach to calculate the motion transform 

from the image domain to the projection domain is shown. 

Without the effects of motion, the value of a line-of-response 

(LOR) i is given by  

i

j

jii xKp  ,           (5) 

For each voxel j in image domain, its projected motion vector 

jim ,'


 
along the unit vector il̂ , which is the direction of the 

LOR i in projection domain, is represented by 

iijjji llmmm ˆ)ˆ(' , 


       (6) 

where jm


is the motion vector in voxel j in image domain, 

and llm ij
ˆ)ˆ( 


 is the component in jm


 along the direction of 

LOR i. This component does not contribute to the change in 

projection domain, as the acquired projection data is an 

integral along the direction of LOR i. jim ,'


 is the component 

in jm


 that is perpendicular to the direction of LOR i, i.e. the 

effective contribution of the motion in voxel j that contributes 

to the motion in projection domain. The final form of motion 

in projection domain can be calculated by summing all 

possible voxels, i.e., 

 
h

h

j

jh

h

jjh

i pimh
p

xK
p ))'((' ,

, 
     (7) 

Equation (7) is the motion transformation from LOR h in 

the reference projection to LOR i in the target projection. As 

shown in Fig. 1, projection domain transformation is no longer 

a point-to-point transformation but a point-to-area 

transformation. In (7), Kh,jxj/ph is the probability of the event 

recorded in LOR h and is coming from voxel j. The value of 

))'(( , imh jh 


  is 1 if and only if 
jhm ,'


 
transforms LOR h 

to LOR i, and 0 otherwise. xj is unknown but can be 

approximated by using an estimated reconstructed image 

without motion correction. This approximation contributes to 

the error of the MCBR method, but the use of an estimated xj 

effectively replaces the requirement of K
-1

 in (3). Thus, for 

each transformation, only a forward projection is required, 

which significantly reduce the processing time. 

 

B. Simulation of PET data  

For dual R&C motion correction, a 4D dataset with dual 

R&C gated projections is used. In our simulation study, 6 

equal-count respiratory gates and 8 equal-time cardiac gates 

were used in our study. 

Realistic Monte Carlo simulation modeling the GE 

discovery RX scanner was performed using a combination of 

GATE and SIMSET software, which was shown to yield 

faster processing speed [9]. The 4D XCAT phantom [10] with 

realistic models of R&C motion was employed to generate 

projection data that model clinical cardiac PET scans. A 

maximum of 20 mm respiratory motion amplitude was 

simulated. A combination of 24 respiratory gates and 48 

cardiac gates, that simulate intra-frame motion, with a total of 

1152 gates were generated and later summed into the 6 

respiratory * 8 cardiac gates. The other tissue organs were 

simulated individually to model different tracer uptakes in a 

typical 
18

F-FDG scan. Almost noise-free data were generated 

and later used in the study of different scan times by adding 

Poisson noise. 

 

C. Motion estimation 

The approach in this work requires known image-based 4D 

respiratory and cardiac motion vector fields (R&C-MVF). 

Here, the true R&C-MVF from the 4D XCAT phantom was 

used to evaluate the MCBR approach. To simulate situations 

where the R&C-MVF is unknown, image-based R&C motion 

estimation from respiratory gated reconstructions and cardiac 

gated reconstructions were estimated separately and was later 

combined into dual R&C gated motion. 

 

D. Choice of Reference frame 

The choice of reference frame for conventional motion 

correction approaches is straightforward given reliable motion 

estimation; as one can always use inverse motion transform to 

go back to any arbitrary gate. With the use of scout 
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reconstruction as an approximation to the true activity 

distribution used in (7), the choice of reference frame could 

affect the accuracy of motion correction. In this work, two 

choices of reference frames were studied. In choice #1, the 

reference frame is placed at end-inspiration and end-diastole 

of the respiratory and cardiac motion phase, respectively. In 

choice #2, the reference frame in the center of both R&C 

motion. Choice 1 resulted in larger motion amplitude and 

motion from other gates being in the similar direction. The 

second choice resulted smaller motion amplitude and balanced 

motion direction from other gates. To provide quantitative 

evaluation of the estimation, the true R&C-MVF from 4D 

XCAT phantom was used in this comparison. 

 

E. Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of MCBR approach, the root-

mean-square-error ratio (RMSER) of the count distributions 

within the myocardium volume-of-interest (VOI) in the 

motion corrected and the corresponding phantom image was 

calculated to compare the overall quantitative accuracy. The 

definition of RMSER is given by  



 



VOI

Truth

VOI

TruthEst

x

xx

RMSER

2)(

     (8) 

where xEst is the voxel value of the reconstructed image with 

motion correction, and xTruth is the voxel value of the same 

location from the corresponding phantom image. 

Comparison with conventional dual R&C motion correction 

after reconstruction (MCAR) approaches were also done to 

evaluate the performance of the MCBR method. 

 

III. RESULT 

The effects of using different reference frames were shown 

in Fig. 2. In a sample coronal slice image at end-systolic 

phase, the use of choice #1 reference frame resulted in some 

unwanted artifacts in the lower right part of the left ventricle 

when the true R&C-MVF was used in the motion correction. It 

also resulted in myocardium wall that is thinner than that of 

the phantom. The artifact is not present when choice #2 

reference frame is used.   

 
Fig. 2.  Coronal view of end-systolic phase of (left) phantom image, (middle) 

motion correction using choice #1 reference frame, (right) motion correction 

using choice #2 reference frame.  
 

The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that for the MCBR 

method, the choice of reference frame is an important factor 

affecting image quality. The image artifacts resulting in the 

choice #1 reference frame are likely caused by the 

combination of large amplitude of the motion vectors and the 

use of an approximate scout reconstructed image in place of 

the true activity distribution in (7). When a balanced choice 

such as the choice 2 reference frame is used, the image 

artifacts are reduced due to a smaller motion amplitude that 

are partially cancelled out by opposite motion vectors from 

different gates around the reference frame.  

Comparison of almost noise-free 4D cardiac gated short-

axis images at ED and ES obtained with no motion correction, 

traditional MCAR, and new MCBR approaches is shown in 

Fig. 3. All reconstructions have obtained after 32 iterations.  

 
Fig. 3.  Short axis view of almost noise free case of (upper row) end-diastolic 

phase and (lower row) end-systolic phase. From left to right: phantom image, 

reconstruction without motion correction, reconstructed image with MCBR, 

reconstructed image with MCAR. 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, when applied to the almost noise-free 

data, the MCBR is shown to reduce motion effects. However, 

due to the use of approximations, the resulting image quality is 

inferior when compared to that obtain using the tradition 

MCAR method.  

 
Fig. 4.  Short axis view of end-diastolic phase. From first row to last row: No 

motion correction, MCBR using true R&C-MVF, MCAR using true R&C-

MVF, MCBR using estimated R&C-MVF, MCAR using estimated R&C-

MVF. From first column to last column: simulation of 20 minutes scan, 10 

minutes scan, 5 minutes scan and 3 minutes scan.  

We also evaluated the MCBR method using the simulated 

noisy datasets. Simulated projections from four different noise 

levels representing 20, 10, 5, and 3 minutes acquisition based 

on the count levels found in corresponding clinical patient 

scans were used. Reconstructions using the traditional MCAR 

and the new MCBR as well as reconstruction without motion 

correction were calculated. Both true R&C-MVF as well as 

estimated R&C-MVF based gated images were applied. The 

results are shown in Fig. 4. A Butterworth post smoothing 

filter with order 8 and cut-off frequency 0.12 pix
-1

 (pixel size 

is 2.6 mm) was applied to the reconstructed images without 
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motion correction to reduce noise. No smoothing filter was 

applied to the motion corrected images.  The relatively large 

respiratory motion caused reduced voxel intensity in the 

anterior and inferior myocardial wall. Both dual R&C motion 

correction approaches improved image quality by reducing 

respiratory motion and fully utilized image statistics for a 

single cardiac frame. Fig. 4 also suggested that although the 

overall image quality of MCBR was worse than MCAR in low 

noise situations, in high noise situations, MCBR provided 

superior image quality compared with traditional MCAR due 

to its better noise properties. Fig. 4 also shows the effect of 

inaccurate motion estimation due to extremely noisy simulated 

data from the 3 minutes acquisition scan. The same iteration 

number was used in the different motion correction methods. 

In addition, the RMSER as a function of iteration number for 

the different motion correction approaches are shown in Fig.4. 

The quantitative evaluation shows similar result, i.e., MCAR 

is more sensitive to the scan time or noise in the projections.  

With shorter scan, MCBR outperforms MCAR 

  

 
Fig. 4.  RMSER of 5 different noise simulations using (NMC) no motion 

correction, MCBR with true (TureMVF) and (EstMVF) estimated R&C-MVF, 

MCAR with true and estimated R&C-MVF. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Dual R&C motion correction significantly improved image 

quality in 4D gated cardiac PET images, allowing shorter 

acquisition time or reduced injection dose. However, when 

applying traditional dual R&C motion correction with 6 

respiratory and 8 cardiac gates, the processing time for a 

single iteration is increased by at least 48 times without 

parallel computing. While parallel computing is a viable 

solution, MCBR provides an alternative approach to 

dramatically reduce calculation time by applying motion 

correction on the projection data before reconstruction. 

However, due to the approximations used in the MCBR 

method, the image quality as well as quantitative accuracy was 

inferior to the traditional motion correction approaches in high 

counts situations. In low counts situations, the MCBR method 

provides better quantitative accuracy and image quality than 

MCAR, as the later approach is more sensitive to noise. 

It should also be noted that in cases where image-based 

R&C-MVF is unknown, respiratory gated and cardiac gated 

image reconstructions are required for motion estimation 

purpose. However, single respiratory or cardiac gated images 

instead of dual gated images can be used for motion 

estimation purpose assuming independence of respiratory and 

cardiac motion, MCBR still yields much faster speed than 

conventional methods. 
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Abstract— Attenuation correction is essential for quantitative 

analysis in positron emission tomography (PET). At PET energies, 

the product of the Klein-Nishina cross-section per electron and 

the electron density provides an estimate of the attenuation 

coefficient. We have evaluated the feasibility of simultaneously 

reconstructing the PET activity distribution and the electron 

density/attenuation map from true and scattered coincidences. A 

scatter model was developed to describe the possible scattering 

sites for single-scatter coincidences. The expected number of 

coincidences measured by a detector pair was formulated based 

on this model. A maximum likelihood expectation maximization 

(MLEM) formula was derived to reconstruct the electron density 

map using scatter data from a known activity distribution. The 

MLEM formula was fused with the regular MLEM activity 

reconstruction method to obtain a simultaneous reconstruction 

algorithm. The algorithm was evaluated using a GATE simulation 

of a simplified 2D chest phantom. The cross-talk between activity 

and electron density distributions was not significant. The 

contrast recovery coefficients (CRC) for regions of interest are 

over 0.8, while those values were below 0.4 for reconstructions 

using an approach that considered only trues. 

 
Index Terms— PET, scatter, attenuation correction, electron 

density, simultaneous reconstruction. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

TTENUATION correction is needed in order to obtain 

artifact-free and quantitatively accurate positron emission 

tomography (PET) images. A CT scan can be utilized to 

provide an attenuation map in PET/CT systems. However, 

patient or organ motion, a smaller field-of-view CT and the 

scaling of attenuation coefficients to values corresponding to 

PET energy, can lead to artifacts and an inaccurate attenuation 

map [1]. 

 A number of approaches to obtain attenuation information 
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without a separate transmission scan have been investigated 

[2], [3], [4], [5]. Nuyts et al. proposed a joint 

maximum-likelihood reconstruction of attenuation and activity 

(MLAA) for PET and single-photon emission computerized 

tomography (SPECT) from true events [2]. Their results show 

significant cross-talk between the activity distribution and 

attenuation map, especially in PET. By introducing 

time-of-flight information, the cross-talk can be reduced, but 

some a-priori knowledge is required to fix the undetermined 

constant of integration [3]. Cade et al. showed that scatter data 

could be used to reduce cross-talk in SPECT [4]. Berker et al. 

generated attenuation information from scatter data in PET by 

reconstructing the attenuation map by back-projecting and 

summing the scattered coincidences [5]. We have however 

found that great care needs to be taken to prevent cross-talk 

occurring between the attenuation and activity reconstruction 

when using an extended source distribution.  

For the PET energy range, the product of the total 

Klein-Nishina cross-section and the electron density provides 

an estimate of the attenuation coefficient. It has been shown 

that it is feasible to use the scattered coincidences to improve 

the PET reconstruction of the activity distribution provided the 

attenuation is known [6]. In this work, an algorithm for 

simultaneously estimating the electron density map and activity 

distribution from true and scatter data in PET, is proposed. The 

scatter data is used to reconstruct the electron density map 

while the true data is used for the activity distribution. For a 

particular scatter coincidence, the locations of all possible 

scattering sites can be described by two circular arcs 

determined from the kinematics of Compton scattering and the 

scattered photon energy (see Fig. 1). The expected number of 

scatter coincidences detected by a detector pair can be 

formulated in terms of the activity distribution and the electron 

density. Assuming the activity distribution is known, a 

Electron Density Reconstruction from Scattered 

Coincidences for Attenuation Correction in Positron 

Emission Tomography 

Geng Zhang, Hongyan Sun and Stephen Pistorius, Senior Member, IEEE 

A 

 
Fig. 1.  All scatter coincidences corresponding to the scattering angle θ and 

detected by the detector A (primary photon) and B (scattered photon) are 
located on two circular arcs (TCA). The possible annihilation position and 

scattering position are shown by point X and S. 
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 2 

maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) 

algorithm can be used to retrieve the electron density 

information. By combining the electron density algorithm with 

the regular MLEM method for activity reconstruction, an 

algorithm for simultaneous reconstruction of both distributions 

can be developed. A simplified chest phantom, containing lung 

and bone regions, was simulated using GATE [7]. The activity 

and electron density were successfully reconstructed. 

II. THEORY 

A. Scatter Model 

Since almost 80% of the detected scattered coincidences are 

first order scattering events [8], we only consider single scatter. 

The scattering angle is related to the scattered photon energy by 

the Compton equation. For a scatter coincidence, the locations 

of all possible scattering locations can be described by two 

circular arcs (TCA) that have the same inscribed scattering 

angle. Similar to the model in [6], the expected number of 

scattered coincidences detected by detector A and B for a 

particular scattering angle θ (indexed by j) can be formulated 

as: 

where τ is the acquisition time, ρ is the electron density, fx is  

the activity distribution, dσC
KN/dθ is the differential 

Klein-Nishina cross-section, and 𝐴𝐹𝑗(𝑆)  is the attenuation 

factor along the broken line of response ASB: 

𝐴𝐹𝑗(𝑆) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ∫ 𝜎𝐶
𝐾𝑁𝜌(𝑙)𝑑𝑙

𝑆

𝐴

− ∫ 𝜎𝐶
𝐾𝑁𝜌(𝑙)𝑑𝑙

𝐵

𝑆

) . (2) 

Ψj is the factor accounting for detector efficiency and 

geometrical factors. 

The electron density not only affects the photon attenuation 

but also drives the Compton scattering probability along the 

TCA. The integral of activity fx, the acquisition time τ, the Ψj 

factor, the Klein-Nishina cross-section and the attenuation 

factor can be grouped into an overall function 𝐹𝑗(𝑆) and (1) 

simplifies to: 

The second line of (3) follows the discretization procedure 

described in [10]. The system matrix 𝑎𝑖𝑗  equals to the 

2-dimensional integral of 𝐹𝑗(𝑆) within each pixel 𝑖. 

B. Electron Density Reconstruction Algorithm 

Assume 𝑃𝑖𝑗  in (3) is a Poisson variable. Following the 

derivation in [9], we developed the list-mode MLEM algorithm 

for electron density reconstruction: 

Equation (4) is similar to the equation used in regular MLEM 

algorithms for activity reconstruction, except that the system 

matrix 𝑎𝑖𝑗  is calculated using all the factors mentioned in 

section II-A. Note that 𝑎𝑖𝑗  includes the attenuation factor of the 

scattered events. The matrix 𝑎𝑖𝑗  is initialized using the initial or 

previous estimate of the electron density before each iteration, 

and is updated by the new estimate after the iteration. It is 

important to note that simply applying (4) to obtain the electron 

density, independently of the activity reconstruction does not 

lead to correct results. This is true even if the activity 

distribution is already known. The success of (4) lies in the 

simultaneous reconstruction of both activity and electron 

density distributions. 

C. Simultaneous Reconstruction 

 Combining the MLEM methods for activity and electron 

density reconstruction gives a simultaneous reconstruction 

algorithm as shown in Fig. 2. 

III. METHOD 

The method was tested at two levels: 1) the electron density 

reconstruction alone and 2) the simultaneous reconstruction. 

All data were obtained from GATE simulations with ideal 

energy resolution and the full energy window of 170-511 keV.  

A. Electron Density Reconstruction 

As indicated in [5], reconstruction of electron density 

distribution using scatter data suffers from significant 

cross-talk for distributed sources other than a single point 

source. The ability of the proposed method to separate the 

electron density distribution from the activity distribution was 

tested using a 2D ring water phantom with a single point 

source, two point sources and a distributed circular source 

placed in the inner region of a lung phantom. The inner and 

outer radii of the ring were 6 cm and 10 cm respectively. The 

single point source was placed at the center of the ring. The two 

point sources were placed symmetrically to the center of the 

phantom, with a separation of 4 cm. The circular distributed 

 〈𝑃𝑗〉 = 𝜏 ∮ 𝛹𝑗 ∙ (
𝑑𝜎𝐶

𝐾𝑁

𝑑𝜃
) ∙ 𝜌(𝑠) ∙ 𝐴𝐹𝑗(𝑆)𝑑𝑠 ∫ 𝑑𝑥 ∙ 𝑓𝑥

𝑆

𝐴

𝐵

𝐴

 (1) 

 

〈𝑃𝑗〉 = ∮ 𝜌(𝑠) ∙ 𝐹𝑗(𝑆)𝑑𝑠
𝐵

𝐴

= ∑ 𝜌𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑃

𝑖=1

≡ ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑗

𝑃

𝑖=1

 

(3) 

 𝜌
𝑖
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𝜌
𝑖
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 (4) 

 
Fig. 2.  Flow chart of the simultaneous reconstruction. 
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source had a radius of 2 cm and was placed at the centre of the 

phantom. Reconstructions were performed using a 199199 

grid with a pixel size of 2 mm. 

The initial estimate of electron density was a uniform 

distribution within the entire image area. Since the aim of the 

ring phantom simulation was to test the feasibility of (4) by 

generating the electron density, the attenuation of the scattered 

coincidences was ignored, and the starting value of the electron 

density was arbitrary. 

B. Simultaneous Reconstruction 

A simplified chest phantom was simulated using GATE to 

perform the reconstruction of both distributions. The outline of 

the phantom was an ellipse with a 15 cm long axis and a 12 cm 

short axis. A small spine bone and two lung regions were 

inserted in the water background. Reconstructions were 

conducted in an 8585 grid with a pixel size of 4 mm.  

Unlike the ring phantom, both the electron density and 

activity were reconstructed, and the attenuation of scattered 

events was included to obtain quantitatively accurate results. 

The initial estimate of the activity was an arbitrarily valued 

uniform distribution over the entire image region, while the 

initial estimate for electron density was a uniform electron 

density equal to that of water.   

IV. RESULTS 

Fig. 3 shows the images of the ring phantom with different 

source configurations. For the single point source (Fig. 3d) and 

two point sources (Fig. 3e), 9×104 scattered coincidences were 

used. For the distributed source (Fig. 3f), 1.6×105 coincidences 

were needed to create an image with clear boundaries. Results 

were obtained after 40 iterations. 

The joint reconstructions of activity and electron density 

distributions are shown in Fig. 4. For electron density 

reconstruction, 7×105 scattered coincidences were used. For 

activity reconstruction, 2×106 true coincidences were used. The 

images were obtained after five global iterations of the 

alternating process described in Fig. 2.  As a comparison, the 

images reconstructed using only true events through the MLAA 

algorithm in [2] are also presented in Fig. 4 (b, e). 

Fig. 5 shows the profiles for reconstructions using both 

methods. Features of both distributions are recovered by using 

the scatter data. To quantitatively characterize the 

reconstructions, the contrast recovery coefficients (CRC) are 

calculated. The CRC value is defined as: 

 

𝐶𝑅𝐶 =
(𝑉 𝐵⁄ − 1)

𝑅 − 1
 , (5) 

 

where V and B are the reconstructed mean values of the region 

of interest and background in the reconstructed image, R is the 

corresponding ratio of the correct values. For the hot region of 

the activity distribution, 𝐶𝑅𝐶𝐻  is calculated from the mean 

value in the hot region as 𝑉 in (5). For lung regions of electron 

density map, 𝐶𝑅𝐶𝐿 is calculated using the mean value of the 

lung region. Table I lists the CRC values for both methods. 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

The main advantage of a list-mode MLEM is its ability to 

deal with a low count data set. In the chest phantom simulation, 

7×105 scattered coincidences were used. This number is well 

above the total number of detector pairs per ring. However, 

including the energy of the scattered photon adds an extra 

dimension to the data set. Therefore, the data used is highly 

incomplete and sparse. 

For all reconstructions, no prior information regarding 

phantom outline were provided. The proposed method 

converged quickly to the correct shape of the phantoms. For 

both the MLAA method in [2] and the SMLGA method in [4], 

special methods are required to deal with the phantom outline. 

In the ring phantom test, the MLEM method (4) successfully 

reconstructed the shape of the water ring. In contrast to [5], 

cross-talk between the two distributions is not observed. The 

 

Fig. 4.  Reconstructions of the chest phantom. Left column: reference image 

for activity (a) and electron density (d) distribution. Middle column: 

corresponding reconstructions using MLAA method. Right column: 
reconstructions using proposed method. Images (c) and (f) are convolved with 

a Gaussian filter with 5 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). 

  

 

Fig. 3.  Reconstructions of the ring phantom. Upper row shows the true 

phantom with the source distribution displayed in red. The lower rows show 

the corresponding reconstructions. Images were convolved with a Gaussian 

filter with 5 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). 
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normalization factor ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑗  in (4) enables the proposed method 

to separate the electron density distribution from the 

non-overlapped activity distribution, even for multiple point 

sources or a distributed source. 

Suppose the electron density is low at a pixel of interest. If 

the line connecting the detected primary photon and the pixel 

passes through a high activity region, the integral of activity 

along the line leads to a high value of ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑗 , which in turn will 

lower the reconstructed value due to its presence in the 

denominator. 

For the chest phantom simulation, reconstructing the 

electron density using scatter data significantly reduces the 

cross-talk between the two distributions. This is observed in the 

images obtained using the MLAA method (Fig. 4).  

When both activity and electron density are unknown, and 

only true coincidences are used, any initial attenuation can 

produce an activity reconstruction. The solution is however not 

unique. In addition, suppose the initial estimate of the electron 

density results in over-attenuation, the reconstructed activity 

values will be higher than the corrected values to compensate 

for the over-attenuation. When the over-estimated activity is 

used to reconstruct the electron density, higher values are 

reconstructed to attenuate the higher activity to achieve 

consistency with the data. Therefore, the cross-talk is an 

intrinsic issue for the MLAA method.  

By utilizing the scatter information, additional consistency 

conditions are added. The ability for an incorrect activity to be 

offset by an incorrect attenuation is reduced, leading to a more 

reasonable solution. If over-attenuation leads to the 

reconstruction of higher activity, the electron density updated 

based on (1) will be lowered and the reverse is true if the initial 

estimate of the electron density is too low. As a result, 

convergence to the actual values occurs with each iteration.  

The spine region is not clearly recovered by our method. One 

possible reason is the low number of detected scatter events 

compared to the whole data space and the small size of the 

spine region. Therefore, there are not enough detected scatter 

events to be back-projected to that region. Further work is 

needed to investigate possible improvements. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming the number of coincidences scattered at a specific 

pixel and energy is a Poisson variable, a robust MLEM formula 

has been derived which iteratively estimates the electron 

density and activity. By using a simplified chest phantom 

simulation, the proposed method has been shown to reconstruct 

a good estimate of the electron density and activity distribution. 

The electron density map provides attenuation correction data 

for the PET activity reconstruction as well as anatomical 

information. Compared to methods that use only true events, 

the cross-talk between activity and electron density is 

significantly reduced. The main practical challenge remains in 

the use of non-ideal energy resolution detectors. Future work 

will investigate the influence of energy resolution on the quality 

of the electron density and activity reconstruction. 
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Fig. 5.  Profiles of the reconstructions using MLAA method (left column) 

and the proposed method (right column). The upper row plots the horizontal 

profile through the hot region of activity. The lower row plots the central 
vertical profile through the lung region. 

  

TABLE I 
UNITS FOR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

Symbol CRCH CRCL 

MLAA 0.026 0.33 

Proposed 

Method 
0.81 0.87 
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Abstract—Time-resolved 3-D cardiac imaging in the catheter
laboratory using C-arm computed tomography (CT) could
provide valuable information to physicians during interven-
tions. However, for clinically reasonable acquisition protocols,
electrocardiography (ECG) gated reconstructions of individual
heart phases are severely degraded due to sparse view sam-
pling artifacts. As they appear at different locations for each
heart phase, these artifacts strongly influence motion estimation,
thus impairing a subsequent motion-compensated reconstruction
which has been shown to greatly improve image quality. We
present a method for reducing such artifacts by an adaptive
smoothing in the temporal domain, guided by a projection-based
motion detection step which incorporates the heart rate as prior
knowledge. In our experiments on clinical data and a numerical
heart phantom, we show that the increased temporal consis-
tency achieved for initial images propagates into the motion-
compensated reconstructions, improving their quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

During interventions in the catheter laboratory, functional
evaluation of the heart motion today is mostly limited to 2-D
ventriculography. Modalities commonly used for wall motion
analysis such as cardiac magnetic resonance imaging or 3-D
echocardiography are inconvenient to apply intra-procedurally.
Therefore, availability of interventional 3-D reconstructions of
multiple heart phases (i. e., 4-D imaging) would be highly ben-
eficial. For instance, they could provide valuable information
regarding the area of latest contraction to cardiologists during
cardiac resynchronization therapy procedures, and support
them in finding the optimal lead position [1].

Using C-arm devices as they are commonly found in
catheter labs, rotational angiography can, in principle, provide
such images by means of multi-segment retrospective ECG-
gating [2]. However, even when employing a specifically
designed contrast and acquisition protocol for dynamic cardiac
imaging [3], the gated reconstructions suffer from severe noise
and streaking artifacts due to sparse view sampling.

Several contributions have been made to improve quality
of 4-D imaging with C-arm systems explicitly. A notable one
by Mory et al. employs 4-D iterative reconstruction incorpo-
rating both spatial and temporal regularization [4]. Another
very promising approach combines reconstruction techniques
based on filtered back-projection with motion-compensation
[5]. It treats the ECG-gated reconstructions as initial images
from which the motion between all phases is estimated, and
subsequently performs a final reconstruction using all acquired

Fig. 1. Initial images for patient data set 1 reconstructed using ECG-gated
filtered back-projection, with (middle) and without (left) the artifact reduction
and denoising steps described in section II-A. On the right, the adaptive
temporal smoothing described in section II-B was applied to the middle image.

projection data by taking the motion into account. However,
the accuracy of motion estimation is highly sensitive to the
quality of the initial images [5].

Artifacts appearing unpredictably over the whole spatio-
temporal domain strongly disturb image registration, lead-
ing to false motion patterns—an effect we term temporal
inconsistency. We present a method for increasing temporal
consistency by an adaptive temporal smoothing which aims
to reduce artifacts in the initial images while keeping motion
corresponding to the heart pace. A novel, projection-based
motion detection step is introduced to guide the smoothing.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Below, we first introduce the workflow of the motion-
compensated reconstruction technique used in this study (sec-
tion II-A). We continue by describing the two main steps of
our proposed method, which aims to improve image quality
within this framework (section II-B). Afterwards, some details
regarding our experimental data are provided (section II-C).

A. Motion-compensated Cardiac C-arm CT Reconstruction

A temporal sequence of initial images is generated using
retrospective ECG-gating with a rectangular gating window
and Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) filtered back-projection re-
construction. Few-view artifacts appear since only a subset of
the projection images is used. Denoising and artifact reduction
are performed by the following steps: (i) High-density objects
within the reconstruction field of view (FOV) such as catheters
are removed [6]. (ii) Artifacts caused by cables outside the
FOV are reduced by a threshold-based masking in the filtered
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projection images. (iii) To further reduce few-view artifacts,
an approach by McKinnon and Bates [7] is employed in
which object-dependent artifact images are estimated and
afterwards subtracted from the original images. (iv) Spatial
domain denoising is performed with a joint bilateral filter using
a reconstruction from all available data as the guidance image
[8], [9]. Fig. 1 exemplarily shows the combined effect of these
steps on an initial image. A coarse region of interest (ROI)
around the heart is sketched manually to which the subsequent
motion estimation is constrained for increased efficiency.

Pairwise 3-D/3-D motion estimation is performed for
all phases using a uniform cubic B-spline motion model
and normalized cross-correlation as the image similarity
metric [5]. Optimization is performed on a 3-level multi-
resolution pyramid with a quasi-Newton method, the limited-
memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algo-
rithm. 10,000 random image samples per iteration and level are
evaluated within the ROI. Our implementation uses elastix,
a toolbox for nonrigid registration of medical images [10]. The
B-spline motion model, which has an isotropic control point
spacing of 8mm, is evaluated on the image grid to obtain
a dense deformation field. This is incorporated into a voxel-
driven FDK reconstruction which compensates for the motion
by shifting the currently considered voxel according to the
deformation field during the back-projection step [11].

Our method consists in an adaptive temporal smoothing
applied to the initial images prior to motion estimation in order
to improve the quality of motion-compensated reconstruction.

B. Adaptive Temporal Smoothing

1) 3-D Motion Detection: As a preparation for the sub-
sequent smoothing, a motion detection step aims to deter-
mine how much each voxel position x = (x, y, z)> is
affected by cardiac motion. In the initial images It(x), t ∈
{0, . . . , Nphases}, however, intensity changes over the cardiac
phase t may either be due to actual heart motion or artifacts.
Our key ideas to distinguish between both effects are the
following ones: (i) The projection images show the heart
motion, but no artifacts correlated with this motion. (ii) They
also offer a very high temporal resolution, showing many
individual heart beats as opposed to one “average” cycle
obtained by ECG-gated reconstruction. (iii) The frequency of
the motion, i. e., the heart rate, is known from the ECG.

Let us follow the forward-projection of x over the sequence
of acquired projection images P k, k ∈ {0, . . . , Nproj} after
line integral conversion. More precisely, forward-project x to
each image and consider the sequence of line integral values
pk(x), k ∈ {0, . . . , Nproj} as a temporal profile for x. This
profile will exhibit several effects. It will have a low-frequency
component (“base-line drift”) as lateral projections at the
beginning and end of the sweep, having traveled through more
tissue, show larger integrals than the frontal ones. Locally,
spikes will appear when objects of high density such as cables
or catheters pass behind or in front of x. If the tissue located at
x is affected by heart motion, we expect the profile to have a
periodic component with a frequency equal to the heart rate for

Fig. 2. For each 3-D position x, the energy M(x) of the heart rate is
computed from the line integral images P k .

most of the scan. The magnitude of this component is what we
are looking for. For this purpose, it seems natural to perform
frequency analysis. We first apply a windowing function—in
our experiments, we used the “exact Blackman” window—to
the pk(x) to enforce periodicity, making the profile vanish at
both ends. Then, we compute the Fourier transform to obtain
the power spectrum, including the power (or energy) M(x)
associated with the heart rate for each voxel position x. This
approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. A visualization of the spatial
distribution of the detected energies is shown in Fig. 3.

However, using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), this
is rather inefficient for a large number of projections and
voxels. If we were to analyze each voxel in parallel, memory
complexity would be in O(Nproj ·Nvoxels). While it is possible
to do it sequentially or in small blocks at the cost of increased
runtime, there is a more elegant solution. The Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) for a single frequency can be computed in
O(n), where n ≡ Nproj in our case, which is computationally
less demanding than the O(n log n) complexity of FFT. The
Goertzel filter [12] is a simple recursive filter that performs this
computation efficiently and with a constant memory footprint,
independent of the sequence (profile) length.

2) Temporal Gauss Filter: In regions not affected by car-
diac motion, we can apply strong temporal smoothing to
eliminate temporally inconsistent artifacts. For this purpose,
we use a simple 1-D Gauss filter in the temporal dimension,
i. e. we blur the It(x) along t,

It
s(x) =

Nphases∑
t′=0

It′(x) · 1

σ(x)
√
2π

exp

(
−dist2(t, t′)

2σ2(x)

)
, (1)

where dist(·, ·) denotes the absolute distance of two phases
in the cardiac cycle. In contrast, wherever we assume to have
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Fig. 3. Color-coded visualizations of the cardiac motion detected by our
method inside the considered region of interest for patients 1 and 2. It is
overlayed on a reconstruction from all data for anatomical orientation. Warmer
hues correspond to larger motion.

cardiac motion, we need to take care so as not to lose actual
motion in the process, and therefore narrow the smoothing
kernel down by decreasing the standard deviation σ(x).

For determining the appropriate σ(x) for each x, we make
use of the heart rate energies M(x), which are converted to
a weight map Mw(x): First, we remove outliers and denoise
M(x) by applying a 3× 3 median filter as well as a blur
filter with 1.5mm standard deviation, respectively. In order to
normalize the values, we perform a global linear scaling such
that the mean M of M(x) over the considered ROI is mapped
to 1. Values larger than this mean are clamped; thereby, we
assign the maximum weight of 1 to all positions x for which
M(x) ≥M . For all other positions, the weights vary in the
range [0; 1] and can be used to interpolate between a σmin (in
case of strong motion) and a σmax (no motion),

σ(x) = σmin ·Mw(x) + σmax · (1−Mw(x)). (2)

In our experiments, we set σmin and σmax to 1% and 50%
of the cardiac cycle, respectively. Additionally, for improved
convergence of motion estimation, the ROI was narrowed
down by removing voxels for which M(x) ≤ 0.5M .

C. Experiments

1) Clinical Data: Two clinical patient data sets were ac-
quired using an Artis zeego system (Siemens AG, Healthcare,
Forchheim, Germany). One C-arm rotation of 14 s dura-
tion was performed, capturing 381 projection images at ap-
prox. 30Hz with an angular increment of 0.52◦. The isotropic
pixel resolution was 0.31mm/pixel (0.21 in isocenter), the
detector size 1240 × 960 pixels. The heart was stimulated
through external pacing to 115 bpm. The gating window width
was chosen as 10% of the heart cycle. 10 cardiac phases were
reconstructed at a phase increment of 10% for both the initial
and motion-compensated images. 91ml of undiluted contrast
agent were administered in the pulmonary artery at a speed of
7ml/s. The appropriate X-ray delay was determined by a prior
test bolus injection. Image reconstruction was performed on a
volume of size (25.6 cm)3, distributed on a 2563 voxel grid.

2) Phantom Model: A ventricle data set similar to the
XCAT phantom was created [13], [14]. Projections of this
phantom were simulated using a polychromatic X-ray spec-
trum with 56 energy bins from 10 keV to 150 keV and a

Fig. 4. Motion-compensated reconstructions of the end-diastolic phase for
patient data set 1 and color-coded difference images between the end-diastolic
and end-systolic phase. Motion has been estimated from initial reconstructions
processed with (bottom) and without (top) temporal smoothing.

time-current product of 2.5mAs per X-ray pulse. The material
properties of bones and bone marrow were chosen according
to the mass attenuation coefficients of the NIST X-ray table1.
All other structures were assumed to have the same absorption
behavior as water with modified densities. The densities of
the contrasted left ventricle blood pool, the myocardial wall
and the contrasted blood in the aorta were set to 2.5 g/cm3,
1.5 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3, respectively. To obtain a gold stan-
dard reconstruction, projection images for a single cardiac
phase (static phantom) were generated. Other properties of the
data set, such as the heart rate, number of projection images,
resolution and dimensions, were chosen equivalently to the
clinical data sets described above.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4 shows that the intensity differences between end-
systolic and end-diastolic phases in uncontrasted cardiac tissue
and blood presumed—or in case of the phantom, known—
to appear static decrease considerably while heart motion
is preserved. For the quantitatively evaluated static regions
depicted in Fig. 5, the average standard deviation w. r. t. the
heart phases was reduced by more than 50%, whereas it
was only reduced slightly in the contrasted left ventricular
blood pool. In our phantom study, the root mean square
error (RMSE) over the ROI, computed between the motion-
compensated and the static ground truth reconstruction, is
lowered from 771.4 to 689.1, a decrease of about 9%. As
expected, this improvement is not as dramatic as that observed
for the temporal variance, but it nonetheless indicates that
enforcing consistency in time also reduces artifacts in the
spatial domain. A visualization of the differences is found in
Fig. 6. Errors at the heart walls can partially be attributed to
residual motion within the gating window.

One might argue that the motion detection step could be
replaced by a coarse segmentation of the heart. However,

1http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html/xcom1.html
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Data set TS Uncontrasted Contrasted

Patient 1 - 634± 70 [221] 964± 154 [446]
X 635± 32 [102] 959± 148 [434]

Patient 2 - 776± 49 [153] 870± 83 [252]
X 776± 23 [74] 866± 78 [236]

Phantom - 593± 33 [100] 1232± 110 [298]
X 594± 12 [38] 1230± 107 [292]

Fig. 5. In all data sets (from left to right: patients 1 and 2, phantom), a region
containing unconstrasted cardiac tissue and blood (yellow), which should
appear mostly static, as well as a region tightly surrounding the contrasted
left ventricular blood pool in end-diastole (red), where the most prominent
motion should be expected, were selected for quantitative evaluation. The table
shows temporal statistics (i. e., with respect to the heart phases) of intensity
values in motion-compensated reconstructions, averaged over all voxels in
the respective region, in the format mean± std [max−min]. The column TS
indicates whether the proposed temporal smoothing was applied to the initial
images used for motion estimation.

Fig. 6. Left: A motion-compensated reconstruction of our phantom model
using the proposed method. For the two color-coded error images, computed as
the maximum intensity projection along the z-axis of the absolute differences
to the ground truth reconstruction, motion has been estimated from initial
images processed with (right) and without (middle) temporal smoothing.

unlike most organ segmentation algorithms, it neither requires
nor imposes any prior knowledge on the shape of the consid-
ered objects apart from the (known) frequency. It can identify
regions with varying degrees of motion directly from the
projection images without the need for a reconstruction of mul-
tiple phases or sophisticated registration methods. At the same
time, it is computationally undemanding due to the use of the
Goertzel filter. In our clinical data sets, projections acquired
from lateral directions suffer from low contrast. Naturally, this
affects both reconstruction as well as our motion detection
method. However, we have observed that it mainly causes the
motion mask to be spread out in anterior-posterior direction,
i. e. motion is potentially overestimated. For the subsequent
adaptive smoothing step, this is inconvenient, yet uncritical; it
merely causes a less aggressive removal of artifacts.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reduction of temporal inconsistency in motion-
compensated image reconstruction, a voxel-based temporal
smoothing of the initial image sequence used for motion
estimation is proposed. The degree of smoothing depends
inversely on the magnitude of cardiac motion detected by a
novel scheme based on frequency analysis of projection data.
For future work, other potential uses for the detected motion,
e. g. as prior knowledge for regularization, as well as extending
the method to irregular cardiac motion can be considered.
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Abstract—Today, an angiographic C-arm CT system is stan-
dard in most interventional laboratories and 3-D imaging in
the interventional suite has become common. Due to the longer
acquisition time of a C-arm system, of up to several seconds,
intra-scan patient motion is a problem. In this paper, a fully
automatic motion estimation and compensation framework uti-
lizing fiducial markers is presented to mitigate head motion
during neuroradiology interventions. Involuntary head movement
of the patient should be an easier problem to solve than motions
such as cardiac and respiratory motion, but to date no practical
solution has been integrated into a clinical C-arm CT system. Our
framework consists of three major steps: marker detection with
incorporated outlier removal, motion estimation and correction,
and marker removal. The marker detection is based on an initial
estimate of the marker position extracted from the motion-
blurred filtered backprojection (FDK) reconstruction and on
the fast radial symmetry transformed (FRST) 2-D projection
images. The motion is estimated by the alignment of the forward
projected 3-D initial marker positions to the actual detected 2-D
marker positions. Here, a rigid motion model is used assuming
no deformable transformation of the head. The head motion is
then corrected in the filtered backprojection step. Finally, the
detected markers can be removed in the 2-D projection images
by simple interpolation. The framework was evaluated on three
skull phantom datasets with and without induced motion during
the scan, as well as on one clinical C-arm CT dataset. All
3-D reconstructions show a large improvement in image quality
compared to the non-corrected 3-D reconstructions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose of this Work

Angiographic C-arm systems are the standard modality
used during interventional procedures. Physicians can use
2-D fluoroscopic images from these systems for guidance
and navigational support. In addition, newer systems permit
cone-beam CT (CBCT), or the automated computation of 3-D
volumes from rotational acquisitions [1]. CBCT acquisitions
collect numerous high-resolution 2-D images over pre-defined
angular range. However, the time necessary to acquire a
sufficient number of 2-D images for 3-D reconstruction can
be up to 20 seconds and is rarely below 5 seconds. At this
time scale, involuntary motion such as cardiac, respiratory, and
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patient motion is unavoidable and can cause severe artifacts
in the 3-D images. These artifacts can obscure important
information and substantially decrease the clinical utility of
the CBCT images. For example, in brain perfusion imaging
using an interventional CBCT system [2], involuntary head
motion degrades the quality of the resulting perfusion maps.
Hence, in this paper a fully automatic, fiducial marker-based
motion correction framework suitable for interventional neu-
roradiological applications is presented.

B. State-of-the-Art

In interventional imaging, motion estimation and compen-
sation is an open, wide ranging, and complex problem. Most
motion correction approaches are highly dependent on the
motion pattern (rigid vs. deformable motion), the application
(neuroradilogy vs. cardiology), and specific geometric acqui-
sition parameters (short vs. a full scan). Numerous iterative
motion correction algorithms have been developed [3], that
compare the forward-projected image to the original 2-D
projection image according to a given similarity measure.
In general, iterative methods provide a higher signal-to-noise
ratio, but have higher computational costs.

Recently, several papers have been published employing
data consistency conditions for motion estimation [4], [5], [6],
[7]. Up to now, these techniques have not been applied to
clinical data acquired with a C-arm system due to the limited
scan range of about 200◦ and the cone-beam geometry. Hence,
our framework uses fiducial markers to estimate the motion.
Fiducial marker-based methods are advantageous because they
do not rely on any trajectory assumptions and they do not
require additional radiation or a prior CT scan. The idea of
motion correction using fiducial marker detection has been
already widely used in medical imaging [8], [9], [10], although
to date the approach has not been implemented on a real
clinical C-arm CT system. Therefore, we present a fully
automatic motion estimation and compensation framework for
CBCT head scans using fiducial markers.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. 2-D Fiducial Marker Detection

As the first step, the fiducial markers attached to the patients
head need to be detected in the individual 2-D projection
images. Here, an automatic marker detection, presented by
Berger et al. [11] is used. Berger et al. detected fiducial
markers in a weight-bearing C-arm CT scan of a left knee.
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First, the images are pre-processed with a morphological
top-hat filter [12] in order to remove objects larger than the
markers followed by a Sobel filter to enhance the remaining
edges. Next, the fast radial symmetry transform (FRST) [13]
is applied to the pre-processed 2-D images to detect the initial
marker positions. The blurred FRST 2-D candidate points are
backprojected to get a distinct outcome for each 3-D marker
position. A binarisation step is performed using the maximum
entropy method [14]. A 3-D connected component analysis
is applied to identify the centroids of the marker positions in
3-D. With the help of the pre-calibrated projection matrices,
Pj ∈ R3×4 for each projection image j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, with N
the number of projection images, the 3-D reference markers
can be forward projected onto each projection image yielding
the 2-D reference points r′i,j , for each marker i ∈ {1, . . . , B},
with B denoting the number of markers. As a next step, a set of
2-D candidate points mi,j are extracted from the initial FRST
images, using a heuristically determined threshold and a 2-D
connected-components analysis. These candidate points are
then assigned to the closest 2-D reference points, essentially
solving the correspondence problem. The 3-D marker positions
can be updated by the newly assigned candidate points and the
whole detection can be performed iteratively.

B. Outlier Removal
The detection of candidate points in the 2-D FRST pro-

cessed projection images can lead to wrong marker positions,
if for example, a marker in 2-D is overlayed by a high
contrasted structure like a vessel. Therefore, 2-D outliers are
removed before the motion estimation step. In order to detect
the outlier, the 3-D motion trajectory of each marker (c.f.
Figure 1a) is projected on the uz- and the vz-plane (c.f. Figure
1b), with u denoting the axis for the width and v the axis
for the height of each projection image, and z the number of
projections. For each 2-D marker trajectory a cubic smoothing
spline is fitted to the original 2-D curve. If the distance of the
original marker position to the new marker position is larger
than a certain threshold, the point is considered an outlier. In
Figure 1b, the 2-D original and smoothed motion trajectory
of one marker on a skull phantom is illustrated. For motion
estimation, the original motion trajectory is used.

C. 2-D/3-D Rigid Motion Estimation
For the estimation of the intra-scan motion based on the

detected marker positions, the approach evaluated by Choi et
al. [15], [16] in order to estimate knee motion during a weight-
bearing C-arm scan is adapted. The algorithm estimates a 3-D
rigid transformation for each projection image j, by fitting
the forward projection of the 3-D reference marker position to
the actual 2-D detected candidate points. The six degrees of
freedom of each transformation matrix Mj ∈ R4×4, with

Mj = Tj(tx,j , ty,j , tz,j) ·Rz(γj) ·Rx(αj) ·Ry(βj), (1)

where Tj ∈ R4×4 is the translation and R ∈ R4×4 are the
rotation matrices. In this paper, the unknown parameters are
estimated by an interior-point optimizer [17], until the step
size is smaller than 1e-3, with the given objective function:

argmin
tx,j ,ty,j ,tz,j ,γj ,αj ,βj

N∑
j=1

B∑
i=1

||r′i,j −mi,j ||22. (2)
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(b) Projection of 3-D motion trajectory onto the vz-plane. Original
trajectory denoted with (+) in red and the fitted and smoothed
cubic spline (*) in green.

Figure 1: 3-D and projected 2-D motion trajectory of marker
#3 of a skull phantom with translational motion along the
rotation axis.

In order to perform a motion-compensated reconstruction, each
Mj rigid transformation matrix can be used to compute a new
calibration matrix P new

j ,

P new
j = Pj ·Mj , (3)

with Pj denoting the pre-calibrated projection matrix for
projection image j.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Head Phantom
The presented framework was evaluated using a skull phan-

tom with contrasted vessels in the right hemisphere (see Figure
2a). The skull phantom was scanned using an Artis zeego sys-
tem (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany).
An interventional CBCT head scan acquisition protocol was
used, with the following scanning parameters: the scan time
was 5 s acquiring 248 images at 60 f/s, and with an angular
increment of 0.8◦ during one C-arm sweep. The isotropic
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Table I: The minimal, maximal, mean and standard deviation,
and median number of markers detected on the three head
phantom scans.

Dataset Min Max Mean ± Std Median
No motion 4 7 6.60 ± 0.64 7
Translation 5 7 6.39 ± 0.65 6

Rotation 5 7 6.60 ± 0.60 7
4.67 ± 0.58 7 6.53 ± 0.63

pixel resolution was 0.616 mm/pixel (0.40 mm at isocenter)
and the detector size 480 × 620 pixels. A dose of 0.36µGy/f at
the detector was applied. Image reconstruction was performed
with a sharp reconstruction kernel on an image volume of
(25.6 cm)3 distributed on a 2563 voxel grid. Three different
scans with different induced motion patterns were performed,
(1) without any motion, (2) with translational motion (±1 cm)
along, and (3) with rotational motion (±10◦) around the
rotation axis of the C-arm. Seven 7 X-SPOT® radiopaque
pellets from Beekley MedicalTM with 1.5 mm diameter, widely
used in neuroradiology, were attached to the head phantom
ensuring that the markers would not overlap on any individual
projection images during the C-arm rotation.

B. Clinical Data

One patient dataset was acquired on an Artis zee biplane
system (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Ger-
many), using only one detector plane. The same scanning
parameters as for the skull phantom, described in Section
III-A were applied. Only three tantalum beads with a diameter
of 1 mm were attached to the patient’s head, again to avoid
overlapping in different 2-D projection images.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Marker Detection and Outlier Removal

1) Head Phantom: For the skull phantom with the induced
motion patterns, the stability of the marker detection was
evaluated. Table I shows the minimal and maximal number
of markers, as well as the mean and median number, detected
over all N = 248 projection images. Even in the static dataset,
some projections had as few as 4 markers detected due to
overlap of the others with contrast-filled vessels and rounded
vessel bifurcations that can mislead the detection process. On
average for all three phantom scans, 6.53 ± 0.63 markers from
a total of 7 markers were detected over the whole scan.

Table II shows the effect of the outlier removal on the accu-
racy of the marker detection process. The error ε denotes the
deviation between the forward projected 3-D reference points
and the 2-D detected candidate points in the FRST images.
The deviation εtrans denotes the error after the transformation
of the 3-D reference points according to the motion estimation
process and the 2-D detected candidate points in the FRST
images. On average, applying motion correction with outlier
removal results in a ≈93 % reduction in the marker distances
relative to the uncorrected data, if motion was present in the
scan. All outliers are successfully detected, except four outliers
at the beginning of the scan with the induced translational
motion.

Table II: The mean error ε defines the error between the
forward projected 3-D reference points and the detected 2-D
candidate points on the FRST images and the mean error
εtrans between the transformed forward projected 3-D reference
points.

No Outlier Detection
Dataset ε εtrans % improvement

No motion 0.50± 0.31 0.41± 0.39 18 %
Translation 12.16± 5.79 1.43 ± 1.52 88 %

Rotation 11.96± 8.55 0.49 ± 0.42 96 %
Outlier Detection

Dataset ε εtrans % improvement
No motion 0.48 ± 0.19 0.37 ± 0.12 23 %
Translation 12.09 ± 5.73 1.20 ± 0.73 90 %

Rotation 11.94 ± 8.56 0.45 ± 0.11 96 %

2) Clinical Data: In the clinical dataset, a minimum of one
marker and a maximum of all three markers were detected in
the 2-D projection images. On average, 2.81 ± 0.41 markers
were detected over the whole acquisition. No outliers were
detected in the dataset.

B. Visual Inspection

1) Head Phantom: Figure 2b shows a representative slice
of the 3-D reconstruction of the skull phantom without any
induced motion for reference. The 3-D reconstruction of the
phantom with translational motion, but no motion correction
is illustrated in Figure 2c and the corresponding reconstruction
with motion correction is shown in Figure 2d. The skull bone
can be successfully reconstructed after the motion correction
step. The same can be seen for the phantom with the induced
rotational motion (Figure 2e and 2f).

2) Clinical Data: The clinical dataset shows only small
motion artifacts in the standard FDK reconstruction (Figure
3a), primarily around the sphenoid bone and the occipital bone
(marked by the arrows). These artifacts are reduced by the
motion correction, as shown in Figure 3b.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a fully automatic motion
estimation and compensation framework for neuroradiological
data using a C-arm CT system utilizing fiducial markers. The
resulting image quality is considerably improved compared
to standard FDK reconstructions with no motion correction.
The results on the skull phantom as well as on the clinical
patient dataset are promising and encourage to implement our
framework in a clinical environment.

Disclaimer: The concepts and information presented in this paper are based
on research and are not commercially available.
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(a) Posterior 2-D projection of the
skull phantom with attached
markers.

(b) without motion

(c) with translational motion with-
out motion correction

(d) with translational motion with
motion correction and marker
removal

(e) with rotational motion without
motion correction

(f) with rotational motion with mo-
tion correction and marker re-
moval

Figure 2: Skull phantom (a) and axial slices 13 mm from the
central slice of the 3-D reconstructions without (b) and with
different motion patterns (c,d) and the corresponding motion
corrected reconstructions (e,f) (W 1800 HU C 366 HU).
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Abstract—Low-dose dynamic CT myocardial perfusion imag-
ing (CT-MPI) is needed in the diagnosis and risk stratification
of coronary artery disease with the consideration of increasing
concerns of excessive radiation exposure. In this work, to realize
low-dose CT-MPI imaging, we develop a statistical iterative
reconstruction (SIR) scheme by incorporating a motion adaptive
sparsity prior (MASP) model to improve the dynamic CT my-
ocardial perfusion (CT-MP) images quality of a low tube current
CT acquisition. The MASP models both the spatial and temporal
structured sparsity in the CT-MP images based on extensive
experimental observations that the difference between adjacent
frames is intensity gradient sparsity after motion correction to the
acquired CT-MP images. For simplicity, we refer to the proposed
scheme as ‘SIR-MASP.’ To validate and evaluate the effectiveness
of the present SIR-MASP method, pig CT-MPI datasets with
three different radiation dose levels (i.e., 15 mA, 25mA and
50 mA) were acquired. Experimental results demonstrated the
proposed SIR-MASP method can achieve promising gains over
other existing methods in terms of noise reduction, streak
artifacts mitigation, and contrast-to-noise ratio.

Index Terms—CT, myocardial perfusion imaging, low-dose,
sparsity.

I. INTRODUCTION

CT myocardial perfusion imaging (CT-MPI) is an useful
invasive function imaging modality in the diagnosis and

risk stratification of coronary artery disease (CAD) [1]. And
the CT-MPI provides both functional and anatomical informa-
tion regarding coronary artery stenosis when combined with
coronary CT angiography [2]. However, due to the sequential
scan protocol, CT-MPI carries a larger radiation burden in
comparison to that in conventional CT scans [3, 4]. Therefore,
minimizing the x-ray radiation dose has been one of major
endeavors in CT-MPI fields. To realize low-dose imaging in
CT-MPI, lowering milliampere-seconds per rotation around the
body is an easy and effective way. But the associative image
quality would be degraded if insufficient noise controls are
performed on conventional analytical reconstruction methods.
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Up to now, various investigations have been performed to
reduce the radiation dose in CT-MPI, including utilization of
prospective ECG gating, optimization of kVp and mAs, and
advanced image processing and reconstruction techniques [5-
7]. Without consideration of object motion from one time point
to the next during CT-MPI, the highly constrained backpro-
jection (HYPR) image processing method was studied for the
reduction of image noise in low tube current time-resolved
CT myocardial perfusion scans [5]. But in practice, spatial
misalignment of the acquired cardiac volumes is inevitable
due to breathing and poor ECG gating [8]. Taking the motion
artifacts into account due to heart motion in a full scan, J.
C. Ramirez-Giraldo et al. investigated the partial scan recon-
struction in CT-MPI using dynamic multidetector computed
tomography, and proposed a targeted spatial frequency filtra-
tion strategy to decrease partial scan reconstruction artifacts
[6]. Alternative to these image processing methods, statistical
iterative reconstruction (SIR) based methods which model the
data statistics in the different projection measurements have
shown the potential to both reduce noise and suppress streak
artifacts in low-dose CT-MPI [7].

Based on the analysis of extensive experiments, the differ-
ence between two adjacent frames is intensity gradient sparsity
after motion correction to the acquired CT-MP images. And
this spatial and temporal structured sparsity can be used as
the priori information for the CT-MP images reconstruction,
similar with the work of Salman Asif et al. in highly un-
dersampled k-space MR image restoration [9]. In this work,
by exploring this sparsity, we developed a SIR scheme by
incorporating a motion adaptive sparsity prior (MASP) model
to improve the image quality of CT-MPI with a low tube
current CT acquisition. For simplicity, we refer to the proposed
scheme as ‘SIR-MASP.’ To demonstrate the effectiveness of
the present SIR-MASP method, qualitative and quantitative
evaluations were carried out on pig CT-MPI datasets with three
different radiation dose (15 mA, 25mA and 50 mA) in terms
of noise reduction, streak artifacts mitigation, and contrast-to-
noise ratio.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. CT measurement model

Without loss of generality, under the assumption of monoen-
ergetic beam, the x-ray CT measurement can be approximately
expressed as a discrete linear system:

g = Hµ, (1)
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where operator H represents the system matrix with the size
of M × N , µ is the vector of attenuation coefficients to be
estimated, g is the obtained sinogram data (projections after
system calibration and logarithm transformation). The goal
for CT image reconstruction is to estimate the attenuation
coefficients µ from the sinogram data g with H . Directly
solving µ from the sinogram data g is difficult to carry out,
because the system matrix dimension is huge for current CT
system and will lead to a noisy reconstructed image. Based
on the quadratic approximation to the maximum a posteriori
estimation [7, 10-12], the objective function of SIR method
can be written as follows:

µ∗=argmin
µ≥0

{
∥Hµ− g∥22 + βR (µ)

}
, (2)

where R(µ) represents the regularization prior term, β is a
parameter to balance the data fidelity and regularization prior
term.

B. MASP model
Considering the spatial misalignment between two adjacent

frames, motion adaptation processing was performed during
the iterative reconstruction. Given the initial or reconstructed
images, the forward and backward motion operators (Si−1 and
Ti+1) can be estimated from the images using phase shifts of
their wavelet transform coefficients [9]. Then the MASP model
can be expressed as follows:

R (µ) =
∑
i

γ1ψ (Si−1µi−1 − µi) + γ2ψ (Ti+1µi+1 − µi),

(3)
where µi is the ith frame to be recovered, the parameters γ1
and γ2 control the contribution of each term. We denote si as
the difference between Si−1µi−1 and µi, the same for ti as the
difference between Ti+1µi+1 and µi. Extensive experiments
show that the si and ti are piecewise smooth which means
intensity gradient sparsity. Inspired by the work of D. Clark
et al. [13], ψ (·) was defined as ψ (ξ) = ∥Gξ∥1, where G is an
image gradient operator, ξ represents an image. In this work,
total variation operator [14] was adopted as the image gradient
operator. Therefore, cost function of SIR-MASP for low-dose
CT-MPI can be described as follows:

min
µ≥0

∑
i

∥Hµi − gi∥22 + γ1∥Si−1µi−1 − µi∥TV

+ γ2∥Ti+1µi+1 − µi∥TV

. (4)

In this study, to yield a better motion estimation, the initial
images for SIR-MASP were reconstructed from the processed
sinograms by the penalized weighted least-squares sinogram
restoration [12, 15].

C. Optimization approach
To solve the minimization problem in (4), we utilized a

modified framework of fast and accurate first-order method
[16], which can be expressed as follows:

min
µi∈QP,i

R (µi) , (5)

R (µi) = γ1f
1 (µi) + γ2f

2 (µi) , (6)

Here, f1 (µi) = ∥W (µi)∥TV with W (µi) = Si−1µi−1 − µi

and f2 (µi) = ∥V (µi)∥TV with V (µi) = Ti+1µi+1 − µi,
and QP,i = {µi : ∥Hµi − gi∥22 ≤ ϵ and µi ≥ 0} is
the primal feasible set. The regularizing function R over
QP,i can be minimized by iteratively estimating three se-
quences

{
µk
i

}
,
{
yki

}
and

{
zki

}
according to [17], where

k represents the iteration number. For the calculation of
∇R

(
µk
i

)
=γ1∇f1

(
µk
i

)
+γ2∇f2

(
µk
i

)
, the processing proce-

dure is the same for f1
(
µk
i

)
and f2

(
µk
i

)
. So we omit the

processing procedure for f2
(
µk
i

)
in the following sections.

Similar to [16], a smooth approximation to f1
(
µk
i

)
can be

expressed as follows:

fλ
1
(
µk
i

)
= max

x∈QP,i

⟨
x,DW

(
µk
i

)⟩
− λpd (x) , (7)

To simplify the calculation, we choosing pd (x) = λ
2 ∥x∥2ℓ2

which provides a reasonable prox-function, λ is a decreasing
smoothing parameters, D=[D1, D2]

∗, where D1 and D2 are
the horizontal and vertical differences, and the gradient for
f1λ

(
µk
i

)
is calculated as:

∇f1λ
(
µk
i

)
=Wt

(
D∗x(λ)

(
µk
i

))
, (8)

where x(λ)
(
µk
i

)
is of the form

[
x1

(λ), x2
(λ)

]∗
, Wt (qi) =

S∗
i−1qi−1 − qi, qi=D∗x(λ)

(
µk
i

)
, for each c ∈ {1, 2}, [m,n]

represents pixel coordinate. The expression of x(λ)c [m,n] is
described as:

x(λ)
c [m,n] =

{
λ−1 (Dcµi) [m,n] if ∥∇µ [m,n]∥ < λ

∥∇µ [m,n]∥−1 (Dcµi) [m,n] otherwise
,

(9)

Next, yki is calculated as:

yki =argmin
µi∈QP,i

L

2

∥∥µi − µk
i

∥∥2
ℓ2
+
⟨
∇R

(
µk
i

)
, µi − µk

i

⟩
, (10)

where L is a lipschitz constant. To minimize (10), Eq. (5)
should be rewritten as a form of Lagrangian function, and
then we can calculate the primal-dual solution yki with the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [16].

To compute zki , we need to solve

zki = argmin
µi∈QP,i

L · pp (µi) +

⟨∑
l≤k

αl∇Rλ (µi) , µi − µk
i

⟩
,

(11)
where {αk} is scalar sequence, pp (µi) is the
primal prox-function, a appropriate function may be
pp (µi)=

1
2

∥∥µi − µ0
i

∥∥2
ℓ2

, we use the similar solving process
in (10) for (11).

Finally, update µk
i as follows:

µk+1
i = τkzki +

(
1− τk

)
yki . (12)

where
{
τk

}
is scalar sequence, µk

i is a weighted mean
between yki and zki .
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III. RESULTS

A. Animal study

This animal experiment is approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. A healthy swine (22.5kg)
was mechanically ventilated with premedication included in-
tramuscular administration of ketamine (20 mg/kg), Xylazine
Hydrochloride (1.5mg/kg) and atropine (0.02mg/kg). A pigtail
catheter was placed in the femoral vein to provide vascular ac-
cess for iodinated contrast injections. The animal was scanned
with synchronizing the heart rate with gantry rotation, ECG,
ETCO2 level, and temperature were continuously monitored.

Three different radiation dose dynamic CT myocardial per-
fusion scans were performed on 64-slice CT scanner (Discov-
ery CT750 HD, GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS): 50, 25, 15mA.
A pre-contrast unenhanced scan of abdomen was performed
to obtain an anatomic overview. All scans were performed on
the same day, with at least 15 min between scans to allow for
clearance of contrast media from the myocardium.

B. Visual inspection

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the unenhanced and the enhanced
frame of the 30 time frames, respectively. They are all recon-
structed by different algorithms from three different radiation
dose respectively. Here, TV regularization prior was also
carried out under the SIR scheme for comparison. It can
be observed that the images reconstructed by the TV-Prior
and MASP algorithms have significant gains compared to the
images reconstructed by FBP in all cases. The TV-Prior algo-
rithm just utilized of spatial structured sparsity information
to reconstruction which does not consider of the temporal
structured sparsity of CT-MP images, the TV-Prior algorithm
cannot effectively suppress the streak artifacts in the low-mA
cases. The results from TV-Prior and MASP algorithms have
very few differences in visual appearance in the high mA
cases, i.e., 50mA.

C. Evaluation by contrast-to-noise-ration

Since clinicians often focus on the low-contrast region in
CT-MPI fields, we selected two different ROIs from the left
ventricle and myocardium region in three different radiation
dose for the calculation of the contrast-to-noise-ration (CNR).
The CNR is defined as:

CNR =
|µROI − µBG|√
σ2
ROI + σ2

BG

. (13)

where µROI is the mean of the pixel values in the ROI, and
µBG is the mean of the pixel values in the background region,
σROI and σBG are the standard deviations of the values in the
ROI and background , respectively. In this study, we set the
size to be 5× 5 for ROI as indicated in Fig. 2, Table 1 shows
the CNRs of the reconstructed images by the four different
algorithms in all cases. From the table, the MASP achieves
significant region contrast identification.

FBP TV-Prior MASP

15 mA

25 mA

50 mA

Fig. 1. From 2nd frame of the 30 time frames, three different radiation dose
scan images reconstructed by three algorithms, i.e., FBP, TV-Prior, MASP.

FBP TV-Prior MASP

15 mA

25 mA

50 mA

ROI

ROI

ROI

Fig. 2. From 11th frame of the 30 time frames, three different radiation dose
scan images reconstructed by three algorithms, i.e., FBP, TV-Prior, MASP.

D. Time density curves measurement

The accuracy of time density curves(TDCs) concerns the
quality of perfusion parameter maps, and the temporal evo-
lution of the contrast agent can be evaluated by the TDCs.
In order to correct the spatial misalignment of the acquired
cardiac volumes, we used the registration software NiftyReg
[18] to align the 3D cardiac volumes, the cubic B-splines and
normalized mutual information was used in this 3D elastic reg-
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TABLE I
CNR MEASUREMENTS OF IMAGES FROM DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.

mA FBP TV-Prior MASP
15 4.019 5.982 10.903
20 8.842 10.738 12.866
50 12.1744 23.804 27.142

istration software. To reflect the evaluation more intuitive, the
original TDCs were directly extracted from the reconstructed
sequential images. Fig. 3. exhibits the TDCs at different ROIs
(left ventricular and myocardium) of three different radiation
dose (15mA, 25mA, 50mA) images reconstructed by three
methods. Because of streak artifacts and noises are in FBP
images, so the TDCs fluctuate seriously from FBP images
compared to TV-Prior and MASP images. As mentioned
above, the TV-Prior algorithm cannot effectively suppress the
streak artifacts in the low-mA cases, the TDCs from MASP
images are more smooth compared to the TDCs from TV-Prior
images.
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Fig. 3. The TDCs at different ROIs (left ventricular and myocardium) of
three different radiation dose images reconstructed by three methods, the first
column in Fig. 3 exhibits the TDCs from left ventricular, and the second
column in Fig. 3 exhibits the TDCs from myocardium.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a SIR scheme by incorporating
a MASP model to improve the image quality of low-dose
CT-MPI. The present MASP model fully takes advantage of
both the spatial and temporal structured sparsity in the CT-MP
images by introducing a motion adaption processing. Exper-
imental results of three pig CT-MPI datasets with different

radiation dose (15 mA, 25mA and 50 mA) demonstrated the
proposed SIR-MASP method can achieve promising gains over
other methods in terms of noise reduction, streak artifacts
mitigation, and contrast-to-noise ratio.
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Feasibility of correcting for realistic head motion in
helical CT

Jung-Ha Kim, Tao Sun, Johan Nuyts, Zdenka Kuncic, and Roger Fulton

Abstract—Recently we proposed a method to accurately es-
timate and compensate for six degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) rigid
motion in helical CT by restoring projection consistency using
data from a motion tracking system, and reconstructing with an
iterative fully 3D algorithm. The method was demonstrated in
simulations and in real CT scans using a 3D Hoffman brain
phantom. From these experiments, it was found that certain
combinations of motion and helical pitch can lead to data
insufficiency particularly at higher pitch values. To examine the
practical value of the motion correction method, it is of interest to
develop a procedure to assess data sufficiency for different human
head motion patterns and different brain imaging protocols. We
propose to investigate this with simulations. In this work, we
describe the method of creating and validating simulations by
comparing the simulation results to the outcome of real CT
scans. We also collected various head motion patterns from three
volunteers using an optical tracking system and applied them to
simulated CT scans. Further, the effect on data completeness
for different motion patterns was assessed by computing the
local Tuy values. The simulated images both with and without
motion correction were highly correlated and almost identical
to real CT images. Significant improvement was found in the
motion corrected images, with the motion artefacts effectively
suppressed. Only one of 12 motion corrected images appeared
to have residual artefacts due to the data insufficiency based on
the local Tuy value map. This simulation technique provides us
with an insight into types of head motion that can be effectively
compensated by using the motion correction technique.

Index Terms—Motion estimation, motion compensation, com-
puted tomography, image reconstruction, reconstruction algo-
rithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

PATIENT head motion is one of the major causes of image
artifacts particularly in young patients and patients suf-

fering from claustrophobia, a mental or behavioural incapacity
or head trauma. Only a few methods have been published
to retrospectively compensate for rigid motion artifacts in
fan beam [1] or helical CT [2, 3], all which are limited to
2D in-plane motion, and also have only been investigated in
simulations.
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We have previously demonstrated the feasibility of tracking
six d.o.f. rigid motion during helical CT scans using an
optical motion tracking system [4] and applying these data to
retrospectively compensate for arbitrary rigid motion in actual
CT scans [5]. Our results showed that the motion correction
can recover an almost undistorted image in the presence of
large and rapid rigid motion during helical CT scanning.
However, some residual motion artefacts were observed in
some parts of the phantom after motion correction when a
helical pitch of ≥ 1 was used. This suggested that certain
combinations of motion and helical pitch can lead to data
insufficiency.

This study extends our previous work by developing and
validating a simulation method, which can accurately represent
and reproduce the data acquired from the real CT scanner.
The aims of this study are to develop a reliable simulation
tool to accurately predict the location and extent of residual
data insufficiency-related artefacts following application of
the motion correction method, and use it to assess (a) the
likelihood of such artefacts given a range of feasible head
motion patterns derived from normal volunteers, and (b) the
relationship between the incidence of artefacts and CT scan
parameters.

II. METHODS

A. Motion Correction Principle

Projection inconsistencies are introduced when the imaged
object moves during the projection acquisition in helical CT,
which may result in motion artefacts if reconstructed without
correction. The projection consistency can be restored by
by applying the inverse of the object motion to source-
and-detector pairs, which creates a virtual scanner geometry.
Theoretically, by reconstructing an image from the consistent
projections in the motion-corrected virtual scanner trajectory,
the motion effects can be eliminated. However, it is important
to note that this virtual scanner trajectory may introduce gaps
in the projection views and therefore may not be sufficient for
exact reconstruction.

The motion correction algorithm requires a method to
accurately estimate the time series object motion during helical
CT scans, which was obtained using an optical motion tracking
system [4]. It also requires a fully 3D iterative reconstruction
algorithm, which can reconstruct an image from the projection
data in any arbitrary scanner geometry. For that purpose, the
maximum-likelihood algorithm for transmission tomography
(MLTR) was used [5, 6].
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B. Simulation validation
1) CT Scans: The motion correction method was tested in

a Siemens Biograph mCT PET/CT scanner (Siemens Medical
Solutions, Malvern, PA), which incorporates a standard So-
matom Definition AS 64-row helical CT scanner. CT scans
were performed with the phantom held in an elevated position
on the curved surface of the bed by a wedge. In this position
a stationary helical CT scan of the phantom was carried
out which served as a reference. Then without moving the
phantom, a repeat CT scan was performed, during which the
wedge was removed remotely by pulling a string, causing the
phantom to undergo an oscillatory rolling motion. A clinical
paediatric head imaging protocol was used with the following
scan parameters: tube voltage 120 kVp; tube current 615 mAs;
collimation 64× 0.6mm; axial pitch of 1.5.

The scan of the stationary phantom was reconstructed
with standard MLTR while the moving phantom scan was
reconstructed with MLTR with and without motion correction.
The reconstructed images had a dimension of 512×512×276
with a voxel size of 1×1×1mm3. The reconstruction of the
stationary phantom was used as a motion-free reference, and
as a voxelized phantom in simulations.

2) Motion tracking: An optical motion tracking system
(Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada)
was used to record a time-series of six d.o.f. pose estimates
of a rigid-body target that was attached to the front-end
of the phantom. An additional target was attached to the
front edge of the bed to record bed motion. Collected pose
measurements were converted to CT isocenter coordinates
using a 4×4 transformation matrix determined from a cross-
calibration procedure described in [4]. Components of the
phantom motion that were due to bed motion were removed
from the phantom pose estimates, and a time-series of motions
relative to the initial pose of the phantom was calculated. A
17-point second degree Savitzky-Golay (SG) polynomial [8]
was then fitted to the data for each d.o.f. by least squares
to reduce measurement jitter in the pose estimates. These
smoothed motion data were synchronised with the projection
data based on time stamps. The inverse of the motion data was
applied to the scanner geometry for motion correction.

3) Simulations: In simulating the CT data acquisition pro-
cess, the voxelized phantom was forward projected using the
projector in a normal CT geometry. The projector was defined
to match the acquisition parameters that were used for the
real CT scans. To simulate the scan with motion, the phantom
was transformed at each projection view according to the
motion data acquired during the experiment described in Sec.
II-B2 while no motion was applied to the image for stationary
phantom data.

Simulated scans with motion were reconstructed using
MLTR with and without the motion correction whereas the
stationary phantom data were reconstructed without motion
correction. For motion correction, the inverses of the motion
of the phantom were applied to the scanner geometry, and
(back)projection was calculated using this virtual scanner
geometry.

Reconstructions of real and simulated CT scans subjected
to the same motion were compared visually and by calculating

Pearson correlation coefficients over all voxels in the 3D
volume.

C. Simulations with Volunteer Head Motion

To assess the efficacy of the motion correction method for
more realistic head motion, human volunteer motion data were
collected using an Optitrack (Natural Point Inc, Corvallis, OR
USA) from three healthy volunteers. Seven retro-reflective
spherical markers were attached to the volunteer’s head. The
volunteer was asked to execute four types of motion: no
motion, slight, moderate and severe motion for one minute
each. The tracker data were then processed in the same way
as described in Sec. II-B2.

A voxelized 3D anthropomorphic head phantom (PBU-60,
Kyoto Kagaku Co. Ltd, Kyoto, Japan) with a voxel size of
1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 was used as an object for volunteer motion
simulation. Simulated scan parameters were determined based
on a standard brain imaging protocol with 120 kVp; collima-
tion of 64×0.6; rotation time of 1.0 s; and a helical pitch of
0.8.

For the stationary reference scan, the object image was
forward projected in a conventional CT orbit, whereas, in the
motion scan, a 3D transformation derived from the acquired
volunteer motion was applied to the object image prior to
forward projection at each view angle. Simulated sinograms
with motion were reconstructed with and without motion
correction.

The accuracy of the motion correction was evaluated quan-
titatively by comparing the motion corrected image to the
stationary reference image over all voxels using three metrics:
root-mean square error (RMSE), Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient (CC) and structural similarity image measure (SSIM).

D. Data insufficiency assessment

The completeness of each irregular CT trajectory produced
by the volunteer motion was assessed at each voxel of the
motion corrected image by computing the degree to which the
local Tuy condition [7] was satisfied. Local Tuy values range
from 0 to 1. A lower value (' 0) indicates sufficient data for
exact reconstruction, and as the value becomes higher, more
severe violation of the local Tuy condition is indicated. To
assess the data insufficiency for the given volunteer motion,
this Tuy value map was computed and compared to motion
corrected images.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows reconstructions of real and simulated CT
scans with and without motion. The simulated images appear
more blurred than the real images due to interpolation of
voxel values when transforming the images. Nevertheless, the
simulated and real images exhibited similar artefacts and had
Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.97 and 0.96 for stationary
and motion-corrected images, respectively. For comparison,
the Pearson correlation coefficient of the stationary vs motion
corrected real CT images was 0.80.

The four different types of head motion for one of the
volunteers are plotted in Fig. 2. Rotations and translations in
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(a) Stationary (Real CT)

(b) Stationary (Simulated CT)

(c) Motion corrected (Real CT)

(d) Motion corrected (Simulated CT)

Fig. 1. Reference (stationary) and motion-corrected images for real and
simulated CT scans. Each column shows, from left to right, transaxial, coronal,
saggital and projection images.

the three axes for this volunteer were up to -30◦ and -120 mm,
respectively. Reconstructed slices from the simulations with
and without motion correction are shown in Fig. 3. Motion
artefacts in uncorrected images are shown to be effectively
suppressed with motion correction in all cases. Substantial
improvements in the motion corrected images can also be
confirmed with the average metric values in Fig 4.

For one of the volunteers, some residual artefacts were
observed for the severe motion. A Tuy value map of this
motion is shown in Fig. 5. Regions with insufficient data
indicated by high Tuy values are shown to correspond well
with the residual artifacts in the motion corrected images. This
strongly suggests that these artefacts are due to incomplete
sampling.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have successfully developed and validated a simulation
tool that appears able to accurately predict the location and
severity of residual artefacts in the motion-corrected CT im-
age for any given incomplete source/detector trajectory. We
have also begun collecting a variety of head motion data
from volunteers in order to assess likelihood of occurrence
of residual artefacts due to data insufficiency if the motion
correction method is applied clinically. Only for one of the 12
volunteer motion sets, which simulated severe motion, some
artefacts were observed after motion correction. Analysis of
the corresponding Tuy value map indicated that these artefacts
were due to data insufficiency. The next steps are to gather
some more volunteer motion data to make a fuller assessment
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Fig. 2. Time series motion of the measured head motion from one volunteer.

of the likelihood of artefacts with realistic motion, and to
optimise the CT scan parameters, prior to a clinical trial.
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Modeling Pose Measurement Uncertainty During
Image Reconstruction for Awake Animal PET

John Gillam, Member, IEEE, Andre Kyme, Georgios Angelis, Steven Meikle Member, IEEE

Abstract—During Positron Emission Tomography of awake
small animals the pose of the animal head may be measured
over the period of the scan and used to modify measured data.
Image reconstruction compensating for the known, measured,
motion allows accurate images of rigidly moving objects to be
obtained. However, inaccuracies in pose measurement during
object motion may degrade image quality. In this investigation
realistic small animal motion was incorporated into a simu-
lation model and the effect of pose measurement uncertainty
on reconstruction accuracy was investigated. An approach was
developed that allows estimates of pose measurement uncertainty
to be incorporated into the calculation of the system matrix used
during image reconstruction. It is shown that an accurate model
of the scanner and pose measurement uncertainty enhances the
reconstructed image. Motion was restricted to central locations
within the Field of View so that a Gaussian image-space model
could be substituted for the scanner resolution model within the
system matrix, yet reconstructed images were still enhanced when
pose measurement uncertainty was included. Finally, the pose
invariant measurement uncertainty used during simulation was
compared to realistic data for which uncertainty was dependent
on marker location, orientation and speed. The approach devel-
oped may allow for variable pose measurement uncertainty to be
incorporated into the process of image reconstruction in future
studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING image reconstruction in Positron Emission To-
mography (PET) a number of different options are

available when addressing the problem of object motion. In
order that the imaging process be as non-invasive as possible
(in order to reduce any systematic alteration of the biological
signal) information regarding object pose (rigid motion) may
be measured in real time using optical motion tracking [1].
Pose information is then combined with measurement data
during image reconstruction. While Line-of-Response (LoR)
re-binning techniques are possible, list-mode approaches have
proven successful in retaining all measured data, with high
precision, which is important in small animal studies [2], [3].

Despite these advances images reconstructed from data
acquired with rigidly moving objects still demonstrate marked
degradation when compared to stationary counterparts [1].
Degradation in image quality is expected only in the presence
of unknown motion, while small amounts of exact object
motion may even provide enhanced image resolution when
accurately incorporated during image reconstruction [4]. While
pose measurement is successful, it is reasonable that some
component of the uncertainty associated with pose measure-

J. Gillam, A. Kyme, G. Angelis and S. Meikle are with the Brain and Mind
Research Institute, The University of Sydney, Camperdown, 2050, NSW.

ments can be modeled during image reconstruction to provide
a gain in image quality.

The MicronTracker (Claron Technology Inc, Canada) op-
tical tracking system provides a means of tracking animal
head pose during data acquisition [1]. However, the accuracy
and precision of each pose measurement is affected by marker
size, marker speed and marker orientation [1]. Uncertainty in
pose measurement propagates into data used for image recon-
struction and hence degrades the reconstructed image quality.
Larger markers provide more accurate and precise measure-
ment yet are inappropriate for use with small animals. Pose
measurements based on small markers contain imprecision
that may result in image degradation if not considered during
image-reconstruction. While other factors effecting image-
quality degradation exist in awake animal imaging (motions
through the full image-space and bias in pose measurement)
this investigation focuses on those components which may be
modeled as random noise.

While systematic error, such as bias in pose measurement,
may be addressed by careful system characterization, variance
of pose measurement may not be removed from the data.
In addition, determination of the dominant source of image
degradation in current imaging studies will provide useful
information for future scanner optimizations. The aim of this
study is to accurately model pose measurement precision
during image reconstruction in order to enhance image quality.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Simulation and Reconstruction

The head of an awake, tube-bound, rat was measured at 30
frames per second for 20 mins using a binocular tracking sys-
tem (MicronTracker, Claron Technology Inc, Canada) [1]. The
recorded head pose was then applied to a simple simulation of
a small animal, capable of incorporating both rigid (head) and
non-rigid (torso) motion [5] which produced an appropriately
adjusted voxelized phantom. Each voxelized phantom was
then simulated inside the Geant4 Application for Tomographic
Imaging (GATE) [6]. Data produced from the simulations were
concatenated into a single file with appropriate pose-tagging
and the original pose data recorded for motion compensation.

In order to emulate uncertainty in pose measurement the
pose data were corrupted before image reconstruction. Poses
were recorded as a vector of six scalar values (three rotations
and three translations). Six realizations randomly sampled
from a normal distribution were scaled and added to the
measured vector at each pose. Angular and spatial scaling
were the same for each of the three rotations and translations
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Fig. 1. Slices taken through the reconstructed images using different system matrix models. The three data sets are shown from top to bottom and the true
source distribution is shown at far right. Image slices are taken at iteration 100.

respectively, given in Tab. I. Three different scalings were used
to generate three separate data sets (A, B and C) with different
degrees of pose measurement uncertainty.

Separately, the same pose-sequence was replayed using a
six axis robot while being observed using the MicronTracker
using a small and large tracking marker simultaneously [1].
Additionally, the robot was interrogated as to current pose at
each time-point. The same pose-sequence was repeated a total
of 18 times. The mean and standard-deviation over the 18 trials
was then calculated for each pose-measurement within the
time-sequence. Unlike the data used in simulation and image
reconstruction, the pose-measurement precision and accuracy
change as a function of pose providing a useful comparison
to expected pose precision when analyzing results.

B. Image Reconstruction

List-mode image reconstruction incorporating pose infor-
mation is conducted using the standard Maximum Likelihood-
Expectation Maximization algorithm:

nk+1
j =

nkj
sj

∑
i∈M

φt(aij)∑
j∈J φt(aij)n

k
j

, (1)

Here, nkj is the intensity in voxel j at iteration k and the
sum over the full set of measurements M . The system matrix
elements given by aij are estimates of probability that an

emission from voxel j is detected in measurement i. The
function φt(aij) is a rigid transformation of the measured LoR
based on the pose measured at time t. The sensitivity matrix
sj is given by:

sj =
∑
t∈T

φt

(∑
i∈I

aij

)
. (2)

over all possible LoRs I and poses T, and for all voxels J .

1) Calculation of the System Matrix: The computational
task of image reconstruction is then in the estimation of the
components of the motion compensated LoRs φt(aij). For
most PET scanners, the spatial resolution, or Point Spread
Function (PSF), varies over the active Field of View (FOV).
Motion of the object within the FoV complicates the compu-
tation of the spatially variant PSF field so that image-space
resolution modeling is non-trivial, instead accurate estimation
of aij is appropriate. In this investigation a multi-ray approach
was used (using p rays) in which the ray end-points were
randomly sampled from a scanner-specific distribution inde-
pendently at each iteration [5]. Because the functions φt are
rigid transformations the estimation of φt(aij) is somewhat
simplified:

φt(aij) = φt

(
1
p

p∑
i′=0

ri′j

)
(3)
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TABLE I
APPLIED POSE UNCERTAINTY SCALING

Data Set Angular (∆θ) Translational (∆x)

A 0.0◦ 0.0 mm

B 1.0◦ 0.5 mm

C 5.0◦ 1.0 mm

=
1
p

p∑
i′=0

φt (ri′j) (4)

=
1
p

p∑
i′=0

rφt(i′)j . (5)

Where ri′j is a standard Siddon ray [8] with endpoints
(i′) taken from a random distribution within the crystal pair
involved in the measurement.

In addition to allowing scanner-specific resolution modeling
the same approach may also be extended to incorporate esti-
mates of pose uncertainty within the system matrix elements.
Uncertainty in animal pose is, for rigid motion, equivalent to
uncertainty in scanner position. The function φt may be altered
for each ray ri′j in the summation over p:

φt(aij) =
1
p

p∑
i′=0

rφ′
t(i

′)j . (6)

Where φ′t is a realization of a random transformation based
on that measured at time t and estimates of pose uncertainty.

A number of variants of the image reconstruction algorithm
were tested. Two versions of measurement modeling that
model the scanner alone (Eq 5) and both the scanner and pose
measurement uncertainty (Eq 6) were explored (referred to as
the Scanner and the Measurement + Scanner model). However,
because the motion studied in this investigation is restricted to
the central region of the FoV, an invariant image space model
may be substituted for the multi-ray scanner model. A single,
centered, Siddon ray may be used to represent aij in Eq 1
and a Gaussian image-space model [9] matched to the system
resolution (rather than a multi-ray ensemble) can be used to
estimate scanner resolution. A matched Gaussian image space
model with Full Width at Half Maximum of 1.3 mm was
employed both alone and in combination with ray-sampling
only for pose-measurement uncertainty (i.e. the distributions
over measurement crystals were delta functions). These are
referred to as the Gaussian Model and the Measurement +
Gaussian Model respectively. During reconstruction model
parameters were the same as those used to generate the pose
data sets, given in Tab. I. Using the Measurement + Scanner
Model with data set C p = 10, in all other cases p = 5.

2) Calculation of the Sensitivity Matrix: The sensitivity
matrix is time consuming to calculate directly so instead
approximations may be made [7]. In this investigation t and i
were randomly sampled a large number of times (2 × 108 in
total) generating an accurate estimate of sj [7]. Because of the
large sample size used here, p = 1 was used for calculation of
the sensitivity matrix and the resultant estimate was convolved
with a small Gaussian to ensure smoothness [7].

Fig. 2. Line profiles through the region containing the striatum-like features.
Line profiles are (top) data set A with pose measurement uncertainty, (middle)
data set B with modertate error and (bottom) is data set C with a high degree
of uncertainty in pose-measurement.Line profiles were taken at iteration 100.

III. RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK

Images were reconstructed using four different system ma-
trix models for each of the three data sets (Tab. I). Slices
through the reconstructed images (and source distribution) are
shown in Fig. 1. The slices are taken through the head-like
region of the source distribution in which lie two striatum-like
features of different intensity. Line profiles through the same
image slice (at voxel 25 from Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 2.

It is clear that when the pose-measurement uncertainty
increases the image-quality degrades. The inclusion of pose-
measurement uncertainty (using either a Scanner or Gaussian
model for the PET device) partially mitigates the data degra-
dation, improving image quality. Because the Scanner model
more accurately reflects the PET measurement geometry it
produces superior results for both data sets A (for which
the Gaussian model appears too broad) and C (for which
the Gaussian model is inadequate) when compared to the
spatially invariant Gaussian measurement model. For data set
B the Measurement + Gaussian model seems superior. While
reduction in data quality, brought about in this instance by
uncertainty in true object pose, leads to reduction in image
quality, this degradation can be recovered to some extent
by accurate system matrix modeling. Isotropic and spatially
invariant resolution modeling may be used to simplify the
approach, yet such models may require careful characterization
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Fig. 3. Tracker pose measurement: Pose measurements taken from the robot
(red), big tracker marker (green) and small tracker marker (blue). For the first
500 poses the mean (left column) and standard deviation (right column), taken
from the repeated scans, are shown for each pose.

and can change when different motion is encountered.
The pose uncertainty used in simulation and data reconstruc-

tion was invariant over the time-sequence and uniform in both
rotational and translational uncertainty. However, this reflects
only an idealized estimate of the true pose measurement
uncertainty. The pose uncertainty and bias taken from repeated
animal-like motion measurements are shown in Fig. 3 for
the first 500 pose measurements. While the variation in pose
uncertainty changes over the full course of the scan it is clear
that data set B is realistic in uncertainty estimates (although
somewhat pessimistic) while data set C is unrealistically large.
Based on results in Figure 1 and 2 it is expected that so long
as realistic estimates of pose measurement uncertainty can be
obtained, enhanced images may be reconstructed provided the
uncertainty can be incorporated into the system matrix.

Fig. 3 shows that pose measurement uncertainty varies over

tracker marker location, orientation and speed. Variations in
pose uncertainty were not included in simulated data, yet the
list mode approach allows estimates of this uncertainty to vary
with each measured event or pose. In [10] the use of a time-
domain filter is proposed to reduce the uncertainty of pose
measurements using the small marker. While no such filter
was considered in this investigation it provides a means of
both reducing pose measurement uncertainty as well as gen-
erating pose-by-pose estimates of measurement uncertainty.
Future studies are intended to incorporate such time-varying
measurement uncertainty during image reconstruction in order
to enhance the reconstructed image.

Finally, in this investigation only one aspect of motion-
induced image degradation was considered: pose measurement
uncertainty. Pose-measurement bias as seen in Fig. 3 (left
column) was not considered. While the impact of large object
motion should be modeled within the Scanner Model, here
motion was constrained to near the center of the scanner FoV.
Image degradation due to large motion within a FoV with
spatially varying PSF (brought about by scanner geometry)
was not considered. Future studies are intended which aim at
characterizing the relative importance of different components
of object motion on image degradation.

IV. CONCLUSION

This investigation focused on image degradation brought
about by uncertainty in pose measurement and the incor-
poration of pose measurement uncertainty into the system
matrix calculation during image reconstruction. While the
difference between the models was minor, some enhancement
was observed when including estimates of pose uncertainty.
The use of a scanner specific model was advantageous in that
it did not require tuning in different scenarios, yet a shift-
invariant Gaussian image space model proved sufficient for
application in realistic scenarios.
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Modulating Time-Activity Curves for Different
Compartments in List-Mode Data

Yusheng Li, Margaret E. Daube-Witherspoon, Joel S. Karp, Suleman Surti, Samuel Matej, and Scott D. Metzler

I. INTRODUCTION

THE evaluation of appropriate reconstruction methods
and data-processing protocols in PET is important for

obtaining high-quality tomographic images. For an objective
or task-based assessment of image quality, the reconstructed
images should be compared with known truth using some
objective quantitative figure of merit based on a particular task
[1]. The objective methods can be divided into two categories:
1) experimental methods that rely on physical phantoms and
2) Monte Carlo simulations that rely on simulated (voxelized
or analytic) phantoms. The advantage of using a physical
phantom is that the data are acquired by a real scanner,
and all physical effects of radiation detection are inherently
contained in the data. The reconstructed images of the physical
phantom can then be compared with the ground truth. The
disadvantage of the approach is the difficulty in controlling the
dynamics of uptake and washout for each compartment. On the
other hand, Monte Carlo simulations can easily control noise,
repeatability, and dynamic update in a simulated phantom.
However, simulating all physics factors affecting the detection
of radiation is extremely complex or impossible for some
cases. It is difficult to have realistic phantom measurements,
or even simulations, with different, completely flexible time-
activity curves for each organ for dynamic imaging studies.

In this paper, we proposed an approach that can merge the
list-mode data for different compartments with different time-
activity curves (TACs) that has the advantages of both exper-
iments and simulations. Once the list-mode data are collected
for each compartment, different TACs can be incorporated
into the merged list-mode data. The TACs can be obtained
from real measurements or from kinetic modeling to simulate
physiological/biological effects [2].

II. METHODS

A. Merging List-Mode Data with Different TACs

First the list-mode data for a given physical phantom need to
be collected from a given PET scanner. For each compartment
(e.g., background, heart, blood pool, liver) of the physical
phantom, the list-mode data are acquired separately. Ideally,
each compartment should be acquired with the same attenua-
tion medium whether it is hot or not. Smaller compartments
can also be acquired in air (with negligible scatter); the
acquired list-mode data are then properly attenuated using
the same attenuation image before merging [3]–[5]. Once the
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Body list data Heart list data Lesion list data

TAC 1 TAC 2 TAC 3

Modulating each TAC into the
list data for each compartment

and merging the list data

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrates the modulation of the time-activity curves for
different compartments and the generation of the merged list-mode data.

list-mode data for each compartment are collected, we can
follow the diagram shown in Fig. 1 to modulate the TACs
and merge the list-mode data. In addition to detected events,
list-mode data also contain control events, e.g, time stamp,
cardiac gate, respiratory gate. The modulation of the TAC can
be implemented by generating the desired number of prompt
coincidence events within each time interval labelled by the
time-stamp events embedded in the list file. Two modulation
methods can be used to generate the merged list-mode data:
1) recreate time stamps (e.g. in a 1 ms step) and pick up the
desired number of data events from each compartment list file
for the merged list-mode data; 2) remove data events to keep
the desired number of data events in each compartment list
file and then combine the list files based on their time stamps.
The expected number of data events in each time interval can
be calculated by integrating the TAC over the time interval,
and the desired number of data events can be the expected
number or a Poisson number (with the expected number as its
mean). The first modulation method can fully utilize the data
events but the time stamps are ignored. The second modulation
method allows the merged list events to correspond to the real
time but it has a strict requirement on the data acquisitions of
different compartments.

B. Development of TAC-modulated List-Mode Data

TACs can be obtained from the dynamic reconstructed
images of patients, or from multi-compartment models with
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different kinetic parameters and arterial input functions to
simulate physiological/biological effects [2]. We can also
incorporate arbitrary TACs into the list-mode data, and in
general we can formulate TAC for compartment i as

Ψi(t) = Nihi(t) , i = 1, 2, . . . Ncomp, (1)

where Ni is the required total number of data events from
the list-mode data for compartment i, Ncomp is the number of
compartments, and hi(t) is a temporal function normalized
within the duration of acquisition T , i.e.,

∫
T
hi (t) dt = 1.

The temporal function hi(t) can be selected (e.g., from the
temporal functions in [6]); one then only needs to determine
Ni for each compartment to obtain the desired relative activity
ratios over time.

For larger compartments acquired with the same attenuation
medium, Ni can be easily determined by simply scaling the
total number of data events in the compartment list N list

i . For
the case of small compartments measured in air, the list-mode
data can be merged to have a desired average contrast Ci for
compartment i. A lesion insertion technique was developed
to insert spherical lesions measured in air into patient data to
study the lesion detectability and the accuracy and precision
of lesion uptake [3]–[5]. We adopted the same method to
obtain Ni for the desired average contrast Ci of the small
compartment. The total required activity from compartment i
is CiBbgVi, where Bbg is the average background uptake per
volume and Vi is the volume of compartment i. The desired
number of list-mode events from compartment list i acquired
in air can be given by

N+
i = CiBbgVi ×

N list
i

Atot,i
, (2)

where N list
i is the number of events in list-mode data in

air of compartment i and Atot,i is the total activity in
the reconstructed image of compartment i in air. The scal-
ing N list

i /Atot,i undoes any geometric efficiency corrections
performed during image reconstruction. To compensate for
attenuation effects, the selected compartment events are then
reduced by randomly rejecting events based on the probability
of attenuation, and the number of remaining events is the
desired number Ni for compartment i. This calculation is
performed following each compartment’s TAC to create a
merged list-mode data set with time-varying components.

C. Validation using Simulated List-Mode Data

We performed simulations based on the geometry of LaPET
scanner, a TOF-PET scanner based on LaBr3 scintillators
[7]. The scanner comprises 24 modules of 1620 crystals
(4 × 4 × 30 mm3) in a 93 cm-diameter ring. The transverse
field of view is 57.6 cm, and the axial field of view is 19.2 cm.
The intrinsic timing resolution of the scanner is 375 ps [7].
The simulated phantom was a 27 cm diameter cylinder with
three groups of different sizes of spheres in the central slice to
represent different compartments [8]. Each group, containing
four spheres with diameters 10, 13, 17 and 22 mm at a radial
distance of 7 cm from the transverse center, had its own TAC,
as shown in Fig. 3. We first calculated the expected LOR value

for each crystal pair with 800 random samples using 3-D ray-
tracing [9], and randomly generated list-mode events based on
the expected LOR values. The list-mode data were generated
for three groups of spheres and the background with the same
water cylinder attenuation. TOF information was not included
in the simulated list-mode data.

The time-activity curves chosen for the three groups of
spheres in the simulated phantom are shown in Fig. 2. TACs
were arbitrarily chosen for illustrative purposes only to demon-
strate the flexibility of the TAC modulation process. Poisson
random numbers were generated based on the expected num-
bers of data events in each time interval. The total simulated
acquisition time was 30 min. The total merged list-mode data
were divided into five time frames with equal time duration
of 6 min, and the five frames of images were reconstructed.

We performed image reconstructions using the blob-
based 3-D list-mode ordered-subsets expectation maximization
(OSEM) algorithm (without resolution modeling). The Kaiser-
Bessel basis function with shape parameter 8.63 and the
body-centered cubic grid were used in the reconstructions
[10]. The grid step size and blob radius were 6 mm and
7.5 mm, respectively. We used 25 chronologically ordered
subsets and iterated 20 iterations to allow full convergence in
the reconstructed images (typically only 4 or 5 iterations are
used in clinical studies). All the reconstructed blob images
were converted into voxel images of 288 × 288 × 96 with
voxel sizes of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 for display.

D. Validation using Experimental List-Mode Data
We also performed experiments on the LaPET scanner

with a physical cylinder phantom of 35 cm diameter. There
were five static spheres of 10 mm diameter with contrast of
5.0 in the phantom. The cylinder phantom was filled with
200 MBq 18F-FDG and was acquired for an hour to collect
the background list-mode data. The total number of prompt
and delayed events were 163.7 and 42.7 million, respectively.
We also scanned 10 mm spheres (1 mm wall thickness) with
activity of 37 MBq in air at different locations through the
scanner field of view. We selected four spheres at the mid-
plane of the scanner to represent different compartments, as
shown in Fig. 6. The time-activity curves chosen for the four
dynamic spheres in the experimental phantom are shown in
Fig. 5. The TACs were generated using cardinal cubic B-spline
functions [11]. Poisson random numbers were generated based
on the expected number of events in each time interval for a
total acquisition time of 30 min. The merged list-mode data
were also divided into five time frames with equal duration
of 6 min. We generated 5 replicates of the list-mode data
for the background and four inserted spheres by using the
bootstrapping method [12].

We used the same reconstruction algorithm for the exper-
imental list-mode data as for the simulated list-mode data.
The TOF information was included in the experimental image
reconstructions. For these reconstructions, we also performed
scatter and random corrections. The scatter was estimated
using the TOF-modified single scatter simulation method.
Random coincidences were estimated using the delayed co-
incidence window technique with Casey averaging.
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Fig. 2. The three time-activity curves for the three groups of spheres in the
simulated list-mode data.
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Fig. 3. The simulated phantom and the five reconstructed images from the
simulated list-mode data in the five time frames. The three groups of spheres
and background ROI are labelled in the top-left image.
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Fig. 4. The recovered contrasts of the three groups of dynamic spheres in
reconstructed images from the merged simulated data; the expected contrasts
are plotted for comparison.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulated Results

The reconstructed images of the center slice of the simulated
phantom are shown in Fig. 3. We also calculated the recovered
contrast for each group of dynamic spheres. The background
activity was calculated using the center disk region with
diameter of 96 mm. The recovered contrasts for the three
groups of dynamic spheres are shown in Fig. 4. The expected
contrasts calculated by integrating the TACs over each time
frame are also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 5. The four time-activity curves for the four spheres in the experimental
list-mode data.
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Fig. 6. The physical phantom and the reconstructed images from the merged
experimental list-mode data in the five time frames. The four dynamic spheres
along with the five static spheres are labelled in the top-left image.
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Fig. 7. The recovered contrasts of four dynamic spheres in the reconstructed
images from the merged experimental data. The expected contrasts, scaled by
a factor of 27.5% to include partial volume effects, are plotted for comparison.

B. Experimental Results

The reconstructed images of the five time frames are shown
in Fig. 6. Because the five spheres were not exactly in the
center slice, Fig. 6 shows the average of the center 4 slices. We
also calculated the recovered contrasts for the four dynamic
spheres. The background activity was calculated using the
inner region of 35 cm background region after excluding the
9 regions of spheres and unstable slices at both ends.

The recovered contrasts for the four dynamic spheres and
five static spheres were calculated for the reconstruction im-
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ages from the five time frames and the five bootstrap replicates.
The average recovered contrasts for the five static spheres is
1.37 which is about 27.5 % recovery because of partial volume
effects (real contrast is 5). The recovered contrasts for the four
dynamic spheres are shown in Fig. 7. The expected contrasts
for the dynamic spheres were calculated by integrating the
TACs over each time frame. In Fig. 7, the expected contrasts
for the dynamic spheres were scaled with a factor of 27.5 %
to include partial volume effects for comparison.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have developed an approach for merging list-mode data
incorporating TACs of different compartments. We demon-
strated the feasibility of our approach by showing the de-
sired dynamic performance of the various compartments of
the merged list-mode data. The approach will be useful for
research on dynamic/parametric reconstructions and analysis.
With the standard approach, acquisitions must be performed
every time when data are needed with different acquisition
parameters. With the proposed approach, one only need to
acquire the list-mode data for the compartments once. Merged
list-data incorporating different TACs with different acquisi-
tion parameters can be generated to emulate different radio-
tracer kinetics. List-mode data with multiple noise realizations,
different levels of noise, and/or different uptake in different
compartments as a function of time can be easily generated.

A similar method using a compartmental torso phantom was
used to estimate cardiac kinetic parameters using TOF PET
[13]. However, sinograms were used, which can be less flexible
compared with list-mode data in incorporating different TACs.
In addition, the clinically observed changing randoms fraction
in cardiac studies was not included in their work. Finally,
our approach works for both simulated and measured data,
including patient studies with inserted lesions.

Unlike the previous work, different random fractions and
dead times can be handled within our method to emulate
the conditions of bolus injections of new radiotracers. Data
with time-varying random fractions can be emulated by select-
ing delayed coincidences and the corresponding next prompt
events to create the desired level of randoms (analogous to,
but the inverse of, online randoms subtraction). This technique
assumes a uniform randoms distribution, which is the case
for most studies, including cardiac scans following a bolus
injection. Dead time can also be included in a time-varying
manner by randomly rejecting list-mode events. However
while this method will emulate the quantitative effects of dead
time, it will not model any pile-up effects that alter the spatial
distribution of the events (e.g., resolution blurring or count-
rate dependent normalization effects).

This work concentrated on merging list-mode data for PET;
however, a similar approach can be applied to SPECT, as has
been done with sinograms [14]. Some other considerations for
SPECT may be needed (e.g., to include time variations during
scanner rotation)

V. CONCLUSION

We developed an approach of generating desired list-mode
data incorporating arbitrary time-activity curves (TACs) for

different compartments in a physical phantom. List-mode data
with multiple noise realizations, different levels of noise, and
different uptakes in different compartments as a function of
time can be easily generated without the need for separate data
acquisitions. The approach can be very useful with tremendous
flexibility and convenience for generating desired list-mode
data for varieties of research purposes, including optimizing
the imaging time for best lesion detection [15] and developing
optimized imaging protocols for different categories of TACs.
The generated list-mode data can also be used to evaluate
different dynamic and parametric reconstruction algorithms
[16]. Imaging of physiology with dynamic and parametric
reconstructions can fully exploit the power of PET scanners.
Future work will include testing the approach at different count
rates and random fractions and with clinically realistic TACs.
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Investigation of Convex Priors in List Mode TOF PET
Reconstruction with the Entropic Mirror Descent

Algorithm
Sean Rose, Emil Y. Sidky, Chien-Min Kao, and Xiaochuan Pan

Abstract—In this work we investigate the properties of convex
priors in iterative image reconstruction from list mode time-of-
flight (TOF) positron emission tomography (PET) data. We utilize
the entropic mirror descent algorithm (EMDA), which has proven
convergence properties, as a means to perform reconstruction. We
examine two regularizers which impose penalties on the magnitude
of the gradient of the image and probe their noise properties with
simulation studies. Specifically, we investigate the well-known total
variation (TV) regularizer and a quadratic penalty on the gradient
magnitude image. We also investigate the bias-variance trade-off of
regularization by early termination of algorithms designed to perform
unregularized reconstruction. The achievable bias-variance tradeoff
using these regularizers is shown to have properties suggesting possible
benefit from using properly chosen regularization parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that as more attributes are measured in PET
imaging systems, storing the acquired data in one large data matrix
via binning will become increasingly inefficient. If M attributes are
stored for each acquired event and each event is binned into N bins,
one would have to use NM bins to store the data. As the number of
recorded properties is increased, the number of bins quickly grows
while the number of acquired events remains constant. We thus see
that many bins will contain zero events, showing that this storage
method becomes wasteful. Much effort has been focused on methods
of rebinning the events to mitigate this problem.

An alternative solution is to store the data in list mode, as
suggested in [1]. By list mode, we refer to storing the data as a list
of events, each with M attributes. Thus, if one measures J events
and M attributes per event, one needs only store MJ numbers to
completely describe the data. Note that the storage requirements of
this method grow linearly with the number of attributes whereas
with binning methods they grow exponentially. It therefore appears
that list mode storage becomes a useful alternative to binning as the
number of measured attributes grows.

Since list mode storage has this potential storage advantage, it is
important we investigate iterative image reconstruction techniques
with use of only list mode data. While regularization has been stud-
ied extensively with binned storage methods in PET, regularization
in list mode reconstruction methods has received less attention.

Here we propose the use of the entropic mirror descent algorithm
(EMDA) to prototype and investigate the use of convex priors in
TOF PET image reconstruction. In particular, we perform noise sim-
ulation studies to investigate the bias-variance trade-off achievable
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EB018102 and EB016104 and the University of Chicago Institute for Translational
Medicine pilot award CTSA UL1. The contents of this article are solely the
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with different convex priors. We also study the trade-off realizable by
early termination of algorithms designed to perform unregularized
reconstruction.

II. THEORY

A. Optimization Problem

To perform iterative image reconstruction from list mode data, we
consider maximizing the list mode likelihood given by [2]

L(x) = −T
K∑

k=1

Skxk +

J∑
j=1

log

K∑
k=1

xkSkpjk (1)

where T is the time in which the data was taken, Sk is the sensitivity
of the system to events generated in the kth pixel, J is the number of
measured events, K is the number of pixels, pjk is the probability
that event j occurred in pixel k given the event was detected, and
xk is the activity in pixel k. We assume Sk > 0 for all k and for
analysis purposes we assume pjk > 0 for all (j, k).

We constrain the optimization to be over only non-negative
activities, yielding the problem

argmin
x

T
K∑

k=1

Skxk −
J∑

j=1

log
K∑

k=1

xkSkpjk (2)

such that x ≥ 0 (3)

where the inequality is taken element-wise. Recall that the feasible
set is defined as the set of vectors x satisfying the constraint. The
objective function is coercive over the feasible set — for every
sequence {xk} from the feasible set such that ‖xk‖2 →∞, we have
limk→∞ f(xk) =∞ — and the feasible set is closed. This implies
that the set of minima of the optimization problem is nonempty and
compact (closed and bounded).

Furthermore, the objective function is convex over the nonnegative
orthant. This can be shown by noticing that the Hessian is positive
semi-definite. By using these facts and writing out the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions, it can be shown that any solution must
also solve the problem

argmin
x

−
J∑

j=1

log
K∑

k=1

xkSkpjk (4)

such that T
K∑

k=1

Skxk = J ;x ≥ 0 (5)

By rescaling x, we can rewrite this problem as

argmin
x

−
J∑

j=1

log pTj x (6)

such that
K∑

k=1

xk = 1;x ≥ 0 (7)
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where we denote the column vector representing the jth row of the
matrix with entries pjk as pj .

We therefore see that by utilizing the KKT conditions, we can
rewrite the list mode TOF PET reconstruction problem as an
optimization over the unit simplex in <K

∆ = {x :
K∑

k=1

xk = 1;x ≥ 0} (8)

The objective function is also Lipschitz continuous over the feasible
set provided pjk > 0 for all (j, k) — a function f is Lipschitz
continuous over a set X if there exists an Lf ∈ < such that |f(x)−
f(y)| ≤ Lf‖x− y‖ for all x, y ∈ X and a given norm ‖ · ‖.

We also consider regularized versions of this optimization prob-
lem having the form

argmin
x

−
J∑

j=1

log pTj x+ λR(x) (9)

such that
K∑

k=1

xk = 1;x ≥ 0 (10)

where R(x) is taken to either be the total variation (TV) or a
quadratic penalty on the gradient magnitude (Q)

TV (x) =
K∑

k=1

‖Dkx‖2 (11)

Q(x) =
K∑

k=1

‖Dkx‖22 (12)

where Dk is a finite differencing matrix giving an approximation of
the gradient at the kth pixel. We will refer to the regularization pa-
rameter for the TV penalty as λTV and the regularization parameter
for the Q penalty as λQ.

B. Algorithm

In order to investigate the optimization problems presented in
the previous section, we use the entropic mirror descent algorithm
(EMDA) [3]. We also use list mode maximum likelihood expectation
maximization (LMMLEM) [2] to perform the unregularized problem
for comparison. EMDA is a method with proven convergence prop-
erties for optimization of a convex, Lipschitz continuous objective
function over the unit simplex. This is the form our problem takes,
thus EMDA is an appropriate algorithm for our purposes.

The update step for EMDA to minimize a function f over the
unit simplex takes the form

xm+1
k =

xmk e
−tlf ′

k(x
m)∑K

k=1 x
m
k e
−tlf ′

k(x
m)

(13)

where xm is the mth iterate and f ′k(xm) is the kth component
of a subgradient of f at xm. Recall that a subgradient of a proper
convex function f : <n(−∞,∞] at x0 is a vector y such that f(x)−
f(x0) ≥ yT (x − x0) for all x [4]. EMDA allows us to deal with
optimization over the unit simplex with any general non-smooth,
convex prior, such as the TV.

III. METHODS

Simulated data was generated with the Zubal phantom. A 2D
scanner with 640 detectors, each 4mm wide, on a 81.5cm diameter
ring was considered. The activity was assumed to be uniform
over each individual pixel. The data was simulated as follows.

Given the source distribution (the Zubal phantom), the number of
events occurring in each pixel was sampled from a multinomial
distribution with probabilities given by the relative intensities of
each pixel. For each event, a point in the event’s pixel and an angle
of emission were selected by sampling uniform distributions. The
two detectors intersecting the emission line were determined along
with the difference in arrival times. The detected position, assuming
perfect time resolution, was then assigned to the line connecting the
center of the two detectors. A guassian with 400ps FWHM was then
sampled to determine a displacement for the detected position along
the line of response (LOR). In this work we have ignored subject
attenuation, scatter, photon acolinearity, and randoms. Future work
will consider such effects. It should also be noted that in practice,
TOF scanners have a finite bin size for the measurement of arrival
time differences, thus yielding a discrete set of time differences for
the TOF measurement as opposed to a continuous set. We did not
employ such binning here, but will do so in the future.

Noise realizations were performed to investigate the bias-variance
trade-off for the two regularizers considered with different values of
the regularization parameter λ. Data was generated with 2 × 105

events using the procedure described above a total of 100 times.
Reconstructions were performed using EMDA for the unregularized,
TV regularized, or quadratic penalty regularized objective functions.
The algorithm was run for 100 iterations for each reconstruction.
From here on out we will refer to the three different instances
of EMDA as EMDA for the unregularized problem, EMDATV
for the TV regularized problem, and EMDAQ for the quadratic
penalty. Reconstruction was also performed using 100 iterations of
LMMLEM. The mean and variance images were generated with the
resulting reconstructions and a root mean square (RMS) bias and
variance were calculated for each reconstruction. The RMS bias was
calculated by taking the Euclidean norm of the difference between
the mean image and the phantom. The RMS variance was calculated
by taking the Euclidean norm of the variance image.

Noise realizations were also performed to study the bias-variance
trade-off when using early termination of EMDA or LMMLEM
as a form of regularization. The procedure above was replicated
with these two algorithms, but the bias and variance images were
calculated after 2, 5, 20, or 50 iterations.

IV. RESULTS

In Figure 1 we show an axial slice of the Zubal phantom which
was used for the simulation studies described in the previous section.

Fig. 1: Axial slice of Zubal phantom used for simulation studies.

In Figure 2 we show for reference the results obtained after 100
iterations of the various reconstruction algorithms for a single noise
realization.
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LMMLEM EMDA

EMDATV EMDAQ

Fig. 2: Images obtained from reconstruction for one noise realiza-
tion with 100 iterations of either EMDA, LMMLEM, EMDATV, or
EMDAQ. In this example λTV = 103 and λQ = 5×107. All images
are shown in the same display window.

To determine how close the algorithms were to solutions of
their respective optimization problems after only 100 iterations, the
objective functions were plotted as a function of iteration number
on a log scale. The result is shown in Figure 3 for a single noise
realization with λTV = 103 and λQ = 5× 107.
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Fig. 3: Plot of objective function versus iteration number for
the algorithms of interest performing reconstruction on one noise
realization of the data. The regularization parameters used for this
plot were λTV = 103 and λQ = 5× 107.

As can be seen from the figure, while improvement on the
objective functions for the regularized problems seems to have halted

by the 100th iteration, EMDA and LMMLEM still seem to be
making some progress on the unregularized objective. The images
obtained at the 100th iteration of these algorithms were observed to
be very similar visually to those obtained at later iteration numbers
— the algorithm was run to 1000 iterations for comparison —
suggesting that the bias-variance analysis would not be significantly
affected by running only 100 iterations.

In Figure 4 we show the mean images obtained for the different
algorithms and two different choices of regularization terms for the
TV and quadratic penalties. The mean images clearly demonstrate
the edge preserving nature of the TV penalty. One can also see that
over-regularization leads to very high biases as one would expect.

LMMLEM EMDA

EMDATV λTV=103 EMDAQ λQ=5×107

EMDATV λTV=104 EMDAQ λQ=5×108

Fig. 4: Mean images obtained from 100 noise realizations and
reconstructions with 100 iterations of either EMDA, LMMLEM,
EMDATV, or EMDAQ. Results using two different pairs of regular-
ization parameters with EMDATV and EMDAQ are shown.

In Figure 5 we plot the variance images obtained from the noise
realizations. The images are each windowed differently to demon-
strate the structure of the variance images. If one did not window
the images separately, then as the regularization parameter increased
the images would become darker and be barely visible. Higher
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regularization decreases the variance of the images significantly
as we will see shortly. It is interesting to see that as the TV
regularization parameter is increased, the structure of the variance
image highlights the edges in the image. The quadratic regularizer,
on the other hand, yields a variance image which tends to become
more uniform as the regularization is increased.

LMMLEM EMDA

EMDATV λTV=103 EMDAQ λQ=5×107

EMDATV λTV=104 EMDAQ λQ=5×108

Fig. 5: Variance images obtained from 100 noise realizations and
reconstructions with 100 iterations of either EMDA, LMMLEM,
EMDATV, or EMDAQ. Results using two different pairs of regular-
ization parameters with EMDATV and EMDAQ are shown.

In Figure 6 we plot the RMS bias versus the RMS variance for
a range of λTV and λQ along with the RMS biases and variances
obtained from early termination of EMDA and LMMLEM. As one
would expect, the variance decreases with increasing regularization
while the bias increases. The increase in bias is a result of over-
smoothing when the regularization parameters are chosen too large.
The data suggests that there exists a range of regularization parame-
ters for each penalty for which the variance decreases while the bias
does not increase substantially. This, in a sense, provides a form of
quantitative justification for the use of regularization in list mode
image reconstruction, as we have demonstrated that a decrease in

variance can be obtained while maintaining a relatively low bias.
We also observe that at similar variances, the TV and quadratic
regularized reconstructions tend to achieve a better bias than that
obtained using early termination. This suggests that regularization
by adding terms penalizing large gradient magnitudes may achieve a
better bias-variance trade-off than that achieved by early termination.
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Fig. 6: Bias-variance plot obtained from the noise realiza-
tions. The results shown are for the following values of λTV :
{10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000}; and the following values of λQ:
{5× 105, 106, 5× 106, 107, 5× 107}. The results shown for LMM-
LEM and EMDA were obtained by early termination at 2, 5, 20,
and 50 iterations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the use of two convex priors in iterative
image reconstruction from list mode TOFPET data using EMDA
along with early termination as a form of regularization. Our results
suggest that the use of priors could prove useful in reducing the
variance of the reconstructed image while maintaining a low bias.
In future work we plan to incorporate attenuation correction in the
data generation and reconstruction. We also plan to investigate the
impact of these convex priors when less events are acquired and
different detector geometries are used.
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Abstract—The objective of this study is to evaluate the Intel 

Xeon Phi coprocessor as an alternative to graphic processing 

units (GPUs) in order to accelerate PET image reconstruction. 

We address sensitivity map generation, attenuation correction in 

back-projection, and scatter correction as three computational 

hotspots and investigate runtime reduction achieved by 

supporting a host system by one or two coprocessors. 

Furthermore, we assess radiological path calculation as an 

important sub-module in more detail. We compare a standard 

C++ version to a portable implementation with a single program 

multiple data (SPMD) compiler and a Xeon Phi specific 

implementation using intrinsic functions. 

For sensitivity map generation and attenuation correction a 

reasonable speed up factor of 2.9 to 3.4 is achieved with two 

coprocessors, whereas scatter correction shows a runtime 

reduction of about (a factor of) 1.7. Regarding the radiological 

path calculation the intrinsic function implementation shows a 

speed up of about 2.5 compared to the standard version, but also 

the portable version using the SPMD compiler showed speed up 

of 1.5 to 2.1. These results show that PET reconstruction can be 

reasonably speed up using the Xeon Phi coprocessor in particular 

in those data processing steps suited for parallel computation and 

vectorization.  

 

Index Terms—high performance computing, Positron 

Emission Tomography, reconstruction algorithms 

I. AIM AND INTRODUCTION 

N this contribution we aim to evaluate the Intel Xeon Phi 

coprocessor for PET image reconstruction. Current list-

mode PET reconstruction, including corrections for scatter, 

attenuation and spatial resolution, is a computationally intense 

application. Clinical workflow setups typically aim at fast 

initial result inspection and thus do not favor long waiting 

times for processing itself. Recently, graphic processing units 

(GPUs) have been used to accelerate medical image 

processing and in particular PET reconstruction [1].  

The Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture with its first 

product implementation, the Xeon Phi coprocessor, is a 

comparable platform also promising acceleration in PET 

reconstruction. Like GPUs, the Xeon Phi is currently available 

as accelerator card connected to the host system via PCI-E and 
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it is most suitable for highly parallelizable applications. 

However, there are some differences to GPU-based 

accelerator concepts. Besides the offloading program model, 

where computational intense parts are offloaded to the 

accelerator, sending back the results to the host system, the 

Xeon Phi allows also native execution alone. It also can be 

configured to act as MPI node in a compute cluster. 

Nevertheless, Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) 

vectorization and parallelization are required to take advantage 

of the high peak performance of GPU accelerators and the 

Xeon Phi coprocessor.  

Here we evaluate the Xeon Phi coprocessor performance in 

three computational hot spots of reconstruction: sensitivity 

map generation, attenuation correction in back-projection and 

scatter correction. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We extracted these core data processing modules from a 

CPU only OSEM TOF 3D reconstruction algorithm and 

optimized them for the Xeon Phi coprocessor. Processing 

results were compared with those from the original software 

version to check for consistency and runtime reduction. Since 

radiological path calculation is a common subroutine in image 

reconstruction we assess this sub-module in more detail 

However, as our main focus in on reducing the total runtime, 

we used load balancing to spread the workload between the 

host system and one or two coprocessors. 

In the rest of this section we briefly describe the used 

algorithms and modifications (Section A and B), the used 

random generator (Section C), and the properties of our test 

bench (Section D). 

A. Sensitivity map generation and attenuation correction in 

backprojection 

One commonly used algorithmic approach of sensitivity 

map calculation is depicted in Fig. 1. The outer loop iterated 

over all voxels in the field of view (FoV). For each voxel a 

number of ray samples was generated to determine its 

detection probability. According to the PET imaging principle 

a ray sample thereby consists of two rays starting at the same 

origin in opposite directions. These rays were parameterized in 

spherical coordinates using 64 discrete steps for both φ and ϑ 

sampling. The ϑ values were confined to those that result in a 

possible hit on the cylindrical surface similar to the actual 

detector geometry. Solid angle coverage limitations were 

compensated by normalization. 

Evaluation of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for 

PET reconstruction 
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To avoid discretization effects, random shifts were applied 

to rays’ the origin locations and angular parameters. For those 

ray pairs hitting the detector, the radiological path through the 

attenuation map was calculated using the method presented by 

Jacobs et al. [2]. After all ray samples were processed, the 

total detection probability of the current voxel was determined 

by averaging. 

 
Fig. 1.  Flowchart of sensitivity map calculation.  

The algorithm of attenuation correction in back-projection 

was very similar, but in this module the current image estimate 

(without attenuation) was taken into account in addition to the 

attenuation value during the radiological path calculation. 

Accordingly, this module provided an attenuation corrected 

version of the image estimate. 

During this step, results for each voxel do not depend on 

other voxels. Thus it was straightforward to parallelize them. 

In addition, the ray sample calculation was identified as 

possible candidate for SIMD vectorization. 

In our implementation we used the highly optimized 

Embree [3] (version 2.3.3) ray tracing kernels to determine the 

detector hits. These kernels also allow to use the Intel single 

program multiple data compiler (ISPC) [5] to get SIMD 

programs optimized, e.g. for Xeon and Xeon Phi, by re-

compiling only a single, platform independent code. 

The size of the platform dependent SIMD vectors defines 

the size of the ray packages. On the host system with 

advanced vector extension (AVX) 8 rays are calculated in a 

package, whereas on the Xeon Phi the 512 bit vector registers 

allow up to 16 rays per package [4]. To enable vectorization 

also during radiological path calculation we implemented an 

ISPC version of the Jacobs algorithm. 

In addition we created a version using the specific Xeon Phi 

instruction set. These so-called intrinsics allow a direct access 

to the vector processing capabilities of the Xeon Phi. They 

also enable further fine-tuning by using vector masks instead 

of branching and optimized prefetching and gathering of the 

attenuation (and image estimate) values. 

The runtime of the radiological path calculation was 

evaluated also separately on the Xeon Phi in native mode to 

evaluate the differences between standard, ISPC and intrinsic 

version. 

In the sensitivity map and the attenuation correction module 

parallelization of the voxel-specific calculation steps was 

implemented using the tasking feature of ISPC, based on 

pthreads. Voxel packages were defined to dynamically 

distribute the workload over host and one or two coprocessors 

running in offload mode. 

As neither the attenuation map, the detector geometry, nor 

the current image estimate are changed during the 

computation, they were offloaded to the coprocessors prior to 

the actual computation to reduce data transfer. 

B. Scatter correction 

The scatter estimate was obtained by creating a sufficiently 

large number (~107) of ray samples and tracking them through 

the voxelized volume of the FoV. Origin and initial direction 

of the ray pairs were calculated based on the current activity 

estimate using a random number generator (see Section C). 

The trajectories of the photon rays were tracked taking into 

account Compton and Rayleigh scattering as well as 

photoelectric interaction. Thereby, the tracking itself was 

performed by recursively calling a variant of the radiological 

path algorithm that checked if a scattering effect has occurred. 

This approach enabled correction for multi-order scattering. 

Photons were tracked until they either left the FoV and 

possibly hit the detector or until their remaining energy level 

fell below a threshold boundary (340 keV), linked to the 

energy resolution of the detector. 

Since the sample rays can be independently computed, 

algorithmic parallelization using OpenMP could be 

straightforwardly applied. To optimally benefit from the 

coprocessors, the workload was spread between the Xeon Phi 

cards by assigning individual numbers of detector 

coincidences to be processed for the host system and the 

coprocessors. Like in the sensitivity map module, the data not 

modified during the computation were transferred upfront and 

the simulated coincidences were copied back after finishing 

their computation. 

Because of the recursive structure and heavy branching of 

the algorithm no ISPC or intrinsic implementation to improve 

vectorization was created in this module. 

C. Random generation 

The Mersenne Twister random generators of the Intel MKL 

Vector Statistical Library were applied to create pseudo-

random numbers in all addressed models of the reconstruction 

method. 

D. Test bench properties 

A NEMA IEQ phantom data set was used to test our 

implementation and to determine runtime benchmarks for the 

examined reconstruction modules. The size of the FoV was 

144 × 144 × 44 voxels with a pitch (in 3D) of about 4 mm. 

The detector geometry consists of 28 modules located entirely 

outside the FoV. 
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We compared the results of our implementation to the 

unmodified, CPU only, version of an OSEM TOF 3D 

reconstruction algorithm. 

On hardware side the host system (HP SL250s Gen8) is 

equipped with 64 GB RAM and two Xeon (E5-2670) CPUs. 

Each CPU provides 8 cores running at 2.6 to 3.3 GHz and due 

to hyper-threading up to 16 threads are available.  

The system also contains two Xeon Phi coprocessor cards 

(model 5110P) with 60 cores clocked at about 1 GHz and 8 

GB RAM. Each core has 4 hardware threads, resulting in a 

maximum of 240 threads per card. Besides the scalar 

processing unit, each core is equipped with a vector 

processing unit (vector length: 512 bit), enabling a single 

instruction simultaneously performed on up to 8 double or 16 

single precision values. 

III. RESULTS 

No significant differences were found between the images 

reconstructed using the reference implementation and the 

accelerated version, neither in the host only nor in the Xeon 

Phi supported versions. 

Fig. 2 shows the runtime benchmarking results of 

radiological path calculation in the sensitivity map calculation 

and in case of attenuation correction during back-projection. 

Runtime values of the reference implementation are compared 

to a portable ISPC and a specific Xeon Phi implementation 

using intrinsics on a single coprocessor card in native mode. 

 
Fig. 2.  Runtime of radiological path calculation in attenuation correction 

during backprojection, and sensitivity map calculation for reference, ISPC, 
and intrinsic implementation on Xeon Phi coprocessor (native mode). 

In Fig. 3 the runtimes required by the three addressed 

modules of PET reconstruction are depicted for host only 

calculation and in case of additional support by one or two 

Xeon Phi coprocessors. 

Due to the load balancing, the runtime on host and 

coprocessors was found to be approximately equal, although 

the amount of work on each platform was different. For the 

sensitivity map calculation one coprocessor card could handle 

about 1.5 times more voxels than the host system. In the back-

projection module a performance gain factor of about 1.2 was 

found. 

For scatter correction the ratio of coincidences handled by a 

Xeon Phi coprocessor compared to the host system was found 

to be about 0.4. So the host system showed a higher 

performance than the coprocessor in this particular module. 

 
Fig. 3.  Runtime of scatter correction, attenuation correction in backprojection, 
and sensitivity calculation modules using host only and supported by one or 

two Xeon Phi coprocessors. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Using Xeon Phi co-processors, a reasonable runtime 

reduction could be achieved in all three evaluated modules. In 

case of attenuation correction and in particular for the 

sensitivity map generation the Xeon Phi outperformed the host 

system by a factor of 1.2 and 1.5, respectively. Apparently 

these modules took advantage especially of the vector 

processing capabilities provided by the Xeon Phi. 

The scatter correction module was found to be less 

appropriate for improvements using the coprocessor 

architecture. Heavy branching and recursive functions 

hampered efficient vectorization and also the in-order 

architecture of the Xeon Phi [6] was un-favorable compared to 

a Xeon Processor with advanced branch prediction and out-of-

order execution [7].  

Since radiological path calculation is a key component in 

voxel based reconstruction, it was examined in some more 

detail. The evaluation showed that the platform independent 

ISPC implementation led to a speed up factor of 1.5 to 2.1 

compared to the C++ implementation using standard complier 

optimizations.  

We suppose that the attenuation correction showed less 

speedup since in this case also the image estimate voxel values 

have to be gathered from memory in addition to the 

attenuation map. 

However, the specific Xeon Phi implementation based on 

intrinsics showed a comparable speed up of about 2.5 in both 

modules. Programming with intrinsics was experienced to be 

much more laborious compared to ISPC programming. 

However, the masked vector instructions help to avoid 

branching and dedicated gather and scatter functions help to 

optimize spread memory access. Nevertheless, easy portability 

can be consider as the most important advantage of ISPC, 

whereas intrinsics need to be re-implemented for every new 

instruction set. Therefore this approach seems only be justified 

for computationally most demanding hot spots. 
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The current release of the Xeon Phi (Knights Corner) is the 

first commercially available product of the MIC architecture. 

For 2015 the next version (Knights Landing) is announced [8]. 

The new platform is expected to improve integration by on-

package memory and it will be also available as a standalone 

server processor. Furthermore, the cores will provide out-of-

order execution, advanced branch prediction, and hardware 

supported memory scattering and gathering. These features 

will likely simplify the optimization tasks for this new 

platform and will also enable to further broaden the scope to 

algorithms that can benefit, like e.g. scatter correction. 

However, applications will still have to be optimized 

regarding parallelization and vectorization to benefit from the 

multiple core architecture with large vector registers. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we showed that a reasonable runtime 

reduction is possible in PET reconstruction by using the Xeon 

Phi coprocessor. Sensitivity map generation and attenuation 

correction showed to profit most from this hardware platform 

than scatter correction. The ISPC compiler offered a good 

opportunity to create platform independent code taking 

advantage of the platform’s SIMD vectorization capabilities. 
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Study of a novel-geometry PET scanner
Kuang Gong, Yibao Wu, Farhad Daghighian and *Jinyi Qi

Abstract—In this study we evaluate a novel-geometry PET
scanner with depth of interaction (DOI) and time of flight (TOF)
measurements. The new scanner has a “D”-shape geometry
to bring detectors closer to the patient to increase sensitivity.
Spatial resolution and Fisher information matrix (FIM) are used
to compare the novel geometry with the traditional cylindrical
geometry. The results show that DOI information is more impor-
tant for the novel geometry than for the cylindrical geometry.
With DOI measurements, the spatial resolution of the novel
scanner is similar to that of the cylinder scanner with the
same DOI resolution, but the novel geometry has higher Fisher
information than the cylindrical geometry does. In addition, we
also study the tolerance of the new geometry to detector failures.
Reconstructions of simulated data show that using a proper
normalization file and TOF information can reduce the artifacts
caused by the missing data.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of iterative methods in PET image
reconstruction, accurate system modeling can be used to model
different PET geometries. This provides us an opportunity to
build a PET scanner with a novel geometry for organ-specific
applications or patient adaptive imaging. In this work, we
study a PET scanner with “D”-shape geometry designed for
cardiac imaging. The shape of the scanner is shown in Fig. 1
and the key parameters are listed in table I. The top part
of the scanner derives from a traditional cylindrical scanner
and the lower part from a rectangular scanner. The bottom
flat detector panel can be moved up and down to fit different
patient sizes, while achieving the highest sensitivity. Gaps are
presented at the two bottom corners for mechanical clearance.
We compared the spatial resolution of the novel scanner with
that of a cylindrical scanner at different locations inside the
FOV. The Fisher information matrix (FIM) was also computed
for both systems with and without depth of interaction (DOI)
and time of flight (TOF) information .

TABLE I: Geometric parameters of the new scanner.

Crystal size (mm) 3× 3× 15
Crystal gap (mm) 0.1882

DOI resolution (mm) 3
Number of crystals per block 18× 18

Ring diameter (mm) 682.26
No. of blocks in axial direction 2

No. of blocks in transaxial direction 36

Kuang Gong and Jinyi Qi are with the Department of Biomedi-
cal Engineering, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA (e-
mail:qi@ucdavis.edu).

Yibao Wu and Farhad Daghighian are with Prescient Imaging LLC, Los
Angeles, CA 90250, USA.
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Fig. 1: (a) The simulated point source locations inside the
transaxial FOV of the novel scanner; (b) crystal array in a
detector block; (c) the geometry of the novel scanner.

II. METHODS

A. TOF reconstruction

Monte Carlo simulation was performed using the SimSET
(University of Washington) to generate list mode data. Differ-
ent timing resolutions (200ps, 400ps, 600ps) were simulated
using a Gaussian timing profile. The time bin width was fixed
at 25ps. The system matrices were computed by modeling
the effects of solid angle and photon penetration using the
procedure described in [1]. TOF response was calculated on-
the-fly with a ±3σ truncation during the TOF reconstruction
[2]. The NEMA body phantom was used to compare the
contrast recovery vs. standard deviation (CRC-STD) tradeoff.
The image matrix in reconstruction was 185 × 185 × 73 with
a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 1.594 mm3.

B. Comparison with a cylindrical scanner

We compare the new geometry with the traditional cylin-
drical geometry. The cylindrical scanner has the same number
of detector blocks. In the comparison study, a single ring was
simulated for both scanners. Point source was simulated at
seven locations as shown in Fig 1(a) for the novel scanner.
For the cylindrical scanner, point #3 is placed at the center of
the FOV. A uniform warm background is used and the contrast
of the point to the background was 0.1 (i.e., the point intensity
is 10% high than the background). Images were reconstructed
using the MLEM algorithm with 300 iterations. The image
pixel size was 1 mm×1 mm. Point spread functions were
obtained by subtracting the background from the reconstructed
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images. Both full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and full-
width-at-tenth-maximum (FWTM) along the radial and tan-
gential directions were measured.

In addition to spatial resolution, FIM was computed for
both the novel geometry and the cylinder geometry. The FIM
for PET data can be computed by

F = PT diag
[

1

ȳi

]
P, (1)

where P is the system matrix and ȳi is the expectation of
the measurement in detector pair i. It is shown in [5] that for
MAP reconstruction of PET data, the signal-to-noise ratio of
the prewhitening observer, SNRPW, is

SNRPW ≈ fTl Ffl, (2)

where fl is the lesion profile. When the lesion only occupies
one voxel, SNRPW is proportional to the value of Fjj . This
means that Fjj can be used to measure the detectability
of a small lesion. Therefore, we use Fjj to compare the
performance of the novel scanner and the cylinder scanner
with and without DOI and TOF capabilities.

According to the Tomitani’s formula [6], [7], the benefit
of TOF information in variance reduction at the center of a
cylinder can be estimated by

VarnonTOF

VarTOF
≈ 0.66

D

c∆t/2
, (3)

where D is the object diameter, ∆t is the timing resolution,
and c is the speed of light. Here we compare the FIM result
with the prediction by the Tomitani’s method.

C. Tolerance to detector failure

In the design of new detectors, detector crystals are grouped
into 3×3 modules. We simulate two cases of detector failure:
(1) 5% of 3 × 3 modules fail randomly; (2) 5% of 3 × 3
modules fail randomly, but at the same locations across all
rings. The data were reconstructed with and without TOF
information, and with and without a new normalization to
compensate for the missing modules. The new normalization
factors were computed by setting the values of missing lines
of response (LORs) in the original normalization file to zero.
The figure of merit used in the quantitative evaluation is
RMSE defined as

RMSE =

√∑
i (X true

i −X fail
i )2∑

i (X true
i )2

(4)

where X true is the reconstructed image without any detector
failure and X fail is the reconstructed with detector failure.
We plotted the RMSE as a function of the contrast recovery
coefficient of the smallest sphere in the NEMA phantom.

III. RESULTS

A. TOF reconstruction

The center slices of the reconstructed NEMA phantom using
different timing resolutions are shown in Fig. 2. The CRC-
STD curves for the four hot spheres are shown in Fig. 3. In
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Fig. 2: Reconstructed NEMA phantom images with the timing
resolution of (1) 200ps, (2) 400ps, (3) 600ps.
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Fig. 3: The CRC-STD curves for the four hot spheres in the
NEMA phantom.

all cases, we can see that as the timing resolution improves,
the standard deviation can be reduced at any matched contrast
level.

B. Comparison with a cylinder scanner

1) Spatial resolution: Fig. 4 shows the point spread func-
tions at different locations for the novel and cylindrical scan-
ners with and without DOI. FWHM and FWTM values are
plotted in Fig. 5. We can see that without DOI, the point
spread functions of the novel scanner has long tails, which is
also reflected by the large values of FWTM. The reason is
that many LORs intersect with detectors at a large oblique
angle in the novel scanner, so the novel geometry suffers
more parallax error than the cylindrical scanner. However, with
DOI information, the spatial resolution of the novel scanner
becomes very close to that of the cylindrical scanner, in terms
of both FWHM and FWTM. This result indicates that DOI
is more important for PET scanners with a non-cylindrical
geometry.

2) Sensitivity: Fig. 6 shows the axially averaged sensitivity
images of the two scanners and the ratio between them.
As expected the novel scanner has higher sensitivity than
the cylinder scanner throughout the whole FOV because the
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Fig. 4: The first two rows are the point spread functions of
the novel scanner without and with DOI information (labeled
by N and ND, respectively). The last two rows are the point
spread functions of the cylindrical scanner without and with
DOI information (labeled by C and CD, respectively). The
point locations are shown in Fig. 1(a).
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(c) FWTM, tangential direction
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Fig. 5: The FWHM and FWTM along the radial and tangential
directions for the novel scanner and the cylindrical scanner
with and without DOI information.

detectors are closer. Note that DOI information does not affect
the sensitivity of either scanner.

3) FIM and DOI: The FIM comparison of the two scanners
with and without DOI is shown in Fig. 7. While the novel
geometry has higher sensitivity as shown in Fig. 6, it actually
has less Fisher information at the center of FOV than the
cylinder scanner when DOI is not measured (Fig. 7(a)). This
is because the effect of parallax error at the center of the FOV
outweighs the increase in sensitivity. When DOI information
is included (Fig. 7(b)), the novel geometry achieves higher
Fisher information across the whole circular FOV than the
cylindrical scanner. This again indicates DOI information is
more important for scanners with a non-cylindrical geometry.
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Fig. 6: (a) Sensitivity image of the cylindrical scanner; (b) sen-
sitivity image of the novel scanner; (c) ratio of the sensitivity
images (novel PET/cylindrical PET) .
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TABLE II: TOF gains computed using the Tomitani’s formula
and FIM method for the center of a uniform 34cm cylinder.

TOF resolution (ps) Tomitani method FIM method Difference
1500 0.997 1.18 18%
500 2.99 3.04 1.5%
300 4.99 5.06 1.5%
200 7.48 7.59 1.5%
100 14.96 15.19 1.5%

4) FIM and TOF: Table II shows the comparison of
improvement due to TOF information using the Tomitani’s
formula and the FIM method for the center of a uniform
cylinder (D=34cm). The value of the FIM method is the ratio
of Fjj between TOF and nonTOF cases. Interestingly the
results of the two methods match quite well, except for the
case of 1500ps TOF resolution, where the object size is too
close to the timing resolution for the Tomitani’s formula to
work. The advantage of the FIM method is that it is not limited
to the center of a cylinder.

Fig. 8 shows the central profiles of the TOF gain (ratio
of Fjj between TOF and nonTOF cases) for both the novel
scanner and the cylindrical scanner. For the novel scanner,
we plotted both the vertical and horizontal profiles because
it is not rotationally symmetric. The TOF timing resolution
is 500ps. As expected, the TOF gain is greater at the center
than at the peripheries in both scanners. The TOF gains are
almost the same for the two scanners at the center region, but
at peripheral regions, the TOF gain in the cylindrical scanner
is slightly greater than that in the novel scanner. However, the
difference is relatively small (< 9%), so we can consider TOF
improvement to be independent of the scanner geometry.
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Fig. 8: The central profiles of the Fjj ratio image between TOF
and nonTOF cases for the cylindrical and novel scanners.

C. Reconstruction with module failure
Fig. 9 shows the axial average of the reconstructed NEMA

phantom under different conditions (TOF and nonTOF, with
and without the new normalization). We can see that both TOF
and normalization can reduce reconstruction artifacts caused
by detector failure. The best results are obtained by using
TOF with the new normalization, where the streaky artifacts
are barely visible. This observation is further confirmed by
the RMSE vs. CRC plots in Fig. 10.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied a PET scanner with a novel geometry and
compared it with a cylindrical scanner. The results show that
DOI information is more important for the novel geometry.
With DOI information, the spatial resolution of the novel
scanner is similar to that of the cylindrical scanner, while
the novel scanner can have higher Fisher information than
the cylindrical scanner. Using TOF information and a proper
normalization, the system can tolerate a small number of
missing detectors.
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Fig. 9: Reconstructed NEMA phantom under different con-
ditions. (a)-(d) are for case 1 (module failure was randomly
chosen ) and (e)-(h) are for case 2 (module failure are the
same across rings).
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Abstract – In this document we present an 
evaluation of a full 4D reconstruction method 
aimed at cardiac gated emission tomography. 
The presented method uses a content adaptive 
mesh model to represent the 3D volumetric data. 
The nodes of the volumetric mesh model are 
then moved from gate to gate to form a 4D 
deformable content adaptive mesh model. The 
nodal motion is generated by using a motion 
estimation algorithm. 

The use of a mesh to represent the volume 
allows to incorporate all data degradation modes, 
namely object attenuation and detector-
collimator spatial response, refereed to as 
distance depended blur.  

Using OpenCL [1] for the parallel 
implementation is essential to shorten the needed 
computational time and make this a practical 
reconstruction methodology. 

This works successfully shows the use of the 
proposed methodology to reconstruction images 
obtained from a realistic cardiac gated SPECT 
simulation using the SIMIND Monte Carlo 
package and the NCAT phantom. 

Index Terms – CAMM, DCAMM, GPGPU, 
OpenCL, Backprojection, Mesh 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This work is focused on cardiac gate single 
photon emission tomography (SPECT), this is a 
nuclear medicine imaging technique were the 
electrocardiogram guides the acquisition so that 
the output is a 4D set: 3D x-y-z space and 1D 
time due to the cardiac gating.  

In tomographic imaging it is customary to 
represent volumetric data using a uniform 
sampling pattern and voxel basis functions [2]. 
In [3] we successfully tested the use of content-
adaptive mesh models (CAMM) for tomographic 
image reconstruction where the data is sampled 
using a non-uniform pattern.  

The major problem CAMM approach is the 
needed computation time for calculating the 
projection operator. This is especially 
problematic since mesh model is patient 
depended and thus cannot be pre-computed. 
Therefore in [4]-[6] we parallelized this 
computation using a ray-tracing methodology so 
that it becomes practical in terms of required 
computation time. We have reported practical 
reconstruction times for volumetric CAMM in 
[6], for arbitrary camera trajectories in [7] and a 
preliminary 4D DCAMM approach in [8]. 

An alternative approach for the calculation of the 
projection operator was proposed in [9], [10] 
where every mesh element is projected onto 
camera plane. A comparison between the method 
show in [9] and proposed ray-tracing method can 
be found in [11] for the two dimensional case. In 
[11] we analyzed the capabilities of parallel 
hardware such as graphical processing units 
(GPUs) or the more modern Xeon Phi processors 
form Intel and arrive to the conclusion that the 
simplicity of a ray-tracing method makes it ideal 
for parallelization purposes using single 
instruction multiple data (SIMD) hardware like 
GPUs or Phi processors. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Projection model with non-uniform 
attenuation and detector-collimator spatial 
response 

On the context of tomographic imaging, the 
acquisition is performed by a gamma camera on 
an orbit around the volume that we want to 
image. 
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Figure 1. Camera and object scheme. 

The value detected by one bin of the camera 
(indexed as i, j ) on an angular position (indexed 
by k ) around the object can be estimated by 

 
where f  represents the image function, g  
models the attenuation and hi, j ,k  represents the 
response volume of the detector. This integral is 
computed over a domain Di, j ,k  that depends on 
the camera’s hardware and it’s precision. An 
ideal camera would have a straight line in Di, j ,k  
and hi, j ,k  would always be one. However, 
realistic imaging systems usually have a cone of 
acceptance in Di, j ,k  and sensitivity hi, j ,k  which 
represent the detection likelihood of the incident 
photons. 

B. Mesh representation of volumetric 
images 

In CAMM approach, which utilizes non-regular 
sampling pattern, the image is represented by 
nodal values and non-uniform elements: 
tetrahedrons. Now the value of any non-nodal 
point can be interpolated from the nodal values 
using linear interpolation over the tetrahedron 
element to which the non-nodal point belongs.  

The formula to do this is quite straightforward, if 
the point p belongs to the tetrahedron t, p∈Tt , 
then it is a linear combination of its nodes 
q1,q2,q3,q4  such that 

 
since this formula has 4 unknowns but only 3 
equations, it is also required that 

 

Then, if we use a linear interpolation 
methodology, the value of a function f  at p is 

 
where f (qi )  is nodal value and α i  is normalized 
distance to the corresponding node. 

C. CAMM generation 

For the space constraints on this abstract, we 
refer the reader to the specific details on how the 
CAMM is generated given in [8]. However, we 
will describe the basics of the methodology to 
clarify the results shown following sections. 

The methodology described in [8], use a pre-
reconstructed image (usually obtained by FBP 
reconstruction) to generate a CAMM.  

Furthermore, we have expanded the basic 
CAMM methodology so that resulting CAMM 
can well represent an image with anatomical 
information (for attenuation correction if this is 
available) and ratio tracer activity information.  

At the end, the mesh nodes T  is an ordered set 
of nodes such that T = (xi , yi ,zi )i=1..N  and the 
triangulation is generated using Delaunay’s 
algorithm [12]. 

D. Motion estimation 

For the space constraints on this abstract, we 
refer the reader to [13], [14] for the specific 
details on how the motion is estimated between 
gates. We will only be adding the notation to 
represent the nodes through different gates.  

The set of nodes estimated in the previous 
section was denoted as , when added the 
temporal dimension we reach Tt  for t = 1...16  
different gates such that: 

 

where di
k  is the motion of node i from gate k to 

gate k+1. 

E. Algorithm Description 

Our parallel design is based on the independence 
of each projection bin. They essentially can be 
computed simultaneously.  

The algorithm that we are using discretizes every 
region Di, j ,k  into a set of rays that are casted 
from the same projection bin. Clearly rays are 
not memory-independent between each other 
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since they are all working on the same row (
i, j,k ) of the operator matrix Ht . Thus, we 
cannot cast to rays from the same detector bin at 
once but we can cast one ray from every bin at 
the same time. 

Then, if we assume the functions to be linear 
within each tetrahedron, the evaluation of a line 
integral over a set of disjoint tetrahedrons is 
easily performed [8]. 

F. Maximum Likelihood –Expectation 
Maximization Reconstruction 

Once the operator matrices Ht  are computed, 
the nodal values are estimated using the 
projected data by means of the maximum 
likelihood expectation maximization (ML-EM) 
algorithm [2]. 

Finally, to use the temporal information we can 
utilize intra-iteration temporal filter defined as: 

 

where  is the nodal value and  is the volume 
of all the tetrahedrons connected to the i-th node 
at gate t and 

where the constant C is a normalization constant 
and  controls the temporal filter strength by 
controlling the shape of the window. 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we describe specifics of 
performed experiments. 

A. Data set 

We used the Monte Carlo simulation package 
SIMIND [15] to simulate a Pricker Prism3000 
SPECT system with low-energy high-resolution 
(LEHR) collimator and a Tc99m labeled sestamibi 
as the imaging agent. The emission and 
attenuation images used have been generated 
using the 4D NURBS-based cardiac-torso 
(NCAT) 2.0 phantom [16]. The data is scaled as 
to have 500,000 photon counts from the heart 
region so that it represents clinical graded data. 

B. Hardware and Software 

For the reconstruction experiments described in 
this paper we used the following hardware and 

software. The projection operator calculation we 
used OpenCL 1.1 [1] programing environment 
executed on Tesla C2070 GPU and a sixteen 
core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5520 at 2.27Ghz 
with 94GB of RAM. Since OpenCL can be 
executed equally on both GPU and CPU 
platforms we split the computation between 
them. The ML-EM step was executed using 
MATLAB on Intel i7 at 2.4Ghz with 8GB of 
RAM 

IV. RESULTS 

The mesh and its motion were estimated using 
a FBP pre-reconstruction of the data.  

The generated geometry has 33698 nodes and 
206076 elements (tetrahedrons).  
The ML-EM reconstruction for the pixel-based 
method took 48 min, while the ML-EM 
reconstruction for the mesh-based method took 8 
min. In total time, accounting for the motion 
estimation and the parallel computation of the 
operator, the mesh-based method took 23 min 
using 4 GPUs simultaneously as in [4]. 

The performance of the reconstruction is 
measured using the peak signal to noise ratio 
(PSNR) and shown in Fig. 2. Reconstructed 
images for visual comparison are shown in Fig. 
3. 

 
Figure 2. Plot of the evolution of PSNR with the 
iteration of ML-EM for the pixel based and the mesh 
based reconstruction methods.  
 
Presented results indicate quantitative and visual 
image quality improvement. By the time of the 
conference we plan to have additional results 
mainly: bias-variance trade-off curves and small 
lesion detectability by means of a model 
observer. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The generalization of our previous three-
dimensional work to account for temporal gating 
has promising results. It shows good 
reconstruction performance and it is requires a 
shorter execution time than the classical pixel 
based method.  

 

 
Figure 3.  Reconstruction after 30 iterations of ML-
EM, from left to right: target image, pixel-based 
reconstruction and mesh-based reconstruction, gate 1. 
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Abstract—Accumulating an adequate number of patient studies 

with a gold standard diagnosis is a lengthy process that is 
cumbersome for testing of 3D reconstruction strategies. We 
previously developed a method for inserting cardiac perfusion 
defects into SPECT slices of hearts deemed normal by experienced 
physicians. In this study we introduce significant improvements in 
our previous methodology by using polar map defined defects as 
well as a 3D Gaussian forward projector with the capability of 
incorporating respiratory and rigid-body motion. All patient 
participation was under IRB approval and with written consent. 
Imaging consisted of list-mode acquisitions during stress Tc-99m 
sestamibi perfusion SPECT on a BrightView SPECT/CT (Philips, 
Cleveland, OH). Motion tracking was performed using 5 near 
infrared Vicon cameras imaging 7 retro-reflective markers on the 
patient’s surface. SPECT slices reconstructed with a combination of 
respiratory and rigid-body motion compensation, were reoriented to 
the short-axis slices and polar maps generated, keeping track of all 
the transformations used. Defects were defined as 2D regions-of-
interest (ROIs) on the polar-maps. The inverse of the 
transformations used in forming the polar maps was then used to 
transform the defect ROIs to a volumes-of-interest (VOIs) on the 
myocardial walls in short-axis slices. The wall counts within these 
defect VOIs were then scaled to provide the desired decrease in 
perfusion. The ratio of two sets of respiratory amplitude 
projections, the first set with the defect present and the second an 
unaltered set, were used to scale the acquired respiratory amplitude 
binned projections to form hybrid projections. Finally, the hybrid 
projections were reconstructed with and without respiratory motion 
compensation and evaluated using polar map quantitation for 
accuracy of placement and percentage reduction of the counts in the 
defect. In our preliminary evaluation, the introduction of a 50% 
reduction in counts in the SPECT slices resulted in an uptake in the 
polar map of between 37.3% and 42.0%. The placement and size of 
the defects were accurate, however the reduced uptake can be 
ascribed to the partial volume effect already present in the slices 
into which defects were introduced. Therefore, fast and accurate 
introduction of synthetic defects into normal SPECT slices were 
successful and can be used for early development and testing  
  

I. INTRODUCTION 
We have previously described a methodology to introduce 

synthetic cardiac perfusion defects into SPECT slices read as 
normal by expert physicians [1] to speed up early development 
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from the University of Massachusetts Medical School Worcester, MA. Yongyi 
Yang and Miles N. Wernick are from the Illinois Institute of Technology, 
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and testing of acquisition and processing strategies. However, 
respiratory motion is known to reduce image quality [2] in 
cardiac perfusion single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT, as demonstrated by us in a cardiac perfusion phantom 
study [3] and confirmed by others [4-6]. Since the introduction of 
synthetic defects, we have implemented various rigid-body and 
respiratory motion compensation strategies for patient data 
processing [7-14], either separately [9-11, 14] or in some 
combination [7, 8, 12]. We are now able to correct for both these 
motions with minimal initial user interaction employing a visual 
tracking system (VTS) from Vicon Motion Systems, Inc. (Lake 
Forest, CA) for motion tracking. These improvements in 
acquisition and processing strategies made it essential to update 
our outdated hybrid imaging methods. 

Therefore, in this study we report on a significant 
improvement in introducing synthetic defects into SPECT slices 
by using polar map defined defects for speed up and a 3D 
Gaussian forward projector with the capability of incorporating 
respiratory and rigid body motion for individual patients, 
employing the visual tracking system (VTS). 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Patient Acquisitions 
Data of patient volunteers with written consent, whom were 

asked to breathe normally during a list-mode gated stress Tc-99m 
sestamibi SPECT perfusion acquisition, were used in this study. 
The acquisitions were performed using the standard clinical 
protocol with 64 projections acquired through 180 degrees 
employing a two-headed BrightView SPECT/CT scintillation 
camera (Philips, Cleveland, OH), which rotated with 2.825-
degree steps during emission acquisition. The pixel size was 
0.4662 cm in a 128x128 acquisition matrix. Cone-beam CT 
acquisitions were acquired through 360 degrees in 0.83-degree 
steps. The patients were monitored by the VTS throughout the 
whole study with markers positioned as detailed below.  

B. Visual Tracking System Acquisitions 
Five near-infrared Vicon cameras in combination with retro-

reflective markers positioned on the patient volunteers did 
motion tracking. The placement of the retro-reflective markers is 
shown in fig 1, with two on the right side of the chest, three on 
the left chest, one on the abdomen to track abdominal respiration, 
and one placed on the lower right edge of the ribcage to add 
more stability to the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
estimation of rigid-body motion. 

Synchronization was accomplished using knowledge of the 
translational motion of the patient bed between the low dose cone 
beam CT and the cardiac SPECT acquisition. The motion of the 
patient bed recorded by the visual tracking system compared to 

Introducing Polar Map Defined Defects into 
Normal Cardiac Perfusion SPECT Slices using 

3D Respiratory and Rigid-Body Motion 
Projection 
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 2 
the bed motion recorded in the list mode data file. Cross 
correlation and calculation of the minimum squared error were 
employed to determine the best fit. No additional hardware was 
necessary. 

 

 
Fig 1: The placement of the retro-reflective markers on patient volunteers. 

C. Motion Estimation and Reconstruction 
Processing was fully automatic except for the placement of a 

predefined ellipsoidal region of interest (ROI) around the heart 
using an initial reconstruction. Processing steps included 1) 
reformatting list-mode data into 64 projections as well as 100 ms 
frames, 2) down sampling the 30 Hz VTS positional 
measurements to 10 Hz (100 ms) and temporal synchronization 
with 100 ms SPECT frames, 3) separating rigid-body and 
respiratory motion components of the motion tracking signals 
from the VTS and estimating 6 degrees-of freedom (DOF) rigid-
body motion as described in [12] using SVD, 4) amplitude 
binning the 100 ms frames into an odd number (N) of respiratory 
projection data sets for SPECT reconstruction, 5) estimating 
respiratory motion employing the ellipsoidal ROI to isolate the 
heart on a reconstructed reference bin in combination with an 
intensity based estimation method [8], and 6) combing rigid body 
and respiratory motion estimates in a final single reconstruction 
employing all the acquired data using an ordered subsets 
expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm incorporating a 3-
dimensional Gaussian rotator [7] with attenuation, distance 
dependent resolution, and triple energy window (TEW) scatter 
compensation. 

D. Defect Generation 
SPECT slices reconstructed with a combination of respiratory 

and rigid-body motion compensation as described above, were 
reoriented to the short axis view and polar maps generated, 
keeping track of all the transformations used. A two-dimensional 
(2D) region-of-interest (ROI) was then manually defined on the 
polar map. Using the inverse of the transformations employed to 
form the polar-map this 2D ROI was then turned into a 3D 
volume-of-interest (VOI) for the short-axis slices. The epi- and 
endocardial borders of the defect were then defined as the 
maxima in the count derivatives extending outward and inward 

from the central skeleton of the heart wall defined by the location 
of the count maxima used in the polar-map. A forward projector 
was developed to include both respiratory and rigid-body motion, 
generating and odd number of respiratory projection sets, similar 
to that described in section C. The ratio of two sets 4D 
projections (respiratory amplitude as the 4th dimension), the first 
with the defect and the second an unaltered set, were used to 
scale the acquired respiratory-amplitude binned projection sets to 
form hybrid projection sets as described by our previous work 
[1]. All reconstructions again included attenuation, non-circular 
resolution, and TEW scatter compensation. TEW scatter 
estimates used for reconstructing hybrid projections were 
unaltered from the original acquired data because all the above 
processing already accounted for scatter, i.e. scatter was not 
removed during defect generation. It is also important to note 
that scatter detected at the location of the defect originated 
elsewhere in the patient. 

E. Defect Analysis and Evaluation 
These final reconstructions were Gaussian post-reconstruction 

filtered, and reoriented to short axis, horizontal long axis, and 
vertical long axis slices. Visual inspection and polar map 
quantification of the data were used for evaluation.  

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results are given in fig. 2 through 5. Figure 2 was obtained 
from a 72-year-old female patient with a BMI of 27.8 with an 
estimated respiratory motion of 21 mm. The short and vertical 
long axis slices not correct for respiratory motion (c) show the 
effects with significant improvement when respiratory motion 
was corrected (a). The inserted defect in the inferior-lateral wall 
show similar effects when not corrected for respiration. This 
patient has a relatively small heart and a uniform distribution of 
activity in the left ventricular (LV) wall except at the apex where 
thinning introduce more partial volume. Figure 3 shows the 
results of a 60-year-old male patient with a BMI of 33.6 and an 
estimated respiratory motion of 15 mm. The defect was inserted 
in the anterior and anterior-lateral wall. This patient has a larger 
heart and less uniform uptake in the LV wall that can distract 
observers when used in a visual evaluation. Figure 4 shows polar 
map results of a 59-year-old female with a BMI of 42.5 and an 
estimated respiratory motion of 18 mm. A defect was inserted in 
the anterior-lateral wall and the differences in size and shape 
with and without respiratory motion correction is clearly visible.  
The 50% defects inserted resulted in a decrease in polar maps 
counts of between 37.3% and 42.0%. The placement and size of 
inserted defects were accurate, however the reduction in uptake 
is probably due to the partial volume effect already present in the 
slices into which defects were introduced. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Therefore, fast and accurate introduction of synthetic defects 

into normal SPECT slices were successful and can be used for 
early development and testing. Furthermore, we improved our 
forward projector to include both rigid-body and respiratory 
motion. 
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 3 
 

 
Figure 2: Results from a female volunteer (BMI 27.8) with ~ 21.0 mm respiratory motion in the axial direction depicting an inserted defect in the inferior-lateral wall. 
From the top (a) respiratory motion corrected data without the defect present, (b) respiratory motion corrected data with the defect present, (c) data without respiratory 
motion correction without the defect present, and (d) data without respiratory motion present with the defect present. Below (1-4) are the polar maps generated for (a-d) 
respectively. Note the shape, size and location differences of the defect on the polar maps. The apparent uptake differences in polar map (3) and (4) are due to the 
change in the global maximum after the insertion of the defect in (4). 

 
Fig 3. Results from a male volunteer (BMI 33.6) with ~ 15.0 mm respiratory motion in the axial direction depicting an inserted defect in the anterior wall. From the top 
(a) respiratory motion corrected data without the defect present, (b) respiratory motion corrected data with the defect present, (c) data without respiratory motion 
correction without the defect present, and (d) data without respiratory motion present with the defect present. Below (1-4) are the polar maps generated for (a-d) 
respectively. The apparent uptake differences in polar map (1) and (2) are due to the change in the global maximum after the insertion of the defect in (2). 
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Fig 4: Polar map results from a female volunteer (BMI 27.8) with ~ 18.0 mm respiratory motion in the axial direction depicting an inserted defect in the anterior-lateral 
wall. On the left (1) respiratory motion corrected data without the defect present, (2) respiratory motion corrected data with the defect present, (3) data without 
respiratory motion correction without the defect present, and (4) data without respiratory motion present with the defect present. Note the size and shape difference in 
the defect on the respiratory corrected (2) and without respiratory corrected (4) polar maps. 
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Abstract—Thyroid imaging using radioactive tracers is a com-
mon imaging task and is usually performed using 2D gamma
cameras. In this work we present a setup for Fully 3D imaging
of the thyroid using a mini gamma camera. Using both “step-
and-shoot” and continuous trajectories as well as conventional
statistical reconstruction schemes (ML-EM and LM-EM) we
present experimental results of a realistic thyroid phantom,
showing the feasibility of the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the United States, thyroid cancer occurrence has risen
2.4 times since 1975, with almost 45,000 cases in 2010 [1],
[2], with similar trends in many other countries. Similar to
other cancers, survival chances depend largely on quick and
accurate staging and stratification [3].

Localisation of tumours inside the thyroid is usually based
on nuclear imaging, most commonly on scintigraphy [4]:
A suitable radioactively marked biochemical agent (“tracer”)
emitting gamma-rays such as 99mTc is injected, undergoes
metabolic processes and consequently concentrates primarily
in cancer tissue. Then, a gamma-camera produces a 2D image
of the radioactivity distribution.

Several studies have shown that volumetric visualisation
based on Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography
(SPECT) leads to better performance for thyroid cases [5], [6].
Unfortunately, this modality has some serious disadvantages
inhibiting regular use in its standard configuration, among
them the high cost of the device, necessity of a dedicated
room, and also the longer duration of the acquisition.

Since the thyroid is a rather small organ located close
to the surface of the neck, instead of a SPECT scanner, it
is promising to use a tracked miniaturised gamma-detector
to collect radiation measurements in close proximity, and
to perform SPECT-like reconstruction. In particular, a hand-
guided, optically tracked single detector [7] and a robot-
mounted mini gamma camera [8] have been suggested for
comparable problems. Especially for the latter setup, it has
been demonstrated that small spheres can be localised with
high precision, coming close to the image quality of regular
SPECT devices. On the other side, this approach inherently
relies on a “step and shoot” acquisition protocol imposing
considerable limitations, and the study restricts itself to a
simple setting of “hot” point sources without background

radiation, which is a realistic assumption for lymph nodes,
but not for the case at hand.

In this work, we study the feasibility of nuclear thyroid
imaging using a mini gamma camera. Based on a realis-
tic phantom of the organ including hot and cold nodules
as well as background radioactivity, we compare “step and
shoot” and continuous data acquisition protocols in combi-
nation with two different statistical reconstruction methods:
Maximum-Likelihood Expectation-Maximisation (ML-EM)
for time-integrated count values and List-Mode Expectation-
Maximisation (LM-EM) for individual decay events. Based
on our results, we demonstrate an experimental setup leading
towards Fully 3D thyroid imaging with mini gamma cameras
well within the requirements imposed by clinical practice.

II. METHODS

A. Hardware Setup

Our hardware setup (see fig. 1) consists of three compo-
nents: a custom-designed, 3D printed thyroid phantom, a mini
gamma camera (CrystalCam, Crystal Photonics GmbH, Berlin,
Germany), and a robotic arm (UR5, Universal Robots A/S,
Odense, Denmark) guiding the camera.

The phantom consists of an outer chamber containing the
thyroid (volume 12.6ml), which in turn contains four inner
chambers representing nodules (numbered I to IV with vol-
umes of 0.27ml, 0.27ml, 0.11ml and 0.87ml, respectively, see
fig. 1b).

The mini gamma camera is attached to the robotic arm
using a custom-printed holder. The calibration of the mini
gamma camera to the robot coordinate system is performed
in an analogue manner to [8].

The main purpose of the robot arm is to have accurate
position tracking (accuracy of 0.1mm with a 125Hz sampling
rate) and reproducible trajectories. For the experiments, the
robot arm actively moves the mini gamma camera over the
thyroid phantom in three half-ellipsoid trajectories, see fig. 2.
For clinical practice, we envision human guidance with the
robot set to gravity compensation mode (i.e. inactively self-
supporting and yielding to external forces).

B. Reconstruction Methods

In order to reconstruct the images, we employ two well-
known reconstruction algorithms, regular ML-EM with binned
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(a) Setup (b) Thyroid phantom

Fig. 1. (a) Complete setup with closed thyroid phantom (brown), gamma camera (white) and robot arm (gray/blue) (b) Rendering of the opened thyroid
phantom (bottom half) with two medium sized nodules (I and II) on the left, a small (III) and a big one (IV) on the right.

data, and LM-EM with raw events. Binning – where neces-
sary – can occur in hardware by design of the acquisition
protocol, or retrospectively in software, for instance when pre-
processing continuous data streams for ML-EM. In both cases,
we need a measurement probability

p(i, j) = P [decay event at voxel i seen in measurement j]

that can be obtained via calibration [8].
For ML-EM [9], the well-known update equation is

x
(q+1)
i = x

(q)
i · 1∑

j

p(i, j)
·
∑
j

p(i, j) ·mj∑
i

xi · p(i, j)
, (1)

where xi denotes the coefficient of the ith voxel, q the iteration
number, and mj the jth measurement, a count of decay events
observed over a certain time frame by a certain sensor of the
camera while in a certain static pose.

For LM-EM [10], the update equation looks similar,

x
(q+1)
i = x

(q)
i · 1∑

j

p(i, j)
·
∑
t

p(i, t)∑
i

xi · p(i, t)
, (2)

but there are two important aspects in comparison to (1): First,
the third factor does not contain a measured value mt, as
raw events are considered, not counts. Presence of the tth
factor is enough to indicate the occurrence of the respective
event. Furthermore, the second factor of the equation – the
normalisation factor – is unchanged. This factor normalises

over general observability, i.e. puts voxels that are observed
frequently into relation with voxels that are rarely covered,
and is based on camera poses hence. The third factor extends
over raw events that may occur while the camera is in the
same pose.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Datasets

For the experiments, the thyroid phantom was filled with a
radioactive solution of 99mTc. Three of the inner chambers (I,
III and IV) were filled with approximately 300kBq in total,
in identical concentrations. Chamber II was left empty. The
thyroid itself was filled with a 99mTc solution diluted to 10%
of the concentration used for the inner chambers, the total
amount of activity was also approximately 300kBq. The outer
chamber around the thyroid was filled with water.

For the “step and shoot” acquisition, three parallel half-
elliptic trajectories were computed around the phantom, and
every 3◦ over the ellipsoid the camera was stopped first to look
at the phantom, and then tilted by 30◦ and −30◦ as second and
third poses (see fig. 2). In total, we measured three half-ellipses
with 61 stop points each, and three poses at every stop point,
summing up to 549 poses. At each pose the exposure time was
1s, yielding an effective acquisition time of 549s, recording a
total of 65374 decay events. Events were not recorded while
moving the camera.

Fig. 2. Illustrations of the elliptic trajectories of the gamma camera around the thyroid phantom used to generate the datasets.
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Trajectory Step and shoot trajectory Continuous trajectory

Method ML-EM LM-EM ML-EM LM-EM
Recon. time 2057s 3004s 27752s 944s
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Contrast III 0.39 0.48 0.50 0.51
Contrast IV 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.91

Fig. 3. Experimantal results of the step and shoot acquisition and the continuous acquisition, reconstructed using both ML-EM and LM-EM. The images show
transversal and two frontal slices through the reconstruction volume. The line profiles are through the inner chambers III and IV, and was used to compute
the contrast values. All image intensities have been normalized to [0, 1].

For the “continuous” acquisition, a similar trajectory was
generated. We used the same ellipses as basis, but sampled the
curves at 6◦ with the same ±30◦ tilts. However, this time, we
were continuously measuring decay events without stopping
in well-defined poses. The trajectory was executed in 353s,
recording a total of 38336 events.

Using the two datasets and the two reconstruction methods
(ML-EM and LM-EM), a total of four combinations were
investigated: For step and shoot ML-EM, the static poses
were extracted, and all respective events were accumulated
(binned) into counts for each camera pixel. For step and shoot
LM-EM, the same events were used directly without binning.
For continuous ML-EM, the continuous data was temporally
binned using intervals of 48ms, inspired by the refresh rate of
an optical tracking system as used in commercial systems. For
continuous LM-EM, finally, we used the continuously acquired
events directly.

All reconstructions were performed on a 40×40×25 voxel
grid using isotropic voxels of 2 × 2 × 2mm3 size. Both the
ML-EM and the LM-EM algorithms were terminated early at
30 iterations.

B. Results

The results of the four combinations are shown in fig. 3. The
central transversal slice is shown along with two frontal slices
and a line profile through the inner chambers III and IV. Based
on the line profile, the contrast of the chambers III and IV is
computed, using Michelson contrast, defined as the difference
between the local maximum and the local minimum, divided
by their sum.

All four reconstructions show very similar results. The
main difference is in computation time (all computations were
performed on a dual Intel E5-2687W CPU), which is fastest
for LM-EM with the continuous trajectory.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown the feasibility of reconstructing
Fully 3D images of a realistic thyroid phantom using both
a step and shoot trajectory and a continuous trajectory. As
the results turn out to be very comparable, it seems feasible
to choose the approach which is most convenient for clini-
cal practice, which is the continuous trajectory. In terms of
reconstruction, both ML-EM and LM-EM yield almost the
same results, and again it seems feasible to choose the faster
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method, LM-EM, for clinical practice. The phantom experi-
ments shown so far are just a proof-of-concept, experiments
with actual patients are currently under preparation.
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Abstract— To improve brain SPECT imaging performance, we 

have previously developed a novel collimation system, consisting 
of an ultra-short-focusing cone-beam (USCB) collimator 
mounted on one gamma camera of a dual-detector system and a 
conventional fan-beam (FB) collimator mounted on the opposing 
camera. Because construction of the short focal length (18.4 cm) 
USCB collimator was challenging, the actual hole angles deviated 
from their specified values in some locations. We have measured 
the slopes of the collimator holes in the axial and transaxial 
directions by repeatedly imaging a large array of point sources at 
a fixed distance very close to the collimator face; this novel 
approach allowed us to compute the complete non-stationary 
system response matrix over the entire collimator area very 
efficiently.  To evaluate performance, we imaged a striatal brain 
phantom with 99mTc using conventional low-energy high-
resolution (LEHR) collimators, as well as the USCB and FB 
collimators. A human research subject was also scanned with 
123I-DATscan.  The shapes of the striata were better resolved in 
the USCB+FB images than in FB-only or LEHR images, and the 
variability of striatal region-of-interest activity concentration, 
measured over 20 independent noise realizations, was also 
significantly less for the USCB+FB combination than for the 
other collimators. 
 
Index Terms—SPECT, cone-beam collimator, fan-beam 
collimator, converging collimation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE recent development of radiotracers for brain single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) that are 
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specific for neurotransmitter imaging [1], e.g., 123I-DATscan 
for Parkinson's disease, has stimulated interest in improving 
the sensitivity of SPECT scanners for striatal imaging.  It is 
well known that converging collimation can be used to 
improve both spatial resolution and count sensitivity for 
nuclear medicine imaging of small- to intermediate-size 
organs, such as the brain or the heart [e.g., 2,3]. Fan-beam 
collimators simultaneously improve transaxial spatial 
resolution and increase count sensitivity by magnifying the 
object in the transaxial direction, while cone-beam collimation 
magnifies the object in both the axial and transaxial directions. 
Converging collimators have traditionally been designed so 
that their holes focus to a point on the far side of the patient's 
body, with a focal length ~40-60 cm from the collimator face, 
so that projection images are not truncated.  Departing from 
this approach, we have developed [4, 5] a novel, ultra-short 
cone-beam (USCB) collimator, whose focal point is located 
inside the brain (f=18.4 cm). The collimator is a hybrid, with a 
central cone-beam region surrounded by a region of radially 
oriented slant holes (Fig. 1a). Note that although the slant 
holes point toward the line of focus (projecting outward from 
the center of the cone region in the direction perpendicular to 
the detector), they do not focus to a point. In order to acquire 
complete data for tomographic reconstruction, the USCB 
collimator was paired with a fan-beam brain collimator (f =39 
cm) that was mounted on the other camera of our Siemens 
Symbia T6 SPECT system (Fig. 1b). 
 

      
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) This diagram indicates the locations and sizes of the cone-beam and 
radial slant-hole regions of the USCB collimator on the detector side of the 
collimator.  (b) The central ray of the cone-beam region is offset caudally in 
the axial direction so that its focal point can be positioned near the center of 
the brain (f=18.3 cm), while still allowing the collimators to clear the patient's 
shoulders throughout the SPECT camera orbit. The opposing detector is 
equipped with a fan-beam collimator that focuses only in the transaxial planes 
(f=39 cm) to provide complete data for tomographic reconstruction. 
 

Reconstruction of Brain SPECT Data from an 
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Both collimators were cast by Nuclear Fields, Inc. (Des 
Plaines, IL, USA) by pouring molten lead into a frame 
containing ~37,000 steel pins that were hexagonal in cross 
section.  The pins for the USCB collimator were held in place 
using photo-etched metal guideplates [5]; we had previously 
computed the pin locations and profiles through the 
guideplates that would yield, after cooling and pin removal, a 
collimator with the expected hole geometry.  Nevertheless, 
because of factors such as variations in the thermal stresses 
that affect mechanical strains within the steel pins, the 
resulting angles of orientation of the cast collimator holes 
deviated from their theoretically designed values to varying 
degrees in different regions of the collimator.  Therefore, we 
developed a new approach for calibrating the geometry of the 
USCB collimator.  The new calibration methods, as well as 
methods used for evaluating the USCB collimator and 
comparing its performance to that of the theoretically expected 
response function or "system matrix" and to the more 
conventional LEHR and FB collimators, are described in 
Section II. In Section III, we present the results of these 
experiments, followed by our conclusions in Section IV. 
 

II. METHODS 

A. Measurement of collimator hole angles 
We first prepared a large, rectangular array of point sources 

[5], each of which was 2 mm in diameter and contained ~32 
µCi of 99mTc; the point sources were separated from each other 
by 16.0 mm in both the axial and transaxial directions, and the 
array covered the entire detector area (39 cm axially x 53 cm 
transaxially). This point-source array was positioned 5.7 mm 
from the front surface of the collimator and 64 planar images 
were acquired for 5 minutes each; the relative positions of the 
camera and the source array were moved by ~2 mm between 
each acquisition in a raster pattern, by moving the patient table 
in the axial direction or by moving the detector gantry in the 
transaxial direction.  After each move, the position encoders 
associated with these motions were recorded with 0.1-mm 
precision using a utility program available on the Symbia's 
computer system. At each position of the source pattern, we 
imaged 768 sources (e.g., Fig. 2), so after shifting the array 
through the 8x8 raster pattern, we were able to acquire more 
than 49,000 independent point-source images, separated by ~2 
mm in the axial or transaxial directions, covering the entire 
field-of-view of the USCB collimator. The total time needed 
to acquire all of the point-source images and move the array 
was ~8 hours; this was far less time and effort than would be 
required to scan a single point source through a raster-scan 
pattern covering the entire detector area, e.g., by using a 
programmable two-dimensional position-stage system and 
replacing the source periodically as it decayed. 

The next step was to compute and store the centroid 
position of each of the ~49,000 point-source images in the 
axial and transaxial detector coordinates, so that we could  
determine the relative position of the center of each of the 
point sources in the source array, with respect to the centroid 

position of the corresponding image of the same point source 
on the detector. 

Fig. 2.  Planar image of the point-source array acquired using the USCB 
collimator at one of 64 positions of the source array; the entire array was 
shifted by ~2mm in the axial and/or transaxial directions between acquisitions 
to obtain a total of more than 49,000 independent point-source images over 
the entire detector surface. 
 

To compute the source-array coordinates, we combined our 
knowledge of the geometry of the array and that of the scanner 
and table, i.e., that the point sources were all positioned 
exactly 16-mm apart in the array, and that we had precise 
measurements of the distance of every movement of the rigid 
array between each of the 64 acquisitions.  We did not know a 
priori, however, the values of the distances between the center 
of the source array and the center of the image array in either 
the axial or transaxial direction.  Furthermore, it was also 
possible that the entire source array could have been rotated 
about its center through some small angle with respect to the 
detector coordinates. Owing to challenges in the collimator 
manufacturing process described earlier, we also did not know 
with certainty the average focal length of the USCB collimator 
within the circular cone-beam region, nor did we know the 
exact location of the center of this region in either the axial (z) 
or transaxial (x) direction.  Therefore, we used the Powell 
multi-parameter non-linear fitting algorithm to estimate, from 
all of the computed point-source centroid positions, globally 
average values of the following parameters: focal distance (f), 
center of the cone-beam region (xc, zc), along with the source-
array offsets and rotation angle. For this global-parameter fit, 
the local x and z slopes of the collimator holes within the 
cone-beam region were assumed to be given by their expected 
theoretical (designed) values.  The resulting fitted values of 
the global USCB parameters were f =18.43 cm, xc=-0.08 cm 
from the center of the detector, and zc=10.24 cm from the end 
of the active detector area in the axial direction. Finally, we 
computed the slopes of the collimator holes in the x and z 
directions at every detector pixel location (2.4-mm pixel size) 
over the entire active area of the detector, using nearest-
neighbor interpolation among the ~49,000 locations where we 
had centroid-position  measurements available, along with the 
corresponding source locations. 
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Images and plots of local collimator-hole slope values 
(Figs. 3 and 4) showed generally larger deviations from the 
expected behavior in the axial direction than in the transaxial 
direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Fig. 3  (upper) Image of measured USCB transaxial slopes of collimator 
holes over the entire detector. (lower) Plot of transaxial hole slopes along the 
blue line in the upper image, showing small hole-to-hole deviations from the 
expected linear behavior within the cone- and radial slant-hole regions. 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
Fig. 4  (upper) Image of measured USCB axial slopes of collimator holes 
over the entire detector. (lower) Plot of axial hole slopes along the blue line in 
the upper image; larger hole-to-hole deviations are seen in the axial direction 
than in the transaxial direction shown above in Fig. 3. 

The computed local collimator-hole slope values were then 
used to calculate the "system matrix" used during subsequent 
OSEM image reconstruction. In addition to modeling properly 
the collimator-hole slopes, it is equally important to correct for 
combined (collimator and detector) local image non-
uniformities, so we also obtained a 100-million count image of 
a 57Co uniform sheet source (Fig. 5) that was then used to 
correct phantom and patient SPECT projection images for 
non-uniformity. After considering the expected variation in 
collimator sensitivity within the cone-beam region, there were 
still ~16% non-uniformities seen in the center of the transition 
zones between the cone- and radial slant-hole region, owing to 
expected variations in the pin-to-pin separation distances used 
in those regions when casting the collimator. 

                           
Fig. 5  One-hundred-million count USCB image of a 57Co uniform sheet 
source that was used to compensate for collimator and detector non-
uniformities during SPECT image reconstruction. 

 

B. Evaluation using Phantom and Patient Scans 
High-count projections of the RSD striatal phantom 

(Radiology Support Devices, Long Beach, CA) were acquired 
using USCB, FB, and LEHR collimators. The five separately 
fillable compartments (left and right caudate and putamen, and 
brain background) were filled one at a time with 99mTc 
solution, while the other compartments contained only water. 
Activity concentration ranged from 45 to 65 µCi/mL for the 
striata and from 2 to 3 µCi/mL for the background for each 
scan. After each filling, the phantom was positioned on a head 
holder and then repositioned in the scanner using built-in laser 
lines to ensure that it was in the same position and orientation 
for all scans. Sixty angular views per detector were acquired 
for 90 sec/view over a 360o step-and-shoot circular orbit with 
a 13-cm radius-of-rotation. All acquired data were scaled to a 
typical patient count density, with 5:1 striatal/background 
uptake ratio; 20 independent Poisson noise realizations were 
then generated and reconstructed by OSEM (6 iterations, 6 
subsets), using a thresholded image for attenuation 
compensation (with an assigned linear attenuation coefficient, 
µ=0.15 cm-1), along with TEW-based scatter estimates. Mean 
striatal counts were calculated within 3D regions segmented 
on emission images reconstructed from the separate 
acquisitions of each compartment. 

With permission from our Institutional Review Board 
(IRB), we also acquired 123I-DATscan projections with the 
USCB+fan-beam collimator pair from a human research 
subject who had just undergone a clinical SPECT study. All 
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parameters were the same as those used for the phantom, 
except the patient data were acquired using a 14-cm ROR and 
each of the 60 views was acquired for 30 seconds. 

III. RESULTS 
Reconstructed striatal-phantom images with no activity in 

the background compartment showed significant blurring and  
striatal shape distortions when the theoretically expected 
system matrix, based on the collimator design, was used for 
reconstruction; however, when the locally measured 
collimator-hole slopes were used to compute the system 
matrix, the reconstructions exhibited dramatically improved 
resolution without distortion (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6.  Reconstruction of two transaxial sections from striatal activity only 
(no background activity). (top row) using theoretical system matrix based on 
the collimator design, showing excessive blurring and distorted striatal shape; 
(bottom row) using system matrix based on the locally measured collimator-
hole slopes, showing better resolution and no distortions. 

 
Reconstructions of USCB+FB projection data from the 

striatal phantom that included background activity were 
superior to those acquired using LEHR or FB-only collimation 
(Fig. 7). Furthermore, the USCB+FB images exhibited higher 
striatal-to-background contrast than that of LEHR images, and 
better precision of striatal activity measurements than those of 
LEHR or FB-only reconstructions (Table I). Finally, 
reconstructions of USCB+FB data from a human subject 
appeared to be better than those reconstructed using only fan-
beam data (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 7.  Transverse slice through average reconstruction over 20 Poisson noise 
realizations of projection data acquired from the RSD striatal phantom with a 
5:1 striatal/background concentration of 99mTc. 
 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF COLLIMATOR IMAGING PERFORMANCE 

 LEHR FB only USCB+FB 

average precision of striatal counts 2.89% 2.38%  1.64% 
striatal/background activity conc. ratio 
(true ratio = 5:1) 

1.87 2.54  2.50 

Fig. 8.  123-I-DATscan images of 3 transaxial brain sections of a human 
volunteer reconstructed using (top) a single fan-beam collimator only (1.05M 
counts), and (bottom) the USCB and FB collimators (2.2M counts). 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have described an efficient approach for measuring 

local collimator-hole slope values over the entire active area of 
a gamma camera; these can then be used to accurately 
compute all system matrix elements. Reconstructions of 
USCB+FB projections from a striatal phantom and from a 
human subject were superior to those obtained from the other 
collimators, and provided similar or higher contrast with less 
image noise. Our results are consistent with trends reported by 
Zeng [6] for a short focal-length cone-beam collimator 
combined with a fan-beam collimator. 
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Micro-SPECT Imaging in the Presence of an X-ray
CT Contrast Agent: Effects of Attenuation and

Scatter and Effectiveness of Corrections
Sanghyeb Lee, Jens Gregor, Jonathan Wall, and Dustin Osborne

Abstract—A GATE based study is presented that quantifies
the effects of attenuation and scatter when performing SPECT
imaging of a mouse in the presence of an intraperitoneal X-ray
CT contrast agent. Reconstruction is carried out using a modified
version of SIRT that solves a regularized weighted least squares
problem. We conclude that attenuation and scatter corrections
are both warranted and effective when the radiotracer is based
on I-125 and less so when using Tc-99m.

I. INTRODUCTION

Micro-SPECT imaging of is often preceded by an X-ray CT
scan which provides an anatomical map that helps visualize the
location of the radiotracer. Application of an intraperitoneal
(IP) contrast agent allows the organs to be delineated from
the surrounding soft tissue. Consisting largely of iodine, the
contrast agent leads to an increase in the degree to which the
radiotracer is subjected to attenuation and scattering. In this
paper, we quantify these effects as well as the effectiveness
of several correction techniques. A validated GATE model
of the Inveon trimodal imaging platform (Siemens Medical
Solutions USA, Inc.) is used to produce realistic multi-pinhole
SPECT data for which the ground truth is known [1], [2].
We use the MOBY mouse whole-body phantom [3] to gen-
erate attenuation and emission maps. The MOBY phantom
is augmented with a body cavity model of Omnipaque 350,
a widely used contrast agent [4]. Reconstruction is treated
as a regularized weighted least squares problem [5] which
we solve using a modified version of SIRT [6]. We provide
experimental imaging results for two radioisotopes, namely,
I-125 and Tc-99m. The former is a low energy, long half-life
tracer used in our lab for imaging of peripheral amyloid [7].
The latter is a high energy, short half-life tracer with a wide
clinical and preclinical use. Rather than modeling a specific
biodistribution, we assign a uniform amount of activity to
the following vascular organs: heart, kidney, liver and spleen.
This set-up allows direct comparisons of the different imaging
conditions studied. Related work includes a simpler Monte
Carlo study of I-125 based pinhole imaging of a mouse spleen
without taking the presence of an X-ray CT contrast agent into
account [8].

S. Lee and J. Gregor are with the Department of Electrical Engineering &
Computer Science, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996. Email:
slee91@utk.edu, jgregor@utk.edu. J. Wall and D. Osborne are with the
Graduate School of Medicine, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37920.
Email: jwall@utmck.edu, dosborne@utmck.edu.

3X3 PMT with pixelated crystalBack compartment

Shielding

Housing

5MWB10 Collimator

Fig. 1. GATE model of the Siemens Inveon SPECT subsystem.

II. GATE MODEL OF SIEMENS INVEON

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the GATE model of
the Siemens Inveon SPECT subsystem. As shown, this model
consists of two pixelated detectors along with their back
compartment, detector housing, collimators, and the animal
bed [2]. Input consists of a voxelized pair of attenuation and
emission maps. Output consists of Siemens Inveon compatible
projection data files. The experimental work reported below
had the GATE model configured to simulate a 45 minute scan
with the detectors spaced 180 degrees apart. Sixty projections
were acquired over a full gantry rotation of 360 degrees. The
mouse whole-body (5MWB10) collimator was used with a
30mm radius of rotation. The I-125 energy spectrum was
modeled by its three dominant peaks 27.5 keV (77.9%),
31.0 keV (17.6%), and 35.5 keV (4.5%). Tc-99m was modeled
by its one dominant peak, namely, 140.5 keV (100.0%). When
simulating an I-125 scan, the SPECT detector heads were
configured to have energy window widths of 25–45 keV with
a relative FWHM energy blurring of 28% at 27.5 keV. For a
Tc-99m scan, the energy window widths were 126–154 keV
with a relative FWHM energy blurring of 14% at 140.5 keV.
These numbers match standard performance settings for the
Siemens Inveon Trimodal platform.

III. MOUSE AND CONTRAST AGENT MODELING

The MOBY phantom is a voxelized model of the anatomy
of a mouse. All major organs and tissue types are included.
User-defined parameters allow anatomical variations to be
modeled. For the work presented here, we enlarged the organs
by 50% relative to their default sizes. This was found to more
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a,b) MOBY phantom µ-maps illustrating IP contrast agent model. (c) Comparable X-ray CT image of a laboratory mouse.

accurately represent the mice used in our lab. The abdominal
body cavity which models the extent of the IP contrast agent
was created by extracting a binary image of all organs located
below the liver and above the bladder, further enlarging the
result using morphological dilation, computing the enveloping
2D convex hull for each image slice and stitching the stack
thereof together to form a 3D hull. The 2D convex hull
computation was based on Jarvis’ gift-wrapping algorithm [9]
which incrementally finds the point-pair line segments to the
left of which all other points are to be found. The 3D hull
was produced by interpolating 2D conven hull points in all
directions using Bresenham’s line algorithm [10]. Voxels in the
3D hull that normally would represent soft tissue were instead
labeled as being Omnipaque 350 and assigned its molecular
formula of C19H26I3N3O9 [4]. The resulting MOBY phantom
was then converted to an attenuation map readable by GATE.
Figure 2 provides a comparison of the MOBY phantom with
an X-ray CT image of a laboratory mouse which had been
given a 0.5mL IP injection of Omnipaque 350 prior to being
scanned. While we make no claims regarding the anatomically
correctness of the IP contrast agent model, it appears visually
similar to that of the real mouse.

IV. SPECT RECONSTRUCTION USING SIRT

SPECT reconstruction can be viewed as a statistical param-
eter estimation process where the objective is to maximize a
Poisson likelihood. When introducing a quadratic smoothing
penalty, the resulting likelihood problem is conveniently ap-
proximated by a regularized weighted least squares problem
[5]. Let vector x=[xj ] denote the emission map to be recon-
structed and vector y=[yi] the projection data. Furthermore,
let the associated linear system model be given by matrix
A=[aij ] where

aij = pij exp−
∫
Lij

µ dl.

Here pij denotes the geometric probability of detection, which
we modeled using solid angles, and the integral of µ represents
attenuation along the path Lij . Finally, let vector s = [si]
denote a mean scatter estimate. Reconstruction is then a matter
of solving the linear system ŷ = Ax where ŷ = y − s by
minimizing

x∗ = argmin
x≥0

1
2‖Ax− ŷ‖2W + β 1

2‖Qx‖22.

Weight matrix W =diag
{
wi = 1/σ2

i

}
uses inverse variance

estimates of the data measurements to make low variance
measurements exert more influence over the solution than high
variance measurements which are less accurate. Controlled by
hyper-parameter β, matrix Q implements regularization. We
solve this quadratic minimization problem using a recently
proposed modified version of SIRT includes replacement of
the geometric weighting, which forms an integral part of the
original algorithm, with the statistical weighting desired here
[6]. Specifically,

x(k+1) = (I − αβ C̃Q′Q)x(k) + α C̃A′W (ŷ −Ax(k))

where C̃=diag {1/c̃j} is a preconditioning matrix defined by
column sums c̃j =

∑
i wiriaij which in turn depend on row

sums ri=
∑

j aij .
The results presented below are based on minimum norm

regularization, i.e., Q=I , which suppresses large pixel values.
The associated near-optimal choice for step size α was shown
in [6] to be given by

α∗ =
2

1 + tr(C̃A′WA)
n + β

(
1

min c̃j
+ 1

max c̃j

)
where n is the number of pixels considered. The small-valued
nature of the solid angles modeled by A lead to a negligible
value of α∗ for a wide range of values of β. In order to
ensure reasonable movement toward a solution, we find it
advantageous to instead reverse the expression and state β
as a function of α∗. In particular, for α∗ = 0.50, we obtain
β = 6.0 10−9. SIRT is convergent and the resulting images
have clearly been regularized but not overly so.

V. ATTENUATION AND SCATTER CORRECTION

We report on two methods for attenuation correction. Rep-
resenting having access to a perfect X-ray CT reconstruction,
method one (AC1) is based on computing the attenuation
along the path Lij using the ground truth MOBY µ-map.
The computation is implemented as a sequence of trilinear
interpolation operations. In contrast, method two (AC2) is
based on replacing the MOBY µ-map values with their average
value and using a binary search to determine the length of Lij .

We report on three methods for scatter correction. Being
the statistically most accurate approach, method one (SC1) is
based on running a GATE simulation using the MOBY µ-map.
Method two (SC2) is a GATE simulation based on the simple
average valued µ-map mentioned above. Method three (SC3)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. I-125 reconstructions: (a) Baseline simulation without attenuation and scatter, (b-d) attenuation and scatter simulated and corrected for using (b)
AC1+SC1 and (c) AC2+SC2 versus (d) left uncorrected. The liver is the large object at the top. The kidneys are the left and right objects below the liver.
The heart and the spleen are not not visible in this view.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Tc-99m reconstructions: (a) Baseline simulation without attenuation and scatter, (b-d) attenuation and scatter simulated and corrected for using (b)
AC1+SC1 and (c) AC2+SC2 versus (d) left uncorrected. The higher counts for these images are partly due to more photons falling inside the detector energy
window, and partly due to the detector being more efficient at this higher energy.

implements triple-energy window scatter correction [11] which
simply uses two narrow adjacent energy windows around the
photo-peak to estimate the amount of photon scattering.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

GATE simulations were run for I-125 and Tc-99m. In each
case, a baseline simulation was run without an attenuation map
present such that neither attenuation nor scattering took place
except for in the detector housing, followed by a simulation for
which the contrast agent augmented MOBY mouse phantom
was used. A 200 uCi source was distributed uniformly across
the heart, kidney, liver, and spleen in proportion to their
volumetric size. The attenuation and emission maps were
256 × 256 × 720 with an isotropic resolution of 145 um.
An 80× 80× 80 image was reconstructed using an isotropic
resolution of 500 um. SIRT was run for 2,000 iterations with
the parameter settings decribed above.

Figures 3 and 4 provide sagittal views of the I-125 and
Tc-99m reconstructions. The former have lower total counts
compared with the latter. This is partly a result of the detector
energy window and blurring (resolution) settings; approxi-
mately 40% of the I-125 photons fall outside the window of
detectability while for Tc-99m, the number is closer to 24%.
The count difference is also partly a result of the more than
two-fold detection efficiency decrease for NaI crystals for the
low energy I-125 photons compared to the higher energy Tc-
99m photons. Within each panel, the baseline image appears

visually similar to both the two corrected images and the image
for which corrections did not take place. The one exception is
with respect to the kidney imaged using I-125 for which the
contrast agent resulted in a photon loss that was substantial
enough to warrant correction.

Table I lists the total number of photons detected as well
as the number of scattered photons detected, both measured
relative to the baseline. As expected, the former is reduced
when imaging with the contrast agent present while the latter
is increased and this more so for I-125 than for Tc-99m.
Table II provides an RMSE analysis of the effectiveness of the
three scatter correction methods. With SC1 based on a GATE
simulation similar to the one that generated the projection data
in the first place, it is no surprise that it yields RMSE values
close to zero. Interestingly, SC2 does nearly as well in spite of
the underlying GATE simulation being based on a binarized
mouse model. SC3 yields RMSE values that are two orders
of magnitude worse than SC1 and SC2 due to its simplistic
nature.

GATE only provides information for photons that get de-
tected. The fact that many scattered photons escape detection
prevents us from reporting the direct effect of the contrast
agent with respect to the increase in the number of attenuated
and scattered photons produced. Instead, Tables III and IV
report ROI mean count recovery values in image space for the
four organs.

We used two ROIs for the liver due to its size and location
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TABLE I
PHOTONS DETECTED RELATIVE TO BASELINE

All photons Scattered only

Isotope Without With Without With
contrast contrast contrast contrast

I-125 85.8% 78.5% 12.1% 20.6%
Tc-99m 94.9% 91.0% 7.0% 11.8%

TABLE II
SCATTER CORRECTION EFFECTIVENESS: PROJECTION SPACE RMSE

Method SC1 Method SC2 Method SC3

Isotope Without With Without With Without With
contrast contrast contrast contrast contrast contrast

I-125 0.170 0.173 0.192 0.203 2.40 3.50
Tc-99m 0.165 0.163 0.173 0.184 1.90 2.40

relative to the contrast agent; one was located near the lungs
where minimal scatter was expected, and one was located near
the lower part of the liver which is close to the contrast agent.
We also used two ROIs for the kidneys as they were assigned
one each. This enabled examination of any differences in the
attenuation and scatter effects far from or near to the contrast
agent. ROI mean count recovery values for the base simulation
serve as the gold standard against which the uncorrected (N/A)
and corrected (AC1+SC1, AC2+SC2, and AC2+SC3) values
are compared.

Table III shows that the mean count recovery for each organ
drops by 16–38% for I-125. The values for the kidney and the
spleen, which are surrounded by contrast agent, are down by
38%. In contrast, the value for the heart merely drops by 16%
since it is located relatively far away from the contrast agent.
For Tc-99m, Table IV shows that the mean count recoveries
are not affected much by the contrast agent due to the higher
energy of these photons. Indeed, the drop in values is in the
2–10% range. The kidney and spleen are once again affected
more by the presence of the contrast agent than the heart.

Generally speaking, attenuation and scatter correction im-
proves the mean count recovery values for both isotopes. As
expected, AC1+SC1 provides the best performance out of all
three methods. For I-125, the image obtained using AC1+SC1
correction has a relative error of 4% in terms of total number of
photons relative to the baseline simulation. In comparison, the
images obtained using AC2+SC2 and AC2+SC3 corrections
have relative errors of 7% and 9%, respectively. For Tc-99M,
the image obtained using AC1+SC1 correction has a relative
error of just 1.6% while the images obtained using AC2+SC2
and AC2+SC3 correction have relative errors of 2.4% and
3.9%, respectively.

This analysis indicates that AC1+SC1 based correction
provides the best performance in terms of the image quality.
However, the associated computational cost for AC1+SC1 is
higher than for AC2+SC2 and substantially more so than for
AC2+SC3.

TABLE III
ROI MEAN COUNT RECOVERY VALUES FOR I-125

Organ Baseline N/A AC1+SC1 AC2+SC2 AC2+SC3

Heart 14,120 11,872 13,756 13,192 12,769

Liver 17,531 13,637 16,233 16,342 15,499

24,117 18,986 22,997 22,599 21,992

Kidney 25,545 15,684 24,469 23,273 23,299

28,418 23,336 27,872 27,133 27,243

Spleen 21,725 14,479 20,588 19,851 19,477

TABLE IV
ROI MEAN COUNT RECOVERY VALUES FOR TC-99M

Organ Baseline N/A AC1+SC1 AC2+SC2 AC2+SC3

Heart 19,990 19,531 20,038 19,901 19,430

Liver 25,132 24,659 24,278 25,135 24,528

33,909 31,362 33,336 32,414 33,394

Kidney 35,432 34,676 35,042 36,379 34,347

38,823 35,540 38,224 36,612 37,602

Spleen 31,670 28,320 30,963 30,135 28,694

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the effect of attenuation and
scatter when performing SPECT imaging of a mouse in the
presence of an intraperitoneal X-ray CT contrast agent. The
results show that attenuation and scatter corrections appear to
both be warranted and effective when imaging a mouse using
I-125 and less so when using Tc-99m.
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Abstract—We proposed a new channel design of Channelized 

Hotelling observer (CHO) and optimal internal noise model to 

predict the detection performance of the human observer for 

different signal sizes, contrasts and noise structures. In this study, 

Gaussian signals whose width are 2, 4, 6 and 8, and three different 

noise structures (i.e., white, low-passed and high-passed) were 

used for SKE (signal known exactly) / BKE (background known 

exactly) detection tasks. Then, human observer study was 

performed and modelled by the CHO. To match the detection 

performance of the CHO with that of the human observer, we 

performed brute-force searching to find optimal channel 

parameters and level of internal noise by assuming uniform 

channel internal noise model. Our results showed that the CHO 

with optimized channel parameters and internal noise level 

provided good agreement with the detection performance of the 

human observer.   

 
Index Terms—Channelized Hotelling observer (CHO), Human 

observer, Internal noise, Nonprewhitening observer (NPW), 

Predictability 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

O evaluate the detection performance of medical imaging 

systems, human observer study would be the most 

convincing way since human is the end user of medical images. 

However, the human observer study is time-consuming, 

expensive, and affected by several external conditions. To 

overcome these limitations, mathematical evaluation models 

(i.e., numerical observer) have been developed (e.g., 

Non-prewhitening observer (NPW), Hotelling observer and 

Channelized Hotelling observer (CHO)) as a replacement of the 

human observer [1-3]. The numerical observer generally 

outperforms the human observer, and therefore internal noise [4] 

should be added to the numerical observer in order to match the 

detection performance of the human observer. Previous studies 

compared various internal noise models in order to predict the 

detection performance of the human observer [5-7], focusing 

on a specific signal size and background noise. However, a 

proper internal noise model varies for different imaging 
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conditions (i.e., signal sizes, signal contrasts, background types, 

noise structures, etc.), and thus the general internal noise model 

would be necessary. In our study, we examined a new channel 

design of CHO and a proper internal noise model to predict the 

detection performance of the human observer for different 

signal sizes, contrasts, and noise structures. Detection 

performance using previous internal noise models were also 

compared.  

II. METHODS 

A. Image Generation 

For  two-alternate forced-choice (2AFC) detection tasks, two 

hypotheses (i.e. H0 for signal-absent and H1 for signal-present) 

are given by 

 
0

1

:

:

H g b n

H g s b n

 

  
 (1) 

where g is an image, b is  a uniform background, s is a signal 

and n is noise. As shown in Fig. 1, Gaussian functions with 

different width (i.e. standard deviation = 2, 4, 6 and 8) were 

used as a signal and located at the center of image. Images with 

three different background noise structures (i.e. white, 

low-passed and high-passed) were generated by filtering 

low-pass filter and high-pass filter to the 128×128 white noise 

image with/without signal [8]. The expressions of low-pass 

filter and high-pass filter are given in equations (2) and (3).  
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Fig 1. Gaussian signals and different noise structures. 
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where ρ is a radial frequency and ρ0 is 1/64. c1 and c2 are scaling 

factors and set by 0.006 and 0.2031 to adjust the standard 

deviation of the low-pass and high-pass noise as 0.15. Note that 

the standard deviation of the white noise is 0.15.   

After filtering, central 64 by 64 pixels were cropped and used to 

test the detection task [9]. In each noise structure, signal 

contrasts were adjusted to have the same detection performance 

for all signal sizes based on the NPW observer which will be 

described in section II.B.  

B. Numerical Observer 

We used two liner observers, NPW and CHO. For linear 

observer, image response variable is given by  [10] 

 tw g     (4) 

and detection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by [9]  
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where w is a template, ε is an internal noise term, K is an image 

covariance matrix, and σε
2
 is a variance of the internal noise. t 

represents a transpose operator and g  is an expected signal 

given by 
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Covariance matrix K is computed as 
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In our study, 400,000 signal-absent images were used to 

compute K [11], and hence, the number of images Ng was 

400,000. To compare the detection performance of the 

numerical observer with that of the human observer, the 

detection-SNR is converted to the area under the curve (AUC) 

as  

 0.5( ( / 2) 1) AUC erf SNR  (8) 

where erf(x) represents the error function. Note that equation (8) 

is valid when λ follows a Gaussian distribution. 

 

1) NPW observer 

NPW observer uses g  as a template, and hence, 

detection-SNR is given by [9] 

 2
2

2

( )t

t

g g
SNR

g K g 
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      We assumed σε
2
=0 and adjusted signal contrasts to have the 

same detection-SNR of NPW observer for all signal sizes in 

each noise structure. 

 

2) CHO 

       In CHO, detection-SNR is given by [9] 

 

 2 1( )t t tSNR g U U KU K U g

     (10) 

where U is a M
2×N channel matrix, M

2 
is a number of 

image pixels, N is a number of channels and Kε  is a 

covariance matrix of the internal noise. In our study, 

difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) channels (Fig. 2) were 

used [9]. The j-th channel profile of the DOG channel is 

defined in frequency domain as 
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where σ0, α and Q are channel parameters, and matrix T is 

Fourier transform of U. 

C. Human Observer Study 

Three trained human observers participated in human 

observer study and performed 2AFC detection tasks. The 

monitor used for the study has 0.27mm pixel size and 250cd/m
2
 

luminance. As shown in Fig. 3, five images were displayed on 

the monitor sequentially as ‘Black image (1sec)’–‘First image 

(0.5sec)’–‘White noise image (1sec)’–‘Second image 

(0.5sec)’–‘Black image’ [8]. In each trial, signal-present image 

and signal-absent image were randomly assigned to 'First 

image' and 'Second image'. Human observers were asked to 

choose a signal-present image between ‘First image’ and 

‘Second image’ in each trial. Each observer performed 10 

sessions of study and one session was composed of 100 trials. 

Correction rate Pc of human was recorded as (12). 
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When observer made the correct decision for i-th trial, oi is 1, 

otherwise oi is 0, and Nt is the number of trials. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Profiles of DOG channels with σ0=0.005, α=1.4 and  Q=1.67 

 

 
Fig  3. Example of displayed images for human observer study 
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D. Optimization of channel parameters and internal noise 

level 

We used DOG channels and assumed uniform channel 

internal noise model (13), and therefore, there are four 

parameters that determine the detection performance of the 

CHO (i.e. σ0, α, Q and the variance of the internal noise). For 

each noise structure, we searched the optimal value of each 

parameter minimizing root mean square error (RMSE) between 

Pc of the human observer and AUC of CHO by following steps. 

Step 1. Set the number of channels as 10. 

Step 2. Set the initial value of each parameter as, σ0=0.005, 

α=1.4 and Q=1.67 [9]. 

Step 3. Change the variance of the internal noise from 0 to 

0.002 equally spaced by 10
-6

 to find the minimum RMSE 

while other parameters are fixed. 

Step 4. With the use of the internal noise level determined in 

Step 3, find new values of three channel parameters 

minimizing RMSE by brute-force search. Equally spaced 

15 samples of each parameter were used within the range of  

[σ0 min, σ0 max] = [0.003, 0.01] 

[αmin, αmax] = [1.3, 2.0] 

[Qmin, Qmax] = [1.3, 2.0] 

3375 combinations of each parameter (i.e., 15
3
) were used 

to compute the AUC of the CHO using equations (8) and 

(10). Then, three channel parameters (denoted by 0 , 

and Q ) minimizing the RMSE are selected. 

Step 5. Repeat Step 3 with channel parameters determined in 

Step 4.  

Step 6. Find parameter values minimizing RMSE using 

equally spaced 11 samples of each parameter within the 

range of 

[σ0 min, σ0 max] = [ 0 -0.0005, 0 +0.0005] 

[αmin, αmax] = [ -0.05,  +0.05] 

[Qmin, Qmax] = [ Q -0.05, Q +0.05] 

Step 7. Repeat Step 3 with channel parameters determined in 

Step 6 and repeat Step 6 within a reduced search range by a 

factor of 10. 

 

We denoted DOG channels with parameters σ0=0.005, α=1.4 

and Q=1.67 as ‘traditional channel’ and DOG channels with 

optimized parameters as ‘optimal channel’.  

We compared the predictability of the CHO with optimal 

channel and uniform channel internal noise model (13), and the 

CHO with traditional channel and three different internal noise 

models (13-15). Three internal noise models are given as 

 K a I   (13) 

 ( )t
K b diag U KU   (14) 

 ( )t
K c diag U KU d I     (15) 

where I represents an identity matrix and diag represents 

diagonal components of the matrix. a, b, c and d are scaling 

factors adjusted to achieve the minimum RMSE.  

III. RESULTS  

Table I and Fig. 4 show optimal channel parameters and 

profiles for each background noise structure.  Optimal channel 

parameters and profiles are different for different background 

noise structures.  Table II and Fig. 5 show that the CHO with 

optimal channel has better predictability than the CHO with 

traditional  channel.  Our   results   show  that   the   improved       

TABLE I 
OPTIMIZED CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR EACH NOISE STRUCTURE 

Parameter σ0 α Q 

WHITE 0.0039 1.3500 1.6530 

LOW-PASSED 0.0105 1.7150 2.0500 

HIGH-PASSED 0.0030 1.3500 1.9310 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig 4. Channel profiles of DOG channels with optimized parameters as shown 

in Table I. 
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predictability of the CHO can be achieved by using proposed 

channel design and internal noise model.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

We performed human observer study and modelled it using 

CHO for different signal sizes, contrasts and noise structures. 

We found that the predictability of CHO for human observer 

can be improved by optimizing channel parameters and the 

variance of the uniform channel internal noise. It is shown that 

the optimal channel parameters are different for different noise 

structures, demonstrating that the channel parameters and 

internal noise level should be optimized together in order to 

achieve a better prediction of the human observer. The 

proposed work can be applied to evaluate the detection 

performance of 3D volumetric computed tomography (CT) 

images since the CT images produces different noise structures 

for different slice directions.  
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TABLE II 

RMSE BETWEEN THE DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN AND CHO   

 
Channel 

Internal noise 

model 

RMSE 

 WHITE LPF HPF 

Case 1 Traditional Equation (13) 0.0177 0.0025 0.0281 

Case 2 Traditional Equation (14) 0.0556 0.0017 0.0744 

Case 3 Traditional Equation (15) 0.0132 0.0012 0.0232 

Case 4 Optimal Equation (13) 0.0088 0.0011 0.0222 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig 5. The detection performance of human and the CHO for each case as 
shown in Table II 
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Abstract—In this work we investigate the response of image
noise to differences in formulation of a TV-based image re-
construction problem. Specifically, noise realizations are used
to study single pixel distributions for TV-constrained and TV-
penalized objective function forms, each with two common data
fidelity measures: Poisson likelihood and least-squares difference
between the measured data and modeled projections. Dependence
of the pixel distributions on proximity to a tissue boundary is
also investigated, and the results are presented in the form of his-
tograms of pixel values characterizing the statistical distributions
of single pixels.

I. INTRODUCTION

The inherent flexibility of iterative image reconstruction
(IIR) has led to its application in a variety of situations,
including sparse-view problems, in which the total variation
(TV) of the image is often included in the optimization
program [1, 2]. The TV of the image can either be included
as a regularizing penalty term in the objective function, which
we will refer to as a TV-penalized reconstruction, or as a
fixed constraint. These two approaches are equivalent in that
an image obtained from TV-penalized reconstruction is al-
ways the solution to a corresponding TV-constrained problem.
However, for a given TV-penalized optimization program, the
corresponding TV-constrained program cannot be formulated
a priori, because there is no direct way to ascertain the
reconstruction parameters that lead to the equivalent problem.

This decoupling of the two formulations for TV recon-
struction has the important consequence that, for a fixed set
of parameters, the statistical properties (i.e. noise) of TV-
penalized and TV-constrained images need not be equivalent.
Further, since noise properties often directly impact image
utility[3, 4], this implies that conclusions regarding image
quality for one problem formulation may not hold for the
other. In this work, we investigate image statistics for both
problems in the form of histograms for single pixels. While
second-order statistics (i.e. image covariance) could also vary
between the two formulations, we focus on the distribution of
values for individual pixels in order to simplify our preliminary
investigation.

II. METHOD

Least-Squares Objective

Throughout this work we adopt the usual approach of
modeling a linear relationship between the image pixel values

f ∈ RN and the sinogram g ∈ RM . We denote the matrix
relating the two as X ∈ RN×M so that

Xf = g. (1)

In addition to the two forms of incorporating TV, we investi-
gate two forms of a data fidelity term in the objective function.
The first is a least-squares (LSQ) objective, for which we have
a TV-penalized form:

min
f

{
1

2
‖Xf − g‖22 + λTV (f)

}
, (pLSQ)

as well as a TV-constrained form:

min
f

1

2
‖Xf − g‖22

s.t. TV (f) ≤ γ.
(cLSQ)

The TV of the image is given by

TV (f) =
N∑
i=1

‖Dif‖2, (2)

where Di ∈ Rd×N is a finite difference approximation to
the gradient of a d-dimensional image at the ith pixel. One
example of formulating equivalent TV-constrained and TV-
penalized problems would be to first solve (pLSQ) for a given
λ, and then set γ as the resulting value of TV(f ). The solution
to (cLSQ) with this value of γ would then be equivalent to
the original solution of (pLSQ).

Poisson Likelihood Maximization
We also investigate Poisson likelihood (PL) maximization,

another form for the fidelity term which leads to different
statistical properties in the resulting image. In order to derive
this objective, we begin with the data model

ni = Poiss (I0pi (f)) , (3)

where ni is the measured transmitted intensity for the ith ray,
determined by a Poisson distribution with mean I0pi (f). The
value I0 is the incident number of photons per bin, and

pi (f) = e−xT
i f , (4)

where xi ∈ RN is the ith row of the projection matrix X . We
then have

Pr (ni = ni) =
(I0pi (f))

ni

ni!
e−I0pi(f). (5)
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Assuming independent ni, this results in a log-likelihood
given by

L (f |n) =ln

(
M∏
i=1

Pr (ni = ni)

)

∝
M∑
i=1

(
−nixTi f − I0exp

(
−xTi f

))
.

(6)

In order to create an objective similar in form to the LSQ
objectives, we minimize the negative of the log-likelihood,
resulting in the TV-penalized objective:

min
f

{
M∑
i=1

(
gix

T
i f + I0exp

(
−xTi f

))
+ λTV (f)

}
(pPL)

and the TV-constrained objective:

min
f

M∑
i=1

(
gix

T
i f + I0exp

(
−xTi f

))
s.t. TV (f) ≤ γ.

(cPL)

Simulation Approach

A 256×256 numerical breast phantom (Fig 1) is used in our
simulations. Each of the four preceding optimization problems
is accurately solved using the Chambolle-Pock algorithm [5].
Multiple noise realizations are performed with a Poisson data
noise model, and image pixel values are recorded in histogram
form for two pixels. One pixel lies on a boundary between
tissue types where the gradient magnitude of the numerical
phantom is nonzero, and the other is in a uniform region of
the phantom. This is because TV-regularized IIR has been
observed to have a highly non-uniform variance, with larger
variance at tissue borders. This effect was first pointed out by
the authors of Ref. 6, and demonstrated more recently by Ref.
7.

Fig. 1. The numerical breast phantom used in our simulations (Left) along
with its corresponding gradient-magnitude image (Right). Fat and fibro-
glandular tissue have attenuation values of 0.194 cm−1 and 0.233 cm−1,
respectively. The display windows used are [0.174,0.253] cm−1 for the linear
attenuation map and [0.0,0.1] cm−1 for the GMI.

III. RESULTS

In order to illustrate the variability of the regularization
parameter λ corresponding to a fixed TV constraint γ, Fig.
2 shows the distributions of λ values obtained with fixed γ

for two dose levels. The spread in λ values is seen to be on
the order of 4-5% in each case.

Fig. 2. Histograms are shown which illustrate the distributions of λ values
in the TV-penalized objective function which correspond to reconstructions
from the TV-constrained objective with a fixed γ value. Two dose levels are
shown with incident photon fluences I0 of 2 × 104 photons/bin (Left) and
2× 105 photons/bin (Right).

Figure 3 shows the pixel value histograms obtained from
solution of (cPL) and (pPL). The incident photon fluence
I0 = 2 × 105. Meanwhile, Figure 4 shows corresponding
results for I0 = 2 × 104. Clearly, the local GMI value has
an impact on the shape of the pixel distribution, with the
pixel placed on an edge between tissue types exhibiting a
highly asymmetric distribution. The pixel in the middle of a
uniform region displays a distribution which is substantially
more similar to a Gaussian. The fixed regularization parameter
λ was chosen as the mean value from the corresponding
distribution in Fig. 2.

Finally, Fig 5 illustrates the difference in pixel distributions
between images from (cPL) and (cLSQ). Pixel values are
substantially more variable for the LSQ objective but the
distributions are not as dependent on the local gradient mag-
nitude value. As in the case of the Poisson likelihood, close
agreement was seen between pixel distributions of (cLSQ) and
(pLSQ) (not shown).

IV. SUMMARY

We have performed a preliminary investigation of noise
properties for TV-constrained and TV-penalized IIR using both
PL and LSQ data fidelity terms. While proximity to a boundary
of tissue types and the choice of fidelity term both seem to im-
pact the distributions of individual pixels, the choice between
the constrained and penalized forms of the objective did not.
Future work will be necessary to ascertain whether the choice
between constrained or unconstrained objective functions has
any impact on other second-order noise properties such as
image covariance, as the noise texture could be somewhat
variable between objective forms, even if single pixel variances
are not.
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Fig. 3. Pixel value histograms resulting from noise realizations are shown
in the top row for the TV-constrained objective (cPL) and in the bottom row
for the TV-penalized objective (pPL). A pixel at the edge of a fibro-glandular
region (Left) is selected, along with a pixel in the middle of a uniform region
(Right). The photon fluence is 10×105 photons/bin. Local GMI value appears
to have a substantially larger effect on the pixel distributions than does the
form of the objective, i.e. constrained or penalized.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig 3, but for a lower incident photon fluence, namely
I0 = 2 × 104 photons/bin. Essentially the same trends are visible for each
of the two noise levels investigated.
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Fig. 5. Pixel distributions obtained from the PL and LSQ TV-constrained
objectives.
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Abstract—Nowadays, x-ray computed tomography (CT) is 

widely used to reveal patient’s anatomical information. However, 

the side effect of radiation, relating to genetic or cancerous 

diseases, has caused great public concern. The problem is how to 

minimize radiation dose while maintaining image quality 

significantly. As a practical application of compressed sensing 

theory, one category of methods takes total variation (TV) 

minimization as the sparse constraint, which makes it possible to 

get a reconstruction image of high quality in the under-sampling 

situation. On the other hand, a preliminary attempt of low-dose 

CT reconstruction based on dictionary learning seems to be 

another effective choice. But some critical parameters, such as the 

regularization parameter, cannot be determined by detecting 

datasets. In this paper, we propose a reweighted objective 

function that contributes to a numerical calculation model of the 

regularization parameter. A number of experiments demonstrate 

that this strategy performs well with a better reconstruction 

image and saving a large amount of time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OWADAYS, the fact that an overdose of radiation possibly 

increases the risk of genetic and cancerous diseases makes 

it urgent to develop creative and effective reconstruction 

techniques to fit low-dose CT scanning protocol. One low-dose 

approach is to decrease the number of projection angles, which 

will lead to incomplete few-view data. In this case, analytic 

algorithms, which are derived from a continuous imaging 

model, are sensitive to insufficient projection data and arrive at 

a terrible result [1]. However, algebraic algorithms like the 

simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) [2] 

solved the reconstruction problem better by transforming it to a 

series of linear equations. 

Recently, Candes, Romberg and Tao [3][4] have made 

compressed sensing theory popular in information theory field. 

This theory indicates that a variety of signals can be represented 
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sparsely in a certain transform domain. Therefore, original 

signal can be recovered accurately by far fewer samples 

guaranteed by the principle called restricted isometry property 

(RIP) [5]. To deal with few-view CT reconstruction problem, 

many compressed sensing algorithms have been proposed. One 

group is based on total variation (TV), which takes the total 

variation of the image as the sparse constraint. The solution of 

the projection linear equations is determined by minimizing the 

TV term. Sidky and Pan presented an improved TV-based 

algorithm named adaptive steepest descent projection onto 

convex sets (ASD-POCS) in circular cone-beam framework [6]. 

Another similar method called gradient projection Barzilari 

Borwein (GPBB) has a faster convergence speed [7]. Besides 

the TV minimization algorithms, dictionary learning is also 

helpful to sparse representation. During the reconstruction 

process, the image is divided into many overlapped patches, 

represented sparsely by over-complete elements of a particular 

dictionary. Xu et al. proposed the adaptive dictionary based 

statistical iterative reconstruction (ADSIR) algorithm and got a 

better reconstruction result than TV-based methods in the 

low-dose CT condition [8]. However, there is a special 

parameter playing an important role in the reconstruction 

program to balance the data fidelity term and the regularization 

term while determining its value is time consuming with many 

attempts. Hence, there is no doubt that providing a model to 

select a proper value of this parameter according to the 

scanning data is essential for the algorithm based on dictionary 

learning, which leads to better result and time saving.  

In this work, we firstly review the ADSIR algorithm [8] and 

then make some modification on the objective function. Next, 

the model of regularization parameter selection is proposed by 

function fitting method. After that, a series of experiments are 

performed and corresponding discussions are given. Finally, 

there is a brief conclusion at the end of this paper. 

II. NOTATION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

A. Background and Notation Interpretation 

According to previous work [8], the reconstruction problem 

is equivalent to the following minimization. 
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linear attenuation coefficient distribution, which transforms the 
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initial image of N N pixels to a vector
2 1N μ ;  1 2
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 E is an operator to extract patches with

0 0
N N  

pixels from the image;  
2
0

1 2
, , ,

N K

K


 D d d d is the training 

dictionary whose column
2
0 1N

k


d is called an atom of the same 

size of a patch; 1K

s

α has few nonzero elements as a sparse 

representation of patches by the dictionary basis D ; the 

variables   and 
s

  are regularization parameters. To solve the 

optimization problem, μ , α and D are all unknown hence a 

practical plan is to take an alternating minimization strategy, 

which divides the primary problem into two recursive steps: 

update of the dictionary model and update of the image. 

B. Update of the Dictionary Model 

During this procedure, the attenuation image μ is supposed to 

be fixed, meaning that the data fidelity term is a constant. The 

optimization problem is simplified to the one as 

 
 

2

02,
min t

s s s s
s x

  
D α

E μ Dα α .  (2) 

In the adaptive dictionary based statistical iterative 

reconstruction (ADSIR), the dictionary is defined dynamically 

based on the unknown image by using K-SVD algorithm [9]. 

Once the dictionary is determined, the OMP algorithm is used 

to update the sparse coding [10] with a predetermined sparse 

level, instead of solving the l0-norm problem as (2) directly. 

C. Update of the Image  

While updating the image, the dictionary and sparse coding 

remain invariable. In other word, the problem transforms to the 

form as 
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where  is the regularization parameter balancing the data 

fidelity term     
2
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 Aμ and the regularization term

2

2s ss
 E μ Dα  . The regularization term is already a separable 

quadratic function. By replacing the data fidelity term with a 

separable paraboloid surrogate [11], the optimization can be 

iteratively solved by 
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where t is the number of iterations. 

III. ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER SELECTION MODEL 

A. Weight Modification of the Objective Function 

According to the former work [11], the separable surrogate 

of the data fidelity term is deduced as 
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The original optimizing problem becomes to a separable form 

as following. 
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Where  ; tQ μ μ  and  R μ  both can be represented as the sum of 

a series of quadratic functions, whose variables are 
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j N  . After some variable exchanges, the objective 

function can be rewritten as 
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In order to make the quadratic coefficients
j

q adaptive to
j

p , we 

make a weight modification on the regularization term. 
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By eliminating the constant term, the image reconstruction 

process is equivalent to solve the following optimization 

problem. 
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And (9) can be solved iteratively by 
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where   plays an role as the relative impact on the updating 

image μ  by the data fidelity term and the regularization term 

respectively. 

B. Evaluation Model of Regularization Parameter 

Based on previous description, the final reconstruction result 

is acquired by solving (2) and (9) iteratively. The relative error 

of the data fidelity term is as 
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The relative error  depends on the phantom image, the noise 

level, the regularization parameter and so on. When it comes to 

the situation that the regularization parameter is infinite, the 

parameter




is calculated easily since (10) can be simplified 

to 1 . .t t

j j
d s t    . Experiments reveal that the proper   has a 

monotonous relation with the parameter




. With the help of a 

series of tests, the relationship between *  and 




 is fitted by 

a piecewise quadratic function as follows. 
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The workflow of the proposed algorithm is exhibited in Fig. 

1. In addition, the ordered subsets convex (OSC) algorithm [12] 

is utilized as an acceleration of the convergence. Since that the 

developed algorithm improves ADSIR with an adaptive weight 

of the regularization term，the proposed algorithm is named as 

adaptive weight regularized  ADSIR (AWRT-ADSIR). 
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Determination of   

Initialize 0 0 0, , , 0
s

and t μ D α . 

While the stopping criterion is not satisfied, do 

1. Implement the OSC algorithm for acceleration; 

2. Extract patches from the intermediate image tμ ;  

3. Update the dictionary 1tD by K-SVD algorithm; 

4. Update the sparse coding 1t

s

α by OMP algorithm; 

5. Update the image 1tμ by (10) with   , 1t t  ; 

Output the final image * tμ μ and relative error




calculated by (11). 

When the iteration is stopped, determine   by (12). 

Image Reconstruction 

Initialize 0 0 0, , , 0
s

and t μ D α ,  is determined in former step. 

While the stopping criterion is not satisfied, do 
1. Implement the OSC algorithm for acceleration; 

2. Extract patches from the intermediate image tμ ; 

3. Update the dictionary 1tD by K-SVD algorithm; 

4. Update the sparse coding 1t

s

α by OMP algorithm; 

5. Update the image 1tμ by (11), 1t t  ; 

Output the final reconstruction. 
Fig. 1.  Workflow of the developed algorithm 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Comparison of Different Regularization Parameters 

The proposed algorithm is evaluated by simulation data from 

clinical CT images, which are obtained from our collaborator. 

In the following experiments, all the parameters except the 

regularization parameter   keep same for the reconstruction of 

the human abdomen slice image. Three values of   are 

selected, of which one is calculated by the proposed algorithm, 

another one multiplied by 0.1 and the third one is multiplied by 

10. The distance from the X-ray source to the center point of the 

phantom is twice the length of the image edge. The projection 

data are simulated by 180 views of 2°step length over a 360°

range, and 512 detector elements are distributed in fan-beam 

geometry covering the phantom. The noise levels added to the 

projection data ˆ
i

l  are 0.0% and 0.1% Gaussian random noise. 

The results are displayed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The images are 

displayed with a window [-160, 400] HU. The difference 

between the reconstructed image and the phantom image is 

displayed by a window [-90, 90] HU. 

 
Fig. 2.  Reconstructed images from low-dose projection data of the human 

abdomen slice sample.  

 
Fig. 3.   The difference between the reconstructed image and the original image 

(OI) of the human abdomen slice sample. 

There are two criterions to evaluate the reconstructed image. 

One is the normalized mean absolute deviation (NMAD), 

defined as 
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The other one is the signal noise ratio (SNR), defined as 
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The values of the two criterions are presented in Table I. The 

NMAD of the   situation is smaller and the SNR of the   

situation is larger mostly when compared with the 10 situation, 

which proves that the image reconstructed by choosing the 

regularization parameter as   is more close to the sample 

image. When it comes to the 0.1  situation, although the values 

of the two criterions are a little better, there are some horizontal 

artifacts appearing in the reconstructed image (see the regions 

indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2 (region D, E, and F) and the 

ellipse regions in Fig. 3), making a decline of the image quality. 

One reasonable explanation for the better criterions of 0.1

situation might be the smoothing effect of the dictionary 

learning algorithm. The sparse constraint added by dictionary 

learning method smoothes not only the noise but also the 

margin details. Therefore, the difference between the 

reconstructed image and the sample image in the margin area 

becomes more obvious, which is displayed in the left and right 

columns of Fig. 3. Future work should be devoted to improving 

the reconstruction algorithm based on dictionary in order to 

smooth the noise and preserve the margin details meanwhile. 
TABLE I 

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS 
 WITH DIFFERENT REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS 

Noise 

Level 

G
  

( 610




) 

   
NMAD 

(%) 

SNR 

(dB) 

0.0% 1.7094 0.9005 

  1.5819 35.5246 

0.1  1.2406 37.6730 

10  2.0147 32.9517 

0.1% 2.5269 5.7462 

  2.0371 33.1220 

0.1  1.8742 34.5110 

10  2.1561 32.4527 
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B. Comparison of Different Reconstruction Algorithms 

In this section, the images reconstructed by AWRT-ADSIR 

and some other algorithms (SART, GPBB and ADSIR) are 

compared with the same projection data, initial conditions and 

stopping criterions. The head slice sample is simulated by 180 

views of 2°step length over a 360°range. The reconstructed 

results are displayed in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4.  Reconstructed images from low-dose projection data of the human head 

CT image. The display window is [400, 1000] HU. 

TABLE II 

COMPARING CRITERIONS OF THE RESULTS 
 RECONSTRUCTED BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm Criterion 
Noise Level 

0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 

SART 
NMAD(%) 1.0904 2.2017 4.0009 

SNR(dB) 36.8554 31.6575 26.4913 

GPBB 
NMAD(%) 0.4837 1.1631 2.7798 

SNR(dB) 45.0405 36.7565 29.4104 

ADSIR 
NMAD(%) 0.5981 0.9370 1.1693 

SNR(dB) 39.0515 34.9548 32.8972 

AWRT- 

ADSIR 

NMAD(%) 0.6765 0.9438 1.1572 

SNR(dB) 37.7225 34.9687 32.9703 

With the comparative results in Table II, the quality of all the 

reconstructed images is decreased with the noise level 

increasing. Among these four algorithms, SART generates the 

worst results. GPBB behaves well when the noise level is very 

low but when the noise level is beyond 0.1%, the quality of 

reconstructed image degenerates quickly. The regularization 

parameter in ADSIR is empirically selected according to [8]. 

The fact that the image quality and comparing criterions of 

ADSIR and AWRT-ADSIR are mostly same proves that the 

parameter selecting model in AWRT-ADSIR is practical and 

efficient. In addition, when the empirical regularization 

parameter is unknown, the ADSIR algorithm costs a large 

amount of time to determine the proper value by repeatedly 

operating the iterative process (usually more than ten times) 

while the AWRT-ADSIR algorithm only operates the iterative 

process twice as Fig. 1 shows. The model indeed reduces the 

time consuming to determine the value of the regularization 

parameter. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In most optimization problems, the determination of the 

regularization parameter is still a problem. In this article, a 

model of regularization parameter selection in dictionary 

learning based CT reconstruction is proposed and proved to be 

efficient and practical. Certainly, when some other parameters 

(like the scale of the dictionary, the scale of the patch and so on) 

change, the model function might result in some difference. 

However, it still works to look for the function relationship 

between these two parameters since the monotonous relation 

between




and  remains. 

By validating the developed selection principle, the 

smoothing effect on image margins is discovered. Our future 

work will focus on improving the dictionary learning method, 

with the expectation to remain the smoothing effect on noise 

regions and preserve marginal information better. 
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Abstract—The primal-dual optimization algorithm, proposed 

by Chambolle and Pock (CP), can solve a wide class of convex 

optimization problems that arise in CT-image reconstruction. The 

CP algorithm converges mathematically in terms of the 

primal-dual gap. However, the convergence rate of the CP 

algorithm especially at early iterations may be enhanced 

considerably with an appropriate selection of parameters in the 

design of the optimization problem. In this paper, we study 

numerically how a key parameter in the formulation of the 

constrained-total-variation problem impacts convergence rate of 

the CP algorithm and use the study results to guide an 

appropriate selection of the key parameter. The results also 

suggest that the selected key parameter remains largely 

unchanged for various CT-imaging conditions of practical 

interest.  

 
Index Terms—Computed tomography, image reconstruction, 

iterative algorithms, optimization 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PTIMIZATION-BASED algorithms for image reconstruction 

in computed tomography (CT) remain of high research 

and application interest because of their flexibility to 

accommodate imaging conditions of practical significance that 

analytic algorithms cannot, and because of their potential to 

yield images of usefulness from data less than what are required 

by existing analytic algorithms [1]. Image reconstruction in CT 

has been formulated as optimization problems, including the 

constrained total-variation (TV) minimization problem which 

numerous algorithms have been developed to solve [2]-[6]. 

 

A primal-dual optimization algorithm, which is referred to as 

the Chambolle and Pock (CP) algorithm, was proposed for 

solving a wide variety of convex optimization problems [7], 

including optimization-based reconstruction problems in CT [6, 

8]. The CP algorithm converges mathematically in terms of the 

primal-dual gap, and it requires little parameter tuning for 

achieving the convergence. However, the convergence rate of 

the CP algorithm especially at its early iterations may be 
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enhanced considerably with appropriate selection of parameters 

in the optimization problem. Therefore, appropriate parameter 

selection becomes crucial if the convergence rate of the CP 

algorithm at the early iterations is of concern. 

 

Image reconstruction in CT is formulated often as a 

constrained-TV-minimization problem, and the CP algorithm 

can be applied to solving the problem. It is observed that a key 

parameter in the problem, which is defined in Sec. II below, can 

impact significantly the convergence rate of the CP algorithm at 

its early iterations, and that the degree of the impact may vary 

for different imaging conditions.  

 

In the work, we focus on studying numerically the impact of the 

key parameter on the convergence rate of the CP algorithm for a 

number of imaging conditions of practical interest. Without 

loss of generality, we present reconstruction results from 

simulated, noiseless data collected at different numbers of 

views over different angular ranges with different fan-beam 

configurations. Extension of the study and results to 3D 

cone-beam CT is straightforward, and will be reported at the 

conference. 

II. CONSTRAINED-TV MINIMIZATION AND CHAMBOLLE-POCK 

ALGORITHM  

A constrained-TV-minimization problem considered in 

CT-image reconstruction is given by   

1

2

min

. .  s t 



 

x

Ax b
,                                 (1) 

where A denotes a system matrix, x the image vector, b the 

data vector, and   the image-gradient matrix [6]. In an attempt 

to use the Chambolle-Pock algorithm, we convert Eq. (1) into 

an unconstrained form [8] 

 
2 ( )1

arg min B 


 



 
   

 x

x Ax b ,                (2) 

where the indicator function is defined as 
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and 

2

2

 


A
.                                      (4) 

We introduce parameter   to control the balance between the 

TV strength relative to the data-fidelity strength during 
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iterations, and parameter  to normalize the system scales. 

 

Ratio /  forms a key parameter in the problem as it can 

significantly impact the convergence rate of the CP algorithm at 

least at its early iterations. The focus of the work is to 

investigate numerically the appropriate selection of key 

parameter /  , which is referred also to as the weighting 

factor in the work, for achieving an enhanced convergence rate 

at earlier iterations of the CP algorithm for which a 

pseudo-code is summarized below [8]. 

 

Algorithm. The CP algorithm  

1:    

2

L


 
  

 

A
, 1/ L  , 1/ L  , 1  , 0n  ; 

2:    
0 x 0 , 

0 y 0 , 
0 z 0 , 

0 x 0 ; 

3:    While n N  

4:         n n n   y y Ax b ; 

5:         1 2

2

max ,0 n

n n

n


 



y
y y

y
; 

6:        
n n n   z z x ; 

7:        
 

 
1

/

max / ,

n

n

n

 

 







z
z

1 z
; 

8:         1 1 1

T T

n n n n      x x A y z ; 

9:         1 1 1n n n n    x x x x ; 

10:      1n n  ; 

11:   End while; 

12:   Return 
Nx ; 

 

III. STUDY DESIGN  

We carry out a computer-simulation study to evaluate how the 

weighting factor affects the convergence rate at early iteration 

of the CP algorithm for various imaging conditions. In the study, 

ideal projection data with no inconsistencies were used so that 

parameter   can be set to zero. In doing so, we can study the 

impact on the convergence rate only from the weighting factor 

for a given set of imaging conditions.  

 

In the study, for a given 2D image array of square pixels, 1D 

detector array of identical bins, and fan-beam magnification 

factor, projection data are collected at a number of equally 

spaced views over an angular range with a circular trajectory. In 

an attempt to investigate the effect of different imaged objects 

on the weighting factor, Shepp-Logan and Forbild phantoms 

with identical pixel sizes were considered.  

 

In the default study, the Shepp-Logan phantom is represented 

by a 100 × 100 array of square pixels of sizes 0.2 cm; the 2D 

circular fan-beam configuration has source-to-detector (SD) 

and source-to-rotation-center (SR) distances of 80 cm and 40 

cm; the detector consists of 400 bins of size 0.1 cm; A is 

generated by use of a ray-driven method in which its element is 

the intersection of a ray with a pixel; and projection data are 

collected at 25 views uniformly distributed over 360°. 

IV. STUDY RESULTS 

The imaging conditions considered in the work include 

projection-view number, angular range, detector-bin size, 

image-pixel size, fan-beam magnification, system-value 

scaling, image-value scaling, and image structure. Based upon 

the default study, we investigate how each of the imaging 

conditions affect the selection of the weighting factor.  

 

We have used metrics such as data fidelity and primal-dual gap 

to assess the convergence properties of the CP algorithm. In this 

work, because the truth image is known, we also use the 

root-mean-square error (RMSE) between a reconstruction and 

the truth image as a quality metric. Due to the space limitation, 

we present here only the RMSE results because they 

characterize reconstruction accuracy directly relative to the 

truth image.  

 
Fig. 1: Reconstruction (left), and its RMSE (right) in an arbitrary unit as a 

function of iteration numbers, obtained with 0.706   and /  . Display 

window [0.9, 1.2].  

 

A. Inverse-crime Study 

We verified first the implementation of the CP algorithm by 

carrying out an inverse-crime study for the default 

configuration. In Fig. 1, the reconstructed image and its RMSE 

relative to the truth image are shown. The reconstruction was 

obtained around 10,000 iterations as its RMSE approaches the 

computer precision. The result in Fig. 1 verifies, to an extent, 

that the CP algorithm is implemented adequately for the 

conditions under study.   

 

Following the inverse-crime study, we performed studies on the 

weighting factor by assessing the convergence behavior of the 

CP algorithm before 1,000 iterations for all of the imaging 

conditions except for angular-range condition. Like any other 

iterative algorithms, the CP algorithm converges slowly when 

applied to limit-angular-range data. In this case, we evaluate the 

convergence properties of the CP algorithm before 5,000, 

instead of 1,000, iterations. Both 1,000 and 5,000 iterations are 

chosen because, when the weighting factor is properly selected, 

little visually noticeable difference between the reconstructed 

and truth images can be observed. 
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Fig. 2: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, from 

projections sampled at different numbers of views uniformly over 320° 

 

B. View Number 

In addition to the default case of 25 views, we studied 

reconstructions from projections collected at 50, 100, and 300 

views uniformly distributed over 360°. For a set of weighting 

factors, we reconstructed images and calculated their RSMEs. 

In Fig. 2, we show the RSMEs at iteration 1,000 as functions of 

the weighting factor.  

C. Angular Range 

We also investigated reconstructions from data collected at 25 

views uniformly sampled over limited-angular ranges 60°, 90°, 

120°, and 180°, respectively. In Fig. 3, we show the RMSEs at 

iteration 5,000 from the data, as functions of the weighting 

factor. Furthermore, we reconstructed images from data 

collected at 25, 30, and 60 views uniformly distributed over 60°, 

and display the corresponding RMSEs calculated at iteration 

5,000.  

 

 
Fig. 3: RMSEs at iterations 5,000, as functions of the weighting factors, from 

projections at 25 views uniformly sampled over different angular ranges. 

 
Fig. 4: RMSEs at iterations 5,000, as functions of the weighting factors, from 

projections at different numbers of views sampled uniformly over 60°. 

 

D. Detector-Bin Size 

In the default study, the size of the detector bin is a half of that 

of the image pixel. We also study reconstructions from data 

collected with detector-bin sizes that are 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 

times of the default pixel size, corresponding to 100, 200, 400, 

and 800 detector bins. In Fig. 5, we display the RMSEs 

calculated at iteration 1,000 as functions of the weighting 

factor.  

 

 
Fig. 5: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, from 

projections sampled with different numbers of detector bins. 

 

E. Image-Pixel Size 

In addition to the image-pixel size of 0.2 cm in the default study, 

we performed reconstructions for pixel sizes of 0.133, 0.100, 

and 0.078 cm, corresponding to image arrays of 150 × 150, 200 

× 200, and 256 × 256. In Fig. 6, we show the RMSEs obtained 

at iteration 1,000 as functions of the weighting factor. 
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Fig. 6: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, from 

reconstructions with different pixel sizes. 

 

F. Magnification Factor 

We investigated how the scanning geometry affects the choice 

of the weighting factor by considering the fan-beam scan with 

different SR distances. Specifically, in addition to the SR of 40 

cm in the default study, we also considered SR distances 50 cm, 

60 cm, and 10000 cm, which corresponds to a parallel-beam 

configuration. In Fig. 7, the RMSEs computed at iteration 1,000, 

as functions of the weighting factor, for different SR distances. 

G. Scaling of System Matrix 

The norm of the system matrix A changes accordingly when 

A  (i.e., each of its elements) is scaled by a constant. In Fig. 8, 

we show the RMSEs calculated at iteration 1,000 for three 

different scaling constants 0.1, 1, and 10. Using the CP 

algorithm, one can show that the choice of the weighting factor 

/  is not affected by the scaling. This observation is 

confirmed by the virtually identical numerical results in Fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 7: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, for 

different fan-beam source-to-detector distances SRs. 

 
Fig. 8: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, for 

different scaling factors of the system matrix. 

 

H. Scaling of Image 

Similarly, when the values of image x  are scaled by a constant 

factor, it can be shown that the convergence property of the CP 

algorithm remains unchanged by scaling the weighting factor 

with the same constant factor. We carried out a study in which 

the image is scaled with a constant factor 0.1, 1, and 10, 

respectively. In Fig. 9, we display RMSEs, divided by the 

scaling factors, at iteration 1,000 for different scaling constants.  

I. Image Structure 

Motivated by the observation that the scaling factor of image 

values can result in the change of the weighting factor, we 

investigate how the weighting factor would vary for images 

with different shapes and structures. Therefore, in addition to 

the Shepp-Logan phantom, we also performed a study in which 

a Forbild phantom was used. In the study, both phantoms are 

represented by 256 × 256 arrays with identical pixel size of 

0.078 cm. In Fig. 10, we show the RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as 

functions of the weighting factor, for the two phantoms.  

 

 
Fig. 9: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, divided by the respective constant scaling 

factors, for different weighting factors.  
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Fig. 10: RMSEs at iteration 1,000, as functions of the weighting factor, for 

different phantoms.  

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

In this work, we have investigated the convergence rate of the 

CP algorithm at its early iterations in CT-image reconstruction. 

The weighting factor is shown to play a key role in affecting the 

convergence rate. Using various reconstruction metrics, we 

have studied the choice of the appropriate weighting factor 

under various imaging conditions of practical implication. In 

terms of RMSEs between reconstructed and truth images, 

weighting factor /   = 0.01 appears to be an appropriate 

selection for the imaging conditions considered. (For a case in 

which image values are scaled by a constant, appropriate choice 

of the weighting factor can readily be obtained by scaling /   

= 0.01 with the corresponding constant.) It is highly likely that 

this selection of the weighting factor is not truly optimal, e.g., in 

terms of yielding the lowest RMSE, it can nevertheless be 

acceptable as suboptimal because appropriately selected 

weighting factor /   impacts only the convergence rate, 

instead of the convergence, of the CP algorithm. 

 

As the imaging condition improves, e.g. with more samplings 

or wider angular range, the RMSE curves show a wider valley, 

suggesting that better conditioned systems are more robust to 

the selection of the weighting factor.  The numerical results on 

the convergence rate of the CP algorithm may provide insights 

into establishing theoretically connections between the 

weighting factor and convergence rate. Such connections may 

in turn be exploited for designing a strategy for selecting an 

optimal weighting factor for further enhancing the convergence 

rate of the CP algorithm especially at early iterations in solving 

the constrained-TV-minimization problem in CT-image 

reconstruction. The study result for CT-image reconstruction 

based upon a constrained-TV minimization in the work may not 

directly applicable to other optimization problems. The 

approach employed can, however, be generalized for 

investigating parameter tuning in solving other optimization 

problems. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a new statistical interior 

tomography approach for computed tomography.  First, a 
compressed sensing (CS) based interior tomography is performed 
under the criteria of penalized weighed least-square (PWLS), 
which contains two terms, i.e., the weighted least-square (WLS) 
fidelity and the total variation (TV) prior terms.  Second, an 
interior projection extrapolation based FBP reconstruction result 
is used as the initial guess for the reconstruction.  Third, an 
interior feature refinement step is added to pick the losing 
structure information and preserve more details.  The 
reconstruction results from both normal- and low-dose datasets 
demonstrate that the presented algorithm performs better than 
other methods in suppressing noise, truncated artifacts and 
preserving features.  
 

Index Terms—Compressed sensing, computed tomography 
(CT), interior tomography, penalized weighed least-square 
(PWLS), feature refinement. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
XCESSIVE radiation exposure in computed 

tomography (CT) examinations can induce cancerous, 
genetic and other diseases, which has caused significant 
concerns to patients.  In many clinical practice, physicians only 
pay attention to relatively small interior organs, such as the 
heart, lung and bones.  The radiation will be reduced 
significantly if only the interior region of interest (ROI) is 
scanned using narrower beam [1].  Motivated by these needs, 
exact reconstruction the interior ROI from truncated local 
projections has been widely studied, which is also called the 
“interior problem”.  However, the interior problem does not 
have a unique solution if only additional information about the 
object can be provided.  At present, there are three types of such 
an additional information: (1) if additional projection data are 
available [2]; (2) if complete knowledge on a small sub region 
inside the interior ROI is available [3, 4]; and (3) if the interior 
ROI is piecewise constant or polynomial [5-7]. 
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Many researches use projection extrapolation method to 

approximate the missing projection segments using some a 
priori information [2].  However, the above method cannot 
produce exactly reconstruction results with theoretical basis 
and often add new artifacts in the boundaries.  What’s more, the 
misalignment between the desired- and prior- projections 
cannot be ignored. 

Recently, it was found that the interior problem can be 
exactly and stably solved based on the assumption that a 
sub-region is known in the ROI in advance.  A general interior 
reconstruction approach was proposed using a truly truncated 
Hilbert transform (THT) on a line-segment inside a compactly 
supported object aided by partial knowledge on one or both 
neighboring intervals of that segment [8].  To solve the 
inversion of the THT, a projection onto convex set (POCS) [3] 
method and a singular value decomposition (SVD) [4] method 
were adapted respectively.  However, in many practical 
situations, especially in the scenario of contrast-enhanced CT 
studies, prior knowledge on a sub region inside the interior ROI 
cannot be available in advance, which limits the development 
of this method. 

The image reconstruction community experienced a 
dramatic revitalization when compressed sensing (CS) theory 
was proposed, which addressed the sampling condition for 
accurate reconstruction of an image object [9, 10].  Inspired by 
this powerful theory, it has been mathematically proven that an 
interior ROI can be exactly and stably reconstructed via a total 
variation (TV) minimization [5] or high-order TV (HOT) 
minimization [6] if the ROI is piecewise constant or polynomial.  
This is due to that any ‘ghost’ function invisible from measured 
local data cannot survive the TV or HOT minimization [1].  
However, piecewise constant assumption may not be valid 
globally within the interior ROI, especially in real data where 
subtle image intensity changes.  Moreover, these methods did 
not take into account the statistical nature of local projection 
data and would not work well in the case of low-dose data [11, 
12].  In this regard, statistical modeling and reconstruction of 
local projection data were needed to be considered.  On the 
other hand, in TV minimization, low-frequency patch 
structures are present and fine structure information is lost, 
especially in images when the dose is very low [13].  Motivated 
by these observations, restoring the missing features due to TV 
minimization is also highly desirable to achieve exact interior 
reconstruction. 

In this paper, we propose a statistical interior tomography 
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approach to improve interior tomography for further radiation 
dose reduction and higher image quality.  First, a TV based 
interior tomography is performed under the criteria of 
penalized weighed least-square (PWLS).  Second, an interior 
projection extrapolation based FBP reconstruction result is 
used as the initial guess.  Third, an interior feature refinement 
step is added to pick the losing structure information and 
preserve more details.  The proposed approach aims at relieving 
the requirement of piecewise constant or polynomial by taking 
into account of the statistical nature of interior projections and 
obtaining exact ROI result by restoring the missing features in 
the iteration. 

II. METHODS 

A. Statistical Objective Function 
Mathematically, the PWLS criterion for CT image 

reconstruction can be rewritten as follows [14]: 

 * 1

0
argmin ( )' ( ) ( )y H y H R


    


           (1) 

where H  represents the system or projection matrix, y  
represents the obtained sinogram data.   R  is the penalty 

term.    is a diagonal matrix with the i th element of 2
i

  
which is the variance of sinogram data y . In the 

implementation, the variance of 2
i

  was determined by the 
following mean-variance relationship [15]: 

    2 2

0 0

1 1
exp 1 exp 1.25

i i i e
p p

I I
 

        
            (2) 

where 
0
I  denotes the incident X-ray intensity, 

i
p  is the mean 

of the sinogram data at bin i  and 2
e

  is the background 
electronic noise variance. 

According to the CS-based interior tomography theory, the 
interior ROI can be exactly reconstructed via minimizing an 
objective function which is associated with an appropriate 
sparsifying transform, and TV is most commonly used [5].  In 
this paper, TV is used as the penalty and is defined as follows: 

2 2
, 1, , , 1

s,

TV( ) ( ) ( )
s t s t s t s t

t

                  (3) 

here s and t  are the indices of the location of the attenuation 
coefficients of the desired-image.   is a small constant used 
for keeping differentiable with respect to the image intensity. 

In this paper, the TV regularized PWLS approach is referred 
as “PWLS-TV”. Comparing with TV constrained algebraic 
reconstruction technique (ART) interior tomography approach 
proposed in [4], the PWLS-TV approach can utilizes the 
statistical distribution of photons, producing better image 
quality in low-dose protocol. 

B. Projection Extrapolation 
The goal of projection data extrapolation is to mitigate 

truncation artifacts and to moderately extend the field of view 
that is reconstructed accurately.  The approach used in this 

study approximates the support of the object by an ellipsoid [2, 
12].  First, simulate projection data of ellipsoid.  Then, do the 
extrapolation between the boundary of the truncated projection 
and the ellipsoid projection.  Last, perform FBP reconstruction 
from the extrapolated projection.  In this paper, the FBP 
reconstruction with projection extrapolation was named as 
“FBP-EP”.  It is used as the initial guess for the above 
PWLS-TV statistical iteration.  This method ensures continuity 
at the boundary between the measured and extrapolated 
regions. 

C. Interior Feature Refinement  
In clinical practice, the image object is complicated and 

small-scale and low-contrast structures are often important for 
diagnosis.  However, fine structure information is likely to be 
lost in the TV minimization, especially in the images when dose 
is very low [13].  Inspired by this observation, an interior 
feature refinement (IFR) step was proposed.  First, to preserve 
more details and filter out the noise and noise-like artifacts in 
reconstruction, a feature descriptor 

t
f  was used, which can be 

calculated by the following equation: 

1

2 2
1

2
1 pq

t

p q

C
f

C



 


 

 
                              (4) 

where local statistics
p

 and 
pq

 are defined as, 

2 1/2

1
( ( ) )

N

p i pi
p 


  and 

1
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N

pq i p i qi
p q  


   , 

1

N

p ii
p


  , p  and q  denote two local image patches in 

corresponding interior ROI, extracted from   and a degraded 

images
d

  obtained by a linear Gaussian filter, respectively.  

The constants 
1
C and 

2 1
/ 2C C  are introduced for 

numerical stability.  For details of the descriptor, please refer to 
16].  The value of each element in the feature descriptor image 

t
f  is in the interval [0, 1], and the more its value in 

t
f  is close 

to 1, the higher probability it belongs to the structure part.  This 
descriptor can be seen as a filter or mask for preserving the 
meaningful structure information and discarding the noise-like 
artifacts.  Finally, we can have the feature refining model as: 

IFR t
f                                       (5) 

where 
IFR

  is the feature refined image,  is the residual image 
between each iteration step in the process of the PWLS-TV 
minimization.  

t
f   is the detected structure image and the 

symbol   represents the point-wise multiplication. 
The proposed PWLS-TV approach combining an IFR step is 

referred to as “PWLS-TV-IFR” in this paper.  Fig. 1 is the 
flowchart of the present approach for CT interior tomography.  
In the implementation, for minimizing (1), a modified gradient 
descent algorithm was used in this paper, and the feature 
refined step was added in each iteration. 

To validate and evaluate the performance of the present 
PWLS-TV-IFR approach, the local FBP-EP approach, the TV 
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constrained ART approach (ART-TV), and the PWLS-TV 
approach without an interior feature refinement step was also 
carried out for comparison, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  A flowchart of the present PWLS-TV-IFR approach. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Simulations 
In this experiment, a digital XCAT phantom were used for 

experimental data simulations (Fig. 2).  We chose a geometry 
that was representative for a mono-energetic fan-beam CT 
scanner setup with a circular orbit to acquire 1,160 views over 
2π.  The distance from the rotation center to the curved detector 
is 570 mm and the distance from the X-ray source to the 
detector is 1,140 mm.  An equi-spatial virtual detector was 
assumed.  The number of channels per view was 168 with a 
total length of 235 mm.  Each phantom is composed by 512 × 
512 square pixels with the intensity value from 0 to 0.0224.  
The size of each pixel is 0.5 mm ×0.5 mm.  An interior ROI was 
defined by the local scanning beam.  Only the projection data 
through the ROI were obtained. 

     
Fig. 2. The XCAT phantoms and interior ROI image.  Only the projection data 
through the ROI were obtained.  All the images are displayed in a same window 
[0.004, 0.019]. 
 

For the noisy truncated projection data, after calculating the 
noise-free truncated line integral y , the noisy measurement 

i
b  

at each bin i  was generated according to the statistical model 
of pre-logarithm projection data [15]: 

2
0

Poisson( exp( )) Normal(0, )
i i e
b I y                 (6) 

where 
0
I  denotes the incident x-ray intensity and 2

e
  is the 

background electronic noise variance, which was set to 10 in 
the experiment.  The noisy measurement 

i
y  was calculated by 

the logarithm transform of 
i
b .  In the present study, normal- 

and low-dose scanning protocol was simulated by setting the 
x-ray exposure level to 5.0×105 and 1.0×105, respectively. 

B. Reconstruction from normal dose datasets 
Fig. 3 shows the images and zoomed interior ROIs 

reconstructed by the FBP-EP, ART-TV, PWLS-TV and 
PWLS-TV-IFR method using the simulated truncated normal 
dose projection data ( 5

0
5 10I   , 1160 views), respectively. 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

 
(c)                                                           (d) 

Fig. 3. XCAT phantom reconstructions by different methods from a truncated 
normal dose dataset.  (a) the image reconstructed by the FBP-EP method; (b) 
the image reconstructed by the ART-TV method; (c) the image reconstructed 
by the PWLS-TV method; (d) the image reconstructed by the PWLS-TV-IFR 
method. All the images are displayed in a same window [0.004, 0.019]. 
 

It can be observed that the truncation artifacts are mostly 
corrected on the FBP-EP image.  The use of ART-TV and 
PWLS-TV result in image contains less artifacts but worse 
resolution and degraded details. The reconstructions using the 
presented PWLS-TV-IFR method exhibits noticeable gains 
than the ones from the ART-TV and PWLS-TV method in 
preserving the small-scale and low-contrast structures, as 
indicated by the arrows in the zoomed four ROIs. 

  
Fig. 4.  Profiles of different results in Fig. 3, located at the pixel positions x 
from 140 to 380 and y=255. The “dotted line” denotes the ground-truth; the 
‘dot-dot-dashed line’ denotes the FBP-EP approaches; the ‘dot line’ denotes the 
ART-TV approaches; the ‘dot-dashed line’ denotes the PWLS-TV approaches; 
and the “solid line” denotes the PWLS-TV-IFR approaches. 
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Fig. 4 depicts the horizontal profiles of the reconstructions in 
Fig. 3.  The results reconstructed by ART-TV had a bias and the 
PWLS-TV achieved better performance.  Moreover, it is 
noticeable that the profiles from the presented PWLS-TV-IFR 
method agree much better with the profiles from the ideal 
phantom than those from other methods.  In other words, the 
presented PWLS-TV-IFR can achieve higher small-scale and 
low-contrast detestability as comparing to other methods. 

TABLE I 
IMAGE QUALITY METRICS ON THE INTERIOR ROI. 
Method RRMSE PSNR MPAE 

FBP-EP 0.028 24.34 0.33 

ART-TV 0.010 26.44 0.26 

PWLS-TV 0.009 26.82 0.20 

PWLS-TV-IFR 0.008 27.53 0.17 

 
Table 1 lists the relative root mean squared error (RRMSE), 

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and mean per cent absolute 
error (MPAE) measures of the images, as shown in Fig. 3.  The 
quantitative accuracy of each algorithm increases as expected 
from the qualitative evaluation.  It can be seen that the results 
from ART-TV, PWLS-TV, and PWLS-TV-IFR exhibited an 
average of more than 20% gains over that from the FBP-EP 
method in terms of RRMSE and MPAE, and of more than 8% 
gains in terms of PSNR.  The PWLS-TV-IFR method 
performed better than both ART-TV and PWLS-TV with 
higher PSNR and lower RRMSE and MPAE, which means less 
noise and better reconstruction accuracy. 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

 
(c)                                                           (d) 

Fig. 5. XCAT phantom reconstructions by different methods from a truncated 
low dose dataset.  (a) the image reconstructed by the FBP-EP method; (b) the 
image reconstructed by the ART-TV method; (c) the image reconstructed by 
the PWLS-TV method; (d) the image reconstructed by the PWLS-TV-IFR 
method.  All the images are displayed in a same window [0.004, 0.019]. 

C. Reconstruction from low dose datasets 
This method is expected to produce images with simulated 

low dose projections.  Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed images at 
the higher noise level ( 5

0
1 10I   ) by different 

reconstruction methods.  It can be observed that the FBP-EP 
images are noisy and with a little artifacts.  The ART-TV 
method mitigated noise.  However, details are degraded. The 
PWLS-TV-IFR results achieved best performance in 

preserving small-scale and low-contrast structures.  Although 
the PWLS-TV does not work as well as PWLS-TV-IFR, it 
outperforms the ART-TV method. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a statistical interior tomography approach 

combinig feature refinement was proposed.  First, a TV based 
interior tomography is performed under the criteria of PWLS.  
Second, an interior projection extrapolation based FBP 
reconstruction result is used as the initial guess.  Third, an 
interior feature refinement step is added to pick the losing 
structure information and preserve more details.  The 
reconstruction results from both normal- and low-dose 
projections datasets shows that the present PWLS-TV-IFR 
approach clearly outperformed the competitors, which 
demonstrates useful potential for interior tomography under 
low dose conditions. 
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Abstract—Two-stage reconstruction algorithms are effective 

for constrained reconstruction of computed tomography (CT). 
They usually combine projection onto convex sets (POCS) for 
data fidelity and non-negative constraints and gradient descent of 
total variation (TV) minimization, i.e. TV-POCS. However, these 
methods are sensitive to empirically selected parameters and lack 
of convergence analysis. In this work, we use the convex 
feasibility set approach to revisit this problem and propose a 
framework using POCS to find the solution in the intersection of 
convex constraints of bounded TV function, bounded data 
fidelity error and non-negativity, which can be similar to 
TV-POCS in operations. Without changing the TV-POCS 
formula, the condition for convergence is derived and the 
determination of parameters to satisfy this condition is also 
provided. The proposed method is discussed and demonstrated 
using the numerical experiments.    
 

Index Terms— two-stage reconstruction, constrained 
optimization, convex feasibility, total variation (TV), Projection 
onto convex sets (POCS), gradient descent. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
TERATIVE image reconstruction methods have shown many 
advantages over the conventional analytic reconstruction 

methods, such as sophisticated imaging system modeling and 
easy incorporation of prior information for increased image 
quality and/or reduced radiation dose. In X-ray computed 
tomography (CT), to deal with data inconsistence caused by 
noise or insufficient data in compressed sensing, two major 
constrained iterative reconstruction frameworks are 
extensively investigated: unconstrained optimization [1-6] and 
constrained optimization [7-11]. The former is in line with 
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, which combines the 
data fidelity and regularization terms together for a single 
unconstrained objective function and balances their 
contributions using a weighting parameter. In contrast, 
constrained optimization uses either data fidelity or image 
properties, such as total variation (TV), as the objective and 
puts others into constraints. It is more straightforward in such 
a way that reconstruction parameters have physical meanings 
and can be determined from the data, e.g. the error bound of 
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the data fidelity term in constrained TV minimization. For 
constrained reconstruction, two-stage methods pioneer on 
successful reconstruction of few-view and limited angle CT 
data [8, 11]. These methods typically combine projection onto 
convex sets (POCS) for data fidelity and non-negative 
constraints with TV minimization, a.k.a. TV-POCS. Although 
they are effective, these methods are sensitive to empirically 
selected parameters and do not guarantee to converge [8-11]. 
Theoretical investigation of two-stage methods may lead to 
better-behaved iterative reconstruction if there exist certain 
conditions for convergence.  

In this work, we show that two-stage methods can stem 
from a convex feasibility based reconstruction and its POCS 
solution can be similar to that of TV-POCS. Convex 
feasibility approaches are to find feasible solutions of CT 
reconstruction that fall in convex sets [6]. We show that the 
original TV-POCS algorithm [11] can converge under some 
condition in the framework of convex set projection. We also 
provide the theoretical way to determine parameters to satisfy 
this condition.    

II. METHODS 

A. Brief Review of TV-POCS  
X-ray CT imaging can be represented by a simplified linear 

model as, 
,        (1) 

where p∈RM is projection data, M∈RM×N is the system 
matrix, x∈RN is the image of attenuation coefficients to be 
reconstructed, and e is noise. The corresponding 
reconstruction can be expressed as the following constrained 
optimization: 

argmin
TV

=
x

x x        (2) 

subject to: 2 ε− ≤Mx p        (3) 

and 0≥x ,         (4) 
where •  is the l2 norm in data, ε is the data error tolerance, 

and  is the TV function
 

 ,
,
( )u vTV

u v
x= ∇∑x  in image 

domain, which is interchangeable with TV(x) in the following 
context. 

TV-POCS is to solve the above model iteratively until a 
satisfying solution reached [8-11]. One main iteration contains 
two stages: POCS for the two constraints in Eqs.(3) and (4), 
and minimization of the TV objective function in Eq. (2). 

p =Mx + e

• TV
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Specifically, the two constraints can be achieved through 
POCS: 

( )2
1 T

i i i
i

p= + −x x m x m
m

 for i=1,…, M, (5) 

{ | max{ ,0}}i ix x= =x x , (6) 
where mi is the ith row of M and pi is the ith element of p. Eq. 
(5) is well-known algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART). 
The ART can also be performed in parallel to speed up the 
reconstruction, such as SART [12]. 

The TV minimization of Eq. (2) can be achieved through 
gradient descent, 

1n n n
Asη+ = −x x  , (7) 

where n is the iteration number of TV minimization, 
( )

|| ( ) ||

n

n
n TVs

TV
∇=
∇

x
x

 and Aη  is a positive step-size. Usually, the 

non-differentiable TV can be replaced by its smoothed 
versions [2, 11] and ns  is the normalized gradient of the 
smoothed TV function of nx . 

Denoting ρ as a small positive number and Ad  as the sum 
of the absolute difference between images of POCS and TV 
stages, Aη  is determined by, 

A Adη ρ=  . (8) 
The step size is a key parameter to achieve desired solution in 
TV-POCS methods, which is empirically selected [11].To 
better balance the data fidelity and TV terms, an adaptive 
steepest descent (ASD) –POCS method was propose, in which 
ρ  becomes a variable and is updated during iterations [8]. 
Another approach to determine this parameter adaptively can 
be found in [9]. 

B. Convex sets of feasibility 
Minimization of Eq. (2) is equivalent to find a solution of 

TV(x*)=min(TV(x)). We consider a relaxed version of the 
equation with a desired range of TV value,  

TV τ≤x ,      (9) 

where τ ≥ TV (x*) . The CT reconstruction is converted to find 
a solution that satisfies three constrains Eqs. (3), (4) and (9). 
All three constraints lead to closed convex sets in RN Hilbert 
space. The data fidelity term, Eq. (3), defines points in RN that 
have a summed Euclidean distance to all hyperplanes no 
greater than ε . It can also be understood as an l2 ball with a 
radius of ε  in a linearly transformed RM space. Eq. (4) is 
the non-negative constraints confining the solutions in positive 
orthant. Eq. (9) is the TV constraint representing in an l1 ball 
of the magnitude of image gradient with a radius of τ. 
Denoting the points satisfy these constraints as C1, C2, and C3 
for Eqs. (3), (4), and (9), respectively, then the feasible 
solution of these constraints falls in the intersection of three 
sets  given that it is non-empty. From any 
start point, a unique solution exists, which is a point in set C0 
with the closest Euclidean distance to the start point. Such a 

solution can be solved using POCS, i.e. enforcing projections 
on C1, C2 and C3 either sequentially or simultaneously. 

C. Projection onto convex sets (POCS) 
Staring from a point outside a set defined in a Hilbert space, 

projection onto a set is the closest point on the set in terms of 
Euclidean distance. Using convex sets of feasibility, a solution 
of the set C0 can be achieved by the sequential projections, P1, 
P2 and P3 that satisfy P1x∈C1, P2x∈C2, and P3x∈C3 [13]. 

1) Projection onto C1 - P1 

Due to the huge size of M, projection onto C1 is achieved 
using iterative methods. The linear equation Mx=p defines M 
hyperplanes in RN.  The projection onto the ith hyperplane is 
the exact operation in Eq. (5). The projection onto set C1 can 
be obtained by conducting ART until the summed Euclidean 
distance is less or equal to ε . The ART is used for the 
projection P1 in this work although other iterative methods can 
be used as well. 

2) Projection onto C2 - P2 

The projection onto a non-negative set is straightforward 
and is given in Eq. (6).   

3) Projection onto C3 - P3 

Given a start point v (TV(v)>τ), projection onto set C3 to 
satisfy the TV constraint is the nearest point to v on C3, i.e. 

 . (10) 
Eq. (10) can be solved using the Lagrange method, 

,     (11) 

where 2( ) ( ( ) )J TVα τ= − + −x x v x  and the Lagrange 
multiplier  is a positive constant. Unfortunately, there is no 
close form projection for Eq. (11). The solution can only be 
obtained using iterative approaches, such as gradient descent 
or projection onto the l1 ball [2, 6]. Here, we show that the 
gradient descent of TV minimization can lead to 
non-increasing J(x) under some condition, thus to projection 
onto C3, P3. 

It can be shown that J(x) has Lipschitz continuous gradient 
with Lipschitz constant L, which satisfies 

21 1 1( ) ( ) ( ),
2

n n n n n n nLJ J J x x x x+ + +≤ + ∇ − + −x x x (12) 

where ( ) 2( ) ( )J TVα∇ = − + ∇x x v x  and •  is the inner 
product in RN. The Lipschitz constants are no greater than 
eight and twelve for 2D and 3D differentiation, respectively. 
The appropriate value can be determined numerically [2]. By 
using Eq. (7) of the TV minimization, the inequality in Eq. 
(12) can be converted into, 

( ) 2
1( ) ( ) 2( ), ( )

2
n n n n n A

A
LJ J s TV ηη α+− ≥ − + ∇ −x x x v x ,

 

(13) 

where we use the fact that 
2
1ns = . In order to make the 

right side of Eq. (13) positive, we just need to select ηA in the 
following way, 

0 A Tη≤ ≤  , (14) 

C0 = C1∩C2 ∩C3

2argmin . . ( )s t TV τ= − ≤x x v x

argmin ( )J=x x

α
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where ( )( )2 2( ), ( )n n ns TV
LT

α− + ∇
=

x v x
. Such a selection of ηA 

will lead to 1( ) ( )n nJ J+ ≤x x , i.e. continuously decreasing. If 

the sequence of ( )nJ x  approaches the local minimum, it 
approaches the global minimum as well since ( )J x  is convex. 
Thus, although Eq. (7) is intended for TV minimization, it can 
also be used to find the projection of v onto set C3, i.e. 
TV(P3v)≤τ, given that Eq. (14) is satisfied. 

Once we defined projections P1, P2 and P3, x=(P3P2P1)x can 
be conducted repeatedly. Based on POCS, the sequence 
converges weakly to a point in convex set C0 if C0 is 
non-empty (or strongly in a finite-dimensional space) [13].  

D. Determination of the Lagrange parameter α 
The condition of Eq. (14) depends on the Lagrange 

multiplier α.   It is related to the TV values of the TV 
constraints ( τ ) and the initial image (TV(v)). Here, we 
provide the range for α based on the Lipshictz continuity of 
the TV function and the gradient of J(x).  

First, the lower bound of α  can  be  determined  by using the 
Lipschitz continuity of the TV function, 

 
   
TV (x)−TV (y) ≤ LTV x − y , ∀ x,  y ∈RN  , (15) 

where LTV is the Lipschitz constant of the smoothed TV. Using 
the fact that the optimal solution  !x  satisfies TV( !x )=τ and 
J( !x )=minJ(x), the Lagrange multiplier α must satisfy the 
following condition, 

        
2

2
( )

TV

TV
L

τα −≥ v  . (16) 

Similarly, the upper bound of α   can   be   determined   by 
using the Lipschitz continuity of the gradient function of the 
objective function J(x), 

   
∇J (x)−∇J (y) ≤ L x − y , ∀ x, y ∈RN  (17) 

where L is the corresponding Lipschitz constant. It can be 
shown that 

   
α ≤

L2 TV (v)−τ( )
∇TV (v)

2  . (18) 

Note that the right hand side of Eq. (18) is not necessary 
greater than that of Eq. (16). Therefore, the selection of τ and 
the start point (leading to v) must be consistent with these 
conditions. 

E. Discussions 
In this work, we form CT reconstruction as a convex 

feasibility problem similar to [6]. The major difference of our 
work from [6] is that POCS is used to get the solution instead 
of the first-order primal dual (FOPD) algorithm. The proposed 
POCS framework of TV constrained reconstruction is similar 
to and provides a convergence safe guard for previous 
two-stage algorithms, such as TV-POCS. A specific 
convergence condition on the step-size of gradient descent of 
TV minimization can be exploited to assure the convergence 
for two-stage algorithms instead of heuristic parameter tuning 

[8-10]. TV-POCS may not find the optimal solution of the 
original constrained optimization problem (Eqs. (2)-(4)). 
Rather, it can converge to a point that is closest to the start 
point in a relaxed set around the original optimum based on 
the POCS theory. The advantage of two-stage methods is that 
the optimization problem is composed of two (major) separate 
parts: 1) P1 for data fidelity and 2) P3 for TV minimization. 
The improvement of the computational complexity can be 
greatly simplified utilizing this separation and lead to faster 
computation. For instance, due to use of the projection and 
backprojection operations, ART is generally more 
computational intense than TV minimization. Two-stage 
algorithms usually perform more TV minimization steps than 
ART steps for a good balance of reconstruction performance 
and computational speed [8-11]. In addition, the relaxed 
projection algorithms (Prelaxed=(1-λ)x+λPx for λ∈(0,2)) can be 
easily adapted for faster convergence. Finally, the initial start 
point as well as the parameters ε and τ may affect the final 
solution and the convergence speed. Therefore, prior 
knowledge of these physical parameters shall be included as 
much as possible.  

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
As a preliminary demonstration, CT imaging of 

Shepp-Logan phantom was used to study the thresholds of TV 
gradient descent step-size given in Eq. (14) and to validate the 
convergence of TV-POCS by analyzing the change of J(x) 
during TV minimization. The reconstruction was conducted 
using TV-POCS described by Eqs. (5)-(8) while using ρ = 0.1  
in Eq. (8) (similar to [11]).  

The changes of the objective function J(x) with TV-POCS 
iterations are shown in Figure 1. The changes during 10th to 
13th main iterations are shown on the top, while the changes 
during 101th to 103rd iterations are shown at the bottom. 
Between two successive main iterations, the TV gradient 
descent sequence is shown to demonstrate the change of J(x). 
In all these cases, J(x) decreases in each TV gradient-descent 
subroutine. Thus, Eq. (7) seems to effectively achieve P3. It is 
also noted that the oscillation between P3 and other two 
projections exists, even though the amplitude of the oscillation 
decreases along the main iteration (from ~180 to <60). The 
small size oscillation may be caused by the numerical 
precision, but the non-negligible oscillation is likely due to the 
tight selection of the parameters ε and τ, which results in an 
empty intersection. To avoid the oscillation, either the 
parameters ε and τ can be expanded to be have a non-empty 
intersection (although the smaller intersection is preferred to 
have a solution closer to the optimum of the original problem), 
or simultaneous POCS can be used to reach the unique 
solution even for an empty intersection.   

Next, we investigated whether the condition of Eq. (14) is 
satisfied using Eq. (8) when ρ = 0.1 . As shown in Figure 2, 
the step-size Aη  is always smaller than T during the iterations. 
We also verified that α indeed fell in the range of Eqs. (16) 
and (18). The good behavior of TV-POCS is not just a 
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coincidence, but rather a special case that satisfies conditions 
derived in the framework of POCS.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we treat constrained CT reconstruction as a 
convex-set feasibility problem and propose a POCS 
framework to find the solution. We also derive the 
convergence condition if the gradient descent is used for 
projection onto the TV convex set. If this condition is 
satisfied, previous TV-POCS methods can be adapted to find 
the solution of the convex-set feasibility problem. Since the 
solution and the convergence speed depend on the start point 
and a couple of physical parameters, future investigations are 
needed to address these practical problems for a solution 
approaching the optimum of the original constrained 
optimization problem.  

 
Figure 1 Changes of J(x) with TV-POCS iterations. 
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Dual EnergyCT Image Iterative Reconstruction
Using an Average Image Induced Edge-preserving

Prior
Dong Zeng, Jing Huang, Zhaoying Bian, Hua Zhang, Shanzhou Niu,

Yi Fan, Member, IEEE, Zhengrong Liang,Fellow, IEEE, and Jianhua Ma,Member, IEEE

Abstract—Dual energy computed tomography (DECT) has
attracted great interest because of its ability of material de-
composition and energy-selective imaging. One generic problem
of current DECT is that the decomposition process would lead
to severe noise boost in the resultant images. To obviate this
drawback, in this work, with the aim to yield clinically acceptable
DECT images from low-mAs acquisitions, we develop an iterative
image reconstruction algorithm based on the maximum a poste-
rior (MAP) principle by incorporating an average image induced
edge-preserving prior. The experimental results on physical
phantom show that the present algorithm can achieve promising
results for DECT image reconstruction in noise-induced artifact
suppression.

Index Terms—dual energy CT, maximum a posterior, image
reconstruction, edge-preserving prior.

I. I NTRODUCTION

DUAL energy computed tomography (DECT) has at-
tracted great interest because of its ability of material

decomposition and energy-selective imaging [1]. Comparing
to standard CT, or a single-energy CT, DECT has led to
a wide range of clinical applications, such as the automatic
bone removal and assessment of myocardial blood supply [2]
because of its advantage on differentiating materials. At any
energy with the diagnostic range, the measurements in the
images can be approximated as a linear combination of a pair
of different actual or even virtual components, such as water
and iodine, photoelectric interaction and Compton scattering,
referred to as basis images [1, 3]. In DECT, the basis images
can be separated from two sets of measurements at two differ-
ent source energies by solving an inverse problem. However,
a generic problem of the direct inversion process is that the
resulting images will suffer from severe noise and artifacts. In
this work, we propose an iterative approach that combines the
reconstruction and the material decomposition procedures to
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retain the DECT image quality without noticeable resolution
loss.

In the application with DECT scans, similar information
among the two energy-specific frames has great similarities.
A previous scanned high-quality diagnostic CT image or
an average image from two kVp scans may be used as a
prior information to improve the fellow-up low-dose scan
reconstructions [4-7]. Szczykutowiczet al. [4] proposed a prior
image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) algorithm for
dual energy CT reconstruction by incorporating a prior image
(averaging over FBP images reconstructed from different en-
ergies) into the reconstruction procedure. Recently, Zhanget
al. [6] proposed a prior-image induced nonlocal regularization
for statistical iterative reconstruction, where the regularization
utilized the redundant information in the prior image. Inspired
by this recent work, this study aims to incorporate an av-
erage image induced edge-preserving prior into an iterative
image reconstruction algorithm with the maximum a posterior
(MAP) principle, wherein the average image is generated from
all of the images reconstructed from the two energies. For
simplicity, the present algorithm is termed ‘MAP-aviNLM’.
Specifically, the present MAP-aviNLM algorithm utilizes the
redundant information in the average image and considers
data-dependent variance estimation, aiming to improve current
low-dose DECT images quality. Evaluations with the physical
phantom DECT dataset clearly demonstrate that the present
method achieves higher accuracy of image reconstruction with
lower image noise level.

II. M ETHODS AND MATERIALS

A. DECT measurement model

Under the assumption of monochromatic X-ray generation,
the DECT measurement can be approximately expressed as
discrete linear system:

Y = MU, (1)

where Y = [yH , yL]T denotes the obtained sinogram data
at high energy and low energy respectively (projections after
system calibration and logarithm transformation), andU =
[µH , µL]T is the vectorized reconstructed CT images at high
energy and low energy respectively, where ‘T’ denotes the
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matrix transpose.M in Eq. 1 represents the joint system or
projection matrix, which can be expressed as follows:

M = I2×1 ⊗G, (2)

whereI2×1 is the identity matrix of size of 2× 1. ⊗ denotes
the matrix Kronecker matrix. The operatorG denotes system
or projection matrix with size ofI×J , whereI is the number
of detector bins andJ is the number of image voxel at high
or low energy.Gij is typically calculated as the length of
intersection of projection rayi with voxel j at high or low
energy. The goal for DECT image reconstruction is to estimate
vectorized CT imagesU at the two energies to enable material
decomposition in the image domain.

According to the measurement model (1) and the MAP es-
timation criterion, we utilize penalized weighed least-squares
(PWLS) image reconstruction with a prior termR(U) to
improve the quality of reconstructed images. Consequently, the
low-dose dual energy CT reconstruction can be formulated as:

U∗ = arg min
U≥0

{
(Y −MU)′Σ(Y −MU) + ~βR (U)

}
, (3)

where ~β is a hyper-parameter vector to balance the fidelity
term (i.e. the first term of Eq. 3) and prior term, and~β =
[βH , βL]T . Σ is the inverse covariance of sinogram dataY ,

∑
=

[
ωH 0
0 ωL

]
, (4)

where ωi,H = 1
σi,H

, ωi,L = 1
σi,L

, σ2
i,H is the varianceof

sinogram datayH andσ2
i,L is the variance of sinogram datayL.

In the implementation, the variance ofσ2
i,H/L was determined

by the following mean-variance relationship proposed by Ma
et al. [8], which can be described by the following analytical
formula:

σ2
i,H/L =

1

I0,H/L

exp(p̄i,H/L)(1+
1

I0,H/L

exp(p̄i,H/L)(σ2
e−1.25)),

(5)

whereI0,H/L represents the incident X-ray intensity at high
or low energy,p̄i,H/L is the mean of sinogram data at bini at
high or low energy andσ2

e is the background electronic noise
variance.

B. Overview of the aviNLM regularization

The regularization termR(U) in Eq. 3 has a strong in-
fluence on the quality of the reconstructed images. In this
paper, according to our previous studies for nonlocal means
regularization in iterative reconstruction for single-energy CT
for low-dose CT image restoration in our previous study [5,
6], we propose in this work an averaged image induced edge-
preserving prior (named ‘aviNLM’ prior), which is expressed
as:

R (U) = φp (U − aviNLM(U)) , (6)

where φp denotes a positive function. Specifically, in this
study, a non-quadratic function that can preserve edges in the
reconstructed image is adopted [9]:

φp(∆) = ‖∆‖p
p 1 < p < 2, (7)

where‖·‖p denotes the p-norm of the discrete magnitude of
the image and in this study,p was set to 1.5 for all cases to
illustrate the performance of the regularization.

aviNLM(U) in Eq. 8 represents an average image induced
nonlocal means filter [10],which is defined as follows:

aviNLM(U(i)) =




∑
j∈Ni

wH(i, j)µav

∑
j∈Ni

wL(i, j)µav


 , (8)

whereNi represents the search window in the image volume
µav which is produced by averaging the images from two tube
energies. The weightwH/L(i, j) depends on the similarity
between the voxeli in the object imagesµH/L and the voxel
j in the average imageµav, which can be written as:

wH/L(i, j) =
C(i) · exp

{
−

∥∥µH/L(Vi)− C(i) · µav(Vj)
∥∥2

2,a

/
h2

}

∑
j∈Ni

exp
{
−

∥∥µH/L(Vi)− C(i) · µav(Vj)
∥∥2

2,a

/
h2

} ,

(9)

whereVi andVj denote two similarity patch-windows centered
at the pixel i in the high energy imageµH or the low
energy imageµL and at the pixelj in the prior imageµav

that utilizes all available photons, respectively. The notation
‖·‖2,α denotes a Gaussian-weighted Euclidean distance metric
between two similarity patch-windows, whereα denotes the
standard deviation of Gaussian function [11]. The parameter
h in Eqs. 10 and 11 represents smoothing factor controlling
the decay of the exponential function.

In dual energy imaging, the different photon counts in
each kVp leads to the attenuation coefficient changes in
the each resulting energy-specific image. Therefore, a local
compensation factorC is naturally needed in Eq. 11 to account
for local intensity change. In this study, the compensation
factor C is defined as follows:

C
(
µH/L (Vi) , µav (Vj)

)
=

E
(
µH/L (Vi)

)

E (µav (Vj))
, (10)

whereE(·) denotes the expected value or mean of the intensity
in the patch-windowV . In summary, the cost function in Eq.
3 can be rewritten as:

U∗ = arg min
U≥0

{
(Y −MU)′Σ(Y −MU) + ~β ‖U − aviNLM(U)‖p

p

}
.

(11)

C. Implementation of the MAP-aviNLM algorithm

Due to the nonlinear form of the aviNLM regularization
with respect to the object imageswH/L and the prior image
µav, it is difficult to effectively minimize the objective function
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in Eq. 13 accordingto general optimization algorithm. To
solve problem, in this work, similar to our previous works [5],
an alternating minimization scheme was used to optimize the
objective function in Eq. 13 in which the weightswH/L in Eq.
10 can be automatically adjusted according to the similarity
between the patch-windows in the current estimationUn (n
denotes the iterative index) and the prior averaged imageµav

during each iteration. In summary, the proposed MAP-aviNLM
algorithm approach for DECT image reconstruction has three
main steps as follows:

(1) Prior estimation.Given the current estimationUn and
the average imageµav, the aviNLM filter in Eq. 10 is first
performed betweenUn and µav and then the penalty term
R(U) is calculated in Eq. 8.

(2) Steepest descent optimization.For minimizing the cost
function of the MAP-aviNLM, a steepest descent optimization
algorithm is utilized to yield new image estimation, i.e.,Un+1,
which can be described as follows:

Un+1 = Un− ~αn+1(MT (Σ(MUn−Y )))− ~βR′(Un), (12)

where~αn+1 = [αn+1
H , αn+1

L ]T denotes the gradient step-size
and can be determined adaptively by using following estimator
[12]:

αn+1
H/L =

HT H

(HG)T (ωH/L(HG))
, H = GT (ΣH/L(Gµn

H/L − yH/L))

(13)

and

R′(Un) = p ∗ q′(Un) ∗ |q(Un)|p−1 (14)

q′(Un) = (1− Z−1)sign(Un − aviNLM(Un)) (15)

where Z denotes the normalizing factor of the aviNLM
filter for each voxel in Eq. 10. In the implemen-
tation, as Z À 1, let R′(Un) ≈ psign(Un −
aviNLM(Un))|Un − aviNLM(Un)|p−1.

(3) Cycle update.UpdateUn+1 using the aforementioned
step in each cycle until stop criteria is satisfied.

(4) Image-based material decomposition[13].
In the implementation, the preliminary image reconstructed

by the FBP method with ramp filter is used to the initial
estimation for all iterative algorithms. The total number of
iteration n is set to 50 for yielding stable image estimation.

D. Experimental data acquisition

To validate and evaluate the performance of the MAP-
aviNLM for DECT image reconstruction from low-dose CT
measurement, the physical phantom as shown in Fig. 1 was
used in the experiments. The phantom was scanned by a 64-
detector dual energy CT scanner (Discovery CT750 HD GE)
with two different tube potentials (i.e., 80 and 140 kVp) to
acquire the dual energy CT images. In all of the cases, the
associated imaging parameters of the CT scanner were set as
follows: 0.6 s tube rotation time, 1.25 mm collimation, 600
mA tube current.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Physicalphantom used in the study: (a) the phantom picture; (b)
one slice of CT images.

E. Comparison method

To validate and evaluate the performance of the proposed
MAP-aviNLM algorithm, the PWLS-TV algorithm described
in [3] were adopted for comparison purpose, and the cost
function of the PWLS-TV approach can be written as follows:

[µ∗H , µ∗L] = arg min
[

1
2 ‖GµH − yH‖22 + 1

2 ‖GµL − yL‖22
+ β1 ·R (aµH + bµL) + β2 ·R (cµH + dµL)]

s.t. µH ≥ 0, µL ≥ 0,
(16)

wherea, b, c, d denote the elements of decomposition matrix,

and

(
a b
c d

)
=

(
µ1H µ2H

µ1L µ2L

)−1

, µij is the linear

attenuation coefficient of materiali (i = 1 or 2) in mm−1

under energy spectrumj (j = H or L).

III. R ESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed images by three different
algorithms. It can be seen that the results from the PWLS-TV
and MAP-aviNLM algorithms have noticeable gains relative
to those from the standard FBP algorithm as shown in the first
column in terms of noise-induced artifact suppression. Serious
streak artifacts have been successfully suppressed in the image
reconstruction from the PWLS-TV algorithm as shown in
second column, but obvious artifacts still exist. As shown
in the third column, the present MAP-aviNLM algorithm
can not only successfully suppress the noise-induced artifacts
but also achieve a noticeable image resolution preserving as
comparison with the PWLS-TV algorithm.

Fig. 3 shows the MTFs from the results of PWLS-TV
and MAP-aviNLM algorithms with the cases of the 80 and
140 kVp images, respectively. It can be observed that the
MAP-aviNLM algorithm can yield better image resolution
than the PWLS-TV method in all the cases. Fig. 4 shows
the decomposed images of basis materials from three different
algorithms. In the implementation of decomposition, the iodine
(material of the heighten area) and the water (material of
the background) are chosen as the basis materials. It can be
seen that the noise level in the iodine images from the MAP-
aviNLM algorithm is much lower than that from the other two
algorithms.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a novel MAP-aviNLM model for
low dose dual energy CT image reconstruction, which utilizes
the high degree of correlation existing in the dual energy data
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FBP PWLS-TV MAP-aviNLM

80 kVp

140 kVp

Fig. 2. The physical phantom reconstructions by different algorithms from
the dual energy CT projection data. For all the algorithms, the parameter were
selected by visual inspection for a good result and all the images are displayed
with the same window: [0.01 0.05]mm−1.
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Fig. 3. MTF curves from the PWLS-TV and MAP-aviNLM algorithms in
two cases. (a) is the case of 80 kVp; (b) is the case of 140 kVp.

FBP PWLS-TV MAP-aviNLM

Water

Bone

Fig. 4. Decomposed imagesof basis materials. Row one: the water images
from the material decomposition method after the FBP, PWLS-TV and MAP-
aviNLM processing. Row two: the bone images from material decomposition
method after the FBP, PWLS-TV and MAP-aviNLM processing, respectively.
All water images are displayed at the same window: [0.2 0.9] mg/mL and all
bone images are displayed at the same window: [-0.1 0.3] mg/mL.

set. The present MAP-aviNLM algorithm can utilize the huge
redundancy between the average image and the energy-specific
image by exploiting the nonlocal weights design of the non-
local means filtering. The preliminary experimental results
presented in Section III demonstrated that the gains from
the present MAP-aviNLM algorithm are remarkable compared
with those of the PWLS-TV algorithm in terms of quantitative
measurements, visual inspection and associated iodine images.

Further examination of more realistic situation is necessary to
prove the improvement of the MAP-aviNLM model for low-
dose DECT images reconstruction.
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Statistical iterative reconstruction for ultra
high-resolution x-ray tomography

Sebastian Allner, Andreas Fehringer, Astrid Velroyen, Jolanda Schwarz, Franz Pfeiffer, and Peter B. Noël

Abstract—Despite advancing in clinical x-ray applications, iter-
ative reconstruction techniques are slowly arriving in nondestruc-
tive testing. Especially for high-resolution tomography, iterative
reconstruction entails several advantages over the well established
filtered backprojection (FBP). In this work, we demonstrate
the advantages of statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) for
high-resolution tomographic data acquired with commercial x-
ray microscopy (XRM) devices. Further, we compare the SIR
results obtained from fewer projections with FBP reconstructions
(sparse as well as fully sampled). One can observe improved
image quality and feature representations when comparing SIR
results from under-sampled acquisitions with fully-sampled FBP
reconstructions. Therefore, translating advanced SIR into high-
resolution nondestructive testing applications allows to signifi-
cantly cut down measurement time.

Index Terms—Statistical iterative reconstruction, computed
tomography, undersampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE range of applications for iterative reconstruction tech-
niques in x-ray computed tomography (CT) has grown

significantly in the last years [1], [2]. In medical imaging,
iterative noise reduction algorithms are routinely used in
clinical day-to-day practice [3], [4], [5]. However, the standard
reconstruction in nondestructive testing and high-resolution
CT is still filtered backprojection (FBP), because compared to
medical applications the datasets are much larger. Another cru-
cial difference to medical imaging are very long scan durations
necessary to acquire high-resolution tomographic scans due to
small detector pixel sizes and comparably low flux of highly
focused x-ray sources. In addition, the sampling criterion de-
mands a lot of angular views for FBP reconstructions of high-
resolution data. Iterative reconstruction techniques address
these methodological demand, as they require a significantly
reduced number of projection angles compared to FBP [9],
[10]. When using iterative reconstruction, this demands a
lot of computation power and fast algorithms to obtain a
high-quality reconstruction within an acceptable time frame.
Algorithmic improvements leading to faster convergence and
faster computing devices such as GPUs have aided to make
those requirements more and more reachable [6], [7], [8].
Therefore, the advantages of iterative reconstruction concepts

S. Allner, A. Fehringer, A. Velroyen, J. Schwarz, F. Pfeiffer, and P. B. Noël
are with Lehrstuhl für Biomedizinische Physik, Physik-Department & Institut
für Medizintechnik, Technische Universität München, 85748 Garching, Ger-
many, e-mail: (sebastian.allner@tum.de)

F. Pfeiffer, and P. B. Noël are with Institut für diagnostische und in-
terventionelle Radiologie, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technische Universität
München, 81675 München, Germany.

can now be translated into nondestructive testing. Among
those advantages is the improvement of image quality by
the means of including a statistical noise model, weight-
ing of measurement data according to their reliability, or
by incorporating prior information about local smoothness.
Consequently, the means of image quality improvement and its
robustness towards noisy or undersampled data render SIR into
a generally more versatile than state-of-the-art FBP framework
[11].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Statistical iterative reconstruction

We use a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) approach, which
combines a likelihood function from a statistical model with
prior knowledge of the sample. We assume Gaussian statistics
in our measurements leading to a data fidelity equal to a least-
squares approach:

D =
∑
θ,i

αθ,i −∑
j

Aθi,jδj

2

, (1)

where αθ,i are the acquired projection images under a
specific angle θ and δj the values in the image volume.
They are set into relation with each other via the projection
matrix Aθij , which forwardprojects the image volume to the
projection space.

Furthermore, we use a Huber potential for regularization
because of the numerical instability of this ill-posed problem
[12]. The Huber regularization is a soft smoothness prior that
penalizes gray-value differences of adjacent voxels depending
on their extent. Small differences are treated as noise and
larger differences are considered edges. Respectively, they are
penalized quadratically and linearly:

RH(δk, δl, γ) =
∑
k

∑
l∈Nk

{
(δk−δl)2

2γ2 for|δk − δl| ≤ γ
|δk−δl|−γ/2

γ for|δk − δl| > γ.

(2)
Here the parameter δk is the image voxel value and the δl
are the gray values in its neighborhood Nk. The parameter γ
defines the transition point between linear and the quadratic
penalty.
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Fig. 1. Reconstructions from FBP (top row) and SIR (bottom row) algorithms from different numbers of projection angles (undersampling factor indicated
at the bottom left of each subfigure). In the bottom right corner there is a detail feature of the capacitor layers. The quality of the SIR results changes only
very little with decreasing number of projection angles. The regions indicated by red boxes in subfigure (a) are used for a contrast-to-noise analysis.

Combining equation (1) and equation (2), the cost function
applied in this work is:

δj,LS = argmin

∑
θ,i

αθ,i −∑
j

Aθi,jδj

2

+ λHRH(γ)

 ,
(3)

with λH being the strength of the Huber regularization.
This cost function is minimized iteratively in order to get the
desired tomographic reconstruction values δj,LS.

B. Sample measurements

For this study, we investigated two samples measured with
two different commercial x-ray microscopy devices. As an
example for micro-CT, we imaged a capacitor with a ZEISS
Xradia 520 Versa (Pleasanton, CA, United States). We ac-
quired 1601 projections using a cone beam geometry, with
a complete data size of 1601 proj. × 1024 px × 1024 px for
full sampling, equally distributed over a full sample rotation
which approximately corresponds to the theoretical sampling
requirement for FBP reconstructions. The effective pixel size
for this dataset is 620 nm.

Entering the nano scale, we examined a shale sample
(mainly consisting of calcium carbonate) at a Zeiss Xradia 800
Ultra (Pleasanton, CA, United States). Over a scan range of

360 degrees, 901 equally distributed parallel-beam projections
with the full data size of 901 proj. × 1024 px × 1024 px
were acquired with an effective pixel size of 17 nm. For the
remainder of this work, we refer to both datasets as fully
sampled when employing all available projection images.

C. Reconstruction parameters

We reconstructed both samples with FBP and SIR to
compare the resulting volumes from different numbers of
projections, ranging from full sampling, over 1/4 th, to 1/8 th
of all projection angles. A number of 20 iterations were used
for the SIR algorithm, which took 2 h 1min from 1/8 th of
the projections. The projection data was reconstructed into
a slightly extended image volume of 1124 vx × 1024 vx ×
1124 vx. The shale sample was reconstructed into a volume
of 1024 vx×1024 vx×1024 vx using 50 iterations, which took
2 h 5min. The parameters for the Huber regularization were
optimized manually for best visual appearance. The employed
FBP algorithm was used with a Hamming filter.

III. RESULTS

In this study, we want to examine the algorithmic behavior
of SIR in contrast to FBP when confronted with insufficient
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Fig. 2. Reconstructions from FBP (top row) and SIR (bottom row) algorithms with different numbers of projection angles (undersampling factors indicated
at the bottom of the respective image). In contrast to the FBP reconstructions, the quality of the SIR results changes only little with decreasing number of
projection angles.

angular sampling. Therefore, we compare the results of the
capacitor and the shale sample with different undersampling
factors gained with each of the reconstruction techniques (FBP
and SIR).

For the first sample, the capacitor, reconstruction results
for FBP and SIR are shown in Fig. 1. The regularizations
in the SIR results are tuned in a way that they are virtually
noise free. In the SIR reconstructions from fewer projections
(e-f), the edges exhibit slightly reduced sharpness. The FBP
reconstructions suffer from significantly increased noise level
when reducing the number of projections below the sampling
criterion. In the enlarged views of the bottom row, one can
observe a significant reduction of streak and windmill artifcats
when compared to the FBP reconstructions.

Further, we compared the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of
two homogeneous regions in the capacitor highlighted with
red markers in Fig. 1(a). It was calculated for all capacitor
reconstructions by:

CNR =
|δ1 − δ2|√
σ2
1 + σ2

2

, (4)

with δ and σ representing the mean and standard deviation
of gray values within the respective region.

TABLE I
THE CONTRAST-TO-NOISE RATIO OF FBP AND SIR RESULTS.

Sampling Full every 4th every 8th
CNR of FBP 8.6 4.1 2.8
CNR of SIR 56.8 53.8 47.6

The CNR of the FBP reconstructions decreases rapidly
with decreasing number of projections (see Tab. I), while the
CNR of the SIR images is not as effected by undersampling.
The strength of the Huber penalty is very crucial to the
SIR contrast-to-noise ratio. Over-regularization can achieve
extremely high CNR, but at the cost of particularly flat homo-
geneous regions and blurred edges, resulting in an unfavored
visual image impression. Because the regularization is tuned
for best visual appearance in this evaluation the CNR is
decreasing for higher undersampling.

Fig. 2 illustrates reconstructions of the shale sample from
both algorithms with decreasing number of projections. The
noise level in the FBP images increases significantly in
Fig. 2(d)-(f) as expected from the linear behavior of this
algorithm. In contrast, the noise level of the SIR reconstruction
in Fig. 2(a)-(c) does not increase and the image quality suffers
less from undersampling. Especially the visibility of small
features is improved across all SIR reconstructions, as they
are obstructed by the high-frequency noise in the FBP slices.

Fig. 3 illustrates an enlarged area of the sample to emphasize
the visibility of high-density features (as marked with arrows
Fig. 3). The noise level in the FBP image in Fig. 3(b) from
as little as 113 projections is much higher than in the fully
sampled FBP in Fig. 3(a) or in the corresponding SIR image
in Fig. 3(c). The spot at the sample border can be distinguished
easily from the background in Fig. 3(a) and (c). In the under-
sampled FBP the large spot is overlayed with severe noise
and is visually hard to detect. The spot in the bottom is barely
visible in the fully sampled as well as in the undersampled
FBP reconstructions. However, it is still recognizable in all
SIR reconstruction (independent of the undersampling factor).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of a (rotated) detail feature between (a) fully sampled FBP, (b) severely undersampled FBP, and (c) severely undersampled SIR. The
detail displays an enlarged area from the upper part of the sample shown in Fig. 2. The red arrows indicate high-density spots.

IV. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the image
quality at different undersampling factors of FBP and SIR
reconstructions for nondestructive testing applications in (ul-
tra) high-resolution x-ray imaging. High measuring times
necessary for such imaging systems are a relevant issue in
the day-to-day routine. The number of nondestructive CT
examinations is increasing with rising number of applications.
Thus, the growing challenge to provide short scanning times
to ensure a high throughput remains a major task. At the
same time the image quality has to be in the level that
it is acceptable to inspect the object of interest. With SIR
being available in an acceptable time frame, uses of XRM
systems have the opportunity to reduce the scanning time
and/or improve the image quality to a large extent. The
statement is deduced from the essence of our evaluations. Our
subjective image assessment illustrated significantly improved
detectability of features in the highly undersampled data with
virtually no image noise. There are shortcomings in our study
design: For the future, an extended evaluation of different
sample types and acquisition types need to be performed as
well as an extended quantitative analysis of the algorithmic
performance in undersampled datasets. However, at this point
our results show already promising opportunities for advanced
reconstruction algorithms in nondestructive testing.
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An iterative algorithm for region-of-interest
reconstruction with cone-beam acquisitions on a

generic source trajectory
Tasadduk Chowdhury, Anando Sen, and Robert Azencott

Abstract—The paper presents a novel algorithm in 3D com-
puted tomography (CT) dedicated to accurate region of interest
(ROI) reconstruction. Here image data acquisition involves X-ray
sources positioned on any piecewise smooth 3D-curve satisfying
the very generic, Tuy’s conditions and uses only X-rays passing
through the ROI. Our ROI reconstruction algorithm implements
an iterative procedure where we systematically alternate interme-
diary reconstructions by Grangeat’s cone-beam inversion formula
with density smoothing by shrinkage of wavelets coefficients. We
validate the accuracy of our ROI reconstruction algorithm for
a 3D Shepp-Logan phantom and a 3D image of a human jaw,
and a curve composed of two (discretized) orthogonal circles
by simulating ROI censored X-ray acquisition and our iterative
ROI reconstruction for a family of spherical ROIs of various
radii. The main result is that provided the ROI radius is larger
than a critical radius, our procedure converges in less than 23
iterations in most cases, and that our ROI reconstruction remains
reasonably accurate.

Index Terms—X-ray Transform, Radon Transform, Cone-
beam, 3D Computed Tomography, Inverse Problems, Interior
Tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH levels of X-ray exposure may generate health risks,
so an important topic in Computed Tomography (CT) is

ROI reconstruction of unknown densities f : R3 → R from
ROI truncated data, generated only by the X-rays intersecting a
fixed spherical Region of Interest C. We study ROI truncated
cone beam acquisitions from discretized sources positioned
on a piecewise smooth curve Γ in R3. For non-truncated X-
ray data, i.e. when C includes the support of f , Grangeat’s
formula or its variants accurately reconstruct f provided f
is smooth and Γ verifies Tuy’s geometric conditions (see [1]).
But when C is too small to include supp(f), direct application
of Grangeat’s formula to ROI truncated X-ray data generally
fails to correctly reconstruct f restricted to C. Our paper
presents a new iterative ROI reconstruction algorithm from
ROI truncated data.
For a curve Γ composed of two orthogonal circles in R3,
and for a 3D Shepp-Logan phantom as well as for X-
rays of a human jaw, we have simulated ROI truncation
by concentric spherical ROIs of various radii, in order to
quantify the accuracy of our iterative ROI reconstruction.
Our numerical results show that as soon as the ROI radius

R. Azencott and T. Chowdhury are with the Department of Mathematics,
University of Houston, Houston, TX, 77004

A. Sen is with the Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of
Houston, Houston, TX, 77004

is larger than a critical radius ρ, our algorithm converges
rather fast to a reasonably accurate ROI reconstruction. In
companion publications [2], [3], [4], similar results for cone
beam acquisitions with sources positioned on a circle, a
helix, and a full sphere, with Grangeat’s formula respectively
replaced by the FDK algorithm [5], the Katsevich’s formula
[6], the classical filtered-backprojection (see Natterer [7]). The
present paper shows that our iterative ROI reconstruction meta-
algorithms can also efficiently handle X-ray truncated data
generated by sources sources positioned on a generic piecewise
smooth curves.

A. Cone-beam Transform and Grangeat’s Formula

Here all X-ray sources are positioned on a source trajectory
Γ, which is a generic piecewise smooth bounded curve in R3.
As in [1] [8], we assume that Γ verifies the classical Tuy
condition : every plane intersecting the support of f must
also intersect Γ at least once. Circular helix segments or twin
orthogonal circles do verify this condition for small enough
density supports.
Let S2 be the unit sphere of R3. For any density function f
with compact support in R3, the X-ray transform Xf of f is
defined for each ray (s, β), with source s ∈ Γ and direction
β ∈ S2, by the integral Xf(s, β) =

∫∞
0
f(s + tβ) dt. Under

the Tuy condition and f of class C2, the explicit Grangeat
formula [8] is an exact inversion algorithm G to reconstruct f
from non-truncated data, i.e when Xf(s, β) is known for all
s ∈ Γ and all β ∈ S2. Denote by Rf the 3D Radon transform
of f (see [7]. For θ ∈ S2 and s ∈ Γ, Grangeat’s formula states
that

∂tRf(s · θ, θ) =

∫
θ⊥∩S2

∂θXf(s, ω) dω, (1)

where ∂t acts on the 1st argument of Rf and ∂θ is the
directional derivative of Xf(s, θ) in the direction θ. Once
∂tRf is computed by (1) from cone-beam data, f can be
reconstructed (see [7]) by Radon’s 3D Filtered-Backprojection
(FBP) formula:

f(x) = − 1

8π2

∫
S2

∂ttRf(x · θ, θ) dθ. (2)

For computational efficiency, (2) can be performed via a two-
steps backprojection (see Marr [9]). For f ∈ C2(R3) with
compact support, and under the Tuy condition for Γ, one has
then f = GXf .
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II. METHODS

A. Iterative ROI Reconstruction

As outlined above, the ROI reconstruction problem seeks
to reconstruct a density f within the ROI knowing only the
ROI truncated X-ray projections of f . Fix a spherical Region
of Interest C strictly within the support Ω ⊂ R3 of f . Let T
be the set of all rays intersecting C and let U be the set of all
other rays. The ROI truncated X-ray transform is defined by

X̃f =

{
Xf(s, β), (s, β) ∈ T
0, (s, β) ∈ U

(3)

As is well known, a brutal application of Grangeat inversion
operator G to the ROI truncated data X̃f will typically fail
to reconstruct f correctly within the ROI C, even if f is
smooth, so that 1C .GX̃f is not equal to 1C .f . A major tool
in our iterative ROI reconstruction algorithm is to smooth
successive approximation fn of f by a nonlinear regularization
operator σ. To compute σfn, we expand fn in an orthonormal
wavelets basis, and then implement a progressive shrinking of
the wavelets coefficients of fn . This is practically equivalent
to the truncation of wavelet coefficients (see [4]). Our ROI
reconstruction algorithm [2] is initialized by setting f0 =
GX̃f . Successive approximations fn of f are then iteratively
obtained as follows

1) Compute the wavelet based regularization σfn of fn as
above

2) Compute Xσfn for all source positions on the curve Γ.
One then has Xσfn = 1T .Xσfn + 1U .Xσfn.

3) In the preceding formula, replace 1T .Xσfn by the
known ROI truncated data X̃f = 1T .Xf before ap-
plying the Grangeat inversion operator to define

fn+1 = G[X̃f + 1U .Xσfn].

For smooth densities f with compact support, and for large
enough spherical ROI C, we expect the sequence of approx-
imate densities fn generated by our algorithm to converge
to the unknown density f within the region of interest C.
We have validated this conjecture by intensive simulations,
for various acquisitions contexts (see [4]). Here we focus on
the performances of our ROI reconstruction algorithm based
on the iterative use of the Grangeat inversion operator G.
This new ROI reconstruction has the advantage of efficiently
handling the very generic case where the sources trajectory is
any piecewise smooth curve verifying the Tuy condition.

III. NUMERICAL VALIDATIONS

We have tested our ROI reconstruction algorithm by inten-
sive simulations of ROI truncated acquisitions for a source
trajectory consisting of twin orthogonal circles in R3. Each
circular source trajectory was centered at the origin (one on
the xy-plane and the other on the yz-plane) and had a radius
of 251 voxels. Each circle was discretized into 360 source
positions Our two sets of 3D density data were provided by a
3D Shepp-Logan phantom and by 3D image data originally
reconstructed from dentistry X-rays of a human jaw. The
discretized 3D density data were of size 128 × 128 × 128
voxels.

Fig. 1: ROI truncated acquisition: X-rays emitted by source s
are allowed to reach the detector if and only if they intersect
the spherical Region of Interest C.

For each 3D density data, each fixed spherical ROI C, and
each source s ∈ Γ we simulated an ROI truncated cone beam
acquisition to generate a 2D projection image of size 256×256
pixels. The X-ray forward projections were simulated using
an accurate ray-tracing method with a flat-panel detector. The
ROIs studied here are spheres C of various radii, arbitrarily
positioned within the phantom.

A. Performance of our Iterative ROI Reconstruction

To quantify the performance of our ROI reconstruction, we
have used two standard image matching distances. Let C be
the spherical ROI. For x ∈ R3, denote by f(x) the true density
and by f̃(x) our ROI reconstructed density. The Relative L1

error Rel is defined by

Rel =

∑
x∈C
|f(x)− f̃(x)|∑
x∈C
|f(x)|

, (4)

and the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio PSNR is given by

PSNR = 10 · log10

 max
x∈C
|f(x)|

1
volC

∑
x∈C
|f(x)− f̃(x)|

 . (5)

As expected, direct application of the classical Grangeat
formula to ROI truncated data does generate unacceptable
inaccuracies : for the Shepp-Logan phantom and an ROI radius
of 40 voxels, this naive procedure yields Rel = 12.8% and
PSNR = 19.8 dB, with ringing artifacts, while our iterative
ROI reconstruction performs clearly better with Rel = 9.1%
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and PSNR = 22.5 dB after only 23 iterations. Additional
ROI reconstruction results for the Shepp-Logan phantom are
given for different ROI radii in Table I.

(a) Ground Truth

(b) Iterative ROI Reconstruction from ROI truncated data

(c) Grangeat’s Formula directly applied to ROI truncated data

Fig. 2: 3D Shepp-Logan Phantom: Planar section of two
density reconstructions within the ROI C given ROI truncated
data. Top: Ground Truth; Middle: Our iterative ROI recon-
struction; Bottom: direct application of Grangeat’s formula.

TABLE I: ROI reconstruction of Shepp-Logan Phantom: Per-
formance vs. ROI radius.

ROI radius 35 voxels 40 voxels 45 voxels
PSNR (dB) 19.40 22.50 25.08

Rel. L1 error 15.1% 9.1% 6.2%

Similar performances are achieved for our Human Jaw
3D data. For an ROI radius of 45 voxels, our iterative ROI

(a) Ground Truth

(b) Iterative ROI Reconstruction from ROI truncated data

(c) Grangeat’s Formula directly applied to ROI truncated Data

Fig. 3: Human Jaw 3D Data: Planar section of two density
reconstructions within the ROI C given ROI truncated data.
Top: Ground Truth; Middle: Our iterative ROI reconstruction;
Bottom: Direct application of Grangeat’s formula.

reconstruction yields Rel = 9.1% and PSNR = 30.08
dB after 40 iterations, while “naive” direct application of
Grangeat’s formula performs poorly, with Rel = 36.3% and
PSNR = 18.64 dB. Further results for the human jaw data
are given below in Table II, and a Performance vs ROI radius
plot is given in Figure 4.

Our experimental results show that a critical ROI radius
larger than 35 voxels is necessary for a stable and accurate re-
construction using our iterative ROI reconstruction algorithm.
Any ROI having a radius smaller than or equal to 35 voxels
will lead to degraded reconstruction.
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TABLE II: ROI reconstruction for Human Jaw 3D data:
Performance vs. ROI radius.

ROI radius 35 voxels 40 voxels 45 voxels 50 voxels
PSNR (dB) 22.45 22.94 27.09 30.08

Rel. L1 error 21.5% 20.6% 12.7% 9.1%

Fig. 4: Relative L1 Error (Rel) vs ROI radius for ROI
reconstruction of Human Jaw 3D data.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have designed a novel algorithm for Region of Inter-
est reconstruction in 3D cone-beam tomography which only
requires ROI truncated X-ray data acquired from a generic
source curve satisfying Tuy’s condition [1]. Our algorithm
converges to an accurate reconstruction within the ROI as
soon as the ROI radius is larger than the critical radius ρ
(for our experiment in ROI reconstruction of a phantom of
size 1283, the critical radius ρ was found to be between 35
and 40 voxels). This makes our reconstruction algorithm a
promising step towards addressing the dose-reduction problem
in CT imaging.
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Abstract—Using the well-known regularized Algebraic Recon-
struction Technique (ART) for an iterative computed tomography
(CT) reconstruction, one has to choose a relaxation parameter
(RP). Its choice is important for a fast convergence. Typically, a
rough estimation for an optimal RP could be found empirically,
but an analytical method to determine an optimal RP would be
preferable. This study gives a proof-of-concept for a fast analytic
determination of the RP. The proposed approach is derived by
using the theory of Newton’s method [1] and evaluated with a
Shepp-Logan software phantom (SLP) for CT Imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

The inverse problem of CT reconstruction can be formulated
in a regularized way [2]

1

2
‖Aµ− b‖22 + βV (µ)→ min , (1)

with the system matrix A, the projection data set b and the
voxels reshaped to a vector µ.

The potential V (µ) (with α, β > 0) is an analytical
surrogate for the Huber loss function (HF) [3]

V (µ) := α
M∑
j=1

∑
k∈N|

ln

(
cosh

(
µj − µk

α

))
. (2)

With that particular choice of V (µ), equation (1) leads to an
nonlinear problem. The advantage of the surrogate (2) is that
the analytical smoothness is maintained1. Appling a ordered
subset scheme [4] to the linear case (without HF), the ART is
the Landweber-Kaczmarz method [2], [5], [6]. This iteration
method is a special case of a Kaczmarz method

µn+1 = µn + ωAT[n]C
−1
[n] (b[n] −A[n]µn) (3)

with [n] := (n mod N)+1 and C[n] = I[n] (the Identity)2.
Furthermore, the well-known classical Kaczmarz method is
given by the choice C = AAT [6]. Due to the calculation of
the inverse matrix C−1, the classical method is not applicable
in practice. This article provides an approach to optimally set
the relaxation parameter of the Landweber-Kaczmarz method
including the nonlinear HF. In particular, the analytical discus-
sion will explain that it is possible to find an optimal RP, which
on the one hand ensures the convergence and on the other hand
accelerates the reconstruction. For this the Newton method

1Nl is the number of voxels in neighborhood and M the total number of
voxels.

2N is the number of subsets.

will be utilized to derive an ART for the nonlinear problem.
The same procedure for the linear problem without noise was
done in [7]. Hence, the idea consists in the approximation of
the nonlinear inverse function for the practical application of
the Newton method. The result is a convergent algorithm with
a optimal RP for the ART with HF-regularization (1).

II. METHODS

A. Theory

By dividing (1) into N subsets3 the regularized least-squares
problem (1) can be solved numerically by formulating a root
problem of

F[n](µ) := −(AT[n](A[n]µ− b[µ])−∇V (µ)).

The derivative of F[n](µ) can be calculated analytically

∇F[n](µ) = −(AT[n]A[n] +∇2V (µ)).

The result is a Kaczmarz type Newton step, which is given
by

µ[n+1] = µ+ ωη[n], (4)

−F[n](µ) = ∇F[n](µ)η[n]

with ω > 0. Obviously, the calculation of the inverse of
∇F[n]is requires a high computational effort. One way of
solving the problem is to estimate

∇F[n](µ) = AT[n]A[n] +∇2V (µ)

≈ ‖AT[n]A[n]‖2I[n] + diag(∇2V (µ)),

whereby ‖AT[n]A[n]‖2 = σ[n] is the largest eigenvalue4 of
AT[n]A[n].

The diagonal entries of the second HF-derivative are

{
∂2

(∂µi)2
V (µ)

}
i

=

 1

α

∂

∂µi

∑
k∈N|

tanh

(
µj − µk

α

)
i

3Accordingly, one iteration consists of N subiterations.
4Here the largest eigenvalue is equal to the squared first singular value of

A[n].
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2

=

 1

α2

∑
k∈N|

1

cosh2
(
µj−µk

α

)


i

,

with i = 1, ...,K.
In fact the largest eigenvalue of AT[n]A[n] plays a key role

for the determination of the RP. An effective way to get the
larges eigenvalue is the power method [8]

x̃i[n] = AT[n]A[n]x
i−1
[n]

xi[n] =
x̃i[n]

‖x̃i[n]‖

with the Rayleigh-Quotient5

σi[n] =

(
AT[n]A[n]x

i−1
[n] , x

i−1
[n]

)
(
xi−1[n] , x

i−1
[n]

) .

So the eigenvalues σi[n] can be calculated numerically one
time and stored, because they are constant for each reconstruc-
tion protocol.

B. The algorithm

With this proposed approach it is possible to formulate a
voxel based quasi Newton method

{µn+1}i = {µn}i +
{
τ[n]
}
i

({
AT[n]A[n]

}
i
+
{
∇V (µ[n])

}
i

)
,

(5)
with i = 1, ...,K and the dynamic RP

{
τ[n]
}
i
:=

ω

σ[n] +
{

∂2

(∂µi)2
V (µ[n])

}
i

(6)

for the ART with HF.
In the sense of the ART this algorithm can be interpreted as

the Landweber-Kaczmarz method for linear ill-posed problems
combined with a added regularization and balanced by an
nonlinear RP τ[n](µ). Furthermore, the theory of the Newton
method for nonlinear problems leads to the assumption that the
optimal RP ω is approximately 1 in proximity to ωNewton = 1.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the theory for the optimal RP, simula-
tions are performed.

5The Matrix ATA is symmetric.

A. Single slice CT imaging

The experimental setup based on simulations corresponds to
a CT imaging of SLP with a 520×520 (SL520) discretisation
and a 22080 × 270400 system matrix with parallel beam
geometry. A proof-of-concept for an accelerated ART is done
by simulation with noise. This is carried out through the
componentwise addition of a random number to b, such that
the CT system is a least-squares problem ‖Aµ− bε‖2 → min
with bε := b+brandom, whereby the noise is modeled uniformly
with values between 0 < brandom ≤ 1

10‖b‖∞. I.e. the CT
reconstruction can be formulated in the regularized way 1 and
reconstructed with the algorithm (see 5).

Figure 1.
The reconstruction by means of the Landweber-Kaczmarz method is plotted
consecutively by various RP, whereby the process was canceled, if the relative
error= ‖µSL520 − µn‖2 is lower than a threshold of 0.25 or the algorithm
exceeds more than 30 iterations. Here, the number of iterations is a measure
for computational speed in dependency of the RP.It is clear to see that the
influence of the RP on the computational speed is like in the theory is
expected. In fact, for the nonlinear problem 1 the optimal RP in a proximity
of ωNewton = 1.

Figure 2.
Reconstruction with the Kaczmarz-Landweber method without regularization,
1000 iterations and a fixed relaxation parameter τfix = 0.0037, which at
least be guarantees convergence.
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Figure 3.
Reconstruction with the Kaczmarz-Landweber method with HF-regularization,
1000 iterations and ωNewton = 1 (see 6).

Figure 4.
Difference between the gray values of the original SL520 phantom and the
reconstruction from Figure 2 (τfix = 0.0037). Negative values indicate that
the reconstruction result has higher than the orignal image.

Figure 5.
Difference between the gray values of the original SL520 phantom and the
reconstruction from Figure 3 (ωNewton = 1). Negative values indicate that the
reconstruction result has higher than the orignal image.

B. Cone beam CT imaging

In the following experiment it is examined whether the
proposed approach also is applicable for a cone beam CT
(CBCT) setup. First, simulated CT data b is created by forward

projecting a 3D SLP (SL3D) with 643 voxels and a resolution
of 1mm.

A proof-of-concept for an accelerated 3D-ART is done by
simulation with noise similar to the above single slice setup
with bε := b + brandom. The implentation of the regularization
into the algorithm for cone beam CT Imaging is done analo-
gously to the 2D reconstruction.

Figure 6.
The 3D reconstruction with the ART with HF is plotted consecutively by
a few selected RP, whereby the process was also canceled, if the relative
error= ‖µSL520 − µn‖2 is lower than a threshold of 0.25 or the algorithm
exceeds more than 10 iterations.

The influence of the RP is equivalent to the results of the
2D reconstruction with the Kaczmarz-Landweber method with
HF-regularization and for the 3D version of the nonlinear
problem 1. Furthermore, the optimal RP are located in the
proximity of ωNewton = 1.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this article we provide a proof-of-concept for the pro-
posed theoretical estimation of the RP showing its potential in
cone beam CT reconstructions [9]. It may therefore be con-
cluded that an optimal relaxation parameter for the Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique with (and without) regularization
can be determinat analytically. Confirmed by the numerical
results, the relaxation parameter influences the convergence
in such a way that its optimal choice accelerates the CT
reconstruction significantly. An empirical determination of the
relaxation parameter therefore is redundant.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION 

A helical cone-beam scanning configuration is the most 

widely imaging geometry in modern diagnostic computed 

tomography. It remains of practical merit to develop computa-

tionally efficient and accurate image reconstruction algorithms 

in helical cone-beam CT. Moreover, for public, the radiation 

dose delivered to the patient during the CT scan is a highly 

concerned problem. Because any amount of radiation is 

theoretically damaging, to develop algorithms for image 

reconstruction from dose-reduced projections is more im-

portant. Up to now, tremendous progress has been made in the 

development of both approximate [1]-[6] and exact [7]-[11] 

algorithms for image reconstruction in helical cone-beam CT. 

The approximate algorithms are usually associated with high 

computational efficiency and good reconstruction image 

quality within a small cone-beam angle. However, these 

algorithms always need that there is no truncation in the 

projection data. There are two important markers in the 

development of the exact algorithms. One is the Katsevich’s 

filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm [8], which reconstructs 

an image through backprojecting the  filtered data. As the 

approximate algorithms, the Katsevich’s algorithm also can not 

allow truncation in the projection data. Because that in the 

approximate algorithms and the Katsevich’s algorithm, if the 

projection is truncated the non-local filtering operation perturbs 

the entire projection, and the subsequent backprojection 

propagates errors throughout the whole image. The other is the 

backprojection-filtration (BPF) algorithm proposed by Zou and 

Pan[9], an excellent work for local reconstruction. In contrast to 

(To the contrary of) the Katsevich’s algorithm, the BPF 

algorithm reconstructs an image through filtering the back-

projection of the modified data. One of the BPF algorithm’s 

important properties is that it provides a possibility for 

region-of-interest (ROI) images reconstruction from data 

containing truncation. Furthermore, ROI scanning with only 

part of the object illuminated with x-rays at every view can 

considerably reduce the dose to patients. 

The BPF algorithm is based on the fact that the cylindrical 

volume confined by the helix can be filled completely be 
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segments of PI-lines and has considered the effect of backpro-

jecting the derivative of the projections, which is that the 

resulting image is related to the true image through the Hilbert 

transform. The algorithm is performed by backprojecting the 

derivative of the projections followed by a Hilbert transform 

along a PI-line. For the BPF algorithm, the PI-line is very 

important and is the basic cell of the reconstruction volume. In 

the first instance of the algorithm, the set of PI-lines fully filled 

the selected ROI for reconstruction should be confirmed. Based 

on the ideas of the BPF algorithm for helical cone-beam CT, the 

similar BPF algorithms for circular fan-beam CT [12] and 

circular cone-beam CT [13] have been developed by Noo and 

Yu, respectively. In the two algorithms, PI-line has been 

replaced by filtering line and virtual PI-line, respectively. 

Compared to PI-line, the filtering line in circular fan-beam 

geometry and virtual PI-line in circular cone-beam geometry 

for reconstruction are much more easily been confirmed by 

simply selecting a line set parallel to the axis of Cartesian 

coordinate. However, in helical cone-beam geometry, PI-line 

set for reconstruction is not as easily selected. Because, in 

three-dimensional space, the distributing of PI-line is disor-

dered and there is no optimal principia for the selection of 

PI-line. Besides, in practice the final procedure of the BPF 

algorithm is always the 3D resampling of the reconstruction 

volume from disordered PI-line space to normal Cartesian 

space, which is time-consuming. Especially, for ROI recon-

struction from transverse truncations in helical cone-beam CT, 

as for as know, there are no existent BPF algorithms or 

modified BPF algorithms, while it has been shown explicitly 

that the BPF algorithm can reconstruct an ROI image within the 

subject both from circular fan-beam data and circular 

cone-beam data containing truncations. In this work, we focus 

on investigating and developing such BPF algorithms for 

ROI-volume reconstruction from helical cone-beam data 

containing transverse truncations. 

In this paper, we propose an modified BPF algorithm for 3D 

ROI-volume reconstruction from helical cone-beam data 

containing transverse truncations; an extension of the circle 

fan-beam BPF algorithm proposed by Noo. We obtain the 

algorithm that very similar to the conventional FDK formula. 

The modified helical cone-beam BPF algorithm is derived in 

the same way as the circle cone-beam FDK is usually presented: 

an extension of coordinate is invoked in the fan-bema FBP 

algorithm. The proposed algorithm can select the filtering line 

as easily as the Noo’s method, which selects the filtering line in 

a two-dimensional plane. The selected filtering line can match 

the normal Cartesian space, so the time-consuming 3D 
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resampling of the reconstruction volume from disordered 

PI-line space to normal Cartesian space in the original helical 

BPF algorithm can be avoided. Furthermore, the proposed 

algorithm can reconstruct ROI-volume from helical cone-beam 

data containing transverse truncations. This is very important 

for reducing radiation dose in medical applications. 

Ⅱ. METHOD 

A. GEOMETRY of HELECAL CONE-BEAM CT  

We introduce a fixed 3D Cartesian coordinate system 

( , , )x y z  on the scanned object and assume that the scanned 

object is confined within a cylinder of radius 
0R . In the 

configuration considered, the rotation axis is along the center 

line of the cylinder enclosing the scanned volume which also 

coincides with the z -axis. We use D  to indicate the distance 

of the x-ray source to the detector plane, and R  to denote the 

distance between the x-ray source and the rotation axis. The 

geometrical structure for helical cone-beam scanning is shown 

in figure 1. 

In the fixed coordinate system ( , , )x y z , the x-ray source 

location can be expressed as  

 ( ) ( cos( ), sin( ), )
2

Th
r R R   


 ,                      (1) 

where   stands for the rotation angle, the pitch length, h , 

indicates the translation distance of the scanned object along 

the z -axis during one full turn of the source. 

Detector

v

X-ray source

x

y

R0

z

D
t s

 
Fig1. Geometrical structure for helical cone-beam scanning 

 

In the derivation of the proposed reconstruction algorithm, 

we also use a rotation-coordinate system ( , , )s v t  that is fixed 

on the rotating gantry and has its origin at the center of the 

detector. For a rotation angle  , we use unit vectors ( )se  , 

( )ve   and ( )te   to represent the directions of the three 

orthogonal axes s , v  and t , respectively. The direction of unit 

vector ( )te   is parallel to the normal vector of the detector 

plane, whereas the direction of the unit vector ( )se   is along a 

row of the detector, and the direction of the unit vector ( )ve   is 

along a column of the detector. In the fixed coordinate system 

( , , )x y z , the three unit vectors can be expressed as 

 

( ) (cos( ) , sin( ) , 0)

( ) ( sin( ) , cos( ) , 0)

( ) (0 , 0 ,1)

T
s

T
v

T
t

e

e

e

  

  





 



.                               (2) 

Clearly, unit vectors ( )se   and ( )te   are within the x y  

plane, whereas unit vector ( )ve   is parallel to the z -axis. 

Additionally, any locations within the detector plane can be 

characterized completely by a two-dimensional (2D) coordi-

nate system ( , )u v  with its horizontal and vertical axes along 

( )se   and ( )ve  , respectively, and with its origin at the center 

of the detector.  

B. OVERVIEW OF THE CIRCLER FAN-BEAM BPF 

ALGORITHM 

We first briefly review the BPF algorithm for circler 

fan-beam proposed by Noo. We denote fan-beam projections 

by ( , )p u
 
where 

 
is the angular position of the fan-beam 

source, and u
 
is the position along a linear detector oriented as 

shown in figure 2. The fan-beam source lies on a circle of 

radius R
 
and the linear detector is a distance D  from the 

source. 


D

s

t

y

x

X-ray source

Filtering line

 
Fig2. Geometrical structure for circler fan-beam scanning 

 

The fan-beam BPF algorithm involves two steps, which are 

first to backproject the derivative of the projections, and second 

to recover the true image using Hilbert transform techniques 

along the selected filtering lines. Where, the resulting image of 

the first of the two steps is called differentiated back projection 

(DBP). Similar to the conventional fan-beam formula, the 

fan-beam DBP formula is derived in the same way: a change of 

coordinates is invoked in the parallel FBP formula. The 

fan-beam DBP formula is 

 

2
2

0 0

20 2 2
0 0

0

1
( ) ( , ) '( * )

2 ( )

sgn(sin( arctan )) ,

R R
b P u u u

R t R u

u
dud

R



  

  




 

 

 

 x

(3) 

Where, 1 2( , )x xx , which indicates the reconstructed point of 

sthe scanned object, 

0 0* / ( )u R s R t  , 

( , )t s
 
denotes the rotated coordinate system described by 

1 2sin cost x x    , 1 2cos sins x x   , 

and the angle 
 
is used to control the direction of the Hilbert 

filtering of the image.  
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The relation between the true image and the DBP can be 

described as 

 ( ) 2 ( ),b H f  x x  (4) 

Where, ( )H f x represents the Hilbert transform of the true 

image ( )f x  alone the filtering line, whose direction is 

controlled by angle  . 

C. THE MODIFIED HELICAL CONE-BEAM BPF 

ALGORITHM  

Our helical cone-beam BPF algorithm is derived by modi-

fying the circle fan-beam BPF algorithm proposed by Noo. The 

modified helical cone-beam BPF algorithm also involves two 

steps, which are first to get the DBP, and second to reconstruct 

the true image using Hilbert transform techniques along the 

selected filtering lines. 

In the three-dimensional coordinate system ( , , )x y z , the 

helical cone-beam reconstruction is performed by tilting the fan 

out of the midplane. Because the geometry of the tilted fan as 

shown in figure 3, the source-to-origin distance and the angular 

differential and the ( , )t s
 
are changed. 

x

z

Filtering line

( )z 


hR

ht

hs
0R

 
Fig. 3 The geometry of the titled fan 

 

The new source-to-origin 
hR

 
can be determined using  

 
2 2

0 ,hR R    (5) 

where 
 
is the height of the fan above the center of the 

midplane as given below 

 0

0

( ( ))
,

R z z

R s








 (6) 

( )z   denotes the source position at the z  coordinate when the 

rotation angle is  , and ( )
2

h
z  


 . 

Because the fan has been titled, the equivalent angular 

increment hd  for the titled fan must be found such that 

 0 .h hd R d R   (7) 

A new coordinate system ( , )h ht s
 
is defined to represent the 

location of a reconstructed point with respect to the titled fan. 

We can find that 

 
0

, .h

h

h

s s
t t

R R
   (8) 

Substituting hR , hd  and ( , )h ht s
 
for 0R , d  and ( , )t s

 
respectively in the circler fan-beam DBP formula, we obtain 

the modified helican cone-beam DBP formula as 

 

2
2

0 0

20 2 2 2
0 0

0

1
( ) ( , , )

2 ( )

'( * )sgn(sin( arctan )) .

R R
b P u v

R t R u v

u
u u dud

R



 

   






  

  

 x

 (9) 

As the circler fan-beam BPF algorithm, the Hilbert transform 

along the filtering line controlled by angular 
 
need to be 

performed before getting the final reconstruction of ( , , )f x y z . 

Ⅲ. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS  

In this section, numerical simulations results are presented to 

validate the proposed algorithm for image reconstruction from 

helical cone-beam projections with and without transverse 

truncations.  
TABLE 1 

PARAMETERS OF THE NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

Parameters Value 

Distance of source to rotation center 

(mm) 
100  

Distance of source to detector (mm) 300  
Height of detector (mm) 30  
Width of detector (mm) 38.4  
Pixel size of detector (mm) 0.15  
Pixel matrix of detector 200 256  
Radius of scanned object (mm) 6.4  
Height of scanned object (mm) 12.8  
Pixel matrix of scanned object 256 256 256   
Helical pitch (mm) 22.5  
Matrix of reconstruction 256 256 256   

 

In our numerical simulations studies, projection data set are 

created from the 3D Shepp-Logan phantom [14] based on the 

properties of the Micro-CT system we used. The parameters 

used to create the first projection data set are listed in Table 1. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 4 Reconstructed images of the simulation without transverse trunca-

tions: (a) 2D slice in 3D reconstructed images; (b) the middle vertical profiles 

of the 2D slice. Line1, and line 2 represent the true values and the reconstruc-

tion results from the proposed algorithm, respectively. 

 

 
(a)

 
(b) 

Fig. 5 Reconstructed images of the simulation with transverse truncations: 

(a) 2D slice in 3D reconstructed images; (b) the middle vertical profiles of the 

2D slice. Line1, and line 2 represent the true values and the reconstruction 

results from the proposed algorithm, respectively. 

 

Reconstruction results for the Shepp-Logan phantom without 

and with transverse truncations are presented in figure 4 and 

figure 5, respectively, in which the x y -plane of the 3D 

images reconstructed by the proposed modified helical 

cone-beam BPF algorithm are presented. At the same time, the 

corresponding profiles on the middle vertical line are also 

presented. 

From the reconstruction results in figure 4 and figure 5, we 

can see that the proposed algorithm for helical cone-beam 

scanning results in no significant reconstruction errors not only 

when the projections are without transverse truncations but also 

that be with transverse truncations. So, Preliminary results have 

indicated the validity of our proposed modified BPF algorithm. 

Ⅳ. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have shown that a modified BPF algorithm 

could be used for ROI-volume reconstruction from helical 

cone-beam data containing transverse truncations. Preliminary 

results have indicated the validity of our proposed modified 

BPF algorithm. In the future, we will do much more simula-

tions and experiments to validate this method. 
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Texture-based Bayesian image reconstruction for low-dose 

X-ray CT: A comparison study of sinogram- and image-

domain implementations 
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Abstract—Low-dose X-ray computed tomography (LdCT) is 

now commonly performed by adaptively lowering the 

milliampere-second (mAs) setting in a modern CT scanner 

during projection data acquisition and then reconstructing a 

piece-wise smooth image via an edge-preserved noise smoothing 

penalized weighted least-squares (PWLS) paradigm.  This 

paradigm has shown many successful examples in Nuclear 

Medicine imaging where detection of radiotracer update is the 

main clinical task.  However, for LdCT, detecting a contrasted 

patch, such as a lung nodule or colon polyp, is often an initial 

step, and the next step of diagnosing the detection is usually more 

desirable.  The diagnosis demands great image textures, which 

could be compromised by the edge-preserved noise smoothing 

penalty.  Therefore, in this pioneering study, we explored a 

texture-preserved LdCT image reconstruction, which employs 

the nonlocal mean (NLM) penalty as an example to adapt the 

textures of pervious full-dose scans into the current LdCT 

reconstruction. This previous knowledge-based Bayesian 

framework was tested by two alternative implementations: one in 

sinogram domain and the other in image domain.  With previous 

full-dose high-quality CT images as ground truth, our 

experimental results indicated that the image-domain 

implementation showed more edge details and better texture 

preservation than the sinogram-domain implementation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-ray computed tomography (CT) has been widely 

exploited in clinic for screening, diagnosis, image-guided 

intervention, and so on.  Recent discoveries regarding the 

potential harmful effects of X-ray radiation including genetic 

and cancerous diseases have raised growing concerns to 

patients and medical physics community [1].  Low-dose CT 

(LdCT) is highly desirable while maintaining satisfactory 

image quality for specific clinical tasks.  One common 

strategy to reduce the radiation dose is to lower the 

milliampere-second (mAs) setting (lowering X-ray tube 

current and/or shortening the exposure time) in currently 

available CT scanners when acquiring the projection data 
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around a patient.  However, without adequate treatment, the 

reconstructed images from the low-mAs acquisition may be 

severely degraded due to the excessive noise.  Bayesian image 

reconstruction is a theoretically desired solution and has 

shown advantages in recovering the clinical information from 

the low-dose data with excessive noise as compared to other 

reconstruction methods, such as analytical filtered back-

projection (FBP), algebraic reconstruction technique, 

maximum likelihood and maximum entropy strategies. 

Existing Bayesian image reconstruction methods for LdCT 

employ either the transmission data (pre-log data) or the line 

integrals (post-log data) [2].  In this study, we use the line 

integrals and a Gaussian noise model with nonlinear signal-

dependent variance, which leads to the weighted least-squares 

(WLS) criterion.  In the applications with repeated CT scans 

such as image-guided intervention, previous scan can be 

exploited as a prior information due to the similarity among 

the reconstructed image series of the scans.  These scans 

generally contain the same anatomical structures.  While 

somewhat misalignment and/or deformation may occur among 

the image series, they can be mitigated through registration of 

the image series. Therefore, rather than using a generic penalty 

that incorporates expected properties (e.g., edge-preserving) of 

the image to be reconstructed, we exploit a pervious full-dose 

scan induced nonlocal means (fdiNLM) penalty [3] that can 

provides real prior knowledge of the patient. 

The Bayesian image reconstruction methods can work in 

either sinogram domain or image domain [4-6].  Essentially, 

the former is a statistics-based sinogram restoration approach, 

which minimizes the PWLS cost function in sinogram domain 

to estimate the ideal sinogram from acquired noisy one.  

Although this restoration process is iterative, the computation 

is pretty fast.  Then, the restored sinogram is reconstructed by 

an analytical reconstruction algorithm (e.g., FBP).  In contrast, 

the latter is a statistics-based fully iterative image 

reconstruction, which establishes the PWLS cost function in 

image domain directly and minimize the cost function to 

reconstruct the images.  One major drawback of this method is 

the computational burden because of multiple re-projection 

and back-projection operation cycles in the image domain, 

which takes much longer time than the restoration approach. 

In this work, we attempt to compare the performance of the 

sinogram- and image-domain PWLS image reconstruction 

using aforementioned fdiNLM penalty for LdCT image 

reconstruction. The Gauss-Seidel updating method was 

utilized for both implementations to minimize the similar cost 

functions. 

X 
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II. METHODS 

A. Statistical model 

The noise property of the calibrated line integrals has been 

investigated by analyzing experimental data of a physical 

phantom from repeated scans.  The statistical analysis showed 

that the calibrated line integrals can be fitted approximately by 

a Gaussian distribution with a nonlinear signal-dependent 

variance [7]: 
2( , )

ii i yy Gaussian y                       (1) 

With the 'Poisson+Gaussian' noise model of the transmitted 

photon counts, it has been shown in that the variance of the 

line integral yi can be given by [8,9]: 
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where 
0iN  represents the mean number of X-ray photons just 

before entering the patient and going toward the detector bin i, 

and 2

e  denotes the variance of the electronic noise. 

B. PWLS sinogram restoration 

The PWLS cost function in the sinogram domain can be 

described as [4]: 
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T R    q y q Σ y q q              (3) 

where 1( ,..., )T

Iy yy  is the vector of measured line 

integrals, and I is the number of projection measurements; q  

is the vector of ideal noiseless sinogram data to be estimated; 

Σ is the covariance matrix, and since the measurement among 

different detector bins are assumed to be independent, the 

matrix is diagonal and 2=diag{ }
iyΣ .  The symbols T and -1 

herein are transpose and inverse operator respectively.  The 

second term is a penalty, and   is an adjustable parameter that 

controls the tradeoff between the data fidelity and the desired 

penalty. 

Our pervious full-dose scan induced nonlocal means-based 

(fdiNLM) penalty in the sinogram domain can be described 

as: 

2( ) ( )
i

FD

i ik k
i k SW

R q - ω y


  q                      (4) 

where 1( ,..., )FD FD FD T

Iy yy  denotes the vector of line 

integrals for the previous full-dose scan, 
iSW  represents a 

search-window for the ith measurement in the sinogram data, 

and the NLM-based weighting coefficients ikω  is given as: 
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where PW denotes a patch-window, and the patch of a pixel 

denotes a clique of pixels centered at it. 

The goal for sinogram restoration is to estimate the ideal 

noiseless sinogram from the noisy measurements y : 

0
ˆ arg min ( )

q
 q q                                  (6) 

The minimization of Eq. (6) can be achieved efficiently with 

the Gauss-Seidel strategy, which updates each bin 

measurement sequentially and all measurements are updated 

in each iteration.  After the sinogram restoration, CT images 

are reconstructed using the analytical FBP method. 

C. PWLS iterative image reconstruction 

The PWLS cost function in the image domain can be 

written as [4]: 

1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T R    μ y Aμ Σ y Aμ μ            (7) 

where 
1( ,..., )T

J μ  is the vector of attenuation 

coefficients of the object to be reconstructed, and J is the 

number of image pixels; A is the projection matrix with the 

size I×J, and its element Aij is typically calculated as the 

intersection length of projection ray i with pixel j.  In our 

implementation, the system matrix is pre-calculated by a fast 

ray-tracing technique and stored as a file to serve as a lookup 

table during iterations. 

The fdiNLM penalty in the image domain can be 

described as [3]: 

( )
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 μ                       (8) 

where 1( ,..., )FD FD FD T

J μ  denotes the vector of 

attenuation coefficients for the previous full-dose scan, and the 

NLM-based weighting coefficients jkw  are given as: 
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The goal for CT image reconstruction is to estimate the 

attenuation coefficients μ  from the noisy measurement y : 

0
ˆ arg min ( )


 μ μ                              (10) 

Minimization of Eq. (10) could also be efficiently achieved 

with the Gauss-Seidel update strategy, and the details can be 

found in a previous paper [4]. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Data acquisition 

To evaluate the two implementations in a more realistic 

situation, two full-dose patient CT images were utilized in our 

study.  Figure 1(a) and Figure 2(a) show the two transverse 

CT images, and the red circles indicate a lung nodule and 

colon polyp, respectively.  We regarded the acquisition as the 

pervious full-dose scan, and simulated the corresponding low-

dose sinogram data by adding noise to the full-dose sinogram 

data using the simulation method in [10]. The noisy 

measurement Ni at detector bin i was generated according to 

the statistical model: 
2

0Poisson( exp( )) Gaussian(0, )i i i eN N y       (11) 

Then the corresponding noisy line integral yi is calculated by 

the logarithm transform. 
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B. Visualization-based evaluation 

Fig. 1(b)-(d) and Fig. 2(b)-(d) illustrate the reconstructed 

images of the two patients from the simulated low-dose 

sinogram data, by FBP method, the PWLS-fdiNLM sinogram 

restoration followed by FBP reconstruction, and the PWLS-

fdiNLM fully iterative reconstruction. The parameters are 

carefully tuned for both implementations to generate the best 

image quality.  It is evident that both PWLS implementations 

outperformed the FBP in terms of noise suppression.  

Meanwhile, the image-domain implementation seems to be 

superior to the sinogram-domain implementation in terms of 

edge/detail preservation. 
 

    
                                    (a)                                                          (b)                                                        (c)                                                       (d)                                                       

FIG.1. Reconstructed transverse slice of the lung patient: (a) The full-dose CT image; (b) The FBP reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram; (c) The 

PWLS-fdiNLM sinogram restoration followed by FBP reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram; (d) The PWLS-fdiNLM fully iterative 

reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram. All the images are displayed with the same window. 

 

     
                                    (a)                                                          (b)                                                        (c)                                                       (d)                                                       

FIG.2. Reconstructed transverse slice of the colon patient: (a) The full-dose CT image; (b) The FBP reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram; (c) 
The PWLS-fdiNLM sinogram restoration followed by FBP reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram; (d) The PWLS-fdiNLM fully iterative 

reconstruction from the simulated low-dose sinogram. All the images are displayed with the same window. 
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FIG.3. Illustration of determining the optimal β for the two PWLS implementations via the lung nudule texture distance to ground truth. 
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FIG.4. Illustration of determining the optimal β for the two PWLS implementations via the colon polyp texture distance to ground truth. 
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C. Texture-based evaluation 

In 1973, a new texture feature extraction method was 

introduced by Haralick et al. for 2D image [11]. In that 

method, a first defined co-occurrence matrix (CM) is applied 

to capture the gray-level correlations among 2D image pixels.  

Furthermore, a total number of 14 texture measures along a 

direction through the image slice can be calculated from the 

CM.  Therefore, we utilized these texture measures to describe 

the lung nodule and colon polyp labeled in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 

2(a). In this work, we tried to evaluate the quality of 

reconstructed images with these texture measures.  It is well 

known that the image texture is very important for clinical 

assessments. Specifically, we computed the 14 texture 

measures of the lung nodule and colon polyp in the 

reconstructed images, and then calculate the texture distance 

(we utilized Euclidean distance in this study) to the ground 

truth image in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a).  The shorter the distance 

is, the similar textures between the two images.  The texture 

distance of the lung nodule in Fig. 1(b) to ground truth image 

was 4.68.  Fig. 3 illustrates the lung nodule texture distances 

for the two PWLS implementations using β values, and we can 

observe that the sinogram-domain implementation achieved 

the lowest texture distance 1.17 while the image-domain 

implementation achieved the lowest texture distance 0.44. 

With the same approaches, the texture distance of the colon 

polyp in Fig. 2(b) to ground truth in Fig. 2(a) was 4.81, and 

the lowest colon polyp texture distance that can be achieved 

by the two PWLS implementations was 1.81 and 0.98 

respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In this proof-of-concept study, we compared the 

performances of two PWLS implementations, with one in 

sinogram domain while the other in image domain, for the 

purpose of texture-preserved LdCT image reconstruction.  We 

conjectured that a pervious full-dose CT scan is readily 

available and can provide valid a priori information, for LdCT 

Bayesian image reconstructions. Our preliminary results 

revealed that the image-domain implementation can have 

more edge details and preserve better textures for lung nodule 

and colon polyp.  A possible reason for the better performance 

on preserving edge details and image textures with the image-

domain implementation is that the NLM penalty imposes 

strong information directly on the images.  By theory, the 

same a priori information of the full-dose CT scan in both 

domains (which are related by the linear FBP operator) would 

produce in similar results in the two domains. Therefore, 

further investigation is needed to validate the above 

explanation and is currently under progress. 
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APPENDIX: LIST OF THE 14 HARALICK TEXTURE MEASURES 

The original14 texture measures, as proposed by Haralick et 

al., from the defined co-occurrence matrix (CM), are listed 

below: 
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Abstract—We have built a GPU accelerated X-ray tomosynthesis 
system for interventional radiology. Compared to conventional 
systems the new system offers reduced scatter, a more efficient 
dose, and a real-time tomosynthetic plane stack. The system 
employs dual detectors which continuously generate sets of data 
that are processed and reconstructed as large 1000x1800 images 
for real time viewing. This paper will cover the novel hardware and 
system configuration which combines GPUs with FPGAs enabling 
real-time reconstruction and visualization. Details of the GPU 
image reconstruction and filtering algorithms will be examined and 
outlined. 

 
Index Terms—GPGPU, image processing, reconstruction, 

tomosynthesis, computed tomography, SBDX, interventional 

radiology, X-ray, dose saving, fluoroscopy, inverse geometry, 

GPU, CUDA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Interventional radiology (IR) has been extremely successful in 

treating many diseases and medical conditions with minimal 

invasiveness. This is reflected in the high number of 

procedures in the United States with an estimated 4.4 million 

procedures performed in 2006. Despite its success, IR has 

recently come under scrutiny because many of the procedures 

are performed under X-ray image guidance. The relative 

contribution of interventional fluoroscopy to the overall 

radiation exposure in medical imaging is up from 3% in 1980 

to 14% in 2006 [1].  

 

The Scanning-Beam Digital X-ray (SBDX) cardiology system 

is a low-dose fluoroscopy device that has been developed over 

the last decade [2,3], and has been shown to significantly 

reduce dose in interventional procedures. The SBDX 

technology differs substantially from the design of a 

conventional fluoroscope in that the SBDX X-ray tube is 

extended, and employs a scanning electron beam dwelling 
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sequentially at up to 9,000 focal-spot positions.  Rather than a 

large detector, a small area detector can be used, which is 

relatively far from the patient.  The new interventional SBDX 

system adds a second detector, as shown in Figure 1, allowing 

for a significant expansion in the field of view.  Also critical to 

the design is a specialized collimator which focuses 

alternating rows of focal spots on the respective detectors. 

 

At each focal-spot position, X-ray photons are emitted towards 

the small-area detector, thereby projecting a small view of the 

imaging volume. A full image is reconstructed by shift-and-

add operations of the 9000 detector projections, each 

comprising an image of 80x160 pixels. As each detector 

image views the anatomy from a slightly different angle the 

reconstruction inherently delivers tomosynthetic plane-stack. 

Real-time tomosynthesis requires high data-transfer rates and 

high computational speeds, which have been achieved using a 

combination of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) and high 

memory bandwidth FPGAs. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Geometry of the dual-eye SBDX system. Half of the collimator 

holes (alternating rows) are aimed at the first detector, and half are aimed at 

the second. Each detector is a 5cm x 10cm photon counting array, containing 

80x160 pixels.  

II. SYSTEM PIPELINE OVERVIEW 

  

A. Hardware and System Configuration 

The SBDX system samples detector images representing 

9,000 discrete source-detector views per image frame, and 

reconstructs them for real-time display. 

 

We built a collimator that allows for illumination of a single 

detector at a time and evaluated whether this approach will 

Real-Time Multi-Plane Tomosynthesis Using 

GPUs 

Oleg J. Konings, Paul Khan, Christopher Ellenor, Tobias Funk 
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provide sufficient flux to produce cine quality images. The 

current dual-detector SBDX system is capable of producing 

cine-quality images at 7.5 fps. In interventional radiology, 

cine-quality images are acquired with lower frame rate than in 

interventional cardiology (15 fps).  

 

The proposed system illuminates a FOV roughly twice the size 

of that used for cardiology system. Thus, we expect to produce 

cine-quality images at the lower frame rate used in IR.  

  

 

III. SOFTWARE PIPELINE IMPLEMENTATION 

The software pipeline consists of three main stages: Data 

aggregation and pre-processing, image reconstruction, and 

post-processing and filtering. 

  

A. Aggregation and pre-processing 

 

The detector data is aggregated on the first stage GPU, which 

has the ability to directly receive data without any PCI bus 

latency from the FPGA setup.  This data is ordered, pre-

processed and aggregated in the first stage, and when the full 

set has been processed, it is transferred to the second stage 

GPU for reconstruction. The data is stored in a contiguous 

data buffer in column major format, for optimal memory 

operations on the GPU device. 

 

In addition, the sum of values per collimator hole is calculated 

and cached in global GPU memory for use in the later post-

processing steps. 

 

Once the full input detector data set has been received and pre-

processed on the first stage GPU, it is then transferred via the 

PCI-E bus to the second stage image reconstruction GPU.  

 

 

B. Real Time Image Reconstruction 

 

The reconstruction algorithm loads the latest input data set, 

configuration files describing the 2D detector geometry, and a 

parameter indicating the vertical location of the plane to be 

reconstructed.  This data set is loaded in optimal 16 byte 

chunks for fast access: 2 loads per active thread in a given 

thread block of 64 ‘worker’ threads. The GPU device launches 

a total of 4,000,000 threads grouped in thread blocks of 64, 

which process the full input set of 128,000,000 bytes. The 

output is written to a buffer of size 1000 by 1800, with each 

pixel having an average of 200 updates per launch.  Each 

thread in a block is responsible for 32 data value loads and up 

to 128 memory writes to the output buffer. This ratio of four 

memory writes to reads  is a result of the design of the 

algorithm, which writes to a 2x2 region in the output buffer 

with the pattern of (x,y),(x+1,y), (x,y+1), (x+1,y+1). 

 

The parity of the row and column values determines which of 

the two detector values is currently under examination. A 

corresponding offset to account for the overlap of the images 

is applied to the location of the output buffer. The end result is 

the larger image which is composed of the current data from 

the two detectors, with a configurable offset which can be 

adjusted by the user in real time during imaging. 

 

This entire reconstruction process takes a total of 20-21 

milliseconds for generation of the (1000x1800) image on the 

high-end Nvidia consumer GPU GTX Titan Black. 

 

The current implementation allows the user to dynamically 

change vertical location of the reconstructed plane (z) while 

running. This ability allows the user to easily bring the image 

into better focus, as well as move the image plane through the 

volume. Even though the z value has a large impact on the 

running time of the reconstruction algorithm, these dynamic 

changes by the user do not result in any significant stuttering 

of the viewed image, allowing for efficient use without 

interruption or a reduction in real time image quality. 

 

 

C. Post Processing and Filtering 

 

Because the final image is composed of many overlaid 

detector images at a fixed spacing, predictable periodic 

artifacts appear in the output image. After reconstruction is 
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Figure 2: System Pipeline Diagram.  The SDC collects raw detector data and 

uses FPGAs to perform low-level binning and distribution of raw data to the 
SDM modules.  The SDM modules perform further aggregation of the data 

and load the GPUs via DMA channels. 
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complete a number of image filtering steps are performed on 

the GPU which remove these periodic artifacts and 

significantly improve image quality.  

 

The filtering step consists of two 2D filtering processes, a box 

filter and the alpha correction filter. These filtering steps are 

essentially 2D separable convolutions implemented on the 

GPU using the programming language CUDA. These custom 

filtering steps were directly compared to the equivalent 

MATLAB image processing function ‘imfilter’ and were 

found to produce images of comparable quality. 

 

Using the computational resources of the Nvidia GTX Titan 

Black GPU, each full filtering process takes approximately 1 

millisecond. Fig. 3 shows examples of inputs and outputs 

before and after each distinct filtering step. In particular one 

can see the effect of the alpha correction filtering step (also 

known as a comb filter), which removes the periodic 

rectangular shaped artifacts. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A new device for interventional radiology, based on dose-

saving SBDX technology, has been designed and tested. We 

have demonstrated a more than two-fold increase in field of 

view.  Each image reconstruction with output of size 

(1000x1800) is reconstructed, normalized, and filtered in less 

than 25 milliseconds. Even though the current system displays 

the images at a frame rate of 7.5 frames per second, there is 

room to improve this rate to 15 frames per second if the data 

transfer speed to the GPUs is improved. At present only a 

single tomosynthetic plane is reconstructed, but considerable 

headroom in the chosen hardware should allow several planes 

to be reconstructed simultaneously. Furthermore, the 

architecture used is inherently scalable, which should allow 

for an arbitrarily dense plane stack to be constructed in real-

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Output of reconstruction step pre and post filtering 
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Abstract—Digital x-ray tomosynthesis is nowadays becoming 

more and more popular in clinical radiology, such as the breast 

tomosynthesis and the lung tomosynthesis. In a typical digital 

tomosynthesis system, the object remains in a fixed position 

between a stationary flat-panel detector and a mobile x-ray tube. 

While the x-ray tube moves along a trajectory, the cone x-ray 

beams are always aimed at the detector. To get accurate and 

reliable tomosynthesis reconstruction images, a precise knowledge 

of the geometry is always pivotal. Usually, there has a mechanical 

fixing device between the x-ray source and detector to ensure the 

accuracy of the gantry geometry. However, the mechanical device 

only gives us a fixed correction instead of a real-time 

measurement. Especially, there has no such mechanical fixing 

device in some digital tomosynthesis systems at all. Various 

geometric calibration methods have been reported in order to get 

reliable and real-time geometric parameters of a tomosynthesis 

system. A new calibration method was proposed in this paper 

which only needed at least two fiducial markers arbitrarily 

locating on the detector plane. Then dealing with an arbitrary 

projection image together with some prior and hypothetical 

information, we can calculate and determine all of the focal spot 

positions. Both the simulation and experimental results will be 

presented in this paper.  

 
Index Terms—tomosynthesis, geometric calibration, image 

reconstruction. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OMOSYNTHESIS is becoming widely used in clinical 

diagnosis imaging due to its low dose and flexible system 

design. As we can see in Fig.1, in a typical digital 

tomosynthesis system, the scanned object and a flat-panel 

detector remain in a fixed position. The x-ray source assumes 

different discrete positions along a trajectory in space. For each 

source position, a projection image is acquired and will be sued 

for cross-sectional image reconstruction [1]. Exact system 

geometry is indispensable for an accurate and reliable 

reconstructed image. However, we may not obtain the exact 

tomosynthesis system geometry. Typically because of the 

change in the x-ray source location for each acquired image and 
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we do not have a fixed connection between the source and 

detector. Various geometric calibration methods have been 

reported to deal with the system geometry of a tomosynthesis 

system such as physically measuring the locations of different 

components. However, these methods are either complicated or 

time consuming. They cannot give us real-time geometric 

parameters of a tomosynthesis system. In this paper, we 

propose a new calibration method which can well determine the 

geometry of tomosynthesis system. It can be proved that the 

calibration method will only lead to a linear conversion to the 

reconstructed image and can improve the image quality 

effectively. We will introduce this calibration method in this 

paper. Preliminary numerical and experiment results will also 

be given and the results confirmed the validity of our work. 

trajectory

X-ray source

Object

Digital x-ray sencor

X-axis

Y-axis

 
Fig.1. A typical digital tomosynthesis system 

II. CALIBRATION METHODS 

Precise calibration of the system geometry can overcome the 

problems such as blurring effect or artifact. It has become the 

most important factor to better the reconstructed image. 

Various geometric calibration methods have been reported. In 

these methods, different measuring methods, calibration 

phantoms or markers, and calculation algorithm are involved 

with their respective advantages and disadvantages. We have 

carried on research in x-ray intra-oral digital tomosynthesis for 

some time and proposed a new calibration method aim at it. We 

found that this method can give us a real-time measurement and 

it also satisfies other tomosynthesis systems. The first section 

will review some calibration methods, followed by the new 

calibration method. Numerical and experiment results will be 

given in the next section. 

A geometric calibration method for digital x-ray 

tomosynthesis 

Yao Yang, Liang Li*, Zhiqiang Chen 

T 
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A. Current calibration methods for tomosynthesis system 

Many calibration methods for computed tomography have 

been reported. For example, Noo proposed his analytical 

method in 2000 and von smekel proposed a method based on 

Fourier transform in 2004 [2-3]. Besides, Yang calibrated the 

geometry using some feature points [4]. However, all these 

methods are designed for a typical CT system with a 

circle-plus-arc trajectory. This makes these methods not 

suitable for a tomosynthesis system. 

Most geometric calibration methods for tomosynthesis 

system are based on some well-designed phantoms. For 

example, Wang proposed a method using some markers. In this 

method, we estimate the possible deviations in the imaging 

system and get a better reconstructed image by reducing those 

deviations [5-6]. Hui miao proposed a method using a phantom 

with ten fiducial markers. With this phantom, the projection 

matrices of an experimental digital tomosynthesis prototype 

can be acquired from each projection view under a series of 

misalignment condition [7]. Although these methods can 

acquire relatively accurate system geometry, the phantom used 

is relatively complex and is not convenient for clinical 

applications. 

In 2005, GE put forward a calibration method for 

tomosynthesis system geometry which uses fiducial markers 

with non-determined positions. In this method, we determine 

the geometry by arbitrarily locating at least two markers within 

the imaged volume. Also we need to locate the projections of 

the markers within at least two images acquired of the imaged 

volume. Besides, we need to ensure that their projections are 

not located on a straight line for all different source positions 

[8].Then dealing with the two images we can determine all the 

focal spot positions for each projection. This method only need 

a phantom including at least two fiducial markers to determine 

the geometry and is very convenient for calibration. We tried 

this method in our x-ray intra-oral digital tomosynthesis system. 

In the experiment, we put a flat-panel detector right behind the 

teeth. We found that when dealing with clinical case, there was 

no appropriate place for those two markers except the surface 

of the detector. However, this calibration method is not so 

robust when the markers are too close to the detector. Thus, we 

propose a new calibration method for our intra-oral digital 

tomosynthesis system and it satisfies most tomosynthesis 

system in fact. 

 

B. A new calibration method for x-ray tomosynthesis system 

In our method, we use a ‘phantom’ which contains at least 

two fiducial markers. We can arbitrarily locate the fiducial 

markers within the imaged volume and ensure that their 

projections are within the images acquired. Then we determine 

all the focal spot positions by dealing with an arbitrary 

projected image together with some prior and hypothetical 

information.  

As a typical tomosynthesis system geometry shown in Fig.1, 

,B B  are the two fiducial markers, we put them arbitrarily 

within the imaged volume. Suppose we deal with the projection 

when the x-ray source is located at P . Here ,C C  are the 

projections of markers.  

C

P

A B

Detector plane

d

P’

C`
D`

x
y

z

D

 
Fig. 2.Calibration method for tomosynthesis system geometry 

 

The prior information we need to know is the distance d  

between the two markers and their heights above the detector, 

note them as ,z zB B  .Then we calibrate the system geometry by 

analyzing the projection we choose and assume the focal spot 

position’s ,x y  coordinate, Note them as ,x yP P  . 

According to Fig.2, using the collinear three points, we have 

the following equations: 

 1

y yx x z z

x x y y z z

P BP B P B
k

P C P C P C

 
  

  
   (1) 

 2

y yx x z z

x x y y z z

P BP B P B
k

P C P C P C

     
  

       
  (2) 

Using the prior information d  we have: 

      
22 2 2

x x y y z zB B B B B B d          (3) 

Here we have 0z zC C   .Using Eq. (1)(2) we obtain: 

 
 

 

 

 

11

2 2

y y y yx x x x

x x x x y y y y

P B k P CP B k P C

P B k P C P B k P C

         
 

           

  (4) 

Simplification can be: 

 
 

 

2 1 1 2

2 1 1 2

x x x x x

y y y y y

B B k k P k C k C

B B k k P k C k C

         


        

  (5) 

When the two fiducial markers locate at the same height 

above the detector, we have 1 2 1z z z

z z

P B B
k k k

P P


      . 

Eq. (3) can be write as    
222 2 2

x x y yd k C C k C C         

Thus: 
   

2
2

22

x x y y

dk
C C C C


   

  

We can finally have: 

 

   
22

1

z
z

x x y y

B
P

d

C C C C




   

  (6) 

When the two fiducial markers locate at a different height 

above the detector, we have z zB B  . 

Let      
22 22

x x y y z zt B B B B d B B           

Put it into Eq. (5), we have: 
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2

2 1 1 2

2

2 1 1 2

x x x

y y y

t k k P k C k C

k k P k C k C

      

      
  (7) 

Substituting 1 2,k k  we can finally have a quadratic equation 

about zP   

 2 0z zaP bP c     (8) 

Where: 
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B B C C P B B C C P
b

C C B C B C C C B C B C

c B B P B C B C

B B P B C B C

         

          
   
             


         

       

 

  (9) 

Then we can calculate zP  and we can easily determine the 

coordinate of ,B B  .As we have all the projection positions of 

,B B , we can determine all the x-ray source positions by 

calculating the intersections such as P  . In conclusion, we can 

calibrate the system geometry by the following four steps as 

shown in Fig.3. 

Choose one projected image

Assume the x,y axis of the focal spot

Solve the equation of      and determine the position 
of the fiducial markers

Determine all the x-ray source positions by 
calculating the intersections

zP

 
Fig. 3 Four steps of the calibration method 

 

As this method needs the prior information about ,z zB B  and 

d  .We have made some efforts to determine the influences of 

their errors. The results show that when dealing with a practical 

application, it is better to put the markers a little further away 

from the detector and let the distance between the markers as 

far as possible. Besides, we have made efforts to prove that the 

inaccuracy of the initial assumptions will only lead a linear 

conversion to the reconstructed images. It will not affect the 

accuracy of the reconstructed results. 

 

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

To validate the proposed calibration method, some 

numerical simulations were carried out. Here we propose some 

preliminary results. In this simulation, we only consider the 

x-ray source positions. As shown in Fig.2, the origin of 

coordinates is in the center of the detector. Put the two markers 

right above the detector at    '1, 1, 1 , 1,1,1B B    .Thus, we 

have 2 2, 1z zd B B    .The x-ray source moves from 1P  to 

5P . Here we have  1 10,0,300P  ,  2 5,0,300P  ,  3 0,0,300P , 

 4 5,0,300P ,  5 10,0,300P , as shown in Fig.4.  

 

Z

X

Y

Trajectory plane

Accurate trajectory

Calibrated 

trajectory

Detector plane

   '1, 1, 1 , 1,1,1B B  

Fiducial markers

ΔX

Δ
Y

 1 10,0,300P   2 5,0,300P   3 0,0,300P  4 5,0,300P  5 10,0,300P

 
Fig.4. System geometry of the simulation, the blue ones are the accurate 

source positions, the red ones are the calibrated source positions. 

 

By analyzing the image acquired when the x-ray source 

locates at 3P  and assume different ,x y  coordinate, using our 

method we have the following results in Table.1. 
 

Table.1 Different calibrated results with different assumptions 

 
 

Fig.4 shows the approximate system geometry of the 

simulation. As shown in Table.1, the accurate positions and the 

calibrated positions all lay in the plane where 300z   . 

Painting the cross sections in Fig.5. 
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Fig.5. Calibrated source positions with different assumptions. Blue markers 

represent the accurate position; red markers represent the result when 

3 31, 0x yP P  ; green markers represent the result when 3 30, 1x yP P  and 

the cross markers represent the result when 3 31, 1x yP P   

Fig.5 shows that the calibration result is related to our 

assumptions of xP ,
yP  , the result shows that inaccuracy of 

assumption only leads a linear conversion to the source 

positions. Thus, we can get a relatively accurate reconstructed 

result with the calibrated x-ray source positions. It is worth 

mentioning that the measurement error of , ,z zd B B  will affect 

the calibration result, but it is still robust when the error is 

within limits 

We also performed some real data experiment. The 

experimental platform is shown in Fig.6. We put some 1mm 

steal beads right above the detector. Using the beads in different 

height we can calibrate the system geometry. Dealing with 15 

projections from -21~21 degrees we have the following results. 

As shown in Fig.6. 

 
Fig. 6.The experimental platform 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Reconstructed images at different slices of the steal beads. The first 

row is the reconstructed images without calibration. The middle one is the 

reconstructed images with the calibrated geometry using two beads at same 

height (7.5mm) above the detector. The third one is the reconstructed images 

with the calibrated geometry using two beads at different height (7.5mm and 

2.3mm) above the detector. 

 

Fig.7 shows that the reconstructed images with a calibrated 

geometry are better than the reconstructed images without 

calibration. The comparison is not obvious here mainly because 

the initial geometry is relatively accurate. 

We also did some experiment with pig jaw, dealing with 15 

projections from -21~21 degrees we have the following results. 

Fig.8 shows the same reconstructed slice of teeth with different 

system geometry. 

As we can see from Fig.8, we reconstructed the same volume 

above the detector and the reconstructed image with calibrated 

system geometry will be better typically in the details. 

b c

d e

a

Fig. 8 Reconstructed images of pig jaw. The left one is radiography. b and c are 

the reconstructed images without geometric calibration. d and e are the 

reconstructed image after geometric calibration. Here b and d, c and e are the 

same slices, respectively. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Accurate reconstructed image requires a precise knowledge 

of the system geometry. Many methods have been reported to 

calibrate the 3-D x-ray tomosynthesis system geometry. 

However, the tomosynthesis system includes a different 

geometry for each acquired image. Typically because of the 

change in the x-ray source location for each acquired image. 

That makes these methods may not acquire us a satisfied result. 

In this paper, we proposed a geometry calibration method for 

digital x-ray tomosynthesis system. This new method only 

needs two fiducial markers arbitrarily locating on the detector 

plan. Then dealing with an arbitrary image acquired we can 

determine all the focal spot positions. It is very convenient for 

clinical dental tomosynthesis and the method satisfies most 

tomosynthesis system in fact. Our further work will be 

concentrated on increasing the robustness of our method. 
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Using Edge-Preserving Algorithm for Significantly
Improved Image-Domain Material Decomposition

in Dual Energy CT
Wei Zhao, Tianye Niu, Lei Xing, Guanglei Xiong, Kimberly Elmore, Jun Zhu, Luyao Wang, James K. Min

Abstract—We present an image-domain material decompo-
sition algorithm for dual-energy CT using the Local HighlY
constrained backPRojection Reconstruction (HYPR-LR) frame-
work. By incorporating an edge-preserving filter, the proposed
algorithm HYPR-NLM reduces the noise boost in dual energy
decomposition while preserving both the accuracy of quantitative
measurement and spatial resolution of the material-specific dual
energy images. We demonstrate the noise reduction and reso-
lution preservation of the algorithm with iodine concentration
numerical phantom by comparing the HYPR-NLM algorithm
to the direct matrix inversion, HYPR- LR and iterative image-
domain material decomposition. Furthermore, comparison stud-
ies were retrospectively performed for clinical patient data. The
results show HYPR-NLM significantly reduce the noise while
preserving quantitative measurements.

Index Terms—Dual-energy computed tomography (DECT),
non-local mean, material decomposition, myocardial imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN dual energy CT imaging, the object is scanned using two
energy spectra with different kVp settings and filtration.

Compared to standard CT imaging where only one x-ray
spectrum was used to yield an effective linear attenuation
coefficient of the object, dual energy CT can take advantage of
the energy dependence of the linear attenuation coefficients,
yielding energy and material-selective images. This enables
dual energy CT to be used in manifold ways, such as improv-
ing tissue or contrast agent segmentation and quantification,
removing beam hardening artifacts and increasing the contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR).

The material-selective image is obtained by dual energy
basis material decomposition, which is based on the mass
attenuation coefficients of the basis materials and dual energy
projection data acquisition. The dual energy data can be
acquired in several different ways, such as sequential scans
at different kVp, dual source at 90◦ on the same gantry, fast
kV switching within a single scan and energy discriminating
detectors using either layered detector or photon counting
detector. Depending on the dual energy data acquisition
method, basis material decomposition can be performed either

W. Zhao, J. Zhu and LY. Wang are with the Department of Biomedical
Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Hubei, China.
T. Niu is with the Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital, Institute of Translational
Medicine, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China. L. Xing is with the Stanford
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Xiong, K. Elmore and JK. Min (e-mail:jkm2001@med.cornell.edu) are with
the Dalio Institute of Cardiovascular Imaging NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital
and Weill Cornell Medical College, New York, NY 10021.

in projection domain or image domain. In this study, we will
focus on image domain material decomposition.

In the theory of image-domain material decomposition,
the linear attenuation coefficients derived from reconstructed
images at low- and high-energy scans can be expressed as a
linear combination of the pixel values in the images of the
two basis materials:(

µH

µL

)
=

(
µ1H µ2H

µ1L µ2L

)(
x1

x2

)
(1)

where the subscripts H and L indicate the high and low energy
spectrum, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the
two material bases. µij is the linear attenuation coefficient of
material i (i = 1 or 2) under the energy spectrum j (j =
H or L). The linear attenuation coefficients µij of the basis
materials can be either obtained from the ROIs in the high and
low energy images that correspond to the basis materials or
from the calibration scan using the basis material phantom.

Compared to projection-domain decomposition, image-
domain dual energy decomposition is more convenient in clin-
ical applications as it is performed on reconstructed CT images
acquired on commercial CT scanners. In this case, material-
specific images can be simply generated using direct matrix
inversion. However, direct material decomposition techniques
such as matrix inversion yield magnified image noise (it has
to note that magnified noise is a common issue for both
projection and image-domain material decomposition) and
many prior arts have been proposed to address the problem.

This study is aimed to significantly improved DECT imag-
ing by establishing a new theoretical framework of image-
domain material decomposition with incorporation of edge-
preserving techniques. We demonstrate the advantages of pro-
posed approach by digital phantom studies and by quantitation
of iodine concentrate of a series of myocardial perfusion
imaging studies.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Material decomposition via direct matrix inversion
Suppose the total number of pixels of one CT images is

N , for low- and high-energy CT images and material-specific
images, Eq (1) can be rewritten in matrix form,

~µ = A~x (2)

Here A is a 2N × 2N material composition matrix and it can
be derived from Eq (1) as,

A =

(
µ1HI µ2HI
µ1LI µ2LI

)
(3)
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with I the N × N identity matrix. ~µ and ~x are vectors with
dimension of 2N as they consist of high- and low-energy CT
image, and decomposed material-specific images with column
vectors form, respectively. Namely,

~µ =

(
~µH

~µL

)
, ~x =

(
~x1

~x2

)
, (4)

with ~µH and ~µL the measured high- and low-energy CT
images, respectively, and ~x1 and ~x2 the two material-specific
images. Note that both ~µH,L and ~x1,2 are represented as
vectors. To obtain material-specific images from CT images,
one can directly use matrix inversion to solve Eq (1). Howev-
er, material decomposition in this manner yield significantly
magnified noise and severely degraded SNRs in the material-
specific images. Thus it has to concern the noise issue and
take some measures to reduce the noise and recover SNRs.

B. HYPR-NLM
To reduce the magnified image noise in the decomposed

material-specific images while keeping the images as accu-
rate as possible (both quantitative measurement and spatial
resolution), we developed an image-domain material images
denoising algorithm based on the HYPR-LR (Local HighlY
constrained backPRojection Reconstuction) framework [2].
The HYPR-LR algorithm exploits noise correlations in basis
images and energy images and produce a composite image ~µc

by averaging the energy images, i.e. yielding an image with
lower image noise level. A weight image is then generated by
calculating the ratio of two filtered images, which are obtained
by filtering both the basis images ~x1,2 and the composite image
~µc. The final image ~xhy is obtained by multiplying the weight
image and the composite image. The mathematical form of
HYPR-LR algorithm is as follows,

~xhy =
~xb ⊗K
~µc ⊗K

· ~µc (5)

with ~xb the basis image, i.e. ~x1 or ~x2 and K the low-pass
filter kernel. The symbol ⊗ stands for convolution operation.

In this study, in order to further reduce decomposed images
noise without loss of high-frequency information, the edge-
preserving non-local mean filter [3] is introduced to generate
the weight image and the resulting algorithm is referred as
HYPR-NLM , hence Eq (5) is rewritten in pixel-wise as,

xhy(i) =

∑
j∈Ωi

ω(i, j)xb(j)∑
j∈Ωi

ω(i, j)µc(j)
µc(i), (6)

where the weight ω(i, j) depicts the similarity between the
pixels i and j. The pixel dependent summation domain Ωi

denotes a search-window centered at the pixel i and it is
usually a square neighborhood with fixed size. Thus the filtered
image is the weighted summation of the square neighborhood.

The similarity between pixels i and j can be measured
using the weighted Euclidean distance of the two square
neighborhoods centered at pixels i and j, thus the weight
ω(i, j) is defined as,

ω(i, j) =
1

Z(i)
e−
‖~µ(Θi)−~µ(Θj)‖2

2,a

h2 , (7)

where Θi and Θj are two square neighborhoods centered at
pixels i and j, respectively. The parameter h controls the decay
of the exponential function and it acts as a degree of filtering.
The parameter a is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel and it gives weights to the square neighborhoods. Z(i)
is the normalization constant

Z(i) =
∑
j

e−
‖~µ(Θi)−~µ(Θj)‖2

2,a

h2 . (8)

Based on the above definition, ω(i, j) satisfies the conditions
0 ≤ ω(i, j) ≤ 1 and

∑
j

ω(i, j) = 1.

C. Iterative image domain material decomposition

To reduce dual energy decomposition image noise, the iter-
ative image domain material decomposition method balances
the data fidelity of image value of direct inversion material
decomposition and quadratic error of decomposed images
using an optimization framework [1]. This method is referred
to as Iter-DECT in this work. The optimization problem is
formulated as follows,

min~xF (~x) = (A~x− ~µ)TV −1(A~x− ~µ) + λ ·R(~x) (9)

where R – the quadratic penalty term; λ – the constant to
adjust the relative weights between the data fidelity term and
the smooth term. The penalty term is defined as follows,

R(~x) =
1

2

∑
i

∑
k∈Ni

eik(xi − xk)2 (10)

with Ni the set of four nearest neighbors of the ith pixel in
the image and eik the edge-detection weight for pixel i and k.

Nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) method is used to mini-
mize the cost function defined by Eq (9). During CG iterations,
the gradient is calculated by the partial derivation of the cost
function with respect to ~x,

∇~xF (~x) = 2ATV −1(A~x− ~µ) + λ · ∇R(~x), (11)

here ∇R = ( ∂R
∂x1

, ∂R
∂x2

, · · · ∂R
∂x2N

).

D. Simulation and experiment

To evaluate the HYPR-NLM dual energy material decom-
position algorithm, we use simulated as well as clinical patient
data. For both of the cases, HYPR-NLM is employed to yield
material-specific images using the high- and low-energy CT
images and the results are compared to results generated using
direct matrix inversion, Iter-DECT and HYPR-LR.

1) Numerical simulation: In the simulation, a 2D fan-beam
CT geometry is performed. The distance from the source to
the center of rotation was 560 mm and the distance from
the source to the detector was 740 mm. A circular scan was
simulated and a total of 720 projections per rotation were
acquired in an angular range of 3600. The detector pixel
size was 0.254 mm and the detector had 512 pixels. The
dual energy spectra were 100 kVp and 140 kVp, which were
generated using the SpekCalc software [4] with 12 mm Al and
0.4 mm Sn+12 mm Al filtration, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Iodine concentration phantom and x-ray spectra for numerical
simulation of the dual energy material decomposition. (Left) The water
phantom consists of 6 iodine concentration inserts. (Right) The 100 kVp and
140 kVp energy spectra used in dual energy CT.

The phantom was a water cylinder with inserts that contain a
series of six solutions of varying iodine concentration (range,
0-20 mg/mL). The diameters of the water cylinder and the
inserts were 88.29 mm and 6.5 mm, respectively. The x-ray
spectra and the phantom were shown in figure 1.

During the simulation, noise was considered and first order
beam hardening correction was performed corresponding to
the 100 kVp and 140 kVp energy spectra. The calculated io-
dine concentrations in the phantom using different algorithms
were compared with known true iodine concentrations. For
comparison, direct matrix inversion without noise was also
performed and the results were regarded as ground truth.
Difference image between the ground truth and the images
processed using different kinds of algorithms were generated
to emphasize resolution preservation and noise reduction.

2) Clinical patient data: The retrospective clinical patient
studies were also performed with a dual-source dual-energy
CT scanner (Somatom Definition, Siemens Healthcare). The
system acquire high- and low-energy data with two x-ray tubes
with corresponding detector rings mounted onto a rotating
gantry with angular offsets of 90◦. The two tubes (tube 1 and
tube 2) operated independently with regard to tube voltage
and tube current. Dual-energy data were acquired using the
following parameters: tube 1, 140 kVp, 287 mA; tube 2, 100
kVp, 412 mA. To obtain contrast-enhanced CT images, the
contrast agent of 300 mg I/mL was injected.

III. RESULTS

A. Numerical simulation

Figure 2 shows the reconstruction results using the numer-
ical iodine concentration phantom. Water base and the 20
mg/mL iodine concentration are chosen as the basis materials
for dual-energy decomposition. Other iodine concentrations
are expected to show up in the decomposed image correspond-
ing to the contribution of their mass attenuation coefficients to
the mass attenuation coefficient of the chosen basis material. In
the first row, the 100 kV and 140 kV images and the difference
between these two images are depicted. Note that the images
of both energies have been corrected using first order beam
hardening correction algorithm.

The second and the third row show dual energy decompo-
sition results using direct matrix inversion with and without
water correction. As shown in the difference, without water
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction and direct dual energy decomposition results of the
numerical iodine concentration phantom simulation. The first row shows
the 100 kV and 140 kV CT images. Note that first order beam hardening
correction (water correction) has been performed for the CT images of both
energies. Dual energy decomposition without water correction yield cupping
artifacts and inhomogeneity for the material images.

TABLE I
IODINE CONCENTRATION MEASURED USING DIFFERENT IMAGE-DOMAIN

DUAL-ENERGY MATERIAL DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHMS AND TRUE
IODINE CONCENTRATION IN PHANTOM.

ROIs True
value

(mg/mL)

Direct
inversion
(mg/mL)

HYPR
(mg/mL)

Iter-
DECT

(mg/mL)

HYPR-
NLM

(mg/mL)

1 0 0.1 0.1 0.12 0.1

2 4 4.24 4.26 4.24 4.26

3 8 8.36 8.36 8.34 8.36

4 12 12.26 12.24 12.22 12.24

5 16 16.08 16.1 16.06 16.1

6 20 19.94 19.94 19.92 19.94

correction, image domain dual energy material decomposition
yield residual cupping artifacts in the material images and the
value of homogeneous materials are no longer homogeneous.

Figure 3 shows results of the numerical iodine concentration
phantom using direct matrix inversion, HYPR-LR, Iter-DECT
and HYPR-NLM algorithms. As can be seen, both HYPR-
LR and Iter-DECT yield residual edge effect. However, there
is marginal edge effect for HYPR-NLM, showing there is
minimal loss of resolution. Iodine concentrations of the ROIs
(labeled in figure 1(a)) measured using different algorithms is
shown in Table II. HYPR-NLM outperforms HYPR-LR while
Iter-DECT yields the lowest noise level.

B. Patient study

Figure 5 shows the decomposed water and iodine images of
myocardial perfusion imaging using different material decom-
position algorithms. As shown in the difference images, both
HYPR-LR and Iter-DECT show residual edge effect, while
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Fig. 3. Dual energy decomposed images of the iodine concentration nu-
merical phantom using direct matrix inversion, HYPR-LR, iterative material
decomposition and HYPR-NLM. The difference is the subtraction of the direct
inversion without noise and the other methods.
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Fig. 4. Image noise measured at the six regions of interest for the cylinder
phantom for different image-domain dual-energy material decomposition
methods.

there is marginal edge effect for HYPR-NLM. Table II shows
the mean values and standard deviations of the ROIs measured
using different algorithms. There are no significant difference
between the mean values measured using the four algorithms.
Direct inversion and Iter-DECT yield the highest and the low-
est noise level, respectively. HYPR-NLM outperforms HYPR-
LR in both resolution preservation and noise reduction.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, the proposed HYPR-NLM algorithm incorpo-
rates the edge-preserving non-local mean filter into the HYPR-
LR framework and provides an effective way to reduce the
magnified image noise of material decomposition which is

TABLE II
THE MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE ROIS (LABELED

AS #1 AND #2 IN FIGURE 5) OF THE MYOCARDIAL DATA.

Direct
inversion

HYPR-LR Iter-DECT HYPR-
NLM

Water image 1.156±0.357 1.156±0.157 1.156±0.125 1.157±0.134

Iodine image 0.986±0.311 0.990±0.143 0.991±0.118 0.991±0.110
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Fig. 5. Dual energy decomposed images of myocardial perfusion imaging
using direct matrix inversion, HYPR-LR, Iter-DECT and HYPR-NLM. The
difference is the subtraction of the direct inversion and the other methods.

a generic problem in dual-energy CT. A comparison of the
technique with published image-domain material decomposi-
tion algorithms suggests that the proposed iterative material
decomposition (Iter-DECT) reduces noise to the lowest level
and provides improved dual-energy CT images. HYPR-NLM
significantly reduces noise while preserving the accuracy of
quantitative measurement and resolution. We found that noise
reduction using HYPR-LR framework depends on the noise
level of the composite image which exploits the information
redundancies in the energy domain. Compared to multi-energy
bins spectral CT, in dual-energy imaging case, the composite
image is the average of high- and low-energy images. To
further reduce the HYPR-LR processing images noise, one
may want to increase the window size of the filter which may
lead to resolution degradation. By incorporating the non-local
mean filtering and the HYPR-LR framework, HYPR-NLM
reduces the boost noise using energy information redundancies
as well as the non-local mean. Thus HYPR-NLM further
reduces noise while preserving resolution.
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Abstract—Lack of access to projection data from patient CT 

scans is a major limitation for development and validation of new 

reconstruction algorithms. To meet this critical need, this work 

developed a standardized and vendor-neutral format for CT 

projection data, which will further be employed to build a library 

of patient projection data for public access. The new format, 

named the standardized projection data format, is an extended 

DICOM format with attenuation information stored in a DICOM 

image and parameters necessary for reconstruction stored in a 

DICOM header. To validate the implementation of the new 

format, CT projection data were acquired from two clinical CT 

scanners (Siemens and GE) where the ACR CT accreditation 

phantom was scanned in helical mode. After decoding (by us for 

Siemens, by the manufacturer for GE), the projection data were 

converted to the standardized format. Off-line CT 

reconstructions were performed by reconstruction experts using 

only the information stored in the standardized projection data 

file. The off-line reconstructed images had similar CT number, 

image noise, low contrast detectability, and high contrast spatial 

resolution compared with the manufacturers’ reconstruction, 

even though different reconstruction approaches were used. This 

confirmed that the geometric parameters and attenuation 

information in the standardized raw data were correctly stored 

and retrieved. The standardized format will further be employed 

to build a patient data library for reconstruction algorithm 

development and evaluation.  

 
Index Terms— CT, DICOM, open format, patient data library, 

projection data 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he development and evaluation of CT dose reduction 

methods, especially reconstruction algorithms, requires 

direct access to patient CT projection data. Such projection 

data, particularly with known pathology, are essential for 

testing the clinical relevance of the reconstruction algorithm, 

but are extremely time-consuming and expensive to obtain. To 

bridge this gap, funded by National Institute of Biomedical 

Imaging and Bioengineering (U01 EB017185), we are 

building a library of reference patient datasets that will be 

freely available to academic researchers. The library will 
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include projection and image data from clinically-acquired 

patient scans for three common exam types (head, chest, and 

abdomen) and two common CT systems (Somatom Definition 

Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany; and 

Discovery CT750 HD, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The 

library will also include simulated projection data of reduced 

dose, generated using a validated noise-insertion technique 

[1]. 

The challenge in building such a library is the need for a 

standardized and open format to store CT projection data. The 

commercial formats of projection data contain proprietary 

information and are encoded vendor-specifically, therefore not 

suitable for such a library. A format that can be potentially 

used for our library is the one developed by Battelle Memorial 

Institute as part of its Manhattan II algorithm standardization 

project [2]. The format, referred to as Battelle format 

hereinafter, is defined as an expanded DICOM (Digital 

Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format that stores 

the image acquisition parameters (scanning trajectory, detector 

geometry, etc.) in a DICOM header and the attenuation 

information in a DICOM image. The Battelle format is open 

and vendor-neutral. However, it involves various contexts of 

x-ray CT imaging such as medicine, transportation security, 

and nondestructive testing, and is too comprehensive for the 

needs of our reference patient library.  

To develop a standardized yet compact format for medical 

CT, this study concentrated the Battelle format into a new 

format, named the standardized projection data format. The 

new format accommodates projection data of third-generation 

CT scanners (synchronized rotations of the x-ray tube and the 

detector) in axial and helical modes with various detector 

shapes (cylindrical, spherical, and flat). Furthermore, the new 

format was extended from the Battelle format to accommodate 

modern CT techniques such as flying focal spot, a periodic 

motion of the focal spot to improve spatial resolution [3]. To 

confirm that the new format correctly stored all necessary 

information for reconstruction, commercial projection data of 

a CT image quality phantom were converted into standardized 

projection data and reconstructed. The reconstructed images 

were then compared to commercial CT images in terms of CT 

number accuracy, image noise, low contrast detectability, and 

high contrast spatial resolution. 

II. METHODS 

A. Standardized Projection Data Format 

The standardized projection data format is an extended 

Implementation of an Open Data Format for CT 

Projection Data 

Baiyu Chen, Xinhui Duan, Zhicong Yu, Shuai Leng, Lifeng Yu, and Cynthia H. McCollough 

T 
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DICOM format. Each projection data file is a vendor-neutral 

DICOM image that can be divided into two components, the 

image and the header. The image stores all CT projections 

(attenuation information), which have been compiled into a 

single matrix. The header stores geometric information 

necessary for image reconstruction, such as gantry geometry 

and x-ray energy spectrum. Following the DICOM standard, 

“tags” are used to identify and describe information in the 

header [4], with each tag corresponding to a field. Because 

traditional DICOM standard does not provide tags to describe 

gantry geometry, the standardized projection data format 

employed a series of new tags to describe the properties of the 

x-ray source and detector, as well as their motion relative to 

the patient table. A list of tags is summarized in the Appendix. 

The tags describe the gantry geometry in a cylindrical 

coordinate system (ρ, ϕ, z), as illustrated in Figure 1. The 

coordinate origin, noted as the purple dot, is defined with 

respect to where the patient table is zeroed, such that the 

coordinate stays static with respect to the table and the patient 

as table moves. The ρ, ϕ, and z for an arbitrary point (noted as 

the red dot) are illustrated in Figure 1. The radial distance ρ 

describes the in-plane distance from the center of rotation. The 

azimuth angle ϕ zeroes at 12 o’clock position (viewing from 

the patient table base side) and increases counter-clockwise. 

The z-direction is parallel to the moving direction of the 

patient bed and points away from the patient table base. With 

the coordinate system being defined, the gantry geometry is 

described in terms of detector geometry, x-ray geometry, and 

gantry rotation, as detailed below.  

To describe the detector geometry, all detector elements are 

indexed with a “column” and “row”. The term column refers 

to a line of elements parallel to the z direction, and the term 

row refers to a line of elements perpendicular to the z 

direction. The columns and rows are numbered in a certain 

order, as illustrated in Figure 1. To define the location of each 

detector element, the location of the detector’s focal center, 

i.e., the focal point of the arc along which detector elements 

are placed, is first defined at (ρ0, ϕ0, z0) (yellow dot in Figure 

1). Next, the detector element aligning with the detector’s 

focal center and the isocenter, E(Col X, Row Y), is identified. 

For example, E(Col 369.625, Row 32.5) means that the line 

connecting the detector’s focal center and the gantry isocenter 

hits the position 0.625 of a column width from Column 369 

towards Column 370, and half way in between Row 32 and 

Row 33. The coordinates of E(Col X, Row Y) are calculated 

according to (ρ0, ϕ0, z0) and the in-plane focal length of the 

detector arc. Lastly, the coordinates of other detector elements 

are calculated according to the coordinates of E(Col X, Row 

Y),  the dimensions of each detector element, and the shape of 

the detector (cylindrical, spherical, or flat-panel). Note that for 

flat-panel detector, because the detector elements do not focus, 

the detector’s focal center is defined along the line 

perpendicular to the detector and through the gantry isocenter. 

To describe the x-ray source geometry, the coordinates of 

the focal spot (noted as the green dot in Figure 1) are needed. 

Commonly, the location of focal spot coincides with the 

location of the detector’s focal center (ρ0, ϕ0, z0). However, 

there are cases when the focal spot location is slightly biased 

from the detector’s focal center, such as the flying focal spot 

technique, which involves periodical movement of focal spot 

location [3]. To account for such bias, an adjustment of (Δρ, 

Δϕ, Δz) is recorded, such that the coordinates of the focal spot 

are computed as (ρ0+Δρ, ϕ0+Δϕ, z0+Δz). To describe the 

gantry rotation, both the detector and source geometry are 

recorded on a projection-by-projection basis, i.e., a new set of 

(ρ0, ϕ0, z0) and (Δρ, Δϕ, Δz) are recorded for each projection. 

 

B. Validation of Implementation 

The implementation of the standardized projection data 

format was validated with off-line reconstruction, as 

illustrated in Figure 2. Commercial CT projection data were 

acquired for helical scans of the ACR CT Accreditation 

phantom[5] on two clinical CT scanners, (Somatom Definition 

 
Figure 1: Definition of the gantry geometry in a cylindrical coordinate system. The locations of the origin, the detector focal point, and the focal spot are marked 
as the purple dot, the yellow dot, and the green dot, respectively. 
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Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany; and 

Discovery CT750 HD, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The 

ACR CT Accreditation phantom was scanned in both the 

normal position (cylindrical face parallel to the axial plane) 

and upright “coronal” position (cylindrical face parallel to the 

coronal plane), as illustrated in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2: The validation process of standardized projection data format. 

 
Figure 3: The ACR CT Accreditation phantom was scanned in (a) normal 
position and (b) upright coronal position. 

For the GE scanner, the commercial projection data were 

acquired in helical mode and decoded by the vendor. The 

decoded commercial projection data were converted into 

standardized projection data format, and then reconstructed 

off-line by in-house reconstruction experts using only the 

information stored in the files. For the Siemens scanner, 

commercial CT projection data were acquired in helical mode 

with the flying focal spot turned on in both in-plane and z-axis 

directions. The commercial projection data were exported 

from the scanner, decoded by us under the help of vendor, and 

converted into the standardized projection data format. To test 

if the complex geometry of flying focal spot in our standard 

format can be readily retrieved, the off-line reconstructions 

were performed by an external expert. 

The images reconstructed from standardized projection data 

were inspected for CT number accuracy, image noise, low 

contrast detectability, and high contrast spatial resolution (in 

axial and coronal planes). In addition, commercial images 

were reconstructed from commercial CT projection data using 

scanner consoles, and compared to off-line reconstructed 

images. To ensure a fair comparison, the reconstruction slice 

thickness, reconstruction kernel, and reconstruction field of 

view were kept as close as possible for the two sets of images.   

III. RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows the commercial and off-line CT images 

based on data collected from GE scanner in helical mode. Off-

line reconstructed images had slightly worse axial plane 

resolution than commercial CT images, possibly due to the 

difference in reconstruction kernels. 

Figure 5 shows the commercial CT images and off-line CT 

images based on data collected from Siemens scanner in 

helical mode with both in-plane and z-axis flying focal spot. 

The two sets of images had similar CT numbers (±9 HU), 

image noise, and low contrast detectability. Off-line 

reconstructed images by the external expert had slightly better 

axial plane resolution than commercial CT images, but slightly 

worse coronal plane resolution. These differences were 

possibly due to the different reconstruction approaches 

employed by the commercial and off-line reconstructions to 

handle flying focal spot. In addition, the vendor reconstruction 

employed edge-enhancing filter. 

Despite different reconstruction approaches and CT scanner 

manufacturers, the overall image quality was similar between 

the commercial CT images and off-line reconstructed images, 

confirming that the geometric parameters and attenuation 

information in the standardized projection data were correctly 

stored and retrieved.  

 
Figure 4: Commercial CT images and images reconstructed off-line by our 
group, all based on data collected on a GE scanner in helical mode. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Because the formats of CT projection data are distinctly 

different and proprietary for each manufacturer, accessing 

patient projection data from commercial CT scanners has 

always been a challenge for the CT algorithm research 

community. This study developed and validated a vendor-

neutral format for CT projection data, such that commercial 

patient projection data can be converted into this format to 

allow public access. A library of patient projection data using 

this format is also under construction, which will include cases 

from a range of acquisition techniques and patients.  
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Figure 5: (a,c,e,g,i) Commercial CT images and (b,d,f,h,j) images 

reconstructed off-line by an external expert, compared in terms of (a,b) CT 

number accuracy, (c,d) image noise, (e,f) low contrast detectability, (g,h) high 
contrast resolution in axial plane, and (i,j) high contrast resolution in coronal 

plane. All images are based on data collected on a Siemens scanner in helical 

mode. Images (a-h) were acquired with ACR phantom in normal position. 
Images (i,j) were acquired with ACR phantom in an upright coronal position. 

A number of interesting opportunities and challenges come 

with this new open format. For example, patient projection 

data in this format allow head-to-head comparisons of 

reconstruction algorithms, such that more rapid consensus on 

better-performing algorithms can be reached and clinically 

adopted. Another example is the determination of dose 

reduction potential: With the open format, quantum noise can 

be added to patient projection data to simulate lower dose 

acquisitions, such that the tradeoff between radiation and 

diagnostic performance can be optimized. 

This study has two limitations. First, our standardized 

projection data format assumed third generation CT gantry 

geometry, which means the detector and the x-ray source 

rotate simultaneously along a circular orbit in the axial plane. 

Although this assumption works for majority of state-of-art 

clinical CT scanners, it may not work for dedicated CT 

scanners such as interventional C-arm. Second, the 

implementation of our new format was validated with 

projection data from two major CT manufacturers. The 

compatibility of our format with other CT manufacturers 

awaits further examination.  

V. CONCLUSION 

A standardized and vendor-neutral format has been 

developed for CT projection data. The format will further be 

employed to build a reference patient data library, such that 

CT algorithm researchers can access patient CT projection 

data and the parameters necessary for image reconstruction.  
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APPENDIX 

Tag Attribute Name VR
*
 VL

**
 Description  

(0008,0016) SOPClassUID UI 1 A unique identifier for an SOP class 

(0008,0060) Modality CS 1 "CT" 

(0008,0070) Manufacturer LO 1 "SIEMENS" or “GE” 

(0018,0060) KVP DS 1 Peak voltage 

(0018,0061) HUCalibrationFactor DS 1 A calibration factor µ’ for the 

conversion of linear attenuation 

coefficient µ to CT numbers: 

CT numbers = 1000 * (µ- µ’) / µ’ 

(0018,1030) ProtocolName LO 1 The name of the protocol 

(0018,1157) XrayTubeCurrentArray DS 1-n An array specifying the tube current. 

Each element of the array corresponds to 

a projection 

(0018,9311) SpiralPitchFactor FD 1 Pitch 

(0028,1052) RescaleIntercept DS 1 The pixel values of the projection data 

need to be adjusted using the equation:  

Pixel value = Pixel value readout * 

RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept 

(0028,1053) RescaleSlope DS 1 

(7029,0010) DetectorSystemArrangementModule LO 1 The name of the module (all tags 

starting with 7029) that defines the 

geometry of a detector 

(7029,1010) NumberofDetectorRows US 1 The number of detector rows 

(7029,1011) NumberofDetectorColumns US 1 The number of detector columns 

(7029,1002) DetectorElementTransverseSpacing FL 1 The width of each detector column, 

measured at the detector (mm) 

(7029,1006) DetectorElementAxialSpacing FL 1 The width of each detector row, 

measured at the detector (mm) 

(7029,100C) DetectorGeometryComments  CS 1 The shape of the detector, such as 

“CYLINDRICAL”, “SPHERICAL”, or 

“FLAT”  

(7031,0010) DetectorDynamicsModule LO 1 The name of the module (all tags 

starting with 7031) that defines the 

detector movement 

(7031,1001) DetectorFocalCenterAngularPosition

Array  

FL 1-n An array specifying ϕ0, the 

azimuth angles of the detector’s focal 

center (rad). Each element of the array 

corresponds to a projection 

(7031,1002) DetectorFocalCenterAxialPositionArr

ay  

FL 1-n An array specifying z0, the z location of 

the detector’s focal center (mm). Each 

element of the array corresponds to a 

projection 

(7031,1003) DetectorFocalCenterRadialDistanceA

rray  

FL 1-n An array specifying ρ0, the in-plane 

distances between the detector’s focal 

center and the isocenter (mm). Each 

element of the array corresponds to a 

projection 

(7031,1031) ConstantRadialDistance FL 1 d0, the distance between the detector’s 
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focal center and the detector element 

specified in Tag(7031,1033) (mm) 

(7031,1033) DetectorCentralElement FL 1-n (Column X ,Row Y), the index of the 

detector element aligning with the 

isocenter and the detector’s focal center 

(7033,0010) SourceDynamicsModule LO 1 The name of the module (all tags 

starting with 7033) that defines the 

source movement 

(7033,100B) SourceAngularPositionShiftArray  FL 1-n An array specifying Δϕ, the ϕ offset 

from the focal spot to the geometry’s 

focal center. Each element of the array 

corresponds to a projection 

(7033,100C) SourceAxialPositionShiftArray  FL 1-n An array specifying Δz, the z offset 

from the focal spot to the geometry’s 

focal center. Each element of the array 

corresponds to a projection 

(7033,100D) SourceRadialDistanceShiftArray  FL 1-n An array specifying Δρ, the ρ offset 

from the focal spot to the geometry’s 

focal center. Each element of the array 

corresponds to a projection 

(7033,1013) NumberofSourceAngularSteps  US 1 The number of projections per complete 

rotation 

(7037,0010) ProjectionDataDefinitions LO 1 The name of the module (all tags 

starting with 7037) that defines the scan 

type 

(7037,1009) TypeofProjectionData CS 1 "AXIAL" or "HELICAL" 

(7037,100A) TypeofProjectionGeometry CS 1 "FANBEAM" for third generation CT 

geometry 

 VR: value representation; VL: variable length. 

 UI: unique identifier; CS: code string; LO: long string; DS: decimal string; FD: floating point double; US: 

unsigned short; FL: floating point single; OW: other word string; OB: other byte string. 
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Abstract—We study the effects of cardiac twist on phase-
resolved cardiac C-arm cone-beam computed tomography recon-
struction. First, a numeric, dynamic cardiac phantom is extended
with an analytic model describing the heart’s twisting motion.
Then, phase-resolved reconstructions are calculated using two
methods based on ECG-gating and interpolation of the original
motion field, respectively.
We assessed overall reconstruction quality using the correlation of
voxel intensities and found it largely unaffected by cardiac twist.
We then confined the evaluation to the coronary arteries using
the area under precision-recall curves. Decreasing performance
at larger twist angles was observed with both methods at both
fast and quiet heart phases.
The results indicated that limited angle problems may occur for
large twist angles in interventional settings, leading to degraded
image quality. However, degradations were subtle and should not
affect most practical cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the helical orientation of the left ventricular (LV)
myocardial fibers, contraction during systole not only leads
to longitudinal and circumferential fiber shorting but also
LV twist. The twist axis coincides with the long-axis of the
ventricle. Fibers are arranged in a left-handed helix in the
subepicardium, resulting in clockwise rotation at the base but
counterclockwise rotation at the apex [1]. LV twist has not
been studied excessively in the context of X-ray imaging
because it cannot be assessed directly using this modality.
The coronary arteries, however, follow LV rotation as they
are attached to the myocardium. Therefore, LV twist has to be
considered in phase-resolved coronary artery reconstruction in
contrasted angiography. This study is of particular interest for
interventional acquisitions, where rotational motion may lead
to limited angle problems resulting in streak artifacts [2]. In
order to investigate the effects of cardiac twist on coronary
artery reconstruction, we extend the motion field of the XCAT
cardiac phantom [3] with a twisting motion model. Then,
we evaluate the performance of two phase-resolved cardiac
reconstruction algorithms at various twist angles.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Extensions to the XCAT Heart

The XCAT heart phantom comes with contractive motion
in terms of longitudinal and circumferential fiber shortening.

As it was partially derived from a tagged MRI scan, LV
twist may be included but was not assessed in particular
[3]. The phantom is based on an analytic B-spline model
that describes the anatomy as well as the motion path [4].
Therefore, it can easily be manipulated by modification of its
control points c(i) ∈ R3. The rotation-axis of the torsional
heart motion coincides with the long-axis of the left-ventricle,
that is assumed linear. Let the long-axis match the z-axis of
the reference coordinate system, then the twist angle of control
point c(i) at heart phase hr ∈ [0, 1[ is linearly interpolated
along this axis, yielding

Φi(hr) =
bz − c

(i)
z

bz − az
Φb(hr)−

c
(i)
z − az
bz − az

Φa(hr), (1)

where b and a are the coordinates, and Φb and Φa the corre-
sponding rotation angles of the LV base and apex, respectively.
The rotated control points at phase hr are then given by
c′(i) = R · c(i), where R is a rotation matrix describing a
rotation of Φi(hr) around the z-axis. Following Notomi et al.
we chose Φa = −2·Φb [5], and Φb(hr) = Φmax

b ·(|2hr−1|−1),
where Φmax

b is the maximal rotation angle at the base. There-
fore, the total twist angle is Φtot = 3 · Φmax

b . Fig. 1 shows
the cardiac motion field from hr = 0.0 to hr = 0.5 for a
simulation without twist (c.f. Fig. 1a and 1c), and a LV twist
of Φtot = 30◦, i.e. Φmax

b = 10◦ in Fig. 1b and 1d. The resulting
difference in coronary artery position at systole is shown in
Fig. 2.

B. Phase-resolved Reconstruction

1) ECG-gated interventional cardiac reconstruction:
Schwemmer et al. proposed a method for the reconstruction of
cardiac vasculature from cone-beam rotational angiography us-
ing retrospective electrocardiogram-gating (ECG-gating) and
deformable 2D-2D registration [6]. We are interested whether
LV twist introduces limited-angle problems and hence de-
grades image quality. Such effects would alter the performance
of this method at all stages. Therefore, it is legitimate to
confine the method to a restrictively gated initial FDK-type
reconstruction at the reference heart phase hr

fhr
(x) =

N−2Nign∑
i=1

λi(hr) · ωi(x) · pi (Ai(x)) , (2)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 1. Basal (Fig. 1a and 1b) and apical (Fig. 1c and 1d) short-axis cross
sections of the heart motion field with is 0◦ and 30◦ twist angle on the left
and right hand side, respectively. The strong motion in the upper right corner
of the apical slices originates from right ventricular dynamics.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Volume renderings of the ground-truth coronary arteries at systole
(hr = 0.5) using a twist angle of 0◦ and 30◦ in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively.
Fig. 2c illustrates differences between 2a (black) and 2b (gray) for emphasis.

where N is the number of projections, ωi(x) are distance
weights, pi(u) are the filtered, and cosine- and redundancy-
weighted projections at detector coordinate u, and Ai are
projection matrices. The cosine-based gating function λi(hr)
is defined as follows.

λi(hr) =

{
cosa

(
d(hi,hr)

w π
)

if d (hi, hr) <
w
2

0 else,
(3)

where hi is the heart phase in the ith projection image,
w ∈ [0, 1[ controls the width and a ≥ 0 controls the shape of
the gating function. The distance between heart phases reads
d(h1, h2) = minε∈{−1,0,1} |h1−h2+ε| [7]. Specifying optimal
ECG-gating parameters w and a is challenging, as wider
gating windows prevent undersampling but introduce motion
artifacts into the reconstruction. Streak reduction is performed
by omitting the Nign smallest and largest contributions to each
voxel. For a more comprehensive description of the algorithm
refer to [6].

2) Dense motion field compensated reconstruction: Ana-
lytic expressions of the cardiac motion at the heart’s surface
are known for both the XCAT dynamics and the proposed
twisting motion. Therefore, the 3D ground-truth deformation
field can be incorporated directly into the reconstruction.
However, the displacement vector fields are sparse, as they
are defined only on the parametric surfaces of the phantom.
For the use in motion-compensated reconstruction the sparse
motion field is interpolated on a dense regular grid yielding an
approximation of the true 3D cardiac motion T (3D)

i,hr
(x) [8]. The

reconstruction is then calculated similarly to Eq. 2 omitting the
streak reduction and the ECG-gating.

fhr
(x) =

N∑
i=1

ωi(x
′) · pi (Ai(x

′)) , (4)

where x′ = T
(3D)
i,hr

(x).

C. Experimental Setup

All algorithms are implemented in CONRAD, an open-
source simulation and reconstruction framework for cone-
beam X-ray imaging [9]. We simulated a 4 s sweep acquiring
133 projections over 200◦ assuming a monochromatic source
at 80 kV and a noise free process. The source-to-detector
distance was 1200 mm and the source-to-isocenter distance
was 800 mm. The detector had 620 × 480 pixels with an
isotropic spacing of 0.616 mm. The reconstructed volumes had
2563 voxels with an isotropic spacing of 1mm.
The heart rate was chosen as 60 bpm resulting in a total of
four heart cycles throughout the simulated acquisition. We
simulated five different twist angles ranging from 0◦ to 30◦

(Φtot ∈ {0◦, 9◦, 15◦, 21◦, 30◦}). The intrinsic motion of the
XCAT cardiac phantom was used to model contractive motion.
Reconstructions were calculated at systole (hr = 0.5) and at
diastole (hr = 0.8).
For the ECG-gated reconstruction described in Sec. II-B1 we
chose w = 0.4, and a = 4 following [6]. Therefore,56 and 57
projections were used for the initial reconstruction of the fast
and the quiet heat phase, respectively.
Streak reduction was performed using Nign = 3.

D. Evaluation

We investigate the performance of ECG-gated cardiac vas-
culature reconstruction described in Section II-B1 and dense
motion field compensated reconstruction (c.f. Section II-B2).
The coronary arteries are of particular interest, as they are
drastically affected by LV twist.
In the case of contrasted vasculature, quantitative evalua-
tion was carried out using precision-recall (PR) curves. PR
curves are calculated from the spatial overlap of a ground-
truth volume g(x) and a reconstructed volume f (α)(x). The
reconstruction is thresholded at increasingly restrictive levels
α and then compared to the ground-truth. If an artery is present
in g(x) at x and also in f (α)(x) x is called a true positive
(TP), or a false negative (FN) if it is not present in f (α)(x).
However, if no artery exists in g(x) while none is present in
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f (α)(x) x is a true negative (TN), else a false positive (FP). At
each threshold α, the precision p and recall r are calculated.

p(α) =
TP(α)

TP(α) + FP(α)
, and r(α) =

TP(α)

TP(α) + FN(α)
. (5)

In order to efficiently compare different methods we use the
area under the PR curve (AUPRC), reducing the measure
to a single scalar value. As PR does not account for TP it
may be favored over receiver operating characteristic when
dealing with highly skewed datasets [10]. Similarly to the
area under a receiver-operating curve, the optimal value for
AUPRC is unity. Note however, that an AUPRC of 0.5 does
not correspond to a random process.
In a second step we calculate the cross-correlation in a
region-of-interest (ROI) of the reconstructed volumes with the
ground-truth to assess overall reconstruction performance. The
ROI γ was defined as an elliptical patch in the central slice
of the volumes. The Pearson correlation coefficient reads

r =

∑
x

(
fγ(x)− f̄γ

)
(gγ(x)− ḡγ)√∑

x

(
fγ(x)− f̄γ

)2 ·√∑x(gγ(x)− ḡγ)
2
, (6)

where f̄γ = 1∑
x 1

∑
x fγ(x), and x ∈ γ [11].

Both phase-resolved reconstruction methods described in Sec-
tions II-B1 and II-B2 were evaluated on a fast and a quiet
heart phase (hr = 0.5 and hr = 0.8, respectively) at five
different twist angles. LV twist was implemented according to
Section II-A.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present the results of our experiments evaluated us-
ing the AUPRC and the Pearson correlation coefficient (c.f.
Section II-C and II-D). Tables I and II state the AUPRC for
the coronary arteries and the Pearson correlation coefficient
for overall performance calculated from the phase-resolved
reconstructions and the ground-truth.
We found the AUPRC and the correlation to be largely
constant at all twist angles. However, slight deteriorations
of the AUPRC at hr = 0.5 were observed at higher twist
angles (Φtot > 21◦) of the fast heart phase. This can likely be
explained by gradually aggravating limited angle problems that
are introduced with increasing cardiac torsion. The average an-
gular increment over the 133 acquired projections was 1.50◦.
Therefore, considering the twist motion model described in
Section II-A, structures with twist angles of 24.98◦ would
remain in phase during contraction. Rotation at the apex may
therefore introduce limited angle problems during contraction,
but not during relaxation. The contrary applies to the base
due to the opposite rotation direction. It is worth mentioning
that the AUPRC without any additional twist was also low
for dense motion field compensated reconstruction at both
reference heart phases. The same behavior was observed with
the ECG-gated reconstruction at hr = 0.8. We could not
thoroughly eliminate other effects as possible reasons for
the deterioration. Therefore, we have to be considerate with
attributing deteriorations exclusively to cardiac twist.

ECG-gated: Φtot in ◦ 0 9 15 21 30
AUPRC hr = 0.5 0.201 0.201 0.203 0.190 0.195

hr = 0.8 0.296 0.317 0.314 0.310 0.309
Pearson r hr = 0.5 0.639 0.631 0.631 0.631 0.631

hr = 0.8 0.525 0.518 0.520 0.520 0.523

TABLE I
AUPRC AND PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR THE

ECG-GATED RECONSTRUCTION METHOD USING 57 OF THE 133
ACQUIRED PROJECTIONS AT SYSTOLE (hr = 0.5) AND AT DIASTOLE

hr = 0.8 FOR FIVE DIFFERENT TWIST ANGLES RANGING FROM 0◦ TO 30◦

(ONLY THE BASE ROTATION ANGLE IS STATED ABOVE).

Motion field: Φtot in ◦ 0 9 15 21 30
AUPRC hr = 0.5 0.189 0.202 0.194 0.190 0.176

hr = 0.8 0.185 0.204 0.199 0.196 0.194
Pearson r hr = 0.5 0.922 0.920 0.920 0.921 0.921

hr = 0.8 0.950 0.951 0.952 0.952 0.952

TABLE II
AUPRC AND PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OBTAINED WITH THE
DENSE MOTION FIELD COMPENSATED RECONSTRUCTION AT A FAST AND

QUIET HEART PHASE (0.5 AND 0.8, RESPECTIVELY) AT FIVE TWIST
ANGLES (ONLY BASAL ANGLE STATED).

The AUPRC is substantially worse for dense motion field
compensated reconstruction compared to ECG-gated recon-
struction, 0.196±7.00 ·10−3 compared to 0.309±8.00 ·10−3

at hr = 0.8. The streak reduction in the ECG-gated reconstruc-
tion suppressed high intensity artifacts, leading to an increased
AUPRC. False positives at near optimal thresholds can be
observed in the dense motion field reconstructions shown
in Fig. 3b and 3e. As precision-recall is sensitive to false
positives, the ECG-gated reconstruction scored better albeit
missing smaller arteries (compare Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c).
Moreover, the quality of the ECG-based reconstruction suf-
fered at faster heart phases (0.198± 5.40 · 10−3 and 0.309±
8.00 ·10−3 at hr = 0.5 and 0.8, respectively) due to increased
motion. The reconstruction quality achieved with dense motion
field compensated reconstruction stayed mostly constant as
expected, yielding 0.192±9.40 ·10−3 and 0.196±7.00 ·10−3

at hr = 0.5 and 0.8, respectively.
In contrast to the AUPRC the Pearson correlation coefficient
is sensitive to changed distributions in the data set. Therefore,
values of r at different heart phases may not be compared due
to changes in the heart’s shape, illustrated in Fig. 4a and 4d.
It is evident from Tables I and II that the dense motion field
approach yielded significantly better results if the evaluation is
not constrained to the coronary arteries. This is not surprising,
because the ECG-gated reconstruction only incorporated 56
(57) projections for the reconstruction at systole (diastole).
Decreasing performance due to limited angle problems was
not observed using Pearson correlation coefficient, as other
structures, such as the myocardium and cardiac chambers
but also streak artifacts, dominated the image (see Fig. 4).
Moreover, the appearance of those structures in X-ray imaging
is only marginally affected by cardiac twist.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3. Volume renderings of the reconstructed volumes shown in Fig. 4 at
diastole (top) and systole (bottom) using appropriate thresholds: the ground-
truth volume is shown in Fig. 3a and 3d, Fig. 3b and 3e show the dense
motion field compensated reconstruction, and Fig. 3c and 3f show the ECG-
gated reconstruction.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 4. ROI γ extracted from the ground-truth (Fig. 4a and 4d), dense
motion field compensated reconstruction (Fig. 4b and 4e), and ECG-gated
reconstruction (Fig. 4c and 4f) at hr = 0.8 and 0.5 in the top and bottom
row, respectively. Acquisitions without additional twist are shown.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the effects of cardiac torsion on reconstruction
quality in an interventional setting. The XCAT motion field
was extended with an analytic motion model describing the
wringing motion along the LV long axis. An ECG-gated
reconstruction method and a dense motion field compensated
algorithm were used to reconstruct volumes at systole and
diastole at five twist angles. The reconstruction quality of the
coronary arteries, which are particularly interesting as they
follow cardiac twist, was assessed using the AUPRC. We
found smaller values of the AUPRC for larger rotation angles,
as they resulted in a per-projection twist motion close to the

average angular increment of the acquisition and therefore
introduced limited angle problems and streak artifacts. Overall
reconstruction quality, assessed using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient in a central ROI, remained mostly constant.
Mean cardiac twist angles of 10.5◦ ± 1.6◦ were observed in
healthy volunteers [12] but values up to 21.1◦ ± 15.2◦ were
reported in pathologic cases [13]. In such cases, limited angle
problems and therefore decreased reconstruction quality may
occur in interventional settings. However, the initial results
suggested that such effects are subtle and do not drastically
affect the acquisitions.
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MAP-Based Sinogram Denoising for Spectral CT
Imaging Using a Joint Prior
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Abstract— In dual-energy CT scanning, material decomposi-
tion is known to introduce noise correlation in the materials.
In this paper, a projection-space maximum a posteriori (MAP)
algorithm is proposed for correlated noise reduction when the
decomposition is performed in the sinogram domain. Because
direct denoising in the material domain is challenging, we propose
to operate in a transformed domain with a joint prior to reduce
the complexity of the prior. The prior strength is spatially
modulated to achieve consistent regularization across different
noise levels in the data. Application to a fast kVp switching
clinical dataset demonstrate that the proposed MAP algorithm
is effective in reducing correlated noise in the material images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dual-energy CT scanners acquire X-ray projections with
two distinct spectra, and can produce material density images
by decomposing the dual energy data into material pairs with
known energy-dependent attenuation. After material decom-
position, attenuation images at different energies (keV) can
be computed by a linear transformation of the material pairs.
Material images provide quantitative information and improve
differentiation of tissues which otherwise have very similar
attenuation characteristics. The material images and energy-
dependent attenuation maps provide significant additional clin-
ical information with respect to single-energy CT.

Dual energy CT scanning has been commercially imple-
mented in various forms such as with dual-layer detector
system, dual-source/dual-detector systems, fast kVp switching
systems, and twin beam systems, all allowing the acquisition
of two distinct measurements with different X-ray spectra. The
material decomposition from dual energy data can be done
in the image space or the projection space, and introduces
correlated noise in the materials [1], calling for the specific
need to reduce noise in the materials to conserve the maximum
clinical benefit.

Correlated noise reduction can be comprised of a com-
bination of projection-domain processing and image-domain
processing. Edges can be more easily identified in the image-
domain, pointing to the potential of robust denoising algo-
rithms, but noise correlation is more difficult to establish
in the image domain [4]. By contrast, noise correlation is
known analytically in the projection-domain, implying more
effective correlated denoising approaches [3], but it is chal-
lenging to preserve spatial resolution because of the reduced
differentiation of the edges in the projection domain. This
calls for the introduction of specific priors in the projection-
based approach. Unfortunately, uniformly regularizing both

the material components may be challenging with few extra
parameters [7] and alternatively may require more scale invari-
ant priors [2]. Non-uniform regularization may lead to cross-
contamination in the material pairs which is not desirable.

In this work, a MAP denoising algorithm is proposed
when material decomposition is performed in the projection
domain. The proposed method utilizes an accurate estimation
of the correlation in the projection domain [3]. To reduce the
challenges posed by different edges and signal magnitude in
the material projections, we propose to perform the denoising
in a transformed domain with a joint prior, as described in
section II. The transformation may aid in applying uniform
regularization on the material pair leading to reduced cross-
contamination. The prior strength is also varied spatially to
achieve consistent regularization across different noise level in
the data. Finally the proposed method is applied on a clinical
dataset acquired on the GE Revolution GSI system with 40mm
collimation and fast kVp switching. The results are discussed
in section III.

II. METHOD

In fast kVp switching, alternating low kVp and high kVp
measurements are acquired from view to view. The angular
difference between the low and high kVp measurements is
small enough that a simple interpolation is sufficient to register
the two measurements with excellent temporal matching and
form a 80-140 kVp pair. Subsequently the two measurements
undergo material decomposition where the two materials pairs
have significantly different attenuation characteristics. The
pairs typically considered in the literature are Photoelec-
tric/Compton, Bone/Tissue, or Water/Iodine. The two basis
materials used in this work are Water and Iodine. The noise
in water and iodine sinograms is correlated after material
decomposition. The inverse covariance matrix for the material
sinograms is calculated using the method described in Zhang
et al. [3],

Bi = [∇h−1(yi)]
−1Wi[∇h−1(yi)]

−T , (1)

Wi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
wi,low 0

0 0

]
, for real low-energy projections

[
0 0

0 wi,high

]
, for real high-energy projections

(2)

1
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The weights for the low kVp (wi,low) and high kVp
(wi,high) measurements are computed using the photon counts
before taking the negative logarithm [5]. The weights, Wi is
a rank-one 2 × 2 matrix for every measurement pair i. h−1

is the material decomposition function and in this work it is
determined as a polynomial with coefficients obtained from
system calibration. With the h−1 function, a 2-dimensional
vector [yi,low, yi,high] of low kVp and high kVp measure-
ments can be transformed to material pairs [mi,W ,mi,I ] for
projection index i.

mi = h−1 (yi) (3)

∇h−1(yi) is a 2×2 gradient matrix of the function h−1. Using
the inverse-covariance matrix calculated above, we formulate
the MAP denoising problem in the sinogram domain as,

φ(m̂) =
1

2

N∑
i=1

(mi − m̂i)Bi(mi − m̂i)
T + (4)

β

K∑
l=1

Ψl([Cm̂]l),

Ψi(m̂i) =

2∑
k=1

∑
j∈Ni

bijκi,kκj,kρ(m̂i,k − m̂j,k),

κj,k =
√
Bj(k, k).

mi is a 2-dimensional vector of the material basis sinogram
values for index i. bl is the inverse of the detector cell-spacing
and κl is a spatially varying regularization coefficient as
described in Noh et al. [6] which is derived from the diagonal
elements of the B matrix. The spatially varying regularization
is designed to improve consistency across different noise levels
in the projection data. 3D regularization is performed in the
channel, row and view dimension of the projection data. A
neighborhood of 6 is used, 4 neighbours are chosen from
within the view and 2 from the previous and next view. Bi

is a 2 × 2 matrix for the inverse-covariance matrix. ρ is the
potential function of the joint prior and β is the global prior
strength.

A joint regularization design is proposed for better edge
preservation as described in Huh et al. [7] using a generalized
fair (GF) potential. The GF potential has computationally at-
tractive form for the derivatives (equation 5). The GF potential
function for the joint design can be expressed as,

ρ(t) =
δ2

2b3

(
ab2

∣∣∣∣ tδ
∣∣∣∣
2

+ 2b(b− a)

∣∣∣∣ tδ
∣∣∣∣

+a(a− b) log

(
1 + b

∣∣∣∣ tδ
∣∣∣∣
))

,

t =
√

Δ2
m1 + γΔ2

m2. (5)

The value of the parameters used for the potential function are
a = 0.056, b = 1.64, and δ = 10. A quadratic surrogate for
the potential function is constructed for separating the terms
from the two basis materials. The gradient of the potential

function and the hessian is calculated as,

ρ
′
m1(t) =

1 + a| tδ |
1 + b| tδ |

Δm1, (6)

ρ
′
m2(t) =

1 + a| tδ |
1 + b| tδ |

γΔm2, (7)

ρ
′′
m1(t) =

1 + a| tδ |
1 + b| tδ |

, ρ
′′
m2(t) =

1 + a| tδ |
1 + b| tδ |

γ. (8)

The magnitude of the two original basis material sinograms
(water and iodine) is significantly different and would involve
tuning the γ coefficient for effective joint regularization and
to reduce cross-contamination in the material pairs. The two
sinograms are shown for comparison in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Original basis material sinograms (Water/iodine) have significantly
different magnitude.

Tuning the parameter γ may not be straightforward. This
motivates the modification we propose to equation 4 where the
two material sinograms are transformed to the keV domain.
The choice of the keV pair determine the conditioning of the
hessian and also having similar edges and signal magnitude.
In this case, we use 40 keV and 140 keV as the keV
pair. The 40 and 140 keV sinograms are formed from a
linear transformation of water and iodine sinograms. This
transformation is believed to be novel and may help simplify
the joint regularization problem.

m40 = mw + α40mI ,

m140 = mw + α140mI .

The Bi matrix therefore undergoes the transformation:

B̂i =

[
1 α40

1 α140

]−1

Bi

[
1 α40

1 α140

]−T

. (9)

The two keV sinograms are similar in signal magnitude, which
simplifies the parameterization of the joint regularizer and γ
is set to 1. The keV sinograms before and after one iteration
of MAP denoising is shown in Figure 2.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dual energy scan data of a clinical patient is acquired in a
GE Revolution GSI system which can rapidly switch betweeen
80 and 140 kVp measurements. The scan is acquired with 0.7s
rotation, tube current of 305 mA, and a normalized helical
pitch of 1.375. 5 iterations of MAP denoising are performed
in the 40 and 140 keV domain using the proposed joint prior.
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Fig. 2. 40keV (left) and 140keV (right) sinogram before and after 1 iteration
of MAP denoising. The two keV sinograms are very similar in magnitude.

TABLE I
NOISE AND CORRELATION IN THE SLICES SHOWN IN FIGURE 3

Image Std Wa Std I Correlation
Raw 52.13 1.92 -0.93
β=0.1 30.26 1.136 -0.66
β=1 29.41 1.14 -0.73

The noisy keV sinograms are used as the initial condition
for the iterations, and the reconstructions are performed with
the filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm. The denoised
material images with a β = 1 (right column) and β = 0.1
(middle column) are compared to the raw material images
(left column) as shown in Figure 3.

The sample standard deviation and sample correlation are
measured in a small image ROI and are shown in table I. The
sample correlation is calculated by normalizing the covariance
with the product of the standard deviation of the two material
images.

The noise in the energy-dependent attenuation image is
plotted as a function of energy in Figure 4 for both the raw
and MAP denoised images. The noise at a particular energy
(optimal energy) is the lowest, since the noise is negatively
correlated in the material images. The energy-dependent
images are generated as linear combination of the material
images. The energy-dependent noise is a good metric for
evaluating the correlation in the material images. The noise
correlation is reduced in the material images with the
proposed method as observed in Table I and that the noise
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Fig. 4. Noise as a function of kev in a ROI for the raw, β=0.1, and β=1

curves are flatter compared to the raw images. A stronger
regularization can reduce the overall image noise but may
have an impact on spatial resolution.

The results demonstrate that, with the current level of
tuning, the proposed spatially-variant regularization design
using a joint prior in the transform domain can be effective in
reducing the correlated noise in the material images but cannot
solely be relied upon for desired level of noise reduction across
the full keV range. With further tuning, we hope to show in
the final paper that the denoised curve across keVs can be
consistently lower than the corresponding linear combination
of raw images. Alternatively, the projection-space approach
can be followed with a image-space approach to further reduce
noise in the material images [4].
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Fig. 3. (top row) A slice of the raw Water (left) image compared to the MAP denoised images with β=0.1 (middle) and 1 (right), (bottom row) A slice of
the raw Iodine (left) image compared to MAP denoised images with β=0.1 (middle) and 1 (right)
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Dual Energy CTImages Restoration via Dictionary
Learning and Spectral Gradient Modeling
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Abstract—Dual energy CT (DECT) has demonstrated a po-
tential role in advanced imaging application due to its ability to
identify and differentiate different materials. However, A generic
problem of DECT is that material decomposition via direct
matrix inversion would lead to significant degraded signal-to-
noise ratios on the resultant images. To obviate this drawback,
in this work we develop a high-quality DECT images restora-
tion approach by performing dictionary learning and spectral
gradient (DLSG) modeling. Specifically, to explore the redun-
dancy information of basis material images, similarity patches
in two basis material images from an image-based material
decomposition method are respectively selected and trained as
two dictionaries to represent the desired images in the objective
function. To explore the redundancy information between the
high- and low- energy images, a spectral gradient is designed
and added as another constraint of the objective function. A
modified digital clock phantom was simulated to evaluate the
present approach. Experimental results show that the present
approach can achieve DECT images with several noticeable gains
over the existing dictionary learning-based method in terms of
accuracy and resolution property.

Index Terms—dual energy CT, image restoration, redundancy
information, dictionary learning, spectral gradient.

I. I NTRODUCTION

DUAL energy CT (DECT) has demonstrated a potential
role in advanced imaging application due to its ability

to identify and differentiate different materials [1, 2]. The
fundamental principle of DECT imaging is that the high- and
low- energy tomographic measurements can be approximated
as a linear combination of a pair of different actual or
even virtual components (i.e., water and iodine, photoelectric
interaction and Compton scattering) which are usually defined
as basis images [1, 3]. In DECT, the basis images can be re-
constructed from two sets of measurements at two different X-
ray source potential by solving an inverse problem. However,
direct signal decomposition via matrix inversion is a noise-
amplifying process. To date, noise suppression of the basis
images is a general problem in DECT imaging [4,5].
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tion of China under grand (No. 81371544, No. 81101046), and the National
Science and Technology Major Project of the Ministry of Science and
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Recently, an increasing interest has been observed on sparse
representations using dictionary learning (DL) [6, 7]. Com-
pared to the conventional restoration techniques based on
pixel-wise intensity update, the dictionary-based methods pro-
cess the image patch by patch. In particular, the dictionary is a
collection of atoms learned from application-specific training
images. Then, an object image can be sparsely approximated
as a linear combination of some few of the dictionary atoms.
Since the dictionary is learned from training images, it is
expected to have a better sparsifying capability than any
generic sparse transform [8].

Given the aforementioned advantages, the dictionary learn-
ing based techniques were further developed on CT imaging
studies [8-13]. Xu et al. employed a global or adaptive
dictionary derived from the K-singular value decomposition
(K-SVD) algorithm [6] in whole processing and incorporated
the dictionary learning step into the iterative reconstruction
procedure [8]. Motivated by the success of a single-dictionary
learning method for CT reconstruction, two dictionaries are
applied to improve the image quality [9, 10]. Recently, Chenet
al. proposed an artifact suppressed dictionary learning method
to improve the quality of low dose CT images by training two
distinguish dictionaries of noise-induced artifacts and desired
structures in wavelet domain [11, 12].

In this paper, we develop a high-quality DECT images
restoration approach by performing dictionary learning and
spectral gradient (DLSG) modeling. Specifically, to explore the
redundancy information of basis material images, similarity
patches in two basis material images from an image-based
material decomposition method are respectively selected and
trained as two dictionaries to represent the desired images in
the objective function. To explore the redundancy information
between the high- and low- energy images, a spectral gradient
is designed and added as another constraint of the objective
function. It is worth to notice that the present approach is
similar to that in [13] for dynamic MR image denoising.
In the following section, some mathematical expressions are
borrowed from [13].

II. M ETHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Image domain material decomposition

For the image-based basis material decomposition, the
measurement in the CT image domain can be approximate
as a linear combination of two basis materials [4], and the
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formulation of the materialdecomposition can be written as:
(

yH

yL

)
=

(
µ1H µ2H

µ1L µ2L

)(
C1

C2

)
(1)

whereyH/L denotes the reconstructed CT image at high or low
energy spectrum, and the subscript H/L represents the high/low
energy spectrum.d1/2 denotes the basis material image, and
the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate two basis materials.µij is the
linear attenuation coefficient of materiali (i = 1 or 2) inmm−1

under energy spectrumj (j = H or L). The decomposition
can be solved by directly performing signal decomposition via
numerical matrix inversion or other superior techniques, such
as least square method and iterative decomposition method.

B. Dictionary learning based image processing

Dictionary learning refers to the process of adapting an
initial set of basis functions to a specific signal through a
training process such that it will provide a sparse representa-
tion of that particular signal [13, 14]. Denote the given patch
set as a matrixX ∈ <N×S with an image patchxs ∈ <N×1

(s = 1, ..., S) of size
√

n×√n being expressed asa column
vector ofX. The sparse penalty of imagex which respect to
dictionaryD is as follows:

min
D,α

S∑
s=1

(
‖Esx−Dαs‖22 + µs‖αs‖0

)
, (2)

whereEs is a matrix gatheringxs from imagex, i.e., xs =
Esx, α ∈ <N×S with the sparse representation coefficient
αs ∈ <N×1 of a patch being a column ofα ∈ <N×S , and
each patch can be approximate by a linear combinationDαs.
‖αs‖0 denotes thel0 norm that counts the nonzero entries of
vectorαs andµs is weighting parameter of sparsity. There are
many algorithms available for dictionary learning, including
the classical K-SVD method [15] and fast online learning
technique [16].

A successful application of dictionary learning technique
is image denoising [6]. Based on the [17], the denoising
procedure is to solve the following problem:

min
x,D,αs

‖x− y‖22 + λ
S∑

s=1

(
‖Esx−Dαs‖22 + µs‖αs‖0

)
, (3)

wherex andy denote the processed image and noisy image,
andλ is a regularization parameter related to the noise level of
y. Based on [6], to find the solution of the objective function in
Eq. 2, an alternating optimization method with two minimizing
steps is chosen, which can be expressed as follows:

min
D,αs

‖αs‖0, s.t. ‖Esx−Dαs‖22 ≤ ε, ‖αs‖0 ≤ L , (4)

min
x
‖x− y‖22 + λ

S∑
s=1

‖Esx−Dαs‖22. (5)

Eq. 3 can be effective solve by the K-means singular value
decomposition (K-SVD) algorithm [15], aiming to train the

coefficientα and dictionaryD from a set of image patches.
Then, with the fixedα and D, the resultant imagex can be
obtained through zeroing the first-order derivative of Eq. 4
with respect to imagex.

C. Dictionary learning and spectral gradient (DLSG) algo-
rithm for DECT image restoration

The problem posed is to find a solution DECT dataset
X such that its two basis material images (i.e.,Cw and
Cb) are sparsely represented with two dictionaries (i.e.,Dw

and Db) from the two basis material images respectively,
which are to be learnt. This is a similar approach as that
in [13], we use two basis material dictionaries and further
exploit spectral redundancy in DECT images with an auxiliary
spectral gradient constraint.

The objective of DLSG algorithm is summarized by the
following optimization problem:

min
Dw,Db,Γw,Γw

X

S∑
s=1

(‖αw,s‖0 + ‖αb,s‖0) + v ‖X − Y ‖22
+ µ‖∇s |X|‖1

s.t.

{ ‖EsCw(X)−Dwαw,s‖22 < ε ∀s
‖EsCb(X)−Dbαb,s‖22 < ε ∀s ,

(6)

where Y = [yH , yL]T denotes the obtained images data at
high energy and low energy, andX = [xH , xL]T is vectorized
restored CT images at high and low energy, where ‘T’ denotes
the matrix transpose.Es is a matrix that extracting as a column
vector the 3D patch in the dataset.Γw and Γb denote the
sparse coding ofCw andCb, respectively, where each column
αw,s and αb,s (s = 1, ..., S) are coding of patchEsCw and
EsCb respectively. We denote∇sX = xL−xH along spectral
dimension, and|x| as the element-wise absolute value of the
complex vectorx. In Eq. 5, we only choose the spectral
gradient∇s because the information is sparser in the first
order spectral gradient than that in the conventional spatial
gradients. And‖∗‖1 denotes thel1 norm.

D. Optimization approach

To find the solution of the objective function in Eq. 5, in
this paper, we propose a modified alternating optimization
method with three minimizing steps, which can be expressed
as follows:

(P1) : min
Dw,Db,Γw,Γb

S∑
s=1

(‖αw,s‖0 + ‖αb,s‖0)

s.t.

{ ‖EsCw(X)−Dwαw,s‖22 < ε ∀s
‖EsCb(X)−Dbαb,s‖22 < ε ∀s ,

(P2) : min
XSG

‖∇s |XSG|‖1 + β ‖X −XSG‖22 ,

(P3) : min
X

v ‖X − Y ‖22 + β ‖X −XTG‖22
s.t.

{ ‖EsCw(X)−Dwαw,s‖22 < ε ∀s
‖EsCb(X)−Dbαb,s‖22 < ε ∀s ,

(7)

wherev andβ are constants andXSG is an auxiliary vector.
The DLSG algorithm iterative refines a solution in three

separate steps that each solve the global problem with some
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free variables fixed. Subproblem (P1) is a general dictionary
learning problem, which can be solved with K-SVD algorithm
[15]. Then, for Subproblem (P2), with fixed variablesDw, Db,
Γw, Γb andX the function with respect toXSG can be solved
by the primal-dual method [18]. At last, the subproblem (P3)
with respect to only free variableX can be rewritten as the
following unconstrained optimization problem:

min
X

v ‖X − Y ‖22 + β ‖X −XSG‖22
+

P∑
i=1

(‖EsCw(X)−Dwαw,s‖22 + ‖EsCb(X)−Dbαb,s‖22).
(8)

Referring to this function asq, the optimized solution is the
one for which ∂q

∂Cw
= ∂q

∂Cb
= 0 [13].

In our study, initial estimate of the to-be-reconstructed
imagesX were set to be the preliminary dual energy images
reconstructed by the FBP method with ramp filter.

E. Experimental data acquisitions

To validate and evaluate the performance of the present
DLSG algorithm for DECT images restoration, a numerical
digital phantom was used in the experiments. For the numer-
ical simulation study, a clock phantom as shown in Fig. 1
that contains four different tissues (i.e., iodine, polyethylene,
brain, and adipose) was used to generate the projection data.
The forward projection of the phantom was simulated based
on the fan-beam CT imaging geometry, similar as our previous
work [19]. Each projection datum along an x-ray through the
sectional image was calculated based on the known densities
and intersection areas of the ray with the geometric shapes
of the objects in the sectional image. Similar to the work of
La Riviere er al. [20], after the noise-free sinogram dataŷ
were calculated, the noisy transmission measurementI were
obtained according to the statistical model of pre-logarithm
projection data and can be described as follows:

I = Poisson(I0exp(−ŷ)) + Normal(0, σ2
e), (9)

whereI0 denotes the incident x-ray intensity andσ2
e denotes

the electronic background noise variance. In the simulations,I0

and σ2
e were set to2.5 × 105 and 11 for high energy case

respectively, andI0 andσ2
e were set to2.3× 105 and 11 for

low energy case respectively. Finally, the noisy sinogram data
were calculated by performing the logarithm transformation
on the transmission dataI.

Polyethylene

Adipose

Iodine Brain

ROI B

Brain Polyethylene

Fig. 1. A modifiedclock phantom for numerical simulation study.

III. R ESULTS

The FBP images and the corresponding filtered images by
conventional dictionary learning (DL) algorithm and DLSG
algorithm are shown in Fig. 2. The first column shows the
simulated low-dose DECT images reconstructed by the stan-
dard FBP algorithm with ramp filter wherein serious noise-
induced artifacts can be observed. The second column presents
the DECT images restored by optimizing a conventional DL-
based algorithm and the third column exhibits the results from
the present DLSG algorithm. The results clearly demonstrate
that the images restored by conventional DL-based and DLSG
algorithm have noticeable gains than that from FBP algorithm
in terms of visual inspection. Tables I and II list contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) of two blue square ROIs as indicated in
Fig. 2. It can be seen that the CNR of the restored images
by the DLSG algorithm is higher than that from the other
two algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the MTFs from the results
of DL and DLSG algorithms with the cases of the 80 and
140 kVp images, respectively. It can be observed that the
DLSG algorithm can yield better image resolution than the
DL method in all the cases.

TABLE I
CNR MEASUREMENTS OF80 KVP IMAGES FROM DIFFERENT

ALGORITHMS.

Methods FBP DL DLSG
CNR (ROI 1) 2.352 4.256 4.856
CNR (ROI 2) 3.265 5.474 6.021

TABLE II
CNR MEASUREMENTS OF140 KVP IMAGES FROM DIFFERENT

ALGORITHMS.

Methods FBP DL DLSG
CNR (ROI 1) 2.828 4.554 5.021
CNR (ROI 2) 3.257 4.547 5.654
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Fig. 3. MTF curves from the DLSG and DL algorithms in two cases. (a)
is the case of 80 kVp; (b) is the case of 140 kVp.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present an approach for DECT images
restoration by performing dictionary learning and spectral
gradient (DLSG) modeling. Specifically, to explore the re-
dundancy information of basis material images, similarity
patches in two basis material images from an image-based
material decomposition method are respectively selected and
trained as two dictionaries to represent the desired images in
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FBP DL DLSG

80 kVp

140 kVp

ROI 1

ROI 1

ROI 2

ROI 2

Fig. 2. Images reconstructedusing the standard FBP, DL and DLSG algorithms. All the images are displayed with the same window: [0.005 0.035]mm−1.

the objective function. To explore the redundancy informa-
tion between the high- and low- energy images, a spectral
gradient is designed and added as another constraint of the
objective function. The experimental results have shown that
the present DLSG algorithm can achieve significant gains
over the standard FBP and conventional DL algorithms in
preserving structural details and suppressing image noise.
Further examination of more realistic situation is necessary
to prove the improvement of the DLSG model for low-dose
DECT images restoration.
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Abstract—In recent years, cerebral perfusion computed 

tomography (PCT) has been an important functional imaging 
modality in evaluation of cerebrovascular diseases, particularly in 
acute stroke. However, high radiation dose in PCT examination 
increases the lifetime risk of cancer and has raised major concerns 
in patients. In this study, we present an iterative image 
reconstruction method with sparse view measurements using total 
generalized variation (TGV) and spectral patch-based low-rank 
penalty. Specifically, the TGV penalty involves higher-order 
derivatives of the image and does not lead to staircasing effect. 
The spectral patch-based low-rank penalty exploits the similarity 
redundancy information of patches that collected at the same 
position in the enhanced sequential PCT images. Subsequently, a 
modified proximal forward-backward splitting (PFBS) algorithm 
is adopted to optimize the associative object function. Evaluation 
with the digital phantom clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of 
the present method using sparse-view PCT measurements. 
 

Index Terms—CT, cerebral perfusion, total generalized 
variation, patch, low-rank 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ERRBRAL perfusion imaging via computed tomography 
(CT)  has become more commonly used in clinical practice 
to detect areas of abnormal perfusion in patients with 

cerebrovascular diseases, such as acute stroke, subarachnoid 
hemorrhage or carotid occlusive disease [1, 2]. Detection of 
these areas is done on perfusion parameter maps of the cerebral 
tissue showing the cerebral blood volume (CBV), mean transit 
time (MTT) and cerebral blood flow (CBF), which can be 
calculated from the time sequence of enhanced CT images [3].   

Currently, the standard scan protocol for PCT examination 
can be performed as follows: a pre-contrast unenhanced CT 
scan is first performed on the whole brain, and then following 
an intravenous injection of iodinated contrast agent and with 
approximately several seconds delay, continuous enhanced 
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scans are performed on the selected region of interest in a cine 
mode.  It can be observed that the associated radiation dose via 
repeated sequential scans unavoidably increases as compared to 
that in conventional CT scans [4, 5]. Hence, minimizing the 
radiation exposure in PCT examination has been major task in 
CT field. 

A simple way to reduce the radiation dose is to lower 
milliampere-seconds (mAs) in PCT data acquisition protocols 5, 
6, 7]. Unfortunately, the associated image reconstructed by the 
conventional filtered backprojection (FBP) method usually 
suffers from serious noise induced artifacts due to the 
insufficient number of X-ray photons detected at the imager [5]. 
Another way to reduce X-ray dose is to decrease the number of 
projection views per rotation around the body [8, 9, 10]. 
However, this will result in serious streaking artifacts in the 
reconstructed images, as the number of projections does not 
satisfy the Shannon sampling theorem [9, 10]. In this study, 
aiming to reduce radiation dose in PCT imaging, we present an 
iterative image reconstruction method with sparse view 
measurements using TGV and spectral patch-based low-rank 
penalty. Specifically, the TGV penalty involves higher-order 
derivatives of the image and does not lead to staircasing effect. 
The spectral patch-based low-rank penalty exploits the 
similarity redundancy information of patches that collected at 
the same position in the enhanced sequential PCT images. 
Subsequently, a modified proximal forward-backward splitting 
(PFBS) algorithm is adopted to optimize the associative object 
function. Evaluation with the digital phantom clearly 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the present method using 
sparse-view PCT measurements. 

II. METHODS 

A. PCT Imaging Model 

X-ray PCT measurement can be mathematically 
formulated as a discrete linear equation, 

i iy Hx                                      (1) 

where iy  represents the i th  sinogram data, i.e., 
1 2( , , , )M T

i i i iy y y y  , ix  is the i th vector of attenuation 

coefficients to be estimated, i.e., 1 2( , , , )N T
i i i ix x x x  , where 

T  denotes the matrix transpose. The H  operator represents 
the system matrix with the size of M N . The goal for PCT 
image reconstruction is to estimate the i th attenuation 
coefficients ix  from the corresponding measurement iy . 
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B. TGV Penalty 

The second order TGV can be written as follows: 

 2 2 2
0 1TGV ( ) sup div d | ( , ), , divd d

cu u v x v C S v v  
 

           (2) 

where d dS   denotes the space of symmetric d d  matrices 
and 0 1( , )    are assumed to be positive.  Furthermore, the 

first and second divergences of a symmetric matrix can be 
calculated as follows: 

 
2 22

2
2

1 1 1

(div ) , div  
d d

ij ii ii
i

j i i j ij i ji

v v v
v v

x x xx   

  
     

          (3) 

Likewise, the -norm  in (2) can be calculated as follows: 
1

1 2 2
222

1 1 1

sup ( ) 2 ( ) , div sup ( )
d d d

ij
ii ij

x xi i j i j j

v
v v x v x v x

x 
    

             
  

   

(4) 

In addition, the second-order TGV can also be written as 
follows [11]: 

2
1 0TGV ( ) min ( )

w
u u w dx w dx   

 
      

         
(5) 

 Here, the minimum is taken over all vector fields on   and the 

weak symmetrized derivative 
1

( ) ( )
2

Tw w w     is a 

matrix-valued radon measure.  The definition of (5) provides a 
way to balance the first and second derivative terms via the 
weights 0  and 1 . 

C. Patch-based Low-rank Penalty 

The enhanced sequence PCT images can be represented in 
a matrix with row dimension for the spatial variable and 
column dimension for the temporal variable: 

1 2[ , , , ]
tNX x x x                                      (6) 

where tN
 
is temporal frames, and ix  is the column vector 

corresponding the the i th frame. 
In this paper, we are interested in imposing the path-based 

low-rank penalty to exploit self-similarities in enhanced 
sequence PCT images. The patch-based low-rank penalty can 
be defined as follows: 

1
( ) ( )

L

ll
S X G


                                    (7) 

where 
1 2[ , , , ] t

t

K N
l l l l NG R x R x R x    ,  ( )

hh

l l jh j
G G   , 

T
l l l lG U V   is the singular value decomposition of lG . 

Where  ( 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , )l i tR x l L i N    denotes a patch 

extraction operator, B  is the number of pixels within a patch, 
l  and i  are the indices for a specific l  path  in a i th image, 
respectively. 

D. Proposed Model 

Accordingly, the cost function of the proposed model is 
given by: 

2min ( ) ( )
X

F X S X                            (8) 

where 
2

121

1
( ) TGV( )

2
tN

i i ii
F X y Hx x



    
 

 , 1  and 2  

are positive hyper-parameter. 

E. Optimization approach 

To solve the optimization problem in (8), we implement a 
proximal forward-back splitting (PFBS) algorithm [12], where 
the solution of (1) can be obtained by alternatively performing 
the following two steps until convergence: 

1
= ( )k k kZ X F X


                                            (9)

21 2

2
= arg min ( )k k

X
X X Z S X




                     (10) 

where the superscript k  is the index for iteration steps. Z  is an 
auxiliary vector and 0   is a constant introduced by the 

splitting algorithm.  
1) Minimization of Eq. (9): Note that Eq. (9) is actually one step 
of the gradient descent algorithm toward a problem minimizing 
the energy function ( )F X  for each frame, which can be 

written as follows: 
2

1 02 1 1,
1

1
min ( )

2i
i i ix U w W

y Hx x w w  
 

             (11) 

where NNU   , 2 NNW    and the differential operators 
div, ,    are approximated using first order finite differences.  
These operators are chosen adjoint to each other, i.e.,

*
2(div )   , *

1(div )   . For minimizing (11), a 

Chambolle-Pock first-order primal dual (CP) algorithm 
described in [11, 13] was used, which considers (11) as a 
convex-concave saddle-point problem and is derived by duality 
principles: 

21
2, , ,

min max ( ) ( ) ( )
2i

T T T
i i i

x U w W p P q Q r R
p x w q w r Hx y r




    
     

  
(12) 

where p  and q  are the dual variables. The sets associated with 

these variables are given by  2
1|NNP p p 


   , 

 3
0|NNQ q q 


   . Let proj ( )P p  and proj ( )Q q  

denote the Euclidean projectors onto the convex sets P  and Q , 

respectively. Then, the associative projections can be computed 
as follows: 

 1

proj ( )
max 1, /

P

p
p

p 





, 
 0

proj ( )
max 1, /

Q

q
q

q 





     

 (18) 

Furthermore, the proximal map 1prox ( )f  with the pointwise 

operation can be written as follows: 
2

21 2
1 2

1

prox ( ) arg min .
2 2 1r R

r r r
f r 

 


  



           (19) 

2) Minimization of Eq. (10): According to each patch extraction 
operator, the Eq. (10) can be rewritten as: 

2 2
2

= arg min
h

l l l hE
E E G G




                        (20) 

The iterative singular value thresholding scheme used in 
nuclear norm minimization can be generalized to the Eq. (20). 
The solution of Eq. (20) can be specified by 

 1
2max / 2h T

l j j j j
j

E u v                           (21) 

Here, iu , iv  and j   are the singular vectors and values of lG , 

respectively. 
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In summary, the implementation of the present method for 
PCT image reconstruction can be described as follows: 

0 0 0 0
1 2
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III. RESULTS 

A. Data Acquisitions 

In this study, a modified Shepp-Logan phantoms in were 
used to evaluation the proposed method for PCT image 
reconstruction. We chose a geometry that was representative 
for a mono-energetic fan-beam CT scanner setup. The imaging 
parameters of the CT scanner are as follows: (1) each rotation 
included 1160 projection views that are evenly spaced on a 
circular orbit; (2) the number of channels per view is 672; (3) 
the distance from the rotation center to the curved detector is 
570 mm; and (4) the distance from the x-ray source to the 
detector is 1040 mm. All the images are composed of 512×512 
square pixels. The size of each pixel was 0.625 mm×0.625mm. 
Each projection datum along an x-ray through the sectional 
image was calculated based on the known densities and 
intersection areas of the ray with the geometric shapes of the 
objects in the sectional image. 

Similar to previous studies [5, 6], after calculating the 
noise-free sinogram data ŷ , the noisy measurement I  was 
generated according to the statistical model of the 
pre-logarithm projection data, that is, 

2
0 ˆPossion( exp( )) Normal(0, )eI I y                   (22) 

where 0I  is the incident x-ray intensity and 2
e  is the 

background electronic noise variance. In the simulation, the 

x-ray exposure level 0I  was set to 71.0 10  and 2
e  was set to 

10. The noisy sinogram y  was calculated by performing the 

logarithm transformation on the transmission data I . For the 
Shepp-Logan phantom experiment, the sparse-view projections 
were generated by under-sampling the 1160 views of 
normal-dose simulation to only 40 views evenly over 2 . The 
scan protocol was described in Fig. 1. 

……

t1 t2 tnt0

 
Fig. 1. The scan protocol used in the experiments. 

B. Visualization-Based Evaluation 

Fig. 2 shows the results reconstructed by different 
methods from spars-view PCT data at frame #8, #16, and #24. 
The first column represents the ground truth; the second 
column shows the results from the proposed method, and the 
third column shows the results from the direct FBP 
reconstruction. It can be seen that the proposed method could 
yield remarkable advantages over the FBP method. 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. The ground truth and images reconstructed by different methods at 
frames #8, #16, and #24. 

C. Noise suppression 

To further quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, 
the rRMSE used for measuring noise suppression. Fig. 3 show 
the measures of rRMSE from different methods at different 
frames respectively. The result demonstrated that the present 
method can achieve noticeable gains over the FBP methods in 
terms of noise suppression. 
 

Phantom              Proposed method                 FBP 

 
 
 
#8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#16
 
 
 
 
 
 
#24
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Fig. 3. The value of the rRMSE measures from the proposed method and FBP 
method with respect to different time frames PCT images.  

D. Hemodynamic parameter maps measurement 

Fig.4 shows the MTT maps calculated from the phantom, 
FBP, and proposed method. It can be observed that the MTT 
maps derived from the proposed method matches the ground 
truth images very well.  
 

    
(a)                                      (b)                                       (c) 

Fig. 4. MTT maps calculated from the phantom, FBP and Proposed method. (a) 
Phantom; (b) FBP algorithm; and (c) Proposed method.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this study, aiming to reduce radiation dose in PCT 
imaging, we present an iterative image reconstruction method 
with sparse view measurements using TGV and spectral 
patch-based low-rank penalty. A modified FBPS algorithm is 
adopted to optimize the associate objective function. We 
validated the proposed algorithm by performing a digital 
phantom experiment. In the experiments, the proposed 
algorithm provided significant improvement in image quality 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel segmentation-
drived CT image preprocessing approach by jointly regularizing
the fidelity and sparsity of image gradient. The proposed ap-
proach, namely, joint sparsity and fidelity regularization (JSFR)
model can be regarded as a generalized total variation (TV)
model or a generalized sparse representation model by adding
an additional gradient fidelity regularizer and a stronger gradient
sparsity regularizer. Thus, JSFR model consists of three terms:
intensity fidelity term, gradient fidelity term, and gradient spar-
sity term. The interactions and counterbalance of these terms
make the JSFR model has the ability to remove the intensity
inhomogeneities and reduce the edge ambiguities as much as
possible. Experimental results carried out on the real dental cone-
beam CT images demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of
JSFR model for intensity homogenization, edge enhancement, as
well as tissue segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Segmentation is an important tool in both medical imaging
and medical image analysis, and it has been useful for many
applications [1]. However, it is a very challenging task mainly
due to the large intensity non-uniformities within the same
tissues or structures (i.e. intensity inhomogeneities) and high
intensity similarities across different tissues or structures (i.e
boundary ambiguities) [1]. In particularly for CT images, due
to the effects of sampling artifacts and partial volume effects
in CT imaging, reconstructed CT images may contain very low
contrast and fuzzy edges. Moreover, due to noise and remained
shading artifacts after metal artifact reduction, there also exists
serious intensity non-uniformity in CT images.

A possible way to reduce the aforementioned difficulties is
performing image preprocessing techniques before the desired
segmentation. The image preprocessing techniques usually
associate to image denoising and enhancement. Methods like
nonlinear total variation [5], wavelet shrinkage [2], nonlin-
ear anisotropic diffusion [6], and sparse representation [3]
have been successful used for denoising of both natural
and medical images. Medical image enhancement approaches
include histogram equalization, edge sharping and wavelet-
based enhancement, etc. [1] [4]. These methods can efficiently
reduce image noise and improve the image quality, however,
denosing and enhancement have limited effects on overcoming
the intensity non-uniformities and edge ambiguities.

Different from previous preprocessing methods, we study
the segmentation-drived CT image preprocessing. In partic-
ular, considering the data shortcomings of CT image, our

preprocessing focuses on intensity homogenization and edge
enhancement. The aim of intensity homogenization is to
smooth homogeneous region as much as possible so that image
intensity within homogeneous tissue as similar as possible.
Meanwhile, the aim of edge enhancement is to reduce the edge
ambiguities as much as possible so that image edges across
tissues look as steep as possible. Thus, our segmentation-drive
preprocessing can be regarded as a over-smoother and over-
enhancer since it not only remove noise, but may also change
true gray-values and lose some subtle structure information.

Inspired by the successful applications of sparse regular-
ization [3] and TV regularization [5] for image preprocessing,
we modeled the behaviors of over-smoother and over-enhancer
with joint sparsity and fidelity regularization (JSFR). For
sparsity regularization, we propose to use lp(0 ≤ p ≤ 1) norm
of image gradient as a penalty of image structure sparsity.
Moreover, along with the classical intensity fidelity term, we
suggest to add an additional image gradient fidelity term. This
leads to a flexible balance between intensity and gradient
fitting errors. Thus, JSFR can be regarded as a generalized total
variation (TV) model or a generalized sparse representation
model. Benefitting from both models, we will show that JSFR
model has good ability to remove intensity inhomogeneities
and improve edge ambiguities, both of which are useful for
the following segmentation procedure.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. TV Regularization based Models

Consider an observed image

u0 = u+ n (1)

defined on Ω ⊂ R2, where u represents the desired clear image
of u0, and n denotes various non-stationary noises. General
regularization model to recover u is as follows,

min
u
||u− u0||2L2

+ λJ(u). (2)

The first term (i.e. data term) implies the intensity fidelity,
which forces the intensities of the recovered image and the
observed image as close as to each other. The second term
(i.e. regularization term) hints some kinds of roughness penalty
depends on the potential noises, and λ is a positive parameter
used to balance the effects of these two terms.

Perhaps the TV regularization term first introduced by
Rudin et al. in [5] is the most popular choice of J(u) in
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the wide field of natural and medical image deionising. This
model assumes that the desired image u belongs to a special
function space named bounded variation (BV) and thus this
TV regularization model can be expressed as follows,

min
u
||u− u0||2L2

+ λ

∫
Ω

|∇u|, (3)

where u ∈ BV (Ω). As pointed in [5], the TV regularization
term can recover the discontinuities of an image, thus noise
can been effectively removed, meanwhile, edges can also
been persevered. Since u ∈ BV (Ω), TV regularization model
claims that the observed image u0 can be separated into a
bounded variation component and an oscillating component.
The first component contains the geometry structure of u0, and
the second one includes the texture and noise of the u0. Thus,
TV regularization model can also be interpreted as a cartoon
texture separation model. Since TV regularization based model
displays superior properties for image deionising, and it also
hints certain sparsity regularization of image gradient, we will
generalize this methodology for CT image homogenization
and enhancement.

B. Sparsity Regularization based Models

Sparsity regularization based image denoising model as-
sumes the desired clear image u can be represented by a few
atoms of a suitable over-completed dictionary [3]. Once the
dictionary matrix is given, the denoising problem is transferred
to find the optimal sparse representation coefficients, i.e.

(l0) min
α
‖u0 −Aα‖22 + λ‖α‖0, (4)

where ‖ ·‖0 denotes the l0 norm, and ‖α‖0 counts the number
of non-zero values of α. A ∈ Rm×n(m � n) represents
the over-completed dictionary which can be learned from
the prior information. Sparsity is one of the fundamental
property of images, however, the l0 minimization problem is
a non-convex and non-smooth problem and proved to be NP
hard. Fortunately, it is equivalent to solving the relaxed l1
minimization problem [3], i.e.,

(l1) min
α
‖u0 −Aα‖22 + λ‖α‖1, (5)

More recently, people find that there will be more exciting
and desirable properties when enhanced the sparsity of the l1
model. This is the lp(0 < p < 1) sparsity regularization,

(lp) min
α
||u0 −Aα||22 + λ||α||pp (6)

Notice that, although lp is still a non-convex optimization
problem, efficient algorithms are available [3].

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Joint Sparsity and Fidelity Regularization (JSFR) Model

Following the above notations, the proposed joint sparsity
and fidelity regularization (JSFR) model is defined as follows,

min
u
‖u− u0‖22 + λ1‖∇u−∇u0‖22 + λ2‖∇u‖pp. (7)

In the JSFR model, ‖∇u−∇u0‖22 implies the gradient fidelity
regularization term (structure fidelity), and ‖∇u‖pp (0 ≤ p ≤
1) hints the sparsity regularization term (structure sparsity).
The regularization parameters λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 > 0 imply the
importance weights of the later two terms. When λ1 = 0, the
JSFR model can be regarded as a generalized TV regulariza-
tion model, with enhanced structure sparsity penalty from l1 to
lp. Here, we define ‖∇u−∇u0‖22 = ‖ux−u0x‖22+‖uy−u0y‖22,
and ‖∇u||pp = ||ux||pp + ||uy||pp.

B. Fidelity Analysis of JSFR Model

Different from the TV model in Eqn. (3), our JSFR model
contains two terms for data fidelity, namely, the intensity
fidelity and the gradient fidelity. The gradient fidelity term is
designed particularly for handing the inhomogeneities of CT
images. As mentioned in Section I, CT images reconstructed
by using classical reconstruction algorithms (e.g. FDK, FBP)
not only contain non-stationary noise, but also exist severe
intensity inhomogeneities even in the regions of the same
kind of tissue. We will show in our numerical experiments
that the gradient fidelity term has a powerful effect to reduce
these kinds of non-uniformity of intensity in the homogenous
regions. In particular, larger λ1 means stronger intensity ho-
mogenization and weaker intensity fidelity guarantee. Thus,
the gradient fidelity term can be regarded as a regularization
effect for the intensity fidelity term.

C. Sparsity Analysis of JSFR Model

We now analysis the sparsity of the JSFR model. Given a
slice of observed CT image u with size of m×n, reshaped to a
column vector of dimension l = mn. It is clear that there exist
reversible derivative operators Dx ∈ Rl×l and Dy ∈ Rl×l,
such that ux = Dxu, uy = Dyu. Let α = ux, A = D−1

x , D =
DyD

−1
x , then we have uy = Dv, and the JSFR model in Eqn.

(7) can be expressed as

min
α
‖u0 −Aα‖22 + λ1(||α−Dxu0||22 + ||Dα−Dyu0||22)

+ λ2(‖α‖pp + ‖Dα‖pp)
(8)

It is not difficult to find that Eqn. (8) is equivalent to Eqn. (6)
when λ1 = 0 and D = I(i.e.Dx = Dy). Thus, the proposed
JSFR model implies the sparsity of ux and uy . That is to say,
it implies the gradient sparsity of u.

D. Algorithm of JSFR Model

For convenience, ux and uy are defined as follows

ux =

 u(i, j)− u(i+ 1, j), 1 ≤ i < m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
u(m, j)− u(1, j + 1), i = m, 1 ≤ j < n
u(m,n), i = m, j = n

uy =

{
u(i, j)− u(i, j + 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < n
u(i, n), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, j = n
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Then their corresponding derivation operators Dx = (dxij) and
Dy = (dyij) can be expressed as

dxij =

 1, i = j
−1, i = j + 1
0, otherwise

dyij =

 1, i = j
−1, i = j −M
0, otherwise

Following the Iterative Reweighed Least Squares (IRLS) al-
gorithm [3]. Let W1 = diag(1/|u1

x|2, 1/|u2
x|2, . . . , 1/|ulx|2),

and W2 = diag(1/|u1
y|2, 1/|u2

y, . . . , 1/|uly). Here uix and uiy
denote the i-th component of ux and uy , respectively. Then
JFSR model in Eqn. (8) can be expressed as

min
u
‖u− u0‖22 + λ1(‖Dxu−Dxu0‖22 + ‖Dyu−Dyu0‖22)

+ λ2(u>D>xW1Dxu+ u>D>y W2Dyu)
(9)

Furthermore, let B = I + λ1(D>x Dx + D>y Dy), C =
D>xW1Dx + D>y W2Dy . Then JFSR model is equivalent to
solving the following quadratic programming problem,

min
u

1

2
u>(B + λ2C)u− u>Bu0. (10)

Please refer to Algorithm 1 for its detail pipeline.

Algorithm 1 Joint Sparsity and Fidelity Regularization (JSFR)
Require: : u0, λ1, λ2, ε, and K.
Ensure: u.

Step 1: Intensity normalization: u0 = u0/max(|u0|).
Step 2: Let k = 1 and uk ∈ Rl be an arbitrary vector.
Step 3: Compute ukx, u

k
y ,W

k
1 , and W k

2 by Dx and Dy .
Step 4: Compute uk+1 by solving (10).
Step 5: If ‖uk+1 − uk‖ < ε or k ≥ K stop the algorithm,

else k + +, and go to step 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dental Cone-Beam CT Images

In our experiments, we employed 256 slices of real dental
cone-beam CT images with size of 512 × 512 reconstructed
by using the FDK algorithm. To convenient for visualization,
all slices were down-sampled to 256× 256. As shown in the
first row of Fig. 1 and Fig. 3-(a), the CT images contain
non-stationary noise, and exist significant non-uniformity of
intensity (i.e. inhomogeneities) within the soft tissue region in
particular near the teeth. Moreover, the contrast ratios among
some tissues are very low (e.g. the cervical vertebra region
and its nearby tissues in Fig. 3-(a)).

B. Parameter Setting

As mentioned in subsection III, the parameters λ1 and λ2

are used to balance the importance weights of the fidelity and
the sparsity regularization terms. For a given CT image slice,
the basic rule to choice appropriate values largely depends on
the intensity inhomogeneities and the contrast ratios among
tissues. Generally, larger λ1 means stronger intensity homog-
enization and larger λ2 hints stronger smoothing effect. For

(a) coronal (x = 300) (b) sagital (y = 177) (c) axial (z = 50)

Fig. 1. The pseudo-color illustration of the homogenized and enhanced CT
images: from top row to bottom, raw CT images, results from TV model (λ:
0.05, 0.015, 0.06) and JSFR model (λ1: 100, 1, 1; λ2: 0.01, 0.0005, 0.01).

parameter p, the smaller of the p hints the stronger of sparsity
regularization and the steeper edge enhancement. We set p to
be 0.2 in all our experiments.

C. Effectiveness for Homogenization and Enhancement

In this experiment, we compare the effect of the proposed
JSFR model to TV model for CT image homogenization and
enhancement. As shown in Fig. 1, three slices of dental CT
images under different views (i.e. coronal, sagital, axial) are
used. From this figure, we can find that compared with TV
model, JSFR model performs better to eliminate the intensity
inhomogeneities of regions with same tissues (e.g. the soft
tissue), and enhance the low contrast edges (e.g. the boundaries
of cervical vertebra) and preserve the fine structure (e.g. the
cone shape structure of tooth root).

To better illustrate the strong points of JSFR model, we
sample and plot the 128th row CT numbers from the three
images in Fig. 1 column (c), respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
we can see that: i) both TV and JSFR model have the effects of
intensity homogenization; ii) The homogenized regions within
the same kind of tissues by JSFR model look more flat, and
the enhanced edges across different tissues by JSFR model
look steeper (i.e. quasi-step edges).

D. Usefulness for Tissue Segmentation

In this experiments, we show that both intensity homog-
enization and edge enhancement performed by JSFR model
can benefit and simplify the following tissue segmentation
procedures. As shown in Fig. 3, given an axial CT slice u
with data shortcomings like noise, metal artifact, intensity
inhomogeneity as well as edge ambiguity, we want to extract
the teeth and the cervical vertebra as automatic as possible. To
this end, we first manually crop two regions of interest (ROI)
including the teeth and the cervical vertebra, respectively (see
the two boxes in Fig. 3 (a)). They are defined as ROIteeth =
u(1 : 150, 1 : 256) and ROIvertebra = u(192 : 256, 1 : 256).
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Fig. 2. Comparing the effectiveness of homogenization and edge enhancement
between TV mode and JSFR model: the CT numbers (HU) are sampled from
the 128th row of the CT images in Fig. 1 column (c), respectively.

Then, JSFR model is performed on them for intensity homoge-
nization and edge enhancement. Finally, the threshold method
is used to extract the teeth and vertebra. In this experiment,
the thresholds are set to be 500 HU and 480 HU for ROIteeth
and ROIvertebra, respectively.

Once again, Figure 3 shows that the proposed JSFR model is
very efficient for intensity homogenization and edge enhance-
ment. For example, even the strong metal artifacts around the
leftmost wisdom tooth are also well removed as shown in Fig.
3-(c). Meanwhile, extreme low contrast edges of the leftmost
and rightmost cancellous bone are also significantly enhanced
as shown in Fig. 3-(e). It worth noticing that the metals embed
in the teeth are perfectly extracted in Fig 3 (d). This result
will be very useful for the following processing such as the
metal artifacts reduction. See Fig. 4 for an more intuitional
illustration of the variations of a row-sampled intensities
similar to Fig. 2. Benefit from these results, tissues of interest
such as teeth and vertebra can be easily and perfectly extracted
by using simple threshold method as shown in Fig. 3 (d), (f)
and (b).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on segmentation-drive CT image prepro-
cessing. To this end, we propose a novel homogenization and
enhancement model, namely JSFR, by jointly optimizing the
fidelity and sparsity of the gradient information. Experimental
results demonstrated on the real dental cone-beam CT images
show that: i) JSFR model can effectively homogenize intensi-
ties within the same tissue and enhance the ambiguous edges
across different tissues; ii) JSFR model can be used as a useful
preprocessing solution to extract tissues of interest from CT
image. As shown in subsection IV-D, simple threshold method
can achieve perfect results benefitting from the proposed JSFR
model. For the future work, we will study more detail rules
to select the parameters λ1, λ2 and p for homogenization
and enhancement, and self-adaption of selection thresholds for
segmentation. Moreover, we will test our model and algorithm
to other real CT data.

(a) Original CT image (b) Segmented CT images.

(c) Homogenized&Enhanced ROIteeth (d) Segmented ROIteeth

(e) Homogenized&Enhanced ROIvertebra (f) Segmented ROIvertebra

Fig. 3. The pseudo-color illustration the effectiveness of JSFR model to
homogenized, enhanced, and segmentation of tissues (i.e. teeth and cervical
vertebra) from a real dental cone-bean CT image (axial slice, z = 154). λ1 =
10, λ2 = 0.04 for ROIteeth and λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.055 for ROIvertebra.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the intensity variations homogenized and enhanced by
JSFR model sampled from the 212th row of CT image (a) in Fig. 3.
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Abstract—Optical lens bring blurring. This attribute can be
described by the point spread function(PSF) mathematically. The
kernel size of the PSF determines the amount of blurring. In
Micro-CT systems based on optical coupling detector(OCD), the
PSF of the OCD can be approximated as an isotropic Gaussian.
However, the kernel size of the PSF is usually unknown. In order
to improve the resolution of DR images, in this paper, we propose
a modified ROF deblurring model in light of Gaussian blurring
and Poisson noise. The ENR maximization principle is used to
estimate the kernel size, and the split Bregman algorithm is
employed to solve the proposed model efficiently. Experimental
results for both simulation data and real data suggest that our
method could reduce the blurring of DR images dramatically,
even in the case of low SNR and large kernel size.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Micro-CT systems have been widely used in many fields
such as biomedicine, materials, and electronic packaging. In
order to obtain DR images with high resolution of micron
or submicron, OCD is employed, whose resolution is much
higher than flat panel detector (FPD)[1]. OCD, consisting of
an x-ray scintillator, a set of optical lenses and a Charge-
coupled Device (CCD) camera, adopts the essential idea of
optical magnifying principle for high resolution[2]. However,
any optical lens bring blurring, which can be characterized
by convolution with a Gaussian kernel, i.e. the point spread
function(PSF). To improve the resolution of DR images, one
needs to apply a deconvolution process. However, in practice,
kernel size of the PSF is unknown. In the following, we will
build a model to describe the imaging process for DR images,
and efficient methods shall be developed to solve the model.

The noise produced in the OCD imaging process general-
ly can be approximated as Poisson distribution. Hence, the
problem can be expressed as

J(x) ∼ Poisson{Gσ0
(x)⊗ F (x)}, (1)

whereJ(x) is the achieved DR image, i.e., the blurred image,
F (x) is the ideal DR image (without the optical blurring) and
Gσ0

(x) is the Gaussian function with standard deviationσ0.
In order to enhance the resolution, we need to restoreF (x)

from Eq.(1), which is called deblurring in the digital imaging
processing community. Generally speaking, according to the
prior knowledge (such as the blurring kernel) or not, deblur-
ring approaches can be classified into two classes, non-blind

deblurring[3] and blind deblurring[4]. In our circumstances,
due to the unknown standard deviation parameterσ of the
blurring kernel, blind deblurring method is necessary. Due to
the ill-posedness of the blind deblurring, some conventional
approaches, such as inverse filtering, Wiener filtering and
constrained least squares filtering, cannot perform well. Thus,
some regularization techniques, such as Tikhonov, Mumford-
Shah and total variantion(TV)[5], [6], are used to ensure the
stability of the deblurring process. Based on the ROF deblur-
ring model proposed by Rudin and Osher[5] and the Poisson-
ROF proposed by Zhu et al.[7], we propose a modified ROF
deblurring model, which is effective for Gaussian blurring and
Poisson noise. In our approach, we adopt a typical strategy,
i.e., dividing the process into two sub-processes: estimating
the blurring kernel and the non-blind deblurring. When es-
timating σ, we use the ENR maximization principle[8], [9],
which balances the effect between edge and noise reasonably
and reduces the parameter estimation problem into an 1-D
optimization problem. Then the split Bregman method[10],
[11] is used to solve the proposed model efficiently.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we propose the modified ROF deblurring model
for Gaussian blurring and Poisson noise. Then we present
the blurring kernel parameter estimation method and the non-
blind deblurring method. In Section III, we apply the blind
deblurring approach to simulated images and real DR images.
In Section IV, we conclude our paper and discuss the future
refinements of the methodology.

II. M ETHODS

A. Modified ROF Deblurring Model

In order to improve the resolution of DR images, we need
to restoreF (x) from Eq.(1). However, the ROF deblurring
model proposed by Rudin and Osher[5], which is designed for
Gaussian convolution and Gaussian noise, can not handle the
case of Poisson noise. Hence, combing the idea of Poisson-
ROF proposed by Zhu et al.[7], we propose the following
modified ROF deblurring model of Poisson noise as well

E(F ) = min
F

{

∫
|∇xF | dΩ +

∫
|∇yF | dΩ

+
µ

2

∫
1

F
(Gσ ⊗ F − J)2 dΩ}, (2)
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where µ > 0 , is a regularization parameter to balance
regularity and fidelity.

B. Blur Kernel Estimation

Actually, estimating the Gaussian blurring kernel corre-
sponds to determining its standard deviation parameter. Based
on the ENR Maximization Principle[8], we solve the follow-
ing optimization problem to estimate the standard deviation
parameter

argmax
σ

ENR(σ) =
E(σ)

N(σ)
, (3)

where

E(σ) = I(Rσ(J), Gσ ⊗Rσ(J)), (4)

N(σ) = I(J,Gσ ⊗Rσ(J)), (5)

Rσ(.) is the decovolution operator, andI is the following dis-
crepancy measure based on I-divergence (generalized Kullback
distance)[12]

I(u, v) =
∑
x

u(x) log
u(x)

v(x)
−
∑
x

[u(x)− v(x)], (6)

where u(x) and v(x) are two nonnegative distributions. In
our case,x is the pixel position in the image. Eq.(4) and (5)
measure the edge effect and noise effect respectively, while
ENR can balance their effects reasonably.

C. Non-blind Deblurring

The modified ROF deblurring model(2) is equivalent to the
following constrained optimization problem

E(F,H) = min
F,H

{

∫
|Hx| dΩ +

∫
|Hy| dΩ

+
µ

2

∫
1

F
(Gσ ⊗ F − J)2 dΩ ,

s.t.Hx = ∇xF,Hy = ∇yF}. (7)

We relax the constraint and work with the unconstrained
problem

E(F,H) = min
F,H

{

∫
|Hx| dΩ +

λ

2

∫
(Hx −∇xF )2 dΩ

+

∫
|Hy| dΩ +

λ

2

∫
(Hy −∇yF )2 dΩ

+
µ

2

∫
1

F
(Gσ ⊗ F − J)2 dΩ}, (8)

whereλ is a constant. Because of the nonlinearity of the data
term, it is difficult to solve this optimization problem. Hence,
instead of Eq.(2), we approximately solve the following Equa-
tion

E(F,H) = min
F,H

{

∫
F |Hx| dΩ +

λ

2

∫
(Hx −∇xF )2 dΩ

+

∫
F |Hy| dΩ +

λ

2

∫
(Hy −∇yF )2 dΩ

+
µ

2

∫
(Gσ ⊗ F − J)2 dΩ}. (9)

For piecewise constant images, Eq.(9) is equivalent to Eq.(8).
In general case, we can think Eq.(9) is a approximation of
Eq.(8). By using the split Bregman algorithm[10], [11], we
get the following sequences

F k+1 = argmin
F

{

∫
F |Hx| dΩ +

∫
F |Hy| dΩ

+
λ

2

∫
(Hx −∇xF − bkx)

2 dΩ

+
λ

2

∫
(Hy −∇yF − bky)

2 dΩ

+
µ

2

∫
(Gσ ⊗ F − J)2 dΩ}, (10a)

Hk+1 = argmin
H

{

∫
F |Hx| dΩ +

∫
F |Hy| dΩ

+
λ

2

∫
(Hx −∇xF − bkx)

2 dΩ

+
λ

2

∫
(Hy −∇yF − bky)

2 dΩ}, (10b)

bk+1
x = bkx + (∇xF

k+1 −Hk+1
x ), (10c)

bk+1
y = bky + (∇yF

k+1 −Hk+1
y ). (10d)

Solving forF k+1, we get

(GT
σGσ−

λ

µ
△)F k+1 = GT

σJ−
1

µ
[λdiv(Hk−bk)+|Hx|+|Hy|].

(11)
Then we use the Fourier transform to solve this system[13],
[14]

F̂ k+1 = (|Ĝ|2−
λ

µ
△̂)−1{

¯̂
GĴ−

1

µ
[λd̂iv(Hk−bk)+ ˆ|Hx|+ ˆ|Hy|]},

(12)
where the hat symbol stands for the Fourier transform. In-
verse and multiplication are pointwise. And we use Shrinkage
technique to solve forHk+1

Hk+1
x = shrink(F k+1

x + bkx,
F k+1

λ
), (13)

Hk+1
y = shrink(F k+1

y + bky ,
F k+1

λ
), (14)

where
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shrink(x, a) =



x− a, x ∈ (a,+∞),

0, x ∈ [−a, a],

x+ a, x ∈ (−∞,−a).

(15)

III. E XPERIMENTS

In our experiments, we use the simulated images and real
DR images to validate the proposed model and the blind
deblurring method. The simulated images are used to test the
accuracy of our estimation method for the blurring kernel as
well as the deblurring performance. The real DR images are
used to illustrate the improved resolution by our method.

The ideal simulated image shown in Figure 1 is generated
by a resolution test model. In our numerical simulation of
cone-beam projection, the source-detector center distance is
35mm, and the object-detector center distance is 5mm. The
simulated magnification of the OCD system is 10×. In this
configuration, the simulated image comprises 256×256 pixels
each of size 1.35µm by 1.35µm.

Firstly, our method is tested on the simulated images pollut-
ed with same noise but different blurring kernel. The results
shown in Figure 2 indicate the good behavior of our method.
On one hand, the estimation ofσ is stable and reasonable.
On the other hand, the resolution of the deblurring image
is promoted notably. Secondly, the simulated images blurred
with same kernel are provided to test the noise tolerance of
the proposed method. The results shown in Figure 3 illustrate
the good performance both in kernel size estimation and
improving resolution.

We also test the proposed method on some real DR images
of biological samples, such as beetle and spider. The samples
are scanned using a Sanying nanoVoxel-2100 Micro-CT with
4× OCD. The results shown in Figure 4 and 5, especially the
details shown in the local patches, support the contribution of
our approach on resolution improving.

Fig. 1. Ideal simulated image for testing.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the modified ROF de-
blurring model and developed a blind deblurring method to
improve the resolution of DR images obtained by Micro-
CT. The modified ROF deblurring model is proved to be
remarkably effective in the case of Gaussian convolution and
Poisson noise. In the blind deblurring process, we employ

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Blurred and blind deblurred results of the simulated image with same
blur kernel and different count of raw data. Blurred image withσ0 = 2 and
the photon number(pn) is (a) pn = 104, (b) pn = 103. (c) blind deblurred
result of (a) withλ = 100, µ = 5000 andσ = 2, (d) blind deblurred result
of (b) with λ = 100, µ = 1000 andσ = 2.1.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Blind deblurring of the beetle DR image. (a) Original beetle DR image.
(b) Blind deblurred withσ = 2. (c) The local patch of (a). (d) The local patch
of (b). We use zero (black) to represent the value 0.627 (or anything less) and
255 (white) to represent 1 (or anything more).

the ENR maximization principle to estimate the blur kernel
and adopt the split Bregman method to solve the proposed
model. Moreover, FFT and shrinkage technique are employed
to accelerate the computation. The experimental results indi-
cate that our blind deblurring algorithm consistently produces
excellent deblurring outcomes. Further studies are underway
to chose the parameters of Bregman iteration adaptively and
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Fig. 2. Blurred and blind deblurred results of the simulated image with the same photon number104 and different blur kernel. Blurred image with (a)
σ0 = 1, (b) σ0 = 1.5, (c) σ0 = 2, (d) σ0 = 2.5, (e) σ0 = 3. (f) blind deblurred result of (a) withλ = 100, µ = 1000 andσ = 1, (g) blind deblurred
result of (b) withλ = 100, µ = 1000 andσ = 1.5, (h) blind deblurred result of (c) withλ = 100, µ = 5000 andσ = 2, (i) blind deblurred result of (d)
with λ = 100, µ = 104 andσ = 2.5, (j) blind deblurred result of (e) withλ = 100, µ = 5× 104 andσ = 3.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Blind deblurring of the spider DR image. (a) Original spider DR
image. (b) Blind deblurred withσ = 0.8. (c) The local patch of (a). (d)
The local patch of (b). We use zero (black) to represent the value 0.471 (or
anything less) and 255 (white) to represent 1 (or anything more).

to develop an accelerated version by using parallel computing
techniques.
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Abstract— Special beam blocking in CBCT is proposed that 

allows collecting wedge-beam projections, for which the portion 

of x-ray scatter can be drastically reduced. The proposed method 

does not imply shading collected data entities. As a consequence, 

one avoids the problem related to loss of relevant information, 

which is normally inevitable in beam-blocking approaches. 

Additionally, the signal-to-noise ratio is not decreased, unlike in 

the approach involving anti-scatter grids. 

 
Index Terms— scatter correction, cone beam tomography, 

collimation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The flat panel detector based cone beam CT (CBCT) systems 

have shown potential in many application in medicine due to 

its high spatial resolution and convenience. However, large 

amount of scatter signal can reach the flat panel detector 

during CBCT data acquisition. It has been reported that on a 

CBCT system, without scatter correction, the scatter-to-

primary ratio of photons is typically around 2 on a midsize 

volume and can be up to 5 on a human torso [1]. The strong x-

ray scatter signals in projection images lead to severely 

deteriorated qualities of the reconstructed CT images 

including image contrast loss and spatial nonuniformity [2], it 

leads to inaccuracies in CBCT-based dose calculation [3], and 

hence limiting its applications e.g. in radiotherapy. Although 

some research has shown that high accuracy of dose 

reconstruction in raditherapy can be achieved using CBCT 

images [4], the applications of these techniques are mainly 

limited to imaging of small volumes, where scatter signals are 

small. If volumes are large, the accuracy of dose 

reconstruction based on CBCT images is not satisfactory for 

clinical applications [5] if no effective scatter correction 

method is applied.  

 

Many techniques have been proposed to address the 

scatter problem in CBCT imaging. Conventional strategies for 

scatter reduction in CBCT prevent the scatter photons from 

reaching the detector. Typical methods of this group include 

use of an anti-scatter grid [6]. The efficacy of these methods is 

usually limited since anti-scatter grid attenuates primary 

photons and as a consequence requires increased dose to the 

patient to maintain an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio in the 

projection images. The dose gain is very significant if the 

scatter is high [7]. Algorithmic correction of x-ray scatter 

 
 

implies an estimation of the scatter fluence in a projection 

image after a conventional data acquisition [8-11]. The 

complication of scatter removal via analytical modeling arises 

from the non-trivial dependence of the scatter on the patient 

geometry, imaging parameters, and relative position of the 

patient and the imaging system. Direct scatter measurements 

typically obtain more accurate scatter estimates. Techniques 

for estimating the direct scatter signal include blocker-based 

techniques [12-14]. These methods use sparse x-ray beam 

blockers between the x-ray source and the object and obtain 

scatter samples inside the resultant shadows on the detector.  

The scatter distribution of the whole-field is then estimated 

using interpolation/extrapolation on the sampled scatter data. 

These methods may achieve effective scatter correction 

without prior knowledge of the imaging object. Nevertheless, 

primary signal loss is inevitable for the purpose of scatter 

measurement. Using interpolation for the estimation of the 

primary signal, however, may introduce inaccuracy. The 

necessity to compensate for the primary data loss makes the 

method unfavorable. 

In this work we present a special beam blocking 

method that enables collection of wedge-beam projections. 

The method does not imply shading collected data entities. As 

a consequence one avoids the problem related to sparsity of 

available data 

  

 

 

II. NOVEL METHOD 

The collection of new data entities is accomplished with the 

help of the collimator that surrounds the x-ray source (small 

dashed ring on the left of Fig. 1). In the preferable 

arrangement, the collimator is a vertical cylinder (Fig. 1, 

right), the axis of which runs through the focus of the x-ray 

source, and the apertures are narrow vertical slits. A portion of 

the photon beam generated by the x-ray source is blocked by 

the collimator material, e.g. lead; the non-blocked portion of 

the beam constitutes a set of narrow vertical fans, so that each 

fan relates to the corresponding slit (Fig.1). Figure 2 shows 

one such fan in 3D. Primary photons of these fans are incident 

on the detector surface within narrow vertical stripes referred 

to in the following as “primary stripes”. Primary stripes 

related to different slits are separated by regions shaded by the 

blockers of the collimator. The signal induced within these 

shaded regions is due to x-ray scatter. 
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Fig. 1. Up: General view of the acquisition system. Bottom: Collimator. 

 

 
Fig.2. Single vertical fan of photons emitted through one slit of the (not 

depicted) collimator. 

 
 

An essential feature of the method is that the collimator has an 

axial degree of freedom relative to the x-ray source. This 

feature allows the collimator to rotate around the focal vertical 

axis (dash-dot vertical line in Fig.2) independently from the 

rotation performed around the same axis by the x-ray source 

(the rotation of the collimator can be continuous or discrete). 

Particularly, this feature allows the collimator to keep its 

spatial orientation during the scanning process. The 

arrangement providing this kind of motion can easily be 

realized in the practice. Keeping the spatial orientation of the 

collimator means that angle ϕ between the x-axis and the ray 

emitted through the center of a given slit (see Fig. 1, right) 

remains constant during the scanning process. In this case, 

each vertical fan translates across the imaging object parallel 

to itself. Together with each fan, the related primary stripe 

moves across the detector surface. Different positions of the 

same primary stripe on the detector surface correspond to 

different read-outs of the signal. The values measured within 

the same primary stripe over the whole area of the detector 

constitute a wedge-beam projection (see Fig.3, left).  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Up: Set of vertical fans constituting the wedge; Bottom: An acquisition 

system that can be used for the collection of equivalent wedge data.  

 

 

Note that geometrically equivalent data can be obtained with 

an acquisition system consisting of a curved detector and x-ray 

sources, continuously distributed along one piece of trajectory, 

emitting photons in vertical parallel planes (Fig.3, right). 

However, wedge-projections collected by the proposed 

method and those collected with this imaginary acquisition 

system must differ from each other in respect of x-ray scatter 

component. 

 

The orientation of a given wedge-projection is conveniently 

described by the angle parameter ϕ of the related slit (see 

Fig.4, left and Fig.1). In the case of circular scanning 

trajectory, the set of wedge projections collected over 180° is 

considered complete. The complete set of wedge projections 

can be collected with the help of a collimator with slits 

arranged on an arc of length 180° (see Fig.4, right). In this 

case the length of the scanning trajectory is 180°+σ (dash line 

in Fig.4, right). In the case of helical trajectory, a collimator 

with slits arranged over the whole circle around the focus must 

be used.    
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Fig. 4. Up: Parallel lines corresponding to vertical fans of photons emitted 

through the slit ϕ; Bottom: Collimator that can be used for the collection of 
the complete set of tomographic data. The apertures are distributed on one 

half of the blocker, complete data set can be collected over the dashed piece of 

the source trajectory. 

 

 

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We assume that most scatter, at least in medical applications, 

is due to Compton scattering. Within this scattering model, an 

interacting photon loses a part of its energy and, as a result, 

deviates from the primary direction. The Klein-Nishina 

distribution can be used to estimate the conditional probability 

that the scattering photon hits primary stripe under condition 

that it hits the detector. For photons with energies in the range 

40-160 KeV, scattering angles, which guarantee the hitting the 

detector, may be considered as equi-probable. Therefore the 

desired conditional probability is very close to the fraction of 

the area of the white stripes in the area of the detector. In 

general this fraction depends on the geometry of the detector. 

For the flat detector this is close to s/(s + d), where s is the size 

of the slits of the collimator, and d is the size of its blockers. 

For example, if s/(s + d) = 1/3 then with a high degree of 

reliability one can state that approximately 70% of all 

scattered photons hitting the detector are incident within 

shaded areas.  

 

Comparing with known scatter correction methods, we note 

that the proposed method implies neither the decrease of 

signal-to-noise ratio, characteristic for anti-scattering grid 

methods, nor the loss of relevant data, like in conventional 

beam-blocking methods. It must also be noted that the scatter 

component of each data entity obtained by the proposed 

method can be estimated using scattering data measured in 

shaded regions. This may lead to further improvement of the 

quality of the reconstruction. 
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Abstract—It is well known that the multi-source scheme can 

help to improve the temporal resolution for dynamic imaging, 

enlarge the field of view (FOV) to scan big object, etc. It has been a 

hot topic to design multi-source systems (or scanning modes) and 

develop the corresponding reconstruction algorithms. Aiming at 

an enlarged FOV, a triple-source scanning configuration is 

proposed with horizontal data truncation, where three 

source-detector pairs are unevenly distributed on a circular 

scanning trajectory/gantry. A theoretically exact filtered 

backprojection (FBP)-type reconstruction algorithm is developed 

for this kind of fan-beam geometry without data rebining.  It is 

also extended for the corresponding cone-beam geometry in a 

Feldkamp-type reconstruction framework. Because the filtering is 

shift-invariant, these algorithms are very fast. Numerical 

simulation results confirm the correctness and effectiveness of the 

proposed scanning configurations and reconstruction algorithms.  

Index Terms—Multi-source scheme, big object imaging 

problem, triple-source scanning configuration, enlarged field of 

view, analytic reconstruction algorithm.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UE to the mechanical limitation, the current computed 

tomography (CT) gantry can not be rotated any faster. To 

further improve the temporal resolution to image dynamic 

objects (e.g. beating heart), a natural solution is to use the 

multi-source scheme. In addition, a multi-source CT system 

can also make full use of multi-spectra for material 

differentiation by analyzing material-dependent photo-electric 

and Compton effects
[1-3]

. Therefore, development of 

multi-source systems and the associated algorithms attracted 

high attentions in the past decade
[4]

. In 2005, Siemens launched 

the first clinical dual-source CT system with two orthogonal 

x-ray sources and 64-slice detectors
[5]

. The system provides a 

high temporal resolution for cardiac imaging and received 

excellent feedbacks. In 2006, a triple-source helical cone-beam 

CT method was proposed by J. Zhao et al
[6]

,
 
which includes 

three pairs of x-ray sources and panel detectors. The geometry 

features between Siemens’ dual-source and Zhao’s 

triple-source systems are different. Wang et al
[4]

 pointed out 

that there exists a perfect mosaic pattern of truncated data only 
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in the latter, which satisfies Orlov condition
[7]

. Therefore, CT 

images can be exactly reconstructed for a triple-source system. 
Recently, many systematic and algorithmic results were 

reported for triple-source CT. In 2006, J. Zhao et al defined a 

Zhao Window and an inter-helix PI-line by extending the 

concept of Tam-Danielson window and PI-line to the 

triple-helix case, and developed a backprojection filtration 

(BPF)-type algorithm for triple-source helical cone-beam 

CT
[6][8]

. The inter-helix PI-line plays an important role in 

Zhao’s algorithm, where the differential of the projection data 

are backprojected onto the inter-helix PI-lines to obtain the 

Hilbert transform of the original object function. Based on the 

concept of inter-helix PI-line
[10]

, in 2009, J. Zhao et al also 

presented a filtered backprojection (FBP)-type algorithm for 

triple-source helical cone-beam CT. In 2010, Y. Lu et al 

proposed a fast exact/quasi-exact FBP-type algorithm
[11]

, where 

the filtering is performed in Zhao's window and is 

shift-invariant. In 2010, Y. Zhao et al reported a BPF-type 

algorithm for triple-source helical cone-beam CT based on the 

concept of M-line
[12]

 defined by Pack et al
[13]

. Comparing to 

PI-line, M-line is much more flexible to choose. Besides, in 

2009, Y. Lu et al developed an exact FBP-type shift-invariant 

reconstruction algorithm for triple-source saddle-curve 

cone-beam CT
[14]

. It is noticed that all the aforementioned CT 

scanning configurations and algorithms assume that the 

acquired data from each source-detector pair is nontruncated in 

the horizontal direction, that is, the imaging object is 

completely covered by all the source-detector pair along this 

direction. When the acquired cone-beam projections are 

truncated along the horizontal direction for the aforementioned 

triple-source helical CT, it is impossible to perform 

theoretically exact reconstruction, and all the aforementioned 

reconstruction methods based on PI-line, M-line or inter-helix 

PI-line are invalid. 

As we know, large field of view (FOV) CT imaging methods 

are attractive in both clinical/preclinical and industrial 

applications. Regarding the large FOV scanning 

configurations, the rotation-translation (RT) multi-scan 
[15] [16] 

and rotation-translation-translation (RTT) multi-scan
[17] 

are 

representative implementations in engineering. This kind of 

scanning usually is implemented based on single source with 

fan-beam truncation in horizontal direction. The corresponding 

algorithms includes BPF-type and FPB-type with appropriate 

data rebining
[15][16][18]

, where the data rebining step not only 

increases computational cost but also decreases reconstruction 

accuracy. Besides, an off-set multi-scan configuration and the 

corresponding BPF-type algorithm were reported
[19][20]

, which 

can achieve a larger FOV than the RT or RTT scanning 
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configuration using the same equipment. 

    Motivated by the aforementioned facts, in this paper we 

consider a triple-source circular fan-beam and cone-beam 

scanning configurations, where three pairs of x-ray sources and 

detectors are unevenly distributed on the same circle to cover 

the whole imaging object. This configuration can not only keep 

most of the advantages of traditional multi-source system but 

also cover a larger FOV for big imaging object, especially for 

industrial applications. For this triple-source configuration, we 

propose a FBP-type algorithm for the horizontally truncated 

fan-beam projections without data rebining and extend it to 

cone-beam geometry in a FDK-type framework. Because the 

filtering is shift-invariant, this algorithm is very effective and 

can reconstruct a larger imaging object with high speed and 

quality. 

II. TRIPLE-SOURCE CT WITH HORIZONTAL DATA TRUNCATION 

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), a traditional triple-source system 

includes three pairs of source-detector evenly distributed on a 

circle gantry or trajectory with the same phase difference of 120 

degrees. All the source-detector pairs share the same physical 

structure and each one only needs to be rotated 120 degrees to 

achieve a full scan fan beam dataset for a motionless object. 

Different from the traditional triple-source system, the 

proposed triple-source fan-beam scanning configuration with 

data truncation is shown in Fig. 1 (b), where three pairs of 

source-detector are also with the same structure but unevenly 

distributed. Particularly, their initial phase differences are not 

120 degrees but two constants. Because there exists data 

truncation for the acquired projections for all the 

source-detector pairs, each of the source-detector pair can be 

rotated 360 degrees to acquire a full scan fan beam dataset to 

image a motionless object. It should be pointed out that the full 

scan data of our system is different from that of the traditional 

one although they are mathematically equivalent via data 

rebining. 

In order to accurately describe the scanning configuration, 

we introduce some geometry parameters for quantitative 

analysis. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), points        and    represent 

three x-ray focal spots, the point   indicates the rotation center, 

and three bold line segments denote detector arrays. Let   be 

the distance between         , which is equal to the distance 

between  ,            Let     be the distance from     to its 

corresponding detector array and L be the length of each 

detector array. Because each source-detector pair shares the 

same structure and configuration, we can calculate the half 

maximum of each fan-beam angle 1

2tan ( / 2 )L R  . 

Obviously, the phase difference between x-ray source 

focal-spots    and    is 2  , and the phase difference 

between x-ray source focal-spots    and    is 4 . Next, we 

will determine the FOV under two scanning configurations in 

Fig.1. Because it is usually assumed that 
1 2 1sinR R R    to 

make sufficient room for the imaging object, 1 sinR  is radius 

of the maximum FOV in Fig.1 (a) (Note: the boundary of FOV 

is regarded as a circle in 2D CT imaging). For a sufficient large 

   , the radius of maximum FOV in Fig.1 (b) is 1 sin3R  , 

which is significantly enlarged compared to the traditional one 

in Fig.1 (a). 

 

         
(a)                                                           (b) 

Fig. 1. Triple-source circular CT scanning configurations. (a) is the 

conventional version without data truncation and (b) is the proposed version 

with data truncation. 

III. FBP-TYPE FAN-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION 

3.1 Full-scan reconstruction algorithm 

For a single-source circular fan-beam scanning configuration 

and any given analytic reconstruction formula for 

parallel-beam geometry, the corresponding analytic 

reconstruction formula can be directly derived via the principle 

of data rebining, where the related parameters in parallel-beam 

geometry are substituted by the corresponding parameters in 

fan-beam geometry using some geometrical relationships and 

an appropriate Jacobian factor
[21]

. Now, we are going to use the 

same principle to derive an FBP-type formula for the 

aforementioned triple-source circular configuration with data 

truncation in Fig.1 (b).  

For the sake of full-scan formula derivation, let us establish a 

2D Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Fig.1 (b). Let x  

be the horizontal axis which is parallel to the detector array for 

a rotational angle 0, and y be the vertical axis which is 

perpendicular to the detector array for a rotational angle 0 and 

enables Oxy  to form a right-hand system. Let Ox y   denote the 

rotational coordinate of Oxy with a rotation angle  . Let

1
( , )SP q  ,

2
( , )SP q  and

3
( , )SP q  denote the truncated fan-beam 

data from the focal-spots S1, S2 and S3, respectively.   

According to geometric relationship in Fig.1 (b), we can 

obtain an FBP-type reconstruction formula from the 

corresponding parallel-beam FBP formula as follow: 
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where
1,0 1 0, 1 0,/ ( )q R x R y   ,

2,0 1 0, 1 0,( ) / ( )q l R l x R y  
     and 

3,0 1 0, 1 0,( ) / ( )q l R l x R y  
     ,

1 cos( / 2 2 )l R    , 

1 1 sin( / 2 2 )R R     , and 
0, 0,( , )x y 

 is the corresponding 

coordinate of ( , )x y  in the rotational coordinate system. ( )h q is 
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the well-known Ramp filtering kernel function. While q  is 

always greater than zero for S3, it is always smaller than zero for 

S2. In Eq.(1), the data for each focal-spot is acquired using a 

full-scan range.  

3.2 Short-scan reconstruction algorithm 

For the full-scan configuration above, all the rays passing 

through the imaging object are measured twice. Now, based on 

the scanning mode in Fig.1(b), we consider the short-scan 

configuration, where the scanning range is [0, 2 )  . 

According to the redundancy relationship under this short-scan 

configuration, we can obtain a short-scan formula from Eq. (1) 

as follow: 
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where 1 1,0( , )w q  , 2 2,0( , )w q  and 3 3,0( , )w q  denote three 

weighting functions corresponding to three focal spots S1, S2 

and S3, which are defined as  
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where ( )c  is a constructed function
[22][23]

. 

3.3. Numerical Simulations 

To verify the correctness of the proposed triple-source scanning 

configuration and the associated FBP-type reconstruction 

algorithm, extensive numerical simulations are performed in 

C++. A modified 2D Shepp-Logan phantom is used. A circular 

scanning trajectory of radius 1R = 15cmm is assumed, which is 

the distance between x-ray source to the rotation center, and a 

distance of 2R =220cm is assumed for each x-ray source to the 

corresponding detector array. Each detector array consists of 

512 equi-distant elements and the length of each detector cell is 

0.127cm, which only covers a FOV of radius 21.9cm for 

conventional triple-source configuration shown in Fig.1 (a). 

However, the FOV radius is about 63.9cm in the proposed 

triple-source configuration with data truncation shown in Fig.1 

(b). Because the maximal ellipse radius is 39.5cm in the 

phantom, it is beyond the conventional FOV of radius 21.9cm. 

However, it can be fully covered by the FOV of the proposed 

triple-source configuration. For a full scan, we equi-angularly 

collect 720 projections for each of the source-detector pair 

using our scanning configuration.  

We create a phantom image in a 1024×1024 matrix as shown 

in Fig.2 (a). The final reconstructed image for full-scan using 

Eq.(1) are shown in Fig. 2 (b). The same system parameters in 

the short-scan configuration are used with the full-scan. We 

collect 394 projections in the scanning range [0,196.8
0
). The 

final reconstructed image for short-scan using Eq.(2) is shown 

in Fig. 2 (c). 

     

(a)                                      (b)                                       (c) 
Fig. 2.  Modified Shepp-Logan phantom and its reconstructions. While (a) is 

the original phantom, (b) is the reconstructed result for full-scan, and (c) is the 
reconstructed result for short-scan. 

IV.  FDK-TYPE CONE-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION 

In this section, we discuss the triple-source circular cone-beam 

reconstruction method with horizontal truncation. This 

cone-beam scanning mode can be considered as an extended 

configuration of the fan-beam one in section II, where three 

focal spots geometric relationship is the same and the detector 

array is replaced with the panel detectors. Therefore, here we 

omit the detail of this kind of cone-beam configuration.  

As we know, for the circular cone-beam scanning mode, the 

trajectory does not satisfy Tuy’s condition
[24]

, and the 

projection are not sufficient for theoretically exact cone-beam 

reconstruction. Following the idea of FDK formula 

derivation
[25]

, we will obtain an FDK-type algorithm for the 

circular cone-beam scanning mode. Let 0( )f x is a 3D objection 

function, where a reconstructed point 0 0 0 0( , , )x y zx . Let

1
( , , )SP u v  ,

2
( , , )SP u v   and 

3
( , , )SP u v  denote the truncated 

cone-beam projection data from the focal-spots S1, S2 and S3, 

respectively. According to the cone-beam geometry 

relationship, we can obtain the following formula based on  

Eq.(1), 
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where (cos ,sin ,0)  x , ( sin ,cos ,0)   y ,

2 2

1 1 3,0/w R R v   . 1,0 1 0 1 0/ ( )u R R    x x x y ,

2,0 1 0 1 0( ) / ( )u l R l R  
      x x x y , 

3,0 1 0 1 0( ) / ( )u l R l R  
      x x x y ,

1,0 1 0 1 0/ ( )v R z R   x y  and 2,0 3,0 1 0 1 0/ ( )v v R z R 
    x y . 

 In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

triple-source cone-beam scanning configuration and FDK-type 

reconstruction formula (3), the modified 3D Shepp-Logan 

model is adopted in numerical simulation. The system 

parameters are the same with the fan-beam geometry in the 

section III. A flat panel detector is assumed, which is composed 
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of 512×512 detector cells and each cell covers an area of 

0.127cm×0.09cm. 720 projections are acquired in a full scan 

range. The 3D image matrix is 512×512×512. The 

representative reconstructed image slices perpendicular to three 

axis are shown in Fig.3.  

      
                               (a)                                                      (b) 

     
                               (c)                                                     (d) 

     
                                (e)                                                   (f) 

Fig.3 3D phantom slices and reconstructed results. While the left column 
images are from the original phantom, the right images are the reconstructed 

results. (a) and (b) are the slices for z=225; (c) and (d) are the slices for y=270; 

and (e) and (f) are the slices for x=230. 

V. CONCLUSION 

One of the main features of the presented triple-source scanning 

configuration with horizontal data truncation is that the FOV is 

enlarged to scan bigger imaging objects. Through our 

technology, the FOV can be enlarged by 2~3 folds. Because all 

the rays are measured twice in the triple-source configuration in 

Fig.1 (b) for a full scanning range of 360 degrees and the 

structures are symmetric, we can only keep one of the imaging 

chains of S2 and S3 and half the detector cells for S1 to save 

system cost. That is, we only need to acquire half of the 

projections in Eq.(1) to perform theoretically exact 

reconstruction as shown in section 3.2.  

In summary, we propose a triple-source scanning 

configuration with fan-beam and cone-beam truncation, 

develop a FBP-type and FDK-type reconstruction algorithms, 

and the corresponding short-scan reconstruction algorithms. 

These methods can help to enlarge the FOV to cover a big 

imaging object. Because the filtering in the reconstruction 

algorithms is shift-invariant, they are very fast, and also be 

easily parallelized on graphic processing units. The numerical 

simulation results confirm the correctness and effectiveness of 

the developed algorithms. 
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Investigation of 3D DSA Image Reconstruction

from Single-Plane and Bi-Plane Data
Dan Xia, Xiao Han, Satoru Oishi, Yu-Bing Chang, Tetsu Satow, Hiromichi Yokoyama, Masanobu Yamada,

Emil Y. Sidky, and Xiaochuan Pan

Abstract—Compared to 2D digital subtraction angiography
(DSA), 3D DSA provides a more accurate depiction of the vascu-
lar details that is essential in planning image-guided surgical and
endovascular treatment for aneurysms. However, the analytic-
based reconstruction algorithms employed in current C-arm
CBCT systems require projection data densely sampled over an
angular range no less than π plus fan angle (i.e., short-scan data),
which results in a long imaging time and a large radiation dose to
the patient. In order to reduce the acquisition time and radiation
dose, two imaging methods were proposed in this work: single-
plane scan and bi-plane scan. For both scans the angular ranges
were substantially reduced. An optimization-based reconstruction
algorithm was tailored to reconstructing the vascular structures
from single-plane data and bi-plane data. Results show that
both single-plane and bi-plane reconstructions are capable of
accurately recovering aneurysms and large blood vessels. In
particular, the bi-plane reconstruction appears comparable to
reference images reconstructed from short-scan data. These
results suggest that the proposed single-plane and bi-plane scans
enabled by the optimization-based reconstruction algorithm may
have potential implication for clinical assessment of vascular
structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) digital subtraction angiography

(DSA) images are reconstructed from a rotational 2D DSA

data set acquired by a C-arm cone-beam CT (CBCT) system.

With the 3D vascular information provided by the 3D DSA

images, we are able to depict the vascular details accurately,

which is essential in planning image-guided surgical and

endovascular treatment for aneurysms. However, current C-

arm CBCT systems only employ analytic-based reconstruction

algorithms such as FDK reconstruction algorithm, which re-

quire projection data densely sampled over an angular range

no less than π plus fan angle (i.e., short-scan data [1]). This

results in a long imaging time and a large amount of radiation

dose, which pose limitation to clinical applications of the 3D

DSA.

In this work, we proposed two new 3D DSA imaging

strategies: single-plane scan and bi-plane scan, in which the

scanning angular ranges are significantly less than π plus

fan angle, therefore, the scanning time and imaging radiation

D. Xia, X. Han, E. Y. Sidky, and X. Pan are with the Department of
Radiology, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA.

S. Oishi is with Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, Otawara, Tochigi,
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Y.-B. Chang is with Toshiba Medical Research Institute USA, Vernon Hills,
IL 60061, USA.

T. Satow, H. Yokoyama, and M. Yamada are with National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan.

dose are reduced substantially. Since both the single-plane

and bi-plane scans do not provide sufficient data required by

conventional analytic-based algorithms, the 3D DSA images

yielded by these algorithms contain significant artifacts due to

the limited scanning angular range. To mitigate these artifacts,

we adapted an optimization-based algorithm, the adaptive-

steepest-descent-projection-onto-convex-sets (ASD-POCS) al-

gorithm, for reconstructing 3D DSA images. The reconstructed

images obtained from both single-plane and bi-plane data were

assessed in the context of visualization-based tasks.

II. METHODS

A. Single-plane and bi-plane data acquisitions

The single-plane scan is performed by using a single-plane

C-arm system with a modified rotational DSA acquisition

protocol: a mask scan is performed over an angular range

from 0o to 90o, and a contrast scan is performed over the

same angular range, from 90o to 0o, during continuous contrast

injection. Since the scanning angular range is reduced by

more than half compared to the standard 3D DSA, the single-

plane scanning time and the radiation dose are expected to be

reduced by approximately 50%.

The biplane scan is performed by using a biplane C-arm

system which employs two sets of C-arms: a frontal C-arm

and a lateral C-arm. A rotational DSA scan with an angular

range [0o, 60o] is performed by the frontal C-arm and a

rotational DSA scan with an angular range [90o, 120o] is

performed simultaneously by the lateral C-arm. Compared to

the single-plane scan, the scanning time of the biplane scan is

further reduced. Moreover, the angular range of both frontal

and lateral scans and the angular separation between these

two scans are flexible, which can be optimized for different

imaging tasks.

Because the scanning angular ranges for both single-plane

and bi-plane data are less than that of a short scan, analytic-

based algorithms yield images containing artifacts. Therefore,

we tailor an optimization-based algorithm to reconstructing

images from single-plane and bi-plane data.

B. Optimization-based image reconstruction

Optimization-based reconstruction program: We model

C-arm CBCT imaging with a discrete-to-discrete, linear sys-

tem,

g = Hf ,
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where vectors g and f denote discrete data and image, and

system matrix H describes the cone-beam X-ray transform.

The actual C-arm scanning geometry is taken into account

by incorporating the projection matrix, which describes the

mapping between detector- and image-spaces, into the system

matrix H [2], [3]. Based upon this imaging model, we for-

mulate image reconstruction as a constrained total variation

(TV)-minimization program [4],

f∗ = argmin||f ||TV s.t. D(f) ≤ ǫ and f ≥ 0, (1)

where ||f ||TV denotes the image TV and D(f) the Euclidean

data divergence between measured data g and model data Hf .

The parameter ǫ > 0 is employed to control the inconsistency

between measured and model data. Note that any physical fac-

tors that are not modeled into the system matrix H contribute

to model inconsistency. For our 3D DSA reconstruction, the

data inconsistency among different projection views due to the

dynamic contrast flow is also included by the parameter ǫ.

Reconstruction algorithm: The adaptive-steepest-descent-

projection-onto-convex-sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm [4] is im-

plemented to numerically achieve the solution to the optimiza-

tion program in Eq. (1). The specific implementation of the

ASD-POCS algorithm depends on selection of a number of

reconstruction parameters. In this study, the size of image

voxel is selected to be 0.25 mm, which is identical to current

clinical default configuration. In an attempt to streamline the

reconstruction process, algorithm parameters, such as step

sizes of the POCS and TV-minimization steps have been

pre-selected for all the data sets, and all reconstructions are

terminated after 30 iteration.

III. RESULTS

In this work, a clinical C-arm CBCT system (Toshiba

Infinix-iTM , Japan) was used for collecting projection data

of a number of aneurysm patients. During each scan, 108

projections were acquired over an angular range of ∼ 200o

within about 4.6 seconds. Logarithm subtraction was then

performed view by view to obtain 108 projections of virtually

only the vasculature. The single-plane data were simulated

by extracting one segment (45 views) over an angular range

[0o, 90o] from the short-scan data set. The bi-plane data were

simulated by extracting two segments from a short-scan data

set: one segment (30 views) over an angular range [0o, 60o]
and the other segment (15 views) over an angular range

[90o, 120o].
We have reconstructed 3D DSA images from both single-

plane and bi-plane data by using the ASD-POCS algorithm.

As a reference, we also reconstructed images by using the

FDK algorithm from the short-scan data (108 views), which

is shown in the Fig. 1a. The reconstructed image obtained

from the single-plane data is displayed in Fig. 1b. It can be

observed that large vessels are visible in both reconstructions

and comparable to the reference image, whereas some small

vessels in the single-plane reconstruction are less visible than

those in the reference. The loss of some details is caused

by the dynamic contrast flow as well as the limited scanning

angular range. In Fig. 1c we display the reconstructed image

obtained from the bi-plane data. Compared to its single-plane

counterpart, some small vessels appear to be better recovered.

Moreover, except for some small vessels in the peripheral

region, the bi-plane reconstruction appears visually compa-

rable to the short-scan FDK reference, and may therefore

provide information adequate for image-guided surgical and

endovascular interventions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the single-plane and bi-plane scan configura-

tions have been proposed for collecting 3D DSA data. The

ASD-POCS algorithm has been adapted for image reconstruc-

tion from data acquired under the proposed single-plane and

bi-plane configurations. The results show that both single-

plane and bi-plane reconstructions are capable of recovering

the large blood vessels. Moreover, the bi-plane reconstruction

appears visually comparable to the short-scan FDK reference.

These results suggest that the bi-plane scan may potentially be

considered for use in image-guided surgical and endovascular

interventions, which may require shortened scan time and

lowered imaging radiation dose. Further optimization of scan

parameters, such as angular range for the bi-plane scan, is

currently under investigation. We plan to report preliminary

findings at the conference.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1. Volume-rendered 3D-DSA images reconstructed from the short-scan data by use of the FDK algorithm (a), from the single-plane data by use of
the ASD-POCS algorithm (b) and from the bi-plane data by use of the ASD-POCS algorithm (c).
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Dual Grid Approach for Iterative Reconstruction in
Extreme Interior Tomography

William M. Thompson

Abstract—There has been much research into the use of
algebraic iterative algorithms based on total variation (TV)
minimisation for use in micro-CT for materials science and non-
destructive testing. However, in these applications it is often the
case that the measured projection data are severely truncated,
creating an extreme interior tomography problem. With iterative
algorithms, it is usually necessary for the reconstruction volume
to cover the entire object support, which severely limits their
application to such use cases. We describe a simple dual grid
approach for applying iterative algorithms to severely truncated
data, and give results with simulated data showing the effec-
tiveness of the method. We demonstrate accurate reconstruction
within an ROI with linear dimensions a factor 16 less than the
size of the object.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cone beam x-ray micro-CT is now a widely-used imaging
technique in materials science research [1], and also in other
applications such as rock core analysis for oil exploration
and non-destructive testing for the semiconductor industry, for
example. In such applications, there is a drive towards faster
acquisition times, motivated by a variety of reasons including
higher throughput scanning, dose reduction and higher tem-
poral resolution for time-lapse imaging. To this end, the use
of algebraic iterative reconstruction algorithms involving total
variation (TV) minimisation (e.g. [2], [3]) has been the subject
of much research. Such algorithms have particularly high
utility in these applications, as objects of interest often consist
of homogeneous materials with a piecewise constant structure.
A typical problem may involve calculating distribution of pore
sizes based on analysis of a segmented volume, for example.

Many applications of micro-CT in materials science and
non-destructive testing demand extremely high spatial resolu-
tion. Due to the limited size and resolution of the detector,
the field of view of the scanner becomes smaller as resolution
increases; for sub-micron spatial resolution, the field of view
will typically be less than 1mm. It is therefore often the case
that the region of interest (ROI) that we wish to reconstruct
represents only a small fraction of the size of the whole object,
creating a problem of extreme interior tomography.

Reconstruction of the interior problem by analytical meth-
ods has been well-studied, and will not be discussed here. The
main problem with implementation of iterative algorithms for
interior tomography is that in order to properly consider all
contributions to the forward projection, the reconstruction grid
must cover the entire object support, including parts outside of
the scanner’s field of view. If the grid only covers the ROI, then

Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy, Pleasanton, CA, USA. E-mail:
william.thompson@zeiss.com

the reconstruction algorithm will attempt to fit reconstruction
of the ROI to data representing the whole object. The data
mismatch in this case can result in severe artefacts.

In the case where the ROI represents only a very small
part of the object, then covering the entire object in a high
resolution grid is too costly in terms of the memory required.
If low resolution data covering the whole object are available,
then methods such as scout view assisted tomography [4] can
be used to effectively generate data representing only the ROI.
A similar technique is described in [5]. However, in many
applications, it may not be possible or desirable in terms of
throughput to acquire such data.

Similar to the approach used in [6], this paper describes the
use of a dual grid technique to solve the interior tomography
problem without needing any additional data.

II. METHODS

A. Algebraic Iterative Reconstruction Algorithms
The core of any algebraic iterative reconstruction algorithm

is a discrete representation of the projection process. This
forms a system of equations

Ax = b, (1)

where the matrix A represents a discrete model of the pro-
jection process, the vector x represents the discretised object
function, and the vector b represents the projection data. This
system of equations can then be solved in the least-squares
sense by a number of common iterative algorithms.

B. Dual Grid Approach
The basic idea of the dual grid approach is to represent the

discretised object function by voxels of two sizes; a coarse,
low resolution grid covers the entire object support, while
the ROI is covered with a much finer, high resolution grid.
This is illustrated for a 2D slice in figure 1. Similar dual grid
approaches for different applications are described in [7], [8],
[9]. By covering the entire object support in a low resolution
grid, this allows the reconstruction algorithm to take all parts
of the object into account, while avoiding the need to use large
amounts of memory by covering the entire object support in a
high resolution grid. Representing the object in this way, the
discretised projection equations can now be written as[

Afine Acoarse
] [ xfine

xcoarse

]
= b, (2)

where Afine and Acoarse represent the discretised projections
through the fine and coarse grids respectively, and xfine and
xcoarse are the corresponding fine and coarse volumes.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the dual grid approach in 2D.

The difference in size between the voxels in each grid is
known as the grid magnification factor. By keeping the number
of voxels in each grid the same, and using a grid magnification
factor that divides the number of voxels in each dimension, the
fine grid overlaps a section of the coarse grid exactly. Entries
in Acoarse and xcoarse corresponding to the overlapping region
are set to zero, keeping the two grids orthogonal to each other.

We use the length of intersection model [10] for discretising
the projections. In our practical 3D implementation, coeffi-
cients of Afine and Acoarse are calculated on the fly by the
method described in [11]. The entire coarse grid, including
the ROI, is maintained and stored; the overlapping region is
simply set to zero. Although this is not efficient in terms of
memory usage, for the applications that the method is intended
to be used for, the amount of overlap is low, since the grid
magnification factor is high. In our implementation, the dis-
cretisation in z is kept the same for both grids. For the intended
applications, optical magnification in the scanner is generally
high, resulting in a low cone angle (typically approximately 1
degree); therefore, even with high grid magnification factors,
the number of additional slices needed is low.

Since the fine and coarse grid volumes are effectively
orthogonal, the forward and back projection of each can be
done independently. For forward projection, the results are
simply added together afterwards, while for back projection,
it is necessary to set the overlapping region of the coarse grid
to zero afterwards.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulated Data – Grid Magnification Factor 4

Non-truncated, 2D noise-free data were generated for a
“multi-sphere” phantom, whose sinogram is shown in figure
2. Line integrals were calculated analytically using a simple
length-of-intersection model, and assuming a mono-energetic
spectrum. The phantom is made up of 220 spheres of random
radius between 0.1 and 0.3mm, randomly positioned within
a disc of radius 10mm. A uniform distribution was used for
both the spheres’ radii and positions. This phantom was chosen
since it gives results broadly representative of objects that are
often imaged in micro-CT of materials.

The full dataset consists of 720 projections of length 512
pixels. Source-rotation axis distance was 50mm, rotation axis-
detector distance was 30mm, and detector width was 40mm.
Truncated data were generated from this by taking the central
128 pixels from each projection, giving a grid magnification
factor of 4.

Fig. 2: Sinogram for the 4× simulated data, showing the
truncated region in between the red lines.

Figure 3 compares the results of reconstructing the truncated
simulated data with filtered back projection (FBP) (using
the ASTRA toolbox [12]), and single and dual grid iterative
reconstructions made with 40 iterations of the conjugate gradi-
ent least squares (CGLS) algorithm. Although not commonly
used for CT reconstruction, CGLS was chosen due to its
fast convergence in the sense of data fit, which highlights
inconsistencies in the data. Due to the small size of the
problem, numerical experiments were conducted in MATLAB
by calculating the projection matrices explicitly using an
implementation of Siddon’s algorithm.

Figure 4 plots the 2-norm of the image error for each
iteration of the CGLS cases, with lines showing error values
for FBP reconstructions of both full and truncated data. Addi-
tionally, figure 5 shows the full dual grid CGLS reconstruction,
on both grids, compared to the full ground truth image.

Note that the single-grid CGLS reconstruction is almost
unrecognisable; severe inconsistency of the data with the
system of equations in this case results in large errors. Using
the dual grid approach for iterative reconstruction removes this
inconsistency and results in accurate reconstruction within the
ROI, achieving a minimum error value around 40 iterations.
The FBP reconstruction shows a typical bright ring around the
edge of the ROI, caused by the filter; this is also effectively
removed by the dual grid iterative method.

B. Simulated Data – Grid Magnification Factor 16

A second non-truncated, 2D noise-free dataset was gener-
ated for another “multi-sphere” phantom. Spheres are once
again positioned randomly within a disc of radius 10mm;
however, the size of the spheres is reduced by a factor of 4, and
the number increased by a factor 16, giving an equivalent size
and density of spheres when viewed at a 4× magnification.
The sinogram for this dataset is shown in figure 6. Data
were calculated in exactly the same way as for the previous
example, using the same scanner geometry.

The full dataset this time consists of 720 projections of
length 2048 pixels. Truncated data were generated from this
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Fig. 3: Reconstructions of the 4× simulated data. Common
grey scale window of [−0.4, 2.4]. Top left: ground truth, top
right: FBP, bottom left: single grid CGLS, bottom right: dual
grid CGLS

Fig. 4: 2-norm of the image error per iteration for the 4×
simulated data.

by taking the central 128 pixels from each projection, giving
a grid magnification factor of 16.

Figure 7 compares the results of reconstructing the truncated
simulated data with FBP, and single and dual grid iterative re-
constructions made with 100 iterations of the CGLS algorithm.
The same algorithms were used for reconstruction as for the
first example.

Figure 8 plots the 2-norm of the image error for each
iteration of the CGLS cases. Again, the error values are also
given for FBP reconstructions of both the full and truncated

Fig. 5: Reconstructions of the 4× simulated data, showing the
complete field of view on both grids. Common grey scale
window of [−0.4, 2.4]. Left: ground truth, right: dual grid
CGLS

Fig. 6: Sinogram for the 16× simulated data, showing the
truncated region in between the red lines.

data. As before, figure 9 shows additionally the full dual grid
CGLS reconstruction, on both grids, compared to the full
ground truth image.

In this case, the single-grid CGLS reconstruction is com-
pletely unrecognisable; the level of data inconsistency with
the system of equations is so severe that the image error
quickly grows out of control, as shown in the plot of figure 8.
Using the dual grid approach for iterative reconstruction again
removes the inconsistency and results in reasonably accurate
reconstruction within the ROI, achieving a minimum error
value in this case at 100 iterations. The FBP reconstruction
again shows a typical bright ring around the edge of the
ROI, though this is more severe in this case; this ring is also
effectively removed by the dual grid iterative method.

C. Real Data

One of the main motivations for development of this work
was to apply iterative reconstruction methods to imaging of
semiconductor packages. For this use case, it is not uncommon
to have an ROI of typically less than 1mm in a package size of
the order several 10s of millimetres. We have successfully used
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Fig. 7: Reconstructions of the 16× simulated data. Common
grey scale window of [−0.4, 2.4]. Top left: ground truth, top
right: FBP, bottom left: single grid CGLS, bottom right: dual
grid CGLS

Fig. 8: 2-norm of the image error per iteration for the 16×
simulated data.

the dual grid method on such data with a grid magnification
factor of 32, showing accurate reconstruction within the ROI.
However, due to commercial sensitivity of the datasets, we are
not able to include these results. For such practical use cases,
the dual grid method is combined with an algorithm including
non-negativity constraint and TV minimisation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simple but effective method for dealing
with the extreme interior tomography problem created by

Fig. 9: Reconstructions of the 16× simulated data, showing
the complete field of view on both grids. Common grey scale
window of [−0.4, 2.4]. Left: ground truth, right: dual grid
CGLS

micro-CT scanning of certain objects of interest in materials
science and non-destructive testing. The method allows iter-
ative reconstruction to be performed in these cases, and has
been demonstrated to work in practical problems where the
diameter of the region of interest is up to a factor of 32 less
than that of the object support.
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Design and optimization of X-ray Talbot-Lau
interferometry with polychromatic sources

Li Zhang, Ran Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Xiaolei Jiang, Wei Li

Abstract—X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometry has a great poten-
tial for future clinical applications because it can obtain multiple
information simultaneously using polychromatic high-power X-
ray tubes. Sensitivity, which is defined as the smallest detectable
refraction angle, is the key metric of the system’s performance.
In this work, the sensitivity of Talbot-Lau interferometry with
polychromatic X-ray spectrum is evaluated using wave-optical
simulation. For a given system with fixed grating parameters,
the optimal geometry is obtained. A performance comparison of
two types of phase grating is also presented. Conclusions from
this work provide guidelines for the geometry optimization and
design of the system.

Index Terms—X-ray interferometry, sensitivity, geometry op-
timization.

I. INTRODUCTION

XRAY grating interferometry is an emerging X-ray imag-
ing technique capable of obtaining attenuation contrast,

differential phase contrast and dark-field contrast. Convention-
al X-ray imaging relies soley on the attenuation contrast. For
weakly absorbing materials such as biological soft tissue and
polymer, differential phase contrast and dark-feild contrast can
produce much better contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR) compared
to attenuation contrast[1]. Grating interferometry was first im-
plemented on synchrotron sources[2], and it was later demon-
strated that grating interferometry could also work with labora-
tory X-ray tubes when a source grating was introduced[3]. This
setup is then reffered to as Talbot-Lau interferometry, which is
the subject of this work. Advanced and complemenrary con-
strast modities as well as the compatibility with conventional
X-ray sources make Tabot-Lau interferometery a promising
candidate for future X-ray imaging applications.

Both differential phase constrast and dark-field contrast o-
riginate from refraction properties of the sample[4]. One of the
most important performance metrics for grating interferometry,
the sensitivity, is defined as the smallest detectable refraction
angle[5]. The sensitivity determines the CNR and signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the images. Almost all parameters
such as the X-ray spectrum, grating properties and system
geometry affect the sensitivity. So far, several attempts have
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been made on the design and optimization of grating interfer-
ometry. Weber et al. discussed the spectrum optimization of
grating interferometer[6]. Baturin et al. studied the optimal
grating alignment conditions to obtain the maximun fringe
visibility[7]. Engelhardt et al. simulated the influence of the
source size and spectrum on the visibility of a grating inter-
ferometer with a mocrofocus X-ray tube[8]. Thuering et al.
recently derived analytical formulae for the optimization of
grating interferometry[9] with monochromatic X-ray source.
The polychromatic visibilities of two types of phase gratings
were also compared. However, no analytical solution can be
obtained when a realistic tube source is considered.

In this work, design and optimization of Talbot-Lau inter-
ferometry with realistic X-ray spectrum are discussed using
an experimentally verified wave-optical simulation framework.
First, the optimal geometry, i.e. inter-grating distance for a
given setup is obtained. Then, the choice of the phase grating
in Talbot-Lau interferometry is discussed.

II. METHODS

A. X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometry

G0

L

D

X-ray source

detector

G1

G2

Fig. 1. Schematic of X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometry

Figure 1 shows the schematic of Talbot-Lau interferometry.
The phase grating (G1) generates periodic interference fringes
at the plane of the analyzer grating (G2), which are then
sampled and transformed into intensity variations on the
detector pixels using the phase-stepping technique[10]. When
illuminated by a monochromatic X-ray beam, interference
fringes with the maximum contrast can be observed at the
Talbot distances D = dn, which are given by

D = dn =
np21L

2η2λL− np21
, (1)
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where L is the distance between G0 and G1, p1 is the period of
G1, λ is the X-ray wavelength, the odd integer n is the Talbot
order. When G1 is a π/2 phase grating, η = 1. When G1 is
a π phase grating, η = 2. G2 is an absorption grating, whose
period p2 equals to the period of the interference fringes. The
geometric relation of the system is given by

p1
p2

=
ηL

L+D
. (2)

The source grating (G0) splits the source into an array of
sufficiently coherent line sources. The period of the source
grating, p0, is given by

p0 =
L

D
p2. (3)

B. Sensitivity

When phase-stepping technique is adopted, one of the grat-
ings is stepped in the transverse beam direction over a grating
period and images are recorded at each grating position. For
each pixel on the detector, an intensity oscillation curve I(xg)
is obtained, where xg is the grating position. Attenuation
contrast, differential phase contrast and dark-field contrast are
extracted quantitatively from intensity curves obtained with
and without the sample. When a sample is placed in the beam,
incident X-rays are refracted. For a refraction angle α, the
lateral displacement of the intensity curve, ϕ, is given by

ϕ = α
2πD

p2
. (4)

To extract refraction angle information (differential phase con-
trast information) from the intensity curves, Fourier method is
often applied, where ϕ is obtained by calculating the phase
of the intensity curve. The measurement of ϕ is affected by
statistical noise and the uncertainty of the measurement, σϕ,
is given by

σϕ =

√
2

V
√
N
, (5)

where N is the number of photons on the detector. V is the
visibility of the intensity curve, which is often calculated by

V =
2a1
a0

, (6)

where a1 and a0 are the amplitudes of the first- and zeroth-
order Fourier components of the intensity curve. The sensitiv-
ity of grating interferometry is often expressed in terms of the
smallest detectable refraction angle αmin, which is given by

αmin ≡ σα =
p2

2πD
σϕ =

p2
2πD

√
2

V
√
N
. (7)

In this study, N is kept constant, which means the dose ap-
proximately remains unchanged, and the sensitivity is defined
as the inverse smallest detectable refraction angle (1/αmin).
Disregarding all constants, the sensitivity used in the following
sections is finally given by

S =
DV

p2
. (8)

C. Simulation and verification
A wave-optical simulation framework was previously im-

plemented by our group and used in sensitivity analysis of a
non-interferometric grating-based X-ray imaging system[11].
The simulation is based on the propagation of the wavefront in
free space using Fresnel diffraction theory. Here, we use this
simulation framework to study the sensitivity of the Talbot-
Lau interferometry.

We first verified the simulation framework with experi-
mental results. The parameters of the Talbot-Lau setup were
the same as our previous work[11]. Verifications were per-
formed by comparing visibility results from simulation and
measurement under different system conditions (geometry and
tube voltage). Figure 2 shows the simulated and experimental
results for two different tests. The measured data were mean
visibilities over a homogeneous 100 × 100 pixel region of
interest. In the first test, the geometry was fixed while the
tube voltage varied from 26 to 45 kVp. In the second test, the
tube voltage was fixed at 35 kVp while inter-grating distance
D varied from 1 to 35 cm. It should be noted that, when D was
varied, L was also changed to keep the ratio L/D constant.
Due to space limitations, experimental data for the second
test only covered from 12 to 31 cm. As can be seen from the
results, both tests generally show good consistency between
simulations and experiments. Some inconsistencies might be
caused by grating misalignments.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Plots of measured and simulated visibility results. (a) Visibility as
a function of tube voltage. (b) Visibility as a function of the inter-grating
distance D. The measurement error bars are the standard deviation of the
visibility in the region of interest.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we use the verified simulation framework to
study the design and optimization of Talbot-Lau interferome-
try. Our goal is to maximize the sensitivity defined in Eq. (8).
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As mentioned above, Eq. (8) can be thought of as the dose-
normalized sensitivity. However, in practice, the total system
length is limited by space and photon flux.

A. The optimal inter-grating distance for a given system

In this subsection, we aim to find the optimal geometry
for given grating parameters. Two Talbot-Lau systems are
considered. The first system uses a π/2 phase grating. The
periods of G0, G1 and G2 are 28 µm, 3.5 µm and 4 µm
respectively. G0 and G2 are ideal absorption gratings. G1
is a π/2 phase grating with a silicon height of 16 µm,
corresponding to a design energy of 25 keV. The second
system uses a π phase grating. The periods of G0, G1 and G2
are 14 µm, 3.5 µm and 2 µm respectively. G1 is a π phase
grating with a silicon height of 32 µm. All gratings have a
duty cycle of 0.5. Gaussian spectra are used in the simulation
with different bandwidths around the design energy.

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of the π/2 phase grating
system as a function of inter-grating distance for different
X-ray spectra. In figure 3, the three peaks clearly visible in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the π/2 phase grating system as a function of inter-
grating distance for different X-ray spectra. (a) Sensitivity as a function
of inter-grating distance for Gaussian spectra with different bandwidths.
E0 = 25 keV, ∆E is the FWHM of the Gaussian spectrum. (b) Sensitivity
as a function of inter-grating distance for a simulated 35-kVp tungsten X-ray
spectrum.

each curve correspond to different Talbot orders (n=1,3,5).
As can be seen from figure 3(a), when the spectrum band-
width of the X-ray source is narrow, the sensitivity increases
with Talbot orders. However, when the spectrum bandwidth
becomes wider, the degradation of sensitivity at higher order
Talbot distances (n=3,5) becomes more prominent. When
∆E/E0 = 0.6, increasing the inter-grating distance from

the 3rd Talbot distance to the 5th Talbot distance will even
decrease the sensitivity. This phenomenon is also observed
when a 35-kVp tungsten X-ray spectrum is used, as shown
in figure 3(b). The explanation of this behavior is that the
visibility decreases significantly with Talbot orders when the
bandwidth of the spectrum becomes wider. Figure 4 shows the
interference fringes generated by X-rays of different energy at
three Talbot distances. In each image, the X-ray energy ranges
from 10 keV to 40 keV with a 0.1 keV step. The design energy
of the π/2 phase grating is 25 keV.

10 keV 40 keV25 keV

3rd Talbot order1st Talbot order 5th Talbot order

Fig. 4. Interference fringes generated by X-rays of different energy at three
Talbot distances.

When a broad X-ray spectrum is used, the measured in-
terference fringe is a weighted sum of interference fringes
generated by X-rays of different energy. As shown in figure
4, the decrease of visibility at high Talbot orders is due to the
contrast inversion around the design energy.

Thus, we conclude that for a Talbot-Lau interferometer
using a π/2 phase grating, when a broad tungsten X-ray
spectrum is used, the optimal inter-grating distance correspond
to the 3rd Talbot distance. When the system works at high
Talbot orders, apply additional filtration to the spectrum can
significantly improve the sensitivity.

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the π phase grating system
as a function of inter-grating distance for different X-ray
spectra. The π phase grating system shows some different
characteristics compared with the π/2 phase grating system.

First, as the inter-grating distance increases, the peaks and
valleys on the sensitivity curve become less prominent when
a broad X-ray spectrum is used. This can be explained by the
visibility curve in figure 2(b), where the visibility peaks at
high Talbot orders become less prominent. The reason for this
phenomenon, as explained by Engelhardt[8], is that no contrast
inversion occurs when the inter-grating distance is increased.
As a result, the sensitivity increases approximately linearly
with inter-grating distance.

Second, the bandwidth of the spectrum does not affect the
sensitivity significantly. This is because no contrast inversion
occurs over a wide energy range.

Thus, for a Talbot-Lau interferometer with a π phase
grating, when a broad tungsten X-ray spectrum is used, the
optimal inter-grating distance is not restricted to the Talbot
distances, which makes the system geometry much more
flexible. Moreover, apply additional filtration to the spectrum
will not improve the sensitivity significantly.

It should be noted that conclusions presented in this subsec-
tion are independent of other system parameters. As long as
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the π phase grating system as a function of inter-grating
distance for different X-ray spectra. (a) Sensitivity as a function of inter-
grating distance for Gaussian spectra with different bandwidths. E0 = 25
keV, ∆E is the FWHM of the Gaussian spectrum. (b) Sensitivity as a function
of inter-grating distance for a simulated 35-kVp tungsten X-ray spectrum.

the same spectrum is used, the general shape of the sensitivity
curve will remain unchanged.

B. The choice of the phase grating

The optimal geometry for a given Talbot-Lau system has
been discussed above. In this subsection, we discuss the
optimal choice of the phase grating for the Talbot-Lau in-
terferometry, i.e. whether a π phase grating or a π/2 phase
grating should be used?

In practice, the implementation of Talbot-Lau interferometry
is limited by the grating fabrication technology, in which the
fabrication of the G2 grating is the most challenging part.
Here, we assume the minimum period of G2 is 2 µm. The
total system length is limited to 2 m. Two Talbot-Lau setups
are simulated. To make a fair comparison, for both setups,
the period of G2 is 2 µm and L/D = 7. The same 35-
kVp tungsten X-ray spectrum is used. Other parameters can
be calculated by Eqs. (1)-(3). The first setup uses a π phase
grating with a silicon height of 32 µm, corresponding to the
mean energy of the spectrum. The second setup uses a π/2
phase grating. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the two setups
as a function of inter-grating distance.

As can be seen from the results, when the two setups work
at the 1st and the 3rd Talbot orders, their sensitivities are
approximately the same. However, at higher Talbot orders, the
setup using a π phase grating has much better sensitivity. If
we also take the system flexibility into consideration, the π
phase grating approach is clearly a better choice.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of two Talbot-Lau setups as a function of inter-grating
distance.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the optimization of Talbot-Lau in-
terferometry with polychromatic X-ray sources using exper-
imentally verified simulation framework. When a broad X-
ray spectrum is used, the optimal inter-grating distance for
a system using a π/2 phase grating is decided to be the
3rd Talbot distance. When a π phase grating is used, the
geometry of the system is more flexible and the optimal inter-
grating distance is only limited by the total length of the
system. In designing the Talbot-Lau interferometry, if we take
the sensitivity and system flexibility into consideration, the π
phase grating is more favorable.
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Modeling and reconstruction for dual-view selective 

plane illumination microscopy 
P. J.  La Riviere, C. Smith, D. Colon-Ramos, A. Kumar, Y. Wu, and H. Shroff

I. INTRODUCTION  

Recent years have seen the development of numerous 

“computational” microscopes, which acquire multiple sets of 

data that must be processed using mathematical algorithms to 

generate the images that are presented to the end user for 

visualization and further analysis. Such microscopes have 

much in common with tomographic medical imaging 

modalities in that the raw data are of limited utility until an 

appropriate inverse problem is solved. These computational 

microscopes have overcome many of the fundamental 

resolution, speed, and photobleaching limitations of purely 

optical microscopes but they present significant computational 

challenges. Work on developing and optimizing the required 

algorithms has lagged behind the innovations in overall system 

design. At the same time, recent years have witnessed an 

explosion of new algorithm development in the field of 

medical imaging, especially computed tomography, and these 

algorithms have the potential to be adapted to computational 

microscopy.  
In this work, we seek to develop an imaging model and 

associated reconstruction algorithms for the recently 

developed dual-view inverted selective plane illumination 

microscope (diSPIM) [1]. In conventional selective plane 

illumination microscopy (SPIM), also known as light sheet 

microscopy, a sheet of light illuminates a single plane through 

a biological specimen that has been labeled with fluorophores. 

A microscope detection objective placed orthogonal to the 

illumination plane directly images the emitted fluorescence. 

The illumination plane can then be scanned through the object, 

building up a three-dimensional stack of images. The 

advantage of this SPIM method relative to conventional 

scanning confocal microscopy is that any tissue being 

illuminated is simultaneously being imaged. This minimizes 

photobleaching and phototoxicity effects, and thus SPIM is 

much more “dose” efficient than confocal microscopy.  

One shortcoming of conventional SPIM is its anisotropic 

spatial resolution. The axial (slice) resolution is typically a 

factor of 3 or more worse than the in-plane resolution. The 

axial resolution of the detection objective is much worse than 

its lateral resolution. The poor axial resolution of the detection 

objective is somewhat offset by the slice selective illumination 

but the minimum slice thickness is limited by the need to 

maintain a relatively well collimated illumination sheet as the 

light travels through the sample. In technical terms, the 

Rayleigh range of the illumination sheet (the range over which 

it remains focused) must match the thickness of the sample.   

The diSPIM seeks to overcome this anisotropic resolution 

limitation through a symmetric optical design in which the 

illumination beam is created by rapidly scanning a pencil 

beam to simulate a sheet beam. The pencil beam can be 

created by the same kind of objective lens as is used for 

detection and so in addition to a standard SPIM stack, this 

configuration allows for the role of the two lenses to be 

exchanged rapidly, with the illumination now passing through 

the original detection objection and imaging now being 

performed through the original illumination objective. This 

allows for acquisition of two perpendicular stacks of images, 

one with the excess blurring in the z direction and the other 

with the excess blurring in the x direction. This is illustrated in 

Fig. 1. 

These two stacks of differently blurred images serve as 

the inputs to a joint deconvolution algorithm. At present this 

deconvolution is performed using unregularized maxmium 

likelihood expectation maximization (or Richardson-Lucy as it 

is know in the microscopy world) with the blurring modeled as 

a shift-invariant convolution with an appropriate 3D Gaussian 

kernel in each stack.  

In reality, there are additional physical effects that can 

degrade the quality of diSPIM images and limit the size of 

objects that can be imaged. First, the illumination sheet is not 

Patrick La Riviere and Corey Smith are with the Department of 
Radiology, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. 

Abhishek Kumar and Daniel Colón-Ramos are with the Department of 

Cell Biology, Yale University, New Haven, CT.  
Yicong Wu and Hari Shroff are with the National Institute for Biomedical 

Imaging and Bioengineering, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.  

Fig 1: The diSPIM acquisition geometry.   (Left) the upper objective 

is used to create a sheet beam that is imaged by the objective on the 

right. A 3D stack of images can be obtained by scanning the 

illuminated slice in x.  (Right) The role of the objectives can be 

rapidly switched to obtain a 3D stack of images in the z direction.  

Each stack suffers excess blurring in the slice direction but they can 

be used as input to a joint deconvolution algorithm.  
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expected to have a strictly uniform profile through the object 

but will have more of an hourglass shape, as shown in Fig. 2. 

This introduces a depth-dependent resolution effect 

reminiscent of depth-dependent collimator resolution effects in 

single photon emission compted tomography (SPECT) [2]. In 

addition both the incident photons and emitted fluorescent 

photons are subject to attenuation. This is again reminiscent of 

effects that arise in SPECT and, more closely, in x-ray 

fluorescence computed tomography (XFCT) [3].  

In this work, we describe efforts to develop an appropriate 

imaging model for diSPIM as well as a regularized iterative 

reconstruction algorithm.  

 

II. METHODS 

 

A. Model 

We assume the fluorophores are distributed with some density 

𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)  within the background material. This is the 

distribution we are trying estimate. We also assume that the 

background material attenuates the incident light with known, 

uniform attenuation coefficient 𝜇𝐼  and attenuates the emitted 

fluorescent light with known, uniform attenuation coefficient 

𝜇𝐹. The model can be readily generalized to include known, 

non-uniform attenuation. With a little more effort, it would be 

possible to model attenuation that depends on the unknown 

fluorophore distribution, something we have done previously 

in the context of x-ray fluorescence [REF]. 

Figure 2 shows the x-z plane and is an effort at capturing 

the fact that the illumination profile varies as a function of z 

(depth) because of the nature of the optics. We will model the 

x distribution of illuminated light as a Gaussian whose width 

𝜎𝑏(𝑧) is a function of z. 

Given these assumptions, the 3D distribution of 

fluorescence emission when the illumination plane is centered 

at 𝑥0 is given by  

 

𝐸𝑥0
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝑏(𝑧)]𝑒−𝜇𝐼𝑧 

 

where 

  

𝐺[𝑥, 𝜎] =
1

√2𝜋𝜎
exp [−

𝑥2

2𝜎2
] 

is a standard Gaussian distribution.  

The detection system (objective plus camera) has 

adjustable focal length, so the focus is set to plane 𝑥0 when 

illumination is centered on that plane. The system will thus 

form a 2D image 𝐷𝑥0
(𝑦0 , 𝑧0)  where (𝑦0, 𝑧0)  are the camera 

coordinates mapped into object space. We assume the 

detection system has a 3D Gaussian PSF, with different lateral 

and axial resolutions described by width parameters 𝜎𝐿 and 𝜎𝐴, 

respectively. We also assume the emitted light is attenuated as 

it travels out of the specimen toward the objective, through a 

distance D-x. (We are assuming the object is a uniform 

attenuating block of side D; it will be easy to include a non-

uniform object boundary). Then 

 

𝐷𝑥0
(𝑦0, 𝑧0) = ∭ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 𝐸𝑥0

(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝐴] 

𝐺[𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝜎𝐿]𝐺[𝑧 − 𝑧0, 𝜎𝐿]𝑒−𝜇𝐹(𝐷−𝑥).  

 

We now substitute for 𝐸𝑥0
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)  and change the 

notation 𝐷𝑥0
(𝑦0, 𝑧0)  to  𝐷1(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) to denote the stack of 

acquired images across a range of 

𝑥0, w here we have added the subscript  1 since this is the 

first of two image stacks we will acquire. We have 

 

𝐷1(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) = ∭ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑘1(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0), 

 

where the kernel of the integral equation is 

 

𝑘1(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) = 𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝑏(𝑧)]𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝐴] 
𝐺[𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝜎𝐿]𝐺[𝑧 − 𝑧0, 𝜎𝐿]𝑒−𝜇𝐹(𝐷−𝑥)𝑒−𝜇𝐼𝑧. 

 

This would have the form of a series of convolutions if it were 

not for the exponential attenuation factors, which depend on x 

and z, and the illumination beam width factor, 𝜎𝑏(𝑧), which 

depends on z. However, these are all likely to be slowly 

varying functions compared to the hopefully narrow Gaussian 

blurring functions, so it is reasonable to replace x and z with 

𝑥0 and 𝑧0 , respectively, which allows us to bring the 

exponential factors out of the equation and obtain the 

equation: 

 

𝐷1(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) = 𝑒−𝜇𝐹(𝐷−𝑥0)𝑒−𝜇𝐼𝑧0 ∭ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)�̃�1(𝑥

− 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑧0), 
 

where 

 

�̃�1(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑧0)
= 𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝑏(𝑧0)]𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝐴]𝐺 

[𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝜎𝐿]𝐺[𝑧 − 𝑧0, 𝜎𝐿]. 
 

 
Fig 2: Illustration of depth-dependent resolution effects in SPIM.  
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Note that the product of two Gaussian functions of widths a 

and b, 𝐺[𝑥, 𝑎] and 𝐺[𝑥, 𝑏], also has the functional form of a 

Gaussian of width  

𝜎 =
𝑎2𝑏2

𝑎2 + 𝑏2
, 

 

 although the normalization is not that of a standard Gaussian : 

 

𝐺[𝑥, 𝑎]𝐺[𝑥, 𝑏] =
1

2𝜋𝑎𝑏
exp [−

𝑥2

2
(

1

𝑎2
+

1

𝑏2
)] 

𝐺[𝑥, 𝑎]𝐺[𝑥, 𝑏] =
1

2𝜋𝑎𝑏
exp [−

𝑥2

2
(

𝑏2 + 𝑎2

𝑎2𝑏2
)]. 

 

So our kernel has the form 

 

�̃�1(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑧0) = �̃� [𝑥 − 𝑥0, √
𝜎𝑏

2(𝑧0)𝜎𝐴
2

𝜎𝑏
2(𝑧0) + 𝜎𝐴

2] 

× 𝐺[𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝜎𝐿]𝐺[𝑧 − 𝑧0, 𝜎𝐿] 
 

where the tilde on the first G serves to remind us of the 

unconventional normalization.  

We now obtain a set of images using the first objective as 

the detection objective and the second as the illumination 

objective. This can be modeled just by exchanging 𝑥0 and 𝑧0 

in the kernel (but not in the exponentials outside the integral; 

only the subscripts on the attenuation coefficients are 

exchanged here).  

 

𝐷2(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0) = 𝑒−𝜇𝐼(𝐷−𝑥0)𝑒−𝜇𝐹𝑧0 ∭ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 

× �̃�2(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑥0), 
where 

 

�̃�2(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑥0) = 𝐺[𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝜎𝐿]𝐺[𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝜎𝐿] 

× �̃� [𝑧 − 𝑧0, √
𝜎𝑏

2(𝑥0)𝜎𝐴
2

𝜎𝑏
2(𝑥0) + 𝜎𝐴

2]. 

B. Reconstruction 

We discretize the imaging model using a standard voxel basis. 

The goal is to estimate the discrete 3D fluorophore distribution 

organized lexicographically into a vector 𝝆. The two different 

stacks of data will be assembled lexicographically into vectors 

𝒚(𝟏)  and  𝒚(𝟐) and then concatenated to form a single data 

vector 𝒚 . The imaging equation can then represented by a 

matrix A, where the top half of the matrix is the discretization 

of the kernel �̃�1(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 − 𝑧0; 𝑧0)  and the bottom 

half is the discretization of the kernel �̃�2(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0, 𝑧 −
𝑧0; 𝑥0). We then have 

 

𝒚 = 𝐴𝝆 

which we solve by minimizing a total variation regularized 

Poisson likelihood objective function.  

III. RESULTS 

We are still determining the appropriate values for the model 

parameters 𝜇𝐼 , 𝜇𝐹 , 𝜎𝐿 , 𝜎𝐴 , and 𝜎𝐵 . But we have already 

demonstrated the potential value of regularized joint 

deconvolution on real data when assuming shift-invariant 

Gaussian blurring and no attenuation. A complete set of 

example results are shown in Fig. 3 on the following page. 

This shows three orthogonal slices through a C. elegans 

embryo with cell nuclei clearly visible. The first row shows 

the first raw stack, where z blurring is clearly visible. The 

second row shows the second raw stack where x blurring is 

clearly visible. The third row shows the result of simply 

averaging these two stacks. This provides some visual 

improvement over the raw data but still suffers from blurring. 

The fourth row shows unregularized joint deconvolution using 

MLEM, showing clear resolution improvement albeit with 

some amplification of noise and the appearance of streaky 

checkerboard artifacts. The final row shows TV regularization, 

with a smoother appearance and reduction of streak artifacts.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORK 

We have developed an imaging model and reconstruction 

strategy for a novel dual-view inverted selective plane 

illumination microscope. Preliminary results show the 

advantage of including regularization in the reconstruction 

step. The key next step will be to determine appropriate values 

for the model parameters 𝜇𝐼 , 𝜇𝐹 , 𝜎𝐿 , 𝜎𝐴 , and 𝜎𝐵  using 

knowledge of the system optics and some empirical 

measurements using physical phantoms. This will be expected 

to alleviate some of the non-uniform intensity seen across 

some of the images in Fig. 3.  
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Fig 3: This shows three orthogonal slices through a C. elegans embryo with cell nuclei clearly visible. The 

first row shows the first raw stack, where z blurring is clearly visible. The second row shows the second 

raw stack where x blurring is clearly visible. The third row shows the result of simply averaging these two 

stacks. This provides some visual improvement over the raw data but still suffers from blurring. The 

fourth row shows unregularized joint deconvolution using MLEM, showing clear resolution improvement 

albeit with some amplification of noise and the appearance of streaky checkerboard artifacts. The final 

row shows TV regularization, with a smoother appearance and reduction of streak artifacts.  
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Joint Cone-beam Reconstruction and Geometry
Estimation for Mobile C-arms

Caleb Rottman, Jacob Hinkle, Arvidas Cheryauka, Ross Whitaker, and Sarang Joshi

Abstract—Mobile fluoroscopic C-arms are extremely popular
tools for 2D imaging. 3D imaging would greatly improve the
utility of these C-arms, yet uncertainty surrounding the geometric
parameters makes 3D reconstruction currently infeasible. In this
paper, we provide a method for 3D reconstruction in the presence
of this uncertainty by jointly estimating the image and estimating
the geometry. We alternate between estimating the image using an
ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm and
estimating the geometric parameters using a conjugate gradient
scheme. We show that we can accurately reconstruct the image as
well as recover the true parameters, making image reconstruction
on a moblie C-arm feasible.

Index Terms—Cone-beam Reconstruction, Geometry Estima-
tion, Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization, Mobile C-arms

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile fluoroscopic C-arms are popular 2D imaging sys-
tems. However, 3D cone-beam reconstruction is limited to
larger, more expensive systems, such as fixed room C-arms,
isocentric C-arms, and O-arms. Since mobile C-arms are
inherently designed only for 2D imaging, the geometry of
the acquisition scan is irregular and uncertain, so traditional
cone-beam reconstruction techniques do not work. Mobile C-
arms exhibit even more non-ideal characteristics, including
non-isocentricity and limited angle coverage. Large isocentric
C-arms and fixed room C-arms have been developed that
have much more consistent geometry, but smaller mobile C-
arms traditionally have no need for such precision, and are
often moved by hand or by an imprecise internal motor. An
acquisition sweep puts strain on the gantry, further decreasing
the certainty of the geometry of an acquisition path. Image
reconstruction with incorrect parameters yields poor results,
so 3D CT on a mobile C-arm is not currently viable.

Fixed room C-arms and CT scanners typically need to be
calibrated due to changes in geometry over the life of the
scanner. This is not a viable in mobile C-arms, as the geometric
uncertainty changes with every scan. Others have proposed
image-based parameter updates over a very small range of
parameter values using the Nelder-Mead optimization ([1],
[2]). These methods are designed for fixed room scanners
that only have minimal geometric uncertainty. In our method,
we derive and implement the gradient with respect to all the
geometric parameters, and then use an EM framework that
allows us to jointly estimate the geometry and the image.

C. Rottman, R. Whitaker, and S. Joshi are with the University of Utah.
J. Hinkle is with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO.
A. Cheryauka is with GE Healthcare, Salt Lake City, UT.

In this paper, we propose a method for 3D reconstruction
in the presence of uncertain geometry. Instead of trying to
get more precise geometry by expensively improving the
hardware, we estimate the true geometry algorithmically while
simultaneously estimating the 3D image. We have imple-
mented this estimation efficiently on the GPU; therefore, the
only increased cost to a new mobile C-arm is in computation.

II. CONE-BEAM RECONSTRUCTION

A. Cone-beam Geometry and Projection Operator

We first define the applicable coordinates systems of the
imaging system. A point in space is described by its world
coordinates, x = (x, y, z) ∈ R3. The reconstructed 3D Image
I(x) exists in this coordinate system.

The C-arm consists of a point X-ray source and a flat X-ray
detector. A point is also described by its camera coordinates,
x′ = (x′, y′, z′) ∈ R3. The source is located at the origin of
this coordinate system, and the distance from the source to
the detector is l ∈ R+, called the source-to-image distance
or SID. The point on the detector plane that is closest to the
source is called the piercing point. The positive z′ axis points
directly at the piercing point, so the piercing point is located
at (x′, y′, z′) = (0, 0, l).

A point in the detector plane is described by its projection
coordinates, (u, v) ∈ R2, and the piercing point is (u, v) =
(u0, v0). The u and v axes point in the same directions as
the x′ and y′ axes, respectively. The piercing point and SID
are called the intrinsic parameters, and describe the relative
alignment of the source and the detector.

The transformation between camera coordinates and world
coordinates is a rigid transformation in R3. We represent this
transformation by a rotation matrix R ∈ O(3) combined with
a translation T ∈ R3. O(3) is the orthogonal group of rotation
matrices. We define this rigid transformation as:

p = R(p′ + T ). (1)

Rotation and translation together are called the extrinsic
parameters. The extrinsic and intrinsic parameters uniquely
describe the system geometry, and we represent them as θ.

The 2D projection image P{I; θ} evaluated at a point (u, v)
is defined as the line integral of attenuating coefficients of
I(x) from the source to the point (u, v) on the detector. In
camera coordinates, this is the line integral from (0, 0, 0) to
(u− u0, v − v0, l). We parameterize this line integral path by
s ∈ [0, 1], and write it as

p′(s) = (s(u− u0), s(v − v0), sl). (2)
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Fig. 1. Cone-beam coordinate systems: world coordinates (x, y, z), camera
coordinates (x′, y′, z′), and projection coordinates (u, v).

Given the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, we define the
projection as:

P{I; θ}(u, v) = γ

∫ 1

0

I(R(p′(s) + T )) ds. (3)

Where γ is the length of the line integral path:

γ(u, v;u0, v0, l) :=
√

(u− u0)2 + (v − v0)2 + l2. (4)

B. Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization Reconstruction

For reconstruction, we use the expectation maximization
(EM) framework. Since the EM algorithm tends to amplify
noise, we regularize the update with a "one-step-late" total
variation (TV) penalty [3]. The image update is

I(x) 7→ I(x)∑
j P
†
j {1}(x) + λ∂U(I)

∂I(x)

∑
j

P †j

(
f∗j

Pj{I}

)
. (5)

Here, f∗j is the projection data, 1 is a 2D projection image
of ones, P † is the backprojection operator, and ∂U(I)

∂I(x) is the
TV stencil found in [4]. λ is a scalar parameter that controls
the strength of the TV penalty. For a much faster convergence,
we perform the image update over an ordered (striated) subset,
and then iterate through all the subsets of the data [5]. This
is called an ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM)
reconstruction.

III. GEOMETRY ESTIMATION

For each projection, we optimize the geometric parameters
over the sum of squared difference between the projection
of the current estimated volume and the acquired data. We
minimize the energy functional

Ej(θ) =
1

2

∫
Ωd

(P{I; θ}(u, v)− f∗j (u, v))2, (6)

where Ωd is the bounds of the detector. We take the first
variation of this energy functional with respect to the extrinsic
and intrinsic parameters:

δEj(θ) =

∫
Ωd

∇P{I; θ}(P{I; θ} − f∗j ). (7)

We analytically solve for ∇P{I; θ}(u, v) for the extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters. In this section, we derive the computation
of these derivatives.

A. Extrinsic Parameter Derivatives

We first compute the derivative with respect to the transla-
tion parameter using the chain rule:

∂

∂T
P{I}(u, v) = γ RT

∫ 1

0

(∇I)(R(p′(s) + T )) ds. (8)

For the derivative with respect to R, we must constrain R
to O(3). We write the update of R as a rotation applied to
the left of R. This update rotation is written as the matrix
exponential of a skew-symmetric matrix, which is guaranteed
to be a rotation matrix. We then write the update as:

R 7→ exp(W −WT)R. (9)

For any 3×3 matrix W , W−WT is a skew-symmetric matrix.
We now have an unconstrained optimization over W while
assuring that R remains in O(3). We then solve for the Fréchet
variation of the projection operator:〈 ∂

∂R
P{I}(u, v),W

〉
Frob

=

d

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

γ

∫ 1

0

I(exp(ε(W −WT))R(p′(s) + T )) ds.
(10)

Using the chain rule, we see that

d

dε
exp(ε(W −WT)) = (W −WT)exp(ε(W −WT)). (11)

For ease of notation, we introduce w := (∇I)(R(p′(s) +T ))
and v := R(p′(s) + T ). We use the chain rule on Equation
10 and evaluate the derivative at ε = 0:〈 ∂

∂R
P{I}(u, v),W

〉
= γ

∫ 1

0

wT(W −WT)v ds. (12)

We then use the following identity of the Frobenius inner
product:

wTAv = 〈wvT, A〉Frob. (13)

Equation 12 becomes〈 ∂

∂R
P{I}(u, v),W

〉
=γ

∫ 1

0

〈wvT,W −WT〉 ds (14)

=γ

∫ 1

0

〈wvT − vwT,W 〉 ds. (15)

We know that wvT − vwT is a skew-symmetric matrix, so
we transform the integrand via the star map

wvT − vwT = ∗(w × v), (16)

where the star is the standard mapping between so(3) and R3: 0 −c b
c 0 −a
−b a 0

 ∗
�

 a
b
c

 . (17)

Therefore, we write the derivative as a vector in R3:

∂

∂R
P{I}(u, v) = γ

∫ 1

0

w × v ds (18)

= γ

∫ 1

0

(∇I)(R(p′(s) + T ))×R(p′(s) + T ) ds. (19)
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Given a vector u ∈ R3, the update of R by u is

R 7→ exp(∗u)R. (20)

We apply the rotation update in closed form using Rodrigues’
rotation formula.

B. Intrinsic Parameter Estimation

We now find the derivatives with respect to the piercing
point and SID. For simplicity, we combine the intrinsic pa-
rameters into a single vector τ = (u0, v0,−l). In this notation,
the integral path is

p′(s) = s(u− u0, v − v0, l) = s((u, v, 0)− τ ) (21)

and its derivative is
∂

∂τ
p′(s) = −s. (22)

The length factor γ is

γ(u, v; τ ) = ||(u, v, 0)− τ || (23)

and its derivative is
∂

∂τ
γ(u, v; τ ) =

−((u, v, 0)− τ )

||(u, v, 0)− τ ||
. (24)

Since γ and the line integral are both functions of the in-
trinsic parameters, we solve for the derivative of P{I; θ}(u, v)
using the product rule:

∂

∂τ
P{I}(u, v) =

−((u, v, 0)− τ )

||(u, v, 0)− τ ||2
P{I}(u, v)

− γ(u, v; τ )RT

∫ 1

0

s(∇I)(R(p′(s) + T )) ds. (25)

C. Final Algorithm

For each subset of the projection data, we update the
parameters with one iteration of conjugate gradient. Then,
we update I(x) as in Equation 5. We repeat this until the
reconstructed image and the all parameter values converge.

IV. RESULTS

A. Ground Truth Geometric Parameters

Our first results come from tracking data during a C-arm
scan. Two electromagnetic position and orientation sensors
were placed on the C-arm detector and the operating table.
During a C-arm sweep, these sensors measured the orientation
between the sensors. Intrinsic parameters for each projection
were derived by using a calibration target attached to the
detector using precision high-attenuation markers [6]. The
scan consisted of 144 acquisitions spaced 1 degree per frame,
yielding a limited-angle scan.

Since we have no ground truth volume for this dataset,
we used a digital skull phantom and simulated projections.
We used the public domain CT dataset from the University
of North Carolina (http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/voldata/).
These projections were simulated with Poisson noise and
used the parameter values obtained from the sensors. We
reconstructed this dataset in three scenarios: given the ground

Fig. 2. 3D reconstruction with tracking data (axial slice). Upper left: Head
CT dataset. Upper right: Reconstruction with ground truth parameters (L2

error 100.1). Note the limited angle artifacts. Lower left: Reconstruction
with nominal parameters (L2 error 578.0). Lower right: Reconstruction with
geometry estimation (L2 error 119.2).

Fig. 3. Acquisition paths. The x-ray source of the C-arm follows the path
along the blue curve, and each red line shows the path from the x-ray source
to the piercing point. Upper left: 3D view of ground truth acquisition path.
Upper right: 2D projection of the ground truth acquisition path. Lower left:
2D projection of the nominal (given) path. Lower right: 2D projection of the
estimated path.

truth parameters, given nominal (isocentric) parameters with
no geometry estimation, and given the nominal parameters
while jointly estimating the geometry. The reconstruction
results of these experiments are shown in Figure 2. The
reconstructed image without geometry estimation (given a
nominal trajectory) is unrecognizable, while the reconstructed
image with geometry estimation has comparable image quality
as the scan given true parameters.

We also evaluated the accuracy of the estimated parameters.
Figure 3 shows the ground truth, nominal, and estimated
acquisition paths. In Figure 4, we quantify the accuracy of the
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Fig. 4. Nominal trajectory error and estimated geometry error for all 144
projections. From top to bottom, we show the x, y, and z translation
error (mm) and the rotation error (Riemannian metric). Our method very
accurately estimates the true parameters. For the rotation estimation, we plot
the error between the ground truth rotation step (rotation difference between
neighboring acquisitions) and the estimated and nominal rotation steps. Note
that if we have a global rotation or a global translation represented in all
the parameters, we would reconstruct an identical image that is a rotated
version or translated version of the true image. Therefore, we remove the
global translations and rotations when evaluating these results.

estimated parameters in contrast to the nominal parameters.
In all cases, we reconstructed a 2563 volume using 6402

projection images. The reconstruction using the ground truth
data (and no parameter estimation) took approximately 5
minutes to complete, whereas the reconstruction with pose
estimation took approximately 15 minutes on a four-GPU
cluster.

B. Real C-arm Data

We applied our algorithm to projection data from a C-
arm acquisition scan without any tracking information. In
this scan there was no tracking, so we have neither ground
truth parameters nor do we have a ground truth volume.
We therefore evaluate the results by visually analyzing the
reconstruction. An approximately 180 degree scan consisting
of 150 projections of a physical knee phantom was performed.
We constructed nominal parameters of 180 degrees (estimated
visually), assuming equally spaced projections and constant
known values for the intrinsic parameters. We also tested our
method using limited-angle subsets of the projection data at
140 and 120 degrees. In all cases, our method has much more
clear reconstructions than the nominal reconstructions. These
results are in Figure 5.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we show that we can accurately reconstruct a
3D volume from a mobile C-arm. Our method of jointly esti-

Nominal Parameters

Estimated Parameters

180 degrees 140 degrees 120 degrees

Fig. 5. Knee dataset reconstruction (sagittal slice). Top: Nominal scan
reconstructed knee dataset with 180, 140, and 120 degree scans. Bottom:
Reconstructions from the same scans, but with geometry estimation.

mating the geometry and the image produces much improved
results over the reconstruction using nominal parameters, mak-
ing 3D reconstruction on a C-arm viable. In our experiments,
we found that optimizing only the extrinsic parameters yields
a nearly identical reconstruction as optimizing over all the
parameters. Therefore, for efficiency, we only optimize over
rotation and translation.
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Abstract—While spatial resolution is a key aspect of clinical
CT scanner performance, detector cell sizes have not changed
dramatically in the past decade. As this may be largely attributed
to the cost of producing a high resolution detector and the fact
that the detector already makes up a large portion of the overall
system cost, the potential clinical benefits of a system with a
detector that has smaller pixels across only the central tenth
of the detector are investigated here. In this small region, a
spatial resolution that is double that of current systems (4x the
sampling density, when considering both dimensions) is assumed.
By limiting the size of the high resolution portion of the detector,
the increased cost of producing such a detector is managed. The
idea is that in many applications where spatial resolution may be
critically important, the size of the objects of interest will be small
enough to fit inside a very limited field of view. In addition, high-
resolution imaging over a full FOV might be prohibitive from
a radiation dose perspective. Specifically, applications in cardiac
CT imaging are investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clinical CT scanners are designed to meet a wide variety of
needs. Some of the technical factors that are critical to scanner
quality include temporal resolution, coverage, spatial resolu-
tion, dose efficiency, and material discrimination. Ideally, one
would like to have the best capability in each of these five
areas, while limiting cost so as to ensure that the system is
affordable. Over the past decade, great strides have been made
in improving temporal resolution, coverage, dose efficiency,
and material discrimination in a cost effective manner. While
some progress has also been made in spatial resolution by
combining detector pixels of (physical) size approximately
1mm with focal spot deflection, the advancement has been
less dramatic than in the other four areas mentioned above.

There are several challenges that must be overcome in order
to enhance spatial resolution well beyond the current limits.
For one thing, enhancing spatial resolution without simul-
taneously addressing temporal resolution is not particularly
effective when even a small amount of motion is present.
Small motions are prevalent in the human body even when
the patient is making an effort to remain motionless (e.g.,
pulsatile arterial motion, peristaltic/gas motion in the digestive
system, muscle twitches, vibrations, etc.). Perhaps the biggest
reason for the modest nature of recent improvements in spatial
resolution, however, is the fact that there has been little change
in the physical detector pixel size of clincal CT scanners in
recent years. Consider, for example, a small object with a
periodic fluctuation in density (in the fan angle direction). If
the frequency of this fluctuation is such that, when magnified

Fig. 1. Workflow: An initial standard scan is followed by identification of
a region of interest on the scanner console, translation of the patent table to
center the ROI on the scan axis, and finally a zoom CT scan.

onto the detector, a full cycle occurs over the active area of
a detector pixel, the net result will be that the observed data
will contain no trace of the fluctuation—even with focal spot
oversampling. Since the oscillation is absent from the data
itself, no advanced reconstruction approach (be it deconvo-
lution, non-linear processing, or iterative reconstruction, etc.)
will be able to recover any hint of the object. The unfortunate
yet unavoidable conclusion is, therefore, that smaller detector
pixels are needed to achieve fundamental spatial resolution
gains. Unfortunately, such a change, if applied to the entire
detector area would be quite costly. Moreover, the x-ray dose
required to achieve high-resolution performance across the
full FOV while maintaining a clinically acceptable noise level
would be very high. Thus, consideration of a system in which
only a small portion of the detector is constructed with smaller
detector cells is attractive.

It seems reasonable that the clinical applications that would
benefit from an ultra-resolution capability will often be those
in which the structure that is of diagnostic interest is small.
Such situations do not require the added resolution over the
entire volume, but rather over a small region of interest (ROI)
that contains this small clinically relevant structure. This ROI
should be aligned with the scanner axis in order to make
efficient use of the central (high-resolution) portion of the
detector. The envisioned workflow is, therefore, as follows
(see figure 1): i) a full-FOV, standard resolution scan is
performed, ii) the user identifies (e.g., via a mouse click on the
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scanner console) the center of an ROI that would benefit from
enhanced resolution, iii) The scanner table is automatically
repositioned to place this center point on the scanner axis,
iv) a second scan is performed in which the ROI always
projects onto the central high-resolution section of the detector.
During the second scan, a dose limiting filter or collimator is
employed to severely limit (if not eliminate) any rays that are
directed toward the low resolution portion of the detector, such
that the area of radiation exposure is roughly one tenth that of
the first scan. Hereafter, the approach described here will be
referred to as “zoom CT”.

Many of the ideas that comprise zoom CT have been
explored prior to this work. For example, the idea of dual-
resolution CT using two scans has been studied in [1], [2],
[3]. Dose reduction via ROI collimation and reconstruction
from interior data have also been studied (e.g., [4] [5]). Also,
smaller effective detector cells have been achieved in medical
CT scanners in two different ways. In one approach, a high
precision tantalum grid is employed to block nearly half of
the detector size of each exposed pixel in both the axial and
the transaxial directions [6]. Unfortunately, with this approach,
roughly three quarters of the photons which pass through the
patient without being scattered or attenuated in order to arrive
at the grid are then blocked by the grid. This corresponds to
a drastic reduction in dose efficiency. In a second approach,
the detector cells were manufactured with roughly twice the
density in both dimensions [7], [8]. While this solves the dose
efficiency problem, the high cost prevents such a scanner from
being commercial viabile.

Solving the cost/benefit challenge in order to make such
technology a clinical reality can be done in two ways: i) by
reducing cost and ii) by identifying clinical applications for
which an ultra-resolution architecture yields substantial added
value over current CT scanners. As mentioned previously, cost
can be reduced by limiting the ultra-resolution portion of the
detector to the central ten percent in the fan angle direction.
While several clinical scenarios requiring ultra-resolution can
be imagined, those related to cardiac CT have been identified
first, as it is a uniquely demanding application in terms of the
five areas mentioned at the outset, and will also allow testing of
the combination of previously developed motion compensation
technology [9], [10] with an ultra high-resolution scan.

Specifically, after consultation with several experts in car-
diac CT coronary angiography, three cardiac imaging tasks
were identified as having potential to benefit substantially
from the zoom CT approach: i) more accurate assessment
of coronary stenosis severity in the presence of a heavy
calcification, ii) assessment of in-stent restenosis for stents
with diameters of 3 mm or less (a clinical use case that has
been deemed inappropriate by the American Heart Associa-
tion due to the current technical limitations [11], [12]), and
iii) characterization of vulnerable coronary plaque, including
identification of low attenuation (lipid-rich) plaques.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
section II, details of the methods used to evaluate a “zoom CT”
architecture are given. In section III, results are presented. Fi-
nally, in section IV a discussion of the benefits and limitations

Fig. 2. XCAT phantom modificiations: Volume rendered view (left) and
thick coronal/saggital slices (top/bottom right) of the stent that was added in
the acute marginal branch (near the RCA). The central images show plaques
added to the RCA. These slices correspond to figures 4 and 6

of this approach can be found along with conclusions.

II. METHODS

In consultation with CT coronary angiography experts the
XCAT phantom [13] was modified to include a 2 mm diameter
stent (the smallest stent size in use today) and a series of
plaques, including a soft coronary plaque with a lipid core,
a large calcified plaque that occluded roughly a quarter of
the RCA luminal area, and a mixed plaque. Although the
plaques were placed in the RCA, the diameter of the right
coronary artery was much too large for a 2 mm stent, so the
stent was placed nearby in the proximal portion of the acute
marginal branch. A modification to the phantom that added
a 50 percent narrowing of the vessel lumen inside the stent
due to in-stent restenosis (ISR) was used in some simulations.
Stent struts were simulated with a diameter of 100 microns
and the following elements and mass fractions: [Mn (0.02), Si
(0.01), Cr (0.17), Ni (0.12), Mo (0.025), Fe (0.655)], based on
stainless steel 316L. Calcified plaques were simulated from the
following elements (mass fractions): [H (0.0651), C (0.1607),
O (0.5349), P (0.0760), Ca (0.1633)], based on published
Raman spectroscopy data [14]. The lipid core of the soft
plaque was simulated using the XCAT material for adipose
tissue. Various views of the added plaques and stent are shown
in figure 2.

Axial CT projection data were simulated using CatSim [15]
for four different scan modes: a standard mode (Std), a high-
res (HD) mode, a super-X-res mode (SX), and a zoom CT
ultra-resolution mode (UR). The differences between the scan
modes are detailed in table I. All modes used a 0.35 sec/rot
gantry speed, a monochromatic 60keV source, 4 cm of axial
coverage at isocenter, and a geometric magnification of 1.754.
The phantom was positioned such that the ROI center was
aligned with the scanner axis in all cases for easy comparison.
Simulations were performed with and without noise, under
both static and dynamic (60 bpm) conditions, and with and
without in-stent restenosis. Simulations were expedited by
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TABLE I
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FOUR SIMULATED SCAN MODES.

Std HD SX UR

views/rot. 984 2496 2496 2496

FSdefl No Yes Yes Yes

mA 650 500 500 300*

FSwidth (mm) 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4

FSlen (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.45 0.45

Spacingx (mm) 1.02 1.02 0.51 0.51*

Spacingz (mm) 1.09 1.09 1.09 0.545*

*Only in the central 10 percent of the detector.

Fig. 3. An initial assessment of the importance of addressing both temporal
and spatial resolution. Each row of images corresponds to a different mode:
standard (top); HD (middle); and ultra (bottom). From left to right, images
from static data, dynamic data without motion correction, and dynamic data
with motion correction are shown.

parallelization on a high-performance computing environment.
Since only the central portion of the zoom CT data was
simulated at doubled detector resolution, the data in the low
resolution portions were interpolated to produce data on the
higher density grid in order to simplify the reconstruction
process. As UR mode uses a very small focal spot, the mA
was reduced to model the impact temperature limits of the
anode.

Data were reconstructed using a Parker-weighted halfscan
FDK type algorithm with view angle rebinning (except in
Std mode) to align the pairs of focal spot deflected views.
The reconstructions of the dynamic data were done at three
cardiac phases (left, target, and right), with the left and right
phase centerview angles being shifted by 80 degrees in either
direction relative to the target phase centerview angle. The
three phases were used as input to a previously developed
motion correction algorithm (SnapShot Freeze) to produce
motion compensated reconstructions of the dynamic datasets.

Fig. 4. Clinical task 1: Grading a stenosis near a calcified lesion. The above
images illustrate the impact of spatial resolution, window/level setting, and
temporal resolution on the apparent severity of a calcified lesion. Images in
rows 2, 4, and 5 are from noisy data. In the top 4 rows, the columns represent
the resolution mode (Std, HD, SX, UR). The top two rows differ from rows 3
and 4 only in the display setting, with the top rows using a wider width. Only
the last two images in the final row are from data of a dynamic phantom,
with motion correction applied only to the final image.

III. RESULTS

There is insufficient space to show the full set of recon-
structions due to the many combinations of settings described
above (viz., with/without noise, standard/HD/super/ultra res,
with/without ISR, static/dynamic/motion corrected). Fortu-
nately, a series of comparisons can be used to illustrate the key
findings from these experiments. The details of each figure are
given in the captions, but not repeated here in the text in the
interest of space, so the reader is invited to review figures 3-6
before proceeding further.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From figure 4, it can be noted that although the higher reso-
lution modes do provide added confidence in visual assessment
of the percent occlusion, the difference is not dramatic. Using
a window width that is too narrow (rows 3 and 4) can cause
calcium to appear larger than it is. Motion can also degrade
confidence in assessing the severity of a stenosis (see bottom
middle image). In figure 5, the difference due to ISR is difficult
to see—especially when noise is included (images on right)—
indicating that the attempt to resolve a partial occlusion in a
2mm stent with low contrast may have been too aggressive
a goal. The individual struts (each of which spirals around
the vessel—6 clockwise and 6 counterclockwise) are well
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Fig. 5. Clinical task 2: Looking for in-stent restenosis. All images are
saggital slices through a 2mm diameter stent. From left to right: ground truth
(slightly thickened), UR without noise, and UR with noise. Even without
noise, the recon images exhibit aliasing due to the extremely high spatial
frequencies induced by the stent struts. Those on the bottom include a
moderate narrowing that is just discernable in the recons as a darkening
within the stent (particularly near the struts) as compared to the images on
top (without restenosis).

resolved in some areas. In figure 6, the improved resolution is
appreciable in the noise free images, but the benefit is mostly
lost in the noise in rows 2 and 4. Our hypothesis is that
advanced noise reduction methods may regain the advantage of
the increased spatial resolution seen in the noise-free images.

It is clear that improved spatial resolution can provide
benefits in certain clinical situations and that the zoom CT
architecture provides one way of achieving improved res-
olution for a small “zoom” region, without incurring the
cost of building an entire detector at a higher resolution.
Unfortunately, the expected increase in noise that naturally
accompanies improved resolution seems to be problematic for
the challenging case tested herein (i.e., large XCAT phantom,
standard FBP-type reconstruction, limited iodine contrast, lim-
ited mA due to anode impact temperature limits of the very
small focal spot, 2mm stent diameter, and fast gantry rotation).
Furthermore, if motion is present, the benefits of ultra-high
spatial resolution can be lost if the motion is not corrected.

We conclude that a dramatic improvement in spatial resolu-
tion may be possible in clinical CT via the zoom CT approach,
but that the challenges of motion and noise must be addressed
in order to achieve success. Noise level can obviously be
improved through advanced (iterative) reconstruction methods
as well as by scanning and averaging over a larger angular
range, although the latter strategy places an added burden on
the accuracy of the estimated motion vector fields (since the
relatively quiescent portion of a heart beat is so brief) and
would ultimately fail if the motion magnitude approached the
diameter of the identified ROI. In applications where motion
is more mild than those studied here, the gantry rotation rate
could also be reduced in order to allow more x-ray flux.
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Abstract—Coherent scatter computed tomography (CSCT) is
a reconstructive X-ray imaging technique that yields the spatially
resolved coherent-scatter cross section of the investigated object
revealing structural information of tissue under investigation. Re-
construction from coherently scattered X-rays is commonly done
at each scattering angle separately using analytic reconstruction.
In this work, we develop an iterative reconstruction algorithm
to estimate a few material component basis functions from
two-dimensional coherent scatter projection data. The proposed
algorithm permits the combination of the measured scatter data
at different angles into one reconstruction equation and it can
also be used to form one color RGB image. We test the algorithm
with simulated projection data acquired with a pencil beam
setup simulated using the new version of the MC-GPU code that
includes an improved model of X-ray coherent scattering using
experimentally measured molecular interference functions. The
results showed that our algorithm provides images with superior
noise characteristics compared to the conventional filtered back
projection algorithm. A simulation study is performed to examine
the possibility of characterizing breast tissue composition and
microcalcifications inside a whole breast phantom using CSCT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent Scatter Computed Tomography (CSCT) is an
imaging technique with potential to provide superior tissue
characterization and better diagnosis than the common X-
ray transmission tomography (CT). It is used to determine
the angular-dependent X-ray coherent scatter cross section for
each volume element. The source of contrast is the angular-
dependent coherent scatter cross-section, which is function of
the material molecular structure.

Reconstruction from coherent scattered X-ray data is com-
monly done at each scattering angle separately using filtered
back-projection (FBP) algorithm [1]. One of the biggest lim-
itations related to the use of FBP is the processing of the
recorded scattered data at different scattering angles separately
obtaining distinct tomographic images for each scatter angle.
In this case, combining the information from all reconstructed
images into distinct material components is possible [2], [3],
but that it becomes difficult at low dose when the images are
noisy [4]. The iterative reconstruction methods have several
advantages over analytic methods, because they can incorpo-
rate exact system geometry and physics, modeling the detector
response and the polyenergetic X-ray sources. The iterative
reconstructions also allow for combining of the measured
scatters at different angles in one reconstruction equation
using a few discrete material components, reducing thus the

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the equipment used to acquire scatter
diffraction patterns. The coherent scatter CT projections are generated using
pencil-beam geometry with translation and rotation motions of the sample and
(b) Schematic diagram of the 8 cm diameter breast 50/50 (glandular/adipose)
phantom containing nine rods with different diameters of cancerous, adipose
and glandular tissues.

number of images and the noise. In this work we test such
an object representation using a few material components that
are estimated using a subsets version of Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximization (ML-EM) algorithm [5].

II. METHODS

A. System description: simulated setup

The principle of CSCT is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). It involves
illuminating the object with a polychromatic X-ray pencil-
beam of known direction and collecting all the scattered radia-
tion at small angles (< 10◦) with a 2D detector. Measurement
lines are acquired spanning the entire object at every projection
view, where the size of the X-ray pencil beam determines the
resolution for CSCT. The GPU-accelerated MC-GPU code [6],
[7] that includes an improved model of X-ray coherent scat-
tering using experimentally measured molecular interference
functions is used herein to simulate the CSCT system. The
simulated setup, sketched in Fig. 1(a), includes a collimated
X-ray rectangular-beam source with 1 × 1 mm2 size at the
center of the object. The phantom, shown in Fig. 1(b), is
mounted on a rotation stage situated in front of the collimator
(source-object distance = 60.5 cm, object-detector distance
= 30 cm). Each angular projection consisted of diffraction
patterns simulated at 89 positions (1 mm spacing) as the
source was translated perpendicular to the beam direction. The
phantom was rotated to simulate projections at 180◦ angles
(2◦ intervals). Each of these coherent scatter patterns was
divided into 10 annuli (10 different angles from 1◦ to 10◦).
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The elemental composition and the molecular interference
function (MIF) for the simulated breast tissues were obtained
from Poletti et al. [8] and Kidane et al. [9]. The X-ray
source was a Tungsten anode operated at 90 kV with 4 mm
of added aluminum filtration and the photon counting detector
was assumed ideal (100% detection efficiency, no electronic
noise and scatter inside the detector). The dose deposition
tally included in MC-GPU code was used to measure the
average dose deposited in the different materials inside the
phantom. Tomographic scans at two exposure levels (i.e.
different number of X-ray histories) were simulated.

B. Individual angle image reconstruction using FBP

The reconstruction of tomographic images from the 2D
scatter patterns was first presented in detail elsewhere [1], [2].
The process is briefly described here.

The coherent scattered photons detected at angle θ relative
to the incident beam, corresponding to a ring of detector
elements, is

Is(θ) = I0A∆Ω

∫
l

∂Σ(θ, l)

∂Ω
dl , (1)

where I0 is the incident intensity of the beam, ∂Σ(θ,l)
∂Ω is the

coherent scatter differential macroscopic cross-section (usually
in units sr−1cm−1) at position l along the incident beam
path, ∆Ω is the solid angle subtended by the detector ring
at angle θ, and A is the attenuation fraction. Because the
scattering angles are small (< 10◦) and the length of the object
is relatively small compared to the distance to detector, the
detector ring is seen at approximately the same angle θ from
all positions l along the beam path. Also, we consider that the
attenuation of the incident beam until the point of scatter and
then of scattered beam until exit are approximately equal to
the attenuation along the incident path. This can be determined
from the intensity of the transmitted beam (at 0◦) It = I0A.
Thus we have

Is(θ)

It∆Ω
=

∫
l

∂Σ(θ, l)

∂Ω
dl =

∫
l

Sθ(l)dl . (2)

The line integral of Sθ(l) = ∂Σ(θ,l)
∂Ω , given by the equation (2),

is formally equivalent to the line integral of an emission
tomography process. Therefore, an image can be reconstructed
for each ring (scattering angle) resulting in a series of tomo-
graphic images corresponding to the scatter intensity at each
angle.

C. Multiple-component object representation and iterative re-
construction

For a given volume element (voxel) i we represent the
differential coherent scatter cross-section as a superposition
of a few coherent scatter components

∂Σi(θ,E)

∂Ω
=

K∑
k=1

fik
∂Σk(θ,E)

∂Ω
(3)

where fik is the fraction of the k-th component in voxel i;
K is the total number of components used. The cross-section
components could be mathematical abstractions resulting from
a general decomposition of the coherent scatter cross-sections,
or could be actual material components.

For the X-ray pencil beam positioned at angle φa and offset
ub, we collect data in detector ring r corresponding to scattered
angle θr. For simplicity we will denote with j ≡ (a, b, r) the
set of indices defining a measured data point ĝj . The expected
value given the whole ensemble of image components f ≡
{fik} is

gj(f) = I0

∫
E
Φ(E)

I∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

Aab(E)hi,abfik

∂Σk(θr, E)

∂Ω
∆Ωrξ(E)dE, (4)

where Φ(E) is the X-ray beam energy spectrum, hi,ab is
the effective volume of the intersection between voxel i and
the incident beam (a, b), Aab(E) is the attenuation along the
beam, and ξ(E) is the average detector response for incident
photons of energy E (detector sensitivity included).

We can rewrite (4) in a more compact linear form as

gj(f) =
I∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

fikHik,j , (5)

where

Hik,j = I0hi,ab∆Ωr

∫
E

Φ(E)Aab(E)
∂Σk(θr, E)

∂Ω
ξ(E)dE .

(6)
Hik,j represent the system matrix elements describing the
probability that scatters due to component k in voxel i are
contributing to data point j.

If we have Na the number of projection angles, Nb the
number of scanning beams, and Nr the number of detector
rings, the reconstruction problem is now formulated as a
system of J = Na × Nb × Nr linear equations with I × K
unknowns. Given the Poisson (or dominant Poisson) statistics
of the detector data, we can estimate f by using a version
ML-EM algorithm with ordered subsets [10]

f̂
(m+1)
ik = f̂

(m)
ik

 1∑
j′∈Js

I∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

Hik,j

∑
j∈Js

Hik,j
ĝj

g(f̂
(m)

)


λ

(7)
where λ is a relaxation parameter introduced as an exponent, in
keeping with the multiplicative nature of the algorithm (λ <
1), and Js is a subset of projection angles used for m + 1
update. A full path through the whole data (all subsets Js) is
referred to as a full iteration.

III. RESULTS

We used the scatter projection data acquired at ten different
scattering angles (1◦ to 10◦) to reconstruct ten CSCT images
using FBP method. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 2(d) at high and low radiation doses (6 mGy and 0.2
mGy) respectively.

In order to test the feasibility of the multiple-component
object representation and iterative reconstruction approach we
used as components the coherent scatter cross-sections for
the same type of tissues used in the phantom composition
(adipose, cancer and glandular). The multicomponent image f
was reconstructed using equation (7) with 9 subsets and λ =
0.7. The system matrix elements, Hik,j , were precalculated
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Fig. 2. CSCT images of the sample at two different exposure levels: (a) and (d) at 10 scatter angles reconstructed using FBP algorithm. (b) and (e): three
reconstructed basis images using OS-EM algorithm. (c) and (f): RGB color images using the three basis images as Red, Green and Blue components. Doses
deposited in the breast 50/50 background (assessed in 1 mm3 voxels) are reported.

via Monte Carlo simulation using MC-GPU for a very large
number of histories. For now, our model takes into account
the polyenergetic nature of the X-ray beam except when
performing the attenuation correction. This process could be
improved if a 3D map of the linear attenuation coefficients is
available.

The iterative reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 2(b)
and Fig. 2(e). In the low dose case, for the iterative method all
features are visible in all the three component images, while
not in the case of FBP reconstructed images. Furthermore, the
three component images can be used to form one color image
by RGB mapping of the three components (red for adipose,
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Fig. 3. CSCT images of the sample with microcalcifications. (c) and (d):
three reconstructed basis images using OS-EM algorithm. (b): RGB color
images using the three basis images as Red, Green and Blue components.
The arrows mark the position of the microcalcifications in the sample. The
fraction of volume occupied by the calcium inside the voxel (1× 1× 1mm3)
is given in parenthesis.

green for glandular, and blue for cancer). In Fig. 2(c) and
Fig. 2(f) we show the color images obtained in this fashion.
It is apparent the better contrast and lower noise, and overall
better visibility of all features than in any of the separate angle
FBP images at the same dose level.

Characterization of microcalcifications

We further test our method by considering the case of
microcalcifications, investigating if the CSCT technique could
be used to detect the presence of microcalcifications, even
though the pencil beam size is large compared to the size
of microcalcifications. Microcalcifications containing calcium
hydroxyapatite (HA) are often associated with malignant hu-
man breast lesions [11]. Since HA has a crystalline structure,
it produces a specific X-ray diffraction pattern. The simulated
setup for the microcalcifications detection is the same as
illustrated on Fig. 1(a). To the simulated phantom we added
three additional small HA spheres with diameters of 100µm,
200µm and 300µm, respectively. We used the molecular form
factor F 2

MIF(x) of HA measured by Tartari et al. [12]. We
used different diameters of HA volume inside the simulated
phantom to test the influence of the portion of HA volume
inside the reconstructed voxel. As scatter basis functions we
used the same three components as before; no added specific
component for HA, since HA angular coherent cross-section
overlaps all other three. In Fig. 3 we show the three recon-
structed component images and the RGB color image. The
white spots in the images indicated by the arrows are caused
by the scattering from the HA. According to the simulation
results with this idealized configuration, the reconstructed
CSCT images could be used to detect the microcalcifications
because these white spots can be seen for a low fraction of
HA in the reconstructed voxel.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have tested the use of multiple-component
object representation and iterative reconstruction for X-ray

coherent scattering imaging of the breast, and compared with
the more traditional approach of analytically reconstructing
a separate image for each scatter angle data. The simulation
results above indicate that iterative reconstruction algorithm
with multiple-component object representation is advanta-
geous compared to standard FBP, and could provide an im-
provement in image quality, also CSCT technique with pencil
beam geometry could be used for the characterization of breast
lesions and detect microcalcifications within a whole breast.
Further studies comparing between more complex setups are
still necessary to optimize the algorithm and fully apprise the
performance of this imaging technique.

The coherent scatter components chosen represent a first
attempt in order to determine the feasibility of this approach,
and they may not represent the optimal basis functions. The
next step is to test different scatter components in order to
reduce the overlapping effect between the basis functions and
fairly cover the range of coherent scatter proprieties of all
molecular structures that may be present in the breast.
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Abstract—Radiotherapy treatments that adapt to changing
patient anatomy require appropriately-frequent re-imaging and
re-segmentation of the anatomy in those images. Kilovoltage
X-ray cone-beam CT (CBCT) is available in most clinics for
patient set-up but conventional filtered backprojection (FBP)
reconstruction has so far been unable to provide sufficiently-
accurate segmentation. The goal of this project is to investigate
whether statistical iterative reconstruction can improve segmen-
tation accuracy relative to FBP. Reconstructions were carried out
on prostate cancer patient data and we find small but consistent
improvements in the Dice overlap measure for prostate and
rectum under several clinical conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiotherapy cancer treatments aim to deliver prescribed
doses of megavoltage X-radiation to a tumor while minimally
irradiating surrounding tissues. Conventional therapy consists
of daily fractional treatments over a period of several weeks.
The treatments are planned using a diagnostic CT image on
which the target and nearby organs are delineated, and an
arrangement of linear accelerator (linac) treatment beams is
determined to optimally satisfy the prescription and avoidance
criteria. Often, changes in patient anatomy due to the disease
or to the treatment itself (edema, tumor shrinkage) or to natural
processes (bladder, rectum filling) occur, altering the patient
geometry and thereby reducing the effectiveness of the original
treatment plan.

Adaptive radiotherapy aims to improve treatment quality by
periodically re-imaging and re-planning the treatment [1], [2].
Efficient and practical adaptive therapy requires 1) accurate
deformable image registration to support dose mapping across
patient changes and 2) automated segmentation of sufficient
accuracy so that only minimal editing is required. Both
functions depend critically on the time-of-treatment imaging,
usually provided by linac-mounted CBCT [3]. CBCT images
reconstructed by filtered backprojection (FBP) suffer from
scatter, noise, cupping and other maladies [4] that so far have
prevented this imaging modality from effectively supporting
adaptive therapy.

Statistical iterative reconstruction has successfully produced
images with low noise from sparse projection data and with a
wide variety of regularizers. We sought to determine whether
penalized likelihood (PL) methods could produce images with
improved autosegmentation accuracy over the FBP method.

Such improvement could be readily measured in terms of
increased overlap of the FBP and PL structures. In this study,
we examined such differences in the reconstructions of several
patient’s CBCT images, spanning anatomy differences and
lateral truncation of the projection data.

II. METHODS

A. Penalized Likelihood Objective Function

We used the penalized likelihood scheme of [5] which
assumes an independent, Poisson-distributed data model

yi ∼ Poisson
[
bie

[−Aµ]i + ri

]
, i = 1, ..N (1)

where yi, bi, and ri are measured, blank scan, and background
counts, respectively, with i indexing the source-detector pair.
µj , j = 1, .., p is the attenuation produced by voxel j, and
the line integral [Aµ]i =

∑
j aijµj , where A is the system

matrix.
Defining mean projections, ȳi = bi exp (−[Aµ′]i) + ri

where µ′ is the estimate of the object image µ and that
maximizes the log-likelihood function

L(µ) =
N∑
i=1

[yi log ȳi − ȳi] . (2)

The full penalized likelihood objective function for this recon-
struction is

Φ1(µ) = L(µ)− βR(µ), (3)

where R(µ) is the smoothness constraint on µ and β is the
weight controlling the tradeoff between the log-likelihood and
the constraint. Optimal µ̂ corresponds to

µ̂ = arg max
µ

[L(µ)− βR(µ)] (4)

achieved by ascent over quadratic surrogates for the likelihood
and for ordered subsets of the projections [5].

In this project, we substituted the I-divergence [6] for the
log-likelihood

I(y||ȳ) =
N∑
i=1

[
yi log

yi
ȳi
− yi + ȳi

]
, (5)

since maximizing the log-likelihood function is equivalent
to minimizing I-divergence [7], which is nonnegative and
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pCT XVI FBP

Fig. 1. Planning CT and a time-of-treatment CBCT.

strictly convex such that a global minimum is guaranteed. The
resulting objective function

Φ2(µ) = I(y||ȳ) + βR(µ) (6)

is minimized on ordered-subsets of the projection data [5].
Regularization is provided by an edge-preserving penalty
function [8]

R(µj) =
∑
k∈Nj

wj(µk)δ2
[∣∣∣∣µj − µkδ

∣∣∣∣− ln

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣µj − µkδ

∣∣∣∣)]
(7)

where Nj is the 26-voxel neighborhood of voxel j and wj(µk)
is inverse proportional to the distance between µk and µj .

B. Prior Image Constraint

In addition, we added a prior image constraint, minimizing
the intensity differences between the reconstructed image and a
pre-existing image with similar structural content as described
by [9], [10]. That prior image is the pCT, µpCT , with its high
contrast and spatial resolution, deformably-registered onto the
FBP image. Adding this term to (6) we obtain

Φ3(µ) = I(y||ȳ) + βR(µ) + λ‖µ− µpCT ‖1, (8)

where λ = 100. Reconstructions were computed in Matlab us-
ing forward and backprojectors of the Reconstruction ToolKit
(RTK, www.openrtk.org) [11].

C. Automated Segmentation

Atlas-based autosegmentation [12], [13], [14] involves the
registration of an anatomy-labeled image onto an unlabeled
image followed by the transfer of those labels. Segmentation
accuracy is defined by the overlap of the transferred labels,
or contours, to an independent set of contours obtained by
manual tracing by an expert.

This study used the ADMIRE research package devel-
oped in-house [15] that performs image registration and
anatomy segmentation and outputs several combinations of
registered/deformed images and deformation vector fields, for
several image modality combinations. ADMIRE first per-
forms linear registration (translation, rotation, and scaling) fol-
lowed by a poly-smooth nonlinear registration that iteratively
matches coresponding image blocks to produce a coarse defor-
mation match. The final stage is a shape-constrained, full free-
form deformable registration. Both deformable stages employ

Fig. 2. Row, column profiles for varying values of β.

smoothing constraints to ensure smooth and continuous organ
boundaries [15].

Ground truth contours were created by the first author by
tracing three to six sets of prostate/rectum/bladder contours
for each CBCT studied, permitting an estimate of the inter-
rater variance, and a more reliable estimate of the true anatomy
boundaries. Contours were drawn on the FBP CBCTs and used
for both the FBP and the PL images reconstructed from the
same projections.

Overlap extent is given by the Dice similarity measure [16],
D = 2|A ∩ B|/|A| ∪ |B|, where A,B are the voxel sets
corresponding to organs A and B and | · | is the number of
voxels in a set. The Dice metric takes values from zero (no
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Fig. 3. Top row: axial views of pCT, FBP, PL-OSTR, PL-Prior, respectively;
bottom row sagittal views; prostate (red), rectum (yellow)., bladder (magenta)
are shown. The pCT contours were manually drawn by a therapist; the
FBP, PL-OSTR, and PL-Prior contours were computed using the ADMIRE
program.
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Fig. 4. Dice measures for prostate, rectum, and bladder, from segmentations
using the pCT as segmentation atlas, for XVI-FBP, PL-OSTR, and PL-Prior
reconstructions shown in Fig. 3.

overlap) to 1.0 (exact voxel overlap).

D. CBCT Image Acquisition

Each patient’s dataset consisted of one pCT image (Philips
Brilliance CT Big Bore), pCT structure contours (DICOM
format) used in planning an actual prostate cancer treatment,
and 3-5 sets of projections obtained at varying times during
the patient’s treatment. CBCT projections were obtained with
Elekta Synergy linac-XVI CBCT imager and FBP reconstruc-
tion was performed by XVI. CBCT images were acquired at
120kV, 40ma, and comprising 650-680 projections over the
full 2π circle. The bow-tie filter was used for all acquisitions,
and the detector was offset 111 mm in u for a full male pelvis
FOV.

Figure 1 shows examples of a planning CT and a time-of-
treatment, XVI FBP CBCT for the same patient. The bright
features in the prostate are gold-wire 2mm VisiCoil markers
implanted to aid daily patient treatment setup.

Fig. 5. pCT, XVI-FBP, PL-OSTR, and PL-Prior segmentations, left-to-right.
Note the differences between the CBCT and the pCT.
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Fig. 6. Dice measures for the images in Fig. 5. The pattern of Dice numbers
is similar to Fig. 4 despite the CBCT-pCT differences.

III. RESULTS

A. Penalized Likelihood Properties

The performance of the PL-OSTR algorithm was verified
with 3D Shepp-Logan and CatPhan phantom reconstruction
studies (not shown), producing iteration histories for varying
values of the regularization weight β consistent with those in
[5] (not shown). These studies were repeated for the patient
CBCT reconstruction, and an example study is shown in in
Figure 2, demonstrating row and column intensity profiles for
a range of β values. Values of β higher than 1.0×106 produced
excessive smoothing so that value was used throughout the
study. A value of δ = 1.0×10−5 was determined by a similar
analysis. All reconstructions were carried out to 100 iterations.

Reconstructions using equation (6) are hereafter denoted
PL-OSTR, and those using equation (8) are PL-Prior.

B. Prostate Anatomy Segmentations

Segmentation of one patient CBCT is demonstrated in
Figure 3. In this example, the CBCT image is very similar
to the pCT. The left panels show expert contours on the pCT
axial (upper) and sagittal (lower) views. The second through
fourth columns show the autosegmented XVI FBP, PL-OSTR,
and PL-Prior reconstructions, respectively. Accuracy of the
autosegmentation is measured by the overlap of those contours
with the manual ground truth contours. Figure 4 shows the
Dice measures for these reconstructions.

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the corresponding results for
a case in which the CBCT is quite different from the pCT in
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Fig. 7. pCT, XVI-FBP, PL-OSTR, and PL-Prior segmentations, left-to-right.
This CBCT has significant lateral truncation in addition to the CBCT-pCT
structural differences.
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Fig. 8. Dice measures for the images in Fig. 7.

the neighborhood of the prostate. In both this and the previous
cases, the PL results show consistently higher Dice coefficients
for the prostate and rectum. The bladder is consistently lower
because of mismatches with the pCT contours at the superior
boundary of the bladder, due to a reconstruction distortion at
the upper boundary of the field of view. This part of the bladder
is distal to the prostate, so would not have an important effect
on re-planning.

Figures 7 and 8 show the corresponding results for a case
including large structural differences and very large bilateral
truncation of the image in the FOV. Here the PL reconstruc-
tions of the prostate are depressed, but the rectum and bladder
are improved relative to FBP. However, the Dice measures for
all these organs are about 0.1 less than in the previous two
examples.

IV. CONCLUSION

Efficient and practical adaptive radiotherapy requires ac-
curate anatomy delineation, beyond that available with the
current linac CBCT based on FBP reconstruction. We show
here that small but consistent patterns of improved contour
accuracy are obtainable with PL reconstructions. However,
the modest extent of these results and the different pattern
of improvements with truncation versus without truncation
suggest that substantial development may be required to attain
this goal.
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Intensity-Based Iterative Reconstruction for

Differential Phase-Contrast Imaging with

Reconstruction Parameter Estimation
Bernhard Brendel, Maximilian von Teuffenbach, Andreas Fehringer, Peter B. Noël, Franz Pfeiffer, and

Thomas Koehler

Abstract—A penalized maximum likelihood algorithm is intro-
duced to reconstruct absorption, phase, and scatter images simul-
taneously from differential phase-contrast (DPC) acquisitions,
without the need of intermediate phase retrieval. Furthermore,
since it is known from conventional computed tomography (CT)
that ring artifacts occur in reconstructed images even for very
small deviations of the detector gain from calibration measure-
ments, the introduced algorithm is extended to not only recon-
struct images, but at the same time estimate correction factors
for the detector gains. Based on real measured synchrotron data
of a mouse it is shown that the results of the penalized maximum
likelihood reconstruction are clearly superior with respect to
conventional FBP-based reconstructions regarding level of detail
and noise. Furthermore it is demonstrated that ring artifacts can
be reduced substantially if the extended method is used.

I. INTRODUCTION

Iterative reconstruction (IR), especially statistical IR has

gained in recent years increasing interest in tomographic x-

ray imaging, since it is amongst others a key enabler for dose

reduction, sparse sampling, and limited angle tomography.

Another important area of current research in x-ray tomo-

graphy is phase-contrast imaging. It became of relevance also

for potential clinical applications due to the development of

setups that get along with a conventional x-ray tube by using

a Talbot-Lau interferometer [1], known as differential phase-

contrast imaging (DPCI) setups. DPCI shows excellent soft-

tissue contrast [2], [3] that likely adds diagnostic value if

applicable to clinical imaging.

The combination of DPCI with statistical IR has been

addressed in a number of publications in the last three years.

In most of these publications a two-step approach is used: Ab-

sorption, scatter, and phase projections are retrieved from the

measured intensities for each detector pixel. These projections

are then used as input for independent reconstruction of the

three images, each reconstruction performed with an iterative

algorithm [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
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To our knowledge only one publication proposes so far a

statistical IR approach that reconstructs images directly from

the measured intensities [12], an approach called intensity

based statistical IR (IBSIR) in the following.

IBSIR has a number of advantages with respect to iterative

or conventional reconstruction after retrieval of attenuation,

scatter, and phase projections:

• The retrieval of phase projections is prone to errors due to

phase wrapping. This retrieval can be avoided for IBSIR

if no start image for the phase is needed.

• Noise is modeled for the measured intensities. This is of

advantage, since accurate models for the noise occurring

in X-ray detectors are available. For other statistical IR

approaches the noise model is needed for the retrieved

attenuation, scatter, and phase projections, where noise

modeling is more challenging.

The most obvious disadvantage of IBSIR is the non-

convexity of the cost function as introduced below. It even

cannot be guaranteed that only one optimum exists. This is

due to the occurrence of the phase in a trigonometric function

in the cost function (see below). However, all reconstruction

methods for DPCI suffer from this property, manifesting, e.g,

as phase wrapping errors in the phase retrieval step. Thus, no

known method can guarantee unambiguous correct solutions.

Actually, as mentioned above, IBSIR has an advantage here

over methods based on phase retrieval, since IBSIR aims for

a consistency of the phase image with the originally measured

data. Additionally, in IBSIR the ambiguity problem can be

relaxed by the usage of a penalty term, which is again not

possible for other available methods.

Another advantage of IR methods is that parameters of

the imaging system can be estimated during reconstruction.

This is especially possible, if a penalty term is used in the

cost function. This option will be utilized here to suppress

ring artifacts that occur in the reconstructed images if the

detector gains deviate from the calibration measurements. This

happens easily since already small deviations of the detector

gain of a fraction of a percent lead to rings. Due to this

high sensitivity, rings are conventionally compensated after

reconstruction. Penalized IR however allows to suppress rings

already during reconstruction.

II. METHODS

IBSIR is a penalized maximum likelihood image recon-

struction method. These methods are based on a cost func-
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tion, which evaluates in a data term the likelihood that the

reconstructed images belong to the measured data, and in a

penalty term the likelihood that the reconstructed images fulfill

some a priori information [14]. Images are reconstructed by

optimizing the cost function with respect to the discretized

image values.

Two ingredients are needed for the data term, namely a

forward model for the imaging system and a noise model for

the measured data. The forward model is needed to calculate

the expected input data from the reconstructed images. Here

the following forward model is used [12]:

N̄im = N im
0

Tim

[

1 + V im
0

Dim cos
(

Φim
0

+Φim

)]

, (1)

where i indexes the detector pixels, and m the detector

readouts for each phase step and each view. N im
0

are the

expected average photon counts, V im
0

the visibility, and Φim
0

the interferometer phase offset for a measurement without

object. Tim is the transmission, Dim the dark field singal and

Φim are the line integrals of the differential phase. N̄im is the

expected photon count for measurement im. Tim, Dim, and

Φim are calculated from discretized image representations:

Tim = exp (− [A · µ]im) ,

Dim = exp (− [A · ǫ]im) , (2)

Φim = [Aδ · δ]im ,

where A is a conventional CT forward projector, and Aδ is a

forward projector with a differentiating component orthogonal

to the grating orientation in the setup [4]. The vectors µ,

ǫ, and δ contain attenuation image, scattering image, and

phase image, respectively. The nomenclature [·]im is used for

the extraction of the component of the resulting vector that

belongs to measurement im.

For deringing, the forward model is extended by correction

factors ci. These factors are introduced to compensate for

deviations of N im
0

between calibration scan and object scan.

They are set individually for each detector pixel i but are

assumed to be constant over the whole object scan:

N̄im = ciN
im
0

Tim

[

1 + V im
0

Dim cos
(

Φim
0

+Φim

)]

, (3)

For the noise model of the data term, it is assumed that

the noise of the measured data follows a Poisson distribution.

This makes sense here, since the experimental data used in

the following is acquired with monochromatic X-ray radiation.

With this, the following negative log-likelihood data term L

for the cost function can be derived (see [12]):

L = −

∑

i,m

Nim · log N̄im − N̄im, (4)

where Nim are the measured photon counts. Constants irrele-

vant for the optimization are skipped.

The penalty term comprises for each of the three images an

independent smoothing prior [14]:

R = βa

∑

j

∑

k∈Sa

j

wa

jkΨ(µj − µk) +

βs

∑

j

∑

k∈Ss

j

ws

jkΨ(ǫj − ǫk) + (5)

βφ

∑

j

∑

k∈S
φ

j

w
φ
jkΨ(δj − δk) ,

where j runs over all voxels, assuming that all images are

defined on the same grid. k indexes the voxels within neigh-

borhoods Sa

j , Ss

j , S
φ
j around the voxel j in the attenuation,

scatter, and phase image. wa

jk, ws

jk, and w
φ
jk are weights to

adjust the influence of the neighborhood voxels. Ψ(·) is the

Huber potential function [14]. βa, βs, and βφ are factors to

control the influence of the penalty terms in the cost function.

The final cost function is given by C = L + R. It has to be

minimized with respect to the three image vectors µ, ǫ, δ, as

well as the correction factors ci, if forward model (3) is used

instead of forward model (1).

The optimization method introduced briefly here, is a

comparatively simple method, which is easy to implement

and parameterize. In tests it proved to minimize the cost

function reliably and faster than nonlinear conjugate gradient

(CG). More sophisticated algorithms may exist, but are not

within the scope of this publication. The applied optimization

algorithm is a variation of the steepest decent method. For

faster convergence, the three images and the correction factors

are not optimized simultaneously, but subsequently. I.e., first,

the gradient of the cost function with respect to all voxels of

one of the three image is calculated. A 1D search applying the

golden section method is executed to determine the minimum

of the cost function along the direction of this gradient, and the

image is updated accordingly. Then the processing continues

analogous with the next image. If the forward model with

the correction factors ci is applied, the same processing is

applied to the correction factors: Determination of the gradient

with respect to the correction factors, 1D search along the

direction of the gradient, update of the correction factors. One

optimization step comprises the update of all three images

and, if applicable, of the correction factors. The method is

guaranteed to decrease (or in convergence not to increase) the

value of the cost function in each step. Optimization steps

are repeated iteratively until further iterations have no visible

impact on the images.

III. RESULTS

For the following investigations, the data of a mouse ac-

quired at a synchrotron is used. Data was acquired on a circular

360◦ trajectory, comprising 901 views per rotation, and 4

phase steps per view. More details about the acquisition can

be found in [15]. N i
0
, V i

0
, and Φi

0
are derived from calibration

measurements.

For reconstruction, the regularization strength parameters

βa, βs, and βφ are adjusted such that no significant smoothing

of details in the images occur, while a reasonable amount

of denoising is achieved. The delta parameters of the Huber
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Fig. 1. Details of images reconstructed from a synchrotron DPCI acquisition
of a mouse. Filtered back projection (FBP) and intensity based iterative
reconstruction (IBSIR).

potential functions are set to very low values, such that an

absolute value function is mimicked.

In Fig. 1 the image quality of conventional FBP based

reconstruction and IBSIR is compared. The IBSIR reconstruc-

tion is initialized with the FBP images, but it was confirmed

that initialization with smoothed FBP images or even zero

valued images reveals the same images, however for the zero

valued start images with a considerably larger number of

iterations (900 iterations for zero valued start images, 100

iterations for FBP and smoothed FBP start images). Clearly,

image quality of IBSIR is superior: For all three images a

reduction of noise and aliasing artifacts can be observed. While

for attenuation and scatter the level of detail is comparable for

FBP and IBSIR, the phase image shows even a higher level

of detail for IBSIR.

It is not obvious that the choice of three independent penalty

terms as given in equation (6) is justifiable. Particularly, it

cannot be excluded from the outset that e.g., the penalty term

for the scatter image does not impact the phase image, since

both are connected in the forward model of the data term.

Thus, it is tested here how the penalty terms influence all

three images by “activating” each penalty term individually,

setting only one of the three β-parameters to a non-zero value.

Results are given in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4. No visible

differences occur, e.g., for the attenuation image between

activating all penalty terms, and activating only the attenuation

penalty term. The other way around, for the phase and scatter

A
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n
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n
ly

Attenuation Scatter Phase
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Fig. 2. Attenuation, scatter, and phase images reconstructed with IBSIR with
different penalty settings. Rows from top to bottom: (βa, βs, βφ) = (0,0,0) /

(5 · 10
8, 1 · 10

7, 5 · 10
6) / (5 · 10

8, 0, 0) / (0, 1 · 10
7, 0) / (0, 0, 5 · 10

6).

image no visible differences occur between the case without

any penalty term and the case with attenuation penalty term

only. Analogous statements hold for scatter penalty term and

phase penalty term. Thus, it can be concluded here that each

penalty term has only significant impact on the image it

addresses directly (as long as the regularization strength is

kept in reasonable limits). This implies that the choice of

three independent penalty terms is rectified, and moreover that

the appearance of each image can be tuned independently by

adjusting the corresponding penalty term.

The images in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are reconstructed with

the forward model of equation (1). Especially the attenuation

image is affected by strong ring artifacts for FBP and IBSIR,

although calibration was done carefully. Thus, it was tested if

applying forward model 3 in the cost function can reduce the

ring artifacts. Results are illustrated in Fig. 5 for the absorption

images, which show the strongest effect. Apparently, ring

artifacts can be reduced to a large degree.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The introduced penalized maximum likelihood cost function

for IBSIR from tomographic DPC acquisitions enables the
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Fig. 3. Difference images of attenuation, scatter, and phase reconstructed with
IBSIR with different penalty settings, namely differences between the images
in the first row of Fig. 2 (no image being regularized) and the images in the
third, fourth, and fifth row of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Difference images of attenuation, scatter, and phase reconstructed with
IBSIR with different penalty settings, namely differences between the images
in the second row of Fig. 2 (all images being regularized) and the images in
the third, fourth, and fifth row of Fig. 2.

simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation, scatter, and phase

images directly from the measured intensities. First results are

very promising: IBSIR reconstructions are less affected by

aliasing artifacts and noise, while keeping or even increasing

the level of detail in the images. Furthermore, it was shown

on the example of correction factors for deringing that with a

suited forward model, IBSIR cannot only simultaneously re-

construct the images, but at the same time estimate parameters

of the imaging system, to correct for image artifacts.
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